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THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

JULY, 1873

PLATE I.

COSTA,

THOKOUrxHBRED STALLION.

Costa, bred by Mr. Merry in 1839, is by The Baron,

out of Catherine Hayes, by Lanercost, her dam Con-

stance, by Partisan—Quadrille, by Selim.

The Baron, bred by INIr. Watts in Ireland in 1842,

was by Irish Birdcatcher, out of Echidna, by Economist,

her dam Miss Pratt, by Blacklock. The Baron won the

St, Leger in 1845, while he is still more famous as the

sire of Stockwell, " the Emperor of Stallions."

Catherine Hayes, bred by Mr. Wanchope in 1850,

won the Oaks of her year, so that Costa combines iu his

direct pedigree the very best blood and the highest public

form. Costa was himself a really good racehorse, always

able to hold his own in good company ; and although he

has had no great opportunity at the stud there are a few

winners out by him.

Costa is a bay horse, standing fifteen hands three

inches high, with good bone and much power. He is

now located at Messrs. Tattersall's Old Oak Stud Farm,

at Shepherd's Bush, within three miles of the Marble

Arch,

PLATE II.

A MIDSUMMER DAY,

Thrice happy he ! who, on the sunless side

Of a romantic mountain, forest-crowned,

Beneath the whole collected shade reclines.

Or in the gelid caverns, woodbine wrought.

And fresh bedewed with ever-sprouting streams.

Sits coolly calm, while all the word without

Unsatisfied and sick tosses in noon.

Emblem instructive of the virtuous man

Who keeps his tempered mind serene and pure,

Ols Pkkii*.]

And every passion aptly harmonized.

Amid a jeering world with vice inflamed.

Welcome, ye shades ! ye bowery thickets, hail

!

Ye lofty pines ! ye venerable oaks !

Ye ashes wild, resounding o'er the steep !

Delicious is your shelter to the soul.

As to the hunted hart the sallying spring

Or stream full flowing.

Thomson's Summer.

A Vol. LXXV.—No. 1.
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A JUDICIOUS
There was no June meeting of the Farmers' Clab, and

the attendance of farmers at the sittings of the Central

Chamber of Agriculture was very thin; the

company, according to a member of the Chamber,

being made up mainly of M.P.s and small land-

owners. Anything more dreary or depressing than

these two conferences it is scarcely possible to ima-

gine ; as it has for some time past been a question with

us whether instead of reporting all this miserable small

talk at any length our readers would not be quite satisfied

with the summaries which are dressed up by the officials

for such of the daily papers as can be prevailed on to give

them insertion. " There are five farmers in the room,"

said a man on leaving the second sitting, " and the other

people have been badgering poor Mr. Read about the

Tenant-Right Bill."

The business, however, began on the Tuesday, with of

course one of those almost interminable reports on Local

Taxation, wherein it was stated that honourable gentle-

men like Mr. Pell and Sir George Jenkinson were about

to make important demonstrations over the Rating Bill

;

although, the most noticeable feature in the proceedings

was the expression of a certain and very evidently un-

comfortable feeling as to the rating of stock in trade.

Sir George Jenkinson desired to see the present exemption

continued ; Mr. liodsoll moved as one of sundry amend-

ments that after "a grant of perpetual exemption to,"

the words "not only stock in trade, but all other ;" and

80 forth. What does this mean ? Long since we warned

the farmers that they might get a deal more than they

ever expected from joining in the movement over Local

Taxation, and it would be quite as well that

Sir Massey Lopes' next report should state definitely how
the stock-in-trade and all other stock will be likely to

fare under any new state of things. Then, the meeting

went on to consider whether rent was or was not a proper

standard of assessment, until our report fortunately

breaks down over some " subsequent discussion ;" and

somebody, speaking well to the point, says "he was

puzzled even now how to get a uniform assessment,

and under the proposed new law they would always be in

a state of turmoil." Nevertheless, a resolution was

really agreed to ; and then a reverend gentleman moved
that the present poor-house system should be improved

upon ; and this was duly seconded and as duly opposed.

It was of a centralising character ; it would put an end

to local control, and it would involve an enormous

expenditm-e—points which all seemed to promise a most
embarrassing discussion—until somebody cruelly interfered

by showing that if they adopted the clergyman 's motion,

after they had agreed to the fourth resolution on Local

Taxation that very day, " the Council would be stultifying

themselves." Whereupon the Council, in manifest alarm

at such a contingency, broke up forthwith, and postponed

the possibility of stultifying themselves, at least over this

matter, for the next five or six months.
Wednesday, as we have said, or rather as a member of

the Central Chamber has said for us, was devoted to

"badgering" Mr. Sewell Read and the Tenant-Right Bill.

A resolution had been passed in April which it appeared
was after all not a resolution of the Chamber but of the
Council, and it was now proposed to trim or twist the
wording of this into something else ; although, as

one or two M.P.s said, they " could not for the life

of them understand the difference between the resolution
and the amendment ;" but this is a way they have at the
Chamber. Thus, Mr. Little was of opinion that " land-
lord and tenant should be free to make their own bar-

gains ;" and that " it was undesirable to disturb the kindly

"ADJOURNMENT."
feeling which now existed between a good landlord and

his tenant." And Mr. Whitaker insisted that "the

farming class were as capable of making a bargain as any

class in the kingdom ;" and Mr. Storer hoped that " land-

lord and tenant would be left free to make what contracts

they liked ;" and Mr. Grove, M.P., said " every tenant

who took a farm naturally went to the landlord and made

a special agreement ;" and so on. Now, surely, it would

be better, if not for a Chamber of Agriculture at least for

agriculturists, that such discussions as these were never

reported ; but as they are we must take them whence

they come and for what they are worth. In the very

outset, then, landlord and tenant under the present

circumstances are 7iot free to make their own bargains,

simply because the farming class are not as capable ot

making a bargain as auy other class in the kingdom, for

the tenant is not free to make any contract he likes.

Anybody who knows anything about the matter as it

actually exists, knows well enough that, as an almost

general rule, the farmer must accept the terms which are

offered him, or give up any chance of getting into an oc-

cupation. Unless the landlord takes the initiative it is

almost idle for an incoming tenant to stipulate as to his

right to the game or to the improvements, or his right to

anything. Parmers when dealing with landlords are not

in a position to make bargains, and all the talk about

taking care of themselves and looking to their agreements

is directly contradicted by the hard facts of every-day

life and practice. Hence the necessity for the twelfth

clause. If a landlord really be a good one, the general

application of the law can never influence him ; while,

when thoroughly interpreted the kindly feeling between

the two simply comes to this, that the greater power shall

be kind so long as he chooses and no longer. Only
imagine people in this age making bargains and entering

into contracts with a special care as to not upsetting

kindly feeling, when the very result of a fair and sound

agreement should be the establishment of a good under-

standing between the two contracting parties, neither

having the power to injure the other. Mr. Sewell

Read said, " If Mr. Little's amendment were carried, aiid

the House of Commons adopted it, he should not care

two straws whether the Landlord and Tenant Bill became
law or not ;" and a telegram from Lancashire, read in the

room just as it was received, ran thus :
" Tell them we

must have legislation, and we must keep agitating until

we get it." Had we confined our report to Mr. Read's

speech and a transcription of this telegram, the meeting

of the Central Chamber of Agriculture on Wednesday
might have helped on a good cause ; but as it is, the

tedious twaddling discussion we give at some length can

only do more harm than good. Still, it is satisfactory to

gather that the Chamber cannot again stultify itself, or

further impede the progress of agriculture, until the No'
vember meeting.

THE FARMERS' AND LABOURERS' UNIONS.—The
following agreement has been signed by nearly all the farmers

on the Shaftesbury estates : We, the undersigned occupiers

of land under the Dowager Marchioness of Westminster, feel

that it is necessary that we should combine together to protect

ourselves against the present organization of the Agricaltural

Labourers' Union. We therefore agree with each other that

we will not employ any member of the Agricultural Labourers'

Union on our farms, and that we will, in the event of a scarcity

of non-Union labourers, aid and assist each other during hay-

making and harvest, when necessary. In forming this com-
bination we do not wish to refrain from giving proper wages

to the labourers, but to protest against combination and dicta-

tion promoted by paid agitators,—Dated June 7j 1873.
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AUSTRIA AND VIENNA.
Great changes have been brought about in Austria,

and by the means of successive disasters which have

proved to be blessings in disguise. The separation of

the refractory provinces of Italy, the withdrawal from

the long cherished but shadowy position of the leadership

of Germany, the consequent reconciliation and closer

union with rebellious Hungary, all these events have

thrown back the efforts of Austrian statesmen upon the

provinces proper, and secured solid advantages, now ap-

parent in the improved finances and the more active tone

of the national life. Coming in the train of these occur-

rencies, the Exhibition, which at this time attracts numer-

ous visitors from all parts of the world, and the situation

of Vienna placed upon the confines of Eastern and
Western civilisation, will be productive hereafter of re-

sults both in commerce and agriculture which can scarcely

be foretold. The year of revolutions in Europe, namely,

1848, was the means of altering the whole tenure of land

system thi-oughout the Austrian empire. Previous to that

period the peasantry were serfs. They were legally subject

to forced labour, and it was by this forced labour of the

peasants that the estates of the great proprietors were
cultivated. In return for this service, however, a por-

tion of land was allotted by his seignieur to the peasant

serf, and cultivated by the latter exclusively on his own
behalf and to his own profit. Under this regime, there-

fore, the peasant, although a serf, was also a proprietor.

The abolition of the feudal system, while abolishing the

penalties, left him in possession of his property, of which
he became the free and unconditional owner. At the

present moment the great proprietors are ready to admit

this change has been on the whole decidedly beneficial to

them, as well as to all other classes of the population

alike, from an agricultural and a social point of view.

The improved condition of the peasant is, in most of

the provinces of the empire, conspicuous. The great

proprietors, in order to escape niin, have been com-
pelled to cultivate their estates more carefully, they

have supplied the place of forced labour by greater

scientific knowledge, and more efficient machinery. The
result is that many of them have doubled and some
have trebled the incomes from their properties, whilst the

average market price of land has risen at least a hundred
percent., and in some provinces still higher.

In those provinces where agriculture is most scientific

and most productive, viz., Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia,

it is practised on a large scale, and the greater part of

the soil is in the hands of the large proprietors, who
from time immemorial have possessed estates of wide ex-

tent. Each of these great domains may be reckoned on
the average at not less than 10,000 acres of arable land,

and from 6,000 to 10,000 acres of woodland. The area

of many of them is even as much as 60,000 acres. They
are cultivated with great care and skill, on the most ap-

proved methods. The system followed is chiefiy that of

annual rotation ; whilst the peasant proprietors adopt the

triennial, with partial, and sometimes even entire culti-

vation of the fallow ground. In proportion, however, to

their capital and intelligence, the small proprietors adopt

the system of the great ones. By both classes machinery

is largely employed, and all of very good quality. A
complete system of drainage has been known and prac-

tised for centuries in these provinces, and the meadow
pasturage is declared by competent judges to be excellent.

Live stock are fed not only on natural pasturage of all

kinds, which is very abundant, but the leys and refuse

sold by the various distilleries, breweries, and sugar

refineries also serve as food for cattle. Besides being gre^t

breeders of sheep, it is by the large proprietors that

live stock are raised on a large scale ; while the peasant

proprietors also breed sheep, hut of coarser wool, and in

smaller quantities. The price of agricultural labour is

low, owing to the density of the population ; and it is

from some parts of Bohemia alone of the Austrian pro-

vinces that emigration takes place to America, Russia,

and Hungary. In Galicia three-fifths of the whole pro-

ductive soil is cultivated by large proprietors, whose
estates vary in extent from 1,000 to 20,000 acres. A
property of 20 acres is in that province considered suffi.-

cient to maintain a peasant family. Somepeasants, how-
ever, only possess from one to two acres of land a- piece

;

and these, like the same class in Bohemia and Moravia,

maintain themselves and families by the wages they can

earn as agricultural labourers. The local tribunals greatly

facilitate the dispersion and division of land in Galicia.

In Upper Austria small proprietors are the predominant

class, where the average size of a peasant property is

fi'om 40 to 60 acres. But many of these properties are

not less than 200 to 300 acres in extent. In the low-

land districts of Styria and Carniola the land is chiefly

in the hands of smaU proprietors. This fact is attri-

butable to the conquest of the province by Napoleon I.

As part of the kingdom of Illyria, Carniola was thereby

subjected to the French code, which abolished all pre-

viously existing limitations of the right of division and
descent—limitations which were not abolished untij

recently in the other Austrian provinces.

The chief agricultural produce of the Cisleithan Pro-

vinces is corn. In Bohemia, Moravia, Austria Proper,

and Silesia, however, hemp, flax, rape-seed, and hops are

also grown ; and in Galicia and the Bucovina tobacco is

cultivated. In Bohemia not only hops are largely culti-

vated, but also potatoes and clover ; which latter is also

one of the principal crops grown in Styria, Moravia,

Carniola, and Austria Proper. Turnips and beet-root

are especially cultivated in Austria Proper, Bohemia,

Moravia, and Galicia. In the highlands the breeding of

horned cattle is practised upon a large scale, and with

great success. The peasants in these parts, usually

possess, besides their lowland farms, large pasture grounds

on the upland ; and these pasture grounds form the

chief part of such properties in those provinces where

they exist. Then in Salzburg, three-fourths of the

landed property of the whole province consists of wood-

land and pasture, and only one-fourth of tillage and mea-

dow. In Styria, the proportion between tillage and grass-

land is 1 to 4. The cattle are driven to the lower parts

of the highland range towards the end of May. In the

middle of June they are driven up to the higher parts,

where they remain until the end of September. Their

winter food is scanty, consisting only of hay and straw,

with occasional turnips ; clover is given only to the horses.

Sheep also are bred and fed in these countries, at an ele-

vation of from 7,000 to 9,000 feet, Galicia exports

large quantities of black cattle, and more particdarly

oxen, but these are not raised in the province itself. The
great proprietors purchase them in Russia during the

autumn, and sell them, after feeding them up during the

winter on the dregs and wastes of the breweries and dis-

tilleries. In the mountainous parts of the country ma-

chinery is rarely employed, and agricultural implements

are mostly of a very primitive kind. In the Noric pro-

vinces the double plough is generally used. Hired la-

bourers also are rarely employed in these parts ; the agri-

A 2
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cultural labour belug almost eutirely furnished by do-

mestics and farm-servants. In most of the provinces,

and especially iu Lower and Upper Austiia, the small

proprietors are decidedly flourishing ; such being able

to maintain themselves in a considerable amouut
of comfort. Their mode of life is less expeusive, less

luxurious, and more primitive than that of our great

tenant-farmers; but it is an easy and independent one,

and they are a well-contented and well-to-do class.

Between the relative, social, intellectual, and econo-

mical conditions of the great and small proprietors, how-
ever, there is a marked difference ; whilst ou the other

hand, there is undoubtedly a marked improvement in the

social and intellectual standard of the Austrian peasantry

since their emancipation in 1848 ; and as the general

value of the whole productive soil of the empire has so

greatly improved, so, on the other hand, every impulse in

the way of agricultural improvenieiiL has come, and con-

tinues to come, exclusively from the great landowners. It

is to them alone that the introduction of improved ma-
chinery, manure, drainage, and highly-bred stock, is

owing, even in cases where such improvements have been

successfully adopted by the small proprietors. In this

respect the peasantry have shown no initiative. It is a

striking and notorious fact that, iu this most agricultural

empire, agriculture flourishes only iu those provinces

where great estates and great landowners prevail ; and
that, in all those parts of the country where the peasant

proprietor predominates, the condition of agriculture is

singularly rude and primitive.

THE HARVEST AND THE USE OF MACHINERY.

The backward state of the crops of all kinds, when
the advanced period of the season is considered, is a suffi-

cient warning to the fanner to make preparation against

a late and probably a precarious harvest, by adopting all

the means that modern improvements and inventions

have introduced, for facilitating the ingathering iu

the most safe and expeditious manner. This can

now be efl'ected in a way, and to an extent that

our forefathers never dreamed of, and which, had they

been told wo\ild one day be generally adopted, vi'ould

have thought those who prophesied such good things

were practising a little of what is termed in mo-
dern slang " gammon," borrowed from the regions of

Eutopia. Perhaps the best way of illustrating this sub-

ject will be to give an account of the way in which a

late and wet harvest was managed by the farmer under the

ancient regime, when neither the harvester nor the thrash-

ing machine had been introduced, orany other of themodern
implements for facilitating the harvest operations and
economising human labour. Let us, therefore, take the

harvest of the year 1801 for example, which, though an

extreme case, and aggravated by the state of warfare in

which this country was engaged against the First Napo-
leon, was, in other respects, subj'ect only to the same
vicissitudes of weather as we are at present. That year

the harvest was not only a .late one, but owing
to the continued wet weather, with but few and short

intervals, there was not a field of wheat harvested

in good condition, and the greater part was so much
sprouted ' as to make it impossible to produce sound
flour from it. "We have uow before us an account

of the weight of a parcel of wheat of that year—521bs.

per bustiel—which produced just half the weight of flour

that was obtained from a sound sample of the same de-

scription of wheat—the "old Norfolk red"—and which
weighed C41bs. per bushel. There was no importation of

wheat at that time ; and, in fact, the countries on the

Continent were as badly off as ourselves, being also pro-

hibited by Napoleon from supplying England with corn

or other produce. Sound old wheat rose to fabulous

prices, and the labourmg classes were compelled to resort

to a mixture of barley, oats, and grown wheat, with a

sprinkling of beaus to help to strengthen the flour ; but

the bread from it was wretchedly bad, having uo adhesive

quality like that made from sound flour. But few far-

mers who passed through that awful period are now
living, and fewer still of the labourers, who suffered both
iu health, from eating the unwholesome food, and also

from being thrown upon the parishes for a supplementary
allowance to enable them to support iu existence their

families— for it was but an existence ; the farmer being
too much reduced by a series of wet harvests between

1795 and 1801, of which series the latter year was the

climax, to be able to pay wages adequate to the price of

provisions. Indeed, an Act was passed that entitled

every labourer with a family to aa allowance of 2s. fid.

per week for each child in aid of the wages of the

father ; and if he was out of work or working at low

wages the magistrate was empowered to order him a

sufficient allowance to support the family. In many of

the parishes this was taken advantage of to an enormous
extent by an ingenious device. The labourers in those

parishes were put up at auction by the overseers every

Saturday night, and the farmers, who of course com-
bined together, bid for them, and they were knocked
down for the ensuing week to the highest bidder, who
seldom exceeded 8d. per day, when the regular wages
would be 2s. 6d. or 3s. This practice, which was
continued at least up to the year 1816 by some
parishes, raised the poor rates to an amount in many
cases equal to the rent, and in some even more ; the non-

agricultural portion of the parishioners being thus made
to pay a large proportion of the farmer's expense for

labour. We have adduced these facts as the indirect re-

sults of bad harvests in the first place, and in the next,

the suffering of the law of out-door relief to be carried

to such an extent as here sanctioned.

What a change has come ovei-, not the dream of the

present race of farmers ! but, the reality of agricul-

tural life, compared with former times and opportu-

nities, may almost be considered the commencement of

the labourers' millennium,'so largely has it reduced the

amount of hand labour by the application of machinery and
steam power on the farm ! Steam, however, is at present

in but an incipient state, but must before many years

come to the fore, and to a large extent be employed in

cultivating the land as well as iu thrashing the produce.

With respect to the harvest ' operations and the utility of

machinery in promoting their speedy utility, we shall give

the following incident by way of illustration : We had

occasion to go a few miles from London, to see the work-

ing of a harvester, used either for reaping or mowing

—

or rather for supersedina; those most onerous operations.

On arriving at the farm we saw a waggon loaded with

sacks filled with barley, ready for delivery to the maltster,

to whom it had been sold by the owner at the previous

local market. We observed to a labourer, that we sup-

posed his master was clearing the old corn out of the barn

to make room for the new. " No, indeed," he replied

;

" that barley was standing in the field yesterday at this

time (about 12 o'clock), was cut in the afternoon with

the machine, thrashed and dressed this morning with the

thrashing machine, and measured into the sacks, and

there it is readv for the maltster." As a further illus-
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tration, we may add, that whilst exainiuiug the working

of this excellent " harvester" there came a heavy shower

of raiu, which effectually put a stop to the process of fur-

ther cutting. Now, the machine employed iu this case

was a three-horse one, and would cut from 25 to 30 acres

of barley or wheat per day. How would it have been

possible, under the old system of the scythe and the Hail

to have cut, thrashed, cleaned, and n'.easured into sacks,

to say nothing of the carting from the field, which was

saved by its being thrashed there, in less than three days,

if not more ?

Let those, therefore, who have not yet furnished them-

selves with the necessary machinery and implements for

harvest work do so during the time that yet remains

before the corn of all or any kind is fit for cutting. Iu

so late a season as this is likely to be, time is everything

to the farmer, and to omit to take it by the forelock is

the height of imprudeuce if not folly, llecollect that

from this day the days will be shortening, and that many

of the crops will still require three weeks or a month,

even with favourable weather; whilst if the weather

proves wet, there is no telling the delay it may occasion.

Under the old system of the scythe and the sickle, or

reaping-hook, the harvest has been protracted to two

months, during which the men have been living in clover

at the expense of the farmer, and spending a great part of

their time in playing cards in the empty barn. We have

heard of a gang of harvcstmen, twelve in number, who

during such a harvest have eaten two bullocks with

two or three fat sheep, besides pork and all the et cetera

accompanying them. Such disasters can never occur

again unless with the farmers who do not, or will not,

avail themselves of the advantages bestowed upon them

by the discoveries of science and mechanical skill. It is to

these that agriculturists must in future look as the meaus

both of advancing themselves in intelligence, and thereby

laying the sure foundation of future success.

THE GAME-LAWS REPORT.
British sports arc just now upon their trial, and the

resolutions of the Lords" Committee on Horses and of

the Commons' Committee on Game are expected with

much interest by the rural world, embracing as they do

within their several inquiries the practice and influence

of our more prominent pastimes. As rumour goes, the

Lords find there is great cry, hut that the chief want is

more horses of the stamp we already possess ; as there

is no doubt that when Admiral Rous upholds the

thorough-bred horse and at the same time advocates

two-year-old racing he is the most right and the most

wrong of any man in England. Stallion Stations, as we
take it, or Show Plates for stallions, will, or at any rate

should be, the chief feature iu the Lords' Report. One
of those mysterious, or rather highly privileged gentlemen,

the Loudon correspondent of a country papei, who goes

everywhere and hears everything, gives us far more defi-

nite information as to the deliberations of the Game-Laws
Committee. According to The Glasgow Herald, four

draft reports have been prepared : one by the chairman,

Mr. Ward Hunt, in which it is proposed to repeal

the Day Poaching Act, and make the Law of Trespass

more stringent ; another by Mr. McCombie, who of

course would go for the total repeal of the Game-laws ; a

third by Mr. M'Lagan, much to the same effect, but with

certain protecting clauses on behalf of the landlord ; and

a fourth by Mr. Pell, of which nothing was known. The

Correspondent of The Herald adds that the Chairman's

report was taken as the basis of that upon which the

Committee should speak.

Rumour having already been permitted to publish so

much, we may very fairly continue the gossip of the

lobby, which is of course answerable for all that has or

has not been done so far. The chief movement is,

will, or must be against ground game, and the one graud

result of the inquiry so far is that rabbits will be

struck out of the game-list, if this concession be not

extended to hares, over which it is said the tenant will

not even enjoy a joint right with the landlord. Neither

will there be any enactment by which the letting of game

must be in the first place offered to the tenant ; but while

the great gain to the English farmer will be a power

over the rabbits, the Scotch occupier will be put on

the same footing as the English, that is to say the game

will in the outset be his by right, and that only by his own

act and deed can he will it away. Then, neighbours are to

provide rabbit-proof wire fences, and a landlord unduly in-

creasing his stock of game will be liable by a very summary

process to an appearance in the county court ; while ac-

cumulative penalties are to be abolished, and day poaching

to be regarded rather as a civil than a criminal offence.

The divisions are said to have been as continual and as

i

close as when ]Mr. Bright's Committee endeavoured

to prepare something; and it is for many reasons to be

regretted that one of the staunchest of the farmers'

friends, Mr. McCombie, has, from illness, not been able,

to attend of late, but Mr. Read is ever, in his place,

;
backed by Mr. Dent and Mr. Pell, who, what with Game
and Cattle Committees, has scarcely time to get his

luncheon, or to dress for a dinner with the Shah and the

I Lord Mayor.
When, according to the well-known Mr. Joseph Miller,

i

the farmer asked permission to fell as much • timber as

would build a house, and was ultimately allowed to

take as much as would make him a gate, he was not

^ merely profuse of thanks but cordially confessed that he

had got more than he had ever expected, constituted as

it is, we never expected too much from the Game-Laws

Committee, but if rabbits are henceforth to be regarded as

vermin, and if the farmers' representatives like Mr. Read,

Mr. M'Combie, :Mr. Dent, Mr. Pell, and Mr. M'Lagan
will continue to divide at every possible opportunity

against the hares and rabbits, even something more may
yet be accomplished. We are inclined to fear that the

Government or the Liberal members have never bee^

quite so active over this business as they might . have

been ; and yet it is quite a people's questiou, as the re-

port thi'eatens to be more severely criticise* by the

people and their leaders than even by the farmer, the

landlord, or the sportsman.

LANDOWNERS AND TENANTS.—The Lords Justices

ha/e given judgment in the case of Erskhte v. Adeane, an
appeal from a recent decision of Lord Romilly. This was a

suit for the administration of the estate of Mr. Adeane, the

late tenant for life of the Babraham estate in Cambridge.
Thomas Bennett, the tenant of the Home Farm on that estate,

claimed compensation (1) for damage done to his crops by
game

; (2) for loss of cattle poisoned by eating yew trees.

The Chief Clerk found against Mr. Bennett on both points,

and on the matter being adjourned iato court, the Master of

the Rolls held that the first claim could not be sustained, as an
attempt to vary the terms of the lease by a verbal agreement

;

but tliat the second claim was well founded in law, on the

ground that a landlord who demised part of his property for

pasturage gave an implied warranty that ,no trees or shrubs

noxious to cattle should be brought or kept on liis land. The
Lords Justices have reversed the judgments of Lord Romilly
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on both claims, disallowing the claim which his lordship had
allowed and allowing that which he had disallowed. They
held that there was no such implied guarantee in law as the
Master of the Rolls had imagined to exist, and that, moreover,
the yew trees in this instance were not on that part of the

land of which the claimant was tenant. They held also that

the verbal agreement as to game was a collateral contract,

capable of being enforced as the consideration for which the

tenant agreed to execute the lease. As to the damages on this

head there must therefore be an inquiry.

A DAY
There is scarcely an individual who upon some one or

more occasions, whether botanist, horticulturist, florist,

or mere visitor of noted places, has not taken boat up the
Thames, or by omnibus has not crossed the high-spanned
arch, and coming suddenly upon a broad open grass space
surrounded by pleasant looking abodes, found himself or

herself within a short walking distance of the massive
iron gates of the Royal Gardens at Kew. From all parts,

strangers to the English language, colonists in groups,
or singly, and well known explorers upon a brief home
visit, hare gone through the museums, searched the re-

cesses of the herbariums, passed along the broad walks,
loitered among the shady recesses, or again emerged into

the open, where a blaze of colour has greeted their eyes,

or they have panted in the glass buildings beneath the
vegetation of the tropics, or in the doubly heated space
where the grand Victoria Regia from the rivers of the
Amazon reposes upon the water in gorgeous bloom—by
one and all such pleasing reminiscences have been carried

away and conversed about again and again in far distant
regions, until Kew has become indeed a world-wide in-

stitution. Even the merest trifler bears some kindly
affectionate feeling for the spot that excited in him only a
mere transient interest, but with the cognoscenti how
lasting and valuable are the impressions ! what is not
gained by the re-arrangement of ideas, the correction of
preconceived and possibly erroneous notions I or how great
the fund of information obtainable !—all which things can
be turned hereafter to useful purpose, and serve to impress
other latitudes with the speciality studied.

How Kew has grown to its present scientific andeduca-
tional dimensions may be gathered from the historic notice
attached to the guide-book. It seems that originally the
gardens belonged to the royal family, and were by
her present Majesty transferred to the Commissioners of
Woods and Forests for the uses of the general public.
The collection has always been of considerable import-
ance, for it appears in 1768 a catalogue of the plants in
the exotic garden was published, and followed soon after
by a far more elaborate work of 3 volumes, accompanied by
some admirable plates —called the " Hortus Kewensis,"
giving an account of the several foreign plants which had
been introduced into the English gardens at different

times, amounting to 5,600 in number ; and so much
attention did this work attract, showing the interest even
then existing in the gardens, that the whole impression was
sold off within two years. The voyage of Captain Cook
and Sir Joseph Banks round the world ; those of Captain
riinders and Mr. Robert Brown, and of Mr. Allan Cun-
ningham to Australia; the expeditions of Bowie and
Masson respectively to Brazil and the Cape of Good
Hope—all these enriched the gardens of Kew with the
vegetable productions of the northern hemisphere, to an
extent unknown before : besides which, other collectors
were employed dming a long period in various countries,
and the produce of their researches was deposited at Kew.
At the time of the transfer in 1840, Dr. Lindley was
employed by the Government to report upon the gardens,
in conjunction with two well-known practical gai-deners
Many useful suggestions offered by him were acted upon,
especiaUy the following, which seems to embody in a few
words the, chief objects of the gardens. He says :

" A
national garden ought to be the centre round which all

A T KEW.
minor establishments of the same nature should be

arranged ; they should be aU under the control of the

chief of that garden, acting in concert with him, and
through him with one another, reporting constantly their

proceedings, explaining their wants, receiving their sup-

plies, and aiding the mother-country in everything that

is useful in the vegetable kingdom. Medicine, commerce,
agriculture, horticulture, and many valuable branches of

manufacture, would derive much benefit from the adoption

of such a system. From a garden of this kind. Govern-

ment would be able to obtain authentic and ofiicial in-

formation on points connected with the founding of new
colonies ; it would afford the plants there required, with-

out its being necessary, as now, to apply to the officers of

private establishments for advice and assistance." The
principles had, therefore, been clearly laid down and the

nucleus of a collection existed when the gardens passed

into the hands of the late Sir Wm. Hooker, who is well

known to have devoted a long life and great talents to

the pursuit of botany. He was succeeded by the present

Dr. Hooker, who has contributed largely to botanical

literature, more especially upon the fioras, &c., of British

India, Tasmania, and New Zealand.

There can be no doubt that the Kew Gardens have

rendered a very great service to the human race. When
we consider even the transfer of plants from regions

where they are indigenous to other regions where they

may thrive equally Avell if properly nurtured and attended

to. If we look through a few of the annual reports we
shall gain some notion of what has been accomplished

from time to time. The Director in his report for the

year 1864 mentions the success of Mr. Markham's intro-

duction of the Cinchona plantations in India, in the

establishment of which the Royal Gardens had taken so

large a share. In the nurseries on the sites selected by
Mr. Markham only three years previously there were

259,396 plants, of which 66,622 had been planted out,

the tallest had attained nearly ten feet in height ; that

two plants of C. succirubra were in full flower ; and,

further, that 6,562 plants had been distributed to private

individuals. The bark had been analyzed, and the results

were entirely satisfactory. In the Darjeeling plantations,

Himalaya, under the superintendence of Dr. Anderson,

there were 8,000 plants ; and private applications for

plants had already been made to that gentlemen for the

enormous number of 1,500,000. In Ceylon there were

22,050 plants ; in Jamaica 400 ; and in Trinidad 24
plants. In the two latter colonies no attempt appears to

have been made at that time to increase the stock by
cuttings, a method so advantageously adopted in India.

Steps had been taken, at the request of the Governor of

South Australia, to introduce the cork tree into that

colony. A large quantity of young plants were being

raised in the Pleasure Ground Nursery for transport, and

would be sent out in a growing condition, in glazed cases,

in the following spring. For procuring the acorns the

Director acknowledges the services of Dr. Welwitsch,

Messrs. Vilmorin of Paris, and Her Majesty's Consuls at

Oporto, Barcelona, and Marseilles. Large collections of

semi-tropical trees and shrubs had been sent, at the re-

quest of the Admiralty, to the once desert island of

Ascension, the upper parts of which were then clothed

with trees and ahxubs, chiefly derived from Kew ; and the
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most satisfactory accounts were received of the thriving

condition of these plants, the consequent rapid increase of

the fertility, water supply, pasture land, and vegetable

produce of that island. In another report it is stated

with regard to Ascension Island, that whereas in 1843
but one tree existed, and not enough vegetables were
grown to supply the Commandant's table, through the

introduction of vegetation, the water supply was now
excellent, and the garrison and ships visiting the island

were supplied with abundance of vegetables of all kinds.

The Bermuda grass especially, sent from Kew several

years previously, had then become the staple fodder of

the place. Large collections of living plants and seeds

had been sent to the Island of St. Helena, at the request

of the Governor. An active correspondence and exchange

of plants had been kept np with Ceylon, Mauritius,

Queensland, Calcutta, Victoria, Trinidad, and various

nursery establishments at home and on the Continent.

In the report for 1866 the Director again men-
tions the satisfactory progress of botany and horti-

culture in India and the Colonies under the various

colonial botanists and heads of botanic gardens, who
had been for the most part sent out from Kew by

the late Sir Wm. Hooker, and who had met with

liberal encouragement from the Governors and other

authorities. From Ceylon ripe seeds of Cinchona officinalis

had been sent to Kew by the Director of the Royal Botanic

Grardens ; these had been transmitted at once to Jamaica

and Trinidad, whilst others had been sent to the Mauritius,

Cape of Good Hope, Queensland, and elsewhere. From
the colony of Queensland the news had been received

that Mr. W. Hill, the Director of the Brisbane Botanic

Gardens, formerly employed at Kew, had discovered

a magnificent well - watered tract of the richest

agricultural land at Rockingham Bay, a salu-

brious district, and admirably suited for the

cultivation of sugar, cotton, indigo, &c., and which

the Governor had directed to be retained for Government
reserves. It is also mentioned as a singular fact, that

for the discovery of the Liverpool plains in New South

Wales, and of their suitability for colonial purposes, that

colony is indebted to another botanist, also sent out from

Kew, the late Allan Cunningham. Mr. Hill's report of

that year recorded the complete success at Brisbane of

the coffee, cinnamon, mango, tamarind, cotton, allspice,

ginger, indigo, and tobacco ; also the Cinchona calisaya,

sent from Kew. From the Cape of Good Hope most

valuable reports had been received, treating of the con-

servation of the forests of that colony, the destruction of

which by fire had led to the sterility of large tracts of

once well-watered land, and of the development of the

agricultural resources and botanical riches of South Africa

generally, and collateral subjects. The cultivation of the

olive seemed to promise to become of great importance,

and the Director of Kew for that purpose was in corres-

pondence for the best kinds with the residents in the most

productive districts of Spain, France, and Italy. Various

applications for seeds of the best kinds of tobacco had

been received, especially from Western Australia, and

through the kindness of one of our residents at the Court

of Persia, an ample supply of fresh seed of the best Shiraz

tobacco had been distributed to thirty or forty colonists.

During the year 1862 the demand for plants, espe-

cially by the British colonies, had considerably in-

creased. There had been distributed amongst 134

establishments or individuals the following : Of green-

house, stove, and herbaceous plants, 4,166 ; of hardy

trees and shrubs sent to Aldershot, 2,943 ;
packets of

seeds, 9,887 ; cases, 35. Five cases of cork-oaks had

been sent to the Punjaub, valonia oaks to the Cape,

ipecacuanha plants to Trinidad, Ceylon, Calcutta, and

Southern India. The cinchona, that most valuable

drug in the tropics, continued to flourish in India

and Ceylon, and had been during the year established in

Mauritius, where during a season of fever it had once

been known to fetch £35 per oz., and also in Jamaica, in

which place 80,000 plants were under cultivation. The

Persian tobacco seed, distributed by Sir Wm. Hooker,

had been carefully cultivated at Dominica. The cigars

had been pronounced to be of excellent quality, and sure

to command a high price in the English market. As there

was a demand for good tobacco seed from several of our

colonies, the Director, Dr. Hooker, had procured other

kinds for trial, and amongst them the Latakia seed, for

which he was indebted to Mr. Consul Rogers, ofDamascus.

More recently in 1871-72, we learn that the cultivation

of ipecacuanha in India was established, and this from

a single plant taken from Kew in 1866. A gardener had

been sent out, by order of Sir J. P. Grant, to re-establish

the Botanic Gardens in Jamaica, where the introduction

of Asiatic and African useful plants, through the medium

of this garden, had been prosecuted with all the energy

that the resources of Kew, backed by grants from the

Jamaica Government, could supply. The stimulus given

by Sir J. P. Grant to the industrial resources of Jamaica

had been felt through the West Indies in respect of this

desire for vegetable products ; and the Trinidad Botanic

Gardens had received so many orders from the Western

colonies for supplies of plants and seeds, that the director

had been quite unable to meet the demand.

In Natal, great advances were making in the culture of

tobaccO; and in the diamond and gold diggings the demand

for cigars was reported to be supplied from that article.

A superintendent had been sent to the Hong-Kong Gar-

dens, which had a great sphere of usefulness before them,

in introducing a multitude of valuable vegetable products

described by travellers in China, but which are totally

unknown in Europe. A skilful gardener and a labourer

from Kew had been sent to form a garden at Bermuda,

under the direction of the governor of that group of

islands, which supplies the New York market with fruit

and vegetables, but which, for want of gardeners, vyas not

able to meet the demand. Among the principal recipients

of shrubs and plants from Kew had been the Jardin des

Plantes, Paris, to replace the losses incurred during the

siege ; the Jamaica Government ; the botanic gardens of

Glasgow, Oxford, Edinburgh, Glasnevin, Hull, Vienna,

Coimbra, Copenhagen, Geneva, Brussels, Upsula, St.

Petersburgh, Zurich, Calcutta, Saharunpore, Java, Ceylon,

Mauritius, Natal, Rio, Boston, U.S., Trinidad, Queens-

land, Sydney, Melbom-ne, Adelaide, Tasmania ;
the Royal

Horticultural Society, and many private individuals.

The educational influences have been actively at work

during all this period. It does not suffice to send seeds

and plants, and leave Dame Nature to do the rest ;
for

even under the most favourable circumstances of climate

and soil, the process of deterioration soon commences.

This has been proved in the case of the pine-apple grown

in Jamaica. Here the qualities had the repute of the

finest in theworid; but through the want of proper

tending and scientific gardening, the fruit has dete-

riorated to such an extent that fresh stocks have been

required from the resources at the disposal of the director

of Kew.
In order to foster and encourage a continuous school

of botanists and highly-trained gardeners, the herba-

rium and the library attached are essential elements in

the scheme ; and it is not surprising that some absurd

proposals of the Chief Commissioner of Works, for the

removal of this collection to Kensington and away from

the adjuncts of the Kew conservatories, should have met

with strenuous oppositon from botanists, both English

and foreign, and also from the Director of the Gardens.

This head-quarters of botanic research well repays the
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visitor, who sees therein lellected the spirit oi' its founder.

For the tirst twelve years of his residence at Kew, ia a

short sketch of the life of Sir Willam Hooker, from The

Gardeners Chronicle, we are told that " his herbarium

and library were not only kept up at his own expense for

the use and benefit of the Royal Gardens, but were open

to every botanist who applied at his house, to make use of

them. To him we are indebted for the appointment, not

only of botanists, but naturalists to the majority of the

Government expeditions of discovery, survey, and re-

searches, which have been sent out during the last thirty

years ; and it has been through his energy that funds

have been forthcoming from Government to meet the

after-expense of the publication of their results. To young

botanists he was especially kind and helpful ; indeed there

arc few cultivators of this science in Europe or America
who have not paid lavish tribute to his generosity and en-

couragment." Uader this inspiriting influence the herba-

rium still remains. The collection has been made up

from the acquisition of several large collections, such as

Dr. liindley's orchids, Ur. Burchell's South African and

South American varieties, aided by a contant supply from

officers attached to exploring expeditions, and the daily

contributions from consuls and private individuals in-

terested in the study of botany, and who look to Kew as

the centre of their studies and pursuits. In one year

(1865) the number of donors were 80 persons and insti-

tutions, while the number of species that had been received

was little short of 100,000. Of this prodigious number
a gi'cat many were duplicates, not required to be kept

;

but fully 20,000 were intercalated in the general herba-

rium, whilst the remainder required arranging and ticket-

ing for distribution. Such are the pre-eminently vast re-

sources of the Royal Gardens at Kew, which far surpass

all other kindred institutions. France, Germany, and

Russia alone possess anything similar, but still very

limited in comparison.

It may, however, be thought that an agriculturist need

only direct his attention to the Shows of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society, or the experimental farms at Cirencester,

for Kew makes no pretensions to rival or infringe upon
these departments, which belong to agriculture proper

;

but there are points from whence Kew may be regarded

with advantage by members even of this class. The ac-

counts of the failure of rain in regions where the exhaus-

tion of the timber has taken place tells a tale of ignorant

or reckless waste. We may mention the injurious effects

upon the climate of Upper India from what has taken

place in the Himalayas, and upon northern Italy by the

denudation of the forests of the Alps. Ascension was
always a mere cinder heap, except the Green Mountain,

which is capped with a bed of fine decomposed volcanic

soil. This was devoid of trees or shrubs till, as previously

stated, it was clothed by contributions from Kew
;

the condition of the Mauritius, exposed alike to annual

droughts, or terrific thunder-storms. These certainly are

questions not unimportant to the growers of cotton,

coffee, sugar, rice, maize, millet, corn, or grasses. "With

the very limited extent of woodlands in our own country

the risk of a succession of dry seasons necessitates a

knowledge of forestry ; or should we ever come to

smaller cultivations, horticulture and vegetable produce
will play an essential part in agriculture. Here in Kew
Gardens exist ample means for observation and instruction.

Let him take a look round the arboretum, which covers

about 270 acres, and contains every possible variety of

tree that will live and thrive in the out-door climate of

this country. These are all arranged in a definite order,

the accomplisraent of which has been a work of many
years and much labour. When the visitor enters the

gardens by the main entrance he will find the plants of

the Old World upon his left hand and the plants of the

New upon his right. By this method it is intended that

a student in search of any particular tree or shrub can

more easily discover the species he requires, and then from

such select the particular tree or shrub that he may be in

search of. The cedars of Lebanon, the oak, ash, elm,

willow, sycamore, birch—all the known kinds can be seen,

from the smallest sapling to the full grown. The fruit

trees in the wild stocks are arranged in classes, such as

the pear from Mount Sinai and China, the quince from

Japan; the currant, gooseberry, medlar, plum, crab,

cherry, elderberry, &c., and ofeachthelargest variety that

can be obtained. The ffowering shrubs, the honeysuckle,

box, privet, thorn, and holly, for fences ; the mulberry, the

bramble, each and all in their full varieties. These may be

considered as belonging to the useful classes. The object

of the Director, aided by his staff' of gardeners, is to search

out the best kinds, to maintain and improve their culture,

by gathering the seed, by replanting, or otherwise, and
then to disperse the results so obtained, as occasion de-

demands, to different parts of the British dominions, not

omitting the very important desideratum of supplying

our own forests, parks, aud plantations at home. It often

occupies many years to test the real value, for instance, of

a certain kind of pine, oak, or any other tree, that may be

sup])osed at the outset to promise a better, sounder quality

of timber than any previously known. I'or the purposes

of forestry, therefore, the Kew gardens are of great and
growing importance. In the Winter Garden the collection

is extended to a much wider range, as many trees might

live even in the climate of Devonshire that would not bear

the frosty nights of Kew or the North of England, and for

the preservation of such a few degrees of heat are necessary.

In the IMuseuin. of Economic Botany the products of

the vegetable kingdom are arranged upon a system com •

pletely original iu its conception. In this collection all

classes of the community will find their own speciality

;

but there is one gallery exclusively devoted to the cereals,

which are all treated in the same manner. Take the

single example of wheat, and we have, in the first place,

a map showing in red the part of the world to which the

culture of wheat belongs ; then the varieties in the stalk,

the Pomeranian, Kessingland, Hopetown, Essex, Keller's

spring wheat, Uxbridge, Laurraas and Spalding red, Tala-

vera, &c. ; then jars containing the kernels in the like

varieties
;
jars of wheat flour ; then follow samples of

starch, the glutinous flour of wheat after the starch is re-

moved, thirty sorts of macaroni and vermicelli, British

gum prepared from wheat, wheat parings, bran, pollard,

oils of wheat used for various purposes ; then the uses to

which the straw can be turned, such as cartridge-paper,

hats, bonnets, ornamental baskets, with the instruments

used in splitting straws. This method of treating the

products of the vegetable kingdom has been followed in

many European capitals, and iu some of our principal

cities and colonies ; but it is hardly probable, with the

readiness of our largest importers and manufacturers at

all times to make additions, that any other collection can

equal the Economic Museum at Kew. We scarcely need

add, what is palpably apparent upon every hand, that the

duties devolving upon the Director require the very highest

order of ability, with the aid of a very eflicient staff of

botanists, curators, scientific and practical gardeners, in

order to maintain the efficiency of the gardens, and that a

day spent at Kew is one of unsurpassed interest.

THE VIENNA EXHIBITION.—An international horse

show will be held from the 18th to the 27th September, and

a race-meeting on the 21st and 23rd of the same month. On
the last day of the horse show there will be a sale of horses

by auction,
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THE BEDS UNITED FARMERS' ASSOCIATION and MR. JAMES HOWARD, MP.

TO THE KDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Oil the 3rd of May last I addressed a circular

letter to Jlr. James Howard, jNI.P., inviting hiin to be-

come a member of the United Farmers' Association, esta-

blished at Dunstable. In reply, he was good enough to

favour me with a somevvliat lengthy epistle, and after the

same had been read at the next meeting of the Associa-

tion, I took occasion to remark that in my opinion the

letter bore internal evidence of having been written for

the purpose of being published. lu a few days my ])re-

diction was verified, and it duly appeared in the columns
of your paper.

At the same meeting it was debated whether it was
desirable or proper to reply to 3Ir. llowaid through Tlie

Hark Lane Express. The meeting unanimously decided

(and I think wisely) that a controversial correspondence

in the press was, if possible, to be avoided. As, how-
ever, the letter in question has since been reproduced in

several other journals, it ought not, perhaps, to be

allowed further to pass without comment.
It would, sir, I think, be ditiicult to discover from Mr.

Howard's peculiar mode of reasoning whether he is most

in favour of the Farmers' Association or the Labourers'

Union, or whether he disapproves of either or both. He
starts forth by observing :

" I think the farmers com-
posing your Association are right in uniting to stem un-

fair aggression upon their interests, but I fear they are

going too far." He then proceeds to explain what he

means by going too far, which is, in point of fact, the

carrying into effect the 6th and 7th rules of the Associa-

tion. We are going too far, according to Mr. Howard,
in attempting to regulate wages under the 6th rule, which
is as follows

:

" That one or more members shall be appointed to represent

the Association in every parish within the district, and that

the rate of wages in every such parish shall be decided by the

farmers resident therein, and that the member or members re-

presenting the Association as aforesaid shall use his or their

best endeavours to carry out this arrangement."

The operation of this rule is obvious: The farmers of a

village meet together, and talk over the particular case of

each of their labourers, whether one is a good, or the

other an inditYerent hand ; whether any are compelled to

reside so far fi'om their work as to necessitate their

walking a considerable distance night and morning, and

to take into consideration any other local circumstances

affecting the question. Having done this, they agree

amongst themselves as to what wages are fair and reason-

able for that particular village. Surely Mr. Howard

cannot be serious when he avers that in doing this, " they

have undertaken a work for which they will hud them-

selves in the long run powerless."

Mr. Howard continues: "The farmers of Bedfordshire

have comparatively an excellent supply of labour at a

moderate price, and I fear if Rule 7 is enforced, they will

soon find a diminished supply."

The 7th rule is as follows :

" That no member of this Association shall knowingly era-

ploy any labourer who shall belong to what is called the

Agricultural Labourers' Union, or any kindred society, other

titan and except those who shall be in his eniploi/ at the date of
his hecomimj a member of this Association, upon pain of for-

feiting the sum of £5 for each and every offence that shall be

proved to the satisfaction of the committee."

It will be seen that this in no way ali'ects the labourers

already in the regular employ of members of the Associa-

tion whether they belong to the Union or not ; but Mr.

Howard has clearly misapprehended the whole meaning

and intention of this rule, and bases his argument upon

the assumption that so soon as a farmer joins the Associa-

tion, he must of necessity discharge the whole of the

labourers upon his farm if they happen to belong to the

Union.

If I ever had any doubts as to the erroneous construc-

tion which Mr. Howard has put upon the 7th rule, they

would be removed by the following sentence in a recent

communication to me. Speaking of this rule, he expresses

the hope that it will be expunged, and proceeds :
" A

Bedfordshire farmer remarked to me, ' If a man has a

valuable 'shepherd or other servant, he will notinquiie

too particularly about his belonging to the Union.'
"

I need hardly again point out the manifest error into

which Mr. Howard has fallen, or explain that if a member
of this Association " has a valuable shepherd or other

servant," he is at perfect liberty to retain him, \Yhether he

belongs to the L^nion or not.

Mr. Howard admits "that .^^ ...^,uwo are right in

uniting to stem unfair aggression upon their interests ;"

but I am curious to know how that could be done if the

6th and 7th rules were expurgated from our code.

Yours very obediently,

W. H. Derbyshire,

Secretary to the United Fanners' Association.

BuHstable, June 18M, 1873.

THE ESSEX "MUDDLE."—ANOTHER CASE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Permit me to correct an errorin The Mark Lane
of this day respecting my horse Sultan. It is there stated

that " a Shire, or Fen horse, beat all the Suffolks." Sul-

tan was excluded from classes one and two (in which the

Fen horse won), having gained the firsl prizes in those

classes last year at Halstead. He was, ho 'ever, entered

with him for the Maldon Town Prize, but the stewards

omitted to order him (Sultan) into the ring, so these two

horses have not been shown together at all.

Yours, very truly,

G. D. Badham,
The Lawn, Buhner, June 17(h.

[Could anything possibly speak stronger to the miserable

management of the Essex Society's show V Mr.

Badham explains how the acting stewards omitted

to order his horse into the ring, being no doubt

thoroughly bothered over their own Book of Numbers ;

and one of the Committee allows that their own very

peculiar rule is " an absurd one."

—

Editor M. L. E.']

TO THE editor OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Dear Sir,—Last week in your prize-list of the Essex

show you stated in " The horses for agricultural pur-

poses—cart mares under four years," that E, Crowe,
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Denver, Dowoliam Market, was'/' highly commeuded" for

Flower. The fact of the case is this : Mr. Purser was
awarded the only prize of £10 for Honest Lass, hut
the judges considered my mare worthy of a prize, so they
reconimended that she should receive a second prize of

£5 ; it was referred to the committee, and they decided
that she should have a second prize of £5 ; and late ou
the first day of the show a card was nailed up in front

of my mare stating that she was awarded a second prize
of £5. As several people have since told me that they
had seen in The Mark Lane Express that my mar.e was
only " highly commended," I should feel much obliged

by your rectifying this in your next paper.

Yours very truly,

June Vhth, 1873. Edmund Crowe

THE VALUATION BILL.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—I think the proposal contained in the above bill

of taking the actual rent as the minimum of gross value,
and conferring large powers on surveyors of taxes with
the view of carrying this proposal into effect, is, for many
reasons, highly objectionable. The object for which some
measure is wanted is to provide the means for arriving at
an uniform system which shall secure equaUty of assess-
ment. I am quite sure there is nothing so unequal as rent,
and where it has been adopted this inequality and unfaii*-

ness has been glaringly apparent. I have known land in
the occupation of the owner assessed at one-third less than
tenants of the same quality land adjoining was assessed

at ; and this inequality has been quite as great among
tenants of different landlords. Mr. Little says that " he
saw no reason why the tenant should not be rated on his

own valuation." But may I ask Mr. Little if any tenant

does take a farm " at his own valuation" ? Is it his own
valuation when the landlord increases the rent ? I do not
think that taxation should be based in anyway on the action

of generous or grasping landlords. I trust this bill may
not be proceeded with this session, as it requires more
consideration than it is likely to receive now.

Yours respectfully, T.

OUR SIGNPOSTS AND BRIDGES.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—The former are simply disgraceful—in most cases
decayed and illegible, contrary to the Act of Parliament.
I have often thought that I should be doing a public ser-
vice by indicting the parish road-surveyor, whose duty it

is to keep such matters in proper order. I am informed
that this was done by the late Mr. Comyns Parker, to the
great advantage of the localities through which he passed
or " waded," for in the latter case arches or bridges had
to be constructed. Not long ago I wished to visit a friend
in the village of Chappel, but found, after arrival by rail,

that the flood was out rushing across the road more than
knee-deep, because the old rickety wooden bridge across
the River Colne was not sufficiently large ; and I could

not reach my destination for want of £3 worth of plank-

ing, which years ago had decayed, and had not been re-

placed ; and this, too, in the 19th century, in one of the

main roads to the railway! Of course almost every

bridge has a newly-painted warning that " no traction

engine is to ventm-e across this bridge." Even the new
Kelvedon Bridge on the main road between London and
Colchester is thus notified. A very strong feeling of in-

dignation is arising against this petty, paltry attempt at

rate saving in a rich agricultural county like Essex, with

its million of farmed acres, and 360,000 inhabitants.

Yours,

Tiptree Hall, June. J. J. Mechi.

THE LANDLORD AND TENANT BILL.
At a meeting of the Cornwall County Chamber of Agri-

culture, at Bodmin, to discuss Messrs. Howard and Read's
Landlord and Tenant Bill, Mr. Frank Rogers, of Fowey, in
the chair,

Mr. AXLANSON (St. Columb), who introduced the discus-
sion, said Tenant-Right in name sounded pleasantly—in reality
it was complicated and difficult. If the bill was passed, it

would do more harm than good. Too many zealous advocates
of Tenant-Right totally forgot everybody's interest but tlieir
own. The clauses relating to temporary improvements were
against all reason and fair-play to the future tenant. It was
a strange thing that the incoming tenant should have to pay
the landlord, and the landlord the outgoing tenant, for ma-
nures and feeding stuffs which might have been used four years
before. He could not see why a tenant should not be com-
pensated for the consumption of his own corn as well as that
which he bought.

Mr. T. Olver observed that a man could prove by vouchers
how much corn he bought ; he could not prove how much of
his own corn he had used. Whenever there was a farm to be
let, and ten people were looking for it, the landlord could say
to anyone who wished to be the tenant, " If you don't like my
terms some one else will." True, there were good land-
lords, but they had to legislate for the bad ones,

Mr. JoEM RowsE quite agreed that without clause 12 the

bill would not be worth a straw. He also recognised the

necessity for the bill.

Mr. HocKiN could feelingly enter into the discussion, being
a sufferer by having taken a bad farm, brought into that state

tlirough the outgoing tenant having no compensation. If

the bill were passed, so much foreign food would not be
required in England, for at least one-third, and some said

a-half, more could be got out of the land than at present.

The system of letting by tender was an abominable one. If

an estate in bad condition were taken for fourteen years, it

would take seven years to clean and manure it, at the end
of which time the landlord and the steward, having had their

eyes open, said, " That man's rent must be raised." There-

fore, the only plan the tenant could adopt was to take out of

the farm in the last seven years all he had put into it, in order

to recoup himself for his outlay. He quite agreed that a

landlord should be compensated if, in the face ot a Tenant-

Right bill, a man robbed his estate, and put money unfairly

into his pocket ; but he did not believe, if compensation were

given, they would see very much of such robbery.

Mr. E. Magor, as a landlord, urged that if they legislated

to meet the cases of bad landlords, they should also legislate

for bad tenants. As far as he saw at present, he decidedly
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did not like the 13th clause, believing that it interfered with

the freedom of the subject. If two persons let and took pro-

perty by agreement, they must do so with their eyes open, and
they ought to keep to that agreement. He thought, in the

discussion of the measure generally, too much was said about
the outgoing tenants, and very little about the incoming ones.

He suggested that there should be a staff of arbitrators for the

various divisions of Devon and Cornwall, who might be under
the direction of a board of agriculture, and who would settle

disputes between landlord and tenant far better than could be
done by the arbitration under the bill.

Mr. T. Olver reminded Mr. Magor that if a landlord did

not like a bad tenant he could get rid of him. Unfortunately,

a good tenant could not get rid of a bad landlord. When
farms were let for fourteen years, for the first seven years they

did all they could to get up the estates, and then began to

think how they could get the land back to the same state as

that in which they found it, because the chances were that the

landlord seeing the farm worth more would increase the rent,

or would offer it to the public. Therefore, if the laud was
improved for a certain time, and was afterwards starved, this

must be a great loss to the public. Englishmen now wanted

all the beef and mutton that could be raised. The law of

distress ought to be abolished. If landlords, whether good or

bad, had to take their chance with other creditors, they would

be much more careful as to the class of men they selected for

their estates. Without the 13th clause of the bill, it was

quite easy for the landlords to draw a lease which should pre-

vent the bill having any effect.

Mr. W. H. CossENTiNE moved, " That this Chamber ap-

proves of the principle of the bill introduced by Messrs.

Read and Howard, but does not pledge itself to all its details,

yet believes the 13th clause is a mast essential part of the bill."

There never was a time when it was necessary that so much
capital should be employed in the cultivation of land as at the

present time. The fact was that as labour had got dearer

every year, and was likely still to be dearer, farmers were

obliged to resort to machinery for the purpose of saving

labour, and it was a great hardship that at the close of a term

an individual was obliged to throw his property into the

market, and sell it at a loss of as much as 75 per cent. A
man would hesitate to spend money without security ; but if

there was Tenant-Right, by wliich he would be compensated

for his outlay, he would invest capital in such a way as would

prove remunerative to himself and the public at large. He
could not see why the landed proprietors should offer such

objections to the bill, because the tenant was only compensated

if he left the estate; and his impression was that the bill

would make their tenure far more permanent than it was at

present. The bill was of no service whatever without the

13th clause.

Mr. Keast seconded the motion. The landlord liad a

greater interest in the better cultivation of the land than the

tenant-farmer had. The bill, if it meant anything, meant
that the farmer should not be a man of straw, as was often the

case now, but a man of capital. If a clause could be added
to the bill abolishing the law of distress it would be a good
thing.

The motion was passed with only three dissentients-

Messrs, Magor, Allanson, and R. Pollard.

On the proposition of Mr. Olver, it was agreed to send a
copy of the resolution to the county M.P.s, Mr. Olver
remarking that the members of the Central Chamber of Agri-

culture were rather opposed to the 13th clause of the

biU.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman closed the proceedings.

THE ROYAL COUNTIES AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,

MEETING AT SOUTHAMPTON.

The strongest featui'es of the meeting were the

Channel Island cattle and the Hampshire Down sheep,

in both of which sections the entries were large and
good ; while, of course, the Prince of Wales' sheep were

the " lions" of the Southdown show, and the Royal
shearling a very good one. In the capital class of

Hampshire down lambs it is very noticeable that the

owners of the prize pens, Messrs. Rawlence, Morrison,

and Moore have for the last two seasons all been using

rams from Mr. Henry Fookes' down flock. There was not

a Hereford on the ground, and but few Devons and Sussex

;

while the Shorthorn classes included such well-known
winners as Lord Morpeth, the unexpected best bull at

Guildford ; Jack Frost, Caballer,Marnhull Duke, Euphemia
and some others from the Strattons and Mr. Viveash. The
Jerseys were too good for the Judges, whose awards were
very rarely approved of ; and it was even said that the

Judges themselves confessed that they knew
but little of such kind of cattle. The best

cart stallion at Plymouth, the Fen Sampson, was
beaten here ; but Mr. Humfrey had better luck wth his

Berkshire pigs, where the Duckerings, despite their loss

on that miserable journey up fi-om Devon, were again in

force. Machinery in motion was shown by Tasker and
Sons, Andover; Humphries, Pershore ; Marshall, Sons,

and Co., Gainsborough ; Lewin, Poole ; Sutton, Shirley ;

Vesper, Portsmouth ; Wallis and Steevens, Basingstoke ;

and Marsden, Leeds. On the left of the entrance was
the stand of the well-known Messrs. Sutton, of Reading

;

and the other exhibitors included Walter A. Wood, of

Upper Thames-street, London ; Hetherington and
Parker, The Wey Iron Works, Alton; B. Edging-
ton, of Duke-street, London Bridge ; Waide, of

Leeds ; G. A. Wake and Co., of Bridge-road, Southamp-
ton ; Y. Apted, Guildford ; H. Gelling, Ryde ; Lewis,

Ford, and Co., Gloucester ; G. Cannings, Finchdean Iron

Works, Horndean, and Lankester, Southampton.
PRIZE LIST.

JUDGES.—Sheep : J. Ford, Rushton, Blandford ; F. Budd,
Hatchwarren, Basingstoke; W. A. Oakley, Hall Farm,
Great WUbraham. Horses : W. C. Spooner, Eling, South-
ampton ; R. Tompkins, Reading ; W, Sharp, Shottesbrook,

Maidenhead. Cattle : H. Bettridge, Hanney, Wantage

;

A. Craddock, Lamborne, Berks ; C. Hobbs, Maisey, Hamp-
ton, Cricklade. PiGS : A. F. M. Druce, Twelve Acre, Eyn-
sham ; J. White, Broad Oak, Winchfield; J, Smith, Hen-
leyin-Harden.

SHEEP.
HAMPSHIRE OR WEST COUNTRY DOWNS.

Shearling ram.—First prize, £10, W. F. Bennett, Chilmark,
Sahsbury ; second, £5, W. F. Bennett ; third, £3, J. Moore,
Littlecott, Pewsey. Commended : J. Rawlence, Bullbridge,

Wilton.

Ram of any age.—First prize, £10, W. F. Bennett ; second,

£5, J. Rawlence ; third, £3, J, Moore. Commended : Mrs.
S. Price, Wolf Hall, Marlborough.
Pen of five shearling ewes.—First prize, £10, J. Rawlence

;

second, £5, J. Rawlence ; third, £3, G. Saunders, Watercombe.
Highly commended : W. Newton, Preston, Crowmarsh, Wal-
lingford.

Ram lamb.—First prize, £10, J. Rawlence ; second, £5, A.
Morrison, Fonthill House, Tisbury. Highly commended : A.
Morrison. Commended : J. Rawlence, J. Moore, and W. F.
Bennett.

Pen of five ram-lambs.—First prize, £8, J. Rawlence

;

second, £5, A. Morrison ; third, £3, J. Moore. Highly com-
mended : A. Twitchin, jun., Whitchurch; and W. F. Bennett.

Pen of five ewe-lambs.—First prize, £8, A. Twitchin, jun.

;

second, £5, J. A. and T. Palmer, Cliddesden, Basingstoke
;

third, £3, W. Newton, Preston, Crowmarsh.
Pen of five ewes of any age, having bred a lamb this sea-

sou.—First prize, £8, J. A. and T. Palmer ; second, £4, J.
Barton, Hackwood Farm, Basingstoke. Commended : A.
Bttdd, Overton.
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SOUTH DOWN'S.

Shearling ram.—Firsti)rize,£10, H.Il.H. the Prince of Wales,

SandrinKliam ; secoud, £5, the Earl of Portsmouth, llnrst-

bourue Priors, Whitchurch ; third, £3, II. Gorringe, Ashcroft,

Kiugston-by-Sea, Shoreliam. Highly commended : J. E. and

A. Ileaseman, Angraering, Arundel.

Ram of any age.—Eirst prize, £8, 11, H. Penfold, Selsey,

Chichester ; second, £5, H. Gorringe ; third, £3, J. W. Biel,

St. Leonard's Beaulieu, Southamjiton.

Pen of five shearling ewes.—First prize, £10, H.ll.H. the

Prince of Wales ; second, £5, II. Gorringe. Commended :

G. Smith, Paddockhurst, Crawley, and B. Marsliall, The
Bridge, Godalming.

OXFORDSIIIUE DOW.XS.

shearling ram.—Eirst prize, £10, and second, £5, G. Wallis,

Old Shift'ord, Bamptou, Earringdon.

Bam of any age.—Eirst prize, £5, and second, £3, G.

Wallis.

Pen of five shearling ewes.—Prize, £5, G. Wallis.

COTSWOLDS.
Sliearling ram.—Eirst prize, ^£10, T. B. Browne, Salpcrtou

Park, Andoversford, Gloucestershire ; second, £5, J. Wheeler

and Sons, Long Compton, Shipton-on-Stour.

Ham of any age.—Eirst prize, £5, II. E. llaynbird. Old

Basing ; second, £3, J. Wheeler and Sons. Commended : T.

B. Browne.
Pen of live shearling ewes.—Prize, £5, T. B. Browne.

SOMERSET A>'D DORSIT HORNED.
Pen of five shearling ewes.—Prize, £5, J. W. James, Map-

powder Court, Blandford.

CROSS-BREDS.

|Pen of live ram-lambs.—Eirst prize, £5, Mrs. E. Clift,

Sherborne, St. Joiin, Basingstoke ; second, £3, J, Turvill,

Hartley Park Earm.
Pen of five ewe-lambs.—Eirst prize, ^5, 'and second, £3,

Mrs. E. Clift.

HORSES.
C.VRT HORSES.

Stallion foaled before the year 1871.—Eirst prize, £10, E.

and A. Stanford, Eatons, Steyning, Sussex (Duke) ; second,

£5, the Right Hon. Lord Ashburton, The Grange, Alresford

(Samson). Commended: E. Erost, Ilythe, Soutliarapton.

Stallion foaled in 1871.—Eirst prize, £12, R.Genge, Water-

ston House, Puddletown, Dorchester (Nobleman) ; second,

£7, S. H. Terry, Weston Patrick, Odihara, Hants ; third, £5,

T. Turney, Swanwick, Southampton (Champion). Commended,

:

A. J. Scott, Rotheriield Park, Alton.

Mare and foal.—Eirst prize, £10, J. BIyth, Woolhampton,
Berks ; second, £5, J. Moore, Littlecott, Pewsey (Strawberry);

third, £3, W. Stanford (Venture).

Gelding or filly foaled in 1870.—Eirst prize, £10, W. W.
Clnite, The Vyne, Basingstoke ; second, £5, J. Stubbs, West
Tisted, Alresford. Commended : J. H. Morgan, Basing

Lodge, Basingstoke.

Gelding or filly foaled in 1871.—Eirst prize, £10, E. and A.

Stanford, Eatons, Steyning (Venture) ; second, £5, R. Hold-

ing, Blounce Earm, South Warnboro', Odiham, \Vinchfield.

Commended : W. E. Eitt, Littleton, Winchester.

Colt foaled in 1872.—Prize, £5, J. Turvill. Commended

:

G. Twitchin, Worting Wood Farm, Basingstoke.

Mare for breeding purposes.—Prize, £5, J. Stubbs. Com-
mended : B. Hoddinott, Moor Court, Romsey.
Gelding.—Prize, £5, W. E. Eitt. Commended: A. P-

Marvin, Dean Earm, Eareham.
HUNTERS.

Mare or gelding of any age.—Eirst prize, £10, E. G. Legg,

Coombe Down, Beaminster (Leghorn); second, £5, T. Pain,

The Grove, Basingstoke (Eancy). Commended: R. Genge
;

W. M. Harris, Long Sutton, Odiham; and J. Canning, Sutton

Scotney, Mitcheldever.

HACKS,
Mare or gelding not exceeding 15 hands, to carry 13 stone*

—First prize, i£10, J. Barton, Hackwood Farm, Basingstoke ;

second, £5, W. L. MuUins, Ireson House, Wincanton. Com-
mended : H. Lowe, Springfield Lodge, Lordswood, South-

ampton.
rONIES.

Mare or gelding, not exceeding 14 hands.—First prize, £6,

W. Perkins, Bowling-green House, Southampton; second, £3,

T. Whicher, Throop House, Christchurch (Charlie). Highly
commended : G. Keynes -jun., Spettisbury, Blandford.

Mare or gelding, not exceeding 13 hands.—First prize, £6,

E. P. Bailey, Brown Candover, Mitcheldever Station ; second,

£3, J. R. Bridle, Charlotte-street, Landport (Polly). Com-
mended : W. E. Eitt, and C. Y. Brown, Mildenhall, Marl-

borough.

CATTLE.
SHORTHORNS.

Bull.—First prize, £10, J. A. Muraford, Brill House,

Thame (Caballer) ; second, £5, R. F. Soffe, Hams, Eastleigh,

Southampton (Lord Morpeth). Highly commended: Tlie

Marquis of Ailesbury, Savernake Forest, Marlborough.

Bull above two and under three years old.—Krst prize,

£10, J. and R. Stratton (Jack Frost) ; second, £5, R. Strat-

ton. The Duffryn, Newport, Monmouth. Highly commended

:

R. E. Soffe.

Bull above one and not exceeding two years old.—First

prize, £5, Rev. R. B. Kennard, Marnhuil Rectory, Blandford

;

second, £3, C. Charlwood, Padworth, Reading (Padworth).

Commended : J. Walter, M.P., Bearwood, Wokingham, and

J. Stratton, Alton Priors.

Bull-calf above six and not exceeding twelve months old.—
Eirst prize,'£5, Rev. R. B. Kennard (Marnhuil Grand Duke)

;

second, £3, W. Nicholson, Basing Park, Alton.

Cow in calf or in milk,—First prize, £5, Rev. R. B. Kennard
(Ada); second, £3, W. Nicholson, M.P. (Laurel). Com-
mended : C. Charlwood.

Heifer in milk or in calf under three years old.—First prize,

£5, J. Stratton (Euphemia) ; second, £3, O. Viveash, Berwick
Bassett (Mary Ann). Highly commended : J. Blyth, Wool-
hampton, Berks.

Heifer above one and not exceeding two years.—First prize,

£5, R. Stratton (Nectarine Bud); second, £3, Lieutenant-

Colonel Loyd Lindsay, M.P., Lockinge Park, Wantage (Gilli-

flower). Highly commended : O. Viveash.

Cow- calf, above six and not exceeding twelve months old.

—

Firit prize, £5, Rev. R. B. Kennard; second, G. Young,
Ashey Farm, Brading, Isle of Wight. Commended : W.
Nicholson, M.P., and J. Walter, M.P.

Hereiords.—No entries.

DEVON s.

Bull under three years old.—Eirst prize, £5, J. AV. Biel,

St. Leonards, Beaulieu : second, £3, J. W. Biel.

Cow in calf or in milk.—First prize, £5, T. Black, Stone

Farm, Fawley (Nancy) ; second, £3, J. W. Biel (Rachel).

Heifer under three years old.—Prize, J. _W. Biel. Only

one entry.

SUSSEX.
Bull of any age.—Prize, £5, J. Turvill. Highly com-

mended : G. Smith, Paddockhurst, Crawley.

Cow in calf or in milk.—Prize, £5, J. Turvill. Highly
commended : B. Duke, Lyminster, Arundel, and G. Smith.

CHANNEL ISLANDS STOCK.

Jersey or Alderney bull of any age.—Prize, £5, H. Drewitt,

Milville, Tichfield (Grey Boy—Jersey). Highly commended

:

G. Simpson, Wray Park, Reigate. Commended : A. P.

Maurice, Herriard Grange, Basingstoke ; Captain J. D. Sher-

ston, Bramshaw, Lyndhurst ; II. Drewitt ; and G. D. W.
Digby, Sherborne Castle.

Bull of any age.—Prize, £5, T. Maiudonald, Les Eperons,

Guernsey (Billy— Guernsey). Commended : W. A. Glynn,

Fairy Hill, Ryde.
Jersey or Alderney bull under two years old.—Prize, £5, G.

Simpson (Prince Crocus—Jersey). Highly commended : Miss
Tj. Malcolm, Beechwood, Lyndhurst. Commended: J. Bon-
ham-Carter, M.P., Adhurst St. Mary, Petersfield.

Guernsey bull under two years old.—Prize, £5, H. Compton,
Manor House, Lyndhurst (Young Rufus). Commended: W.
A. Glynn.

Jersey or Alderney cow in calf or in milk.—Prize, £5, G.

D. W. Digby (Queen of the Vale—Jersey). Highly com-

mended: T. Chamberlayne, Cranbury, and W. Baker, Sum-
merly House, Millbrook, Southampton. Commended: H.
Drewitt, G. Simpson, and T. Chamberlayne.

Guernsey cow in calf or in milk.—Prize, £5, the Executors

of the late Mr. Duff, Townhill, West End, Southampton

(Maggie). Commended: II. Compton.
Jersey or Alderney heifer, not exceeding two and a-half

years old.—Prize, £5, J. Bonham-Carter, M.P. (Gazelle-

Jersey). Highly commended : Captain J. D. Sherston, H.
Drewitt, and G. Simpson. Commended : H. Drewitt ; J.
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Sampson, Manor Farm, Lyndhurst ; and J. Bjnham-Carter
M.P.

Guernsey lieifer not exceeding two and a-half years old.

—

Prize, £5, II. Coniptou (Princess). Commeudca : T. Muin-
douald.

PIGS.
liERKSIIIRES.

Boar over twelve moutiis old.—First prize, £5, H. Huinfrey,
Kingstoue Farm, Shrivenliam ; second, £3, J, Wheeler and
Sons.

Boar nuder twelve mouths old.—First prize, £5, H. Hum-
frey ; second, £3, Rev. H. G. Bailey, Swindon, Wilts.

Breeding sow of any age.—First prize, £5, the Marquis of

Ailesbury ; second, £3, H. Hurafrey. Commended : H. Hura-
frey.

Pair of sows under nine months old.—F'irst prize, £4', the

Marquis of Ailesbury ; second, £3, Rev. H. G. Baily. Highly
commended : The Marquis of Ailesbury.

L.VEGE BREED, NOT BEI^'ft BERKSHIRES.
Boar of any age.—Prize, £5, R. E. Duokering and Son,

Northorpe, Kirton Lindsey Lincoln.

Breeding sow of any age.—Prize, £5, R. E. Duckering and
Son.

SMALL BREED, NOT BEING BERKSHIRES.
Boar over twelve mouths old.—First prize, £5, R. E.

Duckering and Son ; second, £3, H. Barter, Shipton, Chip-

ping Norton.

Boar under twelve mouths old.—First prize, £5, U. E.

Duckering and Son ; second, £3, the Earl of Portsmouth,

Eggesford House, Wembworthy, North Devon.
Breeding sow of any age.—First prize, £5, R. E. Ducker-

ing and Sou ; second, £3, J. Wheeler and Son.

Pair of sows under nine months old.—First prize, £4, the

Earl of Portsmouth ; second, £3, J. Wheeler and Son. Highly
commended : P... E. Duckering and Son.

MOWING MACHINES.
First prize, Samuelson and Co. ; second, W. A. Wood.

Highly commended : Picksley, Sims, and Co. Commended :

Kearsley.

Farmers' class, for mowing machines driven by a man regu-

larly employed on the farm.—First prize, J. Fall, Home-farm,
Savernake-forest, Marlborough ; second withheld.

THE DINNER.
The Honourable W. F. Cowper Temple, M.P., the

Chairman, said it was to be expected that they would in

Southampton have a good display of Channel Islands

cattle, and certainly the bulls, and cows, and heifers be-

longing to Jersey and Guernsey were, he thought, quite

beyond those which had appeared in any of the previous

exhibitions, and although Soutliampton had in former times

been famous for the extreme beauty and perfection of this

class of cattle, he was of opinion that io-day the show had
in this respect been superior. In their sheep he thought they

had reason to feel great satisfaction. He had already alluded

to the South Downs, for which the first prize was given to

His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, but there was
another class of sheep which was particularly interesting to

them in Hampshire. These animals, whicli were very well

represented in to-day's show, were the Hampshire Downs.
They were especially worthy of the attention of people re-

sicing in this county, because they were fouud to suit the soil

and climate of Hampshire and its immediate neighbourhood,
and they were probably the most profitable sheep that could

be reared, for their bulk and various other excellencies caused

them to be greatly appreciated by practical farmers, even per-

haps more than the more beautiful animal—the Southdown.
They were struck also doubtless with tlie appearance of some
Shorthorn cattle in the show, particularly a heifer, which had
been pronounced by some who were well calculated to form
an opinion the most faultless and perfect animal that could be

reared. Any one who knew anything of cattle must say that

the animal in question was a perfect picture. Then they saw
some of the Sussex breed, which had greatly improved of

late years, and in bulk as well as in general proportions they

were worthy of careful study and close consideration. Then
the horses, althougli they were not quite so numerous as

might have been wislied, were yet animals which attracted a

good deal of admiration. Upon these occasions they were

rather apt to compare the show of to-day with preceding

shows, and those who had been at the last show of the Bath

and West of England Society at Plymouth had inlorraed him,

as a sample of the difference of the two shows, that the cart

stalhon, which obtained the second prize at this show obtained

the lirst jjrize at the Plymouth show. Having dwelt upon
the necessity of efforts being made to improve the breed of

cait liorses, for there was scarcely any article of produce

which required greater care and attention, he said they had
had inquiries recently made into the diminution of horses in

this country. Tlie committee sittiug in the House of Lords

had not come to any definite conclusion in the matter, but

their opinion seemed to be that that (here was no deficiency

as compared with what was the case in times past, although

there was a deticiency as to what there ought to be to meet the

requirements of the present day. The agriculturists of to-day

had before them the great problem of liow they could produce

from the soil they were cultivating tlie greatest amount of

food for the people. The numbers of our population and the

increased consumption of meat were advancing, and these

must be met with an increased power of production from the

soil by increased skill, increased expenditure of capital, in-

creased management, and good arrangements. He was pleased

to see that all the accounts they got from England and Scot-

land showed that the farming class were advancing every day,

and were bringing to bear in their pursuit more experience,

more skill, and more good sense than in previous times. The
Legislature, too, was occupied with the consideration of how
the tenure of land could be made more suitable and convenient

to the changing circumstances of the country, and anything
that could be done iu that direction would certainly receive

the careful and full consideration of all persons who were in-

terested iu the progress of agriculture. Such Societies as the

Hants and Berks obviously had a tendency to promote this

great object, for they put before the public at large the most
approved forms ot animals that could be found. They educa-

ted the taste and increased the knowledge, as well as promoted
that energy, activity, and interest; which it was so essential

should be manifested in the perfection of those breeds of do-

mestic animals which formed so large a proportion of the

wealth of the country.

THELAW OF CONSPIRACY.—Mr. Vernon Harcourt's

bill " to amend the law of conspiracy as applied to masters and

servants" has been printed. It consists only of the preamble

and one clause, which reads as follows: A prosecution shall

not be instituted against a person for conspiracy to do any act

or to cause any act to be done for the purposes cf a trade com-
bination, unless such act is an offence indictable by statute or

is punishable under the provisions of some statute for the time

being in force relating to violence, threats, intimidation, or

molestation ; and no such prosecution shall be instituted except

with the consent of her Majesty's Attorney- General or So-

licitor-General. A person who is convicted upon any such

prosecution shall not be liable to any greater punishment than

the punishment provided by law for such act as aforesaid. A
person shall not he liable to any punishment for conspiracy or

otherwise, under the Acts mentioned in the schedule to this

Act (37 Geo. III., cap. 173 ; 39 Geo. TIL, cap. 79 ; 57 Geo.

III., cap 19), by reason only of his being a member of, or a

party to, a trade combination; provided that nothing herein

shall exempt a person from any liability to punishment in res-

pect of any combination for a mutinous or seditious purpose.

For the purposes of this Act, " trade combination" means any

combination between masters or workmen or other persons for

regulating or altering the relations between any persons being

masters or workmen, or the conduct of any master or workman
in or in respect of his business or employment or contract of

employment or service, and " act" includes a default, breach,

or omission, and " workman" includes a workman, servant,

artificer, or labourer within the meaning of any statute or

law, and " master" includes any person employing any work-

man or workmen, and " offeuce indictable by statute" means an
offence which is by some statute declared or enacted to be a

felony or misdemeanour, or to be punishable on indictment, or

for which a punishment is prescribed by statute which cannot

be inflicted except on conviction upon an indictment or cri-

minal information. Nothing in this act shall in any manner
affect any prosecution for any of the conspiracies mentioned

in tlie Act of the fourteenth and fifteenth of her Majesty,

ciiapter one hundred, section twenty-eight, or in the Act of

the twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth of her Majesty, chapter one

hundred, section four.
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WARWICKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING A.T BIRMINGHAM.

Amongst the Shorthorns Mr. George Game went far to

make the show ; and amongst the aged bulls, his Earl of

Warwickshire 3rd had an easy victory in such company.

The prize yearling bull, bred by Captain Oliver, is a son of

Grand Duke the 7th. Amongst the cows the competition

was closer. Mr. Bradburn sent Moss Rose, which won in

the fat heifer class atBingley Hall last Christmas, and which

appeared here with a calf by her side ; while Mr. G. Game
exhibited his famous white cow. Princess Alexandra, which

of course won, and her owner followed up his success by

taking both premiums in the heifer class. The best ani-

mal in the class for yearling heifers was disqualified by the

veterinary inspector, on the ground that she exceeded the

age stated ; the premiums consequently going to Mr. J.

A. Mumford aud Mr. Robotham. The first class for

Shorthorns, viz., that for bull-calves, provided another

triumph for Mr. G. Game, who thus won with every ani-

mal exhibited. The Herefords were conspicuou s by their

absence, aud a solitary Longhorn bull represented the

once popular Warwickshire breed. Two pairs of cows only

competed for the liberal prizes off'ered for cattle fordairypur-

poses, the first prize being give to a pair whose chief merit

appeared to lie in the fact of their being twins. The sheep

breeders of the district seem unwilling to show their hands

previous to the Royal meeting, and, consequently, the

numbers in most of the classes ran short. The three ex-

hibitors of Leicesters, Messrs. Marris, S. Spencer, and G.

Turner, each obtained prizes ; and Mr. T.W. D. Harris sent

the best ram in the next class—a cross between Lincoln

and Leicester, of the sort Mr. Lynn was wont to exhibit.

Amongst the Cotswolds there were several empty pens, and

nothing better than the moderate Cirencester entries
;

Mr. W. O. Poster won with a small sheep in a rather

meagre class of shearling Shropshire rams, with Mr.

Pilgrim second ; the best sheep of this breed being Mr.

W. Baker's two-shear, which was placed first. Mr.

Foster's sheep which was second at Cardifi' and first at

Plymouth is here second, his head and fleece telling against

him. Mrs, Beach's shearling ewes won easily.

The pigs were good. Mr. Matthew Walker is the most

successful exhibitor, being awarded three out of four prizes

for boars of a large breed. Mr. Hicken took the other,

a second , and the same exhibitors occupied similar posi-

tions with sows of a large breed ; whilst in small breeds

Messrs. Wheeler's blacks came to the front, their young

boar being first and the old one second, Mr. Lort's promis-

ing young white boar running second, and Mr, M. Walker

scoring another first. In Berkshires, Mr. John Spencer

showed a neat young boar, which after much trouble and

division on the part of the judges, was placed before Mr.

H. Humfrey's entry ; thus securing both prizes for the

Kenilworth breeder ; Mr. Humfrey taking a first for his

old boar and a second for his sow. Messrs. Wheeler aud

Sons were second with an aged Berkshire boar, and a

similar position with a small bred sow, with pigs, in which

class Mr. Lort was fii'st, as also in that for three breeding

pigs of one litter. Mr. M. Walker took the two princi-

pal prizes for sows both of the Berkshire aud large white

breed, the former having thirteen nice pigs by her side.

The remaining honours were about equally shared by
Messrs. Wheeler aud Mr. John Hicken.

The show of horses did not reach any degree of excel-

lence, as neither was the number so great nor the quality

iu general so good as hitherto. Commencing with the

stallions for agricultural purposes, the first prize was
awarded to a heavy animal, the property of Mr, W,

Wynn, of Cranhill Leys; but more praise is due to the

mares with foals, the first-prize taker being a chesnut

with much of the old-fashioned Suffolk Punch character,

about the decided superiority of which to the one which
took second, the property of the same exhibitor, there

could be no mistake. There were only three entries of

geldings under three years old ; and the best cart gelding,

above four years old, regularly worked, and cart mares,

under similar conditions, ran up to very few entries. Only
one thorough-bred stallion appeared, but there were a few

good horses scattered through the hunter classes.

The display of cheese was very insignificant, there

being only seven entries.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Cattle: C.Howard, Biddenham, Bedford ; W.

Sanday, Ratcliffe-ou-Trent. Sheep and Pigs : J. Evans,

Uffington, Shrewsbury ; R. Game, Aldsworth, Northleach.

Horses : Agricultural—R. Swale, Saredon, Wolverhamp-
ton ; J. Whitsed, Portland, Peterborough. Hunters and
Hacks—J. W. K. Elliott, Heathercote, Toweester ; R. G. P.

Howard, Temple Bruer, Lincoln. Cheese : P. Jacks,

Leamington. Implements: M. Savidge, Sarsden, Chip-

ping Norton.

CATTLE.
SHORTHORNS.

Bull, above three years old.—First prize, G. Game,
Chureliill Heath (Earl of Warwickshire 11.) ; second, J. Dug-
dale, Wroxhall Abbey (Royal Charlie).

Bull, over twenty months and under three years old.—First

prize, T. Proof, Church Bickenhill (Victor) ; second, G, C.

Greenway, Ashorne, Leamington (Lord of the Valley).

Bull, over ten and under twenty months old.—First prize,

H. J. Hopkins, Moulton Grange Farm, Pitsford (John Bull

II.) ; second, M. Walker, Stockley Park, Anslow.

Cow in milk, above three years old.—First prize, G. Game
(Princess Alexandra) ; second, W. Bradburn, Wednesfield

(Moss Ross). Highly commended: E. Whitehouse, Kings-

bury, Tarnworth (Luxury).

Heifer, under three years old, in milk or in calf.—First

prize, G. Game (Butterfly's Duchess) ; second, G. Game (Par-

tridge). Highly commended: S. C. Pilgrim, The Outwoods,
Hinckley; and A. Robotham, Oak Farm, Drayton Bassett

(Miss Bloomer).

Heifer, under two years old.—First prize, J. A. Mumford,
Brill House, Thame (Chilton Queen) ; second, A. Robotham
(Princess Beatrice).

Bull-calf, under ten months old.—Prize, G. Game (Prince

Leopold).

Herefords.—No entry.

LONGHORNS,
Bull.—Prize, S. Forrest, The Chase, Kenilworth.

Cow or heifer in milk.—No entry.

Bull for breeding purposes, any pure breed.—Prize, K.
Greenway, Warwick (Alderney)

.

Pair of cows, in milk, which have been used in the exhibi-

tor's dairy for the last two seasons.—First prize, W. Lindsay,

Lapworth ; second, M. Walker.

SHEEP.
leicesters.

Shearling ram.—First prize, G. Turner, jun., Thorpelands,

Northampton ; second, S. Spencer, Suareston.

Two-shear ram.—First prize, T. Marris, The Chase, Ulceby

;

second, S. Spencer, Suareston.

Pen of five shearling ewes.—Prize, G. Turner, jun.

OTHER LONGWOOLS.
Shearling ram.—First prize, P. W. D. Harris, Wootton,

Northampton ; second, R. Johnson, Upperfield, Wirksworth.

Pen of five shearling ewes.—No award.

COTSWOLDS.
ShearUug ram.—First and second prizes, Royal Agricultura

College Farm, Cirencester.
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Two-shear ram.—firstprize, Cirenceiter College ; second, I

Mrs. M. Goodwiu, Troy Farm, Somerton.
Fen of five shearling ewes.—ii'irst and second prizes, Mrs.

M. Godwin.
SHKOl-SmRES.

Shearling ram.—First prize, W. 0. Foster, Apley Park,

Shiffnal ; second, C. Pilgrim.

Two-shear ram.—First prize, W. Baker, Moor Barns,

Atherstone ; second, W. 0. Foster.

Pen of ftve shearling ewes.—First priza, Mrs. S. Beach, The
Hattons, Brewood ; second, W. O. Foster.

Pen of five shearling ewes.—Prize, C. Burton, Temple Bal-

BaU.

Short-wooUed tap.—Prize, B. Long, Middleton, Tarnworth.

EVTRA. STOCK.

First and second prizes, Jloyal Agricultural College Farm,
Cirencester (Cotswold shearling rams).

PIGS.
Boar of the large breed, under eighteen months old.—First

prize, M. Walker ; second, J. Hicken, Dunchurch.

Boar of the large breed, above eighteen months old.—First

and second prizes, M. Walker.
Boar of the small breed, under eighteen months old.—First

prize, J. Wheeler and Sons, Long Compton ; second, W. Lort,

King's Norton.

Boar of the small breed, above eighteen mouths old.—First,

M. Walker ; second, J. Wheeler and Sons.

Boar of the Berkshire breed, under eighteen months old.-—

First and second prizes, J. Spencer, Kenilworth.

Boar, above eighteen months old.—First prize, H. Ham-
frey, Kingstone Farm, Shrivenham ; second, J. Wheeler and

Sons.
Breeding sow of any large breed, except Berkshire.—First

prize, M. Walker ; second, J. Hicken.

Breeding sow of the small breed.—First prize-, J . Wheeler ;

second, W. Lort.

Berkshire sow.—First prize, M. Walker ; second, H. Hum-
frey.

Three breeding pigs of one farrow of 1873, of large breed,

—Prize, J. Wheeler.

Three breeding pigs of one farrow, of small breed.—Prize,
W. Lort.

Sow of any breed.—Prize, J. Hicken.
EXTRA PRIZE.

Berkshire sow.—M. Walker.
HORSES.

AGRICULTURAX.
Stallion.—Prize, £30, W. Wynn, Cranhill Leys, Grafton,

Alcester. Highly commended : J. T. Buckle, Throckmorton,

Pershore.

Mare, with foal at her foot.—First prize, £10, and second,

£5, S. Davis, Woolasliill, Pershore. Highly commended ; C.

Burton.

Gelding, under three years old.—Prize, £5, R. Timms,
Brannston. Highly commended : W. Hurlston, Ditchford

Friary, Moreton-in-the-Marsh.

Filly, under three years old.—Prize, £5, C. Burton.

Highly commended : T. Proof, Church Bickenhill.

Cart gelding, above four years old.—Prize, £5, J. Palmer,

Wednesbury, Highly commended; Lord Leigh, Stoneleigh

Abbey,
Cart mare, above years old, that has been regularly worked.

—Prize, £5, J. King, Rowington. HigUy commended : J,

Timms, Soddenham, Moreton-in-the-Marsh.

RIDING.
Thoroughbred stallion,—No award.
Hunter that has been ridden with the Warwickshire, North

Warwickshire, Atherstone, Pytchley, Bicester, Quorn, Lord
Coventry's, Heythrop, South Staffordshire, Albrighton, or

Cotswold Hounds (no licensed horse-dealer to compete).—
First prize, £15, W. H. Clare, Twycross, Atherstone ; second,

£5, M. Godwin, Troy Farm, Somerton.

Hunter, four years old and upwards (no licensed horse-

dealer to compete).—First prize, £15, F. D. L. Smith, Hales
Owen Grange ; second, £5, J. Steedman, Meriden. Highly
commended : C. C. Hayward, Southill, Bedfordshire.

Open class for the best hunter.—Prize, A. Darby, Staveley

HiU, Bridgnorth.

Three-year-old colt or filly for hunting purposes.—First
prize, £10, W. Bradburn, Wednesfield; second, £5, A. K.
Dunn, Tile Hill, Coventry, Highly conwiended : J. Aston,
Seisdon, Wolverhampton,

Two-year-old colt or filly for hunting purposea.—First prize,

£10, H, W. Pratt, Longbridge; second, £5, W. Cooper, Hill-

luorton, Paddox. Highly commended : W. H. Clare.

Weight-carrying luinter, equal to not less than 15 stone.—
First prize, £15, J. E. Parsons, Charwelton, Daventry ; second,

£5, E. Knott, Fenny Compton. Highly commended: M.
Gibbs, Ascott, Shipston-on-Stour.

Four-year-old gelding or filly, adapted for hunting purposes,
the property of a tenant-farmer farming not less than one
hundred acres of land, and residing within the Hmits of the
Warwickshire and North Warwickshire Hunts, and to have
been in his possession not less than six months.—Prize, £8, J.

Hicken. Highly commended : .T. Wyatt, Todenham.
Half-bred two-year-old colt or filly, the property of and bred

by a member.—Prize, £3, W. Tyler, 38, Frederick Street,
Birmingham.

Hunter, which has been hunted during the last season with
either the Warwickshire or North Warwickshire Hounds, the
property of and ridden by a tenant-farmer.—Prize, £5, L.
Riley, The Outwoods, Packington. Highly commended : T.
Hodges, Binton.

Mare best calculated to breed hunters, with a foal at her
foot, the property of a person whose chief income is derived
from the occupation of a rented farm, and who is a member of
the Society (the foal to be got by a thoroughbred horse ; three
competitors, or no award).—Prize, £5, J. Gibbs, Wootton
Waven.

HACKNEYS.
Hackney, exceeding 15 hands high.—Prize, £10, F. Daven-

port, Gravelly Hill, Birmingham. Highly commended : R.
S. Whitehouse, Leamington ; W. Driver, Caludon, Coventry.

Hackney, not exceeding 15 hands high (licensed horse-
dealers are excluded in the last two classes).—Prize, £10, W.
E. Wiley, Birches Green, Erdington. Highly commended

;

W. Tyler, Frederick Street, Birmingham.
ladies' hacks.

Ladies' hack, exceeding 15 hands high.—First prize, £7, R.
W. Rutter, Trysull, Wolverhampton ; second, £3, H. Mapple-
beck, Woodfield, Moseley, Birmingham.

Ladies' hack, not exceeding 15 hands high.—Prize, £7, W.
Tyler, 36, Summer Row, Birmingham.

HARNESS.
Harness horse, exceeding 15 hands high.—First prize, £7,

H. Mapplebeck ; second, £3, J. A. Browning, Sir Harry's Road,
Birmingham. Highly commended: R. N. Rutter, Trysull,

Wolverhampton.
Harness horse, not exceeding 15 hands, but exceeding 14

hands high.—First prize, £7, W. and J. Brown, Perry Barr,
Birmingham ; seeoud, £3, J. Matts, Hamstead Road, Hands-
worth.

Pair of horses in harnesg, 15 hands high and upwards.-No
entry.

Tandem of horses, exceeding 14 hands high.—No entry.

PONIES.
Pony above 13 and not exceeding 14 hands hifrh.—Prize,

£5, J. Tench, Ludlow. Highly commended : H. Wills, Con-
stitution Hill, Birmingham.
Pony above 12 and not exceeding 13 hands high.—Prize,

£5, W. Tyler, 38, Frederick Street, Birmingham.
Pony in harness, above 13 and not exceeding 14 hands high.

—Prize, £5, J. Palmer, Wednesbury. Highly commended :

S. Sanders, Lapworth.
Pony in harness, above 12 and not exceeding 13 hands high.

—Prize, £5, and higlily commended, W. Tyler, 26, Summer
Row, Birmingham.
Pony in harness, not exceeding 12 hands high.—Prize, £5,

3. E. Pardoe, Sherborne Road, Balsall Heath, Birmingham.
Highly commended : T. Mabbott, Trinity Road, Birchfield.

Pair of ponies in harness, above 13 and not exceeding 14
hands high.—Prize, £5, S. Sanders.
Tandem of ponies, not exceeding 14 hands high.—Prize,

£5, W. G. Everitt, Finstall, Bromsgrove.
TROTTING.

(Either Saddle or Harness.)
Horses exceeding 14 hands high.—Prize, £10, R. Gold,

Sharman's Cross Farm, Solihull.

Ponies not exceeding 14 hands high.—Prize, £5, W. Tyler,
38, Frederick Street, Birmingham.

EXTRA STOCK,
Commended : J. A. Green, Cofton Hall, Redditch (filly)

;

H. Ford, Beauchamp Villa, Leamington (gelding) ; E, Flower,
Stratford-ou-Avon (pair of mare mdes),
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CHEESE.
Tliree clieeses, uot less than 701bs. each, the property of the

exhibitor, a member, and made from his own dairy in 1873.

—

Prize, £5, and a raedal to the dairymaid, J. Harris, Eletcli-

ampstead. Highly commended : T. E. and H. Wilkins,

Nethercote Farm, Bourfon-on-the -Water.

Three cheeses, not exceeding 5Ulbs. each, the property of

the exliibitor, a member, and made from his own dairy iu 1873.

—Prize, £5, and a medal to the dairymaid, J. Harris.

IMPLEMENTS.
(Silver medals, value £2 each, for articles best combining

simplicity, economy, and utility.)

Medals.~E. Humphries, Pershore, for portable steam-

engines and thrashing machines ; Barrows and Stewart, Ban-

bury, for thrashing engine, machine, and hay and straw

stacker ; Corbett and Peile, Perseverance Iron Works, Shrews-

bury, for combination of winnower, corn elevator, and weigh-

ing machine; S. Corbett and Sons, Wellington, Salop, for

grinding mills, barrel pulpers, and turnip slicers ; T. Ball,

Wellington Works, Northampton, for ploughs and carts ; G.
Ball, North Kilworth, Rugby, for waggon and carts ; S.

Baker, Compton, Newbury, for flfatercarts and corn-dressing

machines ; Glover and Sons, Warwick, for general assortment
of agricultural implements ^ Mapplebeck and Lowe, Birming-
ham, for general assortment of agricultural and other imple-

ments.

Highly Cojimendeb.—James and Son, Tivoli, Chelten-

ham, for liquid manure and street watercarts and bone and
stone crushers ; Lewis and Co., Salopian Iron Works, Shrews,
bury, for agricultural implements and machines ; Woods,
Cocksedge, and Warner, Stowmarket, for horse gear, with

intermediate motion, and crushing mills ; Evans and Co.,

Culwell Foundry, Wolverhampton, for selection of pumps for

irrigation and drainage.

THORNE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
At the annual show the horses were good ; those for agri-

cultural purposes being of much merit ; but there was only

a poor show of sheep, while the cattle were better, especially

the bulls.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—DiiAUGnx Horses: J. Forshaw, Burley-in-

Whafdale, Leeds ; T. Stamper, Highfield House, Oswald-

kirk ; W. Brown, West Butterwick. Hunters and Nags :

W. Godson, Normanby-by-Stow, Gainsboro' ; W. Mundey,
Wrawby, Brigg ; C. Wood, South Dalton, Beverley. Cat-
tle : H. Ambler, Watkinson Hall, Halifax ; W. Abraham,

South Owersby, Market Rasen ; T. Rollett, Southorpe,

Gainsboro'. Butter and Eggs : Mrs. Jefferson, Hatfield,

Doncaster.

HORSES.
agricultural.

Mare and foal.—First prize, E. Coulman, Levels ; second,

M. Askren, Levels.

Hunter mare and foal.—First prize, W. Toder, Lincoln
;

second, C. E. Cooke, Doncaster.

Carriage mare and foal.—F'irst prize, J. Reader, Holme
second, J. C. Hill, Epworth.

Roadster mare and foal.—F'irst prize, S. G. Belton, Am-
cotts ; second, M. Askren.

agricultural or draught.
Yearling colt or filly.—F'irst prize, W. Jolinson, Hatfield

;

second, W. Toder.

Two years old gelding or filly.—F'irst prize, S. Barker,

Marr ; second, G. Wood, Hayfield.

Three years old gelding or filly.—First prize, cup, R. Hig-

ginson. South Milford ; second, W. Brockton, Tudworth
Green,

Pair of draught horses, within 16 miles of Thome.—Prize,

cup, J. Coulman.
Pair of draught horses.—First prize, cup, M. Askren

;

second, G. Bletcher, Levels.

Gelding or mare.—Flist prize, G. Wood ; second, Armitage

and Sons, Dewsbury.
Yearling colt or filly.—First prize, M. Isle, Hatfield ; second,

J. Fillingham, Hatfield.

HUNTERS.
Yearling colt or filly.—First prize, M. Askren ; second, W.

Toder.

Two years old gelding or filly.—First prize, M. Askren
;

second, T. J. Eland, Woodhouse.
Three years old gelding or filly.—First prize, J. Benson

Saudtoft ; second, W. Wainwright, South Duifield.

Gelding or mare.—Prize, cup, W. Stephenson, Cottingham
carriage.

Yearling colt or filly.—First prize, J. Waite, Fishlake

second, C. W. Darley, Thome.
Two years old gelding or filly.—First prize, J. Wood, jun.,

Selby ; second, A. Winder, Doncaster.

Gelding or mare.—First prize, cup, J. Coulman ; second,
J. Reynolds, Carlton.

ROADSTERS.
Yearling colt or filly.—First prize, G. Baker, Thome; se-

cond, T. J. Robinson, Crowle.
Two years old geldiug or filly.—First prize, W. Watson ;

second, W. Brockton,

Tliree years old gelding or filly.—First prize, G. Snow, Le-

vels ; second, W. H, Brown, Beltoft,

Gelding or mare.—First prize, cup, J, Benson, Gelding;

second, W. Stephenson.

Weight-carrying cob.—First prize, R. Mitchell, Bowling
Park; second, J. Benson.

Lady's hackney.—First prize, cup, F. E. Matthews, Drif-

field ; second, T. Mitchell, Bowling Park.

Pony, not exceeding l-t hands.—First prize, cup, W. H.
Blackraan, Foggathorpe ; second, J, Benson.

Pony, not exceeding 13 hands.—First prize, J. Lockwood,
Kelfield ; second, F. J. Robinson.

CATTLE.
Bull calf.—First prize, T. Hare, Lund Cottage, Easingwold ;

second, W. Burton, Eastoft Hall.

Bull, two years old.—First prize, S. Barker ; second, H,
Crossley, Watkinson Hall.

Bull, any age.—First and second prizes, W. Dyson.

Cow, in calf or milk, for dairy purposes.—First prize, H.
Crossley ; second, W. Dyson.

Heifer, in calf or milk.—First prize, T. Hare ; second, W.
Tennant, Selby.

Heifer calf.—First prize, W. Burton ; second, M. Askren.

SHEEP.
One-shear improved Lincoln ram.—First and second prizes,

J. Nelson, Kettleby Thorpe.

Improved Lincoln ram, any age.—First prize, H. \^ . God-
frey ; second, M. Askren.

I'ive improved Lincoln ewes.—First prize, W. Roe, North
Scarle ; second, G. Wood.

Five improved Lincoln gimmers-—First prize, W. Roe

;

second, G. Wood.

Five improved Lincoln rams.—First prize, W. Roe ; second,

T. J. Robinson,

PIGS.
Boar, any breed.—First prize, J, Garbutt, South Cave;

second, C. F. Hallas, Huddersfield.

Sow, any breed.—First prize, J, Garbutt ; second, C, F,

Hallas.

Open gilt, any age.—First prize, G. Wagstaff, Thorne

;

second, E. Ellis.

Two store pigs.—First prize, C. Marsdin, Thorne ; second,

C. F. Hallas.

BUTTER AND EGGS.
Pound of butter, flavour, colour, and make.—First prize,

Mrs. G. 'Watson, Fishlake; second, Mrs. G. Temperton,

Thome ; third, Mrs. W. Crawshaw, Epworth ; fourth, Mrs.

E. Belton, Tudworth; fifth, Miss J. Trimrainghara, Wormley
Hill.

Twelve eggs.—First prize, Miss Barker, Marr; second,

Mrs, C, Gravil, Thorne,

IMPLEMENTS.
Assortment of agricultural implements,—Prize, Executors

of F. G. Smith, Gainsboro'.

Assortment of agricultural implements manufactured by ex-

hibiter ; F'irst prize, B. Sanderson, Thorne
;,
second, J. B. and

T. Adlington, Gainsboro'.
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BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND SOCIETY, AND SOUTHEBN
COUNTIES ASSOCIATION.

MEETING AT PLYMOUTH.

THE OPENING MORNING.
It is just twenty years siuce that, in the second year

of its resuscitation, the show of the " old " West of

England Society was held at Plymouth. la those times,

as we then wrote, " the pure thorough-bred Devon was
the chief attraction amongst the animals," with Messrs.
Quartley, Farthing, Turner, Jackman, Gibbs, and Hole,
amongst the more successful exhibitors. Then, " in

close order with the North Devon s stood the South
Devons, or South Hams, higher and coarser than the

North Devons," and running up to no great entry.
" The prizes for cattle, ' of any other pure breed,' were
contested by one breed only, the Shorthorn, the show of

which was remarkably good. Mr. Stratton, of Swindon,
took the chief prizes, and the admirers of the Durhams
must be well content with the progress they are making in

the West." Thus in 1853 there were actually no separate

classes for Shorthorns, although the sort even then was
suflGlciently appreciated down westward as to assert for

itself a distinct recognition, which was very soon afterwards

officially accorded by the Society. There were no Here-
fords on the ground, and in all but four or five horses

;

while the Southdowns " scarcely reached to average merit,"

but " the Dorsets were about the best collection of this

kind of sheep ever brought together." Further, of
" Longwools, or Devon-Leicesters," there was a very ex-

cellent muster, " and the pigs most fancied were the small

blacks," Devon having become somewhat celebrated

for the success which she has transplanted the improved
Essex. At that early era the abolition of premiums for

implements had not been attempted, and the Howards,
Busby, and Eddy, took prizes for ploughs : Coleman for

a scarifier, and Cambridge for a clod-crusher. The
Hornsby's were first and second in two classes for corn

and manure drills. Busby had the best horse-hoes,

Hussey was the prize reaper, and Hornsby the first

portable engine. There were a number of other classes

for machinery, where Burrell, Holmes, Barret and Eiall,

Milford, Smith and Ashby, Richmond and Chandler,

Burgess and Key, Fowler and Fry, Reeves, and Carson

were conspicuous amongst those especially distinguished on

the prize list. With no premiums now awarded we
give our own alphabetically arranged list of the exhibitors

of implements, together with an enumeration of the

chief entries to be found on their stands.

It may be useful in many ways to make a running

comparison on the Plymouth shows of 1853 and

1873 ; further pointed as this might be by the

Royal Agricultural Society's meeting here in 1865

—

a kind of half-way house between the two visits,

and upon the site of which show the tents are now pitched

of the Bath Society. Shorthorns and Herefords have now,

of course, got further down, and the more national

Society's Exhibition was especially memorable for the

entry of Jersey cattle, which have never since lost their

place on an English show-ground. The Western Society,

moreover, has been gradually developing its horse classes,

and the established breeds of sheep like the Leicester and

the Southdown now generally make up good classes

;

although this year's show is deprived of the support of

the Prince of Wales, " A Cornish man," as it were,

whose entries unfortunately were not sent in until too

late, and hence some of the smartest Downs were left at

home at Sandringham. The representatives of the

Merton and Elharn stocks are also away at Vienna, and

the Southdown show is terribly limited, while the death

of Mr. Davy keeps back some of the best Devons.

DURING THE WEEK.
In fact, not one Devonshire bred Devon was

considered good enough to take a first prize ; as

in seven classes " the pure North Devons " took

only two inferior premiums ; and yet the breed is

not now extensively cultivated elsewhere, for beyond

a few herds like that of Mr. Farthing in Somerset-

shire, of Mr. J. A. Smith in Dorsetshire, and of Lord Fal-

mouth and Mr. Jackman in Cornwall, one hears but little

of them out of their own immediate range. The Here-

fords, again, were certainly not a great show, and the

Shorthorn bulls were mostly indifferent, while the Sussex

were far better throughout, and the two divisions of

Jerseys and Guernseys both well represented. W^ith

Messrs. Howard sending nothing here, the prizes

for large and small pigs were pretty equally

distributed between Mr. Dackering's whites and Mr. Col-

lier's blacks, as in the horse classes the competi-

tion was limited, though occasionally the sample was good.

The local premiums of the new Devonshire Society,

where, of course, Devons, Shorthorns, and so forth,

were entered on the very manifest understanding of not

being equal to anything beyond a limited liability, served

to make, numerically, a large show, the general character

of which was by no means high.

In sober truth, many of the classes might be dis-

missed almost with a word. Returning to the place

from which we started, this is indisputably the worst ex-

hibition of Southdowns the Society has had for many a

long day ; although Mr. Rigden's first old ram, never out

before, is really a grand, substantial sheep, good all

through, while the neater second was also second at

Cardiff Royal. But further than these two there is

little to look at, as neither of the Hove shearlings threatens

to make much mark in the face ofstronger competition at

Hull, and the Heasman's entries are not up to their pre-

vious standard, if it be only fair to say that the sheep had

suffered much trom the time they had been knocking or

knocked about on that wretched line'of rails w hich runs

into Plymouth. The sensation, however, amongst the

Southdowns centred over Mr. Neville Grenville's entries,

as it is to be hoped such things may never again be seen

off the Butleigh home farm. What with their mean heads,

long weak necks, and shabby quarters, it was difficult to

say whether they were worse fore or aft, although the

people were as much amused as they might have been at the

Zoological Gardens. Amongst the Hampshire Downs, Mr.
Morrison, as usual, beat Mr. Rawlence with his own
blood ; while the prize pens of Bulbridge ewes came in

nice contrast to the rams, at whose coarseness the South-

down judges fairly shuddered ; as, indeed, a man
requires educating up to the merits of a Hampshire sheep,

on the argument that it is far better to be useful than

ornamental. Despite the presence of Mr. Foster, Mr.
Mansell, and Mr. Yates, the Shropshires ran up to a very

indifferent entry, and with Mr. Treadwell finishing his

education in Germany there were in all just two exhibi-

tors of Oxfords, jMr. Wallis and Mr. Milton Druce.

The Shifford old sheep, also first at Cardiff, is a capital

specimen of the sort, but the shearlings from the same flock
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sadly lack uniformity or distinctive type ; whereas Mr.
Druce wins honestly enough, although in the face of no
competition, with a very neat sorty pen of ewes, particu-

larly well matched.and coloured about their heads. With
Mr. Mayo making no sign, the Dorset horn classes ar-

ranged themselves most agreeably for the three other

exhibitors. Thus Mr. Herbert Farthing's were the

only entries of shearlings, and they took the two pi-izes
;

Mr. Gapper's the only entries of old rams, and they

took the two prizes, and Mr. James' the only entry of

ewes, and they took the prize ; as Lord Poltimore was
the solitary exhibitor of Exmoors. It would be difficult

to force much comparative criticism under such circum-

stances, but all the Horns showed well, and Lord Polti-

more's Moor sheep, capitally got up, were as good spe-

cimens of Devonshire mutton as have ever been paraded.

Nevertheless, your Devonian affects something more
than the lively Exmcor or the comfortably coated

Dartmoor can supply ; and so he travels northwards
with well-lined pockets for rams from Holme Pierre-

pont, or Thorp Constantine, with which to wage
war against the Cornishman. And as times went, the

two classes of Leicester rams were creditably filled, some
half-dozen commendations following the actual awards,
and Devon and Cornwall still disputing for the palm, as

Mr. Potter and Mr. Tremaine did at Exeter early in last

summer, although what with other names to be found on
the prize list, such as Mr. Gould and Mr. Turner, Corn-
wall was everywhere but second best. There were only
three exhibitors of Cotswolds, and the best of these, from
Cirencester College, so moderate that it is simply mer-
ciful not to dwell longer on their merit or want of merit.

Another kind of long-wool is the so-called Devon, by no
means a show sheep, for which Devonshire itself promises
to be no longer specially famous, as not only the six

prizes in the three classes, but the three reserved sheep
were all credited to Mr. Corner, from Somersetshhe, the
Devonshire flock-masters being content to beat each other
in the merely local ranks. But the sheep of the country,
if not the sheep of the show, were the Dartmoors, " to be
shown in their wool," a very proper proviso, which tended
to make them alike the admiration of the judges and the
more general public. For good firm flesh, broad backs,
heavy fleeces, and really bloodlike character, they were
alike to be prixed ; and they proved only better as we had
them out one after another, and the owner of the cham-
pion sheep of these parts was half inclined to think he
had been for once honestly beaten, as certainly he had
never seen sheep "judged" like that before— or,'in other
words, had never known so much scientific search em-
ployed in the endeavour to find out the best. It is sig-

nificant, moreover, that the whole class of South
Devon or South Ham ewes was commended as neat useful
sheep ; commendable alike for flesh and wool ; but the
rams of the same breed were not fancied, and no addi-
tional compliment was in either class attached to the re-

quired selection of a reserve number.
Banking first on the list, although taken after " the

nags" by the judges, the best filled class of horses was
that of all-aged cart- stallions, although it is doubtful
whether either of the two prizes were quite the stamp for

the country in which they were exhibited. The best is a
great, good-looking, weighty Lincolnshire, bred from a
famous sort on the Fen ; and the second a very promis-
ing three-year-old, which should develop into a wonder-
fully useful horse, as we should question whether very
many like him are bred in Devonshire. The judges
never noticed either of the Clydesdales entered by two
Cornwall stud companies, although Bobby Burns, a really
smart clever horse, was a prize-taker at Penrhyn a week
or two since

; and, moreover, also a winner at the Cardiff
Royal, while the other Clydesdale had recently a place on

the list at Glasgow. The two-year-old cart stalliona,

as a set-off, were generally indifferent, with the
winner on any showing not worth keeping in the

West ; and in two classes of mares and two-year-

olds there were in all only six entries ; the old
grey wearing wonderfully well for her age, and Mr.
Elliott also showing a useful filly ; but it is still

strange that a Society of the calibre of the old Bath
cannot do more in this way. Hunting Horn was dis-

qualified from winning at Salisbury some years back, since

when he has been doing good service hereabouts ; and so

the orize for hunter stallions went to one of Lord Glasgow's

breeding. Make Haste, by Tom Bowling, a showy, smart-

topped horse, but the class was a bad one. Amongst the

hunters Mr. Battams, the John Booth of these parts, led

off-with a great, good-looking weight-carrier, which as

combining good mannei's with immense power, is sure to

be heard of again ; while Brunette, the best three-year-

old at Dorchester, was first here in the older

class ; although for action we prefer the second

prize, or even the commended Hector, by Ather-

ton. A long way, however, the pick of the hunting
classes was Mr. Trist's three-year-old, as no ques-

tion the best horse in the show if not the best

three-year-old out. By Acrobat, who has honestly

gained a character as a hunting sire, out of a Devonshire

pack mare, Nimrod, as he is called, combines with great

size and power the blood and style of the thoroughbred

one, and the clever, sure action from his dam's side ; as

to see the chesnut at his best was to see him move. Of
course he placed himself, and was straightway put into

price at 500 gs. At Exeter last summer, in a capital

mixed class of two and three year olds, Mr. Trist's

Claimant was first, and his Nimrod second, when we said

the younger might grow into the bettsr of the two, as he
certainly has done. Mr. Battam's second here, only half-

broken, stuck his tail into his quarters and would not go

a yard ; the best yearling was a narrow, high, " all-

quality" son of that great failure. Gemma di Vergy, as

the second looks a deal more like making a hunter

;

while the second-best brood mare, by Hungerford, half-

hunter, half-hack, was in appearance of just the sort for

the country, with, as we should think, a taste of the pack-

carrier on the other side of her head. The best hack was
mainly noticeable for his flash fussy action, and Mr.
Trist's filly was really a better goer; but the "show"
will tell and sell too. The two second-prize hacks, both

neat enough, are by the Suffolk horse, BOly Barlow ; and

there was one especially good rather than merely pretty

pony, for which 80 gs. was asked ; for ponies as well as

horses are making their price just now, and there were

not many bargains about in the very limited exhibition at

Plymouth, if there was at least one better horse than

anything to be seen at Islington.

With so grand a bull as the Yorkshire white now well out

of the way, second and third rate animals at Dorchester

took higher rank amongst the Shorthoi-ns at Plymouth.
Thus, Earl of Warwickshire, then second, was here first,

while Jack Frost, merely commended, succeeded to second

;

and, as already intimated, the Shorthorn bulls were but

indifferent. Last season we ventured to express a doubt

as to whether the Warwickshire Earl would ever furnish

a drop to his leg, as he has certainly not in the interim,

being still a high, lathy, flat-sided animal, with a thin

weak touch. He shows, however, much better in the ring

than in the stall, having a gay airy style, and as he walks

away is really a taking if not imposing bull. Neither has

the Irish Jack Frost improved, his good coat being still his

chief point, and it must have been a near thing between

him and the highly commended Duke of Oxford for second ;

not that the Cornish bull has gone on as well as he had pro-

mised, although he was the best of all the bulls the other day
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lu Ooruwall. The yearlings were generally so moderate
that it looked at one time as if the judges would never

isttle on a first, who, however, turned up in another Irish

importation, a lengthy square young bull, also to be dis-

tinguished for his nice coat and quality, but with, as a

set-off, an unpardonably plain mean head. The second

was altogether so moderate an animal that it is difficult

to understand how any commendations could be appended
to the return, Mr. Game's best bull-calf was a very nice

one, of capital quality, as of course he was sold forthwith

to leave the country ; and the three prize cows would be

a credit to any show. We had thought we could not

have been mistaken as to Mr. Game's best, second last

year, as that he could scarcely have two such handsome
whites, but the Princess Alexandra of 1873 is now written

Alexandria! a capital cow under any name, although it

will be safer to keep to one title. The Hayle Countess

of Oxford has also improved, being not so high in flesh,

and outside the ring many went for her ; while the Hos-
kens matched her with another very sweet cow, highly

and deservedly commended. In fact, the merits of the

cows and heifers in some measure compensated for the

want of merit amongst the bulls ; and the two-year-old

heifer class, again, was distinguished by three very

superior heifers. Mr. Vivash's red, however, fairly placed

herself as a well-grown symmetrical heifer, quite admir-

able forward, with style and quality, as well as a good

mover. The nice point of preference was the rather

between Mr. Stratton's two good heifers, as we believe the

judges thought one way and their owner the other ; but

Mabel has already made her mark at the national meet-

ings, and is a fine roomy, ragged-hipped heifer, if not so

well covered as her companion, who is rather tubby than

level. These cow classes were continued and sustained

handsomely enough with a lengthy, squarp yearling, of fine

coat and quality, bred at Hayle by the Hoskyns, who it is

said will be bold enough to try comparisons by aid of

some of their West Country stock at the Hull Royal.

Mr. Kennard's calf was quite in keeping for good points

with the other winners amongst the Shorthorn females,

having touch, hair, and style, but she was a long way in

advance of the rest of the class.

The Herefords did not on any consideration run up to a

great show, and in the two classes of cows and heifers

in calf there were only five entries for four prizes. Time
is telling on the Duchess of Bedford, who, despite her

sweet cow character was beaten here by a better

preserved cow with a famous touch, a point which did

not serve all the Herefords, as many of them handled

very hard and unkindly. Mr. James' two-year-old comes

of a very winning tribe, but the pick and pride of the

white-faces centred over Mr. Philip Turner's two beautiful

yearlings, the first the oddly named " Exquisite," alias a

dandy, being a sweet symmetrical heifer, good all through,

and especially so to meet, what with her ladylike

expression and grand bosom ; and the other is

worthy of her, if not quite so true in her touch.

A daughter of the famous double-first Ivington

Rose also handled hard, but her " belongings" were

not without their eftect, and she backed the belles of

Leominster with a well earned high commendation.

Messrs. Edwards and James won with two nice calves,

the Mappowder " baby" being quite a baby, and over-

paced at her age in such company, where Mr. Perin had

another very bloodlike specimen of the Somerset-Here-

ford. Von Moltke, who made his mark at Cardiff, is

filling out into a grand bull ; and Winter-de-Cote has

gone on as well since Hereford fair-time, when he was

pronounced by many to be the best bull in the yard ; but

he is not now quite kind in his touch, and this may ac-

count for a slack and unimproving bull like The Provost

being placed before him at Plymouth. Should Winter-de-

Cote ripen kindly, the other can never beat him again.

There were three or four very inferior animals bred

about in Cornwall and Doretshire in the old class of

Hereford bulls ; and Cop Hall not turning up in the

next, a moderate yearling from Tenbury was but first

;

but the two prize bull-calves were better, thoua;h, like

the general show of whitefaoes, the class was good but

in places, as the transplanting of Herefords does not ap-

pear to tell much down westward, only one Cornish-

bred beast taking a prize, and that a second, on some-

thing of a necessity in a class of only two entries.

Nor does even the cosmopolitan Shorthorn finds a

footing very freely in Devonshire, as in the four county

classes of Shorthorns there were only four exhibitor!];

and whatever other people may think or do, the home-

breeders hold very firmly to their own sorts, the North

Devons and South Hams, although the death of Mr.

Davy left the lead with Somerset and Cornwall. Still

Mr. Farthing's Master Harry, as we said last season,

is no doubt the best of his year, a grand massive

truly-framed bull, with his tawny colour and his over-

load of flesh as the chief points against him, neither

perhaps very grave objections, for they will overdo

them at Stowey. Nevertheless, as possibly more blood-

like. Kingcraft beat Master Harry at Penrhyn, where,

however, another Somerset—Master Robin—won out-

right, as he did here, very easily in his calss, being a good

straight useful yearling, though somewhat deficient in style

and/fwe character. Mr. Jackman's younger bull, always
" a fancy" of ours, if he has not improved so much as we
had expected was still good enough to beat Kingcraft for

second place, and as Kingcraft has beaten Master Harry

more than once, this performance is a very good one, the

more especially as the Earl of Exeter is a year young than

these other two famous bulls. As with certain other

breeds, however, the reputation of the Devons rested on

the cows, the whole class of cows, and the next class of

heifers in-calf being commended. In fact, there were so

many good that thejudges could not quite agree as to the

best, and this was more especially the case with the two-

year-olds, where the altogether handsomer and more breedy

heifer from Mr. BuUer's herd was pretty generally preferred

to the one put above her ; while Fair Rosamond, the first

yearling at Cardiff, and the best of the cow classes at Pen-

rhyn, was swamped here in the general commendation.

Then, the best cow bred in the Isle of Wight, but since

bought up at the late Mr. Nix's sale, though very perfect,

is so palpably overdone as to be more in place at a Christ-

mas than a summer show, and she looks to be on her way
to the shambles ; whereas the second from Dorchester pre-

serves her beautiful cow character, being as straight,

blood-like, and charming as a Picture should be. If the

placing was not quite correct, the wholesale compliments

were honestly earned, and, even with nothing from

Flitton, it must be recorded for the credit of the breed,

if not of the county, that these were the two best filled

classes of the meeting. The first yearling was another very

pretty " Picture," and surely, as at the Royal Academy,

these pictures should be numbered ; but the second, a

very moderate heifer, did not say much for those

behind her ; while the two prize calves were of very

different sorts—the first neat and small, the second coarse

and useful, as types, in fact, of the Devon and the

Somerset,

One of the judges, a man of very general experience,

declared the South Devon or South Ham bulls to be the

worst he had ever seen on a show ground, as only fit

for getting working oxen ; and, no question, they are

cattle which will never be appreciated out of their own
district ; or, as we wrote of them last summer at Exeter—" The South Hams are not show stock, and will never

be known far away from home. They are bountiful

B 2
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milkers, aud the steers grow and feed to great size and

weight. The male aDimals, however, are plaia, with

mean soar heads and gaunt fiames ; but the cows are alto-

gether more likely stock, with broad hips, good udders,

and not without a certain comeliness iu appearance. Old

Beauty, for instance, was quite a grand cow at her

age ;" and Beauty is, indeed, the very general name for a

South Ham cow. Of course, the South Devon is a far

better milkf r than the North Devon, but is the milk as

good or rich ? In other words, from which of the two

varieties do we obtain the chief supplies of Devonshire

cream ?

It has been the fashion of late years, whenever a good

Sussex appears, to trace his excellence to " a cross with

the Devon ;" but in the good entry of Sussex at Ply-

mouth there was very generally a marked and distinctive

type, as here once more the strength of the show rested

with the females. The cow class was highly commended,
and the two younger classes of heifers commended

;

while amongst the heifers in-calf, Mr. Agate had a very

handsome sorty pair, and the Heasmans were highly com-
mended for another heifer, almost as good, so that tlie

ladies' fame was maintained throughout. Mr. Turvill's

best cow was great and good, and his other entry of

very fine quality, but they were certainly not Devons

;

while at the other extreme Mr. George Smith's first prize

heifer-calf was quite admirable, as far away the first

of a commended class. The entry of old bulls was very

short—only three lu all ; and the best had a washy light

spotted coat, while the second was more of the deep red

Devon hue. However, in Sussex, the darker colour is

thought to denote harshness, aud the tawny spot much
preferred ; so that if ever the Southei-n Counties should

think of such heresy as a cross with the Devon they had

better stay their journey at Bridgwater, and try for a

taste of Master Harry, as a bull in his markings quite

after their own fancy.

The first-prize Jersey bull was second at Dorchester,

since when he has much improved, although he can never

be a handsome specimen of the true Islander, which he is

not by birth, having been calved in Surrey. A far better-

looking bull, with a good resolute bull's head, a bright de-

fiant eye, and fine lengthy forehand was Mr. Gilby's Don,

the second-prize bull at Cardiff. But this excellence was
only from outside, as beyond his tail being set-on high,

Don was found, on close examination, to be wanting in

such material points as the orange tint inside the ears and
elsewhere, and so even the second prize went away from

him; but how came the special Jersey judges to pass

Don at the Royal show ? The best cow was in calf to a

Wray Park bull when sold to Mr. Ramsden ; and the second,

Queen, although about for some seasons, is more famous
as the dam of Queeuie, a very charming straight heifer,

the best of a capital and generally-commended class,

where the Island-bred had again to give place to the

Surrey Jerseys, which are making their mark all the

•world over, a bull of Mr. Simpson's breeding having

been sold for and in America at the crescendo price of

700 doUars, 1,500 dollars, and 1,700 dollars. The main
secret of this success is that they have hit the happy
medium at Wray Park, where the Jerseys, if not so fine

as the Island-born, are not so coarse as the Dauncey
tribes. There has been extraordinary improvement in

the Guernseys since they have taken to showing
;

and Mr. Daw's best of a good class is a really smart,

stylish young bull ; while Mr. Rendle has brought over a
particularly handsome, bloodlike heifer, as an illustration

of all they can do at home, in comparison with that Mr.
Compton is achieving on the New Forest, the next best
place, as we should have said, but for Mr. Simpson's suc-
cesses, for breeding Channel Island stock.

The Duckerings were the only breeders of the north

country white pigs who braved the journey to Plymouth,
and they had their reward, as against virtually but little

competition they took almost all the chief prizes with
some excellent samples of their sort, which would promise

to do as well in better company. The Northorpe pigs

were even yet more successful in the nondescript or

smaller white breed, where they won everything for

which they entered ; and, as already intimated, Mr.
Collier, a home breeder, was as invincible amongst the

small blacks, about the prettiest and daintiest show-
pig out. It is many years since the Improved
Essex or Fisher Hobbs' pigs were introduced to the

west, where they have taken root very kindly, and for

looks, collars, symmetry, and quality they are no doubt

superior to those which the founder of the sort left behind

him, as from breeding iu-and-in. and the want of the

master's eye, the Essex in Essex were fast degenerating.

In Devonshire, however, they flourish exceedingly ; while

Mr. Collier " makes up" a show pig to perfection, as

many of them are quite pictures iu their way—so rounded,

so high-bred, so sleek, and altogether so insignificant of

"pretty pork." Still the strong place of the section

was, as it now usually is, amongst the Berkshires,

which were considered only too good for the judges.

They quite put out, for instance, Mr. Humphrey's famous

Royal boar, only to exalt a much inferior animal ; and
they " bothered " over a capital class of sows, where the

awards are not likely to be followed hereafter. In fact,

as a lesson there is little to be learned as to the points of

an improved Berkshire from the arrangement of the prize-

list at Plymouth, or if there be it is that men like Mr.
Humphrey and Mr. Stewart are on the wrong road.

Nevertheless, Mr. Moon, one of the judges, has long been
regai-ded as a good all-rouud authority, and Mr. Turner
has no doubt been educated up to the excellencies of the

Essex ; but bearing in mind how strong the shows of the

breed have become it would surely be safer to have at least

one judge of decided Berkshire proclivities to judge Berk-
»hire pigs.

For its size no town is so inaccessible as Plymouth.
What with the miserable single-line onwards from
Exeter, trains were three, four, or five hours late

;

as the show-stock was often out twice the time

it should have been, and some prize animals

sacrificed on the return journey. It was threatened

at the General Meeting of the West of England Society

that another visit might be paid to Plymouth in a few

years time ; but if there he any such intention it will be

well in the interim to put down another set of rails, or

map out a new line. Financially, nevertheless, the

meeting has been a success. In 1874 the old Bath
Association pays a visit to its near neighbour, Bristol,

and in 1875 the Southern Counties will in turn have its

countenance, when the choice of site will probably

rest between Reading and Brighton.

PRIZELIST.
DEYONS.

Judges (and for Sussex, and South Haras).

J. W.jFord, Rushton, Blandford.

S. P. Newbery, Plyrapton, Saltrara, Plymouth.
R, Woolman, Southease, Lewes.

Bull, exceeding two and not exceeding four years old.-~

First prize, £20, W. Farthing, Stowey Court, Bridgwater

(Master Harry) ; second, J. Jackman, Hexworthy, Launces-

ton (Earl of Exeter). Highly commended: Viscount Falmouth,

Tregothnan, Probus (Kingcraft).

Bull, not exceeding two years old.—First prize, £25, W. Far-

thing (Master Robin) ; second, J. Tremaine, Polsue, Grara-

pound.
Bull calf, above six and not exceeding twelve months old.—

First prize, £10, J. A. Smith, Bradford, Peverill, Dorchester

(Viscount) ; second, J. Gould, Bampfylde Lodge, poltiraore,

Exeter (Bampfylde).
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Cow ia calf or io milk.—First prize, £15, T L. Senior,

Broughton, Aylesbury (Moss Rose) ; second, J. A, Smitli (Pic-

ture). The class highly corameuded.
Heifer iu calf or in milk uot exceeding three ycKts old.

—

Krst prize, £15, J. A. Smith " (Honest) ; second, J. H. Bul-
ler, Downes, Crediton, Devon. Highly commended: G.Turner,
Brampford Speke, Exeter (Devoniensis). The class com-
manded.

Heifer, not exceeding two years old.—First prize, £10, J. A.
Smith (Picture) ; second, J. Jackman,

Heifer-calf, above six and not exceeding twelve months old.

—First prize, £10, Viscount Falmouth ; second, T. L. Senior
Ross 1st). Highly commended : J. II. BuUer. Commended,
(Moss. R S. L. S. Norton, Langdon House, Dawlish (Cociuette).

SHORTHORNS.
Judges (and for Herefords, Chanel Islands, and.Dairy Cows).

J. Baldwin, Luddington, Stratford-on-Avon.— Burnett, Kingscote, Wootton-under-Edge.
E. Little, LanhiU, Chippenham.

Bull, exceeding two and not exceeding four years old.

—

First prize, £20, G. Game, Churchill Heath, Chipping Nor-
ton (Earl of Warwickshire 3rd) ; second, J. and R. Stratton,

Alton, Marlborough, and The Duffryn, Newport, Monmouth
(Jack Frost). Highly commended : W. Hosken and Sons,

Loggan's Mill, Hayle, Cornwall (Duke of Oxiord). Com-
mended : R. Stratton (Protector) ; and D. R. Scratton, Og-
well (Earl of Fawsley 3rd).

Bull, not exceeding two years old.—First prize, £25, R. J.

M. Gumbletou, Glanatore, Curryglass, Ireland (Lord Cour-

town) ; second, W. H. Hewett, Norton Court, Taunton (The

Claimant). Highly commended : Rct, R. B. Kennard, Marn-
hnll, Blandford (Bales' Duke 4th). Commended : J. Stratton

(Endymion).

Bull-calf, above six and not exceeding twelve months old.

—

First prize, £10, G. Game (John Bull 2nd) ; second, W. H.
Hewitt (Saccharometer).

Cow in calf or in milk.—First prize, £15, G. Garue (Prin-

cess Alexandria) ; second, W. Hosken and Son (Countess of

Oxford 2nd). Highly commended : W. Hosken and Son
(Miss Maggie). Commended: R. W. Pollard, Blagdon,
Paignton (Wild Iris).

Heifer in calf or in milk, not exceeding three years old.

—

First prize, £15, 0. Viveash, Berwick Bassett, Swindon (Mary
Ann) ; second, J. Stratton (Mabel). Highly commended : J.

Stratton (Euphemia), and G. Game (Buttertly's Duchess).

Heifer, not exceeding two years old.—First prize, £10, W.
Hosken and Sons (Moss Ross 2nd) ; second, R. Stratton

(Nectarine Bud). Corameuded : Col. Lindsay, Lockinge
(Gilliflower).

Heifer-calf, above six and not exceeding twelve months old.

—First prize, £10, llev. R. B. Kennard (Queen Mary) ;

second, W. Horswell, Week Barton, Tavistock (Oxford

Cometilla). Highly commended : Lord Sudeley, Toddington
(Ceres 9th). Commended : W. Horswell (Oxford Duchess
3rd.)

HEREFORDS,
Bull, exceeding two and not exceeding four years old.

—

F'irst prize, £20, J. E. Spencer, Landcadle, Cowbridge (Von
Moltke) ; second, Philip Turner, The Leen, Pembridge, Leo-

minster (Provost). Highly commended: Mrs. S. Edwards,

Wintercott, Leominster (Winter-de-Cote). Commended : W.
C. Davy, Beaminster, Dorset (Chevalier).

Bull, not exceeding two years old.—First prize, £25, H. J.

Bailey, Rosedale, Tenbury (King of the Dale) ; second, W.
Evans, Llandowlais, TJsk (Von Moltke). Commended : Mrs.
Sarah Edwards (Magnet).

Bull-calf, above six and not exceeding twelve months old.

—

First prize, £10, Mrs. Sarah Edwards (Student) ; second, H.
N. Edwards, Broadward, Leominster (Arthur), Highly com-
mended: 11. N. Edwards (Concord).

Cow in calf or in milk.—First prize, £15, W. Evans (Lady
2nd) ; second, T. Fenn, Stonebrook House, Ludlow (Duchess

of Bedford 6th).

Heifer in calf or in milk.—First prize, £15, J. W. James,
Mappowder Court, Dorset (Peail) ; second, J. T. Panll, Tre-

laske, Grampound, Cornwall (Young Daisy).

Heifer, not exceeding two years old.—First prize, £10, P.

Turner (Exquisite) ; second, P. Turner (Satellite). Highly
commended : W. B. Peren, Compton House, South Petherton
(Rosalie). The class commended.

Heifer-calf, above six and not exceeding twelve months old.

—First prize, £10, H. N. Edwards (Dolly) ; second, J. W.
James Rosebud. Highly commended : H. T. Bailey (Miss

Lee).

SUSSEX.
Bull, exceeding two and not exceeding four years old.—

First prize, £20, R. Mills, Tlieale, Slinfold, Horsham (Bis-

marck) ; second, J. Turvil, Hartley Park Farm, A.lton, Hants

(Hartley).

Bull, not exceeding two years old.—First prize, £25, A,

Agate, West-street, Horsham (Alfred 2nd) ; second, E. and A,
Stanford, Eatons, Ashurst, Steyning (Dorchester).

Bull-calf, above six and not exceeding twelve months old,—

.

First prize, £10, J.TurviU (Tom) ; second, J. TurviU (Willie)l

Cow, in calf or ia milk.—First prize, £15, J. Turvild

(CoUey) ; second, B. Duke, Lymiuster, Arundel, (Barmai,

1286)" Highly commended : J. and A. Heasman, Angmering
Arundel (Cherry). The class commended.

Heifer, iu calf or in milk.—First prize, £15, A. Agate

(Adelaide 3rd) ; second, A. Agate (Actress 3rd). Highly

commended; J. and A. Heaseman. Commended: E. and A.

Stanford.

Heifer, not exceeding two years old.—First prize, £10, A.
Agate (Auburn) ; second, B. Duke, (Young Lofty), The
class commended.

Heifer-calf, above six and not exceeding twelve months old,

—

First prize, £10, G. Smith, Paddockhurst, Crawley (Pride of

the Family) ; second, J. and A. Heasman (Pride of Ham).
The class commended.

CHANNEL ISLANDS,
JKRSEY.

Bull, exceeding one year^ld.—First prize, £15, G. Simp-

son, Wray Park, Reigate (Favourite) ; second, J. C, Rarasden,

Busbridge Hall, Godalraiug (Colin), Commended : W. Gilby,

Uargrave, Essex (Don), G.Simpson (Prince Crocus).

Cow, exceeding three years old, in-calf or in-railk.—First

prize, £15, J. C. Ramsden, Busbridge Hall, Godalming (Deer-

foot) ; second, G. Simpson (Queen). Highly commended

:

G. Simpson (Gentle).

Heifer, not exceeding three years old.—I'irst prize, £12, G.

Simpson (Queenie) ; second, J. C. Ramsden (Blossom). Highly

commended : G. Simpson (Madge), The class commended.
GUERNSEY.

Bull, exceeding one year old.—First prize, £15, J. Daw,
Exeter (Sir John) ; second, II. Compton, Minestead, Lynd-
liurst (Young Rufus). Highly commended : T. Blondel, Brick-

field, St. A.ndrew's, Peter's Port, Guernsey (Charley).

Cow, exceeding three years old, in-calf or in-milk.—First

prize, ^15, R. Rendle, Catel Farm, Guernsey (Lady Jane)

;

second, H, Compton (Rosette). Highly commended: T. B.

Le Page, Maisou de Bas, St, Andrew's, St. Peter's Port,

Guernsey (Queen).

Heifer, not exceeding three years old.—First prize, £12, H,
Compton (Princess) ; second, E, A. Sanders, Stoke House,

Exeter (Lily of the Valley). Commended : T. Blondel (Lily) ;

T. Maindonald, Les Eperons, Guernsey (Lizette) ; R. Rendle

(Lady Elizabeth). .

Pair of dairy cows, in-milk and in-calf.—Prize, £10, W.
Hosken and Sons (Shorthorns).

SHEEP.
LONGWOOLS.

Judges. Carpenter, Dawlish.

R, J, Newton, Campsfield, Woodstock,
SlIORTWOOLS.

JuDGEti.—H. Bone, Avon, Ringwood.
J.Turner, Chyngton, Seaford, Susses.

LEICiSTERS.

Yearling ram.—First prize, £10, T. Potter, Yellowford,

Thorverton, Cullompton ; second, J. Tremaine, Polsue, Gram-
pound, Cornwall. Highly commended : J. Rosewarne, Hayle.

Commended : J. Gould, J. Rosewarne, and J. Tremaine.

Ram of any other age.—First prize, £10, G. Turner

;

second, J. Tremaine. Highly commended: J.Gould. Com-
mended : J. Tremaine andT. Potter.

Pen of five yearhng ewes.—First prize, £10, J. Gould

;

second, G, Turner.

COTSWOLDS,
Yearling ram.—First prize, £10, Royal Agricultural Col-

lege, Cirencester; second, C. Spencer, Gileston, Cowbridge.
Ram of any other age.—First prize, £10, Royal Agricul-

tural College ; second, J. Wheeler and Sons, Long Compton,
Shipston-on-Stour.
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Pen of five yearling ewes.—First prize, £10, Royal Agri-

cultural College ; second, T. Spencer.

DEVON LONG-WOOLS.
Yearling ram.—First prize, £10, R. Corner, Torweston,

Williton ; second, R. Corner.

Ram of any other age.—First prize, £10, R. Corner;
second, R. Corner.

Pen of five yearling ewes.—First prize, £10, R. Corner

;

second, R. Corner.

SOrTHDOWNS.
Yearling ram.— First prize, £10, W. Rigden, Hove,

Brighton ; second, W. Rigden.
Ram of any other age.—First prize, £10, W. Rigden

j

second, W. Rigden.
Pen of five yearling ewes.—First prize, £10, Sir W. Throck-

morton, Bart., Buckland, Faringdon,

HAMPSHIKE DOWNS.
Yearling ram.—First prize, £10, A. Morrison, Fonthill,

Tisbury, Wilts; second, A. Morrison. Highly commended:
J. Rawlence. Commended : J. Moore.
Ram of any other age.—First prize, £10, J. Moore, Little-

cott, Pewsey, Wilts ; second, J. Rawlence, JBulbridge, Wilton
Salisbury.

Pen of five yearling ewes.—First prize, £10, J. Rawlence

;

second, J. Rawlence. Commended : T. C. Sannders, Water-
combe,

SHROPSHIRE DOWNS.
Yearling ram.—First prize, £10, W. 0. Foster, Apley-park,

Shiffnal ; second, W. O. Foster.

Ram of any other age.—First prize, £10, T, Fenn, Stone-
brook- house, Ludlow ; second, W. O. Foster.

Pen of five yearling ewes.—First prize, £10, W. 0. Foster

;

second, W. Yates, Grindle-house, Shiffnal.

OXFORDSHIRE DOWNS.
Yearling ram.—First prize, £10, G. Wallis, Old Shifford,

Bampton ; second, G. Wallis.

Ram of any other age.—First prize, £10, G. Wallis;
second, A. F. Milton Druce, Twelve Acre, Eynsham.
Pen of five yearling ewes.—First prize, £10, A. F. Milton

Druce.

80MERSIT AND DORSET HORNS.
Yearling ram.—First prize, £10. H. Farthing, Nether

iStowey, Bridgwater ; second, H. Farthing.
Ram of any other age.—First prize, £10, E. G. Legg,

Coomhe Down, Bearainster ; second, E. Gopper.
Pen of five yearling ewes.—Prize, J. W. James.

EXMOOR AND OTHER MOUNTAIN.
Ram of any age.—First prize, £10, Lord Poltimore, Polti-

more-park, Exeter.

Pen of five yeariing ewes.—First prize, £5, Lord Poltimore

;

second, Lord Poltimore.

HORSES.
FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Judges.—H. Thumall, Royston, Cambridge.
V. B. Watts, Melcome Horsey, Dorchester.
W. Yonge, Beverley, Yorkshire.

Stallion, foaled before 1871.—First prize, £35, Lord Ash-
burton, The Grange, Alresford, Hants (Samson) ; second,
N. Cooke, Chevithorne, Barton, Tiverton, Devon (Young
Prince). Highly commended: J. Browse, Dartmouth (Bis-
marck),

Stallion, foaled in 1871.—First prize, £20, S. Davis, Woola-
shill, Pershore, Worcestershire; second, G. Elliott, Swilley
Favra, Plymouth (Drayman).
Mare and foal, or in foal.—First prize, £15, G. Elliott

(Blossom) ; second, N. Cooke (Pleasant).

_
Filly, foaled in 1871.—First prize, £15, G. EUiott (Dar-

ling) ; second. R. May, Grendon, Tavistock (Darling).

HUNTERS.
Thorough-bred stallion for hunters.—First prize, a£40, G.

Payne, Fyfield House, Marlborough (Make Haste) ; second,
T. K. Bickell, St. John's Lamorton, Tavistock CBastley).
Mare or gelding, foaled before the 1st January, 1869.—First

Iprize, £25, G. B. Battams, Kilworthy, Tavistock (Palmerstou)

;

second, W. Trust (Bertha). Commended: E. Burbridge, South
Wraxali, Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts (The Cream).
Mare or gelding, foaled in 1869.—First prize, £25, G, B.

Battams (Brunette) ; second, W, Trist (The Claimant).
Commended : G. B. Battams (Hector).

Filly or gelding, foaled in 1870.—First prize, £10, W,
Tnst, Langtord Barton, Ugborough, Ivybridge (Nimrod)

;

second, G. B. Battams (Penzance). Commended : P. Symons,
Washbourne, Harbertonford, Sonth Devon (Satan).

Colt or filly, foaled in 1872.—First prize, ^glO, R. Irish,

Court Prior, Cornworthy, Totnes (Wrestler) ; second, E. G.
Legg (Rainbow). Commended : A. E. Gould (Hero).

Mare and foal, or in foal.—First prize, £15, N. Cooke,
Chevithorne Barton, Tiverton (Marigold) ; second, A. E.
Gould, Blackheath, Powderham (Sally). Commended : A. E.
Gould (DoUy),

HACKS.
Mare or gelding, above 14< hands and not exceeding 15

hands 1 inch, calculated to carry 14 stone.—First prize, £15,
W. Jackman, Caprera Terrace, Plymouth (The Swell) ; second,

Rev. A. C. Thynne, Kilkhampton^ Stratton, Cornwall (Will-

o'-the-Wisp).

Mare or gelding, above 14 hands and not exceeding 15

hands 1 inch.—First prize, £16, R. B. Wood, Godwell, Ivy-

bridge (Lifton) ; second. Rev. A. C. Thynne (Joan of Arc).

PONIES.
Mare or gelding, not exceeding 14 hands.—First prize,

£10, J. H Anthony, Yealmpton Mills, Yealmpton (Judy) ;

second, J. A. Collins, Paul-street, Exeter (Tommy).

PIGS.
LARGE BREED.

Judges.—J. Moon, Plymouth.
G. Turner, jun., Tborpelands, Northampton.

Boar, above one year and not exceeding two years old.—
First prize, £5, R. E. Duckering and Son, Northope, Kirton

Lindsey, Lincolnshire ; second, R. E. Duckering.

Boar, not exceeding one year old.—First prize, £o, J.

Wheeler and Sons (Young Sam) ; second, R. E, Duckering

and Son.

Breeding sow in farrow, or exhibited with her litter.^

First prize, ^£5, R. E. Duckering and Son ; second, R. B.
Wood, Godwell, Ivybridge.

Pen of two breeding sows, not exceeding nine months old.^
First prize, £5, R. E. Duckering and Son ; second, R. E.

Duckering and Son.

SMALL BREED (BLACK).

Boar, not exceeding two years old.—First prize, £5, W. F.

Collier, Woodtown, Horrabridge, Devon ; second, J. Wheeler
and Sons (Jasper).

Boar, not exceeding one year old.—First prize, £5, W. F.
Collier ; second, W. F. Collier.

Breeding sow in farrow, or exhibited with her litter.—

First prize, £5, W. F. Collier ; second, W. F. Collier. Highly
commended : W. F. Collier. Commended : W. F. Collier.

Pen of two breeding sows, not exceeding nine months old.

—First prize, £5, W. F. Collier ; second, J. Bulteel, Pamflete,

Ivybridge.

SMALL BREED (WHITE).
Boar, above one year, and not exceeding two years old,—

First prize, £5, R. E. Duckering and "Son ; second, R, E.

Duckering.
Boar, not exceeding one year old.—First prize, £5, J,

Dove, Hambrook House, Hambrook, Gloucestershire ; second,

J. Dove. Highly commended: Lord Moreton, Tortworth

Court, Falfield, Gloucestershire ; R. E. Duckering and Son.

Sow, in farrow, or exhibited with her litter.—First prize,

£5, R. E. Duckering and Son ; second, J. Wheeler and Sons.

Pen of two breeding sows, not exceeding nine months old.

.—First prize, £5, R. E. Duckering ;;second, R. E. Duckering.

BERKSHIRE,
(Not allowed to compete in any other class).

Boar, above one and not exceeding two years old.—First

prize, £5, Wheeler and Sons, Long Compton, Shipston-on-

Stour (Sam 2nd) ; second. Marquis of Ailesbury, Home Farm,

Marlborough (Black Prince).

Boar, not exceeding one-year-old.—First prize, £5, Royal

Agricultural College, Cirencester ; second, H. Hmnfrey, King-

stone Farm, Shrivenham (No. 403 M). Commended : Sir W.
Throckmorton.

Breeding sow in farrow, or with litter.—First prize, £5,

The Marquis of Ailesbury (Wiltshire Rose) ; second, the

Marquis of. Ailesbury. Highly commended : J.Wheeler and

Sons, H. Humphrey, and A. Stewari. The class commended.

Pen of breeding sows, not exceeding nine months.—First

prize, £5, A. Stewart, Saint Bridge Farm, Gloucester ; second,

the Marquis of Ailesbury. Commended : Rev. H. G. Baily,

Swindon.
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SPECIAL PRIZES
(Confined to the county of Devon).

DEVONS.
Bull, exceeding three years old.—first prize, £15, W. Perry,

Alder, Lawdon (Champion).
Bull, above two and not exceeding three years old.—lirst

prize, £15, G. Turner, Brampford Speke, Exeter (Duke of

Devon) ; second, T. B. Powlesland, Stockley Pomeroy, Credi-

ton (Hermit). Commended: W. Perry (Herdsman).
BuU, above one and not exceeding two years old.—First

prize, £15, G. Turner (Magnum Bouum) ; second, C. G.
Mason, Asliprington Court, Totnes (John Davey).

Cow, exceeding three years old, in calf or having had a

calf within four months .—First prize, £10, W. Smith, Hen-
strete House, Whimple (Susan) ; second, J. Gould, Bamfylde
Lodge, Poltimore, Exeter (Spot). Highly commended: J.

Tremayne, Sydenham House, Lewdown (Good Friday). The
class commended.

Heifer, not exceeding three years old, in calf, or having had
a calf within four months.—First prize, £10, G. Turner
(Mayflower) ; second, J. Gould (Florence).

Heifer, not less than twelve months nor exceeding two years

old.—First prize, £10, Captain R. S. Lowndes-Stone-Norton,
Langdon House, Dawlish (Pink) ; second, G. Turner (Muriel).

Highly commended : Captain R. S. Lowudes-Stone-Norton
(Beauty). Commended: J. Tremayne ; R. Jackman, Harts

Barton, Lifton (Flora 2nd).

SOUTH DEVONS.
Bull, exceeding three years old.—Prize, ^10, R. Cocks,

Burraton Farm, Plymouth. Commended : W. R. Coulton,

Dean Court, Buckfastleigh (Tom).

Bull, above two and not exceeding three years old.—First

prize, £15, R. Hurrell, Bowden Sherford, Kingsbridge (Mar-
quis) ; second, W. Coaker, Charleton Court, Kingsbridge

(Admiral 3rd). Commended: J. Browse, Oldreive, Little

Dartmouth (Beau).

Bull, above one and not exceeding two years old.—First

prize, £15, C. G. Mason (Chance) ; second, G. Wyatt, Tre-

hele, Modbury (Sir Benjamin 2nd).

Cow, exceeding three years old, in calf, or having had a
calf within four months.—First prize, £10, W. Coaker
(Beauty) ; second, W. Coaker (Duchesi). Highly commended:
W. H. Barons, Higher Eastons, Kingsbridge (Tulip 2ud).

Commended : J. B. Paige Browne, Great Englebourne, Har-
herton (Stella) ; W. R. Coulton (Fancy) ; J. Lake, Rose Cot-

tage, Plymouth (Cherry).

Heifer, not exceeding three years old, in calf, or having had
a calf within four months.—First prize, £10, G. Coaker, Old
Newnham, Plympton (Beauty); second, W. Coaker (Primrose).

Highly commended : G. Coater (Daisy).

Heifer, not less than twelve months nor exceeding two years

old.—First prize, £10, W. Coaker (Lily) ; second, L. N. Old-

rieve, Landcome, Dartmouth (Minnehaha). Commended: E. R.
Cornish, Lower Torr, Mounts, Totnes (Beauty), and J. Browse,
Oldreive (Mel 2nd).

SHORTHORNS.
Bull, above two and not exceeding three years old.—First

prize, £10, J. Horswell, jun.. Burns Hall, Lewdown (King
of Oxford) ; second, J, Rendell, CoflEnswell, Newton Abbott
(Young Baron Oxford).

Bull, above one and not exceeding two years old.—First

prize, £10, W. Horswell, Weep Barton, Melton Abbey, Tavi-

stock (Oxford Duke 2nd) ; second, R. W. Pollard, Blagdon,
Paignton (Duke of Oxford),

Cow, exceeding three years old, in calf, or having had a calf

withing four months.—Prize, £6, R. W. Pollard (Primrose).

Heifer, not exceeding three years old, in calf, or having had
a calf within four months.—First prize, £6, R. W. Pollard

(Rose) ; second, J. Rendell (Gay Lass).

SHEEP.
LEICESTERS.

Yearling ram.—First prize, £5, T. Potter,<p^¥ellowford,

Thorverton, CuUompton, Devon ; second, G. Turner, Bramp-
ford Speke, Exeter, ^
Ram of any other age.—First prize, £5, T. Ptfier ; second,

J. Gould. ih
Pen of live yearling ewes.—First prize, £5, G. Turner

;

second, J. Gould.

SOUTH DEVONS.
Yearling ram.—First prize, £5, J. F§ijjveather, Malston

Sherford, Kingsbridge ; second, J , Fairweataer.

Ram of any other age.—First prize, £5, C. G. Mason, Ash-

prington Court, Totues ; second, E. R. Cornish, Lower Fen,

Mounts, Totnes.

Pen of five yearling ewes.—First prize, £5, R. Hurrell,

Bowden, Sherford, Kingsbridge ; second, J. S. Hallett, Sher-

ford, Barton, Plympton.

Pen of five ewes, two years old and upwards.—First prize,

£5, J. Stooke, East Sherford, Plympton; second, J. S. Hal-

lett. The class commended.
DEVON LONG-WOOLS.

Yearling ram.—First prize, £5, G. Radmore, Court Hayes,

Thorverton, CuUompton ; second, J. H. Amory, M.P,, Knight-

shaves Court, Tiverton,

Ram of any other age.—Prize, £5, J. H. Amory, M.P.

Pen of five yearling ewes.—First prize, £5, Elizabeth Gib-

bings, Brenton, Exminster, Kennford, near Exeter ; second, J.

H. Amory, M.P.
Pen of five ewes, two years old and upwards.—First prize,

£5, J. H. Amory, M.P. ; second, Elizabeth Gibbings.

DARTJIOOKS.

Yearling rams.—First prize, £3, R. May, Grendon, Tavi-

stock ; second, T. Willing, Wringworthy, Tavistock.

Ram of any other age.—First prize, £3, T. Willing ; second,

T. and J, Squire, South Brentor, Tavistock.

Pen of five yearling ewes.—First prize, £3, J. Drew, Artis-

combe, Tavistock ; second, R. Stevens, Morwell, Barton,

Tavistock,

Pen of five ewes, two years old and upward.—First prize,

£3, T. and J. Stjuire ; second, R. May.

HORSE-SHOEING.
First prize, £3 3s., T. Batten (a boy only 14; years of age)

;

second, £2 2s., T. Wackley ; third, £1 Is., R. Sainsbury.

Commended : — Bundle, — Hocking, and J. W, Batten.

Each of the successful competitors, and the three com-

mended by the judges were presented with a copy of Mr, Miles'

Plain Treatise on Horse-shoeing, and a pair of models of

horse's feet properly shod.

INSPECTOR OF SHEARING.—E. Olding, Salisbury.

VETERINARY INSPECTOR. — Professor Browne, Royal

Veterinary College.

THE IMPLEMENTS AT WORK.
The illustrations of implements in work commenced ou

Monday, and was continued on Tuesday on fields at Wood-
ford Farm. The land, though near Marsh Mills Station,

was too far from the showyard, the approach being by

train or road ; the train service being inconvenient and

a four mile drive over a dusty road not being inviting;

and thus on neither day was there anything like an at-

tendance, but few of the public, beyond those immediately

interested, putting in an appearance.

On the first day the reaping machines commenced in a

field of rye, the crop by no means heavy, the field

being a hilly one. The work done was very gcod.

Mattison's oue-horse reaper seemed, however, to take

most with the local public, many of whom were small

occupiers greatly interested in obtaining an implement

suited to. a hilly district, to meet the difiiculty iu which

they find themselves placed by the increasing price of

labour. The mowing machines were worked in a field

just below, the growth being thick and very short—hardly

a bite of grass, so to say ; consequently, the properties

of the machines were fully tested, and the work under

the circumstances was as good as could have been ex-

pected. On the second day the mowing machines were

set to work in a meadow near the railway. There was

certainly more growth ; but, owing to the very backward

season, it was difficult to find a crop of grass in a fair

state for mowing. The machines of all the leading

makers and several local ones were put on to a very diffi-

cult crop, with uneven floor, open gutters, and some

portions much laid, oS'ering unusual obstacles

and difficulties ; but, to the surprise of every-

one, all the machines, with some few exceptions,

did their work remarkably well. Among the most sue-
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cessful must be uoticed Samuelsou's, which did its work
very smoothly ; aud Hornsby's Paragon, which has been

much improved of late, especially in lightness of draught,

worked very satisfactorily. Here, again, the critics, the

small occupiers, had a fancy for Wood's one-horse mower,
which certainly did its work veiy well ; as did several

others. Some of the lighter machines did not do so well,

but the impression conveyed was that mowing machines

have now arrived at a practical state of perfection.

Reaping was continued on the second day, the work done
being really good. The ploughing took place in a field

also near Marsh MiUs, which was hilly, and very dry, the

ground being as hard as a brickbat. The work done
under the circumstances was good. Amongst the

exhibitors at work were with reaping machines :

Kearsley, Picksley aud Sims, Hornsby, Brenton,

Samuelson, "Wood (American), Howard, Whiteside's

Kirby, Maltison, Burgess and Key. Mowers : Picksley

and Sims, Hornsby, Brenton, Samuelson, Brigham, Wil-
liams, Whiteside, Burgess aud Key, Mainwaring, and
Kearsley. Double-furrow and other ploughs : Davey,
Powler, Huxtable, Howard. Rakes: Samuelson, Howard
(and haymaker). Burgess and Key, and Hornsby. So far as

the public were concerned these so called "trials" were
but a mere matter of form, from the want of premiums
and the dreary distance of the trial-farm from the show-
ground.

IMPLEMENT EXHIBITORS AND THEIR ENTRIES,
Andrews and Martin, Melkshara, Wilts.—Staking ma-

chine or elevator
;
pony gear ; intermediate motion ;

" Star"

haymaker ; horse rake
;
portable steam power chaff cutters ;

portable gear work aud chaff cutter combined ; hand power
chaff cutters ; screw lever cheese presses ; galvanized iron

curd mill.

Arnold aud Sons, West Smithfield, London.—Syringes
;

probanpfs ; thoroughpin truss
;
poultice and water boots ; bul-

lock holder
;
general assortment of veterinary instruments.

AsHBY, Jefi'eey, and Luke, Stamford, Lincolnshire.

—

Solid axle haymakers ; horse rakes
;
pony rake ; wheel hand

rake ; hand drag rakes ; chaff cutters ; Denton's reaper knife,

vices, and riveting stands ; Tinkler's churn; straw and stack-

ing elevator.

Baker, J., Wisbeach, Cambridgeshire.—Corn dressing and
screening machines ; corn dressing machine, with seed riddles

;

machine for dressing small seeds.

Baker, T., Compton, Newbury, Berks.—Liquid manure or

water cart ; liquid manure distributor ; iron pump ; tumbler
or tip cart; corn dressing aud winnowing machines.
Beach and Co., Dudley and Tipton Mills, Dudley, Worces-

tershire.—Beach's farinaceous food for cattle, sheep, and pigs,

&c. ; Beach's condiment for horses.

Beare, H., Liverton Works, Newton Abbot, Devon.

—

Double-speed back-action haymakers ; horse rakes ; manure
distributors ; combined mower and reaper ; one-horse reaper

;

winnowing machine; thrashing and reed-making machine;
portable thrashing machine

;
portable gear

;
grist mill.

Belcher, Gee, and Co., Gloucester.—Enamelled slate

chimney-pieces ; table tops ; enamelled slate ornaments.
Bell and Co., 490, Oxford Street, London.—Home washer

;

indiarubber wringer ; wringing and mangling machines ; port-

able copper
;
garden and croquet chairs; fly-proof meat safes.

Bellamy, J., JMillwall, London.—Farm cisterns ; corn bins
;

combined feeding and drinking troughs ; iron water-cart body
Bigg, T., Leicester House, Great Dover Street, Borough,

London.—Sheep dipping apparatus ; sheep dipping apparatus

on wheels ; sheep dipping composition.

Blamey and Co., Liskeard, Cornwall. — Grass mower;
combined reaping and mowing machine ; haymakers ; horse
rakes ; automaton lawn mower ; wringing and mangling ma-
chine ; reaper knife stands.

BoBV, R., St. Andrew's Works, Bury St. Edmunds.

—

Double-action haymaking machines; horse rake; corn-dressing
machine and screen combined ; self-cleaning corn screens

;

barley hummeller ; malt screen ; maltster's plough ; hand seed-
drill ; cask bushes.
Body and Co., East-street, Plymouth, Devori,—Chemical

manures
; linseed cakes ; seeds.

BouLTON and Co., Norwich.—"\Vater ov liquid manure
carts ; swing water barrows ; lawn watering machine

;
garden

and conservatory engines ;
" Battlesden" syringe ; waterpots ;

portable pump ;
" Eclipse" lawn mowing, rolling, and collecting

machines ; garden rolls ; tents
;

garden chairs ; improved

garden lounges ; tables ; espalier fencing ; melon or cucumber
frames.

Bradford and Co., T., Cathedral Steps, Manchester ; and
Fleet-street, London.—Washing machines; combined, washing,

wringing, and mangling machines ; drying closet ;
" Premier"

box mangles
;
gas calender ; linen presses ; dairy utensils

;

portable boiler ; cinder sifter ; riddling machine ; index key

cabinet ; household bone crusher ; cask stand.

Brenton, W., Polbathic, St. Garman's, Cornwall.—Mowing
and reaping macliines ; winnowing and dressing machine

;

turnip and mangold drills ; broadcast corn and seed machine
;

corn drill ; sheep rack ; American horse rake ; lifting

jacks ; sack barrows ; tubular whippletrees ; hay and manure
folks

;
gapping drills ; turnip cutter.

Brigham and Co., Tweed Implement Works, Berwick-

upon-Tweed.—" Excelsior" self-delivery reaper j
" Star" grass

mower, for two horses.

Brinsmead, T., St. Giles, near Torrington, Devon.—Sya-

hronical wheat thrashing and reed making machine.

Bristol Wagon Works Comp.vny (Limited), Lawrence-

hill, Bristol.—Straight-raved farm wagon ; Ught delivery

van ; brewer's dray ; miller's spring wagon ; cattle cart

;

cranked-axle spring float ; tumbler cart ; iron watering cart

;

plank-side farm carts ; harvest cart ; Exhibition farm cart

;

light spring pony cart ; chaise cart or Whitechapel ; light

spring market cart ; A.merican iron-poiuted horse rake ; steel-

tooth horse rake ; corn-dressing or winnowing machine ; road

scraper; grass- seed distributor; five-row corn drill; six-row

corn driU.

Brown and May, North Wilts Foundry, Devizes, Wilt-

shire.—Three-and-a-half-horse portable steam engine ; com-
bined portable |single blast thrashing machine ; eight horse

power portable steam engine; combined portable finishing

thrashing machine.

Brown, B., and Co., Blackfriars, London.—Spring-lever

oQ feeders ; self-acting needle lubricators ; belt fasteners ;

boiler brushes ; American refrigerators ; blasting and blowing

lamps.

Bulley and Co., Plymouth.—Landau sociable ; Stanhope

waggonette ; landau isca ; brougham isca
;

phaetons ; dog-

carts ; hansom cab.

Burgess and Key, Holborn Viaduct, London.—Self-raker

reaper ; hand-delivery reaper, with shafts for one horse ; hand-

delivery reaper, with pole ; mowing machine for two horses

combined reaping and mowiug machine.

BuRNARD, Lack, and Alger, Plymouth Chemical Works,
Plymouth.—Samples of manures and the raw materials used

in the manufacture thereof.

Cambridge and Parham, St. Philip's Iron Works, Bristol.

—Six-horse portable steam engine ; single blast thrashing

machine; straw elevator, ricker, and stacking machine ; single

and compact one-horse gear ; eight-horse power portable

steam engine ; finishing thrashing machine :plain wheel Cam-
bridge roller and clodcrusheis; two-wheel land presser ; chain

harrows; combined tine and chain harrows; i-beam Excelsior

tine harrows; 3-beam ditto ; duck foot scuffle Idrags; portable

two-horse gear ; two-horse power thrashing machine ; one-

horse gear and intermediate motion.

Carson and Sons, La Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill,

London.—Anti-corrosion paints: linseed oils and turpen-

tine ; lubricating oil
;

paint brushes, patent paint pots, and

general painting materials ; " Archimedean" American lawn

mowers.
Carson aud Toone, Wiltshire Foundry, Warminster,

Wilts.—Chaff-cutting engine, on wheels, with chaff elevator

for steam power; chaff- cutting engine, for horse or baud

power ; chaff-cutting engine, for hand power ; chaff cutters

;

Moody's turnip cutters ; oilcake crushers ; horse hoes

;

cheese presses ; collection of lead and zinc whey pans,

curd mills, cheese vats, curd breakers, churns ;
garden

rollers ; hone gear ; five-share scarifier ; sack trucks ;
Meikle's

double automatic lamb creeps ; tubular iron whippletrees.

Chamberlain, W., Dodbrooke, Kingsbridge, Devon.

—

Very light double or one-way double-furrow plough ; centre

wheel subsoil plough; centre wheel double or one-way

plough ; horse hoes ; wrought-iron Itivator,
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Clarke, T. E., Apsley Gross, Wellington, Somerset.—
iarm-house liearth-fire cooking range ; cottager's hearth-lire

range ;
" caloretentor " lire-places ; lock movement vertical

action draught exeluder.

Clayton and Shuttlewouth, Lincoln.—Six-horse power,

portable steam engine ; self-feeding thrashing, chaff-baggiug

and finishing for market machine
;
portablee elevator for stack-

ing hay, straw, or sheaf corn ; one-horse or pony gear ; five-

horse power portable steam engine ; double-blast thrashing,

chaff-bagging, and finishing for market machine ;
four-horse

power portable steam engine ; sack lifting and running bar-

row ; rolled steel beater plates (Gray's patent) ; screw lifting

jacks ; lever lifting jack ; set of "Bury" adjusting blocks, for

chocking the travelling wheels of a portable engine ; set of

"Bury" adjusting blocks, for adjusting the travelling wheels

of a thrashing machine.

Clemow and Co., St. Mervyn, Padstow, Cornwall.—Corn
drill. •

Coleman and Morton, London Road Iron Works, Chelms-

ford, Essex.—Cultivator, with five tines ; cultivator, with seven

tines ; Anglo-American potato digger ; water or liquid manure
cart; water cart; hand water cart; hop syringing machine;

adjustable rotary corn screen and seed separator; oilcake

cutter ; horse pitchfork or elevator ; wood whippletrees

;

three-horse equalizing whippletrees ; samples of shares in iron

and steel.

CoLTHURST, Symons, and Co., Brldgwat^er, Somersetshire.

—Roman tiles ; ridge tiles ; eave tiles.

CoRBETT and Peele, Perseverance Iron Works, Shrews-

bury.—Combined corn-dressing and screening machine ; win-

nowing and corn-dressing machine ; winnowing machine

;

combination of corn-dressing machine, corn-elevating, and

weighing machine ; combined sheep rack and trough
;
potato-

raising plough ; turnip hoe and grubber ; clover and seed

barrow drill ; equalizing whippletrees.

CR.VBB and Sons, Bodmin and Falmouth, Cornwall.

—

Phaetons ; dogcarts ; Whitechapel cart ; waggonette.

Cranston and Luck, Highgate Street, Birmingham.

—

Span-roof conservatory ; lean-to greenhouse.

Crump, H. S., Tewkesbury, Gloucestershire.—Sheep rack
;

sheep troughs ; cattle cribs.

Davey, J., Crofthole, St. Germans, Cornwall.—^Two-furrow

plough ; turuwrest ploughs ; combined banking plough and

potato raiser ; horse hoes
;
general-purpose cultivator ; barley

scarifier or scutiler ; horse rakes ; harrows ; Whipple trees.

Davie s, G. V., 102, Great Portland Street, London.
—

'J"he

Royal Polytechnic Cement for mending agricultural implements

and dairy utensils.

Davis, J., and Co., Crampton Street, Newington Butts,

London.—Barometers; thermometers; seed microscope ; lac-

tometers, saccharometers ; oil feeders and lubricators.

Day, Son, and Hewitt, Dorset- street, Baker-street, Lon-

don.—Complete stockbreeder's medicine chest; sample medi-

cine chest ; horsekeeper's medicine chest.

Day and Sons, Crewe, Cheshire. — Driffield oils

;

black drinks ; cow drench ; horse powders ; white oils ; alter-

ative and diuretic powders for horses; ewe drench, or fever

drink ; medicine chests.

Dell and Son, 26, Mark-lane, London.—French burr

millstones ; economic smut machine ; duplex grain sorter

;

screw lifting jack.

Dening and Co., Chard, Somerset.—Prize chain drills
;

chain drill, with manure box combined ; six-row chain corn

drill, with fixed coulters ; corn mills and pulse bruisers ; hay

machine ; horse-rakes ; cheese press ; standard pumps ; root

grater ; root pulper ; combined pulper and slicer ; oilcake

mills ; apple mill ; apple mill and corn bruiser
;
pony gear

;

horse gear ; horse-hoes ; iron ploughs
;

plough, with wood
beam and handles ; one-way plough ; iron sack truck

;
garden

chair.

Dicker, J. and W., Chagford, Exeter.—Two-horse manual-

delivery reaping machine ; one-horse reaping machine ; horse

turnip cutter and distributor ; light corn and seed drill ; large

butch or box, with one of Gardner's turnip cutters.

Dodge and Co., 79, Upper Thames Street, and Bermondsey

Rubber Works, London.—Indiarubber machine bands and

hose ; waterproof covers ;
gutta percha driving band ; india-

rubber bucket ; tarpaulin ; asphalte roofing felt.

Eddy, J., Kennford, Exeter.—Iron ploughs ; iron ridge or

double-breast plough ; double-furrow ploughs ; turnwrest or

oneway ploughs ; horse rake ; drags; harrows ; rotary machine

for sifting gravel, lime, manures, kc. ; uprightl screen
;
grave

horse hoe ; whippletrees
;
grass-seed drill ; lifting jack ; sack

barrow ;
plough sledge ; iron-frame two-horse mower ; one-

horse manual-delivery reaper.

Edgington, B., 2, Duke Street, London Bridge.—Wall

tent ; umbrella tent
;
garden canopy

;
garden tent ; rick cloth

;

waggon cloth ; convertible hammock or camp bed ;
sacks and

bags ; waterproof capes and coats ; dressed loin cloths ; nose

bags ; sheep netting ; cart grease ; halters, ropes, and sack

tyers.

Farmer and Co., Dunster House, Mark Lane, London.

—

Samples of manure.
Fox, J. II. W., Quarry Street, Stoke Road, Plymouth.—

Waggon for brewers' use ; trolly for general purposes ; de-

livery van.

Franklin, T., Clyst Honiton, Exeter.— Magic French

polish reviver
;
plate powder.

F'uLLEii, S. and A., Kiugsraead Street, Bath.—Landaus and

other light carriages ; harness, aprons, mats.

Gardner, Wm., Gloucester. — Millstones ; Duplex grain

sorter ; sack barrow and elevator combined ; sack-trucks or

barrows ; wood shovels ; millstafl provers ; needle lubricators
;

machine wire ; leather driving bands ; elevator buckets.

Garton and King, Exeter, Devon.—Cooking apparatus

;

stoves ; four stalled stable ; stable locks and latches.

Gibbons, Philip and Henry Philip, Vale of White Horse
Iron Works, Wantage, Berkshire.—Portable steam engines

;

combined thrashing and dressing machines.

GiBBS and Co., London.—Ammonia-fixed guano ; dis-

solved bones; oil vitriol; ammoniated phosphate; assort-

ment of special and other manures.

Gliddon, J., Williton, Taunton, Somerset.—Ranges and

cooking apparatus ; horse hoes ; combined wrought-iron horse

hoe and ridging plough ; registered chain-pump for liquid

manure.
Gooday, G. 0., Stanstead, Essex.—Patent thatch or reed

sewing machine.

Goss, J., Alice Street, Plymouth.—Stencil plate letters ;

branding figures and letters for marking sheep ; types and

blocks for marking dairy cloths.

Goux Manure and Sanitary Company (Limited),

3, Westminster Chambers, London.—Goux sanitary closet

;

set of apparatus, consisting of containers, covers, mould,

skeleton mould, and urine guide ; sample of the " natural

manure," prepared on the " Goux patent" system.

Gray, J. W., Abbey Place, Strand, Torquay, Devon.

—

Ranges ; cooking stoves ; lawn mowers ;
galvanized swing

water barrow ; mincing machine.

Gregory, H. S., Taunton, Somerset.—Disc drills; Silent

winnowing machine.

Hathaway, G., Chippenham, Wilts.—Revolving model

barrel churns.

Head, Wrightson, and Co., Teesdale Iron Works, Stock-

ton-on-Tees.—Pulley blocks and hand-hoists.

Hearder, J. N., Union -street, Plymouth, Devonshire.

—

Slow combustion cooking stoves ; slow combustion hall or

church stove ; slow combustion stoves for warming ; semi-

Arnott stove, with open fire ; circular gas stoves
;
gas boiling

and frying stove
;
gas baking stove.

Hodgetts and Son, Moreton-in-Marsh, Gloucestershire.

—Rick covers ; cricket tent ; thrashing machine covers ; engine

cover ; waggon rope ; under sheet for thrashing macliine ; cocoa

fibre ; bag tyers ; sheep jacket for shorn sheep ; vulcanised

indiarubber driving belt.

Holmes and Sons, Prospect Place Works, Norwich.—Port-
able clover and seed sheller or drawer ; corn and seed drill

;

fore steerage for drills ; seed and manure drill ; broadcast

manure distributor ; broadcast corn and seed sower ; hand-

barrow drill for turnips and mangolds ; horse hoe ; corn-

dressing machine ; turnip mender or garden drill.

Hornsby and Sons, Spittlegate Iron Works, Grantham.—" Progress " self-raker reaper ;
" Advance " self-raker

reaper ; six-horse portable steam engine ; combined thrasii-

ing, shaking, and finishing dressing machine ;
" Advance "

self-raker, with patent jointed rakes; "Paragon" mower;
" Paragon " combined mower and reaper ;

" Premier " one-

horse reaper ; ditto, two-horse ; knife-grinding, sharpening

and holding machine
;
ploughs with two wheels ; double-furrow

ploughs ; turnip cutter ; root pulper
;
portable wringing and

mangling machine.

Howard, James and Frederick, Britannia Iron Works,
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Bedford.—steam cultivating apparatus ; self-propelling steam

engine ; three-furrow balance steam plough ; double-action

steam harrows ; turn-round steam cultivator ; iron water

carts ; irou ploughs ; digging plough ; swing plough ; re-

versible double-balance ploughs ; ridging ploughs
;
potato-

raising plough ; double ploughs ; double combined plough

and subsoiler ; wrought-iron plough sledges ; set of Howard's
ridging, subsoiling, digging, and potato-raising bodies ; tubu-

lar iron whippletrees ; dynamometer or draught gauge

;

zigzag harrows ; set of patent International har-

rows
;

jointed zigzag harrows ; handled drag harrows

;

flexible harrows ; double-action haymakers ; horse rakes

;

International mower ; International reaper ; European reaper

;

Howard safety boiler.

Humphries, E., Pershore, Worcestershire.—Seven-horse

power portable steam engine ; combined double blast finishing

thrashing machines ; combined single blast thrashing ma-
chine ; seed sheller

;
pair of 2|^-inch cider press screws.

Hunt and Tawell, Atlas Works, Earl's Colne, Halstead,

Essex.—Gear with intermediate motion; corn and seed dressing

machine ; oilcake breaker ; disc root pulpers ; combined disc

root slicer and cutter ; turnip cutters ; chaffcutters ; combined
mill ; bean cutter ; steel oat mill ; reversible horse rake ; lamb
hurdle

;
grindstone.

Hunter, T., Maybole, Ayrshire.—Potato raiser; turnip-

thinning machine ; Dickson's double-drill turuip cleaners ;

grubber ; zigzag harrows.

Huxtable, W., Fairmile, Ottery St. Mary, Devon.—Hay-
making machine ; horse rake; light two-horse waggon ; manure
distributor ; combined reaping and mowing machine.

Iles, a., Augustus Street, Regent's Park, London.—French
stones for sharpening reaping knives and all kinds of table

cutlery.

Jones, J. M., Milton House, Worcester Street, Gloucester.

—Specific for foot-rot in sheep ; composition for waterproofing,

softening, and preserving leather ; chemical essence, or cure-

all.

Kearsley, H. and G., Iron Works, Ripon, Yorksliire.

—

Two-horse combined mower and reaper ; two-horse mower

;

one-horse mower ; one-horse reaper.

Kiddle, J., Birdbush, Ludwell, Donhead, St. Mary, Salis-

bury, Wiltshire.—Two-horse boat waggon ; two-horse Dorset-
shire waggon ; double automatic lamb creep.

Larkworthy and Co., Lowsmoor Iron Works, Worcester.
'—Ploughs; harrows; disc root pulpers; wrought-iron cattle

cribs ; wood frame cup drill
; galvanized .wrought-iron sheep

troughs ; steel plough whippletrees.

Lawrence and Co., 14, St. Mary Axe, London.—Capil-

lary refrigerators ; refrigerators for cooling milk ; self-acting

mashing machines ; self-acting spargers.

Le Butt, Josiah, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk.—" Cham-
pion" double-action haymaking machines ; self-cleaning corn
screens

;
pheasant and poultry feeder ; hand garden seed drill

;

watering cans; knife restj Abercorn chairs; malt screen;
malt plough,

Lethbridge, J., Tavistock Road, Plymouth.—Collection

of seeds, &c.

Lewin, Stephen, Poole, Dorset.—Double blast thrashing
machine ; double furrow plough ; three furrow plough ; eight-

horse power portable engine ; stackers for horse or steam
power ; waggon loader.

Luxton and Co., Court House Implement Works,
Hatherleigh, Devon.—Haymaking machine ; winnowing ma-
chine; three-iow turnip and mangold drill; balance draught
combined machine ; standard combined reaping and mowing
machines.

Lyon, Arthur, Windmill-street, Finsbury-square, London.
—Mincing machine for meat and vegetables; sausage ma-
chine; machine for shelling green peas, broad beans, &c. ; ma-
chines for cutting French or scarlet beans ; encumber, patato,

or onion slicer ; machine for paring, coring, or slicing apples
;

whipping or general mixing cans ; bread cutting machines

;

chopping boards and knives ; coffee and spice mills ; machine
for paring potatoes or turnips ; machines for pulping steamed
roots and mixing food.

Machin, E., Halton Road, Canonbury Square, London.

—

Horse-chpping machine ; scale for weighing all kinds of farm
produce ; sharpening machine

;
gardeners' implements ; cow-

milking machine.
Maldon Iron Works Company (Limited), Maldon,

Essex.—Chaff cutters ; oilcake mills ; combined mill ; Uui-

versal mill; Gardner's turnip cutter ; disc pulper ; barrel root

pulper ; horse rake ; wood beam plough ; double-furrow

plough ; Kent hoe ; harrows ; horse gear and intermediate

motion.

Markh ALL, J. T., Union Street, Whitechapel Road, London.
—General joiner ; cross-cutting machine.

Marsden, H. R., Soho Ponndry, Meadow Lane, Leeds.—
Blake's Stone Breaker ; seven-horse power portable engine

;

pulverizer for copper, lead, and other ores,

Marshall, Sons, and Co, (Limited), Britannia Iron
Works, Gainsborough, Lincolnshire.— Eight-horse power
portable steam engine ; thrashing and finishing dressing ma-
chines ; six-horse portable steam engine ; five-horse power
portable steam engine ; circular saw bench ; sacklifting

barrow,

Matthews, J., Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare, Somer-
setshire.—Terra cotta vases, fountains, &c.; garden pots, pro-

pagating boxes.

Mattison, Wm., Leeming Bar, near Bedale, Yorkshire.—
One-horse reaping machine, with two knives.

Maynard, R., Whittlesford Works, Cambridge.—Portable

steam power chaff engine with sifting and elevating apparatus

combined ; spare knife wheel ; eight-horse power portable

steam engine ; combined elevator and stacker
;
pony gear

;

self-acting horse rake ; clover and trefoil seed-drawing machine.

Mendes and Co., Kingsland, London.—Type, for marking
linen ; needle-threading machines ; numbering machines

;

emery stones for sharpening reaping machines ; stencil plates.

Meyrick, T., Tavistock Road, Plymouth.—Waggonette
;

park phaeton ; Stanhope phaeton ; dog cart ; two-wheeled pony
waggonette

;
pony Albert phaeton.

MiLFORD and Son, West of England Wheel Works, Thor-
verton, Cullompton, Devon.—Two or three-horse waggon

;

one or two-horse cart ; lifting jack.

MiLFORD, Frank P., Haldon Implement Works, Kenn,
Exeter.—Pair-horse waggon; one-horse cart; two-horse

cart ; hay and harvest cart ; lifting jack ; waggon and cart

arms and boxes.

MiLFORD, G., Prize Cart and Waggon Works, Thorverton,

Cullompton, Devon.—Plank-side two-horse waggon ; farm
cart ; market or dog-cart.

Moule's Patent Earth Clqset Co. (Limited), Garrick-

street, Covent-garden, London.—Commodes ; closets ; " Ame-
rican Cabinet ;" apparatus for use in elosets ; skeleton fittings

for " pull-up" and " self-acting" apparatuses ; pails ; sieve for

sifting earth ; tank for closets ; drying stove.

Murch and Spence, Bridgwater, Somerset.—Portable horse

fork elevator.

Myers, T., Navigation Road, York.—Cattle spice
;
poultry

spice ; spiced cake for cattle ; York relish.

Newniiam and SoN, Broad-street, Bath, Somersetshire.—
Selection of carriages.

Nitro-Phosphate and Odams' Chemical Manure Com-
pany, Limited, 109, Fenchurch Street, London, and County
Chambers, Exeter.—Odams' dissolved bones ; soluble guano

;

superphosphate ; nitrophosphate or blood manure ; top dres-

sing manure ; barley manure ; mangold manure ; turnip ma-
nure ; concentrated manure ; half-inch bones, bone meal, and
ottier manures.
Page and Co., Victoria Iron Works, Bedford.—Draining

pipe, tile and brick machine ; leverage horse rakes ; hay
machine ; adjustable tooth drag harrows ; diagonal iron har-

rows ; horse hoes ; combined one-row horse hoe, five-tined

grubber, and moulding plough ; light wrought-iron Colonial

plough ; wrought-iron one-horse plough ; " Eclipse" ploughs

;

double-farrow plough ; two-knife chaff cutter ; hand, horse, or

water power chaff cutter ; adjustable six-knife disc root pulper ;

linseed-cake mill ; bean mill ; oat and maize mill ; corn grind-

ing mill.

Parham, W,, Northgate Iron Works, Bath.—Greenhouse
;

glass copings
;
peach wall ; espalier wiring ; ornamental iron

entrance gates ; wire fence ; round bar hurdle fencing ; cattle

fencing ; stable fittings.

Parnall and Sons, Bristol and Exeter.—Assortment of

saddlery and harness ; waterproof coats ; rick covers ; tar-

paulins ; sacks ; leather driving bands
;
garden tent

Penney and Co. (Limited), Lincoln.—Adjustable rotary

corn screens; root washer; rotary manure screen; rotary

gravel or ashes screen ; malt screen
;
gravel, sand, coal, or

lime screen; sack lifter; sack ^^holder; sack trucks; coal
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batroW
; galvanized-wire meat safes ; wire-gauze dish covers

;

Cooke's patent weather strips or draught preventers.

Perkins and Bellamy, Ross.—Galvanized-iron sheep dip-
ping apparatus ; wrought-iron sheep feeding tronghs.

Phillips and Co., Allen Pottery, Newton Abbot.— &.rehi-

tectural potterj', brick and tile goods.

PiCKSLEY, Sims, and Co. (Limited), Bedford Foundry,
Leigh, Lancashire.—Self-raking reaper ; combined mower and
reaper ; light combined mower and reaper ; two-horse mower

;

one-horse mower ; one-horse reaper ; horse rakes ; chaff

cutting machines ; oil cake mill
;
post oat and bean crusher

;

steel corn crushing mill ; oat and bean mill ; root pulper
;

root slicer ; double-action turnip cutter ; treble-action turnip
cutter ; one-horse gear ; sack truck.

Plimsaul Brothees, Bedford-street, and East-street,

Plymouth.—Grass mowing machine ; combined reaping and
mowing machines ; reaping machines ; double-action hay-
maker ; horse rakes ; corn drill ; combined blowing, win-
nowing, and corn dressing machine ; chaff cutters; corn
crusher ; one-horse gear ; Gardner's turnip cutter ; Moody's
root grater ; turnip cutters ; root pulper ; corn crusher

;

grinding mill ; oilcake mill
;

ploughs ; Cambridge roller

and clod crusher ; cultivator or scarifier ; turnip hoe

;

arrows ; broadcast sowing machine ; cup drill ; swing
water barrow

;
garden engine ; hydraulic apparatus or hose

reel ; sausage chopping or mincing machine
;
garden rollers

;

chairs and seats ; stoves ; stable fittings ; manure pump ;

lawn mowers ; wire netting ; earth closets ; iron hurdles
;

grinding machine ; sheep rack ; one-horse gear
;

garden

syringes ; sack trucks ; com measures ; troughs.

ilANSOMEs, SiJis, and Head, Orwell Worke, Ipswich.

—Six-horse power portable steam engine ; combined double

blast, finishing steam thrashing machine ; iron water pans

;

light iron pony plough ; one-horse iron plough ; New-
castle and Leicester prize ploughs ; iron ridging plough ; ridg-

ing and subsoil plough ; turnwrest or one-way plough ; double-

furrow plough ; combined double-furrow plough and subsoiler;

light double-furrow ploughs ; whippletrees and pomeltree

;

jointed harrows; double-speeded back-action" haymaker;
horse rakes ; automaton lawn mowers.
Reading Iron Works (Limited), Reading, Berks.

—

Three-horse power portable steam engine ; forty-two inch

steam power single blast combined thrashing machine

;

six-horse power horizontal fixture steam engine ; one-horse

power ditto ; three-horse power ditto ; circular saw bench
;

endless band-saw ;
" Clipper" grass-mowing machines ; lock-

lever horse-rake ; double-action solid crank axle hay machine
;

grass and seed broadcast sowing machine ; hand-power barley

homer ; oilcake breaker ; two-horse power thrashing machine

;

pony or light one-horse power thrashing machine.
Reeves and Son, Bratton Iron Works, Westbury, Wilts.

—

Liquid manure and seed drill ; economical manure and seed

drill ; small occupation corn drill ; broadcast manure dis-

tributor ; iron screen for screening ashes ; iron liquid manure
and water cart ; barrow pump ; light general purpose plough

;

light iron one-horse plough ; corn sower for attaching to a

plough.

Roberts and Sons, Bridgwater, Somersetshire.—A variety

of two and four wheel carrriages.

Robinson, William, Wembdon, Bridgwater.—Machine
for cleansing the insides of casks without unheading.

Rollins and Co., Old^Swan Wharf, London.—"Archime-
dean," American lawn mowers; Batcheller's American forks;

American hand hay-rakes ; Nova Scotia grindstone ; Indian

pond scythe-stones ; Douglas' American pumps ; hydraulic ram;
garden engine ; dairy scales ; axes ; American thermometer
churns.

RusTON, Proctor, and Co., Lincoln.—Eight-horse power
portable steam engine ; combined thrashing and finishing

dressing machines ; six-horse power portable steam engine.

SamUelson and Co., Britannia Works, Banbury, Oxon.

—

Two-horse reaper ; lawn mowers ; combined reaper and
mowers ; oue-horse reaper

;
grass mowing machines ; self-

raking reaping machines.

Sears and Co., 17, Eenchurch Street, London.—Eureka
patent combined double aspirator, separator, and smut
machine ; Smith's economic flour feeder and mixer.

Serpell, E. W., Plymouth.—Collection of seeds, dried

grasses, &c., and garden requisites.

Shiner and Son, Beaminster, Dorset,—rarm cart, with

patent brake ; light spring cart ditto.

Simpson and Co., 54, Ghiswell Street, London.—Simpson's
golden horse, cattle, sheep, pig powders; Simpson's cattle

spice ; spiced meal ; feeding stuffs, various.

Singer Manufacturing Company, High Street, Bristol.

—Sewing machines ; needle guide, combined with roll presser.

Smith, W., Kettering, Northamptonshire.—Horse hoes
;

grindstones ; turnip thinner ; rotary thinner.

Smith and Grace, Thrapston, Northamptonshire.—Grist

mills ; chaff cutters
;
general purpose steerage horse hoes.

Spong and Co., 28, King WiUiam Street, Strand, London.

—Plashing star, a new means of advertising ; sausage and
general mincing machine ; coffee mill ; folding cask stand

;

knife cleaner ; articles for promoting domestic economy.

Stephenson Brother, Old Town Street, Plymouth.—
Chaff-cutting machines ; corn crushers ; turnip cutters ; root

pulper; oilcake mill; lawn mowers; corn bins; garden engines;

syringes ; rollers ; cast-iron pumps
;
patent cast-iron lift pump

;

wringing and mangling machine ; weighing machines ; kit-

cheners ; cooking apparatus ; atmospheric heating gas stove
;

knife-cleaning machine
;
pig troughs ; sheep shears ; felling

axes ;
garden utensils ; corn measures.

Stiles, J. H., Blythe Terrace, Westminster Bridge Road,
London.—Refrigerators.

St. Pancras Iron Work Company, St. Pancras, London.
—Loose boxes and stalls ; stable fittings ; saddle and harness

brackets and whip holders ; saddle horses and airers, and girth

driers.

Sutton and Sons, Reading, Berks.-Collection of seeds

and Toots.

Tasker and Sons, Waterloo Iron Works, Andover, Hamp-
shire.—Seven-horse power portable steam engine ; combined
portable double blast thrashing machine ; two-wheel balance

elevator or rickster ; four-wheel elevator or rickster ; winnow-
ing machine ; iron horse-gear for driving elevators.

Taylor, J., jun.. Flora Street, Plymouth.—Leather driving

bands and hose ; leather fire buckets.

Thomas and Taylor, Salford, Manchester; and Works,
Stockport, Cheshire.—Hexagon excentric chnrus; washing,
wringing, and manghng machines.

Tipper, B. C, Agricultural Chemical Works, Balsall

Heath, Birmingham.—Tipper's medicated mystery ; Tipper's

horse and cattle food ; Arabian cattle cake ; dog soap ; dis-

temper balls ; worm powders ; cooling lotion
;
pure linseed

cake ; black oils.

Tucker, A., Hazard, Harberton, Devon.—Calf feeder.

Tuck and Pike, The City Metal Works, Bath.—Conser-

vatory
; greenhouses ; vineries

;
garden seats ; tables ; models

of boilers for heating greenhouses, &c.; water pipe connec-

tion ; stable fitting.

Vanstone and Co.,Buckland Gilleigh, Highampton, Devon.
—Three-row lever seed and manure drill, for ridge or flat

;

one-row drill, for turnips, mangolds, and carrots ; farming
plough ; single-action haymaking machine ; combined mower
and reaper ; reaping machine ; American hay and manure forks

VEZEy,i{E. and H., Milsom Street, and Long Acre, Bath,
Somerset.—Landau, with self-acting head ; carriages.

Wallis and Steevens, North Hants Iron Works, Basing-

stoke, Hants.—" Slow motion" automatic folding elevator,

for ricking crops by horse power ; light one-horse gear, for

driving the elevator.

Watson, A., Acre Iron Works, Andover, Hants.—Corn,

hay, and straw elevators ; one-horse gear works ; bone crushing

mill.

Watts and Co., Broad Weir, Bristol.—Vermin asphyxiator;

barrow for ditto.

Weetman, J., Vulcan Iron Works, Ipswich.—Self-acting

counter-balance horse rakes ; solid beam harrows ; light

wrought-iron self-cleaning and self-relieving lever cultivator.

White, J., and Co., Trinity Square, Borough, London.—
OU feeders ; air-tight save-all oil can ;

pyramid oil cans

;

artificial dams ; lubricators ; leather driving bands.

Whiteside and Co., |Fox-street, Liverpool.—Bnrdick
self-delivery reaping machine ; Kirby self-delivery reaping and
mowing machine ; Kirby two-wheeled mowing and reaping

machine ; Kirby two-wheeled mowing machine ; one-horse

Kniffen mowing machine ; Kirby self-delivery reaping machine.
Williams, J., Chapel Hill Farm, Bridgwater, Somerset-

shire.—Machine for feeding sheep with cake, corn, chaff, &c.

Williams, J., Phoenix Iron Works, Rhuddlan, Flintshire.

—Chaff-cutters; two-horse mowing machines ; two-horse com-
' bined reaping and mowing machine; single action oilcake
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mill; root pulper; double action disc turnip cutter; two-

horse power works and intermediate motion ; lawn mover.

Williams, J ., and Co., Lucy Road, Spa Road, Bermondsey,

London.—Blade sharpening machine
;

patent scale ; sheep

shear.

Williams, R. S., Bournemoutli Road, Peckham Rye, Lon-

don.—Assortment of goods published by Wessrs. Dean and

Sons, of London.
Wood, W. A., 77, Upper Thames Street, London.—Iron

mowers ; Champion self-delivery reapers ; one-liorse reaper

;

combined mower and reaper ; " Excelsior " lawn mower ; Nova
Scotia grindstone.

Woods, Cocksedge, and Warner, Suffolk Iron Works,

Stowraarket.—Universal mill for crushing and grinding all

kinds of corn ; universal mill, suitable for stables ; roller

crushing mill ; adjustable root pulpers ; one-horse gear and

intermediate motion ; safety horse gear with intermediate

motion separate ; safety horse gear for two horses, with sepa-

rate intermediate motion ; two-horse combined vertical portable

steam engine ; single and double-action turnip cutters ; oilcake

breakers ; bean mill ; Rumbelow's perfect feeding hay troughs.

THE ANNUAL MEETING
was held on the ground on Tuesday, the President of the

Society, the Earl of Mount Edgcumbe, in the chair.

Tlie following report was read and adopted :

The Council, on the occasion of the 96th anniversary of the

Society, and its second visit to the important town and neigli-

bourhood of Plymouth after an interval of 20 years, have to

congratulate the general body of members on the success

wiiich continues to attend its operations, for though the ranks

of the Society have been sadly tliinned by the ravages of death,

new members have sprung up to supply their vacancies.

During the past year the Council have had to deplore the

death of Mr. John Gray, of Kingweston.near Somerton, whose

name must ever be associated with the success of the Society

in the various branches of its operations ; and, still more

recently, the death of the Hon. and Rev. Samuel Best, a vice-

president representing the Southern District, who for several

years past has taken a very lively interest in the prosperity of

the Society, more especially in the departments of art and

literature. The Society have also to regret the loss of Mr.
Thomas Hussey, of Waybrooke, Devon ; Mr. Joseph Lush, of

Hartgills, Somerset ; and Mr. G. Shackel, of Erleigh Court,

Reading, whose practical acquaintance with agricultural

matters rendered their advice and co-operation at all times of

special value. The members now enrolled on the books of the

Society are, life members 89, governors 130, annual members

712, total 931. The funded capital of the Society vested in

three per cent. Consols amounts to £7,200, no diminution

having taken place during the current year. As the Society

has had no meeting in the county of Devon since that held at

Exeter in 1863, your Council felt it due to the importance of

the county and the number of the Society's meuibers residing

therein that the meeting for the present year should be held

at Plymouth, where they have been received with a hearty

and liberal welcome ; and they rejoice to find that tlie large

number of entries of stock, poultry, and implements from the

two counties of Devon and Cornwall are such as to justify

their selection. Tlie Executive Committee of the recently

formed Devon County Agricultural Association, in conformity

with their fundamental rules, have abstained from holding a

meeting in the present year, in which this Society holds its

meeting in Devon, and have, upon conditions mutually agreed

to by the councils of the two societies respectively, contributed

£iOO for prizes in stock, in addition to those offered by your

own Society. In the Society's classes there are 57 entries of

Devon cattle, 56 of Shorthorns, 44 of Herefords, 29 of Jerseys,

32 Guernseys, and two pairs of dairy cattle of any breed,

making a total of 258. Of siieep there are 27 entries in the

Leicester class, 16 Cotswolds, 20 Devon long wools, 15 South-

downs, 18 Hampshire Downs, 17 Shropshire, 11 Oxfordshire

Downs, 6 Somerset and Dorset horns, and 5 Exmoor and other

mountain slieep. The horses, notwithstanding a considerable

increase in the amount of prizes offered by the Society, do not

make so large a show as might have fairly been anticipated,

the entries amounting only to 73, of which 24 are for agricul-

tural purposes, 33 hunters, 12 hacks, and 4 ponies'. As m
former years, a number of animals have had to be refused ad-

mission because of their owners' non-compliance with the

rules of the Society in reference to the date of entry. Of
pigs there are 14 entries of the large breed, 35 of the small

breed (black), 10 of the small breed (white), and 31 Berk-
shires not allowed to compete in any other class. For the

special prizes offered by the Devon County Agricultural Asso-

ciation (the competition being restricted to animals bred in

the county of Devon by residents therein) there are 26 entries

of Devons, 51 of South Devons, and 9 of Shorthorns ; whilst

in the special classes for sheep there are 14 Leicesters, 28
South Devons, 12 Devon long-wools, and 22 Dartmoors. The
aggregate of 344 cattle, 211 sheep, 73 horses, and 90 pigs,

making a grand total of 718 animals, is the largest number
ever brought together at any meeting of the Society. Of
poultry there are 309 entries, and of pigeons 82 ; total 391

;

many of the birds being characterised by marked features of

excellence. A special feature of the Arts Department for the

present year is the value and extent of the loan collection,

comprising many pictures by artists of universal celebrity con-

nected with the past history of the counties of Devon and
Cornwall. Among the pictures exhibited by hving artists are

several of rare beauty and excellence by men whose reputation

is in a great measure attributable to their periodical contri-

butions to the Society's show. The Society's Journal for the

ensuing year, confined to one volume only, will be published

as soon as possible. The Council have determined to hold

the annual meeting for 1874 in the important district of which

Bristol forms the centre. The Council have much pleasure in

recommending that for the meeting so to be held at Bristol

Sir Massey Lopes, Bart., M.P., be elected as president ; that

the following governors of the Society be recommended as

vice-presidents : The Right Hon. the Earl of Mount Edg-
cumbe, Mount Edgcumbe ; the Right Hon. the Viscount of

Ealmouth, Tregothnan, Probus, Ealmouth ; Sir F. M. Wil-
liams, Bart., M.P., Perranarworthal, Penryn ; W. A. Bruce,

Box Ashley, Chippenham ; J. C. Moore Stevens, Winscott,

Great Torrington ; and that the following members of the

Society be appointed members of the Council, to supply

vacancies occurring by rotation or other causes. Eastern

Division : R-. H. Bush, Clifton ; T. Dyke, Ashton, Bristol

;

C. Edwards, Wrington ; li. Fookes, Whitechurch, Blandford

;

J. D. Hancock, Halse, Taunton ; U. P. Jones, Warminster
;

H. A. F. Luttrell, Badgworth-court, Axbridge; H. Mayo,
Coker's Frome, Dorchester; J. Stratton, Alton, Marlborough.

Western Division : C T. D. Acland, Sprydeucote, Exeter

;

E. Arclier, Trelaske, Lauuceston ; VV. R. Crabbe, East

Wonford, Heavitree; F. W. Dymond, Bampfylde, Exeter ; M.
Farrant, Growing, CoUurapton ; J.P.Pitts, Woodbury-cottage,

East Teignmouth ; J. C. Moore Stevens, Winscott, Great

Torrington ; R. Trood, Matford, Exeter ; C. A. W. Troyte,

Huntshara-court, Bampton, North Devon. Southern Division

:

J. C. Best, Westbourne- terrace, London ; R. Glutton, Harts-

wood, Reigate ; J. Druce, Eynsham, Oxford; F. Gill, Been-
ham, Reading ; H. Gorringe, Ashcroft, Kingston-by-Sea ; J.

Faruaby Lennard, Wickham-court, Beckenham ; H. Middleton,

Cutteslowe, Oxford ; J. C. Ramsden, Bushbridge Hall,

Godalming ; T. L. Senior, Brouglitou, Aylesbury. Without
reference to districts : H. G. Andrews, Rimpton, Sherborne

;

J. Hallett, Lympstone, E.xeter ; G. Nicols, JSristol ; W.
Thompson, Bath ; W. Walrond, Newcourt, Exeter ; T.

Woollcorabe, Devonport. In conclusion your Council beg to

express their cordial thanks to the Riglit Worshipful the

Mayor, the ex-mayor, the chairman, vice-chairman, the hon.

secretary, and the members of the local committee, and the

inhabitants of Plymouth and the neighbourhood generally, for

their liberality and untiring zeal in promoting tbe success of

the Plymouth meeting, and the convenience and comfort of
the numerous visitors thereto ; to the contributors of valuable

works of art and horticultural specimens ; to the judges in the

several departments for the able and conscientious discharge

of their duties ; and to the directors and officials of the railway

companies for facilities most generously and courteously

afforded by them.
The Earl of Cork said : With respect to the number of

members, he thought it would be a very good thing if all

were to endeavour to persuade their friends to become mem-
bers of the Society. Anybody must be struck with the fact

that the association did not increase in comparison as much
as could be wished. The number of visitors and exhibitors

increased annually, and it was not right that in the enormous

district now occupied by the Bath and West of England

Society that the number of subscribers should not increase,
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He, therefore, through tlie press, called upon !the large body
of tenant-farmers and occupiers of land in the district the

Society embraced, to come forward and enable the association

to hold the position wliich it hitiierto had. It was only by
bringing together the actual tillers of tlie land that the Society

could and would last. It was satisfactory to know, particu-

larly in a town in Devonshire—because although the Society

was originally instituted at Batli, it was reorganised by a

Devonsliire man, whom he was glad to see present. Sir

Thomas Acland—that the present was the largest exliibitiou

of auimals the Society had ever had. lie understood, also,

that taken as a whole, the specimens in each class of the

show was remarkably good.

Mr. Edwards said with only a single line between Ply-

mouth and Exeter they could imagine the force and exertion

which must have been required to bring together such an im-
mense amount of stock and machinery as they had iu the

sliow-yard.

The other proceedings and speeches turning on votes of

thauks were altogether of a complimentary character.

The dinner of the Society was held on Wednesday evening

iu the new Guildiiall, when about GOO sat down, the Earl of

Mount Edgcurabe in the chair, but the proceedings were of no
public interest.

The following are the attendances during the week :

Monday ..

Tuesday .

.

Wednesday
Thursday ..

Friday

Admissions.
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posed fordable part of a sticky brook like that which

binds the quarters at Waterperry, well knowu to many an

Oxonian, who has found himself in the middle of it, and

risen like a mudlark. Little Wonder is this cobby gentle-

man's name, which with Marmalade, Honeycomb, and

Guy Fawlkes, did not make an imposing lot for the Agricul-

tural HaU Cup, which was awarded to Marmalade. No
doubt many of these will meet again in the open, either at

Alexandra Park on the 23rd of June, the Royal at Hull,

or the Great Yorkshire at Harrogate, where they will have

plenty of room to make use of theii- limbs, and we only hope

so that horseflesh may keep its place in these fast-going

days, that judges may be appointed who will go for ac-

tion, as form without it, or the " stand-still brute," is

worthless. Let us have no more judging of horses like

brokers would mahogany tables.

The riding horses above 15-2, with fine action and

quality, did not muster in great force, and were soon re-

duced to seven in number, the winner being a brown,

sharp, high-stepping park hack ; the second, a very

clever hack that we have seen before (we fancy at Malton),-

and a thickset one from the Cedars at Mortlake—a spot

well known for its hospitality to many a lover of " How
brothers row."

As time runs fast, and the " printers" waiting,

we must wind up by saying that there were a

few good things in the cover hacks and roadsters ; and,

the park hacks and ladies horses that we saw out, were

poor indeed ; that Ambition, an old hero of the ring,

looked grand in the roadster stallions, and had two good

looking ones, Fireaway the Second and Young Lord

Stanley of Driffield renown to back him. The two cob

four-in-hands were nice toys, but the Cob Stud Company's

turn out was spoilt by an ugly machine.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.

THOKOUGH-BRED STALLIONS AND HUNTERS.

The Earl of Shannon.

The Earl of Coventry.

Colonel Kingscote, C.B., M.P.
HACKS AND ROADSTERS.

Sir George Wombwell, Bart.

Colonel Maude, C.B.

Captain Bastard.

Stallions, thorough-breds.—Prize, £50 and medal, F.

Barlow, Hasketon, near Woodbridge (Massinissa, by The
Flying Dutchman, out of Calpurnia, by Ion)

.

Stallions, roadsters.—First prize, £30 and medal, C.

Beart, Stow, Downham Market, Norfolk (Ambition)
;

second, £15, B. Mitchell, Crowe Hall, Denver, Down-
ham Market, Norfolk (Fireaway the Second) ; extra

prize, R. Cowton, Great Kelk, Lowthorpe, Hull (Lord

Stanley).

Hunters, weight carriers equal to not less than 15

stone.—First prize, £60, J. M. T. Musgrave, Beverley

(Marmalade) ; second, £30, H. Jewison, Raisthorpe,

Yorkshire (Landscape) ; third, £20, J. Fearon, Corkickle,

Whitehaven (Romeo) ; fourth, £10, E. Trinder, Cirences-

ter (Rouge-et-Noir).

Hunters, without condition as to weight.—First prize,

£50, J. Drage, Moulton Lodge, Northampton (Guy

Pawkes) ; second, £25, J. Fearon, Corkickle, Whitehaven

(Erie King) ; third, £15, E. Charlesworth, Roley Villa,

Bradford, (Monarque) ; fourth, £10, G. H. Sanday,

Holme Pierrepoint, Nottingham (Guy Fawkes).

Hunters, four-year-olds.—First prize, £50, J. M. T.

Musgrave, Beverley (Honeycomb) ; second, £25, E. Hey-
gate, Buckland, Leominster (Exquisite) ; extra prize, J.

Goodlifife, Huntingdon (Marshal MacMahon).
Hunters, without condition as to weight, and not ex-

ceeding 15 hands 2 inches.—First prize, £40, R. W.
Melsome, Stockton, Bath, Wilts (Little Wonder) ; second,

£20, Godber and Harriot, Scalford, Melton Mowbray
(Mowbray).

Riding horses, fine action and quality essential, of any

height exceeding 15 hands 2 hands high.—First prize,

£20, J. D. Murrav, London (Marvel) ; second, £10, F.

S. Starkey (Firefly)'; third, £5, C. J. Phillips, The Cedars,

Mortlake (Merry Legs). Highly commended : H.
Jewison (Lord Falconberg.)

COVER HACKS AND ROADSTERS.

Weight carriers, not exceeding 15 hands 2 inches high.

—First prize, £15, J. Phillips, St. John's Wood (Pegasus)

;

second, £10, H. Frisby, James-street, London (Filbert)
;

third, JE5, R. Gates, Raiuham, Brandon, Norfolk (Miss

Flanders). Extra prize, W. Clarke, Luton, Bedfordshire

(Major).

PARK HACKS AND LADIES' HORSES.

Not exceeding 15 hands 2 inches high.—First prize,

£20, H. Frisby (Malton) ; second, £10, R. Brown, Spring-

street, Paddington (Bountiful) ; third, withheld for want

of merit.

Not exceeding 15 hands 1 inch high.—First prize, £20,

C. J. Phillips, The Cedars, Mortlake (Exquisite) ; second,

£10, C. Bundsly Marley, Regent's-park (Myrtilla) ; third,

£5, Earl of Shannon, Park-street, Grosvenor-square (Snow*

drop).

EXTRA CLASS, FOR FOUR-IN-HAND PONIES.

Prize of £12, divided by Major Quentin, Woodleigh,

Cheltenham, and The Cobham Cob S tud Farm Company.
STALLIONS OF ANY BREED.

Under 15 hands, for getting hacks or cobs.—First

prize, £10 and Agricultural Hall medal, J. Tibbett, Ask-

ham House, Doddington (Cambridgeshire Cob) ; second,

medal, Major Barlow, Hasketon, Suffolk (Silver Star).

HARNESS HORSES.

Not exceeding 15 hands 2 inches high, with park

action.—First prize, £15, J. Twinch, Thames-street,

Windsor ; second, £10, H. Frisby, James-street, London
(Dewdrop). Highly commended : H. Frisby (Eclipse).

Not exceeding 14 hands 2 inches high.—First prize,

£15, Spencer Leese, West Cliff, Preston, Lancashire

(Rattler) ; second, £10, L. Cust, Cordangan Manor,

Tipperary (Benbow) -, third, £5, J. F. Hutley, Little

Brasded Hall (William).

PARK COBS.

Not exceeding 14 hands 2 inches high.—First prize,

£20, Spencer Leese, West Cliff, Preston, Lancashire

(Rattler) ; second, £10, Duke of Devonshire, Piccadilly ;

third, £5, T. Smith. All Saints Green, Norwich (Charlie).

Highly commended: T. Howdle, Market Place, South

Shields.

PONIES.

Not exceeding 13 hands 3 inches high, in single har-

ness.—First prize, £15, Captain Fitzgerald, Royal Mili-

tary Riding School, Gloucester-crescent, Hyde Park (Tom
Tit) ; second, £8, Lady Charles Innesker (Perfection) ;

third, £5, J. E. Jurvis, 4, Park Row, Hyde Park (The

Pet) ; fourth, £5, F. J. Harris, 18, Oxford-road, Ealing

(Multum iu Parvo).

THE AUSTRALIAN TRADE.— The exports to the

Australian group of Colonies in the first quarter of this year

generally presented a substantial increase in value as com-

pared with the corresponding three months of 1872. In the

first three months of this year our exports to the Australasian

settlements attained the following value : Western Australia

£15,137, South Australia £387,408, Victoria £1,298,046,

New South Wales £975,828, Queensland £195,344, Tas-

mania £37,433, and New Zealand £517,916. In the first

three months of 1872 the corresponding totals stood thus :

Western Australia £39,086, South Australia £212,260, Vic-

toria £1,176,137, New South Wales £611,077, Queensland

il94,092, Tasmania £1,573, and New Zealand £354,889.
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THE VIENNA EXHIBITION.
THE INTEENATIONAL CATTLE SHOW.

[From oub Special Correspondent.]

Notwithstaudiug; the advantages we had ia travelling

by the night mail-train from London, and from having a

beautiful passage across the Channel to Calais, we found

the journey to Vienna not quite so agreeable and luxurious

as many may imagine. Fortunately, the weather was
wet and cloudy, and so we escaped the heat and dust that

many travellers must experience later on in the season ; but

we would caution intending travellers by the Paris and
Strasburg route to be careful of their luggage between
the time they take it from the registered charge of the

Northern Railway Company in Paris until they get it

registered at the Eastern Railway Station; for here

there was a very cool and dexterous attempt to

deprive us of our hat-box. It was slipped away from

other luggage almost as cleverly as if done by the sleight-

of-hand of the Wizard of the North, and it was only

on our " raising the wind" about the matter that it was

(accidentally of course) found stowed away as far as

possible under a luggage counter, in a place where the

porters solely had access. The person who made the

attempt to secure the hat-box was a sharp fellow no

doubc, and marked the best of several that were in the

station. Another caution we would venture to give our

readers who may think of travelling southwards—viz., if

they do not understand the French and German language,

they will now find some difficulty beyond Nancy, where

English is not so much spoken by the officials on the

French and German railways as we had expected, and as we
have found on other occasions. There is not much diffi-

culty at the hotels, because generally some of the waiters

speak English. The difficulty is on the way in getting to

know the time allowed at the stations where it is pro-

posed to give an opportunity for passengers having re-

freshment. Neither the London, Chatham, and Dover
Railway Company, the South Eastern Railway Company,
nor Bradshaw's Continental guides are very reliable

in this matter. The Germans start their trains

so suddenly, and invariably before sounding the

whistle, that persons are very liable to be left

behind, and we saw several have a sharp run to save the

train. And of all things, let persons be aware of airing

imperfect French and German, because they are frequently

better understood when speaking in their own language,

or by a sign, than by attempting what they do not under-

stand. For instance, a friend of ours remained a night

at that very comfortable and well managed house, the

Hotel de la Ville de Paris, at Strasburg, and thought he

would show off his French, whereupon, when he asked

the old chambermaid for a candle, she showed him the

cabinet, or, as better known in England, the W.C.
The growing crops of wheat between Calais and Paris

look faii'ly well ; between Paris and Vitry they look still

better ; while fi'om this place to Nancy, the land being

richer, the wheat and other growing crops show remark-
ably strong and healthy. South-east of Nancy the great

amount of rain has done harm, and the wheat crops

are the worse for it. The old primitive farm ini2;)le-

ments in use years and years ago are still kept on by the

peasantry and agriculturists of France, although in one

place we observed two steam ploughs at work ; so we
hope there is, at last, a move in the right direction.

Our object must be to confine our remarks to agricultural

matters, but we cannot help making a few passing ob-

servations on the scenery of Alsace and Lorraine, which,

however, would require the mind and pen of a poet to

render it justice. The high mountain sides, covered
with trees of various-coloured tints, with here and there
the mountain crest capped by the remains of an old
castle, give a picture most beautiful to look upon. In
all our travels through France we have found no scenery
at all equal to what we passed through in Alsace and
Lorraine, and no one can wonder at the French feeling

most keenly the loss of this ffem from their country.
The nests of the venerated stork, stocked witli young full-

fledged birds, are seen on the tops of the houses, and in
one place we saw a nest on the top of a church. These
birds are treated with great regard by the inhabitants" of
Lorraine, and, indeed, by the Strasburgers also, as
we saw a bird most quietly feeding in one of the
squares at Strasburg, and he seemed to take little

notice of persons passing by. All along the line of
railway to Stuttgard the growing wheat crops generally
look well and promising ; indeed, they could scarcely look
better. On the poor land near Biugen we saw some large
flocks of Merino ewes, which appeared to be in fair con-
dition considering the kind of food they were living on.
It is a matter of wonder to us how the large breadth of
heavy growing grass crops we saw on our wav will be
consumed when made into hay, as we suppose it will be,
for we noticed but few cattle on our way, and not many
buildings which had the appearance of being cattle sheds

;

and we are also at a loss to know how the French and
German farmers manage to make their straw into manure,
and how it is got on to the land ! There appear to be
few farmyards west of Carlsruhe, and the few there are
seem so far from the land where the manure is required
as to make the carting a seriously expensive matter. We
cannot help remarking upon the very admirable way
the south and south-west sides of the hills south-east o'f

Stuttgard is managed. The soil seems to be a rich loam,
and is laid up in small vineyards of from 20 to 40 rods
each, the divisions at the sides being made by stone terrace-
like walls, while at the end there are stone-stepped water-
courses about from 1^, 2, to 3 feet wide, being narrow at
the top and widening at the bottom, to carry off the sm--
face-water from the mountain sides. The cultivation of
the land appeared, so far as we could judge, to be all that
could be desired. Darkness coming on, we saw little

more of the farming in Germany until next morning,
when we were in the Austrian dominions, where the
country opened more English-like, the fields being larger.

We are bound to say that the farming in Austria would
surprise some of our English friends. It is generally well
done, but about Neumarkt surprisingly so, as every
available spot of land seems to be turned to good account.
On the poor soil the rye and wheat look well, and on the
better land nothing could look more promising for an
abundant harvest. Fine warm weather is, however, much
desired, and especially on the wet, cold clay land, where
the wheat plant will soon sufier. The growing crops of
clover are very luxuriant and good, and seem to be
largely grown. The greater part of the arable land is

worked on the four-furrow ridge system. We saw
labourers at work in the fields by half-past four
in the morning. The women were also in the field early,

and seem to be really the " willing horse," for in one
place we watched a woman mowing a heavy crop of clover-

grass, and a great hulking fellow standing quietly by
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smoking the " eternal" pipe, and looking on. We longed

to kick him. It is most distressing to see how hard the

females of Austria work. Building may be seen going

on, and women serving the stonemasons. We saw two

women in the Prater near Vienna, in the exhibition yard,

working one of the pendulum pumps to fill an enormous

water-cart, and in company with a well-known English

farmer we together tried the pumping, and, therefore,

from experience, we can say that such work is too heavy

for two men, and what must it be for women ? If there

is any real philanthropy in the labour movement of Mr.

Auberon Herbert, Mr. Arch, and others, surely there is a

wide field open for them in Austria, and we would re-

commend them to make a trip to this country during the

exhibition, and endeavour to convince the employers of

labour of the terrible reflection it is upon them and their

country that women shall be allowed to do the work of

men.
So much has been and will be written about the indus-

trial exhibition at Vienna, that we will not attempt to

give even a hurried description of it, although we may
venture to observe in passing that, notwithstanding all

that has been written against it, it is a marvellous work,

and the taste displayed in the arrangements of the various

buildings, and the interior fittings most creditable to

all concerned. It is true there is much to do to complete

the works in progress, but we think this will be done

sooner than many imagine. Our remarks must be con-

fined to the agricultural department, or more properly

speaking, the cattle exhibition, for we shall have no time

to go through the various agricultural departments in the

general exhibition, where doubtless there are many ob-

jects of great interest. When we arrived at the

cattle exhibition yard on the Thursday, the

confusion was "most confounded," everything begun

and nothing finished ; while as to the classifi-

cations of the live stock, there seemed to be none.

Everything was in a bother. Some of the English ex-

hibitors sought Mr. Cunlifl'e Owen, the secretary

to the British commission, and he gave their com-

plaints and difficulties the most courteous attention,

and put himself at once in communication with Lieutenant

Anstey, R.E., official delegate for the British jurors, and

their united efforts on behalf of the interests of the Eng-
lish exhibitors are beyond all praise. Nothing could sur-

•pass the zeal and energy they displayed on behalf of their

countrymen, who, we know, feel most grateful to them.

It was announced that the Emperor would open the ex-

hibition on Saturday morning, the .3 1st of May, at ten

o'clock, but there seemed, on Friday afternoon, when we
left the show-yard, to be little chance of the arrangements

being sufficiently forward for his Majesty's inspection.

Lord Walsingham's and Lord Sondes' animals were de-

tained on the railway between Stettin and Vienna from

Monday, the 26th, to Saturday morning, the 31st ult.,

and necessarily sufi'ered very much from their confine-

ment in the railway trucks after their sea voyage to

Stettin during which two of Lord Sondes' ewes were so

much injured that they died on landing. The delay with

other exhibitors' cattle and sheep was very great,

but somehow or other the Germans contrived to

get their own animals pushed on first. To do the

managers of the cattle exhibition justice, we must say

that the progress made from Friday, the 30 th, to Satur-

day, the 31st, was really surprising. An enormous
number of workmen were employed, and by the time the

Emperor arrived, punctually at ten o'clock on Saturday

morning, the whole place presented a most improved and
altered appearance. The Emperor, accompanied by Arch-
duke Albrecht and the Duke of Saxe-Coburg Gotha, in-

spected the whole of the animals, and took very con-

siderable pains to do so. Several of the English

exhibitors were introduced to his Imperial Majesty, who
was most kind and courteous in his manner towards
them ; and his manner quite won upon them and their men,
and they gave him some hearty cheers when he entered his

carriage to leave the ground. These were taken up again by
many of the foreign shepherds and herdsmen who were
near, and each person cheered in the way peculiar to

his country, but we believe the Emperor must have been

struck with the unmistakable heartiness of the English

Jiurrah !

The general arrangement of cattle sheds is very

diff"erent from that seen at English exhibitions. The
sheds are by no means bad, and the pens for the sheep and
pigs are very well done, provided they were a little

larger for the number of animals in a pen. In con-

sequence of the incomplete state of the shedding up to

Friday night there were uo numbers put on the pens

to direct persons where their animals were to be placed,

and considerable dissatisfaction was felt on Saturday when
the numbers were nailed on the pens to find that the

greater part of the animals would have to change their

standings. Without considering the annoyance of having

to move animals, tired by a long journey, just as they

had begun to settle down, to fresh places, it was a matter

for consideration as regards the straw already purchased

for litter, for which the exhibitors were chai'ged a very

high price. No provision was made for green food to be

got in or near the show-yard, and consequently some of

the exhibitors were compelled to send at least ten miles

for a daily supply of lucerne.

A railway runs close by the side of the show-yard, and
an unloading platform has been erected. Long trains of

cattle trucks were continually arriving with cattle and
sheep from all parts of the continent of Europe, and the

noise and hubbub at the unloading were most amusing.

Persons appeared to imagine that the greater noise they

made the better they would be understood ; and as the

railway officials seemed to only understand German and a

little French, they evidently became bewildered to almost

despair at finding six or seven persons around them all

speaking different languages, and gesticulating and
shouting at the topmost key of their voices. There was
little difficulty in a way being cleared when vicious-look-

ing bulls with horns four feet long gave unmistakable

notice that they tocmted room. Whether these long-

horned gentlemen have a way of making themselves under-

stood or not we cannot say, but there could be no mistake

but that persons from every country paid these animals the

respect of giving them the way. We were greatly

amused at seeing an Italian bull taken into the yard. He
was not a large one, and by no means vicious-looking, but

yet the poor brute was roped and bound in every direction,

while to these body ropes were attached long leading ropes,

held by fifteeti men in front and twenty men behind,

with a gentleman, who was evidently the owner, marching
proudly on in front. Now all this array of men may have

been necessary, but so far as we could judge from appear-

ances we believe one of our English herdsmen would have

managed the bull with the greatest ease ; indeed, there

seemed to be nothing very particular to manage, unless it

was to guard against the poor brute being driven mad by
the horrible din its thirty-five attendants made. It

was a condition or request in the official programme
that attendants should appear in their national costume,

and hence may be seen persons in almost every imaginable

shape and style ot dress. Some of these dresses are very

picturesque and striking, while others are equally ugly.

It seemed to us that the cattle attendants made the most

of their new dresses- There were two or three

men wearing tremendously thick white woolen top-

coats, which were embroidered iu a most extravagant

manner in colours of bright green and scarlet, and edged
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with black, upon which was white embroidery. The men
evidently desired or had been requested to show their

coats as much as possible, for they were constantly

marching about, under symptoms exhibited by persons

when undergoing the miseries of a highly heated vapour

bath. A very large orchestra was erected in the show-
ground, ia which a military band was playiug during the

day.

We were led to believe, and it was generally understood,

that the jurors were to commence their duties on Saturday

the 31st of May, and we made our arrangements accord-

ingly, but ou Saturday morning it was intimated that the

work would not commence before Tuesday or Wednesday,
the 3rd or 4th inst. This alteration, combined with the

want of classilication of the animals exhibited will, we fear,

prevent our describing the various classes so fully as we
intended. If it is true that there are to be about 89

foreign and 11 English jurors, who can not say how long

the judging will last, for we understand there will be no end

of red tape used before even the awards of the jurors are

confirmed. We agree with an exhibitor, who says

he could pick out six Englishmen now in Vienna who
would do the judging better ia six hours than the one

hundred juroi's will do it in three or four days or a week.

The action of the Englishmen put on the jury will be

checked and controlled by an enormous majority of

foreigners.

The general as well as the cattle exhibition was open

to the public on Sunday, the 1st of June, but the unceasing

heavy down pour of rain caused a very thin attendance.

Monday morning gave hope of a fine day, which turned

out bright, clear, and sunny, aud so there was
the largest company at the general exhibition since

it was opened. The cattle show-yard was largely at-

tended, but nothing was done in the way of awarding

prizes ; saving that the exhibitors were put to consider-

able inconvenience by having to change their animals

from place to place to make them fit ia with the cata-

logue.

The general arrangement of the cattle and sheep pens

is very unlike an English exhibition, but still there is

not much to complain of. Many animals are exhibited

in the cattle aud other classes which would strike an

English breeder as being very remarkable. There is the

gaunt-framed, long-horned, grey Hungarian draft bullock

as well as the red-skinned white-haired and the black-

sk'nned and black-haired Buffel bulls and cows from the

same country, whose shapeless frames and ugly horns

turning back over their necks do not give them a very

pleasing appearance. There are many very curious

-

looking cattle exhibited, and there are others of very

large well-propT)rtioned frames, which show very cleai'ly

the mark that imported Shorthorn bulls have made by the

excellent crosses they have produced. There are some as

large, and we had nearly written as well-shaped, well-

fatted steers as we ever saw. There were, indeed,

grand and noble cross-bred animals, not only amongst
the steers, but also in the classes for bulls and cows.

There was a large number of very good Dutch milking

cows exhibited, which show a marked improvement in

animals of the same breed we have seen sent to England.

The Berner Horn bulls and cows are short-legged, telerably

compact animals, showing a good deal of quality. As a

whole the exhibition of foreign cattle was a success, as

bringing together specimens of the various breeds, and

also of exhibiting the herdsmen and dairymaids from va-

rious coftntries. Many of these women were most fantas-

tically dressed, and seemed to bear the scrutiny of the nu-

merous visitors with a considerable amount of confidence.

The exhibition of foreign sheep is very large. There is

the delicate little Merino with its fine wool aud light

flesh, and the great coarae-headed big-framed RombouUet

Merino sheep. Then there are some good Southdown

rams from Mr. G. Stahlschmidt, a rising breeder in Prus-

sia ; from Count Trie's, of Ceruahora, near Brunn, in Aus-

tria ; from Baron Magnus, of Drehsa, Saxony, and others

who have all more or less bred from English sheep. There

are also some excellent cross-bred sheep from Merino

ewes by Southdown and Cotswold rams, as well as some

large foreign bred Oxford Down rams. There were some

little llussiau sheep with neither frame, wool, nor mutton

worth looking at. The ten specimens of Italian sheep

sent by Count Landwirthschaftliches were simply the

most ugly brutes we ever saw ; they have great wide

flopping ears, a long thin neck, a long thin body bent

like a bow, and standing as high as a donkey. If the

above-named gentleman (we dare not write his name a

second time) sent these sheep to show how ugly sheep

can be, then there will not be a more successful thing in

the whole exhibition.

There are a very large number of foreign pigs, and

many of these are extremely good. The best are those

descended from animals brought out from England ; while

there are many good there are others equally bad. The
Hungarian pigs have a coat of long towsy kind of hair

—

not bristles—and the colour of their skin is like that of a

hedgehog. These animals are so atrociously ugly that

they really seem as if they were the very things to carry

out Mr. Darwin's theory by showing that they may be

the connecting link with some other animal, but what

that other animal is we dare not venture to say.

There is no exhibition of horses from any country.

As we have before named, there was to be a monster

jury for awarding prizes and honourable mention to ani-

mals exhibited, and when this jury met on Tuesday th«

3rd inst., there seemed to be no definite plan previously

agreed upon, and not much progress was made at the

jury meeting. There was much talk and little clone.

The English exhibitors aud agriculturists present in

Vienna met on Monday, under the presidency of Lord

Chesham, and ventured to draw up a set of rules and

suggestions and submit them to the managers of the ex-

hibition, and in those suggestions it was desired to have

free competition in the various classes and premier prizes

for general international competition. This, however,

did not find favour with the directors, aud it was finally

agreed to give medal prizes in the following order of

merit.

First class medal.—For general progress or improve-

meat of particular breeds.

Second class medal.—For general merit.

Third class,—Honourable mention.

The curious part of this is that the prizes were not

given for any individual animal, but to the exhibitor

of the best animals, no matter whether male or

female. However many good animals or pen of animals

an exhibitor might have, he could only receive one medal

with honourable mention. Thus persons showing several

animals, all more or less worthy of prizes and commenda-

tions, had to be content with the solitary medal. Many
of the foreign exhibitors complained of the arrangement,

but had to submit to it. Then, again, the classification

of the jurors was out of all character as regards usefulness,

for many persons were put on as jurors who really knew
nothing whatever of their duties, and but for the firmness

of some of the English jurors the most gross mistakes

would bave been made. The English jurors were as

follows :

Cattle.—Professor Wrightson, Cirencester.

Shoetwoolled Sheep.—Mr. R. C. Yeoman, Marsk

Hall, Yorkshire.

LoNGWOOLLED Sheep.—Mr. Pegler, Leeds; and Mr.

Stewart.

Pigs.—Mr. Maxwell, M.P.
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To these were allotted no end of foreign jurors in each

class, so the Englishmen had not an easy time of it.

We have not time or space to give the awards to fo-

reign exhibitors, and shall therefore only notice the cattle

and sheep sent over by the English exhibitors.

In the Shorthorn bull class Mr. J. K. Fowler sent his

young roan bull, Royal Geneva, the winner of a Royal

prize at Cardiff last year. He is a good specimen of

a Bates upon Kuightley. He is by King Charming

(28952), dam Lady Geneva 2nd, by Duke of Cumber-
land. He also sent another young bull, which did not

come up to A-1 standard of merit. Mr. Henry Smith,

from Yorkshire, sent a nice level bull, which found many
admirers, and particularly with the Hungarian breeders"

who were jurors. There was much sharp fighting be-

twixt these two animals for the first-class medal, but to

the surprise of many Mr. Smith's animal was placed

first. Without offering any decided opinion of our own
we may observe that Mr. Smith's bnll has much to re-

commend him, and the opinions amongst the public as

to the merit of the two animals were pretty equally di-

vided. It was a sharp race, and was an open question

at last. Messrs. Dudding's yearling bull, British Prince,

had many admirers, and several persons were disposed to

have placed him first, and there would not have been

much to complain of if he had been so placed. The
three best bulls exhibited very fairly maintained the credit

and character of the English Shorthorn breeders in the

eyes of the foreigners, and particularly when supple-

mented by Mr. J. K. Fowler's smart red and white

heifer, Surprise, by Hogarth. After all, we find that the

jurors have so shuflled the cards that Mr. J. K. Fowler

and Mr. Smith are awarded medals of equal merit for

their bulls Royal Geneva and Lord Violet. Perhaps this

is a convenient way of settling the matter, as it is a toss

np between them.
The Southdown sheep were well represented by sixteen

rams and four ewes from Lord Walsingham's flock, at

Merton, and thirteen rams and two ewes from Lord
Sondes' flock at Elmham. Each of these breeders received

a first-class medal, as well as much honourable mention
;

although one of the German judges would have liked to

give the first-class medal to a German breedei', which the

English judge would not submit to, and it would have
been a great injustice if he had done so. Notwithstand-

ing their long journey. Lord Walsingham's sheep looked
'

The following is a List of the Awards made to

as smart as new pins, and found many admirers, as was best

borne out by the sales made, at prices which must have

been highly satisfactory. Lord Sondes sent some good
animals, and they, too, were admired, as they well de-

served to be. Lord Chesham exhibited six large and
good shearling Shropshire rams and three ewes

;
good

sheep Avith well covered heads, and faces of the

true orthodox colour as set forth by the Shropshire

breeders. His Lordship received a first-class medal, and

we feel quite sure that if there had been a premier prize

for short-wooUed sheep, other than Southdown, .the

Shropshire sheep would have had it, at least if the

judging had been properly done. Mr. Russell, Horton

Kirby, received a first-class medal for Hampshire and

Kent sheep. Mr. John Treadwell had a similar dis-

tinction for his two Oxfordshire Down rams, which were

sharply followed by two bred by Mr. Charles Howard, of

Biddenham, and exhibited by Mr. T. Fulcher, of Elm-
ham, who was honourably mentioned, as he was for his

Shropshire Down rams, bred by Mrs. Smith in

Shropshire. The Royal Agricultural Farm, Cirencester,

sent some Cotswold rams and ewes which re-

ceived the first-class medal of progress. Messrs. Dud-
ding, of Panton, sent some good shearling Lincoln rams,

and received honourable mention. Mr. Beale Browne
made seven entries of Cotswold sheep, and Mr. John
Byron, of Lincolnshire, five entries of Lincoln sheep ; but

neither of these flocks put in appearance.

The prizes for pigs were distributed amongst Messrs.

Duckering, J. K. Fowler, and the Cirencester College

;

each with some good animals, which seemed to please the

Continental breeders.

Much has been written as to the dearness of apart-

ments and scarcity and high price of food at Vienna.

Neither ourselves nor friends found it so. Good apart-

ments can be got at first-class hotels for 8s. per night,

and a person may dine splendidly off five courses at

Sacher's Restaurant close by the Exhibition (patronised

by Royalty) for 5s. 6d. One of our friends had a really

good dinner at the Hotel Britannia, Schiller's Platz, a

first-class hotel, with a bottle of wine, for six shillings

!

We found no scarcity of provisions or of apartments, and

our experience leads us to believe that it will be a man's

own fault if he pay much more at Vienna than he would

do in London, or at any other fashionable place.

English exhibitors by the International Jury :

—

Name of Exhibitor.
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AN AFTER THOUGHT.
Numerous engagements and very limited time at our

disposal prevented our noticing many matters of interest
in om* report from the sliow-ground. We very briefly

alluded to the good effect of the crossing the native
breeds of Austrian and Hungarian cattle and sheep
with pure-bred animals from England, and the
great weight many of the cross-bred animals had
obtained. Some of the chief Austrian papers had
" leaders" on the matter, and argued that the
day has arrived when prejudices in favour of the
native small breeds of animals must be thrown
to the wind, and a line of breeding carried out
which will produce more meat for the country.
This coming from an Austrian source, shows clearly

enough that the eyes of our continental friends begin to
be opened to the importance of not only producing more
meat, but also that of better quality than is generally

found abroad.

What can possibly be worse than the beef, get it in

whatever form you may, found on the Continent ? and as

to the mutton, it is simply execrable—hard, tough, and
tasteless. Mutton cutlets drove us to despair, for we
thought that if we could get mutton at all eatable it

might be so in the shape of cutlets, but they were such

hard flabby things, that one of the English judges of

sheep declared they were goat's flesh, and interrogated the

waiter as to his suspicions. The Archduke Albrecht had
some beautiful wether sheep at the Exhibition, a cross be-

tween the Merino ewe and Southdown ram. The wool was
much more abundant than on the Merino sheep, and yet

the quality, as a breeder of Merino sheep candidly ad-

mitted, was not much deteriorated, even when looking at

it for lineness alone. There was great expansion of frame
in the animal, and very considerable improvement in

symmetry, and the back and ribs of the sheep were better

covered with firm, nice handling mutton than we could

have expected. The " legs of mutton" were full and
well developed. The head nicely shaped and well covered
with wool, while above all, the ugly, wrinkled neck of the

Merino sheep seemed to have wholly disappeared in the

cross-bred animal. Altogether the cross showed very
much more of the specialities of the sire than of the

dam.

It is quite clear that the illustrious owner of the cross-

bred wethers is satisfied with what he has done so far ;

for we happen to know that he gave a long price for three

of Lord Walsiugham's Southdown rams at Vienna for use

in the Teschen flock. Several Hungarian breeders who saw
the Archduke's sheep were also purchasers of Southdown
rams, and others intimated their intentions to try the efi'ect

of crossing. Doubtless the exhibition at Vienna will

change much of the old system of Austrian and Hungarian
breeding ; for when they see what a gentleman so highly

respected as the Archduke Albrecht has done and find that

he is well satisfied with the result of his experiment, he is

sure to find many imitators. We had a conversation with
the Archduke's agent, and found him a most intelligent

and practical man, and fully sensible of the importance of

developing the meat-producing resources of his country.

There were several large and good sheep as crosses from
longwooUed rams ; but these do not, we are told, find

much favour in southern Germany and Hungary. The
longwoolled cross-bred sheep do not appear so well able to

bear the great heat of the summer weather, and hence we
presume the little demand there seemed to be for long-

woolled rams at the Exhibition. We understand that

several breeders of the small Merino sheep complained of

the little business they were doing in rams, and therefore

it is possible that more attention may now be given to

breeding croas-bred lambs from Merino ewes.

There can be little doubt but that" old-established

breeders of Merino sheep will be slow to move ; but we
think that even these will be struck by the very great in-

crease of frame, meat, and wool that can be got on a
cross-bred sheep, from a Merino ewe at 16 months old,

as compared with what can be got from a pure-bred
Merino at more than double the age, to say nothing of the
enormous difference in the quality of the mutton. Then,
after all, we cannot find that Merino wool makes such a
very much higher price than the wool from one of the
native cross-breds ; but whatever may be lost in the price

per lb. is more than made up by increase of weight.

The management of sheep in Austria and Hungary is

peculiar, and attended with many disadvantages so far as

the health and growth of the animals are concerned, more
especially when they are young. The sheep are kept in
large stables, as they are called, and open yards at night,
and go out during the day in summer, but only for a
limited time during the hot weather, while in winter we
understand they seldom leave the stables. They are fed
chiefly on hay and beans, with sometimes oats. The eflect

of this close confinement and so much dry food on the
lambs is a stunted growth and an unnatural enlargement
of the body, better known as " pot-bellied." We ven-
tured to suggest folding the ewes at night on the land
during the mild and open weather, with a head-fold for

the lambs to run forward. This was met by two objec-
tions ; first, when it has been tried to feed the sheep
and lambs on clover, which is so well grown in these
countries, they have suftered from hoven or blowing.
From what we could learn it did not seem to us that the
plan of drawing the animals on to such food by degrees
has been tried, and therefore we met the difl[iculty of the
blowing by recommending that the daily allow-
ance of clover should be limited, and, if necessary,
that this limited allowance should be given at

three or four times instead of all at once. If

this failed to remedy the evil complained of, then
mow the clover for three or four hours before it is re-

quired, so that the hot sun might drive oft' some of the
superfluous sap. The second objection is that if the sheep
were kept on the land at night they would suffer from the
annoyance caused by the numerous dogs belonging to the
peasantry, which prowl about at night, and are a great
nuisance in many ways. We recommended that good
dog-traps should be set round the outside of the fold, but
at a little [distance from the hurdles, and if baited so

much the better ; while there should be one or more
night-shepherds, according to the size of the flock, and
they should have a gun each, and, if possible, shoot
the dogs which came near the fold. This will be thought
a very summary way of dealing with the difficulty; but
from what we could gather it seems to be the only effec-

tual means of checking a very serious evil. We are not
aware that there is any law to prevent the dogs being
destroyed, but we are disposed to think there is not, or
we should have heard of it. We are half-inclined to

believe that our suggestions will be tried, and, if so, we
shall be curious to know the result.

The pigs crossed with English boars are a great im-
provement on the native breeds. Whenever one animal
was seen better than another the cause of the difference

was found in the fact of an English boar having been
used. Doubtless this is fully recognized, for we un-
derstood that Mr. Duckering sold out pretty early.

Saturday, the 7th June, would have been a busy dav,
and much company was expected, but unfortunately the
weather became cold, wet, and windy, aud consequently
the attendance was small. The Exhibition was to be open
on Sunday, and it was generally thought that it would be
a fa8bioo9,ble day, but we left Vienna on Saturday night,

C 2
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Amoiigal the mauy iaterestiug features of the cattle

exhibition we were paiiicularly struck with the Hun-
gai-ian cattle-yard exhibited in the park in which the

cattle-show was held. This was done to show how the

Hungarian draft cattle are managed on the large farms

of Hungary. The yard is mapped out with strong round
posts of ten to twelve inches in diameter, and into these are

strongly mortised round rails of about from five to six

inches in diameter. The fence is about seven feet high.

Standing at one outside corner of the yard is the hut of

the herdsman. It is built iu a sugar-loaf shape, and
is thickly but neatly thatched from the top to the bottom.
The yards are divided into two or more parts, according

to the number of animals. The cattle are kept and fed

in these yards by the herdsman, who is supposed not to

leave them. The way these cattle are managed iu a
waggon is most surprising. We saw six harnessed to a

native waggon, carrying three-fourths of a load of hay.

The driver, mounted on to the top of the hay, had a

long whip which was used with both hands, and the way
he managed and directed the six bullocks by the crack of

the whip was marvellous to behold. There were no reins

attached to the bullocks ; everything was done by the

whip, not in beating the animals, but in merely directing

their movements by cracks of difterent sounds, the loud-

ness of which was almost equal to the report of a rifle.

The man twisted the bullocks about in every imaginable
way, and always had them in complete command, for

when they seemed to be likely to rua the waggon against

a tree a crack of the whip altered and directed their

course, and every tree or other obstruction was avoided.

It was truly a masterly performance, and showed wonder-
ful fine training both of man and beast.

The cattle show yard is to be used later on for a horse
show; and in speaking of horses we must briefly notice the

very tine lot of horses which may be daily seen on the

Prater. The x\ustrians have a grand lot of riding and car-

riage horses, and they may well be proud of them ; while
the horses for agricultural purposes are uuiversally well
bred, and of the stamp of good strong carriage horses.

They are very active, and seem to be good draft horses.

The waggons are of a very rude and primitive description.

They are chiefly made of the small roand deal poles grown
in the country, with planks of about from eighteen inches

to two feet wide, and two or two and a-half inches thick
to form the sides, being strengthened by upright bearers.

The planks are moveable, and when necessary are lifted up
with a lever pole. There are no shafts to the waggons, but
a pole is used and the horses go abreast. When the wag-
gons are loaded they creak and snap as though they would
Hy into pieces, but somehow they are very tough, and a
good heavy load is moved on them. As we passed

through Leipsic we saw gravel being carted to the square

of that town in these waggons. In England it would
generally be carried in carts, and the gravel tipped out

where required, but with these waggons the sides have to

be levered up, and a considerable time is taken up iu

pushing out the gravel with the long-handled shovels

which are universally used in Germany. The farmyard
manure is also " carted" with these waggons, and there

mnst necessarily be much loss of time iu unloading it in the

fields. Then about the manure, we think the Austi'ians

and Bohemians make a mistake in applying it in so raw
and imperfectly made state to their light soils. In several

places we say almost as much lying on the top of the land

as could have been ploughed in. There may be good
sound reasons for thus applying the manure, but we failed

to see its advantages.

When passing from Vienna to Dresden we saw much
good farming, particularly about Ciislau Station. The
growing wheat looks very promising. A considerable

quantity of mangold wurzel seems to be grown. The
land is in tine order, and there is a good and full plant

looking well. The farm premises are large and good,

and generally well and neatly kept. At Badanbach our

luggage was again examined, but for what purpose we
are totally ignorant, for we really failed to discover any-

thing in Austria that we should have been inclined to

run the risk of smuggling into Saxony. Cigars were
constantly asked for. Our experience leads us to feel

that a man would be little short of being an idiot who
would attempt to smuggle German cigars, for of all tlrat's

vile they are the worst. From Badanbach we ran
through what is known as " Saxon Switzerland." Cer-

tainly the scenery is very grand, and well worth a visit

from those who have not seen it. The mountain sides

are beautifully wooded, with here and there yawning
chasms running down to the river Elbe, which winds

along the foot of the mountains. When emerging from

the mountain pass there is a large extent of line table-land

with much good grass and arable land. The growing

crops look almost as well as can be desired. There are

many excellent farm-houses, with spacious well-built

premises, and here and there a fixed steam-engine.

Saving for the want of fences, the whole country from the

hills to Dresden has the appearance of our best cultivated

English farms.

Between Dresden and Leipsic the land is also well

farmed, and the farm-houses and premises are good. On
the light soils the wheat and oats do not look well ; but

where the land is pretty good all the growing crops are

promising. Many potatoes are grown, which are gene-

rally rather late, but these look healthy and are

growing nicely. The land is clean and free from

weeds.

So far as we could judge of the crops iu Belgium it

seemed to us that the land has had too much rain some
time since, and the crops have suffered from it. The
potatoes look bad, and are very late. On the whole,

we were disappointed with the appearance of the growing

crops in Belgium, north-west of Brussels.

We have now only to say, in conclusion, that we shall

be glad if these international exhibitions should induce

the employers of labour on the continent of Europe to

procure for their workpeople more handy and better tools

than those now in use. Their long-handled, round-nosed

spades are the most unwieldy things imaginable, while

the short-handled hoes must be dreadful to work with.

The persons using them must necessarily stoop very much,

and thereby not only cause painful back-aching, but the

loss of much power. Then, the wheelbarrows have low

wheels and very short handles, and, so far as our ex-

perience goes, they are about the most dead-weight carry-

ing implements which we ever saw. However, the meu|do
not seem to take any large loads or go very quickly, so

perhaps they square it in that way.

We regret very much being unable to accept the many
invitations we had to visit some of the leading agricultu-

rists in Austria and Hungary, for we are quite sure that

we should not only have had a hearty welcome, because

Englishmen seem to be held in high esteem by the in-

habitants of those countries, but we should have seen

much to interest us, and perhaps have obtained some
hints on matters which could have been made useful in this

country.

Mr. Cunliffe Owen most kindly and considerately sent

an interpreter to take the English herdsmen and shep-

herds over the general exhibition on Saturday, the 7th

instant. The men deserved this, for they conducted

themselves in a most orderly and satisfactory manner
during the whole time of the cattle exhibition.
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAllD.

Monthly Council, Wednesday, June 4.—Present

:

Earl Cathcart, President, in the chair ; tlic Earl of Lei-

cester, K.G.; Viscount Bridport, Lord Kesteven, Sir A.

K. Macdonald, Bart.; Sir Watliin W. Wynn, Bart.,

M.P. ; Mr. Amos, Mr. Barnett, Mr. Booth, Mr. Cantrell,

Mr. Davies, Mr. Drucc, j\Ir. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Hol-

land, Mr. Bovven Jones, Colonel Kingscote, M.P. ; Mr.
Lawes, Mr. Leeds, Mr. Mcintosh, Mr. Masfen, Mr. Mil-

ward, Mr. Pain, Mr. Randell, Mr. Ridley, Mr. Shuttle-

worth, Mr. Statter, Mr. Jabez Turner, Mr. John Wells,

Mr. Jacob Wilson, and Dr. Voelcker.

The following members weie elected :

Bowly, Wilfred, Siddingtoa House, Cirencester.

Bramley, Robert, Airmyn, Howden, Yorkshire.

BrownsoD, John, Marston Montgomery, Ashbourne.

Bruce, L. K., St. Nicholas, CaidifF.

Butterworth, John Cawood, Airrayn, Howden, Yorkshire.

Carr, William, Rossall Grange Farm, Fleetwood.

Cathcart, Colonel the Hon. Augustus, Spennithorne, Bedale.

Charlwood, Charles, Padworth Mill, Reading.

Collis, Stephen Edward, Tarbert, Co. Kerry, Ireland.

Cooper, William Synge, Killmorton Paddox, Rugby.
Dalton, Thomas Brady, Storton-Scawby, Brigg.

Escobar, Alfredo, Bogota, New Granada, United States of

Colombia.

Ewayaraa, Naoki, Agricultural Department, Tokei, Japan.

Penning, Herberts., Gatton, Reigate.

Goodwin, Robert, Newtown, Montgomeryshire.

Gould, Theobald Butler,Spy Hill Cottage, Queeustown, Ireland.

Gratrex, Thomas, Farm Wood, Newport, Monraouthsliire.

Halsey, Thomas Frederick, Great Gaddesdeu Place, Hemel
Hempstead.

Horner, John Prancis Fortescue, Mells Park, Prome.
Jemraett, William Sugden, roulden,B<*rwick-on-Tweed.

Kirkham, Joseph Binder, Andleby Villa, Caistor.

Kirkham, John Walesby, Cadeby Hall, Grimsby.

Le Butt, Josiah, Bury St. Edmund's.
Linton, John, Westwick Hall, Cambridge.

Lowe, Isaac, Donnington, Newport, Salop.

Macvicar, Neil, Kirraond, Market Rasen.
Meynall, Francis William, Coxbench Hall, Derby.

Moore, George, Appleby Hall, Atherstone.

Paik, Fergus William, Grove, Retford.

Phillips, William Page Thomas, The Grange, Woodbridge.

Poole, Rev. William, Hentland, Ross.

Robinson, James, Hook, Howden, Yorkshire.

Scotten, Richard Joshua, Manor House, Mouks Kirby, Lutter-

worth.

Selraes, James, Newenden, Ashford, Kent.

Shaw, George, Day Hills, Stone, Staffordshire.

Thompson. Herbert Edward, 8, Scarisbrick Street, Southport.

Timson, Henry, Tatchbury Mount, Totton, Southampton.

Webb, Jonas, Melton Ross, Ulceby, Lincolnshire.

Whiteliead, George, Deighton Grove, York.

Wilkinson, Rev. Thomas W., Thistleflat House, Crook, Dar-

lington.

Wilson, Charles H., Rigmaden, Kirby Lonsdale.

Woods, Henry, M.P., W^arnford, Bishops Waltham.

Finances.—Major-General Viscount Bridport pre-

sented the report, from which it appeared that the secre-

tary's receipts during the past month had been duly ex-

amined by the committee, and by Messrs. Quilter, Ball,

and Co., the Society's accountants, and found correct.

The balance at the bankers on May 31 was

£3,002 14$. 6d., while £2,000 remains at deposit.

The committee having considered the inconvenience

arising from time to time in the case of the death of a

trustee, and having taken the opinion of the Society's

solicitors on the question of the investment of the funds

of the Society in its corporate name, they now recom-

mend that the previous practice of investing the Society's

funds in the name of trustees be discontinued, and that

the present and future funds of the Society be transferred

and held in the Society's corporate name ; and they also

recommend that the Society execute under their common
seal, with the signatures of the President and one trustee

and the Secretary, the usual power of attorney to their

bankers for receipt of dividends, and when necessary for

the sale or purchase of stock. This report was adopted.

Journal.—Mr. Holland reported the following re-

commendations of the committee :—That the exchange of

publications with the Institution of ^Mechanical Engineers

should date from the commencement of the second series

of the Journal, and that the editor of the The Garden be

allowed to obtain, at his own expense, electrotypes of the

woodcuts illustrating Mr. Carruthers' papers on " Dodder

and the Potato Disease," published in the last number of

the Journal.—This report was adopted.

Chemical.—Mr. Holland reported that the committee

had I'eceived Dr. Voelcker's quarterly report, and had

ordered it to be printed in the usual manner for further

consideration at the next monthly meeting.—This report

was adopted.

General Hull.—Sir Watkin W. Wynn, Bart.,

M.P. (chairman), reported that the committee recom-

mended that a sum, not exceeding £600, be granted for

advertising the Hull meeting ; that application be made
to the Home Secretary to allow the Society to obtain the

services of the usual number of the A division of the

London police ; that Professors Brown and Hunt be re-

quested to act as veterinary surgeons at the Hull meeting
;

and that the principal implement makers be asked for a

list of their agents in the large towns within the district

of this year's meeting, in order that one or two of the

Society's posters may be sent to them for exposure in

front of their establishments or in market-places.—This

report was adopted.

Showyard Contracts.—Mr. Brandreth Gibbs re-

ported that the committee recommended that the surveyor

should order new number-plates for the implement

stands ; that the contractor is entitled to his second pay-

ment on account of showyard work, and that three new
Hags be ordered for the entrances.—This report was

adopted.

Selection.—Col. Kingscote, C.B., M.P., reported

that the committee recommended that the Duke of Bed-

ford be appointed a member of the Council, in the place

of Lord Kesteven, who has been elected a trustee. This

report having been received. His Grace the Duke of Bed-

ford was unanimously elected a member of the Council on

the motion of Col. Kingscote, seconded by Major-General

Viscount Bridport.

Mr. Jacob Wilson having moved the resolution of

which he had given notice, it was discussed, amended, and

finally carried as follows, on the motion of Mr. Booth,

seconded by Mr. Milward :

—

" That the expenses of the honorary director andstewards,

incurred by them in attending the annual couutry meetings of

the Society, be paid by the Society."

The following communication from the Austro-Hun-

gavian Ambassador, with reference to an Agricultural

Congress to be held at Vienna next September was then

read, and the President undertook to reply on behalf of

the council, and to enclose a copy of the instructions

which had been issued to Professor Wrighston to guide

him in reporting on the Vienna Exhibition and on the

Austro-Hungarian Empire ;

—
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Imperial and lloyal Austro-Hungarian Embassy,

Belgrave Square. May 27, 1873.
My Lord,—The Chief Commissioner of the Vienna Exhibi-

tion has suggested the holding of an International Agricultural
CongresB, and His Imperial Highness the Arch-Duke Rainer,
as President of tlie Exhibition, has desired the Imperial
Minister for Aj^riculture, M. de Chlumetzky, to undertake the
direction of tliat Congress, and to accept the presidency
tliereof.

The Minister for Agriculture thinks that the said Congress
could only achieve a valuable result, if persons holding a
position of first rank in the agricultnre ofthe different countries
which exhibit in the agricultural department of the Exhibition
are represented as fully as possible.

Only such questions will be submitted to the deliberation of
the Congress wliich have an international character, to the
solution of which, therefore, the co-operation of different

countries seems desirable.

The Congress shall sit at Vienna from September 19 till

September 25.

The Minister for Agriculture believes it conducive to a full

and effectual participation in the Congress that of each country
represented at the Universal Exhibition a personage should
assist him as delegate, wlio would not only take part himself
in the labours of the Congress, but who would, by his relations
to the leading agricultural circles of his own country, be in the
position to name other persons of his country to become mem-
bers of the Congress, and to agree with the president on the
questions to be discussed.

Such delegates would be nominated for: 1, England; 3,
Germany; 3, France; 4, Eussia; 5, Italy; 6, Turkey; 7,
United States of America ; 8, Sweden and Norway ; 9, Brazil

;

10, Spain; 11, Belgium; 13, Holland; 13, Switzerland ; 14.,

Portugal ; and 15, Greece.
The delegates would become members of tlie managing

committee of tlie International Congress. The delegates of
the seven first-named countries would be proposed to his
Majesty the Emperor for being appointed vice-presidents of
the Congress.

As the British Government has no official department for
agriculture, I have, therefore, the honour to address myself to
you, my lord, as President of the Royal Agricultural Society
of England, the recognised organ of the agricultural interest

in this country, and beg to request you to accept yourself the
position of the English delegate for the said Congress ; and
as you are one of the Royal Commission of Great Britain for

the Vienna Exhibition, I think these additional functions

would happily be united with those already assumed by you.

If, however, you are not inclined to accept these functions,

I beg to request you to lay my communication before the

Council of the Royal Agricultural Society, requesting them to

name for that purpose a personage whose social position and
practical standing in agriculture would guarantee a further-

ance of the object of the said Congress.

As the nomination of the chief foreign delegates is a con-
dition to the preparatory steps to be taken in reference to the

Congress, I beg to request you, my lord, to favour me with an
answer at your earliest convenience.—I have the honour to be,

my lord, your obedient servant.

The Austro-Hungarian Ambassador,
The Right Hon. the Earl Cathcart, (Signed) Beust.

President of The Royal Agricultural Society of England.

A communication was received from the Secretary of

State for Foreign Affairs, enclosing a copy of the pro-

gramme of an international competition of mowing and
reaping machines to be held by the Agricultural Society

of Bekes at Bekes Csaba, Hungary, on July 5.

A communication was received from the Highland and
Agricultural Society of Scotland asking the Council to

join the directors of that Society in a memorial to the

Board of Trade requesting the Government to institute

an inquiry into the cause and method of prevention of

the potato disease. The Secretary was instructed to state

that the President of the Society having offered a prize

on this subject, the Council were desirous of awaiting the

result of that offer before taking any further steps in the

matter.

A letter from the Italian Ambassador was referred to

the Education Committee.
Suggestions made by members of the Society at the

annual general meeting last month were then discussed,

and those made by Mr. C, G. Roberts were referred to

the Education Committee.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

The annual dinner vtas held on Wednesday, June 4, at Willis'

Rooms, when about ninety attended. Lord Kesteven in the
chair.

After the usual loyal toasts, Sir Watkin W. Wynn, as a
Colonel botli of militia and yeomanry, returning thanks for
the army and navy.

The Chairman rose and said: This society has arisen
in an incredibly short space of time, and, through the agency
of its kind friends and patrons, has attained to a lieight of ex-
cellence, nay, more, has done such an amount of useful and
benevolent work as to be almost unequalled by any other
society in so brief a period of time. Now, if I venture, first,

to go into facts, and next a little into figures, you will say that
I am going into region which partakes somewhat of the cha-
racter of romance, because as you all know, facts are often
described as something which is a long way from the truth.

You have also probably heard that figures, in the hands of a
careful and skilful manipulator, may be made to prove what-
ever you please. Therefore, my task is a rather difficult one,
though it may be an ingenious one. But I will not try to
beguile you from stern facts, or take you away from dry figures

;

and these are the two matters that we have to deal with in

reference to this toast. The facts are contained in the asser-

tion that the society, as I have before remarked, has achieved
an amount of good throughout the country—unequalled, I

may say, by any other kindred institution. What are these
facts ? With regard to the number ot pensioners at the pre-
sent time, you will bear in mind that the society only origin-
ated 12 years ago, and that it had nothing to begin with. Its
capital, except in the goodwill of those who set it agoing, was
nil. I have a friend here on my right (Mr. Mechi) who can
tell you how it originated, who originated it, and who helped

the child when it was brought into the world. I have no
doubt that it has been well cared for since, or it would never

have arrived at the size to which it has grown in 13 years. We
do not find our children get to manhood in so short a period

as that ; but that seems to have been the case with this society,

though it is still capable of attaining a larger growth. Well,

we began with nothing, and at that time had no pensioners

;

but now, at the end of 12 years, we have not less than 268 pen.

sioners on our books at an expense of £5,600 a-year. More-
over, it is proposed to add in tliree weeks' time 44 pensioners

more at an expense of £964 a-year. Now it is a great result

to have achieved, that no less than 312 pensioners, without

counting their children or dependants, should be main-

tained by the society at the end of 12 years. More than

that, the society, I am informed, has somewhere about

£24,000 of stock standing to the credit of its trustees in the

books at the Bank of England, and representing a capital

amounting to upwards of ^30,000 sterling. These, gentle-

men, are facts, not romance—not imagination on my part.

They are the stern and real facts of the case, as put into my
hands by the Secretary. Let us glance at the facts for the

purpose of seeing how they work out. For the year 1871 the

subscriptions and donations to the Society amounted to £5,575 ;

but for the year 1872, ending the 31st of December last, they

were £6,124, showing an increase in that year alone of £550.

Now, I say these are great and important facts, and redown to

the credit of the agricultural body. I must not, however,

attribute all this success, and all this credit entirely to the

agricultural body ; for you are sympathised with by dwellers

in towns. We do not want to separate our interests from

theirs, nor do they wish to separate their interests from ours.

There are many most liberal subscribers to our funds, who are
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inhabitants of this great town of London. And there are

many also in the great towns ofths North, and many through-
out the length and breadth of the land, who have literally no
other feeling towards the agricultural body than that of good will

and kind confidence ; they, therefore, afford their aid to us in

, a generous manner. But, gentlemen, what strikes me with
peculiar force in looking over our subscription list is that we
do not do quite enough ourselves. I readily admit our short-

comings. That the agricultural body might do more seems
quite clear. But before I venture to place myself in this

position, which I do with all diffidence, I took the trouble,

as I do not like to undertake any duty with which 1

have not in some degree made myself acquainted, to go
through the little volume or green book, which you have
before you, and which gives an account of every county,

every locality, and every man who aids in this great work

;

and I must say that I found serious shortcomings on the part

of many English counties, and I am sorry to add that the

county I am best acquainted with, in which I have passed all

my life, and which I represented in the House of Commons for

some seven or eight-and-twenty-years—1 mean the great county
of Lincoln—does not stand high in the list of subscribers ; and
T understand this is the excuse they have—that before this

institution was originated, they had a local society of their own
at home. But it is my opinion that when a man gives a half-

crown at home for such a purpose, we ought to call upon him
to give his five shillings here. For, although they begun it

at home, it is but a little affair after all, and gives its pensioners

only a small pittance. If they want a good example, they will

find it here ; let them come here, then, and learn how to ex-

tend their good work. As I feel that I am on my defence for

my county, I would observe that this Session i have been
sitting on a Committee of the House of Lords upon the ques-

sion of the improvement of land, and I find all the people

saying, "
! you men of Lincolnshire want for nothing !

You think you are perfect, and that your agriculture is all you
desire. You have no common or waste lands ; everything

is under cultivation. Agricultural improvement has made
rapid and great advances amongst you. You make the

most of circumstances, and your returns are commensu-
rate." It is upon some such grounds as these, I presume,

that our people do not want any rel'ef—in fact, they are

too well off. And this is borne out out by the greenbook
of which I have spoken ; for I find that of 312 recipients of

your pensions, there are only two from the county of Lincoln,

a fact which shows that the people of Lincolnshire

are either very independent and self-reliant, or do not want
our assistance. Let them come forward, however, and help

those who do want such assistance and are not so advan-
tageously placed as themselves. And rest assured that if I can

do anything to stir them up I will do so. As is commonly and
vulgarly said, they shall catch it pretty hot. But there are

other counties which want looking up as well as my own, and
if you do that systematically and perseveringly, I believe it

will be with the best effects; for I observe that in those dis-

tricts where the number of the recipients of the charity is large,

there the number of subscribers is equally large. That proves

to me that they feel they are conferring a benefit upon their

poorer neighbours, that they are willing to recognise that

duty, and if that feeling pervaded the land in its length and
breadth we should soon double our capital and quadruple our
subscriptions ; so .that all those poor fellows whom adverse

seasons, disease amongst their cattle, or other unavoidable
misfortunes have reduced to poverty would have something to

keep them out of the workhouse. I have been speaking thus
far with regard to the dwellers in the country, but let not
those who are dwellers in towns altogether escape this tax. I

dare say that many gentlemen availed themselves of the holiday

on Monday last to quit town and visit the country, where they

saw everything to all appearance flourishing, the fields dressed

in emerald green, and nature in her most attractive garb. The
country, no doubt, they thought a perfect Arcadia. Every-
thing seemed to be going on happily, and the land to be flowing

with milk and honey. But there is a reverse to every picture,

and so there is to this. For the agricultural body, whose life

presents such a picture of simplicity and content to the

dwellers in towns, are often the victims of a precarious climate.

Every successive season, every wind that blows and brings

blessings to one man, carries damage and disaster to another,

so that in this climate all is not universally prosperous.

Take one branch of agricultural industry alone, the

potato crop. Last year, in my county, the entire

crop of potatoes was sacrificed in a large portion of the

county where the agriculturists depended for their living on

that crop. The whole failed ; and the same was the case in

parts of Yorkshire. The consequence was great distress. But
the people raised no outcry. They asked for no relief. They
said, " Let us put our shoulders to the wheel, and hope for

better luck next year." I began life as an agriculturist before

I was of age, and mor« than fifty years ago ; so that I know
pretty well what has happened in that time. I have witnessed

very great fluctuations in that interval both of prosperity and

of adversity. I have seen various events acting upon
the agriculture of the country, sometimes beneficial in their

operation, and sometimes the reverse ; and it is for those who
suffer under adversity that we appeal to the country at large to

help us ; to help us in assisting our brothers in adversity, when
they have fallen into the " sere and yellow leaf" of old age and
poverty. These are the feelings with which I have ventured to

undertake the duties of the position I now fill. I only wish the

office had been entrusted to better hands ; but I have endea-

voured feebly, though to the best of my ability, to advocate the

cause of the Society. I trust that it will go on and prosper.

Indeed, I see no reason to doubt it. Its prosperity hitherto has
not been fitful or impulsive but gradual and steady. Year by
year it has gone on increasing. May it continue to do so, and
the blessings it confers be in the same ratio ! These are my
aspirations, and if they are realised in the full, I shall not
regret the effort I have made to lay its claims before you at

this festive board. I am proud to see so many friends from my
own neighbourhood present on this occasion. They have come
here, I beheve, at least some of them, because I happen to fill

this chair ; and if they and others from the country, when they

return to their respective neighbourhoods, will advocate the

great and good work which we have at heart, you may be
assured of its lasting prosperity and success, which is the

sentiment I now ask you to drink (cheers).

The [amounts of the lists of subscriptions obtained by the

honorary local secretaries, raised in connection with the anni-

versary, was announced at about £6,500.

Mr. J. J. Mechi proposed " The Agricultural Societies of

England, Ireland, and Scotland." Every thing con-

nected with agriculture had strangely altered within the

last few years, and everyone present must feel that an age
of vast progress commenced with the application of steam to

farming purposes. He was very much pleased to see in

the room so many representatives of the Royal Agricultural

Society, and was happy to connect with the toast the name of

the Secretary, Mr. Jenkins—a gentleman whose talent and
usefulness had earned for him general respect, and who had
proved that he was the right man in the right place.

Mr. H. M. Jenkins, in responding, observed that the as-

sistance afforded to the distressed French peasant-farmers, after

the late war, showed that English farmers were not selfish,

as some persons had supposed, and he had no doubt
that the number of subscribers to that institution would
continue to increase. When he first became Editor of the

Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society, he was told

that agricultural literature was used up, and that all that

could be done in future would he a mere rec/iiMf/fe of what
had been done already. At the present time, however, there

was no interest which more evidently attracted public atten-

tion than the agriciltural interest, and he believed there

would be no want of material for writings on agricultural

questions.

Mr. MiLWAUD proposed The Executive Council, coupling

with the toast the name of the Marquis of Huntly.
The Marquis of Huntly, in responding, said he beheved

that as agriculture went on that institution would be more
needed than it was now, because the weakest men would be
almost sure to go to the wall. In order to attain success a
man must have various advantages ; as he must be a good
agriculturist, and have plenty of brains (A Voice :

" And
plenty of money ") ; yes, and plenty of money, or he could

not, as a i«ule, expect to succeed. That Society would help

men who were really deserving, and yet not successful ; and
he was glad that instead of wasting its money on bricks and
mortar, which when put together would have looked like a
vast lunatic asylum, it had spent it in supplying deserving

persons with annuities to enable them to live comfortably in
their respective neighbourhoods.

The CiuiRMAJN then gave The Secretary.
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Mr. C. S. Cantjodll proposed The Honorary Local Secre-

taries. After the next election the Society would be distri-

buting in annuities £6,500 per annum, and no other

institution as young as that could be found throughout the
|

lenglli and breadth of the land which was enabled to do
anything like the same amount of good.

Mr. WAGSTAri? returned thanks.

Mr. T. CoNGREVE then proposed the health of Mr. Mechi.

THE ROYAL CORNWALL AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

MEETING AT PENRYN.

The Devons were amongst some of the best ever exhibited

in Cornwall. Tlie judges, however experienced, must seldom

liave had such a class before them as the old Devon bulls ; and

the prize animals Jonquil and Kingcraft are both well known.

Still, Master Harry beat the two at Cardiff Royal, and King-

craft, now second, was awarded the prize as the best bull in

the yard at Bodmin. The two-year-old Devon class was per-

haps still more worthy of notice ; and, again, Mr. Richard

Kniglit's bnll, bred by Lord Falmouth, carried off the first

honours. The cow classes had large entries, aud Mr. Ear-

thing's first heifer beat a good lot. Amongst the Short-

horns, as a matter of course, the Hoskens, of Hayle, were

the most successful exhibitors; and Mr. E. Bolitho's

bull by Orion, was bred by them. In bulls not exceeding two

years old Hoskens' Duke of Oxford carried off first prizes at

Exeter, at the Bath aud West of England, Dorchester, and at

Bodmin in 1872; while he not only took the first prize here,

but the special prize for the best beast on the field. At Kirrier

and at Penzance the Duke had also the highest houours.

The same herd was first again in Shorthorn cows in calf or

iu milk above three years old, aud also in heifers in calf, and

in Jieifers not exceeding two years old. For old Hereford bulls

there was no competition whatever ; and iu Hereford bulls not

exceeding two years old, Mr. J. Paull, Ruanlanihorne, was

first as he was "also in cows. The Channel Island cattle was

also a small show of thirteen, but it contained some very pretty

animals.

In sheep Mr. James Tremain was, as usual, the most suc-

cessful exhibitor in Leicesters, in which he carried off no less

tlian seven prizes. The South Ham sheep were well repre-

sented, and the competition was keen. Among the class for

other long-woolled sheep, Mr. R. Corner, Torweston, Somer-

set, took all three prizes for yearling rams, and Lord Fal-

mouth, as usual, had it all his own way with the Shropshire

Downs.
The horses showed not only a falling off in numbers com-

pared with Bodmin, but the quality was inferior. Five

thoroughbred stallions came before the judges, and Mr. Bickle's

Hunting Horn added another to his long list of honours.

There were six agricultural stallions, Mr. Laity's Clydesdale be-

ing first, and the North Cornwall Stud Company's Glasgow pur-

chase, Bobby Burns, second. The agricultural mares were only

four in number, and here Mr. Tremaine took one of his fourteen

prizes. In the mares and foals class for hunters Lord Fal-

mouth took the leading prizes with Seneschal's stock. The
three-year-old geldings or fillies were a lair class, and

gave the judges some trouble, all three prizes going to West
Cornwall. The two-year-old class was a good one, the

winner of the first prize being as good as could be seen in the

sliow, and taking much after liis sire, Lifton, whose stock was

particularly successful at this show. There were thirteen

weight-carrying hunters; but they were only moderate in

quality. The cobs were a very fair class.

The pigs were considered good, where the black breeds

and the white were all classed together. The first

prize in large breed boars was taken by Messrs. J. Wheeler

and Sons, Shipton-on-Stour, with a Berkshire ; Messrs.

Duckering being second here as well as in the small breed,

and first in large sows. They were also first in small breed

young boars and in breeding sows, and took Lord Fal-

moutli's special prize for the best pen of pigs in the yard.

Messrs. Wheeler and Sons won several other secondary prizes,

and Mr. James Tremaine had a second and a third.

PRIZE-LIST,
JUDGES.—Devons and Herefords: J. Quartly, Molland-

house, Southmolton ; T. Duckham, Ross.—Shorthorns :

J. Stratton, Alton Priors, Marlborough; E. Elliott, Lan-

dulph. — Jerseys : Lisbreil, St. Neots. — Sheep :

Creswcli, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Leicester; W. Torr, Aylesby

Manor, Lincoln; Stooke, East Sherford, Devon.—
Horses: Calmady, Tetcott, Holsworthy; J. Thomas,
Bletsoe, Bedford ; W. C. Spooner, Southampton.

—

Pigs :

W. F. Collier, Woodtown, Horrabridge.

—

Implements:
Paige, St. Germains; J. Rosewarne, Phillack.

CATTLE.
devons.

Bulls above three years old.—First prize, Vicount Falmouth,
Tregothnan (Jonquil); second, Viscouut Falmouth (Kingcraft)

;

third, W. Farthing, Stowey Court, Bridgewater (Master

Harry). Commended : J. Thomas, The Glebe, Redruth (Cin-

namon).
Bulls above two and not exceeding three years old.—First

prize, R. Knight, Lanivet ; second, J. Jackman, Hexworthy
;

third, Mr. Powlesland, Stockley Poraeroy (Hermit).—Com-
mended, J. Jackman.

Bulls not exceeding two years old.—First prize, W. Farthing

(Master Robin) ; second, J. Jackman ; third, T. Julyan, Creed

(Sweet William) ; fourth, J. Jackman.
Bulls not exceeding twelve months old.—First prize, J

Tremain, Polsue ; second, J. Menhcnick, Wadebridge (Dis-

raeli). Commended: J. Menhenick (Cleon) ; J. Gould,
Bampfylde Lodge, Poltimore.

Cows in calf or in milk, above three years old,—First prize

T. Julyan (Bloomer) ; second, Mr, Powlesland (Queen)
,

third, J. Treraaiu (Rose 4th).

Heifers in calf or in milk, not exceeding three years old.

—

First prize, W. Farthing ; second, T. Julyan (Primrose)

;

third, T. Powlesland. Commended: T. Julyan (Bonny Lass).

Heifers not exceeding two years old.—First prize, J. Gould
;

second, T. Julyan (Famous) ; third, R. Jackman (Flora 2nd).

Highly commended : J. Menhenick.
SHORTHORNS.

Bulls above three years old.—First prize, E. Bolitho, Tre-

widden (Orion) ; second, Hosken and Son, Hayle (Towneley
Oxford) ; third, R. and T. Russell (Hector 2nd).

Bulls above two and not exceeding three years old.—First

prize, J. Thomas, Gerrans (Brilliant) ; second, J. Gill, Probus ;

third, J. Tremain, Polsue (General Clarence). Highly com-
mended, W. Stephens, St. Kew (Sir John).

Bulls not exceeding two years old.—First prize, Hosken and

Son (Duke of Oxford) ; second, J. Horsewell ^nd Son, Burns
Hall, Lewdown ; third, J. Faull, Probus (Mercury) ; fourth,

R. Tremain, Trethurffe (Sir George).

Bulls not exceeding twelve months old.—First prize, J.

Thomas (Knight of Oxford) ; second, J. Gill. Commended,
W. Chapman, Gerrans (Young Mercury).

Cows in cfilf or in milk above three years old.—First prize,

Hosken and Son (Alexandria) ; Hosken and Son (Maggie)

;

third, J . K. Martyn, St. Enoder (Match 5th).

Heifers in calf or in milk not exceeding three years old.

—

First prize, Hosken and Son (Countess of Oxford) ; second,

Hosken and Son (Red Rose) ; third, L. Bice, Burthey, Gram-
ponnd-road. Commended, R. Tremain (Red Rose).

Heifer not exceeding two years old.—First prize, Hosken
and Son (Kate 5th) ; second, J. Horswell and Son ; third,

Hosken and Son (Moss Rose 2nd).

herefords.
Bulls above three years old.—First prize, G. aud W. E.

Lobb, Lawhitton (Ostorius). No other entry.

Bulls above two and notjexceeding three years old.—First

prize, J. Baron, Bodmin (Tommy) ; second, W. Grose, St.

Kew. Commended, N. W. Lobb, Trenault.

Bulls not exceeding two years old.—First prize, J. Paull,

Ruanlanihorne (Young Gamester) ; second, R. Tucker, Pri-

deaux (Admiral).

Cows in calf or in milk, above three years old.—First prize

J. Paull (Daisy) ; second, G. and W. E. Lobb (Barmaid/

Highly commended, O, Ryall, Milton Abbot.
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Heifers in calf or in milk, not exceeding three years old.

—

First prize, G. and W. E. Lobb ; second, Olver, Penhallow.

Heifers not exceeding two years old.—first prize, W. Grose;

second, G. and W. Lobb.

CHANNEL ISLAND^ BEEED.
Bulls not exceeding four years old.—First piize, T. D.

Eva, Camborne (Lord of the Isles) ; second, 11. Dobell,

Truro.

Cows in calf, or in milk, above three years old.—First prize,

E. Williams, Flushing ; second, Mr. Newrombe ; third, W.
Shilson, Treiuough, Buttercup).

Heifers, in calf or in milk, not exceeding three years old.

—

First prize, W. Shilson ; second. Archdeacon Pliillpotts, St.

Gluvias ; third, T. D. Eva (Lilly).

SHEEP.
Leicester yearlings.—First, second, and third prizes, J. Tre-

main, Polsue Higliiy commended: J. Rosewarne, Nans-
puska.

Rams of any age.—First, second, and third prizes, J. Trc-

raain. Highly commended : J. Gould, Bampfylde Lodge.

Commended : J. Tremain.

Pen of five yearling ewes.—First prize, J. Tremain ; second,

J. Gould ; third, J. Rosewarne.

Pen of five ewes of two years old and upwards, to be shown
in llieir wool, and with their lambs.—Prize, J. Rosewarne.

South Ham yearling rams.—First, second, and third prizes,

E. S. Tucker, Molenick.

Rams of any age.— First prize, E. S. Tucker; second, J.

Moon, Penhale, Liskeard ; third, E. Bolilho, Trewidden.

Pen of fiveycarlingewes.—Prize, R. C. Clarke, St. Budeaux.

Pen of five ewes of two years old and upwards, to be shown
in their wool and with their lambs.—First prize, R. C. Clarke;

second, J. R. Moon, Higher Clicker, Liskeard ; third, E.
Bolitho.

Dartmoor yearling rams.—First prize, J. Drew, Artiscombe,

Tavistock ; second, R. May, Greudon, Tavistock.

Rams of any age.—First prize, T. Squire, South Brentor
;

second, J. Drew.

Yearling raras, long-woollcd, not specified in the above
classes.—First, second, and third prizes, R. Corner, Torweston,

Somerset.

Rams of any age.—First prize, J. Wheeler and Sons, Long
Corapton, Shipstou-on-Stour ; second and third, R. Corner.

Pen of five yearling ewes.—First prize, R. Corner ; third,

J. H. Amory, MP., Knightshays-court, Tiverton.

Pen of five ewes of two years old and upwards, to be shown
in their wool and with their lambs.—Prize, J. H. Amory,M.P.

Shropshire Down yearling rams.—Second prize. Viscount
Falmouth, Tregothnan.

Rams of any age.—First prize. Viscount Falmouth ; second,

E. Bolitho.

Pen of five yearling ewes.—First, second, and prizes, Viscount
Falmouth.

Pen of five ewes of two years old and upwards, to be shown
in their wool and with their lambs.—First prize. Viscount

Falmouth ; second, Olver, Penhallow.

HORSES.
Stallions, for agricultural purposes.—First prize, H. Laity,

Crowan ; second. North Cornwall Stud Company (Bobby
Burns).

Mares and foals, or mares in foal.—First prize, J. Tremain,
Polsue ; second, J. Gill, St. Erme ; third, H. P. Willoughby,
lUogan (Violet).

Geldings or fillies, foaled in 1870.—First prize, W. L. Earle,

Feock ; second, J . Stick, Lanivet ; third, Mr. Pascoe, Stithiaus.

Colts, geldings, or fillies, foaled in 1871.—First prize, J.

Taylor, St. Anthony ; second, R. Ward, Ladock.

HACKS OR HUNTERS.
Thoroughbred stallions.—First prize, J. K. Bickell, Tavis-

tock (Hunting Horn) ; second, T. M. Hawke, St. Day
(S.C.B., late Aii Pacha).

Mares and foals, or mares in foal.—First prize. Viscount

Falmouth, Tregothnan (Lady Chataline) ; second, Viscount

Falmouth (Bowling-green) ; third, Ti M. Hawke, St. Day.

Geldings or fillies, foaled in 1870.—First prize, H. Arrai-

tage, Penzance ; second, R. H. Hocking, Helstou ; third,

H. Ivey, Camborne.

Colts, geldings, or fillies, foaled in 1871.—First prize, Mr.
Cliegwin, lUogan ; second, R. Wliite, Trcvellaud, St. Just;

third, A. Roberts, St. Keverne.

Weight-carrying hunters, not less than four years old.

—

First prize, G. Williams, Scorrier House (Coldrenick)

;

second, E. Bolitho, Trewidden, I'enzauce.

Be.st weight-carrying .hunter, mare, or gelding.—Prize,

silver cup, value £10, G. Williams, Scorrier House (Col-

drenick).

Cobs, mares, or geldings, not less than 14 hands or more
than 14 hands 3 inches.—First prize, R. Pryor, Redruth;
second, Jackman, Plymouth.

Best mare or gelding cob, not exceeding 14< hands 3 inches.

—Prize, silver cup, value £6, W. H. Tremain,
Newlyn.

Best pony, mare, or gelding, not exceeding 13^ hands high.

—First prize, E. Williams, Flushing (Jemmy) ; second, J.

Hotten, Ladock (Gipsy).

Best mare or gelding pony, not exceeding 13j hands high.

—Prize, silver cup, value £1, M. H. Williams, Trcdrea.

Highly commended : Paull, Ruanlaniliorne.

The Challange Cup, value £60.—Mr. Paull, Ruanlani-

horne.
PIGS.

Large breed.—First prize, Messrs. Ji Wheeler and Sons,

Long Conipton, Shipston-on-Stour ; second, Messrs. Ducker-

ing and Son, Northorpe, Kirton Lindsey ; third, Messrs. J.

Wheeler and Sons.

Breeding sows in farrows, or that have farrowed within six

months.—First prize, Messrs. Duckering and Son ; second,

Messrs. J. Wheeler and Sons; third, Messrs. J. Wheeler and

Sons.

Small breed, exceeding twelve months old.—First prize, R.
Roskelly, St. Euoder ; second, Messrs. Duckering and Son

;

third, J. Basselt, Kenwyn.

Boars not exceeding twelve months old.—First prize,

Messrs. Duckering and Son ; second, Messrs. J. Wheeler and

Sons ; third, J. Tremain, Polsue.

Breeding sows in farrows, or that have farrowed within six

months.—First prize, Messrs. Duckering and Son; second,

Messrs. J. Wheeler and Sons; third, J. Tremain. Com-
mended : R. H. Hocking, Helston.

Best pen of two breeding sows (of the same litter), not ex-

ceeding twelve months old.—First prize, Messrs. Duckering

and Son; second, J. Tremain ; third, Messrs. R. and T.Russell.

Highly commended : Messrs. R. and T. Russell. Commended :

Messrs. R. and T. Russell.

IMPLEMENTS.
The £25 placed at the disposal of the judges was thus

distributed :—

•

W. Brenton's Nonpareil mower, £1 ; new nine-row corn

drill (new implement) with improved seed dischargers, £1

;

new broadcast corn machine fitted with new seed dischargers

and improved side, £1.

J. Davey, for his patent Climax tiirnwrestidonble plough,

£5
;
general purpose cultivator (new implement), £1 ; set of

general purpose harrows, for harrowing the land alike in each

way, £1.

P. Blarney, Truro.—Champion Butterfly plough, manufac-

tured by J. Buckingham, Launceston, £1.

J. llearle and Sons, Gwarder, Penryn.—Potato driller, £1

;

and plough, £1.

H. Beare, Newton Abbot.—Patent Eclipse double-speed

back-action haymaker, £3.

H. S. Gregory, Taunton.—Patent Disc drill, £2.

Walter A. Wood, London.—New champion self-delivery

implement, £1 ; and new iron mower, £1.

J. Draydon, Helland Bridge, Bodmin.—Improved horse-

rake, £1.

J. F. Clemow and Co., St. Merryu.—Spring corn drill, £3

Samuelson and Co., Banbury.—Grass mowing machine
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THE GLASGOW AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
. MEETING AT GLASGOW.

Taken as a whole, the show of cattle was one of much excel-

lence. The place of honour in the catalogue is given to the

aged Ayrshires in milk, and in this class there are eighteen

exhibitors, all of which are of merit. Mr. W. Coats, Blantyre,

secured the first award with a brown and white cow, with broad
forehead, and fine bracing tapering horns, a straight back, and
a grand milk vessel carried well forward. First in the Glas-

gow Derby of last year, at Camhuslang, Hamilton, and Kil-

bride, she here followed up her long list of successes by gaining

the medal for the best cow in the yard. Mr. Fleming, Avon-
hill, is placed second with a handsome cow, although she has
a somewhat plain head. The third prize was given to Mr.
John Stewart's white cow, which was the first at Ayr in the
nncalved class. She was sold for £200 to go to America, and
before calving her latest progeny was sold for 20 gs. There
are seventeen entries of cows bred by exhibitor, and leading

honours were secured by Mr. A. Leiper, Yard Bent, Strath-

aven, with a brown and white cow, which carried off prizes at

several local shotvs. Mr. Jackson's second prize cow is a small
two-year-old whose only defect is a broken horn. The third

prize goes to Mr. John Holm, Jaapston, for a nicely shaped
cow with great length of quarter but not so well soled as might
be desired. She was placed third in the Derby, Three-year-
old cows in milk are a splendid show, although many persons
allege that owing to the continued " fine breeding" of herd
owners the stock is gradually becoming smaller in size. Still
" fine breeding" has developed the milking qualities of the

Ayrshires to an extraordinary degree. Mr. Peter Gemmell,
High Todhill, Fenwick, took first prize with a dark brown
crummie, which, although not quite perfect in the shape of the
head, possesses good horns, a straight back, great breadth
across, and a magnificent udder. She appeared to much
greater advantage yesterday than when only placed twenty-
fifth in the Ayrshire Derby, A very pretty mottled cow, shown
by Mr, R. Wilson, Forehouse, was placed second. She has a
fine neck and shoulder, and is clever about the milk vessel.

Mr, Martin, Auchinfroe, is third in this class, and second in the
Derby with a red, which has a sweet head, and showing a

considerable amount of breeding, but she appeard to have in-

jured her right horn. Nine two-year-old queys in milk are

forward, and the first award went to Mr. Strang, East Kilbride,

for a very sweet little crnmmie, whose udder is all that could
be desired. Mr, R, Wilson's second prize mottled quey is

better in front than in the quarters. The show of aged cows
in calf is not large, but of much merit. First honours fell to

Mr. W. Weir, Falkirk, for a dark brown with a lovely head,
mild eye, branching horns, grand length beyond the torr, and
beautiful hair. Mr. Lawrence Drew's second prize white and
brown is very small, but a perfect little beauty for shape and
style. The great recommendation of the white and red cow
shown by Mr. A. Fleming, Raith, and which was awarded the

first prize in the three-year-old quey i^in-calf class, is her
breadth across, length behind the hock, and beautiful horns

;

and for style and breeding Mr. A. Love's second brown quey
ran the first very close. His Grace the Duke of Buccleuch
secured first in the two-year-old yeald quey class, with large

sized but symmetrical animal. The yearlings are fair as a

class. Of aged bulls there is a numerous display, and, as usual,

the awards were much canvassed—a very considerable

amount of attention being now paid to the selection of sires

for the best herds of Ayrshires in the west. Sir Michael Shaw
Stewart received the premier award for his dark brown and
white Lofty, This bull was second at Glasgow last year and
fourth at the Highland Society's show, but as a two-year-old

he carried otf all the leading prizes in the country. He has a

good head, grand neck and shoulders, and very good quarters,

with large bone. When shown with the other prize animals
for the best in the yard, he was awarded a silver medal. Mr.
Ballantyne's Dapple, a black and white three-year-old, was
placed second. He was first at Kelso show of the Highland
Society, and took a similar position at Ayr a few weeks ago.
He is a pretty, symmetrical, and powerful bull. Mr. Willison's

Loudoun, placed third, is somewhat lumpy, Mr. Craig's and
Sir Michael Shaw Stewart's two-year-old bulls run a close

race for first award in their class. Both are fine specimens

of the Ayrshire bull, whether shape, character, or power be
regarded ; but Mr. Craig was preferred for being squarer at

the torr and quarters than Sir Michael's. He also had the

weight of previous honours in his favour, having been first at

Barrhead and Hamilton, and second at Glasgow and Kelso last

year. There was more than usual temper displayed over the

awards in the yearling bull class—the three placed being

all pretty equal as regards the points at the shoulder, torr, and
quarters, but Mr. Drew's youngster carried the first with his

beautiful head and horns. There were seventy nominations
for the second annual Derby connected with the Glasgow
Society, and of these over a score are forward. The first prize

was gained by Mr. J. Torrance, Deadwaters, with a dark
brown crummie, possessing a lovely head and horns, and good
shape, while she is capitally soled.

The show of horses at the recent Ayrshire exhibition was
about the best ever brought together in this country, that at

Glasgow is in no degree inferior, and in several of the classes

it is superior. The Clydesdale brood mares, said the judges,
" are better than we have seen for a long time." Mr. Law-
rence Drew's Darling, which carried the silver cup at Stirling,

Newcastle and Hamilton last year was placed first. She is a

bay, half-sister to the celebrated Prince of Wales, said to be

the finest stallion ever bred, and albeit according to some
judges, a little too straight in the hind legs, is the perfection of

a brood mare. Mr. D. Riddell's grey mare, of good style and
roomy, is second. Mr. Drew was again placed first in the

yeald mare class with Loudon Mangie, one of the best bred

and most stylish Clydesdale mares in Scotland, and which for

several years has swept all prizes before her. A brown, sound
legged, and well topped mare shown by Mr. Newby Fraser,

Hay Close, near Penrith, is second. The three-year-old fillies

are another fine show. Mr. J. N. Fleming of Knockdon
stands first with his Ayrshire winner, got by the Prince of

Wales, and half-sister to Drew's Darling. On all hands it was
acknowledged that a better filly is not in the country at the

present time. The two-year-old fillies, the judges averred, are

an extraordinary class, not one of the 13 stalled being of in-

different merit. Mr. P. Brown's bay, placed first, is a splendid

specimen of the Clydesdale style, action, and bone being all

that could be desired. Not much less meritorious is Mr. Cun-
ningham's second prize filly, and Mr. Hunter's fine Ayrshire

first prize filly only here occupied third place. The yearling

fillies are a very promising lot. The entire horses

are all of first-class quality. Perhaps the best lot of

three-year-olds ever brought together are forward here,

and the judges took a long time to arrive at their

awards. More particularly did they hang over Mr. J. N.
Fleming's bay and Mr. R. M'Kean's Prince of Kilbride, both

of which have temper, symmetry, bone and action, but at last

they awarded Mr. M'Keau the first prize. There is a large

and excellent class of two-year-olds, and again the judge found

a difficulty in adjusting the winners. Lord Strathmore, how-
ever, eventually secured the first premium, and Mr, Peter

Crawford, Strathblane, the second. Draught geldings the

judges declared " have never been surpassed at the Glasgow or

any other show." Ten horses are forward in the class, and
competent valuators said that they represent more money
than any ten ever before brought together in one class in an

exhibition yard in Scotland, Mr. Wallace's first and Mr.
Gardiner's second are superb specimens of the Clydesdale

breed. The third prize also belongs to Mr. Gardiner, and
though a compact powerful gelding, he was thought by some
rather undersized, Mr. M'Kean's three-year-old colt secured

Colonel Carrick-Buchannan's five sovereign premium as the

best Clydesdale colt in the yard, while Mr. Fleming's three-

year-old filly was awarded the society's medal for the best

Clydesdale mare or filly. The display of hunters is really a

fine one, and than the prize-takers it would be difficult to get

better anywhere. The jumping was a complete failure—the

only good thing about it being the fun caused by one of the

horses bolting. Roadsters and harness horses are all average

lots ; and the two leading prize-takers in the thoroughbred
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entire class are capital liorses, and useful for any country.

There are numerous pretty and clever ponies in the two sections.

Of sheep there is a fair display of Leicesters, Mr. J . Lees,

Marvingston, Haddington, in this section carrying almost

everything before him. There is a larger shovif than usual of

hlack-faces, although the tups are scarcely up to last year's

form. The evres and hoggs are of superior quality. The dis-

play ot poultry is poor, but there is a large and excellent show
of butter, and a manifest improvement in the flavour is ob-

servable. As usual, there is an immense show of implements,

but if a pulverising plough shown by Messrs. J. Gray and Co.,

Uddingstone, be excepted, there is no novelty in any of the

entries.

All the first prizes, both in the large and small breeds of

pigs, were taken by Mr. Peter Eden, of Salford, who in the

small sow class was first and second.

JUDGES.—Ayrshires : A. Allan, Munnoch, Dairy ; R.
M'Kean, Balewan, Strathblane ; J. Waugh, St. John's Kirk,

Biggar; H. D. B. Hyslop, Tower, Sanquhar; J. Pollock,

Raws, Kilmarnock ; J. M'Adatii, Blairoer, Drymen.
Houses for Agricultural Purposes : 0. Brown, Shiel,

New Galloway ; 11. Murdoch, Hallside, Cambuslang ; A,
Kerr, Castlehill, Durrisdeer ; W. findlay, Brackenbrae,

Bishopbriggs ; J. Stodart, West Bangour, Uphall ; J
Calder, Colgrain, Cardross. Hunters, Roadsters, and
Ponies : Tlie Earl of Eglinton. Eglinton Castle ; A. Turn-

bull, Cresswell, Morpeth; J. Hope, Duddingston, Edin-

burgh. Leicester Sheep : J. Usher, Stodrig, Kelso

;

A. P. Hope, Boardlands, Noble House ; J. Fleming, Car-

muirs, Fslkirk. Blackfaced : J. Jardine, Eintry
; J.

Willison, jun.. Parish Holm, Douglas; J. Greenshields,

West Town, Lesmahagow. PiGS : J.M'Laren, York Place,

Pertli ; J. Angus, Whitefield, Morpeth. Dairy Produce :

A. Brown, Eglinton-street, Glasgow : A. Breingan, Heldens«

burgh ; J. Hamilton, Argylc-street, Glasgow. Imple-
ments AND Machines : T. Wylie, Niddrie Mains, Liber-

ton ; J. Renwick, Gairbraid, Maryhill ; J. Murray, Grougar
Bank, Kilmarnock ; M. Wilson, Blackstone, Paisley ; J.

Wallace, Stonelaw, Rutherglen,

OXFORDSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
MEETING AT BICESTER,

The day was verywet, and the attendance of visitors limited.

The entries for cattle numbered forty-five, and extended over

seven classes. In the several classes for horses, including

brood mares, hunters, nags, cart mares and horses, there were

forty-fonr entries. In the sheep classes there were sixty-one

entries ; and of pigs there were twenty-seven entries. The
principal prize-taker for cattle was Mr. J. A. Mumford, who
carried off the champion prize. He also won three first prizes

and one second. The silver cup, in Class 1, where there were

only two entries, went also to Mr. Mumford with Caballa.

In Class 2, Mr. Mumford's Motley took a prize at the

last show of the Bath and West of England Society, at Dor-
chester, but against little or no competition. There was a

display of implements, chiefly by local agents.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Cattle ; C. Howard, Biddenham, Beds, and E.

Little, Lanhill, Wilts. Horses : J. Bulford, Hordley, and
J. M. K. Elliott, Heathencote. Sheep and Pigs : J.

Longlaud, Grendon, and J. Tombs, Landlord.

CATTLE.
Champion prize, for the best horned animal in the yard, in

either of the five following classes.—Silver Cup, value £5 5s.,

J. A. Mumford, Brill.

Bull, two years old and upwards,—First prize, £6, J. A.
Mumford ; second, £3, J. Hutt, Water Eaton.

Bull, under two years old.—First prize, £6, J. A. Mumford;
second, £3, T. Rose, Melton Magna. Commended and re-

served : J. Denchfield, Burston. Commended : H. Barnett,

M.P., Glympton Park.

Cow, having already produced one calf, in milk or in calf,

three years old and upwards.—First prize, £6, J. A. Mum-
ford ; second, £3, C. A. Barnes, Charleywood. Commended
and reserved : G. Game, Churchill. Commended: J.Simons,
F'ringford.

Heifer, in milk or in calf, under three years old.—First

prize, £6 and second £3, G. Game. Highly commended : T.

Rose.
Heifer for breeding purposes, under two years old.—First

prize, £6, C. A. Barnes ; second, £3, J. A. Mumford. Com-
mended : T. Rose.

for dairy purposes.
Pair of cows in milk, four years old and upwards.—First

prize, £6, J. Hutt ; second, £3, J. Denchfield. Commended
and reserved : J. Denchfield. Commended : Mr. Middleton,

Cutteslowe, and E. Paxton, Bicester.

Pair of cows or heifers, under four years old, in milk.—First

prize, £6, S. Smith, Somerton ; second, £3, J. Hutt. Highly

commended : E. Paxton. Commended : H. Middleton.

For the best entry in classes 6 and 7-—Silver Cup or Plate,

value £5, J. Hutt.

HORSES.
Brood mare for breeding hunters.—Silver Cup, value £5 Ss.,

F. H. Davenport, Headington Hill. Commended : G. Gent,

Brill.

Hunter, five years old and upwards, being at least equal to

13 stone weight, exhibited by a tenant farmer.—Silver Cup,
value £5 53., R. Treadwell, Shalston. Commended: J.J.
Godwin, Somerton.
Nag horse for general purposes.—First prize, £6, T. Finch,

Bicester; second, £3, A. R. Howland, Thame. Commended:
Mrs. Millington, Ardley.

Cart mare, with colt or to foal this season.—First prize, £6,
R. J. Berridge, Somerton ; second, £3, W. Jones, Bicester.

Commended and reserved : J. Simons.
Cart colt or filly, above two and under four years old.—First

prize, £6, H. T. Sotham, Water Eaton ; second, £3,T. Savin,
BuckneU. Commended : J. Hutt.

Cart colt or filly, under two years old.—First prize, £6, J.

Hutt ; second, £3, H. Woodbridge, Chimney.
Entire cart horse, four years old and upwards, travelling in

Oxfordshire, or within 20 miles of Bicester, for the season of

1873.—First prize, £6, W. Coles, Long Crendon ; second,

£3, W. Coles. Commended : J. Hutt.

SHEEP.
Oxfordshire Down shearling ram.—First prize, £6, G.

Wallis, Old Shifford; second, £3, Duke of Marlborough.
Commended : A. F. M. Druce, Eynsham.

Oxfordshire Down ram, above two years old.—First prize,

£6, J. Treadwell, Upper Winchendon ; second, £3, G. Wallis.

Commended : A. F. M. Druce.
Oxforshire Down ram.—Prize, plate, value £4 4s., J. Tread-

well.

Pen of five Oxfordshire shearling ewes.—First prize, £6,
and second, £3, A. F. M. Druce. Commended : Sir H. W.
Dashwood, Bart, Kirthngton Park.

Pen of five breeding Oxfordshire Down ewes, with their

lambs.—First prize, £6, Sir H. W. Dashwood ; second, £2, J.

S. Parker, Ifiley. Commended: E. Freeman, Chilton.

Pen of five Oxfordshire Down shearling wethers.—First

prize, plate, value £5 5s., Duke of Marlborough ; second, £3,
Z. W. Stilgoe, Alderbury. Commended: J. II. Rowles,

Weston-on-the-Green.
Loug-wooUed shearling ram.—First prize, £6, and second,

£2, S. Smith, Somerton.
Long-wooUed ram, above two years old.—First prize, £6,

J. Wheeler and Sons, Long Compton ; second, £3, S. Smith.
Pen of five Long-woolled shearling ewes.—First prize, £6,

and second, £3, Mrs. Godwin, Somerton.
Pen of five breeding Long-wooUed ewes, with their lambs.

—First prize, £6, Mrs. Godwin ; second, £3, T, and S. G.
Gillett, Kilkenny. Commended : S. Smith.

PIGS.
Boar, not exceeding 18 months old.—First prize, £6, H.

Humfrey, Shrivenham ; second, £3, Rev. H. G. Baily, Swin-
don. Highly commended : H. Humfrey ; Wheeler and Sons.

Boar.—Prize, plate, value £3 3s., H. Humfrey.
Sow, in farrow, or with pigs.—First prize, £6, J. Wheeler

and tjons j second, £3 Rev^ H. G. Baily. Highly commended
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and reserved: H. Humfrcy. Highly commended: J. Biggs,

Cublington. Commended : ]L Humfrey.

Beast sheep, or pig, for consiiraptiou, brouglit <o earliest

maturity, symmetry and quality being considered.—Prize, a

silver cup or plate, value £5 5s., T. Latham, Wiltenham

(Shorthorn steer).

At the dinner, the Chaikman, ]\Ir. E. W. Ilarcourt,

said: If there was to be an alteration, there must be

a re-adjustraent in the existing terras between the landlord

and the occupyer of the land, and the labourer—not wholly

on the one side or the other. He believed that the

market price of land was not put too high, for the rea-

son that it was easily let; and he thought that those

who farmed [the land would not invest their money unless

tliey were fully assured of the safety of their capital. Those

persons who were endeavouring to force themselves, day after

day, on the public attention, and trying to interfere with the
landlord and tenant, must be now convinced that landlords and
tenruts were belter able to settle their own affairs than any
busy outsiders. He was of opinion that proper notice should
be given to the tenants to quit, and an equitable arrangement
should be come to on giving up farms; and he spoke of the
misery of possessing small holdings without capital to work
them.

Mr. Cartwright, M.P., advocated a consideration of Mr.
Read's propositions in Committee, advocating also the Lin-
colnshire terms of agreement, and expressing a wish that all

matters in dispute should be araicibly arranged.

The Earl of Jersey said, that unless a good understanding
existed between the landlord and tenant, it was impossible to

farnr well.

THE AYRSHIRE CATTLE AND CHEESE SHOW.
In the Ayrshire stock the amount of work made two sets of

judges necessary—one for the milk stock, and the other for

the remainder of the cattle. The stock, as a whole, were as

good as we have seen. Finer animals occasionally appear than
any which were shown, but the numbers of really good stock
gave a high character to the show. Every class was respect-

able, and many were very superior. The numbers in the
Derby were twenty less than last year, but the inferior stock
were away. With one or two better last year, the first twelve
or fourteen were more valuable at this show. The first prize

animal was sold for £80, the second for £60, and another
placed a considerable distance down the list at £45. Between
selling price and prizes, Mr. Howie's three-year-old cow would
bring him £110 : a Canadian gentleman was the purchaser.
In the other ring the bull stirks were remarkably good. One
of the judges, a man of much skill and wide experience, said

that the show of Clydesdale horses was the best he had ever
seen. Mr. Fleming's three-year-old mare is probably far the
best in Scotland, and the class altogether was remarkable.
The two-year-old entire colts are equally deserving of notice

;

and Mr. Fleming's one-year-old colt promises to add to the
high reputation of the Knockdon stud. The improvement of
horses in Ayrshire recently has been wonderful. Ten years
ago the draught stock at Ayr shows had to be mentioned in

apologetic strains
; now, they are unsurpassed. In the half-

bred classes ihere was a respectable competition. These horses
are paying better than they did, but they are not so profitable

as good Clydesdales. The blackfaced tups were pre-eminent,
especially the two-year-olds, and there was a fine pen of ewe
hoggs from Campbeltown. Some of our most successful

breeders disapprove of showing blackfaced ewe hoggs. They
say that the hoggs must be well fed to prepare them for com-
petition, and they are thus unfitted for hill pasture afterwards-

Tiie show of Cheviots, as is usual in Ayr, was very small, but
Leicesters are increasing in numbers, and some of them were
very good. The cross-bred hoggs were scarcely up to the

mark of some former years. There was an interesting com-
petition with cheese of last year. Of eighteen entries, three

were from Wigtownshire, one from Ballantrae by a former
successful Galloway maker, and the remainder were from Ayr-
shire dairies. None of the Galloway men got even a com-
mendation. They were surpassed in flavour, quality, and ap-

pearance of cheese. Mr. Lindsay's was a thoroughly fine

cheese, and one that might be kept for a long time. It seemed
equal to the best English Cheddar. We have formerly ex-

pressed the opinion that, apart from earlier ripening, the best

Galloway had little, if any, superiority over the best Ayrshire
cheese, and the result of yesterday's competition seems to sup-

port that opinion.

At the dinner, Mr. Gibson, judge of cheese, said the show
in his department was but a limited one, but bethought it was
a very useful adjunct to their stock show, as bringing out the

qualities of good cheese. Bad cheese, after being kept for a
time, began to fall off and become cloudy, but really well
made cheese might keep for another twelvemonth, and change
very little. He was very much pleased with the first and
second prize cheese to-day, and he was pleased to
know that all the prizes had gone to Ayrshire this time.

Mr. fINNIE, M.P., said nothing had struck him more in

going through the nhowyard than the great increase in the

number of implements. This was a circumstance on which
the farmers might be congratulated, for if there was one ques-

tion more than another that at present agitated the country

it was that of the relations between capital and labour ; and it

was chiefly to the productions of inventive genius, and the

triumphs of mechanical skill, that the agriculturists of this

country had to look for being made more independent of

manual labour, tlie price of which was rising so immensely,

A committee of the House of Commons was at present sitting

to find out, if possible, the cause of tie great rise in the price

of coal ; and he had heard it stated that it was possible ma-
chinery would be invented that would make the country more
independent of the labours of miners, and lead to a more
regular price for that article on which they had to depend so

much for health and comfort. In the same manner, by the

improvements that were being made in machinery, the agri-

culturist would be made more independent of the fluctuations

of the labour market. He had to congratulate agriculturists

on the great interest that was now being taken in Parliament

in every matter affecting their welfare. They had bills, good
and bad, according to the point of view from which they

were regarded—to cheapen the transfer of land, to ameliorate

the relations between landlord and tenant, to improve the con-

dition of the agricultuial labourer, and to place the farmer

on that status he was entitled to, considering the important
part he filled in the country.

Colonel Alexander, the Chairman, said within a period of

seven years the April show entries of stock increased from 7i21 to

1,173, witli a still further increase to-day. You have genuine

and reliable proofs of the soundness and prosperity of your under-

taking, and in the further statement that the April collections,

which in 1861 amounted to £121, had in 1873 increased to

£543, while this year they amounted to £Q&2, the most satis-

factory and undeniable indications are afforded that you have
succeeded in making your show not only remunerative, but in-

teresting and attractive to the whole community of the county.

Then, again, I have been informed that Mr. Pollock, of Haws,
purchvised to-day for the Hon. Mr, Abbott, Montreal, the

first and second prize cows in the Derby competition at the

prices of £80 and £60 respectively, while the first prizs cow
has carried off about £30 of prizes. The entries of imple-

ments this year show a total increase of 263, and I believG

this is the first occasion on which there has been a trial of

implements. Your April show now ranks in Scotland imme-
diately after that of the Highland Society, and you are able to

award premiums commensurate with its growing power and
importance ; while, again, in the infancy of the Association,

the annual addition to its list of members was, as might be

expected, comparatively small, in 1872 no fewer than 145 new
names were inscribed on its roll. Your October cheese fair,

starting from a very modest beginning, is now unequalled and

unrivalled, and has, moreover, assumed proportions so gigantic

as to puzzle and perplex you in the endeavour to

find space adequate to its requirements.

—

TAe Ayrshire

Advertiser,
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THE RELATIONS BETWEEN LANDLORDS AND TENANTS.

[A paper read before the meniljers of the Kendal Farmers' Club, by the President, Mr. W. H. Wakeiield,

a member of tlie Council of the Royal Agricultural Society.]

Some little time since I had sent to me the copy of a Parlia-

mentary Bill which is now before me. It is marked Prira/e

and Cuiijitlenlial
; but inasmuch as it has now been read a first

time, and been laid on the table of the House of Commons, it

has become public property. It is entitled " A Bill for the

iraprovemeiit of the Relation between Landlord and Tenant,"
and the names of Mr. James Howard, one of tiie members for

Bedford, and Mr. C. S. Read, one of the members for Soutli

Norfolk, appear on the back of it. What progress it will

make in the House of Commons this Session, remains to be

seen. I, for my part, do not expect to see it pass from a bill

into an act, and so become the law of the land. But I am
not now goinf? to discuss its merits or demerits, but having
alluded to it, 1 will merely satisfy your possible curiosity by
saying that it has been drawn up primarily in the interest of

the tenant-farmer ; therefore it cannot fail to attract much at-

tention from all of us who, in one way or another, are con-

nected with the landed interest. I should not have alluded

to it, but it was the perusal of this bill which sent me off into

a line of thought, not indeed new either to you or to me, but

one wbieh, followed out afresh, with perhaps some little addi-

tional light brought to bear, may be beneficial to us. The
self-evident meaning of the word " improvement" which is on
the bill, is that things are not as they ought to be ; in other

words, that they are by no means perfect ; and though I sup-

pose that all of us who have got considerably past the first half

of three-score-years-aud-ten have ceased to look for perfection,

still there is no reason \»hy we should not seek to remove ad-

mitted defects in our system of arrangements, always taking

care that in remedying one evil we do not produce another as

great or possibly greater- I will now at once, without further

delay, state broadly that the present relations between laud-

lords and tenants, though they may be eminently satisfactory

to the landlords, and tolerably so to the tenants, are by no
means so to the country at large ; m otlier words, to the con-

sumers of the produce of the land. • " Why, what in the world
have tliey got to do with the matter" I fancy I hear some one
say, " if the two parties to the bargain are fairly satisfied?"

They have a good deal to do with it ; and this it shall be my
endeavour, in a very humble way, to show. In doing so I

shall tread on ground which some perhaps will call dangerous,
if not revolutionary ; but believing as I do that the institu-

tions of our country are best preserved by admitting their

defects and seeking to remedy them, in other words, that the

truest patriot is the most judicious reformer (mind, I say,

judicious) I must not be frightened by the bugbear cry of " Be-
ware of Mill and Odger." May not a man do what he will

with his own ? His land is his own, and he can do as he
likes with it P I say boldly in reply to this—No; emphati-

cally no. He cannot do as he likes with it. He may use it

or let others use it for him, but he must not abuse it ; and if

he disregard the warning, the time will come when there will

be a rude knocking at the door, and the cry outside shall be,
" You shall not." But things are not, and I trust never will,

come to this. Let us be " timely wise," and all will be well.

I maintain that land, ihough property in point of law, is a trust

to be usedfor the good of the community. If wanted for the

well-ascertained benefit of the community, it is taken for that

purpose, as for instance, for railway purposes, a case familiar

to us all, due compensation being given ; and not even the

power or wealth of a Percy can withstand the public advan-

tage, as witness the recent acquisition of Northumberland
House by the authorities of the city of London—not for the

sake of the house, but for the land that it stands on. It

is wanted for the public good, real or imaginary, and
the public must and will have it, and none shall say

them nay. In otlier words, private interests must give

way to the public well-being. But what has the public

to do with the relations between landlords and tenants ?

Much, every way. The one simple object of Agriculture is to

provide food for man and for those beasts which are neces-

sary for his convenience and happiness, and if it can be shown

that that same food is not under the present system produced

in anything like the quantity it ought to be, there is a very

good case made out that the public, or ratlier, I would say, the

consumers have something to say on the subject. I will begin

by quoting authorities of no mean order ; and I think it will

readily be admitted that when two people, who are keen ob-

servers and competent judges, and who look at the matter

from opposite standpoints—one as a consumer, and the other

as a producer—when two such people come to one and the

same conclusion they are likely not to be far out of the way as

to soundness of conclusion. What said Richard Cobdeu, re-

garding the subject from a consumer's point of view ? He
said this :

" I believe we have no adequate conception of what
the amout of production might be from a limited surface of
land, provided only the amount of capital employed upon it

were sufTicient." What said Lord Derby, regarding the subject

from a producer's point of view, as recently as Sept. 8 th, 1871 P

He said this :
" I believe that we miglit double our production

as a nation, if only we employed sufficient capital in cultiva-

tion." Here are two men, generally considered as far asunder
as the poles, politically speaking, coming to the same con-

clusion on a great aud important subject, and each assigning
the same reason for coming to that eonehision. Is there not
a reasonable ground for thinking they were right P I will

give also Lord Leicester as an authority on this subject (and
who does not know the name of Coke, Lord Leicester's family

name, in connection with an amount of agricultural improve-
ment, of which hereabouts we have no conception) ? he having
expressed himself to the same effect after making an extensive

tour of observation through England and Scotland. Let us
take Lord Derby's expression, doidAe, and, supposing him to

be right, let us see what it means. We raise in the country
about 10,000,000 quarters of wheat, and have to import about
the same quantity from abroad. It follows, therefore, that if

we would double our production of this one article of food, we
could keep at home some £25,000,000 sterling that we have
to send abroad. Then, again, we have in Great Britain ac-

cording to the last return 5,6a4.,991. Cattle, and 27,921,507
sheep and lambs. It is easy to see what a change would be
made in the price of beef and mutton, if the production of
these animals was largely increased, without going so far as

to talk of their being doubled. But, in point of fact, is it

unfair to talk of doubling ? We have all of us known in-

stances of farms being made to carry double what they did

some years ago. Now every one will admit that in order to

produce this great additional wealth a large amount of capital

must be added to that already employed in agriculture. We
have the money in the country, and had much better keep it

here instead of shipping it off for endless speculations of a
more or less questionable character, when we can find ample
scope for the employment of a large amount of it at home.
There must be some great hindrance which stands in the way,
and that hindrance I affirm to be insecurity of tenure. So
long as that continues, so long, and only so long, will things

remain as they are ; but remove that insecurity, and I am san-

guine enough to expect a marked improvement. I do not
believe in any scheme of compensation to tenants for unex-
hausted improvements. That is all very well in its way, and
good as far as it goes, but it goes but a short way, and will

not effect the desired object. What then ? The answer
rises at once to tlie lips of every unprejudiced man—leases.

Nothing short of leases, and those too fcr long enough periods

to make it worth the tenants' while to buckle to in right good
earnest. I know it is a very common thing to sneer at leases,

and to say that they are only a trap to hold the landlord tight,

whilst the tenant will manage to get out of it, if it suits him.
So in many cases they have been, and such will always be the

case more or less ; but they are the exception, and arise from
the abuse of a system, and should not condemn its proper use.

Where would be the advantage of giving a lease to a bad,
slovenly tenant (for there are bad, slovenly tenants, just as

there are bad, slovenly landlords), who has not the will, even
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if he has the means to improve his farm, or even if he has the

will, yet has not the means ? I would say in reply here,

that it is the bounded duty of a landlord—a duty which he

owes to liis country—to get rid, as soon as possible, of a

bad, slovenly tenant, and no considerations of a sentimental

nature, ought to stand in the way of his being got rid of.

And, as regards the man who has the will but not the means,

the readiest remark is that he should occupy less land, but,

at the same time, there is a very fair chance that the means

would be forthcoming, if he could only have security for his

outlay ; for those who go to work with a will, who put their

shoulder to the wheel and do their best, will often find those

substantial friends, who are wanting to the easy-going and

careless. God helps those who help themselves, and so too

will their fellow-men who appreciate their exertions. So

much for the undeserving and the needy, but 1 am happy to

think that, at any rate in these parts, they are few and far

between. The farmers of Westmoreland are as a rule steady,

hard-working men, who have made their own way by sheer

industry, without being born with silver spoons in their

mouths. I don't want to ilatter them—they have their fail-

ings and weaknesses in their own way, just as their landlords

have in theirs. But they are both able and willing to do

their part, and they do it ; but after all, in a vast majority of

cases, they do it with their yearly tenure pretty constantly

before their mind's eye, and the result falls a long way short

of what it might be ; and so it goes on. A good friend of

mine, a tenant-farmer without a lease, once told me that he

had that confidence in his landlord, that he couldn't do better

to his land if he were owner instead of occupier. I told him

in reply that I was sure he thought he was speaking the

truth, but 1 didn't believe him ; and if he was right in what

he said, why he was very wrong in what he did. Was there

not something due to his family as well as the land ? He
might suddenly be taken from them by the hand of death, and

then what about that fence which he grubbed last back end,

hiring two or may-be more labourers to do it, at so much a

rood ? Or what about all that town's muck which he led on

to his land, or the lime which he bought to mix with road-

scrapings, and which had to be fetched no short distance, or a

score of other things which will suggest themselves more

readily to your minds than mine ? He has no son to take

his place, or if he has one, a long way off being old enough,

and his widow doesn't feel a match for the job ; and so they

leave the old spot with many fond regrets, leaving behind

them, too, many a hard-earned pound which was justly theirs

to take away. 1 say that if he had really done to his farm as

he maintained he had, his supposed widow and orphans will

not thank him. Long may they have his sheltering care ! In

tiie case that I am thinking of I know full well that ample

justice would be done, hut it might, and in many cases would

be far otherwise. But my friend is not given to logic : he is

a far better farmer than he is a logician, and he winds up by

saying, " Well, I'm quite satisfied." And so I believe he is.

I say he ought not to be. Of course I am aware that a well-

considered agreement as to unexhausted improvements raiglit

meet the case—I say micjU meet it ; I do not say m;o?<W do

so. Arrangements of this kind must be most diflioult to

carry out, and likely to end in expensive litigation, which

might do well for the lawyers, but not for the executors.

But to return. I maintain firmly that no tenant will ever

treat his farm as if it were his own, unless he have the secu-

rity which a lease affords. It is not in human nature that it

should be so ; and after all, whatever may be our various

merits, we are but human, and self-preservation is the first

law of nature. The fact that the tenant is satisfied does not

by any means settle the matter. Assuming the truth of my
proposition, that land on yearly tenure will only be improved

up to a certain point, and that held on (say) a fourteen-years'

lease the improvements will go very far beyond that point, I

contend that the outside consumer, who, it was suggested a

while back, had nothing to do with the matter, has a perfect

right to come forward and say, " This ought not to be. Here
am I kept short of food, or having to purchase it at much
too high a price, just because you two—landlord and tenant—
cannot apply to your relations the same sound principles

which prevail elsewhere. You have no right to go on in

this way ; and if you won't behave like sensible men, why,
we must see if something can't be done to bring you to your
senses. There is only a certain quantity of land ; the popu-

latioa is increasing, and you must make the best of it." I would

again ask is not such language as this fair and reasonable ?

I say it is as reasonable as it is natural ; and it is my firm

conviction that it is so which makes me anxious to do my
share in a small way in striving after a more satisfactory con-

dition of things. The question is one of national importance,

in which every man, woman, and child is interested ; and just

in proportion as the masses of the people increase in intelli-

gence, they will feel that they have a right to have a voice in

the matter. The landlords will be given to understand that

they have their duties which they owe to the nation—that

they can only do what they will with their own so long

as that will harmonises with the general well-being.

I hope I have made myself understood. Ownership in land

is not ownership in the same sense as it is in the Funds, for

instance. There is in that case no responsibility, except, in-

deed, as to how the income is spent. No duties are entailed,

and, in point of iact, there is no comparison between two
things so dissimilar. The wealth of the country goes on
steadily increasing year by year, but the quantity of land

remains the same. Every year there are more mouths to fill,

but only the same quantity of land on which to grow the food

that is required. England is but a small country in point of

acreage, though great in point of wealth. A facetious Ame-
rican has observed that our country seemed so small in com-
parison with his own, he was in a constant state of anxiety

lest he should be drowned ; he had scarcely room to turn round

in, and was afraid at any time he might step off into the sea.

The position of the two countries is altogether different, agri-

culturally speaking. America has undeveloped resources in

this respect so vast that it is useless to point to her as an ex-

ample for us to follow in various ways. But those resources

that we have are not by any means fully developed, and it is

for that full development that I am now contending. Leaving

the inland farms, let us look at the waste lands—the commons

;

and though they are mostly—at least in the North—in high

situations, not having the best of climates, still they are capable

of vast improvement. But nothing can be done in this

direction until the enclosure is completed, and, for some reason

or other, the enclosure commissioners now decline to sanction

any further work of this sort. I will not pursue this branch

of the subject any further, except I will say surely such in-

action cannot be allowed to continue. But to return to my
main point. I assert that from one cause or another the land

of this country is nothing. like so productive as it might be,

and 1 further assert that one great, if not the main obstacle

is the absence of leases. How those leases should be drawn

;

how, in giving security to the tenant, security shall also be

given to the owner ; what, if any, restriction shall be imposed

on the mode of cultivation, I do not now propose to inquire.

The subject requires more careful consideration than I have

given to it ; but a lease in some form or another every prac-

tical agriculturist worthy of the name ought to have, and I

maintain that it is the bounden duty of the landlords to give

them. I know that some farmers wiil say, " We're quite con-

tent ; we'd rather bide as we are." I should hope that such

men are few and far between ; and even they, though they

may say so before the owner or his agent, won't say so behind

their backs when they get by themselves. (I often think it

would be a good thing for us all if once and away we could be

wrapped in an invisible cloak, and sit for an hour or two in a

company where ourselves and our affairs are being freely and

fairly discussed—I say fairly ; let both sides be argued, for we
all have our good points as well as our bad ones. We should

hear some home truths that would be good for us, and upon

which we might afterwards build) . Tlie undeveloped improve-

ments of the land to which I have alluded are mainly the

more thorough cultivation of the land itself, the occupier's

work. But there is much to be done in the way of perma-

nent improvement, in the shape of draining and improved

buildings, which is the owner's share of the work, which he

is bound to do. I regret to say that this in a very large num-

ber of cases is quite out of his power, and that in consequence

of the law of entail. I do not now propose to do more than

allude to this branch of the subject by quoting the opinion of

Mr. Caird, no mean authority on agricultural matters. Writing

after an extensive tour of agricultural inspection, he said,

some years back, " In every county where we found an estate

more than usually neglected, the reason assigned was the in-

ability of the proprietor to make improvements on account of

his incumbrances. We have not data by which to estimate

with accuracy the proportion of laud in each county in this
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positiou, but our information satisfies us that it is much greater

than is generally supposed. Even when the estates are not

hopelessly embarrassed, landlords are often pinched by debts

which they could clear off if they were enabled to sell a por-

tion, or if that portion could be sold without the dilllculties

and expense which must now be submitted to." This is

a semi-political question, and I shall not go into it, but I think

it may also be said that it materially affects the agricultural

interests of the country, and so the effect extends to the com-
munity at large—in fact, to all who have mouths to fill.

In some parts of the country, happily not in this, there is a
serious hindrance to the due cultivation of the land, iu the

over-preservation of game. Sport, instead of being a relaxa-

tion, a diversion from the more serious business of life, is

carried to such an excess that it becomes the business of life

itself, to the neglect of higher and more important duties.

Some people say that tliis is the result of the Game-laws, and
that their removal would remedy the evil. Not a bit of it.

The evil would continue just the same, so long as people give

themselves up to this sort of thing, and never seriously con-

sider its effects. At the same time, I would say emphatically,

sweep away the Game-laws with one tell swoop ; they are a

relic of a barbarous age, and a disgrace to our statute book.

I have no sympathy with the poacher, and owners of land

must be protected from his marauding incursions ; but, as the

Duke of St. Albans well put it a short time ago, " ive want no

special leyislatlon to protect that vhlcti in the mam is hept up

for the amuse(iient of iqjper and middle classes." It is not a

question of the food of the country, with all due deference to

my Lord Malraesbury, who lately made himself so conspicuous

by advocating the preservation ot rabbits, a creature, to my
mind, only to be tolerated where nothing else will live, and

then he should be walled in to prevent his straying off else-

where. Just at this moment there occurs to my mind an in-

cident which, though it doesn't come in here with any parti-

cular fitness as to order, I will mention. About two years ago

I endeavoured to arrange with a tenant of my own, viho had

a lease of his farm with six years to run, that he should give

up to me on receiving a certain amount of compensation.

My object was a certain convenient arrangement, with the

particulars of which I need not trouble you. He declined my

overtures, and very properly so, on this ground, that he could
not meet with another farm ; and though he said that I had
offered him liberal terms, he didn't wish to be out of a spot,
and be at a loose end, with nothing to do but smoke his pipe
and keep his hands in his pockets. This spring he told me
that he had the chance of getting another farm, and had taken
it ; for though he wasn't, as he said, " varra proud" of the
firm under which he was going, he knew he had no chance of
stopping on at the old spot when his time was np, as I wanted
it. I can't say whether I was more pained or astonished at
this. I said at once, that he had done me a great injustice in
thinking I was capable of treating him in such a way ; that
so long as he did well to the farm, I should never have con-
sidered that I had the right to remove him. " Why," I said,
" where were you to go if, at the end of your time you had
not met with another spot." Happily there is a law written
in tlie heart, which recognises rights other than those which the
law of the land defines. This incident mortified me not a little,

but I suppose it is good for us to be taken down a peg or two in
our own estimation now and then. I have occupied your
attention quite long enough, and I will now sum up by saying
to the occupiers of land—Do not, you ought not to, rest satis-

fied with your present position. You think, perhaps, you are
doing as well for yourselves and your land without a lease, as
with one. I believe, firmly, you deceive yourselves, and the
country at large suffers from your self-deception. Firmly and
respectfully ask your landlords to place you in a different posi-
tion. To them I would simply say (with all respectful defer-
ence to many, my superiors in age, experience, and position)
—Give the matter your serious consideration. I am sure that
if you do so, the result will be such that you will deserve well
of your country. I will only add, finishing as I began, that
land is a trust, and must be held for the good of the com-
munity. Let this be fully recognised, and we shall see in the
agricultural interests of the country, a happier, better, and
altogether more prosperous state of things. We cannot live

for ourselves alone—every action of our lives, more or less,

affects others for weal or for woe. Let us unite in action, for
union is strength ; each endeavouring for a wliile to forget
himself, and to seek his brother's welfare ; for, in so doing,
he will lay for his own welfare a foundation which will stand.

IX WORTH FARMER S' CLUB.
THE GROWTH OF ROOTS.

At the last meeting of the Ixworth Farmers' Club the sub-

ject for discussion was The Growth of Roots, introduced by

Mr. P. M'Lagan, M.P. for Linlithgow ; the President of the

Club, Mr. E. Greene, M.P., in the chair.

Mr. M'Lagan said this was a comprehensive subject, em-
bracing the turnip, the mangold-wurtzel, the carrot, kohl-rabi,

and other roots. He intended to confine his remarks chiefly

to the cultivation of the turnip, as he knew more about that

than he did of other roots. If you cultivated the turnip well

you would be able also to cultivate any of the other roots.

Root cultivation might be said to be one of the great pillars of

the modern system of farming, and thorough draining the

other. Even the Roman writers upon agriculture many
centuries ago impressed upon their countrymen the necessity

of growing roots ; and Lord Kaines, a Scotch writer, about a

century and a-half since, said the man who first introduced

the turnip into Scotland deserved more honour than many a

man who had won great battles. Another writer said before

the introduction of the turnip-crop it was extremely difficult to

find support for the cattle and sheep in the winter and spring

months ; and during them it was never so much as thought of

feeding or preparing animals for market unless where there

was a full stock of hay. In England the turnip cultivation

was understood and practised long before it was in Scotland.

In fact, he believed the Scotch people borrowed the system

from the county of Norfolk. So important was it considered

to have turnips cultivated, that when first introduced pre-

miums of £3 per acre were offered to the farmers to grow the

roots. He would divide the subject into three heads. Firstly,

as a cleaning crop ; secondly, as an alimentary crop ; and,

thirdly, as a manurial crop. With respect to the cleaning,

the land should be thoroughly drained and dry, thoroughly

pulverised, cleaned, and manured, before sowing. If tlie land

was 'not naturally dry, it should be made so by. thorough
drainage. Many lands considered dry he found were much
benefited by draining. In many parts of Scotland the dry and
light lands had an underwater, and if that was not taken away
the land was so cold that the roots did not get the full benefit

of the manure, and the crop often lingered and died quite
away. The importance of drainage was generally admitted in
the present day, but the working of the land for the root
crop was too much overlooked. The working of the land
showed the skill of the farmer, and the manuring of the land
showed his wealth. If a farmer worked his land well, com-
bined with plenty of manuring, there was an amount of power
in that farmer which would overcome difficulties with which
he would otherwise be unable to cope. So important was the
working of the land considered in early times, that one Cato,
writing three thousand years ago, said the three essentials to

good farming were—first, the working of the land well

;

secondly, to work it ; and, thirdly, manuring. From the fact

of his mentioning it twice, lie evidently attached greater im-
portance to the working of the land than to the manuring of
it. About two centuries ago a man named Jethro Tull pro-
fessed to grow roots simply by the thorough pulverising of the
land and exposing it to the air. Another writer said the
thorough working of the land was the foundation of a root-

crop generally. The first preparation for a turnip-crop was
the getting the land in proper order in the autumn. In some
climates the principal part of the working depends upon what
is done in autumn. Owing to the climate, more particularly

in Scotland, farmers were not able to practice the autumn
cleaning as much as they could wish ; but whenever it could
be done no farmer should lose the opportunity of doing it. It

saved a great deal of labour in the spring, and if there were
weeds in the laud they were prevented from taking mueh roQt,
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and causing a great deal of labour in the spring months. He

recommended deep ploughing in the autum,^ but he cautioned

his hearers to take care not to go deeper in the spring. He
described the method of working the land. In the spring,

when the weather was dry, they harrowed the land and

gathered off the weeds, so as to prepare it for the turnip crop,

Having got the land into proper order, it was then drilled.

The land was thrown up into small ridges of 27 inches in

width, similar to the plan adopted in England for raangold-

wurtzel. One important question was as to the width of these

ridges. There were three points to be considered—the first

was to have them as narrow as it was possible for the horses

to work in them ; secondly, if you were going t* manure

lieavily, you should have them as wide as the manure covered

by them ; and, thirdly, you should take care not to have them

so wide, but that the stalks of the turnips might cover the

surface and prevent the growth of weeds. His experience was

that the ridges should never be narrower than 25 inches, or

wider tliau 30 ; but the ordinary width was about 27 inches.

The next point was the manuring. He would first state what

he considered the best way of manuring with ordinary farm-

yard dung. There were two ways in which it might be applied,

in the autumn on the stubble, or in the ridges. If applied in

the autumn, care should he taken to have the land dry, and in

putting the manure on to the land to spread it and let it lay

so ; it would do no harm, because the temperature of the

atmosphere was not such as to cause evaporation, whilst the

rain washed all the valuable ingredients into the. soil. Some

might object to this application of manures on light lands.

None would object to applying it in the autumn on heavy

lands, because it was well-known that clay soils absorbed and

retained all the valuable salts of manure. In light lands, how-

ever, the power of retaining the salts was not so great, and

some people might object to applying manure in the autumn.

He had made some experiments. He selected a gravelly soil.

He applied IC tons of manure to the acre, and left the rest of

the field unmanured till the spring, and another part without

any manure at all. In the spring the whole field was treated

in the same manner, and was ridged up in the same way. He
then applied other 16 tons of the same manure to another

part of the field in the ridges. In the month of December he

raised his crop, and weighed it. In the part manured in the

autumn he had 15 tons 16 cwt. per acre ; on that manured in

tlie spring, 15 tons 10 cwt. ; and that which had no manure,

8 tons 11 cwt. The tops in the first weighed 3 tons 19 cwt.

;

in the second, 4 tons ; and where there was no manure, 4 tons

15 cwt. There was, therefore, but little difference between

manuring in the autumn and in the spring ; but there was a

great difference where there was no manure at all, as compared

with where it was manured. The quantity of manure that

should be given depended very much upon the quality. He felt

that farmers were apt to place too high a value upon manure

made from oil-cake. There was as much manurial value in a

ton of good Peruvian guano, containing 15 per cent, ammonia,

at £15 per ton, as there would be in oil-cake costing £-i per

ton. Cotton-cake was the same. A great part of the cake

was consumed by the animal, and therefore the whole of it did

not go into the manure. A farmer should act entirely as a

mercliant. If he could buy manurial stuff that would produce

the same effect as the manure of oil-cake, he did not see why
the farmer should buy the oilcake, for which he only got one-

half the value. He had made some experiments, and he found

that it did not come to more than one-sixth of tiie value of the

cake purchased. Tiiere were circumstances to be taken into

account in purchasing oil-cake, such as a light-land farmer at

a distance from a place where he could purchase manures ; and

lie might find it to his advantage to give sheep the oil-cake, so

as to improve the mechanical quality of the soil ; but, taken

for its manurial qualities, he (Mr. M'Lagan) would not advise

a farmer to put such a high value upon oil-cake manure as was

generally done in tliis country. A Bill was before the House

of Commons at the present time, which proposed to give com-

pensation for improvements done by the tenant, and one of

the things mentioned was the unexhausted manurial effects of

oil-cake. We should take care, therefore, in considering a

question of this kind, that the incoming tenant was not com-

pelled by the Legislature to give more for an article buried in

the soil than it was really worth. Even the outgoing tenant

frequently did not know the quality of the cake consumed.

Another circumstance to be taken into consideration was as to

liow the oil-cake had been consumed. If consumed by young

animals it was evident that the manure could not be of the same
value as if consumed by an old animal, because a great part of

the phosphatic manure would go to make bone. If the ox was
in good condition the manure made from the cake was of far

more value than the manure consumed by a lean animal. If

you gave only a moderate amount of oil-cake, 3 lbs. to each
animal, the manure from that would not be so great as if the

animal had 6 lbs. or 8 lbs. Beside the farm-yard manure there

were most important manures which were used for the turnip-

crop. There were the phosphates, the super-phosphales, and
the ammoniacal manures. We should bear in mind that when
the soil liad become thoroughly saturated with phosphatic

manure, to bring out the qualities of the manure it was
essential to apply a considerable quantity of nitrogenous

manure. As to whether the phosphates should be applied in

a dissolved or undissolved form was anotlier question for

consideration. He had known instances where phosphates

undissolved had produced as large crops as if dissolved. Speak-
ing for his own climate, when all the phosphates were dis-

solved in the manure applied, the root was apt to come to ma-
turity rapidly, aud if tliere happened to be a good growing No-
vember or December the root received no advantage in these

montlis. This was owing to there being too little ammonia in

the manure, and too much soluble phosphate. If there had
been a little more ammonia the root would have kept growing,

and there would have been a much better crop. Next came
the sowing. He divided the turnips into three varieties, the

white, the yellow, and the swede. There were a great many
varieties of the white turnip. They did well to afford an early

bite for the sheep in the autumn if the grasses failed. The
yellow stood the frost a great deal better, and was of far better

quality than the wliite. The swede was of still greater feed-

ing quality. In the white and the yellow variety the feeding

quality diminished as the size of the root increased. Such,

however, was not the case with the swedes—the feeding qua-
lity increased with increased size, and therefore it should be
the aim of the farmer to grow as large swedes as possible.

Large white turnips were apt to rot, and they contained as

much as 90 to 92 per cent, of water. As to the singling, the

most important point was as to the space left between the

different plants. Where you had manured heavily, and where
the ridges were about 27 inches wide, the turnips should never

be left closer than 12 inches ; it would be better to allow 15
and perhaps 18 inclies. An experiment was tried in East
Lothian. The roots were singled 10 inches, 20 inches, and 30
inches, and the farmer got, with the 10 inch, 20 tons 15 cwt.

;

with the 20 inch, 23 tons 6 cwt. ; and with the 30 inches 23
tons. It would, therefore, appear from this that 20 inches

was a proper width for singling turnips. Having grown the

turnips, the next subject for consideration was as to what was
to be done with tliera. In Scotland, where the land was light,

they consumed about half, and drew tiie rest. In topping and
tailing care should be taken not to cut too closely to the bulb

If cut too near, the turnip bled, and a good deal of the sap was
lost. Having taken them up on light land, the best plan was
to cart them off immediately ; they should not be allowed to

remain one night in the field after being pulled. On clay

lands the turnips should be pulled and thrown into heaps, and
covered with the tops, and allowed to remain till a frosty

morning, when the ground was hard, and then they could he
carted off. To cart on clay soils, when the land was soft, was
most deleterious to the next crop. It was owing to this that

many persons had lost so much money by growing turnips upon
clay soils. Having remarked that if a root was bitten by
ground game and a frost followed, that bulb was destroyed,

Mr. McLagan described the process of covering up the roots

by means of the plough. Coming to the question of cost, he
said before the rise in wages he considered his turnip crop,

working the land, tlie horse, and manual labour, &c., cost liira

from £2 to £3 10s. per acre. Now he was paying something

like 20s. to men to whom he formerly paid only 10s. to 1 2s.

He put the labour at £4< ; manure, 16 tons per acre, at 53.,

another £4 ; and then 3 cwt. of phosphates, at 6s., 18s. ; the

total was £8 18s. All this should not be put against the

turnip crop. A great deal of it remained in the soil, and in-

stead of charging the whole of the M for that, you should

charge only one-third of it. He now came to the second head,

the ahmentary or feeding crop. How many cattle would an
acre of turnips keep during the winter and spring months ?

If you had a cr.op of turnips, 20 tons per acre, aud each beast

consumed ISOlbs, per day, that would keep two for five months

;
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if you allowed the oue cwt. per day it would keep three; and
841bs., about four cattle. He believed that a great deal of

money was often lost by giving an access of turnips to oxen.
In some parts of Scotland when cattle were first put up they
were allowed roots ad lib. They were not stinted at all, and
the result was that he had known them to eat as much as 3
cwt. of white turnips per day. Where no cake was given the

quantity consumed would be about 150 lbs. Finding the tur-

nip crop very exhaustive, and having a good deal of clay land,

he resorted to the pulping system. He never allowed more
than one cwt. per day, and for young cattle 80 lbs. He gave
in addition other feeding stuifs. Instead of oil-cake, which
was expensive, he gave them rape-cake, which was identical

in caraposition. As to the value of a ton of turnips for feed-

ing purposes, if he got 6s. or 7s. a ton he considered himself
paid, because there was considerable value got from the ma-
nure in feeding turnips. Alluding next to the manurial value

of the turnip, he said, supposing two animals were fed upon an
acre of turnips, they would consume ten tons in five months

;

they would consume at the same time one ton of straw for ma-
nure, besides what they ate. One ton of straw would produce
something like six or seven tons of manure. So an acre would
produce about 13 tons of manure. Supposing a man had a

farm of 100 acres, and it was managed upon the five-shift

course, two parts in wheat crop, one part in roots, and two
parts in grass, the part that would require manuring is in roots.

For the two parts in wheat and the oue part in roots, from the

calculation he had made, there would be something like 260
ton of manure ; that was 13 tons from each of 20 acres. Sup-

posing he had to manure 20 acres for the next crop of turnips,

and he gave 18 tons per acre, that would require 360 tons,

and there were only 260 tons. This was easily explained.

Every practical man had, no doubt, found that he could not

make a suflicient quantity of manure to manure the farms

thoroughly, and consequently they had to go to the manure mer-

chant If they went to a proper merchant, and bought an un-

adulterated manure, they could not invest their money in

anything which would pay them better. Of course there was

a good deal of other straw consumed by the horses and other

animals. Mr. McLagan commented on the diseases in tur-

nips, and mentioned the finger-and-toe disease. Perhaps the

cause of it had not bean discovered, nor had the real remedy.

The application of lime had proved the best remedy he had
tried. In coming by train to-day he saw little or no prepara-

tion of the land for roots. He supposed that the farmers of

this country were becoming alive to the fact that labour was
becoming so expensive that they tried to encourage as much
as possible this labour an the farms. In conclusion, he re-

ferred to the point whether it was not possible to encourage

labour by having less land in cultivation and more in grass.

Unless they could employ steam power farmers would be

obliged to do this. It might be said that all lands would not

grow grasses for any length of time. This was a mistake. By
the application of the same quantity of manure on the grass

as when the land was in cultivation he did not doubt hut that

there would be a good crop of grass. There were two points

to be considered in the cultivation of grass land. Oue was to

keep the grass improved by manure, and the other was not

to bite it too bare in the summer, by which the next year's

crop was lost, and the better grasses were killed by the drought.

Mr. S. Peto said that the views expressed by Mr.

McLagan were exactly those ot gentlemen who farmed in

the counties of Suffolk and Norfolk. It was important that

the land should be well drained, and got into a proper state

before planting the turnip crop. Mr. Peto gave an instance

in point, and expressed his opinion that much damage was

often done by ploughing land when it was not in a proper

state. As to the manure, it was very important that they

should use phosphates on such land as theirs in that bcality.

After manuring the layers heavily, as was often done, it was

thought that good crops would follow, but this was not always

the case. In fact, it was impossible to grow turnips without

the assistance of phosphates ; but with the assistance of a

small quantity of phosphates they could grow a good crop,

Swedes required more room than other turnips, and he con-

sidered 27 inches a proper distance. He approved of autumn

cultivation, but he regretted that owing to the shortness of la-

bour he and some of his neighbours were not in that forward

state of preparation they ought to be at this season of the year.

Having spoken of the system of housing followed in this coun-

try, he alluded to the disease in the turnips, and said the di-

sease invariably affected the early sown turnips ;
they came up

and looked well for a time, but afterwards disappeared alto-

gether. There was much less of the disease amongst the late

sown turnips.
,

Mr. G. Gayford, jun., differed somewhat with the remarks

that had been made as to the value of the manure. He

urged the necessity of making it as good as possible, as the

difference between well-fed inauure and that of an ordinary

character was at all times very apparent.

Mr. Tiios. Goldsmith contended that the more roots were

forced, the less was their feeding value. He knew land where

there was an application of a quarter of a ton of guano, and on

that land the-e was an extraordinary crop of beet, but the

stock did not do so well from them.

Mr. W. M.vNFiELD said the value of a crop of turnips de-

pended much upon the nature of the soil on which they were

grown. Mr. M'Lagan had referred to the relative value of the

manures for turnips. He had spoken of farm-yard manure,

guano, and the manure of oil-cake. He (Mr. Manfield) thought

guano was as valuable for roots as farm-yard manure ;
but,

unfortunately, farmers could not get it with the high percent-

age named by the lecturer. He considered that Mr. M'Lagan

had rather underrated the value of oil-cake manure. A little

oilcake given to the sheep left a better crop than if the animals

were kept without the cake. Farmers in this district were in

the habit of using a little quantity of oil-cake, and the fact of

tlieir continuing the practice showed that they approved of it.

He felt that oil-cake paid well for the use of it. The soil m
this country was not, perhaps, so well adapted for swedes as

that of Scotland—the land here was, perhaps better adapted for

mangold-wurtzel. Luckily, in this district there was not much

game to destroy the roots before they were pulled. As to the

question of feeding, he must say that he was not in the habit

of giving his animals anything like the quantities that had been

named, nor was it the practice in this neighbourhood. It was

an exceedingly dear way of keeping bullocks to give them 150

lbs. weight of roots. It was better to give them a quarter, or

at most, half that quantity, with an addition of oil-cake or

corn to enhance the quality of the manure. He was much

surprised at the quantity of manure made from one ton of straw.

Mr. M'Lagam said if a ton of straw was put into a place

not covered, at the end of the season, if the quantity of manure

which was made was weighed, it would amount to the quantity

he had stated. There would of course be a great deal of water

which was necessary for decomposition.

Mr. Makfield : We generally get sufficient of water !

Mr. Peto thought cotton-cake as an article of food was very

much underrated.

Mr. M'Lagan said the first time he fed with cotton-cake

there were 20 cattle in a shed, and when the person went into

the place his eyes and nose were nipped by the strength ot the

manure. He never found this with linseed-cake. Cotton-cake

would give much more milk than linseed-cake.

Mr. Peto spoke of the good results of giving animals roots

in a grosser state rather than in a minced form.

The President alluded to the Tenant-Right Bill now be-

fore Parliament, and thought it was a question hardly ripe for

legislation. His feelings with reference to the tenure of land

had always been of the most liberal character. Where there

was confidence and capital combined, there should be the utmost

allowance made for the farmer to use his skill and capital. He

was'not a county representative, but he thought it would be well

for gentlemen present to instruct their representatives as to

what were their view s of a measure which would involve a

large outlay, not to the landlord, but to the incoming tenant,

who would have to pay unexhausted improvements.

There were one or two points in the Bill to which

he should raise an objection. He thought it a Bill quite

as much in favour of the landlord as the tenant,

but before the measure was passed it was well for agricul-

turists to consider how far it would on the one hand give them

confidence that they were not after all spending their capital

in a manner that would prove to be a burden. With the pre-

sent high price of labour, land should be made to produce all

it could. He remembered the time when it was said that cattle

would be no longer wanted, and that the grass land of England

might be ploughed up. With the present price of meat it was

a question whether the corn land ought not to be turned into

grass. Foreigners could undoubtedly supply us with wheat

better than we could grow it, and we must therefore turn our

attention to meat. Referring to the necessity which mig^;
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exist for curtailing the expenses of labour, the President ex-

pressed himself glad to find that the double-furrow plough was

coming into general use. Steam-cultivation did not make that

advance which he hoped it would have done. The method

pursued had, he felt, been, hitherto too expensive. It was

necessary that some means should be discovered of bringing

the use of steam within the reach of farmers at a cheaper rate.

Mr. M'Lagan replied. The turnips grown in Suffolk and
Norfolk were not so nutritious as those grown in Scotland.

Climate and soil had a great deal to do with the question. In

some places the roots were not nearly so nutritious, and a little

aiixilliary food in the shape of oil-cake might be necessary. In
working the land there was nothing so important as the grub-

bing system. In working his land, particularly the clay lands,

he took care to work it in small patches. If it was a 20-acre

field, he divided it into 10, and perhaps six or seven acres, ac-

cording to the season. He did not leave off a particular patch

till he had thoroughly worked it up. If you begin to work it,

and then leave off, and there is a heavy shower, all your labour

is lost, and you have to begin de novo.

A vote of thanks was passed to Mr. M'Lagan.

THE CENTRAL CHAMBER OF AGRICULTURE.
A meeting of the Council was held on Tuesday, May 6,

at the Salisbury Hotel, Sir M. H. Beach, M.P., in the chair.

After the usual routine business, Captain Craigie, M.P.,

presented the report of the Loca" Taxation Committee.

Capt. Ckaigib read the following report for Sir M. Lopes

:

In presenting their report, the committee congratulate their

supporters on the success which has attended their efforts to

place the subject of Local Taxation Reform in the front rank
of the social and financial questions of the day. They would
remind the Council that the notice of motion given l)y their

chairman has had the desired eflfect of compelling the Govern-
ment to announce their policy. The consequent postpone-
ment of their chairman's motion until the nature of the
ministerial proposals was made known has once been shown
the anxiety of your committee to open the way to an unpreju-
diced consideration of the views of the Geverument, and
exhibited the desire of their chairman to avoid even the ap-
pearance of factions opposition. The absence from the
Bmlget of any provision for the relief of ratepayers having
been noticed with surprise and regret at the last meeting of
the Council, Mr. Gladstone was asked to state in what manner
lae proposed to give effect to the resolution of the 16th April,

1872, previous to pressing upon the House of Commons a
remission of imperial taxation. This the Prime Minister
refused to do, although he intimated that Government
acknowledged some relief to bo justly due, and adhered in

principle to the mode embodied in Mr. Goschen's measure of

1871. The general financial policy of the Government was
subsequently challenged by Mr. W. H. Smith. Although his
motion did not emanate from your committee, it afforded
their chairman an opportunity of expressing to her Majesty's
Govenuuent the disappointment of ratepayers at the prospect
of renewed delay, which was rendered too piobable by the
neglect to give immediate effect to the moderate and readily-
applied proposal for relief which had already received the
sanction of this Parliament. The deliato which ensued clearly
established the close relationship of local and imperial
finance, and elicited from representatives of such large
urban constituencies as Finsbury, Westminster, Liverpool,
and Middlesex, an emphatic endorsement of your com-
mittee's views as to the unfair and exceptional taxation of
ratepayers. Your committee are, however, glad that no
division was taken on this occasion, as they prefer to

see the question of who are and who are not the real
friends of the ratepayer decided on a sLmjile issue, uncompli-
cated by other fiscal problems. Mr. Stansfeld last night un-
folded the Government scheme of Local Taxation Reform,
and announced tlie order in which her Majesty's Ministers
were prepared to deal with the subject. He stated that the
Government, in view of the great complexity and difficulty of
the whole ciuestion, had departed from the intention shown
by then' bills of 1871 of dealing with the matter as a whole.
He proposed in the present session to approach only the
fringe of the subject, to post])one in the meantime the larger
considerations of a reform of local government, and to defer

to a period still more remote the question of granting any re-

lief to ratepayers from the imperial revenue. The President
of the Local Govei-nment Board then obtained leave to mtro-
duce three biUs. One to aboUsh exemptions from rating now
enjoj'ed by certain descriptions of real property, one to pro-
vide for uniform system of valuation, and a third to substitute

a single consolidated rate for all the various local rates now
levied. On the intrinsic merits of these measures your com-
mittee can pronounce no opinion until they have had an
opportunity of considering the bills. They have always ap-
proved in principle, as matters of detail, of most of the
minor reforms foreshadowed by Mr. Stansfeld ; but they can-
not profess themselves satisfied with a course of policy which
leaves unredressed the cardinal grievance complained of.

Your committee would meantijne direct attention to the very
rapid growth of local burdens, as evidenced by the recently-
published Poor-Rate Return for 1872. The poor-rate levy
now exceeds £12,000,000, a figure fai- beyond that of any pre-
vious year. In spite of a declining amount of pauperism and
rising wages, the cost of poor relief shows continual aug-

mentation. Payments to county, borough, police, and high-
way authorities are annually increasing, while among the
minor recent impositions it may be noted that even
for a matter of such distinctively common intereat as
vaccination, one description of property has to boar a charge
which has exhibited an mcrease in the past fom* years of 121

per cent. While ratepayers are thus suffering from aggra-
vated burdens, they are asked to content themselves for the
present with varied proposal for a reform of ratal machinery,
and to allow Government to postpone the question of direct

pecuniary relief for the administration of justice, police, and
lunatics which the House of Commons has admitted to be
now so justly due, until Parliament has leism'C to reconstruct
our ent'u'e existing system of areas, authorities, and assess-

ments. A return obtained on the motion of their chau'man
has confirmed the assertions of your committee that but little

local control now exists over the expenditure for those objects

for which contributions from the imperial exchequer have
been asked. Prom this return it appears that out of

£1,979,639 expended during the year 1871 by county autho-
rities, independent local control was exercised over £339,0-15,

or 17 per cent, only, and the whole of the remaining 83 per
per cent, was expended under statute. The time of Parlia-
ment having been occupied with the consideration of large
questions of general fmance, your committee have little to

report as to the conduct of minor measures affecting rate-

payers. The introduction by the Government of a bill to
enable town councils in Scotland to appoint stipendiary magis-
ti-afes in certain cases may be noted, since the salaries of these
new officials are proposed by this measure to be chai-ged
solely on the ratepayers of that part of the United Kingdom.
The Public Health Bill introduced by Sir Charles Adderley,
which extends in some particulars the existing duties of sani-
tary authorities and their officials, and may thus be viewed
as tending to increase rates for sanitary objects, will be met
by a resolution to be moved by Mr. Corrance, which asserts
the expediency of postponing the addition of new duties to

the complicated and conflicting powers now given to the local

authorities until a complete consoUdation of the law on this

subject is effected.—(Signed) Massex Lopes."

Mr. HoDSOLL moved, and Mr. AuKiNS seconded, the adop-
tion of the report, which was agreed to.

Mr. Heneage moved the following resolution :
" That

whatever minor improvements may be effected in the existing

system of local taxation by the adoption of a consolidated rate,

a uniform valuation of property and the rating of certain

hereditaments hitherto exempt, this Council protests against

the course taken by the Government as ignoring the resolution

of the House of Commons, of April 16, 1873, and faiUng to

touch the cardinal grievance of the imposition of the burdens
of local taxation upon one description of property only."

Upon a former occasion a resolution was entrusted to him,
declaring that the Local Taxation Bill, introduced by Mr.
Goschen, was a mistake, and would only aggravate the griev-

ance complained of. He had now a somewhat different task to

perform ; for whilst they were in the same position as then so far

as regarded their not having obtained anything they required,

still the bills which had been introduced by the Go-vernment
on the previous evening were not such as they need trouble

therasetves about. They were of very minor importance, and
if they turned out to be good bills when printed, they might
receive the support of local taxation reformers. Ihey did

not touch the cardinal point at issue. With regard to

the motion brought forward in the Housejof Commons by Mr.
W. H. Smith, it should be distinctly understood that the Local

Taxation Committee had nothing whatever to do with it. It

had done considerable good, however, in showing that the

question of local taxation had so strongly developed itself in

the minds of those who had thought about it that they

intended to make it a great public question, and not
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to allow it to become the shuttle-cock of parties.

Whether on the one hand it was Mr. Smith's desire

to raaiutaia the cry of local taxation as a party cry, or the
desire of the Government on the other to force a division in

order to reduce the majority of last year, mattered little ; the

result being that it showed the force of public opinion on
both sides, and that the champions of local taxation were able

to bring such weight into the scale that neither of the whips
dared to press for a division. He should like to have the

motion of Sir Massey Lopes read to the Chamber, in order

that they might have it clearly before them. The question

was whether the principle of that motion, which was carried

by a majority of 100 of ail politics, had in any way advanced
their cause ? whether any steps had been taken upon it which
had done any good ? His opinion was decidedly that they

had so far gained nothing by that resolution, and they must
either be content to have it thrown in their faces without

anything being done upon it, or else they must take vigorous

action in the matter. Could they not request Sir Massey
Lopes again to bring forward his motion in the same form as

last year ? They would then have a right to expect that

those members who last year supported it would vote for it

again, and show that they were confirmed in their opinion of

last year that the present state of local taxation was an

anomaly and an injustice that ought to be redressed- The
bills introduced by Mr. Stansfeld in no way touched the car-

dinal grievance ; and although it was now too late in the

session to hope to carry that resolution iuto effect, he thought

it was time for them to reassert the principle, and to ask their

representatives in Parliament to confirm what they did last

year.

Mr. Startin, in seconding the resolution, said the Govern-

ment mountain had been long in labour, and at last there had

come forth a little mouse—and a very little one it was. Al-

though there was not much reason for congratulation to be

found in what they had done, they still might iairly congratu-

late themselves upon the position which the question had
assumed. Mr. J. S. MiU said that every scieutiiic truth had
to pass through three stages. This question of local taxation I

had passed through the two preliminary stages, and had now
arrived at the third stage, in which it was prominently before

the pubhc for discussion, and it had been adopted by the

ministry as a Cabinet question. There appeared to be some
misapprehensions on the question. The Prime Minister had
stated that the Grovernment would not allow itself under the

pretext of relieving the occupier to make a vast present or gift

to the owners of real property. They did not desire a gift ; if

their demand was a just one it must be acceded to, if not it

would fall to the ground. The right hon. gentleman, in a

speech at Liverpool, said the wealth of the country had accu-

mulated more during the present century than in the whole of

the Christian era previously, and that a large part of that

accumulation had taken place within the last twenty years.

The demand of the owners of real property was that the whole

of that wealth should be brought in as contributary to the

local taxation of the country. They were told also that

through long process of time the poor-rate had become a kind

of fixed charge upon the land ; but he maintained that Par-

liament by passing the Union Chargeability Act had broken

down that rent-charge theory ; and now Mr. Stansfeld in his

bill proposed to make certain hitherto exempt classes of pro-

perty assist in bearing the burden of the rates. A fortiori^

therefere, the same principle could be extended to personal

property and to the gigantic accumulation of wealth in the

present century. It was said that there would be a lavish ex-

penditure if money were drawn from the public exchequer in

aid of local burdens. He entirely agreed that it would not do

to allow the present administrators of poor-rates to draw upon

the public exchequer; but if the Government handed over

subventions in aid of local taxation of the country they must

be controlled by some public officer.

Professor Willis Bund felt strongly that it was the duty

of the Chamber to oppose measures such as were sketched

out in the speech of Mr. Stansfeld, because, if they had wished

it, they might have had similar measures two years ago. The
bills introduced in 1871 were almost identical with those

shadowed forth by Mr. Stansfeld. He objected to any partial

dealing with this subject, because if these bills became law, the

Government would meet any further request on their part with

a demand for time to see what the effect of the bills would be.

The question would thus be shelved for a long period, and the

taxpayers would be juggled out of their just rights and the

relief to which they were entitled. Meanwhile, whilst these

sentimental reforms—which were put forward to blind them
upon the main question—were being carried out, the rates

would be increasing. They Had increased from \&\ millions

in 18G8 to 17^ millions in 1870-71 ; so that, while Mr. Lowe
had, as he boasted, taken off 9 millions of taxation from one

description of property, the burdens upon property rated for

local purposes were increasing by one-quarter of a million

a-year. In the next three years the increase would be still

greater, because those figures did not include education rates,

or the increase that would be caused by the Public Health Act

of last session. He hoped the Chamber would not, by

accepting any instalment, be diverted from the main question

at issue, and he could not, therefore, fully concur in the

resolution.

Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., said the resolution of Sir Massey

Lopes which had been referred to was to the effect that no

revision of local taxation would be satisfactory which did not

provide wholly or in part for the relief of ratepayers in towns

and in country from taxation imposed for national purposes,

naming three of those purposes, viz. : police, lunatics, and
administration of justice. He (Mr. Read) ventured to say

that the proposals which the Government had made had nothing

whatever to do with that resolution which was adopted by the

House of Commons. It was altogether a separate and distinct

issue. Having been taunted with making vague declarations,

and proposing abstract resolutions, they bound the House of

Commons by that vote, and, he contended, they bound the

Government also to give them substantial relief in the way in

which they asked for it. He contended further that by no

amendment of the system of local taxation, assessment, or ad-

ministration of the Poor-law, could they get a large body of

men to more effectually carry out the views of the Government
or a body that could be more directly responsible and obedient

to the Government than the magistrates in quarter sessions.

They were servants of the Crown, who were bound to ad-

minister the law as they found it ; and, therefore, when further

contributions were asked from the Imperial funds for the three

purposes named, there was no excuse for the Government to

say, "We want a revision of local taxation before we grant

you any relief." Coming to the little insignificant bills of the

Government, he remembered that as far back as 1866, mea-
sures were introduced for almost all the purposes which these

bills had in view ; but they did not pass because the Govern-

ment tried to lay down the law by which properties hitherto

exempt should be assessed. The Goverment now simply gave

an enabhng bill, and allowed the local authority to assess these

properties as it pleased. That was a thing which might

and ought to have been done seven or eight years ago. He
joined in the hope expressed by Mr. Bund, that those who ap-

proved of the resolution would not think that this was the

smallest modicum of justice to local taxation reformers ; that ,

they would take it as a mere fringe of the subject which would

not in any way meet the just requirements which they had put

before the country.

Mr. DiJN^GLE (Cornwall) regarded the bills of Mr. Stansfeld

as inadequate, but he was inclined to accept the abolition of

exemptions. In the mining districts of Cornwall there were

heavy calls upon the poor-rates for the wives and families of

miners who were killed in the mines or died of what was called

"miners' consumption." The highways also had to be repaired

out of the local rates, and these grievances had been aggra-

vated by the Education Bill, which, for instance, in the parish

where he lived imposed upon the ratepayers the obligation to

provide education for about 700 children, of whom 500 were the

children of miners. To all of these purposes the metalliferous

mines contributed nothing ; and he should be thankful to Mr.

Stansfeld if he removed this great grievance and made those

properties that were now exempt hable to local rates.

Mr. Caldecott wished to say a few words upon what pro-

perty in its present rateable area was paying. In 1840 in the

county of Warwick there were raised in county rates £16,580
;

and there were then no police to be paid for. In 1873 the sum
was £34',014, and whereas the county expenditure was reduced

by £1,200, the police amounted to £11,722, and lunatic build-

ings to £6,856 ; and in addition a sum of £13,500 was paid

from the poor-rates for the maintenance of lunatics in asylums.

Mr. WoODWAED concurred in the hope that although the

Government bills formed no settlement of the question, they

would not be opposed by the Chamber, So far as they could

D 2
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yet tell, the bills were good ones, and tliey would clear the way
for farther action. He differed from the speaker who
said that if these bills were passed the Government would
decline to take any further steps. He failed to see what
very important question would remain for next Session except
this question of local taxation. He thought the Government
intended to deal with it ; and there were many of their own
supporters who would not let them put it aside even if they
were desirous of doing so. If these bills were passed they
would strengthen their own hands and those of the
supporters of the Government who were acting with them.
Mr. Stopfokd Sackvii.le, M.P., said it was impossible

not to be disappointed with the measures brought forward by
the Government, when two years ago they thought themselves
sufBciently masters of the subject to give up the house duty to

the local authorities. He was, however, glad to see the feel-

ing of the Chamber was that it would be uuadvisable to take
up a position antagonistic to the bills sketched out by Mr.
Stansfeld. It seemed to him that those bills would redress
certain minor grievances of which that Chamber had often
complained. He cordially supported the resolution, which
WIS put and adopted.

Mr. MuNTz moved :
" That, with a view to the improve-

ment of middle-class education in rural districts, it is desirable
to establish county schools, at which the charge for boarders
shall not exceed thirty pounds yj«- ^/iw^w;, and also district

schools at which the fee for day scholars shall not exceed six

pounds^j^r anninn." He was surprised to fin.' that, although
the subject had been on the agenda for two months, only three
or four local chambers had communicated with the Central
Chamber upon it. In most parts of England there were now
large elementary schools for the children of labourers ; there
were also private schools and large boarding schools where he
believed a very good education was given, combined with
scientific and technical teaching suitable for the children of
agriculturists. The point to which he wished to draw atten-
tion was the absence of any provisiou in rural districts where
the farms were small and the farmers' means insufficient to
send the children to a boarding school. It appeared that
some other school must be established, or else that the exist-

ing elementary schools should be made available for sending
farmers' children to. Then there was in this country a social
feeling which prevented the farmer sending his children to the
same school with those of the labourer. That objection
did not exist in Scotland ; but it did in England,
and its removal would necessarily be a work of
time. In the meantime the children were growing up in some
districts without an education eveu equal to that of a labourer's
child. His conviction was that if that state of things con-
tinued to exist the time was not far distant when the labourers'
liildren would rise up and take the place of the farmers'. It
frequently happened that the education given at the elementary
school was better than that given iu the private school ; and
he would suggest the advisability of establishing a class of
schools between the higher school and the elementary one.
The resolution which he proposed was a general one, and com-
mitted neither himself nor the Chamber to any particular
details.

Mr. WiNTLE seconded the resolution, and accounted for the
silence of the chambers on the subject on the ground that they
were not yet prepared with any practical solution of the diffi-

culty, lie believed that unless some general action was taken
within the next twenty years the children of small farmers
would be worse educated than the children of labourers.
The Rev. Canon Bkereton thought the resolution was

utterly inadequate, being only a partial dealing with a very
wide question. He heartily agreed with those who desired to
bring a better education within the reach of the small farmer

;

and he thought boarding-schools might be established to meet
the wants of small farmers at a much lower rate than £30
a-year, provided that the pupils should be willing to give a cer-
tain amount of their time in industrial work connected with
the school. To provide these cheap boarding-schools a com-
bination of capital was essential, and he thought the small
farmers had a right to look for some assistance from endow-
ments. He believed that the endowments properly intended for
secondary schools in many counties were quite sufficient to
give the middle classes the help they wanted in this direction,
and that part of the capital of the endowments might be com-
mercially invested in such schools with a remunerative result.
Ue would propose, therefore, "That, in order to promote

middle-class education in rural districts, the county offers the
best area for the organisation of schools ; that in each county
one or more self-supporting board schools, on a sufficient scale

to ensure effective teaching in all suitable branches of learning,

and economical application of combined capital, should be
established, with the concurrence and support of the lord-

lieutenant and influential residents in the county; that the

regulation of examinations and the training and certification

of masters should be sought through the extension of the uni-

versities, and liOt from any Government system, ayid that

capital of endowments may iu some cases be combined with
commercial capital without interfering with the rights and in-

terests of those intended to be benefited by the farmers."

Mr. Brown seconded the amendment.
Mr. FiNLAY Dunne supported the motion of Mr. Muutz,

and suggested the development of the present national school

teaching by the establishment of advanced classes and of con-

venient central boarding schools.

Mr. T. Brown (Norfolk) supported Canon Brereton's

amendment.
Major Paget, M.P,, thought the subject was not sufficiently

ripe for the Chamber to give any decided vote upon it ; and he
proposed that a committee should be appointed to inquire into

it and report to a future meeting.

Mr. Startin stated that the Rev. Dr. Evans, late head
master of King Edward's School, Birmingham, was strougly in

favour of the development of our national day-schools. That
gentleman's experience was that the association of children of

different classes at school was not attended with the slightest

inconvenience, but on the contrary was productive of great

good.

Mr. Kearsey said there could be no practical solution of

the difficulty unless the Chamber intimated where the funds

were to come from. In his part of the country the better class

of farmers would not send their children to schools where tbey

would associate with children of a lower class.

Mr. MuNTZ pointed out the undesirability of at once passing

a complex resolution pledging the Chamber to details.

Canon Brereton withdrew his amendment, and Major
Paget then moved that the subject be referred to a com-
mittee.

The Chairman supported the proposition, and Mr. Muntz
withdrew his resolution, and Major Paget's motion was
adopted.

5Ir. Tkemayne brought under consideration the unsettle-

ment of the tithe settlement by recent legal decisions, and
proposed that the Chamber should approve the Tithe Com-
mutation Act Amendment Bill for repealing the powers of the

Tithe Commissioners to assign new districts and to award ex-

traordinary charges in respect of hop grounds and market
gardens within them.

Professor Willis Bund seconded the motion, and after

some discussion, in which Mr. Tiemenheere, Mr. Storer, and
Mr. Russell, took part,

Mr. HoDSOLL moved, as an amendment, "That the present

state of the law with reference to the chargeability of market
gardens to tithes is unsatisfactory, and requires amendment
with a view to such a settlement of the question as, while
just to the tithe-owner, shall not act to the discouragement of

agriculture."

The amendment having been seconded by Mr. Hicks, and
supported by the Chairman, was adopted by 14 votes against

The proceedings then terminated with a vote of thanks to the
Chairman.

A meeting of the Central Council was held on Tuesday, June
10th, at the Sahsbury Hotel, Sir M. Hicks Beach, M.P., the
President, in the chair.

The Report of the Local Taxation Committee on the pro-

posals of the Government with reference to local taxation was
agreed to.

Sir Massey Lopes laid before the Council, and proposed
the adoption of, the following monthly report of the Committee,
which was agreed to:

Your committee having been requested to consider the
proposals of the Government with reference to Local Taxa-
tion, prepared and issued a report containing an analysis of
the measures introduced by Mr. Stansfeld and a criticism of
the policy adopted by her Majesty's Government. This
special report—which has been widely circulated—they have
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uo\V to submit to the considevatiou of the Council.—Govorii-
ment Bills : The debate on the second readinf? of the Rating,'
and Valuation Bills placed prominently before the country
the grave embarrassments and difficulties inseparable from
the attempt to deal with the (luestion of Local Taxation Re-
form in the inverted order unfortunately insisted upon by the
Government. The verj' numerous defects to which it has
been your committee's duty to direct attention were clearly
pointed out by speakers on both sides of the House. The
aclvnowledtj;e<l desirability of extending the area of rating,
which is the professed object of Mr. Stansfcld's Rating Bill,
alone saved from rejection a measure so faultj^ in construction
as that now submitted. Your committee trust it may be yet
possible at a later stage to reconstruct and remodel many" of
its provisions. A measure apparently framed to delaj- prac-
tical legislation may thus be converted into one which shall at
least ensure to the particular localities which it is proposed to
benefit some of the advantages to be derived from rating
mines, woods, game, and Government property, without en-
tailing the prospect of endless disputes and litigation which
the bill in its present form offers to ratepayers. The discus-
sion of the 22nd ult. also served plainly to bring out the ten-
denej'- of the Valuation Bill to unsettle and enormously aggra-
bate the frequently difficult duties of assessment committees,
to iutroduce the centralising inlluence of the surveyor of
taxes, and to rack up assessments to an arbitrary level which
may freciuently exceed the proper value of herecUtaments.
On the same occasion the chairman of your committee en-
deavoured also to place on record a formal protest against
the policy which has forced npon Parliament the consideration
of petty but intricate measures of administrative detail before
arriving at any legislative solution of the difficult questions
of principle which form the real issue raised in this matter.
The strong indisposition of the House to accelerate the period
of dissolution by a direct refusal to entertain measures which
offer no remedy for the grievance so recently acknowledged,
has alone i^revented such an effective censure of the policy of
postponement of which the ratepayer has had such just
cause to complain.—Amendments proposed : Notice has
already been given of many important amendments to the
Government bills. Especially your committee would direct
attention to those which aim at a clearer definition of the
methods of arriving at the value of the new classes of real
property to be made subject to rates. The substitution of a
perpetual for an annual exemption of personal property pro-
posed by clause 13 of the Rating Bill, will be challenged by
Mr. Pell. Your committee wish it to be clearly understood
that they acknowledge, as they have always done, the im-
policy and impracticability of locally rating stock-in-trade.
They cannot, however, tacitly assent to eee the recognition of
the ancient common obhgation of all property permanently
erased from the statute book, until, in some form or another,
redress is found for the privileged anomaly by which income
from personal wealth escapes all contriljution to the local
rates. They hope, therefore, for the approval of their sup-
porters in resisting this attempt of the Government to deprive
the House of an annual opportunity of calling attention to an
admitted but still uiu-edressed grievance. The existing ex-
emption of income arising from personalty will also be the
subject of discussion on another amendment to be moved by
Sir George Jenkinson. Your committee have grave doubts
of the practicability of reaching personal property in the
mode proposed by this amendment, but the absence of all

attempt on the part of the Government to solve the difficult

problem of bringing personalty in any way into contribution
to the rates, justifies every remonstrance against the present
anomaly. The removal from the Valuation BUI of the very
objectionable influence of the surveyor of taxes, will be pro-
posed by Mr. 0. S. Read, who will also challenge the unfair
provision (in clause 51 of this measure) making rental the
minimum figure at which gi-oss value may be placed. The
chairman of your committee has also projiosed to embody in

this bill a provision, which has been inserted by the Govern-
ment themselves in their Irish General Valuation Bill, and
which will have the effect of exempting from increased ass-

essment for seven years any increase in the value of
agricultural land arising from drainage, farm-buildings, or
reclamations—Parliamentary Elections (Expenses) Bill : The
Government having declined in the meantime to remove any
of the exceptional charges now unjustly saddled on the rates,

your committee are compelled to renew their vigilant resist-

ance to any new impositions by which it may be proposed to

increase the already disproportionate taxation of lands and
houses. The proposal to charge ratepayers with the costs of
Parliamentary Elections, which they have in former sessions

successfully opposed, has been again revived. The rejection

of this bill will be moved on its second reading, on the 18th

inst., by Mr. W. N. Hodgson ; and your committee trust that
the House svill again emphatically condemn this proposed
new charge upon the rates.—Registration of Births and
Deaths Bill: Another measure to which your committee feel

it their duty to offer a strenuous opposition is that introduced
by the Government in reference to registration. This bill

proposes to increase the existing cost of registration in res-

pect of compensation and remuneration to registrars, and

for returns, offices, sales, and buildings. An opportunity

may be afforded by the introduction of this measure of taking

the sense of the House of Commons on the expediency of

continuing to charge upon local rates the costs of carrying

out an object so exceptionally national as the one in question.

In any case your committee feel that any attempted increase

of rates on account of an item of this character must be firmly

resisted until some real remedy is ofl'ered for the grievances

of ratepayers.—Juries Bill: Tliis measin-c, to which your
committee called attention on a former occasion, has been at

all events temporarily an-csted by an amendment proposed
by Mr. Magniac, which aimed at protecting rate- payers from
an increased charge on account of jury lists. The proposed
addition to the rates contained in the Government proposal

may not have been of great amount, but your committee feel

strongly the unfairness of the attempt to add to the local cost

of administering justice after the emphatic resolution of last

session, and before any steps whatever have been taken by
the Government to remove the condemned anomaly. Roads
and Bridges (Scotland) Bill : The strong feeling of the House
of Commons against any attempt to aggravate the burden
of Local Taxation until some real remedy is proposed is ex-

emplified by the resolution of which Mr. Uraufurd has given
notice on the second reading of this measure, viz.: "That
this House declines to entertain any legislation involving new
or additional local charges until the question of the relief to

be granted from Imperial funds to Local Taxation shall have
been definitely settled." To the terms of tliis resolution your
committee would direct especial attention, and they hope for

the united support of all ratepayers in their endeavour to give

it full effect.—Education Rate : A recently issued rcturnshows

that localities are now beginning to feel the growing weight

of the new charge for education, so improperly thrown upon
the rates in 1870. Although only 431 School Boards were at

woiK in England and Wales up to September last, their ex-

penditure, vs'hich had in many cases barely commenced, was
already over £325,000, while precepts for rates had been ac-

tually issued to the amount of £278,84.2. In some rural

parishes rates considerably exceeding Is. in the pound have
been required, while in several cases 6d. has been levied,

and 3d. in the pound, which was supposed to be the limit of

liabihty, has in very many cases been exceeded. It is stated

with some authority that the Government contemplate

making the School Board system compulsory throughout the

country. The enormous expenditure of rates involved in any
such proposition may be readily estimated from the costs of

the few boards already in existeuce. Your committee confi-

dently expect to receive the cordial support of every rate-

payer in opposing any such'aggravation of their present local

bm-dens.—Pubhc Prosecutors Bill : Your committee are glad

to be able to congratrUate then- supporters on one of the pro-

visions of the measure introduced by Mr. Bruce for the ap-

pointment of public prosecutors. This bill proposes to remoTe

the grievance inflicted on ratepayers in the disallovyance by
the Treasury of portions of the already taxed costs of criminal

prosecutions. I^his practice of disallowance which has been

strongly condemned by your committee, has resulted of late

years in the practical rei'mposition of charges upon the rates

which Parliament had removed more than a quarter of a cen-

tury ago. The concession now at last made by the Govern-

ment on this point is due to the steady pressure of Local Tax-

ation reformers. Your committee trust that this success maj^

prove an earnest of more substantial victories for the cause of

just and equal taxation ; but to enable them to meet the yet

powerful and protracted resistance offered by the owners of

um-ated ijropertv, the firm, cordial, and united support of all

ratepayers in town and country is indispensably required.

The report was adopted.

Mr. B.VKER (Surrey) moved the following, being the first

of a series of resolutions prepared by the Business Com-

mittee :

That this Council renews its protest agaist the method in

which the Government have approached the question of

Local Taxation Reform, and is strongly of opinion that any
such legislation as that now proposed should have been pre-

ceded or accompanied by some substantial relief to ratepayers

from national charges in the mode approved of by the House
of Commons last session.

He complained that although the injustice of the system of

charging upon local rates the burden of providing for national

objects had been admitted by the House of Commons, the

Government, instead of going thoroughly into the matter, and

seeing how the injustice was to be remedied, were really en-

deavouring to increase it by extending the area of taxation in

reference to real property. Against this he most earnestly

protested. Mr. Stansfeld had stated in his recent speech that

the measures he had introduced only touched the fringe of

the subject. Well, it struck him as a very curious pro-

ceeding that he should begin by manufacturing the fringe

for the garment before the garment itself was made.
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The motion having been seconded by Mr. Coopeb (West
Riding), was adopted.

Mr. T. Arkell (Swindon), proposed :

That this Council regrets to find that the Rating (Value
and Liability) Bill fails to point out any mode in which
mines, woods, and game are to be rated, and is thus calcula-
ted to cause constant variety of assessment, entailing endless
expense and litigation. And this Council fui-ther protests
against the proposal of the Government to confer, by clause
13 of a bill for the repeal of exemptions, a grant of perpetual
exemption to personal property from rates while no other
method of bringing personalty into contribution has been
roposed.

Sir G. Jenkinson, M.P., in seconding the motion, called

upon the Chamber to declare its firm opposition to the con-
tinued exemption of personal property from assessment. They
might be beaten once, twice, or a score of times ; but need he
remind them that no great work was ever accomplished vfith-

out effort and vfithout repulses. The question of the exemp-
tion of personal property was, therefore, what they ought to
stick to, and never to flinch from fighting out. In com-
mittee on the Rating (Liabihty and Value) Bill in the House
of Commons it was his intention to move as an amendment
to the third clause :

" That the Poor-rate Acts should extend
not only to plantations and woods and growing timber, rights
of fowUng, shooting, sporting and fishing, as provided in the
clause, but to the income arising from all personal property
which is now assessed to the income-tax, but which is not now
assessed, and does not contribute, to the poor-rate, and the
proceeds thereof shall be collected under certain schedules of
the income-tax, and applied as may be heremafter directed."

That would get over the difficulty of persons saying that you
could not have tlie surveyor of taxes or collector of poor's-rates

coming and asking people for a contribution for personal pro-
pertyon funds or securities which they held elsewhere. His plan
was, in fact, to get a certain sum, which wasjlocally assessed and
collected in the shape of assessed licences, handed over to the
various counties and towns where it was assessed and collected,

to be applied in aid of local burdens. If they could get from
four to four and a-half millions sterling, which was about the
total amount of the assessed licences given in the return which
he had moved for, assigned to various localities in aid and
easement of the local burdens, the Chancellor of the Exche-
quer might, and probably would, wish to supplement his pocket
by some other source of income. Tlien his proposition would
come into force, and he would say—Take a contribution from the
income of the wealthy of the country, such as the fund-holders,
who now contribute nothing to the local burdens : take from
a contribution under schedule C, and perhaps a part of sche-
dule D of the income-tax, and let that be collected and applied
in aid of. the imperial funds which he (Sir G. Jenkinson)
proposed should be given up to the extent of four and-a-half
millions in the shape of assessed taxes. This would be pre-
ferable to taking a lump sum from the Consolidated Fund, and
applying it in aid of [the local rates. With regard to stock in

trade, he desired to see the present exemption continued , for
he contended that all trades and professions, and incomes
arising from the industry of men who were struggUng to
maintain themselves and families, ought to be exempted.

Mr. HoDSOLL (West Kent) moved to amend the resolution
by inserting after " a grant of perpetual exemption to " the
words " not only stock in trade but all other."

Mr. Caldecott seconded the amendment, which was
accepted by Mr. Arkell and Sir G. Jenkinson, and the resolu-
tion was agreed to in this shape :

That this Council regrets to find that the Rating (Value
and Liabihty) Bill fails to point out any mode in which mines
woods, and game are to be rated, and is thus calculated to
cause constant variety of assessment, entailing endless ex-
pense and htigation. And this Council iiu-ther protests
against the proposal of the Government to confer, by Clause
13 of a bill for the repeal of exemptions, a grant of perpetual
exemption to not only stock in trade but all other personal
property from rates while no other method of bringing per-
sonally into contribution has been proposed.

Mr. H. J. Little (Wisbeach) next moved,
That this Council, while approving of uniformity of

assessment, strongly objects to the arbitrary power proposed
to be conferred on the surveyor of taxes in the Valuation
Bui, and to the comphcated machinery provided for hearing
and determining appeals.

He did not object to the provision in the bill that the gross
should not be less than the actual rent ; but the worse part of

the measure was, in his opinion, that which related to the avii'

veyor of taxes. The burden of proof ought to be thrown upon
that official, who should be bound to prove that the committee

of assessment were wrong rather than that they should be re-

quired to prove that he was wrong. The machinery of the

bill for determining appeals appeared to be very complicated,

though the present was sufficiently so. If a man gave an ex-

cessive rent for land, he saw no reason why he should not be

rated on his own valuation.

Mr. Lake (East Kent) urged that the power proposed to

be conferred upon the surveyor of taxes should be resisted to

the utmost. So far as he could see, that official was appointed

by the Government simply to make a surcharge upon the

returns sent in to him by the occupiers and owners of pro-

perty. Uniformity of assessment was most desirable, and
perhaps there was nothing that wanted to be redressed more
than that ; and with regard to appeals, some method more
simple and easy than was provided by the bill ought to be

devised.

Mr. Caldecott, speaking from his experience as a member
of an assessment committee, thought the present system had
worked satisfactorily on the whole, and that there was no
reason for altering it. The comphcated machinery of the

bill would, he feared, be a nuisance ; but as to the surveyor

of taxes, the power conferred upon him by the bill, though

lie did not approve of it, was the same as he had now with

regard to the income-tax and the house-duty.

Mr. Kersey (East Suffolk) did not think that the actual

rent ought to be taken as the basis of value. In many country

places land was let as what was termed " accommodation

land." A butcher, for example, might hire a small occupa-

tion, or a gentleman might take pleasure-grounds, at a very

high rent. That, therefore, could not be called a real value ;

and he could imagine nothing more agreeable to the surveyor

of taxes than to be able to pounce down upon the man who
occupied such accommodation lands, and make his rent the

basis of rating for the whole district.

Col. Bkise, M.P. (Essex), proposed to amend the resolu-

tion by inserting, after " approving of uniformity of assess-

ment," the words " as far as local taxation only is concerned."

If local and imperial taxation were placed on the same basis,

he did not see how they were to get on without the surveyor

of taxes.

The mover and seconder of the resolution having intimated

their readiness to accept the emendation suggested by

Col. Brise,

Mr. G. Stoker (Notts), moved, and Mr. D. Long
(Gloucestershire) seconded, as an amendment, the resolution

in the shape in which it had come from the Business Com-
mittee, with the rider of Col. Brise :

That this Council, while approving of uniformity of
assessment, as far as local taxation only is concerned,
strongly objects to the arbitrary power proposed to be con-
ferred on the sui'veyor of taxes in the Valuation BUI, to the
proposition to make actual rental the minimum figure of

gross value, and to the complicated machinery provided for

hearing and determining appeals.

The amendment was supported by Mr. AdKINS (Northamp-
tonshire).

Mr. Woodward (Worcestershire) held that they could

not have a better standard for assessment than the rent. If

it were worth a man's while to pay a high rent for accomoda-
tion lands, whether for business or pleasure, he did not see

why it was not a proper basis for taxation, both imperial and
local. What he objected to chiefly was the arbitrary power
given by the bill to the surveyor of taxes, whose idea of value

ought to be subject to the same revision and criticism as the

value of the local authorities. Uniformity of assessment,

too, should be accompanied by uniformity of deductions.

Mr. Martin (Cambridgeshire) assumed that the Chamber
was unanimous in favour of uniform rating, and that the only

difference was as to the way in which that end was to be ar-

rived at. For his part he objected to taking the rent as a

rule, for the simple fact that rents were not uniform. As to

basing imperial and local taxation on the same assessment, he

did not object to that, provided the assessment was fair ; but

lie did not think the surveyor of taxes ought to have the op-

portunity of inspecting tlie local books. In his judgment the

best basis was the rateable value of land as between one man
and another.
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Mi". Hicks (Cambridgeshire) expressed a similar view. If

they wanted uniformity of assessment, they must have uni-

formity of value, ami they must not go to the rent but to the

real value. Tliat was the only way in which they could secure

uuiformity or obtain substantive justice.

Capt. Craigie gave his support to the amendment, and ob-

served that what was wanted was uniformity of assessment for

local purposes, and not a combination of assessments for both

local and imperial purposes. The principle of taxation and
the principle of assessment were not one and the same ; and
he contended that, if they separate local from imperial taxa-

tion, they would narrow the question whether there should be
a surveyor of taxes iu the bill ; and if they only had a local

assessment they would not want that officer at all. He was
inclined to suggest that there ought to be iu every large rating

area, which would usually be the county, an official charged
with the duty of seeing tliat the assessments were uniform iu

the several divisions comprised in the larger rating area. He
supported the amendment of Mr. Storer, on the ground that

it contained a clause which condemned the proposition to

make the actual rental the minimum figure of gross value,

and he held that they could not take the rental as the gauge
of taxation.

Major Robinson (Northampton) on the contrary was in

favour of making the actual rental the minimum figure of gross

value. As to accommodation lands, he saw no hardship what-

ever in making a man pay on the fair value of his occupation.

The fact that the man was ready to pay the rent showed that

at all events it was worth the money to him.

Mr. AsKJELL was in favour of basing the assessment not

on the gross rent but on a valuation. That had been done in

his union, and there was now much less dissatisfaction than

formerly,

Mr. A. Startin (Warwickshire) could support neither the

original resolution nor the amendment ; and thought it would

be unwise to give up the appeal to the assessment committees.

He wished particularly that it should not go forth to the trading

classes that the Chamber was in favour of cooked accounts or

sophisticated assessments, and believed that the actual rent

paid was in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred the true value

both for imperial and local purposes. In the hundredth case,

however, it might possibly be that there v/ere special circum-

stances wliich required this provision in the Valuation Bill, and
that the representative of the public should have a finger in

the pie, raise objection to the rent, and endeavour to push up
the assessment. He could not agree that, because land was
let for accommodation purposes, it had anything to do with

the agricultural value of the adjoining lands ; and he did not

see, therefore, why gentlemen who held land at exorbitant

rents, which were, however, the true rents, should not con-

tribute to the public burdens, imperial and local, in proportion

to the value they themselves put upon the land.

Mr. DucKHAM (Hereford) was puzzled even now how to

get a uniform assessment, and under the proposed new law he
feared they would always be in a state of turmoU. He con-

sidered it better, therefore, to adopt the 'system prevailing in

Ireland, establish valuation boards, and let them fix the value

both for imperial and local taxation.

Mr. J. Turner (Peterborough) remarked that, if the rent

were not the value of the land, he was at a loss to know what
was. He had served on an assessment committee for some
years, and that committee found that the most satisfactory

system was to take the rent and what the laud actually pro-

duced. They accordingly put it up to the full rental, and the

proceeding had not caused dissatisfaction. In fact the appeals

were very few.

In the course of the subsequent discussion, the original

motion was supported by Mr. Rigby (Cheshire), Mr. Bakek
(Surrey), and Mr. C. C. Pell (Cambridgeshire), and the

amendment by Mr. Henly (Lincolnshire).

On the question being put, the amendment was agreed to

with only a few dissentients.

At the instance of Mr. Rigby, seconded by Mr, Coover,
the fourth resolution was also adopted as follows :

That this Council cordially approves of the resolution
of which Mr. Craufurd has given notice on the second read-
ing of the Roads and Bridges (Scotland) Bill—namely,
*

' That this House declines to entertain any legislation in-

volving new or additional local charges untO the question of
the relief to be granted from imperial funds to Local Taxa«
tion shall have been definitively settled.

It was also resolved, on the motion of Mr, D. Long
(Gloucestershire), seconded by Mr. Laurence (Gloucester-

shire) : "That iu the opinion of this Council the reductions of

10 per cent, for buildings, and 5 per cent, for laud without

buildings from the gross value, to form the net or rateable

value, are not proportionate with the deductions suggested in

this bill, and would be insufficient to cover repairs, insurance,

management, and collection of rents, so as to keep the average

of estates in this country in a condition to command the pre-

sent rental."

The next business was the consideration of the Agricultural

Children BUI.

On the motion of Mr. J. Turner, seconded by Mr. Little,

the following resolution was agreed to : "That this Chamber is

of opinion that the substitution of 13 years for 1-2 years (as

the age up to which the Act should apply) was objection-

able and subversive of the principle of the bill, and recom-

mends that a petition to the House of Lords be adopted, pray-

ing their Lordships to restore the bill to the form in which it

passed its second reading iu the House of Commons." It was

also resolved that the petition from the Chamber should be

signed on its behalf by the President, Sir M. H. Beach.

At the meeting of the Council iu March a resolution was
agreed to that no material change in the Poor-law was needed

until the law relating to the administration of relief had
been amended ; and to-day the discussion on the subject of

Poor-law relief, including classification of paupers, separate

schools, and industrial establishments was resumed by the

Rev. Mr. Everett (Berkshire), who moved " That this Council,

believmg thai the present system of poor-houses, to wliich old

and young, good and bad are sent, without discrimination as

to character, is fruitful of evil, is of opinion that a better

system might be adopted by a more judicious classification of

those who, from very varying circumstances, are reduced to

the necessity of applying for relief ; and would respectfully

request the attention of the local government board to the

subject."

The motion, which was seconded by Mr. Startin (War-
wickshire), was opposed by Mr. Lake on the ground that the

scheme was of a centralising character, would put an end to

local control, and involve an enormous expenditure. Besides,

the Boards of Guardians now possessed the power of carrying

out a system of classification within their unions, which might

be made as perfect as Mr. Everett himself could desire.

Mr. J. Turner pointed out that by adopting this motion,

after they had agreed to the fourth resolution on local taxa-

tion that day, the Council would be stultifying themselves.

Mr. Storer also objected to carrying the principle of cen-

tralisation further, and to removing the aged and infirm poor

from the neighbourhood of their relations and friends.

Similar opinions were expressed by Mr. Whitaker, and

eventually the discussion was further adjourned until the

Council Meeting in November,

A special general meeting of the subscription-members was

held on Wednesday, for the purpose of considering and re-

solving upon the Landlord and Tenant Bill, and the Govern-

ment measures on local taxation.

The Chairman (Sir M. H. Beach, M.P.) read the resolu-

tions passed by the Central Council on the I4th of April, as

follows

:

That this Council, without pledging itself to the details of

the Landlord and Tenant Bill, approves of its principle of

compensation to tenants for the unexhausted value of their

improvements, and to landlords for dilapidation or deteriora-

tion caused by default of tenants ; and desires that secm-ity

for this purpose—where not given by lease or agreement

—

should be provided by legislation, subject only to the written

consent of the landlord in the case of permanent improve-
ments.

It was now for the Chamber to decide whether it would
affirm that resolution, or adopt another in its stead.

A conversation then ensued on the expediency of adjourning

the discussion to await the decision of the House of Commons
on the second reading of the bill ; after which Mr, Adkins
moved, and Mr. Laurence seconded, that the Chamber do

approve of the resolution of the Council.

To which Mr. Little proposed, by way of amendment, the

omission of the words, " where not given by lease or agree-

ment," and the substitution for them of the words, " in the

absence or deficiency of any lease or agreement," He ob>
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served that liis Chamber (Wisbeach) was of opinion that

landlord and tenant shoukl be ft ee to make tlieir own bar-

gains, without legislative interference, but by the IZtli clause

of the bill they were prohibited from contracting themselves

out of the bill. That, he thought, was undesirable, for it

would have little effect with the bad landlord, who would still

be able to screw out of his tenant, by an increased rent, tlie

value of any improvements, and at the same time disturlD the

kindly feelings which now existed between the good landlord

and his tenant.

Mr. Ellis (Cambridgeshire) seconded the amendment.
Lore Maiion, M.P., said that althougii he was favourable

to freedom of contract, provided the principle of compensation
for unexhausted improvements was admitted, lie could not see

that there was any substantial difference between the original

motion and the amendment, and doubted tlie propriety ol

changing the language of the former in the way proposed.

Mr, Reab, M.P., observed that landlord and tenant were at

perfect liberty now to make any lease or agreement that they
pleased ; but what, he asked, was the practical result ? Far-
mers were constantly being taunted tliat they did not employ
a sufficient amount of capital in their pursuits—iu short, that

tliere was not enough money embarked by them in the culti-

vation of the land. But what was tlie reason of that P lie-

cause their capital did not get adequate protection (cheers).

Give that protection, then, by act of Parliament, and tliey

might rely upon it that an abundance of capital would flow
into the land (Hear, hear). The fact was that although land-

lords and tenants had for generations had the option of

making any bargain, by lease or agreement, that they pleased,

by far the greater portion of tlie land of the kingdom was
lield under six months' notice to quit, without a single six-

pence bing paid for compensation either by custom or agree-
ment (Hear, hear) . Was it right then, that, as farmers, they
should continue this state of things, whilst every other trade

and industry were trying to protect the capital they employed ?

Pressure was brought to bear upon farmers from all sides,

from above and below, and the consequence was that their

capital produced yearly a diminishing return. Surely, there-

fore, it was necessary, in order to protect capital which yielded

so small a percentage, that they should have adequate and
substantial compensation (Hear, hear). But if Mr, Little's

amendment were carried, and the House of Commons adopted
it, he should not care two straws whether the Landlord and
Tenant Bill became law or not (cheers), lie repeated that

they had the freedom of contract now which Mr. Little

desired
;
yet farmers had no compensation, either by custom

or by agreement, in the case of the vast mass of the land of

the country. He contended, therefore, tJiat it was time for

Parliament to interpose, and say that where protection was not
secured by lease or agreement then the bill should come into
operation (cheers).

Mr. T. WiLLSON (Leicestershire) expressed his thorough
approval of the bill, and especially of tlie 12lh clause, which
affirmed the principle laid down in the resolution of the Coun-
cil of the lith April, and without which, in his opinion, they
might as well burn the bill (Hear, hear). If tiiere were any
living examples of the injustice of the present law he was one.
It was his lot to have been a tenant under one of the best
landlords in England, and never supposed that he would be
be disturbed in his occupation, and the estate sold. But the
time came when that event happened. He had been farming
with the idea that lie should continue his tenancy as long
as he lived ; and accordingly he had cleared away
miles of old fences, which were planted at the period of
the Commonwealth, levelled land for steam cultivation, and
put up stationary steam engines ; but after using them for

three or four years, the estate was sold, a new landlord came
into possession, and he was turned out at six mouths' notice,

without receiving a shilling of compensation. He had also
laid out a great deal of money on the house and premises,
and for that he did get a small present, but it could not be
termed compensation. Eor the farm, liowever, he got nothing
at all. Sucli cases, he feared, were not lare, and without the
12th clause he could not regard the bill, which dealt tenderly
with the landlords' interest, as of any value whatever (cheers).
Mr. WniTAKKR supported the amendment, and objected

strongly to the 12th clause of the hill, insisting that the farm-
ing class were as capable of making a bargain as any class in
the kingdom. He admitted that cases of injustice did occur
under the existing system ; but the 12th clause was a revolu-

tionary and confiscatory proposal, and he did not believe the

House of Commons would ever sanction it.

Mr. Stoker concurred in this opinion, and argued that

landlord and tenant ought to be left free to make what con-

tracts they liked. Each was able to take care of his own in-

terest. He also condemned tlie clause in the bill which allows

the tenant to drain or otherwise improve the land without

the consent and even against the will of the landlord. If the

measure were to pass unamended in these respects, there were

numerous cases where the present rents would have to be

raised considerably. For example, on the estate of Mr. Chap-
lin, member for Lincolnshire, land had been held for genera-

tions by the same families at very low rents, because it was
originally reclaimed from rabbit warrens by the ancestors of

the present tenants, and converted into good farming land by

the application of the capital and industry of those tenants.

If, tlien, the land were put up to its commercial valuation

now, the rents would be vastly increased. He was acquainted

with many parallel instances, and he had no doubt if the bill

became law, the landlords would be obliged to raise their rents,

iu order to guard themselves against claims for improvements

which, on a change of tenure, might be made upon them.

Mr. Beach, M.P. (Hampshire), said the question was not

so much whether tlie bill would be of value without the 12th

clause, as whether that clause should be rigidly adhered to iu

its present form. In that form it was open to great objection
;

yet the principle of it might be secured in another way. He
thought the bill might be made to apply to all cases where

there was no specific agreement between landlord and tenant

to secure compensation. Then the tenant would be entitled

to compensation, without making the contract null and void.

In other words, where there was a contract to secure compen-

sation, the contract should hold good, and where there was no

such contract the Act should apply.

Mr. Caldecott did not believe that if the bill passed, the

landlord would attempt to contract himself out of the law, un-

less he gave a substantial consideration to the tenant.

Mr. Grove, M.P. (Wiltshire), agreed with Mr. Beach.

Every tenant who took u farm naturally went to the landlord

and made a special agreement, and if the 12th clause were

expunged, and no special agreements were made, the landlord

would be bound to give compensation for such improvements

as were enumerated in the bill. Without the 12th clause

therefore the bill would be quite as effective. In his neigh-

bourhood there were many tenants who occupied at rents

much below the commercial value of the land, and if the bill

were passed iu its present shape, the landlords would be bound

in self defence to put up their rents to that value to secure

themselves from the claims for compensation for improvements

when a new tenant came in.

Mr. Head, M.P., said that the promoters of the bill would

not object to give up the 12tli clause, if words could be in-

serted in auother part of the bill to procure the same advan-

tages. And he had been assured by competent legal authority

that the insertions in the first clause ol the words, " subject

to the provisions of this Act, where such compensation is not

given by lease or agreement, any tenant shall be entitled to claim

under the Act," would hold good in law (Hear, hear). If these

words would secure compensation, where it was not given by

lease or agreement, he as one of the promoters of the bill

would be ready to abandon the 12th clause, and accept such a

modification. With regard to the reference of Mr. Storer to

the estate of Mr. Chaplin, it should be recollected that on that

estate and in the county of Lincoln the Landlord and Tenant

Bill was for all practical purposes already existing (Hear,|hear).

Sir G. Je:«kinson, M.P., supported Mr. Little's amend-

ment.
Mr. H. Fowler, M.P., observed that they were all a« one

in thinking that if there was no agreement there should be

compensation ; but the bill went further than that, and pro-

vided that, where the parties agreed that there should be no

compensation, nevertheless there should be. That then was

the nut to be cracked. As to the resolution and the amend-

ment he could not for the life of him understand the difference

between them. Nobody disputed that where an agreement

existed for special compensation it should be binding, and

that where there was no agreement the Act should give com-

pensation ; but supposing the contracting parties set to work

and said they would have nothing to do with the Act, and

meant to keep outside it. Supposing that to be the agree-

ment, was it to be binding or not ? And that was a very
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difficult quesUou. It had been said that landlords would force

the tenants to contract themselves out of the Act. If Mr.
Read were satisfied that landlords and farmers were men of
sense, and would uot do that, he would trust to them, but if

he did not he would force on the r2th clause, and thus create

a great diliiculty. He owned tiiat he had much sympathy
with Mr, Read's views, but he was unable to see tliat an Act
of Parliament should override private agreements.

Mr. MuNTz objected to Mr. Little's ameudmeut, that under
its terms there migiit be a lease or agreement that would pro-

vide no compeusation whatever ; whereas the resolution of the

Couucil was definite and clear.

Mr. Carrington Smith (Staffordshire) would be glad to

see the 12th clause witiidrawn, and some such words as had
been suggested by Mr. Read himself introduced in the first

clause. If they found that landlords and tenants did not
legally carry out the law, then let the Act be amended ; but
let it uot go forth that landlords and tenants would attempt to

evade it. It was very desirable for both landlord and tenant
that there should be compensation for improvements, and
with that view he had added a clause to this effect to his farm
agreements.

After a few words from Captain Craigie the ameudmeut was
put and negatived by 16 to 10, and the resolution adopted

by the Council was then affirmed by 19 to 3.

IMr. D. Lo?;g directed attention to the clause which pro-

vided that in case the arbitrators failed to agree respecting the

question of compensation or other matter referred to them
they should apply to the Inclosure Commissioners to appoint

an umpire, lie moved as an amendment. That the arbitrators

be empowered to appoint their own umpire, and that failing to

do so tiie Inclosure Commissioners should appoint.

The motion was seconded by Mr. T. Willson and agreed to.

Some discussion followed on the question whether the lay-

ing down of permanent pasture should be classed with durable

or permanent improvements, and
Mr. Carrington Smith moved that it should be included

in the latter category ; but the motion was negatived by a

large majority.

Nest Mr. Stoeer proposed, and Mr. D. Lojs'G seconded, that

drainage should be treated as a permanent improvement, and

should not be made without the written consent of the landlord.

The provision in the bill is in these words—" That no outlay

made without the written consent of the landlord or his agen:^

shall be taken into consideration, save outlay on any improve-

ments in drainiug or in making or improving water-courses,

which, in the opinion of the arbitrators, are necessary to the

proper cultivation of or suitable to the holding, and which the

landlord after application from the tenant has refused or

omitted to carry out."

Mr. RiGiiv and Mr. Willson opposed the motion, which
was supported by Mr. Stahtin and Mr. Muntz, and event-

ually agreed to by 20 to 7.

Mr. RiGBY here read a telegram which he had just received

from the Lancashire Chamber, as follows: " Tell the pro-

moters of the Landlord and Tenant Bill that we must have

legislation, and we must keep agitating until we get it" (cheers

and laughter).

The next question for the consideration of the Chamber
was the Government measures on local taxation, and the

chairman read the resolutions adopted by the Central Council

on the previous day, and which will be found in the report of

the proceedings on tiiat occasion.

All the resolutions, with the exception of the second, were
agreed to in the form in which they had come from the

Council. The second had come down in this shape :

That this Couucil regi-ets to find that the Rating (Value
and Liability) Bill faUs to point out any mode in which
mines, woods, and game are to be rated, and is thus calcu-
lated to cause constant variety of assessment entailing endless
expense and litigation. And the Council further protests
against the proposal of the Government to confer, by Clause 13
of a bill for the repeal of exemjations, a grant of perpetual
exemption not only to stock in trade but all other personal
property from rates, while no other method of bringing per-
sonalty into contribution has been proposed.

At the instance of Sir G. Jenkixson, seconded by Mr
Neild, the latter section of the resolution A-as amended by
striking out the word " further" after " the Council," and in-

serting " while disclaiming any desire to rate stock in trade,"

protests, &c.

Having passed a vote of thanks to the chairman, the Cham-
ber then separated.

ESSEX AGEICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
MEETING AT MALDON.

As was intimated at the luncheon, the Essex Society offers

a very large amount of money in prizes, but unfortunately the

entries are mainly confined to local exhibitors, as but for the

few open premiums the show would be one of very little

interest. As it is, the classes come to be given over and over

again, and the confusion consequent on this system or want
of system is so great as to have actually deprived the best

Shorthorn on the ground of the chief prize ; his owner not

quite clearly understanding how often he should have nominated

his bull. As it seems to us, Mr. Catchpoole has been rather

unhandsomely deprived of his honours, as every prize animal

eligible should have the opportunity of competing for

a Champion Plate, without the mere fiddling form

of entering here, there, and everywhere. The cham-

pion Shorthorns brought out, included Oxford Prize,

declared to be the best of all, but disqualified

;

Telemaelius, who was the champion here in 1871 ; and Lord
Irwin, tlie best of all in 1872 ; while Mr. Game's Earl of

Warwickshire, fresh from his Plymouth triumph, having

been beaten in the bull class, was out of it, though Mr.
Game's white cow was a deal more fancied, being eventually

placed third to Oxford Prize and Telemachus, with the

Yorkshire bull. Lord Irwin, fourth. Oxford Prize was only

commended in this same class wlien exhibited last year at

Halstead, although he then won in the bull, cow, and offspring

class. Many of the Jerseys eame straight from Plymouth
to Maldon, the previous awards being terribly upset, more

especially in the case of the famous Queenie, first in a capital

class at Carditt', and first again last week at Plymouth.

Noticeably enough Mr. Middleton, one of the judges at Car-

diff, was also a judge of Channel Island cattle at Maldon
;

but as we hear, the objection now urged against the beautiful

Queenie is that, althoagh she has calved, she shows too great

a propensity for making beef rather than milk ; but they did

not quite see this at Plymouth. Again, Don, a bull which the

judges then put out as lacking some of tlie essential points in a

Jersey, was put first here ! The other classes of cattle were
here and there very weak ; but in the local classes there was a

rather remarkable animal, which Mr. Hope, of the Romford
Sewage farm,"vvho is going in for fchorthorns, has just picked

up. This is a bull with two crosses by Kitt, a son of Comet,
in his pedigree, and with other capital blood, both Bates

and Booth. He had been bought as a calf by a man who is

not a Shorthorn breeder, and, being too heavy for his cows,

lor he is now a perfect Gohath, was being sold to the butcher,

when his present owner saved him by giving sixty fjuineas

instead of pounds, knowing then nothing about his pedigree,

nor could the seller give any information. The buU was
shown rough and dirty, not fatteJ, and blind of one eye, which
he lost as a baby ; but they gave him the second prize when
he m-.'.de his first appearance in public on Wednesday at seven
years old.

Of horses the entries numbered more than at any previous
show. The challenge cups were well contested, excepting
only the President's, which brought but one team on to the
ground. Por Mr. Vaizey's cup, value 50 guineas, six thorough-
bred stallions competed, and the prize went to Massanissa,
the property of Major Barlow, and the best of so bad a class

at Islington that it is to be given up ; while the country
class of thoroughbreds at Maldon was so wholly interior that
the judges declined to name a reserve number. Many of the
weight-carrying hunters were a deal more like machiners ; but
the light-weights were a really good class, especially Kings-
bury ; and a Shire or Fen cart stallion beat all the Suffo'ks
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The prize mouey offered for sheep amounted to £169, and

yet the total number of entries was only 65. In several

classes there were only one, two, or three entries. Of the

pigs, again, only 32 were exliibited, notwithstanding that

premiums to the amount of £103 were set forward in

the catalogue ! Here, in five classes there were no entries

at all; in three classes there were only two each, and in none
were there more than seven. The exhibitors of agricultural

implements included : E. H. Bentall, the Maldon Iron
Works Company (late Warren) ; Willsher and Co.,

Braintree; Wedlake, Hornchurch ; Ransomes, Sims, and
Head, Ipswich ; E. R. and F. Turner, Ipswich ; Woods,
Cocksedge, and Warner, Stowmarket; Eddington and
Co., Chelmsford; Catchpool, Stannard, and Stanford, Col-
chester ; Meeson, Chelmsford ; Hunt andTawell, Earls Colne

;

Orttewell, Maldon ; Embleton, Maldon ; Ashby, Jeffery, and
Luke, Stamford ; Brittain Pash, Chelmsford ; Blanks, Steeple,

Maldon ; Coleman and Morton, Chelmsford ; Pertwee, Bore-
ham ; Barnard and Lake, Rayne Foundry, Braintree ; Darby,
Pleshey ; Dash, Southminster ; Eley, Southminster ; and King,
Coggeshall, with roots.

For some time past we have continued to protest against

the muddle of the Essex management, which would seem now
to have reached a climax, We hold to a very strong opinion,
founded on practice and precedent, that Mr. Catchpoole's bull

was improperly disqualified. At Birmingham there is a pre-

cisely similar champion prize, for which every first prize in

his class is eligible to compete, without the absurdity of en-
tering over and over again. The same custom rules for the
best of all at the Smithfield Club, for the best Hereford at
Hereford, and, in fact, almost everywhere but in Essex.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Cart Horses : R. Capon, Denningtou, Suffolk

;

H. Overman, Weasenham, Norfolk; J. Manning, Orling-
bury, Wellingborough. Riding Horses : J. E. Bennett,
Bosworth Grange, Rugby ; J. M. K. Elliott, Heathencote

;

N. G. Barthropp, Framlingham. Cattle : G. Drewery,
Holker Grange, Lancashire ; W. Ladds, Ellington, Kimbol-
ton; J. Lynn, Stroxton, Grantham. Channel Islands
Cattle : Colonel F. M. Wilson, Stowlangtoft Hall, Bury St.

Edmund's; H. Middleton,Cuttslowe, Oxford. Sheep and
Pigs: S. Wolton, Butley Abbey, Wickham Market; J.
Turner, Chyngton, Seaford. Veterinary Inspector : R.
Hunt, Birmingham.

HORSES.
EOR agricultural PURPOSES.

Stallion.—First prize, £20, H. D, Dove, Langham Hall
(Matchless) ; second, £10^ E. Emson, Littlebury (Peer of the
Realm).

Stallion, three years old and upwards (open to all England),
—Prize, £25, H. D, Dove (Matchless).

Stallion, not Suffolk's (open to all England).—Prize, £20,
H. D. Dove (Matcliless).

Suffolk stallion. — Prize, £20, C. Lee, Walpole, Hales-
worth.

Stallion (open to all England).—Prize, £25, G. D. Badham,
Bulmer Tye (Sultan).

Entire colt, two years old.—First prize, £15, L. Wrinch,
Birch Hall, Kirby-le-Soken (Young Monarch) ; second, £10,
R, Pledger, Beeleigh (Royal Oak).

Colt, two years old (open to all England).—Prize, £15, C.
Lee.

Yearling colt,—First prize, £7, T. H. Shoolbridge, Cressing
emple ; second, £5, W, Bott, Boromfield.

Cart mares, not under four years.—First prize, £8, W. Bott
(Diamond) ; second, £5, N. Allen, Great Horkesley (Smart).

Cart mares, four years and upwards.—Prize, £10, G. H.
Cant, Myland, Colchester (Violet),

Cart mares, under four years old,—Prize, £10, H, Purser,
Willington, Beds (Honest Lass). Highly commended : E,
Crowe, Denver, Downham Market (Flower).

Geldings,—Prize, £5, G. Richardson, Burnham Wyck
(Boxer).

Two-year-old fiUies.—First 'prize, £8,' J. Ward, East Mer-
sea ; second, £5, W. Cross, Frating.

Yearling fillies.—First prize, £7, J. Ward ; second, £5, D.
A. Green, Donyland Place.
Mares and foals.—First prize, £12, W. Attenborough, Land

Wick (Dengie) ; second, £8, W. Hobbs, Bocking,
Mares and foals (open to all England).—Prize, £15, G. H.

Cant, Myland, Colchester (Violet).

Foals.—First prize, £5, G. H. Cant (Monarch) ; second, £8,
W. Hobbs, Booking.
Plough mares—First prize, £10, D, A. Green, Donyland-

place (Blossom) ; second, £7, T. D. F, Tatham, Althorne
Lodge (Tulip).

Plough horses (open to all England).—Prize, £10, W.
Bott. (Diamond).
Team of four horses.—Prize, £50, D. A. Green (Darby).
Thoroughbred stallions.—Prize, £15, H. I. A. King, Great

Bardfield (Knight Templar).
Thoroughbred stallions (open to all England).—Prize, £25,

Major F. Barlow, Hasketon, Woodbridge (Chaucer).
Thoroughbred stallions (open to all England).—Prize. 50 gs..

Major F. Barlow (Massanissa).

Hack stallion (open to all England).—Prize, £15, J. Grout,
Woodbridge (Quicksilver).

Weight-carrying hunter.—First prize,£10, J . Patmer, Bishop
Stortford (Woodbridge) ; second, £5, Captain E. Brett, Fishers,

Wakes Colne,

Light-weight hunter.—First prize, £10, A. Poole, Margaret-
ting (Kingsbury) ; second, £5, C. P. Wood, Scrips, Kelvedon
(Backgammon). Commended and reserved: P. C, Barker,
Weitlauds, Ingastone (Comet).

Weight-carrying hunter (open to all England).— Prize,

£15, J. Patmer, Bishop Stortford (Woodbridge). Commended
and reserved: Capt. E. E. Brett, Fishers, Wakes Colne.

Four-year-old hunter.—Prize, £6, P. C, Barker, (Pigeon).

Leaper.—First prize, £10, A. Poole (Kingsbury) ; second,

£5, W Hayward, Southill, Beds (Galatea). Highly com-
mended : H, J. A. King, Great Bardfield (Ruby).
Hackney mare, not exceeding 15 hand 1 in.—First prize,

£10, C. P. Wood, Srips, Kelvedon (Venus) ; second, 5£, P. C.
Barker (Barmaid).

Hackney gelding.—Prize, £10, G. D. Badham, Bulmer Tye
(Major).

Hackney in harness (open to all England).—First prize,

£10, Miss Scratton, Gosfield (Templar) ; second, £5, P. C.
Barker (Mystery).

Four-year-old hackney.—Prize, £Q, P. C. Barker (Fancy).

Three-year-old hackney.—Prize, £6, C. Markham,Woodham
Mortimer (Belle).

Two-year-old hackney.—Prize, £6, W. S. Small, Brad-
well-on-Sea. Highly commended and reserved: Rev. R. A.
Westhorp, Blackmore Priory. Commended; W. Barker,

Elmsted.

Yearling colt or filly.—Prize, £5, R. Harvey, Langeuhoe
HaU.
Brood mare and foal.—First prize, £10, Rev. C. Leigh,

Goldhanger Rectory ; second, £5, R. Orpen, Lexden. Com-
mended and reserved : J. Brand, Great Sampford.

Cob.—Prize, ^£6, W. Lucking, Great VValtham (Primrose).

Commended and reserved : P. C, Barker, Westlands, Ingate-

stone (Hazel).

Pony.—First prize, £4, W. Lucking (Butterfly) ; second,

£2, E. Faux, Heybridge Hall.

Pony (open to all England).—Prize, £5, W. Lucking (But-

terfly)."

SHORTHORNS.
Bull,—First prize, £15, A. Chillingworth, Bradwell Hall,

Maldon (Baron Bruere) ; second, £7, Lord Rayleigh, Terling

Place (Imperial Cherry).
Bull (open to all En gland),—First prize, £20, N. Catch-

pool, Bramford (Oxford Prize) ; second. The Marquis of Ex-
eter, Burleigh Park, Northamptonshire (Telemachus), Highly
commended : G. Game, Churchill Heath, Chipping Norton
(3rd Earl of Warwickshire) ; Lord Braybrook, Audley End
(Hayden Duke): J. J. Sharp, Broughton, Kettering (Cam-
bridge Duke 5th), Hayden Duke the reserve.

Bull, twe years old.—First prize, £15, R. H. Crabb, Baddow
Place (Romford Duke) ; second, £10, Lord Braybrook (Heydon
Duke 3rd).

Yearling bull.—First prize, £10, R. H. Crabb (Baddow
Duke of Geneva) ; second, £7, C. Hall, ToUeshunt Knights.

Yearling bull (open to all England)—Prize, £15, The
Marquis of Exeter (Telemachus 2nd).

Bull, not exceeding 1 2 months old.—First prize, £6, R. H.
Crabb ; second, Mi, D. Mcintosh, Havering Park (Duke of

Hainault). Higlily commended and reserved: D.A.Green,
Donyland Place (Donyland Duke).
Cow.—First prize, £15, J. Christy, jun., Boynton Hall

(Poly Rose) ; second, £10, T, Pool, Blac'k Notley Hall (Coun-
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tes8 Sandor). Highly commended and reserved : R. H. Crabb

(Memory). Highly commended: H. F. Smith, Lamwath
House, Sutton, Hull (Lamwath Violet). Commended: U. A.

Green (White Peach Blossom).

Cow or heifer (open to all England).—Prize, £20, G. Game
(Princess Alexandra). Highly commended and reserved : J.

Christy, jun. (Poly Rose). Highly commended : N. Catch-

pole (Daisy). Commended : W. Bradburn, Wednesfield, Wol-
verhampton (Moss Rose).

Two-year-old heifer.—First prize, £10, A. P. Clear, Maldon
(Blue Bell) ; second, £6, R. H. Crabb, Baddow Place (Hal-

stead Surprise). Highly commended and reserved : J. R. Chap-
lin, Ridgwell (Vernalia).

Yearling heifer.—First prize, £7, J. R. Chaplin (Cinna-

mon) ; second, £5, R. H. Crabb. Highly commended and

reserved : D. A. Green, Donyland Place (Donyland Rose).

Heifer, not exceeding 12 months.—First prize, £6, R. H.
Crabb ; second, M, Lord Braybrooke, Audley End (Grand

Duchess of Oxford). Highly commended and reserved : D.
Mcintosh, Havering Park (Furbelow). Commended : J. R.
Chaplin (Lady Piggot).

Bull, cow, and calf.—Prize, £35, N. Catchpole, Brani-

ford (Daisy). Highly commended and reserved : The Marquis

of^. Exeter, Burleigli Park, Northamptonshire (Telemachus,

Sea Gull, and Telemachus 6th). Commended : W. Linton,

Sheriff Hutton (Gratitude, Lord Irwin, and Fitz Irwin)

.

Yearling bull and pair heifers (open to all England).—Prize,

£20, D. A. Green (Donyland Rose).

Havering Park Shorthorn Challenge Cup, value £105.

—

The Marquis of Exeter (Telemachus). Highly commended .

The Marquis of Exeter (Penelope) ; G. Game, Churchill-

heath (Princess Alexandra) ; W. Linton (Lord Irwin).

Shorthorn cow.—First prize, £8, J. 0. Parker, Woodham
Mortimer Place ; second, £5, J. Hutley, Little Braxted Hall.

Yearling heifer.—First prize, £5, J, 0. Parker ; second, £3>

J. 0. Parker.

Cow or heifer for dairy purposes.—First prize, £8, W.
Beadel, Springfield Lyons (Bloom) ; second, £5, W. GUbey,

Stansted (Medora).

Fat steer or heifer, not exceeding thiee years old.—Prize,

£10, C. Swann, Colchester.

CHANNEL ISLAND CATTLE.
Bulls.—First prize, £7, W. Gilbey (Don) ; second, £4, and

special prize of £10, as Mr. Gilbey declined to take it, G.

[Simpson, Wray Park, Reigate (Prince Crocus). Commended
and reserved : S. Hanbury (Sir William).

Cow, exceeding three years old.—First prize, £7, W. Gilbey

(Bel) ; second, £4<, and special prize of £10, G. Simpson
(Gentle). Highly commended and reserved : L. A. Majendie,

Hedingham Castle (Lady Anne). Highly commended : W.
Beadel (Bloom). Commended ; Lord Braybrooke (Holly).

Heifer, not exceeding three years old on the 1st of June.

—

First prize, £7, W. Gilbey (Tal) ; second, £4, and special

prize of £10, W. Beadel (Bride). Highly commended and
reserved: W. Gilbey (Tag). Commended: Lord Braybrooke
(Spermlight).

SHEEP.
Ram of any short-wooUed breed.—First prize, £7, and

second, M, J. M. Green, Stradishall (Suffolk Down).
Commended and reserved : P. Portway, Great Sampford
(Suffold Down).

Shearling Southdown ram.—First prize, £10, and second,

£7, Lord Braybrooke, Audley-end.

Shearling short-woolled ram, of any other breed.— First

prize, £8, and second, £i, J. M. Green (Suffolk blackfaced).

Five shearling pure Down ewes.—First prize, £7, F. M.
Jonas, ChrishaU Grange ; second, £5, Lord Braybrooke.

Five shearling short-woolled ewes.—Prize, £6, J, M. Green
(Suffolk blackfaced).

Cotswold, Lincoln, or Leicester ram.—First prize, £7, and

second, J . Giblin, LiUle Bardfield. Commended and reserved

:

J. Giblin.

Oxford or Shropshire ram.—First prize, £7, and second,

J. GibUn.

Long-woolled ram, not exceeding three years old, of a pure

breed (Open to all England).—First prize, £10, Wheeler and

Sons, Long Compton, Shipston-on-Stour (Cotswold) ; second,

£5, J. Giblin.

Shearling Cotswold, Lincoln, or Leicester ram.—First

prize, £7, and second, J. Giblin.

Shearling Oxfordshire or Shropshire ram.—First prize, £7,
and second, J. Giblin.

Five shearling Oxfordshire or Shropshire ewes.—Prize, £5,

W. Belcher (Oxford Downs).

Five shearling long-wooUed ewes.—Prize, £5, J. Giblin

(Cotswold).

Five ewes of any kind, with their lambs.—First prize, £6,
F. M. Jonas (Southdowns) ; second, £4, S. Ratcliffe, jun.,

Beeleigh (West-country Downs).

Five fat shearling Southdown wethers.—Prize, £5, Lord
Braybrooke.

Five fat shearling short-woolled wethers, not Southdown.—
Prize, .£5, J. Hutley, Little Braxted Hall.

Five fat shearling cross-bred or long-woolled wethers, not

Southdown.—First prize, £5, and second, £3, J. Hutley.

PIGS.
Boar under two years old (large breed).—First prize, £6,

C. Sturgeon, South Ockendon Hall, Berkshire.

Sow in pig.—First prize, £5, D. Christy, Patching HaU.

Berkshire boar, under two years old.—First prize, £6, D.
A. Green, Donyland Place ; second, G. Griggs, Romford.

Berkshire sow in pig.—First prize, £5, G. Griggs. Highly
commended and reserved : G. Griggs, Commended : G.

Griggs.

Three Bershire sow pigs of one litter.—First prize, £4, G.
Griggs ; second, D. A. Green.

Boar under two years old (small white).—First prize, £6,
H. R. Stone, Bedfords, Havering.

Sow in pig.—First prize, £5, H. R. Stone ; second, H. R.
Stone.

Sow and pigs (small breed).—First prize, £8, Wheeler and

Sons, Long Compton, Shipston-on-Stour ; second, £5 (Blaldou

town prize), H. R. Stone.

Berkshire boar (large breed).—First prize, £8, C. Stur-

geon, South Ockendon Hall.

Boar (small breed).—First prize, £S, Lord Reudlesham,

Rendlesham.

At the luncheon, Mr. McIntosh said a friend had asked

him the very natural question. Where was there another town

in England that would have subscribed so much ? Rut he

might ask the further question, Where was to be found in

England a county that gives so much in prizes as the Essex

Society ? He expressed a hope that the Society would throw

its prizes more open to the United Kingdom.

Mr. Capon, who replied for the judges, said in some of the

classes he had judged that day there were some really magnifi-

cent animals. He had heard that in Essex they were strongly

prejudiced against Suffolk cart-horses, but he did not think

tliey could find a better breed, and he was exceedingly proud

to see that they were encouraging the breed even in that

county. In some classes he had found the quality very poor,

but in others very good indeed.

THE GAME-LAWS.—Some of us have little bits of garden

ground that we work in ourselves—that we watch over with

something of love for the plants and flowers that spring up

in their beauty year by year. How should we feel if all our

richer neighbours preserved their snails, and we were forbidden

to lift one from our lilies and carnations? But with us it

would only be the loss of a great pleasure ; with the labourer,

such as I mean, the loss is of a great pleasure, but also the

loss of a little food, a little clothing, a little firing, a little of

everything of which he is so scant, with which the proceeds

of the plot of ground would have enabled him to supply him-

self. And he see his gains destroyed by animals which, after

fattening on his produce, are sold for another's benefit, who
has neither toiled for them, nor sown for them, nor reaped, nor

could recognise them as his, if they were shown to him ! Is

it any wonder that in cases like this men turn poachers P Still

less is it any wonder if in doing so, they feel that they are not

sinners like other men ?

—

A Lady at Clifton Debating Society,
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THE MAIDSTONE FARMER'S
THE GEOLOGY OF THE WEALD.

CLUB.

At the May meeting, Mr. T. Bridgland,jun., m the chair,

the business was to hear a lecture from JVIr. J.Barliog upon
" Local Geology as applied to Agriculture."

Mr. Bauling said the subject would be treated somewhat
in its relation to the agriculture of the neighbourhood, but he

should deal more particularly with geology as a science. It

was a very comprehensive subject, and needed a considerable

time for proper explanation. Geology was a comparatively

new science, and only of late years had men devoted much
time to a study of the crust, or of tlie materials which formed

the crust of the earth. Those materials were composed of

organicand inorganic matter, and the object of the geologi -t was

to comprehend their character, their arrangement and the

changes which had taken place in their condition from the

earliest periods to the present time. Geology, as a science,

was closely connected to man's immediate interests, the earth

being the common source from which all had taken their rise.

Men were bred, fed, clothed, and warmed from the material

forming the crust of the earth—from wliicli, in fact, was
derived everything necessary to tlie development of man's

higher character. And it would seem strange at first tliat,

as geology appealed so immediately to the material interests of

man, he should have delayed until a coaiparatively recent

period to give much study to the subject, notwithstanding that

he had bestowed careful attention for long ages previously to

the science of astronomy. Astronomy was certainly a grander

science, for it comprehended a larger space and quantity in

every way. But it might be asked how it was that men
should take up the subject of the heavenly bodies, of their mo-
tions and their influence upon the earth, to the neglect of the

earth itself. A little reflection would help to the reply. Man,
in his earlier days, would be most afl^ected by those influences

which were exterior to the earth, such as the rising and setting

of the sun, the presence of light and darkness, of warmth and

cold, the regular and orderly return of the seasons, the length-

ening and reduction of the period of light ; all those things

would naturally enlist his attention, and form phonomena
more likely to attract his attention than the surface of tlie

globe upon which he trod. To get an idea of the earth itself,

a man needed to be able to travel from it, or to abstract liis

mind, and mentally view it from a distance, where he could

get a fair picture of the globe as it really was. What would
he see ? He would see that the larger portion was covered

with water, and the rest dry land. He would see the great

rivers threading their way along. He would see the conti-

nents or great masses of land. He would see the minor
streams all following one course, and gliding away to the

ocean. Besides all this, he would see that the globe itself was
revolving at a rate which it was difllcult for the mind to com-
prehend, at a rate at the equator of 17 miles per minute, a

thousand miles in an hour, or 21,000 miles in a day. Let
them imagine for a moment this great globe revolving at such
an enormous pace, so many times in excess of the fastest ex-

press train—obedient to the laws of gravity, and all on its

surface so undisturbed that the wing of the smallest insect

might remain unshaken, and all nature appear quiescent. That
was the earth of which he was about to speak. Of what its

interior was composed he could not inform them. Philoso-

phers had held many diverse opinions upon the subject, but it

was generally admitted that intense heat existed, fused rocks

and volcanic eruptions yielding incontestible evidence of it.

The subject for that evening's consideration did not relate to

what was within the earth, but to the crust or shell, of which
geologists had been able to examine about eight miles of thick-

ness. They had not bored a hole to that depth in pursuing
their investigations, but mountains three or four miles high
were to be found composed of strata pushed up from below,
while deep valleys and artificial workings in the shape of wells
and mines made up the required total. Geologists had divided
the crust of the earth into three distinct formations. Eirst,

tbelovyer or primary rocks, such as granite, showing evidences
of having been fused by intense heat. These were followed by
slate, mountain, limestone, and old red sandstone, among

which the earliest fossil remains were found. Above the old

red stone came the great carboniferous strata, from which our
chief supply of coal was procured—though coal was not con-
fined to this strata, being found also in some strata of more
recent formation. Next in the ascending series they
came to the oolite chalk, greeu sandstone, and gault, belong-

ing to the secondary formation. Above these they reached
the tertiary beds, composed of alternations of sands and clays.

These, though of more recent date than the chalk, were de-

posited at so remote a period that the fossil remains
found in the lower tertiary or Eocene period, were those

of forms of life, the species of which were so far extinct

that but three per cent, of them were now in existence

—

but in the Miocene or middle beds of the tertiary were
fossil remains of forms of life, of which they now
had about 18 per cent, existing. The thin blue line at the

top of the diagram represented portions of the earth

with which man was first familiar, for below it were found no
remains either of himself or of his works. Besides being un-

derstood as primary, secondary and tertiary, those beds were
further divided and known by particular names, but it would
only weary the company if he should proceed to paricularise.

lie must remind them that at one time there was no water

upon the earth, that it was merely a mighty molton mass re-

volving in space both without water and without atmosphere.

They must not understand him that the materials of water did

not exist ; they existed in a gaseous form, water being com-
posed of two gases, which, under certain circumstances, might
be separated, and which when re-united would form water, an
experiment perfectly understood by the chemist. Following
the primary were the sedimentary rocks deposited by the action

of water. Instead of tlie crystallised rocks of the primary
series, they had now lamina or strata deposited in layers, and
here evidences of a low form of life were first discovered.

He did not wish to be understood as speaking contemptuously

of any form of life, for its development was as wonderful in

the maggot as in the mammoth, but there were forms of life

less complicated than others, and to these he had applied the

term " low." Those three divisions, namely, primary, se-

condary, and tertiary, would, he thought, convey to their

minds some idea of what constituted the crust of the earth.

The question might arise in some minds whether such asser-

tions as had been made were not at variance with the teach-

ings of the Bible. His own idea was that the two did not

differ ; the point to be considered was, what interpretation

must they put upon the Biblical term " day ?" The common
acceptation of the word was that it meant a period of twenty-

four hours, and the miracle of creation might have been per-

formed in six or seven of tliose days. But he, for one, saw
no greater miracle in a thing being done in a hurry than in a

more deliberate way. The greater consideration they gave to

tlie subject, the more they would be convinced that the

wisdom which could accomplish such a work in periods

was as great as that which could perform the work
in days. People might refuse to accept this assertion on
such a mean authority as that of the whole body of geologists,

but he would ask them to consider for a moment the language
which was used in the Bible concerning the " rising and
setting of the sun." This was a description not of an actual

but of an apparent thing. The sun did not rise, and the sun

did not set. When Galileo, having assured himself of the

fact, announced his discovery to the world, he was told that

he must either recant and unsay what his conscience told him
was true, or submit to death. He recanted, but at the very

moment whispered, " It does move for all that," meaning the

earth. His assertion was that the earth revolved, and so ap-

proached and receded from the sun. The description in the

book of the " rising and setting" of the sun was all that was
needed for a particular purpose ; and in like manner it was
only reasonable to understand that six periods were spoken of

instead of six days. There were the clearest possible proofs

that the time had been absolutely immeasurable during which

the process of depositing those various rocks had been going
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on. Ascending among the layers and bringing the subject

nearer home, he might say that among the chalk beds with

whicli they were so familiar there had not been found the

remains of any air-breathing quadruped. That the clialk itself

had at one time been quietly settled at the bottom of the sea,

might be decided by the fossilised fish which he now exhi-

bited. This was perfectly shaped, and had been found era-

bedded in chalk which, if it had not been gradually deposited,

must have at once reduced it to a thin film. Instead of this,

hundreds, and perhaps a thousand feet of chalk had been

built up above it particle by particle, each of them formed at

the bottom of the sea. To speak more particularly of the

geology of the neighbourhood, he might tell them that here

were three distinct formations—chalk, blue clay, or gait, and
wealdon clay. His Wealdon friends present might claim

priority, being the inhabitants of the most ancient portion of

tlie grand old corner of England called Kent. Tliis wealdon
formation was a very remarkable one, and only of late years

had its true history been understood. It comprised a very

large area, and had been traced in Dorsetshire and other

counties. Besides this, it existed on the Continent, and
covered in fact a total area of many thousand square miles.

He was not merely alluding to Weald clay : there were also

sands and a variety of mixtures, and if they went by Paddock
Wood or Yalding, and kept away towards Hastings, they

would not pass over a piece of ground that was not a portion

of this great wealdon formation. It was entirely a fresh-

water formation, and this formed one of its peculiarities. No
remnant of a marine character had been found in it, and but

few forms of life similar to those [discovered elsewhere. The
fossils which it contained were peculiar to itself. It would re-

main an open matter as to where and how the source of this

great fresh-water formation arose. Some persons thought its

formation was analogous to those still going on at the mou th

of many of our great rivers. The Nile, the Brahraa-pootra,

the yellow river of China, the Mississippi of America were all

doing, and had been doing for an incalculabe periods, a work
similar to that represenedin the wealdon. They were bringing

down the different materials of laud far above the level of the

sea ; and in the case of the Nile, measurements and calcula-

tions had been made which showed how long this work had
been going on. He would not trouble them with figures, but

the mass had oertainly been accumulating for many thousands

of years. He instanced this to show how imperceptibly

changes were wrought ; man only measured by the year or

lifetime, but history, which continued to live on, could mea-
sure by successive ages. In England, the power of water to

take from and add to the land was strikingly manifested. At
Romney Marsh, with which they were all familiar, some 20,000

acres of flat land was formed, and any one standing there

might see as distinctly as he could decipher a well-printed

letter, the old shore and the old cliffs which marked the ancient

boundary of the sea now standing some miles inland. This

large addition of 20,000 acres had been made in almost recent

times, when compared with some of the strata of which he had
been speaking. The soil of Romney Marsh was admitted to

be good, although it had been derived from an apparently poor

source, the greater portion being merely the waste of the Wealds
of Kent and Sujsex. But they must recollect that at. one

period the whole of the Weald was one great interminable

forest, inhabited only by wild animals, and they knew that the

rotten wood and other debris of those forests which had been

carried down must form the elements of a useful soil. In

Romney Marsh the trunks of trees were often discovered,

which presented almost a perfect condition, the atmosphere

having been excluded by the action of the surrounding mud.
TheWeald clay of Sussex and Kent was the source from which
the material of Romney Marsh was built up, and here was a

proof of the action of the water adding to and making new-

land. As a reverse of this he might take parts of tlie coasts

of Lincolnshire and Norfolk where there had been a continual

wasting away of the land, whole parishes having been swept

away. There were instances of this kind to be met with

among particular geological strata m the county of

Kent. The Isle of Sheppey was composed of

the Tertiary series of rocks which extended

along one side of the county to the neighbourhood of Reculver

and Heme Bay, where the cliffs, being of a soft substance, had

suffered greatly from the action of the waves. In winter time

the soil above became thoroughly saturated with heavy rains,

aud this, combined with the gradual erroding of the cliffs

below, occasioned tlie landslips which were so often heard of.

In Kent, Norfolk, and Lincolnshire, this process had been

going on, aud villages which once stood upon the map had

disappeared, and others rebuilt mik's inland, lie could men-

tion the case of an inn, which was built at the beginning of

this century, under the idea that the sea could not possibly

reach it. He did not know whether it was in existence still,

but a few years back the water had come within a very few

yards, and where the neighbouring village once stood there

was depth sufficient to float a man-of-war. He instanced this

to show the means by which these changes were brought

about, clianges which were relevant to the various soils found

over the surface of the land, those soils being to a greater or

less extent the worn down or ground up remains of ancient

rocks of one description or another. In the wealdon deposits

he had said that there were no forms of life discovered such as

those which at present existed, but there were forms to be

found which, happily, were no longer extant. They might

have been perfectly adapted to the earlier condition of the

world, but human beings of the present time had no wish to

be associated with broad backed sauriaus, and with lizards 60

or 70 feet long. Most of them were consumers of the rank

vegetation which existed at that time. The next geological

formation in succession to the wealdon was the green sand-

stone, of which he had made a rough sketch, adapted to the

neighbourhood. Taking the chalk at Boxley, they would
find just below it a belt of gait clay. Next there came the

upper layer of green sandstone, running to Loose and Linton,

and down Linton-hill, where they would descend at once into

the weald clay, which ran beyond Staplehurst and Goudhurst

as far as Hastings. He had now to speak of this green sand-

stone or Kentish rag as it was commonly called. It was en-

tirely a marine formation, the fossil remains which it contained

having been deposited at the bottom of the ocean. This was

a wonderful fact that a fresh-water deposit of from 1 ,000 to

2,000 feet should immediately underlie a deposit entirely

formed in the sea. It was certain that this Weald clay upon
which animals had lived and vegetation had thrived, had after-

wards become submerged and sunk far below the level of the

sea. The ragstone, chalk and gait in this neighbourhood had

been deposited grain by grain upon clay, and was in some

places no less than 800 feet thick. The green sandstone, gait,

and chalk beds were each marine formations ; they were all

formed at the botton of the sea, on clay which had been either

the bed of some mighty lake or the delta of some enormous river.

The geology of the immediate neighbourhood was peculiar and

extremely interesting. As a proof of his assertion that the

Wealden beds were fresh-water formations, he had brought

with him specimens of the pauladina and other common fresh-

water shells which had been dug out from among the Wealden

beds. These were sometimes used in the erection of ecelesias-

tical buildings, and the throne at Canterbury Cathedral was

built up of these remains ; the Archbishop, in fact, sat upon

the tombs of tens of thousands of creatures that existed ages

and ages ago. Green sandstone, as a whole, was an excellent

soil, although not uniformly so ; it was best where the rock

was broken. There must have existed a period when the en-

tire deposit of chalk, gait, and green-sand was lifted from the

bed of the ocean, and placed some hundreds of feet above.

During this process the rock had become shattered, and it was

within those fissures of the rock that the soil called loam was

discovered. The roots of trees and hops found their way
here, and formed one of the best soils of the neighbourhood.

In some districts, such as that between Barming Heath and

Teston, this green sandstone was of a very bare and sterile

kind ; but in the valley of the Medway by Wateringbury or

Farleigh it was ranch improved. In some places these beds

had been enormously disturbed, perhaps at the time that the

whole of the formation was below the sea. In certain cases

they had sunk, in others they had been lifted up ; at one time

they had apparently been rent at the bottom, and at another

they appeared to have been thrown violently down. Fissures

had thus been formed, and within them a valuable loam was
found, associated with Kentish ragstone. During the con-

struction of the railway to Paddock Wood, he found in one of

these cavities in the Farleigh cutting a couple of elephant's

grinders, which showed that the remains of the creature had
been floated in water, and so drifted and deposited in this loam.

The materials of which green sandstone or Kentish rag were
formed were valuable from an agricultural point of view.

About one-half of the substance was silex, aud a portion of it
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was an iron, giving out a red and sometimes a green colour.

Potash was also found, which the chemist knew was valuable

to the aoriculturist. The remains of creatures living at the

time when the formation was deposited in the sea were found

among the green sandstone in great abundance, and whole

strata might be discovered consisting of shells which had be-

come united into one mass. Leaving the green sandstone in

the ascending scale, they would next come to the gait

clay. People might imagine that all clay was very much

alike ; but, commercially speaking, it was far from being

equally valuable. The difference between gait and weald

clay was that the latter generally contained very little

carbonate of lime, while gait clay in some places con-

tained 20 per cent. And the more clay, silex, and

carbonate of lime was found commingled with the

soil, the better, upon an average, would it be. Neither pure

clay, nor pure sand, nor pure chalk were of much service

alone, but when ground up together they became valuable

soils. This difference of the 20 per cent, of carbonate of lime

held by the one clay, and its absence in the other, made a large

difference in its economic value to the brickraaker for instance.

The gait found in the lower part of the valley by Burham made

an excellent brick for a certain class of work, and could be

burnt well, and cheaply. Tlie reason of this was that it con-

tained, as he had said, a percentage of carbonate of lime, and

this and the clay fused together : clay of itself being almost

untractable. The gait was not a fresh water-clay, but one of

a marine kind, possessed of varying chemical character. He
had brought with him some coprolites, which formed, as they

knew, the basis of a very good manure. At one period large

saurian fish inhabited those seas, and the coprolites found be-

tween the beds of chalk and clay were the fossilled dung of

those fish, and were comparatively useless until operated upon

by the chemist's skill. They contained a large amount of phos-

phate of lime, the chemical constituent of the food upon which

those voracious fish fed millions of years ago, and it became con-

verted into one ofthe most valuable fertilising materials the farmer

was able to purchase. He had entered into this explanation

to show that although clay might appear to be of uniform qua-

lity, it differed much in its agricultural and commercial value.

There was another formation, resulting from the wearing down

of older formations. This was beautifully exhibited in the

river valley by Peckham and Yalding, where both sides of the

stream were coated over for a given height with layers of drift,

covered in turn with a deposition of loam. If they followed

the river they would find brickmakers at work on both sides

on the loams that had been deposited on the margin of what

was once the bed of the river. He could not tell how it hap-

pened that the river was now so much lower than formerly,

but it was more likely that the land had risen than that the

water had sunk. The fact, however, remained that some of

the best soils iu the neighbourhood were the worn-down

materials of the rocks he had spoken of, which were carried

along by the action of the river, and deposited upon its mar-
gin. The presence of carbonate of lime with gait was
accounted for by the intermixture, in a state of sludge, of
gait, and chalk, which had operated upon each other.

The lower beds of chalk composed what was called the
grey-stone lime. Chalk was divided into two distinct beds

:

the lower chalk without flints, and the upper chalk with
flints. This subject of the formation of flints had often en-
gaged people's attention, but there did not seem to be very
clear proof as to how they first originated. He held in his

hand a flint filled with silicious matter, which had evidently

at one time been a sponge growing upon the surface of the
chalk. The water which afterwards covered it contained a
portion of silex in solution, for that water was capable of con-

taining silex in solution was proved by the geysers of Iceland,

which flung up spouts of boiling water, and around which
great basins of ftint were collected. The thin shell he now
produced had been found embedded in flint, through which it

was certain that it could never have forced its way. He men-
tioned these things to show what changes had taken place

among these organic substances in the long process of time.

On the diagram they could see the chalk of their neighbour-

hood. At another point they saw it as it lay a considerable

distance below London. In the neighbourhood of Woolwich,
going towards London, they had sand above the chalk, then
came the London clay, and higher still the vegetable and
othei matter upon which the great city was built. The Lon-
doner, when he wanted water, bored through the clay and
sand into the chalk beds, from which the great body of pri-

vate consumers were supplied. The pumping was continued

during the week until Saturday night, and recommenced on
Monday morning, when it was found that tha water had
gained several feet. This would be again reduced during the
following week, and the Sunday's rest would then give the

water an opportunity of rising through the various fissures.

The Isle of Sheppey was composed of London clay, the soil of
which he had been speaking, formed at a time when the

earth's surface was entirely different from what they at pre-

sent found it, both as regarded temperature and the forms of

animal and vegetable life. The shark's tooth which he had
before hira in its fossilised form was several times larger than
the tooth of any shark now living, and the remains of the

cocoa-nut palm discovered in the Isle of Sheppey seemed
more analogous to the West India Islands than to our own
country. Geologists, being uncertain of the character of the

soil in different places, had been carrying on boring opera-

tions, during the course of which many interesting discoveries

had been made. Among other things, a sulphate of lime

called gypsum had been met with, which was transparent and
well adapted for statuary work.

CARMARTHENSHIRE FARMERS' CLUB,
OUR DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

At the annual meeting, Mr. Brodie, of Ty'rdail, in the chair,

the subject for discussion was. Our Domestic Animals,

introduced by Mr. Buckley, of Castellgorford, who said :

The origin of most of the species of our domestic animals is

obscure. The Darwin theory, that all organised beings liave

originated from an embryo or germ, and have been evolved

and devolved through untold ages from the most simple

existence, and that man himself is but an evolution by natural

process from the lower creatures, is a doctrine that it is to

be hoped but few will become converts to. This theory of

evolution and development from the most simple to the most

perfect forms of existence—beginning with a germ, which

involves into variations, which, through long processes of

modification, become separate species, and which, through

variation, modification, and natural selection, produce other

species,diverging into genera and orders—professes to show by

this process how the present wonderful state of existence in the

animal and vegetable kingdoms was attained, and that this

process has been so slow and gradual that the lew thousand
years from which the creation is dated is but a mere fragment
of time. I shall endeavour to show by some observations on

our domestic animals that Darwinism cannot be maintained,

and by what means and process we may expect to improve

them so as to bring them into a state of greater profit. Any
light thrown on the great natural laws which govern produc-

tion and inheritance in the animal and vegetable kingdoms
must be of value. While we readily acknowledge the very

extensive researches and valuable discoveries of Mr. Darwin,

we cannot agree with his strange and dangerous deductions

from acknowledged facts. The very limited time allowed at

this Club for the introduction of a subject will prevent my
following any detailed arguments or adducing many examples

of cases in proof of my statements, which, I fear, from the

same cause, will appear somewhat disjointed. Mr. Darwin
founds his theory of progressive development largely on the

fossil remains of animal and vegetable life found iu geological

strata, from the earliest Silurian to the more recent forma-

tions. That many forms of animal and vegetable life that once

existed have become extinct, and that others in later strata

appear for the first time, is self-evident ; but paleontology,

vieived as a whole, cannot go far to sustain his theories. It

cannot be shown from the earliest records of history that any
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new species has ever been produced, either as developed

through variation or as being the offspring of two distinct

species. la sacred and profane history we read of the domestic
animals as we now know them, and so they also appear in

the exhumed and other monuments of the Assyrians and
Egyptians. Great as are the varieties or breeds (T use the

terms varieties and breeds as synonymous) of each species,

they are fertile within the limit of their species, and within
that limit tliey will always produce. But when crossed with
another distinct species, sterility at once bars the way to fur-

ther increase. Between nearly all allied species an hybrid or
mule is sometimes produced, and which is always sterile.

Cattle of all breeds are fertile while coupled with each other
;

so of horses, whether the racehorse, dray-horse, or Shetland
pony ; so of dogs and the rest. But when the horse, for in-

stance, is crossed with the ass, quagga, or zebra, the offspring is

a sterile mule. The same with birds ; the canary and goldfinch

produce a mule bird. And the same law exists in the vegetable

kingdom. Some tea years ago it was reported in the periodi-

cals that a new species had been produced by a cross between
the hare and rabbit, and so fertile that an establishment in

France was breeding them in considerable numbers. An in-

teresting, detailed, and scientific paper on the subject appeared
in the CorahUl Magazine. They were to be seen in the Zoo-

logical Gardens, and were exhibited at the Crystal Palace. I

took an early opportunity to visit the Zoological Gardens to

see and make inquiries about them. I did see the largest and

handsomest grey rabbits I ever met with, and could well have

conceived from their appearance they were what was stated,

could I have believed it possible, but the internal structure

and the habits of the two animals render it impossible. "We

know, too, that the two species have so little liking for each

other that they never both abound on the same ground. It

was doubtless a handle to bolster up the theory. Soon, how-
ever, nothing more was heard of the new species. Those who
attempted to pair these two animals were disappointed. It

only resulted in ferocious quarrelling and fighting, and worse
eases have not come into the Divorce Court. But, as I have
stated, varieties of species or breed, as we term them, are

always fertile when paired, let their form be ever so difterent

;

for instance, say the Shorthorn and Kerry, the mastiff and
greyhound, the Cotswold and mountain sheep, the Cocliin

China and spangled Hamburgh. Fertility, in fact, becomes
the test of species. Well now, fertile as our breeds are within

the limit of their own species, we cannot produce an inter-

mediate breed between auy of our established breeds that will

continue to produce its own intermediate form. A cross, for

instance, between the Shorthorn and Atderney is, I may say,

about the handsomeat and most profitable dairy cow that can
be bred ; but, coupled with a bull of the same cross as herself,

they will not re-produce the same form as themselves. If con-

tinued to breed for several generations, the offspring would
go back to the types of the original parents, but so dete-

riorated that we call them mongrels. The Shorthorn and
Ayrshire cross also produces a valuable intermediate dairy

cow, but more of the same can only be produced by the same
cross. Our established breeds, then, are improved by the

scientific breeder availing himself of the elasticity of nature in

varying those animals with which he is dealing, and which he
wishes in some degree to alter, so as to possess some new
quality, or the qualities they already possess, in a larger

degree. To get a just view of the nature of variation, let us

notice it first in a wild or unassisted state, and then under
domestication and cultivation. The variation we observe in

our wild animals and plants is necessarily in a very limited

degree. We observe it in the fox, wild rabbit, rock dove, and
numerous others ; in the wild rose of the hedge, the hawthorn,
and the heartsease, the primrose, and to some extent in every
species of tree and herb ; the same species in foliage, form,

and colour of their blossoms, and even in constitution. But
variation under domestication and the hand of cultivation is

extensive and elastic, as we see ia the great varieties of the

rabbit, in the various forms and colours of pigeons originated

from the wild rock dove, in the splendid array of roses, hearts-

ease, orpansies, and scarlet and double hawthorns, beautifying

our gardens and shrubberies. I will just mention a few in-

stances of variation and elasticity of species under culture

that have come in some measure under my own observation.

When I was a boy, the pug dog was one of the commonest
pet dogs to be met with. About the year 1838, or say twenty

years afterwards, it was thought to have become extinct in

Englaud. A person of my acquaintance prided himself on
having the last to- be found in the kingdom, and that was
not a pure pug^- Now, they are grand pets again everywhere,
and becominaMry numerous. Soou after the Cochin China
fowl was in*5duced to this country, the fashion changed
from plain* legged to vulture hock - legged. In a
year or two, vulture hocks of extreme length were
everywhere to be seen in the exhibitions ; but it

was found that the vulture hock was accompanied with leggi-
ness, and vulture hocks were condemned by the judges and
disqualified. Now they are scarcely to be seen from one end
of a Birmingham ;Show to the other. Mr. Glenny, the
authority for florist flowers, said that the flower of the pansy
must be brought to be round before it would be perfect. That
seemed almost working against nature, but it was accomplished,
and now all the best pansy flowers have thick petals forming
a circle. The breeder and cultivator, in availing himself of
this tendency to variation, does not go before nature ; but
first observes which way nature points or indicates a change.
For instance, the originator ot the fantail pigeon did not, in
the first instance, form the intention of producing such a bird,
but would doubtless observe among his flock of pigeons one or
more in which the tail was fuller and inclined to be somewhat
elevated. On examination he would find more than the normal
number of tail feathers

; being pleased with these variations,
he would select and pair two of these birds in which this form
or tendency was strongest ; in their offspring this variation
would be enlarged, and so on, and as those pigeons increased
in number his choice for selection would be better ; and so by
selection, matching, and pairing, this development of fantail
would accumulate until the perfect fantail pigeon was pro-
duced. This process of selection, pairing, and the accumula-
tion of the desired forms through a number of generations,
necessarily involves close, or in-and-in breeding for a length of
time. By this process Colling brought to such perfection the
improved Shorthorn breed of cattle. His attention as he was
riding along the road was attracted by a remarkably handsome,
symmetrical bull-calf, which he afterwards bought and reared,
and by pairing", him with the most perfect cow he could
find, he commenced his improvement of the breed. By
judicious selection and pairing, he so accumulated those valu-
able properties possessed by the improved Shorthorn cattle,
that his herd became unrivalled, and at his sale his bull Comet
fetched 1,000 guineas, an unheard-of price at that time.
CoUing of course was obliged to breed in and
in, and very closely for a length of time. It is

stated that his famous bull Favourite was paired with his
own daughter, grand-daughter, great grand- daughter, and a
great great grand-daughter

; so that this last had 93 per cent,
of Favourite's blood in her veins, and she again was paired
with the ])ull Wellington, having 65 per cent, of Favourite's
blood in his veins, and the produce was Clarissa. Bates, too,
bred closely in-and-in for 13 years. That the commencement
of the improvement of a breed requires close breeding and for
a length of time to reproduce, accumulate, and fix certain
qualities, there can be no question ; but, at the same time,
there must be a limit. The attendant evils may not manifest
themselves for a number of generations, but ultimately weak-
ness, delicacy of constitution, and a degree of sterillity will
make their appearance. It was so with Colling and Bates,
and has brought difficulty to many eminent breeders since their
time, from their not being able to procure an animal that
suited tlieir purpose, or that they would admit into their herd.
There is, however, a difference in this respect, as some species
will bear close breeding more than others. Cattle and sheep,
for instance, can be close-bred longer than pigs. The influence
of close breeding, where long continued, is even traced where
it would hardly be expected. The wild cattle, so called, in

Chillingham Park, numbering a herd of about fifty, that have,
it is said, probabably been on the ground 400 to 500 years, and
have interbred wichin that limit, their rate of annual increase is

only about 10 iu number or 20 per cent., and they are con-
sidered to have decreased considerably in size from ancient
times. These cattle are certainly wild enough in their habits,
but as to their being aboriginal they are no more so than Jour
native black cattle, which would be quite as wild and danger-
ous placed in the same circumstances. The great principle of
natural selection, by which all wild animals are continued and
maintained in an equal or improving state, other circumstances
of sustenance being favourable, is observed among these
Chillingham cattle, the bulls engaging ia furious battles, the
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more vigorous overcoming the weaker, and so becoming the

sires of the annual increase or renewal of the herd. But we

have examples of the same thing among our poultry in the

farmyard. Some eighteen years ago I sold my Ayrshire cattle,

and commenced keeping Alderueys. I was wishful to have

them all self-colours, like the famous herd of Mr. Dauncey, in

Buckinghamshire. Mr. Dauncey's prices being very high, I

went to the Channel Islands and bought my stock of cows, but

they were all spotted more or less « ith white. I had been to

see Mr. Dauncey's herd, and he showed me round himself.

There were about seventy beautiful cows in his park, and he

told me that 201bs. of butter from his dairy went to Bucking-

ham Palace every day through his dairymen in London. I

learnt from him and his men that he had paid great attention

to the improvement of his herd for very many years, and that

the bringing it about that the cattle should be all of a self-

colour had been a very gradual process. Every spotted calf was

killed soon after it was born and given to his men, and the

approved self-colourel were kept and bred from, paying, doubt-

less, special attention to the hull selected for stock. By this

practice or selection of colours as well, of course, as more
valuable qualities, for some 40 years, if I recollect the time

correctly, the power to transmit or reproduce colour had been

acquired and had so accumulated, or, in other words, was so

bred in, that he seldom had a spotted calf dropped at the time

of my visit. I was, fortunately, able to procure a young bull

of Mr. Dauncey's breed, and although my cows from the

Islands were all spotted, the calves from them were, I should

say, full three out of four self colour, showing the power accu-

mulated by selection in Mr. Dauncey's breeding to colour ; but

I had also transmitted into my stock the more important qua-

lities of the Dauncey Alderneys. With Mr. Dauncey's herd I

noticed a cow conspicuous from her shabby appearance, for

she was in very low condition, and being spotted, was evi-

dently not of his breeding, which I remarked to hira. He
replied, I have had her from the Island, look at her head. I

want that head. She had a very fine neat head. Time will

not allow me to adduce further proof that the power to trans-

mit, reproduce, and augment certain valued qualities into stock

is only acquired by judicious selection, matching, and pairing

through a series of generations ; and the power acquired will

be only in proportion to the judgment used in the accumula-

tion of those qualities or properties. This is, doubtless, what

is meant by animals being thoroughbred or blood, whether

horses, cattle, sheep, pigs, dogs, or any other animals. Some
people have very erroneous notions on this subject. It is a

very common belief that several of our established breeds have

been produced by a cross between two other breeds, and is,

indeed, held by some whose opinion is of weight. There is an

opinion that the Galloway has contributed to the formation of

the improved Shorthorn, because Colling once experimented

with that cross, taking one cross and then breeding to the pure

Shorthorn. But that was after the improvemeut of his Short-

horns, and, I believe, resulted in no good. There appears

much more likelihood in the opinion that the Shropshire

Down and other breeds of medium-wool sheep are crosses be-

tween the Cotswold or other long-wool sheep and the South-

down, as their very appearance would seem to indicate. But,

as I stated just now, we find that crosses between our esta-

blished breeds will not perpetuate their like. It is much more
likely that they have been bred to what tliey are by selection.

Two rather noted breeders who procured their original stock

of Southdown from the same first-class stock after liaving bred

for several years, the type of each of their flocks varied con-

siderably, though each of great merit. My own Shropshire

Down sheep bought at high class sales in Shropshire varied so

much after a season or two, that I am persuaded, by careful

selection and isolation, I could have bred my flock to longer or

shorter wool, and with other special characters, or have re-

tained them near to the original type. I therefore prefer to

believe that the Shropshire Down, Oxford, Hampshire, and all

other down sheep have been brought to their present type by
selection and careful breeding as I have stated. In that in-

teresting book, " Stonehenge on the Dog," there is an account

of a greyhound crossed with a bulldog, and the mixed offrpring

afterwards coupled with the pure gieyhound for three or four

generations, the object being, if I recollect rightly, was to give

the greyhound courage and strength of jaw. A likeness of

each animal is given, the last appearing pure greyhound again.

Was the object accomplished, or any advantage gained? Would
it not have been better to have selected a good stud dog at once ?

Master McGrath for instance. In the improvement of our

native breed of black cattle, which doubtless may be brought

to anything that cattle are capable of, it appears to me to be

altogether a mistake to take the improved Shorthorn as the

model of perfection, and to be followed, except in those

points essential to well-formed cattle of every breed (I

am myself an admirer of the Shorthorn, but in its own
sphere,) such as a straight level back, well sprung ribs, a

neat fine head, tolerably small bone, a good quality of touch

or handling, &c. The points which specially mean feeding or

secretion of fat with very early maturity, if insisted on to the

same degree in our black breed, would materially injure them
as dairy cattle, and also be accompanied with a degree of deli-

cacy which would materially interfere with that robustness of

constitution essential to our climate, and the dairy manage-
ment of this country. IMie improvement, therefore, I take it,

in our native cattle, must to some extent, be accommodated to

the peculiarities of our climate and soil and the agricultural

wages of the country. They must be good sized, handsome
cattle, exhibiting all those points and qualities that indicate

profit in the dairy and at the same time an aptitude to fattea

when they are done with for the dairy—cattle that will pro-

duce good thriving oxen. Better feeding and protection, how-

ever, always accompanies improved breeding. To put a Short-

horn judge, or the judge of any other distinct breed to judge

our Blacks, is certainly a mistake ; he will usually accept the

office because he thinks nothing perfect or even handsome or

meritorious, but what conforms to his own type of breed.

Much disatisfaction has resulted from such practice. Now
that our native Blacks are, as we trust, on the highway to im-

provement, the model type of what they should be, should be

agreed upon, and ail the points defined, with the relative value of

each point, that it may be aimed at by the breeder, and that

the judge going into the show-yard may clearly understand

what he has to award upon. Many complaints have been

heard of late years that our horses are not what they used to

be, and certainly not what they ought to be; that they have

deteriorated rather than improved both in quality and sound-

ness. It is accounted for mainly on the ground that in the

race or blood-horse, elegance of form, showy action, and great

speed, have taken the place of strength, endurance, and sound-

ness. There appears also to be a great want of vigorous well-

bred mares—say of the stamp of the old Cleveland bay or

Clydesdale, thorough-bred of their kind. Now, if mares of this

stamp were matched witii thorough-bred horses of greater sub-

stance, bone, muscle, and endurance, we should not see so

many weedy things, scarcely fit to do anything, as we have of

late years. The oS'spring of such a. match wonld
always be of value, for even if not suitable for

carriage horses, hunters, or good cobs, there would

be size and strength to make them useful for

draught. In conclusion, let me briefly remark that seeing

that the origin of all our most important domestic animals is

hid in mystery, there being no wild representatives from which

they can reasonably be supposed to have descended, and con-

sidering the great benefits man derives from them, ministering

as they do to his necessities and comfort—the horse adapted

to perform his labours—cattle, sheep, and pigs to supply him
with varied food and clothing, and with nature so pliable and

variable, that they may be modified almost at his will, for his

advantage and pleasure, that they are absolutely necessary to

his well-being, we are almost forced to the conclusion that the

Beneficent Creator of all formed them expressly for the use of

man ; and that in all probability they never existed as truly

wild animals. This is at least a more reasonable conclusion

than that they were evolved, modified, and developed into their

present state. As to man being evolved from the lower ani-

mals of which the monkey tribe and ape represented by the

orang-outang and chimpanzee are his nearest existing relations,

is certainly rather a long step to take in progressive develop-

ment. How did it come about according to Darwinism ?

Why, once upon a time one of these apes took it into his head

that he would not live so much up in the trees, but that he

and his family would spend more of their time on the ground,

so development went on accordingly ; their feet or rather hands

on their posterior extremities became flatter, the thumb used

in climbing became a big toe ; they carried themselves more

erect ; the head became differently fixed ; the jaws became

less ; the canine teeth reduced in length ; the ears less pointed
;

and so in process of time the quadrumana became a biped.

Then as to the intellectual faculties or mind P Surely, here
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is a greater clr\sm still ; but the llicory coucludos these facul-

ties to be of tiie same nature, ouly morii advauced iu man. We
have been used to consider the brute creation only endowed
A'ith instinct. Altliougli tiie manifestation of iustinct is some-

times truly wonderful, as in the cell of the bee, nests of some
birds, S:c., still they liave been constructed precisely in the

same way for ages, without any advancBraent or improvement,

and therefore no reasoning faculty ; but instinct sometimes

looks a little like reasou. I have, during a hard frost, ob-

served a half-starved thrush with a snail breaking the shell

against a stone ; sheep scraping away the snow to get at the

grass. A monkey or ape will crack hard nuts of which they

are fond between two stones ; but they have never yet at-

tempted to make a pair of nutcrackers. Gentlemen, we will

not acknowledge the relationship. We give them the cold

shoulder.

Mr. Thomas (Llandilo) should like to ask Mr. Buckley
one question. By breeding in-and-iu he had said that one

celebrated agriculturist had obtained a beast worth £1,000.

Now, he had himself always understood that breeding in-and-

in produced quite the contrary effect, and in some portions of

the introductory paper it seemed as if Mr. Buckley proved the

tact. He had admitted that the cattle at Chilliugbara Park

by being bred in-and-in had deteriorated iu quality and fer-

tility. These two statements he was not able to reconcile, and

he wished Mr. Buckley to explain.

Mr. Buckley : I can easily explain that. If you will just

recollect, I said there must be a limit to breeding in-and-in.

Mr. Thomas : You have given me a good deal of latitude

lor limit
;
you said they had been breeding in-and-in at Chil-

lingham Park for 400 years.

Mr. Bees (Llwynfortune) agreed with much of what Mr.

Buckley had said respecting the black cattle, especially as to

their heads. He was inclined to think that the head of an

animal was one of the main indications of its blood and con-

stitution. Who would take to liimself an animal with a mean
head ? Who would place a bull with a mean head amongst

his cows ? Farmers must endeavour to get the best bulls pos-

sible if they wished to effect any improvement in their breeds

of cattle. If care were taken he had no doubt that in course of

time the quality of the cattle generally on farms in Wales
would be very much improved.

Mr. Morgan (Llwyn) said the subject before the Club was by

no means the least intellectual of the topics which had been dis-

cussed from time to time. It was one of such a high standard

that he did not think anyone except a gentleman like Mr.

Buckley, who was well-versed in it, would have ventured to

approach it. When he first read the announcement in the

circular he said to himself—•' Who in the name of fortune

can broach anything interesting on such a subject as this ?"

Having heard Mr. Buckley, he had been suddenly brouglit to

the conclusion that nothing was impossible. In the course of

his paper Mr. Buckley had stated that a cross breed could not

be perpetuated. That was a doctrine which he had himself

been constantly striving to preach among his neighbours and
friends. It was often the case when a farmer went to a cat-

tle show and saw a magnificent prize bull, he came away with

the conclusion that it was the^rime beast of the exhibition.

Perhaps it was a black bull, and he would feci an ambition

to possess the animal in order to improve his

stock, whereas at the same time he had only got a

mongrel lot of cows, which in reality were only the halves of

anything. When that was so it was impossible for a farmer

to have a good breed of cattle. What he always counselled

his friends and neighbours was this—if you have got a fancy

for any breed, and cannot afford to lay out sufficient to buy in

a good stock, then get a couple of heifers of this breed. And
if you cannot afford to purchase a superior sire, then send

your heifers to such a bull as is warranted to be of

pure blood. Do so, and it will be worth your

while to pay for it." He did not farm to any

great ext«nt himself, and therefore seldom kept a bull of his

own. When he needed the use of a bull for his cows he sent

them to the yard of his friend Mr. Davies, of Ystradwaiter,

whom he was sorry not to see present on that occasion. As

Mr. Davies was a very high breeder he would have taken deep

interest in such a discussion as was going on. When Mr.

Davies wanted to iraprore his stock he went to Hereford and

paid seventy guineas for a pure calf ouly niue months old.

Well, he sent his own cows to Mr. Davies's bull, and paid a

sovereign each for them. He was going to say that he would

gladly pay another sovereign if iiis nei^libours would only

keep their bulls within doors. Very often the greatest mon-
grels wore the greatest trespassers. Again he repeated his

argument with Mr. Buckley as to the diflicnlty of perpetuating

crosses. In striving to improve their cattle farmers did not

go to work the right way : they put the cart before the horse.

Mr. Buckley had also said that the Blacks could not be bred

to the same degree of perfection as other animals. Now he

was well aware that in tliat room at that moment there were

farmers who had got some excellent blacks, and, as Mrs. Part-

ington said, " comparisons were odurous.'" But in spite of

good breeding, good feeding, good land, aud good nature, he

maintained that the lovers of Black cattle could not rear such

grand specimens as were to he seen of the pure Shorthorn or

the pure Hereford breeds. That, at least, was his mature

opinion. So far they had not seen such samples of the Black

breed as entitled it to be called the breed of the country. At
the Royal Agricultural Show at Cardiff the Black breed was
poorly represented, and he was sorry to see it. He was satis-

fied at the same time that if many persons had taken the

trouble to st.nd up their cattle to Cardiff, they might easily

have ecUpsed the Blacks which were exhibited there. And
until soraethiug was done to restrict the crossing, the Black

cattle would never be any better. He quite agreed, however,

that with respect to the first cross between a Black and a

Hereford or a Shorthorn, that nothing could beat it. But the

result of crossing in the long run was nothing except disap-

pointment. Other matters had been touched upon by Mr.
Buckley : for example, the breeding of dogs and poultry, on
which he should himself venture to express no opiuion, espe-

cially as the observations made came from so high an authority

as Mr. Buckley. Everybody knew that ia poultry lie was in

the habit of exhibiting the rarest specimens. Whether Mr.
Buckley was equally familiar with horses he hardly knew ; but

he drove a capital horse in his carriage.

Mr. Harries (Llandilo-Abercowin), replying to Mr.
Morgan's criticisms on the Cardiff Show, said the exhibitors

of black cattle there were, comparatively speaking, only poor

farmers who had to oppose themselves to such persons as

lords and dukes, and almost every other class of gentlemen.

What was wanted for the Blacks was better food. Aud he

was not at all sure that Blacks could not p ly jmt as well as

some of the other breeds in the neighbourhood where Mr.

Morgan lived. He hoped the time would come when the

lovers of Blacks would universally follow Mr. Morgan's way of

treating his cattle.

Mr. J. L. PiiiLiPPS perfectly agreed with the theory laid

down by Mr. Buckley in his paper, and could endorse almost

everything he had said. With regard to one or two points he

should go beyond Mr. Buckley. One of these was breeding

in-aud-iu. Mr. Buckley had said that it was possible to im-

prove cattle by breeding in-and-in, and added that it would

depend upon the quality of the stock, and that breeding in-

and-in must not go beyond a certain point. But he did not

state what that point was. What was meant was that a

farmer should not go on breeding in-and-in when his stock

began thereby to degenerate. At that stage a farmer should

ook out for fresh stock for breeding purposes. That was

what Mr. Collins had done. Mr. Bates and others had also

resorted to the same policy of importing fresh blood when
signs of degeneration appeared in the stock. Sometimes

it had cost them heavy prices to procure suitable stook,

but it was done. He did not mean to say that the

Club, as practical farmers, could breed in-and-in to

the same extent as Mr. Collins, Mr. Bates, and others had

done. Those gentlemen gave aud got fabulous figures for

their stock. But Welsh farmers could carry on their cross-

breeding with safety and advantage a little further than Mr.

Buckley or Mr. Morgan had said. It was a mistake for

practical farmers to run away with the idea that they could

not improve the cross. Mr. Buckley had hinted that the first

cross was beautiful, but said he cannot go any further. Now
he should venture to deny that, as one who had been a cross-

breeder for 25 years ; aud he improved his cross-breeds by

occasionally having fresh blood.

Mr. Buckley : Then that is a first cross.

Mr. PiiiLiprs disputed that, aud said that when a farmer

bought a fresh sire, having already got a good cow, he would

go on for some time producing the same blood. In that way
he had gone on breeding, and it was the cheapest course for

mproving the breed. When the breed of sheep was to be
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improved the best ram was got for the purpose ; in like I its life at the feet of the Clah. As there was now no other

manner the best stallion was got for improving horses. Mr.
|
body in the district representative of the agricultural interest

Buckley had dwelt on the advantages of colour, but he would I besides this Club, he hoped the members of the Club would

rather urge farmers to attend to symmetry and size. | rally round it and keep up its vitality.

The Chairmait said the last time he was in that room the Mr. Buckley replied to some of the criticisms from various

United Counties Chamber of Agriculture came and laid down
|
speakers, and the proceedings took a conversational turn.

CONTAaiOUS DISEASES (ANIMALS) COMMITTEE.

At a meeting on Monday, June 9, Mr. John Clarke, the

secretary of the Central Chamber of Agriculture, was examined,

but his evidence went merely to an expression of the view of

the Chamber and the Home Cattle Defence Association as

to keeping out foreign stock. He did not think it much
mattered whether store stock was imported or not, although

there was a diminution of store stock in this country.

Cattle going to the Plymouth show were left twenty hours

without water.

At the meeting of the Committee on Thursday, Mr. C. S.

Bead in the chair, the first witness examined was Mr. Thomas
BiGBY, Winsford, Cheshire. He said he was secretary of the

Lancashire Agricultural Society. Foot-and-mouth was very

bad in Cheshire. He had had pleuro-pneuraonia in his own
stock. It was a highly infectious disease. He believed from

the evidence of others that inoculation was a preventive. The
weight of evidence was in its favour, and witness instanced

three cases where it had been tried with, as he thought, good

result. Iq slauglitering cattle in pleuro-pneumonia, he would
compensate at the rate of two-thirds or three-fourths for the

affected animal. It might be stamped out by slaughter, isola-

tion, and inoculation. The expense would not be so great as

the present cost of the disease to the county. Welsh cattle

were more exempt from it than the Irish. Irish cattle con-

tracted foot-and-mouth principally during transit ; he did not

believe in its spontaneous origin. There were several

boroughs in Cheshire, and thus several local authorities.

There should be one local authority. There should be a board

at which the authorities of the boroughs and the county might
meet. The boroughs would not object if properly represented.

There was great cruelty and mismanagement in sending cattle

by rail. He would have a Government inspector to watch the

railways. The loss in cattle from foot-and-mouth was 50s.

per head. Mr. Thomas Verdou's account of Chesire farming

was incorrect when he broadly asserts that farming in that

county is bad. There is as much value per acre raised in

Cheshire as in any other county. He (witness) would not

increase the restrictions on the importation of Irish stock

;

only get the inspection better done, the vessels and railway

trucks properly cleaned and disinfected, and the cattle fed and
watered during transit. There has never been a large trade

in calves to Ireland from Cheshire—at least not direct from
Cheshire. He believed dairy cattle very susceptible to foot-

and-mouth. Fanners are educated up to the means by which
contagia is spread, and would submit to any reasonable regula-

tions likely to get rid of the disease. He thought all stop-

page of movement rather severe. He would be disposed to

allow animals suffering from foot-and-mouth to be removed by
certificatea to the nearest slaughter-house ; but would insist on
slaughtering for pleuro-pneumonia at home on the premises.

Those who have tried inoculation have great faith in it,

and say they would resort to it again if the disease appeared.

Where foot-and-mouth appears the farm is declared infected,

and no movement at all allowed. Still the great prevalence

of foot-and-mouth in Cheshire is because a great deal of stock

is imported from otlier places into the county. The present

regulations are stringent enough in Cheshire. What was
wanted was protection from the importation of disease from
Ireland and other places.

Professor McBride, of the Cirencester Agricultural
College, said he was at one time inspector of cattle at the port
of Glasgow. Inspection is not a sure safeguard against cattle

plague, sheep-pox, pleuro-pneumonia, or foot-and-mouth, as

disease could not be detected in its incubative state. He
would slaughter all the herd where cattle plague broke out,
and do the same with sheep in sheep-pox, also in case of
pleuro-pneumonia in cattle. But he thought it would be a
serious matter thus to slaughter for lung disease in the dairies

of large towns like London. Inoculation appears to succeed
elsewhere, in many parts of the Continent, and he should cer-
tainly try it thoroughly in this country, where we have one or
two experienced scientific men in its favour. He would pro-
pose to give them a county each to experiment upon with a
view to settling the question. The loss in cattle suffering
from foot-and-mouth could not be estimated at less than 50s.
per head. Farmers do not consider an attack of foot-and-
mouth a serious matter. If foot-and-mouth were extermina-
ted there would be no danger of its originating here spon-
taneously. Cattle plague, pleuro-pneumonia, sheep- pox, foot-
and-mouth were all of purely foreign origin. We shall never
be free of pleuro-pneumonia or foot-and-mouth, so long as we
import live stock from abroad, and allow them to pass into the
country. He would slaughter all foreign animals. There
would be no difficulty in getting dead meat from Holland.
Towns would not suffer by the slaughter of all foreign stock

;

they would be benefited by it, as it would increase the pro-
duction of meat in this country by freeing us of disease, and
thus there would be a reduction in the price of meat. It is

disease keeps up the price. Quarantine places are simply
centres of disease. He did not believe in quarantine. He
would not allow any foreign stores to come into the country
at all. We begin at the wrong end when we try to deal with
the disease in the country districts. We should stop it com-
ing, and this cannot be done as long as we import foreign

cattle and allow them to go inland. Railway trucks are not
properly cleaned and disinfected : he would have them under
the inspection of a Government officer. The compensation
he would recommend to be paid in case of pleuro-pneumonia
was in full for those in contact with the diseased and one-half

for the affected. There has been no fresh light thrown on
contagious diseases since 1861 and 1862 by Professor John
Gamgee. Witness ommented severely on the Veterinary De-
partment of the Privy Council for not instituting experiment,

as they were empowered to do. He was certain foot-and-

mouth would rapidly die out in this country if we only stopped

foreign importation. It was the nature of all such imported
contagious diseases to die out in remote parts of the country.

The virus first introduced from abroad, after passing through
many thousands of animals, gets weaker, and the disease ulti-

mately disappears. Inspection was no use, as the animals

having disease in the incubative state would be passed. He
would not inoculate for sheep-pox ; it was a dangerous prac-

tice, as you simply increase the number of animals diseased

and spread it further abroad. We have seen foot-and-mouth
die out in this country, and it must have been reimported, or

it would not be here now. Traffic with Irish cattle need not

be interfered with. Foot-and-mouth would die out in Ireland

if we did not send it to them, and we should not have it to

send if we stopped foreign importation. Exterminate foot-

and-mouth in England, and it will die out in Ireland. After

stopping importation of live stock from abroad, and until the

disease died out, he would recommend inspectors, the isolation

of farms affected, and the present regulations as to fairs and
markets and movement on the highway. The importation of

meat by foreign live animals into the country is 4:^ per cent,

only on our consumption. He was inclined to believe in in-

oculation on the evidence and authority of others well qualified

to judge. The precise way in which inoculation in pleuro-

pneumonia acted to prevent the disease he did not know. The
Privy Council should make experiments on such questions for

the good of the country. Veterinary surgeons had not the

advantage of medical men to institute scientific experiments.

The latter had large hospitals richly endowed, having scholar-

ships and professorships of considerable value. Veterinarians

were unable to carry out any costly experiments. The ques-

tion of contagious disease among animals was a most impor-

tant question to the whole country. It there was uo new
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light thrown recently on contagious disease it was hecause
J
what were the veterinary surgeons of the country to do?

veterinary surgeons generally had no chance of carrying out I Tliose who might have instituted valuable experiments and
any experiments, and Government would not do it for them, so | added to our knowledge Iiave not thought proper to do so,

EXPORTATION OF LIVE STOCK TO AUSTRALIA.

Nearly every vessel that has left this country for Aus
tralia since the order published in April has taken out cattle

or sheep of some kind or other—Shorthorns, Devons, and
Herefords among cattle, and Lincolns, Leicesters, and
Shropshires among sheep. Lincolns have been sent from
Messrs. Kirkham, Budding, ^Marshall, Catling, and
Greetham to Melbourne and Sydney ; Shropshires from
Mv. Randell and Mr. Harward ; and Messrs.

"White, besides importing prize Devon cattle, got

out a Southdown ram from Mr. Henry Webb's
flock, and a Berkshire boar from Mr. W. Hewer.
The Australian Agricultural Company gave the Duke
of Devonshire one thousand guineas for Duke of

Oxford 24th, a Shorthorn roan yearliug bull of the Ox-
ford tribe. Messrs. Barnes and Smith, Dyrabba, bought

Duke of Oxford 25th, also from Holker, at 500 gs, for Mr.
.T. Irving, of Richmond River, and for themselves Mr"

Oliver's Cherry Grand Duke 3rd, and other Short-

horns from Mr. Bolton, County Wexford, Rev. T.

Staniforth, Mr. Brassey, Preston Hall, and Mr. Smith

of Quinton, as well as some Leicester Ewes, a Hereford

heifer from Mr. Green's herd, and two Shorthorn bulls

from Lord Penrhyn's. Major Fanning also purchased

five bulls from Lord Penrhyn and two from Messrs.

Leuey's herds. Two cows were also sent by Mr. Bruce

to Mr. Woodhouse, of New South Wales. Mr. Albert

Dangar, of Baroona^ imported two cows of the Bates

on Knightley strain : Archduchess of Essex, a roan

five - year - old cow from Sir G. R. Philips' herd,

and Lady Walnut from Mr. Savill's at Ingthorpe

;

whilst Lady Rebekah, bred by Mr, Torr, from tl;e

Sylph tribe, and Rosa Second, from Mr. J. J. Stone,

as well as some Lincoln and Shropshire ewes went to his

brother, Mr. Wm. Dangar, of Neotsfield. Sir D. Cooper

also received a consignment of Shorthorn cows and heifers

from Messrs. Sturgeon. Amongst the Herefords sent out

are the celebrated Lady Oxford, bred by Mr. Evans, and

pronounced to be the best cow seen for many years

;

also Ruby, the first prize heifer at the Royal at Cardiff,

bred by Mr. P. Turner, and a young bull. Triumph 4th,

from Mr Taylor's, Showle. These three animals were

sent to Mr. J. J. R. Gibson, of New England. The prize

yearliug bull Arkwright also went with them ; and
Cophall has been recently exported to Melbourne for Mr.
Mickle. The same vessel also carried three

Shorthorns of Booth blood for Mr. P. W. Anderson
of Inverell, New England ; one of these was the bull

Viceroy, bred by Mr. E. J. Smith, Ireland ; the others

were two heifers. Protegee bred by the late Mr.
T. Game, and Phillis 10th by Mr. Hugh Aylmer,

of Norfolk. Other Shorthorns have gone to Mel-
bourne. Mr. Wm. McCullock imported five.

They consisted of the well-known prize bull Rapid and
four heifers also of Booth blood. Wave Whirl, a roan

heifer from Mr. Torr's large herd at Aylesby, and Pink

11th and 16th, the latter a prize winner as a calf at the

Royal at CardiflF, accompany them in the same vessel. Mr.
J. Mickle has also imported some promising young bulls

and a heifer. A large number of bulls and heifers have

been consigned to Mr. Watt, of Melbourne, from

different herds in the North of England,

SALE OF CAPTAIN WTNNALL'S SHORTHORNS,

At Eccleswall, Ross, on Tuesday, Apeil 23nd.

BY MR, JOHN THORNTON.

Herefordshire, with its red-and-white faces, doubtless

considered Mr. Thornton a rash intruder when he issued

Captain Winnall's catalogue of 89 head, red, white, and
roans, to be sold in one day, within four miles of

Ross, the peaceful meditations of whose Good Man
must have been sadly shocked by the coloured beasts

which were grazing at so short a distance from his beloved

prospect. Nevertheless, Mr. Winnall, of Ledbury,

Captain Winnall's father, who unfortunately was laid by
with the gout, had used Shorthorn bulls forty years since

;

and some lots in the catalogue, appropriataly named
Patchwork, thick, cloggy beasts as they were, indicated

too vividly by their own markings the breed peculiar

to the district. The quiet laugh, too, which went
the round of the ring when it was suggested that a white

bull would be an excellent cross for a red and white cow
showed that the joke was not lost.

There were, however, many good men from the county

itself, headed by Mr. Beever, from Pencraig ; while Glou-

cestershire sent up a number, including Lord Fitz-

hardinge ; Mr. Bowly, Captain Blathwayt, Mr.
Savage, Mr. Burnett, Mr. Kello, Mr. Morris, and

others. Mr. Stiles Rich was present, with Mr.
Finlay Dun, Mr. Wilson Wilson, Mr. Game, and

Mr, Charles Sturgeon. Two or three came down

from Canny Cumberland, and Lancashire had also some of

its wealthy proprietors. Poor Dorset, too, had its repre-

sentatives in half-a-dozen capital men ; and it is good

news to hear that several bulls are being sent down to

improve the lean kine of that country. Several were

also present from Cornwall, Somerset, and Devon, as

well as from Salop, and the midland counties. Alto-

gether there was a larger company than we antici-

pated seeing, and, what was more, the biddings were very

numerous and brisk from all parts of the ring. The

large number of cattle for sale was an attraction, many
thinking there might be cheap lots, as indeed there were

;

but the scarcity and high price of all stock still cause a

brisk trade for any cattle kind, especially when so large

a lot as weie offered at Eccleswall are exposed for open

and unreserved competition.

Captain Winnall has been invalided for several months,

and although present, it was only in a state of conva-

lescence. His herd, kept solely as the stock of a farm of

800 acres, had been got together during the last thirteen

years from the well-known stocks of Messrs. Rich, Fow-
ler, Guilding, Logan, Pawlett, Storer, ind Woodward.
Occasionally a few animals of fashionable blood were

bought, but, unlike the generality of the herd, they had

not been very prolific. There were a couple of the Kirk-

E 2
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levington Cragg's tribe, and two bulls, neither of

which were creditable to their distinguished

lineage, one being swag backed, aud the other

black-nosed. The heifer Carolina 7th was quite

the pick of the herd ; and Lady Fantail, although a clever

heifer, wanted hair ; the cross of Santa Cruz with her did

not appear to suit, for had the sale not been coming on
her bull-calf would have gone the way of all the others,

which were steered, a course commendable in all young
breeders. They had relied on the fashionable Bates and
Knightley blood for sires ; and Duke of Liverpool left good
things, as did Baron Fawsley—a Bates on Kuightley.

Failing, however, a " pure Bates, " Lord Dar-
lington 2nd, a son of Capt. Blathwayt's Grand Duke of

York and Old Darling, a Fourth Duke of Oxford cow
from Darlington 4th was used ; and this bull, a smart-
looking roan, left several good animals, and went cheap
enough at 51 guineas to Mr. Bennett for the Dane End
herd.

Lord Fitzhardinge did the usual honours of the

lunch, but the tent being several hundred yards
from the ring, business proceedings were a little

late at commencement, but there was great " go

"

throughout the sale, and the whole herd was sold under
the three hours. As the animals came into the ring there

was a healthy robust look about them, as if they had been
well done as calves, not stinted afterwards, and apparently
had been little made up for sale ; moreover, they had
nearly all young calves with them, or were down calving,

the udders indicating that milk had been looked to ; in-

deed, it was said that Capt. Winnall had dairied for several

years, and sent a larga supply of butter to Ross. For
large-framed good cows there was capital competition

;

lot 4th, a very good one, full of calf, going for

61 guineas. With the exception of Lady Ellen, a neat

white cow, which made 143 guineas, Carolinas 6 and 7th

and Lady Fantail, there was no extra competition for pedi-

gree : the best beast made the best price ; and two of the

nicest-looking heifers were said to be going abroad ; while

a very promising yearling heifer, lot 60, and the young bull

Baron Eccleswall go to the North of Ireland. Lot 6.

Virtue, one of the best cows, unfortunately dropped after

calving, and could not be brought in. This tribe seemed
to breed as well as any, and were deep, good cattle,

originally from Lincolnshire. Lot 16, Sugar Plum 2nd,
a very good-looking Shorthorn, perhaps hardly wide and
broad enough, goes with her red heifer into Somerset-
shire, and Col. Luttrell also bought two prime yearlings

to go into the same county. Mr. Stavely Hill, M.P.,
and Mr. W. H. Brown, of Cleobury Mortimer, were
amongst the largest buyers. The bulls sold tolerably well,

but bar two they were calves. Here, again, the best look-

ing made the most money, Mr. "\V. Craw shay giving 53 gs.

for Landlord, a round, thick, hairy calf of the old Strick-

land blood. The average of nearly 40 gs. was fully 5 gs.

more than the most sanguine anticipated ; indeed so good
was the sale, that doubtless Capt. Winnall, as well as

many others in the southern part of the county, will be

tempted to go further into the red, white, and roan.

SUMMARY.

75 Cows i

12 Bulls

87

Average.

£43 14 ..

30 2 ..
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Alexaadra, calved Feb. 8, 1863, by Cromwell (105-28) ; dam
Olga by Old Buck (15017).—Mr. T. H. Bland, 38 ps.

Dora, calved Oct. 12, 1864, by Marquis of Coruwallis 2Dd

(2U-2'J2) ; dam Diana 2nd by Great Duke (12'J73).—Mr.

J. Morton, 34- gs.

Honeysuckle, calved May 23, 1865, by Marquis of Cornwallis

(18337) ; dam Daphne by Duke Humplireey (15910).—
—Mr. J . Morton, 45 gs.

Tabitha, calved Jan. 22, 1867. by Economist (21669); dam
Alexandra by Cromwell (19528).—Mr. E. Hodgkinson,

65 gs.

Lady Blanche, calved Aug. 30, 1867, by Costa (21487)

;

dam Empress by Golden Horn (16166).—Mr. J. W. Wil-

son, 110 gs.

Lady Alice, calved March 5, 1870, by Lord Nelson (26693)

;

dam Lady Blanche by Costa (21487).—Mr. J. Watson,

90 gs.

Alpaca, calved July 21, 1870, by Young Oxford (24707) ; dam
Moreen by Tom Sayers (19010).—Mr. E. Harrison, 36 gs.

Aline, calved October 14, 1870, by Youug Oxford (24707) ;

dam Dora by Marquis of Cornwallis 2nd (20292).—Mr. J.

Pressland, 43 gs.

Midnight, calved October 38, 1870, by Lord Nelson (36693) ;

dam Alexandra by Cromwell (19528).—llev. J. Swar-

brick, 88 gs.

riorence, calved December 11, 1870, by Lord Nelson

(26693) ; dam Tabitha by Economist (21669).—Mr. M.
Josephs, 70 gs.

May 2nd, calved December 12, 1870, by Thoruby (27657)

;

dam May by Lord Clifden (36628).—Mr. G. E. Eorster,

44 gs.

Aroma, calved December 29, 1870, by Youug Oxford (24707)

;

dam Honeysuckle, by Marquis of Cornwallis (18337).—Mr.

C. WyncoU, 31 gs.

May Lass 4th, calved July 14, 1871, by Duke of Soathcott

(28449) ; dam May Lass 3rd by General Napier (24023).

—Mr. J. Pretty, 45 gs.

Sunrise, calved September 29, 1871, by Lord Nelson (26693)

;

dam Alexander by Cromwell (19528).—Mr. T. Whiteside,

91 gs.

Agility, calved October 6, 1871, by Alpha (25511) ; dam
Dora by Marquis of Cornwallis ?nd (20292).—Mr. T.

Swinfer, 40 gs.

Ariadne, calved October 27, 1871, by Alpha (35511) ; dam
Ariana by Costa (21487).—Mr. C. Wyncoll, 41 gs.

Aglia, calved October 28, 18/1, by Alpha (25511) ;
dam

Daphne by Duke Humphrey (15910).—Mr. M. Josephs,

48 gs.

Lady Mary, calved January 22, 1872, by Lord Nelson (26693)

,

dam Lady Blanche, by Costa (21487).—Mr.C.Stubbs,80 gs.

Imperatrice, calved April 9, 1872, by Lord Nelson (26693) ;

dam Kugrnic by Economist (21669).—Mr. J. Pressland, 60 gs.

Amina, calved Oct. 21, 1872, by Alpha (35511) ; dam Dora

by Marquis of Cornwallis 2nd (20292).—Mr. C. Wyncoll,

31 gs.

Astra, calved Nov. 27, 1873, by Alpha (25511) ;
dam Daphire

by Duke Humphrey (15910).—Mr. H. II. Bletsoe, 21 gs.

Blanche Artenay, calved Dec. 31, 1873, by Duke of Artenay ;

dam Lady Blauche by Costa (31487).—Marq. Exeter, 50 gs.

BULLS.
Addio, calved January 29, 1871, by Alpha (25511) ; dam

Adelaide by Duke of Darlington (21586).—Mr. J. Brown,

40 gs.

Baron Napier, calved February 21, 1871, by General Napier

(24023) ; dam Olga by Old Buck (15017).—Mr. T. White-

side, 73 gs.

Aphis, calved March 11, 1871, by Alpha (25511) ; dam Peep

O'Rose by Garibaldi (17919).—Mr. J. Warth, 28 gs.

Last of the Barons, calved November 12, 1872, by Lord

Nelson (26693) ; dam Tabitha by Economist (21669)—
Mr. C. Wyncoll, 39 gs.

Conservative, calved December 3, 1872, by Grand Pippin 2nd

(28780) ; dam Lady Alice by Lord Nelson (36693).—Mr.

C. W. Nidd, 50 gs.

Astrakhan, calved December 33, 1872, by Alpha (25511) ;

dam Alpaca by Young Oxford (24707).—Mr. E. Harrison,

21 gs.

Ariel, calved December 29, 1872, by Alpha (25511) ; dam
Ariana by Costa (21487).—Mr. F. Carding, 18 gs.

Omega, cilved February 15, 1873, by Archduke Knigbtley

(27890) ; dam Honeysuckle by Marquis of Cornwallis

(18337).—Mr. S. West, 36 gs.

SVMMARY.
£ s. d. £ s. d.

23 Cows averaged 56 19 5 1,298 17

8 Bulls „ 39 18 319 4

31 head 4 1,618 1

MR. CHAS. CHAPMAN'S SHORTHORNS
At ExroN, O.vkham, on Thursday, May 15, 1873.

BY JIR. THORNTON.

The reputation of the old-established Oakham shows of

fat and store cattle is no doubt mainly due to the strong

support and excellence of the stock shown by the landlords

and tenants of the little but good county of Rutland.

One of the oldest and best of these stocks was that of the

late Mr. Thomas Chapman, of Whitevvell, the larger portion

of which was sold in 1864. Mr. Charles Chapman con-

tinued on a few of the " old sort," and from them the pre-

sent herd was descended. The stock had been in the family

for about sixty years ; though no early record was kept of

the pedigrees, indeed it was a saying of the late Mr.
Thomas Chapman that his beasts carried their pedigrees

ou their backs. " A bull bought in the north" preceded

the cross of Emperor (1014), the well-known Burghley

Park sire, and a cow of Earl Brownlow's, Mr. Jobson's

Cavalier (861), which were the first crosses to the old

Whitwell pedigrees. The " Antelope cow" is in the pre-

sent day spoken of as a marvel in the district, and ctr

tainly Rover's Cherry, Picotee, Hopewell, Young Hope,

Princess, and Fennel 2nd were fine, large, round, massive

cows, such as do not come before the public every day.

True, there might have been an abseuce of character, and

the young stock were, in the opinion of many, not equal

to the older cattle. The increasing years of Mr. Chas.

Chapman and the continued illness of his son Henry,

who had had charge of the stock, led to the sale, which

resulted in fair prices for the best looking specimens.

Lot 10, Picotee, twice a winner at Oakham, was in show

condition, a large, round-barrelled cow, a little high at the

setting on of the tail. After some sharp bidding, she was

kept in the county, at 73 gs., by Mr. S wingler, of Langhani,

agent to Lord Lonsdale. Mr. W. Hope got a more sightly

cow in Hopewell at 60 gs., though unserved, and she was

by several fancied more than Picotee. He also bought

Gem, a highly commended heifer, newly calved, at 61 gs.

Mr. Hodgkinson purchased Rover's Cherry, very full of

hair and tlesh, and a square good cow, at 46 gs., as well

as Alexandra, a milker of the old Allison breed, at 37 gs.

Mr. Brown, of Northampton, purchased Princess cheap

enough at 58 gs., and Fennel 2nd, nearly as fine a cow, went

at a guinea less to Mr. Lucas. Some of the lots were

merely dairy cattle, one of them making 141bs. of butter

a week. These went at lower prices, chiefly to purchasers

in the district, among whom were Mr. "Walton for the

Marquis of Exeter, M.r Wortley, Mr. Forster, and Mi\

Lucas. The bull Wisdom from Burghley had been in use,

and though a nice-headed, quiet bull, was sadly wanting iu
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style, and went at 40 gs. Crown JPrince, a thick-fleahed

capital yearling, was bought by Mr. Dunkley at 51 gs..

and Mr. Colwell gave 40 gs. for Speedwell, a son of JE37 ITs. 8d. for the herd.

Wisdom and Picotee. Eleven out of the thirty-six were
bulls, which pulled down the £40 16s. average for cows to

SALE OF MR. DUNCAN'S JERSEYS
At Bradweli., Stony SxRATroRD, Bucks.

BY MR. JOHN THORNTON.
Nearly seven years have passed away since we

saw that great sale of Mr. Dauncey's herd, which
gave such a distinction in this district to the

Channel Island breed of cattle. As Mr. Dauncey bred

for colour, so in a great measure Mr. Duncan has la-

boured to produce great dairying properties as well as

symmetry and self-colour, and he has never failed to

attend any Jersey sales, generally as a buyer. Statistics

are wonderful things, and no doubt the same care that

has been bestowed on the pedigrees has equally been given

to the dairy returns, as well as to the profit and loss ac-

count. Rumour, with its many tongues, was rife on Thurs-

day as to the average profit of each cow at the pail, for, like

Mr. Dauncey, Mr. Duncan had always a first-class London
house to supply with cream and butter. Some put it as

high as £24 a cow, but we have every reason to believe

that from the udder produce alone a profit from each cow
only slightly below this sum has been annually realized.

It crept out during the sale that lot 2, Medora, " the

squire's favourite cow," was giving fully 20 quarts a day,

and almost rivalled in butter making old Gipsy herself,

who brought 171bs. weekly.

The cowhouse presented a very pretty sight on Thurs-
day morning. The sober quaker-coloured tint ran through
the whole herd with one exception, and though there was
fair size, there was not much of coarseness. Every cow
had been clean milked in the morning ; there was no
stocking, and nearly every cow had a calf at her foot, so

they were in full profit. The warm houses had rarely seen

80 large a company, and as lunch time drew close, it was
difficult to pass up and down. Nearly everybody inte-

rested in " the fancy" was present either in person or by
proxy, but the cold snowy morning must have kept many
local eyewitnesses and beefeaters away. Lunch was served
in the sale-field, about 200 yards from the buildings,

with Mr. J. Locke Stratton as chairman. Mr.
Duncan told how he had tried several breeds as butter

producers on a given quantity of food, and all had failed

in comparison with the Jersey. The herd had been not
only a source of pleasure and amusement,but of profit too ;

and Mr. Stratton said butter was the order of the day.

Soon after two the ring gradually filled, and Truelove, in

her twelfth year, with calf at foot, went cheap to

the representative of the great firm of Pickford and
Co. Mr. Duncan's favourite cow, Medora, was a
call for 30 gs. And very handsome she looked,

with her sweet mUky head, beautiful clean udder,
and sober silver fawn tint. Her pedigree ran into the
Midge tribe, evidently the best strain, and she herself was
by Gipsy, ason of old Gipsy cow, and from a grand- daughter
of Midge. Col. Wilson's bailiff and Mr. Nockolds for

Mr. Walter Gilbey at last settled down, and the latter got
her at 83 gs. Violetta, bred from the Velvet tribe, that
generally were not nice in their horns, but capital at the
pail, turned restive, and finally galloped through the
ring, and she accordingly went a bargain to Mr.
A. Sartoris. Bustle and Vixen, bought as a pair of calves
at Horwood, were in good demand, nothwithstanding
Bustle had an ugly-shaped vessel. Lord Chesham got
her at 48 gs., and Mr. Rand, on the part of Lord Bray-
brooke, took her companion, and also bid well for her
heifer calf. Magnet was another favourite cow, although

not of 80 fashionable a tint, consequently she went cheap

at 51 gs. to Mr. Miller, of Lancashire. Mr. Game took

Mab, of the Midge tribe, one of the few in-calf, at 61 gs.,

for Mr. Marjoribanks ; but the pick of the sale were Man-
tilla and Mattie, though some fancied Myra, Medora's

daughter, who was of a redder tint and coarse in her quar-

ters, Mr. Middleton had a strong fight against Mr.

Robinson, but finally got the two at the two best prices,

90 gs. each, for Mr. E. J. Coleman's choice herd at Stoke

Poges. Mr. Robinson bought both Patchwork and Myra for

Mr. Punchard, of Twickenham. Mattie and Marguerite, a

pair of handsome in-calf heifers, of the Midge tribe, were

thought by Mr. Duncan to be the best pair of heifershe had

bred; andMr.Geo. Simpson.ofWray Park, got one, and the

Duke of Bedford the other, as well as Portia, out of Poppy,

a very good cow, not offered for sale, but shown as a fat

specimen. For the yearlings, which were very taking,

the competition was also brisk, and the pick of them go

across the Atlantic to Mr. Le Clair, of Vermont. The

two first heifer-calves sold cheap, but after Violante's calf

went at 24 gs. a different tone arose, and the biddings

became very brisk for these little quaker-like babes of

six weeks old, one of which went, to the surprise of

some of the company, who thought half-a-crown a great

price for an Alderney calf, at 35 gs. The Palmer, a pure

Dauncey bull, did not seem quite the bull for the herd, as

some of his calves came out with a little too much white.

He was bought to kill, and Mr. Fuller got Victor, also a

bargain. The pick of the bulls was Midas, Medora's calf

of last spring, who, after some sharp opposition from the

Americans, goes to Colonel Wilson's herd. With this the

interest in the sale ceased, and on striking the averages

we find that the twenty-one cows made £48 lis., the

in-calf heifers, £53 6s., the yearlings £35 9s. 9d., and the

calves £18 ISs. 3d., being a general average of £40 5s. 2d.,

which is a few shillings in excess of the Dauncey sale,

when the top price was 100 gs. There is no doubt,

however, that the fancy for this handsome and

useful breed of cattle is much increasing, especially in the

neighbourhood of large cities, and among small owners, as

well as in the dairies of the noble mansions ; but there is

still a query amongst connoisseurs as to whether they can

be bred fine enough out of the Island.

SUMMARY.
Average. Total.

38 Cows £41 8 ... £1,559 5

6 BuUs 35 7 ... 212 2

44 ^40 5 2 £1,771 7

SALE OF THE COBHAM STUD YEARLINGS.—
The result of the first sale of yearlings, showed an

average of 383 guineas, and a fraction over for 34 lots

four colts and a filly realising over 1,000 gumeas each. The
five in question produced exactly 7,000 guineas, and all were the

progeny of Blair Athol, except a colt by Victorious. Two
other Blair Athol fillies realised 700 and 500 guineas each,

and a couple of colts 820 guineas between them, which gives

a total of 9,020 guineas for eight of that sire's stock. His

colts out of Circe and Ellerraire, and the sister to Devotion out

of Alcestis, were bought for Australia by Mr. Daugar, a

wealthy colonist, who meant having the brother to Coimbra;

Captain Machell, however, stalled off opposition, and this colt

rewains in England at 2,000 guineas.
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SALE OF MR. DUGDALE'S SHORTHORNS
At Rose Hill, Burnley, on May 1. By Mr. Dodds,

This herd traces mostly from Kirklevington, or impressed
largely with the Waterloos and Wild Eyes. The sires used
have been principally of the Oxford blood, viz. : Lord Oxford
2nd (20215), Imperial Oxford (18084), 4th Duke of Oxford
(11387), 13th Duke of Oxford (21604), Duke of Bowland
(21568), Earl of Thorndale (29521), and Baron Oxford
(23375).

COWS AND HEIFERS.
Princess Victoria 2nd—Mr. H. Ambler, 65 gs.
Princess Victoria 6th.—Mr. J. Seed, 60 gs.

Princess Victoria.—Mr. B. Baxter, 100 gs.

Annette 2nd.—Mr. W. Ashburner, 150 gs.

Her red cow-calf.—Mr. W. Ashburner, 100 gs.

Oxford's Waterloo 4th.—Mr. T. Whitehead, 100 gs.

Waterloo Duchess 4th.—Mr. Thompson, 81 gs.

Wild Rose.—Mr. Baxter, 100 gs.

Wild Flower Duchess 5th.—Mr. R. Botterill, 105 g8.

Fennel Duchess 3rd.—Mr. Whitehead, 50 gs.

Fennel Duchess 5th.—Mr. Allen, 75 gs.

Princess Royal.—Mr. B. Baxter, 145 gs.

Kent Cherry 2nd.—Mr. Whitehead, 100 gs.

Kent Cherry 3rd.—Mr. Watson, 80 gs.

Kent Cherry 4th.—Mr, J. Seed, 68 gs.

BULLS.
Duke of Athelstane (21562).—Mr, C, W. Brierley, 43 gs.

Duke of Lancaster.—Mr. Farrer, 31 gs.

Duke of Athol.—Mr. Colling, 23 gs.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

Females 103 8 6 1447 19
Bulls 33 19 101 17

£1549 16

THE HERD OF WALOOTT AND CAMPBELL.

I long ha£l a desire to visit the herd of Messrs. Walcott

and Campbell, and have been highly gratified with the fulfil-

ment of my wish. There certainly are some very fine animals,

even if they are called Bates', but I cannot see where they

got their short legs, fine bone, and thick mellow hides from.

Certainly not from the long legs, bare shoulders, light crops

and large paunches of tlie Bates Duchesses ; their coarseness

could not be reduced to fineness and symmetry by in-and-in

breeding. Now, if Mr. Bates is to have the credit for re-

ducing this now-called " Bates' sort," from whence were they

derived ? All who knew Mr. Bates, and have read the book pub-

lished by Bell on his stock, are fully aware of the high opinion

Mr. Bates formed of the cross with the West Highlanders, and
the " new breed" he intended to form between tliat breed and
the Shorthorns. According to Mr. Bates' account of them they

were far better than the Sliorthorns. Now all who know the

characters of the West Highlanders are aware of the dark
ends of the horn, the peculiar upward turn, and the different

shaped head of the Durham, commonly called Shorthorn, with
^
.Jieir horns turning downwards. In Mr. Campbell's herd I

saw but one cow that at all resembled the original Bates
Duchesses, and that was the 8th Duchess of Geneva. If there

is either symmetry, quality, or sign of constitution in this cow
I shall be much gratified for Bates' men to point them out to

/ me. Notwithstanding this, the herdsman told me that her
' calf would fetch more money than one from any other cow in

the herd. Now ye fancy men of fame, and of Duke and
Duchess notoriety, ye John Bulls and ye Jonathans—the

former bowing to title, and who set the bad example for

Jonathan to bow lower—tell me what these titles have to do
in the scale of profit, and then tell me how many inferior

animals with grand titles have been bought at fictitious prices

for no other reason at command but for novices witii more
money than judgment to obtain notoriety, and they get

John R. Page, Esq., to convert these uneven patchy
beasts, by his straight lines on paper and canvas, into fash-

ionable pictures. I have seen a number of this noted gentle-

man's portraits with a straight chine, a furrow along the top

of it to denote its extraordinary fleshy state, sides, and
bottom eciually straight, and all other parts of the animal
straight as if done by rules. No matter what the original

bull or cow is in reality ; the chine may be ragged, the

hips prominently high, crops light, shoulder points bare and
projecting, legs long, and large in bone, John R- Page, Esq.,

has a peculiar way of making all straight, and hangs out his
|

sign in the capital P in the frontispiece. The more substan-

tial breeders are aware of all this, and avoid the snare laid for

them. The man of money has a perfect right to do what he

pleases with his own, but when he gives a very high price for

a very inferior animal because the pedigree is fashionable, lie

V is the ruin of good breeding, destroys confidence, and if the

familiar adage is true that " like produces like," how soon

herds are destroyed by fashionable men with more money than

brains ! I was surprised to find so many short-legged cows
and heifers in Messrs. Walcott and Campbell's herd. Their
hides were uniformly thick and mellowy, hair long ; most of
the best had that black end of horn and the West Highland
head, which gave me a better impression of Mr. Bates' breed-
ing, if he was the means of the improvement, even if done in

disguise. The Shorthorn breeder may go back to the wild
cattle of Chillinghara Park for his white colour ; cross the
white with the original red and white Durham or Teeswater,
and produce roan ; cross the roan bull with the different colours

of the West Highlanders, the roan or light red and white
continues. I care not what colour he breeds for, if he forms a
type of symmetry, quality, and weight in compactness. It is here
where a breeder proves his skill, renders a profit to himself and
is a benefactor to mankinds Fashion cannot lead such a man
astray, his yood sense will keep him to his duty. Uniformity
in his herd will be his motto, and he will establish a rea-

sonable uniformity in the prices he obtains to secure the
true merit he deserves. Shorthorn breeders have to come
to this permanent standard before pure breeding can be fully

established, which in my opinion, is still in its infancy. Such
men as Lord Dunmore may purchase a large number of ani-

mals at fabulous prices, and mortgage his estate to pay for

them, but his future balance-sheet will prove on which horn
of the dilemma he will hang. The herd of Messrs. Walcott
and Campbell have many beautiful animals among them, more
especially those young ones of their own breeding. I still

stick to my favourite white cow Belinda, which I pronounced
the best cow in Mr. Sheldon's herd when I visited it. There
she is, with her long hair, thick mellow hide, beautiful quality

and symmetry ; her two-year-old and yearling heifers are in my
opinion the two best in the herd. 1 asked Mr. Campbell to

price these two heifers to me, but he said they were not for sale.

Such a dam and her oifsprings
. are valuable, and such per-

petuations establish the true standard and art in good breeding.

May this fine family procure a lasting character to the herd of
Mr. Campbell is the sincere wish of the writer. The notori-

ous Duchess 97, though not breeding, is light in her crops,

and paunchy. I could not see where her merits lie. The 6th
Duchess of Geneva, which cost six thousand dollars, has not
bred, and never will. Gem of Oxford, though not breeding is

of the same character as Duchess 97. Third Duchess of
Thornedale is not breeding. Third Maid of Oxford, let her
breeding be ever so fashionable, I should not select as a
breeder. 12th Duchess of Geneva died with inflammation on
the lungs, which Col. King had the reputation of offering six

thousand dollars for. These cows were all included in that
notorious sale from Mr..James O. Shedon to Messrs. Walcott
and Campbell, and I am extremely glad to say that the young
stock from other selections that did breed, are going to be a
great improvement on those purchased of Mr. James O,

~

Sheldon. These speak well for Mr. Campbell's good judg-
ment in the art of good breeding, and I do sincerely hope that
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he will be fully reimmerfited for the serious loss he has sus-

tained by non-breeders bought in at fabulous prices. I do

hope that the members of agricultural fairs will condemn the

practice of encouraging overfed animals, called breeders ; it is

a falacy that cannot be maintained with any credit to the

breeder proper. Do not suppose that I advoca'e poverty

stricken animals, which abound in this country ; such a system

is equally as absurd as that of pampering, forcing, and clothing.

I want to see animals come to show to correspond \yith the

general herd, ail in good uniform substantial condition. I

liave no objection to " high feed" when a cow is giving

abundance of milk, or supporting a large calf; a cow in

such a situation needs support, and meal when judiciously

fed in winter is never lost on the herd pro-

per ; but when cows are dried up immediately

after calving, and enticed to consume all kinds of forcing con-

diments until ruined by their obesity, it is utter destruction to

good breeding, and good common sense, to make way for tiie

follies, and foibles of fashion now so ruinous to mankind. Some
of your readers may say that I am prejudiced

against Shorthorns. There are many Shorthorns that I highly

piize, and there are a great many more that I utterly con-

demn ; it is the unevenness in breeding that destroys their cha-

racter in my opinion. Show me a breeder of Shorthorns that

can produce a uniform herd in symmetry, quality, and compact-
ness, and I will pronounce hiraavery valuable, scientific breeder,

a public benefactor. I have said before that the white cattle of

Chillingham Park, the West Highlanders, and the Galloways

compose a part of the present best Shorthorns, and I do firmly

believe that the nearer you approach either of these breeds, or

all of them, from the original Durham the nearer you get to

perfection. Men who call themselves pure preeders may
boast of their pedigree, but from whence are they derived?

Bates was the forerunner of the early volumes of the English

Herd Book, and had his own way about it, from his own con-

fession. He tried to pull down all other breeders' herds to

build up his own, audtook great care to place his herd in that

book in a very prominent position. Now I contend that there

are many as good, if not better breeders than Booth, and by far

better than the late Mr. Bates ever was. There was more
smoke in him than tire. I am exceedingly obliged to Mr.
Campbell for the kindness shown me, and do earnestly wish

him the success as a breeder he deserves. He has the

means and desire to set a good example.

rtica, March WK 1873. W. H. SoxiiAM.

THE NORFOLK AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
MEETING AT THETFORD.

The stock entries fell short of those of last year by

some 50 or 60, and several of the chief prizes went out

of Norfolk, as the Shorthorn classes were better filled

the local exhibitors havin;;; to meet competi-

tors like Lady Pigot, the Marquis of Exeter,

Mr. Catchpole, and the other well-known breeders. The
Prince of Wales' cup for the best bull, and the Thetford

prize of £10 for the best aged bull, were awarded to Mr.
N. Catchpole's Oxford Prize, who last year was third

in the younger class ; and the Thetford prize for the

best cow went to Mr. James How's Verona, who re-

peated the triumph she achieved last year. It is signi-

ficant that Telemachus was not sent to again encounter

his Essex rival, but a second Telemachus was beaten in the

younger class. In the Norfolk and Suffolk red polled

classes, where Mr. J. Hammond was absent, Mr. J. J.

Colman's Cherry Duke was again victorious in the

aged bull class, as was Mr. Benjamin Brown's Countess

iu the aged cows, Sir W. Jones' Cherry, as before, run-

ning close, and taking the second place ; while Lord
Sondes won Mr. Colman's cup for the best collection of

Norfolk and Suffolk red polls. There were only about

half the number of fat cattle entered this year, and
again Mr. Edward Wortley obtained the cup with a

Shorthorn bred by Mr. W, Tidy of ^liddleton, Tamworth

;

while in the younger steers, Mr. Robert Wortley and the

Marquis of Exeter divided the prizes ; and in the cow
class, Mr. James Upson's white Shorthorn, Oxford Lady,

bred by the Rev. R. B. Kennard, was one of the sights

of the show. The entries of horses were less by nearly

50 than at Lynn, nor were the classes, taken altogether,

at all equal to last year's exhibition, the weakness being

principally observable in the hunters and ponies. The
same thoroughbred stallions won as iu Essex ; and there

were some good cart horses. The sheep were fully up to

the average, and amongst the Southdowns Mr. J. J.

Colman carried oflf three first and one third prize

out of the eleven awarded. The judges, however,
could not agree as to the best old sheep, and on
Mr. Game being called on he threw out Lord Wal-
singbam ; but they have a better at INIerton in pre-

paration for Hull. Still Mr. Wood took first prize for

the best pen of ten ewe lambs, and two prizes in the ram
classes, the rest of the Southdown prizes being shared by
bis Royal Highness the Prince of Wales and Lord Sondes,

his lordship also being awarded the first prize for the best

pen of ten ewes of any breed. But the most notice-

able feature here was the great advance in Mr. Colman's

flock. In the long-wooh, Mr. T. Brown swept away all

the prizes for rams, but did not exhibit any ewes. The
invincible Duckerings were still invincible amongst

the pigs of all sizes, where, however, Mr. Sexton,

Mr. Dove, with small blacks, and Lord Rendlesham

contributed to a very good show. The follow-

ing were the exhibiters of implements : Baker, Wis-

bech ; Baker and Co., Hargrave , Baker, King's Lynn
;

Boby, Bury St. Edmunds ; Burrell, Thetford ; Barnes,

Bodham ; Branford, East Dereham ; Brown and Colby,

Thetford ; Bond, Thetford ; Cutlack, Ely ; Cubitt and

Son, North Walsham ; Dodman, Lynn ; Edging-

ton and Co., London ; Eddington and Co.,

Chelmsford ; Fuller, East Dereham ; Gidney, East

Dereham; Hudson and Jaggard, Bury St. Edmund's;
Holmes and Sons, Norwich ; Jolly and Son, Norwich

;

James, East Harling ; Jacobs and Sons, Brandon

;

Kemp, Cambridge ; Mote, March ; Murton and Turner,

Kenninghall ; Maynard, Whittlesford ; Nickerson, Barn-

ingham ; Plowright and Son, Swaffham ; Piper and Theo-

bald, Norwich ; Palmer, Thetford ; Rand and Jeckell,

Ipswich ; Ransomes, Sims, and Head, Ipswich ; Riches

and Watts, Norwich ; Riches, Norwich ; Sainty, Wisbeach
;

Savage, Lynn ; Slator, King's Lynn ; Stringer, Diss

;

Taylor, Bury St. Edmund's ; Woods, Cocksedge, aud
Warner, Stowmarket; Wheeler and Wilson's M.F.G.
Co. ; Warner, Thetford ; Day, Son, and Hewitt, London

;

Hill, Sudbury ; Hawes, Norwich ; Howes and Sons,

Norwich ; King, Coggeshall ; Packard and Co., Ipswich
;

Barford Pyke, Willingham ; Townseud, Eordham ; Tom-
linson, Hayward, and Bishop, Lincoln ; Thorn, Norwich.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Cattle: W. Ladds, Ellington, Hunts; 1\ Tal-

lent, Eastbourne, Midhurst. Noefolk Cart Horses :

J. Manning, Orlingbury, Wellingborough ; E. Booth,

Wainfleet, Lincoln. Cart Horses of aky Breed : J.

Nix, Chatteris; H. Biddell, Playford, Suffolk. Tho-
roughbred AND Hunting Horses : C. Nainby, Bur-
noldby Beck, Grimsby ; P. Oldaker, Upper Brook-street,

London. Hacks and Ponies : R. Milward, Thurgarton,

Southwell ; H. Thurnall, Royston. Southdown Sheep :

H. Penfold, Silsey, Chichester; A. Heasman, Angmering,
Arundel. Long-woolled Sheep : R. Garne, Aldsworth,
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Nortlileach ; W. Dadding, Lambcroft, KeUtern. Pigs :

J. S. Turner, Chyngton, Sussex. Implements : T. Everett,

Creake, Norfolk; C. B. Masou, BeechamwcU, Norfolk.

CATTLE.
SHORTHORNS.

Bull, above three years old.—The Thetford premium of

£10, and the Prince of Wales' pri/.e of £10 10s., N. Catch-
pole, Bramford, Suifolk (0.<iford Prize) ; second, £7, J. tt.

Chaplin, Ridgwell, Ilalstead (Belligerent).
Bull, above two years and not e.iceeding three years old.

—

First prize, £10 lOs. and silver medal, J. J. Sharp, Broughton
Kettering, Uppingham (Cambridge Duke the 5th) ; second,

£7, C. Beart, Westliead, Stowbridge (Master Blythe) ; third,

£4', R. S. Norgate, Swanton Morley (Feranor?,).

Bull, above one year and not exceeding two years old.

—

First prize, £10 and silver medal, C. Ellis, Meldreth, Royston
(Baron Hope) ; second, £7, the Marquis of Exeter, Bnrghley
Park (Telemaehus) ; third, £4., J. Wortley, jun., Swafield
(Captain Hopeful).

Bull-calf, not exceeding twelve months old.—First prize,

£5, G. J. Day, Horsford (Charon) ; second, £3, the Rev. J.

N. Micklethwait, Taverham Hall (Lord Beeston).
Cow, in calf or in milk,|above three years old.—The Thetford

premium of £10 and silve'r medal, J. How, Broughton, Hunts
(Verona) ; second, £7, N. Catchpole (Lady Lubbock) ; third,

£i, J. J. Sharp (Julia the 9th) ; highly commended and
reserved : Mr. J. Chaplin (Maid of Honour). Highly Com-
mended : Mr. N. Catchpole (Daisy).

Heifer, in calf or in milk, above two years and
not exceeding three years old.—Sir Wm. Bagge's, Bart., M.P.,

premium of £5, and the Society's premium of £5 and silver

medal, Lady Pigot, Branches Park, Newmarket (Victoria

Victrix) ; second, £7, the Marquis of Exeter, Burghley Park,

Stamford (Penelope) ; third, i'4, the Marquis of Exeter (Moll

Gwynne). Highly commended and reserved : Mr. Thomas
Rose, Great Meiton (Anne the 6th). Highly commended

:

Captain R. C. Catling, Needhara Hall, Wisbech.
Heifer, above one year and not exceeding two years.—First

prize, £8, .T. R. Chaplin (Cinnamon) ; second, £5, Lady Pigot

(Rose of Wytham) ; third, £3, James How (Windsor's Royal
Butterfly). Highly commended and reserved : Lady Pigot

(Maritana). Commended : J. R. Chaplin (Maid of Ridg-
well).

Heifer-calf, not exceeding twelve months old.—First prize,

£5 and silver medal, J. How (Lady Butterfly) ; second, £3,
Lady Pigot (Victoria Pulcherrima). Highly commended and
reserved : J. R. Chaplin (Lady Pigot). Commended : T. Ban-
yard, Horningsea, Cambridge (Blooming Princess).

NORFOLK AND SUlfOLK RED POLLED.
Bull, above three years old.—First prize, the Thetford pre-

mium of £10, J. J. Colman, M.P., Norwich (Cherry Duke)
;

second, £7, B. Brown, Thursford (Norfolk Duke). Higlily

commended and reserved : E. Cooke, Stalham. Commended ;

S. Wolton, Butley Abbey (Duke of Suffolk).

Bull, above two years and not exceeding three years old.

—First prize, £10 and silver medal, Lord Sondes ; second, £7,
T. Brown (The Agent).

Bull, above one year and not exceeding two years old.

—

First prize, £10 and silver medal, T. Brown (The Beau) ; se-

cond, £7, Sir Willoughby Jones, Bart. (Broadback) ; third,

£4, J. J. Colman, M.P. (Lord Eastern).

Bull calf, not exceeding twelve months old.—First prize,

Lord Sondes' premium of £5 and silver medal, R. E. Lofft,

Troston Hall, Suffolk ; second, £3, J. J. Colman, M.P. (Royal
Duke).
Cow, in calf or in milk, above three years old.—First prize,

the Thetford premium of £10 and silver medal, B. Brown
(Countess) ; second, £7, Sir Willoughby Jones, Bart. (Cherry)

;

third, M, H. Smith, Great Melten (Rosey). Highly com-
mended and reserved : J. J. Colman, M.P. (Buttercup). Com-
mended : H. Smith (Dairymaid).

Heifer, in calf or in milk, above two years and not exceed-

ing three years old.—First prize, £10, and silver medal. Lord
Sondes; second, £1, J. J. Colman, M.P. (Handsome) ; third,

£4., B. Brown (Red Rose).

Heifer, above one year and not exceeding two years old.

—

Urst prize, £8, and silver medal. Lord Sondes ; second, £5,

J. J. Colman, M.P. (Daisy 1st); third, £3, Sir Willoughby

Jones, Bart. (Moss Rose).

Heifer calf, not exceeding twelve months old.—First prize.

Lord Sondes' premium of £5 and silver medal, B. Brown ; se-

cond, £3, J. J. Colman, M.P. (Daisy 2ad). Commended and
reserved : Sir Willoughby Jones, Bart.

Extra prize.—Collection of Norfolk and Suffolk red polled

animals, exhibited in classes 'J to 16 inclusive.—Cup, value

£10 10s., Lord Sondes.

D.IIRY CATTLE
(Not being Shorthorn or Norfolk and Suffolk red polled).

Cow, in calf or in milk, above three years old.—First prize,

the Thetford premium of £10, J. Morton (Blake) ; second, £7,
J. Hardy, Weeting (Brassey) ; third, £i, Wra. Welcher,

Snare-hill, Thetford (Old Lady).

Heifer, in calf or in milk, above two years and not exceed-

ing three years old.—First prize, £10 and silver medal, J.

Morton (Filby) ; second, £7, C. Beart, Westhead, Stowbridge

(Red Rose) ; third, £4., C. Beart (Moss Rose).

Heifer, above one year and not exceeding two years old.

—

First prize, £8 and silver medal, W. Welcher (Princess).

lAT CATTLE.
steer, of any breed, above three years old.—First prize,

the Thetford premium of £8 and the Prince of Wales' prize of

£10 10s., E. Wortley, Ridlington ; second, £5, T. Matthews,
Merton. Highly commended and reserved : J. J. Colman,
M.P. (Boxer). Highly commended : J. Tingey, Little EUing-
ham.

Steer, of any breed, not above three years old.—Eirst prize,

£8, R. Wortley, SuUield ; 3econd,£5, the Marquis of Exeter.

Cow or heifer, above three years old,—First prize, £8, J.

Upson, Rivenhall, (Oxford Lady) ; second, £5, J. J. Sharpe
(Prize Flower). Highly commended : Tiie Duke of Grafton,

Euston Hall (Cosset) ; J. Wortley, jun., Swafield (Duchess).

horses!
NORFOLK CART HORSES.

Stallion, not under four years old.—First prize, £15, J. N.
Waite, Martham (Major) ; second, £7, W. Harvey, Timworth
(Young Drayman).

StalUon, three years old.—First prize, £10, and Lord
Walsingham's cup, value £15 15s,, J. L. Palmer, Snetterton

(Monarch) ; second, £7, H. Stanley, Bury St. Edmund's
(Champion) ; third, £4., W. J. Bailey, Clippesby Old Hall
(Young Honest Tom).

Stallion, two years old.—First prize, £8, and silver medal,
B. W. Ground, jun., Whittlesey (Sultan) ; second, £5, J.
Morton, Stow Bardolph (Young England's Glory).

Colt, yearling entire.—First prize, £7, J. Read, Carlton
Colville (Hercules) ; second, £4, J. Tingey.

Mare and foal.—First prize, £10, and silver medal, E. Betts,

Moulton (Snip) ; second, £7, W. Welcher (Bounce) ; third, £4',

W. Betts, Bunwell (Diamond).
Gast mare, not under four years old.—First prize, premium

of £5, and the Society's premium of £5 and silver medal, T.
Calver, Burnham Thorpe (Blossom) ; second, £7, W. Betts

(Brandy) ; third, £4-, J. S. Nunn, Icklingham.
Gelding, three years old.—First prize, £7, and silver

medal, W. Betts (Short) ; second, £4, J. Tingey (Brandy).
Filly, three years old.—First prize, £8, and silver medal, J.

Tingey (Depper).

F'llly, two years old.—First prize, £8, and silver medal, H.
Little, Wiggenhall, Lynn (Gipsy) ; second, £5, T. Humphrey,
AValpole St. Peter (Dora) ; third, £3, W. How (Pink).

Filly, yearling.—First prize, £8, and silver medal, J.

Tingey ; second, £5, W. R. Welcher, Ashwellthorpe (Pink).

PAIRS OF CART HORSES.
Cart horses, whether mare or gelding, best suited for agri-

cultural purposes in Norfolk, and which have been used in the

county for twelve months next before the exhibition.—First

prize, the Thetford premium of £10, W. Howe (Boxer and
Brisk) ; second, £7, J. Tingey (Rufiler and Brag) ; third, £4',

W. Welcher (Beauty and Pint).

CART HORSES OF ANY BREED,
Stallion, not under four years old.—First prize, £10, R. E.

Lofft (Young Cupbearer) ; second, £7, Lieut.-Col. F, M. Wil-
son, Stowlangtol't-hall (Heir Apparent),

Stallion, three years old,—Prize, £8, S, Wolton (Royal Duke
2nd),

Stallion, two years old.—Prize, £4, T, D, Taylor, The
Grange, Bury St. Edmund's (The Colonel).

Mare and foal.—First prize, £10, Duke of Grafton (Depper)

;

second, £7, Lieut.-Col. F. M. Wilson (Bury Empress).
Gast mare, not under four years old,—First prize, £10, H,

Wolton, Newbourn-hall (Pride) ; second, £7, Duke of Grafton
(Brisk),
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Filly, three years old.—Prize, £6 and silver medal and the

Thetford prize of £10, E. Crowe, Denver (Flower).

Filly, two years old.—First prize, £5,W. Wilson, Baylham
;

second, £3, W. Wilson.
TIIOilOUGIIBREDS.

Stallion, adapted for breeding hunters.—First prize, £15,

Major Barlow, Hasketon, Suffolk (Massanissa) ; second, £8,

Major Barlow (Chaucer).

HUNTERS.
Mare or gelding, adapted for hunting, equal to carry not less

than 14 stones.—First prize, £10, Thetford premium of £15,

Marjor Barlow (Emperor) ; second, £8, W. H. Dobson, North

Creake (Artful).

Mare or gelding, adapted for hunting, not equal to carry 14?

stones.—First prize, £10, and silver medal, J. T. Mills (Ruby);

second, £5, U. Bygott. Highly commended and reserved :

A. Bullard, Norwich (King of Trumps).

Colt or filly, three or four years old, adapted for hunting.—

First prize, £10 and silver medal, J. T. Mills (Reindeer)

;

second, £5, T. H. Edwards, Keswick (Maryland). Highly

commended; Major Barlow (Cornishman).

Brood mare, adapted for breeding hunters, to be certified to

have produced a living foal within twelve months immediately

preceding the exhibition.—First prize, Thetford premium of

£10 and silver medal. Major Barlow (Silver Locks) ; second,

£5, E. Greene, M.P., Ixworth Abbey (Duchess). Com-
mended : W. H. Jillings, Thetford (Brown Bess).

HACKNEY AND RIDING HORSES.

Stallion, for saddle or harness.—First prize, Thetford pre-

mium of £15 and silver medal, C. Beart (Ambition); second,

£8, J. Griggs, South Creake (The Little Model),

Riding mare or gelding, above 15 hands and not exceeding

15 hands 3 inches high.—First prize, £10, R. G. Beart, Rayn-
ham (Perfection) ; second, £5, Mr. G. F. Robins, Kilverstone,

Thetford.

Hackney mare or gelding, above 14 hands and not exceeding

15 hands high, and in the possession of the exhibitor for three

months previous to the exhibition.— First prize. Earl of

Leicester's premium of £10, Rev. W. F. 'Thursby, Bergh
Apton (Black Prince) ; second, £5, R. G. Beart (Brunette).

Hackney brood mare, to be certified to have produced a

living foal within twelve months immediately preceding the

exhibition.—First prize, £10, F. Low, Norwich (Hildo)

;

second, £5, C. Cook, Litcham (Bell).

COBS.

Cob, carrying (while being judged) at least 15 stones, and
not less than 13 hands and 3 inches, nor more than 14 hands
and 3 inches high.—First prize, Thetford premium of £10 and
silver medal, C. Cook (Robin) ; second, £7, T. Fryer, Thick-

thorn, Hethersett (Prince) ; third, £4, R. C. Catling, Needham-
hall.

PONIES.
Pony, not under 13 nor above 13 hands and 3 inches high.

—First prize, Lord Stafford's premium of £5 and the Society's

premium of £3, J. B. Porritt, Giraingham (Telegraph) ; second,

£5, J. Gamble, Shouldham Thorpe ; third, £3, J. Gamble.
Pony, not above 13 hands high.—First prize, £5, F. C. Hart,

Attleborough (Nellie) ; second, £3, J.Emms, Thetford.

SHEEP.
SOUTHDOWNS.

Shearling ram.—First prize, Thetford premium of £10 and
silver medal, J. J. Colman, M.P. ; second, £7, H.R.H. the

Prince of Wales ; third, £4, Lord Walsinghara. Highly com-
mended : H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.

Ram of any age.—First prize, £10 and silver medal, J. J.

Colman, M.P. ; second, £7, Lord Walsingham ; third, £4, J.

J. Colman, M.P.
Pen of five shearling ewes.—First prize. Sir R. J. Buxton's,

Bart.,M.P., premium of £10 and silver medal, J.J. Colman,
M.P. ; second, £4, Lord Sondes. Highly commended ; H.R.H.
the Prince ot Wales.

Pen of ten ewe lambs.—First prize, Wyrley Birch's premium
of £5 and silver medal, Lord Walsingham. Commended : J.

J. Colman, M.P.
Pen of ten wether lambs, bred by the exhibitor from a flock

of not less than five score ewes, size and quality to be taken into
consideration.—First prizn. Lord Walsingham's premium of £5
and silver medal, H.R.H. the Prince of AVales ; second, £3, Lord
Sondes.

LONG--WOOLLED.
Shearling ram.—First prize, Thetford premium of £10 and

silver medal, second, £7, and third, £4, T. Brown. Reserved
and commended, T. Brown.
Ram of any age.—First prize, £10 and silver medal, second,

second, £7, and third, £4, T. Brown. Highly commended and
reserved : T. Thornton, Cavenham-house. Highly commended

:

T. Thornton and T. B. Browne, Salperton-park.

Pen of two ram-lambs.—First prize. Sir W. Jones' premium
of £5, and the Society's premium of £3 and the silver medal,
and second, £5, T. Brown. Commended and reserved: T.
Brown. Commended : T, Gunnell, Milton, Cambs.
Pen of five shearling ewes.—First prize, £7 and silver medal,

T. B. Browne ; second, £4, T. Gunnell.

Pen of ten ewe-Iambs.—First prize, £5 and silver medal, T.

Banyard, Horningsea, Cambs.
ANY BREED.

Pen of ten ewe or wether lambs of any cross breed.—First
prize, £10 and silver medal, W. Mitchell, WhitHngham

;

second, £7, J. L. Barratt, Barney ; third, £4, J. B. EUia, jun.,

West Barsham. Highly commended and reserved : J. L. Bar-
ratt. Highly commended : E. Green, M.P.

Pen of three shearling weathers of any breed.—First prize,

the Thetford premium of £7, C. Crawshay, Hingham ; second,

£4, R. Horsley, Ashill.

Pen of ten ewes, of any age or breed, from a flock of not

less than five score, having brought up a lamb or lambs.—
First prize, £10 and silver medal. Lord Sondes.

Pen of ten ewes, of any age or breed, not being Southdown
and long-woolled, having brought up a lamb or lambs.—First

prize £10 and silver medal, G. Cooke, Horseheath, Cambs
;

second, £5, J. Wellingham, Quideuhara. Commended : E.
Greene.

Pen of twenty shearling ewes, of any breed, without re-

striction as to clipping.—First prize, £10, and silver medal, J,

J. Colman, M,P. ; second, £7, G. F. Robins, Kilverstone.

PIGS.'
LARGE BREED.

Boar above twelve months old.—First prize, the Thet-
ford premium of £5 and silver medal, R. E. Duckering and
Son, Northorpe, Lincolnshire ; second, £3, J. Dove, Bristol.

Boar not above twelve months old.—First prize, £5 and
silver medal, J. Dove ; second, £3, R. E. Duckering and Son.

Breeding sow.—First prize £5 and silver medal, R. E.
Duckering and Son; second, £3, F. H. Everett, Bridgham,
Thetford.

SMALL BREED (BLACK OR BERKSHIRE).
Boar, above twelve months old.—First prize, £5, and silver

medal, G. M. Sexton ; second, £3, F. H. Everett.

Boar, not above twelve months old.—First prize, £5, and
silver medal, and second, £3, G. M. Sexton. Commended : F.

H. Everett.

Breeding sow.—First prize, £5, and silver medal, T. Rose

;

second, £3, G. M. Sexton.

Three breeding sows, not above twelve months old.—First

prize, £5, and silver medal, S. Wolton ; second, £3, T. Rose.
SMALL BREED (WHITE).

Boar, above twelve months old.—First prize, £5, and silver

medal, R. E. Duckering and Son ; second, £3, G. M. Sexton.

Boar, not above twelve months old.—First prize, £5, and
silver medal, Lord Rendlesham, Rendlesham Hall, Suffolk

(Gay Lad) ; second, £3, J. Dove.
Breeding sow.—First prize, £5, and silver medal, R. E.

Duckering and Son ; second, £3, G. M. Sexton. Commended :

Lord Rendlesham (May Queen) and J. Dove.
Three breeding sows, not above twelve months old.—First

prize, £5, and silver medal, R. E. Duckering and Sou

;

second, £3, Lord Rendlesham.
IMPIvEMENTS.

Prize of £1 for the best stacking or elevating machine for

straw, hay, or sheaf corn. Holmes and Sons, Norwich.
The Society's silver medal for patent lifting gear attached

to traction engine, F. Savage, Lynn.
The Society's silver medal for collection of farm seeds, J. K.

King, Coggeshall.

Commended : Messrs. Holmes's turnip thinner, and Wal-
pole's patent for raising double.furrow plough for turning at

the headlands.

THE DINNER.
The Rev. Prebendary Brereton said I may, perhaps, be

allowed to express my own fervent hope that the agricultural

agitation, the so-called labour question, which has been occu-

pying people's thoughts very much during the last year will
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end, not in alienation, but in a growing friendship between

all classes, especially between employers and the employed.

Lord Leicester said I much regret that the suggestion

made by his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales at Lynn is

not likely at present to be carried into effect. I think that

we want a more extended 'area than this county provides for

the further development of agricultural knowledge. The mere
exhibition of our own breeding stock in a county which is so

dependent upon the stock that is imported into it does not

provide for that agricultural knowledge which it is so im-

portant we should obtain. The manuring and cultivating of

the land, and the fattening of the stock, are more important

to us than breeding, and though happily there should be no
secrets in our profession, yet we must mainly depend upon our

own individual experience for what knowledge we may possess.

If we could obtain the combined experience of those who
have obtained the largest possible results at the least possible

cost, we should find farming more profitable than it is. I

think that very considerable saving might be made in the cul-

tivation of land, that eventually we shall find that steam will

be very effective in carrying out this object, and that by its

aid we shall be able to increase our production at a diminished

cost. I know the results on one farm in one season are worth
very little, but during last year, when our wheats were so ex-

traordinarily light, whether by the aid of steam, by thinner

sowing than usual, or from some other cause, I know not, I

sowed my wheat at a net weight of IS stones, which was an

unusual weight for this year , and the weight did not seem to

diminish the production, as I grew on the 140 acres of wheat
10 coombs 3 pecks per acre, and as probably I received 2s. 6d.

a coomb more than my neighbours obtained it would amount
no doubt to 25s. clear profit upon every acre of wheat grown.

I think the time has arrived when societies like this should

endeavour to provide more information and something different

from what has been shown to us to-day. I think probably at

present the members would not like to divert any of the funds

of the association into a different course ; therefore, with
your permission, I beg to place at the disposal of the committee
of this Society £200, to be given as a prize for the best essay

on the improvements that have taken place in the eastern

district of England in agriculture during the last twenty years.

I think it would be as well to take tTiat district which the

Royal Agricultural Society holds in 187*. I will now say a

few words on that important subject, the labour question. I

fear that ray views are not in accordance with those of many
of my friends. There is one friend whom I extremely regret

is not present, one whose views on this question would be well

worth listening to—I refer to Lord Watsingham, who begged
me to express liis regret that a prolonged attack of bronchitis

prevented his attending to-day. I am opposed to the forma-
tion of any association that has for its object a combination
of the employer against the employed. I have very much
doubt whether any association can be formed of which the

individual members would be united in their action, and I do
not believe that any union could be established in which
every member would consider the welfare of his tellow mem-
ber as well as his own and sacrifice his own interest for the

advantage of all. At any rate I do not think so under such
pressure as we have already received. Circumstances may
arise—and I do not say that they have not arisen—when it

will be found desirable that employers should unite to resist

unjust demands. 1 have heard that in certain districts the

labourers have declined to work unless all, even those almost
past work, are paid like the able-bodied. Such a demand as

this must be resisted cost what it may. i3ut on other grounds,
except under urgent necessity, am I opposed to the combina-
tion of the employer against the employed. I know very well

tliat our object would be, if possible, one of defence ; but still

in the very act of combination there is something antagonistic,

and I should be extremely sorry tliat we should by any means
cause any unfriendly feeling to exist towards us on the part of

our labourers. I had rather unite with than against our
labourers, and if they can obtain better wages elsewhere it is

our duty to assist them to go there. But I do not believe

that our labourers can obtain better wages elsewhere, and I

think that we in this county can afford to pay as good and
better wages than the farmers of any county in England. I

know of few counties where our labourers are so efficient, and
I know of none where they are surpassed. But I think it

would be desirable to make them still further independent by
improving their social position. I believe it would be hs much

for our interest as it would for their own, for us landlords to

build good cottages where they can live respectably, within a
reasonable distance of the farms on which they are employed,

and to provide allotments on those ' farms for those labourers

who have not a garden attached to their cottage. You may
remember the words of Lord Derby most justly made use of at

Preston—" It is the man who has laid by a little, and who is

adding to it from week to week, who is most reluctant to

throw away his earnings by a quarrel with his employers."

There is a very great difference between the amount of wages
given in this county, and in the northern counties of England

.

But it is not the amount of wages only that constitutes the

welfare of the agricultural labourer, for although his receipts

in the northern counties of England may be considerably

more than in Norfolk, yet his disbursements are considerably

more also. I doubt very much whether, in the northern

counties, he would find a cottage as in Norfolk for which he
would pay as rent Is. or 3s. a week. I saw a statement not

long ago in The Tii/Ks from a gentleman in Lincolnshire

offering to give £1 a week and 50s. for the harvest. Our
Norfolk labourer would not go to Lincolnshire for that with
his £7 or £8 for harvest work lasting about twenty-one days.

I believe the average weekly earnings of the labourer in this

county are not far short of £1 a week, particularly on those

farms where they have the advantage of piece-work. Now, T
think I have shown you that it is our duty as well as our in-

terest to endeavour to improve the position of the labourer,

and to further his interest also. The time is, I think, ap-

proaching when out-door relief will no longer be so readily

granted as it is now, and it is most desirable for the independ-

ence of the labourer that it should be so.

Sir R. J. Buxton, M.P. said the department which attracted

my attention was the department of machinery. This depart-

ment I beHeve to have excelled other exhibitions, and this I

was much gratified to observe, because at this moment ma-
chinery is a most impoj-tant branch of agriculture. From
various causes the rate of wages is increased ; there is no
doubt that in agriculture we are passing through a transition

state, and a very rapid one too, and anything that will enable

the farmer to dispense with manual labour, and to replace it

by machinery, will be a very great boon to agriculture. In
thus touching upon the labour question, and having been in-

vited by the President to say a word or two upon it, I can only

speak for myself, but I believe my lion, colleagues agree with
my sentiments when I say that we feel with the Lord-Lieu-
tenant, that in the great crisis through which we are passing,

and wldch, perhaps, we may be called to pass through, we
should on all sides exercise the greatest moderation. From
30 years' experience I am certain that if there is one accusa-

tion which more than any other is false, it is this—that the

Norfolk farmer is selfish and unfeeling towards his labourers.

Hundreds of cases have come to my knowledge as a landlord

that have not been publicly known, in which farmers have
helped their labourers, and I say that any one who declares of

the Norfolk farmer that he is a man who oppresses his la-

bourers or desires to take advantage of them utters a vile

slander. While I am on this subject I will refer to one most
useful prize which has been offered to-day, and that is the

prize for the best and most economical design for the cottage

of the labourer. In providing a good cottage for the labourer

we begin at the right end, and I believe that if all the labourers

in the country had been provided with good cottages there

would not have been half the discontent that has existed in

the southern parts of England. But a labourer's cottage to

be a good one, must be an economical cottage. I cannot ask

you to look upon my cottages as model cottages. I have

sought to make them as comfortable as possible, but they are

too expensive for me to recommend them for general use.

However, I am not too old to take advice, and I hope the cot-

tage selected for the prize will be one of practical use to

landlords, and, in spite of the increased expense of building,

will enable us to have labourers' cottages thoroughly comfort-

able, and at a moderate cost.

Mr. Angerstein, the President said from the statement of

Mr. How, whose opinion is generally regarded in this county
as a good one, I find that the show of horned cattle was good,

that of cart-horses fair, and the rest of the stock generally

was such as to reflect credit upon the association. But if you
will allow me very humbly to state—I believe it is very diifi-

cult for me to do so upon this occasion, and especially to an
agricultural association iu this county—my fears lest the
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principk upon whict prizes are given at agricultund eilii-

bitians is not altogether most improperly abused, I will give

jo« my reason for it. I believe there is not an exhibitor pre-

sent who will not s*T it is no use sending an animal for exhi-

bition unless it is in'a preposterously fat state. I believe that

the object of this association, as well as of the Royal Society,

and of the provincial shows generally, is to improve the breed

of cattle. .N'ow, any man who has ever attended to the im-

provement of the breed of an animal must know that if that

animal can only obtain % priie in an obese state it is not very

satiifaciory for the purposes for which these meetings are lield.

I do not wish to say a word against the competency of the

judges who award these prizes ; they only act upon the prin-

ciple which has been generally laid down for them to follow
;

but I will only allude to one gentleman I happened to see in

the showyard to-day—Mr. Aylmer, of Dereham Abbey. He
did not send anything to this show, and I, as a verj" humble
breeder of cattle, did not do so. Why ? Tor this simple

reason : that no man who has the best of cattie can possibly

exhibit with any chance of success and not injure his herd if

he does not show either a calf or a bull which is fit for the

slaughter-house. I know that those I am addressing are not

goierally breeders, but those who bring stock to maturity for

the great caltle market, and, therefore, »hat I say now does

not so much siTeet them as it does generally the agriculturists

of the country, but I very humbly say that my irm conviction

is that if you would give prizes for form, for syjimetry, and for

breeding, not omitting condition, bat not giving a prize for

it, you would do much to extend the usefulnes.* of this asso-

ciation and of all other agricultural a^fsociatious throughout

the kingdom.

Sir WiLLOCGHBT Joxis said that owing to the short-

ness of the notice and the illness of Lord WakLngham, he and

the noble lord had not been able to judge between the 42 plans

and specifications of cottages and farm-buildings which had

been received in competitron for Mr. Prait's prize, but their

award when made would be advertised in the public newspapers.

If the cattle judges followed certain rules and regulations as to

measuring-tape and points those rules and regulations were

laid down for them and they were bound to judge according

to them. For his own part he entirely sympathised with what

had fallen from the worthy president, and regarded the pre-

posterous plan on wliich Taluable herds were sacrificed to ovej'-

feeding for a single prize as a perfect disgrace to the agricul-

ture of Engiand. for some years he had entertained this

opinion. Ue remembered on one occasion a Devon bull of

the Lord Lieatenant's being sent to the show of the Norfolk

Society. It was indisputably and undeniably the best Devon
bull in the kingdom, but it was not noticed—not even

highly commended. Why did that bull incur

such a fate? Because it ^as sent from the

farmyard as it wis there—a pattern of symmetry and excel-

lence, but not fatted into Smithfield proportions. The fact

was they were altogether on the wrong track in mixing
together the fat show and the summer show of breeding ani-

mals. It was the greatest possible mistake. If people were

ot able to judge stock sufficiently by the hand and eye to be

abk to tell vfaether an animal would be good for the butcher

or not, kt titaa go to school and learn fanning instead of at-

tempting judging. He therefore wished it was in the power
of the committee of this Association—and they had the power
and knowledge if any committee in the kingdom possessed it

—

to frame such rules and regulations as would enable the judge

to tike the best animal instead of that which happened to be

the fattest. Ihere was one more point upon which he hoped
and trusted judges would be able some day to enlighten tliem.

After all it was experience which was the great qualification of

a jadge, and it was experience which must ultimately settle the

qseatani he was going to mention. The poet laureate told us

that—
Others follies teach us not,

Nor much their wisdom teaches,

But most of sterling worth is what
Our own experience preaches.

He believed those four lines contained a fund of good sense

and knowledge. Now, he should like the judges to tell them
whether it was cheaper to put meat on a number of small ani-

mals or on a few large ones. The great object they ought to
have in England was to get meat as cheaply as they could, and
he should like the judges to be able to tell them whether by

breeding their animals large they could increase the meat
supply from a given amount of food, or whether tiiat given
amount of food divided among a number of smaller animaU
might not give them a greater quauti:y of meat.—whether or

not a large animal ate more in proportion to his size. If not

they ought to cross their breeds and breed larger animals. The
question was whether meat could be grown clieaper on three

small carcases than on two large ones.

Mr. DmPiNG said that if the exportation now going on
among long-wools continued we should soon be short of wool
to clothe us, and with regard to the question put by Sir

WiUoughby Jones, which he neither answered one way or the

other, he said that as we increased in population, and had so

many more mouths to feed, it was necessary for us to get

animals well and early grown.

LOCAL TAXATION.—Sir George Jeukinson, who revived

the obsolete proposal of taxing personal property, is not a

formidable antagonist. As might have been expected, Sir

George Jenkinson had not taken the trouble to work out his

theory in detail ; and the members of his party, with many
complimentary expressions, unanimously entreated him to

withdraw an inconvenient motion. It is evident that if the

House had entertained the project of rating personal property,

the arguments for a State contribution in aid of the rates

would have been weakened or destroyed. Sir Massey Lopes
has contrived to furnish the Government with a pretext for

imposing additional burdens on land ; but he hopes in some
degree to repair the mischief which hehas done by transferring

a portion of the local burdens to the Imperial revenue. Sir

G. Jenkinson, with stiU greater simplicity, demands an exten-

sion of the area of local taxation, which would inevitably lead

to a large increase of the total charge. Mr. Gladstone and
Mr. Stansfeld are fortunate in the blindness of opponents who
constantly play into their hands. Landowners who have
witliin the last ten years thought it possible to reduce the

taxation on land must, to say the least, be extremely sanguine.

The discussion of the various methods of bringing growing
timber within the area of taxation disclosed the embarrassing

nature of a question which had probably in the first instance

seemed simple and easy. Mr. Stansfeld ultimately ac-

cepted a proposal wliich seems approximately just.

It is fair, if any change is to be made, that the land wliich

has hitherto escaped from taxation should be rated according

to its capabilities of producing profit. The liability of saleable

nnderwoiods imposed by the Act of Elizabeth seems to have

been an accidental anomaly. The proposal tliat the whole
matter should be relegated to the discretion of the Assessment

Commissioners was highly objectionable. The bill wiU for the

first time introduce a conflict of interests between owners and
occupiers ; and the tenant-farmers control the Board of

Guardians, which appoint the Assessment Commissioners. As
long as the rates were chargeable on the tenants, there was no
reason why the justices and the elected Guardians should not

act together harmoniously on all questions of assessment ; but

woods are almost universally retained in the hands of the

owner, and the tenant-farmers will be anxious to strain every

point against the landowners. It is creditable to the landowners

that they offered no invidious opposition to a new tax on their

estates. For this and heavier burdens which may be imposed
on their property they owe a debt of gratitude to Sir Massey
Lopes.

—

TTie S<iivrday Rerifvr.—At a meeting of the Warwick-
shire Chamber of Agriculture the following resolution, which
had been passed by the Henley-in-Arden branch chamber, was

adopted, with the addition of the words " and unnecessary
"

after " deliberate." " That this Chamber, while acknow-
ledging the necessity for many of the proposed ratal reforms

contained in the Government Rating (Liability and Value)

Bill, and Valuation Bill, protest against the deliberate post-

ponement of any practical redress against the injustice arising

from the exemption ot personal property from local charges."

At a general meeting of the StalTordshire Chamber of Agri-

culture the following resolution was adopted :
" That this

Chamber expresses its profound disappointment with the

measures of the Government on local taxation, as they fail to

give effect to the views of the House of Commons, viz., that

funds for national objects ought not to be provided by owners

and occupiers of real property."
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THE LABOUR
At a meeting of the Herts Chamber of AzncuJtiire " To

coiuider the effects of strikes and anioas upon the agricalturai

interest, and to devise the best means of counteracting the

same," Baron Dimsdale, M.P^ in the chair,

ilr. Lattimorz said he had -to years' experirace in de&liog

with laboaiers, and dattered himself that he had some know-
ledge of their character, and of the best mode, as far a3 ex-

perience coold give it, of raising them in social position. Bat
he had been greatly disappointed with the results of what had
been done for the labourers by free trade, cheaper food, abo-

lition of the law of settlement, and by encouraging individual

intelligence whenever he could meet with it. Although soli-

cited to take part in meetings of their union, by labourers

themselves, he had declined, because of the arguments, if they

coold be called arguments, and of the calumnious statements

made at those meetings. The labourers were led on by men
who had never exhibited any public principle, and by men
who had nothing to lose in the shape of character ; and he

thought the time would come before long when the men would
be glad to listen to reasonable arguments and common sense.

There were many cases in which the position of the labourer

was worthy of sympathy. At a certain period he had to

strain every nerve to support his family, and the labourer who
had five or sis children, none of whom could do anything for

him, deserved their serious sympathy. It wus very dificult

to know how to meet such cases, for the system of relief

{riven to numbers rather than merit led Tery nearly to

the demorilization of the labouring classes of the country.

And perhaps if there were no check to the imprudeoee of the

men perhaps that trouble might be considerably increased.

But the children very soon eamt their own living, and could

help their parents ; bat when he spoke to parents on that

matter the usual reply was, " Xo, they will very soon throw
off all obedience to us, and will never assist their parents at

all." The reply to that was that there had been no discipline

at home, no authority exercised, no good principles inculcated.

The labourers were very much misled. The arguments used

at the meetings of the union were that the labotirers were
greatly oppressed, and the union held forth a prospect of

dividing au the commons in England and one-tenth of the

estate of every man who had more than 100 acres of land

amongst the labourers ; and if they were taught that they

were to feast and revel on the estates of the country it would
have a very great effect in dazzling the eyes of those unre-

flecting men. He read from The Labourers'' UHion Chronicle

part of an article recommending that where land should

be left in larger quantities than 100 acres, one-tenth should

be taxed off and " nationalized
;

" and this seemed to be with
some idea that it would tend " To break up the great land

monopoly at Great Britain, and diffuse the land more amongst
the people, destroy its excessive fancy price, and double, and
often quadruple its food-producing power." There might be those

who approved of those principles, but he did not highly value the
intelligence or character of any man who coold sit down and
plunder others of the fruit of their labour or of their property.

As another instance of the way in which the labourers were
misled he read the foUowing from TA^ Lihovrers Union
Chronieie of April iSrd :

" Farmers, therefore, are a burden
upon the nation, ever helping the land monopolists to a larger

rent-roll, ever seeking to degrade the labourer, ever exhausting
the soil, and year by year dragging down the prosperity of

the people by short supplies and increased price of food, and
every year increasing onr dependence upon the foreigner for

our daily bread."' If those were the principles of the union
there was no wonder at labourers being misled. At Saniridge,

on March ^ind, the farmers had notice to pay their men 2s.

a week more, a week's work to consist of the first five days,

and to leave at four o'clock on Saturday. On April 9th the

foUowing notice was served :
" Sir, we, the undersigned

labourers in your employ, do hereby give you notice that it is

our intention to leave your service on the 11th day of April,

1873, tinless on Friday next (two days after), from the receipt

of this notice, you consent to increase our wages 2s. per week,

and four o'clock on Saturdays (Signed) William Paul, Secre-

tary." It was also signed by labourers employed on the farm.

QUESTION.
Wages were then 12s. to IBs. a week ; and the fanners in

Sandridge determined to disregard the notice, because if they

obeyed notices signed by an irrespoosiiile agent tbey would

hare no power in their basinet. The questioa was whether

they would submit to carry on their businesses subject to the

interference of such an agent. He would sooner shut op his

occupation as aa agriculturist than submit to such in-

timidation. There was a strike ; but in a short time nearly

all the labourers were back asking their old masters to take

them on to keep them from starvation. They thooght when
they struck that they would have 14s. a week from the onion;

bat they had about 9s. the first week, a trifie the next, and the"

next the hat went round, and the next week there was not a
farthing. He would defy any union founded on such prin-

ciples ever permanently to benefit the labourers of this country.

He wished to raise the labourers, but he thought it most be

done in this way : they must have more skill, mote energy,

sobriety, and more integrity to their employers, attend more
to their duties, and spend less in debauchery and drinking.

All labotirers were not of that class, for they had no more
valnable member of society than the industrious, honrat, agri-

cnltoral labourer. Mr. Lartimore then spoke of mesns of

counteracting the society by kindness, ic. There had never

been a more anpropitious season for out-door work than the

last nine months ; but none of his men had lost an hoor

during that winter ; but all were paid full time. He then

allud^ to the many ways in which they could benefit the

labourers. In the neighbourhood of Sandridge men who had
joined the tmiou already cry out " We have been deceived."

That would be the language throughout the cotintry before

long. Where were the funds of the union ? They admitted

the whole of the onion receipts were jE7,'524, and all was ea-

pended except £33, and yet according to their own stateaert

there were 1,50<J men on strike. Nevertheless there were

people weak enough to give money to those nuions, thinking

they were doing the labotirers a service ; but they were only

misleading tliem. The labourers at Sandridge depended on
the onion funds in vain ; their wives and families were

famished, and they went back and begged their old masters to

set them on again. The real eneonragement to good labourers

was to give a fair rate of wages, by encouraging piece-work

where they could, by supplying them with as much land as

they cotild cultivate in their leistire hours, and by inducing

them to deposit as much money as they coold spare ia the

Government savings bank, weekly, and tins sam the aapki;«a
might double, if they remained in their sorioe, tSaa a entaia

time. Mr. Lattimore read an extract from a ktt» wiittea

by i£r. Bailey Denton, to the effect that he coaaidaed the

condition of the laboorers had been much exaggerated. " Thae
is no doubt," Mr. Denton remarked, " that the farm labourer

receives less money for the amcont of physical work he per-

fonas than any other laboorer ; but it doei not foUov that he

does not receive as mndi as tiiat labour is worth, lad aa mafh
as the farmer can afford to pay They vaat is;-

struction how to improve the qnality of their laboor," S:c.

Mr. lattimore then exposed the fallacy of the unionists, who
said they i-ould treble and quadruple the products of the land,

by givine each man a small plot. He said there was a very

confused notion abroad about the value of small farms. He
had invariably found that the small farmer was unable to pay

his way Ion?. As a market gardener he might, and by work-

ing himself at double the rate of a common labourer he might,

but as a farmer it was a very hard and unprofitable struggle.

And io support of his views he read a letter from Mr. John
WWte, of the Parsonage Farm, Bickmansworth, shoving Uie

results of Feargus O'Connor's scheme started near Bi^maas-
wonh. Fifty acres were divided into two and fonx aoe plot?,

and in 1S4S the whole was fully occupied, some by mechanics

who had left places where they had been earning 2os. to 30s.

a week. Although the allotments wa% let at a moe aoaiinal

rent, in abont four years the allotment holders were "«-
pletely stan^ed out, being reduced to a state of p^fect wretch-

edness." Mr. White went on, " The system is sore to fail

when men have bat tiieir labour to depend on : the first bad

I

season rains them. I think 20 poles is ."is much as a labouring
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man can cultivate profitably. I have formed this belief from

experience, as I have for thirty years allowed my men this

quantity to cultivate, free of charge ; but with the distinct

understanding that if a man leaves me (unless by mutual

agreement) he leaves his crop behind." He complained that

the want of discipline (labourers would not allow their chil-

dren to be corrected) was a permanent barrier to the improve-

ment of their condition. He read an extract showing the

measures taken by the legislature of Illinois, United States,

against combinations to interfere with freedom of labour,

in which a penalty is inflicted of 500 dollars (about

£100) or six months' imprisonment ; and in case of tres-

pass on works, &c., committed in order to unlawfully in-

duce or compel people to leave their work, a fine may be

added to the imprisonment, and both inflicted together. He
said capital was the savings of labour ; and if the labourers,

misguided by those taught them that capitalists were their

enemies, would not save, but insisted on destroying the capital

of others, they would lead to the ruin of the country. In

conclusion Mr. Lattimore argued that the farmers had no
interest but to treat the labourers fairly ; and that they might

better their condition by improving the value of their services

and showing integrity in all their dealings with their em-
ployers.

Mr. A. R.\jrsOME said for a number of years he had taken

an interest in the agricultural labourer, having been a

thorough-bred farmer from his youth. It was very important

that they approach the subject in a very calm and dispassionate

manner, as a discussion of that kind might do more harm
than good if they did not condnct it in a temperate and calm
manner. The trouble which the agricultural interest now had
was one which it had never had before. There had not been

a combination generally of agricultural labourers for any
special purpose. They must admit that such an organisation

or combination was legal. Therefore, as they could not set

aside the union as illegal, they must meet the difficulty in

aoother way. Union or no union, they must be prepared, as

farmers, to give higher wages. The circumstances of the

time, and the conveniences for persons going to distant parts,

where labour was better paid, were so great that they would
cause equalisation of payment for labour throughout the

country. It was not altogether a question of what they paid

their men, but it was what did they get in return ; and if they

bore that in mind they would probably be better able to meet
the difiiculty which stared them in the face. The practice of

former years of assisting the labour market by poor-rates was
thoroughly demoralising. Although a combination of em-
ployers of labour would be as legal as one among the

labourers, yet they must be careful not to do the things them-
gelves which they strongly condemned in others. If the

farmer adopted the same means as the labourer they would
have constant war, and therefore they must try to meet the
matter in some other way. Their movements were very nar-

rowly watched by other classes of the community, whose
sympathy would be influenced by their proceedings in that

matter ; and if they attempted to use the same measures as

the labourers were doing they would throw sympathy into the

opposite scale, and it would go with the labourers. He ad-

mitted that many unwise, scandalous, and injurious things

had been said by the advocates of the agricultural union, but
it must be recollected that many unwise things had been said

to obtain popular applause ; and where a man's living de-

pended on popular applause, he was obliged to pander to it.

Therefore, they knew how to value much of that said by such
men. During the movement for the repeal of the corn laws
some people used very strong language, and were set down as

agitators and misguided men. They must show calmly and
clearly the incorrectness of some of the statements made at

the labourers' meetings and the illusions which were held out
with respect to the occupation of land by the labourers.

They must consider that whUst there were some men amongst
the unionists who had the gift of the gab, yet the majority
were uneducated, and easily led. They must be careful not to

descend to the manner and language used in the labourers'

discussions. It would be easy for clever writers to set before
the people the wildness of the views laid before them, and
much might be done by conversation with the men. As an
instance, a dialogue, supposed to be founded on fact, which
apptaredin the Eerts Express^ very short and pithy, told
more amongst his men than anything that had come before
them yet. They must prepare for the inevitable in the in«

crease of wages, and for that increase must have improve-
ment in the character of the work. How were they to get
it ? One way was by introducing piece-work as much as pos.
sible. Another means was a plan he had adopted, but not
long enough to test it, and that was to encourage the man
who showed greater skill and intelligence, and brought it to

bear on his work, by giving him higher wages than the others.

If that plan were adopted, he believed they would get value
for their money ; and, in support of that view, he referred to

the experience of Mr. Brassey, the eminent contractor, who
found, although he gave the Frenchman 18d. a-day, the Huu.
garian 14d., and another 2s., whilst he paid the English navvy
4s., yet he did not pay any more for work by paying the high
wages than for that done by men who wanted skill, strength,

and energy. Another way of meeting the increased wage
was, where they had thoroughly good labourers, to engage
them by the year, with good wages, and with the under-
standing that a three months' notice would be required on
either side to end the contract. He would also make it a con-

dition that the men should be in a benefit club, so that in case

of illness his employer would not have to support him without

any return, but that he should get support from provision that

he had made for himself. He was glad to hear Mr. Lattimore
say he had not (and he hoped it was the practice of farmers)

discharged any of his men, or put them on short time during

the winter. That was an important point to bear in mind in

dealing with the labourers. They should overlook little

losses, and not make any deductions from wages on that

account. And as to the rise in wages, there was a tendency

to have more luxuries and comforts in every class of society,

and in dealing with the labourers they must look at themselves

in that matter. Some years ago their parents were satisfied

with the farm kitchen, with a brick floor, and one little piece

of carpet by the fireside ; whereas, nowadays, they wanted
boarded floors, carpets, and all the comforts of modern life. He
was not finding fault with it, but they should bear it in mind.
If they were to say they would only employ non-union men it

would be a suicidal policy. It might crush the union for a time,

but it would rise again, and the sympathy of the outsiders

would be with the labourers, and money would flow into their

exhausted exchequer. The union principle did prevail, and,

with all they could do, they would not be able to stamp it out.

They must take it as a fact, and meet it as best they could.

If they adopted the policy of not employing union men they

would find many of Ihe best, and some of the worst, men
would leave, and that they would have to pay better wages for

the labourers left, whatever quality they might be. It was
also a question for landlords to consider, as well as occupiers

of land, because the landlords might help the farmers by pro-

viding better cottages for the labourers, and by placing them
nearer the estates on which the men worked. Much loss of

labour, and great discouragement to the labourer, was caused

by their having uncomfortable cottages, and having a long way
to walk to the farm where their work was. Each man should

have his allotment of land which he could satisfactorily man-
age without interfering with his employei's work. It was
important that each man should have a good cottage and

portion of land, because then he would feel an additional tie

to the place of his residence. Landlords must bear in mind
that as the labourers could leave the farmers, so the farmers

could leave the land, which then would be thrown on their

hands. What he desired was that landlords and farmers

should act together in that matter, and pull all in one direction.

To help the farmer to give better wages, the tenant should

have security for the capital in his land, for the present

arrangement, with regard to security of tenure, was not on a

satisfactory basis. There must be more security for the capital

the farmer puts in the soil ; and if the landlord could not do

it he must get rid of the incumbrances and mortgages, and

bring the land into the market.

Mr. Ma-ESh (Weston) said what the farming interest had

laboured under not only for the last three, five, or ten years,

was the ignorance which prevailed amongst the labouring

classes and other classes respecting agricultural matters. The

union must be treated as a fact, and they could not suppress it

if it were sound.

Mr. Lattimore : Is it sound ?

Mr. Maksh : No ; most unsound and wicked. As reason-

able beings, he thought they all supposed that state of things

must die out. Ignorance and misapprehension had prevailed

for year« upon the rate of the agricultural labourers' pay. It
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had been stated that it was 10s., lis., and 12s., until it was
driven up to IBs. Let them contradict that misapprehension,
and that was to be done by commuting all payments and per-
quisites, such as beer, cider, milk, &c., into cash, and pub-
lishing: the amounts, in order to counteract the statements
made at meetings by those misguiding men who deluded the
labourers ; but were there not men on the consulting com-
mittee also deluded ? He could not think but that they
were. He believed that if the rate of pay, with perquisites,

&c., commuted into cash, were published, the sum might
reasonably be carried up to 16s. a-week. In Weston, which
was the poorest parish in Hitchin union, the cash pay for

ordinary labourers had been ISs. a-week, horse-keepers 14s.

6d., and shepherds 153. ; and if the perquisites were added to

these sums, and published, they would not hear so much of

the low pay of the agricultural labourer. He was sorry to

say some of the Weston cottages were unfit for human habita-

tion, and he maintained that the landlords were bound to

build cottages for a sufficient number of labourers to cultivate

their estates. Let the account of what the labourer received,

with all benefits, be published, and he believed the amount
would be within two shillings of the wages of some of the

town artisans and mechanics, who had to pay expenses which
the labourers had not to meet.

Mr. Abel Smith agreed with Mr. Marsh that it was hardly

worth wliile to hold a meeting of the Chamber on that ques-

tion. At the meeting of labourers erroneous statements had

been made, and angry words used. He was extremely glad

that they had not followed that course, and that all the

speeches had been conciliatory. At one meeting it was said

that the landlords were the greatest tyrants in the world, and
the farmers were asked to join the union in the crusade against

those tyrants. The farmers had not done so. It was a ques-

tion a great deal for the consideration of the landowners.

He believed that where there were good cottages they would
always find occupiers for them, and especially where there was
a piece of ground, which the labourers always cared for very

much. If some had to go out of their cottages, others would
soon be found, if the cottages were good, to supply their place.

It was well understood on his estate that the cottages were
for those who worked for the farmers, and that if the labourers

left their employment they would have to give up their cot-

tages, and he felt sure that others would be found to occupy

their places. He had not interfered with the union except

when, last summer at Watton, some struck and went round to

all the farms in the parish, and compelled all the people to go
home from their work ; the horses to go home from the plough

;

and all work was stopped. They had the men who acted in

that way up before the magistrates at Stevenage : all were
convicted, but no sentence was passed. They were bound
over to come up for judgment when required, and the sentence

was still hanging over them ; and in Watton they had been
quiet ever since. What they had heard of that which had
taken place at Saundridge showed they had acted rightly in

not interfering with the union. The men had right to form
unions, but if they broke the laws they (the employers) would
not stand that. He had not an ill opinion of some of the

labourers. Some went on week after week, hard working

men, who were an example to some ia the higher ranks of life.

He hoped the discussion would be of use, and that they would

pass through the hay and harvest time without much trouble,

Mr. T. Garratt said the labourer had a right to take his

labour to the best market, but he had no right to coerce others,

and he ought not to be coerced. He condemned the union as

being a third party between employer and employed. He, as

a farmer, thought that if the farmers would meet their

labourers in a fair, just, and honourable way, there would not

be half the disputes there were.

Mr. W. Pollard said there was a meeting the previous

night, and it seemed to him it was called for two objects. The
raising the rate of wages was only one object, but it was pro-

bable there was an ulterior object, for one of the speakers

said, " We mean to make use of the union for political pur-

poses." The first is the separation of the Church and State

;

then the establishment of the county household franchise ; and
then the labourers to have the land of the country in their

own hands.

Mr. W. Abbey said he would resist to the utmost the in-

terference of a third party between employer and employed.
If the men could not agree with their master, let them go
elsewhere. Some three or four weeks ago he raised his men
Is. a-week, viz., to 14s. and 15s., and he gave them to under-

stand he would not employ union men. It was understood

that farmers would be compelled to pay higher wages. But
what was there to enable farmers to pay higher wages P He
appealed to them to say if farmers were not paying every far-

thiug they could afibrd for labour. Look at their high rents,

rates, and heavy local taxation. To enable them to pay
higher wages, there must be no Game-laws and no Malt-tax.

Baron Dimsdale agreed with much of what Mr. Lattimore

had said ; still, he thought if labourers chose to unite to obtain

higher wages they were at liberty to do so. But the question

of wages, as he understood it, was a question of supply and
demand. He thought the best way to meet the present diffi-

culty was to promote peace between the parties rather than

strife, and he believed the matter might be well arranged be-

tween employer and employed. He thought the unions were

productive of harm ; and although unions were justified by
law, it was not everything that was justified by law that was

to be approved of. Although he rather regretted that the

meeting had been called, yet he was not sorry that the ques-

tiou had been discussed. He thought it would be rather for

good than evil, and he hoped they would go away from that

meeting with feelings which would tend to promote that peace

which was necessary alike for the interests of employer and
employed.

Mr. W. Pollard only wished to remark that at a meeting

called by union men at Hertford, the previous evening, he

told them that the rate of remuneration depended upon supply

and demand, and was pretty well hissed and hooted for saying

so. He also told the men that unions and strikes were very

bad tilings, and advised them to have nothing to do with them.

He referred them to Miss Martineau's " Political Economy,"

particularly the " Manchester Strike," which showed the evils

which unions were the roots of, and that unions ought to be

put down and discouraged in every possible manner.

No resolution was put to the meeting.

THE WHEAT CROP OF 187 3.

At the monthly meeting of the East Lothian Agricultural

Club, at Haddington, Mr. Sheriff Saltcoats in the chair.

The Chairman stated that the subject of discussion at this

meeting was—The prospects of the wheat crop of 1873.

They were all aware of the unhappy condition of the crop of

1872, the reports of which could not be too much exaggerated.

Those who took the trouble to compare the returns of grain

sold in Haddington this year with those of the previous twelve-

month, would find that the loss had been greater than they

could fairly estimate at this moment. They naturally felt very

anxious about the prospects of 1873, and it was of importance

that the members should come prepared to state freely and

frankly their views as to the prospects of the crop. Last

autumn the weather was unusually wet, and the small breadth

of winter wheat which was sown was put in the ground in an

unfavourable condition, When 1872 closed everything was as

black as it could be. There had been a good spring, however,

and the spring-sown wheat had had at least a favourable seed-

bed. Barley promised fairly and looked well. Regarding oats,

the reports were conflicting. Some people considered oats a

good crop, and others looked upon them as bad. In his own
experience, he could say that wherever the land was in fair

condition, and the seed good, the oats promised well. The
chairman showed a sample of a new variety of wheat, styled

" square-headed wheat," the seed of which he obtained from a

friend of his, a Mr. Taylor, in Yorkshire, and he quoted the

opinions of several farmers, who said that this was the best

wheat to be found in East Lotian. Regarding the prospects of

the crop for this year, he said that where the wheat had had

a favourable autumn seed-bed, upon comparatively dry land,

there would, with favourable weather, be an early harvest.

He never remembered to have seen wheat so far advanced in

P 2
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June, and Ihe bulk of the crop depends very much on the genial

weather for the next fortnight.
j

Mr. Douglas (Athelstane(ord) said the wheat crop in 1873
j

was only half a crop, and the quality was very inferior. A
great deal depended on tlie sunshine for the present crop. !

They might have a prolific crop, but if they had dull, cloudy
j

skies, with a little or no sunshine, the wheat would be very ill-

matured. Last year they had a total absence of sunshine, and ;

the result was that the wheat crop was fearfully reduced and of

bad quality. There was no doubt that new varieties of wheat
had a great effect on the returns to the farmer. New varieties

came in, and at first were very prolific, but frequently they fell

off and gave place to other varieties. No one, he went on to
1

say, would deny that the great downfall of rain last autumn and '

late into the winter very seriously interfered with the crop of

this year. The grain was put into the ground in such un-
favourable circumstances that he was afraid they could not ex-

pect to realise a great crop.

Mr. Harvey (Whittinghara Mains) said the wheat crop over
the county was later than it had been for many years. He
remembered that in 1834 the heads were burst by the 1st of
June ; in 1835 they were out by the 3ad of June; and in

183G, which was a late year and a bad crop, they did not come
out till the 35th of Juue. He never knew of a large wheat
crop in tliis county where the heads were not burst by the 15th

of June. This was now the 6th of June, and he feared tlifere

was little chance of the heads being out by the 15th this year.

If they got a bad season, with the wheat so thin and feeble in

the stalk, they would be lucky if they had an average crop, or

anything approaching to it. If it came bad weather, they had
more chance of a bad crop than a good one.

Mr. Scot Skirving (Campton) said that certain varieties

of wheat were flourishing more than others. He had always
grown Fenton wheat, and, for his own part, he could say that

his wheat never grew better than this year. But with regard

to the county in general, he thought it never looked worse, so

far as wheat was concerned. The wheat seen from the railway

between Edinburgh and Haddington looked fearfully bad, and
they must not forget that a good deal of wheat had been

ploughed down and sown with barley. It had been eaten up
by the yellow grub, and also by the grub of the grain fly. He
did not agree with the statement that the season of 1873, so far

as it had gone, was exceptionally fine. They had had a good
deal of cold, backward weather, and, on the whole, he must say

that the wheat crop was looking bad.

Ultimately it was agreed that, " While it is too early to come
to any definite opinion, as far as the present prospects are con-

cerned, it appears to this Club that the wheat crop will be de-

cidedly under an average."

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES (ANIMALS) COMMITTEE.

(Continued f/

At the meeting of theComraitteeonMonday June 16,Professor
]

John Gamgee was examined. He said foot-and-mouth dis-

ease was not of spontaneous origin in this country. When we
had no foreign importation, and therefore no foreign diseases,

the supply of cattle was equal to the demand. Although our
population increased from the year 1800 to 1839 from sixteen
to twenty-seven millions, the price of meat was lower at the
latter date than at the former. The recuperative energies of
the country are such that in two years meat would be cheaper
than at present if we were free from disease, even if no foreign
animals came here. Toot-and-mouth would die out, as it did
in Canada, if we did not constantly reimport fresh virus. It

was extinguished here during the cattle plague. He drew at-

tention to the fact at the time, as proof of the soundness of
his views, and he could not discover a single case. He would
contiuue to legislate for contagious diseases. Licences were
not necessary as a rule at all times. His motto was the mini-
mum of interference with the home trade, and national dealing
with the foreign trade, to prevent the introduction of disease.
The Irish trade should be free ; Ireland was a healthy country.
We sent them disease, and they returned it with compound
interest. If we got rid of it here, it would die out there.
Traffic in diseased animals at home should be stopped. He
would arrest and detain all diseased stock found in fairs and
markets. He would slaughter all animals affected with pleuro-
pneumonia, and inoculate the others. At one time, before he
made any experiments of his own, he believed with frofessor
Simonds that inoculation was useless. He lield a communica-
tion from one of the most distinguished authorities in Europe
on pleuro-pueumonia, a Professor Gerlach, who states that
practical men in Germany were in favour of inoculation, whilst
theorists were opposed to it. Our Veterinary Department
spent £10,000 a-year, and produced little in the way of facts or
scientific data. He would kill all animals having sheep-pox,
the whole flock need not be killed, but properly watched, and
slaughtered early on tlie slightest symptoms of the disease.
Inoculation for sheep-pox was a fertile source of propagating
the disease in Eastern Europe. It should never be practised,
as it only tends to spread the disease. He had produced pleuro-
pneumonia by making an animal inhale the spray from matter
taken from a diseased lung. It was propagated by exhalations
from the lungs and offal of diseased animals that had died or
were slaughtered, and also by their manure. He protested
against placing any one at the head of the Veterinary Depart-
ment except a veterinary surgeon. The most important work

1 Qeo
'^ ^^^^ '"^ reference to cattle disease was in America in

1868 and 1869, when engaged by the Uuit^ States Govern-
ment to report to them on contagious diseases. Eoot-and-
mouth was extinct during the cattle plague, notwithstanding

'om page G7.J

Professor Brown said the contrary. The onus of proof that we
were not free at that period rests with the Veterinary Depart-

ment, as it is a point made by them, and they cannot produce

a single instance in proof of it. If we ceased to import foot-

and-mouth it would die out in the country, as it has done in

America. It is not indigenous here. It can be cleared from
a district, and can be entirely cleared from the whole country.

Millions upon millions sterling was lost to the country every

year by foot-aud-inouth. He did not believe there had been

one year for the last 30 years in which foot-and-mouth was not

found in Norwich Hill markei,. He had never been to Isling-

ton market, to PalkirK tryst, or to Ballinasloe fair without

S(engit. Slaughtering at the water-side is the best system

under present circumstances, but when he went to Deptford a

short time ago the place was in a dirty state, and disease could

jreadily be propagated from it by the persons who walked freely

n and out with the filth sticking to their feet. There certainly

should be greater cleanliness and precaution shown. In stamp-

ing out foot-and-mouth at home, after entirely excluding it

from abroad, he would have veterinary inspectors to attend to

any outbreak, and would rely on disinfecting the diseai^ed by

washing their mouths, hoofs, and teats with alum or sulphate

of alumina, to limit the power of spreading the virus. Every
farm need not be surveyed, the centre of the disease might be

found by attending the fairs aud markets. He would recom-
mend slaughter at the ports or the importation of dead meat as

from Aberdeen to London. Store animals might be quarantined

under special regulations. He would place greater reliance on
the opinion of such men as Professors Gerlach, Kulil, and
Herring than on the report of the Geriuan Veterinary De-
partment for 1870 and 1871. Authoritative reports were not
the most reliable, as proved by the report of our own Veterin-

ary Department. He had inoculated from first to last from
4,000 to 5,000 cattle. As a rule the loss he had was ouly from
two to three per cent, from tiie disease and from the inocula-

tion after inoculating the herd attacked. Professor Simonds
in 1864 opposed his view of the foreign origin of foot-and-

mouth, and thought it was in the air. Professor Simouds has

changed his opinion since. Witness said pleuro-pneumonia

was conveyed from Holland into Massachusetts in 1859, and it

was vigorously stamped out and had not appeared there since.

He had worked for years at a process for the importation of

dead meat from abroad by mechanical cooling and other

methods. Dead meat could be easily brought here from the

Continent in holds cooled by improved refrigerators ; a tem-

perature of from 45 to 50 degrees was what was required.

Mr. Thomas Duckham was called aud produced his report

of contagious diseases in the county of Hereford last year.

Foot-iuul-mouth came to Hereford last year from Bristol mar-
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ket. Tliey used to ex|ioit

not breed as initcli now.
largily iVoiu Hereford, but llioy do

0)1 Thursday, June 19, Mr. Clare Sewell Read in the cliair,

Mr. James Odams was exaiuined, ;md said, his first experience
wabin 1866, during the time oftlic cattle plague, after which lie

advocated slaugliter at tlie river side on tlie Thames, and a
foreign cattle market there. lie had ten acres of his own
property there then, but tlie land was now sold, and he liad no
pecuniary interest in it whatever. lie was engaged to provide
for the reception of a certain nnuiber of foreign animals for
slaughter—300 cattle and 1,000 slieep. In consequence of a
comraunication from the Privy Council, he was induced to
provide for more, at an extra cost of £700, viz., for the slaugh-
ter of 700 cattle and 1,000 sheep. The undertanding- between
liim and the autliorities terminated prematurely and unac-
countably, and 1,200 cattle and 3,000 sheep were turned loose
from his premises to go elsevvhere all over the country on the
Monday following. The market was in good working condi-
tion, and there were no complaints. The meat was removed in
vans to Sraithfield. Buyers from Manchester and Birmingham
bought largely there, and he had seen 700 carcases per day
removed to those places. One Manchester dealer bought
several thousand there. This trade continued through the
summer mouths. The carriage of the dead carcases and offal

was less expensive than would be the carriage of live stock.

The oll'al was sent along with the carcase. He thought the

site of his wharf better than any on the other side. He knew
of several instances where farmers had caught contagion

amongst their stock from Dutch cows, notwithstanding
the statements in the report of the Veterinary Department.
We can send meat as far north as Aberdeen as well as they can
send us beef. The treatment of cattle in transit from the Con-
tinent was very bad, and the ship's holds should be consider-

ably improved. Offal can be carried to the north of England
without detriment. lie had changed his opinion as to the

practicability of a dead-meat trade. He was now in favour

of it. Slaughter at the water side would reduce the price of

meat. Foreign dealers would not suffer by it as much as by
the present unsettled state of scheduling and unsheduling
foreign countries.

Mr. JoHNES Smith (a chief constable) said: There would be
considerable advantage in getting only one local authority in

each county, and he would strictly enforce the Act on Conta-
gious Diseases. Foot-and-mouth had not decreased in his

county by the regulations, but it might have been much more
without them. Inspectors appointed by the Privy Council
should watch the railway trucks. They had carried out disin-

fection thoroughly in Cheshire, and rarely had a second out-

break on a farm after disinfection. He would certainly re-

commend stoppage of all movement for a month or so as an
experiment in such a serious state of things as prevailed in

Cheshire. The Veterinary Department should issue popular

instructions of remedial measures and treatment if they knew
of any. He did not think Cheshire more averse to daughter
in the time of cattle plague than other counties. The public

throughout the kingdom were against the use of the pole-axe,

and The Times condemned it in its leaders. Professor John
Gamgee was alone at the time in advocating slaughter for

plague. The |loss in cattle from foot-and-mouth, taken all

round, was certainly £3 per head. He was afraid they were
much disposed to risks from disease in Cheshire, by the in-

troduction of stock from without. Welsh cattle did not bring

disease to them ; Irish cattl''. did largely. Ireland is the great

market for Cheshire. The best way to discover pleuro-pneu-
monia is to give liberal compensation to the owner. He would
advise the continuance of the present regulations, with the

addition that compulsory isolation of cittle for one fortnight

of all newly-bought stock should be enforced on the pur-

chaser of such animals. On the 7th of June, in the present

month, they had the lowest number of cases of foot-and-mouth

that they have had in Cheshire for some years. He did not

think the exclusion of foreign cattle would extinguish foot-and-

mouth in this country. In times of cattle plague he would
not only protect the highway from chance of infected matter

from animals, but would close all public footpaths except for

private use by the occupiers of the farms, so as to prevent

butchers running across the country seeking for bargains in

infected herds, and carry contagion along with them through

the fields they crossed when plying their trade.

RUYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

At the annual general meeting in Willis' Rooms, on

Wednesday, June 18, Mr. Mechi, in the chair. Messrs. Can-

treli, Johnson, and Collins, retiring members of the Coun-

cil, were re-elected. Messrs. J. K. Fowler and Hanslip Long

were elected to fill the vacancies caused by the decease of

Messrs. George Shackel, and Hanslip Long, sen., and Mr.

Thomas Wagstaff was elected in the place of Mr. James

Howard, M.P., who retired.

Tlie following report was read and adopted :

In presenting their thirteenth annual report to the subscri-

bers of the Institutiou, the Council are much pleased to observe

the progress which has been achieved by the combined action

of those who form the working portion of the Society, as

indicated by the large increase both in subscriptions and do-
nations, which are considerably m excess of the amount col-

lected at any former period, without showing any material
augmentation in the current expenditure. This increase, and
the confidence inspired by the belief that it will be at least

maintained if not exceeded in future years, have induced tlie

Council to resolve upon electing to-day such a number of
Pensioners as may bear some relative proportion to that of the
candidates ; and with a further view of gradually reducing the
lijt of applications. The additional pensions will cost the
Society about £964;. At the same time, the temporary annual
grant to the octogenarian class has been increased from £10 to

£15 and £20 in the case of females and males respectively.

The total charge, therefore, upon the funds, during the coming
year, will be above £6,500. The Council desire to acknow-
ledge with gratitude the legacy of £500 bequeathed to the

Society by Mr. Henry Manning, of High Holborn. The
acceptance by Earl Spencer of the Trusteeship, rendered vacant

by the death of Earl Howe, will be gratifying to subscribers as

a proof of the interest still felt by the late chairman of the

Executive Council in the welfare of the Institution. The
Council regret to report the deaths of Mr. George Shackel and
Mr. Hanslip Long during the year, and have agreed to recom-

mend Messrs. J. K. Fowler and Hanslip Long, jun., to fill the

vacancies caused by their decease.

The following is the list of tlie pensioners elected :

MALE PENSIONERS AT £26 PER ANNUM EACH.

Votes
1

Votes
Whaites, Charles Henry 418 Cooke, William 275
FHnt, John 395

|

Hov, William 273
Kellaway, Thomas Smith 287 ' Chester, William 272
Chambers, WilUam 286 Mills, James 259

MARRIED PENSIONERS AT £4)0 PER ANNUM EACH.

Turner, John Sippeus

Tamer, Mary Ann ...

Blason, James
Mason, Susannah ...

Barnard, William ...

Barnard, Mary

413

416

394

335
Taylor, Richard

\
Taylor, Martha >
Priest, John 7 onf>

Priest, Susannah )
Eagle, Charles \ noj,

Eagle, Susannah )

FEMALE PENSIONERS AT £20 PER ANNUM EACH.

325
I

Willsher, Mary 264
323 Jones, Ann 261
321 !

Fincher, Elizabeth 258
320 Cox, Harriett 253
317 Jackson, Sarah 353
307 :

Jenner, Ellen 353
304 AUen.Ann 253
302 ! Price, Mary G 251
298 Courtney, Emma 247
291 Leaver, Mary 342
273

,
Farncorabe, Charlotte ... 242

272 I
Ackerman, Ann 242

2701

Votes of thanks were passed to Lord Kesteven, chairman
at the dinner, to the Honorary Local Secretaries, to the

Auditors, and to Mr. Mechi,

Gleed, Elizabeth

Francis, Jane
Fordora, Elizabeth

Peake, Susannah
Browning, Charlotte

Parkinson, Ellen

Mawer, Cassandra
Hawkins, Harriett

Pearmain, Louisa
Charlton, Margaret ,

Chattaway, Sarah

Hance, Margaret Maria
Sedwell, Elizabeth
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COVENANTS AND UNEXHAUSTED IMPROVEMENTS.
Maraden and others v. Markham and MarJcJiam v. Marsden and others.

The arbitrator, Mr. A. K, Loyd, 'has made his award in
tBference to these actions. The case was referred to arbitra-
tion by the Judge at the Suffolk Spring Assizes, and was
opened at Westminster Hall, before Mr. A. K. Loyd, on the
17th of April. The suit against Mr. Markham was to re-
cover damages for breach of covenant in the cultivation of the
Shotley Gate Farm, and Mr. Markham, by his action, sought
to recover for unexhausted improvements. The defendant de-
nied the plaintiffs' declaration, and the plaintiffs did not admit
the unexhausted improvements. The plaintiffs' claim was (1)
deficiency of fallow, 18 acres, £100

; (2) flax straw carried
away without equivalent, £50

; (3) 40 acres of foul £50 ; (4.)

not leaving roots, £40
; (5) seUing off stover, £50

; (6)
dilapidations to house, buildings, fences, &c., £21s. 10s. 6d.
The evidence in the first action went to show that the Rev. C.
F. Norman, of Mistley-place, was acting as trustee for his
second son, C. K. Norman, who was to become possessed of
the farm at the age of 26. The former tenant, Rivers, who
died in 1862, left all his property to his son, John Rivers,
and his daughter Jane, who was the wife of Mr. Markham,
the defendant, and Mrs. Markham took out letters of adminis-
tration ; and Mr. and Mrs. Markham carried on the farm from
November 1862, when Rivers died, till Michaelmas, 1863,
when Mr. Norman, through his agent, Mr. Brooks, let Mr.
Markham the farm. In 1871 Mr. Markham hired a farm of
Mr. Berners, of Woolverstone, where there was a stipulation
that he should reside on the farm, and so he wanted to dis-

continue residing on theShotlej Gate Farm, and hold it as an
off farm. Mr. Norman, however, resolutely refused to allow
the farm to be held off-hand. At the various sittings numerous
auctioneers and valuers were called to prove the state of the
farm, and the custom of the country. Mr. Markham's claim
in the cross action was as follows : Re-modelling liomestead
and filling np a certain pond, credit was given for £30 and the
claim was £70 for that work. Then there were 280 rods of
new fencing £50 ; then for 500 rods of old fencing cleared away,
£30 ; unexhasted interest in draining £6 5s. ; four acres of
permanent pasture now arriving at maturity, £15 ; making
altogether £171 5s. In the course of the inquiry the arbi-
trator held that these improvements were not such as Mr.
Markham was entitled to recover in point of law, and he (the
arbitrator), could not, therefore, take them into consideration,
in the absence of any consent between the parties. Evidence
was, however, heard with respect to the mangers and fixtures.
The award of the arbitrator is as follows

:

To all to whom these presents shall come, I, Archie Kirk-
man Loyd, of the Middle Temple, barrister-at-law, send greet-
ing. Whereas, at the Assizes holden at Ipswich, in and for
the County of Suffolk, on Tuesday, 25th March, One thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-three, before the Right
Honourable Sir FitzRoy Kelly, Knight, Chief Baron of Her
Majesty's Court of Exchequer, and the Honourable Sir Samuel
Martin, Knight, one of the Barons of Her Majesty's said
Court of Exchequer, and others, their fellows. Justices of our
Lady the Queen, appointed to take the Assizes for the said
County of Suffolk, according to the form of the statute in that
case made and provided, on the trial of a cause wherein John
Howard Marsden, John Thomas Ambrose, and Charles
Frederick Norman were plaintiffs, and Charles Markham was
defendant, it was ordered by the Court, by and with the con-
sent of all parties, their counsel, aud attorneys, that a verdict
be entered for the plaintiffs of £500 damages and 40s. costs,
subject to the award of me, the said Archie Kirkman Loyd, to
whose award, order, arbitrament, and determination, the said
cause was thereby referred, I being at liberty to award for
whom and for what sum the verdict shall be finally entered,
so as 1, the said arbitrator, should make and publish my award
ready to be delivered to the parties, or either of them, or if
they or either of them should be dead before the making of
the said award, to their respective personal representatives re-
quirmg the same, on or before the first day of Easter term then
next ensuing, or on or before any other day (not extending be-
yond the first day of Trinity term then next ensuing) to which I
should thmk fit, by writing under my hand, to extend and en-
large the time for making and publishing my award. And it

was also ordered, by like consent, that the costs of the cause

should abide the event, and the costs of tbe reference and
award should be in my discretion. And it was farther ordered

by like consent that I should have all the powers of a Judge
at Nisi Prills. And whereas, I did by writing under my hand
dated 10th April, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-

three, enlarge and extend the time within which to make and
publish my award to the first day of Trinity Term then next

ensuing. And whereas, before the expiration of such enlarged

time, by an order of the Honourable Sir John Mellor, Knight,
one of the Justices of our Lady the Queen, assigned to hold
pleas before the Queen herself, dated May nineteenth, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy -three, it was by consent

ordered that the time limited for me to make my award should

be enlarged to the first day of July in the present year, and that

in all other respects all provisions of the said order of Nisi

Prim should continue in full force and effect. And whereas,

an action having been brought in her Majesty's Court of

Queen's Bench, wherein the aforesaid Charles Markham was
plaintiff, and the aforesaid John Howard Marsden, John
Thomas Ambrose, and Charles Frederick Norman were defend-

ants, it was on the nineteenth day of March, one thousand
eiglit hundred and seventy-three, ordered by the Honourable
Sir George Bramwell, Knight, one of the Barons of her

Majesty's Court of Exchequer of Pleas, by consem; of the said

parties, that the said cause be referred to the certificate ' or

award of some person, to be agreed upon between the parties,

or to one of the masters of the said Court of Queen's Bench,
with all the powers as to certifying and amending of a J udge
at Nisi Prlics, the costs of the cause to abide the event, and
the costs of the reference to be in the discretion of the said

arbitrator. And whereas, by an endorsement on the said order,

dated April the eighth, one thousand eight hundred and
seventy three, it was declared to be agreed, and was agreed be-

tween the parties that the said cause should be referred to me
in pursuance of the said order. Now I, the said Archie Kirk-

man Loyd, of the Middle Temple, barrister-at-law, having
taken upon myself the burden of the said references, and
having heard, examined, and considered the allegations, wit-

nesses, and evidence of both the said parties in both the said

causes, to wit the causes of Marsden and Others v. Markham,
and MarJcham v. Marsden and Ofhers respectively, produced

before me at the several sittings duly appointed and held by

me, as arbitrator for that purpose, do make and publish this

my award of and concerning the matters by the said Orders so

referred to me, as aforesaid, in the manner follovring, that is

to say

:

1. As.to the Cause in which the said John Howard Mars-
den, John Thomas Ambrose, and Charles Frederick Norman
were plaintiffs, and the said Charles Markham, defendant, I

award and direct that the verdict so taken as agreed do stand,

but that the entry of damages be reduced to the sum of ninety-

eight pounds fifteen shillings (£98 15s.). And I hereby

certify that the said cause of Marsden and Others v. Markham,
was proper to be tried by a Special Jury.

2. As to the said Cause in which the said Charles Markham
was plaintiff, and the said John Howard Marsden, John
Thomas Ambrose, and Charles Frederick Norman, defendants,

I award and direct that the verdict be entered for the de-

fendants.

3. As to the costs of reference and award in respect of both

the said causes, I award and direct that the said Charles

Markham do pay the costs of both parties of and incidental to

the said references, and do pay the costs of this my award.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand this tenth

day of June, one thousand eiglit hundred and seventy-three.

Archie Ktrkman Loyd.

THE NEW CABLE TO VIGO.—This duplicate cable

between the Land's End and Vigo has been successfully laid.

Complimentary messages have passed between the Lord Mayor
of London and the Alcalde at Vigo.
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THE ATHY FAR HERS' CLUB.
TWENTY YEARS' FARMING IN IRELAND.

At the last ni.iting, Mr. Anderson, Castlemitcliell, iu the

chair, Mr. Robertson read Mr. Trve's paper as follows

:

At the last meeting of this Club I was asked to prepare a paper

to read before you, and it was suggested that I should give you
my experiences of farming in this country during the time I

have been connected with it, now nearly twenty years. I have
been so much engaged ever since in making arrangements for

giving up my farm in this neighbourhood that I have had but

little time to give to the preparing of this paper, so I hope
you will excuse all faults. It is little else than a history of

my own doir.gs, and, therefore, may appear to some egotistical

;

but as all Iiistory is merely the record of the lives and actions

of individuals, and yet influences the lives and actions of suc-

cessive generations, so I hope that the tale of my experiences

and failures may, in evsr so infinitesimal a degree, help to put

all tenant-farmers on their guard against their natural enemies

—landlords. Would that I could call them otherwise, and no

doubt there are many just and liberal landlords, but as it does

not follow that because one man is just that his son will be

just also, I say that in all dealings between landlord and

tenant, the latter should watch the actions of the former as

warily as in the days of ancient Rome, when men fought to the

death in the arena. The gladiator, armed with a net called the

reiiarius, was pitched against a gladiator armed with &irident,

in which the former was usually victorious, for if he once got

his enemy entangled in his net, for the latter there was no

escape, unless saved by the interference of the audience ; so if

a tenant-farmer ouoe gets entangled in a lease, the clauses of

which he does not understand, putting faith in the specious

promises of the landlord or his agent, he will find liimself

sooner or later entirely at their mercy, unless in like manner
saved by public opinion. In those remarks I refer to good
tenants who improve their farms, and act up to their agree-

ments. Bad tenants will probably be let alone. I first came to

Ireland in 1851 as a visitor, but as I only speut a short time in

the country and was very young at the time, I will pass on to

the year 1856, when I came to reside. As a beginning I took a

small house with 36 Irish acres of land between Athlone and
Ballymore, belonging to- a family with whom I have kept up
an intimate ac(iuaintance every since. I lived there two
years, but whilst there, and since, on the same estate, I

have seen the best carried out improvements relating to land

that I have ever seen or heard of. Nearly everything has

been done under the Board of Works, entirely under the su-

perintendence of the son of the oivner of the property. Ad-
joining the land I occupied was some boggy lowland, full of

cutaway turf banks, dangerous for man or beast to walk over,

but a favourite resort of snipe and wild geese. I went over

the same lands about two years ago and found them converted

into fine pastures, increased in value from 2s. 6d. an acre to at

least 30s. On the other side the boundary river, the land,

belonging to another proprietor, is still in its unreclaimed state.

When most of these improvements were efl'ected good labourers

could be got for lOd. per day in winter and Is. iu summer
without any extras, and such was the rate of wages about Ath-
lone until the last six or seven years. At that time much more
money was to be made by farming than now. The fine oats I

sold in October, 1857, 1 got 12s. 6d. per barrel for, and I don't

think they were any higher last October. For swede turnips,

£1 per ton. In 1858 a large landed proprietor m the same
neighbourhood offered me a farm of 100 Irish acres with a

moderate-sized dwelling-house on it, near the Shannon, which
I took on a short lease. There was some nice grazing land on it,

but what was broke was utterly run out, growing nothing but

scutch grass, coltsfoot, and thistles. The most improving

farmer on the townland told me that the best land about would

not grow more than 12 barrels of oats to the Irish acre. Be-

fore I had been there three years I grew on what had been the

most impoverished land 25 barrels of oats and 22 of barley to

the Irish acre. I went to great expense in tillage, clearing

the land of surface rocks, scrubs, and other impediments. I

laid out a great deal of money there. An adjoining farm of

135 Irish acres with an excellent dwelling-house on it belong-

ing to the same landlord, became vacant in the spring of 1862,

and then I took out a lease for thirty-one years of the farm

I was already in possession of, and the new one at 28s. per

Irish acre. I also took to a lease of another adjoining farm of

65 acres. I had good homesteads on all three farms. My
landlord bound himself to drain certain lands and repair cer-

tain buildings. I was to execute the works and was to pay

5 per cent, on the outlay. During the next four years I

worked hard at sinking rivers, draining, clearing rocks, level-

ling old fences, building bridges, and otlier permanent im-

provements. 1 used to employ from 30 to 50 men, women,

and boys. When I sent in the accounts, the landlord grumbled

very much at the outlay—though he was only paying for the

draining—all other land improvement I did at my own cost.

The draining cost £6 per Irish acre, irrespective of rivers.

The subsoil was either blue clay, full of rocks or manuring

gravel, and in consequence the drains were sometimes very

difficult to sink. The minor drains were 4 feet deep, made of

stones and tiles, and 40 feet apart. My landlord had done

some easy draining in county Galway, and he considered no

draining could pay costing more than £3 to £4 per Irish acre.

I brought two to three gentlemen to look at the draining, who
pronounced that it could not be done for less money. My
landlord, however, was not satisfied, though he allowed that

everything I did was well done. The farm was very unhealthy

for stock, and every year I had met with heavy losses from

every kind of disease amongst sheep and cattle—attributable

in my opinion, to the want of drainage. I then proposed to

my landlord that he should join me in borrowing money from

the Board of Works, and I would pay the percentage. This

he refused, and wanted to stop the drainage altogether. I

was so disgusted that I gave notice of surrender, having a

clause in my lease enabling me to do so. All the gentlemen

in the neighbourhood took my part and endeavoured to per-

suade the landlord upon no account to let a tenant go who

was doing so much good in the country ; but no, he was him-

self an extensive grazier and could not believe in the possi-

bility of a large outlay in labour and tillage ever being remu-

nerative. During my tenancy I haa done a great deal of good

iu the district. Many of the small tenants, when I first settled

there, were behindhand with their rents, but by the constant

employment I gave to their families, they soon recovered

themselves, and when I left I believe all their rents were paid

up. Since then most of the young people and some old ones

have gone to America, as there was no work for them at

home. To show the profit a farmer could make on stock ten

years ago, and which times appear to be gone by— in April

and May, 1863, I bought 25 small two-year-old heifers, at

five guineas a-piece, and in May, 1864, sold them at £13 53.

a-piece. They only extra feeding they got besides grass,

were a few turnips thrown out on the land and a little hay

during March, at a cost of about 10s. per head. The same

year I got 2s. 3d. per lb. for wool. I had one field of 11 acres

separate from the rest of the farm. It had been two or three

small holdings, and was covered with rocks and scrubs, here

and there cultivated in patches, but overgrown with scutch

and coltsfoot. The first year 1 held it it only fed five or sis

small heifers during the summer, and they got into no con-

dition. It was dear at 10s. per acre. The land was very

undulating, some parts of the field hilly and others a morass.

I laid out on this field about £70 in clearing rocks, scrubs,

&c., in addition to the money expended on draining. The

last year I had a crop of rape in it which I fed off with sheep.

When I was giving up, the landlord was offered for this field

by itself 45s. per acre by several solvent tenants. Two years

after the only trial of mowing machines wliich has ever been

held about Athlone was held in that field. I was not there,

but I was told that the meadow was so heavy and lodged that

none of the machines could cut it. If I had been encouraged

to remain there, in all probability by this time (it is only six

years since I left) I should have had the entire farm drained

and reclaimed, and the population would not have diminished.

As it is the lands are now in a worse state than when I left,

and two of the farms have already changed hands twice. My
immediate successor in the principal division of the farm, who
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was an iutimate acqiuiutaiice of mine, was foully murdered

four years ago. 1 vvas in the neiglibourliood at the time, and

was on the inquest. It was a very sad and terrible affair.

His poor mother and sisters, who had made a most comfort-

able home there, left the place the day after the funeral and

never returned. The present tenant does not get on with the

people. More than once when I have been down there taking

a walk through the townland, and calling upon my old steward

and other friends of mine among the small tenant-farmers, I

have met this gentleman going through his farm guarded by

two policemen. The working class tell me that he is not

wanted, for he gives scarcely any employment. The 235 Irish

acres I held from one landlord at 28s. per acre are now
divided into three farms, and do not produce any higher

rental, though there has been over £2,000 laid out on per-

manent improvements since I took out the lease. My old

landlord has deeply regretted my leaving the neighbourhood,

and has owned it to me. I offered him £2 an acre for some
50 acres of meadow laud adjoitiiug the Shannon. He wanted
£3. Since tlieu he has let it at 23s. In March, 1867, I

took the Heath farm, and many of you are aware of the cir-

cumstances under which I entered upon it. There was a

decided undertaking on the part of Mr. Trench, the then

agent, but whether the Duke of Leinster was aware of it I

cannot say, that if the land was well farmed and cultivated

the rent should not be raised at the expiration of the lease,

but unfortunately that promise was not given in writing. Mr.
Hamilton, the present popular agent, supposing me to be

making a fortune out of the farm, being himself, I presume,
an extensive tillage farmer, or at all events well versed in the

productiveness of land without the aid of such deleterious

stuffs as artiiicial manures, and notably well acquainted with
the highly productive powers of the soil of Heath Farm,
thought it perfectly reasonable and fair to charge me 50 per

cent, on my own outlay. Holding a different opinion, I ap-

plied to the Duke of Leinster, but he having farmed the lands

himself, and having lost money by it (so report says, but I am
open to correction on the production of the Duke's Heath
Farm accounts showing the contrary) I presume thought it a

good opportunity of recouping himself for his losses, and
wrote to me expressing his surprise at my raising any objec-

tions to his agent's valuation. When I took the farm I con-
gratulated myself on becoming tenant to so great a nobleman.
1 had visited several parts of Ireland, and looked at many
farms, most of which required great outlay in building and
draining, so tiiat when I first saw Heath Farm with its good
offices and nicely laid out fields, it seemed like an oasis in the
desert.

_
Being an entire stranger to the natural sterility of

the soil I thought I had nothing to do but farm highly, and
that I should soon turn it into good land. Never, however,
was a farmer more deceived. At the same time the farm is

greatly improved, and I don't think it can be made much
helter. I was under the impression that it was brought into
its highest stats of cultivation by ihe Duke before he let it to
Mr. Dodds, but from inquiries I have made I believe that by
the use of artificial manures (taking the heart's blood out of
it, as Mr. Hamilton says), or some other improper mode of
farming, I have brought the farm into a better state than at
any former period. At all events Mr. Hamilton says that he
can get 35s. per acre for it from a man with £3,000 capital.

i believe I have grown double the acreage of turnips the Duke
ever did. If I am wrong the accounts in the Leinster office

will show it. Being rather obstinate, aud not having made a
fortune out of Heath Farm, or seeing any prospect of so doing
in the future, I have succumbed and given up the farm rather
than pay 50 per cent, on my own outlay. I have generally
found that the first loss is the least, and though the giving up
all of a hurry has been a great annoyance to me, still I
thought it better to do so than sign the yearly agreement
which the Duke's lawyers sent to me. Under present circum-
stances I have a claim for compensation under the Land Act,
but if I had signed I should have had none. I am a little

wiser thau I was. Mine has been one of those cases men-
tioned by Lord Kildare to Mr. Gladstone, where a revaluation
of the holding has been considered necessary, I have been
unsuccessful both here and in Westmeath. A considerable
sum of money though lost to me, has not been squandered,
hut left in the hands of my two landlords. It will be some
consolation to me if the treatment I have received (and I have
been at some pains to make it as public as possible) should
help to show the tenant-farmers of this country the necessity

of agitating throughout the length and breadth of tlie land foir

a just and final settlement of tlic liand-laws. Be satisfied

with no half measures. Only let the tenant-farmers combinCj

for in union there is strength, and then, with the assistance

of the ballot, they can send to Parliament men pledged not to

support this or that great English faction, but to support each

other in bringing before Parliament the reasonable wants of

the Irish people, and then, I say, success will be certain, for

their numbers would upset any government who refused

to listen to them, and then we may hope to see such a Land
Bill passed as will bring content throughout Ireland instead

of discontent, loyalty instead of disafi'ection,and wealth instead

of poverty. At our last meeting, when Mr. Davidson read

his interesting paper on " High Rents and Dear Labour,"

during the discussion which followed on his proposed form of

lease, I remarked that I considered long leases at fixed rents

not desirable. I have been thiuking the matter over, and will

now give you my reasons, based upon my experience of the

position of tenant-farmers in Ireland. I know instances where
farms have been let on long leases at high rents, bad times

have followed, and the tenants have been unable to hold their

farms, rent has accumulated, and they have been sold up. In

some cases a liberal landlord has given a temporary abatement

of rent. Now, I would suggest tliat instead of long leases at

fixed rents, that the rents should be adjusted every five or

seven years, according to the average value of corn, meat, and

other farm produce during ttie five or seven years previous,

also taking into account the price of labour. 1 think tenants

sliould be encouraged to keep up their farms in the highest

state of cultivation all through a lease, and I would endeavour

to bring about such a happy state of tl'ings in this way :

When a landlord sets a f;\rm in perfect order, as regards

buildings, draining, &c., or himself undertakes to make such

improvements where needed, I think i lease of 31 years would
be sufficient for a tenant to recoup himself for his outlay in

manures and tillages ; but where a tenant had to build and
drain he should get a 51 years' lease, in order to enable him
to borrow money under the Board of Works. Every five or

seven years the rent should be re-adjusted by arbitration, not

on the condition of the farm, but on the average price of

agricultural produce during tiie previous five or seven years,

as the case may be. It could he very simply done. The land-

lord should appoint an extensive farmer of his acquaintance,

and the tenant a friend of his own, and if they could not

agree let them call in a professional valuer to decide between

them. They should also take note of the condition of the

farm and all improvements made thereon since the begin-

ning of the lease or last valuation, and give the tenant a

kind of written certificate to that effect, which he could

register if necessary, or, at all events, keep by him as evidence

of his outlay on the farm. The tenant should at all times

have the power of selling his interest in the farm to the

highest bidder, who can give the landlord security that he has

means to carry on the farm, but giving the landlord the

option of purchase : at the expiration of a lease the landlord

to be obliged to give the occupying tenant a new lease if he
desire it, the rent to be adjusted, as before, by arbitration, or

else, if he has any justifiable reason for turning him out, to

pay him for all improvements made during the lease. By this

means I think the condition of the land would always be kept

up, or, indeed, improving, instead of periodically deteriorating,

as we usually see, towards the end of a lease, except in my
own case of Heath Farm, By the plan of re-adjusting the

rent, the tenant would be enabled to tide over bad times. I

see no reason why rents should not be re-adjusted as often as

every three years. The dividends on every other kind of pro-

perty are continually fluctuating, so why not rent, which is the

dividend on money invested in land ? I am not one of those

who wish to see landlords deprived of their just rights, but at

the same time I hold that tenants have equal rights, and I be-

lieve that by some such mode of letting land as I now propose

both parties would be gainers. Under the present system,

when granting a lease, a landlord endeavours to let his land

at the highest rent he can squeeze out of a tenant, from tiie

feeling that, however good times may come hereafter, he will

get no higer dividend out of his laud so long as the lease con-

tinues. He either does this, or he will not give a lease at all,

when, of course, the tenant cannot lay out money on improve-

ments. I therefore maintain that there is urgent need for ex-

tensive alterations in the land laws of Ireland, in order to fi

the population in the soil and promote union and goodw
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araeugst all classes. We liave very striugeut laws agaiust

murder and all other lieiuous olTcuces, uot lliat we expect all

men to commit murder ; so in like manner I say stringent

laws are required to prevent unjust landlords from dealing

harshly with their tenants, though I am thankful to say I be-

lieve they are in a small minority. During my long connection

with Ireland 1 have always been on the best of terms with my
neighbours wherever I have lived, and have many friends

amongst all classes, and shall ever have the cause of tlie op-

pressed tenantry of Ireland at heart.

Mr. MoLLOY : IMr. Trye is not the first who invested capital

in land disadvantageonsly. Had he been farming before he

came to this country, or is he merely atlieorist? TheCiiAiR-
MAJJ : He says he was a young man when he came over. ]Mr.

MoLLOY : Because it makes a great dilference. A young man
going into a farm for the first time thinks he can do wonders

if he scatters money about. Mr. Butler said he thought

Mr. Trye was brought up to farming by his father in England.

Mr. MoLLOY : He began here very small. Mr. Butler : His

father is an dependent gentleman. Jlr. Molloy : Oh, he may
be a born gentleman for all I know, but the misfortune of far-

mers' sons in this country is when they get a little money they

want to be gentlemen instead of working at their business.

Mr. Gree.\£ : Mr. Trye was always engaged in farming.

Mr. RoRERTSON : The condition he put the Heath i'arm

into is a good test of his knowledge as a farmer. I have not

seen the Heath Farm, but from what I have been told by

those who saw it, and from the general report, it is greatly

improved. That stamps Blr. Trye's character as a farmer.

He had a farm in the west, near Athlone, and he was willing

enough to continue, at a fair rent, improving the land and get-

ting a good profit out of it if he was let. He got on with the

other classes of the people sulHciently well, but he could not

get on with the landlords. The landlord made an arrange-

ment with him, but when he found the expense greater than

lie anticipated, Mr. Trye, sooner than go on fighting, gave up

the farm. And if we take the circumstances into account—his

successor in the land was shot, and the next occupier was

obliged to walk about with two policemen to guard him,

whereas Mr. Trye was always safe and found himself in security.

It appears from these circumstances Mr. Trye was a man wlio

could get on if he was allowed to go on.

Mr. MoLLOY : No doubt he could make himself popular.

Mr. Talbot -. Where is the tenant with £3,000 who was goins

to take the Heath Farm ? Mr. Robertson : He is non est

inventus. Mr. Molloy : These are the men who raise the

value of land, for no matter what a man will give for a farm,

another will come in and offer to give more for it ; and it is

really a touchy sort of thing for a landlord when he is offered

double the value not to take the highest bid made to him.

There are very few men, though there are a few, who will not

act on that principle. Mr. Davidson : Perhaps the tenant

with £3,000 is an old man, and that will be sulBcient to carry

him through the rest of the lease. Mr. Robertson : The
statement made was that there was a man with £3,000 who
offered to become tenant at 35s. an acre. Mr. Molloy : I

have known the Heath Farm since I was a child, and I would

be very sorry to give 35s. an acre for it. From my little

knowledge of farming, I would say it is not worth that, for

the soil is naturally sterile.

The Chairman : One part of the paper deserves some ob-

servation, that is, with regard to regulating the rents. Mr.

Trye takes into account seven or three years. I don't see any

difficulty in regulating rents to the benefit of the farmer and

the landlord every year. It could be done by having a regular

registry kept of all sales of corn and produce, and the prices

of buying and selling. It would be easy to get such prices

from the corn buyers, and then get the average struck for the

year. I would also get a registry in Dublin of the market

prices, the prices of cattle by the hundredweight, and it would

be very easy to get that ; then if a fair average was struck

every year the rents could be very easily regulated. Mr.

Butler said that might do for certain farms, but he might

liave a poor farm in the same district with a man who had a

good farm, and it would not be fair to put the same rent on

both on account of the price of produce. The Chairman
said he would take the average number of barrels of corn the

farm would produce, and the average price of the corn into

consideration. Mr. Rattray : The cattle sale-masters would

want to quote the prices of stock more correctly than they do

at present.

IMr. Robertson : If you cuter into a scheme of that kind

yon should offer for the farm in kind—so much corn and so

much meat—and let that be converted into money at the end

of the season. Bnt I think public opinion is in advance of

such a system. What we are coming to is, two separate

estates in a farm. The landlord is entitled to the natural

value of the laud, but the tenant is entitled to the value of

his improvements. If the landlord or his predecessor added

to the letting value of the land he is entitled to that, but be-

yond that any property in the farm is the tenant's, or ought

to be. If there were two estates declared in the farm, the

landlord to be at liberty at any time to sell his, and the tenant

to sell his, there would be no collision between the two, and

it would be a direct inducement to the tenant to cultivate to

the highest pitch of excellence. Because the more he culti-

vates tiie higher price he will get for it if he offers it for sale.

But as long as the law allows a landlord to confiscate the

tenant's interest and impose rackrents, you will never have a

satisfactory arrangement, because while the landlord has these

powers the tenant cannot employ sufficient capital in the soil,

and if he has not the capital himself he cannot borrow a

shilling unless on his own credit. Give him a stake in the

land equal to the landlord's, and he can borrow money on his

own property. This is what keeps capital lying idle, beeause

the farmer has no stake in his farm, but if it were otherwise

capital would flow into the country, and instead of half crops

we would have full crops. Every class in the community

would derive an advantage, because all classes depend on the

cultivator of the soil. There wonld be more produce, and a

larger share of that produce for every other class in the

country. I think the paper derives a great deal of importance

from the fact that Mr. Trye is an Englishman. If he were a

half-mad Irishman or an interloping Scotchman it would not

have half its importance. But Mr. Trye is a straightforward,

independent Englishman, and a great deal of the importance

the paper possesses is to be derived from that fact.

Mr. Davidson : From the paper he has written Mr. Trye

must be a very clever intelligent farmer. With regard to the

statement he makes of his experience in the West I doa't

think he did right in giving up the farm in the way he did.

I think he was too hasty, and if he made drains he ought to

wait a while to see how they would run. But a gentleman of

his temperament did not like to wait awhile and make a new

agreement, but when he was disappointed he threw up at

once. I wonld have waited a little longer and made a strug-

gle. And when IMr. Trye took the Heath Farm he was wrong

in taking it on Mr. Trench's word. No doubt Mr. Trench's

word was badly treated. A few years ago I, in company with

my friend, Mr. Anderson, saw the Heath Farm, and I can en-

dorse Mr. Trye's statement as to his farming, for he is a first-

rate agriculturist. I hope in the future wherever he settles

down he will succeed better than he has here. With regard

to leases, and regulating the rents according to the value of

produce, there is nothing in my opinion like a good long lease,

and then there would be no necessity for a valuation every

seven years. Take for instance the last five years. If cattle

were valued at £5 the hundredweight, as I saw them sold in

Dublin the other day, where would the farmers be ? No, the

most satisfactory things for Irish farmers are good long leases,

very long ones, and these will do something for the benefit of

tenant-farmers. Mr. Robertson : Would you give compen-

sation to a tenant for his improvements? Mr. Davidson :

The Land Act does that. Mr. Rattray : If you have a long

lease does not the Act cut you out altogether ? Mr. Robert-

son : If a tenant at the end of his lease, no matter how long,

improves his land to the extent of 10s. an acre, that 10s. an

acre capitalised is his property. These improvements are

just as visible, just as tangible as any property you could

make. Why should the landlord have power to seize

that property ? That comes to the question, and it has

not been answered on reasonable grounds. Mr. Da-

vidson : If you make an agreement for 40 years — Mr.

Robertson : But you are not a free agent ;
you

are made to act under compulsion. Until you place the con-

tracting parties on an equality before the law—on the same

equal level, for you can't have two parties in opposition—all

the protection you expect from the landlord is of little value.

Mr. Davidson : The landlord is on his own property, and the

other has the choice of refusing. Mr. Robertson : He is

uot a free agent. Where will he go? Mr. Davidson:

Wherever he can get land cheaper. Mr. Robertson : Or
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into the poor-house. And even with a lease, that lease has

to expire some time, Mr, Davidson : What you go for

would be very good if we got it, but when you can't get, and

there is no chance of getting it, I think we ought to try for

what we might be able to get. Mr, Robektson : The recog-

nition of the property we create is what we want. When a

man in business— Mr. Davidson : Aye, but business is not

a thing you can get a lease of. Mr. Robertson : The point

at present is not tenure at all ; the point is the property to

be recognised by law. That is the gist of the question—
whether property, the tenant's as well as the landlord's, is to

be secure. Mr. Davidson : Before you can get what you
want the Constitution must be upset. Mr. Robertson : The
point at issue is not tenure, but to protect property that has

been created by the tenant. Mr. Gray : Has Mr. Trye
created any property for the Duke of Leinster? Mr. Ro-
bertson : It appears he has. Chairman : It would be well

to keep from going into particular cases ; it would be better if

we let this alone. Mr. Davidson : Mr. Trye made a mistake

in not getting Mr. Trench's statement in writing, Mr. Ro-
bertson said when Mr. Trye took the farm it was reduced to

its original condition by former tenants. Mr. Davidson :

The question then is whether Mr. Trye or the tenant who re-

duced the land was the wisest man ? In a general way Mr.
Trye proved himself a good farmer, but whether he looked
after his business at first is a question. He was wrong in

laying out so much money without seeing how he would be
paid back. Mr. Molloy : The mass of farmers you meet, if

they put manure into the land, think they have made a grand
and permanent improvement ; but they never calculate the

crop, often two crops, they take out of it. Tliey say they

paid so much for manure, but they never tell how much they

were remunerated for it. Mr. Robertson : If the tenant

was allowed to sell his interest, what his property was worth
in the market would be a good test of the value of his im-
provements, Mr, Davidson : All we want is a long lease

and liberty to sell. Chairman : The country would soon be
greatly improved under that principle. Mr. MOLLOY : And
it would be the best Tenaut-Right you could possibly have.
Mr. Davidson : And our chance of getting it is small while

we are going for what no man would give us. Mr. Molloy :

If a man comes up and says, " I want nothing but what is

fair," while at the same time he wishes to annihilate the land-

lords as pests of the country, it is too absurd. We all know
there are some bad landlords in the country ; but, thank good-
ness, there are good ones too. Mr. Davidson : We have a
good standard for rent in Griffith's valuation, and if we held
our farms at 15 or 20 per cent, over Griffith's valuation, under
a long lease, and with liberty to sell, farmers would be very
well off. Mr. MoLLOY : The landlord has his vested rights.

Mr. Robertson: We are agreed on that anyhow. Mr.
Davidson's proposition would at all events save arbitration,

valuation, and everything of that sort. Mr. Molloy : From
my knowledge of my countrymen in general, I can say, when
they are spoken to and advised to do what is right with land,

they scratch their heads and say, "Oh, your honour, I'd

sooner have my own way." Mr. Robertson : Are not the
landlords Irislimen P Mr. Molloy : They are. Oh, no, I

really am sorry to say they are not Irishmen. The great mass
of the evU of this country is that the landlords are not resi-

dent in the country. Mr. Robertson : I have been amongst
Irishmen for the last thirty years, and I must say I never
found them unreasonable, nor do I think is there anything un-
reasonable in what they are asking at the present moment.
All the trade and commerce of the country is depending on
the frieze coats, and if you don't allow the frieze coats security

to enable them to extract the full value from the soil, aU trade
and all commerce must languish. Mr. Molloy : He ought to
have power to dispose of his place. Mr. Taylor : Give him
what he creates himself, but give him nothing of the land-
lord's. Mr. Molloy : It is all very well. We look for laws
to regulate this thing and that thing, but we don't mind our
own business. We have no enterprise. Mr. Robertson:
That is the fault of the land system. Mr. Fronde said the
other day that landlords were the curse of the country; I
will quote authorities for you if you go much further.
Mr. Molloy said where Irishmen failed was in
their want of energy. They were always finding
fault with their neighbours, but they did not put
their shoulders to the wheel, or work to a position
like men. Mr. Reeves : It is something singular, then, how

Irishmen succeed better in every country but their own. Else-
where they get a fair field, which they do not get in their own
country. Mr. Robertson said it was a great mistake to libel

the Irish character, for no men would be more industrious if

they had security.

Mr. Davidson : When the Irish go abroad they are first-

rate feUows. We don't hear of the landlords going abroad
further than England. The landlords, generally speaking, set

a bad example of idleness and indolence—they will run to a

hunt or follow the hounds. The middle classes have followed

their example, and the labourers have followed the example of

the middle classes. When the Irishman goes abroad he finds

something else and he follows the good example he sees. Mr,
Taylor : The English and Scotch show a good example. Mr.
Davidson : They have done for themselves. Mr. Taylor :

I concur with you in that sentiment. Mr. Molloy : The
Scotch have brought this part of the country into fertility,

Mr. Reeves : Not the least doubt about that. No men have
done more good here than the Scotch settlers. Mr. Robert-
son : We are all agreed, I believe, if a tenant was allowed to

sell his improvements he would be in the best position he could

be put into. Mr. Taylor : The only difficulty is to fix what
these improvements are. Mr. Molloy : And it will always

remain a difficulty. Mr. Davidson : It is very easy to find

what improvements are made. Anything the landlord has not

done is the tenant's. Mr. Taylor : The circumstances of the

times raise the value of land. Mr. Davidson : Well, 20 per

cent, over Griffith's valuation in the rent ought to be enough
for the landlord's portion. Mr. Taylor: That must be

governed by circumstances. An arbitrary figure like that

would be absurd. Mr. Talbot : Mr. Davidson is alluding

only to the present time. Mr. Davidson : Yes, to the pre-

sent time. Why not allow the tenant for his labour and in-

terest in the soil ?

Mr. Robertson : The common sentiment in landlords

against paying Tenant-Right is, that it takes away an immense
capital from the land, and prevents them letting farms to ad-

vantage. But I believe it would be much more economical

for the tenant to pay for improvements if he gets improve-

ments, than to come in without paying anything and get the

land in that state that he must wait for years to get any re-

turn for his capital. I would prefer giving £1,000 to get a

farm in good condition, than to go in without paying anything

and get it in poor condition. Mr. Taylor : No doubt about

it. It is an old argument that has been used—it is much
better to give something in the beginning and get the land in

good condition. Mr. Greene : I think if a man has capital

it is much better he should get land in good condition and pay
for it it in that state, than to spend the money and wait for

any return.

The Chairman : The landlords work on the same principle

in Scotland with regard to hypothec. At the time it was
brought in it was for the benefit of the landlords. It was
with a view to enable the landlord to take a poor tenant, be-

cause he could not get a tenant with capital. The landlord

then secured himself with hypothec, because as the law was
even a poor tenant could jog along and work as best he could,

and the landlord was always secured, for he could follow any
property the tenant might have, and sell it for his rent. For
that reason, as there was no capital in the country, they

adopted the hypothec law. But now they had capital in the

country, they had farmers with capital, and it was not iair to

the community to prevent men with capital coming in and lay-

ing out their capital in the shape of improvements when they are

wUling to lay it out. No doubt they will benefit the country,

they will benefit tenants and landlords in the end.

Mr. Taylor : One of the great drawbacks is a mau taking

a farm without capital to work it. Mr. Molloy knew a case

where a man sunk a fortune in making improvements in a

farm near Athy, but ultimately the children of that man were

worn out for want of capital. They went into a couple of

years' arrears, and all the money went into the landlord's

pockets. It was very foolish of Mr. Trye to lay out so much
money in drains. Mr. Talbot said there could be no better

paying investment than laying out money in the drainage of

land. Mr. Taylor : It is a great mistake in the Land Act

not to allow for drains, for drainage is a permanent improve-

ment. But the Land Act says after 20 years a man is virtu-

ally repaid for drainage and allows nothing after 20 years.

Mr. Robertson : Drainage is the foundation of all improve-

ments. Mr. Davidson; For the last 100 years the great
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cause of no improvements being made was the indolence of | that, but they would not believe it. Twenty-five years ago I

the landlords. If the landlords drained the land 40 years ago I heard them told it.

the rent would be raised 6 per cent. now. They were told | A vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Trye for his paper.

HOP PROSPECTS.
Maidstone and Neighboursooi), June 19 : The

recent rains have considerably improved the bine ; there

are still some vermin, but generally speaking there has
not been an increase.

—

Aylesford : The bine is slack,

in some places a slight decrease of fly is reported.

—

BouGHTON MoNCHELSEA : Some of the hops in this neigh-

bourhood are going on splendidly ; there is not a sufficient

quantity of vermin to do any damage.

—

Boxxey : The bine is

healthy but backward ; there is a large quantity of vermin.

—

Brenciilet : We have some very good bine, some slack but
growing ; but there is not much fly.

—

Chart Sutton : The
bine is uneven ; there is an increase of vermin.

—

East Far-
lEiGH : There is a great deal of slack bine, and we also have

some vermin.

—

Harrietshaji : The bine is growing but it is

uneven ; fly has decreased in some places, but they are still

plentiful.—HoLLiNGBOURNE : Bine healthy; large quantity

of fly. HuNTON : The bine is very slack, and vermin are in

existence.

—

Leeds : There is not much fly in some places, but

a great deal in other grounds ; the bine is uneven.

—

Linton :

The bine is looking well, and there is not a large quantity of

fly.

—

Loose : The bine is looking healthy, and vermin do not

exist in very large numbers.

—

Nettlestead : The bine is un-

even; vermin are not very numerous.

—

Siaplehurst: The
bine is rather slack, reports state that in some grounds the

process of washing has been going on this week.

—

West Far-
LEIGH : The bine is moderately good, only a small quantity of

fly.—WoRMSHiLL : The bine is very slack ; a large quantity

of vermin.—

Y

aiding: The showers of rain have greatly

improved the bine ; there is not much fly.

—

Horsmon-
DEN : A great improvement can be seen in the bine

and generally it looks very healthy, fly can be found in

most grounds, but not sufiicient to cause alarm. We have
had some fine showers, and rather warmer nights.

—

Staple-
hurst : The hops are growing rapidly on the best grounds,
altliough the poorer soils but slowly. Fly has not increased

and is not very thick except on a few plantations ; a continu-

ance of warm weather is very desirable.

—

Ewhurst and
BoDiAM : Since my last report we have been favoured with
some nice growing showers. The bine in most places cannot
be doing much better ; increase oi fly; some lice are to be found,

but not in sufficient quantities to cause alarm.— Sand-
hurst : The bine grows well generally speaking, but there are

many weak hills wliich do not come on, and which as the

season advances becomes more apparent ; we have both fly and
lice, and they are on the increase.

—

Ravkhurst : Under a
more genial temperature during the past week, accompanied
with smart showers, our hop bine has made considerable pro-

gress, especially in the best grounds.

—

Salehurst and
MouNTFiEDD : The hop plantations are looking something
better since the change in the weather, and grow more freely,

but some gardens are very backward and the bine weak, but
not much vermin in many of the gardens at present;
upon the whole there is improvement.

—

Buxted :

A great improvement has appeared in our grounds
during the past week ; there is not so much fly,

and the bine is now growing rapidly. Prospects of a crop
are vastly better tlian they were a montli ago.

—

Wadhurst :

The late warm rains have done us much good. The plant is

looking very well, only needing warmer nights to make a
thorough good start. A few fly are to be seen in places.—
Headcorn : The hop bine has grown considerably the last

few days, having been helped by the genial showers of the past

week, and there is not quite so much fly.

—

Peasmarsh : Our
hops are nearly free from vermin and growing fast.

—

Rye
aud its Neighbourhood: The hops continue to progress

favourably, although a slight increase of fly is observable in

some plantations.

—

Northiam : The bine continues to grow
fast, and looks healthy; not much vermin.—Speldhurst :

Great improvement since our last report, now doing well.—
Penshurst : The biae is growing well, but has a general

attack of fly and lice increasing.

—

Whatlington : The hop
plant is making good progress at present, and we have less

fly ; but we are not out of danger, as a late blight may yet set

in.

—

Pembury: The late rains and warm weatherhas made^a

great change in our hops, they are in general looking very

well indeed ; no great amount of vermin.

—

^^Sedles-

COJIBE.—Our hops improve very fast ; the bine is toler-

ably clean : indeed, were not the plant rather back-

ward, our prospects would be as hopeful as last year.—TiCE-

HURST : The bine is progressing and looks healthy, the warm
showers wliich fell during the last few days have improved the

bine wonderfully in some places ; a few hot days and nights

will greatly alter the appearance of the bine.

—

Westerham
and THE Vale of Holmesdale : At our market to-day

farmers say there is a gradual increase of fly and deposit and

most complain of the backward state of the bine. In well

cultivated grounds it is making fair progress, but where the

midsummer shoot is out it is covered with fly. Some are

washing, but witli doubtful results.

—

Borough Green : The
nice rain this morning wiU no doubt be beneficial to the hop

grounds. Some of the bine is very backward ; we think will

not repjh the top of the poles this season. More fly than we
care to see.

—

Oteord : We regret to report a great increase of

fly during the past week.

—

Asuford : In this neighbourhood

the hop plantations are almost, without exception, looking very

well, and the bine grows rapidly under the stimulus of

warm temperature and rains. Fly is, however, about.

—Branbrook : The weather for some days during

the week just passed has been of a very growing nature, and

a manifest improvement is observable in the hop grounds

which are now being clothed with verdure. The bine has

gone upwards towards the summit of the poles with an

alacrity which warm weather can only incite. Fly is still

abundant, and the insects true to their nature are reproducing

their species in the shape of lice with extraordinary fecundity.

Already two or three generations of these " youthful war-

ment" may be discovered on the leaves, and as they too seem

endowed with the powers of procreation we may expect soon

to find an army in existence which may do much injury to the

plant. Hot scorching weather and a free electrical discharge

might perhaps settle their hash, and as the season will now

arrive when such atmospheric influences may prevail, we

will not as yet abandon hope. The lateral shoots are be-

ginning to make a move, and if they can shake off all fra-

ternity with the vermin all may yet be well. At present,

however, appearances are not very auspicious, for if we are

thrown into a blight late in June, the chances are that we

shall not emerge thereirom in time to produce a remunerative

yield.

—

Quakers Place : The gardens in these crack grounds

are in first possible condition ; the bine healthy, and throwing

out strong laterals ; very little fly. Blackball bine somewhat

plattj, but healthy. — Underriver : Bine platty ; some

grounds tolerably clean, while others show as good a crop of

luxuriant thistles as can be found. A little fly. Seal, Fuller-

street, and Stone Pitts very promising.—Tenterden : The

refreshing showers and the warm weather has had a decided

effect upon the bine, which in good grounds grow fast, and

could not possibly look healthier—some few fly remain, but

the bine is too strong for them to materially interfere with

the plant.—BuRWASH : The bine during the last few days has

made good progress ; there is some fly in most gardens, but

not sufficient to cause alarm, and there being a good sprink-

ling of lady-birds, which are very active after Ibe insects

;

should this favourable weather continue we have hopes a good

crop will be the result.

—

Rotherfield : Our hops are im-

proving very fast, the bine is looking very healthy and strong,

and in some gardens has nearly reached the tops of the poles.

—Sussex Express.

HERErORDSHIKE AND WORCESTERSHIRE.
We have much pleasure in furnishing our readers with the

following interesting reports relative to the present stages of

hop growth in the district for this season, and shall continue

week by week to give them the best and most reliable informa-
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tion iu our power from most experieuccd correspondents :

—

IIekei ORU ; Last week we liad some fly, but then the old adage

is
" No fly, no liops." This week the bine is much cleaner,

and never did the wire grow faster and more vigorously. At

present the prospect is most pleasant. Another correspondent

says: The bine has not presented a more luxurious and regular

appearance for several years past. A few fly appear on the

outside of some yards, but with sunny days aud warm nights,

they will soon disappear.

—

Biakemore : The hops liere are

doing well.

—

Buueniiam : The plantations in this district are

doing as well as could be wished. Very little blight.

—

Brom-
yard : The hops near here are looking very well, clear from fly,

very green, and the bine is growing vigorously.

—

Holmer :

Our bines are doing well. We had a little blight last week,

but nothing to hurt. It is now disappearing rapidly, aud if

the blue progresses favourably, we shall grow a good crop.

—

Holme Lacey : The hops in this neighbourhood are looking

very promising, are growing fast, aud very clean.

—

Ledbury :

TJiR hops iu this district arc looking very fair. There is,

however, a little fly, and the leaves are aliglitly yellow from
the present cold nights. The wires are a little backward.

—

Harden : The forcing weather of the last few days has caused
tiie bine to grow more freely ; but we have a sprinkling of
aphis and plant-lice, and symptoms of honey-dew in sheltered

situations.

—

Stoke Lacey : The hops in this neighbourhood
are generally looking pretty well this year. They are tole-

rably free from fly, and are very kind and growing.

—

Worces-
ter : Mr. Edwin Leonard reports : Up to the end of last week
the prospects of the hop plantations were most promising.

There is now an attack of fly in all the grounds, but not
enough to cause much alarm for the future prospect of the
crop. The growth of the plant has been most rapid during
the last few days, and the colour is very good. The bine is

about three parts of the way up the poles, and in a few places

it has quite reached the top.

—

Hereford Times.

AGRICULTUEAL
CORK.—[oRn;ii\'AL.]

REPORTS.

The excessive aud almost continual rains of winter and

spring have been succeeded by a rather dry and, up to the 8th

of the present month, a somewhat cold summer, which has

checked vegetation very materially on most soils ; but in an

especially marked degree on land badly worked and insuf-

ficiently manured. Within the past week a few refreshing

showers have fallen, and, although they have been but light

and of short duration, pastures and spring corn have been

noticeably benefited. To-day, with the mercury considerably

lower than it has been for some weeks, swallows skimming on

the very surface of the earth, and as, above all, frequent

showers, each with heavier drops and of longer continuance

than its predecessor, follow, it is fondly to be hoped that the

windows of lieaven have been at last opened, and that the

heart of the agriculturist will be gladdened with an abundant

and refreshing fall of rain. Since the very commencement of

the season there has been no ditticulty in preparing the land

for green crops, and both mangolds and swedes were got in

with the soil in splendid condition. Mangolds, for the most

part, made a capital hit, starting in fairly-prepared land, with-

out a miss in the entire length of the drill worth noticing.

The deliciously soft falling showers we have so recently been

favoured with have brought the roots on beautifully to the

hoe, and many fields are now in process of being thinned.

Swedes have had much to contend with, and are by no means
forward in any part of the county. May-sown swedes were

eaten over by tlie fly the moment they appeared, and large

breadths must be re-sown. June-sowings are invariably up,

and remarkably healthy-looking, so that the backward farmer

has much the advantage of his more pushing neighbour. In-

deed, with such a benign climate as that of the county of Cork,

it is questionable whether there is any advantage in sowing

swedes much before the 1st of June, as the later sowings,

having the advantage of a soil thoroughly warmed by solar

heat, start away quickly, liave fewer enemies, aud invariably

keep better than those sown in May on the same field.

Turnip-sowing commands absorbing attention just at present,

everyone being busy in every district. Potatoes never came
better—scarcely a single set appearing to have failed in any

field ; and, taken as a whole, the crop up to the present cer-

tainly looks remarkably well. All the cultural operations in

connection with this crop are now finished, and the haulms

are strong and vigorous, completely covering the surface. To
the south and west of the county, and more particularly near

the seaside, potatoes are very forward, and during the past

week small quantities have been dug, and sent to market.

Much anxiety is felt regarding this crop, as the season is ap-

proaching when the disease begins to show itself, and should

it unfortunately do so, the loss of the crop will tell very se-

verely on a very large section of the farmers of this county.

Corn of all kinds is backward, and it is now pretty certain

that the harvest will be late and the crop light, whatever may
be the weather. The unfavourable appearance of wheat and
oats particularly is mainly to be attributed to the continual

saturation of the soil during the whole of the winter and
spring, rendering it next to impossible to commit seed ti> he

ground in good condition. Much of the land was too wet
when worked, and, becoming caked on the surface by subse-

quent rains, the plants came away feebly, and, maintaining but

a struggling existence, were wholly unable to tiller, and even
now, drawing to the end of June, many fields are as badly

covered as in ordinary years they would be in April. Barley,

being later, the seed-bed was prepared in better weather, and
this is decidedly the best-looking of all the corn crops, it hav-
ing only had the cold weather of May to contend against.

Hay will be later than usual, and the crop but moderate, on
account of so much cold and dry weather. A light crop of
hay does not necessarily imply a high price for the article, as

from the high price of cattle many farmers are unable to put
stock on their land, and have therefore no resource but let

it run on for hay, flooding the markets with it all through the

autumn and early winter. The cool weather has been greatly

in favour of dairy business, and good qualities have been easily

made, witii ordinary attention to cleanliness in the dairy, and
iu the preparation of the butter for the market. The differ-

ence in the quantity of salt now used in comparison with past

years is really remarkable, four pints only being used this sea-

son instead of six. This, combined with the rigorous enforce-

ment of the rules laid down by the committee of merchants
that every firkin shall be clean and merchantable, cannot but
place Cork butter in a very high position when forwarded to

London and oiher English markets. Indeed, it may very fairly

be assumed that a firkin of Cork butter containing 701bs. net,

and prepared for exportation with four pints of salt and three-

quarters of a pound of crushed lump sugar, need never go
a-begging for a purchaser, and that it will be pronounced ex-

cellent or A 1 by the consumer, whatever his station in life, or

however hard to please. In the early part of the year milch
cows made enormous prices, very plain cattle miking easily

from 20 to 24 guineas, aud half and three-quarters-bred

Shorthorns, if at all young, and in fairish condition, from
25 to 30 guineas. These prices have given a wonderful

impetus to stock-breeding, and every calf seems to have
been reared that had the least appearance of being

worth the trouble. Trom SOs. to 50s. is the price

asked for a calf a few days old, of either sex, and even at

these prices, such is the anxiety to get calves to rear, it is

reckoned a compliment to get one from a good stock. Good
yearlings have made capital prices, and it is extremely pro-

bable that the highest point will not have been reached till at

least the first or second week in July. Well-grown animals

of good blood make from £11 to 13 guineas, and it is but a

poor little yearling indeed that falls below £8. Beef has been

unusually scarce for the last six weeks, and has made 90s. a

cwt. easily, in some cases even over that. At these rates,

and with the extreme difliculty they find in procuring beef,

butchers at present do not eflect a large trade, contenting

themselves with merely keeping on their best customers.

Mutton has never been so scarce as beef, and in consequence

has njt at any time during the season reached extreme rates.

L« nbs are supposed to be dear, but as little business has as

; been done iu store lambs, it is scarcely possible tq
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quote prices. The severity of the season told hea-

vily on the ewes, loweriiif^' couditiou aud drying the

milk so that lambs are uot nearly so forward
as they were this time last year. Fleeces are lighter tliau

usual iu every district—a fact wliich i)oiiits unmistakably to

severe hardship endured throughout the winter and spring.

Those who clipped early were the best off (providing they

could shut their eyes to the cruelty of the act), as the price of

wool has receded very considerably since tiie opening of the

season. At present an equal mixture of ewe aud hogg is

barely worth Is. Ojd., and not much auiiuatiou in the trade.

Horses are in wonderful demand, and bring paying prices at

an age when not more than two years ago they could not be

converted into cash, unless given away at a merely nominal
sura. Farmers are turning their attention latterly more to the

breeding of cart-horses than to the weedy half-breds which
were so much in vogue for many years, and begin to find that

it is their interest to do so. The pure Scotch aud English

stallions which have been imported are noticeably im-
proving the farmers' horses in bulk and stamina, and in a

very feW years it is very probable that a pure type

of tiie Clydesdale and Suffolk will be bred by the

Irish farmer. Should tlie extraordinary demand continue,

horses are likely to pay quite as well, if uot better than any
otiicr description of stock. That the demand will continue

tlierc can scarcely be a doubt, as they are seut out of the

country as fast as they can be bred. The local cattle dealers

have turned their attention to horses; and, whenever it is

known there is a young horse for sale, the farm is visited, and
the animal purchased and forwarded to Bristol. Every thing iu

the sliape of horse-flesh seems to sell. Two-year-olds are

purchased quite as eagerly as three and four-year-old, animals

of this age, bred by the small farming class, making from £22
to £30. Strong Clydesdale colts that have been well kept

from birth have made at two-year's-old from £35 to £50, prices

that have opened the eyes of many farmers of the good old

free aud easy style, aud taught a highly useful lesson regard-

ing the value of the right kind of blood, and the necessity for

liberal treatment through every stage of growth and at every

season of the year.

REVIEW OF THE CORN T P A D E
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

The month of June opened with something- of the

roughness that has so long characterised the present

season
J and all expectation of steady high summer wea-

ther seemed banished from every iniud ; but Whitsuntide

brought indications of a change, and by the third week

the real summer commenced with every prospect of its

lasting. Heavy rains, however, fell just as haymaking
commenced and the wheat was coming into ear, and
after what we have experienced it will not do to be too

confident, as " we are not yet out of the wood." The
lateness may now be lessened, and the quality of the

crops turn out fine, but we do not hear much in their

praise as to probable plenty, and as we are short iu stock

both in country aud town, many changes may yet happen
before the last sheaf is gathered. Our rates for the little

fine English that has appeared have been steady through

the month, but the forced up prices of tine American
and Russian sorts with which the month commenced have

been reduced 2s. to 3s., and the late heavy arrivals on the

back of the finest weather have kept the tendency down-
ward, though millers are known to ruu very short, and
for some time have been buying from hand to mouth.

Our position is certainly a peculiar one, our exports nearly

equalling our English receipts in London—say,

16,205 qrs., against 17,339 qrs., while many
cargoes of Californian and Spanish have been

diverted from our coast to supply Belgium, Holland, and
even Hamburg, where supplies have failed, and prices

have gone beyond ours. Almost the same state of things

exists in Dantzic, where there is a demand for the inferior.

Odessa gives similar reports, and Hungaiy, which we
were used to fall back upon, presents the strange scene of

large growers being buyers for delivery on the faith that

the crops will turn out badly. Spain and Portugal do

not make up for these failures, though contributing some-

thing, and only America shows the lap of bounty to our

pressing need. Monetary ditiiculties aud sudden heavy

arrivals from the Lakes have for the present lowered rates

at New York ; but a reaction may soon follow, and the

2s. decline be recovered. Iu Frauce, to which country

we were once looking, prices have recently advanced

about 3s. per qr., her exports having already been too

free, and receut storms and floods have done some damage,

as in the south the blooming time had commenced. The

future of Germany looks well, but is late ; Russia has

had some districts damaged by drought ; Italy and

Algeria, already beginning their harvest, do not expect

beyond ordinary gatherings ; Spain is promising, and so

is California, with shipments still being freely made ; but

the wants of Europe and England are still large. The
prospects therefore of a rise or fall seem more in favour

of the former. The following rates were recently paid at

the several places named : White wheat in Paris COs.,

red G7s. 6d., white at Bordeaux 62s., Ghirka at Mar-
seille, 643., Californian in Belgium 64s., red 63s.. high-

mixed at Dantzic (cost, freight, and insurance) 72s., red

at Rostock 64s. (cost, freight, and insurance), wheat at

Cologne 63s. (free on board), at Berlin 61s., at Yalladolid

(in Spain) 44s., at San Francisco 58s. 6d. per 5001b9.

(cost, freight, and insurance), at Valparaiso 57s. 6d. (cost,

freight, and insurance), red at New York 1 dollar 60
cents per 601bs., 49s. 6d. per 4801bs. (free on board).

Monday, June 2nd, being a holiday, we commence the

month with the first Wednesday. That day opened with

moderate arrivals of English-grown wheat and good sup-

plies of foreign. The samples exhibited ou the Essex

aud Kentish stands were moderate in number, and but

poor in quality. Trade, therefore, was slow, though
prices remained nominally unchanged, and everything

prime was readily disposed of. The foreign business was
limited, a holiday feeling still prevailing, but all fine qua-

lities were held at the rates of the previous Monday week,

cargoes afloat being! n calm. Whitsuntide seemed but

little to affect the country trade, but few samples appear-

ing at market, and quite former rates being maintained
;

indeed, in some instances. Is. per qr. more was paid, as

at Barnsley, Louth, Leeds, Stockton, &c. Liverpool

was also Id. per cental dearer on the Tuesday, but this

advance was subsequently lost. No change was noted in

prices at Glasgow, but at Edinburgh there was a rise of

Is. There was no alteration in Irish wheat at Dublin, but

foreign ex ship required some concession on the part of

holders.

On the second Monday the English supply of wheat
was limited, aud the foreign plentiful. But few fresh

samples appeared on the Essex and Kentish stands, and
these of indifferent quality, which went off very slowly at

the previous rates, though the scarcity of fine still kept

up its value. The foreign trade was unusually heavy,

and the arrivals consisting mostly of Russian red, which
had previously been forced up by scarcity, such were
Is. to 2s. per qr. lower; and this was also the case with

spring American and secondary sorts of white Californian

with only moderate arrivals off the coast, the previous

rates were fully supported. Though the weather con-

tinued fine, and the London advices were discouraging,

but little difference of value was noted this week in the

country. Some, indeed, reported slow sales and a down-
ward tendency, but these were fully balanced by upward
movements at Sheffield and Barnsley, where rates were

reported 6d. to Is. 6d. beyond the previous week. Liver-

pool lost 2d. to 3d. per cental du ring the week. Fine
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wheat maintained its value at Edinburgh, but inferior was

Is, per qr. lower. Glasgow reported a decline of 6d. to

Is! per qr. Native Wheat at Dublin was dull, and foreign

6d. to Is. per qr. lower.

On the third Monday there was but a limited supply of

English wheat, but increased arrivals of foreign, half

being from Cronstadt and Petersbm'g, and the other half

from America and Australia. The show on the Essex

and Kentish stands was again limited and of poor quality,

and it was only picked lots that moved off freely at the

previous currency. With the weather still fine and un-

usually heavy arrivals at New York, American sorts

gave way ex-ship Is. per qr., and so did secondary quali-

ties of white from Australia, but parcels in granary were

held at unaltered values. There was a good demand for

floating cargoes from the Continent, and Californian sorts

went off freely at quite as much money. Though the

weather was warm through the week, with some storms,

and much rain in certain localities, the country trade

scarcely exhibited any change of values ; but Liverpool

was 2d. per cental lower on Tuesday, with a further de-

cline of id. on Friday for red qualities, and Glasgow and

Edinburgh were down 6d. to Is, per qr. With no Irish

wheat on show at Dublin, foreign was dull at rather less

money.
On the fourth Monday the English supplies were mode-

rate, but there was plenty of foreign. The show of

fresh samples on the Essex and Kentish stands was short,

condition fair, quality mostly inferior. The few lots of

fine were sold at previous rates, those that were ordinary

were neglected. The foreign trade was influenced by the

extreme fineness of the weather, and the large arrivals,

chiefiy from America, which constituted two-thirds of the

whole ; 80 that low red qualities from New York were

dull, and rather cheaper to sell, but there was a good de-

mand for Australian white at full prices, and the best red,

though a slow sale, was not offered at less money.

The arrivals Jfor four weeks into London were 17,539

qrs. English, 36,280 qrs. foreign; against 19,232 qrs.

English, 59,351 qrs. foreign for the same time last year.

The London exports were 16,205 qrs. wheat, 736 cwts.

flour. The imports into the kingdom for four weeks

ending 14th June were 2,906,638 cwts. wheat, 437,688

cwts. fiour; against 1,892,476 cwts, wheat, 188,729

cwts, fiour in 1872, The general averages opened at 56s,

lOd. per qr. and closed at 58s, 4d, Those of London
commenced at 54s, lOd, and ended at 56s. 8d. The
London averages have, however, ceased to be a criterion

of the state of trade, since heavily sprouted Scotch

samples have been permitted to figure as part of the re-

turns.

The fiour trade has been very steady through the

month, neither the top price of town-made nor country

households having been altei'ed, and good American barrels

have been firm, being in small compass, and only recently

arrived, but low Norfolks, partly made of sprouted and

inferior foreign wheat, have all along been very dull, and

of uncertain value. Town-made has remained at 54s.

per sack, country best marks at 43s., and barrels of fine

quality about 32s, to 33s. per barrel. The imports into

London for four weeks were 74,425 sacks English, 15,147

sacks 52,315 barrels foreign; against 78.969 sacks Eng-
lish, 10,094 sacks 3,004 barrels foreign for the same time

last year.

The supplies of maize for the first three weeks were
liberal, but fell off on the fourth Monday. This grain has

been long depressed, but for the last week there have been

symptoms of improvement, and when its relative cheap-

ness is compared with all other spring corn the marvel is

that the demand has been so small, and we expect its

value will soon be more appreciated. Fine white has
recently been selling at 30$., and good yellow, both round

and flat, at 29s. ; fresh mixed American was worth about

the same. The imports into London for four weeks were
49,243 qrs., against 64,274 qrs. for the same time in

1872.

Though the malting season has long been over, some
maltsters have continued to steep small quantities of

barley, and the arrivals of English have been so limited that

prices have been forced up 2s., and the foreign arrivals were

lighttillthelast week, and then only moderate. So the lower

qualities have participated in the rise till fresh 521bs. quality

hasbecome worth 36s., andgrinding sorts 27s. to 30s, Stocks

both here and abroad seem so nearly cleared out that we
anticipate but little decline before the new is harvested.

The imports into London for four weeks were 1,344 qrs.

English and 25,553 qrs, foreign, against 707 qrs. English

and 40,729 qrs. foreign for the same time last year.

IMalt has been steady thi'ough the month, and fine

closed Is. dearer.

The supplies of English oats have been very scanty.

Of Scotch and Irish samples there have been none, and
the foreign arrivals have so fallen off and the demand
both on town and for the country, that through the

month a rise of 3s. per qr. has taken place on inferior

qualities, and of 4s, on fine, which have become so scarce

as to exceed ordinary market rates, Russian sorts have

advanced to 24s, for common qualities, and the best

Petersburg, weighing 401bs, to 421bs., bring 32s, to 33s,,

other sorts being in proportion. Dealers have been quite

puzzled how to act, being so deceived as to the supplies

which they thought would continue abundant as soon as

the Baltic and Archangel were clear of ice. Some large

purchases were lately mads on contract at 30s. 9d. to 21s.,

which will now handsomely pay the importers. This

grain has generally advanced also on the Continent;

but lately prospects have become more favourable in

France, and the late rise there is only barely supported.

The London imports for four weeks were 1,422 qrs.

English, 157,327 qrs. foreign, against 1,048 qrs. English,

170,552 qrs, foreign for the same time last year. It is

to be noted that hitherto the granaries, which were at

one time overcharged, have helped the foreign deficiency,

but they are now getting cleared out, and we must wait

to see whether the late high prices and extremely fine

weather will bring more from Sweden and the Baltic.

The value of beans has also been enhanced about 23.

per qr. during the month, from the very short supplies

,

and the demand in consequence of the late cold weather,

but we expect attention will soon be turned more to

Indian corn. Egyptian sorts of good quality have been

worth 38s. to 39s., Mazagans about the same, harrows

to 44s. The arrivals hitherto have been light at Alex-

andria, but present rates may draw supplies thence. The
London imports for four weeks were, in English qualities,

1,977 qrs,, foreign 1,300 qrs., against 1,603 qrs. English,

6,164 qrs. foreign in 1872.

Peas of English growth have scarcely appeared, but

there have been fair arrivals of white from abroad, prices

generally having improved Is. per qr. The native sup-

plies were only 149 qrs., the foreign 3,525 qrs., against

917 qrs. English, 16,180 qrs. foreign for the same
period in 1872

The value of linseed, with short supplies and stocks,

has been fully maintained. Supplies 16,630 qrs., against

6,002 qrs, in 1872,

In cloverseed scarcely anything has been passing,

the little stock on hand consisting of red foreign,

held at nominally the same prices as quoted in

spring.
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IMPORTANT TO FLOCKMASTERS.
THOMAS BI!&G, Agvicnlfcural and Veterinary

Chemist, by Appointment to his late Royal Highness
The Prince Consort, K.G., Leicester House, Great Dover
Street, Borough, London, begs to call the attention of
Fai-mers and Graziers to his valuable SHEEP and LAMB
DIPPING COMPOSITION, which requires no BoiUng, and
may be used vnth Warm or Cold Water, for effectually
destroying the Tick, Lice, and all other insects injm-ious to
the Flock, preventing the alarmmg attacks of Fly and Shab,
and cleansing and pui-ifying the Skin, thereby greatly im-
proving the Wool, both in quantity and quaUty, and highly
Contributing to the general health of the animal.
Prepared only by Thomas Bigg, Chemist, ,&c., at his Manu-

factory as above, and sold as toUows, although any other
quantity may be had, if required :—

1 lb. for 20 sheep, price, jar included £0
61b.
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I

PLATE

SHORTHORN COW AND CALF.

FROM THE HEED OF THE LATE ME. KERSEY COOPER,

The death of Mr. Cooper has oocurred since this sketch

was taken, as, in fact, only a few months since. No man

was more known or respected in the Eastern Counties as

a liberal agent and a good farmer. Mr. Cooper was,

further, a very pleasant companion, a bit of a sportsman, and

a ^ood judge of a horse, in which capacity he was often

called on to act. He had latterly gone in for Shorthorns

and established a small herd, a bull from which, bred by

Mr. Beever at Pencraig, and called Hogarth, \«as very suc-

cessful in the show-ring. Mr. Cooper also had purchased

some things from Lady Pigot ; his attempt to " Rarefy " a

Polled bull having thoroughly disgusted him with that sort.

PLATE II.

AN UNDER-CURRENT.

Surely nothing could be more in season than this way-

side drinking fountain. There is a very coolness in the

ripple of the mountain stream, while the old mare and

Ponto plunge their heads in, muzzle deep, in the full

enjoyment of a good long draught. In this hot weather

Old S«rii».]

it makes one thirsty to look at them ; though the sports-

man does dally a little over the dash of Glenlivat, with

which he will " insure" his own taste from Maggie's

pitcher. A man so circumstanced should, as Barry Corn-

wall has it, be in " the best of all good company."

G Vol. LXXIV.—No. 2.
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THE TENANT-RIGHT BILL.
On the first Wednesday in July there was, for a Wednes-

day, a very good House, the Commons drawing together with

the object of discussing one especial subject and nothing

more. Thus, with a very good grace, Mr. W. Fowler

gave way witli his Estates Settlements Bill ; while the

members ran away so soon as Mr. Newdegate began to

talk about monasteries and convents. In the interim

there should have been, as everybody evidently expected,

a most interesting and a most desirable debate over the

English Tenant-Right Bill ; as there was from all sides a

very general expression of disappointment at this not

being proceeded with. ilr. Bruce, on the part of the

Government, considered that a more useful subject had

seldom been set down for a Wednesday , Mr. Parker,

for Scotland, said, although the Bill did not extend

so far, it was regarded there with great interest by the

agricultural constituencies; and Mr. Wren Hoskyns
regarded its withdrawal as " one of the greatest calamities

of the session."

In this case it may be well to show how the Bill came to

be withdrawn. On the Monday evening only Mr. Fowler

intimated to Mr. James Howard that he would give way,

there being up to that time little promise of the Tenant-

Right Bill coming on for a fair hearing, with another so

importanta measure in the way ; while on the Tuesday Mr.
Howard, finding himself too unwell to come up, wrote to

Mr. Sevvell Read to that eff'ect. It thus happened that with

only a few hours' notice Mr. Read saw himself virtually

in charge of the measure, without the opportunity of ever

conferring with Mr. Howard, whose property the BiU
more directly was, as to the line to be taken—how far

they might venture to give way there, or how firmly they

should make a stand here. Of course, at the

first glance, everybody was not only ready, but

anxious to admit that Mr. Sewell Read was quite

strong enough for the place ; and had he determined to

go on he would not merely have met with every en-

couragement, but, as we shall venture to say further,

have ably discharged the duty entrusted to him. The
situation, however, was one of peculiar delicacy. On
Mr. Read's own side of the House there was an evident

desire to damn with faint praise ; and the actual sup-

porters of the bill in its entirety had none more to fear

than these Batiaos et donaferentes. Moreover, it was
manifestly Mr. Howard's mission to open, and that

of Mr. Read to reply to attacks of Lord Elcho and

others, who had intimated that they should do their

worst. Nevertheless the result, or no result so far, is

by no means dispiriting, for there was a healthy tone

about the House which augurs well for something being

done, sooner or later, and the lost opportunity of Wed-
nesday should never discourage Messrs. Howard and
Read from seeking for another. There is something, in

fact, very significant in the amended course of aC'

tion just taken by Lord Elcho himself. Thus, instead

of being so eager to move as he was at first that
" the Bill be read this day six months," his lordship now
proposes to substitute the following :

" On second reading

of Landlord and Tenant Bill, to move, That this House,
while ready to consider any weU-devised measure which,

in the absense of any lease or agreement, purposes to give

reasonable security to the capital of the tenant invested in

the land and due protection to the property of the land-

lord, is not prepared to prohibit freedom of contract in

England between landlord and tenant." Palpably this is

far the more dangerous movement of the two, as in such

a House as that of Wednesday last any proposal to at

once swamp the bill would never have been carried

;

though the more subtle attempt to cut its heart out would

have, no question, caught up lots of votes from amongst

the country gentlemen.

The chief cause for regret at the debate not being

proceeded with is that the opinion of the House was not

probed previous to the dissolution, or, as Mr. Pell put it

the other way, " what would have been said in the com'se

of the discussion would have had greater reference to the

next general election than to the actual merits of the

question." Not " greater," but let us say equal refer-

ence to the next election. And why not ? If the

Tenant-Right principle is ever to be carried out, the

sooner the farmer is able to distinguish his friends from

his foes, the better for him and his cause. The deduction

which we draw from the incidental conversation of

Wednesday is that this cause is growing fast, and that,

with a little wholesome pressure, the tenant-farmer may,
perhaps sooner than he expects, be placed in that position

which he has a right to occupy. There are more and more
people day after day ready to go with him ; while at elec-

tion time he must make his mark against the small land-

lords and others, who are always ready to say so much
and do so little in such places as Salisbury Square or

famed Nottingham-^/^zVe.

THE AGRICULTURE OF PERSIA.
The appearance amongst us of the Shah of Persia is likely

to prove the great event of the London season. The chief

of one of the oldest and most famous empires of the world
to be studying the conditions of English society becomes
a flattering homage rendered to western success, and not
unlikely to be productive of a reflex action in a country
that once possessed all the elements of greatness. Suc-
cessive years of impoverishing drought, and the threaten-

ing attitude of Russia, may have brought about these re-

solutions amongst a race of people who have hitherto
borne the character for sloth and indolence, but who, if

history speaks truly, possess the dormant energies that
can be aroused by circumstances of supreme difiiculty

and disaster. The opportunities afl'orded for studying
the agricultural and manufacturing powers of England
during this transient visit must be necessarily circum-
scribed, but the way once opened, intelligent eyes will,

doubtless, remain to complete the survey and gather the

needful information. The Shah cannot fail to be im-

pressed with the importance of railways, steam, and

rapid communication by means of the electric telegraph,

and that any attempted regeneration of his dominions

without their assistance would be a Utopian undertaking.

Whilst, therefore, the Shah has traversed many thou-

sand miles to become acquainted with us, it betrays an

ignorance upon our part not to be cognisant of the re-

sources and productions of the country which he repre-

sents. Here our means for inquiry are somewhat meagre,

although our Foreign Office has endeavoured to supply

the deficiency under disadvantages arising from the crude

and unsettled state in which Persia seems to have hither-

to remained. We are told that even in the most favoured

localities, the small proportion of cultivated land resem-

bles a Libyan oasis, just serving to render all around it
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the more dreary ; that in contrast to former times, the

vale of Merdasht, which contained the once celebrated

city of Persepolis, famed for its agricultnral produce, being

watered by the Araxes, Cyrus, and Medus, and which
supported a vast population in the adjacent villages, is

now a mere wilderness. Such too is by far the general

character of the scenery, with the exception of certain

provinces along the borders of the Caspian, which are

as beautiful as wood, water, and mountains, in their most
varied form, can make them. Here, in Ghilan and Ma-
zanderau, the whole surface is one continued garden, and

is covered with forests of oranges and lemons, and single

and double jesamines. The cultivation of the mul-

berry is by far the most important occupation of

the people, although of late years there has been an
unfortunate falling oil' in the produce of the silkworm.

Had, however, the Government encouraged the importa-

tion of eggs from Japan, the general distress would have

been greatly mitigated, if not altogether warded off. Silk

is the only commodity of value the Persians have to offer

in exchange for manufactures imported from Europe for

the supply of the northern provinces. Some fifteen years

ago the annual silk crop of Ghilan represented a native

capital of two millions sterling—a capital which has since

decreased to one-third that amount—and the consequences

have been that the importations of British goods have

decreased in proportion to the diminution of the crop.

Although the soil of Ghilan, an alluvial formation of rich

and deep beds of gravel, is very suitable to the cultivation

of cotton, this branch of agriculture is little regarded by
the natives, and cotton does not figure in the list of the pro-

ductions of this province. Such is not the case, however,

in the provinces of Mazanderan and Astrabad, whence
considerable quantities have been exported to Russia.

The cultivation of rice and the mulberry tree, which
forms the principal agriculture, is carried on in a most
slovenly manner. The system of irrigation is so wasteful

that not only the rice plantations but also the roads are

laid under water, and thereby rendered impassable.

Enough rice is only cultivated sufficient for the wants of

the inhabitants. The culture might be increased twenty

fold, but the landowners and peasants have no induce-

ment to greater exertion on account of the want of means
of communication to transport the surplus to other markets.

Rice is the staple food. Horses, cows, and sheep are fed

upon rice-straw, with which also the poorer classes thatch

their houses. Hemp and hops grow wild : the former is

used in making ropes, the latter are not converted to any
use by the natives. Olives are abundant in certain districts.

Oil, as good as that of France and Italy, can be extracted

from them, and at a very cheap rate, the experiment

having been tried by Europeans. The natives, however,

^rtract the oil in a very primitive manner, and use it in

the manufacture of soap. The vine also grows wild, but

no trouble being taken in its cultivation, the grapes pro-

duced are small and sour. The principal fruits are the

melon, the medlar, the quince, the sweet and sour pome-
granate, and the strawberry. Amongst the forest trees,

the oak, elm, sycamore, ash, walnut, and box abound.

The marshes and flats display a noble growth of alder,

besides several varieties of poplar, willow, and acacia.

With regard to the position of the peasantry, the price

of the peasant's labour is in most cases one-half of the

produce, be it rice or silk. Under this arrangement,

called menasifi, the peasantry who work upon the estates

of the silk proprietors have to furnish the seed or silk-

worm eggs, but in rice plantations the seed is provided

by the landlord. Another system is that of Ijarch, by
which the landlord lets his plantation to the peasant,

receiving from the latter, in lieu of rent, a share in the

produce of his labour. In the former instance the land-

lord's share is three-fourths, iu the latter oue4hird of the

produce. Under all circumstances the labourer lives in

his cottage rent free. He is at liberty to cut as much
wood as he chooses from the surrounding forest, part of

which he uses for fuel, selling the remainder. But

although the peasantry enjoy certain advantages in the

province of Ghilan to which they are strangers in other

parts of Persia, their position is far from a flourishing

one. The blight among the silkworms is one of the

principal causes of their reduced position, and another

reason is the unequal distribution of the maliot or land-

tax, which, falling heavily upon the landlord, recoils upon

the tenant. The system adopted by the Government is

that of assessing all lands alike, and of exacting the same

amount of maliot in good years and in drought : thus the

province was assessed for the maliot nearly a century ago.

At the period of assessment many estates which were in

a high state of cultivation are now either partially waste

or produce very little, whilst others which were then un-

productive now yield rice crops ; but the Government do

not take these circumstances into consideration, and
always exact the same amount of maliot. This unequal

distribution of the fiscal burdens affords an incentive to

the landlord to deal unfairly with the peasant ; in other

words, he frequently takes " the lion's share" of the pro-

duce instead of abiding by the terms of the contract, and
the peasant is left to shift for himself. The law in

despotic Mussulman States affords no effectual remedy

for abuses of this kind. Here, as in other parts of Persia,

might is right, and a bribe administered in the proper

quarter will always ensure success to the donor. Since

the failure of the silk crops became chronic the people

have been increasing the growth of rice, and turning

their attention likewise to the cultivation of wheat. Had
this course been ado])ted some years ago both the people

and the Government would have derived benefits there-

from, and the latter would not have been under the

necessity of importing, at enormous cost and trouble, and

in the middle of winter, supplies of Russian wheat to

prevent the best part of the population of Casvin and

Teheran from dying of hunger.

The appalling misery which this country has lately

suffered, and is still suffering, having been aggravated

by the imperfect means of transport, the Persian Govern-

ment is directing its attention towards the removal or

amelioration, in some degree, of these serious evils, and

appears to be considering the necessity of constructing

certain railroads to connect the capital with the seaports

it possesses near Resht, on the Caspian, and Bushire, in

the Persian Gulf. The country itself offers most pro-

mising openings for the employment of agricultural

and commercial capital. The soil and climate are well

adapted to the produce of wheat, barley, and all kinds of

cereals, cotton, jute, hemp, the sunflower plant, and

fibre-producing plants, generally sugar, indigo, and pro-

bably opium. Large tracts of land, teeming with in-

trinsic richness, are now lying waste from want of

capital and population, and intelligence to direct their use'

OPENING OF THE NORTHAMPTON CATTLE
MARKET.—On Thursday, July 17, a new market, which has

been provided at a large outlay by the borough of Northamp-
ton, was opened with much ceremony, the Mayor and Corpor-

ation, the members of Parliament for the borough and
county, and other officials, with the volunteers, military,

police, fire brigades, &c., going in procession from the Town
Hall to the new market, which has been constructed on a plot

of land at the south end of the town, between the Midland and

London and North-Western Railway stations. Every arrange-

ment has been made and accommodation provided for the

purchase and sale of cattle, sheep, pigs, horses, &c., and the

market is one of the best and most complete in England. Mr,
Ward Hunt, M.P., opened the market.

G 2
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SHIEREFF ON WHEAT.
The proper cultivation of wheat—comprehending the

preparation of the laud, the selection and improvement of

the seed-corn by crossing or otherwise—is annually be-

coming a matter of more importance, when we look

at the rapid growth of the population, rendering necessary

a large annual increase of cereal produce, of bread-corn

as well as every other description of grain. The result of

the last season must open the eyes both of the legislature

and of the community to the importance of concerting

ways and means for rendering the land more productive,

as we now are absolutely dependent upon foreigners for

a large supply of the very bread we eat, as well as for a

large proportion of almost every other kind of produce.

The amount of wheat and flour as wheat imported

between the 1st September, 1872, and the 7th June,

1873, was y,376,469 qrs., being at the average rate

of 234,411 qrs. per week, or in round numbers 12 mil-

lions per year, which is what the deficiency was estimated

at when the harvest of 1872 was closed. We may con-

sider the value of this, as well as of every other kind of

agricultural produce imported, a dead loss to the country,

and especially so to the cultivators of the soil ; for it is

agreed that England is capable of growing nearly all the

corn she requires, if the Game-laws were really modi-
fied, and the tenant-farmers freed from those restrictions

with which they are now encumbered, and no longer for-

bidden to cultivate the land on the best principles. It is

probable from present appearances that we shall require

next season—if not so much as in the present—at least

a very large importation, unless the growing crop proves

ranch better than present appearances give us reason to

expect ; at any rate, there will be a much smaller

acreage of wheat than usual, owing to the state of the

land in the autumn and spring from the incessant rainy

weather. This alone will occasion a large deficiency in

the aggregate of the crop, which of course must be met
by importations from abroad.

It would appear as if the farmers had begun to despair

of the cultivation of wheat, owing to the adoption of free

trade in corn as well as almost everything else, which
renders it certain that whatever may be the deficiency in

the crop, it will be made up by foreign importations, by
which means a bad yielding season does not give the

grower an adequate price for his produce, the foreign

grower being the only person who reaps benefit from the
evil. We think, however, that there is uo real cause for

despair of the future of farming, and would rather counsel

the farmers to redouble their efforts to improve the
quality and increase the yield of their wheats and
other grain by crossings of different types, or by pui chas-
ing of those who, by well-conducted experiments, have
effected such improvements. There is no doubt whatever
that by a judicious selection of seed-corn the produce
might be largely increased and the quality improved.

We have been led to say so much here from looking
through the essay just published by Mr. Patrick Shirreff,

a gentleman well-known in Scotland for his persevering
and successful efforts to improve by crossing and other
methods the quality, and increase the yield of the wheats
cultivated in East Lothian. Mr, Shirreff's first efforts

commenced in the year 1819, and he has con-
tinued them down to the present time. During this long
interval he has made hundreds—we might say thousands—of experiments, by which he has tended largely to in-
crease the agricultural wealth of not only the Lothians, but
all Scotland

; and so highly have his efforts been appre
cisted that a large number of the most noted agriculturist

offered him a testimonial " for having raised and intro-

duced new varieties of grain." The acceptance of this Mr.
Shirreff at first declined, on account of his advanced age ;

but he at length acceded to the wishes of his friends, on
condition that the money raised for the testimonial should

be set side for improving cereals for the time to come.

His friends, however, abruptly cut the matter shoit by

placing in his hands a bank receipt and an address signed

by 150 noblemen, gentlemen, and tenant-farmers, with

an intimation that there was much difficulty in arranging

a proper plan for disposing of the fund according to his

expressed wishes. On the receipt of this testimonial he

resolved to draw up a sketch of his own experiences in

attempting the improvement of cereals of all kinds, for

private circulation only, and the work, of which the book
we have received is a copy, was the result.

It is out of our province to give a regular review of

this littte work, for which we have no doubt a publication

of its contents will be called for befoi'e long, as it in-

volves questions of universal importance with all classes,

but especially the cultivators of the cereal plants. Whilst

making the wheat plant the most prominent object of his

researches, Mr. Shirreff includes in his experiments barley

and oats, with which he had beea equally successful as

with wheat, having presented to the East Lothian farmers

some rare and valuable types of these cereals. He was
particularly fortunate with the oats, three different cross-

ings of which proved very excellent, to which he gave

the names of Early Fellow, Long Fellow, and Fine Fellow,

evidently from the peculiarities of each in their principal

features. One may judge of the extent to which Mr. Shirreff

carried his experiments when we state that in 1861 he

had in his trial ground eighty-four plants from seeds of

selected ears, and in 1857 seventy such seeds. In 1867
he had, in the trial plot, nineteen specimens of barley

and oats, the length of straw of which ranged from 4 feet

3 inches to 5 feet 1 inch. Of the amount of produce,

Mr. Shirreff very properly gives no estimate, judging

that the purchasers who sowed them upon a large scale

would be the best and most impartial reporters, and the

most satisfactory to the public.

lu 1822, Mr. Shirrefl:" became a member of the East

Lothian Agricultural Society, then in the third year of

its existence. We regret to have to state that he not

only met here with strong competition, but also with

very unfair treatment from some of the leading mem-
bers, one of whom went so far as to bring himself under
the law of libel, had he not made an ample apology in

writing, which Mr. Shirreff forbore to publish. These
unpleasant occurrences passed off through Mr. Shirreff's

prudence and forbearance, and he became an active

member of the Society, having especial regard to the im-
provement of the cereals, the value of which may in

some degree be estimated by the testimonial presented

as stated above. If by making two blades of grass grow
where only one grew before a man deserves well of his

country, surely the effort of a life, or best part of it, to

improve the quality and increase the product of " the staff

of life," entitles a man to the highest social honours that

can be bestowed.

Mr. Shirreff's work closes with a short essay on the

wheat-fly, the Hessian fly of Canada and the United
States— so called there from an o])inion that it was first

introduced by Hessian soldiers, sent thither by the Eng-
lish Government to subdue the colonists during the War of

Independence. These minute scourges generally come
out in this country about midsummer, and deposit tbgiy
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eggs on the wheat-ear. The eggs soon ripen into larvre, in
j
land in any great degree, and has an untiring enemy ir

which form they commit their ravages upon the grain, the black ichneumon fly, which hunts for it in the wheat

-

It is fortunately a scourge which is seldom felt in Eng- j ear, and devours it voraciously.

THE HORSES COMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE OF LORDS.
The following Report has been issued

:

The coramittee have not considered the present system of
racing and its influence on the breed of liorses in the United
Kingdom, as they held that they were not appointed for that
purpose, and that such an inquiry would almost indefinitely

prolong their labours to the serious detriment of the object
they had in view. Moreover, thoroughbred horses in England
have so largely increased in number and value, that questions
regarding that breed did not require to be considered with the
same minuteness as those regarding breeds which it was as-

serted had decreased in quantity and deteriorated in quality.

A disadvantage of not going into the racing question is

that thereby the coramittee have precluded tliemselves from
dealing with the subject of tlie present application of the fund
for Queen's Plates, wliicli, in the opinion of some witnesses,

might be applied more efficiently than at present to the im-
provement of the breed of horses ; but this disadvantage was
overborne by the considerations urged above.

The coramittee have received from the Secretary of State

for Foreign Affairs various reports addressed to him by her
Majesty's representatives abroad as to the state of the horse

supply, any encouragements given to horse-breeding, and the

different means of procuring remounts for the army in the
countries in which they reside. These reports are too long
to print, but extracts from them will be found in the Ap-
pendix.

The committee, although tliey have examined several dis-

tinguished officers on the subject, do not desire to propose any
special or detailed scheme for providing army remounts.
They consider, as a broad principle, that that question is

merged in the larger one of the state of the horse supply in

this country, and that, speaking generally, the military autho-
rities should simply remain ordinary customers in the market.
It .seems admitted that the mounted portions of the army were
never better horsed than at present, and that any future diffi-

culty in mounting them would be a question of price. Such
special regulations of detail as, for example, whether colonels

shall continue to buy the remounts for their regiments, or

whether specially selected officers shall be set apart for that

purpose, they consider to be questions for the military autho-

rities. They are also satisfied that the question of buying
cavalry horses at tiiree, or at four, years old should be con-

sidered simply with a view to what is expedient for the army,
and not in any way with the object of encouraging or dis-

couraging breeding in this country. They are not disposed to

recommend the formation of Government military studs, such
as have been tried and abandoned in France.

The committee have considered with great care the primary
question before them, viz., the alleged scarcity of horses in

this country, and they are of opinion that the scarcity com-
plained of by many witnesses is not caused so much by a de-

ficiency of number as "by the supply not having kept pace
with the increased demand. Thus, there does not appear to

be a scarcity of every class of horse. There is no scarcity,

as has been said, of thoroughbred horses. Hunters of high
character have increased, indeed, in price like other commo-
dities, and probably more so in proportion, but for those who
can afford to pay the price the article can generally be found.

Again, in Devonshire and Cornwall, where there were formerly

but few horses bred, great improvement seems to have taken
place in this respect within the last few years. On the other

hand, some breeds, such as the Cleveland Bay and the old-

fashioned roadster, appear to have become extremely rare, and
in some districts of the United Kingdom breeding has cer-

tainly declined.

It is affirmed, though it is difficult to ascertain the exact

truth, that for harness horses this country has had to resort

lately, to a considerable extent, to a foreign supply. But the

scarcity appears to be greatest of all among agricultural

horses, on which the evidence is practically unanimous. The
returns laid before Parliament show that there has been a

considerable decrease lately in the number of brood mares,

unbroken horses, and horses used for agricultural purposes in

Enfcland. In 1870 there were of this class 977,707, and in

1872, 962,548, showing a decrease of 15,159. It seems sur-

prising that instead of the considerable increase which the

great prosperity of the country and the consequent demand
would lead us to expect, there should be this reduction in

numbers. Nevertheless, tiie committee are of opinion that

this scarcity of agricultural horses will gradually right it-

self, and the breeding of these horses is comparatively easy

and inexpensive.

In Ireland the complaint seems much the same, and is sup-

ported by trustworthy figures. In 1859 there were in Ireland

629,075 horses, in 1862 602,894., and in 1872 540,745, show
ing that there were in 1859 88,330, and in 1862 62,149 more
horses than in 1872. It is clear from the evidence that horses

are bought up at an earlier age and taken out of the country,
and that there has been a very extensive exportation to foreign

countries. However, the recent returns show a certain in-

crease in the number of horses now bred in Ireland. Com-
paring the number of horses in the years 1870 and 1871,
while there is some diminution of horses above two years old,

there is an increase of 7,200 in horses under two years old.

The following are the causes which in the opinion of the

committee account for the deficient supply :

1. The exportation of mares to foreign countries.

2. The increased profits on sheep and cattle, which, from
being more certain and more rapidly realised, are doubly
attractive to the farmer, as compared with those obtained by
the breeding of horses.

3. The increased demand consequent on a multiplication of

population and wealth, whicii, together with a decline of
breeding in many parts of the country, produces a relative if

not an absolute scarcity.

There are indeed minor causes, such as the consolidation of
small holdings into large farms, and the exceptional exporta-
tion during the Franco-German War.
The committee, having satisfied themselves that the supply

of horses has not kept pace with the demand, have diligently

considered what remedies were practicable for such a state of
things. They have received many suggestions, of which the
following are the most important

:

The first, that Government should keep stallions of its own
in various parts of the country, is open, they think, to grave
objections. The Government would thereby be put in the in-

vidious position of competing with private owners of stallions,

and would probably come ultimately to be considered as re-

sponsible for the supply of stallions in the country.

Secondly. It has been urged that, the unsoundness of tra-

velling stallions being a great evil, there should be an exami-
nation by Government inspectors of all staUions covering
other than the owner's mares. There is, indeed, some such
system in France, where, as Colonel Conolly explained to the
committee, " stallions of private individuals, approved by the
Administration des Haras, are exempt from all tax. Those,
on the contrary, which are not approved, pay 400 francs per
annum." Nor can it be denied that the object, if attainable

by these means, is greatly to be desired. There is not, how-
ever, the requisite machinery in England, and it is question-

able whether any compulsory examination would not be
regarded as an undue interference with the liberty of the
subject.

Thirdly. It seems practicable that the Government should
give or add to prizes at agricultural shows to stallions passed
sound which have covered a number of mares, at a certain low
price, in particular districts. It is generally admitted that
some agricultural societies have done great good in this way,
and the committee would particularly call attention to the
simple and successful regulations of the Cardiganshire Agri-
cultural Association, which, with some modifications, might
serve as a useful model for other societies.

Fourthly. Any tax operating as a discouragement on a
farmer's keeping horses, whether broken or not, should be, in
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the opinion of the Committee, if not at once abolished, at least

considerably modified, while the dealers' licence, which does

not exist in Ireland, and which only produces £19,175 per an-

num, should, they think, be altogether repealed.

As regards warranty, which it is urged has caused serious

loss and annoyance to breeders, it would appear desirable that

a specified time should he fixed, beyond which a general war-
ranty should not be enforced. And it is to be hoped, however,
after the evidence appended on this point, and considering the

commanding position in which breeders are put by the great
demand for horses, the system of warranty will disappear in

the breeding districts.

These, indeed, are the sole suggestions which the committee
have to offer. In this country Government interference in

such matters is justly unpopular, even when practicable.

Much more is to be hoped from private enterprise, aroused by
the high price of horses, and by the appended] evidence of
their scarcity ; and at least by the collection of that evidence,

and by the attention which they have called to the subject,

the committee trust that they have contributed somewhat to

the objects for which they were appointed.

The committee have directed the minutes of evidence taken
before them, together with an appendix thereto, to be laid be-

fore your lordships.

KINCARDINESHIRE FARMERS' ASSOCIATION.
THE AGRICULTURAL BUILDINGS BILL.

At the annual meeting, Mr. Rae in the chair,

Mr. Largie laid the Agricultural Buildings (Scotland)
Bill upon the table. It was introduced into Parliament
by Mr. Fordyce, Mr. M'Combie, Mr. Barclay, and Mr.
Parker—all excellent men, and men who understood what was
necessary and requisite on the part of the farmers. The bill

was intended to meet such a case as his own. When he com-
menced farming, the cottages on the farm were in such a
tumble-down condition that they were barely fit for pigs to

live in, quite irrespective of men. He had himself thought
they were unfit for men to live iu, and he had applied to the
factor to see if any allowance would be made towards the
rebuilding of the cottages. The answer he had received was,
that if he wanted cottages he could build them himself. He
had done that ; and, after laying out some £600 on these
buildings, making them good—in fact, model cottages—when
his lease was out, he would have to leave these cottages entirely
to the proprietor. He would not get a shilling for them

;

and if he allowed them to get into disrepair, he would have
to pay enough to put them iuto a proper condition. That was
a specimen of the grievances they had to contend with. The
bill provided that, in the event of the farmers erecting cot-
tages, not exceding one for every hundred acres, they should
have a claim for compensation for their value, at the end of
the lease, upon the laudlord. Tiie bill was a very reasonable
one

;
and he wondered amazingly that such men as Sir James

Elphinstone and Mr. Vans Agnew, and others like-minded
with them, should oppose tooth and nail such a very reason-
able proposal. But it was just in a piece with their whole
legislation, so far as the farmers were concerned. There was
not a single thing that the farmers proposed for their own
benefit but what was opposed in like manner. He could not
understand the conduct of the Tory party. They surely must
see that a crisis was impending in the country—that things
could not reraaisi much longer as they are. It would be wise,
he thought, to consider something reasonable in time, and if

they decliued to pass such a measure as this, by which they
would have full value for the compensation paid, it seemed to
hira that they were demented

; but if they were determined
that the farmers should have no concessions at all, he supposed
thai ulterior measures on the part of the farmers would have
to be tried. Tiie labour market was in a singularly unsettled
condition, and he did not see that they could expect labour to
he cheaper than it is at present. Taking everything into

consideration, he believed it would get higher, and he did not
grudge their labourers all they were getting at the present
time. They had been underpaid up to this time, and
nothing would give him greater pleasure that to see a good ser-

vant getting a comfortable living out of the land. But if things
on as they had been going on for some time, farmers would go
find it impossible to make ends meet. He knew of men who
found it hard to make ends meet under ordinary circum-
stances, but with the additional expense on tradesmen's ac-
counts, and the enormous increase in wages, he did not see
how any farmer, without retrenchment, could keep his
position.

A Voice -. Starve the land.
Mr. Lakgie did not know whether that would be politic,

but he knew one farmer who had gone the length of selling
his gig-horse,and who was prepared to sell his gig and start
a velocipede in order to keep matters afloat. That would be
one means of retrenchment. There was probably another

means of retrenchment. If the farmers went into the markets

and did with less liquor, they would save a little in that way.

They had a capital opportunity at the present time of moving
in this matter. They had a liberal town council in Laurence-

kirk, and tliey should petition the magistrates to erect a booth,

in which they could have a cup of coffee or tea, and a pen and
ink at their disposal, and, maybe, they would make as good
bargains under that system as they did under the present.

They might perhaps think that these were mere bagatelle

savings, and not of much benefit, but they were bound to look

after savings in some shape, to see where they could save and
how. He was so circumstanced that he could scarcely be cal-

culated to indicate what courses ought to be pursued in the

ramifications of families, but he thought that a little more
might be done in the way of using the services of the young
people about the farms than was now done.

Mr. Taylor (Cushnie) : Why should not the farmer's family

be paid ?

Mr. Largie thought that it was quite reasonable that the

farmer's family should be paid for their work. He would not

advocate for their being asked to work without being paid for

it, and he did not advocate that scheme so much as an element

of profit as on account of the scarcity of labour in the dis-

trict. He would also offer a suggestion to the proprietors.

There were on almost every farm portions of land scarcely

worth the trouble of cultivating, and he thought it would be

prudent for them to lay down a larger portion in grass, and
thus save horses and men as well. He did not know that all

these put together would come to much, but still the time was
come when they must look at everything, and try to save ex-

pense on everything. The grand thing they required, how-
ever, was a re-valuation of the land. That was not without a

precedent. He did not want to be revolutionary, or to intro-

duce anything like action by combination in order to concuss

the landlords iuto anything unpleasant to them. They had
had quite enough of that among the labourers. The use that

the working population were making of the power they had
acquired was most scandalous. Against such conduct as that

of miners threatening to strike because a drunken fellow-

workman was dismissed, they must earnestly set their faces.

He should be against any combination on the part of the

farmers, even supposing they were to be put to the wall, with-

out any redress being given. They were not likely to take

such action in the meantime, but he knew it for a fact that at

the end of the French war, when prices fell enormously, and
when land v/as taken quite as dear as it is now, the landlords

had been appealed to, and on properties in their own neigh-

bourhood the price of the land was reduced in accordance with

the valuation that had been taken. If such a thing were to

be brought about voluntarily by the landlords now, they might
do themselves a great deal of good, but if they let the matter

run on it would be a very much more difficult matter to

redress. He thought, too, they should press it upon the farm

servants that they had a capital opportunity of doing some

good to themselves under present circumstances, by taking

advantage of savings' banks, life assurance, and benefit so-

cieties. Of course, it would need to be a matter of advice

on the part of the employers, and would need to be gone deli-

cately about. There never was a time when the working

population had such ample means at their disposal, and if they

did not get into the way of using chese means in some of the

forms he had indicated he feared that the flushness of cash
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amongst them and the habits which they were disposed to in-
dulge in would put them in a much worse condition than they
had been in hitherto. If they did not provide for old age,
there was every probability that the paiochial boards would
be down upon them to pay their quota for tjie s'jpport of tlie

poor, and he was not prepared to say that that would not
be right.

Mr. Alexander (Bent, Hulkerton) said that the bill, so
far as cottage buildings were concerned, was quite sufficient

;

but tiiat witli regard to ordinary farm buildings it was not
sufficient. They all knew quite well that they could build
wooden houses, or brick bouses, and that they could remove
them at any time they liked.

Mr. Taylok : I question that.

Mr. Alexander said it had been hitherto held that they
could, but it was not a great matter to be enabled to do that,

because the actual removal of them, and the putting of the
ground in proper condition again, would be more than the
worth of the removal. Therefore, he thought that the bill

should have gone a liltle further, and made it obligatory on
the landlord or the in-comiag tenant to pay for suitable farm
buildings that the outgoing tenant mifjht have erected. The
power to say whether these farm buildings, such as barns,

dykes, &c., were required, should not rest with the landlord or

with the farmer, but it sliould be remitted to the Sheriff to

appoint a thorough architect, upon whose report the buildings

to be erected should be taken over by the landlord at the end
of the lease. When farmers took farms with insufficient

accommodation, and were obliged to erect buildings at a very

heavy cost, what were they worth to him at the end of the

lease, according to the present bill ? Even supposing they

were the finest stone and lime buildings imaginable, if they

did not suit the ideas of the factor or of the proprietor, they

were only allowed to remove them. To do that would be a great

loss to the tenant, and he would simply have the satisfaction

of destroying the property to a certain extent, and that would
be no great satisfaction. He would like to see progressive

improvements going on, and houses being built in such a po-

sition that they would be useful either for grazing or agricul-

tural purposes, so as to give the land an enhanced agricultural

value. He thought they should petition in favour of the bill,

with the amendment that he had suggested.

The Chairman was of ths same opinion as Mr. Alexander
in regard to the taking over of farm buildings, but thought
that Mr. Fordyce had acted wisely in trying, first of all, to in-

sert the thin end of the wedge.
Mr. DuRiE (Fettercairn) said that the landlords, as a rule,

whether Whig or Tory, set themselves to oppose every measure
introduced for the benefit of the tenants.

The Chairman said there was not much difference between
them in that respect.

Mr. Alexander did not believe that the bill would be

carried during the present session, and, perhaps, the longer it

was delayed the better for the farmers in the long run. The
landed gentry did not see their own interests in this matter

;

they appeared to be perfectly blinded. For a series of years

they had done everything in their power to destroy labour in

the country. They had destroyed the small farms, the best

nurseries for labour they had ever had, and they were still

continuing in the same way, and they were bound in the end
to bring the " auld hoose doon aboot their lugs," for

A noble peasantry, their country's pride.

When once destroyed, can never be supplied.

Mr. DtJRiE thought the bill did not go far enough.

Mr. Clark thought the proposal was a very reasonable one,

and wondered why it could be opposed.

Mr. Taylor directed the attention of the meeting to the

late extraordinary appearance made by Sir James Elphinstone

in the House of Commons on this bill. He had chosen to

accuse the farmers of vituperating the landlords, but there

was not the slightest doubt that such speeches as those occa-

sionally delivered by Sir James would do infinitely more harm
than anything the farmers could do. Sir James had stigma-

tised the members ot the Edinburgh Chamber of Agriculture

as quacks, but most of the farmers knew that the leading men
of the Edinburgh Chamber of Agriculture were men at the

very top of the profession—men who paid thousands annually

of rent, and men to whom Sir James could not be compared.

Sir James Elphinstone and Mr. Vans Agnew spoke the very

spirit of Toryism in its rankest form, and Toryism was the

same now as it was thirty or forty years ago. Farmers need

not be deceived by expecting anything more from Toryism now
than they have ever got from it in former years. He regarded

the bill as an extremely moderate one, and was perfectly as-

tonished at the unreasonableness of the landlords refusing their

assent to it. They never would have a sufficient number of

labourers' cottages until such a bill as this was passed into

law. In his examination of the Scotch witnesses before the

Game-law Committee, Lord Elcho had acted all along as if

the Scotch landlords provided liberally all the necessary farm-

buildings for the farmers and cottages for the farm labourers

in aiiuudance. He (Mr. Taylor) had, when before the com-

mittee, offered to state facts contradictory of this, but he had

been told that if he had facts to state he could do so, but he

could not enter any contradiction to previous witnesses. He
stated this because, in reference to other parts of the examina-

tion, witness alter witness had been summoned in the liudlord's

interest from Caithness, from Sutherland, and from Inverness,

to contradict the evidence of those witnesses who had appeared

on the farmers' side. In his case, however, he had been told

that no contradiction would be allowed, in reference to the

matter of the Game-laws Committee, be miglit mention that

the draft report had been put into the hands of Mr. Ward
Hunt, and from the animus that that gentleman had shown all

along, and the tone of his questions, there could be no doubt

what the nature of the report would be. But the fact was

they would carry on the game grievance until they would find

the whole game-laws swept off the statute book.

Mr. Burn ESS commented strongly upon the absorption of

small farms, and stated that in the parish of Garvock there had

been, to his own knowledge, twelve or fil'teen croits all swall-

owed up in larger farms. From those small farms and crofts

the best of their agricultural servants had sprung, and to theii

diminution, iu no small degree, was the want of agricultural

labour attributable. The few crofts remaining were over-

rented.

Mr. Taylor asked who they had to blame for this, and

was it the farmers or the landlords F

Mr. Burness was inclined to think that the landlords and

the large farmers were jointly to blame.

Mr. Taylor said that the larmers could not absorb the

crofts without the consent of the landlords ; and was it not

the landlord or the factor who was to blame for this ? It was

a mere piece of quibble to throw the odium on the tenant-

farmers. They should lay the saddle on the right horse.

Mr. Alexander remarked that he had known farmers make
application for croits, and offer larger rents for them than the

crofters could. He held there was joint blame.

Mr. DURIE said that the small farms were over-rented.

Mr. Alexander thought that the large farms were over-

rented, but that the small farms were in a much worse con-

dition.

Mr. DtJRiE moved that the meeting petition in favour of the

bill so far as it goes. It did not go far, certainly, but still he

regarded the bill as a step in the right direction.

Mr. Ritchie seconded.

Mr. Alexander then suggested that the amendment should

also be carried, namely, that the principle of the bill should in-

clude other erections on the farms as well as cottages.

The motion and amendment were carried unanimously.

SALE OF LORD PORTSMOUTH'S STUD, AT
HURSTBOURNE.—Some of the prices realised were very

high. Housemaid, by Stockwell, with a filly foal by Beads-

man, was purchased by Mr. Dyson for 1,050 guineas ; Ty-

phoon, by Wild Dayrell, with a filly foal by Parmesan, also by

Mr. Dyson for 970 guineas ; Sir W. Throckmorton gave for

Becky Sharp, by Wild Dayrell, with a colt foal by Atherston,

870 guineas ; and Mr. W. Blenkiron 1,000 guineas for Gamos

,

by Saunterer, with a colt foal by Lord Lyon ; Mr. Dangar, the

Australian buyer, gave 600 guineas for Antonia, by Young
Melbourne, and 510 guineas for a yearling filly by Beadsman.

Mr. Merry's brood mares and stallions were also brought to the

hammer. Scottish Chief, the sire of Marie Stuart and Kmgof
the Forest, was knocked down to Mr. Gee for 5,600 guineas ;

while Mr. Houldsworth gave 1,000 guineas for Lioness, and

for Lady Morgan, by Thormanby, with a filly foal by Scottish

Chief, 2,100 guineas.
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MIDDLE-CLASS EDUCATION.
At a raeetin* of tlm Essex Chamber of Agriculture at

Chelmsford, Mr. J. Round, M.P., in the chair,

Mr. \Y. Brown (Bradwell) said a lew years back this

county was rpjoicing that the son of one of her resident peers
had obtained the post of senior wrangler in his university

;

since then the son of a commoner, far removed from the peer,

in an ecclesiastical as well as a social position, lately resident
in this county, has attained the same distinguished lionour of
senior wrangler in the same university. While we would have
our sons reaching after this higher education, we would also

remember that tliere is no more important olficial personage
in the House of Commons than the one upon whom devolves
the duties of making out the balance-sheet of tiie nation.
And what tliis person has to do for the nation we want our
sons (and daughters too if you will) to be able to make out
either for the family, the farm, the shop, or the manufactory,
therefore our aim is to see combined the commercial as well

as the classical education that shall fit our cliildren for the
refined and useful as well as the sterner duties of life. That
these are not always combined, I was forcibly re-

minded recently, when told by a land agent and surveyor that
he could have several offers of handsome premiums with boys
of good (so-called) education to go into his office, but the
great difficulty was to get a boy from that class who could
cast up a valuation account when it was made out for him.
Touching the position^of the middle-classes, tlie speaker, ob-
served : The impetus given to education by the passing of tlie

Elementary Education Act of 1870 is fast awakening the
middle-classes to the fact that if they want their children to

stand their ground in the battle of life they must seek for

them an extended education, stimulated by the excitement of
public examinations, and of a more robust school life than
they have hitherto had. Many of the owners of private
schools, both preparatory and boarding, are deserving of our
highest esteem and confidence for the zealous manner in which
they discharge their duties to the young, but most of tliem
have to contend against great odds, caused oftentimes by that
class of parents who are beat described as " namby pamby"
ones, and their children as parlour boarders, who are gene-
rally more of a hindrance than otherwise to the successful

conducting of a good school. Having glanced at the en-
ormous revenues of the 782 endowued scliools in this country,
intended to be above the elementary, whose net income, ex-
cluding expenses of repair and management, amounts to

£277,000, and is constantly increasing, he pointed out that
Essex had its 18 endowed grammar schools, with a net income
of £1<,000 per annum, besides its 53 largely-endowed elemen-
tary schools. After showing that founders of endowned
schools gave a great impetus to education, tliough the condi-
tions imposed by many of them were little suited to the re-

quirements of the present age, he continued : Again, these
founders could not forsee tliat their £50 endowment might
grow to one of £5,C00 per annum, as in the city of London
school, whicli was founded for " the clothing, maintenance,
and education of four poor children ;" the income of whose
estates is now £3,000 per annum, though by a recent Act
of Parliament the school only gels £900 of it. This
school, under an able and revised management, is

now affording an education to 930 day scholars, paying small
fees, and is one of the best of the middle-class schools in

England. Could these noble founders come among us again,
methiuks they would not be found voting with the aldermen,
marquises, and bishops in our present Houses of Parliament
against the earnest efforts of the Endowed Scliools Commis-
sioners to utilise and popularise these old endowments

—

though many of us may think that even tlie commissioners'
schemes do not go iar enough on broad ursectarian principles—but these noble founders would say of the schools and en-
dowments, "Spare not, lengthen thy cords, strengthen thy
stakes

;
" and to others they would say, in equally prophetic

language, " Ye eat tlie fat, ye clothe you with the wool, but
ye feed not the flock. Behold, 1 am against the shepherds

;

I will require My flock at their hands, and cause them to cease
from feeding the flock ; neither shall the shepherds feed them-
selves any more, for I will deliver My flock from their mouth,

that tliey may not be meat for them." Of course it will be

understood whom 1 mean by these shepherds, by the recollec-

tion of such persons as got hold of Felsted and Eurls Colne

schools about twenty-three years ago. Such misappropriations

are far from being solitary cases in the present day, where
individuals are taking all the income, and teaching as little as

possible in return. Having given numerous instances illus-

trating the monopoly and misuse by the rich of the higher

class of endowments and exhibition funds, which formed a

great hindrance to middle-class education in many ways, both

to those who are admitted and to those who are excluded, the

earlier education of boys being much neglected under a system

of favour and patronage, with a result that there is a dead

weight of preliminary ignorance to be dealt with in the lower

classes of grammar schools, and a degradation of private

schools, he said these remarks applied also with so much force

to the middle and lower-class schools, that many parents who
value education for their children have since the establishment

of National and British schools during the present century

given them the preference. The grammar schools as at pre-

sent conducted now kept down the general education of the

country, and prevented the private schoolmaster from getting

a proper reward for his labours. Seeking for a remedy for

this evil, and for the provision also of good education for our

girls, Mr. Brown said: This, I think, we have largely in the

Elementary Education Act of 1870 and the Endowed Schools

Act of 1869 ; and we must, in a social, religious, and political

point of view, be prepared to give up our Hindooism or caste

feeling, and demand of the legislature that the Elementary

Act should be enforced, so that we can have a School Board
school in every district, free from the supreme control of the

clergyman, where we can send our children as a matter of

right and not of charity. Were there an elementary school of this

sort near my home I slioud not hesitate to use it for ray younger
boys, as affording the best possible means of giving them the

rudiments of education, and so fitting them for a higer school

afterwards. I would trust to home influences to counteract

all other depressing influences. Till 1869 there was no direct

Parliamentary control of all endowed schools. And here we
must demand again of the Legislature that the commissioners

may be continued and sustained in their earnest efforts to

utilise and improve the management of them and to remove
the sectarian and other restrictions which have been placed

upon them by other persons than the founders, and to enable

the commissioners to carry out their suggestions of throwing

open the scholarship exhibitions to all registered private as

well as public schools in a county. This last would prove a

noble stimulus and help to our deserving private and proprie-

tary schools, for we shall always have need of both public and
private schools. But, oh ! some persons will exclaim, how
about founders' wills and intentions ? How these have hitherto

been respected we may see in the case of Pelsted school, which
was founded by Lord Riche for " 80 boys born in Essex, with

preference[for those born on lounder's manors or fai'ms." How
much these persons get the benefit of this school is better

known than realised ; I question if there are 10 boys (out of

the 200 now there) from these manors or farms, or neiglibonr-

liood ; it is practically monopolised by what the commissioners

call the " poorer gentry," and the school fees seem to have

been fixed high for this purpose ; while it might and ought to

be a useful and beneficial means of education to the locality

where it is situated, and which much needs such a school.

The commissioners say that " a careful examination will show
that the founder's wills have been already so far departed from,

that while it is generally impossible to go back, it is equally

impossible to consider the present arrangements as having the

sanction of the original source. There are very few schools

indeed in the statutes of which large alterations have not

already been made." The commissioners boldly state that one

main cause of these abuses is " the apathy and indifference of

parents to the education of their children, and, till this apathy

is removed, not much good will be effected." Much good has

been done where the people have aroused themselves and

taken an interest in it, as at Norwich, where an excellent

commercial school has recently been founded in addition
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to the grammar school, which formerly absorbed all the
educational endowments. I do not wisli it to be un-
derstood that I would advocate or desire an educa-
tion for tlie niiddle-classes free of expense, for what a
person gets for nothing he ofttiraes little values. But
we do think, as the commissioners report, that " many of these
old charities do very serious mischief, pauperising and other-
wise demoralising those whom they are iiitendeil to benefit,

bringing a bad name on charitable institutions iu general,

maintaining in many cases a mischievous kind of patronage,
and, at the very least, wasting year after year, through a long
period of time, a part of the national wealth ;" the full effect

of which is seen at that town to which so many resort for the
education of their cliildren, and which is thus described

:

" The charity colours and determines the whole life of many
in Bedford. It bribes the father to marry for the sake of his

wife's small portion ; it takes tlie child from infancy, and
educates him in a set form, settles tbe course of his life by an
apprentice fee, pauperises hiai by doles, and takes away a

chief object of industry by the prospect of an almshouse."
This is in a town where they have sufficient endowments to

educate the whole county if wisely managed. Mr. Brown
quoted the following and other extracts from the report of the

commissioners, and which, he said, forcibly described the needs

and position of farmers :
" The class who, above all others,

seem to need such preparatory schools are indeed the class

who insist most strongly on the exclusion of labourers' child-

ren ; but they are also a class who scorn to receive an alms,

and will either pay for what tliey require, or will put up as

best they can with the want of it. To get for his children a

really good education at the lowest cost price is a boon which
would be of the highest value to a farmer, and is the only

boon for which he asks, if he asks at all. To put this in his

power is the interest of the community, and it can hardly be

otherwise than the duty of the state. The need of the far-

mers and small tradesmen is not charity, but an education

guaranteed to be good, and made, by economical administra-

tion, as cheap as a bad one is now. Tlie case is fully set out

in the report. Mr. Hammond says: 'There is one circum-

stance which tends to cripple the exertions of the most com-
petent sclioolmasters throughout the county of Norfolk. This

is the very defective home teaching, especially of farmers' sons,

in their early years. All schoolmasters in all parts of the

county complain that their boys come to school for the first

time at too late an age, and very imperfectly taught. Wealthy
farmers in the agricultural districts of Norfolk will not send

their boys, as tlie Northumberland larmers do, to a parish

school. It is not the fashion to do so Day schools

exclusively attended by cliildren of the middle rank cannot be

supported in a thinly-populated district, where the farms are

large. Preparatory schools are not in fashion, and would be-

sides add to the expenses of education.' Mr. Stan-

ton gives a similar account of the facts ; and adds that, amid
the general inc-iflference shown by the small farmers and
tradesmen ou the subject of the education of their sons, there

were signs not only of wounded pride, but of a sense of griev-

ance, as they became increasingly conscious thai their la-

bourers were being better educated through their aid than

their own sons. As one of them expressed it :
' T pay not

only for ray own sons', but for my labourers' sons' education,

who receive the benefit of the Government grant out of the

taxes which I pay.' The rural population within the scope of

our commission, represented by large and small farmers, re-

quire an education of the second and third grade, and at pre-

sent they have a manifest difficulty in getting, or show a great

iudilference in seeking, good preparatory education in ele-

mentary subject?. The wants of the richer farmers may be

met by boarding schools, but for the others it is most desirable

to provide day schools within moderate distances. Now, the

only schools which are spread over the country generally, in

country places as well as in more populous centres, are the

National, and, in a less degree, the British school. These

schools are already used by many of the farmers, and it ap-

pears probable that, with certain arrangements, they might be

used still more." Mr. Brown then proposed the following re-

solution :
" That, observing the present position of the educa-

tion of this country, and the increased means which are being

provided for elementary instruction, the means for affording a

suitable education for the middle-classes demands the im-

mediate consideration of chambers of agriculture, so that the

large educational endowments of this country may be utilised

for the benefit of the middle as well as other classes of society."

Mr. Andrew Johnston, M.P., should be happy to second

the resolution, but should have liked to have heard something

from the other side before addressing the meeting. No better

contribution has been made to this subject than the pointed

remark of the Marquis of Salisbury at some large city in the

north on the occasion of the founding of a middle-class school.

He pointed out how very much the question bore upon the

general and larger question of elementary education. He
said that you will never have elementary education satisfac-

torily carried out until the great bulk of the governing middle-

class really care about it ; and until they are thoroughly well

educated themselves they won't take a really heartfelt interest

in the education of those below them in wealth and station,

I do not recollect Lord Salisbury's words. I have no doubt

he put it infinitely better both in sound and in sense than I

have been able to do, but that I think represents the substance

of what he said. I am bound to say, having given him that

amount of praise, I regret that, his theory being so very good,
his practice has been so very different, and I regret the
obstacles which he has (no doubt, quite conscientiously, for I

have the very highest respect for him) thrown in the way of

those reforms in middle-class education which we are so

anxious to carry out. Another testimony that I might quote
in reference to middle-class education is very much mere recent.

1 was driving home this morning from the House with a
gentleman whose name you all know (Mr. Mundella), and he
was speaking—this having occurred only twelve hours ago it

is fresh in my mind—he was speaking to me very strongly

about some investigations he had recently been making as to

the employment of women in London. He found there was a
great demand, very much exceeding the supply, for intelligent

and well-educated young women. On the other hand, be
found there was an enormous number of women almost
starving for want of employment ; and he found that, beyond
all question, the want which reconciles this great discrepancy

—the demand being so great and the supply so great, and yet

the two not coming together—was the ignorance of the poorer
class of women and the extreme superficiality of the education
of those who had had any education at all. Betwten these

there was a small number of women who had had a good
education, and these had no difficulty in obtaining abundant
employment on most remunerative terms. That points more
especially to the need of technical and industrial education

:

that is a subject which is too large a branch to extend our
discussion to to-day, so I will only advert to it so far. Then
comes the very much debated question of how far it is legiti-

mate to divert foundations—which, whatever their original

intention, have been for many years past devoted to elementary
education—to divert these to what is called second or third

grade education. My own opinion on that is very strong, and
I have seen no occasion in the course of the immense amount
of evidence the committee on the Endowed Schools Act has
been taking throughout the whole of the spring and early

summer to modify that opinion : it is this, that whatever
may have been the case in the past, since the year 1870 the
Legislaturehas provided elementary education—has, atany rate,

passed the laws which will ultimately provide elementary edu-
cation—for every child in the country, and that being the case, it

seems to us either a waste or a mis application of these endow-
ments to apply them to elementary education. The middle-
class has to educate the sons of the poor, except where there

are rich benevolent persons who will provide voluntary schools.

The ultimate provision of elementary education falls upon the
ratepayers. We may except the rich ratepayer from the

matter, because it little matters to him whether he pays volun-
tarily or to a rate-collector, but the real burden falls on the
larger section of the middle-class, and it does seem au intoler-

able burden that they should have to provide education for

the children of those below them, and at the same time have
no education provided for their own children, and to see the
endowments of the large grammar-schools and old foundations
taken entirely to provide education, not for them, but for

their poorer neighbours. When I say, " Not for them, but
for their poorer neighbours," I don't speak so much of the
two classes as of the two kinds of education, because I am
most heartily in favour of throwing these foundations as much
as possible oper to the more intelligent children of the poor,
and so giving them the opportunity of rising to a better

type of education, or rBcher a higher type of education
than that which they would get in a public elementary
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school. Now I rather hoped to have seen here to-

day my friend Mr. John Oxley Parker, because I had a
rather lively controversy with him through the penny
post on this subject. I think if he had been here we should
have had that element of opposition to the motion which at
any rate at present seems to be absent, and without opposition
it is rather difficult to carry on a debate. But I suppose I am
violating no confidence—or if I be it is only technical, for the
report of the committee will soon be out—it is entirely agreed
to, and IS now in the printer's hands—in sayinfr, what is pro-
bably known to some of you, that the committee has come to
the resolution by a majority that the Endowed Schools' Commis-
sion, if continued, shall be instructed to let alone, for the pre-
sent, at any rate, all elementary schools having endowments
under £100 a year. I voted against that resolution, and I am
bound to say I deeply regret it, because it seems to me that
in any place to take these endowments for elementary educa-
tion where the richer portion of the population are bound to
supply elementary education out of their own pockets is sim-
ply making a present to them. There is a great outcry about
taking tliese things from the poor. Now, I tliink that a sen-
tence in the Bible which has been quoted in Parliament this
session in rather a flippant way—for it is rather a solemn
sentence—may really be quoted on this point without ir-

reverence, and with its proper application : "This he said, not
that he cared for the poor, but because he was a fool." You
will find that the people who made this outcry about taking
the education from the poor, if you probe the thing to the
bottom, rather mean that it is taking tlie money which has
hitherto saved them from their proper responsibilities and
giving it to what the founders meant, the improvement of
education. Anybody who knows anything of any recent
foundation or who can surmise anything intelligently
of the notions of any past founder will not suppose that
in making a foundation he merely meant to make a pre-
sent to the owners of property hundreds of years lience
who might happen to be in that neighbourhood. His sole

intention, I should imagine—certainly it would be mine,
and that of any intelligent person of my acquaintance

—

in making any educational endowment would be to
benefit education ; and if any of those men who were the re-
formers, of their day could have foreseen a time when elemen-
tary education would be provided by law for every child in the
country, I am convinced they would hardly have approved of
devoting endowments to secondary education. At the same
time, when I see that the Endowed Schools' Committee have
agreed to accept schools under £100 a year from the act, I
regret it—I am bound to say T only regret it as a matter of

principle, because in practice there is such an enormous deal
to be done in framing schemes for the other schools above
£100 a year, that I think tlie time of the commission will be
abundantly taken up, and that we may well afford to leave the
others for future consideration. Well, now, I hoped to have
gathered a little more from Mr. Brown—whose admirable
paper I have listened to with the greatest possible interest

—

on the particulars of the schemes that have been settled in this
county, because I have not had time—the notice of this reso-
lution only readied me yesterday, and I have not had time to
look up a number of these schemes, and to refresh my memory
so well as I should have liked. But from the singularly few com-
plaints that have reached me I gather that on the whole the
Endowed Schools' Commission—whatever may have been the
case in Leicestershire and one or two other counties—their
action has been on the whole satisfactory in Essex. Of course
it IS quite impossible to propound a scheme for a school for
many different classes with many different classes of education
without treading on the toes of a number of people who have
hitherto had tlie use or misuse of tliese endowments, and with-
out exciting disapprobation and discontent among a certain
class. Witli regard to Brentwood and Ciiigwell, the two
schools nearest to my own residence, I know that the feeling
has been among tlie people that the commission has made the
schools of a higher class than they should be ; that they have
made them first grade instead of second or third grade schools.
Well, my impression is that the object of the commission has
been to a certain extent if possible to group these schools, and
where you have four or five good foundations in a county to
"1*^6 one good school of one grade and one of another, and one
of a third. Of course this is an extremely difficult thing to
carry out, because the tradesmen and the farmers in the neigh-
bourhood (for example of Brentwood or Ciiigwell) say it is not

the slightest satisfaction to us to know that there is a second
or third grade school at Chelmsford or Grays, we cannot send
our boys there, and we don't like to see our endowments mo-
nopolised by the gentry of this place. I am not countenanc-
ing these attacks, nor am I refuting them. I am merely point-

ing out some difficulties which the commissioners had to con-
tend with. I believe the Grays scheme has given unmixed
satisfaction. Fortunately the report of the Endowed Schools'

Commission appeared coincident with a large increase in the

endowment, owing to the falling in of leases, and therefore

great improvements could be introduced without affecting any-
body or treading upon anybody's toes. With regard to Fel-

sted, which is rather a thorny subject, J believe on the whole
the scheme gave general satisfaction, but it failed at the last

moment, owing to some wretched ecclesiastical squabble. I

I don't in the least intend to imply blame to one side or the

other; I think there is little to choose; I am afraid that

churches and sets generally are rather apt to think too much
how they may advance their owm interests, and too little about

the abstract question of education, which is the only thing

that I care about. And that has been, as we all know, a ter-

rible difficulty both in the cause of elementary and secondary

education. But Englishmen are accustomed to meet with diffi-

culties and to overcome them ; and when people say we have
not provided a great scheme of national education for all

classes I think they forgot the extremely little time which
there there has been to do it. I think that as we only seri-

ously buckled down to the work within the last four years it

is showing an impatience which is only worthy of children if

we expect a perfect cut and dried system to rise like Minerva
from the head of Jupiter in a minute. We must have a little

patience, as our ancestors had. Just as in church builJing. If

we set about the building of a church we grumble if it is not

finished in two years ; they were prepared to wait 300 years

;

and so if we don't immediately get—1 won't say a perfect sys-

tem, probably we never shall—but if we don't immediately get

a great national homogeneous system we must not despair,

but work quietly on, overcoming the difficulties as best we can,

and above all to seek further the object of all, and not simply

to further the views of any particular church or any particu-

lar sect. This is one of the chief difficulties, and another

one is — it has been very well adverted to by Mr.
Brown — the troublesome feature of caste feeling

of Englishmen. 1 heard only a very few days

ago a most curious instance of that. You all pro-

bably with myself, who are interested in this question, have
heard of the noble efforts of Mrs. Gray for middle-class female

education in London. Mrs. Gray has had no endowment at

her command, and has been very inadequately supported by
voluntary donations, but she has succeeded in establishing one
admirable school, and in breaking down, I hardly know how
to such an extent this caste feeling, for she has every class re-

presented in her school, as she expresses it, from the baronet

to the butcher. No, I don't know ; I think I am confusing

her with the butcher. I shall come to him presently. I think

it was from the baronet's daughter to the girls from the

elementary schools around ; but where the baronet didn't show
any caste feeling the butcher did, for after sending his

girl to the school for some time he drove up one day—I am
not sure whether he came in his cart or not—but he drove up
one day and told the mistress that he had found to his horror

and consternation that some girls in this school were being
trained as governesses, and that he could not allow his children

to be contaminated by association with any such persons, and
he must immediately remove them. It is almost humihating
to anyone who goes abroad, as I very often do for a little

relaxation after the session, to visit the schools in other

countries and see in this respect especially how far behind we
are. I remember a school in a small German town where
education was supplied—it was of course compulsory, but

where you have that system in vogue for a few years that wUl
not be necessary, for all the children go to school as naturally

as they eat their bread and butter—but it really contained

every child in the town. I won't speak about the gentry, be-

cause I really don't know. Probably there were some there,

but I don't know it as a fact, that would correspond to our

class of resident gentry. But there were the children of men
of good position in the school—large innkeepers, lawyers,

tradesmen, and the like, and they I believe correspond with

what would be the gentry in any English town ; and their

children and the children of the smaller tradesmen and the
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children of the working classes were all at this school to-

getlier, and no kind of difficulty jeeraed to exist. There is a
very great difficulty about it in England, and one does not see

—

it is like the other thing which cannot be expected to be over-
come in a minute—but I think that the great remedy for it is

the provision of good schools, throwing them open
to aU, and especially when you can, throwing your
weight into a day school rather than a board-
ing school, letting home influence be relied upon to keep
children from—I don't mean moral—contamination, for I see

no possible prospect of that no more in one school than in

another. I suppose all of us who have been to our great
pubhc schools, and those who have been to the grammar-
schools, know there is a great deal that is bad and wicked
among boys, and probably there is very little to choose be-

tween the highest class and the lowest ; but I mean rather the
contamination of vulgarity or low ideas, or of whatever one
class might fear they would obtain from those below tliem.

If you can keep children at home, and keep tliem under home
influences, they are simply sitting " Jack by Jowl" with an
inferior child in the school for a few hours, and that certainly

won't tend to degrade your children, while it will tend to ele-

vate the others. It produces tlie most wholesome effects, and
this is also the case in a class of schools which has hardly

been tried yet in England at all—schools of mixed boys and
girls. I don't know that this is the proper time to mention
the subject, but it is one in which I have lately been in-

terested by what I have lieard, and 1 cannot lose the oppor-

tunity of interesting any of my friends in the matter. I lind

that everybody who had tried this, among any class, of any

age, has pronounced it a great success, and I have never met
anyone yet, I tnink, who has found it a failure. I have heard

a lecture recently by an American lady, showing the wonderful

success it has had so far as it has been tried in the United
States, and absolutely refuting all the ordinary objeclious

which naturally arise to one's mind when it is mentioned. It

is found that the girls lose their sentimentality, and strengthen

their characters, by contact with the boys, and that the boys

lose their roughness and brutality by their contact with the

girls ; and those kind of evils which you would imagine to

arise, such as undue flirtation and that kind of thing, are

found to be quite absent, as one young lady said when asked,
" Don't you flirt a great dealP" " Oli, no, we see much too

ranch of one another for that." T have much pleasure in

seconding the resolution.

Mr. YouNGMAN did not think the caste feeling which had
heen alluded to existed among farmers to such an extent as

Bome supposed, and he would mention another reason or two
which seemed to stand in the way of their using the rural

schools which were within their reach. He was sorry there

should by anything standing in the way of the common use of

the elementary schools, for he did not see why those schools,

under tiie Elementary Education Act, should not be all that

farmers wanted both tor their sous and daughters. But farmers

did not like the notion of charity, especially promiscuous
charity ; they did not like the idea of degradation which was
associated with the charity of charity-schools. He hoped that

in time they would overthrow this in elementary-schools, but

so long as they were in the hands of a few charitable, benevo-

lent, or religious individuals, who managed them for other

purposes besides the education given, the feeling of charity,

of promiscuous charity, would interfere with their success.

He did not like priests' management either, which existed in

too many cases. He knew that in such cases there was a com-
mittee selected for the management of the school in connec-

tion with the priest, but he also knew this, that that committee

was not always what the parents of the children who went to

the school would select. He was acquainted with one school

under this priests' management, in which the committee were

selected not because they took interest in the affairs of the

sciiool, but because they did not ; and of the seven members,
whom he knew very well, he should be very much surprised

to hear that any one of them had ever spent half-an-hour in

the schools. It would lie much better if in our common
elementary schools the committee of management were chosen

after the manner of the election of a school board, without
involving all the objectionable details which some of them
still perceived in the establishment of school boards in rural

districts. When he read the petition of certain clergy to the

archbishops praying for the revival of auricular confession

•—(cries of " Question !") He was afraid he was only too

near the question, for when he saw from an analysis in The

Guardian—a paper that high churchmen would not dispute—

tliat nine head masters or under masters of public schools

signed that petition for the regular establishment of the con-

fessional in the Church of England, he stood aghast, and he

would shrink with horror from sending a boy of his to a

school which had a confessional-longing priest at its head.

They must have some protection against that. These evils

removed, he believed the objections to farmers using the

elementary schools would gradually die away. What would

be the result in Essex, now that this question had been taken

up, he did not know ; but he should be glad if it were the

establishment of a county college with district schools, so

that the humbler classes here, as in Scotland, might have an

opportunity of procuring a high-class education for their

children.

Mr. Pash said he was one of the governors elected by the

ratepayers under the new scheme for Great Baddow school,

and he must give a few particulars of the effect of that scheme

up to the present time on the working of the school. The
school, before it came into their hands, provided for the tree

education of twenty boys, and there was also a system of edu-

cating by the side of the free boys, pay boys. They had some-

thing like Is. per week. The scheme put an end to the free

boys as soon as the boys who were on the foundation should

arrive at the age at which, in the usual course, they would

leave the school ; and they had then to consider what fee they

would fix, and they fixed it at about the same snm as the pay

boys had hitherto paid. They were bound by the scheme to

provide a better class of education than hitlierto. They were

bound to teach one language, and they selected French. They
were also bound to teach drawing, and one or two other sub-

jects, and they had made the necessary arrangements for the

purpose, and the result was that they had had many appli-

c;itions for the admission of boys who might be considered to

occupy better positions than those who had hitherto attended

the school. He believed that would be the effect of tl'.e prac-

tical working of the scheme, and it was right that it should

be so, for, if the law was carried out, there would be in Bad-
dow a good elementary school, and, therefore, there would be

no necessity for another like the Great Baddow school before

the Government took possession of it. If the farmers and
others availed themselves of this school they would get a good,

and at the same time a cheaper, education for their ciiildren

than they could obtain from other sources, and they would

then be enabled to contribute something, as, indeed, they

would be bound to do if a rate were made, towards the education

of the poor. By the scheme, provision was made for drafting

boys, as a reward of merit, from the elementary to the higher

class school, where they might be educated, if not free of cost,

at all events as the governors might decide. As to the reU-

gious education, up to the time that they took the school it

had been a church school, carried on in accordance with the

principles of the Church ol England ; but, .on looking into

the will of the founder, they discovered that all he said on the

religious part of the subject was that the boys should be

taught to read in the New Testament of our Lord. Now,
speaking broadly, he should say that of the eleven gentlemen

forming the governing body, ten of them were churchmen and
one a dissenter, but, when they came to consider the religious

education, what did they do P Why, they struck out the

Church catechism and the articles of the Church of England
by a majority of six to two. That did away with the dis-

tinctive religious education that had been carried on in the

school for so many years past, and seemed to him to set aside

many of the objections that had been raised to the practical

working and bringing into force of the Elementary Education

Act, because these gentlemen, though churchmen, were men
of hberal opinions, and, when they looked into the scheme,

and saw that the school was for the whole neighbourhood,

they felt that there were people of all opinions, and therefore

it would not be right to go in for a distinctive church edu-

cation, but to make it as liberal as possible, and as available

for all classes and opinions, and consequently they took a
course that would prevent the preponderance of any class of

opinions in the school. That was a wise course, and it

would he followed out, he had no doubt, in many cases.

The Rev. E. F. Gepp, in moving the adjonrnment of the

debate, observed that as far as the terms of the resolution

went, abstractedly, he quite went with Mr. Brown. But he

must be allowed to say that he felt deep regret that the effect
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of this discussion, at any rate on his mind, should have been

somewhat marred by some of the observations that fell from

Mr. Youngman. He must say he thought they were uncalled

for in connection with this subject. He had hoped that this

discussion might, if possible—although it was on the subject

of education—have escaped the religious diSiculty. For him-

self he was a priest, if they liked to call him so, serving in

the Church of England. He was humbly endeavouring to do

his duty in that position, and certainly as far as the manage-

ment of the school went in his parish it had not been priest-

ridden in any way in the sense Mr. Youngman had generally

indicated. Nor could he say that in the least degree the

charitable element had been any difficulty ia the way of

farmers and tradesmen sending their children to the school.

It was nothing but a common national-school, without any

endowment, and for many years it had been thrown open, with

success, to the children of tradesmen and farmers as well as

others, and these had just been charged their full quota

towards the expenses. They had a grant.

Mr. Youngman seconded the motion for adjournment, and

the discussion was accordingly adjourned to the next meeting

of tlie Chamber, which is to be held at Braiatree on the 16th

of July.

At a meeting of the East Kent Chamber of Agriculture, in

Canterbury, to hear a paper by the llev. J. L. Brereton,

prebendary of Exeter, and rector of Little Massiugham, Nor-
folk, the Hon. G. W. Milles, M.P., presided.

The Chairman said they knew the object of their meeting

there that day, and a very important one it was, the subject of

Middle-Class Education. They all knew how that subject had

been treated in some counties of England, and they also knew
that there was a general impression that it was in a very un-

fortunate condition. They knew that in the case of the poorer

class schools were provided for them, for the higher class, too,

schools had also been found. But for the middle-class, for the

accommodation of the sons of the farmer and the tradesman,

there was no provision. They were fortunate in having

amongst them that day a gentleman who had kindly consented

to read them a paper upon the subject—Prebendary Brereton,

who came from Norfolk, and who was well qualified to speak

upon the subject, as he liad assisted in the movement for pro-

viding middle-class schools for other counties, and it was very

kiud of him to come amongst them. He would not detain

them longer, but at once call upon Prebendary Brereton.

The llev. Canon Brereton then proceeded to read his paper

as follows : The subject on which your Council has done me
the honour to ask me to address you is important both for

other reasons, and especially because it is one to which public

attention has only recently been turned, and upon which

opinions both as to principle and details are rather in course

of formation than unalterably fixed. There are some subjects

upon which it is too late to raise a discussion. Men's minds

are made up, and their actions predetermined. But upon middle-

class education there is, if I am not mistaken, a desire to be

informed, and a readiness to listen to suggestions ; and I shall,

therefore, the more freely attempt to lay before you the con-

victions I have arrived at after having for more than twenty

years given to the subject the best of ray time and thought.

The deficiencies in intermediate public education have become
noticeable in proportion as those in the higher and lower

classes have been removed or lessened. It was iu the early

part of this century that the higher public school system of

England was fully developed. The adoption in the universi-

ties of competitive examinations for honours, and scholarships,

and fellowships, drew to the front a few of the endowed

schools and enabled nine of them to appropriate the enviable

distinction of being the " Public Schools" of England. I need

not, however, remind this meeting that the position which

Eton, Harrow, Rugby, Shrewsbury, Winchester, Westminster,

Merchant Tailors, St. Paul's, and Charterhouse have held is

becoming every year less exclusively theirs, and that many other

distinguished institutions might now be added to the honour-

able list. Marlborough, Cheltenham, Repton, Uppingham,
Radley, Rossall, Haileybury, are names that will themselves

suggess other additions to the schools which are now sending
forth into the world the public-school men of England. Of all

these schools it may be said that their prcslirjc and efficiency

depends iu a great degree on their intimate connection with
the universities, to which they send annually some of their

best scholars and from which they draw mainly their suppl y

of masters. These public schools have gone far to satisfy

the wants of the gentry and wealtheir classes, and they have

by their very excellence somewhat deepened perhaps the line

of distinction which in after life is apt to be too consciously

felt between those who could and those who could not afford

the money and especially the time involved in a public school

and university career. That line of distinction may, however,

uuinvidiously mark for our present purpose the upper limit of

the field we are investigating. It is a line that I hope
may become fainter still by a great increase of upper middle-

class schools connected more or less directly with the

universities. But turning now across the field to its lower

boundary we are met by another public school system very

different to the former, but not of less importance, and
of growing dimensions. I must not waste your time by

going into a history of the process—partly religious, partly

political—by wliich public elementary education came first

to be limited to the poor among the labouring class

by the action of charity-schools, and then was extended

to the whole of the labouring class— still misnamed and
misapprehended as the poor—with a transfer to the State of a

great share of that regulation and contribution which charity-

schools imply and require. Eor myself I will say frankly

tliat I have long looked upon the extension and continuance

of that system with much anxiety. I believe the degree to

which it leans upon the State will prove injurious both to

true education and to good government. I believe the lavish

expenditure upon education of money levied by taxation has a

tendency to defeat its own excellent object, and has a subtle

pauperising effect by which the real independence and industry

of the labouring classes are liable to be sapped at the same
time that their cravings are stimulated. And the more the

education given is secular as distinct from religious, directed

that is to the advantages of this vforld rather than another,

the more important does it seem to me to maintain the

principle that earning shall precede learning, that these ad-

vantages shall be the fruit of work done and services rendered,

and that one man's child shall have no compulsory claim on
another man's property for improvement in his worldly posi-

tion, and for material as distinguished from moral and spiritual

advantages. But I am not now concerned with the question

of elementary education, and I will not, therefore, open a dis-

cussion on the subject. What I have said will indicate that I

think the field of middle-class education should be extended

to its lower limits, so as to include all those who are not

reached by the State system, and indeed to encroach on that

system as much as possible both in the way of defence and
defiance, with a view to the maintenance of the spirit of in-

dependence and self-help throughout tlie nation. The limit

of State-aided schools is at present fixed where the weekly

payment of scholars does not exceed 9d. I will venture to

include in middle-class schools all those which are self-

supporting witliout a Government grant; and I beheve that

6d. a week will, under certain favourable conditions, supply a

sound though plain instruction, such as many of the lower

middle-class desire and cannot easily obtain. On the other

hand, 5s. a week or £'10 a year seems to me a sum (again

under favourable conditions) adequate to command the very

best teaching to which the majority of parents would aspire

for their children. I estimate that there are half a million

boys and girls in England whose parents would be able and
willing to pay from 6d. to 5s. per week for tuition. But of

these a certain proportion would, from circumstances or

ciioice, want to add to the cost of teaching the further cost

of board. I will only here make an estimate for boys (con-

sidering that the question of girls' boarding schools, though
very important, is hardly ripe for practical calculations), and

on the authority of the Schools' Inquiry Commission 1 take

the number of boarders at six in a thousand of the population

or over one hundred and twenty thousand for England. In-

cluding in the cost of board the charge for interest on the

capital required, I think the weekly charge might range

from 10s. Gd. to 30s., or including tuition, from lis. to 35s.

Calculating forty weeks in the year as the school period, the

total cost of boarding-schools for the middle-classes would

range from 20 gs. to £70 ; and of day-schools from 25s. to

£10 10s. And now discarding and repudiating Government aid,

except as affording legal and official facilities and economies, I

will ask what are the other sources whence the middle-class

may without sacrifice of independence derive assistance in dis-

charging their great duty of educating their own children ?
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These sources seem to be principally of three kiuds— (1.) Com-
bination among the middle-classes themselves

; (3.) An efficient

application of local endowments ; and (3.) Co-operation on the

part of the universities. (1.) The middle-classes have the

opportunity whenever they heartily desire it of forming

among themselves the most powerful combinations, be-

cause they are composed of families engaged i.i

a great variety of occupations. Of these occupa-

tions the most important in most districts are of

course those connected with agriculture. Indeed, taking

the nation as a whole, there is no class to which numbers and
property combined give such importance as to tlie farmers and
gra?iers. In most county directories it will be found that the

class of farmers is not only the most numerous in the " com-
mercial list," but furnishes as many names as the whole
higher class enumerated in the " court list." Again, of these

higher classes, a large proportion are directly connected,

either as owners or occupiers, with the land, while of the rest

of the rural residents a great number, as the clergy, doctors,

and lawyers are intimately connected with, and dependent on,

the agricultural interest. There is good reason, therefore,

when advocating for educational purposes a combination of

the middle-classes, to give a prominence to territorial con-

oiderations, and in taking a local basis for such corabiuation

to prefer one that will commend itself to the agricultural por-

tion of the community. That the " county " offers such a

basis will, I expect, be acknowledged in this room. Knowing
by experience the response that Devonshire men and Norfolk

men make to any appeal to their county associations, I have

no fear that the men of Kent, " the vanguard of liberty," will

be indifferent to those which are peculiarly their own. But
as soon as a great county is named, it is felt at once that it

includes far more than the farming interest—that it is, in

fact, an epitome of the nation, and that whatever advantages

it can by combination procure will be, and ought to be, ad-

vantages for all. There is one office connected with the

county which, though it has recently been deprived of some
important functions, still exercises others of the highest

dignity. It is generally held by some inhabitant of the county

who by rank, possessions, and persona' worth, is able to

ensure general respect and concurrence. When the lord-

lieutenant has occasion to call a county together, his call is

loyally responded to ; and in these cases, when in order to

improve and enlarge the educational resources of a county,

the lord-lieutenant has given his sanction to any movement,
the happiest results have followed. I may speak with great

sincerity of the value which not only at the time (fifteen years

ago) but perhaps permanently, must be attributed to the reso-

tion which after much consideration the late Lord Fortescue

adopted as one of tlie best acts of a life, the excellence of

which stands recorded in a conspicuous county movement at

Exeter, that he would, not merely as a wealthy landowner, but

as lord-lieutenant of one of the chief counties of England,

advocate tlie adoption of the county as a suitable and honour-

able basis for an intermediate system of English education.

When Lord Fortescue laid the foundation stone of a new
public school, to be called the Devon County School, it was
hoped by himself and others that it would be the first of many
both in Devonshire and in England generally. In Devonshire

and in other counties that example has been followed, and
with much approval and success. It is unnecessary that I

should do more than mention that in my own county of Nor-
folk Lord Leicester, the son of the famous Mr. Coke, of Holk-
hara, has most liberally taken £'1,000 in the shares of a

county school association, of which lie himself is president,

and the Prince of Wales is patron. Lord Sondes, who is, I

doubt not, as much respected and beloved in Kent as he is

in Norfolk, with other landowners, and most of the leading

farmers and county residents, have joined the association ; and
a school in the neiglibourhood of Lord Sondes' Norfolk seat

at Elmham is now being erected, the Prince of Wales himself

having, with most gracious assurances of his approval, laid

the foundation stone. The most recent addition to these county

educational movements is that of Oxfordshire, where, within

the last few weeks, the Duke of Marlborough has responded

with marked cordiality to an application from some of the in-

fluential agriculturists and other residents in the county of

which he is lord-lieutenant, and placed himself at their head
in undertaking the establishment of an Oxford Central County
School. His grace is encouraged to expect that the support

Qf adjoining counties, and the countenance of the University,

will give an importance to this proposed institution beyond
what the area and population of Oxfordshire alone might
sustain. Then, as in Norfolk and Devonshire, and elsewhere,

the promoters of these new schools having adopted the county

as a local and constitutional basis have also availed them-

selves of the Joint Stock Companies' Acts, to enable them to

form associations and raise the necessary capital. 1 need not

say what a power of usefulness (even though it may have been

abused) the principle of limited liability has proved itself

—

how much combined enterprise it has enabled. The appli-

cation of this principle to county education was suggested by
the father of the late Duke of Bedford, and twelve years'

experience as chairman of the trustees and directors of the

Devon county school, and again more recently of the Norfolk

county school, enables me with some confidence to say that

though I had originally some misgiving as to the suitability

of a joint-stock association and of a strictly commercial
method for a great public institution, I have cause to believe

that not only for fresh capital voluntarily subscribed, but fur-

ther, for the more eflicient employment of the abundant
endowed capital of the country, an adaptation of commercial
principles, through joint-stock associations in the various

counties, would be of the greatest possible benefit to the com-
munity. It is not necessary, because the essential principle

of commercial enterprise is remunerative employment of
capital, to aim at a large or indefinite profit, or to divert that

profit itself from the public purposes to which the original

capital was destined. The interest accruing on the capital

invested in schools may be whole or in part devoted to the

extension of the education and the assistance of poor or

deserving scholars. But it has a most healthy effect on the

education itself to regard the capital employed in it not as

capital sunk once for all, or secured without risk or thought
or effort, but as constantly renewed, and in large proportion

reproduced, by the repayment of those who receive its benefits.

The stagnation of our endowments is one of the reproaches of

our country. Nothing would, I believe, so tend to remove
that reproach as to blend the capital of those endowments to

a considerable extent with other capital commercially embodied
in supplying the acknowledged educational wants of the

nation. I must be content with thus briefly indicating how,
in my opinion, the middle classes can most easily and quickly

obtain the combination requisite to improve and extend their

educational resources, viz., by associations formally connected
with the several counties through the presidency (where it can
be obtained) of the lord-Heutenant, with capital partly raised

by voluntary shareholders, partly contributed by donors and
benefactors ; the proceedings of the associations to be guided
by the joint representatives of the shareholders and donors,

viz., by a mixed body of trustees and directors. (2) As to the

proportion in which endowed capital should be blended with
commercial in order to derive the full advantages of perma-
nent and long contemplated results which endowments may be
considered to aim at, together with the immediate and tangible

results which commercial shareholders are properly disposed

to expect, I think that there need be no rule laid down, though
it would be desirable that the two capitals should alternately

balance each other. And here these questions arise (1), What
amount of capital would altogether be required to place the

inhabitants of a county in the best position for educating their

children ? and (2), How much of this capital is already avail-

able from the county endowments, if the public voice, calling

for legislative permission, should approve ? I have ventured
to include in the embrace of middle-class education a wide
range of schools, day and boarding, in which the tuition shall

cost from 6d. to 5s. per week, and the board from 10s. to 30s.

For the day schools I will assume an average capital of £12,
and lor the boarding schools an average of £50 per scholar,

and I have already estimated the number of boys for whom
boarding schools might be required at six in 1,000. The
day schools for boys and girls might perhaps have to

furnish room for twenty - five in 1,000. Therefore,

for an average county of 400,000 inhabitants the

capital required would be for boarding schools (for boys)

£120,000, and for day schools (boys and girls) about the same.
£240,000 therefore would, according to this calculation, be the

capital required to supply all the middle-class wants of an
average county ; with the exception only of boarding schools

for girls, which I omit as not having any materials for esti-

mating the probable requirements, if public boarding schools

for females should ever become general English institutions.
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Now the capiM of the existing endowments for secondary

schools distributed throuprh the counties of England may be

moderately estimated at £120,000 per average county (in your

favoured county of Kent it is more than double that amount)
;

or halfthe estimated capital required for middle-class purposes.

Besides these secoudary endowments there are all the endow-

ments for elementary schools, some of which might very fairly

be brought into contribution if the present Government system

were encroached upon, and many of those who are wrongly

included in the poor and pauper class were lifted into the more
honourable ranks of those who do not look to taxation for the

education of their families. And besides these, again, there is

the capital of all the antiquated, often useless, and sometimes

mischievous charities for doles, apprenticeships, &c. And
lastly, there is the capital of the endowments destined for the

higher schools and universities. It seems clear that the actual

capital of endowments would, if judiciously combined, be ample

to provide for all the wants of the self-supporting schools, even

without invokingthe commercial principle or looking to volun-

tary shareholders. But I acknowledge that it would be hope-

less to expect to obtain power to form an independent local

combination of the endowed capital except the middle-classes

should first freely put their hands into their own pockets and
subscribe their share at least in equal proportions ; and the

owners of property in the counties should further consent to

some guarantee that would ensure to the trustees of the en-

dowments a minimum income at least equal to that which is

derived from the present investments. Supposing, however,

in any county it should be agreed to guarantee an interest of

three per cent, on an endowed capital of £120,000 in order

that that capital might be available for the educational pur-

poses of the county, what would such guarantee amount to on

the rental of the county ? Boughly speaking we may take

the rental at £.5 per head of the population, and, therefore, to

guarantee three per cent, on £120,000 in a county with a

population of 400,000 inhabitants would require a contingent

charge of £3,600, or less than a Jd. rate. It could, I think,

easily be shown that the adoption of some such system would,

by ciiecking and encroaching upon the Government system of

education, protect real property from an ever growing charge,

to which the |d. guarantee, that might never be required, or if

required in unfavourable years might be easily refunded in

others, would be a mere bagatelle. It will be observed that in

this proposal there is not a shadow of confiscation, there is no

interference with founders' wills, no disregard to local rights,

but simply an administration, under a guarantee, of the en-

dowed property within a county in the manner most likely to

give to each succeeding generation the fullest benefit of the

capital and of the interest. (3). I mentioned co-operation on
the part of the universities as a third source whence middle-

class education might look for support and invigoration. The
direct work of the universities is properly considered by them-

selves and by the country to be connected with the highest

culture. And amidst the deteriorating influences upon intel-

lectual taste and moral habits of what we are apt to call the

solid advantages of material prosperity (but which as regards

the real nature and happiness of man and in the true light of

education are rather superficial than solid), the importance of

fostering centres of higher culture cannot be over-estimated.

To lower the tone and standard of University education would

be to degrade the character of the nation. I am not therefore

surprised if some of those who are most earnest in their en-

deavours to maintain a very elevated pitch of study and man-
ners at Oxford and Cambridge shrink from connecting them
directly with work of a secondary character. They complain

that already the more advanced subjects of study are sacrificed

to the undue strain of the work of teaching and examining

junior students. They desire, therefore, for the universities

greater leisure and less external work. And any proposal to

associate them more than at present with secondary education

is, therefore, unwelcome. There are many, however, equally

loyal to the highest interests of the universities and the nation,

who see clearly that there is both an unsubstantial fear, and a

very subtle danger involved in the demand that the universities

should direct their work and influence to the higher regions of

culture. They see that the surest way of securing to the uni-

versities the continued supply of able men and ample means,
without which they cannot expect to sustain and advance the
superior objects of learning and science, will be for them to

take a livelier interest and give a more vigorous sup-

port to the general education of the country. They see that on

the other hand a spirit of exelusiveness is likely, in education
as in religion and other excellencies, to degenerate rapidly
from a noble refinement into weakness and selfishness, and that

both the learning and the manners of the universities may be
found to be deteriorated as much by affectation of superiority

as they would ever be by any practical commixture with the
honourable efforts of the middle-classes to emerge from ignor-
ance and obtain for their families more light and refinement.

There are two principal services which the universities can
render to this middle-class education. The first is to provide

a better and more abundant supply of skilled and efficient

teachers. Only those who have had occasion to inquire into

the facts can know how much this is needed, how extremely
difficult it is to obtain men who have any pretensions to be good
educators. It is not for me to decide whether the universities

have or have not any superfluous funds of their own ; but I
am certain that so far from wishing to deprive them of these

funds, the nation would gladly increase their resources if they
would seriously and with spirit undertake to train teachers.

With their assistance a new and most honourable career would
then be opened to the more talented sons of the middle-classes.

In no way so rapidly and effectively could the higher culture

influence and permeate the whole nation. The other service

which the universities can render is to meet the wants of the

middle-classes by enabling those who must enter at an earlier

age than the present university students upon their practical

professions to give more completion to their education by a
real though early participation in the teaching as well as the

examinations of the universities. For this object a somewhat
junior class of students, with suitable tutors and discipline,

might, I believe, without any serious risk to themselves or
detriment to the present work of the universities, be admitted

to Cambridge and Oxford. It is as a first attempt to obtain for

the middle-classes the double advantage of a supply of uni-

versity trained masters and of an earlier admission into resi-

dence that a new institution has been proposed at Cambridge,
to be called the " County College." I will only say that the
proposal is obtaining very influential support both in and out-

side the university, and has a very fair prospect of being sub-
stantially carried out. Indeed, in a modest way the experiment
will be at once beguu. A gentleman of this county (Mr. All-

nutt, of St. John's College) has been appointed tutor, and will

have one or two youths under his charge in Cambridge nexj
month. The County College is intended to be entirely self-

supporting, and the inclusive charge lias been fixed at £2 per
week. Students will be able to reside about 40 weeks, and as

they may be matriculated as unattached students, all the advan-
tages of the university will be open to them. I have now, I fear

somewhat tediously, indicated to you what I think are the most
practical methods of improving and extending middle-class edu-
cation. Since I was asked to read this paper, one of your mem-
bers has written to me to intimate that there is some wish to

establis a county school in Kent. I shall be glad to give any
information or advice that may be of service to you, and to

answer any question of principle or detail which the part I
have taken in establishing the Devon and Norfolk county
schools may have led me to consider. I will only sav, in an-
ticipation of any discussion, that one of the great objects in

establishing county schools is to maintain a religious educa-

tion while endeavouring to make it easy for the sons of parents

of different denominations to be brought up together. With
this object the appointment of the head master or principal is

entrusted to a body of trustees nominated in the first instance

by the lord lieutenant and afterwards by the shareholders. If

these trustees are gentlemen of high standing, and well-ac-

quainted with the county, they are likely to appoint a head
master who would be generally acceptable. That head master
would be solely responsible for the religious teaching and ser-

vices. He would be expected to provide these for the whole
school in accordance with the principles of the Church of

England ; but he would also be required to meet the wishes of

parents who might desire such exemptions or alterations as

would not be inconsistent with the general welfare of the

school. In short, a comprehension is aimed at which is, perhaps,

difficult on paper, but easy in practice where there is sincere

intention and mutual respect. Such comprehension dissenters

generally allow to be consistent with conscientious freedom,

where the charitable moderation which ought to distinguish

the national church is secured by a broad lay organization.

Without such comprehension any middle-class education would,

in my humble opinion, be fallacious and mischievous, perpe-
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tuating differences, and transmitting to our children an exagge-
ration of the difficulties and estrangements we ourselves

deplore.

Captain KniGHT said : With a view of starting discussion

on this subject, and fully recognising as they all did he was
sure the ability and talent of the paper they had just heard, a
resolution had been put into his hands to move, which he
thought the Chamber generally would have no difficulty in

agreeing to. It was :
" That this Chamber, fully recogaizing

the importance of good middle-class schools, is of opinion that

a want of such school at present exists in this countv, and
that to attempt to supply this deficiency is an object that pro-

perly conies within the province of Chambers of Agriculture."

He thought the resolution was very simple, and contained

nothing that anybody there would object to ; the only dif-

ference of opinion, if any existed, would be as to the way of

supplying this deficiency. They had heard from the reverend

gentleman who had read tlie paper, and they all knew, that the

higher classes and the lower classes had every advantage
offered them in trie shape of education, and they also knew
that there was a great section unprovided for, known as the

middle class, which included the farming community. He had
no difficulty in scanning his eye over this county, not near

large towns nor the great main roads, but upon what were
called the hills and in the Weald of Kent, and recognizing

tracts where there was a large class of men with poor farms

and a poor class of soil, and he was sure that with such men
as those the difficulty of getting a good education was very

decided. These were, perhaps, the principal cla^s they should

look to, but it was not necessary that they should look at the

farming class alone. There were the professional classes who
would be included in ttie movement, and there were many men,
such as lawyers, doctors, and the like, who would be glad to

secure a good education for their sons for a payment of some-

thing like £40 a year. He wished he could say something

that would induce them to take up this question, but he did

not think an attempt of the kind was necessary, and he there-

fore contented himself with moving the resolution, which he
hoped the meeting would pass unanimously.

Mr. Robinson was sure it was acknowledged by all classes

that there was a great want of middle-class education. An
arrangement, wliich he hoped would be beneficial, was being

made for educating the lower orders, and there was a class of

farmers upon whom the burden of that education would prin-

cipally fall. He expressed a hope that when the lower orders

were well educated, they would not leave the country to seek

more lucrative employment elsewhere. This mucli, however,

was certain that there was a great want of middle-class educa-

tion, and he quite agreed that it was a subject that ought to

be taken up by Chambers of Agriculture, and he had great

pleasure in seconding the resolution.

Mr. W. H. James would like to ask the reader of the paper

if, having said a good deal as to the development of existing

schools throughout the county, something must not also be

done towards extinction. There was a class of middle-class

schools iu which the instruction given was miserably poor. He
thought this was owing to the slight qualifications of the

teachers, and suggested that no one should be qualified to

teach until he had obtained a certificate from the Government
or one of the Universities.

Mr. AvELiNG, while agreeing that this was a question for

Chambers of Agriculture to take up, thought it was one which
included others besides agriculturists, and that it would be

better to call a meeting of the middle classes generally of the

county. Many of them might know that there were in this

county considerable endowments applicable to the education

of tradesmen's sons, and he had little doubt that when the

Endowed Schools Commissioners had dealt with all the schools

iu the large towns and came to deal witli this county, that

there would be found to be ample endowments for that pur-

pose. He was pleased to learn from Prebendary Brereton

what had bsen done iu other counties, but he took exception

to what was said in the paper as to the objection to State aid

to lower class schools. He saw by judicial statistics that 97
per cent, of the criminals in our gaols were uneducated, while

iu Maidstone gaol in particular 98 per cent, were uneducated
;

and if the Government paid for vaccination and for appliances

to lessen " the ills that flesh is heir to," he thought they might
wthout objection contribute to the improvement of the minds
of the poor. There had been something said as to education

being detriiQ^ptal tQ ^he WQrking classes, but he pointed to

Scotland and Scotch labourers, who were educated, to show

that they were more useful, and did not leave the country. If

the sons of farmers were to retain the position occupied by

their fathers, their education must at least be as good as that

given to their labourers ; and he read a remarkable list of the

qualifications (included drawing and science) of a schoolmaster

recently elected out of 70 for a school with which he was con-

nected. He did not think they wanted a university educa-

tion for farmers, but they wanted a good technical education.

They wanted some knowledge of natural science, and especially

of chemistry, which at the present day no farmer ou^ht to be

without. He also thought the machinery for predicting the

probable state of the weather ought to be extended, and that a

chart ought to be sent to every parish.

Mr. FiNNis would only mention that they had at Dover
some late experience in the establishing and management of

middle-class schools, although they did not call the one they

had established by that name. Some years ago they felt that

it would be an advantage to have a school for educating the

middle classes, and they had established a college upon the

limited liability principle. They collected £3.000, and spent

£6,000, borrowing the remainder. They had 80 boys at £10
each, which was more than enough to pay the expenses, and
the head master also took boys into his house at £40. So far

as the experiment had gone it had been, and was, a success.

He merely attended there for the purpose of saying that if

then were any difficulties in establishing a college in East
Kent, it would be worth while to consider whether it would
not be safer to arrange with an existing college rather than
launch into an undertaking of their own. He was sure the

managers of the Dover College would be glad to see a deputa-

tion, and they had room to extend the college, and he thought
there would be no objection to it if it were deemed desirable.

Mr. CiiiGNELL said he and Mr. Finnis had been deputed
by the managers of the Dover College to attend the meeting
and see what was likely to be done. In referring to the great

class comprised between the upper class who sent their sons
to the universities and public schools, and those who were
provided for by the State, he said what education was given
to that great class was given by persons who were totally

irresponsible, and the value of whose teaching was untested,

whilst the public schools were tested by the universities, and
the lower schools by Government inspectors. Therefore, he
heartily agreed with the resolution that it was necessary that
they should have schools which should be responsible to some
authority or other in which to educate their sons. He
thought it would be well in any scheme of this sort not to
limit themselves too much to things which they thought
useful. When a boy had got a good education he could soon
acquire a knowledge of chemistry. He was personally in
favour of a classical education, but whatever education they
gave their boys they could not teach them too well. He very
much objected to herding bovs together in too great num-
bers. In conclusion he repeated the reference to Dover
school in almost similar terms to those used by the previous
speaker.

Mr. R. D. Parker said the subject of Middle-Class Edu-
cation had lately been before the Clerical and Lay Alliance
of this county. A paper was lately read by Mr. Monereiff,
one of the most experienced of school inspectors, and another
paper was read by the Dean of Canterbury, and the Associa-
tion were desirous of entering into communication with that
Chamber upon the subject, and were also willing to lend
them the papers if desired.

Mr. T. Lake said he had had some little correspondence
with the Clerical and Lay Alliance, and he had hoped to
have seen a deputation there that day. However, he was
glad to hear they were willing to co-operate with the Cham-
ber. He was fully sensible of the difficulty wliich at present
existed in looking out a school for one's sons. The education
of the middle-class was mainly thrown upon the private
schools, but the costs of those which were good were perhaps
not within the means of the middle-class, besides which there
were certain social distinctions which prevented them being
drawn into those schools. He believed the college at Dover
was one which if he were a Dover man he should be very
glad to avail himself of, and he thought they ought to
vote their thanks to the deputation who had attended that
meeting and mentioned it. But he believed one thing the
last gentleman from Dover had said was utterly at variance
with e^perieuce j he believed it was aa advantage to have
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the boys associated togetlier. If tliis matter of a school was

worth being takea up it should be supported by both Cham-

bers of Agriculture, and be made a thorough-going county

school ; aud it must be a boarding school. He alluded in

warm terms of praise to the Trent College in Derbyshire,

which he said was an example of what could be done by joint

action, and a model for this county. In conclusion he ex-

pressed his warm approval of the paper which had been read.

The Chairman then put the motion, and it was carried

unanimously.

Mr. Hodges moved the second resolution as follows :

'•That the Chamber requests its Council to take steps (in

conjunction, if possible, with the West Kent Chamber, and

any other association or person taking an interest in the sub-

ject) to secure a good county school, at which an education

consistent with the means at the disposal of the middle-classes

can be secured." He thought after what they had heard as

to the necessity there was for a middle-class school to be

established, it would not need much to recommend that reso-

lution to their adoption.

Mr. T. Lake seconded the motion.

Mr. Robert Lake, a member of the West Kent Chamber

of Agriculture, said he was deeply grieved to find there was

no other member of that Chamber present ; bat this was a

matter of such importance that it would no doubt attract the

attention of his society very soon. He regretted that the

question of herding boys together which had arisen between

his brother and Mr. Chignell was still unsettled, but he

thought that perhaps the truth lay between the two. He had

visited the Dover College on the previous Thursday, and found

30 or 40 boys in the head master's house, and if it was right

to associate 30 or 40 together he did not think it could be

wrong to have 70 or 80.

Mr. Plumptre said lie thought it would be more econo-

mical to have a large number of boys than if they had only a

small number.

Mr. Smurthwaite said this question had been raised be-

fore, and all the leading men of tlie county canvassed. The
result was a great amount of sympathy and support was pro-

mised. Having read extracts from some of the letters received

he stated that he was in possession of papers giving particulars

of county schools already established, and would be pleased to

afford all the assistance in his power.

The Chairman having put the resolution of Mr. Hodges

to the meeting, and got it ratified, said he would propose that

the Council of the cTiamber should form a deputation to wait

upon the Lord Lieutenant, to give him an account of that

meeting, and to ask him if it would be his lordship's pleasure

to call a county meeting.

The resolution was agreed to, but it was decided to defer

waiting upon the Lord Lieutenant until the co-operation of

the West Kent Chamber had been secured.

Mr. MuRTON moved a vote of thanks to the reader of the

paper, a motion which found several seconders, and was passed

by acclamation.

The Rev. Prebendary Brereton, in acknowledging the

vote, said he thought some of the remarks made in the course

of the discussion had been rather premature. There was one

essential point that they should aim at in a public school.

He might say that he was a pupil of Dr. Arnold's at Rugby,

and he thought being lauuched from a small house into a

greater world of boys was a great advantage to him. He
thought they were adopting the wisest possible course by

sending a deputation to the Lord Lieutenant of the county.

SHORTHORNS FROM AMERICA AND CANADA.
—Lord Dunmore's receut purchases were landed in Liver-

pool during the third week in July. They are said to be " a

splendid lot. Of course we saw them to disadvantage ; and

where the generality of them are so good, it seems hardly

fair to particularly notice any of them ; but it would well

repay any lover of Shorthorns to go a long distance to

see the Duke of Geneva the Duchess, three Red Rose
heifers, and the Waterloo heifer." The cargo consists of

the bull 6th Duke of Geneva, with the following cows
and hei ers : Duchess 97th, Duchess 101st, Wifd Eyes
Duchess, Lady Worcester, Winsome Eyes,W^ild Eyebright,
Wild Rose, Water Flower (Waterloo), Red Rose of Ben
Lomond, Red Rose of the Forth, Red Rose of Lochabar,
and Red Rose of Strathtay. The price is said to be

99mething like a thousand each,

FRUIT AS FOOD.—It has never been demonstrated that

a reasonable use of fruit as food has any other than a bene-

ficial effect on the health ; but, as a matter of course, very

much may be said as to what constitutes a " reasonable use."

That fruit-eating is sometimes attended with unpleasant con-

sequences is true, and too well-known to need enforcing. Un-
ripe, damaged, and decaying fruits are unfit for food, and

should never be ea ten. But good fruit—good of its kind,

aud it scarcely matters what kind—is the most wholesome of
all food, and will never injure the health unless eaten impru-
dently. It is the custom to serve fruit at the close of a ban-
quet, when enough of fish, fowl, and flesh has been eaten al-

ready, and that certainly is noi a reasonable use of fruit. We
do not intend, however, to run a tilt at settled customs, for fruit

aud wine are delightful accompaniments to conversation ; aud
a good dinner, as the world wags, is a very good thing. But
the use of fruit as a luxury is a very different matter to the use

of fruit asfood. Those who trifle with fruit at dinner might
do better to eat it for breakfast, and assuredly there is room
in our scheme of living for the establishment of fruit

luncheons ; at all events, in the season of strawberries, and in

such a strawberry season as the present. If lovers of fruit

who look upon the garden as crowded with temptations to

mischief, would resolve not to read the papers for a month,
aud live on fruit the whole of that time, there can be no doubt

the " fruit cure" would become established as a remedy for

foolish fears and a rejuvenator of all the faculties.

—

The
Gardener's Magazine,

DRIPFORD SHEEP FAIR.—Dripford was a dull country,

town, that once in every year gave way to exceeding delirium.

On its fair day it went stark mad, delivering over itself

absolutely to sheep—and drink. Sheep poured over it and

swarmed about it like an Egyptian plague of an amiable sort.

Its every avenue was choked with flocks. You could not

move for being wedged in with sheep—thigh deep in sheep.

It was as though the skies had opened and rained sheep ; as

though the earth had gaped and vomited sheep. They over-

flowed the closely-packed pens in the market-place ; they

surged up the steps of the church in a dense army as though
about to carry that sacred edifice by assault ; they charged at

the town-hall and took possession of every pass in the pre-

cinct, occupying shops, doorways, areas, every possible posi-

tion, in the strongest force. Now and then a light division of

lambs was to be seen hurrying along a side street, afllicted by
a stampede or bent upon some obscure errand, making for the

suburbs or the open country. The noise was deafening. The
thwacking of sticks upon fat fleecy backs, the pitching of

hurdles, the hoarse shouts of shepherds, the barking of dogs

as they circled and leapt about, now bringing iu deserters by
the ear, now springing into the throng to scatter mutineers or

bring the listless to attention, made up a bewildering and
ceaseless turmoil. All means were tried to reduce the un-

wieldy armies of timid and perturbed recruits to discipline,

and convert them to something like close order. The shep-

herds were untiring in their efforts to accomplish this, and at

last succeeded in their task fairly enough. But their exertions

were very great, and the language they employed, by way of

fortifying their authority, was desperately bad. A prodigious

consumption of strong beer from the taps of the Ram aud
other Dripford inns, followed upon these proceedings. But
the sheep and the shepherds did not have it all to them-

selves. The streets were thronged to excess with farmers,

flock-masters, dealers, country gentlemen, visitors and sight-

seers of all kinds. The inns were all choke-full. The stalls

were crowded with cattle : useful cobs, that had brought their

agricultural owners from far and near, serviceable hacks,

clever ponies, and sturdy hunters. The inn yards were full of

vehicles of every description, from the yeoman's cart to the

phaetons of the more dashing " squire" farmers. The air was

heavy and opaque with dust, the smell of sheep and cattle, the

fumes of liquor and tobacco. Throngs of buyers and sellers

—

red of face, broad of back, and great of girth—jostled each

other and argued and haggled and wrangled : now growing

fiercely angry, now noisily jocose as they struck bargains and

agreed upon terms, and then proceeded to celebrate the con-

cluded negotiation in brimming glasses at the aearest tavern,

—AU (he Year Bgiind.
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THE ALEXANDRA PARK HORSE SHOW.
Previous to enteriag ou the actual merits of the new

show we shall prefer to take the opiuions of our daily

and sporting contemporaries as to the capabilities of the
site at the command of the committee and the uses to

which these were turned. Thus, in the notice given on
the Tuesday, The Baili/ Telegraph said :

" We have very
great pleasure in recording the unanimous verdict of
stewards, judges, and exhibitors, and, so far as we can
learn, spectators in general—which verdict is that there

never was such a horse show as this one on the pleasant

sunny side of Muswell-hill. The judgment applies not
only to the horses and ponies exhibited, but to the place

itself ; and not only to the place itself, but to its admi-
rable arrangements. The advantage of displaying the

animals on a fine stretch of turf, in front of a well-

appointed stand, capable of accommodating about 2,000
persons with ample sitting room, is too apparent to need

more than a passing word of praise. More deserving

special commendation is the extraordinary liberality of

the managers in the matter of stabling. Said a well-known

dealer yesterday, ' I'll be bound a good many of the horses

here never were in such boxes before in their lives.'
"

The Baili/ News of the Tuesday said :
" The arrange-

ments are perfect. A large range of stabling has been erected

at the lower end of the Park, adjacent to the bottom turn

of the racecourse, and exhibitors are unanimous in their

opinion that their animals have never been belter cared

for at any exhibition in the country. The ventilation

is singularly good, and Mr. Edward Corbet, the secre-

tary, who has been mainly instrumental in carrying

out the arrangements, may fairly claim the credit

of having brought them to a successful issue." The
Sportsman of the Tuesday writes thus :

" We must say

that praise is due to Mr. Edward Corbet for the admirable

manner in which he carried out the arrangements. Never
have we seen such excellent stalls for horses at any exhi-

bition. Ventilation is properly provided for, and immu-
nities from draught secured. All the exhibitors of

animals were thankful for the conveniences afforded them.

It should be mentioned that these stalls are not, as at the

Koyal English or the Highland and Agricultural Socie-

ties, temporary ones ; they are intended, if not ' for all

time,' to have the permanency of the wood of which

they are composed. They are as comfortable as the sta-

bles in which select horses sleep ; they are infinitely

better than the generality of equine dwellings." The
Sporting Life of the Wednesday says ;

" A horse show at

the Alexandra Palace, and the corresponding exhibition

at the Agricultural Hall, will hardly bear comparison, so

much are the attributes of the display in favour of the

former, for instead of the comparatively confined space,

and the dust and heat of a building, there is a large ring

of fresh green turf, with the bright sky above, and glo-

riously wooded scenery around. The length of the en-

closure in which the competition is carried on is sufficient

to permit of a horse being galloped at his full speed with

comfort and safety, while along one entire side of the

show-ring is a capitally appointed stand, capable of ac-

commodating 2,000 persons. First-class accommodation

is provided for ,the competing animals, the substantially

erected stabling being perfect in every particular. The
stalls aro wide and well drained, with plenty of room

behind them, while the excellent ventilation of each build-

ing is particularly commendable. The arrangements, in-

deed, in every department deserve all praise," The Field

pf the Saturday says :
" A committee was formed of men of

influence and standing in the sporting world, and whose
acquaintance with horse and other shows was a guarantee
in itself that the show would be well done ; while Mr.
E. Coi'bet, the secretaiy, under whose personal superin-

tendence all the arrangements have carried out, is most
decidedly the right man in the right place ; and to him
are due the thanks of all exhibitors and visitors for the
care with which he has provided for the comfort and ac-

commodation both of the horses and those who come to

see them. The stabling—the boxes for the stallions and
the stalls for the other horses—is far beyond anything
we have ever seen even at the Yorkshire shows, good as are
Mr. Parrington's arrangements; and are alone worth a
journey to Muswell Hill to see. They are of a good
height above to ensure ventilation, and paved with bricks
below. The stalls, racks, mangers, and so forth are of
the most substantial description, and arranged in the most
convenient form, as we heard an exhibitor remard, ' there
is no danger of carrying away colds or influenza from
here.' They are placed at the back of the stand, and
close to the judging ring. The stand, said to be capable
of accommodating two thousand persons, faces the hill

on which the Palace stood, and is close to the lower bend
of the racecourse ; in front of this is a capital ring, for

which a portion of the course is requisitioned, and beyond
it, on the left and towards the permanent race stand,

another space was enclosed, in which the class succeeding
the one before the judges could be got together, and the
horses put into their proper places, according to the num-
bers before entering the ring. This is a first-rate ar-

rangement, as it saves trouble, and gives time for those
that are fresh and above themselves to settle and get their

backs down, and in consequence show much better than
they would do if ridden direct from their stables to the
judging ring. The Alexandra Horse Show we feel sure
will become one of the features of the London season.

Amongst exhibitors there was only one opinion as to its

merits, and several said to us, ' They are sure to have a great
show here another year, the arrangements are all so good.'

"

Bell's Life of Saturday says :
" At Wood Green horse

and man appear iu their natural element, the turf beneath
them, the sky above them, and breathing the pure and
their native air. Horses at Islington— and good ones too
may occasionally fail to come up to the required standard
of excellence, simply owing to the artificial surroundings,
but here their natural abilities must be exposod, and cer-

tainly little or no excuse can be advanced for defeated

competitors. Shape and make we are well aware can be
seen as well iu a covered arena as in an open field, but
action and cleverness are frequently hidden, and in their

places ebullitions of temper displayed. It is not, there-

fore, upon the principle of ' new brooms sweeping clean'

that we advance the superiority of the Alexandra Park
over Islington for the purposes of horse shows. In a
word, the arrangements are perfect." The Sporting
Gazette of Saturday says, " Of all the horse shows that

have been held in London none have been so successful

as the one just concluded in the Alexandra Park, where
a really good situation for such things has been made
the most of, and its capabilities displayed to the fullest

extent. Exhibitors, also, have taken kindly to the under-

taking, and there was scarcely a horse of any note iu the

show ring that was not paraded before the judges."

As, iu fact, we were enabled to say in our own paper
of last Monday, on which day the meeting opened,
" Nearly all the famous show horses are exhibited in the
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hunter classes;" and, the Alexandra is at all points
the strongest show of hunting horses got together for
many a long day. In some proof of this, it may be
cited that Newsmonger, the winner of the Champion cup
at the great Yorkshire show in 1872, was not noticed
here

; that Marmalade, the winner of the Hall cup, as
the best of all the hunters at Islington, was only third
prize here

; that Honeycomb, the best three-year-old at
Cardiff in 1872, and the best four-year-old at Islington
in 1873, took nothing here ; and that such hitherto well-
known prize cattle as Romeo and Erie King were never
in the prize-list at the Alexandra Park. Other winners,
on the contrary, like Singleton, The Banker, and Marshal
McMahon, if not here estimated as they often have
been in the highest degree, still claimed some proper
precedence; while the actual first prizes in the four
classes were led off by the three-year-old Prize-taker,
already well-known in the Yorkshire rings, and a
colt of as true hunting character as anything on
the ground. He is a finely-framed horse, "if a
trifle mean in his quarters, and quite a delight-
ful goer, though a bit of a slug in his slow
paces, and requiring to be roused to extend himself over
that grand reach of ground. Mr. Aston's chesnut put
second, was especially handsome and blood-like, while
the " Royal" Singleton, who is furnishing into a fairly

useful nag, got no nearer than third, although many went
for him, possibly on the strength of his previous per-
formances. We, however, quite go with the award, more
especially as regards Mr. Robinson's brown, who at his
age, was about the " next best" of the four paraded for
the champion prize ; while another very nice horse was
shown in this class by Mr. Armstrong, from Kendal.
The award of the first prize for four-year-olds was some-
thing of a surprise, as it is very evident that such a horse
as the winner, Mr. Truman Mills' Ruby, could never
win at a stand-still show in the Islington or Birmingham
Hall. He is a particularly handsome, blood-like chesnut,
but, light and lathy, there was not enough of him to win,
until Captain Skipworth took hold of him and set him
going, when his action was simply magnificent, bending
beautifully, and going as strong, as only blood without
lumber can go. Ruby, a son of Roland, was never
noticed at Islington, but he has won two years in suc-
cession at his home-county meetings in Norfolk, where
of course they have a bit of grass for a trial-ground.
Another deceiving horse was the second prize, Mr. Har-
vey Bayly's Chief Constable, by Theobald, a useful but
somewhat common-looking one until set going, when he
improved at every stride, and as Marshal McMahon, as
we had inferred at Islington, could not extend himself
even in the open, Mr. Bayly had the satisfaction of beat-
ing some of the " swells," like Honeycomb and The Mar-
shall though his own crack. Newsmonger, was so
si/nally defeated. May we be pardoned giving here
that which we said so recently of some of these horses
when exhibited in London ? " In the hunting classes,

many of the horses in the Islington hall were as unlike
hunters in form as it is possible for any one to imagine

;

but this cannot be wondered at when men can be found
that will give a horse like Romeo, with the forehand of a
dray horse, a hunter prize. As the Agricultural Com-
pany are ever liberal with extra prizes, we would suggest
that the forehand of Romeo be modelled in gold, and
breast-pins presented to the judges, so that they may ever
afterwards have in their eye that which is not the form of
a hunter. Some such treatment cured the dog of a taste
for duck. Marmalade, fined, and not loaded with fiesh
as of yore, was really a very good-looking hunter, but he
IS a fearful disher with the near fore-leg. Mr. Jewison's
Landscape, from the same stable as Landmark, the prize
horse of last year, is very huating-like, without lumber,

and with fair action. Erie King, about whom such a fuss

was made here last year, because he was sold for £400,
has fined, and been taught to bend his knee in his trot

;

but we think we are right in saying Lord Coventry had
nothing to do with giving Erie King a prize, as his lord-
ship ordered him out of the ring the first at Birmingham.
Honeycomb, again, is a horse we do not believe in, for his

trot is fearful, but he has been taught to do a donkey
gallop round the ring, like a Billy Button horse at Ast-
ley's. We wait to see this pace increased in the open, as

Master of Arts, Voyageur, Tregothuan, and other ma-
chiners were first started as prize-takers on the tan and
sawdust, or whatever the mixture may be. Marshal
M'Mahon has evidently been kept to look at, and almost
lost his action, Though invincible as a two and three-

year-old, we fear, unless his owner puts him in work, and
a man up with hands, he will not prove a dictator in the

prizering. Little Wonder, with Marmalade, Honeycomb,
and Guy Fawlkes, did not make an imposing lot for the

Agricultural Hall Cup, which was awarded to Marmalade.
No doubt many of these will meet again in the open,

either at Alexandra Park, the Royal at Hull, or

the Great Yorkshire at Harrogate, where they will

have plenty of room to make use of their limbs ; and
we only hope, so that horseflesh may keep its place in

these fast-going days, that judges may be appointed who
will go for action, as form without it, or the ' stand-still-

brute,' is worthless. Let us have no more judging of

horses like a broker would mahogany tables.' " And, no
doubt, an example has been set at the Alexandra Park in

this way which will never be forgotten ; although if we
did complain it would be of rather an excess of riding, not

on the part of the exhibitors or their men, but of the

judges. It is, of course, a treat to see a fine horseman
like Captain Skipworth occasionally get up ; whereas Mr.
Maynard is not quite show form, and these two changed
and changed about from one animal to the other until

the public, backed, as we should be inclined to

think, by Lord Combermere, grew very weary of

such an exhibition, and the business of judging

became unnecessarily protracted. A much improved
horse, full of nice hunting character, and a fine

mover, is The Banker, but being, perhaps, alto-

gether a little too big for this, the light-weight all-

aged class, the judges settled over a couple in preference

by no means so well known ; as, in fact, the first

prize, Mr. Tom Percival's black five-year-old by Hesper,

was never out before, and he showed very raw, his appear-

ance not being improved by his sticking his tail into his

quarter, from having been recently docked. But he has

the making with more tutoring of a really nice horse,

with fashion, breed, and power. Still, a more taking

one in the ring, as quite a show " gentleman," was Sir

George Wombwell's Amos Clarke, but he speedy—cuts

so badly as to make his place in the prize-list quite as

high as it should be. Mr. Charles Hayvvard, of Southill,

and Mr. Drage, of Moulton, well known cross country

farmers, had some especially clever horses in these classes,

while another yeoman, Mr. Riddy, had in his chesnut

by The Lawyer, and his Poet, by Mogador, always the

best of jumpers, let clever Miss Taylor or one of Mr.

Riddy's own sons be up, although the Mogador horse is

not quite a lady's mount. If, however, anything would

warrant the jumping business it would be a sight of that

varmint chesnut, as he hopped over his hurdles, or went

like a house a' fire at " the brook."

In our report of the recent West of England Meeting

at Plymouth, we were bold enough to say, despite the

fashion of running down the Bath Society's horse show,

that " there was at least one better horse at Plymouth

than anything to be seen at Islington ;" as this has since

beeu sufficiently proved, for the first horse iu his class at
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Plymouth was not only first again at The Alexandra Park
but the best of all the hunters, beating off the Islington best

of all. Marmalade, who when shown in the same class could

get no nearer than third ; the second at Islington, Land-
scape, as a finer goer, now beating Marmalade, and the

Brougham horse, Romeo, of course being never in the

hunt, as it is amongst our own standing " offences" to have
once ordered this same Romeo early out of the ring. At
Plymouth, we said " Mr. Battams, the John Booth of

ithese parts, led off with a great, good-looking, weight-

"Carrier, which as combining good manners with immense
•power, is sure to be heard of again ; while Brunette, the

test three-year-old at Dorchester, was first here in the

older class ; although for action we prefer the second

prize, or even the commended Hector, by Atherston."

And this good-looking weight-carrier, who at five years

old promises io fine into a good sample of a welter weie;ht,

backed by delightfally free oily action, is just now the

champion hunter of his day. Bred by Mr. Palmer, as hence

his name, the big bay horse is by Omer Pasha, and his

price, both before and after his triumph, was 400 gs., at

which hewas quickly bought up by Mr. Jewison, the owner
of the second-prize horse in the class, as this of itself is

a satisfactory proof of the soundness of the decision

People who saw Brunette dragging her hind-legs after her,

marvelled much how she could have ever taken a prize

in any company; but the black Hector was so much
fancied that it is probably he, too, will never return to

the Tavistock country. Marmalade, who looked really

well, took his proper place on his merits, but it was
ihought that the judges had quite " missed" Newsmonger,
amongst the first lot drafted to " the Surrey side ;" but it

is only fair to say that he was not liked by good judges

ont of office, and considered to have anything but im-

proved since last year. Unfortunately Mr. Bayley's

horse does not go to Hull, although he will " move" for

another trial at Gainsborough.

About the most fashionably-bred horse in England was
No. 1 of the catalogue. Lord Exeter's The Knight of St.

Patrick, by The Knight of St. George, out of Pocohontas,

the dam of Stockwell, King Tom, and Rataplan. But at

each no less than 15 years old Lord Exeter's two Knights,

the other of The Thistle, were thought beyond show form,

and the judges had to choose from another dozen or so of

thoroughbred stallions, which included Sufi'olk, Summer-
time, Narbonne, Captivator, Joco, Valorous, and Carlton.

Suffolk never showed better, and although by no means a

horse of perfect symmetry, he won honestly enough here,

and so in some measure righted the Cardiff award when
such animals as Laughing Stock and Reinfrid were put

above him. The second-prize, Joco, who is said to be

earning a character as a hunting sire, is rather high on
the leg, but otherwise a good-looking, wearing sort of a

horse, very light of flesh ; while Carlton, Norbonne, and
Summertime, all very fashionably bred, two being by
Stockwell, and the other out of a Touchstone mare,

contributed to the merit of a class which was
quite as good as the committee had a right to

expect, considering that owners of valuable animals

rather ventured than knew so far how their horses would

be housed and treated. There was but a short show
of roadster stallions, where, however, the Islington

decisions were again reversed, and but few pony
stallions ; the strength of this section depending on the

thorough-bred and cart horses, the agriculturists running

up to a fair class. Honest Tom, having done all that a

horse can do on a show-ground, will never again be sent

into a ring, and, in his absence, the first prize went to

the chesnut, Young Champion, a horse of great weight,

of no particular breed, with bad feet, and only middling

action ; the second and third prizes being secured for

two moderate Suffolks, and a couple of quite the uicest

stamp of breed being left out. One of these was

IMessrs. Stanford's Clydesdale, second at Cardiff, a horse

certainly not qualified to win by mere weight, but good^

looking, and a capital goer; as at Southampton last

week he beat the Shire horse, Samson, the best
_

cart

stallion at Plymouth, where the judges spoke very highly

of their choice. Another clever horse in the Alexandra

ring was another Samson, also bred, like Lord Ash-

burton's horse, by Mr. Nix, at Somersham, and of a very

true type of cart-horse. As a dray-horse, Young Champion

may have his use, and the Suft'olks their value, in their

own country, but for general agricultural purposes we

should infinitely prefer the commended Clydesdale or the

unnoticed Shire horse, if such a thing as Mr. Blenkiron'a

Young Clyde had no business here, or at Middle Park

either. The agricultural mares or geldings in work were

led ofl* by the happily-named Sensation, who still " steps

like a fairy and looks like a queen," backed by her stable

companion, another well-known show horse. Tommy
Dodd ; the pair being separated by Mr. Lister's good mare,

exhibited quite in the rough in comparison with the bloom-

ing appearance of Mr. Brierley's pet pair. A small class

of carriage-horses still included two capital specimens, if

anything only too good for their professed purpose

;

as, indeed, a finer-framed horse than Mr. Holmes's four-.

year-old a man need not wish to look over. He has

size, power, and symmetry, and with a winker

bridle on a certain plainness about his head and

eye would be well got over. Mr. Rose's second,

by Tufthunter, as the judges seemed to think,

was as much like a hunter as a coach horse, but with a

match he would be a particularly stylish horse for a mail

phaeton, or as a leader in a fancy team. The best hack,

a nice mare and a good goer, called Ozone, has been

winning about home in Yorkshire ; and the third prize.

Exquisite, was put first at Islington, probably out of cona-

pliment to her flash, fussy, make-believe action, as she is

but a vulga__r three-cornered animal of little use to any

man who knows how straight and true a hack to be

worthy of the name should go. However, on the award

being made, her rider addressed some impertinent re-

marks at the judges, conduct for which he should never

again have been permitted to enter the ring. Gentlemen

who undertake the duties of judges must be protected

with a very firm hand from the insults of disappointed

exhibitors or their people ; but this person was suffered to

show Mr. Frisby's clever weight-carrying cob in the next

class, when he was graciously pleased to accept the colour

handed to him, though the stewards would have been

quite justified in insisting that the mare should have been

ridden in by some other showman. There were two or

three fair ponies, but neither of the classes was generally

strong, and the mule class as usual a failure, the two ex-

hibited being mere playthings, instead of the upstanding

hard-working animals of which we hear so much and see

so little. Mr. Billington sent three or four very good-

looking horses into the extra stock division of entries too

late for competition, to one of which a medal was awarded,

the other medal going to a smart thorough-bred stallion

Elsham by Knowsley, who could run a bit.

During the three days we were present the ring was

admirably kept, no one but the judges, the stewards,

the veterinary inspector, and the assistants in at-

tendance being within the boundaries ; the very Secretary

rarely exhibiting himself, and the other members of the

committee setting a good example by carefully observing

their own rules. Of course now and then, but very

rarely, some one of ample "cheek" would attempt to

intrude, but only to be immediately sent back to that

place from which he came, as it was good to see that gen-

tlemen of position never thought of making themselves

the exception, So coiufortably cased as they were a,

H 2
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really London audience never thought of leaving the

stand for a stroll through the nicely-tempered boxes and

stalls, and hence there was some difficulty in keeping the

people amused, as the parade was over early and before

the company really arrived. By another year it would be

well to put back this parade of the several classes until

two o'clock, and thus bring the jumping within an hour or

so's " diversion."

PRIZE-LI ST.
JUDGES.

Thoroughbred, Roabster, and Pony Stallions
;

Hunters, Hacks, Roadsters, and Ponies : Lord

Combermere, Combermere Abbey, Cheshire; Captain

Skipworth, Howisham, Brigg; A. L. Maynard, New-
ton Hall, Durham.

Agricultural Stallions, Mares, and Geldings,

Carriage Horses, and Mules : N. G. Barthropp,

Hacheston, Wickham Market ; J. H. Wood, Humber-
stone, Grimsby ; J. Johnson, Brigham, Driffield.

Extra Stock and Fencing : Colonel Luttrell, Badg-

worth Court, Axbridge; Captain Skipworth, Howisham

;

Henry Corbet, Farmers' Club, London.

Thoroughbred stallions, for general stud purposes.

—

First prize, £70, W. Taylor Sharpe, Baumber Park, Horn-
castle (Suffolk) ; second, £30, Chilton Stud Farm (Joco)

;

third, £20, R, B. Cooper, Lymington (Carlton).

Roadster stallions.—First prize, £30, R. Cowton, Great

Kilk, Lowthorpe, York (Lord Stanley) ; second, £20,
F. Branwhite, Chapel House, Long Melford, Sudbury,

Suffolk (Defiance),

Pony stallions, not over 14 hands.—First prize, £15,
J. D. Astley (Tradesman) ; second, £10, E. Greay,

Acacia-road, Wood Green, Tottenham (Tom).

Hunters, three-year-olds, geldings or fillies.—First

prize, £30, J. T. Robinson, Leckby Palace, Asenby, Thirsk,

Yorkshire (Prize-taker) ; second, £15, J. Ashtou, Seisdon,

Wolverhampton (ch. g. by Honiton) ; third, £10, T. H.
Miller, Singleton, Poulton-le-Fylde (Singleton).

Hunters, four-year-olds, mares or geldings.—First prize,

£50, J. T. Mills, Clermont, Thetford, Norfolk (Ruby)
;

second, £25, T. Harvey D. Bayly, Edwinstowe House,

Ollerton (Chief-Constable); third, £15, J. Goodliff,

Huntingdon (Marshal MacMahon). Highly commended

:

J. T. M. T. Musgrave (Honeycomb). Commended: G.

B. Battams (Brunette).

Hunters, five-year-olds and upwards, mares or geld-

ings, up to not less than 12st.—First prize, £60, T.

Percival, The Haycock, Wansford (The Raven) ; second,

£30, Sir G.Wombwell, Bart., Newburgh Park, Easingwold
(Amos Clarke) ; third, £20, W. Armstrong, Wattsfield,

Kendal (The Banker).

Hunters, five-year-olds and upwards, mares or geld-

ings, up to not less than 14st.—First prize, £75, and
Champion Plate of £25, G. B. Battams, Whitworthy,
Tavistock (Palmerston) ; second, £80, H. Jewison, Rais-

thorpe, York (Landscape) ; third, £20, J. M. T. Musgrave,
Beverley (Marmalade). Highly commended: G. D.

Badham (Baronet). Commended: W, Armstrong,
Wattsfield, Kendal (ThunderingTurff ).

Hacks and roadsters, up to not less than 12st.—First

prize, £30, F. C. Matthews, Easterfield House, Driffield

(Ozone) ; second, £20, P. C. Barker, Westlands, In-

gatestone (Tulip) ; third, £10, C. Phillips, The Cedars,

Mortlake (Exquisite). Highly commended: T, Percival,

Wansford (Wild Boy).

Hacks and roadsters, up to not less than 14st.—First

prize, £30, H. Frisbv, James-street, Buckingham Palace-

gate (Filbert) ; seco'nd, £20, Sir. T. E. Moss, Bart..

Ennismore-gardens, London (Magnet) ; third, £10, H.
A. Clarke, Prospect House, Aspatria (Hordley). Highly

commended: E. Lermitte, Coluey Hatch (Peter).

Ponies, not under 12 nor over 14 hands.—First prize,

£15, Captain Fitzgerald, Riding School, Gloucester-

Crescent, Hyde Park, London (Tom Tit) ; second, £10,

Captain P. Goodchild, Glen-Parvo, Grange, Leicester

(Little Bob); third, £5, J. S. Bockett, Firs House,

Muswell-hill (Confidence).

Ponies, under 12 hands.—First prize, £10, J. Walby,

Codicote, Welwyn, Herts (Little Molly) ; secoud, £7, J.

E. Pardoe, Sherborne-road, Balsall-heath, Worcester

(Kitty) ; third, £3, G. Russell, Curzon-street, Mayfair,

Loudon (Trim).

Agricultural stallions.—First prize, £40, T. Statter,

Stand Hall, Whitefield, Manchester (Young Champion)

;

second, £20, G. D. Badham, The Lawn, Bulmer, Sudbury

(Great Eastern) ; third, £10, W. Byford, The Court,

Glemsford (Volunteer). Highly commended: W. Wynn,
Grafton (Nonpareil). Commended: E. and A.Stanford

(The Duke).

Agricultural horses, four-year-olds and upwards, mares

or geldings.—First prize, £30, C. W. Brierly, Rhodes
House, Middleton, Lancashire (Sensation) ; second, £20,
C. Lister, Coleby Lodge, Lincolnshire (Royal Duchess)

;

third, £10, C. W. Brierly (Tommy Dodd). Commended

:

C. W. Brierly (Champion).

Carriage horses, four-year-olds, mares or geldings,

—

First prize, £30, G. Holmes, Beverley ; second, £15, S
Rose, Holban Farm, Great Raveley, Huntingdon (Queen
of the Isles),

Mules of either sex.—First prize, £10, G. D. Badham
(Jack) ; second, £5, J. Grantham, Tamworth-road, Croy-

don (Teddy).

Horses too late for competition,—Medal, A, H. Bil-

lington, Kennington House, Asford (Caradoc—hnnter)

;

Medal, through bred stallion (Elsham).

Whips were presented to the Misses Heathcote,

Bryant, Taylor, Radcliffe, and Millard.

Stewards.—J. B, Booth, Killerby Hall, Catterick;

Colonel Luttrell, Badgworth Court,

Veterinary Inspector.—Professor Brown, Royal
Veterinary College.

Secretary and Manager.—E. Corbet, 9, Victoria

Chambers, Westminster.

THE DONCASTER AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT
In cattle the local exhibitors were noticeably sue- <

cessful, for allowing for a circumference of twenty miles,
of the eight classes of entries there were only two in
which they did not succeed in carrying off the first or
second prize. They were almost as successful with horses,
especially with those adapted for agricultural purposes.
Of this breed there were eleven classes, and in eight of
them the horses from the immediate neighbourhood suc-

DONCASTER.

ceeded in beating all the others. They were also moderately

successful in roadsters ; but with hunters, with two ex-

ceptions, the strangers appeared to have their own way.

Neither in sheep nor pigs did the neighbours very much
distinguish themselves. With such breeders " about" as

Messrs. Foljambe, of Osberton ; Brown, of Rossington
;

Mann, of Scawsby ; Dyson, of Tinsley ; Watson, o

Crowle Wharf; Ellis, of Thurnscoe ; and Sunderland o
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Billingley, there was stroug assurance of a cattle show.
Of 114 entries of cattle, 43 were Shorthorn bulls, 15 in

calf or milch cows, 29 heifers and heifer-calves, 33 of
Alderneys, Guernsey, or Jersey breeds ; and 4 of extra
stock. The cattle were chiefly composed of entries of
the principal breeders in the immediate vicinity. Among
the aged bulls was Lord Irwin, the prize-taker of last year

;

and amongst the cows of any age, Concert, from Osbertou
Hall, also a prize-taker at the show of 1872. The heifers

and heifer-calves included some excellent lots ; while of

the Alderneys 26 were exhibited by residents in the

neighbourhood. The show of sheep was only small. Of
the 68 pens entered, 27 were Leicesters, 21 Lincolns, 11
short-wools, 8 long-woolled shearling wedders, and 1

under the head of extra stock. Amongst the Leicesters

were Messrs. Hutchinson snd Borton, again in strong
force, but with Mr. Hutchinson getting the best of the

show ; while the only exhibitors in the district were Mr.
Taylor, of Martin, near Bawtry, and Mr. F. T. Turner,

of Armthorpe. The rams were considered the pick of

the lot. The show of horses was not large. Of
the 267 entered 66 were comprised in the classes of

agricultural and draught horses ; 101 of roadsters, includ-

ing 17 in the classes for ponies; 76 hunters; and 2

of extra stock. In the breeds for agricultural purposes

were several from Doncaster and neighbourhood. The
entries of pigs were some score in excess of the number
exhibited in 1872. As a general rule they were the

property of professional breeders, if we excepted some
half dozen entries in the classes for stores and of cottagers'

pigs. The quantity of wool was small, though the

quantity was fair.

PRIZE IIST
JUDGES.—Cattle: T. Stamper, Oswaldkirk, York; G.

Bland, Coleby Lodge, Lincoln ; T. C. Booth, Warlaby,
Northallerton. Sheep and Pig.s : J. Singleton, Given-
dale, Pocklington ; T. Cartwriglit, Dunstan Pillar, Lincoln

;

R. Woods, Osberton, Worksop. Horses (Hunters and
Hackneys) : W. Atkinson, Barrowby Hall, Leeds ; J.
Smith, Humbarton, Boroughbridge ; P. Gordon, Thome
Haugb, Wansford. Agricultural Horses : G. Hobson,
Shires House, Easingwold ; J. Appleyard, Wistow, Selby

;

E. Godfrey, Thealby, Brigg, Wool : T. Clajton, Stanley

House, Ripley.

SHORTHORNS.
Bulls, any age above three years old.—First prize, £10, W.

Linton, Sheriff Hutton, York (Lord Irwin) ; second, £5, T.
Statter, Stand Hall, Whitefield, Manchester (Thormauby).

Bulls, above two and not exceeding three years old.—First

prize, £15, Executors of F. Jordan, Eastbourne House, Drif-

field (Gay Lad) ; second, £10, J. Goolden, Clay House, Hale,

near Altrincham (The Young Panton Squire).

Bulls, above one and not exceeding two years old.—First prize

£15, F. J. S. Foljambe, Osberton Hall, Worksop (Sir Julius

Benedict) ; second, £10, W. Linton (Sir Arthur Ingram).
Commended : J. Rowley, Norton Priory, Doncaster (Priory

Prince) ; J. D. Ellis, Thurnscoe Hall (Prince Charlie).

Bull-calves, above five and not exceeding twelve months old.

—First prize, £5, T. Hare, Lund Cottage, Easingwold
(Baron Irwin) ; second, £2, W. Linton (Fitz Irwin). Com-
mended : J. Oathwaite, Bainesse, Catterick (King Charming).
Cow of any age, above three years old, in calf or milk.

—

First prize, £10, W. Bradburn, Wednesfield, Wolverhampton
(Moss Rose); second, £5, G. Mann, Scansby (Myrtle). Highly
commended: W. Lmtou (Gratitude). Commended: J. D.
Ellis, and Major Stapjlton, Myton Hall, Helperby, York.

Heifers, not exceeding three years old, in calf or milk.

—

First prize, £10, T. Statter (Lady Graceful) ; second, £5, F.

J. S. Foljambe, M.P. (Zmgara). Highly commended: T. H.
Hutchinson, Manor House, Catterick.

Heifers, not exceeding two years old.— First prize, £10, J.

Outhwaite (Baroness Conyers) ; second, £5,T. Statter (Rosal-

bina). Commended : F. J. S. Foljambe, M.P. (Sweetheart).

Silver Cup, value £5 5s., was awarded to F. J. S. Foljambe
(Zingara).

Heifer calves, above five and not exceeding twelve months
old.—First prize, £5, T. H. Hutchinson ; second, £2, T. Stat-

ter. Highly commended : T. II. Robinson, Leckby Palace,

Asenby, Thirsk.

Alderney, Jersey, or Guernsey, cows or heifers, in calf or

milk.—First prize, £10, and second, £2, J. Brown, Rossington
Hail. Highly commended : A. Hall, Vine House, Cleck-

heaton.

Alderney bull, fit for service.—First prize, £5, Lady Hawke,
Womersley Park, Pontefract; second, £3, R. lloulden,

Cautley.

Cow for dairy purposes.—Prize, £3, H. R. AV. Hart, Dun-
nington Lodge, lliglily commended : H. Crossley, Watkin-
son Hall Farm, Halifax ; and J. Clarke, Beeston, Leeds.

Extra Stock.—First prize, G. Mann, Scausby, Doncaster
second. Lady Hawke.

SHEEP.
LEICESTERS.

Shearling ram.—First prize, £10, and second, £5, T. H.
Hutchinson.
Rams of any age.—First prize, £5, J. Borton, Barton

House, Malton ; second, £2, T. Marris, The Chase, Ulceby,
Lincolnshire. Commended : J, Borton, and T. H. Hutch-
inson.

Pen of shearling gimmers.—First prize, £10, T. H. Hutch-
inson ; second, £5, J. Borton,
Pen of ewes.—First prize, £5, T. H. Hutchinson ; second,

£3, T. Slarris. Commended : T. H. Hutchinson.

LIJICOLNS.

Shearling ram.—First prize, £10, J. Pears, Mere, Lincoln
;

second, £5, J. Byron, Kirkby Green, Sleaford. Commended :

R. Wright, Nockton Heath, Lincoln.
Ram of any age.—First prize, £5, R. AVright ; second, £2,

J. Pears.

Pen of five shearling gimmers.—First prize, £10, J. Byron .

second, £5, W. Roe, North Scarle Field, Newark. Com-
mended : W. Hesseltine, Beaumont Cote, Barton-on-Humber;
Pen of five ewes.—First prize, £5, J. Byron; second, £3,

E. Hodgkinson, Morton Grange, Retford. Commended: W.
Roe, and G. Wood, Hayfields, Doncaster.

Short-wool shearling ram.—First prize, £5, W. Baker,
Moor Barns, Atherstone ; second, £2, S. Ashton, Manor Farm,
Timperley. Commended : W. Baker.
Ram of any age.—First prize, £5, S. Ashton ; second, £2,

W. Baker. Commended : W. Baker, and T. Marris.
Pen of five shearling gimmers.—Prize, £5, W. Baker. No

second.

Special prize.—Silver Cup, value £5 5s., J. Byron, Kirkby
Green.

HORSES.
rOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Stallion.—First prize, £15, T. Greenwood, Calverley Bridge,
Rodley, Leeds ; second, £5, T. Statter. Commended : R.
Swann, Askham Hall, York.
Brood mare, with foal sucking.—First prize, £10, T. Stat-

ter ; second, £5, J. and T. Appleyard, Wistow, Selby. Com-
mended: W. Cadraan, Wath-on-Dearne.

Three years old gelding or filly.—First prize, £10, R. Hug-
ginson, Steeton Hall, South Milford ; second, £5, E. Crowe,
Denver, Downham Market, Norfolk. Commended : J. Mit-
chell, Swathe Hall, Barnsley.

Two years old gelding or filly.—First prize, £10, J. and T.
Appleyard ; second, £2, J, Ingham, Marr, Doncaster. Com-
mended : S. Barker, Marr.

Yearling colt or filly.—First prize, £7, S. Barker ; second,

£2, J. Robinson, Edderthorpe, Darfleld, Barnsley. Com-
mended : H. Banks, Kirk Smeaton, Pontefract.

Pair of draught horses.—First prize, £10, C. W. Brierley,

Rhodes House, Middleton, Manchester; second, £5, J. Baddi-
ley, South Kirkby, Pontefract. Commended : G. Harrison,
Everton.

Horse or mare used exclusively for agricultural purposes.^
Prize, £5, G. Wood, Hayfields. Commended : W. B. Tate,

Rossington.

Horse or mare.—Silver Cup, value £5 5s., G. Wood. Com-
mended: J. Baddiley, and the Mayor and Corporation of

Doncaster.

Colt or filly, under three years old.—Silver Cup, value £5
5s., B. H. Brooksbank, TickhiU.

ROADSTERS.
Stallion. First prize, £10, T. Rennison, Holme, near
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York ; second, £5, H. R, W. Hart. Dunuington Lodge, York.

Commended : W. Axe, Doncaster.

Brood mare, with foal suckinc:.—Silver Cup, value £5 5s.,

and Society's prize £5, R. Williamson, Sunny Bank, Ripon

;

second, £2, S. G. Belton, Manor House, Amcotts. Com-
mended: T. Shearman, Warmsworth.

Tliree years old gelding or filly.—First prize, £5, F. Rickell,

Manor House, Warter, Pocklington ; second, £2, T. Askren,

Levels, Thome. Commended : W. Chadwick, Arksey.

Of any age or .'ex, equal to carry 15 stones, not exceeding

15 hands 2 inches high.—First prize, £10, and silver cup,

value £5 5s., W. Little, Willoughton, Kirton Lindsay ; second,

£5, W. and G. Lovel, Norton, Malton. Commended : T.

Bowman, Croome House, Sledmere, York.

Of any age or sex, equal to carry 12 stones, not exceeding

12 hands high.—First prize, £10, and a silver cup, value £5
5s., R. Mitchell, Bowling Park, Bradford; second, £5, T.

Clarkson, Melbourne-street, Leeds. Commended: T. E. Mor-
rell, Hellaby Hall, Rotherham.
Nag colt or filly, under three years old.—Silver Cup, value

£5 5s., A. Tattersfield, Heckmondwike. Commended : B. H.
Brooksbank, and W. H. Dunwell, Wilsic.

COACHING.
Brood mare, with foal sucking.—First prize, £10, J. Reader,

Beacon Farm, Holme, York ; second, £5, J. Potter, Wad-
worth.

Three years old gelding or filly.—First prize, £10, J. John-

son, Brigham, Driffield; second, £5, J. Johnson. Commended:
I. Scarth, Mount Pleasant, West Rownton, Northallerton

.

PONIES.

Pony, above 13 and not exceeding 14 hands high.—First

prize, £5, W. H. Blackburn, Foggathorpe ; second, £2, J.

Benson, Sandtoft. Commended : Holland and Shepherd,

Beverley.

Pony, not exceeding 12 hands high.—First prize, £3, J.

E'wiss, Avenue-road, Doncaster ; second, £1, J. Barnard,

Owstou Ferry. Commended : P. B. D. Cooke, Owston, Don-
caster, and A. Mawson, High Wood Farm, Adwick-on-Dearne.

HUNlEUS.
Stallion for getting weight-carriers.—Fir.st prize, £10, W.

Johnson, Goole Fields; second, £5, W. Higgings, Doncaster.

Brood mare, with foal sucking.—First prize, ^15, E.

Hornby, Flotmanby, Ganton, York ; second, £5, W. S. Cad-

man, Millfield, York. Commended: G. Smith, Sydney, Stowe
Farm, Stamford.

Four years old gelding or filly, equal to Carrying 15 stones.

—First prize, £40, T. Darrell, West Ayton, York ; second,

£10, H. Jewison, Raisthorpe. Commended : C. Rose, Mar-
ket Hill, Malton.

Four years old gelding or filly, equal to carrying 13 stones,

i—First prize, £15, T. H. Hutchinson; second, £5, J. Rowley,
Norton Priory, Doncaster.

Three years old gelding or filly.—First prize, £10, J . Lett,

Scarapton, York ; second, £5, B. Johnson, Frodingham
Bridge, Hull. Commended: A. J. Brown, North Elrasall,

Pontefract.

Two years old gelding or filly,—First prize, £5, J. M. Tat-

tersall-Musgrave, Beverley ; secoud, £2, J. Stubbs, Scaft-

worth.

PIGS.

Boar, large breed.—First, prize, £4, M. Walker, Stockley

Park, inslow, Burton-on-Trent : second, &2, Earl of EUes-

mere, Worsley Hall, Manchester.

Sow, large breed, in pig or milk.—First prize, £4, Earl of

EUesmere ; second, £2, M. Walker.

Boar, small breed.—First prize, £4, Earl of EUesmere
5

second, £2, C. R. N. Beswick-Royds, Littleborough, Man-
chester. Commended : P. Eden, Cross-lane, Salford.

Sow, small breed, in pig or milk.—First prize, £4, Earl of

EUesmere ; second, £2, C. R. N. Beswick-Royds, and E.Ellis,

Bentley, Doncaster.

Boar, large breed, not exceeding twelve months old.—First

prize, £2, J, Garbutt, jun., South Cave, Brough ; second, £1,

M. Walker.
Sow, large breed, not exeeding twelve months old.—First

prize, £2, C. R. N. Beswick-Royds ; second, £1, W. Firth,

Shipley Moor Colliery.

Boar, small breed, not exceeding twelve months old.—First

prize, £2, C. R. N. Beswick-Royds ; second, £1, Earl of

EUesmere. Commended : P. Eden.

Sow, small breed, not exceeding twelve months old.—First

prize, £2, R. E. Duckering, Northorpe, Kirton Lindsay 5

second, £1, C. R. N. Beswick-Royds. Highly commended

:

Earl of EUesmere, and P. Eden.

Three store pigs of any breed, the same litter.—First prizej

£2, Parkinson Brothers, Doncaster ; second, £1, T. Askren.

Commended : E. Ellis.

Cottager's pig, not exceeding twelve months old.—First

prize, £2, G. Smeaton, Balby ; second, £1, R. Webster, NeU
son-street, Hyde-park, Doncaster, third, 10s., W. Large,

Waddington's-yard, Doncaster.

Boar of any breed, not qualified to compete in any othef

class.—First prize, £4, T. Atkinson, Aire-street, Coal Wharfe,

Leeds ; second, £2, P. Eden. Highly commended : Earl of

EUesmere.
Sow of any breed, not quaUfied to compete in any other

class.—First prize, £4, and second, £2, Earl of EUesmere.
Highly commended : R. E. Duckering. Commended : M.
Walker, and P. Eden.

WOOL.
Five fleeces of wool, grown by the exhibitor.—First prize,

£3, F. T. Turner, Arrathorpe ; second, £2, R. C. Workman,
Almholme.

THE SUFFOLK AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

MEETING AT WOODBRIDGE.

This was a very successful exhibition altogether, both

as regards the stock set for display and the cash taken at

the gates. Right genial weather it has been throughout,

with plenty of light and sunshine, and a delicious air

breathing over the ground. Crowds of country folk there

were most thoroughly enjoying themselves, and with very

little idea of " strikes," as it appeared from their manners,

as strewn about the machinery everywhere in family groups,

they were sucking juicy pork-pies and bottle-stuft' of some
sort. As regards the stock, the cart-horses were, as usual,

of a noble character. A few rather too light in bone and
small-eyed, but the mass of a grand description ; and
we are glad to see the dark chesnut gaining ground.
Some recent decisions were reversed. Amongst the
aged stallions. Young Cupbearer, first at Thetford, had to
give way here to Colonel Wilson's horse. Young Cup-
bearer's dam we spotted as she went around the ring as
being very like some of the low and lengthy old Creting-
ham Rookery sort, hut rather too smaU to take the prize

to-day. Amongst the two-yeai--old stallions, Mr. Frost's

horse had grand thighs, an unusual point in this breed,

and he was good all over. The second-prize horse, Mr.

Ogilvie's, had style and strength, but was too small for

best. The first-prize mare and foal, Mr. Cant's,

big and active, were sold for 200 guineas to Colonel Wil-

son. Amongst the yearling cart fillies, by far the best,

Mr. Green's (a foal out of whose prize mare sold for 100

guineas at Bury last year), was disqualified by the

Veterinarian. There was a fair entry of riding-horses, and

Major Barlow, on his own ground, of coarse, maintained

his supremacy with the Frenchman, Chaucer, and the

more deservedly famous old Silverlocks. The two Has-

keton thorough-breds have thus swept the Eastern Coun-

ties clean, but there has never been much against them.

The Shorthorn old cows were very good ; the first and

second prizes especially so. The Shorthorn heifers also

were good ; and there is evidently an increasing taste in

the district for this breed. In the matter of handling
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there may be great improvement Ihrougliout. In the old

bulls the Norfolk and Essex decision was altered, Mr.
Crabbe's Romford Duke, an animal in many respects re-

sembling the celebrated Bolivar, being put before Mr.
Catchpole's Oxford Prize, which had fed evenly over the

crops
; but was pronounced weak in his thighs, and want-

ing in masculine character by comparison with the winner.
The bulls under two years were a bad class, and the

judges were considered to have gone wrong in putting

Mr. Garrett's red bull second. He and his competitor
are bad along the chine. The third-prize bull, however,
had length and better quarters ; while the red bull was
credited by a clerical error in writing with six months
less age than he possesses, or his place might have been
lower; but they were an inferior lot altogether. The
Suffolk cows were good—rather flat-sided perhaps ; and
among the bulls Mr. Colman's Cherry Duke was preferred

to his old antagonist, Norfolk Duke. The Alderney bulls

showed great improvement over former years, and the

cows, a large class, were commended throughout, many
of them showing an immense capacity for milk.

The boars of a black breed not under one year were a

grand lot. There were also a number of excellent sows
exhibited by Mr. Sexton, which won prizes, and a famous

old white boar of the true Snowball sort took the first

colours home for Mr. M. Biddell. Lord Rendlesham's

white boar lowered his lance to a pig of Mr. Duckering's

by perhaps a hasty decision. Mr. Duckering showed a

good white sow ; but the pigs had considerable merit

throughout. For Suffolk there was really a good show of

sheep, with jMr. Colman, the Norwich M.P., maintaining

his supremacy here as well as amougst the polled cattle.

Taking the stands in the order in which they appear in the

catalogne the following were exhibitors of implements :—Hills,

Sudbury; E. Packard and Co., Ipswich; Taylor, Ipswich ; Piper

and Theobald, Norwich ; Day, Son, and Hewitt, Dorset-street,

London ; King, Coggeshall ; Edgington and Co., Old Kent

Road, London ; Hurwood, Ipswich ; Gidney, East Dere-

ham; Bradford and Co., Manchester; Rands and Jeckell,

Ipswich ; Tomlinson, Hayward, and Bishop, Lincoln ; Ben-

nett and Botwood, Ipswich. In the heavy division were

Woods, Cocksedge, and Warner, Stowmarket ; the Maldon

Iron Works Company ; Ransomes, Sims, and Head, Ipswich
;

Burch, Frestou; R. Garrett and Sons, Leiston; Whitmore

and Binyon, Wickham Market ; R. and F. Turner, Ipswich
;

Page and Girling, Melton ; Bendall, Woodbridge ; Smyth and

Sons, Peasenhall ; Smyth, Sweffling ; and Eddington and Co.,

Chelmsford.

JUDGES.
Houses for Agricultorax Purposes: A. Darker, Barn

Hill, Clonsilla Co., Dublin ; J. Waldy, Burton Hall, Dar-
hngton ; R. Wrinch, Harkstead, Suffolk.

Riding aivd Coachijjg Horses : The Earl of Eglinton

;

R. Corbett, Adderley HaU, Market Drayton.

Cattle : M. Biddell, Playford, Ipswich ; N. G. Barthropp,

Hacheston, Suffolk ; Rev. H. Beever, Pencraig Cross, Ross.

Sheep : — Davey, Garboldisham, Norfolk ; H. Overman,
Weasenham, Norfolk.

Pigs : Rev. H. Beever ; H. Fookes, Whitechurch, Blandford,

Horse Shoeing : G. Varnell, Belton, Yarmouth.

PRIZE LIST.
AGRICULTURAL HORSES.

Stallion.—First prize, £20, Colonel F. M. Wilson, Stow-

langtoft Hall (Heir Apparent); second, £10, R. E. Lofft,

Troston Hall, Bury St. Edmunds (Young Cupbearer).

Three years old entire colt.—First prize, £15, and cup of

25 gs. for Suffoljs: stallion, C. Frost, Wherstead ; second, £7,

S. Wolton, Butley Abbey (Royal Duke). Highly commended :

N. Allen, Great Horksley (Young May Duke).

Two years old entire colt.—First prize, £15, C. Frost
;

second, £7, A. Ogilvie, Sizewell House, Leiston (Nobby).

Highly commended : — . Lee, jun., Walpole, Halesworth

(Carleton) ; E. Gray, Parham. Commended : B. Stearn,

Elmsett (Prince) ; J. Berners, Woolverstone Park (Emperor)

;

L. Wrinch, jun.. Birch Hall, Kirby-le-Soken, Colchester

(Young Monarch) ; H. Frost, Shadingfield ; S. Wolton.

One year old entire cart colt.—First prize, cup of 10 gs.,

M. Crisp, Letheringhara ; second, £5, W. Toller, Gedgrave.

Commended : J. Reeve, Carlton Colville (Hercules).

Mare with foal at foot.—First prize, £15, G. H. Cant, Mile

End, Colchester (Violet) ; second, £7, J. T. Smith, Tunstall

(Gyp). Commended: S. Wolton (Princess).

Foal, foaled in 1873.—First prize, £8, and prize for the

best foal by Monarch or Commander, G. H. Cant ; second, £4,

H. Brinkley, Sudbourne. Commended, and cup of £5 5s.

for the best foal by Cupbearer, R. Garrett, Carlton Hall, Sax-

mundham.
Foal by either of Mr. J. Grout's cart stallions.—Prize, cup

of £5 5s., R. E. Lofft.

Gast mare.-First prize, cup of 10 gs., and cup of 10 gs.

for the best mare or filly in the field, H. Wolton (Pride) ; se-

cond, £5, H. Wolton (Diamond). Commended : W. H. Bor-

rett, Tunstall.

Three-year-old fiily.—First prize, £10, D. A. Green, East

Donyland, Colchester (Smart) ; second, £5, H. Wolton
(Brag).

Two-year-old filly.—First prize, £10, W. Wilson, Baylham
Hall, Ipswich ; second, £5, W. Cross, Prating, Colchester

(Kathleen). Highly commended : I. Rist, Brantham Hall

(Blossom).

One-year-old cart filly.—First prize, cup, value £10 10s.,

H. R. Button, Ufford ; second, £5, I. Rist, Brantham Hall

(Violet).

RIDING AND COACHING HORSES.
Thoroughbred stallion for hunting purposes.—First prize,

£20, and cup, value 10 guineas. Major F. [Barlow, Hasketon

(Massanissa) ; second, £10, Major Barlow (Chaucer).

Stallion for coaching purposes.—Prize, £10, J. Grout,

Woodbridge (Vanguard).

Roadster stallion.—First prize, £10, and cup, value 10

guineas, J. Grout (Quicksilver) ; second, £5, Major Barlow

(Silver Star).

Match pair of geldings or mares.—Prize, cup, value 10

guineas, Duke of Hamilton (Marquis and Prmce).

Coaching mare, with foal at foot.—Prize, cup, G. K, Den-
nis, Kesgrave, Bosmere.

Hunting mare, with foal at foot.—First prize, £7, Major

Barlow (Silverlock) ; second, £3, A. J. Smith, Suttou Haugh.

Hackney mare, with foal at foot.—First prize, £7, H.
Wolton (Wood Nymph) ; second, £3, E. Prior, Bury St.

Edmund's.
Hunting foal.—Prize, £5, Major Barlow,

Roadster foal.—Prize, £5, H. Wolton (Wood Nymph).
Foal by The Beadle.—Prize, cup, value 5 guineas, S.

Sawyer, Tunstall.

Foal by Tom Brown or Playfellow.—Prize, cup, value £6
6s., H. Wolton.

Foal.—Prize, cup, value £5 5s., J. Garnham, Earl Stonham,

Weight-carrying hunting mare or gelding.— ITirst prize,

£10 and £5, Major Barlow (Emperor) ; second, £5, S. B.

White, Bildestone (Donny brook).
Four-year-old weight-carrying hunting mare or gelding.

—

First prize, cup, value 10 guineas, R. Garrett ; second, £5,

Major Barlow (Calcraft).

Weight-carrying hunting mare or gelding, three years old.

—First prize, £7, and cup, Major Barlow (Cornishman)

;

second, £3, G. Ranson, Sproughton.

Weight-carrying hunting mare or gelding, two years old.

—

First prize, £5, J. F. Vincent, Wrentham (Frostenden) ; se-

cond, £2, Major Barlow (Buckfoot).

Hunting yearling.—Prize, £5 53., Major Barlow.

Light-weight huntmg mare or gelding.—Prize, cup, value

10 guineas. Marquis of Westminster (Cavendish).

Riding mare or gelding.—First prize, £10, J. Grout (Per-

fection) ; second, £5, J. Grout (Charley).

Hackney mare or gelding, not under 14 nor exceeding 13

hands high.—First prize, £10 and cup, J. Grout (Myrtle)

;

second. £5, J. Grout (Kitty).

Three-year-old hackney mare or gelding.—First prize, £5j

H. Daniel ; second, £2, Earl of Stradbroke.

Two-year-old hackney mare or gelding.—First prize, cup,

value 5 guineas, N. Catchpole ; second, £3, J. Toller.
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AVeiglit-carrying cob.— Prize, cup, value 10 guineas, J,

Grout (Myrtle).

Hackney mare or geldiuR, not under 14- nor exceeding 15.3

hands.—Prize, cup, value 10 guineas, J. Grout (Stepping-

stone).

Ladies' horse.—Prize, cup, value 10 guineas, Lord

Rendlesliara (Shepherdess).

CATTLE.
Suffolk bull.—First prize, £10, J. J. Colman.M.P. (Cherry

Duke) ; second, £5, B. Brown, Thursford, Thetford (Norfolk

Duke).
Suffolk bull—Erst prize, £10, R. E. Lofft, Troston, Bury

St. Edmund's (Robin Hood) ; second, £5, P. A. Damant,
Witnesham (Prince Arthur). Reserve and liighly commended :

J. J. Colman, M.P. (Lord Eiston). Highly commended:
J. J. Colman, M.P. (Royal Duke).

Suffolk cow, in milk or in calf.—First prize, £10 and cup,

value 10 gs., B. Brown (Countess) ; second, £5, J. J. Colman,
M.P. (Buttercup), liighly commended: G. Gooderham
(Monewden).

Suffolk heifer, in milk or in calf.—First prize, £10, J. J.

Colman, M.P. (Handsome) ; second, £5, B. Brown (Red
Rose)

.

Suffolk heifer.—First prize, £7, J. J. Colman, M.P. (Daisy
1st) ; second, £3, J. J. Colman, M.P. (Daisy 2nd). Reserve
and highly commended : R. E. Lofft (Lady Bird). Highly
commended : P. A. Damant (Red Rose) ; S. Walton (Perfec-

tion). Commended: G. Gooderham (Red Stockings).

Shorthorn bull, not under two years old.—First prize, £10,
R. H. Crabb, Great Baddow, Chelmsford (Romford Duke)

;

second, £5, N. Catchpole, Bramford (Oxford Prize). Highly
commended : J. Upson, Rivenhall, Essex (Duke of West-
wood).

Shorthorn bull, under two years old.—First prize, £10, T.
Rose, Melton Magna, Norfolk (Lord of Westlands) ; second,

£5, R. Garrett (Red Duke).
Shortliorn bull, under one year old.—First prize £7, N.

Catchpole (Charley Barry) ; second, £3, R. H. Crabb. Highly
commended : -D. A. Green, East Donyland (Donyland Duke).

Shorthorn cow, in milk or in calf.—First prize, £10, N.
Catclipole (Daisy) ; second, £5, N. Catchpole (Lady Jjub-

bcck).

Shorthorn heifer, under three years old, in milk or in calf.

—First prize, £10, R. H. Crabb (Halstead Surprise) ; second,

£5, T. Rose (Anna Gth). Reserve and higlily commended:
J. R. Chaplin, Ridgewell, Halstead (Vernalia). Highly com-
mended : R. H. Crabb (May Queen).

Shorthorn heifer under two years old.—First prize, £10, R.
H. Crabb (Princess of Denmark) ; second, £5, T. Rose, Melton
Magna, Norfolk (Water Nymph). Highly comranded: D. A.
Green, East Donyland (Donyiand Rose). Commended : D. A.
Green (Red Lady).

Channel Islands bull of any age.—First prize, £10, W. Gil-

bey, Hargrave Park, Stan-stead (Don) ; second, £5, R. M.
Jary, Underwood Hall, Westley, Newmarket (Prince Charlie).
Highly commended : C. J. H. Tower, Weald Hall, Brentwood
(Eclipse).

Channel Islands cow or heifer, in milk or in calf.—First
prize, £10, Lieut.-Col. F. M. Wilson, Stowlangtoft (Violet)

;

second £5, W. Gilbey (Milkmaid). Reserved and highly com-
mended : Lieat.-Col. F. M. Wilson (Mignonette). Highly
commended and eup.value five guineas ; Marquis of Bristol.

Cow for milking purposes, of any breed.—Cup, value five

guineas. Marquis of Bristol.

Sis store beasts.—First prize, cup, value £12, J. Wellingham,
Gedgrave ; second, cup, value £8, Sir R. Wallace, Bart.
Pony not under 13 nor exceeding M hands.—Prize , £5, J.

Buxton, Campsey Ashe (Piomingo).
Pony not under 12 nor exceeding 13 hands.—Prize, £5, W.

Wolton, Franilingham (Matchbox).
Pony not exceeding 12 hands.—Prize, £5, G. Bond (Fanny).
Pair of ponies above 13 and under 14*2 hands.—Prize, cup,

value £10 10s., J. Grout (Fanny).
Pair of ponies not exceeding 13 hunds.—Prize, cup, value

£10 10s., A. Ogilvie (Harlequin),
Pony in harness.—Prize, cup, value £6 6s., W. Woltou

(Matchbox).

DONKEYS.
Donkey.—Prize, £2 2s., Mfijor Barlow.
Poor man's donkey.—First prize, £1 ICs., W. Beunett.Clop- I

ton ; second, £1, J. Bloorafield, Ufford; third, lOs., R. Moore,
Monewden.

SHEEP.
Southdown tup.—First prize, £8, and second, £i, J. J. Col-

man, M.P., Norwich.
Southdown shearling tup.—First prize, £8, and second, £4,

J. J. Colman, M.P.
Pen of five Southdown shearling ewes.—First prize, £8,

J. J. Colman, M.P.; second, £4', the Marquis of Bristol,

Ickworth Park.

Suffolk tup, of any age.—First prize, ^£8 and Lord Rendle-
sham's cup, and second, £4, J. M. Green, Stradisball, New-
market. Highly commended : J. Smith, Hasketon.

Suffolk shearling tup.—First prize, £8, and second, £4,
J. M. Green. Highly commended : R. M. Jary, Underwood
Hall, Westley, Newmarket, and J. M. Green.

Suffolk lamb tup.— First prize, cup, value £5 5s., J. M.
Green.

Pen of five Suffolk shearling ewes.—First prize, £8, and
second, £4, J. M. Green. Commended : R. M. Jary.

Long-woolled tup, of any age.—First prize, £8, and second,

£4, J. Wheeler and Sous, Long Compton, Shipston-on-Stour.

Commended: J. Giblin, Bardfield, Braintree.

Shearling long-woolled tup.—First prize, £8, and second,

£4, J. Giblin.

Pen of five long-woolled shearling ewes. — Prize, £8, J.
Giblin.

Lamb tup of any breed not Southdown or Suffolk.—Prize,

cup, value £5 5s., R. M. Jary.

Pen of ten ewes of any age or breed, which have liad lambs
this year.—Prize, £6, A. J. Smith.

Pen of ten shearling ewes of any breed.—First prize, £6,
J. J. Colman, M.P. ; second, £3, ilie Marquis of Bristol.

Pen of ten ewe lambs of any breed.—First prize, £6, J. J.

Colman, M.P. (Soutlidown) ; second, i'3, A. Nichol-son, Ips-

wich (Hampshire down). Highly commended: R. M. Jary
(half-bred).

PIGS.
Boar of the black breed not uoder one year old.—

-

First prize, £8, G. M. Sexton, Wherstead Hall, Doncaster
;

second, £4, J. Wheeler and Sons. Highly commended : Her-
man Biddell (Sambo 1st).

Boar of the black breed under one year old.—First

prize, £5, G. M. Sexton ; second, £3, J. Wheeler and Sons.
Highly commended : G. M. Se.\ton.

Sow and pigs of the black breed, the pigs notto exceed ten

weeks old.—Prize, cup, value £8, S. Wolton, Butley Abbey.
Breeding sow.—First prize, £8, G. M. Sexton ; second, £4,

G. M. Sexton. Highly commended : G. M. Sexton. Com-
mended : S. Wolton ; Lord Rendleshara.

Pen of three young sows of the black breed, pigged since

November 1st.—Cup, value £5, G. M. Sexton ; second, £3,
S. Wolton.
Boar of the white breed, not under one year old.—First

prize, M. Biddell ; second, £4, R. E. Duckering, Northorpe,
Kirton Lindsey. Highly commended : G. M. Sexton.

Boar of the white breed, under one year old.—First prize,

£5, R. E. Duckering ; second, £3, Lord Rendlesham.
Sow and pigs of the white breed (the pigs not to exceed ten

weeks old).—Cup, value £8, J. Wheeler and Sons.
Breeding sow of the white breed.—First prize, £8, R. E.

Duckering ; second, £4, G. M. Sexton. Highly commended :

J. Wheeler and Sons.

Pen of three young sows of the white breed, pigged since

Nov. 1.—Cup, value £5, R. E. Duckering; second, £3 J.
Wheeler and Sons.

At the dinner, Mr. W. P. T. Phillips said, now that im-
plements were such a serious matter to agriculturists, how
could they get on without coal ; and was not that an agricul-

tural question ? There was another question which agitates

the country—the irrepressible rabbit aud hare question. That
great question liad occupied the attention of the other member
for East Suffolk (Lord Mahon), who throughout the whole
session had been one of the most assiduous attendants on the

Game Laws Committee, and from what he said he (Mr.

Phillips) hoped they would soon see a settlement of that

question which might relieve us of that perpetual blister.

Lord MaiioiV, M.P., addressed the meeting, but at the end
of his speech one of the company said, " You've made a long
speech and said nothing,"
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Mr. Waluy, in responding, as a judge, said, as a north
countryman, he never could have believed that there was the
class of horses in Suffolk that he had seen to-day. They flat-

tered tlieraselves in the north that they had very good horses,
and so they had, perhaps better than we had here, but the
cart-liorses here to-day showed more quality than ever he saw
in his life. Some of the animals had shown not only quality
but perfection of action, and he might mention oue, a two-
year-old entire colt, of which he could say that he never in his
life saw a horse walk so well ; he does not rock or roll as

cart-iiorses do, but walks as a blood-horse ought to do.

Mr. N. G. Baktiiropp, another judge, could assure them
the Society was to be congratulated on the show, especially

of cattle, which was his province. It had been an excellent
one, and some of the classes had contained animals which
would hold their own at the Royal or any other show, lie
would not sit down without mentioning one case of a class in
which he had contemplated considerable difficulty in satisfying

not only themselves but the exhibitors. It was the special

prize offered by Sir llichard Wallace for the best six store

beasts, and he really hoped, for the sake of any future judges,
that no such prize would ever be offered again, for it was
most difficult to decide merits of store cattle. The difficulty

made itself manifest in the fact that a protest had been laid

since the judges made their award, by Mr. Robinson, of

Hadleigh. He thought they had given Mr. Robinson a diffi-

cult task by asking him to define what store cattle really were,

for his beasts were more like half-fat beasts than store cattle,

and were quite unfit to turn out to grass, which he supposed
would be required for store cattle.

Lord Maiion said the sheep exhibited by Mr. Colman, of

Norwich, were unrivalled, and he felt sure that if he took them
up to Hull next week for the Royal Society's Show he would
take the prizes there.

Sir Charles Rowley proposed the health of Colonel
Tomline, their vice-chairman. He was sure many would ad-

mire hira for his extreme dislike to hares and rabbits. He was
a man who, agreeably to the general wish of his tenants, that

there should not be a rabbit or hare, or at least any number
of them on their farms, would do all he could to keep them
down. He had had the pleasure of shooting over Colonel

Tomline's estate, and he had not seen any great quantity of

either hares or rabbits there. He miglit say on the part of
the landlords, that if the tenants would preserve the pheasants

and partridges to the best of their ability, the landlords would
endeavour to keep down the hares and rabbits. It was a fact

that last year he did everything in his power to keep down the

rabbits, and, by Jove ! he saw as many this year as ever. For
himself individually he did not mind seeing a few on his own
farm, but he did endeavour to keep them down on his tenants'.

He bought that patent asphyxiator to put them out of the

holes, thinking to exterminate them, but not a bit of it. He
thought if the tenants assisted the landlords more when they
got them out of the covers into the hedgerows they would be
much better kept down, and what little expense this would be

would be amply repaid.

The Marquis of Bristol said several remarks had been
made on various subjects affecting the farmers' weal, and more
especially to that cloud which in many parts of England they
were now under with regard to the labour question. He was
sanguine that it would not be overshadowing them very long.

In his part of the country he heard very reassuring accounts
;

the labourers were coming back from the North and other
parts of the country wiiere they had been sent by their union

;

so he supposed they did not after all find themselves so well off

there as at home. He had seen statements in various public
prints that if the labour question were to assume a much more
serious aspect the only way to get out of it would be for the
landlord to reduce the rent. It struck him that that was
rather a curious argument, because he saw all around the pros-

perity in the country was such that in every direction people
were making more and more money out of their different

callings, and it struck him as curious that in|the midst of this

unprecedented prosperity agriculture should be the only calling

which was unable to meet its engagements, and would have to

apply for help from the landlords. He did not believe Is., or
even 2s. or 3s. increase in the wages of the labourer would
make such a difference to tenants as to compel them to go to

their landlords and say, " We must have our rents reduced."
Of course if it was absolutely necessary that the rents should
be reduced they must be, but it was a very curious* thing if it

was so. He thought it right to ask them at all events to

think over this question.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE AND ISLE OF ELY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT CHATTERIS.

The show was not to be compared with that which was held

on the Leys, at Cambridge in 1873, if except the cart-horse

section, which was a superior one. The first prize for stallions

suitable for agricultural purposes was carried off by Honest
Tom the Second, who last year was second, being then beaten

by Mr. May's Emperor. In the cattle classes Lady Pigot was
a very successful exhibitor. There were several classes amongst
the sheep that were meritorious, whilst some of the pens con-

tained but a moderate lots. The pig pens were well filled. There
was a large collection of implements exhibited by Cutlack,

Ely ; Holmes and Son, Norwich ; Headly and Son, Cambridge
;

Ward and Silver, Long Melford ; Wilkinson and Son, Ely
;

Ruston, Chatteris ; Eison, Teversham ; Andrews and Martin,

Melksham ; Robey, Lincoln ; Stafford, Nassington, Wansford
;

and Wallis and Stevens, Basingstoke. The straw elevators,

which were tried during the day, brought a large number of

persons to watch the work.

PRIZE-LIST.
JUDGES.

—

Cart Houses : J. H. Wood, Humberstone,
Grimsby; G. C. Woolhouse, Wellingborough, Grantham.
Riding and Coachino Horses : C. M. Nainby, Bar-

noldby le Beck, Grimsby ; T. Percival, Wansford. Cattle:
C Howard, Biddenham, Bedford ; E. Fowler, Henlow,
Biggleswade. Long-woolled Sheep and Pigs: H.
Mackinder, Langton Grange, Spilsby ; C. R. Fieldsend,

Kirmoud le I\Iire, Market Rasin. Short-woolled and
Cross-bred Sheep : S. Druce, Eynsham, Oxford ; R. S.

Newton, Campsfield, Woodstock. Implements : T. Cham-
bers, Cockirk Hall, Fakenhara ; J. Brown, March. Butter :

T. Nichols, Cambridge ; R. Beldam, Coniberton.

HORSES.
AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Stallion.—First prize, £10, R. H. Ekins, Wennington ;

second, £5, J. Linton, Westwick Hall. Commended: W.
Searle, March.

Entire three-year-old colt.—First prize, £8, J. Martin,
Littleport; second, £4, R. Hooper, Whittlesey.

Entire two^ear-old colt.—First prize, £8, T. Briggs

;

second, £4, A. andE. Richardson. Commended : J. Linton.

Cart mare not under four years old.—First prize, £8, W.
Beard ; second, £4, T. Granger. Commended : F, Street.

Mare and foal.—First prize, £8, B. W. Grounds, junior
;

second, £'i, J. Warth. Commended : R. H. Ekins.
Two-year-old cart gelding.—First prize, M, R. Ruston

;

second, £2, J. Bays. Commended: T. Ekins, junior.

Two-year-old filly.—First prize, M, J. Triplow ; second, £2,
J. Dearlove. Commended : R. H. Ekins.

Plough team.—First prize, £8, F. W. Ruston; second, £4,
J.Linton. Commended: J. Tibbet.

Cart gelding, not under four years old.—Prize, £5, F. W.
Ruston. Commended: F. W. Ruston.

Three-year-old gelding.—Prize, £3, J. Tibbett. Commended:
J. Tibbett.

Three-year-old filly.—Prize, £3, W. Warth.
Yearling entire colt.—Prize, £4, G. E. Daintree. Com-

mended : J. W. Shepperson.
Foal.—First prize, £3, E. J. Ekins : second, £1 10s., W.

H. Pate.

Entire horse (open to all England).—Prize, cup value £20,
R. H. Ekins. Reserved : J. Martin.
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RIDING AND COACHING.

Stallion, calculated to get weight-carrying hunters.—First

prize, £10, T. Smith ; second, £5, J. Tomlinson.

Hackney stallion.—First prize, £10, W. Giddens ; second,

£5, T. E. Reed.

Mare or gelding under live years old, adapted for hunting

purposes.—First prize, ^5, W. N. Saberton ; second, £3, T.

Benton.
Hackney mare or gelding.—First prize, £5, T. Banyard

;

second, £3, J. Golden.

Mare or gelding for ordinary use as a hackney.—Prize, £10,

T. Benton.

Cavalry horse (mare or gelding), not exceeding 15 hands 3

inches high, and not under four years old—Prize, £8, W. T.

Wooll.
Artillery horse (mare or gelding), not exceeding 15 hands 3

inches high, and not under foUr years old.—Prize, £8, W.
Hutchinson.

Mare, calculated to breed hackneys, and foal—First prize,

£4, J. Wooll ; second, £2, A. Whittome.
Cob, mare, or gelding, not exceeding 14 hands 3 inches

high—First prize, £4, W. Jones ; second, £2, W. D. Brown.

Pony, mare, or gelding, not exceeding 13 hands high.

—

First prize, £4, J. Angood ; second, £2, W. N. Saberton.

Mare or gelding to be driven in harness.—Prize, £5, W. D.

Brown.
Carriage colt or filly, not exceeding four years old.—Prize,

£3, W. Ding.

Horse or mare that shall jump the fences in the best form.

—Prize, £5, T. Benton.
Pony, not exceeding 14 hands high, that shall jump the

fences in the best form.—First prize, £3, R. Pate ; second, £2,

AV. Jones.

CATTLE.
SHORTHORNS.

Bull, exceeding two years old.—First prize, £8, Lady Pigot

;

second, a£4, J. How. Highly commended : C. Beart. Com-
mended : T. T. Elliott.

Bull, not •exceeding two years old.—First prize, £8, C.

Baintree ; second, £4, C. Ellis. Reserved : H. Tliurnall.

Bull, not exceeding one year old.—First prize, £6, J. Ladds
;

second, £3, Lady Pigot. Reserved : T. Banyard.

Cow in calf or in milk.—First prize, £6, J. How ; second,

£3, W. Looker. Highly commended : J. How.
Heifer, not exceeding three years old, in calf or milk.—First

prize, ^6, Lady Pigot ; second, £3, W. Johnson. Highly

commended : J. Morton. Commended : C. Daintree.

Heifer, not exceeding two years old.—First prize, £4, Lady
Pigot ; second prize, £2, J. How. Highly commended and

reserved : Lady Pigot. Highly commended : J. R. Chaplin.

Heifer, not exceeding one year old.—First prize, £4, J.

How; second, £2, Lady Pigot. Highly commended and re-

served: T. Banyard. Highly commended: J. R. Chaplin.

Commended : H. W. Martin.

Cow, in calf or in milk.—Prize, £4, W. Johnson. Highly

commended: W. Looker. Commended: J.Morton,
Heifer, not exceeding two years old.—Prize, £3, G. E.

Hawkins. Reserved : W. Looker.

Alderney or Guernsey cow or heifer.—First prize, £3, A. S.

Ruston ; second, £2, R. Ruston.

Pair of grazing steers, dot exceeding two years old.—Prize,

£3, 1. F. Thoday.
Pair of fat bullocks.—Prize, £5, G. E. Daintree.

Bull, cow, and offspring (open to all England).—Prize,

Mo, J. How.
SHEEP.

Shearling Leicester or Lincoln ram.—First prize, £5, and
second, £2, T. Gunnell.

Pen of five Leicester or Lineuln ram lambs.—First prize,

£5, T. Gunnell ; second, £3, F. Ellis. Highly commended :

F. Ellis. Commended : T. Banyard.
Pen of five Leicester or Lincoln ewes.—First prize, £5, T.

Gunnell; second, £3, P. Grain. Commended: F, Ellis,

Pen of five shearling Leicester or Lincoln ewes.—First prize

£5, and second, £3, T. Gunnell. Commended : P. Grain.
Pen of five Leicester or Lincoln ewe lambs.—First prize, £5,

T. Gunnell; second, £3, F. Ellis. Commended: P, Grain and
F. Ellis.

Shearling Southdown ram.—First prize, £5, and second, £3,
M. Jonas.

Pen of five Southdown ram lambs.—Prize, £5, F. M. Jona«
Pen of five Southdown ewes.—Prize, £5,F. M.Jonas.
Pen of five shearling Southdown ewes.—First prize, £5, G.

Jonas ; second, £3, F. M. Jonas.

Pen of five Southdown ewe lambs.—First prize, £5, F. M.
Jonas ; second, £3, G. Jonas.

Pen of five short-woolled fat shearling wethers—Prize, £2,
G. Jonas.

Shearling short-woolled ram (not South or Oxfordshire

Downs).—First prize, £5, and second, £3, G. Cooke.
Pen of five short-woolled ram lambs (not South or Oxford-

shire Downs).—First prize, £5, G. Cooke ; second, £3, N. J.

Hine.

Pen of five short-woolled ewes (not South or Oxfordshire

Downs).—First prize, £5, G. Cooke; second, £3, W. J.
Waters.

Pen of five shearling short-woolled ewes (not South or Ox-
fordshire Downs).—First prize, £5, and second, £3, G. Cooke.

Pen of five short-woolled ewe lambs (not South or Oxford-

shire Downs).—First prize, £5, G. Cooke ; second, £3, N. G.
Hutchinson.

Pen of five cross-bred lambs.—First prize, £4, J. Waters

;

second, £2, N.J. Hine.
Pen of five half-bred fat shearling wethers.—Prize, £2, W.

J. Waters.

Shearling Oxfordshire Down rams.—First prize, £5, and
second, £3, F. Street.

Pen of five Oxfordshire Down ram lambs.—First prize, £5,
and second, £3, F. Street.

Pen of five Oxfordshire Down ewes.—Prize, £5, F. Street.

Pen of five shearling Oxfordshire Down ewes.—First prize,

£5, F. Street ; second, £3, T. Chalk.

Pen of five Oxfordshire Down ewe lambs.—First prize, £5

,

F. Street; second, £3, T. Chalk.

PIGS.
Boar, large breed.—First prize, £4, J. 0. Daintree ; second,

£2, H. A. Kilham.
Boar, small breed.—First prize, £4, and second, £2, F. H.

Everett. Highly commended : H.A. Kilhan\. Commended:
H. A. Kilham.

Sow, in pig or suckling, large breed.—First prize, £4, J. T,
Smith ; second, £2, F- H. Everett. Commended : F. H.
Everett.

Sow, in pig or suckling, small breed.—First prize, £4

;

second, £2, H. A. Kilham.
Pen of three sow pigs, not six months old, large breed.—

Prize, £3, H. Kilham.
Pen of three sow pigs, not six months old, small breed.—

Prize, £3, F. H. Everett.

IMPLEMENTS.
Collection of agricultural implements (open to all England)

.

—Prize, £10, J. Moulton.

BUTTER AND CHEESE.
Three pounds of butter, made up in single pounds (open

to all England).—First prize, £2, and second, £1, S. Jones.

Cream cheese (not less than one pound).—First prize, £1,
A. Grounds ; second, 10s., J. C. Smith.

At the luncheon, the chairman, Mr. DuNN Gardner sug-

gested that when the labour question was constantly cropping

up, these annual meetings should, he thought, have the influ-

ence in this part of the county of promoting the success of

machinery, so as to render them independent of that most
despotic power which seemed to exist in every locality, and he
trusted that in a short time very considerable effect would be

produced to enable them to liberate themselves from this new
tyranny.

Mr. Thurnall said, the show of cart horses was as good
as he had ever seen, but he was sorry he could not say so

much of the other things, some of which were good, but the

classes were not well filled.

Lord George Manners, M.P., said, year after year they

had been accustomed to look at their stock, which no doubt

had continued to improve ; but to his mind they had advanced

to that point of perfection at whicli they might almost pause,

whereas in the case of the implements it seemed to him to be

of the utmost importance that they should strain every nerve

in the production of machinery to enable them to dispense, as

far as possible, with manual labour. He had so made -iip his

mind that they must look in the future for a diminished amount
of manual labour, that he felt it was of the utmost import-
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ance that they should turu their thoughts in that direction.
Por the future they must expect the greater part of their
young agricultural la'jourers wo-ild go away from them, there-
fore they would have to get on as well as they could with those
who were more settled in life and not of the same adventurous
disposition as those who were younger. Then it surely fol-
lowed that it was of the greatest importance that they should
be able to put in the hands of their labourers machines which
they were capable of managing, so that they might be able to
dispense with the more rigorous and powerful of their manual
labourers. Tiierefore it was that he welcomed any improve-
ment which could be made in any of their machinery now in

existence. It was, of course, most important that they should
do all they could to encourage the agricultural labourer to re-

main amongst them, and in his humble opinion the only way
to do that was to endeavour by all means to improve their

social and moral condition. It was most important of all to

both landlords and tenants to provide good comfortable homes,
with a garden aud an allotment. He believed that where that
was done there would not be any very serious difficulty found to

exist. As far as he was able to judge, it was invariably found
that the centres from which disaffection spread were places

where the cottages were bad, and gardens and allotments were
non-existent.

THE HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND.
The general meeting was held in the Society's Hall, George

IV. Bridge, Edinburgh, the Marquis of Lothian in the chair.

Tlie CHAfRMAN thought it right that he should call atten-

tion to the loss which the Society had sustained since the last

general meeting by the death of Lord Marjoribanks. He need
not say much about Lord ftlarjoribanks, because wherever he
w as known]iu the South of Scotland, the name of David Robert-
son of Ladykirk had only to be mentioned to command respect

as that of an honest, kindly, and hard-working country gentle-

man. He thought that they should not allow an opportunity

to pass such as that without conveying to Lady Marjoribanks
their sense of the loss which the Society had sustained. He
therefore proposed that the secretary be requested to draw up a

letter of condolence. David Robertson, or rather Lord Mar-
joribanks, had taken great interest in the Highland Society,

perhaps not so much during late as former years. He had
done much to forward the Society's show in Berwick in 1854,
and he was an extraordinary director for the Kelso show, in

which he took great interest. He thought that it was only

due to themselves that they should forward some expression

of their sense of the loss they had sustained.

The motion was unanimously agreed to.

195 new members were elected; and 23 life members, holding
the diploma in agriculture of the Society, were also elected.

Mr. GiLLor^, ot Wallhouse, reported the arrangements for

the meeting at Stirling on the 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th of August

;

where the entries are :

Cattle 410
Horses 2S5
Sheep 600
Pigs 100
Poultry 486
Implements 1500

Dr. Anderson said it would not be necessary for him to

occupy the time of the meeting at any great length on the

present occasion. Of course, the work of the chemical de-

partment performed for the Society was, to a considerable ex-

tent, of a routine character, with which it was neither neces-

sary nor desirable to occupy the time of the meeting. What
had been done during the past half-year was of a general

character, but the number of cases sent by members for analysis

had been smaller than for some years past. That was not

more than they could expect, however, as the unfortunate har-

vest of last year had crippled the resources of the farmers, and
the scientific department of agriculture was that in which
economy could be most easily effected. They had had a num-
ber of analyses of the usual character, and many cases of in-

ferior manures had been brought under their notice, where
members, by the exertions of the department, had been able to

secure thoroughly efficient articles. During the first part of

the year little could be done in the way of investigation, but he

had commenced an inquiry into the exact nature of the

Peruvian guano which had been recently imported, and which
presented a number of features of interest and peculiarity.

The recent imports contained a large number of lumps like

clay, which had excited considerable apprehension on the part

of the farmers, who thought they might be of inferior quality.

These lumps had been a source of considerable diffiuclty to

the farmers, owing to their not possessing the means of reduc-

ing them to a fine powder ; and some of the manure dealers

had had to reduce the lumps to a condition in which the farmer

could make use of them. He was not at prasent in a con-

dition to give a very full account of the peculiarities of the
guano ; but the investigation was in progress, and he hoped it

would be completed in time for the next number of the Trans-
actions.

The Secretary reported that Mr. James Dewar, of the
Veterinary College, Edinburgh, had been appointed assistant

chemist to the Society. He was now at work in the Veterinary
College, and was willing to take samples and make analyses of
anything that the members might wish, at the same rates as
Dr. Anderson.

Dr. BAtroaR reported that at the annual examinations,
held on the 26th of March, a certificate and diploma in agri-
culture were granted to each of the following gentlemen : 1

.

Italo Giglioli, Florence. M.R.A.C, Cirencester; 2. E. C.
Munby, Clifton Holme,' York, M.R.A.C, Cirencester ; 3. R,
F. Juckes, Cotwall, Wellington, Salop. At the same time, a
certificate was conferred on R. C. Bruce Willis, 8, Lansdowne
Crescent, Cheltenham (also a member of the Royal Agricul-
tural College), who is entitled to present himself for the fur-
ther examination, in terms of the regulations, for the diploma.
Before concluding, Dr. Balfour adverted to the new bye-lavr
under which successful candidates for the Society'-s agricultural
diploma were now eligible to be elected free life members of
the Society, as was done to-day for the first time. He also
stated that the two prizes of £6 and £4, annually voted by the
Society to the class of agriculture in the Edinburgh University,
were this year awarded to—1. Henry Erskine, Brechin; 2.
D. T. Mitchell, Burnton, Laurencekirk, and John Dyer,
Edinburgh—equal ; and that the prizes had, as usual, been
taken in books.

Dr. Baleour reported that the forestry examinations were
held on the same days as those under the Agricultural Education
Charter, when a first-class certificate was conferred on Mr.
Peter Loney, Marchmont, Dunse.

The Secretary, in the absence of Captain Tod, of Howden,
reported that the annual examinations for the Society's veteri-
nary certificate were this year held in the Society's Hall, under
the following board of examiners:—Practical Cli'nique : Messrs.
T. A. Dollar, V.S., London ; Tom Taylor, V.S., Manchester;
John Lawson, V.S., Manchester; Dan. M'Lean, V.S., Glas-
gow; Finlay Dun, V.S., Warwickshire; Mr. Steel, V.S.,
Biggar. Veterinary Medicine and Surgery: Messrs. Tom
Taylor, V.S., Manchester ; John Lawson, V.S., Manchester

;

Dan M'Lean, V.S., Glasgow ; John Borthwick, V.S., Kirklis-
ton. Cattle Pathology with Diseases of Sheep, Pigs, and
Dogs: Mr. Aitken.V.S., Kilmarnock; Mr. Steel, V.S., Big.
gar ; Mr. Dow, V.S., Dunkeld. Chemistry and Materia
Medica: Professor Anderson, Glasgow; Professor Balfour,
Edinburgh ; Mr. Finlay Dun, V.S., Weston-park, Warwick-
shire ; Mr. John Lawson, V.S., Manchester. Anatomy and
Physiology : Dr. Dumbreck, Edinburgh ; Dr. Charles Dycer,
Edinburgh ; Mr. Cunningham, V.S., Slateford ; Mr. T. A.
Dollar, V.S., London. Twenty-nine pupils presented them-
selves for examination. The medal granted to the student
who passed the best general examination under the Society's
board was awarded to Justus Littler, the second and third
students in this examination being A. Hunter and R. H. Bird.
The Society also placed at the disposal of the professors of the
Edinburgh Veterinary College medals for the students who
passed the best class examination, and these were awarded as
follows :—Anatomy : Robert H. Bird, Winchburgh. Cattle
Pathology : Andrew Hunter, Newcastle-on-Tyne, aud Justus
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Littler, Long Clawson, Melton Mowbray, equal. Materia

Medica : Justus Littler. Physiology : Justus Littler. Che-

mistry : Andrew Hunter. Veterinary Medicine and Surgery :

Henry Ashbee, India. The gold medal, presented by the ex-

aminers in Practical Clinique, was awarded to Archibald

Robinson, Greenock.

Mr. Irviive, of Drum, said it would be in the recol-

lection of the meeting that the Baroness Burdett Coutts

wished that the Society should aid her in devising means for

promoting the humane treatment of animals, and especially

for inculcating on children in elementary schools their duty in

that respect. The subject was considered by the directors,

and the result was that six prizes, from £5 to £i20, were
offered. Forty-four essays were received, and, after careful

consideration, the committee adjudged the prizes as follows :

1. William S. Gall, 135, Moore-street, Glasgow; 2. William
N. Macdonald, 1, Munro-place, Edinburgh ; 3. Andrew B.

Dickie, Murdoch's School, Sptingburn, Glasgow ; 4. Miss
Isabella Copland, 17, Soutii Mount-street, Aberdeen ; 5. Miss
Elizabeth Harrower, 13, Picardy-place, Edinburgh ; 6. Miss
Lizzie Daws, 14, Essex-street, Norwich. A great part of the

first prize essay, and extracts from the others, had been printed

by the Society, and distributed among 2,500 schoolmasters

and others who were likely to take an interest in the promo-
tion of the object in view.

Mr. David Milne Home, of Wedderburn, moved the

adoption of a lengthy memorial :
" To the Right Honourable

Her Majesty's Commissioners of the Board of Trade, the

Memorial of the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scot-

.and (incorporated by Royal charter), showeth,—Tiiat im-
spense losses are frequently sustained throughout the United
Kingdom in consequence of the diseases affecting the potato

and other agricultural crops. These crops have an important

bearing upon national interests on account of the large

amount of food which they supply for human beings and for

stock, and also of the useful employment which the cultivation

of them gives to a large proportion of the industrial classes.

Failures in these crops, therefore, are attended with great loss,

by causing a waste of industrial power, unprofitabls expendi-

ture of capital, and the withdrawal of money from this country

to pay for tiie necessary importations from abroad. The loss

during last year, owing to the failure of the potato crop, has

been estimated, by parties having intimate knowledge of agri-

cultural matters, to have in one county alone, viz., Eatt Lo-
thian, amounted to nearly £150,000. The failure was not
confined to one district of the United Kingdom. It occurred
extensively also in England and Ireland, causing heavy losses

to the cultivators, and great inconvenience to the poorer classes

who depend on that esculent for food. Fortunately, the

disease, at least in the same intensity, does not recur every

year ; but it occurs frequently, sometimes affecting one or

more districts, whilst others escape. Is it not possible to

adopt some remedies which may prevent, or even considerably

lessen, these failures? That question cannot be answered
until the causes of the disease are discovered. The causes of

many diseases affecting both animal and vegetable life have
been discovered, and successful remedies have in consequence
been applied. There is no reason to doubt that the cause of

the potato disease is in like manner discoverable, and probably
would be discovered, were proper means taKen. The expedients

which farmers and others have resorted to in the hope of

counteracting the disease are various, but, not being founded

on a knowledge of the causes of the disease, none have proved
successful. New varieties of the potato have been planted

;

soils of different kinds have been tried ; special manures have
been applied, but with little or no success. When the disease

returns it is qeite as virulent, and sometimes as widely diffused,

as before. Your memorialists respectfully urge that the mag-
nitude of the interests at stake, and the admitted obscurity of

the subject, alike point to the adoption of a course similar to

that followed in regard to cholera and the cattle-plague. Let
a commission be appointed of men versed in those sciences

which are likely to throw light on the subject, with full powers
to obtain information, and make the requisite investigations
and experiments. Such a commission was appointed by her
Majesty's Government in the year 1846, shortly after the potato
disease first appeared with great virulence in this country. But
little benefit was obtained from the inquiries of that commis-
sion as regards any discovery of the cause of the disease. This
is not surprising, as then little or nothing was known of its
real nature. The condition of the infected plants had not

then been studied by either practical farmers or by scientific

physiologists. Since that time a large amount of information
has been acquired in this country as well as in foreign coun-
tries, which, if collected and digested by scientific men, would
in all probability yield very important results. All other
means have been exhausted. The agricultural and horticul-

tural societies of the country have done what they could, by
inviting and obtaining reports from practical men, which re-

ports have been published in their Transactions. These re-

ports describe the phases of the disease, the periods of its

appearance, and the numberless expedients tried as remedies.

Societies can do no more. To see what might be done, it

may not be unprofitable to look at what is done in other

countries. In the United States of America there are numer-
ous societies, agricultural and horticultural ; and there are

also, as in this country, many individuals, generous and en-

lightened, who investigate and encourage inquiries of public

importance. Nevertheless, the Government of that country,

actuated by an enlightened and liberal policy, has organised

institutions and appointed commissioners at the public ex-

pense for the purpose of giving that assistance to agriculture

which neither societies nor individuals can provide. In that

country officers are selected known for their intimate ac-

quaintance with the different sciences bearing on agriculture,

whose duty it is to study the diseases of the crops, to investi-

gate the causes of these diseases, and suggest appropriate

remedies. What is the result ? Every year valuable reports

are issued and largely circulated by the American Government
bearing on the science and practice of agriculture. There are

reports by entomologists on the insects which attack crops,

and the best means of preventing their ravages ; reports by
chemists on the composition of soils and manures ; reports by
botanists on the diseases of plants cultivated in America, and
on the usefulness and habits of new plants ; reports on the

meteorology of different districts, and on the relation between
the conditions of the atmosphere and the crops. In Portugal,

two years ago, a new disease made its appearance among the
vines, which greatly injured the quality and quantity of the
fruit. An application was made to Government for aid, on
account of the importance of the wine manufacture, as well as

of the vineyards. A commission of scientific men was ap-

pointed by the Portuguese Government to investigate the
subject. The result was the discovery of the true cause of
the disease, and the recommendation of practical remedies,

which are said to have been to a great extent successful.

Your memorialists therefore respectfully urge, on account of
the importance of the interests involved, that her Majesty's

Government would be pleased to appoint a commission to in-

vestigate the diseases of agricultural crops, and specially of

the potato crop. That public opinion in this country
is strongly in favour of something being done by
her Majesty's Government in this matter, is evident

from what has been said and urged by the most
influential representatives of that opinion— the press.

Your memorialists are happy to learn that Mr. Gladstone ad-

mits that there are some fields of inquiry so extensive that

they cannot be prosecuted without Government assistance.

On a recent occasion, at a public meeting in London, he made
the following remarks :

" I do not at all deny that many fields

of inquiry have been so much widened and deepened of late

years, that it is both becoming and proper for the Government
from time to time, according to circumstances and occasions,

to take part in, and give encouragement and assistance to,

those things, many of which indeed cannot be prosecuted
without that assistance." Your memorialists, therefore, ap-
proach your lordships with a confident hope that you will

agree to appoint commissioners to enter on a field of inquiry
in which discoveries will probably be made of great national

importance." In supporting the memorial, Mr. Milne Home
said that the Professor of Agriculture had requested him to

explain the matter, in order to give some reasons why they
should approach Government on the subject. The title, per-

haps, did not sufficiently explain the object of the memorial.
There were agricultural epidemics which might apply to stock

or crops ; but the particular subject to which the directors

thought they might confine themselves was the disease which
affected the potato crop—which, however small it might be,

was attended with disastrous results. It was estimated that
in one county alone—East Lothian—the loss amounted to

£100,000 ; and supposing it was the same in other parts of

the kingdom, the loss would amount to many millious. It
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was not merely a loss to the farmers, but an inconvenience to

the working and middle classes by the loss of an esculent on
which they depended to a great extent for food. The epidemic
being not only a pecuniary loss, but an incouvenieuce to the

country, he thought it was a subject which deserved the atten-

tion of the society, and also the attention of the Government.
They were aware that there had been other cases where losses

had been sustained by various diseases ; but with regard to

this iu particular there had been various expedients tried

during the last thirty or forty years, because it had from time
to time made its appearance. No one knew how to meet it

wliea it did come, although various expedients had been tried.

The roots had been raised from the apples, new potatoes had
been put in, and various kinds of manure had been tried, but
without effect. The reason was obvious. They did not know
the cause, and till they knew that it was scarcely possible to

get a remedy. There liad been epidemics affecting stock in

which the cause had been found aud remedies had also been
found. There had been various causes assigned for the potato

disease—some of them fair enough—while others were of the

wildest description. One said it was owing to the weather,

others that it was owing to degeneracy through over-cultiva-

tion; others that it was due to a fungus, the spores of which
were floating in the atmosphere and attached themselves to

the leaf of the potato, as it was found to attach to other plants

;

and others had gone the length of alleging that it was due to

the spots of the sun, and that as these spots reached a maxi-

mum every eleven years, so the disease returning every

eleventh year it was thougiit right that the farmer should not

that year grow potatoes but save the seed. He mentioned

that to show that whatever the cause might be their remedy
must be dependent on the nature of the cause, aud they had
several precedents for that. They knew that there were
various diseases of a serious character affecting both animal

and vegetable life, which had been a subject of investigation.

He might refer to smallpox, cholera, and rinderpest, iu regard

to which there had been scientific investigations, and the re-

sult had been, if not actually to discover the causes, at all

events to approximate very nearly to these. Such subjects

had received legislative enactment, and the inquiries instituted

had resulted in great and beneficial effects to the community

at large. It was right that these investigations should com-
mence with animal life. Investigations in regard to vegetable

life had, however, been taken up in such a way as would likely

be productive of effect. For instance, in the case of the vines;

there were two diseases which had affected them in France and
Portugal. One of these was a fungus, and it was found that

a remedy could be provided by the application of sulphur.

There was a more recent disease, which was due to an insect.

The Government of Portugal had appointed a commission of

scientific men to inquire into the matter, and a remedy had

been povided. He might also mention a disease which had

attacked the siikworm iu France, and the result of a commis-

sion appointed to inquire into it was to find out as a cause of

the disease a parasitic fungus ; and he was glad to learn that

the recommendations of the commission had had almost

entirely the effect of curing the disease which had been
" stamped out" in France, and the production of silk was

restored to what it was formerly. The American Goverment

had paid a great deal of attention to sueh subjects. A
volume had been published, in which reference was made

to the potato crop and to the various diseases which

affected it. He saw that one of the chief diseases was

from insects. He had before him a very interesting re-

port, extending to thirty or forty pages, from a scientific

entomologist, from which it appeared that insects tra-

velled in great flocks from west to east a distance of

sixty miles a year, invading one State after another. In the

report were mentioned the places where these insects first ap-

peared, and the names of the States which had been attacked.

These were also cases which afforded precedents for in-

vestigating this important subject. He could not, in re-

ferring to America, avoid noticing the very liberal and

enlightened manner in which the Government gave assistance

to agriculture in various ways. He held in his hand a report

to the President of tlie United States, and an abstract of

money placed at the disposal of the commissioners, amounting

to 276,000 dollars—equal to between £50,000 and £60,000—
given by the Federal Government for agricultural objects.

They had au experimental farm, a chemist, and no end of

scientific men, a State chemist, a State entomologist, aud

various other officials who had given very useful and im-

portant reports. Not only did the Federal Government con-

tribute to these objects, but iu almost each of the separate

States of America there were an agricultural college, an ex-

perimental farm, and liberal endowments given to each of

those who promoted agricultural discovery. He should not

forget that in France and Germany there were many experi-

mental farms, and he thought that the Government ought to

be thankful to them for the opportunity of now approaching

them, and pointing out the immense interests involved iu the

losses by epidemics. The directors had, however, thought it

better to confine themselves to one subject. Many years ago,

when the disease broke out, about 184;6 or 1847, a commission

was appointed, but little was at that time ascertained regard-

ing it. However, since then, a large amount of information

had been obtained on the subject not only by the society, but

also by the English and other societies. They had offered

prizes in connection with the subject ; and the reports, which
were full of information, might be made of good account by
scientific men. He might mention that the public press of

this country, which so properly reflected public opinion, had
called the attention of the Government to the matter. He
concluded by moving the adoption of the memorial.

The Chairman said they were very much obliged to Mr.
Milne Home for the interesting statement he had made in re-

gard to the memorial. lie had not exaggerated the import-

ance of the subject he had brought before them. He
(the Chairman) did not think there was much chance of

getting much money out of the Government for the purpose

of the investigation. But, although Mr. Lowe might not be

inclined to spend money, still that was no reason why they

should not expect some satisfactory result from the memorial.

The question before the meeting was whether the memorial

be adopted ?

Professor Balfour said that not long ago he had had a

letter from Mr. Ayrton, statiug that he wondered why
nothing was being done in regard to the subject now before

the Society. Mr. Ayrton wrote spontaneously, and in reply

he said that it was an important matter, but that it would
involve great expense. He also stated in his reply that he
hoped Mr. Ayrton would do what he could to assist them.

Mr. Milne Home : That shows that the Government are

aware of the subject, and the importance of having it inves-

tigated.

The memotial was adopted.

The Secretary stated that since last general meeting the

directors had sent a memorial on the subject of the Contagious
Diseases (Animals) Act. The memorial had appeared in the

newspapers some time ago. When the memorial arrived at

the Privy Council Office, a committee of the House of Com-
mons had been appointed to examine into the working of the

Act. Since then the Society had been requested to send up
the names of parties to give evidence before the committee
and Mr. Barclay, the member for Forfarshire, had been in

correspondence with him (Mr. Menzies) on the subject. Thoy
had sent up several names to him, with precognitions, and it

was likely they would be called before the committee. These
persons were Mr. Walker, of Bowland, chairman of the Loca
Authority in Edinburgh; Mr. List, the inspector for Hadding-
tonshire ; Mr. George Stewart, veterinary surgeon, Perth,

veterinary inspector for Perthshire ; and Mr. Milne, Hill of

Craigo, Montrose, who had been taking a great interest in the

conveyance of animals by rail, and who had invented a new
sort of truck, which they hoped to see the railway^companies

adopt by-and-bye.

The memorial was approved.

A vote of thanks was given to the chairman, aud the pro-

ceedings terminated.

GREAT SALE OF SHORTHORNS IN AMERICA.—
A sale of Duchesses and Oxfords is fixed for September in New
York, for which Mr. Strafford is engaged at, it is is said, the

retaining fee of £1,000 ! A valuable cargo of this blood

consigned to Lord Dunmore is daily expected.

THE SOUTHAMPTON SHOW.— Mr. Stratton won in

the two-year-old Shorthorn heifer class with Euphernia, as

Mabel, though entered, did not make an appearance.
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THE TUNBRIDGE WELLS FARMERS' CLUB.

THE LABOUR QUESTION.

At the last meeting of the Tunbridge Wells Farmers'

Club, Mr. Colledge, president of the Club, in the chair,

Mr. WiLMOT read the following paper : In this short paper

I propose to deal with a most important subject—a subject

that calls for the most careful consideration of every English-

man, whether he be rich or poor ; lor the reason that labour in

whatever form it exists, has been, and I hop*"- ever will be, one

ofthe chief causes of England's greatness. For years all classes

have toiled in some way, not only to improve their social

position, but to raise their country that it might become the

greatest of nations. From the very earliest times we find in

history Englishmen clinging together with but one object, viz.,

the glory of their country. The old barons had around them

their men whom they cared for and protected, and this clan-

nish feeling existed to a latter time when the farmers of this

country sat down with their men and good feeling prevailed,

and each felt that what was for the good of one class would

eventually be for the good of the other. I have no wish for a

return of what is generally called " the good old days" with

an intelligent and industrious race of people like the English.

Such a state of things would be impossible, hut I wish that tlie

feeling of dependence upon each other which then existed would

return to us. Now, gentlemen, I propose to divide my paper

upon this subject under three heads : 1st, Labour v. Capital

;

2ndly, The Agricultural Labourer ; 3rdly, Our Duty. Now,
as to my first point, viz., Labour v. Capital. The pros-

perity of this country has, no doubt, had its bad effects, and like

a young man run wild, it is discontented with everything and

always wanting something fresh. The wants of all classes

have become greater, and as die middle classes now hold the

position formerly held by the rich, with this state of things

the working classes in turn must, of course, improve their

social position, and to this no sensible-thinking man objects.

I know many here who would do all the good they could to

improve the social, moral, and physical condition of their

workmen. Now, gentlemen, money brings with it many cares

and duties, and true it is that many aching hearts ride in car-

riages ; but there is no doubt that every man ought to do the

best he can for himself and those belonging to him. It is

this desire that makes the man of capital enter into business

speculations. It is this desire, I hope, which makes the work-

ing classes of this country agitate for higher wages, but in

trying to do all we can for ourselves it is our duty to take care

that we do not injure others. Now, let us for a moment enter

into that point which refers to the man of capital entering into

business speculations that he may do better for his family and

those around him, than he could by allowing his money to be

in the fuuds and living upon the interest. We will say a man
with two or three thousand pounds enters into some business

.—say farming if you like, or any other business—where he

would have to employ labour to carry on sucn business. This

man is a true patriot for he cannot improve his position with-

out helping others. He knows that he will have to contend

with misfortunes, and tliat if he succeeds in the end it will be

by careful attention to his business ; but he fears not, because

he hopes to benefit those most dear to him. Like the man in

the fable, he tried to make his one pound ten pounds, and

thus hand down to posterity what has probably been handed

down to him, viz., money not decreased in value for the use of

future generations. But what other thoughts must now pre-

sent themselves to the man of capital before entering into

business ? He must remember that there were men going

about the country teaching those whom he would have to em-

ploy, that liis interests and the interests of his labourers are

not the same—that he is not to be respected, not even his

family or position—that if he embark his capital he will be

looked upon as an oppressor of the poor, and to use the terms of

one speaker, he will be called " a blood sucker." If by chance

he should drive a horse, or live in a decent house, or wear a

ring, or his wife a brooch, he will be told that it is money
screwed out of his workmen, and that he ought not to have
them. Will not this make the man of capital consider well ?

He will see that those with whom he would like to be on good

terras may at any moment turn round upon him and ruin him

.

Will not many of the timid, aye, and some of the brave too,

say " Rather than be in such an unmanly position, T will

live in love and charity with my neighbours upon the interest

of ray money," for " Better is a dry morsel and quietness

therewith, than a house fuU of riches with strife." Now as

to that part where I have said the desire of the working-
classes for higher wages proceeded, I hoped, from a wish to

do the best for those about them, there is not one here I am
sure who would not give to the working-classes all they ask
if it could be done. I am sure no one has shown more than
the capitalists of this country, not only their desire to pay
their men, but also to educate their workmen's children, and
yet with all this they can look with more respect upon some
demagogue who has nothing to lose, but who hopes to obtain

tlie pence of the working-roan. What then, ought the la-

bourer to do P Why, instead of making capital his enemy,
he ought make it his friend ! Capital depends upon labour,

and labour upon capital—their interests are as one. What
could we think of a man keeping a shop, abusing all his

customers, and still expecting their support ? We should say

he never can expect to succeed. Labourers of course sell

their labour, but how can they expect so much demand for it

if they abuse those who employ them ? Capital and labour

must go hand in hand together, and between them they will

make England great. Now to the second part of ray subject,

namely, the agricultural labourer. I know, gentlemen, that I

cannot tell you anything about his condition that yon do not
know. I wish every one had as good a knowledge of his

condition as many of you here to-night have. It is this want
of knowing the truth that makes many persons unaccustomed
to farming believe that he is very much underpaid. I believe

agricultural labourers were never paid so well before, and
although I do not wish to say they get more money than they
ought to have, still I believe they are paid more in proportion

to the profits obtained by their labour than any other work-
men to be found. They justly complain that meat is dear,

but what is the reason ? Why there are nearly as many
again get meat for their dinners every day than there were
twenty years ago. Coals are dear likewise. What is the rea-

son ? Why, because the workmen in the coal mines did not work,
and so much more coal is used by all classes. What would
be the result, supposing every labourer next week got his

wages raised to 30s. per week P Why, in a very short time it

would be of very little more value to them than would be
18s. or 20s. now. How does the farm labourers' money com-
pare with the pay of clerks and warehousemen in London P

There are many well educated men working as clerks in

London for £80 a year ; have a respectable appearance to

keep up ; are obliged to pay their railway fare to their abodes

in some London suburb ; if married, obliged to keep their

wives at home and to pay for the education of their children,

and to !pay about £20 a year rent. I know farm labourers,

who with a little help from wives, earn £60 a year, pay
about £4 10s. a year rent, have a good cottage, pay 2d. a week
for the children's schooling, and are not obliged to wear fine

clothes, although they very often do. Twenty-four shillings

is good pay for a London warehouseman, and if you ask
them you will find their position is very much worse than
agricultural labourers. What a pity, then, that some of our
great men, and, I am afraid, for political motives, should
come down from London to sow discontent among our la-

bourers ! Should not they stay at home and improve the

condition of their own people ? Within the sound of Bow
Bells I could show them more men under-paid and ill-fed than

they could me within the sound of any village church-bells in

Kent ; and at the same time within the sound of the same
bells I could show them more men who, with less capital, have

made much larger fortunes than they can find farmers in Kent
that have made anything like a fortune. Surely it is ungrate-

ful of these gentlemen to biing away their money and their

abilities to spread ill-feeling amongst a body of their fellow-

countrymen, of whom as their speech shows, they know very
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little about. Would it not be the more correct thing to spend
it upon those who have helped them to make such large for-

tunes? Gentlemen, you know as well as I do that, taking into

consideration the profits derived fiora farminer, the labourers

of this district are well paid ; but their wants, like the require-

ments of all other classes, have become much greater. Take
a view of our village lads and lasses two-and-twenty years ago

!

Would the dead believe it ? In fact, I am puzzled to know
sometimes who certain people art until I hear them open their

mouths. In my short life I can remember when the working
classes considered pork a luxury ; but now ask any butcher

you like, and he will tell you that although he can always sell

the prime joints, he has the greatest difficulty in selling what
is generally known as the pickling parts. Now, gentlemen, I

do not blame the working man for this altered state of things.

There can be no doubt that the employers of labour live in a

very different style to what they did ; but now they are men of

capital. What I wish, however, to convey to your minds is

this : If we are to raise labourers up to what even are their

daily requirements, instead of to the sum that fair profit will

allow, capitalists will not have any money to pay with. No
man, whether rich or poor, can succeed unless he makes his

daily requirements agree with his income. If ever he tries to

live up to his wishes it will be sure to end in sorrow and in

misery. You can bear testimony to the fact that the agricul-

tural labourers earn from 15s. to 20s. per week ; that they

have many advantages not enjoyed even by the rich money-
making merchants of our busy cities ; their rents are always

low and the cottages do not in any cases pay even a fair inte-

rest upon the money spent in building them ; their children

are cheaply educated, and they have no rates or taxes, and

very few cares compared vrith their employers. Now, thirdly,

as to our duty. Under this head I propose to put before you

what under present circumstances I believe to be our duty, not

only to ourselves and families, but to those in our employ.

Let us treat them as men, and tell them plainly what we mean
to do, and settle the question once for all. If we do not we
shall repent. Let us, while we are treating them as men, act

as men to each other, for I consider that a combination on the

part of the men calls for a similar movement on the part of

the masters, and firmness now will prevent endless bother

hereafter. I should be sorry to advise harsh or unkind treat-

ment towards those who have been led by misguided men to

despise those who have a sincere desire to be their friends

Surely we are not to remain idle, and see our money taken

from us. Why should we not have our meeting and our plans

arranged P and if farmers' clubs are ever to be of any use now
is the time for them to come to the front. I would have a

meeting in every parish—branches of the Farmers' Club.

I can give you a precedent by reading to you the ac-

count of a meeting held at Watton, Norfolk. It is as follows :

" Agricultural Labour.—In consequence of the demand
for increased wages on the part of the agricultural la-

bourers of the neighbourhood a meeting of employers

was held on Thursday at Watton, Norfolk, to decide

upon a definite line of action in the matter. Lord
Walsingham presided. The noble lord denied that the

labourers received any pecuniary advantage from the organisa-

tions which they had formed. Rt also objected to the system

of compulsion by which labourers sought to enforce advance in

thair wages. He foresaw endless mischief if farmers yielded

to such a system. The meeting, endorsing his lordsliip's

views, pledged itself not to accede to any demand for higher

wages made by labourers who were members of the Labourers'

Union, while at the same time those present were not unwill-

ing to give a favourable consideration to any request made in

a proper manner whenever circumstances might be found to

justify it. It was also resolved to form a Wayland Farmers'

Defensive Association. Mr. Wyrley Birch stated that the object

of the association would be to protect farmers, and not to crush

labourers." Now this is quite my opinion—not to crush

labourers. No one, I am sure, has a greater desire to be the

poor man's real friend than I have, and I think those who
know me can bear testimony to the fact, because actions speak

louder than words ; and although as an employer I am anxious

to protect myself, I feel I should not be doing my duty if I did

not enter a public protest against those men who are trying to

sow discontent amongst the agricultural labourer lor their own
selfish ends. To the labourer I say. Make the employer your

friend'-he it is that can do you good, To the employer I say,

Make the labourer your friend—he it is that can'do you good.

Remember, you are each a useful part of a great nation, and

if you both work on together in peace and harmony whatever

results in the good of one will be sure to result in the good of

the other. Both of you learn to despise false friends, and

then, like the oak and the ivy, the greater the ruin the tighter

you will cling.

Colonel Ramsden said he came there that evening,

as a member of the Club, to hear the question which he thought

he might say he had been connected with all his life—the

question of farm labour—discussed, and he thought also he

might speak as being chairman of the Board of Guardians of

Tunbridge, in which district they were then assembled. He
had felt very strongly on the subject, and not only thought

but acted. Some time ago he heard a meeting was to be held

in his immediate neighbourhood—not in his own parish,

although he was afraid some of the men in that parish felt in-

clined to join the Labourers' Union, but in the neighbouring

parish of Penshust, at Fordcorabe—and he thought he should

like to attend the meeting. He put on a pair of uncommonly
heavy-nailed boots, a shooting jacket, and took a good thick

stick, expecting fully that after saying what he meant to say

he would be kicked out by the delegates from the London and
Warwickshire Agricultural Union. After listening patiently for

about two hours and a half he presumed to get up and answer
some of the observaticus they had made on the subject of farm
labour. There was a gentleman from Warwickshire—a man who
asserted that he had worked as an agricultural labourer and
had never received any wages over 12s. a week. His (Colonel

Ramsden's) own idea was that the man was an uncom-
monly bad workman. The man asserted that he began
as a boy with 3d. a day, then 4d., and went on to 6d. a day,

and at last his wages had risen to 12s. per week as an able-

bodied man in the county of Warwickshire. He told the

people down at the meeting that the labourers were badly

paid ; he told them that the cottages were not fit for pigs to

live in, and various things of that kind. He (Colonel Rams-
den) then got up and spoke as far as his ability would allow,

and told the delegate that he defied any man in that room
(and there were lots of labourers from the parishes of Ashurst
and Peushurst)—he defied any man, if he was a good labourer,

to deny if he looked back upon the past twelve months that

he might have earned on an average 18s. per week, in addition

to what his wife and children could earn during hopping. Not
a single man denied that assertion of his. Then he went on
to the question of cottages. He turned to the delegate from
London, who had stated that their cottages were not fit for pigs

to live in, and said, " I tell you, and I defy any man in the room
to contradict my assertion, that we have as a general rule

throughout this part of the country, cottages with two good
rooms down stairs, and three rooms up stairs, and I consider

that is enough for labourers' cottages." Then this delegate,

who had roared a long time before, said he did not deny that

the labourers in this part of the country were well paid ; he
did not deny that they had very good cottages with garden
and that sort of thing for 2s. or 2s. 6d. per week, but he had
come as a delegate from a National Union, asking the labourers

there to join that union and so help to pay the labourers who
were out on strike in Devonshire, Dorsetshire, and Wanvick-
shire, and other places. The only thing he (Colonel Ramsden)
could do was to turn round to the labourers present and point

out to them that what they were asked to do was to contribute

their 2d., 3d., or 6d. a week, whatever it might be, to support

the labourers on strike in other counties, and to tell them
that if they agreed to do that, and if they came to

the board of guardians seeking relief he knew what
the answer would be—that they would have the

union-house offered to them, but not any outdoor relief.

But there was one thing he should like to point out to

farmers and employers of labour. He was not sure that this

strike had not done a little bit of good. He thought that

perhaps some of them had been paying rather low wages, and
he knew that after the meeting he had just alluded to, wages
were raised in his neighbourhood, and he thought that pos-

sibly, leaving every man to decide for himself, there might be
a rise in wages as the result. They must recollect he had
been a farmer a good many years. He was not the employer
of much labour now, but he could look back to the time when
he farmed 600 acres, and employed a great number of men,
and he could honestly say that he had never in his life had a
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quarrel with a siugle labourer. He would put it to them as

employers of labour whether in one thing they might not

cause a change to be made which would, lie felt assured, make
it more and more easy for them. He believed throughout

this neighbourhood in general the farmers did not pay their

men for wet days. Now they all knew taking this last wet

summer that every now and then there was a wet week, and

if the man was not paid by his master, wet or fine, he would

at the end of the week, instead of going home to his wife

with 13s. or 153., only take perhaps 7s. or 8s. His idea was,

and he only put it to them without asking them to endorse

his view, that if a labourer was perfectly certain of his 13s.

or 15s. per week whether wet or fine he would feel more in-

clined to stick to his master—to work for him late hours in

haying and harvest—than he would if they cut him off those

hours when he was not able to work. As far as his owq ex-

perience of farming was concerned he was perfectly certain he

had lost nothing by it. His own practice was always if the

men came to work in the morning and if he could find them
work he would give it to them. He always took perfectly

good care he would find them work, but if unable at any time

to do so, they might then go home. The men knew, how-
ever, that on tlie Saturday night tliey had a certain sum to

carry home to their wives. He was sure, therefore, that if

the farmer paid his men wet days as well as fine, those men
would never grumble giving an extra hour in harvest time.

At any rate that was his experience. He had been called

upon to speak most unexpectedly, but he thouglit he had
given utterance to what were his ideas on the question.

Mr. Batchellee, (Pembury) said lie was much obliged to

Mr. Ramsden for the remarks he had made, for there was no
doubt that he, as Chairman of the Tunbridge Board of Guard-

ians, had every opportunity of knowing the state of the agri-

cultural labourers of this district, but he (Mr. Batcheller)

must say, as a farmer, that he tiiought Mr. Rarasdenliadmade

a little mistake on one point. He would rather say, Let

the best man be best paid. He contended that if a man
earned 23s. or 25s. per week he ought to have it. Let them
pay him, and pay him well. There was many a man on a

farm worth as much as two others. Supposing lie had a good
man on his farm (and he thanked God lie had ever so many),

let them have money's worth if they earned it, and more too.

That was his principle. If a man was no good, use him only

when wanted, and when not wanted, turn him away ; but

once have a good man, stick to him and pay him well. He
differed from Mr. Ramsden about paying a man 12s. or l-ls.

per week, wet or dry. He said, if the sun slioue, pay these

men overtime, more in proportion than they did in the day.

If a man obhged him by working an hour or two after five

o'clock, he took it that the man was doing him a great ser-

vice, and he considered he ought to pay that man extra for

that time over and above the common day's pay. As to paying

for wet days, he thought it one of the worst things a farmer

could do. Another tiling Mr. Ramsden siid was, that the

labourers in this district were well housed. He (Mr. Bat-

cheller) believed it, but he also said, let the men pay a fair

rent for tlie cottages. In his village (Pembury) 3s. 6d. a day

was the common rate of wages, but he paid some of his men 3s.,

and he should be only pleased if they were all 3s. men. With
regard to the Labourers' Union, his opinion was that the men
should be allowed to join it if they liked. He hid not care a

penny whether they were in or out of the union. If he wanted

them he paid them.

Colonel Ramsden thought Mr. Batcheller had misunder-

stood him. He only threw out his idea as a suggestion,

believing that the farmers would never lose anything by it.

There was always something to be done even on wet days. He
used to put the men on thrashing oats or beans in the barns

on wet days, but besides that, it never did them any harm to

let them go into the stables and wash and oil the harness.

Mr, J. KiRBY Pain (Tunbridge Wells) asked for informa-

tion respecting comparative rate of wages paid in this district

with other parts of England, his own opinion being that they

paid as higli wages here as in any part of the country.

Colonel Ramsden said he could only answer, as he had just

stated, that the delegate from the Leamington branch of the
National Labourers' Union, said the men in this district were
well paid, and that they were only called upon to help those
ill-paid and out on strike.

Mr. Roper (Frant) confirmed the statement made by the

delegate, and further said he felt sure that the farm labourer
who worked on a hop farm really earned more than the great
bulk of his brethren, and he supposed that was one reason why
the agitators came among them to get their pence for ill-paid

labourers. He expressed his thanks to Mr. Wilmot for intro-

ducing the subject, and thought that the discussion should
have some practical shape. All who knew him (Mr. Roper)
would give him credit for kindness to the agricultural labourers

in his employ, and (or having every wish to promote their

truest interests. He could fearlessly face any of his own
people, and obtain from them an assurance that he endeavoured
to do justice to them. Perhaps he was not quite so liberal as

his brother farmer, Mr. Batcheller, whose principle towards his

workmen was that of classification. It was a very excellent

endeavour, and he could only wish that it might generally

succeed, but he had some doubts upon the matter, because he
felt that the tendency of those Unionists was to produce
a species of equality (a Voice :

" Communism."). No, they
must not say anything about that, but they saw by the news-
paper reports that when one farmer dared to act independently
of the other in this respect he was looked upon as a black

sheep. Happily Mr. Batcheller was not looked upon in that

light, and he (Mr. Roper) was glad he had succeeded. But
there was difficulty on a farm to find men of equal powers to

work together, and he thought the rule labourers generally

adopted was to adopt the pace of the least able. They would
not generally speaking step out of the ranks and take their

own course, and they could not be spread all over the fields so

as to act independently. There was too great a leaning

towards clanship among them. He did not think the price of

labour could be enhanced by the profits arising from agricul-

ture, and whatever course farmers took they must act in con-

cert. He was not prepared to answer off-hand what course

they should adopt, but he thought there should be a mutual
understanding that if a labourer refused fair terms from one
employer he should not be able to go to the next and get taken
on there. He thought some understanding in the way of

mutual protection should be arrived at. It was only on Mon-
day morning last that he was accosted in High.street by a
labourer from an adjoining farm to his own in Frant parish.

This man had had a few words with liis employer, and he said

that nothing should induce him to go back again. He gave
the man a most patienthearingandreasoned withhim, as here-
quested him (Mr. Roper)to employ him, but he could not listen

to the man's request, and therefore advised him to go back
again to his work if his master was willing, and if they could

not permanently agree again at least to go on until the most
important labours of the year were over, and then if they could

mutually agree to separate well and good. If they heard of any
of their labourers joining the Union he did not know that it

became them to treat it as a serious offence. The liberty of

the subject was such that a man might do what he liked with
his own money if he fairly earned it ; but he thought time would
show that they made a serious blunder in requiring employers

to submit to the rigorous rules of the Union. It was only fair,

therefore, for them to consider, as employers, what course they

should adopt if they saw their people ranging themselves under

other leaders who, he thought, would prove broken reeds—it

was but fair that they should come to an understanding among
each other and endeavour to do their duty as Mr. Wilmot had
said. Tlieir duty was to act mutually in their relation with

their labourers and to each other. He was not prepared to

propose an Agricultural Defence Association, but he hoped
they would take up each other's cause if difficulties arose with

their labourers and support each other.

Mr. John Noakes (Laraberhurst) said they were very much
indebted to Mr. Wilmot for reading his paper on the labour

question, as it came on at a very opportune period. Some
time since he took exception to it, as at the time they were

going on comfortably with their men, but now the time had

come when in their own neighbourhood something was being

done to make a stand against them some way or other. He
agreed with what Mr. Roper had said, but still it did not

entirely meet the case. He generally agreed with Mr. Rams-
den, but he did not coincide with liini in the system he had

described. In his own case, he paid by the piece. Men on

his farm scarcely knew what day-work was. In the winter

time there was wood-cutting, hop-digging, and pole-digging,

as the season came round, all being done by the piece, and

not day-work. A man might well afford to stop a day under
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this system, foi- he had sometimes paid :3k. aaJ 24s. Gd. after

only four days' work, lie could not altogether agree with
Mr. Batcheller, for although he quite tliouglit that men should
be paid according to their deserts, tliere was a great diliiculty

in carrying it out, and he tiiought tlie best way was to pay by
the piece. Wiieu Mr. Batcheller said he did not much mind
whether his labourers belonged to the Uniou or not, he (Mr.
Noakes did not agree with him. He thought they all ought
to utter a strong protest against the Uuiou. lie did not wish
to be severe or hard upon tlie men, but for the morality of tlie

men tiiemselves, and fur the good of the neigiibourhood, he
thought tiiey ought to try and crush it in every possible way
they could, lie lu\d given every man and boy belonging to

the Union notice to leave, and at a time, too, when lie could
not very well spare them ; and now he was thankful to say he
had not a Uuiou man in his employ, and he believed every
man among them who had not joined the Union was thankful
for tlie course he liad token. Many other emplojers iiad

doue the same tbiug—had boldly told them what it was for.

A number of the men went to the meeting at Maidstone, and
some of them had told him that if only Simmonds and others
kept away it would be a grand thing for the neighbourhood.
He trusted every member of the Farmers' Club would use his

exertions in every way to put down this hateful thing. In
his own locality it was productive of every immorality. Oue
could scarcely come out of a place of worship on the Sunday
without heariug either themselves or their neighbours black-

guarded by these Uniou men. lie himself had been called all

sorts of names, and said to be scarcely worth shooting. It

was nonsense to talk about 12s. or 14s. a-week, when a man
might, if he liked, earn a great deal more. This was not like

many counties in England, where only 10s. or 12s. a-week
was given, but theirs was a sort of harvest all the year round.

A man, with the assistance of his boy, in his employ, earned,

in the depth of winter, £1 a-week. What they wanted to do
was to crush, not the labourer, but those ranting demagogues
who spouted such nonsense as they did. lie lioped that far-

mers would work unitedly in the matter. He had received

the thanks of his men for the course he had taken, and he be-

lieved every employer taking a similar step would meet with
tiie same result.

Colonel Ramsden : How would it be if, instead of em-
ploying the men weekly or monthly, you were to engage them
by the half-year? They cannot thea strike in the busy
season.

Mr. NoAK.ES : If you don't have Union men, they won't
strike.

Mr. DuRRANT, the secretary, suggested a special committee

to recommend what course should be pursued.

Mr. John Lansdell (Lamberhurst) said the arguments
used at the meeting at Lamberhurst were the same as had
been stated by Colonel Ramsden. It was there asked why
the farmers did not come forward and make counter amend-
ments ? He himself thought it was the best way to come
forward and meet them openly. With regard to his brother's

men, they said they should have acted very differently if they

had known then what they did now about the matter.

Mr. Williams (Lamberhurst) said that from what they

knew of trades' unionism, there was some reason for the

farmers to take a decided action. He read an account of an
outrage in the newspapers of that day, when a non-union man
was got into some closet place, and sixteen or seventeen union

men gave him a good jacketing. They got some few months'

imprisonment for it ; but no doubt Sir John Bennett, if he

were in Parliament, and some others, would have something

to say about what they would call this unjust sentence, and

Mr. Secretary Bruce would perhaps say the magistrates acted

very unjustly, and would release them. There were the fruits

of unionism. If it was not so, he should agree with Mr.
Batcheller that he would not care whether lie employed a

union man or not ; but he could not, when he knew what
unionism meant. He did not agree with what Mr. Ilamsden

had said at all about paying men in wet weather. There was

wood work, but they could not be got to do it then. He
found they did not like to get wet. He was not sure ttiis

union was not a good thing for employers. It brought them
all to their senses. He was of opinion that it would be much
better to pay men by the hour, because it would be more sa-

tisfactory than the present state of affairs, where some left off

at five o'clock, others at half-past five, and some at six. In

conclusion Mr. Williams iicartily thauked Mr. Wilmot for his

paper-

Mr. FuKBER (Tuubridge AVells) tiieu moved tlie following

resolution : "That a Union Club of the agriculturists of Kent
and Sussex be formed to meet the Labourers' Union, with
head-quarters at the Farmers' Club, Tunbridge Wells, and
branch societies under a leading man in the various parishes

of the district."

Colonel Ramsden seconded the resolution, which was
carried nem. con.

The following gentlemen were then appointed a committee
to carry this into effect : Mr. John Noakes, Lamberhurst

;

Mr, Arthur Noakes, Lamberhurst ; Mr. Benjamin Buss,

Goudhurst ; Mr. T. Batcheller, Tembury ; Mr. B. S. Wilmot,
Goudhurst ; Mr. Williams, Lamberhurst; Mr. Cable,

Ashurst ; Mr. T. B. Lansdell, Lamberhurst ; Mr. John Lans-
dell, Lamberhurst; Wr. Bctliel, Lamberhurst; Mr. J. K.
Pain, Tunbridge Wells ; Mr. J. Harris, Tunbridge Wells ; Mr.
Langridge, Mereworth.

Mr. Wilmot then replied. He gave a description of the
treatment a certain farmer iiad received at a union meeting,
and of the misrepresentations made by the paid agitators. He
also showed the necessity of combination among farmers,
stating that notices had been given to a number of employers
that if a certain amount of wages were not paid, the men
would strike.

Mr. Batcheller said he was very much surprised to hear
that, and inquired whether any employer in that room had
had such a notice.

Colonel Ramsden said that at the meeting he had alluded

to they gave him the rules of tlie central committee at Lea-
mington. These rules showed that first of all a demand
should be made for an increase of wages ; and if this was not
acceded to, the matter should be referred to the local com-
mittee. They would consider it and report to the central

committee at Leamington, aud then, if the local committee
chose, they could order the meu to stop work, and the uniou
would pay them.

Mr. Wilmot said he believed the greater portion of the
Sevenoaks district had been served with these notices, and they
raustrecollect that compensation was paid to any man who
behaved badly to his master.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Wilmot was carried with acclama-

tion.

SALE OF THE ROYAL YEARLINGS.—The yearling

sales of the present season were inaugurated with that of
the Queen's at Bushey paddocks Four figures were
reached in two instances, which brought up ihe average
to 220 gs. for 23 lots against 166 gs. for 38 last year.

Youug Melbourne carried off all the honours ; and the sooner

a change is made amongst the other sires the better, judging

from the poor prices their very moderate stock realised. A
sweeping reform amongst the mares would be still more
advantageous. The produce of Sister to Little Lady has

realised the highest price three years in succession with
Bushranger, Kidbrook, and their present half brother by

Young Melbourne, who was decidedly the pick of the lot, and
his possession was fiercely contested by Mr. Crawfurd and Mr.
T.E.Walker from SOOgs. up to 1,150 gs., when the latter

retired, Mr. Crawfurd hkewise bought the best of the fillies,

by Young Melbourne out of Miss Foote, for 520 gs. The own
brother to the Earl took the fancy of Lord Lonsdale and Mr.
Chaplin, to the former of whom he was knocked down at

1,000 gs. He is the last of the produce of Bay Celia. The
death of Peri (Mr. Winkle's dam) was also unfortunate, and

there was nothing out of Ayacanora. Amongst the " bargains"

of the sale may be mentioned the colts by Trumpeter out of

Bradamante and Himalaya, sister to Julius, and the fillies out

of Catawba and Theodora.

IMPORTATION OF CHEESE.— The North German
Lloyd steamer " Koeln" arrived at Southampton on Monday
night from New York with no less than 8,000 packages

of American cheese, which were landed, and forwarded to

London. This is the first of the company's steamers that

have brought cheese to Southampton this season.
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THE MAIDSTONE FARMER'S CLUB.
At the last meeting for the season, Mr. T. Bridgland, jun.,

in the chair, it was decided to liold the annual excursion of

the Club on Wednesday, July 23rd, and to accept the invita-

tion of Mr. Hallett, of Kemp Town, Brighton, to visit his

farm on that day. The business of the evening was to hear

an address from Dr. Monckton, inviting discussion on various

points, with a view to improved practice in agriculture.

Dr. Monckton said his object on this occasion was not to

bring before them any special subject, or to deliver a formal

address. He had neither the time, nor, he was sorry to say,

the industry to prepare any one subject in such a way as would

justify him in bringing it before a society of this description in

the shape of a set lecture. What he proposed to do was to

throw out certain suggestions, many of which they would

probably think wild and visionary, with the view of eliciting

discussion. Of lectures on scientific subjects, and on matters

havinff reference to the higher development of their profession

and calling, he thought the members of the Maidstone Far-

mers' Club had enough. Although agricultural chemistry,

and what might be called agricultural science, were not for

one moment to be depreciated or despised, there was very much
to learn with regard to the simpler manipulations of the farm.

He was not at all sure that the present race of farmers did

not to some extent overdo their chemistry, and ht the same

time fall a little short in that excellence in the manipulation

of the land which characterised their forefathers, who were

brought up between the handles of the plough. He spoke,

of course, somewhat as an amateur, but there was nothing in

which he felt less at home than in the handling of the land,

or in conducting those every-day operations on the farm,

many of which tended more to profit or loss, than even the

application to the land of the right sort of manures. He
started, therefore, with the idea that very many members, and

especially semi-amateurs like himself, flight do well to turn

aside for a moment from the contemplation of purely scientific

agriculture to consider those practical details which, if done

well and done cheaply, produced a profit, but if done badly

and expensively infallibly entailed a loss. It would hardly

surprise them if he briefly adverted to matters bearing ou the

labour question. There could be no questions more full of

interest to the practical farmer than those which referred to

labour ; an d he was induced the more particularly to refer to

the subject from having seen an account of a recent meeting

of the Tunbridge Wells Farmers' Club, where, after devoting

an evening to the discussion of the subject, they arrived, it

seemed, at the determination to start a Farmers' Union, in

opposition to that of the Labourers. This was an important

resolution originating with an important body of men, and
one which they might well discuss oa some future occasion.

His own opinion would be against a Farmers' Union. To
form such an association with the view of setting itself up in

antagonism to a combination of labourers would be a mistake.

He thought, it would do no practical good, and would tend to

make things unpleasant both to the labourer and the employer.

But at the same time it appeared to him that there should be

a frank, open, honourable understanding between employers

of labour as to the rate of payment they made to their people,

either for day labour or for piece-work ; and he thought the

spirit which animated persons in professions and in private

life—the feeling that it was discreditable to take on to day a

man who had improperly deserted a neighbour yesterday

—

might be observed with great profit by farmers generally.

Men should not be tempted to desert their masters, out of

whim or caprice, perhaps, by the prospect of easily getting

fresh employment. This would be a proper course, and it

would carry with it none of that odium that might, rightly or

wrongly, attach to the fact of farmers entering into a deliberate

combination to foster their own interests. They might with-
out any such organisation arrive at an understanding as to

how labourers ought to be contracted with—whether from
week to week, or from year to year, and at what rate of wages.
He would suggest that where a tenant-farmer had at com-
mand cfertain labourers in whom he had confidence, and who
were trustworthy and valuable, that it would be a good thing
to enter into yearly contracts with them. Let employer and
employed feel that they were tied to each other for a year at
least, He would also say distinctly let the difereace be re^

cognised between summer and winter, while piece-work should

be left untouched, for future consideration. He admitted that

there was a difficulty in contracting with the labourer. He
was generally a man of straw, and if he turned rusty and un-

manageable was not worth powder and shot ; while, if he

should be overtaken by misfortune, natural and Christian feel-

ing would usually prevent the employer from pressing hardly

on him. He would ask some public speakers and newspaper

critics to bear in mind that the farmer was a man who could

be held to his contract, while his lien on the labourer was of

the very slightest description. With regard to wages, in the

case of a yearly contract, he thought 13s. or lis. during the

winter, and 16s. or 17s. in summer, would not be a bad start-

ing point ; but of course they could draw no hard and fast

line as to the exact sum, which would vary with the locality

and the character of the man employed. He quite appreciated

the immense importance of taking pains to utilise labour to

the best possible advantage. A week's labour from a number
of farm hands was a very variable quantity. One employer,

manager, or bailiff would get far more out of a stuff of six

hands than another would be able to do, for the simple reason

that the work had been better prearranged, and was carried

out with more skill. One great means by which the farmer

would save himself from being injured by a higher rate of

wages, would be by improving the education of the labourer,

and another they would find in the increased application of

machinery to agricultural processes. Two members of the

Club had set a most valuable example in this respect—Mr.
Chittenden for his efforts in regard to steam cultivation, and
Mr. Coley for the discreet, persevering, and judicious way in

which he had carried out a plan that might prove to be of

great advantage in the management of hops. In many re-

spects there was a great deal to be done in the way of im-
provement. An experienced Sussex farmer had told him
that he had never seen back the money that was spent in

hand-hoeing, and in his (Dr. Monckton's) opinion horse-

hoeing was to be strongly recommended. These horse-hoes

were introduced many years ago, but they were now rarely

seen at work. Perhaps there was some difficulty in the matter,

but it might no doubt be met by drilling wide, drilling straight,

and directing particular attention to that department. From
whatever cause this particular hoe seemed to have generally

fallen through, and not to be at all commonly visible. With
regard to the cleaning of land generally, weeds seemed to have
a wonderful knack of resisting every process brought to bear

on them. It would be an interesting question to discuss how
to proceed for three years to procure the greatest amount of

cleanliness at the least cost. This was a practical point on
which many members needed no instruction, but others, pro-

bably, would be glad to be informed. The practice in Aus-
tralia and some of the Western States of America would pro-

bably astonish them. There they sowed their wheat and
disappeared till harvest time, and if the crop had not, in the

meanwhile been destroyed, they proceeded to reap it at once.

They drove a machine with a horse before it through the crop,

and in a revolving cylinder there was the wheat, reaped,

thrashed, and cleaned, while on the ground the straw stood,

with the heads thrashed, but not taken off. They then burned
this straw, perhaps over land hundreds of square miles in

extent. They thus restored to the soil many important con-

stituents of future crops, and at the same time destroyed the

weeds, or a very large proportion of them. He did not think

the time would soon come when an English farmer would
leave his crop from sowing time in November till reaping time

in August, but it was a question worthy of consideration

whether much money might not be saved by sometimes letting

nature have its own course. Passing from this lie would next

point to the importance of educating their men to perform

more profitable work than most of them were capable of at

present—they should be taught to drive steam-engines, to

mend harness, to thatch, to do rough carpentering, to creosote

hop-poles, to dry hops, and so forth. In this way employers

would be spared the discomfort of having strangers to do their

most important work, while the employed would not have the

vexation of seeing strangers take the best wages. Hop-drying

used always to be looked upon as a wonderful mystery, and

the management of hops was not improved because it was not
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ttudied, was not considered open to competition, and, conse-
quently, was not generally understood. If a raan struck or
was taken ill, tliere was always a fjreat difTiculty in getting
any one to supply his place, although in the end some one was
usually put on who was supposed to know next to nothing
about it, and yet turned the hops out almost as well as the
professional dryer. This was proof positive that hop-dryin»
was not such a recondite mystery as was generally imagined,
and that they could easily multiply the sources from which
dryers were to be obtained, and make the labour of the men
they employed in this and other respBcts more profitable than
at present. It was useless to say the men as a rule could not
be materially improved ; if they went to Australia or Canada
it would soon be found what they were capable of doing in

countries where farmers, or those they employed, were obliged
to put up their own fences, mend their own harness, and so
forth. It would also be an advantage to farmers if they were
to keep maps of their farms from year to year, showing the
rotation of crops, and what was grown at a particular time in

a particular fielr). This would be advantageous at once to

farmers who had long leases, and to the successors of outgoing
farmers who would see what had been done with the ground
for a series of years. A number of maps such as he had re-

ferred to could be lithographed at the cost of a few shillings.

As to any possible improvements in the cultivation of hops,

was there any re?son why the hop-pole should only be creosoted

for two feet of its entire length ? Why should it not be

creosoted for the whole distance? Such a plan might or

might not be associated with that of keeping the poles always
standing. For his own part he saw no reason if the poles

were durable why they should not be permanently placed, and
if so they would save every year a very great deal of labour.

The creosoting the poles at one end only had trebled the term
during which they were useful to the farmer, and to creosote

them throughout would probably make them last six times as

long as of old. Besides it would very likely enable them to

use lower class poles. If they could grow poles at 15s. a

hundred instead of having to pay 30s., they would not be so

dear, even when fully creosoted, as those thoy now had that

were only partially creosoted. They might use the willow
and alder, instead of the larch, the ash, and other superior

kinds of wood, with the effect of having their poles at once
cheaper and more durable than under the existing system.

He was not prepared to affirm that a set of poles creosoted

from one end to the other would be of assistance in protecting

the hops from mould and vermin ; but he thought it quite

probable that some such result would be attained, at any rate

to a certain extent. The creosote, which was impure carbolic

acid, in which the poles were steeped, was deadly poison to

every kind of fungoid growth, and even the emanations from

it were destructive to mould. He might also say that carbolic

acid was inimical and repressive to certain forms and germs of

animal life, and if it were true that the ova of one season's

vermin were housed and perpetuated in the crevices of unpro-
tected poles, he ventured to say that in creosoted poles the

happy families would not be able to effect a lodgment. He
did not affirm, however, that the fly were housed and bred in

the poles. Experience and observation would point to a

somewhat different conclusion. He knew it used to be said

that the flea were harboured in the pipes of the vine, and in

the bark and crevices of the poles, and presuming this to be

the case they would not be able to locate themselves with any
comfort in poles steeped from end to end in creosote. The
first extra cost of creosoting would not be so considerable as

might be imagined. It took, he believed, about 50 gallons of

creosote to protect 1,000 poles in the ordinary way, and pro-

bably 200 gallons would steep them throughout ; and if they

could get creosote at the old price of 3d. per gallon, and use

willow and alder instead of larch, even the first cost of the

poles would be something like £7 10s. per 1,000 less than at

present. If it proved that poles when thoroughly creosoted

lasted twenty years instead of ten, they would save not only in

the cost of the poles themselves, but in the enormous amount
of labour involved in continually setting them up and taking

them down again. He thought that they would find the

creosote a protection against some of the blight, and if they

only got the blight mitigated or occasionally staved off, it

would constitute a strong argument in favour of the change.

He thought, also, it was worthy of consideration whether the

hops might not be arranged in a better way than at present

by putting them one and a-half feet in double rows, and two

feet between the rows, with a broad interval of six feetbetweeu
the douTjle rows. By this means he calculated they would get

more poles by one- seventh on an acre than at present. It

might be urged that an objection to creosoting the poles

throughout would probably be found in the distate the bine
might be expected to evince to twining around such poles.

He should have thought so himself, but he had a letter from a
gentleman at Great Chart, an experienced grower, who had
tried an experiment. In this letter, which was dated on the
3rd June, the writer said that he only did poles enough for

three hills; they were 11 feet poles, and grape hops, and all

through the grow the bine had manifested no sign of objection

to the creosote. He had known other cases of its being tried

with the same results. Well, here there was one of those facts

that were worth a bushel of argument. It might not answer
in all cases ; but so far the idea that the bine would not take
to creosoted poles had been dissipated by experiment. He did
not believe in the use of string in growing hops ; hut it would
be quite possible in a very biney year to run up hundreds and
hundreds of cocoa cords, which were easily cut, easily knotted,-

and were always useful for binding wheat and beans. If they
found in a good year that they had under poled they mijht
double their poling surface by the assistance of the cocoa cord.
He was not perfectly certain that they would have to tie their
hops in these cases ; very often tying was a farce, and he did
not thir.k in the double rows he had described the bine would
be able to get away from the poles. Referring to the hop
harvest in East Kent, the farmers in lieu of bins had their

hops picked into largre baskets containing five bushels each, or
about half a bin. He did not think this an improvement on
the system in vogue here, rather the contrary, though one of
its advantages was that the bine was cut high instead of being
cut low down, and thus a certain amount of injury to the
plant was avoided. It was also an advantage in saving a deal
of trouble in the measurement. Here the measurements of
different measures differed very widely, and unless they had
a large number employed, which of course pre-supposed a
large acreage of hops, they could not check one against an-
other, and were rather in the dark as to what the real return
should be. In conclusion. Dr. Monckton suggested that it

was their bounden duty and obvious interest to educate a far

more numerous staff of hop dryers than we now had, and this

would at once give them a reserve of intelligpnt labour, and
gradually lead to improvements in the mode of drying. He
knew a place where drying had been rendered possible, when
it would otherwise have been absolutely impossible, by doing
three kilns a day. This might often be done with proper
management. It was not a practice to be recommended

; but
they need not shrink from it with sujierstitious dread if at any
time, from any cause, they should have a deficiency of oast
room.

The Chairman, with reference to the labour question, said
he found in this district that if a good master got a good lot

of men together there was no difficulty in dealing with them
or getting them to stay with him. He had therefore not the
slightest objection to the Agricultural Labourers' Union. On
the contrary, he thought the Union was doing good, so much
so that if a good workman wantonly threw himself out of em-
ploy he found more difficulty than before in getting a fresh

place. Of course there were, and always woul'l he, some men
who liked to go wandering about, and who perhaps earned
nearly as much money as those who stayed at home. There
were in this neighbourhood many brickyards where they
could earn a great deal of money in the summer, and if he
were a labouring man without a family and with no very
strong home ties he thought that he should himself be
strongly disposed to go and earn as much in six months
as he could otherwise in twelve. He did not think
the farmers had anything to fear from the Labourers' Union
if they only did their duty by their men.

Mr. Stonham thanked Dr. Monckton for suggesting amity
of feeling between employers and employed, but he could not
endorse his views entirely. There was something so peculiar

in agriculture that rules which would apply to other pursuits
and employments would not apply to that. Dr. Monckton
had advised farmers not to combine against combinations of
labourers. This was all very well, but it would be found
utterly impracticable to lay down rules for their guidance in
conversation one with another. The thing had been tried

and failed, and it had failed because of the pecuhar conditions

under which agriculture had to be carried on. There was a

I 2
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speciality about the employment of labour in the case of each

individual farmer, arising from the soil, from the condition

of the crops, aud from the ever-varying circumstances con-

nected with agriculture, so that Ihey could not lay down auy
hard and fast line. It would be of no use for a number of

farmers to say, " We will only give 10s. an acre for

hoeing turnips," when in one case it would be as cheap to

give a guinea as in another it would be to give 10s. With
regard to creosoting poles from end to end, he thouglit when
they came to consider the extra expense of creosote aud la-

bour tliey would find it would be better to buy good poles at

double price tlian to attempt the innovation. He found also

that the creosote would not penetrate the wood so well when
it was steeped horizontally as when the pole was stuck up on
end. With regard to hop drying, lie knew that three light

kilns might be dried in a day, but he would advise no one to

try the experiraeut. Volatile substances were more easily

dissipated under a high than under a low temperature, and it

would be a matter of impossibility to dry a kiln in something
like seven hours without raising the temperature to 190 de-

grees. He would leave it to their consideration wliether they

would not do better to increase their drying area than to at-

tempt such a doubtful process.

Mr. Barling agreed that it would not be good policy on
the part of agriculturists to combine against a combination of

the men. The men would soon find tliat though tliey were
getting, by a form of coercion, a larger price tlian they had
previously obtained for their labour, they would get no last-

ing benefit from it. Por inevitably, in proportion to the

largeness of their earnings would be the amount of their

spendings. This would not be a voluntary matter, because
the increased demand in the market for the various articles of
consumption would lead to an increase in price. At the end
of a montli or a year the labourer would have as little, if not
less, than before. The men would not see tliis at once, but
they would before long, and nothing would encourage unions
among them more than, or justify them so completely as,

unions among the masters. It was merely a question of de-

mand and supply, and there had been for the last two years

an abnormal condition of the labour market. The " plunder"
—if he might use the expression—which the Germans had
exacted from the French had led to an increased demand for

goods on their part. This had set the whole labour market
of England in motion, and prices had naturally gone up.
Sooner or later this abnormal state of things would come to

an end, and he would say that they should avoid encouraging
extravagant demands on tlie part of the labourers by refrain-

ing from combinations among themselves whicli they con-
demned on the part of the men. With regard to the question
of creosoting the poles all over, he thought it doubtful whether,
with the increased demand for creosote that had lately arisen,

the calculations of Dr. Monckton would be borne out. The
idea, however, was a very valuable one, and he was not with-
out hopes that means miglit be discovered, without using
creosote in the upper part of the poles, which would prevent
them from being harbours for vermin. Still, rose-bushes,
beans, currants, and other products were subjected to
blight, were attacked by the aphis, though they did not re-

quire the support of poles. But nevertheless there were some
insects tliat did certainly make the poles a retreat for the
winter, and they issued from them in the spring, and did a
great deal of injury to the crops. He had listened with mucli
pleasure to the whole lecture, which was undoubtedly very
suggestive.

Mr. W. r. Catcheside, from what he knew of the proper-
ties of creosote, did not think it would be advisable to creosote
the whole length of the hop pole. He was afraid that the
powerful properties of carbolic acid would be obnoxious to
the growth of the plant. He thought that if the bottom of
the poles were boiled for a sufficiently long time in creosote,
an action similar to capillary attraction would induce part of
the creosote to rise in the interior of the poles, and would
preserve them without coming through the wood and inter-
fering with the plant. He did not mean to say that if the
poles were creosoted from end to end the hops would not
grow ou them, but he thought it a very doubtful matter,
t'arbolic acid would unquestionably be obnoxious to insect
lUe and tend to keep off the attacks of vermin, but was it
worth while to attain this result at the hazard of the hops
retusmg to attach themselves to the creosoted surface of tlie

poles ? The only way to test the question was by experiment.
Mr. Makley said that he had tried the experiment of edu-

cating his workmen in matters that might be useful, as recom-
mended by Dr. Monckton, and the results of his experiments

had not been encouraging. Eor instance, he had lent two or

three men who seemed to have a taste for carpentering, tools

at different times, and had paid them 6d. a day extra. Indeed

he had raised one man's wages to £1 a week, and another

man's to 22s.; and what was the result? As soon as the

second spring came on they were off, telling him they could

get 43. a day in Maidstone, or 4s. 6d. in Chatham, aud he saw

no more of them.

Dr. Monckton recapitulated the points in his address, and
contended that none of thera had been fairly answered, while

at the same time he reminded the members that he had spoken

simply to evoke discussion—to make suggestions, not to lay

down principles of action. With regard to the labour ques-

tion he denied that he had, as Mr. Stonham seemed to think,

proposed a liard aud fast line. He had expressly guarded

iiimself against that ; but he tliought that employers by talk-

ing the matter over among themselves, comparing the condi-

tion of their farms, aud so forth, could generally get a pretty

accurate idea of what would be a fair rate ©f payment for

their labourers ; and he again urged that they could so far act

together as to refuse to give immediate employment to men
who had behaved dishonourably to their neighbours. Having
answered seriatim the objections taken to the proposal to

creosote the poles from end to end, Dr. Monckton said

he would never have suggested such a thing if he had
not had facts to go upon. He had read to them the

letter of Mr. Andrews, which showed the successful

result of the experiment. But for that letter he would
not have been justified in submitting the matter to the con-

sideration of a meeting of this description. Some fault had
been found with his figures. He did not pledge himself as to

their correctness, though he thouglit they would be found not
very wide of the mark, nor would the cost of creosote be

likely to increase in consequence of the adoption of his sug-

gestion, as some gentlemen seemed to apprehend. He knew
enough of farmers to know that they would not creosote all

their poles in one year. If it were ever done at all, it would
take fifteen or twenty years, and those who did the work once
would not want creosote again for a long time, and so would
set it free for others. Besides, he did not think that the de-

mand for creosote for hop poles was likely to affect the price

to any great extent, the largest consumption of it, as Mr.
BarJing had stated, being for fuel. Then, if they could use

willows or alders for hop-poles, they would not only have a
cheaper material, but would be able to turn to good account
marsh lands and wet corners, which were to be found on so

many farms, and that were comparatively valueless at present.

With regard to the drying of three kilns a- day, his answer to

Mr. Stonham was twofold. In the first place, it was not
necessary that the temperature should be raised appreciably,

but it should be got up quickly, and never allowed to go down,
for hops were dried by hot air, and not by fire. In the second
place, he had foresworn theory, and sailed by fact. He did

not advise them to dry three loads a-day instead of two : it

was a makeshift at the best, but it had been done, and done
successfully. He differed from Mr. Barling as to the stimulus

given to trade coming to any large extent from Germany. Tlie

fact was that Germany was absorbing the ransom of France,
or a considerable proportion of it, in establishing a gold cur-

rency ; but there was a large demand for English products all

over the world, which, of course, stimulated trade, and in-

creased wages, while gold was diminishing in value— in its

purchasing power—every year. He expected, therefore, that

it was vain to look for a reduction in the price of labour, and
that, on the contrary, the rates paid twenty years hence would
be far higher than now. Dr. Monckton then glanced at the

other matters touched on, and, in reply to Mr. Marley, said

that gentlemen had undoubtedly made the services of the

labourers he had referred to more valuable, and had for some
time reaped the advantage of it, while, if the process went on
all round, the disadvantages that might attend it at present

would not be felt. He was sure that what the masters had to

do in Australia, New Zealand, and Canada, the men would,

sooner or later, have to do iu this country.

A vote of thanks was passed to Dr. Monckton for his addrtss,

aud tlie meeting was brought to a close.
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THE LANDLORD AND TENANT BILL.
At a mcctiu;^ of the Dorset Chamlicr of Agriculture, at

Dorchester, Mr. Robert Fowler, of \Yliitcliurcli, was iu the

chair,

The Chairman said he was sorry to see that the attciul-

ance was not larger ; but he was not surprised to find it so,

because the idea had got abroad that this bill had been with-
drawn, lie was, however, iu a position to say that it was not
withdrawn

; it was simply deferred ; it was not to be pushed
further this session than a second reading ; but for all that it

was necessary that a discussion on the subject should take
place in different counties, so that their representatives in

Parliament should have an opportunity of hearing the opinions
of tiieir constituencies thereon. A.lready between 30 and 40
discussions had taken place on this question, the result of
which had been that, with a few exceptions, resolutions had
been passed, after more or less unanimity, in favour of the
bill. The exceptions were Lancashire, Nottinghamshire, and
Lincolnshire. In the latter there was a division, vihen the

chairman gave his casting vote against the bill. In Lincoln-
shire and Nottinghamshire there was already a custom estab-

lished which gave landlords and tenants that protection which
this bill sought to bring in ; but, on the other hand, their

objection to a bill of this description appeared to him to be

very much like a " dog-in-the-raauger" argument, if he might
be allowed to make use of such an observation. It was like

men, having leases with all the rights necessary both for land-

lord and tenant, saying to a neighbour who had no such lease,

" I am very well otf ; it is no use troubling about you." Their
argument was precisely like that, and he could not understand

such men as those in Lincolnshire and Nottinghamshire
allowing themselves to object to a bill of this description

upon such a ground as that.

Mr. Damen proposed " That this Chamber, without pleding

itself to its details, approves the principle of the Landlord and
Tenants' Bill, introduced into Parliament by Messrs. Howard
and Read." Looking back to 25 years ago they lound that

the average importatious of wheat were then only about

2,000,000 quarters a-year, so that one in ten of the population

was fed upon foreign wheat. A few years later the importa-

tions averaged 5,000,000 ; thus a quarter of the population

was fed on foreign wheat. "Within the last few years—seven

or ten—the foreign importations of wheat had amounted to

10,000,000 quarters a-year, so that every second person you
met in the United Kingdom was fed upon foreign wheat. This

year he thought a still further increase in that direction would
be shown—the importatious amounting to 13,000,000 quarters.

Looking upon this in a financial aspect it was obvious every

man would say " Could not this be stopped ; could not some
line be drawn with regard to these foreign importations ?"

Mr. J. J. Bates seconded the resolution with much plea-

sure, as the general principle and spirit of the bill brought
before their notice, he thought, must meet with the approval

of all present. Without entering into the details of the

measure he would express a hope, that whenever the subject it

dealt with was legislated upon, it would be done in such a

manner as to carry out the objects specified on the face of the

bill. He should be exceedingly sorry to see a measure of that

description rushed into without ample discussion on the part

of those who understood the subject. However great might

be the ability of those who framed tiie bill it could not be

supposed they knew what would suit all the requirements,

and the different circumstances in all parts, since they varied

so greatly ; and he should be very sorry to see tiie bill become
law in its present shape. Personally, he represented Mr. E. J.

Weld, of Lulworth, who would have been present to-day but

for having been detained in London. Speaking of that gen-

tleman, and intimating his wishes as a landlord, he could say

he (Mr. Weld) would be one of the first to promote the in-

stitution of any good measure of the description under con-

sideration, and its being carried out effectively, so as to meet
the objects expressed on the face of the bill. He (Mr. Bates)

hoped whenever that was done it would not iu any way place

the landlord and tenant in a worse position than they were at

present ; but, on the contrary, would put them in a far better

position—place them in such a position that they would not

be afraid of investing a large amount of capital in tlie land.

His own impression was that there were many clauses in the

bill, which he had read tiirough, that would require a great

deal of consideration. Their main object should be to obtain

sucli a measure as would unmistakably answer the purposes

for which the Landlord and Tenants' Bill was framed. In
seconding the resolution he would leave the details of the

measure open to discussion, for it was only by discussion the

matter could be thoronglily ventilated through the various

chambers of agriculture. He believed some such measure as

that proposed would be very useful, and he lioped whenever
the bill was passed it would carry out the objects contem-
plated.

Mr. John Floyer, M.P., said the Landlord and Tenants'

Bill had been introduced, like many other measures of import-

ance, in one session, more for the sake of bringing the subject

before the public, and especially before the notice of those

whom it mostly concerned ; and, if approved generally, then it

might be proposed at any future time to become an Act of

Parliament ; but he did not think they could probably antici-

pate that this year, because the second reading of the bill was
not fixed until an early day in July. The object of the Land-
lord and Tenants' Bill, as stated iu the preamble, is "-That it

is expedient, for the greater improvement of the land and the

consequent increased production accruing therefrom, to pro-

ceed to legislate upon it." That took, no doubt, a very wide
field, and no one could dispute the goodness of the oliject

which was sought to be gained. It was not conceived with
any special reference as to its objects between landlord and
tenant, but was conceived with a view to the public generally,

with the desire to obtain the largest amount of food from the

land, and for the public good. Of course, in trying to carry

out that object the measure must affect the interests of land-

lords and tenants—not landlords alone, not tenants alone, but

both—and he hoped these interests v.'ould be always considered

together. He was quite sure the interests of landlords and
tenants were united, that they sailed, as was popularly said,

" in the same boat," and as a general rule—he did not say it

was absolutely so—what was for the good of one was for the

good of the other. That he knew, however, had been a great

deal disputed both in the House of Commons and elsewhere,

and especially so in regard to a question in which his good
friend on his left (Mr. Fowler) had taken a great deal of
interest—the question of local taxation. He had heard it

argued by some friends in the House of Commons, and had
heard of arguments urged elsewhere, that the question of tax-

ation—local taxation—did not affect the tenants, but only the

landlords. He said that this was no such thing ; he main-
tained that it pressed upon both. All matters of expenditure

upon a farm first of all, no doubt, came upon the tenant, arid

rating was one of them. Payment of rates must be provided

for b\' the tenant, and when he took a farm be considered

what his rates were likely to be, and what his expenditure
was in carrying out the business on the farm. Rating was,
in fact, just as much part of his expenditure in business as his

labour, machinery, or manures, or any other matters ; and the
fact was that these payments, whatever the tenant got, and
whatever the landlord got, must be made. In the first place

labour must b3 paid for, manure ought to be paid for, imple-

ments must be paid for either first or last ; all these had to be
paid for, and then the balance which remained went between
the landlord and tenant. He therefore said that the more
they could reduce the expenditure upon a farm the better it

would be for both paities, and the more there would be for the
landlord and tenant to divide, and the more produce which
could be obtained from a farm the more gross income there

was to divide between them. In some instances the tenant
vi'ould get the smaller share and in others the landlord ; but
this would be governed by various circumstances as to what
could be produced from the land, and the more they could
reduce their expenditure, whether in rates or in capital,

the more they could limit this matter, the better it would
be for all parties. Well, then, as had been observed by
both friends who had spoken before, the object they had in

view was the public good in the first place, and then the advan-

tage and benefit of the landlord—not one or the other, but
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both. Now as to the principle of the bill ; the principle came
in the first clause. It was this—that a tenant on quitting his
holding should be able to claim compensation in respect of all

improvements. That was a principle which it was not for him
to advocate in words, because he had acted upon it for the last

five-aud-twenty years. He had always held a very high
opinion of the good judgment and kind feeling both for tenant
and labourer entertained by an excellent landlord in this

county, who had now passed away—the late Mr. Sturt. He
was not a man who had let his farms below their value, who
would allow things to go on in an easy kind of manner, which
Bome people thought was a good thing in a landlord ; but he
knew that keeping them up was due to himself, was also for
the good of the tenant, and for the labourer. As they well
knew, a scheme was drawn up between the late Mr. Sturt and
his tenants, by which certain compensation was made to them
upon quitting their farms, and upon that system he (Mr.
rioyer) had acted for many years, and he was bound to say
that he had found but very little difficulty in carrying it out,
in fact he might say there was none. This might be caused by
the fact that he did not often change his tenants ; but there
were times when a man must change his tenants—in the good
Providence of God changes must occur—but all he could say
was that he had never found any difBcully in working upon that
system as adopted by tlie late Mr. Sturt, and therefore was
quite prepared to support the principle of the bill. The clause
said " improvements ;" but then they must take care that such
should be really improvements. There was a great deal of differ-

ence in opinion as to what were " improvements." Many tenants,
when they came into occupation of a farm made alterations
which they . onsidered improvements, but which the next one
might consider to be anything but " improvements," and they
could not agree ; and this to a certain extent was the same
between landlord and tenant. Some tenants thought certain
things improvements, and laid out money on them. The land-
lord also might be induced to lay out money in making such,
but the next tenant might say " I wish you had not done it

;

I think it is a great mistake." They should therefore be most
careful to take care that such things were improvements. If
they were improvements—unexhausted improvements that
would remain on the land—nothing could be fairer than that
the tenant should benefit from them. When, however, they
came to look into the details of the bill, some points arose up-
on which there might be considerable difference of opinion.
He thought tliis bill conceived too much in the interests of
the outgoing tenant ratiier than of the incomer. He did not
think they ought to legislate upon a principle of that kind.
With regard to the great question of public expenditure, there
were many persons who much advocated a great deal of con-
sideration for posterity—who said they ought to be reducing
their debt so as to provide for those who came after. Well,
that might be right or it might be wrong, but lie thought that
at any rate, they should take care of farms for those who
come after them, and if the outgoing tenant was to be merely
considered, and his successor to be forgotten, he did not think
that would, in the long run, be to the advantage of the farming
classes. They must keep in view both parties, because in this
question, he believed, practically speaking, that an incoming
tenant had, to a great extent, to meet the charges which might
have been made upon the land. It the "improvement"
Was an improvement — and he did not think people
would wish for money to be paid unless it was so—that
would be put down to the score of the farm, as of
course it would be considered worth so much more
money, and therefore he said the'expenses really fell upon the
incoming tenant, and they must consider him as well as the
one before him. There was another point in the bill, and
that was the scale of compensation; but he thought that left

too muoh to arbitration. He was iar from saying that the
scheme of the late Mr. Sturt was perfect ; it might be suitable
to some places, or it might require amendment, according to
times and circumstances, but there were different compensa-
tions laid down with considerable definitiveness. Any one was
not left all at sea. It appeared that the bill under discussion
left everything to arbitrators. Now, it must be remembered,
they might have very good arbitrators, and they might also
have very bad ones ; they might have those who gave every-
^°'°g to landlords, or those who gave everything to the tenant,
and he did not think that was right. If he went into busi-
ness, and especially if he had any occasion of paying money,
he should hke to know what he was about. He repeated that

he thought the bill left too much in the hands of arbitratoM.
There were certain provisions which to some extent fettered

and controlled freedom of action on the part of both landlord
and tenant, and he was averse to those provisions. It was
true something of the sort might be found in the Landlord and
Tenants' Bill in Ireland ; but it must be recollected in that

country the holdings were small, and he thought it would be
a great slur and a great disrespect to cast upon such a body of

men as the agriculturists of Dorset that they could not take

care of themselves. He thought the tenants of this county

were quite as able to take care of themselves as the landlords

were, and that they understood their business as well as any
other class of men in the country. Therefore, to tie up their

hands, and to say they should not make what contracts

they liked, if they wished to make them with their

landlords, was what he could not agree with ; neither did

his good friend the chairman concur in that view. He
(Mr. Floyer) was in favour of the greatest freedom of

action on the part of both landlords and tenants. Certain

legal provisions should be made, but there should be afforded

security for the capital embarked in land, as had been already

hinted at. These were some of his -views generally on the

Landlord and Tenants' Bill. He certainly should be very glad

if they saw any way of framing a measure which would be for

the interest of both parties, and also for that of the public,

because no one was more convinced than himself of the truth

of the proposition which his friend on the right (Mr. Damen)
had made—that the more they got out of the land the more it

would be for the benefit of all parties ; for the public generally

as well as for those who were more immediately interested.

There were some other bills, besides that he had just men-
tioned, placed on the fable of the House of Commons by the

President of the Local Government Board ; there were three

measures, and two of them had been placed on the table of the

House, but the third had not been brought in. They were
for the valuation of property, for rating, and for carrying out
that valuation by some alterations in the mode of assessment,

and so on. The main object of the first of the bills was to ex-

tend to property not hitherto rated to the poor the liability of

assessment to that charge—property mainly consisting of
mines, woods, and the right of shooting. He had recently

thought it his duty to make some observations in Parliament
on a few of these points, and with regard to one matter—the

right of shooting—he had said that wherever shooting was let,

wherever the landlord made it a part of his income, that was
just as good a subject for rating as any other pecuniary profit

which he might derive from his land. Further, he had
said that where land is let below its value, where a farm
is let at a lower rent than others, the deficiency in the

rateable value of the parish should be met to that extent

by rating the right of shooting in the hands of the land-

lord, so that every ratepayer in the parish should not lose

by the lower value of the farm in consequence of game being

kept upon it. In these two points nothing was fairer than
that a measure of that kind should be adopted. But when
they went beyond that and said " We will rate all rights of

shooting," he should like to know what was the standard.

How would they rate them P What value could they put
upon them P The landlord said to his tenant, " Now, you
shall pay me a fair rent for the value of the land, but I will

take care you shall not have any game to injure you ; that you
shall not have any ground game to speak of, but there shall

be some partridges and a pheasant or two." How were they
going to act in this case P What he said was this—in whose
interest did they propose to rate the right of shooting P Was
it in the interest of the tenant ? Because, if so, if they said

to the landlord " You shall pay on the assumed value of the
game upon your property," it was only fair for the landlord
to say " If I am to pay rates for game I should like to have
a little of the game myself," and he (Mr. Ployer) did not
think that was unreasonable. There was obviously some diffi-

culty with regard to that matter. Everybody knew there

were many farms in this neighbourhood where there was but
little game indeed—he could answer for some where, at all

events, there was very little ground game, and he thought
that many such farms must present themselves to the minds of

those whom he was addressing. With respect to woods and
mines he had not had much experience. As for the rating of

woods, he thought that when certain land was planted it seemed
unfair on the other ratepayers that it should cease to pay to-

wards the rates. At the same time, where laud was planted, as
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it often happened, and he knew instances when it had been pro-
posed to plant land for the benefit of the farm in the way of shel-
ter—if the land planted with trees was to be rated, lie thought
the result would be that there would be less disposition to
plant where it would be obviously to advantage, and there
would be a tendency to induce people to cut down their planta-
tions and convert them into arable land, aud lie doubted
whether that would be always desirable, as he thought trees
really did shelter, and add to the goodness of the climate : in
fact, they alforded shelter where there would otherwise be
none. They could not also leave out of consideration that it

enhanced the beauty aud enjoyment of the country that they
should leave a fair proportion of wood, but not an excessive
one. If they looked around this neighbourhood, he thought
they would come to the conclusion that plantations were gene-
rally beneficial, and that if anything had prevented—rates for
instance—or discouraged landlords from planting, it would
have been a loss and not an advantage to this country. So
far as to the question of plantations ; although he was not
against a fair rating, he thought the rating ought to be mode-
rate, and not such as to discourage persons from making
plantations, when they were for the use and ornament of the
neighbourliood. Respecting the rating of Government pro-
perty, he thought that was very fair and very desirable. At the
same time he did not know if he was quite prepared to go as far

as some went on this point, and say that all Government
buildings should be rated to their full value. Government
buildings were public buildings, and all persons were inter-

ested in them ; all had to pay for them, and if they were
to be highly rated all would have to pay towards those rates.

On the other hand, he quite understood it was very fair for

persons living in a parish where there was Government pro-
perty to say, " It is hard upon us for Government to come and
occupy a good large slice of land in our parish, and then we
are to lose the rates that have hitherto been contributed from
that portion of the land towards the local expenses." That
was a very fair argument; but they might go further, and say

that Government had no right to bring a large population in

a particular spot or parish, and then throw any burden arising

from it on the parish, and not contribute towards it. These
were both sound propositions, and that, he thought, was
going quite far enough ; but he was not quite sure, if they
looked at it in that light, they might not be led to adopt that

principle which had been adopted in reference to some public

buildings. It had been applied in the case of one class of

buildings with which he had a great deal to do, namely,
lunatic asylums. The law there was that if laud was occupied

for a county lunatic asylum the rates should be assessed for

that land to the same extent and manner as before it was so

occupied. That was a very fair principle, but he did not mean
to say it should be adopted in all cases. It was one which
presented itself to his mind as a middle course, and safety, as

they knew, lay in the mean. It was said that would meet
some reasonable complaints made in the parishes where Go-
vernment property was situated, and brought heavy charges to

the exchequer, in which all were interested. These were
some of the points in the Valuation Bill. There was another

bill, with reference to making further arrangements as to the

working of rating and the collection of rates. It preserved

pretty much upon its old footing the work to be done by as-

sessment committees, but there was this one notable exception

—this one novelty in the administration of that part of our
affairs—the introduction of the Government siireyor of taxes.

It gave him a footing in the valuation of property which he
did not now enjoy ; it gave him such a footing that his action

very much operated upon, if not controlled, the assessment

value of property. That, no doubt, was a move towards

what he (Mr. Eloyer) called centralisation. It was bringing

in Government where Government before had no power, and
the object, as he understood it was this—that the area of

taxation for local purposes was meant to a great degree

to be the area of taxation for public and Government purposes.

The drift and intention of bringing in the surveyor of taxes and

his control was that the Government interest should be looked

after, and if the taxes were collected upon the same basis as

the local rates were levied—if that was the case he did not

know they could fairly make any objection to the Government
surveyor of taxes obtaining a footing in the local government,

and in the administration of our local affairs. It was very de-

sirable in all matters of taxation, whether for local or public

purposes, that uniformity of principle, and uniformity of ad-

ministration should be adopted ; aud, if we could see no other

means of doing it than admitting, to some extent. Government
control, or at any rate affording a footing for the Government
officer in the matter, he supposed something of the kind must be
accepted. He would not detain them ranch longer upon these

subjects, as they were not very entertaining; although they

were matters that came home to them all pretty closely. There
was one other bill which appeared to him to be of a very am-
bitious as well as difricult character—a bill intended to be
brought in for remodelling the area of local taxation. A select

committee of the House of Commons had been appointed—of

which he had been requested to be a member—for reviewing

the boundaries of our counties, our Poor-law unions, and our
parishes. How it might be possible to interfere with the

boundaries after they had been so long established, and upon
which local interests has grown up, and with which they had
been so closely associated, appeared to him to be a matter of

very great difEcuity. However, the Government had invited

their assistance in it ; but he was disposed to think that a Gov-
ernment which was considered to have access to all kinds of
information more than was the case with other people, should
have brought their plan before the House and said " This is

our plan, if you like it adopt it, if you do not like it improve
it." It was no doubt a very convenient way lor all Govern-
ments, whether they were strong or weak—he did not
say whether the present one was strong or weak—to get a
select committee. They then put the burden off their backs
upon other people's shoulders—they were all ready enough to

do that—and tiiey referred it to a select committee, and if

their report was in agreement with the views of the Govern-
ment it was adopted, but if not, then it was a very convenient
way of shelving the question for the time. If he served upon
it—as he should probably do on his return to London—he
should carefully look into the question, but he could not say

that he was sanguine of any very great results. These were
the subjects upon which they had invited him to confer with
them, aud he had given them his humble opinion on them

—

perhaps not a very definite one upon some points— but in one
proposition they were pretty well agreed—that upon this sub-

ject, as well as on all others, he should serve them to the best

of his ability, and in serving them the interests of the public

which they were met to promote.
Mr. Genge thought that Messrs. Howard and Read, in pre-

paring the measure, which deserved well of the country, had
bestowed great pains, and he believed the main principle of it

had been well received, with very few exceptions. Objections
of course might be taken, and most justly so, to many of the
details ; and he thought the right course had been taken in

convening this meeting of the Chamber of Agriculture to

discuss the bill. It had, as a rule, excited a considerable

degree of interest, although in this country it did not

appear to have done so as regarded the landlords. Tenant-
farmers could not help feeling much interested in it.

With the exception of one of their county members

—

Mr. Floyer—and Mr. Bates, who was present for Mr.
Weld, the landlord interest was almost wholly unrepre-

sented in this room. Personally he should be very sorry

to see a bill introduced which would be doing away with
the principle of free contiact ; he should be sorry for any
power, for any legal power, to step in and say " You shall not

do this—you shall not contract with your landlord or his

agent ;" such a principle as that would be objectionable and
mischievous in the highest degree ; but at the same time

where no agreement existed it was highly necessary to fall

back upon something like a basis to regulate the incoming

and outgoing upon the farms. If a man died intestate, the

law stepped in and made as good and righteous a will as if he

himself had made it. Now he (Mr. Genge) wanted the same
principle to be adopted in the present instance—if there were

no other agreement, then let the law make one ; but let it not

interfere with any contract made before, or which any landlord

or tenant felt disposed to make thereafter. After these few

remarks he (Mr. Genge) would not detain them further.

Mr. Kent, for the many years he had been in business, had
had the pleasure of renting under a good landlord, which was
a very good thing. Mr. Floyer had remarked that the farmers

of Dorset were such a body of men that they were quite ca-

pable of taking care of their own interests. He thought the

day had now come when they should do so. Having
called a meeting of the Chamber of Agriculture to dis-

cuss the subject before them, he saw a good many farmers
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present, but only one gentleman representing the county

—

Mr. Floyer—whereas he saw at meetings of chambers of agri-

culture in West Somerset, Mid-Somerset, Hampshire, and

other counties, a great many gentlement present, amongst
whom were earls, lords, baronets, and others, bnt here was
only Mr. Floyer, whom they saw very often. With regard to

some clauses of the bill, he could not say that he was very

much in favour of them, lie thought they would interfere

with the present good feeling existing between latidlord and

tenant, and if this hill should become law he thought the first

tiling done would be to raise all their rents, lie agreed with

many of the clauses, for permanent improvements, believing

that for manures and feeding stuffs the outgoing tenant was
entitled to compensation for any improvements made in that

way ; but with regard to the eleventh clause, he read the

speech of a gentleman on this question, who said he did not

like it at all. lie (Mr. Kent) could not agree to the twelfth

clause, and he hoped this meeting would be productive of

doing good.

Mr. G. Wood Homeu (Atbelharapton) said as to the prin-

cipal of the measure he most fully approved of it. lie agreed

with what liad been said by most of the previous speakers.

It appeared that the bill was wanted in cases where farmers

liad forgotten to take care of themselves. No doubt there

was a great deal of land in this country being farmed very

badly from want of provisions of this kind. Tenants were
afraid in tlie present state of affairs to invest any amount of

money in manures or feeding stuffs ; they simply used the land

so as to feel safe if tlicy should receive tliat unpleasant thing,

K six months' notice to quit. He considered that the faith of

the tenant-farmers of Dorset had been considerably shaken by

an event which had taken place within the county during the

last few months. A large landed proprietor had sent round a

notice to his tenants giving them six months' notice to leave.

He (Mr. Wood Homer) did not know his object, or anything
about it, but no doubt he would iuduee many of his tenants

to accept his conditions, whatever they might be, because

they were well known good farmers, and it would be too

lieavy a sacrifice for tliem to leave at six months' notice.

He did not think that landlord was so thin-skinned

as to care much for what was said here. With
regard to the twelfth clause of the bill now under con-
sideration, he was glad that whenever a farmer spoke upon it

ne opposed it—that spoke well, not only for the Conservatives
but also for the Liberal feeling of farmers throughout the
country. The bill was wanted really to fill up a gaj) wiiere

landlord and tenant had forgotten to make, or from other cir-

cumstances had not made, a proper agreement. To meet such
circumstances the bill would be a very proper measure. Great
practical knowledge was required in drawing up the details in

a workable manner. The principle he approved, and I'.e fslt

sure that before another session something of the sort would
be passed into law. A still more important question had been
mentioned by Mr. Floyer—that of local taxation—and he (Mr.
Wood Homer) agreed with many remarks that had been made.
He thought the proposition of the hon. member was most fair

—that tiie laud upon wliicli certain buildings were placed
should continue to pay a quota of the rates, hut that the bricks
and mortar should not pay a quota, having been put there, not
for the sake of gain to any particular man or parties, but
simply with reference to convenience. Tliere should, however,
be an exception to this—manufacturing establishments in large
towns, such as Woolwich, where there were large dockyards.
There a great quantity of labour was employed—and the great
establishments sliould pay their full quota as if they were
private establishments. i\ir. Floyer had brought before the
meeting the question of rating game. He (Mr Wood Homer),
since he began to take an interest in the question, had advo-
cated the rating of game not in the interest of the tenant, but
as a matter of simple justice. A farm let with the shooting
was worth more in the market than otherwise ; therefore he
believed that in any valuation which took place on the farm the
question ought to be asked—" Do you rent tiie game, or not?"
It was tlie custom on very large estates for the landlord to
keep the whole shooting in his own hands, and yet, per-
haps, he did not, nor yet liis keepers, walk over his land for
months and years in succession. The question then arose
whether, in reference to the shooting in his occupation, it

would not be to his interest and to that of other parties to let
his tenants enjoy the right of the sport. The speaker, in a
lew more words, concluded his practical remarks.

Mr. Ut)A.ll said Mr. Floyer was good enough to say they were
able to fake care of their owu interests, and he (Mr. Udall) did

not feel the slightest doubt they could do so ; but itunfortunately

happened tliat farmers supposed that what was everybody's in-

terest was nobody's interest, and he would therefore give this re-

minder to gentlemen vtho were members of this Chamber of Agri-

culture—that they were not very beneficial ones if they did not

take up matters affecting their owu interests. They talked

about a matter, had some grumbling about it, and there it

ended. He would say [that he perfectly endorsed nearly the

whole of what had been said that day. Ho quite agreed with Mr
Damen that a large amount of extra food might be made iu

this country if there was security for the capital thus expended.

The incident which Mr. Homer had mentioned was not an

isolated one, but it was very unusual for a man who had good
tenants to give them notice to quit. He had known instances

where there had been 20 applications for a fsrra, and the con-

sequence was that a man was almost bound to accept any

terms which a landlord might make or else he had to emigrate

to Canada or elsewhere. He therefore thought that for the

benefit of the country, for the larger increase of food, and for

mutual benefit of landlord and tenant, there should be some
law which should give a man a fair, just, and equitable right

to what he was entitled ; but at the same time if any one had

neglected or depreciated the property entrusted to his charge he

thought he should be punished, and made to pay for it.

The CiiAiRMAX s:iid that the measure appeared to have been

hastily prepared, and to be in a very crude form. The founda-

tion of it consisted of resolutions which had been passed at

large meetings of the London Cliamber of Agriculture and
the Farmers' Club. The gentlemen who had brought the hill

before Parliament were members of high standing, and very

high in the estimation of those bodies who had paid great

attention to the subject. He enterrained great hopes that the

bill would eventually pass, because it had no party colour

about it. There was no party or political matter mixed up
with it ; its principal supporters were to be found on each side

of the House of Commons. He would remind the meeting
that discussions on the subject had taken place at the meetings

of between 30 and 40 differene chambers, and the opinions of

noblemen and members of rarliament on both sides of the

House had been expressed ; but nothingthcre was to be found

with which he personally disagreed. With regard to the Land-
lord and Tenants' Bill, he did not propose to enter into its

details. He would, however, mention that clause 11, in liis

opinion, was not at all wanted. All the provisions of that

clause were included in the operation of clause 18. With re-

gard to clause 12, he must say he objected to it altogether,

and he thought it could be struck out entirely. That clause

was drawn up very badly; it was most harsh, and bethought
the whole might be provided for by a few words being added
to the first clause, such as " Where such security is not given

by lease or agreement ;" that vvould bring the bill into oper-

ation where no lease existed between landlord and tenant pro-

viding for these things. In discussing this Bill they must
not lose sight of tlie fact—they had high authority for saying

so—that this country did not produce half the quantity of wheat
it was capable of doing. That was a very serious state of

affairs if such was tlie case. He was not prepared to say it

was so, but if such was the ease it was high time the
agriculturists of this country should look about them and see

the reason why. Much of the reason, he thought, might be
found in the fact that a large portion of the country—much
larger than was generally supposed—was held by persons who
had a limited interest in the land, and it could not be expected
that they would lay out any large sums in improvements. That
he said on behalf of the landlords. He would say on behalf

of the tenants, how could men be expected, as tenants at will

—as those holding a six months' lease might be practically re-

garded—to sow broadcast, as it were, over the face of the soil

for an increase of its production ? The prudent man said,
" No," for he did not know who would be his landlord next
year. Under such circumstances as these the prudent man,
who only went from hand to mouth, would not spread capital

on the face of the land eveu for the increase of production. He
did not believe that legislation on the subject now under con-
sideration would take place this session, and he feared it

would not take place next session. It required considerable

discussion. Legislation for the purposes of agriculture and in

the interests of agriculturists was of very slow growth—very
slow, indeed ! It could not be compared to legislation for the
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protection of—say skylarks !—such small birds as \vc see legis-

lated for in llie prespnt day. Tlicy were of a vast deal more
importauce tlum the iutcrtsts of ajTriculture ; cousequoutly,
bills were soon passed llirongli llic House lor their protection

;

but bills for the protection of landlords and tenants, sucli as

that concerning local taxation, tlie meeting might rest assured,

were of very slow growth. After so many interesting topics

had been touched upon by their good friend Mr. Floycr, their

respected representative—if lie would allow him to use such a

terra—and who he hoped would represent them as long as

he felt inclined to do so—he could only say he (Mr.
Fowler) entirely agreed witii everything that had fillen

from the lion, geutlemau. Mr. Floyer had adverted to

the question of local taxation, and also the Landlord and
Tenants' Bill, and he (tlie chairman) hoped they would
excuse him for the observation that the main point tiie agri-

culturists were driving at, the question they wished to bring
before the country, the present Governincut had entirely

ignored. Three bills had been brought into rarliameu^, a

portion of which was very well in its way. With regard to

the rating of mines, it must be obvious tliat a great amount of

expense was incurred in consequence of this description of

property ; for the people working in mines were suiiject to all

kinds of diseases, and were thus thrown immec'iatcly on the

rates. Therefore he had never seen any reason why mines

should not be rated. There were many other things respect-

ing which he need liardly go into detail ; but the great ques-

tion at the present moment, and which Government had over-

looked, was this—that six-sevenths of the property in tiiis

country was not paying a single sixpence towards the local

rates that were spent for the use, for the protection, and in-

the general expenses of tlie people at large. The agricultu-

rists had pointed out their grievance, and it was for Govern-
ment to remedy it. He sincerely hoped the country and its

rarlianicntary representatives would never be satisfied until

this evil was removed in some way or other, by the property

in qmestion being brought to bear a fair share of the expendi-

ture for the good of the whole country.

The resolution was carried unanimously.

THE TENANT-RIGHT BILL.
At the adjourned meeting of the Penrith Farmers' Clnb, to

further discuss the provisions of Messrs. Howard and Read's
Landlord and Tenant Bill, Nr. Jabcz Crosby, of Kirkbythore,

presided. At the commencement of the meeting there were
not more than a dozen memliers present, and Mr. J. M.
Richardson, seconded by Mr. Lancaster, moved tiiat tlie

discussion be adjourned. Mr. Ingledew, seconded by Mr.
Fawcett, moved that it be proceeded witli. The amendment
was carried by a small majority.

Mr. Smith said that since last meeting he had studied the
bill, and tlie conclusion he came to was that it was a bad bill

;

first, because it did not protect the farmer in any way, in fact,

their interests, in the eyes of the jiromoters, appeared to be a
secondary consideration altogether, as, according to the pream-
ble of the bill, it was a landlord's bill, because it professed

to regulate the " ownership" of the land. A great deal had
lately been said respecting class legislation

; class legislation

was objected to, because it was said a kind of legislation that

protected one class was a robbery of every other class. If

class legislation were really bad thou this bill must be doubly
so, because instead of dealing with a whole class it only dealt

with a portion of a class ; it did not touch the man ot busi-

ness, and what dillerence was there between a man of business

and a tenant-farmer ? He tliought what was good for one

must be good for the otlier. Well tlien, the first clause of the

bill said that the tenant, on quitting his holding for any cause

wliatever, should claim compensation to be jiaid by the land-

lord in respect of all improvements, and then it gave a list of

those matters for which the tenant should be entitled to com-
pensation— temporary, durable, and permanent improvements.

In the case of liming, if a tenant were to apply an undue quan-

tity of lime, and he were to have land sterile and barren, he

would still be entitled to compensation for liming. Arbitra-

tors, he said, were to be app.ointed under this bill, and it was
very important to notice the position of owners and tenants

under that system. There were to be arbitrators on the part

of tlie landlord, and the sum awardedf should not exceed the

average annual amount of such outlay during the last four

years of the tenancy (or in the case of a tenancy determined with-

in a period of four years, during the whole of such tenancy),

not a moiety of such outlay during the last two years of tiie

tenancy. So far as regards tlic landlords. Now he came
to the tenants. The arbitators were to ascertain tlie amount
(if any) of hay, straw, roots, or green crops, sold off the hold-

ing during tlie last two years. He should like to know why it

was four years in the one case and two in the other. By that

arrangement it was decidedly unfair to the landlord. Let them
suppose that a farmer during tlie last four years of his tenancy

were to invest £iOO on manures ; well the arbitrators, if they

thought proper, could award him £100 as compensation ; but

it not end here. If the tenant were there for three years they

could still award him the £100 as compensation, and they

could do the same in respect of one year's occupancy. He
(Mr. Smith) would like to know liow the precise amount of

manure applied to the land was to be ascertained. Farmers

and manure merchants were just like other persons
—

'lere
were very good men and very bad men amongst them. Ac-
cording to that bill he did not see what was to hinder a
rascally farmer and a rascally manure merchant from laying
their heads together and robbing a landlord to any extent
whatever. In the matter of arbitration on the extent of ma-
nurial application the farmer had only to produce his vouchers

;

and iiow easily could these vouchers be manufactured ! He
had no doubt but many farmers and many manure merchants
were honest men ; but there could be no question that rascally

farmers and manure merchants would have the landlord en-
tirely at their mercy. Therefore he failed to see liow the ex-
sent of the manuring was to be ascertained. If all men were
honest, there would of course be no diihculty in ascertaining
the truth, either in the case of selling off crops or putting on
manure. After dealiug with the matter of lioldings the speaker
proceeded to the 12th clause, wliich had created so much dis-

cussion, and which stated that any contract made by a tenant
after tlie passing of this Act, by viitue of which he is deprived
of his right to make any claim wliicii he would otherwise be
entitled to make under this Act, shall, so far as relates to such
claim, be void both at law and equity. How was this to be
reconciled with the 15tli clause, which stated that a tenant of a
holding under a lease made after the passing of this Act for a
certain term of not less than twenty years shall not be entitled to
any compensation in respect of any durable or permanent im-
provements, unless it is specially provided in the lease that lie

shall be so entitled ; nevertheless lie shall be entitled to com-
pensation in respect of any temporary improvements ? All these
matters were to be left to arbitration, and the arbitrators were
to be exempt from all those salutary rules of law under which
arbitrations were at present conducted. However unjust such
decisions might be, there was no appeal from them. Arbitra-
tion, he said, might be a very much more expensive thing
than farmers were aware of, and was a thing to be avoided next
to a law-suit. The landlord might proceed by his attorney or
counsel, and the farmer might do the same, and the expense
might be enormous. Mr. Smith quoted a case in point, and
then proceeded at great length to discuss other portions of the
bill, some of which he showed to be unjust both to tlie laud-
lord and tenant. He tlien took up Mr. Wakefield's pamphlet
on the landlord and tenant question, and showed that tlie

writer was in many points opposed to the bill. He next took
up a letter in a local paper, signed " Nemo," and criticised it

in detail. In tlie course of his remarks, which extended over
three-quarters of an hour, he was frequently interrupted by
Mr. Thora aud others, and eventually Mr. Smith made way
for other speakers.

Mr. Lancaster said they must give the gentlemen who
supported the bill a due amount of praise for the interest they
had taken in the subject. Mr. Thom had thought proper to
bring the matter before the club, and it might be that he was
actuated by a feeling of libsralism and philautliropy. He
hoped, however, the Club would discuss the matter with all

fairness. Circumstances arose over wliich they, as farmers,
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had no control, and wliicli had produced changes in their

farming system. Whether those changes would be permanent
or not it was not for him to say ; but it seemed in every way
certain that if they did continue in the same direction more
capital would have to be expended on the part of the farmer,

who would thus he subjected to greater risks. It had been

said that the produce of this country would be almost doubled

if a Tenant-liight bill were in existence. Such a state-

ment, if true, might produce ill-feeling in the minds of

the general public, and very properly so. Being a tenant-

farmer himself, te would ask any tenant-farmer present

whether he did not at present cultivate his farm to the very best

of his skill and knowledge, and whether he could draw a single

bushel more than he had done from the land. A tenant-

farmer might cultivate ever so systematically, ever so neatly,

but his powers were limited. Again, he asked any tenant-

farmer present, who happened to have a greater or less quan-
tity of wet land, whether, if the stagnant water were removed,
that land would not produce double the amount of produce.

If there was to be any improvement, it must be in the matter
of draining. With regard to the bill, he did not think com-
pensation for temporary improvements wDuld save a man
much, and any dispute would be difficult to settle, especially

upon small farms. He considered the system of compensation
was a roundabout method of arrangement. If a tenant
thought proper to change his system by reducing the area of

arable land upon his farm, they could not ask the landlord for

compensation, seeing that the change Would not be to his

advantage. At the same time, he thought the tenant ought
to be compensated for durable improvements in the matter of

well-situated land which had been neglected. It might be that

certain portions of it, by the side of rivers, might be injured

by floods, and it might be desirable to lay down such portions

to grass. If a farmer made new roads, new fenees, and weired

and drained the land, he was making improvements which
would benefit the farm permanently, and was entitled to com-
pensation, but he thought it would always be better for the

landlord to make these improvements himself. He endorsed

Mr. Smith's views, believing the Act was bad and insufficient

for the purposes for which it was intended.

Mr. W. Little thought the bill was founded upon an entire

misapprehension of some of the most essential elements that

were necessary to good law upon a subject affecting the in-

terests of landlords and tenants. In the first place, it seemed
to him that the objects of legislation and the objects of go-

vernment were to provide protection for persons and pro-

perty ; and all experience had taught them that the more
absolute they made the ownership of land the more likely was
it to be beneficial to the country. He proceeded to show,
from Archdeacon Paley, that great improvements would follow

the existing system of land tenure. They had seen great im-

provements in agriculture, and those improvements were being
satisfactorily promoted, and sucli would be the case so long as

there was absolute ownership on land, because, when an owner
had perfect security he would take an interest in the expendi-

ture of capital for the improvement of his land. The framers

of the bill, he said, manifested ignorance of one of the first

principles of political economy. When a man was allowed to

exercise the full liberty of ownership he had a personal in-

terest in the proper cultivation of the soil, and it would be far

DK're satisfactorily done than if Government interfered in the

matter. It was not reasonable to suppose that the Legis-

lature would presume to direct the intricate affairs of a nation

in regard to matters of contract. When people were left to

their own individual resources they saw some of the grandest

achievements brought about by individual enterprise which
was not connected with any Government whatever. He be-

lieved that the present state of things in regard to the

land had been brought about by that same spirit—the spirit

of enterprise and of mutual support—that existed between
landlord and tenant. Dr. Adam Smith had told them that

there was more freedom in England than in any other country
in the world. That he believed to be so. This freedom of

action on the part of landlord and tenant had done more for

the prosperity of England than aU their boasted rules of com-
merce ; and if the present state of things were disturbed it

would do the greatest possible mischief. He alluded to the
favourable terms on which land was let. If they were to in-
stitute an inquiry they would find that farmers occupied the
land upon the most favourable terms, and that farms generally
were let on the present system at a very much smaller remu-

neration than the landlords would obtain if they were let by
auction. Under the existiTig system a mutual relationship
existed between the landlord and the tenant. If a tenant did
well for himself he did well for the land ; but in passing this

bill they would put a weapon in the hands of the landlords

that the tenants would feel the effects of. A man might work
up his land to a certain period of his lease, and apply manure
in enormous quantities, but still leave the land in no better

state than when he entered upon it. The arbitrators vi'ould

come down and fix the amount of compensation, but the laud-

lord in reality had derived no benefit. His remedy would be

to increase the rents, and provide a sinking fund to meet such
demands. Such a system would be detrimental to the interests

of both landlord and tenant. He pointed out that it was to

the interest of the tenant to keep the land in good order, and
it was the province of the landlord to do all permanent im-

provements. At considerable length he pointed out the

anomalies in the bill, and dwelt especially upon those clauses

which would disturb the existing relationship between land-

lord and tenant.

Mr. Piios. Hodgson gave his support to the bill. It had
been said that every man had a right to do what he liked with
his own ; but the country had a right to be governed in a way
that would be to the best interests of its inhabitants. Those
who opposed the bill were generally selfish men, who cared

more for their own interests than for the welfare of the com-
munity. Mr. Little had told them that if the bill became
law it would throw impediments in the way of landlords in-

vesting their money, in the direction of the proper cultivation

of the soil. He thought the very reverse would be the case,

for the simple reason that it would be to their interest. No
doubt there were many landlords ready to invest their money
in the improvement of the land, but there were many more
who would not invest a single cent, because they selfishly

thought it would be for the interests of the tenants, and not
for their own interests. In regard to good landlords, they
would just be in the same position under the bUl, which
chiefly affected bad landlords, and gave protection to tenants,

who would get a fair and adequate return for the money they
invested before leaving their farms. He thought Mr. Little's

speech was calculated to mislead, and there was a great deal

of sophistry about it. He had told them that farms generally

let at low rents, and that landlords got a very small per-

centage upon the money they had invested ; and he (Mr.
Hodgson) believed those farms were let at low rents because

they were worth no more. He pointed out the disadvantages

under which tenants laboured, and the hindrances which were
frequently thrown in the way of their making improvements.
He instanced the case of a farmer in the neighbourhood, who
took a farm in a very poor state of cultivation, and spent a

great deal of money upon it. Another man went to the land-

lord and said to him, " I should like to follow your tenant."

The consequence was that the tenant was turned off the farm,

which was let at one-half more rent. He should like to know
how that tenant was to obtain redress P They talked of

spoliation and robbery, but was it not worse than robbery for

the landlord to pocket, say, £100, derived from the invest-

ment of the farmer's capital, and never giving him a farthing

in return for his outlay ? He had read over the clauses of the

bill, and there could be no doubt, if they became law, they

would be advantageous to the farming community. He gene-

rally found that there could be some sort of opposition got up
against ail progressive legislation ; but in this instance he
had been so much struck with the absence of all argument
against the bill that he had come to the conclusion, from that

alone, that the biU must be a very good one. Mr. Smith had
told them at the outset that the bill was in favour of the land-

lords and not of the tenants ; but that statement was incorrect,

because in the preamble of the bill it professed to deal with

the occupation and ownership of land. The landlord was
already protected, but the tenant was not. He ridiculed the

opinions of Paley and Smith as to this question, and concluded

by a few general remarks in favour of the bill.

The Chairman spoke in favour of the bill.

Mr. J. M. Richardson spoke at some length on the sub-

ject of arbitration, with which, in the course of his experience,

he had had a great deal to do, and which he condemned, being

of opinion that landlords and tenants were quite competent to

make their own bargains without any application of the leading

strings of Parliament.

Mr, Thom then replied upon the whole debate. He referred
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specially to the arguments of Mr. Jamesou, advauced at last

meetiag. He had alluded to the 12th clause, which treated
the laudlord as a delintjuent, aud said it would upset the ex-
isting relationsliip hetweeu landlord aud tenant. He (Mr.
Thorn) was of the very opposite opinion, and advised tenant-
farmers not to he kept to those old antiquated customs con-
trary to the spirit of the age and to common sense, or the tide

of reformation would be dammed to that extent tliat it would
burst out and sweep away everything. Mr. Jameson seemed
to look at the question from a legal point of a view. They
always found that when lawyers attended that room they went
in for what they considered to be the interest of the landlords
and against tlie tenants. He could not see tliat the bill inter-

fered with private contract at all ; it simply secured to the
tenant his right by law as in the case of the landlord now.
He might state that arbitration already existed in regard to

crops. Mr. Thom proceeded at great length to quote the
opinion of Mr. -Chapraau, the Conservative member for Mid-
Lincolnshire, who expressed himself greatly in favour of arbi-

tration, which existed in the county which he represented, and
which had been found to produce a kindly feeling hetween
landlord and tenant. There was, he said, another point in

Mr. Jameson's speech which he (Mr. Thom) thought remark-
able. He told the Club that all that was carried out for pri-

vate interest was for the public good. He could not under-

stand that, because he always understood that very often what
was the lawyers' private interest was not for the public good.

Did they think that the private interest of the Ticliborne

Claimant, who hal cost the country a quarter of a million of

money, was for the public good ? (A VoiCE : What has the

Tichborne Claimant to do with this bill ?) Mr. Chapman
told them that there was scarcely ever a single dispute between
landlords and tenants in Mid-Lincolnshire, but Mr. Jameson
said that if all the clauses of this bill became law, arbitrators

would spring up like mushrooms. He did not believe that

anything of the kind would be the result, because they had
only to call in their next door neighbour to settle any disputes

they might have. Mr. Thom then passed on to the ques-

tion of expenses in connection with arbitration, remarking
that he never heard before that the expenses would be any-

thing but nominal. He criticised what he described as Mr.
Smith's " great long rigmarole," and Mr. Little's " great long

legal rigmarole," which to a great extent had nothing what-

ever to do with the question. He alluded to the presence of

land stewards at their meetings, who frightened the tenant-

farmers away, and would not allow them to give free expression

to their opinions. Mr. Smith had no connection with the

farmers, his interest was all the other way ; he seemed to want
to go with the great magnates of the day, and perhaps at no
distant future he might get a seat upon the magistrates' bench.

He advised tenant-farmers not to mind those parties who
went there to oppose everything that was intended for their

interests.

Mr. Thorn's motion was- then put to the meeting. It was to

the effect that the Club approve of the bill, and that the local

members he requested to support it through Parliament,
The numbers were : For the motion, 8 ; against the motion,

THE PRESERYATION OF GAME.
At the rent audit of Earl Fortescue's Lincolnshire estates,

Mr. James Martin, of Wainfleet, the newly-appointed agent,

by the request of his Lordship, read the following letter

:

17, Hill-street, London, 2bth June, 1873.
Dear Sir,—I address this letter to you on your undertaking

the agency of my Lincolnshire estates, vacant through the

lamented death of Mr. J. II. Bankes ; and I wish you to read

it to the tenants at my coming rent-dinner, as I am desirous

they should know without delay ray intended course with re-

gard to the shooting over those estates, and ray reason for it.

Some of them will remember that when my father, about 30
years ago (much more for the sake of protecting the woods and
plantations from trespass and injury than of preserving the

game there) determined to establish a keeper at Tattershall,

and announced that intention to the tenants, he told them he
would give that keeper whatever directions they as a body
wished about the hares, either to destroy, to preserve, or to

take no notice of them, he did not himself the least care which.

They wUl remember that either quite unanimously, or all but

Tinanimously, the tenants then desired that the hares might be

preserved, and they will further remember that as my father's

agent at that time lived at some distance, and was growing
rather infirm, the tenants could hardly have been led to this

decision by any influence of his for any purpose of his own
;

but must have taken it for the sake of the coursing, for which
they had long enjoyed leave on the Tattershall estate. Not a

few only, but most of the tenants, will remember that from
that time forward my father and I, and all who shoot with us,

always abstained from shooting hares on those parts of the

property which were at all suitable to coursing, and that there

were in consequence always plenty to be found to afford sport

at the large coursing meetings which for several years used

to be held at Tattershall. While I kept the game in my own
hands there I had besides hares some pheasants and a great

many partridges ; but so few rabbits that I never remember
once bringing home as many as a dozen after a long day's

partridge shooting, and very rarely as many as half that num-
ber. About seven years ago, however, being tired of paying

for the preservation of partridges and pheasants, which I conld

neither conveniently come down to shoot myself nor prevail on
any of my relations to shoot for me, I determined to let my
shooting about Tattershall, and if possible to do so to the tenants

there. Accordingly, after due inquiry and consultation, I

offered it to them on the terms which they have been paying,

telling them that I wished them to have it, and would let it to

them at one-fourth less than I should to anyone else ; and

that if they doubted the fairness of the terms I proposed I

would refer those terms to arbitration, and deduct 25 per cent,

from the rent so awarded ; but that I would not let a part of

the shooting only to them, and that they must agree among
themselves to take it as a whole or not at all. The tenants

soon decided to accept the terms proposed, and I accordingly

let the shooting over all my land about Tattershall to the

extent of more than 4,000 acres, including the small woods in

my own occupation there, but not including some outlying

property, such as Highall, with its large wood of about

200 acres, to a committee of their body for five years from
Lady-day, 1867. The winter before last, however, just before

the expiration of the five years, Mr. Bankes wrote to

say that the pheasants under this letting had been pretty

nearly exterminated, that very few hares were left, that the

partridges were very much diminished, but that the rabbits

iiad increased enormously, and were doing so much damage,
not only to the crops which concerned the tenants, but also

to the young trees in the woods which concerned me, that he
hoped, whatever I did about the game, I should at least re-

serve the woods to myself, so that the 'abbits might be kept
down in them, if nowhere else on ^ne estate. Having full

confidence in his judgment as - csporfsman, as well as an agri-

culturist, I gave directio- o accordingly for the shooting in the

woods to he reserve .,and that over the farms to he re-let to

the tenants from Lady-day; but for one year only, to give me
time maturely to consider what permanent arrangements to

make about the shooting in future. Finding, however, a few
weeks after this that I had a day at my disposal while in

town early in Febrnary last year, I arranged with Mr. Bankes
to meet me at the station and walk through the carrs with
me. We did so accordingly, and 1 then found that far from
over-stating he had rather under-stated the case about the

rabbits. I noticed many indications in the fields of a great

increase of those mischievous animals, and in the carrs I saw
numbers of rabbit holes, especially in the hedges, in making
which the rabbits had in some places nearly filled up the
hedge troughs. I saw rabbit tracks and rabbit dung in aU
directions, and young trees of all dimensions, in some in-

stances as thick round as my wrist, and at least 25 feet high,

recently gnawed round my rabbits, though since November
that winter there had been no frost to stop hunting for a day.

After this conclusive proof at the end of a five years' trial,

seeing either the inability or unwillingness of my tenants to

keep the rabbits down, I have upon full consideration reluc-

tantly come to the conclusion that I shall best consult their
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interests aud my own by letting the shooting over the whole

of my Liiicolnsliire estates to some one gentleman for seven

years, st'pulating that he shall protect the foxes, preserve

hares witli moderation, and destroy tlie rabbits, and as a

further security against any neglect on his part with regard

to tlie latter, reserving to myself or any one appointed by me
a concurrent right, if I think fit, to destroy rabbits then

during the months of February, March, and April. As it is

not, liowever, for the sake of increased rent, but only for the

better protection of my tenants' crops and my own trees that I

have determined on this course, I intend making over to them
at once one-fourth of whatever rent I receive for the shooting

over their farms, as I should also for that of the woods and
covers in proportion to the frontage of their respective farms

to each adjacent cover, but for the damage done to my young

trees by the neglect to keep down the rabbits, in considera-

tion of which 1 must reserve to myself some discretion on this

latter point, at any rate for a while. If this decision of mine
is disagreeable to my tenants, I can assure them that it is not
less mortifying to me to find that what I had flattered myself

was a satisfactory solution of all difficulties about game and
rabbits on estates of mine where I was non-resident has

proved so complete a failure. They must allow tliat ray

scheme was not an illiberal one, and that the experiment had

a fair trial for a sufficient number of years. I can only hope
that the new one, reluctantly adopted in its stead, tliongh less

congenial to my feelings as well as to theirs, may work more
satisfactory for both our interets.—I remain, dear sir, yours

faithfully, roRTEscu£.
James Maritti, Esq., Wainfleet.

THE GAME-LAWS COMMITTEE.
The following is the report as ultimately put and carried ;

The Select Committee appointed to consider the Game-laws
of the United Kingdom, witli a view to tlieir amendment, and
to inquire into the laws for the protection of deer in Scotland,

with reference to their general bearing upon the interests of

the community—have considered the matters to them referred,

and have agreed to the following report : In the course of the

two Sessions during which they have conducted their inquiry,

your committee have examined 7-1 witnesses, who may be

classified as follows, viz.: gentlemen learned in the law, one
from each of the three parts of the United Kingdom ; tenant-

farmers, 18 Scotch and 8 English
;
proprietors, 10 Scotch, 7

Irish, and 1 English ; chief constables, 8 English and 3
Scotch ; lessees of shootings in Scotland, 2

;
game dealers, 3

English and 1 Scotcli ; agents and factors, 2 Scotcli and 1

English ; legal officials, 3 Scotcli ; labourer, 1 English

;

forester, 1 Scotch ; and miscellaneous, 4. Your committee,
having had referred to tiiem tlie evidence taken before the

committee which sat npon the Game-laws in 1845 and 1846,

have thought it unnecessary to examine many witnesses upon
those portions of the subject which were fully dealt with in

that inquiry. A great part, therefore, of the evidence they

have taken will be found to relate to the working of the

Poaching Prevention Act, which passed in 1862, to the state

of things in Scotland witli reference to game, which was not
much considered by the former committee, and to deer forests,

which did not come under the consideration of tliat committee
at all. In Ireland what is generally known as " the game
question" does not appear to exist, and the witnesses from that

part of the kingdom have confined themselves almost exclu-

sively to the point of the proper close time for grouse and
partridges. Your committee propose, in the first place, to

treat of the Game-laws as regards the United Kingdom
;

secondly, of the deer forests of Scotland ; and thirdly, of the

question of the close time for grouse and partridges in Ireland.

I. The Game-law'S oe the United Kingdoji.—Your
committee find that the term game properly includes liares,

pheasants, partridges, grouse, heath or moor game, black game
and bustards only, but that woodcocks, snipes, quails, land-

rails, conies (or rabbits), and deer, though not technically

game, are treated as such in various Acts of Parliament relat-

ing to trespass in pursuit of and the taking of game as well as

in such as grant certain duties to the Crown in respect to

licences to take, kill, or deal in game, and that the eggs of

birds of game, and of swan, wild duck, teal, and widgeon are

specially protected by law in England, and a similar protection

is given in Ireland to the eggs of these birds, with the excep-

tion of swans, and also to those of quail, landrail, plover, and
snipe, while the Poaching Prevention Act, 1862, which applies

to the United Kingdom, includes for the purpose? of that Act,
under the term game, the eggs of pheasants, partridges,

grouse, and black or moor game. The evidence of Mr. Adol-
phus Liddell, Q.C., Under Secretary of State for the Home
Department, taken in the Session of 1872, together with the
tables of statutory enactments which he put in, and which will
be found in the appendix, gives a complete account of the law
on the subject of game in England, while that of Mr. Irvine
and of Mr. Serjeant Sherlock, M. P., who were examined, the
one in 1872 and the other in 1873, shows in what respects the
laws of Scotland and Ireland respectively differ from those of

England. It may be seen from this evidence that the statutes

relating to game may be classified under three heads, according

to the special object for which the several provisions were de-

signed. 1. The preservation of the species by fixing close

times. 2. The protection of rights to kill or take game. 3.

The raising of revenue. The first class of provisions applies

exclusively to winged game, unless the existence of a penalty

for killing hares on Sunday or Christmas-day be considered an
exception. While as regards the third class there is an excep-

tion from the necessity of taking out a game licence for shoot-

ing in favour of the occupiers of lands or persons authorised

by them, unconditionally as regards rabbits, and on certain

conditions as regards liares. It appears, therefore, that greater

protection is given under the present law to winged than
to ground game.

(A.) CoMPLAiN'TS AGAINST THE Game-laws.—The Game-
lawshave been objected to mainly upon the following grounds :

1st. That they militate against the interests of agricultural

tenants, and of agriculture generally, and consequently against

the interests of the whole community. 3nd. That they are

injurious to the morals of the working classes. 3rd. That
they are oppressive in the punishments they impose. 4th.

Tliat the administration of them is intrusted to a body of men
who, from personal interest, have a bias in favour of conviction

and severity of sentence.

(B.) The Game-laws in Relation to Agriculture.
—The first branch of complaint is the one that has been most
pressed upon the attention of your committee ; but before ex-

amining into the merits of the case, it is right to state how far

the law in England and Ireland differs from that of Scotland.

In England and Ireland the right of every freeholder to take

and kill game and wild animals found upon his own premises,

passes by the common law to the tenant, where the land is let,

but it may be reserved by the landlord ; while in Scotland the

landlord is entitled to game by law, but not to rabbits, to

which latter the right is iu the tenant in the absence of special

reservation. In Scotland, a tenant can obtain compensation
in a court of law from his landlord for damage caused by an
increase of game during his tenancy, while in England and
Ireland no such claim can be enforced in the absence of any ex-

press stipulation between the parties. Though the law thus differs

the conditions of most agricultural holdings throughout the

United Kingdom are that both game and rabbits are in the

hands of the landlord, but in very many cases, both in Eng-
land and Scotland, the tenants have liberty to kill rabbits and
not unfrequently hares. Strong remonstrances have been
offered against the stats of the law which reserves or allows

of the reservation of ground game in the hands of the land-

lord upon the farms which he lets, under which the privilege

of shooting the game so reserved may be hired by a third

party, to the detriment of the tenant, while evidence has been
given by several witnesses that agricultural tenants would
frequently be willing to pay a rent for the shooting equal to

that which is paid by a siiootiug tenant, in order that they

might retain in their own hands the control over the ground
game. Your committee would observe that this reservation

in Scotland, and the power of reservation iu England, though
its existence is recognised in many statutory enactments, does

not directly depend upon any of them : that the repeal of

every Game-act would still leave this alleged mischief un-
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touclied, auJ UihI lauiUoiJs would still have the power by
agreement of prohibiting the destruction of game by the occu-
pier or his servants, wliile the competition for farms is alleged

to be so great as to oblige; tenants to submit to such a reser-

vation by the landlord. Your committee have said that the
complaints have been directed principally against ground
game, and tiie evidence goes to sliow that, as a general rule,

little harm which cannot he prevented by the most ordinary
care, and at a comparatively small expense to the occupier, is

done by winged game, while as regards partridges there seems
an almost universal consent that, by their consumption of
grubs and insects, they are of considerable service to the
farmer. They have found that in Scotland a much stronger
feeling has been evoked by the preservation of game than in

England. This is partly due to the excessive preservation of

ground game on certain large estates, and to the sale of the

game from those estates, and partly to the conditions of agri-

cultural tenancies in Scotland. In parts of Scotland it is a

common practice for a landlord (who, in addition to the re-

servation of game by law, reserves rabbits by agreement) to

let to a stranger the right of shooting over cultivated farms,

when they are adjacent to his moors. The shooting tenant,

between whom and the agricultural tenant there is no common
bond of interest, having generally to pay a considerable rent,

not unfrequently keeps up an excessive head of game, and

the farmer whose crops are injured by their depredations has

no redress, except by the distasteful process of suing his land-

lord, and leaving him in turn to recover from the shooting

tenant. The same ground of complaint exists in England
where the shooting is let to a third party, and in suck case

the grievance is aggravated by the fact that the tenant has no

legal claim against his landlord for compensation, except under

special agreement. Your committee observe that husbandry

is more artificial than lieretofore, and that the production of

human food in this kingdom depends less upon the natural fer-

tility of the soil, and more upon the operation of skilled culti-

?ators, directed towards the growth of plants, particularly

attractive to ground game, at present protected by the Game-
laws. There can be no question that the existence of a large

number of hares and rabbits upon an arable farm is most pre-

judicial to its profitable occupation, and your committee cannot

too strongly reprobate the practice of some landlords and

their shooting tenants of keeping up a large stock of those

animals on cultivated lands to the injury of the crops of the

farming tenants. They consider that no landlord should

object to the insertion of such engagements in his leases or

agreements as will ensure the keeping down of ground game
within moderate limits, and that no tenant should enter upon

a farm without securing protection from loss by such engage-

ments on the part of the landlord, and they are satisfied that

no means so efficient for the purpose can be devised as the con-

cession to the tenant of the power to kill the ground game
upon his farm either exclusively or concurrently with his land-

lord. Your committee have, however, been satisfied that the

practice of keeping up an excessive quantity of ground game
is by no means general either in England or Scotland, and the

evidence goes to show that during the last few years there has

been in parts of the country a considerable diminution of both

hares and rabbits on cultivated lands. The opinion has been

strongly pressed upon your committee by some witnesses that

concurrent inalienable right to kill hares and rabbits should

be given the tenant by law. They are convinced, however,

that means would be found of evading such a law by some
understanding between the parties ; and, in corroboration of

the inadequacy of such a remedy, they would call attention to

the evidence of Mr. Matthews, who stated to your committee

that he quitted his farm owing to the damage done to his

crops by rabbits and hares, notwithstanding that he had the

privilege of killing the former, and that for several years he

did not exercise that privilege because he thought that his

landlord would not approve of it. There are cases of farms

so situated that it is most difficult for the joint efforts of

landlord and tenant to prevent serious damage to the latter by

ground game. They refer to the case of holdings adjacent

or near to woods and plantations, or other ground used as a

game preserve in the hands of another proprietor. With
reference to this part of the subject, your committee recom-

mend— (1). That the protection given to rabbits by theGame-
lavfs should be withdrawn, except in warrens or similar en-

closed places. (2). That, saving rights under existing leases,

the law of Scotland be assimilated to that of England, as

regards the right to game when laud is let, so as to give the

tenant that right in tiie absence of reservation by the landlord,

(•'i). That the law of England be assimilated to that of Scot-

laud, so as, in the absence of agreement to the contrary, to

give a right of action to tenants in case of the increase of

game during their tern of occupancy where it is reserved.

{i). Tliat in botli countries an easy and summary mode of

oljtaiuing redress by arbitration in respect of game be given

to tenants. (5). That all cases of compensation for damage
done by game, if not settled out of court, should be referred

to the county court judges in England, and to the sheriffs in

Scotland, against whose decision there should be no appeal.

(0). That when the shooting is let, and proceedings are taken
by a tenant against his landlord for game damage, the law
should be that the latter may compel the shooting tenant to

come in and take his place as the defendant. (7). That the

occupier of game preserves should be made liable to the occu-

piers of adjacent farms belonging to other proprietors for

damages done by the ground game harboured in the preserves.

(C.) The Game-laws as regards General Policy.—
No exception has been specifically taken by any witness ex-
amined by your committee to that part of the Game-laws
which requires a licence to be taken out for the killing of
game, or to the preservation of winged game by means of a
close time. A few witnesses have expressed themselves gene-
rally in favour of the total abolition of the Game-laws, and
many in favour of taking liares as well as rabbits out of the
game list. Most of those who made these suggestions have
given it as their opinion that, in the event of their being
adopted, a more stringent law of trespass would be required,

wliile the rest, with rare exceptions, have made them under
a misapprehension as to the state of the law as regards simple
trespass, and the degree of protection now afforded by it.

There is an almost unanimous opinion among the witnesses
examined by your committee that some effectual law is neces-
sary to prevent injury to the rights of proprietors and occu-
piers by the unauthorised incursions of persons in pursuit of
game and wild animals, while the reports from our colonies

and from our representatives on the Continent, which have
been referred to them, show that in all the most civilized

countries some legislation for this purpose has been found
necessary. That part of the Game-laws of this country which
has for its object the protection of rights to take and kill

game, operates as a discriminating law of trespass ; it makes
amenable to the criminal law those who trespass in pursuit of
game, leaving for the most part other trespassers to be dealt

with by a civil tribunal. Assuming that effectual protection
against trespass in pursuit of game should be provided by law,
the question arises as to whether the present mode of granting
that protection should be retained. It is said that it is not
right to treat as a crime the taking of that which the law does
not declare to be property, that many of those who fall within
the meshes of this law are persons of general good character
as to honesty, and that after having been treated as criminals,

especially when they have been sent to gaol in default of
paying their fines, and there associated with felons, they often
lose all self-respect, are degraded in society, and eventually
take to dislionest means of livelihood.

By the papers laid before your committee by Mr. Winter-
botham, the Under-Secretary for the Home Department, it

appears that in England there were—

Convicted summarily for—
Trespassing in daytime in pursuit of game
Night poaching and destroying game ...

Illegally selling or buying game
Under the Poaching Act (1862)

Total

1870.
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It has been shown in evidence that in some parts of Great

Britain, where there are salmon fishings, poacliing offences

against'the Pishery-laws are as frequent as those against the

Game-laws, and that they lead to violence and crime. The

Legislature has of late made the law for the protection of

salmon more stringent. The Fishery-laws are, however, dis-

tinguished from the Game-laws by this important considera-

tion, that (he former have for their chief object to protect

rights of fishing, bath public and private, and render them

more productive, thus increasing the supply of fish, which do

no harm to anyone. The evidence of the chief constables ex-

amined by your committee tends to show that a great number

of those convicted of poaching by day are persons generally

obtaining an honest livelihood, while those who are convicted

of night poaching are almost invariably men of general bad

character, who are ready to steal as well as to poach. Public

opinion, as far as your committee has been able to ascertain it,

concurs with this view, and it appears that whereas little or no

sympathy is given by any class to the night poacher, the man
who Icills a hare or a rabbit in the daytime is not looked upon

with any disfavour by his eqnals, or by society in general.

Your committee are of opinion that the law would be more in

accordance with the opinion of the community if poaching by

day were to be taken out of the category of criminal offences,

and that a sufficient protection against poaching by day

could be obtained by an alteration of the law of trespass,

without making it oppressive to the population generally. In

England and Ireland redress for trespass other than trespass

in pursuit of game must be sousht by civil process, and actual

damage must be proved ; the same law holds good in Scotland

(except in the case of proceedings under an old Act which im-

poses a penalty for leaping over a dyke), but there is in that

country a process by which a person whose lands are tres-

passed upon can obtain the protection of the Sheriff's Court

or Court of Session, from a repetition of the offence. This

process is known by the name of Interdict ; a person, upon

whose land a trespass has been committed, may petition the

court to interdict the trespasser from repeating the offence,

and the defendant on breach of the interdict, which is ob-

tained at his expense, may be apprehended and brought before

the court and fined, and is liable to imprisonment in default of

payment. Your committee are of opinion that a procedure

of a similar nature, with such modifications as may be neces-

sary, might be adopted in the case of trespass in pursuit of

game in the daytime, and perhaps in some other cases of

trespass, in England through the medium of the county court,

and in Ireland throuEth the civil court of quarter sessions ; and

that such cases might be provided for in Scotland by a sim-

plified and cheap form of interdict procedure to be instituted

in the sheriffs' small-debts court. They recommend that pro-

visions to carry out these proposals be substituted for the pre-

sent enactments a-! regards day poaching. They also recom-

mend that the person having the right to take game or rabbits

on any land shall be entitled to recover for the damages

occasioned to him by the taking of game or rabbits on

such land by a trespasser, provided that, in the case of

rabbits, the consent of the oecnpier of such land shall be re-

quired before any action for damages shall be brought. They

further recommend that when, upon the letting of any farm,

game is reserved, the farming tenant shall not be criminally

liable for the destruction of game upon the farm, excepting

under any provisions relating to close time, or excise licences.

In making the recommendation that the protection given to

rabbits by the Game-laws should be withdrawn, except in

warrens or similar inclosed places, your committee have

been chiefly influenced by the strong opinion they enter-

tain that these animals should be looked upon as vermin on

cultivated land, where they consume or destroy more food

than they are worth. It may, however, be objected to this

recommendation that, if it were adopted, much annoyance

would be caused to occupiers by the intrusion of strangers in

pursuit of rabbits, and that great encouragement would be

given to marauders to trespass at night upon woods and plan-

tations. Some persons would also, no doubt, argue that upon

poor grass land and heath an occupier might profitably breed

rabbits, and ought not to be put to the expense of erecting

and maintaining a warren bank in order to liave the protection

of the law in thus carrying on his business ; while others

would insist upon the difficulty of preserving winged game if

trespass in pursuit of rabbits were not prohibited. The
qaestiou is, uo donbt, 1)eset with difficnlties, Xa coasid^ring

it, your committee must admit the desirability of having in

this country a variety as well as a quantity of animal food
;

and it is a fact that rabbits are largely consumed by the work-
ing classes in the towns. The number of hares and rabbits

(inclndiuff a small quantity of tame ones) produced in the

United Kingdom annually is stated to be about 30 millions,

supplying about 40,000 tons of food, and the collection and
manufacture of the skins furnish employment to many thou-

sands of people. In addition to those produced in the United
Kingdom, a large number of rabbits is imported from abroad

for consumption in this country.

(D.) Should Game be made Property?—Some wit-

nesses have advised that game should be made property by
law, that is, tlmt it should for the time being be the property

of the occupier of the soil on which it happens to be. Your
committee are unable to concur in this view. It would be

extremely difficult to confer upon game all t<ie attributes of

property, and it would seem unreasonable to include in the

category of property animals which by their own act, and
against the will of the person on whose soil they happen to

be, can, without any right in him to reclaim them, transfer

themselves to the soil of another. It may indeed be said that

pheasants hatched under hens and reared by hand do not an-

swer to this description, and it is true that they do not, so long

as they are not emancipated from the care of their foster mo-
ther, but when that has taken place it appears to your com-
mittee that they must be treated as no longer domesticated,

but as abandoned to their natural habits as creatures ferit

natura. They feel confident that the general sense of the

community would not accept as satisfactory such an alteration

of the law. Your committee however are of opinion that the

eggs of game may fairly be made the property of the occupier

of the soil, and the subject of larceny. They recommend
this change accordingly.

(E.) Night Poaching.—Your committee recommend that,

in the case of night poaching, except where the offenders are

armed, and more than two in number, a discretion should be
given to the justices or the court to inflict a fine instead of

imprisonment, and that the convicted person should no longer

be required to find sureties against the repetition of the offence,

and that a person charged with this offence should be entitled

to be tried by a jury if he prefers it, as in cases under the

Criminal Justice Act.

(F.) The Poaching Prevention Act.—^The evidence

leads them to believe that the Poaching Prevention Act of

1862 has been of considerable benefit in diminishing night

poaching and, to a certain extent, other crimes, and that the

apprehensions felt by some at the time of its passing, that the

police would thereby be taken from their other duties, have
not been borne out. Some evidence, however, has been given

of the arbitrary exercise of the power of search under this

Act, but it has been latterly checked. They recommend, how-
ever, that the Act should be so altered as to make it only a Night
Poaching Prevention Act, and thus be brought into harmony
with the other alterations of the law that they have sug-

gested , and they think it is worth consideration whether the

principle of this Act might not be extended to cases other

than poaching.

(G.) Cumulative Penalties.—Much has been said of

the severity of the Game-law in reference to the cumulative
penalties to which a transgressor may become liable tor what
is only one act, and there is much ground for tliis complaint

so far as regards the law ; but we have found that of late

years it has not been the practice for more than one penalty

to be inflicted, except that excise penalties for want of a cer-

tificate are enforced against persons previously convicted of

trespassing in pursuit of game. The law in this respect was
condemned by the committee which sat in IS'iS, and their

recommendation on the subject meets with the approval of

your committee. This, if carried out, would place the law in

conformity with the modern practice.

(H.) Jurisdiction in Game Cases.—There has been a

strong expression of opinion from many of the Scotch wit-

nesses against magistrates having jurisdiction in game cases,

on the ground of their being chosen almost exclusively from

the class of game preservers, and some evidence has also been
given by English witnesses that a similar feeling exists in

England on the subject. Your committee have no reason to

believe that there is any just ground for dissatisfaction with

the manner in which the Game-laws have been administered

by the magistrates generally, either in England or Scotland

;
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but at the same time it must be admitted that any considerable
amount of distrust in a tribunal tends to impair the authority
of the law wliicli it administers. They are of opinion that
the complaints that have been made on this head will be re-
moved it day poachiaR cases be taken out of tlie catep;ory of
criminal offences, and the option of trial by jury given to
persons accused of night poaching:, as above recommended.

(I.) Hating of Land where Game is Preserved.—
Your committee recommend that so far as regards the question
of game, land employed for agricultural purposes be assessed
upon the principle contained in Mr. Clare Read's bill of 1868,
which is fully explained in his evidence.

(J.) Miscellaneous Recommendations.—They recom-
mend that persons authorised in writing, by the occupiers of
land, to kill hares upon such land, be exempt from licence

dnty other than the gun tax while acting under such authority,

without restriction as to the number of persons so authorised,

and without any registration of such authority. It has been
brought to the notice of your committee, that an old Scotch
Act requiring a property qualification to enable a man legally

to hunt or kawk has been inadvertently left upon the Statute

Book. They recommend that this should be repealed. They
have also ascertained that it is the practice in some parts of

Scotland for landlords to have their gamekeepers sworn in as

constables, without their beiner put under the authority of the

chief of the constabulary. This appears to your committee
to be most objectionable, They recommend that the practice

be prohibited.

II. Deer Forests. — Much complaint has been made
against deer forests in the Highlands, upon two grounds:
first, that they have tended to the depopulation of the coun-
try ; secondly, that by tlie displacement of sheep to make way
for deer they have diminished the food supply, and raised the

price of meat to the consumer. Your committee are of opin-

ion that the evidence does not bear out either of these charges.

As regards the first, it has been shown to your committee that

the depopulation of the Highlands has been mainly due to

two causes : one, the suppression of illicit whisky stills, by
the working of which many small crofters were, until half a
century ago, enabled to eke out a precarious livelihood ; and
the other the evictions of the ciofters and small tenants for the

purpose of converting their holdings into large sheep farms.

Thev h've examined into the truth of nearly every allegation

made by any witness of the clearance of human habitations

to make way for deer where the locality has been fixed with
sufficient precision to enable them to do so, and, in every such

case, a satisfactory explanation or contradiction of the charge

has been given. It is true that there have been some instances

of the removal of cottier tenants from one part of an estate

to another, and the demolition of their former dwellings in

the interests of deer forests ; but such removals have
been shown to have been attended with no change for the

worse in the condition of the tenants, and in most cases with

an improvement, both as regards their habitations and their

circumstances. As regards the question of food supply, your
committee consider that much misconception has prevailed as

to the loss sustained by the displacement of sheep for deer.

It must be borne in mind that it is only the mountainous part

of the country that is adapted for deer forests, and that the

business of sheep farming would require the removal of a

great part of a flock of sheep from such ground daring six

months of the year, while the absorption into deer forest of

any quantity of land that can be profitably tilled has been en-

tirely negatived. It has been shown to your committee that

the number of sheep actually displaced by deer, taking the

highest estimate, cannot exceed 400,000 ; that out of this

number only one-fourth, namely, 100,000, could be brought to

market each year, and that as these sheep had for the most
part to be wintered elsewhere, not much more than half the

weisht of mutton supplied by the last-mentioned number
could really be credited to the grazing ground now devoted to

deer. If we co npare these figures with the number of sheep
in Great Britain, which, by the agricultural statistics we find

to have been 38,397,589 in 1871, it is evident that the price

of meat could not be appreciably affected by the change, even
if we depended upon our home supply alone—putting out of
sight the contribution by the deer forests to the food of the
country in the shape of venison, which, though not to any
great extent brousrht into the market, is largely given away
amongst a class of persons who would otherwise seldom taste

meat, The complaiuts against deer forests have for the most

part come from persons belonging to one class, namely, sheep
farmers, and the cause of this discontent is apparent, for they
have felt keenly the competition for the mountain grazing
which the desire of sportsmen to rent deer forests has of late

years created. The growing taste for deer-stalking has, ac-
cording to the evidence, added very considerably to the rent
roll of Highland proprietors, and thereby increased their means
of improving their properties, while it has, like the taste for

grouse shooting, caused the expenditure by sportsmen of much
money in the Highlands, both in making roads and otherwise
employing the population, thus adding to the comfort and
prosperity of the inhabitants. Evidence has been given that
the crops of farmers and crofters in the neighbourhood
of deer forests have suffered damage from the incursion of
deer at night, and your committee are of opinion that this has
sometimes been the case ; it has been proved to your committee
that in numerous instances the owners or occupiers of forests

have voluntarily erected, or supplied materials for the erection
of, fences to prevent annoyance to the tenants on the same
estate

; and they think tliat all landlords would do well to fol-

low this example. They are of opinion that it should be in
the power of any proprietor of a sheep farm to call upon the
owner of any adjoining deer forest to be at half the expense
of erecting and maintaining a boundary fence adapted to keep
in sheep, in the same way that he can now call upon him to
share the expense of a march dyke to prevent the intrusion of
cattle or sheep, and that until such request is complied with,
the owner of the forest and his tenants should lose the power
of pounding sheep straying from such sheep farm into the
forest ; and that any person should have a claim for davnages
done to his crops by deer from the forest of a neighbouring
proprietor, unless the owner or occupier of the forest shall be
willing to be at half the expense of protecting such crops from
damage by a deer fence. And they recommend that the neces-
sary provisions should be made by law for these objects.

III. The Close Time for Grouse and Partridges in
Ireland.—Your committee are of opinion that the weight of
the evidence is in favour of altering the time for the com-
mencement of grouse shooting in Ireland from the 20th to the
12th of August, and of partridge shooting from the 20th to
the 10th of September. They recommend that the time he
altered accordingly.

[The following are the more important divisions].

The committee are of opinion that it should be enacted that
no contract by lease or otherwise, by which a tenant purports
to foreign the privilege of killing or taking hares and rabbits
on lands in his own occupation, shall be valid or enforceable
by law—(Mr. Dent).—Question put. That this paragraph be
there inserted. The committee divided

:

Ayes, 6. Noes, 13.
Mr Cameron Sir Michael Hicks Beach
Mr Cowper Lord Elcho
Mr Dent Sir George Grey
Mr Clare Read Mr Hardcastle
Mr Sherlock Sir Henry Selwin-Ibbetsoa
Mr Winterbotham Viscount Mahon

Mr M'Lagaa
Mr Muntz
Mr Pell

Mr Sturt

Sir John Trelawny
Mr Whitbread
Mr Rowland Winn

" That the protection to rabbits given by the Game-laws
should be withdrawn." Amendment proposed to the proposed
amendment, after the word " rabbits," to insert the words,
"and hares"—(Mr. Clare Read).—Question put, That the
words " and hares" be inserted in the proposed amendment
The committee divided

:

Ayes, 8. Noes, 10.
Mr Cameron Sir Michael Hicks Beach
Mr Dent Mr Cjwper
Mr M'Lagau Lord Elcho
Mr Pell Sir George Grey
Mr Clare Read Mr Hardcastle
Mr Sherlock Sir Henry Selwin-Ibbetion
Sir John Trelawny Viscount Mahon
Mr Winterbotham Mr Sturt

Mr Whitbread
Mr Rowland Whinn
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Question put, Tlutt the wonls, " Tliat tlie protection given

to rabbits by the Game-laws sliouUl be withdrawn," be there

inserted. The coramittee divided :

Noes, 7.

Mr Cameron
Lord Elcho

Mr Ilardcastle

Sir Henry Selwin-Ibbetson

Mr Sturt

Mr Whitbread

Mr Rowland AVhinn

Mr Dent
Sir Henry Selwin-Ibbetson

Mr Cowper
Lord Elclio

Ayes, 11.

Sir Michael Hicks Beach

Mr Cowper
Mr Dent
Sir George Grey

Viscount Mahou
Mr M'Lagan
Mr Pell

Mr Clare Read
Mr Sherlock

Sir John Trelawny

Mr Winterbotham

Amendment proposed, to insert the following sub-sec-

tion: "Tliat if a proprietor of land, on letting a farm, re-

serves the right to the game, and wishes to let the shooting

to' another party, he should give the first offer to the tenant

of the land"—(Mr. M'Lagan).—Question put. That this sub-

section be there inserted. The committee divided :

Ayes, 9. Noes, 9.

Sir Michael Hicks Beach Mr Cameron

Ayes. Noes.
Mr M'Lagan Sir George Grey
Mr Muufz Mr Ilardcastle

Mr Pell Viscount Mahon
Mr Clare Head Sir Jolm Trelawny

Mr Slierlock Mr Rowlaud Winn
Mr Sturt Mr Winterbotham

Whereupon the Chairman declared himself with the Noes.

Motion made, and Question put, " That the draft report, as

amended, be the report of the coramittee to the House"—(Tiie

Chairman). The coramittee divided :

Ayes, 13. Noes, 3.

Sir Michael Hicks Beach Mr Clare Read
Mr Cameron
Mr Dent
Lord Elcho

Sir George Grey

Mr Hardcastle

Sir Henry Selwin-Ibbetson

Viscount Malion

Mr Muntz
Mr Peil

Mr Sturt

Mr Wiiitbread

Mr Rowland Winn

Sir John Trelawny

Mr Winterbotham

THE PETERBOROUaH AGRICULTURAL SHOW.
MEETING AT PETERBOROUGH.

The entries were of horses 148, cattle 41, steep 23,

pigs 15, butter 7, and poultry 80. The horses were a

good show, 22 entering for the best hunter, and as

many for the best hackney. The ponies were also very

creditable, and there was a good show of hunting colts

and of mares with foals, but the cart-horse classes were

only tolerably well filled. The best fat ox and cow

classes did not fill so well as is desirable, but there was a

fair number of bull-calves aud cows with calves ;
while

heifers in calf were fairly represented. The sheep classes

were short, as they generally are at this show ;
the Mar-

quis of Exeter's £10 for the best ram, producing only two

competitors ; and there was also a deficiency in pigs.

Barford and Perkins showed a collection of agricultural

machines and implements, as did other makers, but the

show was nothing like what it had been in former years,

and there were very few miscellaneous articles exhibited

on the ground ; the' other chief exhibitors being Bradford

and Co., London ; Hope, and Wiseman with cattle food.

There was a good show of carts and carriages for agri-

cultural aud other purposes.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Shoeing Horses-. J. D. Barford, Southampton.

Riding Horses : Hon. C. W. Fitzwilliam, M.P., Alwal-

ton ; Colonel Luttrell^ Badgeworth Court, Weston-super-

Mare; T. H. D. Baley, Ollerton, Notts. Cart Horses :

G. W'oolhouse, Wellingore, Lincoln ; H. Overman, Wea-

senham, Dereham. Cattle: T. Cartwright, Dunstau

Pillar, Lincoln; C. Howard, Biddenham, Beds. Sheep:

H. Mackinder, Langton Grange, Spilsby ; J. Bett, Hol-

beach Marsh. Pigs : H. Mackinder, and J. Bett. But-

ter : J. Holmes, Loddington, Kettering.

HORSES.
shoeing.

Smith for skill in shoeing hunting horses.—I'irst prize, £6,

M. Cox ; second, £3, W. Smart ; third, £1, A. Colbeck. Com-

mended : R. Cooper.

Smith's apprentice for skill in shoeing hackney or carriage

horses.—Pirst prize, £2, J. Cooper ; second, £1, C. Colbeck.

riding.
Hunter, gelding or mare, five years old or upwards.—First

prize, £20, T. Percival ; second, £10, G. H. Sandy. Com-
mended : T. Percival.

Four years old gelding or filly for hunting purposes.—First

prize, £10, J. Goodliff; second, £5, S. Earl. Commended:
J. Arnold.

Hackney, mare or gelding, not e-sceeding 15^ hands high.

—

First prize, £7, W. Staplee ; second, £3, S. Earl. Highly

commended : F. Wattam. Commended : J. Golden.

driving.
Mare or gelding., not less than 15 hands 2 inches high.—

First prize, £7, W. J. Hurry ; second, £3, G. Gee.

Pony, mare or gelding, not exceeding 13^ hands high.

—

First prize, £5, J. Arnold ; second, £2, W. G. Maxwell. Cora-

mended : F. \Vattam.

Pony, mare or gelding, not exceeding 12§ hands high.

—

First prize, £5, G. Cotterill ; second, £2, J. Dickens ; third,

10s., J. Bird, jun.

Yearling filly for hunting purposes.—Prize, £10, S. Middle-

ton. Commended: J. Goodliff.

Yearling colt for hunting purposes.—lirst prize, £10, J.

Laxton. Commended : T. Percival.

Mare, suitable for hunting purposes, with foal at foot.

—

Cup, value £10, A. Goodman, sen. Commended : J. Bird,j un.

13est foal in the class.—Prize, £10, Mr. Goodman.
cart.

Colt, rising three years old.—Prize, £3, Mrs. Provost.

Filly, rising three years old.—Prize, £3, T. H. Vergette.

Highly commended : T. H. Vergette. Commended : K. Neale,

and R. Scotuey.

Gelding, rising two years old.—Prize, £3, Mr. Shepperson.

Filly, rising two years old.—Prize, £3, L. Shepperson.

Commended : T. H. Vergette.

Mare and foal at foot.—Cup, value £10, B. W. Ground

;

second, £5, W. FuUard. Highly commended : E. Vawser.

Best foal in the class.—Prize, £2, Mr. Shepperson.

CATTLE.
Ox.—Prize, £10, E. Wortley. Highly commended: H.

Little, and T. Pulver.

Cow or heifer.—Prize, £5, E. Wortley.

Bull, above two years old.—Prize, £10, R. Wood.
Bull, under two years old.—First prize, £7, Marquis of

Exeter ; second, £3, C. Daiutree. Commended : J. Rust.

Bull-calf, under one year old.—Prize, £5, A. Blankley.

Highly commended : Marquis of Exeter. Commended : C.

W. Griflin, and H. Southam.
Cow, having had a calf within twelve months, and being

still in milk or a breeding state.—First prize, £5, C. Speed
;

second, £2 10s., J. Bird, jun. Coramenaed : E. Wortley.

Heifer, in calf, under three years old.—First prize, £4,

and second, £2, Marquis of Exeter. Commended : W. Cole,

and C. Daiutree.
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Heifer, uuder two years old.—first prize, £4, D. Dainty
;

second, £2, J. Turner.

Heifer-calf, uuder one year old.—Prize, £3, C. Speed.

SHEEP.
LONCJ-WOOLS.

Ram, of any apte.—Prize, £10, W. F. Marshall. Highly
commended : E. Wright.
Pen of ten ewes.—First prize, £3, W. B. Giles ; second,

£1 10s., D. Grounds.
Pen of ten sliearling ewes, bred in the district.—First prize,

£3, J. Slater; second, £1 10s., J. Wliitwell.

Pen of ten ewe-larabs—Prize, £3, W. B, Giles.

Pen of ten wether-lambs.—Prize, £3, W. B. Giles.

Pen of ten short-wooUed wether lambs.—Prize, £, J. John-
son. Commended : J. Slater.

Pen of five shearling wethers, of any breed.—Prize, £3, W.
AVells, M.P. Ccraraended : J. Fletcher, jun., and T. W. D.
Harris.

PIGS.
Boar of the large breed.—Prize, £3, W. Mann. Com-

mended : J. Cole, and T. P. Wright.
Boar of the small breed.—Prize, £3, Earl of Carysfort.

Highly commended ; Earl of Carysfort.

i3reeding sow of the large breed.—Prize, £2, W. Smith.

Breeding sow of the small breed.—Prize, £2, Earl of Carys-

fort. Highly commended : S. Deacon.
BUTTER.

Four pounds fresh butter (Alderney excluded).—First prize,

£1, Mrs. A. S. Isaacs ; second, 10s., T. Callow.

At the Dinner, Mr. Wells, M.P., regretted that the Land-

lord and Tenant Bill, a measure of vital interest to the coun

try, was postponed lor some time. He hoped tlie agriculturists

would not be over-legislated for, and when the farming of

France, Germany, and other countries was contrasted with

this country, and the perfection of its agriculture, a question

arose whether it would not be wise to let well alone. It could

not be said that the House of Commons was not the repre-

sentative of the nation at large, and he was confident the

members endeavoured, to the best of their ability, to legislate

not for one class only, but for tlie whole country.

Lord Kesteven, the chairman, gave "The Labourers,''

and said that the farm labourer should be educated in the

management of mechanism and steam-engines. He was told

there had been some little disturbance of late in this district

in the relations of farmers and labourers, but if this were so,

surely this could be settled without the intervention of third

parties. As a landowner, he must say that the labourers

ought to be provided with good homes, with sufficient garden

and also schools for the children. For himself he could say

that as soon as a cottage on his estate was vacant it was re-

occupied. If amicable arrangements could be made betn eea

employer and employed, with no interference on the part of

others, there would be little difficulty in the solution of the

wages questions. Many of the labourers in this country were

skilful, well deserving of their hire, and ought to be properly

paid. The farmers in this part recognised this, as they paid

higher wages than those in any other district in the county.

Those workmen who had gone as miners in the North had
regretted their step, others who thought it well to emigrate

had a miserable time of it, and would come back if they

could.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

Monthly Council : Wednesday, July 2.—•Present

:

Earl Cathcaft, President, in the chair ; the Duke of Bed-
ford ; the Duke of Devonshire, K.G. ; Lord Vernon ; the

Hon. W. Egerton, M.P. ; Sir E. Kerrison, Bart. ; Sir

Massey Lopes, Bart., M.P. ; Sir Watkin W. Wynn, Bart.,

M.P. ; Mr. Barnett ; Mr. Cantrell ; Mr. Dent, M.P.

;

Mr. Brandreth Gibbs ; Mr. Hollaud; Mr. Horusby
;

Colonel Kingscote, il.P. ; Mr. Leeds ; Mr. Mcintosh

;

Mr. Milward : Mr. Statter ; Mr. Jabez Turner ; Mr.
Webb ; Mr. Welby, M.P. ; Mr. Wells, M.P. ; Colonel

Wilson ; Professor Simonds ; and Dr. Voelcker.

Earl Manvers, of Thoresby Park, Ollerton, Newark,

was elected a governor of the Society.

The following were elected members :

Allen, Edward, Sleaford.

Blundell, Peter, Ream Hills, Weeton, Kirkham.

Booth, John, Slyne Grange, Lancaster.

Bower, Joseph J., 42, Glasshouse-street, W.
Burgess, B., Weaverham, Northwich.

Burrow, Robert, Wrayton Hall, Kirby Lonsdale.

Caddy, Henry, Rougholm, Bootle, Cumberland.

Catterall, Robert, Kirkham, Preston.

Corbett, John, Stoke Works, Bromsgrove.

Corrigan, Andrew, Temple Hall, Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

Coy, John, Market-place, Leicester.

Cranfield, Thomas J., Rocton House, St. Neot's.

Dickin, Thomas A. M., Loppington, Wem, Salop.

Emmerson, John Thomas, Plover, Knutsford, Cheshire.

Evaus, Lieut.-Col. Herbert D., Highmead, Llauybyther, Car-

digan.

Fairley, Thomas, 27, Commercial-street, Leeds.

Goodwin, Isaac Allen, HenhuU Farm, Nautwich.

Harrison, William Herbert, Church Mayfield, Ashbourne,

Derby.
Hart, John, Frogholt, Newington, Hythe, Kent.

Hebblethwaite, Thomas Frederick, Land Agent, Hull.

Hiron, Samuel, Elford Lowe, Tamworth.
Hughes, Captain John George P., Allt Llwyd, Aberystwitk.

Humphreys, Edward Walcot, Chirbury, Salop.

Hutchings, William, Stratford-on-Avon.

Kinsey, Roger, Bathddu (Llandinam), Llanidloes.

Jjee, Tbomaa M., Field House, Hviumauby, '\(a\^

Leigh, William, Woodchester Park, Stonehouse, Glo'ster.

Lockett, Joseph, Acton, Nantwich.

Long, Hanslip, Shippen Hill, Ely.

Longbourne, John, Ripsley, Liphook, Hants.

Lowe, Robert, Shire Green, Sheffield.

Marshall, Frederick R., Elshara, Brigg, Lincolnshire.

Milligan, Thomas, Dean, Kimbolton.

Pears, Thomas, Hackthorne, Lincoln.

Porter, Thomas West, Holwell Manor Farm, Burford, Oxon.
Pryce, Edward, The Henfron, Montgomery.
Richardson, Richard, The Grange. Skirlaugh, Hull.

Stevenson, Peter, Rainton, Thirsk.

Takeda, George, 5, Hereford Square, South Kensington, S.W.
Thew, Fred., Shortridge, Bilton, Northumberland.

Thompson, Joseph, Anlaby, Hull.

Tindall, Wheatly, Ashfield House, Branston.

Tomes, Robert F., Weston-on-Avon, Stratford-on-Avon.

Tomlinson, Arthur, Stenson House, Derby.

Tysoe. John, Rumer Hall, Stratford-on-Avon.

Wakeley, Thomas S., Rainham, Kent.

Wallace, Sir Richard, Bt., M.P., Sudboum Hall, Wickham
Market.

Watson, Thomas, Holderness Hotel, Beverley.

Wilson, Matthew W., Erlston Hall, Gargrave, Yorks.

Wright, George, Rockmount, North Anston, Rotherham.
Young, Edward, Coddington, Newark.

Finances.—Colonel Kingscote, M.P., presented the

report, from which it appeared that the secretary's re-

ceipts during the past month has been duly examined by
the committee, aud by Messrs. Quilter, Ball and Co., the

Society's accountants, and found correct. The balance

in the hands of the bankers on June 30 was £1,414 9s.

5d., and £2,000 remains ou deposit. The quarterly

statements of subscriptions and arrears to June 30, and

the quarterly cash account, were laid on the table.—This

report was adopted, with the addition of the following

resolution, moved by Mr. Dent, M.P., and seconded by

Mr. Barnett ;

—

" That the candidates for election as members of the Society

whose names have just been read, shall be entitled to the pri-

vileges of membership at the Hull meeting on paying their

Stthsciiptious for 1873, and signing the ususd conditions."
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CHEMrCAt.—-Mr. W. Wells, M.P., presented the fol=

lowing quarterly report of the committee, which they

had received from Dr. Voelcker, and recommended for

publication in the usual agricultural newspapers :

—

During the last quarter comparatively few cakes, but a larg^

number of artificial manures, were sent to the laboratory for

analysis. With a few exceptions the cakes were found genuine

and of good quality, and a marked improvement has taken

place in the quality of linseed cake. The artificial manures,

on the whole, were of a superior quality, and worth the money
at which they were sold.

I have to report the following cases

:

1. A sample of linseed cake was sent to me by Mr. Thomas
Matthews, Kewton-by-Castleacre, Brandon, who found that

his stock did not appear to relish it nor to thrive upon it as

they should have done. The cake was sold guaranteed pure

and made from clean seed. I found, however, that it was made
from dirty linseed, containing a number of small weed seeds,

broken corn, and other starchy seeds, which ought not to be

present in pure linseed cake. In reply to an appUcation for

further information Mr. Matthews wrote as follows :—
" Having now seen the parties of whom I had it, and laid

your letter before them, and heard their explanation of the

matter, and from the fact that they are personal friends, and
express themselves willing to meet the deficiency in any fair

way, I feel sure you will recognise my position, and inability

to comply with my wishes."

2. Another linseed cake was sent by Mr. Henry Newhoase,
Tatton Park, Knutsford, who wrote to me on April 4?

:

" I send by this post a sample of linseed cake for analysis.

My reason for doing so is that our ewes are dying in a very
mysterious manner, after having eaten the cake about a fort-

night, having previously had oats, and then oats and cake
mixed, but for the last week about a pound of cake alone and
a few swedes. We had the cake through the Cheshire Farm-
ers' Supply Association, but not from our old makers. I have
given up using it till I get your opinion,"

The following is the composition of this cake ;

Moisture 6'46

Oil 13-01
Albuminous compounds (flesh-forming matters).,, 31-4i
Mucilage, sugar, and digestible fibre S3-74
Woody fibre (cellulose) 7-89

fMineral matter (ash) 7-47

*Containing nitrogen , , .,,

fContaining sand ,,..

100-00

5-03

With this analysis J sent the following letter

:

"April 13.

' The sample cake which you sent me is richer in oil than
linseed cake on an average, and also contains a high percent-

age of nitrogenous compounds.

" Nevertheless I do not like the cake, for it is a stale cake,

which has lost all flavour, and does not get nearly so muci-
laginous as pure linseed cake.

" I find in it some cotton seed husks, but I am not prepared

to assert that it is purposely adulterated with cotton.seed, for

the cotton-seed husks may be purely accidental ingredients.

" A pure linseed cake, I need hardly say, should not contain

2^ per cent, of sand, nor show any accidental contamination
with cotton-seed husks. Although I am of opinion that the
sample of cake which you sent me is not a good linseed cake,

which I should hke to give to my sheep, for it is a stale cake,

without flavour, and not in a good fresh condition, which afi'ects

so much the practical value of feeding materials, I am bound to

state that I liave failed to detect anything of a known posi-
tively poisonous character in the cake you sent me,—Yours,
faithfully, A. V."

3. Mr. W. Fowler, jun., Pauntley, Newent, Gloucester, sent
me a sample of guano, alleged to be Ichaboe guano, and which
ffle stated was offered to him at a moderate price.

This guano had the following composition

!

Moisture

^Organic matter and ammoniacal salts

Phosphate of lime ... ... ...

Carbonate of lime ,., ...

Alkaline salts and magnesia...

Insoluble silicious matter (sand)

14.10

23.77
21.63

15.47

4.03

21.02

100.00

*Containing nitrogen ... ,., 4.26

Equal to ammonia 5.17

The preceding analytical results show that this guano con-

tained a considerable amount of carbonate ot lime (chalk)

and a still larger proportion of fine earth and sand. It was
not a genuine but an adulterated guano, and not worth more
than about £6 10s. a ton.'

To my usual inquiries no answer was returned.

4. Mr. Joseph Trumper, Lake End, Windsor, brought to my
laboratory a greyish coloured material which he had bought as

a manure from a Mr. Adams, who produced the card, and re-

presented himself to be tlie agent of Mr. William N. Brown,
Concentrated Fish Manure Manufacturer, OfiBce, 11, St. George
{sic) Terrace, Fort Road, S.E., at the reduced price of £4, the

original price being £6 a ton. Mr. Adams called upon Mr.
Trumper as a perfect stranger, and told him that some person

near Maidstone had ordered of him five tons of manure, and
through a blunder of the carman it had been sent to Maiden-
head, Taplow being the goods station for that town ; and that

sooner than take the manure back he was willing to sacrifice

£3 per ton and take £4 for it. Mr. Trumper representing that

there was no guarantee of tue value of the article, Mr. Adams
at once suggested that the manure should be subjected to Dr.
Voelcker's analysis.

This so-called manure had a slightly alkaline reaction, and,
on analysis, furnished the following results

:

Moisture 10.13
^Organic matter and water of combination 7-87
Oxide of iron and alumina 8.01
Carbonate of lime , 43.55
Phosphoric acid traces

Magnesia and alkaline salts 1,89

Insoluble siliceous matter (sand) , 28.55

100.00

"Containing nitrogen 0.13

Equal to ammonia 0.16

It will be seen that this compound was nothing else but a
mixture ot chalk and lime refuse, with earth and sand. It

contained, practically speaking, no phosphoric acid, and cer-

tainly was not worth the carriage which Mr. Trumper had to

pay for it.

Artificial manures which are sold at a low price are, gene-
rally speaking, of a very inferior character, and not worth the
money at which they are sold. In illustration of this fact, I
may quote the following analysis of a sample of turnip

manure, sent by Mr. Robert Stephenson, Burwell, near Cam-
bridge :

Moisture 18.80
*Water of combination and organic matter 14.75
Bi-phosphate of lime (mono-basic phosphate of lime) 4.76
Equal to bone phosphate (tri-basic phosphate of lime),

rendered soluble by acid (7.45)
Insoluble phosphates 14.60
Sulphate of lime , 26.99
Alkaline salts and magnesia 5.80

Insoluble siliceous matter 14.30

100.00

Containing nitrogen 0.33

Equal to ammonia 0.37

It was sold at £4 153. per ton, but as it contained only T^
per cent, of soluble phosphate, and the remainder of the phos-

phates shown in the analysis in the state of mineral phosphate,

the manure was barely worth £3 per ton.

Mr. Stephenson, I may further mention, also sent me a sam-

ple of dissolved coproUtes, guaranteed to contain 26 per cent.
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of soluble phosphate, by the maker of the preceding tiirnip-

jnanure. On analysis, however, the dissolved coprolites were
found to contain only 15.60 per cent, of soluble phosphate. In
answer to my usual inquiry, I did not receive the name of the
maker.

Instances in which a higher percentage of soluble phosphate
is guaranteed than is really present in super-phosphate are of
frequent occurrence, and I would therefore recommend to pur-

chasers of artificial manures not to remain satisfied with having
bought them of a guaranteed strength, but to have the bulk on
delivery tested, and the guarantee verified by analysis.

This report was adopted.

General, Hull.—Mr. Milward reported that the

committee recommended that the purveyor of coal at

Hull be allowed an office in the showyard; also that

cards announcing sales of stock be submitted for approval

to the honorary director, and stamped by him before being

affixed to the sheds, the maximum size of any card allowed

not to exceed that of half a sheet of note-paper.—This

report was adopted.

Veterinary.—Mr. Brandreth Gibbs reported that in

accordance with the request conveyed in a resolution * of

the Governors of the Eoyal Veterinary College, this com-
mittee recommend that the names of Earl Cathcart and

Colonel Kingscote, C.B., M.P., be submitted as suitable

for election as a Governor of the Royal Veterinary Col-

lege. In case of either of these declining, then that the

names of Mr. Dent Dent, M.P., or Mr. W. Wells, M.P.,

be substituted. This report was adopted.

The report of the Principal of the Royal Veterinary

College up to Midsummer was received, and the follow-

ing abstract was ordered to be printed in the agricultural

newspapers :

Diseases of an ordinary type and those of a special nature

have, notwithstanding the general backwardness of the season,

been less rife than usual. This is notably true of foot-and-

mouth disease, which began to decline in the early part of the

year. An opinion having been recently promulgated that

hares [and rabbits are subject to this disease, experiments have

recently been made with the latter animals at the Royal Vete-

rinary College to test the assertion. An attempt to inoculate

two rabbits in the mouth, and another attempt to introduce

the virus of the disease between the toes of another pair of

experimental rabbits, both proved unsuccessful.

Some Saxony merino sheep, bought by a butcher, having

given indication of small-pox, prior to being slaughtered, a

very small piece of skin, on which one or two minute vesicles

existed, was forwarded to the College by a drover, who declined

to give full information with regard to it, or from whence it

had been procured. Professor Simonds having determined

these vesicles to be those of sheep-pox, inoculated a lamb with

thera on April 30. Two punctures out of four took on the

fourth day, and the animal died on the seventh day from the

constitutional disorder which ensued. Anxious inquiries have

since been instituted for the purpose of ascertaining whether
sheep-pox has again obtained a footing in the country, but no
such information has yet been obtained. The case, however,

shows the absolute necessity of the care which is necessary to

be observed with regard to these animals when imported, and
it also proves that no farmer should run the risk of buying

these or other German sheep for feeding,

* The following is the resolution :

Proposed by Mr. C. N. Newdegate, Esq., M.P., seconded by
Colonel A. P. Somerset, and resolved

" That the Chairuian be requested to communicate to the

President of the Royal Agricultural Society the regret felt by
this committee at the loss sustained by this institution through
the deaths of the late Colonel C. B. Challoner and the late

Viscount Orpington, whose election to be governors of this

institution originally represented the alliance between the two
institutions. Two of the present governors of this institution

—Lord Portman and Viscount Bridport—continue to repre-

sent this alliance ; but this committee are confident that the

governors would be glad to consider, with a view to his elec-

tion to the governorship of this institution the name of any
member of the Council of the Royal Agricultural Society

which the President may think fit to suggest to the Chaii-
man."

Cattle plague continues to exist in Poland, Qalicia, Huu'
gary, and Lower Austria, but has not recently penetrated far-

ther westward than Bohemia and Silesia.

Pleuro-pneumonia appears to be on the increase, for, al-

though it may probably not be found in more counties than at

the beginning of the year, recent information proves that the

cases are increasing in number, and consequently that the cen-

tres of infection are augmenting.
Recently the attention of Professor Simonds has been called

to two or three rather serious occurrences of splenic apoplexy

amongst heifers turned out to grass, although, in one case at

least, some bullocks grazing in the same pasture, and separated

only from the heifers by an iron fence, were in no instance

attacked by the malady.

Two cases have recently been brought under the notice of

the professors at the College of animals dying from lead-

poisoning, by means of refuse containing the scrapings of

paint, and otherwise consisting of the clearing-out of London
ash-heaps. The conclusion as to the cause of death was fully

confirmed by a chemical analysis of the contents of the digestive

organs of the animals, in which the compounds of lead were
found in great abundance.

House.—Colonel Kingscote, C.B., M.P., recommended
the purchase of necessary articles of furniture, and the

repair of others ; also the usual painting and whitewashing
during the recess.—This report was adopted.

Showtabd Contracts.—Mr. Brandreth Gibbs
reported that the surveyor had certified the showyard
to be in a forward state, and that the work done by the

local committee was satisfactory ; also that the contractor

was entitled to a further payment of £1,000. The com-
mittee recommended that an additional ring be formed,

60 yards by 20, for collecting the horses previously to

their coming into the principal ring. They also recom»
mended that the spare railway metals (now no longer

required) be sold after the Hull meeting.—This report

was adopted.

Education.—Mr. Holland (chairman) presented the

following report : The committee have considered the

case of Mr. Italo Giglioli, referred to them by the Council

at their last meeting. It appears that Mr. Giglioli was
sent to England by the Italian Government two years ago
for the purpose of completing his agricultural education.

He entered into residence at Cirencester, where he gra-

duated with honours. He has been successful in obtaining

a diploma at Edinburgh, and at the last examination of

this Society he passed in every subject, both obligatory

and optional, except book-keeping, thus obtaining a

greater number of marks than any other candidate. On
referring to the examiner in book-keeping, that gentle-

man wrote to say, " that after inspecting again Mr. Gig-

lioli's paper on book-keeping, it shows a not unintelligent

appreciation of the subject, althougli imperfectly carried

out." Under these circumstances, in recognition of the

abilities and knowledge he has proved himself to possess,

they recommended that a life-membership be conferred

upon Mr. Giglioli. This report was adopted.

The following noblemen and gentlemen were appointed

a General Bedford Committee : Earl Cathcart (chairman),

Duke of Bedford, Earl of Powis, Viscount Bridport,

Lord Chesham, Lord Kesteven, Lord Vernon, Sir Watkin
W. Wynn, Bart., M.P. ; C. Barnett, Mayor of Bedford,

"

T. C. Booth, Edward Bowly, Charles S. Cantrell, D. R.

Davies, Joseph Druce, W. J. Edmonds, B. T. Brandreth

Gibbs, Richard Hornsby, C. Howard, J. Howard, M.P.

;

Robert Leeds, Richard Milward, Charles Randell, R. C.

Rausome, M. W. Ridley, M.P. ; Mark Sharman, Joseph.

Shuttleworth, C. Stephenson, William Torr, H. Trethewy,
Jabez Turner, William H. Wakefield, James Webb,
William Wells, M.P. ; Charles Whitehead, Jacob Wilson,

the Stewards.

An application from the head master of the Hull

Sailors' Orpliau Home for free n ''i^^'^sion of the orphaa

K 2
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children to the show on the last day was granted, and any

farther applications of a similar nature were referred to

the stewards of finance.

A commuuicatiou was received from the Board of Trade

with reference to an agricultural congress to be held at

Vienna next September, and the Secretary was intructed

to reply that the Society had already sent a representative

to inquire into the agriculture of Austro-Hungary.

FARMERS, LANDLORDS, AND VERMIN.
Mr. Thomas Johnson, late of the Hints Farm, has been enter-

tained at dinner atTamwortli by a number of thetenant-farmers

of the district, who desired to express their sympathy for him
under the circumstances under which he had received notice

to quit liis occupation. Mr. G. A. May, of Elford Park,

presided.

The Chairman proposed the toast of the evening, tlie health

of Mr. Johnson. They liad all joined, he said, with true

earnestness in paying this mark of respect to their friend and
neighbour. But why, it might be asked, was such a tribute

necessary ? He did not know that he himself [could fairly

answer the question, and he should like Mr. Johnson to simply

state a few facts in order that no mistake might be made. He
was sure that whatever Mr. Johnson might say would be tem-
perate, earnest, and sincere.

Mr. Johnson said lie entered on his occupation of the Hints
Farm in 18i9, and found it in a very indifferent state. His
predecessor had farmed it on the old system : he did not think

there was a sheep rack on it, and very little cake had been

used. During his ,twenty-tliree years' occupation he (Mr.
Johnson) had farmed the land to the best of his ability. His
great namesake had said that the man who caused two blades

of grass to grow where one grew before was a benefactor to

his country. He had always borne this saying in mind, and
had endeavoured to do his duty to his men, his neighbours, and
his landlord. He had been asked to do that which, as an
Englishman, he felt he could not do, if he would retain his

self-respect. If a man did his duty honestly and well he ought
not to be put under any restrictions. During his occupation

the farm had increased very much in productiveness, and he
had left a great deal behind him. He would briefly explain

what had led to his dismissal. The years 1868, 1869, and
1870 were very bad, dry seasons, and to add to the other

difficulties of farming he suffered very much from the ravages

of game and vermin. In fact, he was going altogether the

wrong way, and in a very straightforward and respectful letter

he made known to his landlord the necessity for some compen^
sation. This letter remained unanswered for a considerable

time, and thinking it hardly the tiling he called on his landlord.

This gentleman appeared.irather indignant that such a claim

should be made (oli, oh), but offered a small amount, which
he respectfully declined. His landlord eventually made another
proposal, and to show that he (Mr. Johnson) wished to settle

the thing amicably, in the hope that the game would be
abated, he accepted it. A new agreement was sent to him,
but he found that it contained a clause that no dogs were to

be taken out (oh, oh), which he considered very unjust, as the
farm was very much eaten up by rats. One day he and a
friend had a dog out with them, when the squire, jwho had
probably heard something from some tout or gamekeeper, came
up. He addressed them in a manner which they little expected,

and he (Mr. Johnson) replied in the spirit of a man. He saw
from his landlord's manner what the end would be, and though
nothing was wanting on his part to settle the matter amicably,
he received six months' notice to quit. He had left a very
great deal on the farm, for which he considered he ought to

be compensated. These were the simple facts of the case.

The Chaikiian observed that criticism was out of place
in this matter, but he had a few facts to add to what Mr. John-
son had told them. Mr. Johnson's farm was 360 acres in ex-
tent, and the average value of the food for stock during the last

six years was £469 Os. 6d., and £189 ;is. 7d. for manure.
Criticism was unnecessary ; one could only wonder that any
landlord could part with such a tenant in the manner described.
It really seemed to him as if some Ismdlords preferred a rab-
bit, or even a rat, to a good tenant. Certainly the incident
did not corroborate what they had so often been told—that a
landlord knew too well the value of a good tenant to turn him

°"V, J^^ *^^ ^°^'^ ^^^^ ^^ •^'- Johnson had eaten " humble
pie he might have remained on the farm, but humble pievom BQt agree with an EngUshsaan's stomach, Dveryope

must feel exceedingly sorry that Mr. Johnson sliould have been
expelled from his farm for such a thing as taking a dog to

catch rats. Probably the thing really began when Mr. Johnson
applied for compensation. He (Mr.iMay) had always thought

that compensation for game would never work. Landlords,

like other people, did not like refunding, and there was no
doubt that from the time of his application for compensation

Mr. Johnson held a different position to his landlord. How-
ever, the ejectment had occurred, and they as farmers were

there to say that they thought it uncalled for. Such an inci-

dent tended to create feelings of distrust and doubt, which
were prejudicial to good farming. To farm well a man must
farm for the future, and be prepared to make a serious outlay,

the benefit of which he might not reap for four, five, or six

years. Therefore, the tendency of such occurrences as this

was to make a man who had no lease chary of spending his

money upon the laud, knowing that his landlord if he had any
feeling against him might eject him without compensation.

This thing ought not to be. For some years the seasons had
been against farmers, labour was now against them, and if the

landlords were to be against them too, where should they be ?

How would they scramble through ? All other occupations

were prospering in England, tut he did net think he should

be guilty of exaggeration if he were to say that probably every

farmer in that room was a poorer man now than he was seven

years ago. He did not say this in a croaking spirit, but
simply from a desire to put themselves right with the country.

It had been said " Look at the high price of meat. Wliat
profits you farmers must be making." People, however, over-

looked the fact which appeared from statistics that there were
now 3,500,000 less sheep in the country than there were a few

years ago. This showed that disease had crept in and dimin-

ished the flocks, and though the price of meat might be higher

farmers did not make the profits which they were able to do

when the flocks were healthy and food was cheap. He believed

that if tenants had more security the productiveness of the land

would be much increased, and that much of the money now
paid to Russia and America for corn might be kept in the

country. Game preservers seemed like people bitten by mad
dogs : the disease was incurable. He believed that there was
no tenant-farmer who would |not wish his landlord to have
fair sport, but he said it fearlessly that if tenants were to farm
profitably they must have the control of the ground game.
The landlords were blind to their own interests in not taking

the initiative and giving tenants the protection they sought.

If they were to do this there would be no necessity for doing

away with the game-laws. In conclusion, Mr. |May expressed

the warm sympathy which was entertained for Mr. Johnson, as

a true-hearted man well deserviugof their regard, and presented

him with a valuable and handsome clock, and to Mrs. Johnson
a silver coffee service.

Mr. Johnson warmly thanked the subscribers, and went on
to express his strong conviction that legislation ought to pre-

vent a farmer being ejected under such circamstances as he had
been without ample compensation for unexhausted improve-

ments. The Game-laws also required great modification.

Mr. KzNRicK proposed the health of the Chairman, which
was warmly received.

The Chairman, in responding, strongly advocated Messrs.

Howard and Read's Land Bill, and hoped that farmers would

make it a test question at the next election.

Mr. Lowe said that when he went over the farm he found

one field of wheat near a spinney not bearing a bushel of grain

per acre, and that on highly-farmed, rich ground.

THE DISEASES OF STOCK.—A supplement to The
London Gazette of Tuesday, July 1st, gives an Order of

Council, taking effect from that day, declaring Farcy a con-

tagious disease withiu the wieanjng of the Contagious Diseasea

(Animals) Act,
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THE HOLKER HERD.
Auy young agriculturist who may be disposed to spend a

delightful holiday may most readily do it amidst the fresh

air which encircles the native country of the improved
Shorthorn. Studying and learning, as .all must study
and learn now-a-days who desire to hold their own in

the van of the agricultural community, he cannot in

the first place do better than bend his steps in the direc-

tion of Holker. The scenery along the railway is ex-

quisite, as every mile it grows more suggestive of the
fresh fantastic Lake Country landscape, and the care-

bound brow is deliciously relaxed under the iofiuence of
the salt-laden breeze which blows from the adjoining

Morecambe bay. It is instructive as you ride all too
swiftly by to note the growth of good pasture spreading
upon the ocean mud, which has gathered in broad beds
within the protective barrier of the railroad. " I remem-
ber large ships sailing there," our companion remarked,

as we subsequently walked across a clovery pasture,

which was being fed by a half-bred Oxford Down flock.

Ninety acres or more, at a rough estimate we might cal-

culate, rescued from the sweeping sea to feed the Short-

horn, in lieu of herrings ! Tide after tide keeps laying

on its wash of mud, the bank continuing to harden as

its increasing height gives opportunity to drain off the

superfluous moisture, whilst vegetation, whose texture

consists of first a seaweed, next a crossbred with the rush

or moss, next grasses of less mucous character, yet

timidly but surely extends its reign, until at last the

marsh solidifies into an enamelled pasture all redolent of

vetch and trefoil. A very difi'erent tract of coastline

we have since traversed, where the sand blows up in

clouds and keeps heaping a barren covering upon the

fertile meadow, which it slowly but remorselessly de-

vours. Nothing avails to keep off the invading foe but
the planting close belts of willow and poplar stakes, the

topmost leafy boughs of which when grown into a covert

keep beating back the sand-cloud. To return, however,

to the land we were visiting, the eye is insensibly caught

by a trio of grand cows upon a grassy bankside,

which, upon the closer inspection of a formal visit, we
find to be famous, just when the train pulls up at Cark
station, and we set out for about a mile's walk to the

residence of Mr. Drewry, the skilled agent of the ducal

property. He is fortuuately at home, and obliging as

ever. We have not far to go to a neat small yard, and a

couple of Grand Duchesses are turned out for inspec-

tion, good all over, having plenty of hair and flesh, fine

tubular ribs, and a long quarter. You see at once the

prevailing likeness and the breeder's taste. They are in

rich full condition too, but not over fed, as we had been

led to expect. Four or five we viewed in turn, much ad-

miring, but still feeling that although right comely matrons

they are yet not quite possessed of that over-powering

symmetry to which every beholder insensibly bends the

knee, when a Roan Duchess or Lady Fragrant advances

on the scene. Then past a long iron trough of running

water, to drink at which they are allowed, but cautiously,

in turn, to a longer shed or shippon of quite plain make-
up. One or two more cows of the sort, quite bewilder-

ing, from their similarity of shape, no less than their

proud designation, are turned out, to which we give their

due tribute of praise, when we have at length our breath

clean taken away by the appearance on the yard of a

pair as well favoured as their predecessors, but on shorter

leg, and so royal all over ! " Queens" they should be

if the others be " Grand Duchesses ;" and yet one of

their neighbours already seen was the dam of a " thou-

sand guineas bull." Still off the dowagers we could not

take our eyes; their titles let us then duly record: Ox-
ford Rose 2nd, red, by Grand Duke 4th (19874), is

the first ouc, and her companion, to our eye, even
superior, was the roan Countess of Barrington, of
the Lally tribe, got by Lord Oxford (202 14t, and calved

so long ago as May 23, 1864. The old lady wears well.

These dowagers reviewed—some fifteen or so in

number, and of a type astonishingly uniform, thick-

fleshed, large-framed, wealthy-coated, too, as heart of

colonist could desire—we had next exhibited a few calves,

male and female, in tint and character fairly responsive

to their dams, when it came to the triumphant turn of
the loveliest young bull we have seen for many a day to
be led forth. White, true in tubular shape asthe roller
on our turnip ground, stylish in movement as mien, full

of hair, and possessing an exquisite touch, he did his sire

justice, being a simply svperb sample of what the youth-
ful Shorthorn noble should be. Baron Barrington 3rd
got by Baron Oxford 4th, out of Lady Ellen Barrington,
by Lord Stanley (24467), is the ti'tle he right justly
bears.

" Come, I'll show you a better than him yet," said
our genial guide, having remarked, we suspect, with
amusement our somewhat covetous admiration of the
youngster ; whereupon from the same box there was led

a grand red bull-calf, larger and deeper in carcase than
the white one, but not possessing the same spring of rib

that our previous fiiend had. " Well, what do you
think now ?" After study, then, and protracted judi-
cial contemplation, our decision was " The v;]ide for
choice." " Well, but which would you breed from ?"

"Why, of course," we reply, "much in that depends
upon the comparative fashion of their respective pedi-
grees

; but for shape simply, give me the white."
Little fell from the lips of our shrewd but genial com-
panion, in impassive appearance resembling much the
Claimant's judges, as each animal of the herd came suc-
cessively forth.

But ourselves, we were not impassive, you may be
sure, as we heard calmly recounted the huge prices which
tliese calves' relatives had fetched, and the extent of their
own expectation. We simply hopped with horror ! And
yet was their custodian's anticipation justified, for we have
since seen in the newspaper this pleasaut fact for some
one, that for this said red calf, Baron Oxford 6th, by
8th Duke of Geneva, out of Lady Oxford 5th, no les's

than twelve hundred guineas have been given. If large

prices are to be paid, it is certainly wise to purchase
from a store which has been so Ions: cultivated with con-
summate care, and where the breath of suspicion can
never light.

Then, carefully caught, his regular attendant being
away, the sire in use. Baron Oxford 4th, by 7th Duke of
York (17754), out of Lady Oxford 5th, was led forth.

He is simply a magnificent bull—so low and lengthy, so
long in his quarter, so well packed in front, so wide over
his crops, so sweetly handling. There was but one thing
to complain of in the slightest, and that defect, which,
in fairness, we must record, is the least possible flatness

of rib, a defect which Lady Oxford 5th's male produce
exhibit in just a noticeable degree, but from which she,

sweet matron that she is, is profoundly free herself.

Perhaps she has a bad habit of leaning too fondly against

them as they repose after suckling beside her in their

infancy, unaware of the mischief her maternal attachment
does. We remember ouce criticising a prize sow in this

regard, and being gravely lold by the exhibitor, whom
we knew well, so that there could be no doubt of his
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sincerity, that he was not averse to a slight flatness of

rib, for it enabled the animal to repose better at full

stretch in the enjoyment of her siesta.

We must profess our disinclination to the infirmity,

and having said so much on the one side we now gladly
record that the Baron's offspring, without exception,
stuck out the round rib stoutly as we could wish to see.

This noble animal himself was one that, to quote Lord
Ducie's familiar remaik, full many a cigar might have
been smoked over without weariness, or rather with an
increasing sense of delight. Mr. Drewry having re-

warded his pet with a taste of cake, he was restored to
his cabin, for it was little more in point of room, and we
adjourned across the park for inspection of another de-
tachment. Having a view of the pretty house that is

being built to replace the one destroyed by fire, and after

traversing a covert most favourable to pheasants, we
attain the hanky pasture which has been alluded to above,
and where we had a lengthened interview with the three
grand cows of matronly dignity we had caught sight of ofi"

the rail; these being the Red Rose of Raby and Winsome,
both fresh and full of flesh, although calved twelve summers
since, and Lady Oxford 5th, who, but one year their
junior, is comely as a maiden now. Long may she live,

as a model of breeding, with which Mr. Mcintosh must
be credited ; and for the future may she follow out her
late improved behaviour in giving birth only to female
calves. With fair feelings of triumph may this trio be set

upon their prominent pasture to gratify eye of passing
traveller, and whet the appetite we will trust of a few
more moneyed landowners to engage in that most
delightful occupation of breeding the improved
Shorthorn, pure in their choicest blue-blood shape

!

Baroness Oxford, a sweet heifer just returned from Kings-
cote, and whom three thousand guineas would not buy,
being Lady Oxford 5th's only daughter, grazing in a
paddock with a Winsome companion, was the next in-

spected.

Another little walk and a peep at the flock, which is in
great degree a judicious mixture of Oxford Down and
native blood, a critical inspection of the sweet herbage
upon this pasture, all but encircled by wooded rocks, and
once a bay of the sea whereon noble vessels sailed and
anchored, and we arrive at a small straw-yard, full of
beauties, all rich roan heifers, weU matched, as our
reader can guess, when we state that the stylish Lady
Bright Eyes 3rd, bought at the Dunmore sale last year,
was undistinguishable amongst the lot. There's no use
lingering here, they are as like as beans, so after passing
some well-grown half-bred steers on their way to the
butcher we enter the homestead par excellence. Calves
we see there. Grand Duchesses and Winsomes again, a
couple being nurtured bv a black Highland foster dam.
Mr. Drewry does not believe in the theory that suckers
draw constitutional change with the milk they imbibe, as
racers brought up on cart-mares have been said to exhi-
bit a comparative inferiority, or that the babe unborn can
suffer by reason of its mother's imagination. He cer-
tainly gives his youngsters every chance of defying these
current theories of the breeder. Being no buyer of
store stock, every calf upon the place is reared, and we
saw consequently some very fine cross-bred animals by
pure sires out of the dairy herd. By the way, this re-
minds us, why distinguish " the dairy herd ?" rather
should not the next move amongst breeders be to endea-
vour to combine more milking qualities with the un-
doubted flesh-producing aptitude which has been ensured
for the pure-bred Shorthorn ? That great improvement
can be made in this respect we are confident, being ac-
quainted at this moment with a cow of twelve years of age
in the possession of a friend which, a month after calving
ttus year, gave 14 quarts of milk a meal, and a son of
WAose was sold only a few weeks since in superb condition

to the butcher. She herself has an exquisitely supple

skin, and will no doubt fatten well when her turn comes.
Reverting, however, to our immediate business, at a

corner box we were introduced to Grand Duke 10th, a

gigantic but glorious old animal, but now unfortunately

become infertile. There were many cows at another farm
which we consequently could not see, but a few more we
did view, all equally of average excellence with the rest

of the herd. Our homeward way lay between beautifully

kept thorn fences and beside a field which was being

most thoroughly steam-cultivated. Cheered by the cry

of harriers as we approached the house, to which, how-
ever, a gang of feeding hares paid no respect whatever,

we bade the estate good bye, having spent a day of the

most thorough enjoyment, and having accumulated much for

the cud of subsequent reflection; especially did we see how
care and cash can establish a uniform type. The remorse-

less engine soon whirled us off from the fresh region of

salt breezes, to be gradually coughing en route, and,

finally, half smothered in the smoke-weighted air of

Manchester. Vigil.

LETTING OF MR. SAUNDERS' HAMP8HIRES AT
WATERCOMBE.— One hundred and fifty-four rams were
offered to be let and sold on July 2nd, by Mr. T. Eosor
of Dorchester. The catalogue commenced with the entries

of the two-tooths. There were some sixty-four lots, to be

let for the season until November 7th. The four-tooth

rams, to be let for the same period, comprised tliirty lots.

Fourteen rams, mosily six-tooths, were set apart for absolute

sale, wliile the remaining lots in the same class (42) were for

letting. Lot No. 1 went to Mr. J. Homer, at 7i gs., while

Mr. Tucker took the next at 8| gs. Tiie 3rd lot was knocked
down to Mr. Chilcott at \Z\ gs. Mr. R. Fowler hired No. 4
lot at 12^ gs. Mr. Besant, of Rogers' Hill, was successful

for No. 5 lot at 6^ gs. The two next rams realised 8^ gs. and

9J gs. respectively, while No. 9 lot was let to Mr. Rawlence,
of Bulbridge, at the top figure fetched in this class, viz., 40 gs.

Mr. Porter, of St. Giles', hired lot 10 at 9 gs., the next passing

to Mr. H. Hawkins at lOJ gs. Mr. Genge took lot 12 at 9 gs.,

Mr, Tuck had lot 16 for % gs. Mr. Taylor, of Tarrant Monk-
ton, offered 19 gs. for 17, which was accepted, while the next

made the third highest price in the class, 29 gs. Mr. Tucker
hired the twentieth lot at 10 gs. The next, after a very keen
competition, was knocked down to the bidding of Mr Bone at

172 gs., who hired a subsequent lot, No. 32, at 23 gs. No. 27
was let for 36 gs. to Mr. Porter, of Crichel. Mr. Galpin

hired lot 37 at 13^ gs. The next went to Mr. Bone at 24 gs,

Mr. Chilcott took lot 43 at 17 gs., the same figure being

realised by the next lot from Mr, Branstone, of Affpuddle,

Mr. Joseph Saunders hired lot 45 at 18 gs., Mr. Symes, of

Nether Cerne, taking 47 at 16 gs., and Mr. Homer 48 at 13 gs.

The fiftieth lot made 12^ gs., to Mr. Paul. Mr. Symes, of

Bradford, became the hirer of lot 52 at 13 gs, Mr. Sprake
hired 1 1 gs. and 13^ gs., and Mr. Roper at 14^ gs. The
biddings of Mr. T. A. Homer and Mr. Joseph Homer were
likewise successful in the same class. In the four-tooth rams,

Mr. Tett hired lot 69 at 13^ gs. Lot 78 passed into the

hands of Mr. Rogers at 20 gs., while Mr. C. H. Mayo took lot

91 at IS^gs. Other lots were let at lOgs. and lljgs. Lot
69, brought 12 gs. The lots sold, numbering fourteen,

mostly six-tooths, made good figures, Mr. Burtt purchasing at

lOJgs., Mr. G. Wood Homer at 9^ gs., Mr. Genge at 8^ gs.,

and Mr. Scutt also at 8^ gs. The remaining lots, mostly six-

tooths, were let until November 7th,

Mr. C, J, FOOKS'S FLOCK AT CERNE ABBAS.—
There was a very large attendance, nearly 300 of the leading

agriculturists of Dorset bemg present. Full-mouthed ewe»
brought 65s., 67s., 68s., 69s., and 76s. Mr. C. Mayo secured

a splendid pen at 76s. per head, while Mr. John G. Homer, it

was said, gave 75s. ; several of the animals had won prizes at

the shows. The six-teeth ewes obtained 66s., 68s., 69s., 70s.,

72s., 7-1'S., any as high as 95s. for a choice lot ; four-teeth ewes,

64s., 65s., 67s., 70s., 73s., and 763. ; two-teeth ewes realised

63s., 64s., 65s., 663., 67s., and 68s. per head. Chilver lambs
sold at from 36s to 46s. Wether lambs brought 39 s. each.

The ram lambs, 4^ gs. to 11 gs. each. The rams were next

introduced, one being secured by Mr. C. H. Mayo at 20 gs.,

while one was bought at 12 gs. and another at 7 gs*
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ALE OF MR. CHENEY'S SHORTHORNS,
At Gaddesiey, Leicester, on Thursday, July 10.

BY MR. STRAFFORD.

Two years ago Mr. Clieney offered to the public 56
head of Shorthorns, which brought the high average of

£91 13s.; on Thursday last 35 animals of the most
fashionable Bates blood were sold, and realised the aston-
ishing average of £294 10s., or a little over £10,000, so

that the great averages for the late Mr. Blenkiron's year-

lings has been run very close with cattle, a result that

would have been thought simply ridiculous a few years
since. High as some of the prices were, they did not in

certain cases amouat to nearly the sum which it was
generally anticipated would be given. For instance,

Twelfth Duchess of Geneva, a handsome red heifer calf,

ten weeks old, by Ninth Duke of Geneva, from 11th
Duchess of Geneva, both of which were imported by Mr.
Cheney, brought 935 gs. from Sir Wilfrid Lawson, whilst

twelve to fifteen hundred and even more had been talked

about as likely to be the value. Third Duke of Glo'ster,

a young red six months bull-calf, of the same Duchess
family, and also out of imported American parents, went
for 820 gs. to the. Earl of Bective. The risk in both
cases, owing to the extremely young age of the animah,
may have had a great deal to do with the prices.

The bulk of the catalogue consisted principally of calves

of this year, one of which. Lady Oxford 15th, lookmg
thin from scouring, was, although brought into the ring,

withdrawn. The first ten lots consisted of cows, the

eldest of which, lot 1, Lady Waterloo 11th, a good red

and white beast, came out on her tenth birthday, and
brought 80 gs. from Mr. J. Snodin, with, however, the

valuable reservation that she might remain seven weeks
on the farm for free service by the 9th Duke of Geneva.

Minstrel 4th, a pretty light roan cow, rather gaudy in her

quarters and exceedingly well-bred from the old Gwynne
tribe, went to Sir Wilfrid Lawson for 160 gs. Her pro-

geny sold remarkably well. Lot 12, a roan two-year-

old from her heifer, by 7th Duke lof York, the last of

the purely-bred English Duke bulls, after sharp bidding

from Sir Wilfrid Lawson and Mr. Foster, went at 550 gs.

to Mr. Geo. Fox of Cheshire; her half-sister, a year

younger, and by the 9th Duke of Geneva, certainly one of

the handsomest yearlings in the field, although a rsd and
white, was secured by Mr. J. P. Foster, of Killhow, at.60O

gs. The next calf, from Minstrel 4th, a roan bull, own
brother to the 600 gs. heifer, not quite three mouths old,

went to Mr. J. Parker of Ingleby for 73 gs.

;

had it been a heifer-calf, four times that

prices, would not have secured it in the company that had
assembled at Gaddesby. Lot 3, Duchess of Clarence, of

the DuchessNancy tribe, a large cow with a big udder, had
just calved a roan heifer-calf by 9th Duke of Geneva.
The two brought 250 gs. Mr. Casswell, of sheep celebrity,

from Lincolnshire, gave 100 gs. for one of the finest cows
in the sale ; her blistered sides going against her value,

but she too had the privilege for remaining for service.

The Lady Waterloo had more elegance and substance,

with their round swelling ribs and heavy frames, standing

on short legs. Mr. Botterell got a deep good cow,
plainish-coloured, in Lady Waterloo 14th, for 150 gs.

;

the following lot of the same tribe, of a more whole tint,

and from that splendid cow Lady Waterloo 12th, went to

Mr. Geo. Fox for 165 gs. Bull-calves from both these

cows were oddly enough hard to sell, The one from lot

6 was at first passed, and when brought in again was sold

to Mr, Stretton for 50 gs. The roan calf by Baron
Oxford 4th, from Holker, went very cheapj although

rather flat and thin, to Mr. Swingler, of Rutland, for

43 gs.

Lot 7, Lady Sale of Putney, of the Princess tribe—
" the sort Mr. Bates went to for Belvedere to cross the
Duchesses"—came from America, last season and was said

to have been "a great many years starved to death."
She was by 2th Duke of Thorndale, and was one of those

animals that would be called in America a nice smooth
cow. She had bred rather a good bull-calf, which Mr.
Leadbeater got for 155 gs. The dam, put up at 100 gs.,

was keenly contested for by Mr. Elex. Brogder, M.P.,
and the Earl of Bective (both of whom possess some of
the tribe), until the latter got her at 470 gs. Lot 10,
Rosina, another cow of this tribe, Mr. D. Mcintosh pur-
chased at 200 gs. ; and Lord Skelmersdale gave 360 gs.

for Lady Oceanic, a roan yearling by her dam's sire.

Lady Rosina, a nice little hairy calf out of lot 10, was
purchased by Mr. Wm. Ashburner for 125 gs.

There were many representatives of the Wild Eyes
tribe, and several of them very pure specimens. Lot 8,

Wild Princess, lookiug rather thin, was much fancied by
Messrs. Rand, aud clear from Essex ; but Mr. Levey too k
her into Kent at 400 gs. Her two heifers sold well, al-

though upright-shouldered. Sir Wilfred Lawson gave
460 gs. for lot 19, and Mr. Thos. Gow, of Northumber-
land, got her own sister, a yellowish red and white, at

205 gs.; Mr. Gow also purchased Wild Duchess of
Geneva, a nice roan yearling, for which Mr. Samuda
bid 335 gs., and her own sister, a red calf, for 355 gs.

Lot 11, Water Lass 3rd, descendant of the Waterloo
tribe, through Mr. Anthony Maynard's and Mr. Barber's

herds ; a Seventh Duke of York heifer, not holding well

to the bull, was guaranteed a breeder, and consequently

made 305 gs. ; her sister, from the same dam and by
the Ninth Duke of Genera, went to Mr. A. Brogden,
M.P., for 325 gs. Mr. H. A. Brassey, M.P., was the

purchaser of Lady Waterloo 25 for 305 gs., considered

the second best heifer on the ground. Mr. W. H. Salt

got a very nice Cleopatra yearling at 175 gs., and Fan-
tail's Duchess, an April calf of the Bell-Bates Fletcher

tribe went to Mr. Gow for 115 gs. After the sale of

the Duchess heifer, lot 25, there was a little dulness iu

the sale, and people, becoming impatient to catch the 4
o'clock special, ^the two last Waterloo calves were got
bargains at 105 gs. and 110 gs. each.

The general arrangements of the sale were excellent.

Under Mr. Bland's care the lots were brought out in

splendid condition, the yearlings being remarkably well

done. The calves, considering the many difiiculties to

encounter, also came out well, and only one lot was
scouring—a valuable lot, too, which would have materially

increased the average. Every animal had a new leathern

head-stall with brass buckles and a blue ribbon as frontlet,

on which was printed the name in gold letters. The
ring was well and conveniently made, with abundant room
for a large and fashionable assemblage of noblemen, baro*

nets, M.P.'s> and many country squires. Over the ros-

trum was hung the head of the Seventh Duke of York
;

and Mr. Strafford, with the American sale in view, was
in happy vein. The lunch was served in a marquee, at

which Lord Skelmersdale, supported by Lord Penrhynj
Lord Bective, Col. Kingscote, and a most distinguished

company, presided. After the loyal toasts Mr. Cheney's

health was enthusiastically drunk ; although he was un-

able to be present, he appeared once in the ring, and the
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general company brolie up soon after four, with good

wishes for his better health, and general acclamation for

the introduction of such high-bred stock into the country.

Leicester was terribly crowded on the previous evening,

and beds, as at Hull, hardly to be had at any price.

COWS AND HEIFERS.

Lady Waterloo 11th, red and white, calved July 10, 1863 ; by

Patriot (20475), out of Lady Waterloo 4th by Ferdinand

(12871).—Mr. J. Snodin, 80 gs.

Minstrel 4th, roan, calved July 23, 1863 ; by 10th Duke of

Oxford (17739), out of Minstrel 2nd by Prince of Rlo'ster

(13517).—Sir Wilfrid Lawson, Bart., M.P., 160 gs.

Duchess of Clarence, light roan, calved March 10, 1864; by

Duke of Clarence (19611), out of Duchess Nan by Romu-
lus (15185).—Mr. Holford, 170 gs.

[Her roan cow-calf, by Ninth Duke of Geneva.—Mr. Holford,

80 gs.]

Cleopatra lOtb, roan, calved October 7, 1864 ; by Lord Oxford

(20214), out of Cleopatra 6tli by 9th Duke of Oxford

(17738).~Mr. J. H. Casswell, 100 gs.

Lady Waterloo 14tb, red and white, calved February 14, 1867

;

by 2nd Lord of Waterloo (22198), out of Lady Waterloo

11th by Patriot (20475).—Mr. R. Botterill, 150 gs.

Lady Waterloo 15th, red and white, calved January lO, 1868;

by 3rd Viscount Waterloo (25387), out of Lady Waterloo

12th by Lord of Waterloo (18269).—Mr. G. Fox, 165 gs.

Lady Sale of Putney, red, calved December 12, 1869 ; by 9th

Duke of Thorndale (5609), out of Lady Sale 6th by Red
Knight (890).—Earl of Bective, 470 gs.

Wild Princess, roan, calved January 27, 1870 ; by General

Napier (54023), out of Wild Oxford by Lord Oxford 2nd

(20215).—Mr. F. Leney, 400 gs.

Lady Waterloo 21st, roan, calved February 24, 1870 ; by

General Napier (24023), out of Lady Waterloo 11th by Pa-

triot (20475).—Mr. G. Moore, 360 gs.

Rosina, red, calved April 3, 1870 ; by Conrad (5478), out of

Rosette by Oxford Lad (24713).—Mr, D. Mcintosh,

200 gs.

Water Lass 3rd, white, calved January 12, 1871 ; by 7ih Duke
of York (17754), out of WaterLass by Oxford 2nd (18507).

—Mr. Thos. Gow, agent to Sir W. C. Trevelyan, Northum-
berland, 305 gs.

York's Minstrel, roan, calved March 1, 1871 ; by 7th Duke of

York (17754), out of Minstrel 4tli by lOlli Duke of Oxford

(17739).—Mr. G. Fox, 550 gs.

Wild Duchess of Geneva, roan, calved January 28, 1872 ; by
9th Duke of Geneva (28391), out of Wild Oxford by Lord
Oxford 2nd (20215).—Mr. T. Gow, 335 gs.

Cleopatra's Duchess, roan, calved January 31, 1873; by 9th
Duke of Geneva (28391), out of Cleopatra 10th by Lord
Oxford (20314).—Mr. W. H. Salt, 175 gs.

Water Lass 4tli, roan, calved February 8, 1872 ; by 9th Duke
of Geneva (28391), out of Water Lass by Oxford 2nd
(18507).—Mr. A. Brogden, M.P., 335 gs.

Geneva's Minstrel, red and white, calved February 25, 1872
;

by 9th Duke of Geneva (38391), out of Minstrel 4th by
10th Duke of Oxford (17739).—Mr. J. P. Foster, 600 gs.

Lady Oceanic, rich roan, calved April 27, 1873 ; by 9th Duke
of Thorndale (5609), out of Lady Susan 3rd by 9th Duke
of Thorndale (5609).—Lord Skelmersdale, 360 gs.

Lady Waterloo 25th, red and white, calved May 8, 1872 ; by
9th Duke of Geneva (38391), out of Lady Waterloo 31st by
General Napier (34023).—Mr. H. A.Brassey, M.P.,305 gs.

Wild Princess 2nd, roan, calved May 11, 1873; by 9lh Duke
of Geneva (38391), out of Wild Princess by General Na-
pier (34033).—Sir W. Lawson, Bart., M.P., 460 gs.

Oxford Buttertiy, roan, calved May 23, 1872 ; by 17tli Duke
of Oxford (35594), out of Fair Butterfly Princess by 14th
Duke of Oxford (21605).—Mr. Stratton, 60 gs.

Fourteenth Lady of Oxford, red, calved December 27, 1872;
by 9th Duke of Geneva (28391), out of lOtli Lord of Ox-
ford by 10th Duke of Thorndale (28458).—Earl of Bective,
905 gs.

Wild Duchess of Geneva 2nd, red, calved January 1, 1873
;

by 9th Duke of Geneva (28391), out of Wild Oxford by
Lord Oxford 2nd (20215).—Mr. T. Gow, 355 gs.

Fantail's Duchess, red and white, calved A.pril 19, 1873 ; by

?,'!io^?^®
°f Geneva (28391), out of Fantail by Barleycorn

(17348).—Mr. T. Gow, 115 gs.

Lady Rosina, red, calved March 31, 1873 ; by 91h t)uke of

Geneva (28391), out of Rosina by Conrad (5478).—Mr.
Ashburner, 125 gs.

Twelfth Duchess of Geneva, red, calved April 27, 1873 ; by
9th Duke of Geneva (28391), out of 11th Duchess of Geneva
by Baron of Oxford (23371).—Sir W. Lawson, Bait., M.P.,

935 gs.

Wild Princess 3rd, red and white, calved May 9, 1873 ; by
9th Duke of Geneva (28391), out of Wild Princess by
General Napier (24023).—Mr. T. Gow, 205 gs.

Lady Waterloo 26th, red and white, calved May 11, 1873 ; by

9th Duke of Geneva (28391), out of Lady Waterloo 21st

by General Napier (34033).—Mr. W. Ashburner, 105 gs.

Lady Waterloo 37th, roan, calved May 13, 1873 ; by 20th

Duke of Oxford (38433), out of Lady Waterloo 11th by

Patriot (20475).—Mr. T. Gow, 110 gs.

BULLS.
Third Duke of Glo'ster, red, calved December 1, 1873 , by 10th

Duke of Thorndale (28458), out of Duchess of Airdrie 8th

by Royal Oxford (18774).—Earl of Bective, 830 gs.

Duke of Goscote, roan, calved October 19, 1872 ; by 9th

Duke of Geneva (28391), out of Darlington 12th by Duke
of Geneva (19614).—Mr. J. Lynn, 60 gs.

Earl of Waterloo 3rd, rod, calved February ?, 1873 ; by 9th

Duke of Geneva (28391), out of Lady Waterloo 15th by

3rd Viscount Waterloo (25387).—Mr. Stratton, 50 gs.

Earl of Leicester, red, calved February 20, 1873 ; by 3nd Duke
of Oneida (9936), out of Lady Sale of Putney by 9th Duke
of Thorndale (5609).—Mr. Leadbeater, 155 gs.

Earl of Leicester 2Qd, red and white, calved April 10, 1873
;

by 9th Duke of Geneva (38391), out .of Lady Wellington

by Duke of Putney (6686).—Mr. Pressland, 51 gs.

Earl of Waterloo 4th, roan, calved March 27, 1873 ; by Baron
Oxford 4th (25580), out of L?dy Waterloo 14th by 2nd
Lord of Waterloo (22198).—Mr. T. Swingler, 43 gs.

The Harper, roan, calved April 17, 1873 ; by 9th Duke of

Geneva (28391), out of Minstrel 4th by 10th Duke of Ox-
ford (17739).—Mr. J. Parker, 73 gs.

SUMMARY.
£ s. d. £ s. d.

28 cows averaged 321 3 9 8,993 5

7 bulls „ 187 16 1,314 12

35 head 294 10 2 10,307 17

By Vigil.

Far from the pleasant Midlands, a scene lie loved so well,

is a line of mournfully suggestive meaning which occurs

in an elegy upon the late Lord Hastings, and this plea-

santness of thorough English landscape, smiling in the

soft air of a right genial sunny day, was never more appre-

ciable than on the Thursday's sale. Lord Coventry's lovely

fruit-country we had come across at speed, with its hop-

gardens and plum-orchards, the fresh Malvern range in

the distance, a sluggish brook or two beside us, and with

roses growing on the railway-bank, and not confined only

to the trim parterres of the rich-tinted brick and tile

dwellings, which, studded here and there, form such an
agreeable contrast to the green of their surrounding

pastures—over all we sped behind the iron horse,

in a sort of demon ride, at a pace which must soon

have left behind even the gallant browns that figure

upon the interesting presentation-picture yet hang-

ing on the Royal Academy walls. Republican Bir-

mingham assaulted and carried, Leicester attained, we
are now within the range of the famous C^uora pack, and
we strain our eyes on every side to realize the character

of a district over which so many different Nimrods have

held their reigns of chequered glory. Can that be the

river charged by Asheton Smith ? those the rails he got

over only " by a fall" ? Already the whiff of the

Whisendinc mud is in our nostrils, and there is the di-

rection of Rolleston, where seventeen hundred horsemen
were counted through one gate u2)on the memorable day

when the [great huntsman took his hounds for a fixture
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in the "auld conutrie." Wheats look well, and the
clean thick oat crops are iudicative of the prevailing dis-

trict taste for the gallant steed, nor to the fair eye show
even the least sign of damage or deterioration from the
hundreds of horse-hoofs which must have occasionally

ploughed them up during the deep runs of the last

season. And here we are at last m the close vicinity of

Cream Gorse, from which JMr. Denhani led the field upon
the subsequently famous Tedvvorth Fire-king, and we
are descending actually the hill which opens on the

Gaddesby Hall domain.

There in a side pasture are three noble mares with foals

reposing at foot ; for " the squire breeds his own horses"
we are told, and could hold his place well in the bursting
van when shy Reynard was away. His stable now con-
tains a line lot we were informed, bei^ig too late to get a

peep of them, and after the Shorthorns a thoroughbred
sire, Overstone, was put up for sale, with what result

time did not allow us to learn. Next we enter the village,

where, despite high charges and strikes, the trowel of the

mason seems lately to have been hard at work upon cot-

tage and homestead, all neatly raised in brick, as is the

Hall itself, round which we whirl upon our somewhat late

conveyance, and only arrive just in time to find all conve-

nient seats thronged by a full attendance beside the ring.

Not a moment for luncheon, not an instant for inspection,

with hungry stomach and hungrier eyes, we are at once

shunted to our place, and yet even under the circumstances

not unwillingly, for is it not to be a morn of melted

gold, a day memorable in the annals of the Shorthorn ?

Over Mr. Strafford's head with full beaming eye was
fixed the well-stuflfed head of the superb 7th Duke of

York, as a fountain of inspiration for the great Bates

champion below. And now the first cow is introduced

into the ring. Lady "Waterloo 11th evidently, from the

inscription upon the bright blue band which adorns her

brow. She is judiciously allowed to show herself for

some time for the company to realise her worth—a great

milker evidently, both by her huge udder and her slightly

flat rib, having an excellent front
;
yellow-red, and white

in hue ; long aud a trifle cushioned, but of good frame

generally. She went cheap at 80 gs, to IMr. Snodin ; and

as out she emerged on the oft' side, aud at once then en-

tered a Miuitrel.

A Minstrel must assuredly be welcomed with a chorus,

and soon it came, as after the seller's challenge, " Who
says a hundred to begin with ! One of the finest bred

ones inthe world, remember !" there awoke a running " and

five" around the ring, until a lull came, and Sir Wilfred

Lawson got her cheap at 160 gs. She was low and

lengthy, a trifie high at the tail perhaps, but beautifully

flat-horned to make up. Another great square cow, with

large indication of milk, began at 30, 35, 50 gs., but rose

ultimately to 170 gs. from Mr. Holford. Next in this

" dream of fair ones," "brow-bound with burnished gold,"

advances a Cleopatra, of magnificent stature and very cha-

racteristic of her family, but not quite of the Shorthorn

type that takes our fancy, especially about the head, as

the public seemed also to think, for she fetched a short

hundred only, although " having lots of Belvidere in her."

She had, however, terrific scars on either side, from a blister

or aspic-bite or some such severe heart treatment, the sight

of which may have daunted buyers. But what now comes

uponthescenesoBooth-likeallover? Withheadwell set on,

low and lengthy, her smooth fine red coat glistening in

the sun, she must have reminded Mr. Strafford of some

he bred at Budding Hill Farm now so long ago. " Sixty

only for a Waterloo 1 " Yes, but was not the Booth type

unmistakeable ? and whence came it ? Why dig down
into Patriot, and your search may possibly be rewarded.

What a proof of the tremendous danger there is in com-

pounding elements ! What a testimony to the skill of

such a breeder as Bates, who of his own pet sort left such

uniform features I For 150 at last to Mr. Botteril.

Another Waterloo (the 15th), again of the Booth type,

and Roman-nosed withal, became the prey of Mr. Fox.

And now another sort. Level, excellently ribbed,

having fine bone, and a pleasant head, Lady Sale, of

Putney, stopped deliberately, and with a significant in-

sidiousness looked Mr. Davies, of Ilorton, steadily right

in the face, her gaze being by him most imperturbably

returned. Failing there she moved on, nor vainly, for

360 soon came. " Why don't you bid as quick as

him ? " exclaimed the auctioneer in evident delight.

" I can't catch him," was the response. " Well,

try then ;

" and shortly she fell beneath another

of Lord Bective's resistless " aud fives." Danc-
ing in now. Wild Princess that she was, and evi-

dently very anxious to get out again, long, level, and
splendidly ribbed, after a shot or two from Lord Bective,

the next cow became the possession of Mr. Leney, at

£4:00. " There's some conspiracy," exclaimed Mr.
Strafford, amidst much laughter, as the biddings slack-

ened slightly, his face beaming with a genial mischief,

which we should much like to see always there. In fact,

whether it was in anticipation of the six thousand-guinea
cows, which he is to sell beyond the " herring pond," or

that the " bit of Bates" before him was suited to his

taste, we should have liked to have held up a glass before

him, with the Childe Harold lines appended :

Ah ! may'st thou ever be what now thou art,

Nor unbeseen the promise of thy spring.

As fair in form, as warm, yet pure in heart,

Guileless beyound hope's imagining.

So quick, in fact, was the incessant ripple over his fea-

tures, that we are convinced he must have had difflculty in

shaving that morning. It was this unusual splendour
of visage that we imagine kept blinding Mr. Thornton,
who sat under a huge umbrella, like an owl in an ivy

bush, on a waggon, all but opposite, and never opened
his beak to bid at all that we could hear.

And what makes ourselves so jolly ?

Why isn't it a beaiiti/, and no mistake, that is just now
coming into the ring ? Massively finished in flank, and
with a bountiful udder, deep and long, her only weak point
being slightly behind the shoulder. Lady Waterloo 21st
was bought very cheaply for Mr. Moore at 260, by his

Foster nurse, as we understood. Next, Rosina, of a deep
milking strain, too sloping in front, but long quartered,
with good back and rib, is seen. " What shall we say for

her?" And then at once it is Col. Kingscote to the
front, and making an " l"p. Guards, and at them" bid of

a hundred. But on she drives out of distance, and now
belongs to Mr. Mcintosh.

Next a love of a cow, but with some talk attaching of

infertility, else how went she for the comparatively low
sum of 305 to Mr. Gow ?

Right worthy of her exquisite sire the 7th Duke of
York, she was very thoroughbred, looking all over of
quite a prize-winning shape, but for a slight defectiveness
" through the heart," which may possibly account for her
want of aft'ectiou. York's Minstrel, also very good, with
a table back, but being slightly on leg, was snapped up
by Mr. Fox. The Wild Duchess of Geneva
stood a trifle too high, but was thought worthy of 335
guineas by Jlr. Gow. Cleopatra's Duchess, leggy, but
otherwise fairly good, awoke a perfect storm of " and
fives," from a waggon where the morning sitting of
" the Lords " was, being finally put into Mr. Salt. " Now,
isn't that a good 'un ? I think so ; and I ought to

know something of Bates," with just a soup9on of self-

satisfaction, observed the auctioneer, turning, as leaders

are apt to do, to his immediate rearguard for cheers and
confirmation of the sentiment. Fleshy, flat-horned, level,
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with a wealth of hair, all over a Shorthorn, Water Lass

4th splashes ou through fifties and sixties to Mr. Brog-
den's three hundred and twenty- five. Then Genera's

Minstrel, well ribbed, but short, quite one of the late

Mr. Eastwood's pick, a trifle wanting (as the gay minstrel

is apt to be) in heart, is credited to Mr. Foster at 600.

Next, Lady Oceanic, a thick, good-coated heifer, " a real

good Princess," is caught out by Lord Skelmersdale for

360, a small score by comparison.

Lot 18, Lady Waterloo 25 th, a mossy, meaty, well-

topped beauty, exhibiting herself right well as she frisked

about a fly, whose attentions she declined, Mr. Brassey
contracted for at 305 gs. Wild Princess 2nd, long
quartered enough, went to Sir W. Lawson (" lucky man,

'

as we heard it whispered) for 460 gs.

"Nothing like a bit of Bates," meditatively observed

the auctioneer, his idea quickened possibly by the sight of

the next, Oxford Butterfly, whose tail was set so high as to

suggest extreme enjoyment during the period of its break-

fast. For 60 to Mr. Stratton.

Then Fourteenth Lady of Oxford, soft and rich in her
coat, but not much more than a breakfast for an otter-

hound, came cantering in, and lowed in shrill infantine

tone quite a distinct " Oh ! my eye," as 600 are bid,

and 7 and 9, and then an arrow of Lord Bectives, 905
and the Lady makes her happy retreat.

Quite a Wild Duchess again now. How neatly she

kicks, as 200 are bid, nor rests a second until secured

by Mr. Gow for 355. Fantail'a Duchess, a fine hunter for

a three pound doll, fetched only 115, and then " one of

tde Princess sort agaia, " Lady Rosina, a good long,

thick-fleshed calf, was knocked down to Mr. Ashbnrner
for 125. "Will you get the next for 125 ?" asked the

auctioneer, with just such a radiance on his face as is re-

corded to have lit Mr. Hawkins' features when Mrs.
M'Alister stepped smiliug into the witness box. A grand
long, but rather leggy red cow now advanced across the
arena, close followed by a calf of stronger type than her dam,
which, with an absurd maternal iuditference, that we
hope is not what the Americans reckon true Duchess
style, she left calmly to take its chance. No utterance

for a while, and then, out came at a plump her limit of

700 from Mrs. Fawcett, to be capped and capped again,

until Sir W. Lawson set finally his seal with 935 on a

calf not three months old ! Twelfth Duchess of Geneva

having thus beea disposed of, and Lady Oxford

15 th being ill. Wild Princess 3rd, a capital

galloper, was bought by Mr. Gow for 205.

Another good-backed galloper, Lady Waterloo 26th, re-

minding us much by its action of a Foigh-a-Ballagh filly

we once had, went to Mr. Ashburner for 105 ; and the

27th Lady Waterloo was sold—a calf of great promise

—

for 110.

And now the bulls. Thick, short, having a good

coat, still the Third Duke of Glo'ster did'n't go down at

all. Threatening to disappear at about 300, most pain-

fully the biddings rose by driblets up to 820, at which

Lord Bective took him for some purpose. Moral

:

breeders now wisely require beauty as well as blood—and

well they may, considering the sums they set at stake.

For the other bulls there was but a slack demand, pro-

bably on account of the Australian ports being closed.

The interest of the sale had evaporated with the transfer

of the Dachess heifers.

We took a peep at the 9th Duke of Geneva in

his splendid box, whose temper is not of the best.

His touch is Booth-like rather than Bates, but that

will probably not afl'ect his progeny. We have found it

occur so. His head is splendid, and Bates all over. He
is very long in body, but plain about the rump. A nug-

get he is, anyhow.

There is assuredly every reason to congratulate Mr.
Cheney upon the result of his spirited venture. We were

glad to see him looking better than we expected, and
heartily trust that he may long be spared to follow a

pursuit which, considering the circumstances under

which he carries it out, must be fraught with pleasure to

himself at the same time that it is of inestimable benefit

to the country at large. Only a few can aff'ord to main-

tain at a head in their purity the springs to which all

breeders who would be successful must occasionally re-

sort for an infusion.

SALE OF MR. HETHERINGTON'S SHORTHORNS,

At Park Head, Silioth, on July 3rd.

By Mr. John Thornton.

Early training and associations invariably beget a love

of pure-bred stock. Mr. Hetherington's father for many
years kept a herd of Shorthorns near Brampton, and, like

his neighbour Mr. Fawcett at Scaleby, bred closely to the
Bates blood. But in the dawn of healthy days in the
autumn of '66—after the rinderpest had decimated the

cattle of the country—he sold ofi' his herd, consisting

principally of Wild Eyes, Duchess Nancys, and Gwynnes,
at prices which the intrepid buyers a few years later got

hundreds for tens. The son Robert took the profitless

farm at Park Head about the same time ; indeed, just

before the sale at Brampton was held, and has brought
it into a fine state of cultivation. He got a few of the
Mary tribe, descended from Mr. Ellison's stock, and
bought up occasionally cows of pedigree well known about
Carlisle,

The Gwynnes did not bring their usual luck ; one or
two cows died in calving, and even with Christmas
Gwynne—the only directly bred cow of the tribe
la the sale—he had bred but one bull-calf, and lost

her heifer at calvingi Musical (lot 3), however, bred by
the Rev. Thos. Staniforth, by the Booth-Bates bull

Grenadier, was a lucky purchase at Holker for 80 gs.

:

she bred a white heifer-calf by that most renowned of all

fashionable sires. Baron Oxford 4th of Holker, and a roan

heifer-calt to his own bull Grand Duke of Lightburne

2nd. The cow herself returns to Holker, whence she

came, at a 9 gs. discount ; the white heifer—one of the

only two lots in decent condition, and a very pretty

beast—made the top price of the day, 150 gs., from Mr.
Fox, of Cheshire, after a desperate struggle on the part

of Sir Wilfrid Lawson'a agent to retain her in the county

;

while Mr. George Game takes the calf into Gloucester-

shire at 41 gs.

Profitable though this tribe was the Waterloos eclipsed

it, far away. At a very dull sale in Ireland four years

since Mr. Hetherington got, for 40 gs., Waterloo 22nd,

and her red heifer-calf by Mr. Booth's Ravenspur. Both
of them were very prolific ; and the cow had five heifers

la the sale. The old cow, lot 1, with her back up, was
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with her daughter, lot 10, the best of the tribe,

the heifers beiug miserably thin and low in
6ondition, To the astonishment of the auc-
tioneer, as well as to the immense throng that had as-

sembled, mustering it was computed a thousand strong,
she ran away from 20 to 100 gs., Mr. Foster keeping her
in the county at Killhow. She is fresh in her twelfth
year, and in calf too : her last calf, a pretty little red
heifer, was equally keen contested, and although but
fifteen weeks old, made the second best price (130 gs.),

and goes with two or three others into Northumberland.
Waterloo 26th, the calf bought by Mr. Hetherington, was
purchased by Mr. Robinson Mitchell, of Cockermouth, a
good bidder for the dam, at 77 gs. Mr. Robert Jefferson

bought a usefu' heifer, very thin, also out of lot 1, by Lady
Pigot's Prince Bertram at 63gs. ; Mr. J. M. Richardson, of

Penrith, a plain-coloured white and red heifer from lot 10
at 36 gs. ; Mr. Gow a red two-year-old heifer from No. 1

at 48 gs. ; aud Sir Wilfred Lawson's agent paid 90 gs. for

her sister a year younger. Mr. John Todd bought the

youngest Waterloo calf at 32 gs. ; and only paid a guinea
more for her sire. Grand Duke of Lightburne 2ud, five

years old, a very prolific bull, notably of heifer calves,

and well descended from the Grand Duke and Red, or

Cambridge, Rose blood.

Lady Beaumont, lot 3, was a purchase from Mr. Slye,

of Beaumont Grange; she and her daughter. No. 12, had
four descendants, and large-framed upstanding cattle

they were.' Mr. Chirnside bought the first cow at

40 gs. to breed Australian stock. Mr. Singleton, of

Givendale, who appears to have a fancy for these

lineal descendants of Charles Ceiling's Countess, took

two of them, as well as a couple of the Marys
into Yorkshire. Lot 6, Athena, a good cow, with a hip

down, originally from the Brailes herd, Mr. Scrattoii

purchased at 53 gs., to go into Devonshire, as well as her

heifer, lot 17, Alice, very thin in condition, at 36 gs.

Two of this tribe go into Northumberland, but the best

of them, lot 26, Annette, winner of the second prizes,

though much out of condition now, was purchased by Mr.
Foster at 105 gs., and we believe transferred to Mr. Fox

of Cheshire. Lot 16, Emma's First, from the Nunwich

herd, won the Wigtou Challenge cup, two years in suc-

cession, the possession of which resulted in a county-

court trial, and it is still retained by the Society ; she was

knocked down to Mr. Toppin, of Skelton, at 60 gs. ; and

her bull calf, born on the 25th June, made but 7 gs. Rosa

Bright, a thick chubby heifer, full of Holker blood, became

Mr. Robt. Jefferson's property at 45 gs. Lot 4, Ormolu

Windsor, bred by Unthauk, had simply no business,

with her jet black nose and muzzle and general contour,

even to have been kept as a breeding animal, and it is

the propagation of such indifferent animals as these that

bring discredit on otherwise sound and good lines of

Shorthorn blood. A pair of Alderney heifers were sold

after the sale for 23 gs., and three yearling heifers at a

birth, by a Shorthorn bull from an Ayrshire cow, fetched

37 gs. A huge grey steer, standing 16.8, and named
The Claimant, went at 50 gs.j^to Mr. Brockbank. After

the Shorthorns some well bred horses were sold

at moderate prices. Mr. Hope got a good-looking

horse reasonably at 80 gs. Mr. Miller, of Singleton,

gave 90 gs. for a bay mare Columbine, and 70 gs.

for Cerise and her colt-foal ; a half sister to Mr.
Merry's Lady Morgan. Satanstoe, a French bred

stallion, somewhat lacking substance, was well sold at

100 gs. to go to Buenos Ayres. An attempt to place a

reserve on the horse was firmly stopped by the auc-

tioneer, amid the acclamation of the company. Rain

fell, at times heavily, all the morning and during the sale,

and the concourse of people from Carlisle delayed the

usually lightly laden Silloth train nearly an hour. The
59 Shorthorns averaged within a trifle of £47, notwith-

standing their extremely low condition, and the total

proceeds of the sale amounted to £3,f39 16s., a sum
very much exceeding the anticipations of those inte-

rested. Summary.
^ s. d. £ s. d.

53 Cows averaged.. 49 5 5 2,611 7

6 Bulls „ 26 1 6 156 9

59 Averaged £46 18 8 £2,767 16

SALE OF MR. ILES' SHORTHORHS,
At Springfield, III., Jtjwu 12, 1873.

The entire Long Point Herd being offered, with many ani-

mals of note in it, the attraction was such that many Short-

horn breeders were present. The day was fine. Col. Judy in

good trim, the Cherubs, Gems, Louans, &c., ditto. While
everybody was expecting big prices, I hardly think any one

was prepared to hear of 6,000 dollars being given for a single

animal—2,975 dollars more than one ever sold for before at

public auction in Illinois—or of the larrjest average ever made
at a public sale in the United States, but such seem to be the

footings. Had not six young bulls that had recently been

added to the herd, and not properly belonging to it, been in

the catalogue, the average would have been 981 dollars per

head. The average of the four imported animals, one bull

and three cows, was 4,050 dollars. The average of six Louans
(three with a " seventeen" cross), was 1,012 dollars 50 cents,

while four Gems (cows and calves) averaged 702 dollars.

Eleven cows aud cow-calves of "seventeens" averaged 600
dollars—illustrating the old fellow's idea of a Yankee, " Not
his nativity but his tricks that made him one."

BULLS.

Cherub, red, 3 years.—Messrs. J. H. Spears and Sons, Tallula,

III., 6,000 dols.

John Alexander, red, 21 months.—Mr. Isaac Boys, Cazenovia,

111., 185 dols.

Andrew Johnson, roan, 16 months.~Mr. Hamilton, Buffalo,

lU., 60 dols.

Last Chance, red, 16 months.—Mr. 0. P. Hall, Mechanics-
bnrg, HI., 105 dols.

Cardinal, roan, 7 months.—Mr. J. C. Gillham, Lincoln, 111,,

240 dols.

Dr. Buck, red, 6 months.—Messrs. J. H. Spears and Sons,

1,300 dols.

Oxford's Cherub, red, 6 months.—Mr. Joseph Duncan, Os-
borne Station, Mo., 525 dols.

Gem's Cherub, red and white.—Mr. E. F. lies, Springfield,

III., 150 dols.

COWS.
Gem 3rd, red, 9 years.—Mr. C. C. Parks, Waukegan, 111., 625

dols.

Oxford's Gem, roan, 33 months.—Mr. Pritchett, Frankfort,

Mo., 775 dols.

Airdrie's Gem, red, 21 months.—Mr. E. F. lies, 860 dols.

Cherub's Gem, red, 6 months.—Gen. S. Meredith and Son,
Cambridge City, Ind., 655 dols.

Guilty, red, 8 years.—Mr. J. N. Brown's Sons, Berlin, HI.,

500 dols.

Grace, red (crippled), 2 years.—Mr. S. C. Duncan, Smith-
ville, Mo., 185 dols.

Maid of Hope, red and white, 32 months.—Mr. R. N. Priest,

Bainbridge, Ind., 755 dols.

Maid of Charity, red, 18 months.—Mr. Wm. Pritchett, 740
dols.

Potentilla, imp. (barren), withdrawn.
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Lady Highthorn, roan, 4 years.—Messrs. J. H. Spears and
Sons, 2,500 dols.

Florence, red, 3 years.—Mr. S. C. Duncan, 1,100 dols.

Joan of Arc, roan, 4 years.—Gen. S.Meredith and Son, 2,000
dols.

Anne Boleyn, red, 31 months.—Mr. Henry Clark, Montgo-
mery City, Mo.—1,000 dols.

Annie Lysle, red and white, 7 months.—Gen. S. Meredith
and Son, COO dols.

Annie, red, 9 years.—Gen. S. Meredith and Son, 310 dols.

Royal Duchess 2ad, roan, 3 years.—Gen. S. Meredith and
Son, 1,650 dols.

Royal Duchess 3rd, red, 7 months.—Gen. S. Meredith and
Son, 1,200 dols.

14th Louan of Woodlawn, red, 4 years.—Messrs. J. H. Spears
and Sous, 1,700 dols.

4th Louan of Long Point, red, 2 months.—Mr. J. H. Kissen-
ger, Clarksville, Mo., 525 dols.

3rd Louan of Long Point, red and white, 14 months.—Mr.
C. C. Parks, 1,000 dols.

1st Louan of Long Point, red.—Gen. S. Meredith and Son,
1,025 dols.

2nd Louan of Long Point, red and white, 23 months.—Gen.
S. Meredith and Son, 1,125 dols.

23rd Louan of Woodlawu, roan, 23 months.—Mr. Martin
Flynn, Des Moines, Iowa, 700 dols.

Gem, red and white, 5 years.—Mr. T. W. Garrard, Martins-

burg, Mo., 685 dols. (Re-sold to Mr. J. W. Shockwell,
Frankfort, Mo.)

L. G. Ray, roan, 3 years.—Mr. Wm. Pritchett, 625 dols.

Susan Sodousky, roan, 27 months.—Mr. R. N. Priest, 400
dols.

Prairie Blossom, red and white, 4 years, and red cow-calf, 10
days old, by Baron Booth of Lancaster (7535).—Mr. J. H.

, Kissenger, 1,000 dols.

Baroness Bates 3rd, roan, 2 years.—Mr. W. R. Duncan, 1,000
dols.

Pride of Woodlawn, red, 2 years ; Alfred's Pride, red and
white, 4 months.—Mr. H. C. Wright, Frankfort, Mo., 475
dols.

Ida Bell, red, 20 months.—Mr. Wra. Pritchett, 475 dols.

SUMMARY.
Average. Total.

30 cows and cow-calves 866 dols 26,190 dols.

8 bulls and bull-calves 1,070 dols 8,565 dols.

38 head 914 dols 34,755 dols.

11 vols. " Herd Book" sold for 95 dols.

COTSWOLD SHEEP.
1 buck.—Mr. O. P. Hall, 20 dols.

2 buck lambs.—Mr. S. C. Duncan, 51 dols.

1 ditto — , 21 dols.

2 ditto —Mr. Jay Smith, 40 dols.

1 buck yearling.—Mr. E. F. lies, 47 dols.

1 ditto —Mr. J. Pierce, 34 dols."

1 ditto —Mr. J. Foster, 18 dols.'

10 ewes.—Mr. C. C. Parks, 357 dols.

4 ditto.—Messrs. J. II. Spears and Sons, 154 dols.

9 ditto.—Mr. E. F. lies, 235 dols.

3 ditto.—Mr. S. C. Duncan, 105 dols.

14 ditto to various parties for 312 dols.

49 head averaged 32 dols.; total 1,493 dols.

BERKSHIRE PIGS.
Gen. Meredith and Son took 8 at 238 dols.

Mr. G. M. Caldwell 1 boar at 150 dols.

30 others of various ages, of both sexes, sold to different par-
ties at 20 dols., 594 dols.

39 averaged 25 dols. ; total 982 dols.

Total sales for Mr. lies, 37,325 dols.

A few horses were sold at very low prices.

—

American Cul-
tivatov.

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES (ANIMALS) COMMITTEE.

On Thursday, June 26th, there was also examined Mr. John
Denchfield, of Ashton House, A.ylesbury, who said there

was a agreat difference iu the severity of attacks from foot-

and-mouth. The last appearance of it near Aylesbury was of

a very virulent type- He called in the aid of a veterinary

surgeon to treat his stock, and thouglit he gained by it. He
got rid of it much sooner by treatment and disinfection. He used

a solution of carbolic acid and a preparation of potash and

camphor. It can be exterminated by stoppage of movement of

diseasedd animals. In 28 weeks he suffered to the extent of

£19 16s. per week. He lost £500 by this disease last year.

Previous to 1869 they had been free from foot-and-moutli in

his district for two years. Pleuro-pneumonia could be stamped

out of the country by Act of Parliament. Witness said

he belonged to a mutual insi- ranee company, and they had

pretty nearly stamped it out by slaughter and isolation. We
could exterminate foreign diseases if no more foreign animals

were imported. He would schedule Holland, and slaughter

at the water-side. Tlie insurance society gave two-thirds the

value of the animal before it was attacked, and the carcase

went as salvage to the company. His loss was calculated from

the loss of milk compared with other years. Last year was

the best for grass compared with previous years, but it was
the one that was turned into least account, in consequence of

disease. He had often seen foot-and-mouth at the Metropo-

litan market.

On Monday, June 30, examination of Scotch witnesses com-
menced. The first called was Mr. James Thompson, veterinary

inspector for Aberdeenshire. He said the loss from foot-and-

mouth last year in Aberdeenshire was nearly £57,000, calcu-

lated at 30s. per head of the diseased. Aberdeen butchers esti-

mated that a beast weighing 7 cwt. would not weigh within from

281bs. to 561bs. up to his appearance if he had foot-and-mouth

within the previous four months. The last case of foot-and-

mouth was on the 11th of April last. He had seen the disease

in pigs, but had failed to induce it by inoculation or any other
way in rabbits. Pleuro-pneumonia broke out in thirty places
in 1871. They slaughtered in that year 237 cattle, and their

loss was £1,679. They applied for powers of slaughter.

There were thirty-four places in 1872, and 313 animals were
slaughtered; the general loss was estimated at £2,571. Com-
pensation was made by rate levied on the rental of the county.

The rate in 1871 was at Id. per pound, in 1872 and 1873 at

Ijd. They had only five cases of pleuro-pneumonia within

the last six months. Where an outbreak occurs, all the cattle

are valued, and slaughter of the diseased is then carried out.

He was in favour of a higli rate of compensation. There was
at present only one case of the disease, and it had appeared

after a lapse of five months ; but fat cattle were during the

time sold from the farm, and it might have been latent in

them, and the infection thus kept up. Out of 64 outbreaks,

16 were due to Irish cattle, and 4 to Dutch. In 1871 up-

wards of 10,000 store cattle were introduced into the county,

the majority being Irish. Butchers do not complain of the

mode of transit by rail. All they seem to care for is speed,

and not the comfort of stock. In one year Aberdeen had sent

out 9,000 tons of dead meat, and the trade was increasing.

The best three-year-olds are sent alive to London ; those of

second quality are sent as dead meat. There are thirty

veterinary surgeons under him, and the police also worked
with them. Witness's salary was £100 a year, along with

10s. 6d. for each visit and travelling expenses— in all, about

£300 a year. There are not so many cattle either alive or

dead sent to London iu the summer months, as at other times.

The carriage to London and commission on sale was 5s. per

cwt., or £5 per ton. The best cattle are sent alive, because

they are the oldest and strongest, and therefore best able to

stand the journey. He was in favour of having only one local

authority, although in Aberdeenshire the county and borough
autliorities worked well together. Foot-and-mouth died out

in the county under the cattle plague regulations. The outbreak

of 1869 nearly died out in 1872, and foot-and-mouth does not

prevail there to any great extent at present. He was in favour

of inspection at the Irish ports, though it would be of little

use in detecting pleuro-pneumonia in its early stages. He
had not traced the 16 outbreaks direct into Ireland. It is not
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impossible, but very improbable, that the cattle coutracted this
|

disease after landing in this country.
Mr. GoODLET, who farms largely iu Forfarshire, was next

called. He said the importation of Irish cattle into i'orfarsliire

was very large, and they had a great deal of foot-and-mouth iu

liis county. Foot-and-mouth and pleuro-pueuinonia made their

appearance with them after the suspension of the cattle-plague

regulations. There are very few cases at present. They carried

out the foot-and-mouth regulations as far as possible. Tlie

disease is a very serious one. lie lost two Dutch heifers by
it. He would suggest that the foot-aud-raouth regulations be
rigidly enforced and the place of outbreak declared infected

for one mile around. There is no hope of getting rid of

the disease without geupral uniformity of action. If local

authorities ellicieutly carried out tlie plan he proposed,
stoppage of all movement need not be enforced. Tiie com-
pensation for slaughter iu pleuro-pneumouia should be liberal.

He thought the powers given to Aberdeen would stamp out
the disease in Forfarshire ; but it is dishearteniug to adopt the

measures unless they are generally carried out in the country
at large. He bought stock, but always isolated his new pur-

chases ; but the vast majority of farmers had no convenience

for doing so. Foot-and-moutli should be attacked at the

fountain head— at tiie place of outbreak, aud then stoppage

of fairs and markets would be unuecessary. The loss by ioot-

and-mouth is about £3 per head. Farmers should suffer

severe peuf Ity for not reporting disease on their farms. In

Forfarshire the inspector would enter suspected premises, and

would not be prevented or refused doing so. Irish cattle come
to Forfarsiiire from Glasgow by rail. He had no doubt foot-

and-mouth liad been introduced into his county from Ireland

several times during tlie last few weeks. If farmers were

allowed liberal compensation we should soon get rid of pleuro-

pneumonia. They had within the last few days determined

ou adopting the same measures as had been so successful in

Aberdeen. He would have all foreign cattle slaughtered at

the port of landing, aud have a dead-meat market. He might

not then be able to get his Dutch heifers, but that would not

much matter. If Irish cattle were known to be free from

disease the farmers would give from lO^^. to 20s. more for

them than they do now. He would slaughter foreign fat

animals and quarantine stores. Ireland should be treated as

part of Great Britain, and placed under the same regulations.

The sea between us and Ireland he would look upon just as a

boundary river in the same country. F'oreigu countries should

not be treated iu the same way, as we have no power to enforce

our regulations for disease-prevention in them. Slaughter of

foreign stock at the port of landing would not tend to raise

the price of meat. The traffic in dead meat is gradually dis-

placing that in live fat stock.

Mr. Ste^vart, veterinary surgeon and chief inspector for

Pertiishire, said they had no foot-and-mouth in his county

during the last month, and there is very little at present in

Fife. The disease is assuming a milder form in Scotland.

He estimated the loss iu animals affected with this disease at

30s. per head. They had 12,000 cases of foot-and-mouth

last year in Perthshire ; they did not carry out the foot-and-

mouth restrictions and the disease has died out. Pleuro-

pneumonia still smoulders in the county. He would not advise

Perthshire to slaughter out the disease unless similar measures

were adopted in other counties. The local authorities sent

him to Belfast to examine and report on the cattle transit

from thence to Scotland. There was not much to complain of

iu the boat he was in, although he saw overcrowding in some

of the boats. He would advocate a rest of twelve hours for

Irish cattle arriving at Glasgow, and that they should be sup-

plied with sufiScient food and water during that time.

On this day Mr. Thompson, veterinary inspector for Aber-

deenshire, and Mr. Stewart, veterinary inspector for Perth-

shire, were recalled by Mr. Barclay. Mr. Thompson said

that the expense of transit of dead meat from Aberdeen to

London, aud other costs, was £4 15s. per ton. Live beasts,

weighing on an average about 7 cwt., were sent up at a cost of

£1 158. per head. This would bring the expense on meat just

the same whether alive or dead. Live bullocks

are carried by sea at £1 lis. per head. Dead meat is sent

up from Aberdeen to London—560 miles—even at this time of

the year. But the majority of animals are winter fed beasts,

and therefore very few are sent up either alive or dead in the

fummer mouths.

Mr. Stewart was recalled to prove the introduction of dis-

ease from Ireland into Scotland. He instanced the purchase of

nine or ten beasts in a cattle market, one of which died of

pleuro-pneumouia within a week after leaving Ireland.

On Thursday, July 3rd, Mr. Andrew Milne, a farmer in

Forfarshire, was called, and said he would make the Act
imperative, and not optional to local authorities. The most
eflicieut aud cheapest way of getting rid of pleuro-pneumouia

was by slaughter, but it is of no use in one county unless

generally adopted in the country. He was in favour of tlie

Act, but would make it more stringent, and have severer

penalties for breacli of the law. He condemned the present

system of railway traflic. He bougiit cattle in Cheshire which
were conveyed by rail to Forfarshire, and they improved very

little after he had them. He attributed their slow progress

to the effect of bad treatment during their journey. [Witness

here exhibited and explained a model of an improved cattle-

truck invented by him, enabling the animals to be fed and
watered on their way, and also a model showing how the

trucks in present use may be reconstructed on his plan.] He
thought foot-and-moutli aud plc^uro-pneumonia might be

stamped out if foreign import was suspended. Compensation
for slaughter should be at three-fourths the value of the

animal, and to be paid out of the county rates. He did not

propose to alter all trucks after his plan, but only those used
n carrying cattle for long distances.

Mr. Walker, chairman of tlie Edinburgh Board of Local
Authorities, formerly one of the directors of the Highland
Society, and a landed proprietor in the county of Edinburgh,
said there were five borough authorities in his county. He
thouglit there should be ouly one local authority. The
borough authorities have gradually come round to act more iu

unison with the county authorities. All market-places, stock

fails, and sale places should be under Government inspection,

aud disinfection should be euforced tiie day after the sale, fair,

or market. Town market-places at present had very bad
flooring, so rough, full of pits and crevices, that they cannot
be tliuroughly cleansed aud disinfected. The floors should be

made of asphalte. In fairs held iu country places there should

be seperate fields for the fat and store stock. Slaughtering

out pleuro-pneumouia would be unnecessary if movement of

cattle were stopped from infected places under very heavy
penalties, and heavy flues for not reporting the presence of

disease on a farm. The general feeling in the county of

Edinburgh is that the same measures for eradicating disease

should be enforced in Ireland as iu England and Scotland,

and that Ireland should then be treated as part of this

country.

Mr. Smith, a cattle dealer and farmer in Forfarshire, said

that sheep are Id. per lb. dearer in Glasgow at the present

time than in the Metropolitan Market, but this was an ex-

ceptional state of tilings. The present regulations are not of

much value iu putting down disease, the cost is more than
the benefit gained by them. It would be advisable to slaughter

out pleuro-pneumouia if it were to be generally done through-

out the country. Fat healthy cattle from infected farms
might be sent to the slaughterhouse or to a fat market for

immediate slaughter under certificate from the local authority.

Witness had not seeu much to object to in the present mode of

transit by rail, except as to speed ; he should like his cattle

sent quicker. The only improvement he wanted was in the
rate of speed, and he did not think cattle would be much
better in improved trucks. The trucks are fairly kept at

present, thougii there are cases of want of cleanliness. He
would be satisfied with a minimum rate of speed of not less

than 10 miles per hour, including stoppages. There is very

little loss in foot-and-mouth in store cattle if they are kept
from nine to twelve months. The loss in cows is about £3
per head. The restrictions respecting foot-and-mouth he
thought might be entirely removed, except those that re-

ferred to the exposing of diseased animals in fairs and markets.

On Monday, July 7, the first witness examined was Mr.
Murray, from the Irish Treasury. He stated that ht
had read the evidence of Professor Fergusson, and there

were one or two points on which he wished to make
a statement. The establishment belonging to Professor

Fergusson's department consisted of five clerks—three

permanent and two temporary, and he (Mr. Murray)
was quite satisfied, from inquiries he had made, that

the existing establishment was quite guf^cient, Professgy
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Fergnsson had put the total expense of his office at £1,500 a

year, but in the estimate for the present year tlie sum total

was put down at £1,893. Professor Eergusson possibly had

forgotten some of the items. The salary of Professor Eer-

gusson was at present £750 per annum, with private practice
;

from 1869 for a period of 18 months it was £1,150 and not

£1,400 as had been stated, and the extra rate was paid as a

mode of re-embursing him for the two years from 1867 to

1869, during which he had had no salary. Within the last

two months vessels embarking animals at Irish ports for Eng-

land had been subject to inspection, the cost of which was

borne out of the sum remaining from a general cattle plague

rate, that had been raised some time before. As the object of

the inspection was to prevent disease being introduced into

English ports, witness thought tliat it ought to he paid lor

out of the imperial funds. Witness considered that Professor

Eergusson had caried out his duties in the most satisfactory

way. In the autumn of 1871 the Lord-Lieutenant suggested

that Professor Eergusson should have a salary of £1,000 a year,

but the suggestion was not adopted by the treasury.

Mr. Hodges, butcher and cattle dealer, ofWest Bromwich,
was next examined. He stated that he had found the price

of meat very much dearer when cattle were slaughtered at

the ports. This could only be done in winter, and even then,

when witness tried the sending of dead meat from Deptford

to West Bromwich, he found that he lost money by it. The
loss was occasioned by expenses of carriage, damage to

the meat, and so forth. The importation of cattle would, in

his opinion, be greatly checked and diminished if the

slaughtering were made compulsory at all tlie ports. One of

the causes of loss was with respect to the offal, which could

not be made the most of at Deptford. He referred to the

want of facilities for selling such things as hearts, kidneys,

&c., which many poor people were very fond of. Was not

able say whether meat was cheaper in the Deptford

shops than elsewhere. He was in the habit of killing and

disposing of about 40 or 50 bullocks, and 600 or

700 sheep per week. His trade was chiefly in

foreign animals—merino sheep from Germany and

cattle from Tonning. He purchased these at Islington. Would
be willing to give £2 more for a beast bought at Islington

than for one iDought at Deptford. At the present time of year

he was obliged to liave the live animals, and it was not correct

to say that the live animals could be replaced during the sum-

mer months by dead meat. He found the foreign stock the

cheapest, and he had found very little disease among the ani-

mals he had bought. There had been a steady rise in the

price of meat for some years, and he sliould be inclined to

think that that increase arose in a great measure from increased

consumption and the impoved wages of the working classes,

although he considered that a small portion of the increase

might be owing to the restrictions imposed on the trade in

animals and the loss experienced on the animals which died or

were compulsorily slaughtered to prevent the spread of infec-

tion. The butchers in witness' district did not like the dead

meat. He had a retail shop of his own, and supplied a num-
ber of other butchers. When he got his cattle home he

usually gave them a couple of days' rest. The journey down
to West Bromwich being 118 miles, of course added something

to the fatigues undergone by the cattle in their journey from

the Continent. Witness was selling his beef at 7d., 8d., and

9d. per lb. Beasts were selling at present at 5s. a stone.

Mr. Gebhardt, a cattle salesman, gave evidence as to the

importations of sheep and cattle, in which he was engaged.

The largest importations he had had in any year were in 1866,

when he had imported 15,441 cattle and 125,787 sheep ; but

he was sorry to say that, owing to the necessity of slaughter-

ing cattle from scheduled countries at the port of debarcation,

the importations had shown a gradual and considerable dimi-

nution since that time. His own returns sliowed that in

1872 he only imported 6,300 head of oxen. In 1871 the

number was 10,800; in 1870, it was 11,610 ; and in 1869,

14,453. Erom a return furnished by the Government Veteri-

nary Department, the importation of cattle in 1871 vtas

247,426, against 171,996 in 1872. From the 1st Dec, 1872,

all foreign countries that were scheduled had to submit to the

slaughter of cattle sent over to English ports. The price of

meat had risen considerably on the Continent as well as in

England. No doubt the result would be, that in order to meet
the increased demand at higher prices, the supply would be
increased, but beasts could not be made all at once, and the

restrictions imposed on the trade had prevented the breeders

from increasing their stock. The present high price of meat
would, he thought, have the effect of increasing the supply of

foreign stock. He looked to Germany, Denmark, and Sweden

as countries from which we were to expect a considerable in-

crease in the supply of cattle.

On Thursday, July 10th, Mr. C. S. Read in the chair.

The first witness was the Town Clerk of Hull, who
stated that by virtue of his office as Town Clerk, he

was also clerk to the local authority, and he was pre-

viously an active member of the Town Council, and a member
ofthe Cattle Plague Committee. Cattle imported into Hull from

foreign countries were inspected by the inspector appointed by

the Town Council, and also by the local inspector. The cor-

poration had provided lairs for the cattle at a cost of £9 000,

and slaughter-houses at a cost of £15,000. The selection of

the area used as the cattle market was made not at the sugges-

tion of the local authority, but at the instance of the Govern-

ment department. It had been suggested by the department

that the area should be entirely changed, and removed from

its present site to the east of the town ; but there were se-

rious objections to this, as it would involve not only a great

loss in the money already expended on the slaughter-houses and

lairs, but would require a heavy expenditure for new build-

ings an enormous sura for the land suggested, as the price asked

for it was £6 per yard. With regard to the present market, the

fat stock had been separated from the store stock, and the local

authority had entered into guarantees, under which they found

policemen to guard the area day and night, and erected

barriers to prevent the cattle passing beyond defined limits.

These guarantees were accepted by the department. Witness

considered that the boundaries of the area used were as well

defined as those of similar areas in other ports. With re-

gard to the introduction of the cattle plague into Hull in 1872
by the Russian cattle on board the Joseph Soames, witness

considered that the Custom-house authorities were responsible

for that, and not the local authority, as the Custom-house
officers had full powers to have dealt with the matter, and the

local authority had no power to interfere with the vessels at

all. The local authority were anxious to do all in their power
to give effect to the recommendations of the department.

There were twenty-four slaughter-houses for the slaughtering

of cattle|from sciieduled countries. In case of a vessel arriving

with infected cattle the slaughtering would take place on board

the ship, as was the case in the instance of the Joseph Soames.

The slaughter-houses were the property of private individuals,

and not of the Corporation. They were open to any one who
took their cattle to them, and were the only slaughter-

houses available for the slaughter of cattle from

scheduled countries. Meetings had been held in the

West Riding of Yorkshire and in Lancashire complaining of

the state of the meat which was compulsorily slaughtered at

Hull and other ports. There might be grounds for these com-
plaints during the hot weather. There had been complaints

of the necessity which existed for driving the cattle over seve-

ral lines of railway, but works were now in progress for the

format;on of a subway which would obviate this inconvenience.

There was no difference of opinion between the local authority

and the Privy Council as to the mode of carrying out the

orders issued by the latter body. He believed that reasonable

and proper precautions were taken to obviate the risks of the

trade in foreign cattle carried on in the port of Hull. The
local authority had refused to pay for tlie cattle slaughtered

on board the Joseph Soames. They thought that those who
ordered the slaughtering should pay for it. He believed that

the owners had not been paid yet, and legal proceedings

against the local authority had been threatened. Did not

think that the cost of compensation ought to be paid by Hull,

but that it ought to come out of the imperial funds. Hull was
the greatest port for the importation of foreign cattle with the

exception of London. A considerable portion of the Hull

cattle was from scheduled countries. At the meetings held in

Yorkshire and Lancashire on the subject of the compulsory

slaughter of cattle at the ports, resolutions were passed re-

questing that the restrictions on the importation of live cattle

might be taken off. Had no doubt that these meetings were

got up by tlie butchers and others who were interested in the

trade- The cattle which were compulsorily slaughtered at

Hull might be kept alive ten days, but that was the limit.

The country cattle market had existed in Hull for a very
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long period ; the foreign lairs were established as soon
as the first Act relating to foreign cattle was passed. That
was passed in February, 1866. He knew of no other case of
the importation of rinderpest than that which had occurred «n
board the Joseph Soaraes. On referring to the statistics pro-
duced, witness saw tliat 1,271 infected cattle had been im-
ported to Hull in one year, 1873. There were large numbers
of sheep and cattle which were also infected that were stated
in the report of the Veterinary Department to have been im-
ported into Hull from other places during the same year.
These cases of infected cattle had not been reported to witness,
but wliether that was the fault of the Government inspector
or the inspector appointed by the local autliority, he did not
know. Witness did not see any conue.\iou between the foreign
lairs and the general cattle market. The question of whether
there was danger of the infection from the foreign animals
beinff commuDicated to the cattle in the general market, was a
scientific one which he could not answer. The distance be-
tween the market and the foreign lairs was 200 yards. Was
certain that no tolls that could be taken would compensate for
the cost of removing the market to another part of the town.
The population of Hull was 123,000. Witness was aware that
most large towns had removed their markets to places outside
the town. Had no doubt that a recommendation from this

Committee that the market should be so removed, in the case

of Hull, would be respectfully considered by the local autho-
rity. Was of opinion that other considerations than those of
cost ought to enter into the settlement of these questions, and
had no hesitation in saying ihat it would be a good thing in

the interests of the general community if the present market
in Hull were removed to the outside of the town.

Mr. Septimus Lambert, Manchester, and a mem-
ber of the College of Veterinary Surgeons, was next
examined. He stated that he did not practice, but
was largely engaged in the sale of cattle at Liverpool
and Manchester. Acted at Liverpool as agent for the
sale of foreign and Irish cattle. Had a farm and between
80 and 40 milch cows. Had paid particular attention to the
working of the contagious diseases Acts. Believed that no
restrictions would stop the foot-and-mouth disease short of
the stoppage of all movement of live cattle. Cattle remaining
on farms suffered little from this disease, but those which were
moved about when infected suffered a great deal. He con-

sidered that the action of the police as inspectors had tended
to keep up the disease by the constant going about from one
infected place to another. Considered that the Act was a

failure. Had been prevented from purchasing a number of

beasts from a farm on the borders of Cheshire and Lancashire
because one herd on the farm, but widely separated from the

others, was infected. The result was that that farm became
and was kept up as a constant centre of infection. With re-

gard to cattle landed at Liverpool, they often took the foot-and-

mouth diseases after they were landed. Had known cases in

which Irish cattle landed there had shown the disease on the

Monday after being landed on the Thursday or Friday. At
Salford there were very few foreign sheep from Hull ; this

year there had been none. They all came from
Sunderland and Hartlepool. No foreign cattle were received

from either of those ports. Had had no cargo from Norway
for ten years. Received supplies of foreign cattle from London
now. The quantity of dead meat sent to Manchester and Sal-

ford from the ports was very small. Was of opinion that the

regulations as to pleuro-pneumonia could not be too strict.

Whenever a case occurred among his cattle he had the infected

animal slaughtered at once. Would give two-thirds of the

value as compensation in the case of animals so slaughtered.

If this were not done, the owners would not report cases of

outbreak. One disinfectant employed by witness in cases of

pleuro-pneumonia was to burn gas-tar in the sheds, and this

he had found to be an excellent and efficient mode of disin-

fecting places containing cattle. Most of the cattle at Salford

market were sold for immediate slaughter. Would employ the

same restrictions with regard to sheep having the foot-and-

mouth disease as he would apply to cattle. With regard to

scab in sheep, the order was that if one sheep had this ailment
the whole flock was to be slaughtered, even if there were a
thousand. Did not think that this was necessary. In the

spring months the proportion of German sheep and cattle at

Manchester was about two-thirds or one-half. The bulk of

the German sheep came from the London market. I f cattle

and sheep had to be killed there was an advantage in sending

them to the London market, and it was advisable to have tha

dead-meat market near the place of slaughter. Witness speci«

fied cases in which sheep sent from Hartlepool and Sun-
derland had been infected by foot-and-mouth disease, [t

frequently happened that some hundreds had to be slaughtered

when only five or six were found to be diseased. The towns
supplied from the Salford market were Bury, Burnley. Black-
burn, Bolton, Stockport, Oldham, Warrington, and the other

towns in the surrounding district. Did not concur with the
statements of Mr. Jenkins as to Liverpool. Considered the

accommodation for cattle on the steamboats was very good.
Considered that the supply of meat from abroad would cease

if it were all required to be slaughtered at the port of landing.

The price of meat had increased about 3d. per pound during
the last ten years, and a good deal of dissatisfaction was ex-

pressed by the inhabitants at this result. He considered that

the restrictions as regarded foot-and-mouth disease bad been
very injurious to the Liverpool market by preventing people
from sending tlieir stock there. The consequence was that the
range of prices had been made higher in Liverpool and Man-
chester than in London, although formerly the London market
was the dearest. The dearness of meat had not been increased

by the commissions given to the salesmen. Had seen cattle

seized on the allegation that they had foot-and-mouth disease,

when they were perfectly sound, and were said to be so by
competent veterinary surgeons. Did not know any market
where the inspection was carried on to so ridiculous an extent
as in the fat-stock market at Liverpool. Did not agree with
Professor Gamgee that it would be possible to supply the con-
sumers throughout the country with dead meat slaughtered
on the farms and at the ports of landing. Cheshire had suf-

fered more from disease than any other county, and the calves

imported from there into Ireland were likely to prove a
fruitful source of disease in that country. Was of opinion
that London being a poit would not be disadvantaged Jiy the
compulsory slaughter of all animals at ports of landing

;

but the same argument did not apply to inland
towns like Manchester, Liverpool, and Birmingham.
Believed that an order compelling the compulsory slaughter of
sheep and cattle at all the ports would cause a rising of the
people. Incases of pleuro-pneumonia he would recommend,
that cattle which had been in contact with infected animals
should be isolated for a period of six weeks. Was of opinion
that if the import of foreign animals should be stopped, and
the foot-and-mouth disease were got rid of, it would break out
spontaneously. Regarded the disease as indigenous and not
as an importation. Believed that packs of hounds in hunting
the country had a tendency to spread the infection from one
farm to another. The prices in Salford and London happened
to be the same this week. During the cattle-plague witness

tried the burning of gas-tar among his cattle, and although
other cattle were dying of the plague within forty yards of
them none of his animals caught the infection. Had never
found medical treatment of the least use in cattle-plague,

pleuro-pneumonia, or foot-and-mouth complaint. The rinder-

pest was a foreign disease. The first record of its coming
into this country was in 1833. It might have been here
before, but if so there was no record of it. He would not re-

commend the putting of any restrictions on the trade in cattle

so far as the foot-and-mouth disease was- concerned. Did not
think it would be prudent to stop the supply of calves from
England to Ireland.

The committee then adjourned.

On Monday, July 14<,Mr.W.E. Forsterinthe chair, Mr. Claki
Sewell Read, M.P. for East Norfolk, said he desired to

offer some evidence as to the working of the Act in Norfolk.
The Act was passed in August, 1869, and at tliat time the
cattle-plague committee of the county had resigned, so that
there was no local authority. The Privy Council sent down
orders to the different cattle-plague inspectors, and they
carried out those orders of their own accord. When the
quarter sessions were held afterwards the justices considered
that the inspectors had acted without authority, and that the
Privy Council who had set them to work ought to pay them.
The consequence was that the majority of them were not paid
at all. The reason there was no local authority was that the
Act could not be put in force till the Michaelmas quarter
sessions. Was aware that the fourth section of the Act saved
the powers of the committees then in existence, but the com-
mittee for the county of Norfolk had ceased to exist, The
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Act was put iu force by the magistrates at the Michaelmas

quarter sessions, when seventeen magistrates were appointed

by the justices and nineteen boards of guardians were asked

to send one representative each to the committee, which they

did. A sub-committee was then appointed, consisting of five

members, namely tliree magistrates and two farmers. The
general-committee met about once in six months, but the sub-

committee met very frequently, and one of its members at-

tended at the office every Saturday. In 1869 there was

a large outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease, and it was found

impossible to put the pleuro-pneumonia rules in force to meet

it, and a memorial was sent to the Privy Council on the sub-

ject of the order which in substance required the application

of the order. The order was thought very good for cases of

small outbreaks, but when the disease became so universal as

it was in Norfolk it was found impossible to carry them out.

That order was replaced by another enabling the committee to

issue their own directions, and this order was put in opera-

tion. The committee had issued a special order to the eifect that

no cattle that were herded with others having foot-and-mouth

disease should be exposed in any market or fair, or driven

along any highway. In 1872 they considered tlie case had

got so desperate that they suggested to the Privy Council the

total cessation of all fairs and markets for six weeks, except

for fat stock. There was an order issued by the local au-

thority with regard to sheep scab which he thought should be

made general. It directed that every person having posses-

sion or charge of sheep affected with scab should forthwith

treat such sheep with the requisite dressing for that com-

plaint. It was found that, although they could shut the

sheep up, they had no power to compel the application of

curatives. With regard to pleuro-pneumonia, an order had

been granted for the removal of animals that had been

herded with diseased animals, and that was a good order

under the circumstances, but he did not think it ought to be

allowed now. Under the Act animals that were affected with

pleuro-pneumonia could be removed to the nearest slaughter-

house without any certificate or licence, but under no circum-

stances could the local authority grant an order for the re-

moval of healthy cattle that had been herded with them ex-

cept for immediate slaughter, and the consequence was that

in Norfolk tliey had been obliged to disobey the orders of the

Privy Council. They had been obliged to remove cattle from

the marshes in November to some sheltered spot on a farm,

and then to declare the fresh place to which they were re-

moved infected, lie should recommend an alteration of the

third pleuro-pneumonia rule in the Act, and that the local

authority should have the power to allow cattle that were not

ready for immediate slaughter, but that had been herded with

diseased animals, to be taken to some convenient spot for food

and shelter, and that the place to which they should be so

removed should become an infected place in lieu of the spot

from which ihey were removed. There had been eigiity-two

prosecutions under the Act in Norfolk, seventy-two of which

had resulted in convictions, while two cases had been dis-

missed and one withdrawn. Some very heavy fines had been

inflicted. One farmer, for moving sheep subject to foot-and-

mouth disease on the highway, had been fined £25, another

had been fined £10, and one £26 for not giving notice of this

disease: one man had been fined £20 for exposing in a

market sheep suffering from scab, and for exposing

sheep having foot-and-mouth disease one person had been

fined £50 and another £30. These prosecutions,hebelieved,had

done good. He should state that tlie Norwich market, al-

though so large, had only one inspector, and it was a difficult

thing for him to look up all the cases. There were twelve

inspectors for Norfolk, and one for the city of Norwicli. All

the inspectors were veterinary surgeons, and they had certain

districts allotted to thera, within which they inspected all the

local markets and fairs. The only inspector who had a re-

cognised assistaat was Mr. Smith, the inspector for Norwich.

As the railway station was in the city, and as the lairs were

outside the county had agreed to pay an assistant to Mr.
Smith, 80 that there might be no clashing of interests. The
police were instructed to assist the inspectors in every way
they could, and the police were relied upon for the removal

of diseased cattle, for guarding the roads and seeing that cattle

were not brought off farms where they knew disease to exist.

The expenses of working the Act had been—in 1870, £823
;

in 1871, £915, in 1872, £1,275 ; and for the quarter ended
last Lady-day, £663, so thai there Jiad been a gradual aii4

steady inscrease. As to the increase of foot-and-mouth dis-

ease, the number of cases in 1871 was 32,000, while in 1872
it was 200,000. With regard to pleuro-pneumonia, the cases

iu 1871 numbered 389, and in 1872 they were 1,580. He
believed the cases had been fairly reported upon, certainly in

1871 and 1872, but he was certain that the 28 days of isola-

tion had had no effect, as it was not sufficiently long. He would

give an instance furnished by Mr. Smith, the Norwich in-

spector. Tliere were 40 oxen purchased on the 2nd Novem-
ber, and all kept by tliemselves. Tlie first outbreak of disease

occurred on the 10th December, the next on the 4th February,

after an interval of 56 days, and the third on the 21st May,

the interval here being lOG days. The farm had been twice

relieved from the Act in the interim, so that the owner could

take his beasts and sell thera where he liked. Would you recom-

mend the extension of the 28 days ?—I certainly should if I

hoped to see something done that would kill pleuro-pneumonia.

What period of isolation would you require ?—I should

make it three months. I will show how fatal the disease has

been in Norfolk. In 1871, out of 389 cases, 216 were killed,

86 died, and 87 recovered, while in 1872 there were 968 killed,

280 died, and 286 recovered. We have had severe attacks of

pleuro-pneumonia in former years. The fact is, that we im-

port 19 out of every 20 cattle we graze, and it there is any

disease about we are sure to get it. I do not mean by the

word " import" that these are foreign cattle. The importations

are chiefly from Ireland. We have very few from Scotland.

At the Lady-day Quarter Sessions this year the chief-con-

stable and the chairman of the committee both reported that

the Act did not seem to have the slightest effect with regard

to pleuro-pneumonia. Witness went on to say that he thought

Norfolk ought to be the last county to apply for powers to

slaughter pleuro-pneumonia out. If all the other counties

did it they would be happy to do it, but considering that Nor-
folk imported so largely in proportion to what was bred in the

county, there was always the danger of the disease being given

to other counties. There was a Live Stock insurance Society

in Norfolk, and the returns showed that the losses from pleuro-

pneumonia in 1864 and 1865 averaged 30 per cent. ; but in

1866, when the cattle plague orders were in force, the loss fell

to 1 per cent. In 1867 the losses rose to 8 per cent., in

1868 and 1869 they averaged 22 per cent., and last year they

rose to 31 per cent. That means that of the number of

animals that die a certain proportion die of pleuro-pneu-

monia ?—Just so.

Witness also suggested that in cases where there were

only one or two animals diseased and they were re-

covering the inspector ought not to be obliged to

visit every week, but the owner should be bound
to report how the animals progressed, or whether they

died. There was a suggestion he had to make as to section

103, which imposed a penalty, but did not say before what
court it could be recovered, and the method of enforcing the

penalty was by distress warrant. He suggested that if power
were given to imprison in default of payment the money
would, as a rule, be paid at once. He wished to add that

Norwich had throughout acted in the most perfect harmony
with the county of Norfolk.

Mr. Raiment, the inspector from Islington, was briefly ex-

amined, and this closed the evidence before the committee, who
have now only to consider their report, which is always done

with closed doors.

SALE OF SIR JOSEPH HAWLEY'S BLOOD STOCK
AT MIDDLE PARK.—The stud realised 23,350 guineas.

The yearlings (11 in number) fetched 3,330 guineas, or 484^
guineas a piece. To this capital average the Brothers to Pero

Gomez and Blue Gown and Sister to Rosicrucian mainly con-

tributed ; and the last named filly the highest figure of 1,700

guineas to Mr. Chaplin. Only two of the stallions were put

up, Siderolite and Rosicrucian, owing to Asteroid being lame

from " seedy toe." Rosicrucian was put in at his reserve price

of 5000 guineas by Mr.Chaplin: thereVas a pause, when Lord
Rosslyn bid 5,500 guineas, and Mr. Chaplin replied with

6,000 guineas. Mr. Blackman then offered 6,100 guineas on
the part of Mr. Gee, and another 100 guineas secured the horse

for Mr. Chaplin. Mr. Blenkiron's 31 yearlings realised

3,935 guineas, or an average of 127 guineas; and the stallion

Hawthornden 1,900 guineas. Six yearlings bred by Sir Thoma?
Lennard made an average of 50 guineas,
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

MEETING AT HULL.

The facilities of transit tell somethiug against as well

as in favour of a great agricultural gathering, at any rate

80 far as the show of stock is concerned. With the oppor-
tunities for running about people can get a line long be-

fore the Royal meeting as to whether they have rcall/

any chance further ou ; aud this may in some degree
account for the comparatively small aud certaiuly some-
what Hat demonstration at Hull. It is, however, urged
further that a certain jealousy was evinced by the direc-

tion of the Yorkshire Society, whose show should this

season have more becomingly merged into the national

one ; whereas it is rumoured there will be a better entry,

more particularly of horses, at Harrogate than

was to be found at Hull. Nevertheless the i-ail must rob

the Royal of much of its novelty, and there was scarcely

a class in which any sensation was caused by a fresh

animal or a new exhibitor. Horsemen know Le Bon
and Young Champion and Young Lofty, and Dalesman
and Suffolk by heart ; or are as familiar with Lord Stanley,

old All-Fours, Sir George, Lady Derwent, and Go-Ahead;
as there is scarcely a man, from town or country, but

who, after Alexandra and Islington, and elsewhere, could

identify Marshal MacMahon, The Banker, Honey-
comb, Joe Bennett, and others. Again, is there one of the

Shorthorn fancy who does not knov/ the points of such

show stock as Lord Irwin, Telemachus, The Earl of

Warwickshire, Jack Frost, Leeman, Vivandiere, Prim-
rose, the red Mary Anne, or Mabel, as well as anything

in his own herd? Then, in Herefordshire and Mon-
mouthshire there are such household words as the Pro-

vost, Von Moltke, Winter-le-Cote, Ivington Rose, Lady
Milton, Duchess of Bedford, Satellite, and Exquisite

;

and we have only to see the names of Lord Falmouth
and Messrs. Farthing, Dorset Smith and Senior to give

as directly the names of their entries—-Jonquil, King-

craft, Master Harry, Master Robin, Picture, and Moss
Rose, set off by the Flitton Dukes and Temptress tribes.

As regularly shall those redoubtable champions of the

Jerseys, Messrs. Simpson and Gilby, fight their battles

over again ; and Elham, Carrow, and Dereham, in turn

be triumphant and discomfited with the red Polls. In

truth, were it not for the younger classes the Hull prize-

list would be a very stale story.

Still, the business of the Monday was not without

its excitement, as in the opening class of Shorthorns

one was ordered out of the ring. This was Mr. Statter's

Thormanby, a bull bred by Mr. Mann, of Scawsby, and

said to have been entered some-where at the wrong age.

Unfortunately, neither Thormanby nor his dam is in The

Herd Book, but surely the breeder's certificate should

settle the point ; as, on going further into it, the Stewards

did notconsiderthatthe objection could besustained, and on

Tuesday morning the class was judged over again, the official

prize-list for Shorthorns being in the interim kept back.

But the presence of Thormanby in no way interfered

with the original award, and certainly Telemaclius and

Lord Irwin never looked better. At Cardiff Lord Exeter's

bull did not show, in consequence of a recent outbreak of

foot-and-mouth disease at Burghley ; and here the York-

shire white, Mr. Outhwaite's famous Royal Windsor, was

not entered, having been put out of " training" at the

close of last season, since when he has been very busy in

the herd. If rather neat than of immense scale, Telemachus

is, aa we Itave always maintained, one of the handsomest

show bulls ever brought out, and it was a continual theme

for discussion at the ring-side how such judges as

Messrs. Ladds, Lynn, and Drewry could ever have

put the almost unheard of Essex bull before Telemachus

at Maldon a few weeks since, when the three prize Royal

bulls were estimated as at Hull, but with Oxford Prize

always before them ; many maintaining that the secret of

such success was that Mr Catchpole's bull was close home,

and so showed fresher and gayer than his competitors.

Still, Lord Irwin has quite recovered his grand massive

figure, and Telemachus, as we have said, never looked

better, though he moved but badly from an accident,

so that it is much to be regretted that Oxford

Prize was not sent to Hull, His owner, however, was
clearly not so "sweet" on him as the judges, and did not

enter him for the Essex champion plate, as it is said, from

a dread of meeting Telemachus, although they did come
together in another class. As we have ever insisted, so

high and lathy a bull as the Earl of W^arwickshire can

never win outright in good company, and neither he nor

the fouith prize were near the other two ; as, in fact, but

for first and second, the all-aged Shorthorn bulls were

but a very moderate lot, with some previously promising

animals anything but improved in the interim ; and

Ironmaster, despite his "housemaid's knee," still per-

haps the best of the remainder. As Lord Exeter

is apparently establishing a Telemachus tribe, use

will probably accustom people how to deal with so formid-

able a title; but just now, instead of hardening their hearts

and going fast at it, they often enough dwell and creep

and come to umitterahle grief. The second epsilon is

transformed to eta, the alpha is given as long as it well

can be, and the silent h sounded as fully as possible, thus :

Tele-machns. One discreet critic, however, resolutely

determined to have nothing to do with it, and so spoke

in differently of " Lord Exeter's," " the Burghley," or

" the other" bull. But it has been a terrible family since

the time of Penelope, Ulysses and their friend Menelaus,

all awkward names to face in a fog.

There were some noticeable bulls amongst the two-

year-olds, such as the Irish-bred Jack Frost, who is

gradually losing his place, as he has gone off consider-

ably, with his bad head balanced by his mean quarters.

Again, Leeman, the best yearling of last season, an ani-

mal of famous quality, was pronounced by some to have

gone all to pieces, and by others to be still the best of

the class. Certainly, as he stood clear of the spectators

in the ring, nothing attracted more attention, for he has

great length and fine character, somewhat disfigured by

the flashy white girth which " relieves " his red coat.

The winner, the Duke of Aosta, second to Leeman at

Cardiff, and third at Kelso, is a smart, young bull, but

light in his ribs ; aud the Heydon Duke, a growing, im-

proving bull, rather slack in his back, has changed hands,

but not districts, as his new owner, Mr. Green, will use

him in Essex. Mr. Sharpe showed a pretty taking buU
of the Cambridge blood, and Mr. Richard Stratton a very

mean one in Protector. But the Strattons were in no

force at Hull. Over the yearlings but a single commenda-

tion was added to the required return of prizes ;

ueither is even the best of them by any means a perfect

animal. Mean and bad behind. Sir Arthur Ingram

moves well, but his great merit is his capital touch ; as

for quality, he was like Leeman, from the same herd, a
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Lull to be judged with your eyes shut. Sir George
Wombwell's second, a lengthy, altogether smart

young bull, was better looking, and the hand, no
doubt, was here the critic ; while something of the same
recommendation served the Irish bulls placed fourth and
fifth, though there was not much behind them. Mr.
Outhwaite's winning calf, a son of Royal Windsor, is

straight and shallow, with a plain head, but very showy
out ; while Mr. Sharpley's, but for being wrong about

his horn, is really handsome, with another Telemachus,
full of style, and a baby roan from The DufTryn, quite a

little beauty of a bull. There was plenty of promise in

this class, too often never fulfilled, as we have always

questioned whether calf classes may not do a deal more
harm than good, to say nothing of their being so diffi-

cult to appraise. That wondrous reporter for The Times
thus writes a day or two after the show opened :

—
" In a

magnificent class of Shorthorn bull calves, Mr. E. Mus-
grove's Royal Lancaster 2nd, superb in forequarter, back,

rib, loin, and rump, and carrying the charm of a beautiful

coat, wins the first prize ; Mr. H. Sharpley's Duke of

Genoa is second, and Mr. T. Hare's Baron Irwin third.

Lady Pigot's Rapid Roan, Mr. John Outhwaite's Lord
Godolphin, and Mr. R. Stratton's Gipsy King are also

splendid specimens in this class. Eight grand cows made
a fine show' ; and so on. In point of fact. Lord Godol-

phin "wins the first prize" and Royal Lancaster is

commended ! Still, it is only fair to say, that Lancaster was
very handy the winner, for he stood in the next stall to

him, and that, no doubt, is near enough for The Times,

Of the half-a-dozen cows or so brought into the

ring, the Northumberland Primrose, first at Cardiff, but
an animal of little Shorthorn character, was here put
second to the big, beefy, but truer type of the breed,

Vivandiere; while by far the sweetest cow of the

lot, what with her beautiful head, her blood-like, milker's

neck, her good frame, and her lady -like appearance, never
took any prize whatever. This was Mr. Willis' Windsor's
Bride ; and if the judges went for mere beef, no doubt
they were right, but if, on the other hand, their mission
was to distinguish an animal for such properties as a cow
should possess, no doubt they were wi-ong. It was alto-

gether a weak, foHow-my-leader award, with animals
takin g prizes mainly because they hadtaken prizes previously.

Further, it would be well if the entry stated how many
calves a cow had produced ; or, at any rate, such informa-
tion should be furnished to the judges, as breeding and
milking are points in judging a cow which should never
be overlooked, although they too often are for the mere
butcher's pound of flesh.

The strongest class in the show was that of the two-
year-old Shorthorn heifers, which was generally
commended ; and where, beyond this compliment, Mr.
Stratton's pair, Mabel and Euphoemia, received no
especial attention, as, in fact, they looked to be overdone,
and neither moved with liberty nor showed gracefully.

They were beaten, however, as they had been before, by
one of their own kith and kin, of whom we thus wrote at

Plymouth :
" The two-year-old class was distinguished by

three very superior heifers ; but Mr. Vivash's red fairly

placed herself as a well-grown symmetrical heifer, quite

admirable forward, with style and quality, as well as a good
mover." And Mary Ann ultimately placed herself again
at Hull, although the judges were a terrible time in arriv-

ing at this conclusion, as they looked to work altogether
without much method, and with Mr. JeB'erson apparently
never quite satisfied with what he was doing. Butterfly's

Duchess here beat the two Stratton heifers which beat her
at Plymouth, but should they meet again their places may
be once more changed about, as it is a nice point between
Mr. Stratton's two, and by the book quite as nice a point
between the three, although we must repeat the Altoa

Priors pair came out very stale at Hull, Zingara, again,

a capital heifer to follow, was beaten by Lady Graceful at

Doncaster, where Mr. Statter's charming white was
first, and it is not quite clear but that the class was now
too good ior the judges, as we shall expect to see

some of their decisions rather reversed than confirmed

hereafter. Still there is a deal in being quite fit, and the

red for one was in rare bloom. As we stated in our last

number, some of the younger classes of Shorthorns were
numerically well filled, with a deal of merit to be found

amongst the entries. Lady Pigot's first yearling is a nice

wealthy heifer with a capital coat, and the Panton second

very level and well done by, but coarse and steery about

her head and neck ; whereas Mr. Outhwaite's third, the

first at Doncaster, has more style, with a good head and

round barrel, as adding another notch to the score of the

Killerby bulls, who were making their mark here in two
or three classes. The Shorthorn heifer calves were only

an indifi'erent show, with but little to chose between the

first and second, and nothing beyond them to speak of,

unless in protest against some of the vulgar gaudy things

which were daily paraded under the direction of that most
courteous of Stewards, Mr. Robert Leeds. During the

last few years the Council has been singularly fortunate in

putting forward such " colts" as Mr. Jacob Wilson, Mr.
Dent, and Mr. Leeds; the old style having been the rather

little men of big notions, especially as regarded their own
importance, when only sufficiently far away from home.

There were over fifty eatries of Herefords, a great fact

considering there was not one nearer home than Shrews-
bury, Monmouth, Hereford, Somerset, Windsor Castle,

or Kinnaird Castle in Scotland. Naturally the best only

were sent so far, and in a great measure the show was a

repetition of Plymouth. To meet Von Moltke is one of

the grandest bulls ever seen, and to follow he is now
growing into one of the worst, as he is getting more
unsightly in his quarters day by day ; so bad and overdone,

indeed, as to appi-oach to positive disfigurement. The
Provost was accordingly now placed before him, but
neither can be regarded any longer as first pi'ize beasts,

and we altogether prefer Winter de Cote, who had a long
lead in the next class, where there was but a short and
indifferent entry. King of the Dale was the best year-

ling, as at Plymouth, but another Von Moltke was put
out of it for second ; while Her Majesty was third with a

remarkably smart stylish young bull, which showed capi-

tally when marching round the ring. The bull-calves

were bad, the best with no coat, and the second with a

very dark one ; and amongst the cows Ivington Rose
was still first, for the third year in succession, but
she was so fearfully gone about the knees that an
objection was talked of, and she has worn quite beyond
show-form, as has the Duchess of Bedford. Lady, again,

has calved since Plymouth, and the only cow really in

show trim was Lady Milton, the third at Cardiff in that

memorable class of Hereford cows. The only other entry

was an old cow of Sir Joseph Bailey's, a very caricature

in her wretchedness and infirmity, but which the judges

duly commended on the strength of old acquaintance, or

for what she had been. Lord Southesk sent the one

entry into the two-year-old class, which took the first

prize simply from want of competition, as she was of

little merit, and the fact of parading her as a first-class

Hereford was simply a burlesque. On the other hand the

yearlings ran up to a good class of ten, but of course with

Mr. Philip Turner's two beauties at the head of it. As we
said at Plymouth, " the pick and pride of the white faces

centred here ; the first being a sweet symmetrical heifer,

good all through, and especially so to meet, what with her

lady-like expression and grand bosom; and the other is

worthy of her, if not quite so true in her touch." We only

fancied them the more when seeing the pair again at Hull,
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if the judges seemed to hang over a thick throaty heifer, of

no style, which they ultimately put third, but we should
prefer for promise, points, or breed oue of Her Majesty's

commendations. The best calf was not at Plymouth, and
so Dolly succumbed to another of the Leea lassies ; as, to

his credit be it said, the best yearling heifer and the best

heifer calf are daughters of the prize bull. Provost.

No man has ever done more to maintain, or, more pro-

perly, to preserve the purity of the breed of North Devon
cattle than that West-country " character" the late James
Davy, of Flitton. It is far too much the fashion now-
a-days to run riot over mere size and beef, as the judges
too often uphold such practices at the sacrifice of more
material points. Any man can put on a bit of flesh, and
many contrive to introduce an alloy, but the first principle

at Flitton was to work up to that fine thorough-bred

stamp which has so signally distinguished the herd. You
could identify them at a glance—those graceful, almost

dainty cows, with their beautiful heads and deer-like ex-

pression ; or the gay resolute bulls which were bound to

make their mark, and whose stock were sure to throw
back as only the good pedigrees can. Erratic he might
be, but Mr. Davy had a genius for the pursuit in which
he succeeded so well, and it is satisfactory to say that his

herd will not be dipersed, but that his sister, Mrs. Langton,

who takes to the farm, will also take to the stock.

By his will, however, Mr. Davy bequeathed any five of

his Devons to a nephew, and these having been selected,

it was arranged that Mrs. Langton should have them
again at a valuation, a duty which by mutual consent was
deputed to Mr. Richard Warren, who fixed the price for

the five at one thousand guineas. Of course the presence

of some of these at Hull gave quite another reading to the

prize-list, as the stylish Duke of Flitton 8th, the best

yearling at Dorchester and Cardiff', won here again as a

two-year-old, although he had nothing to beat but one of

Her Majesty's eight mouths, the elder of the two. Then, the

best bull-calf wasanother capital specimen of the sort, and a

really lovely Temptress heifer, far away before the plain

Honest, pronounced to be the best of the class at Ply-

mouth ; whilst the first heifer-calf was vet another

daughter of the Duke of Flitton. But Lavender, at seven

ears old, was little better than a wreck, having fallen

away terribly behind, and thus the two comely cows of the

class held the same places as at Plymouth, when we said:

" The best cow% bred in the Isle of Wight, but since

bought up at the late Mr. Nix's sale, though very perfect

is so palpably overdone as to be more in place at a Christ-

mas than a summer show, and she looks to be on her way
to the shambles ; whereas the second preserves her beauti-

ful cow character, being as straight, bloodlike, andcharm-
ing as a Picture should be." It would be wholesome to

see judges occasionally putting out a beast at a breeding

showfor being overdone, buthere they went ratherthe other

way, more for beef than breed, as was very palpably shown
in the award over the Devon yearling bulls. There were

only two entries in the class, Mr. Farthing's Master

Eobin, " a straight useful yearling, though somewhat de-

ficient in style and fine character," as we wrote of him at

Plymouth ; and Duke Flitton 10th, a beautifully bred and
really bloodlike North Devon, round in his rib and com-
pact in his frame, but six months younger than the

Stowey " yearling," which is within just a day or two of

two years old. And so the judges, putting this and that

together, very quickly decided that Master Robin was the

better sample of what a North Devon should be ; while as

the colours were hoisted an outsider exclaimed with half a

smile and half a sigh, " If poor Jem Davy could have

only lived to see such a thing as that !" Robin looks

already more coarse and common than he did at Plymouth,

and if such points as breed and quality go for anything

this was as false an award as ever was registered, Mr,

Leeds, as the recording angel, should have dropped his

cigar ash on the number, and have " blotted it out for

ever," even if the judges did not " blush as they gave it

in." The old bull class ran only to three, but to three

capital animals. Kingcraft, Jonquil, and Master Harry,
any oue of which was good enough to win ; and Lord
Falmouth's people fancied Kingcraft for choice and Mr,
Farthing his own, but Jonquil won, and fairly enough too,

although Master Harry showed very handsomely in the

ring, gayer and lighter than we have known him. There
were, again, in all only three yearling heifers, of which the

best, as at Plymouth, was another pretty Picture ; but these

Pictures and Honests without distinguishing numbers
must lead to confusion or, sooner or later, to something
worse.

With the same judges the first and second Jersey bulls

at Cardiff were first and second here, although Lord Ches-
ham's bull was improperly entered as bred by the ex-

hibitor, instead of by Lord Dacre, a mistake which un-
der protest might have led to a disqualification, as a cor-

rect description in the way of breed is quite as requisite

as for age ; one fact, indeed, materially depending on the
other. Favourite, who was first at Plymouth, was no-
wheie at Hull ; and Don, who was nowhere at Plymouth,
was second at Hull. Mr. Gilby's bull is far the hand-
somer of the two, but they drafted him in the West as

altogether wanting in such essential points as the orange
tints inside the ear and elsewhere. Nothing is more
talked about than the Jersey scale of " points," and ap-

parently nothing less observed Favourite's plain head
is terribly against him, but we believe his "markings" are
quite legitimate ; and Mr. Simpson backed him here with
a charming cow and heifer; while Mr. Gilby's man also

paraded quite a high-bred couple, the premiums in the
cow classes being very equitably distributed between these

rival herds ; while Mr. Digby's highly-fed rather than
highly-bred heifer, over whom such a mistake was made
at Southampton, was veiy properly discarded. The few
Guernseys looked to be judged upside down, the best-

looking animals getting the second prizes, and the worst-
looking the first ; the picked cow being terribly coarse,

with size as her main recommendation.

Like the Welsh breeds at Cardiff, the Scotch attracted

but little attention at Hull. There were but few Gal-
loways, with a cow or two of some merit ; and in all

three Ayrshires. the bull looking very like a Guernsey.
As intimated in our last number, tue Norfolk Polls,

which, with the exception of two Shetlands, represented

all " the other established breeds," were nearly all good,
although the entries were supplied by four exhibitors

—

Lord Sondes, Mr. Colman, M.P., Mr. Brown of Thurs-
ford, aud Mr. Wolton, who has succeeded the late Mr.
Tom Crisp at Butley Abbey. With the exception of

one entry of Jerseys the pairs of dairy cows were all

Shorthorns ; and the one entry of Aberdeen steers should
not have been admitted into such a show as that of the
Royal Agricultural Society. That which we have to

fight against rather than to encourage here is mere
butchers' business and fancies.

The horse ring was a grand one, but if anything al-

most too long, as the people at the ends had but a faint

idea of what was going on in the centre. Then, while
the judging was in full swing, and when the ring waa
most wanted for seeing the hunters gallop, it was divided,

and consequently the horses were too near the judges to

give the eye a fair chance of deciding on pace and action,

for if the ground is level the animal can scarcely be too

far off. It is a thousand pities the Society doci not have
another ring in which to judge the agricultural classes,

which were very fairly represented, as were the

thorough - bred stallions, but the hunters and nag3
were a long way behind Yorkshire form ; and it was

L 2
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evident by the many empty standings, as well as one or

two skeleton sheds, that the Society at cue time expected

a much larger party. Some accounted for the short

entry in the hunting classes by the condition of three

crosses of blood, and a very good condition too, one would
think, for getting rid of the wooden beefy brutes which go
round the country carrying off prizes for nothing but size

;

while others said the prizes were not good enough to

tempt an owner of a first-rate nag to brave the weather
and expense of a week's outing. Then, for the coach
horses, of which there were no fewer than forty-three

entries at Malton last year, there were no prizes ofifered,

though the Lords' committee on the horse supply states

that this country has had to resort for a supply of harness

horses to foreigners—a thing pretty well known for some
time past to any one who would take an observation of

many a horse in carriage, omnibus, or cab in the streets of

London. There is, further, a general complaint of the
scarcity of brood mares, while the Society gives prizes

for two-year-old hunting geldings, mules, and jack-
asses, but nought for two-year-old hunting fillies. As
to mules and jackasses for this country we do not believe

in their usefulness ; they were all very well for the poor
man when commons were not uncommon, and time was
no object; but the small a( tive hardy cart mares to be
seen in Devonshire and Wales, we do believe in, and far

distant may the day be before thev have to submit to the
embraces of long-eared swells with a nasal twang like

Don Pedro and Don Alphouso, or that shaggy incarna-
tion of ugliness, their brother Poiton. One hundred
pounds for mules and jackasses, and nothing for coach
horses or two-year-old hunting fillies ! Oh, Jerusalem !

Jerusalem ! well may you get up a melancholy wail for

the Koyal, when parading in the county above all coun-
ties famous for horses, a wail which causes many a heavy
swell to look guilty foolish, and change his nasal twang,
while ladies hang their heads and titter. Although there
is said to be a greater scarcity of agricultural horses. than
of any other breed, they showed well here, in fact, often
better than any other class, there being a capital entry
of stallions foaled before 1871, and not qualified
to compete as Clydesdale or Suff'olk, headed as it

was by Le Bon, a model of a cart stallion in size
and form ; Young Champion, though more of a dray
horse, playing second, which was a confirmation of the
Cardiff verdict, where they were second to Honest
Tom. If Honest Tom was an absentee, he was
well represented by quite a chip of the old block. Young
Honest Tom, a very good-looking four-year-old, which
took third honours, and changed hands on the ground, at
£250. There were eleven other entries, including Simon
Pure and Lord of the Manor. In a useful class of stal-
lions, numbering seventeen not Clydesdale nor Suffolk,
and foaled in 1871, the first three were evenly matched;
some thinking King Tom, by Honest Tom, ought to have
had first honours in preference to the short-necked roan
Young Britain, still a nice nag ; while, we heard, there
was a long debate among the judges, whether Brown
Prince should be first or third.

The Clydesdale stallions foaled before 1871, though
only nine, and not a glorious nine, were still good.
Young Lofty, which was said to be the best horse in the
yard at Wolve-hamptom, being one of the competitors

;

but he was so light and shrunk in his middle that one of
the judges who had scanned his proportions often before
was not aware until after all was over that he had had
the handsome Clydesdale before him. Conqueror, cor-
rectly named on this occasion, is a dappled grey, not a
big one, but of a good size, active, with form but a rather
short drooping quarter. Duke, the property of the
brothers Stanford, and WeUington, from Chester-le-
oireet, are both powerf^^ and very useful l^orsea. The

two-year-old Clydesdale stallions were not graud, although

the winner (was decorated with Edingbro' prize ribbons.

There were seven Suffolk stallions foaled before 1871
entered, but Cupbearer, Bismarck, and Monarch were

absentees, consequently there were three prizes for four

horses, the first going to a really well built Suffolk, The
Heir Apparent, while the second. Royal Duke 2ad, a

three-year-old, was a promising colt, barring his hocks,

which were of the Biidcatcher form. Volunteer was

third ; while Royal Prince, grown into a monstrosity

and known as the Rhinoceros, often described by us, is the

animal which a gallant Major,

Whose resistless force

Alone exceeds by far a brewer's horse,

actually once had the temerity to put before Honest Tom.
A two-year-old alone in his glory represented the Suffolk

stallions of that age, and a nag not thought a great deal of

in his own country. Mr. Crowe's grand three-year-old

mare. Flower, by Young England's Glory, out of his

famous mare Smart, is a wonder for power, but a little

gaudy, with white markings, and at present rather coarse

in her shoulder, but of this she is sure to fine. Beauty,

from Harrowden, Beds, a lady of less weight, and a

wonderful stepper, was second, as also second to Smart

last year at Cardiff ; the third being Royal Duchess,

which at Alexandra Park was second to Sensa-

tion, and actually beat both Champion I. and

Tommy Dodd, Mr. Brierly's celebrated and powerful

pair, which here beat Sensation in the pairs, because she

cannot find her fellow, as, iu fact, she is beaten for being

too good. There was a capital class of Clydesdale

mares and foals, though only numbering eight
;

while the first we thought a trifle short in her fore-

hand, and the celebrated Mrs. Muir, is a little back

at the knees. A very handsome mare. Diamond, was the

only Suffolk mare exhibited. Lord Stradbrokes Brag being

an absentee ; but there were four nice active cart fillies, a

small useful class of Clydesdale fillies, and three good

Suffolk fillies, the winner not being noticed at Wood-
bridge, in her own county, and the second to her here

first at Woodbridge and Thetford. £25 was offered

for a pair of agricultural geldings, two years old,

but there were no competitors.

The eleven thorough-bred stallions, if not a grand

class, were still, as times go, not a bad

lot for a show-yard, as they included Dalesman, Suffolk,

Grand Master, Nine Elms, Massanissa, Carbineer,

Chaucer, Kelburne, AVatei'loo, Westerhall, and Dear
Tom. The first and second were both bred by

Baron Rothschild, and are as well known on the turf as

in the show-yard. Dalesman, after some years at the

stud, has again been put in to work, having been regu-

larly hunted, and leading gallops for Mr. Chaplin's

Ryshworth, who ran second in the Liverpool

steeple chase. Dalesman looks much better in working
trim than he did in show form with pounds of beef on
him, and when going is really a varmint hunting-like

horse. His legs appear as sound as ever, and no doubt he

was a long way the best looking horse on the ground.

When the Royal was held at Manchester, Carbineer,

Motley, and Laughing Stock were put before him, he

being the reserve number, and Angelus, the " great"

Yorkshire horse, highly commended. That was in 1869,

when we thus wrote :
" Carbineer, the prize horse, is the

property of Lord Zetland, by whom he was bred, being by
Rifleman out of Comfit by Sweetmeat, and a fair race-

horse, having started fourteen times and won four ; but

it is not every horse who can gallop that will make a

hunting sire, and if we take Carbineer as the best of the

class, then they were a lamentable lot ; for no one can

imagine a horse with a forehand so little like what a

hunting sire's should l^e. And not a judge—knpwn gocjd
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meu'—could we find to back the verdict of the bench
;

for the pretty general inquii-y was, Who ai'e the judges?

what do they mean ? If short upright shoulder-blades, so

placed as to bring all the weight forward, and stiff fore-

legs back at the kuee, be the grand desiderata in the fore-

hand of a hunter, then we have it in Carbineer. Before

another bench and in such company Dalesman must come
to the fore." Grand Master was also at Manchester, aud

of him we wrote :
" There was not a truer made horse

on the ground than Grand Master, and this, of course,

makes him look smaller than he is ; but he is a miserable

mover." Of Massanissa and Chaucer we wish we couW say

as ranch in their favour as of Dalesman, who, when shown
at Manchester belonged to their owner. This we will

say, Massanissa we prefer to Chaucer

—

requiescant in

2)ace. The corky, wiry Nine Elms, with capital hind-leg

action, but bad ankles, we described when shown at

Cardiff last year ; and Kelburne, a pretty one, with the

same failing and shortish quarters, when he took honours

at Maltou. AVe said a word in favour there, too, of Dear

Tom, when exhibited as a coach-horse sire, to which

class we should say Westcrhall and Waterloo belong. The
stallions above fourteen bauds, but not exceeding fifteen

two, for getting hackneys, had Lord Stanley at their head,

a first prize taker at Diiffield last year, as since at Alexandra

Park ; and although only third at Islington, he has twice

beaten the first and second there when in the open, with

plenty of room. A promising three-year-old. Young
Lord Derby, had second honours, while the third went to

Allfours, in his eighteenth year, a capital made one, and

some time back a wonderful stepper. Ambition and

I'ireaway the Second, Norfolk horses. Young Quicksilver.

Fireaway, of one eye, and Landseer, a son of his, were

among the other twelve that made up a very fair class. A
poor class of pony stallions was still headed by that model

of a horse, Sir George, who is first wherever he goes. The
second and third were poor, and we preferred a skewbald

half Arab to either of them. In a pretty good class of

hunting brood mares aud foals, that good-looking impostor

and great prize-taker, as a hunter,Lady Derwent, beat Snow-

flake, a bloodlike mare, but rather weak-looking in her

hocks andankles, to whomtheotherplayedsecondat Maltou

last year. Snowflake was now unnoticed, while the second

and third places were filled up with two well-known prize-

takers, old Go-ahead and Lady Byron, the one from Thirsk

and the other from Lincolnshire. The pick of the seven-

teen which made up the class for the five-year-old and up-

wards hunters with uot less than three crosses of blood,

were Gamester, The Banker, Spellahoe, Landscape, and

Joe Bennett. The Banker and Joe Bennett are well-

known prize-takers, and nice horses, while Spellahoe and

Landscape have both won a prize or two. Joe Bennett

has fined since we saw him at York, but is not an

extraordinary mover ; and we would rather have

our old favourite The Banker, though a little back

at the knee, than Joe Bennett or half-a-dozen

Spellahoes, who is badly put together, wrong in his

neck, and does not get his hind legs under him. The
four-year-olds, with the " blood" condition and up to

fourteen stone, were not a grand lot, and the two prize-

takers fixed on by the judges. Marshal M'Mahou and

Honeycomb, anything but good goers. If either could

have moved his hind legs with the skill and dexterity

which Graduate—a neat bay horse from Riston, Bever-

ley—did we would pass them as hunters, but now we look

upon them as show-horses only ; one in par-

ticular as a capital sample of the out-and-out

wooden type, who moves his hind legs in his canter

more like a cow than a horse. Credit, a bay mare,

no beauty, from Sedgwick Kendal, could move ; Jester,

from Catterick, is a very gentlemanly-looking horse, but

with hind-leg action that promises to put an end to all

society with hounds ; while the Showman, a second af,

Driffield last year, and quite overlooked at Malton, is

not a big one' but a very showy looking horse, and he

was first here, after playing a second to a big brown

gelding called Novelty, which some said had a four-

year-old mouth. Certainly, we should hope, this would

have been a novelty to take a three-year-old prize with a

four-year-old horse. There would, as we intimated last

week, have been further objections had certain other

horses won ; and the disqualification of Novelty let in

Cornishman for second honours. There were some unno-

ticed in this class, like Singleton and Prize-Taker, who

before another bench in the same company may fare

better ; aud there were a few good hackney brood mares,

and some very nice hacks, headed by the graceful Ozone

of Driffield, but we must say that we preferred Mr.

Smith's Lady Blocknow, a good stepping, powerful hack

to the second prize, which was notriglit in the shoulders.

Very noticeable in the sheep classes was the success of

]Mr. Turner, who, since he has shifted over to Thorpelands

in Northamptonshire, has been coming very fast to the fore

with his Leicester flock, which in the shearling class was

within an ace of taking everything the judges thought fit

to give. Thus, he received the first and third prizes, and

all the commendations of the class ; while his well-drawn

ewes won in very good company, where Mr. Borton

and Mr. Hutchinson also showed some bloodlike sheep.

According to T/ie Times, again, " such a perfect pen of

models as the first prize ewes of Mr. George Turner has

rarely or ever appeared in the Royal showyard." Could

the man ever have seen such pens as were shown years

since ? But there is nothing like " laying it on thick."

The best yearling ram, of true symmetry, is rather coarse

about hishead—a point where the third prize also fails
;

but they are otherwise very taking sheep, if more to the eye

than the hand. Mr. Bortou's second is firmer, as of

especially good quality ; though he was nowhere the other

day at Doncaster, where some of Mr. Hutchinson's smart

sheep, not distinguished here, were first, but they must

have gone back since, as they were very loose in their flesh.

Mr. Marris' two-shear ram is an especially grand, well

set-up and nicely sprung sheep, uniting size with style,

aud he did great things, for Mr. Borton's second was second

in his class at Cardiff, aud his third also third at Wol-

verhampton
;
performances which speak well for anything

put before them at Hull, where, beyond the exhibitors

named in the prize-list, the competition came chiefly from

such flocks as those of Mr. Browne of Spalding Moor,

IMr. Simpson of Hunmanby, Mr. Cresswell, and Mr.

Spencer, from Ashby. The Border Leiceslers, said to be

a cross with the Cheviot, do not tell by comparison,

being often coarse and vulgar about their heads and necks.

The first shearling ram, however, is a good showy sheep,

and Mr. Pui-ves sent in some sorty lively ewes. The

Cheviots look to be more carefully cultivated ; aud there

were a few Blackfaces backed by three or four Herdwicks

and Lonks, but after a visit to a Scotch or Highland

meeting the Royal illustration of these breeds was poor

indeed.

The inspectors of shearing had the satisfaction of re-

porting that they had not disqualified a single entry,

although they were occasionally more merciful than just.

In the Lincoln classes, for instance, there was one sheep,

and a prize sheep too, which was fairly smothered in

wool, and Lincoln wool no doubt has its value, although

this animal appeared to grow nothing else. The shear-

lings were not all of the same stamp, though the class

was highli/ commended, but this was rather over-egging

the pudding ; while for style and type we certainly pre-

ferred Mr. Pears' third prize to the second. Messrs.

Budding's old sheep was a particularly grand one, and Mr.

Marshall's second, from Mr, Casswell's flock, of great
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size ; while it must have been a close thing between

Messrs. Byron's and Clarke's prize pens of ewes, they

were both as good.

Amongst the Cotswolds Mr. Brown, of Marham, made
no entry of ewes, but, with the exception of a third, he
took all the prizes for rams, where there was virtually

no competition. The Norfolk first prize shearling is of

great size, with lots of good looks, and very active, as

probably at all points the best sheep Mr. Brown has ever

exhibited ; while the second is also very smart, but far

away from the first, and the Norfolk award was confirmed.

The best old sheep at Cardiff was only second best now,
but he has gone oiF, and was fairly beaten by a three-

shear, which has never previously been out. There was
some little improvement noticeable in the Cirencester

College sheep, but their ewes were badly drawn, and there

was little further to look at. In fact, the Cotswold classes

sadly lack a sensation, like that which Mr. Beale Browne
afforded, when he issued a challenge to show his sheep

for a thousand guineas against any Cotswold flock, an
offer which Mr. Handy straightway accepted. Unfortu-
nately, however, Mr. Beale Browne's religious scruples

as to wagering interfered, and the match ended in a five

hundred forfeit. Surely his Norfolk namesake might
venture to re-issue the challenge, for two thousand or ten ?

to meet half-way, somewhere near London. It does not
look well to see a breed like this dropping out of the list.

" The best sheep in the show " was Mr. Treadwell's

three-shear Oxford Down, at least so said the Oxford
men, and many were ready to agree with them ; as,

taking him point for point, for grandeur, quality, and
useful properties, it would have been difficult to have
pulled out his superior. This sheep, now known as
" Guildford," won as a shearling at the Bath and West
of England meeting at Guildford in 1871, when we
thus wrote of him :

" The "Winchendcn shearling showed
smaller, smarter, and darker than Mr. Treadwell usually

has them, but is a very taking sheep ;"—as we always
thought—" the best ever sent from the Aylesbury
country." He was first again in the same year at the
Wolverhampton Royal, where his sire, a sheep of Mr.
Longland's, won in the old class ; and Longland's
sheep was a son of the Biddenham " Plymouth." But
later on, Mr. Charles Howard, like the Duke of Rich-
mond, cannot win with rams, though his pens of ewes
are sure to be in front, as they were at Hull. Still, " the
man of the time" at Hull was clearly Mr. Treadwell,
who took two first prizes with two rams, beating some
well-known winning sheep from Shifford, Eynsham, and
Harrowden, In fact, Mr. Wallis no longer has it all

his own way ; and, as was apparent at Cardiff, no sheep
are establishing themselves faster than the new Ox
fords ; indeed, so generally good were they here
that some of the nicest sheep in the section took no
prizes whatever. There were three entries from Blenheim,
very handsome, very sorty, and of very nice character

;

but if the judges would go no further than commenda-
tions they made money in other ways, for Mr. Charles
Howard quickly bought up one, and Mr. Milton Druce
another—a tolerably satisfactory test of their use and
worth. The " Longwools of any breed," exhibited in
pens of twenty-five shearling gimmers, were all Lincolns,
but the Leicester judges " undertook" them, and placed
Mr. Pears first, whereat certain of the Lincoln breeders
protested exceedingly, but as one of the Lincoln judges
was a brother of one of the Lincoln exhibitors, the thing
looked better as it was.

The Southdowns read stronger than they proved, when
we cited last week His Royal Highness the Prince of
Wales, the Duke of Richmond, Lord Walsinghsm, Mr.
Colman, M.P., and Mr. Rigden as amongst the exhibitors.
Ihe Merton flock has not yet had time to recover its

pristine force, although they were refusing 100 gs.

offers for rams, and selling the ewes outright for America ;

while there is not that marked advancement in Mr.
Colman's sheep which recent awards nearer home would
imply, nor have they achieved so much at Sandringham
as they threatened a year or so since. The best of the

business consequently remained with the old hands, Mr.
Rigden taking the first prize for shearlings and the first

and second for old sheep. The first shearling was first at

Plymouth, since when he has improved, although we are

quite ready to admit that the public take to him more
than we have done. His mutton is capital, but

his appearance not so striking, although the majority

pronounced him a wonderfully good sheep, but he

had not much to beat. Sir William Throckmorton made
no sign ; the Prince's sheep are pretty but delicate ; Lord
Walsingham has been beaten about home by Mr. Colmaa
Mr. Foljambe's sheep if good in his touch lacks style,

and not one of these could have distinguished himself in

first-class company. We spoke to the especial merit of

the Hove old sheep at Plymouth, and the first three-

shear for grandeur, size, and breed was one of the sights of

the show : but again there was not much competition, as

even Lord Walsingham's third prize was almost broken

down. The Goodwood flock reached to about its accus-

tomed place with two beautiful lively bright-eyed pens of

ewes, which would seem to inhale something of their

purity from the Down land over which they range. But
of course they were too " small" as times go to be placed

first, though far more bloodlike than Lord Walsingham's

pen ; while Mr. Colman's entry, of which so much had
been said and sung, were deservedly passed over, what
with their thin papery ears, red eyes, and uncomely over-

fed caicases; and there can be no doubt but these sheep

would have shown far better if they had not been

so terribly overdone. But this should be a lesson for

hereafter, as the judges emphasised their opinion by
complimenting everything in the class but Mr. Colman's

dissipated looking lot.

" There is a numerous entry of Shropshire shearlings,"

no less than forty-five in all ; and as we may now add as

good an entry as it was large ; in fact, the shearlings

were brim-full of merit, although still, taking the classes

through, with alack of uniformity in the way of heads, tints,

and texture. There was a marked contrast occasionally

in the " character " of the prize sheep and of some others,

but this may in a degree be accounted for by the style in

which Lord Chesham's sheep are turned out. They are

so exquisitely trimmed and moulded, that instead of

conveying in their appearance the comparatively rough

useful habit of the Shropshire, they incline rather to the

fashion of the Southdown; and this, again, may in a

measure be accounted for. The shepherd at Latimer is a

brother of the shepherd at Merton, the renowned John
Day, who was educated at Babraham, and it is amusing to

see how the same kind of talent runs in the family. " I

cannot afford to keep a hairdresser," as Mr. Hammond,
of Westacre, once put it, " and so I cannot afford to

show sheep against Lord Walsingham." The first prize,

of Mr. Evans, of Uffington blood, is a particularly neat,

almost too neat an animal ; starting, however, with a

really good head, and a clever sheep all through, save

from being weak in his legs, and " standing all over the

place ;
" surely a very great drawback in a ram intended

for use. Lord Chesham's own people, in fact, fancied

another ram in their entry a deal more, as a sheep of

equal symmetry and more scale, but disfigured by a plain

Hampshire head. Mr. Bird's reserve is a wonderfully

clever sheep at most points, as far preferable to the one
placed immediately above him, a moderate animal, mean
forward, and with no leg of mutton. Mrs. Beach's sheep

have a certain style of their own, if not quite of a
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Shropshire type ; while there is much to admire ia Mr.
Allen's samples, generally of a very good sort, and as gener-
ally not noticed. " Despite the presence of Mr. Foster,
Mr. Mansell, and Mr. Yates, the Shropshire (at Plymonth)
ran up to a very indifferent entry ;" and with the exception
of Mr. Fenn's two-shear, none of the winning sheep in the
West made any mark at Hull. It was still something to
get even near to so thoroughly grand a sheep as Mr.
Crane's first prize old ram, also the best in his class at
Cardiff, where, however, he was disqualified by the shear-
ing inspectors. He is quite a magnificent specimen of his
breed, the more especially forward, and in a small and not
particularly strong class he fairly over-shadowed his
fellows. The want of uniformity was more noticeable
amongst the pens of ewes, where they ran to all sizes,

sorts, and colours, as illustrated by Lord Chesham, Mr.
Bradburue, and Mr. Clare. The first prize pen was made
up of odds and ends, one or two very good and one or
two very bad ; and Mr. Bradburne might have won, as

at Cardiff, had he sorted his two lots down to one entry.

There was continual complaint amongst the Shropshire
breeders that a Shropshire man is never now put on to

judge Shropshire sheep ; for at Bury St, Ed-
mund's, Leicester, Manchester, Oxford, Wolverhampton,
Cardiff, and Hull these appointments have all been made
from other counties ; but as there are at least two Shrop-
shire men on the Council this might surely be righted. It

would, of course, be better to break away occasionally from
any one particular party or district ; while it would be a

wholesome bye-law which would prevent members of

Council acting as judges two years in succession, espe-

cially now that their expenses are paid. However, a good
story was put about here of how the judges had drawn
out a certain sheep which, when their attention was takec

elsewhere, the shepherd in charge thought fit to change
for a better, and the sheep so substituted was duly

commended !

The Hampshires have not been in much force this

season, and one wearies of ringing the changes on Mor-
rison and Ravvlence and Rawlence and Morrison, who
very equitably divided the prizes, taking three each.

The Shropshire shearlings and the Berkshire sows were,

running them right through, about the two best-filled

classes in the catalogue, and over these said Berkshire

sows a remarkable revision of judgment occurred.

AVritiug of Cardiff last year we ventured to say thus

much :
" The Berkshire sows were declared to be an

extraordinary class. But if the class were entitled to

such a compliment the judges themselves were quite as

deserving of it, as their doings here were still more ex-

traordinary. For instance, they took as their first prize in

this extraordinary class a great, coarse sow, with scarcely

anything but her mere size and feeding in her favour.

She has a bad head, a bad neck, and a mean drooping

quarter. As a specimen of her breed she was one of the

plainest sows in her class, as she of course never com-
manded any notice last year at Wolverhampton, where we
find this one word written against her name in our

catalogue

—

bad. One of the main reasons given for put-

ting Princess so forward was that some of the others had

broken down from over-feeding, although it would be ab-

surd to put the Aylesbury sow into comparison for breed-

ing points with Mr. Stewart's beautiful sow, or the

Cirencester Stumpy, or the Oxford first prize never noticed

here, or my Lord Claremout's really handsome speci-

mens from over the channel." And at Hull Mr.

Stewart's sow was put first, and Mr. Fowler's sow

merely commended 1 And yet there are people,

weak-minded, well-meaning people, no doubt, who will tell

you it is very "bad taste" to question the decision of the

judges 1 when this decision at Cardiff was as radically

wrong a conclusion as three men ever arrived at, the

proof being taken by Wolverhampton and Hull. The

class here, although full of excellence, was well

judged throughout, the Cirencester second being another

very superior animal, but in the companion and

also generally commended class of boars the

decisions were not so much liked. Mr. Wheeler's

first is very bad on his legs and common in his looks
;

while Mr. Humfrey's best boar last year at Dorchester

and Cardiff, as probably still the best, was passed over

with a commendation. He may have his weak places,

but the two prizes are certainly not without fault ; and

the two-year-old has unquestionably more style than

either of them. The class of young Berkshire boars,

where the oldest pig won, was not generally so good, but

a single commendation being appended to the two

prizes.

But despite the Berkshire breeders the hero of the

Hull pig show was indisputably Mr. Mumford Sexton,

who made eight entries, and took four first prizes, three

second prizes and one commendation. Moreover, in one

class he was second to himself, and in another second to

a sow of his own breeding ; as in the three classes of small

blacks six out of the sev^en prizes were bred at Wherstead.

But evviu more still in the small white class, a boar of Mr.

Sexton's, taking his name, as all these Suffolk pigs do, from

The Racing Calendar, and appropriately known as " Dis-

turbance," beat Peacock, who was first at Cardiff, and

Hector, who was second at Cardiff; since when Mr.

Peter Eden has sold Peacock for 120 gs. to Lord EUes-

mere, probably the highest price ever paid for a pig. His

lordship has also given 100 gs. for a sow. Queen of the

West, a first here ; and has of late, as it is said, laid out

a thousand or so in hogs' flesh. Indeed, about the highest

bred pigs in the show were his lordship's beautiful pen of

three, by Unique, out of Sister to Peacock. The Wors-

leys won again with a white middle-breed sow, almost

good enough for a small breed, as quite a beauty, what

with her good head, true line, and beautiful coat

;

and this was a performance of great merit, for

Grand Duchess beat, amongst others, the celebrated

Busy Bee, thrice first at the Royal meetings, but now at

six and half years old, getting naturally out of form.

Lord Ellesmere's account accordingly stands thus : from

fourteen entries there came five first and three second

prizes. The large pigs are still improving in quality, and

Mr. Royd's first-bred by Mr. Henry Neild, a capital pig

at all points. In the next class the three best pigs, ex-

hibited by Messrs, Royds, Eden, and Wheeler, were dis-

qualified as over age, and a very moderate pig of a

necessity succeeded to first place ; nor did we fancy Mr.

Garbutt's second prize sow so much as the clever short-

legged one exhibited by Mr. Walker, and made the re-

serve. There were some further disqualifications by

the veterinary inspector, where Mr. Royds again,

Lord EUesmere, and Messrs. Wheeler were the sufferers,

and usually with very good pigs. There are few classes

show better than the small black sows, of which there

was a very strong entry here ; Mr. Knowles winning with

one of Mr. Sexton's breed, and Mr. Sexton himself

running second and fourth, while the third prize was also

from Suffolk. In fact, the North country " fancy" were

often well beaten in their own stronghold, and the once

invincible Duckerings made but little mark—good proof

of the excellence of the pig show at Hull.

On the Tuesday afternoon there was a general

meeting of the members of the Royal Agricultural

Society on the show ground at Hull. As it is

not quite clear that this meeting has really any

other actual effect than drawing people away from

the real business of the day, it may be as well to look to

the reasons for such a meeting ever being held. Of course

the chief feature in the proceedings is the announcement
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of the award over the competing farms, until that moment
assumed to he kept a profound secret. The entries, how-

ever, were here so few, and the class excited so little in-

terest, that the tent was not half filled, and even the win-

ner of the premium did not put in an appearance. But
even further than this, we have surely got someting be-

yond the age of " secrets." "Why should Mr. Morton at

the very full tide of the meeting be compelled to turn his

back on the beeves and nags and hurry off to write one

of his capital descriptions? or, why should not others, if

they so think fit, have a fair chance of also trying their hands

in this way ? But the secret has not been kept ; for it

has been divulged before now, under solemn assurances of

further secrecy. If, then, the information be imparted to

certain people only, the system, like most secret systems,

becomes partial, rotten, and indefensible. It might
stOl be quite practicable to seal up the mouths of

the judges so that they should not say a word of all

they had seen until their report appeared in the

Society's Journal. Just as at Newcastle-on-Tyne some
years since Mr. Randell, the steward, issued solemn in-

structions to the judges of stock not to communicate their

reports to the Press—an act of enlightened liberality for

the nineteenth century which, strange to say, has, wc be-

lieve, never since been followed.

The next item on the agenda was " a vote of thanks to

the inhabitants of Hull," duly put and passed amidst " ap-

plause." So far as the general members of the Society

are concerned thanks are due to the inhabitants of Hull for

countenancing or themselves trying on such a system of
" nailing" and imposition ashad scarcely ever previously

been experienced in the annals of the Society. We
hardly dare suffer ourselves to speak of the extortions

which were attempted or inflicted, but we protest em-
phatically against the members of a Society being

called upon to " thank you for nothing" or some-
thing worse. The next thing was "a vote of thanks

to the Local Committee for their exertions in promoting
the success of the meeting." As one of (he outside body we
can speak personally to the extraordinary exertions of the

Local Committee in promoting the success of the meet-
ing—that is to say, in scattering more money. Not being

quite equal to the " Stand and deliver" welcome of Hull,

we travelled in and out again each day by rail, where not

the slightest concession was made, but full fares, and very
high fares, charged every time we took a ticket. There
were more "cheers" here, of course, especially for the

railways and the extraordinary accommodation they had
offered. These votes of thanks to Hull and its inhabitants

were all very properly proposed and seconded by members
of the Council, as, we repeat, it is not quite clear what a

general meeting had to do with, to them, such very empty
compliments.

There has been no more zealous and rarely a more able

President than Lord Cathcart, and every member of the

Society would gladly join in thanking him at the termina-

tion of his year of office ; or even in going on to three cheers

and the " one cheer more," although luckily the lunatic

whose duty it is to suggest " the little one in" was not

present. If by another year the judging is fixed to begin

at nine instead of eight o'clock no one need sleep at Bed-
ford unless he so chooses, although at one of the leading

hotels in that clean pleasant town we hear they " can
always depend on one bed out." Again, by the next
meeting the judges must be invested with more power in

the distribution of the prizes. It by no means follows
that because a class is small that it is bad ; and yet at

Hull the same set of judges could give a first prize to
such an animal as Lord Southesk's two-year-old heifer
and nothing to the Flitton yearling bull

!

One word must be added here " on the other side," and
that is in favour of the arrangement by which all the

winning implements Were placed in the main avenue,

so that people could not fail to notice the prizes. It

would be well indeed if this capital idea were carried

even further, and a special shed provided as a kind of

Temple of Victory, where, with the prize-list for a

catalogue, the visitor could inspect everything which

the judges had examined and approved.

PRIZE LIST.
HORSES,

CART HORSES.

Judges.—N. G. Barthropp, Hacheston, Wickhara-niarket.

R. Swale, Saudcn, \Volverliampton.

Alexander Turnbull, Cresswell, Morpeth.

RIDING HORSES.

H. D. Boulton, I'utaoe, Bedford.

Colonel Luttrell, Badgworth Court, Asbridge.

J. Usher, Stodrig, Kelso, N.B.

Agricultural stallions foaled before 1st Jaauary, 1871 (not

qualified to compete as Clydesdale or Suffolk).— First prize,

£25, C. Sharply, Kelstone Hall, Louth (Le Bon) ; second,

£15, T. Statter, Stand Hall, Whitefiekl, Manchester (Young

Champion) ; third, £5, T. Greenwood, Culverley Bridge,

Rodley, Leeds (Young Honest Tom). Highly commended :

R. Marshall, Keyingham, Hull (Simon Pure).

Agricultural stallions foaled in the year 1871 (not qualified

to compete as Clydesdale or Suffolk).—First prize, £20, H.
Newman, Friars' Court, Clanfield, Fariugdon (Young Briton)

;

second, £10, J. Linton, Westwick Hall, Cambridge (King

Tom) ; third, £5, M. Thomliuson, Cowthorpe, Wetherby

(Brown Prince). Highly commeinded : T. B. Colton, Eagle

Hall, Newark (Boxer). Commended : J. Linton, Westwick

(Negro) ; R. Marriott, Langar Hall, Elton (King of the

Vale).

Clydesdale stallions foaled before the 1st January, 1871.

—

First prize, £25, R. Orange, Bedlington, Morpeth (Con-

queror) ; second, £15, E. and A. Stanford, Eatons, Ashurst,

Steyning (The Duke) ; third, £5, M. Reed, Beamish Burn,

Chester- le-Street, Durham (Wellington). Commended: T.

Tagg, Newhall, Burton-on-Treut (Young Lofty) ; T. Statter,

Stand Hall, Whitefield, Manchester (Black Prince).

Clydesdale stallions foaled in the year 1871.—First prize,

£20, The Earl of Slrathraore, Glamis Castle, Forfar, N.B.
(Macbeth) ; second, £10, The Duke of Richmond, K,G., Good-
wood, Chichester (Duke); third, £5, C. Y. Wright, Drum-
leaning, Wigton (Sir Roger). Commended : D. Riddell, Kil-

howie, Duntocher, N.B.
Suffolk stallions foaled before the 1st January, 1871.—First

prize, £25, Lieut.-Colonel F. M. Wilson, Stowlangtoft Hall,

Bury St. Edmund's (Heir Apparent) ; second, £15, S. Wolton,

Butley Abbey, Wickham, Market (Royal Duke 2nd) ; third,

£5, W. Byford, Court, Glemsford, Suffolk (Volunteer),

Highly commended : B. H. Brooksbank, Tickhill, Rotherham,
Yorkshire (Royal Prince)

Suffolk stallion foaled in the year 1871.—Prize, £20, S.

Wolton.
Thoroughbred stallions, suitable for getting hunters.—First

prize, £50, H. Chaplin, M.P., Blankney Hall, Lincoln (Dales-

man) ; second, £25, W. T. Sharpe, Baumber Park, Horn-
castle (Suffolk) ; third, £10, Major F. Barlow, Hasketon,

Woodbridge (Chaucer). Commended : Major F. Barlow
(Massanissa).

Stallions, above 14 hands but not exceeding 15 hands 2 in.,

suitable for getting hackneys.—First prize, £20, R. Cowton,

Great Kelk, Lowtliorpe, Hull (Lord Stanley) ; second, £10,

J. C. Leake, Low Drewton, South Cave, Brough, Yorkshire

(Young Lord Derby) ; third, £5, H. R. W. Hart, Dunnington

Lodge, Dunnington (All Fours). Commended: P. Triffit,

Milliugton (Fireaway).

Pony stallions not exceeding l^ hands.—First prize, £15,

C. W. Wilson, High Park, Kendal (Sir George) ; second, £10,

E. H. Marfleet, Bassingham, Newark (Mischief).

Agricultural mare, in foal, or with foal at foot (not qualified

to compete as Clydesdale or Suffolk).—First prize, £20, E.

Crowe, Denver, Dowuham Market (Flower) ; second, £10, F.

Street, Uarrowden, Bedford (Beauty) ; third, £5, C. Lister,

Coleby Lodge, Lincoln (Royal Duchess). Highly com-
mended : J. Appleyard, Wistow, Selby (Jewel). Commended :

R. G. F. Howard, Temple Bruer, Lincoln (Blossom).
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Clydesdale mare, ia foal, or with foal at foot.—First prize,

£20, R. Watson, Maltby House, Stockton-on-Tees (Highland
Lassie)

; second, £10, J. N. Fleming, Knockdon, Maybole
(Rosie)

; third, £5, T. Statter (Mrs. Muir). Highly com-
mended: The Earl of Strathmore (Rosie). Commended: H.
Newby-Fraser, Hay Close, Penrith (Maggie).

Suffolk mare, in foal, or with foal at foot.—Prize, £20, H.
AVolton, Newbourne Hall, Woodbridge (Diamond).

Mare, in foal, or with foal at foot, suitable for breeding
hunters.—First prize, £25, E. Hornby, Flotraauby, Ganton
(Lady Derwent) ; second, £15, J. T. Robinson, Leckby
Palace, Asenby, Thirsk (Go-a-head) ; third, £5, J. Clarke,
Highfield House, Beeston, Leeds (Lady Byron). Commended

:

J. ¥. Leighton, Osgodby, Scarborough (Snowtlake).

Mare above 14 hands but not exceeding 15 hands 1 inch,

in foal, or with foal at foot, suitable for breeding hackneys.

—

First prize, ,^20, R. Williamson, Sunny Bank, Ripon (Jessie)

;

second, £10, W. Major, sen., Westwang, Driffield (Polly)

;

third, £5, F. Cook, Thi.Kendale, York (British Queen). Com-
mended : T, E. Morrell, Hellaby Hall, Rotherham (Miss
Polly).

Pony mare not exceeding 14 hands.—First prize, £10, J.

W. Johnson, Riplingham Grange, Brough, Yorkshire (Venus)

;

secotid, £5, W. Lawton Watsou, 73, Mytongate, Hull (Fairy).

Commended : J. Hope Barton, Stapleton Park, Pontefract

(Pit-a-Pat).

Agricultural filly, two years old, not qualified to compete as

Clydesdale or Suffolk.—First prize, £15, J. Appleyard ; second,

£10, E. and A. Stanford (Venture).

Clydesdale filly, two years old.—First prize, £15, J. Cun-
ningham, Tarbroech, Dalbeattie, Kirkcudbright (Jean) ; se-

cond, £10, J. N. Fleming ; third, £5, J. Grah-tm, Parcelstown,

Longtown-Cumberlaud (Rose of Netherby).

Suffolk filly, two years old.—First prize, £15, W. Wilson,
Baylhara Hall, Ipswich ; second, £10, W. Wilson.

Pair of agricultural draught horses.—Prize, £20, C. W.
Brierley, Rhodes House, Middleton, Lancashire (Champion
No. 1 and Tommy Dodd). Highly commended : C. W. Bri-

erley (Sensation).

Pair of agricultural geldings, two years old.—No entry.

Hunter mare or gelding, five years ola and upwards, having

not less than tiiree crosses of blood. English breed.—First

prize, £15, 11. Brunton, Marton, Middlesbro' (Joe Bennett)
;

second, £10, B. Hornby, Flotmau-byGanton (Spellahoe).

Highly commended : W. Armstrong, Watts' Field, Kendal (The
Banker). Commended: A.Wilson, Kirk Ella, Hull (Game-
ster).

Hunter mare or gelding, tour years old, equal to carrying

14 stones over any hunting country, and to have not less than

three crosses of blood.—I'lrst prize, £35, J. Goodleff, George
Hotel, Huntingdon (Marshal Mac Mahou) ; second, £15,
J. M. Tattersall-Musgrave, Beverley (Honeycomb). Highly

commended: C. Rose, Market Hill, Malton (Nobleman).

Commended : T. H. Hutchinson, Manor House, Catterick

(Jester).

Hunter mare or gelding, three years old.—First prize, £15,
B. Johnson, Frodingham (Showman) ; second, £5, Major. F.

Barlow (Cornishman).
Hunter gelding, two years old, with not less than three

crosses of blood.—First prize, £15, J. M. Tattersall-Musgrave

(Talisman) ; second, £10, T. H. Miller, Singleton, Poulton-

le-Fylde (Victor). Commended: Lord Wenlock, Escrick Park.

Roadster hackney (nag or mare) from four to eight years

old, and from 14 hands 2 inches to 15 hands 2 inches high.

—

First prize, £20, F. C. Matthews, Easterfield House, Driffield

(Ozone) ; second, £10, G. Shadwick, Aikton, Wigton (Polly).

Commended: W. Stephenson, Cottinghara, Hull (Princess).

Champion prize of £100 for best hunter.—R. Brunton,

Marton, Middlesbro' (Joe Bennett).

JACKASSES.
JunGES.—S. Lang, Baldwin-street, Bristol.

J. A. McBride, V.S., Cirencester.

Jackass, not under 13 hands, for getting mules for agri-

cultural purposes.— First prize, £25, C. L. Sutherland,

Coombe, Croydon (Don Pedro II.) ; second, -£15, Sir H. J.

Stracey, Bart., Rackheath Park, Norwich (Don Alphonso).

MULES.
Judges.—(As for Jackasses).

Mule, not under 15 hands, for agricultural purposes.—First

prize, £25, C. L. Sutherland; second, £15, Sir H. J. Stracey

(Gipsy); third, £10, Sir H. J. Stracey (Betty). Highly

commended : Sir H. J. Stracey (Boxer). The class highly
commended.

CATTLE.
SUORTHORNS.

Judges.—U. W. Beauford, Formby Hall, Southport.

R. Jefferson, Preston Hows, Whitehaven.
A Mitchell, The Walk House, Aloa.

Bull above three years old.—First prize, £30, the Marquess
of Exeter, of Burgliley Park, Stamford (Teleraachus) ; second,

£20, W. Linton, of Siieriff Hutton, York (Lord Irwin) ; third,

£15, G. Game, Churchill Heath, Chipping Norton (3rd Earl
of Warwickshire) ; fourth, £10, Major H. Stapylton, Myton
Hail, Helperby (Colonist). Highly commended: E. Mus-
grove, West Tower, Aughton, Ormskirk (Royal Lancaster).

Bull above two and not exceeding three years old.—First

prize, £25, A. H. Browne, Bank House, Acklington, Northum-
berland (Duke of Aosta) ; second, £15, J. J. Sharp, Brongh-
ton, Kettering (Cambridge Duke 5th) ; third, £10. Lord
Braybrooke, Audley End, Saffron Walden, Essex (Heydon
Duke 2nd) ; fourth, £5, J. Stratton, Alton Priors, Marlborough
(Jack Frost). Highly commended : G. Fox, Harefield, Cheshre
(Leeman). Commended: W. Lambert, Elrington, Haydon
Bridge (ileatlier-bred Lad).

Yearling bull above one and not exceeding two years old.

—

First prize, £25, W. Linton (Sir Arthur Ingram) ; second,
£15, Sir G. 0. Wombwell, Bart., Newhurgh Park, Easiag-
wold (Newbro' 4tli) ; third, £10, W. Larabe, Auborn, Lincoln
(Red Knight) ; fourth, £5, J. Meadows, Thornville, Wexford
(Ben Brace). Highly commended : Hon. J. Massey, Milford
House, Limerick (Forester).

Bull calf above six and not exceeding twelve months old.—First prize, £15, J. Outhwaite, Bainesse (Lord Godolphin)

;

second, £10, H. Sharpley, Acthorpe, Louth, Lincoln (Duke of
Genoa) ; third, £5, T. Hare, Lund Cottage, Easingwold
(Baron Irwin). Highly commended : Emily Lady Pigot (Rapid
Rhone) ; R. Stratton, Newport (Gipsy King). Commended :

E. Musgrove (Royal Lancaster 2nd).

Cow above three years old.—First prize, £20, J. Outli-
waite (Vivandiere) ; second, £10, H. Browne (Primrose)

;

third, £5, H. F. Sraitii, Lamwath House, Sutton, Hull (Lara-
wath Violet). Highly commended : T. Willis, Manor House,
Carperby (Windsor's Bride). Commended: J. J. Sharp
(Julia 9tii) ; J. How, Brougliton (Verona). The class com-
mended.

Heifer in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding three years old.—
First prize, £15, 0. Viveash, Berwick Bassett, Swindon
(Mary Ann) ; second, £10, F. J. S. Foljambe, M.P., Osber-
ton Hall, Worksop (Ziugara) ; third, £5, G. Game (Butter-
fly's Duchess). Highly commended: G. Game (Partridge)

;

W. and H. Dudding, Pantou House, Wragby (Rosebud 4th)
;

Marquess of Exeter (Penelope) ; A. Robotham, Tamworth
(Miss Bloomer), The class commended.

Yearling heifer, above one and not exceeding two years old.

—First prize, £15, Emily, Lady Pigot, Branches Park, New-
market (Rose of Wytham) ; second, £10, W. and H. Duddiug
(Blooming Bride).; third, £5, J. Outhwaite (Baroness Conyers).
Highly commended : T. Hilton (Lady Playful) ; J, How (Lady
Butterfly) ; Colonel R. N. Fitzhardinge Kingscote, C.B., M.P.
(Baroness Bickerstaffe) ; C. W. Brierley (Bolivar's Modesty).
Commended : Sir G. 0. Wombwell, Bart. (Selina)

; F. J. S.
Foljambe, M.P. (Sweetheart 29th) ; Sir T. C. Constable, Bart.,
North Ferriby, Hull (Oxford's B. Fly) ; T. Statter (Rosal-
bina 6th)

; and the Rev. W. Sneyd, Keele Hall, Newcastle-
under-Lyne (Hollyberry).

Heifer calf, above six and under twelve months old.—First
prize, £10, Lord Sudeley, Toddington (Seraphina Bella 2nd)

;

second, £5, T. H. Miller, Singleton, Poulton-le-Fylde
(Ringlet 4th). Highly commended: Sir G. 0. Wombwell,
Bart. (Cerito 2nd). Commended : Her Majesty the Queen
(Cawlina 4th) ; A. H. Browne (Oxford Beauty 2nd) ; Rev,
W. Sneyd (Amazon) ; T. Statter (Robin's Rose).

UEREFORDS.
Judges.—R. Greenslade, Romansleigh, South Molton.

H. Haywood, Blakemere House, Hereford.
H. W. Keary, Bridgnorth.

Bull, above three years old.—First prize, £25, P. Turner,
The Leen, Perabridge, Leominster (Provost) ; second, £15, J.
E. Spencer, Lancadle, Cowbridge (Von Moltke). Highly
commended : T. J. Carwardine, Stockton Bury, Leominster
(De Cote). Commended : W. Tudge, Adforton, Leintwardine
(Sir Roger) ; E. Lister, Cefn Ha, Usk (Chanter).
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Bull, above two and not exceeding three years old.—First

prize, £25, Sarah Edwards, Wintercott, Leominster (Winter

de Cote) ; second, ±'15, W. Evans, Llandowlais, Usk (Enter-

prise).

Yearling bull, above one and not exceeding two years old.

—

rirst prize, £25, H.J.Bailey, Rosedale, Tenbury (King of

the Dale) ; second, £15, E. Lister (Black Eagle) ; third, £5,

Her Majesty the Queen, Windsor Castle (Marquis of Lome).
Bull-calf, above six and not exceeding twelve mouths old.

—

First prize, £10, S. Edwards (Student) ; second, £5, C. H.
Hinckesman, The Poles, Ludlow (Sir Wilfred). Highly com-

mended: T. Fenn, Stonebrook House, Ludlow (Master Teme).

Commended : H. N. Edwards, Broadward, Leominster (Al-

fred) ; C. H. Hiuckesman (Sir Geoffrey).

Cow, above three years old.—First prize, £20, W. B. Peren,

Compton House, South Petherton (Ivington Rose) ; second,

£5, R. Tanner, Frodesley, Dorrington, Salop (Lady Milton).

Highly commended : W. Evans (Lady 2nd) ; T. Fenn (Du-

chess of Bedford 6th). Commended : Sir J. K. Bailey, Bart.,

M.P., Glanusk Park, Crickhowell (Giantess).

Heifer, iu-raiik or in-calf, not exceeding three years old.

—

Prize, £15, the Earl of Southesk, K.T., Kinnaird Castle, Bre-

chin (Desdemona), one entry.

Yearling heifer, above one and not exceeding two years.

—

First prize, £15, P. Turner (Exquisite) ; second, £10, P.

Turner (SatelUte) ; third, £5, H. N. Edwards (Annie 2nd).

Highly commended: Her Majesty the Queen (Princess Louise

Victoria). Commended: Her Majesty the Queen (Octavia).

Heifer-calf, above six and under twelve months old.—First

prize, £10, P. Turner (Verbena) ; second, £5, H. N. Edwards
(Dolly), Commended: W. B. Peren (Lady Lavender).

DEVONS.
Judges.—(As for Herefords).

Bull, above three years old.—First prize, £25, Viscount

Falmouth, Tregothnan, Probus (Jonquil) ; second, i'15, W.
Farthiug, Stowey Court, Bridgewater, Somersetshire (Master

Harry). Highly commended: Viscount Falmouth (Kingcraft).

Bull, above two and not exceeding three years old.—Prize,

£35, Executrix of tlie late J. Davy, Flitton Barton, North

Molton, Devon (Duke of Flitton 8th). Commended: Her
Majesty the Queen (Prince Imperial).

Yearling bull, above one and not exceeding two years old.^
Prize, £25, W. Farthing (Master Robin).

Bull-calf, above six and not exceeding twelve Eionths old.

—

First prize, £10, Executrix of the late J. Davey (Duke of Ply-

mouth) ; second, £5, W. Farthing. Highly commended i W.
Farthiug. Commended : J. A. Smith, Bradford Peverell, Dor-
chester (Viscount) ; Viscount Falmouth.

Cow, above three years old.—First prize, £20, T. L
Senior, Broujihtou House, Aylesbury (Moss Rose) ; second,

£10, J. A.Smith (Picture). Commended: Executrix of the

late J. Davy (Lavender).

Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding three years old.

—

First prize, £15, executrix of the late J. Davy (Temptress

3rd) ; second, £10, J. A. Smith (Honest). Highly commended :

G. Turner, Bi amford Speke, Exeter (Devonieiisis) . Commended:
W. Farthing (Fair Rosamond).

Yearling heifer, above one and not exceeding two years old.

—First prize, £15, J. A. Smith (Picture) ; second, £10, G.
Turner (Muriel). Highly commended : T. L. Senior (Lady
Maud).

Heifer-calf, above six and under twelve months old.—First

prize, £10, Executrix of the late J. Davey (Princess Alice itli)

second, £5, T. L. Senior (Moss Rose 1st). Highly commended:
Viscount Falmouth. Commended : J. A. Smith (Honest) ;

T. L. Senior (Verbena) ; W. Farthing.

JEKSEYS.
Judges.—T. Gibbons, Bumfoot, Longtowu.

H. Middleton, Cutteslowe, Oxford.

H. Tait, The Prince Consort's Shaw Farm, Windsor.
Bull, above one year old.—First prize, £10, Lord Chesham,

Latimer, Cliesham (Baron) ; second, £5, W. Gilbey, Hargrave
Park, Stanstead (Don). Highly commended: G. D. W.
Digby, Sherborne Castle, Dorset (Cowboy). The class com-
mended.

Cow, above three years old.—First prize, ^10, G. Simpson,
Wray Park, Reigate (Gentle) ; second, £5, W. Gilbey (Lady
Grey). Higlily commended : W. Gilbey (Duchess). Com-
mended : R. Atty, Aldborough, Hull (Beauty).

Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding three years old.—
First prize, £10, W. Gilbey (Tal) ; second, £5, G. Simpson

(Madge). Highly commended : G. t>, W. Digby (Queen of
the Vale).

GUERNSEYS.
Judges.—(As for Jerseys).

Bull, above one year old.—First prize, £10, The Rev. J.

R. Watson, La Favorita, Guernsey (Cloth of Gold) ; second,

£5, T. Maindonald, Les Eperons, Guernsey (Billy).

Cow, above three years old.—First prize, £10, T. Main-
donald, Les Eperons, Guernsey (Charlotte) ; second, £5, J.

Shaw, Beech Hill, Swanland, Yorkshire.

Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding three years old.—
First prize, £10, The Rev. J. R. Watson (Bijou).

GALLOWAYS.
Judges.—(As for Jerseys).

Bull, above above two years old.—First prize, £10, J. Gra-

ham, Parcelstown, Longtown, Cumberland (Willie of West-
burnflat) ; second, £5, J. Fisher, Knells, Carlisle (Squire

Dacre).

Cow, above three years old.—Firt prize, £10 W. Raine,

Low Wanwood, Alston, Cumberland (Queen of the Tyne ) se-

cond, £5, The Duke of Buccleuch and Queensbury, K.G.,

Drumlanrig Castle, Dumfriesshire (Jean).

Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, under three years old.—First

prize, £10, J. Graham, Parcelstown, Longtown, Cumberland

(Dame Margaret Douglas) ; second, £5, J. Graham (Queen of

Lyne).
AYRESUIKES.

Judges.—(As for Jerseys).

Bull, above two years old.—First prize, £10, T. Statter

(The Hero).

Cow, about three years old.—First prize, 10, T. Statter

(Maid of Ayr).
Heifer in-milk or in in-calf, under three years old.—First

prize, £10, T. Statter (Lassie),

OTHER ESTABLISHED BREEDS.
(Not including the Shorthorn, Hereford, Devon, Jersey,

Guernsey, Ayrshire, or Galloway.)
Judges.—(As for Jerseys).

Bull, above one year old.—First prize, £10, Lord Sondes,

Elmham Hall, Dereham (Norfolk Polled) ; second, £5, B.
Brown, Thursford, Dereham, (Norfolk Duke—Norfolk Polled).

Cow, above three years old.—First prize £10, B. Brown
(Countess—Norfolk Polled) ; second, £5, J. J. Colman, M.P.,
Carrow House, Norwich (Buttercup—Norfolk Polled).

Heifer in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding three years old.—
First prize, £10, Lord Sondes (Minnie .3rd—Norfolk Polled ;

second, £5, J.J. Colman, M.P. (Hatidsome—Norfolk Polled.)

CATTLE OF ANY BREED.
Judges.—(As for Shorthorns).

Pair of dairy cows, for breeding and milking purposes.—
First prize, £10, W. Dunn, Ellerby Grange, Skirlaugh, Hull,

(Shorthorns) ; second, £5, T. Statter (Dairy Maid and Butter-

cups).

Pair of three years old heifers in-milk or in-calf-—First

prize, £10, ;G. Ashburner, Low Hall, Broughton-in-Furness

(Shorthorns).

Pair of two-and-a-half years old steers.—First prize, £15,

J. and W. Martin, New Market, Aberdeen.

SHEEP.
LEICESTER 3.

Judges.—C. Clarke, Scopwick, Sleaford.

T. Potter, Yellowford, Thorverton, Devon,
W. Sanday, Radcliffe-on-Trent.

Shearling ram.—First prize, £20, G. Turner, jun., Thorpe-
lands, Northampton ; second, £10, J. Borton, Barton House,
Barton-le-Street, Malton ; third, £5, G. Turner, jun. Com-
mended: G. Turner, jun. (for three other sheep).

Ram of any other age.—First prize, £20, T. Marris, The
Chase, Ulceby ; second, £10, J. Borton ; third, £5, J. Borton.

Commended : J. Borton.

Pen of five shearling ewes.—First prize, a£15, G. Turner,

jun.; second, £10, J. Borton ; third, £5, T. H. Hutchinson,

Manor House, Catterick. Commended : T. H. Hutchinson,

COTSWOLDS,
Judges,—H. Aylmer, West Dereham, Norfolk.

Robert Game, Aldsworth, Northleach.

R. J. Newton, Campsfield Farm, Woodstock,
Shearling ram.—First prize, £20, T. Brown, of Marham

Hall Farm, Downham Market, Norfolk ; second, £10, T.

Brown ; third, £5, T. Brown. Highly Commended ; Royal

Agricultural College Farm, Cirencester,
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Ram of any other age.—First prize, £20, T. Brown : second,

£10, T. Brown ; third, £5, The Royal Agricultural College,

Earm,
Pen of five shearling ewes.—First prize, £15, Mary God-

win, Troy Farm, Somerton, Deddington ; second, £10, The
Royal Agricultural College Farm ; third, £5, T. B. Browne,
Salpertoa Park, Audoverslbrd.

LINCOLNS.
Judges.—J. H.Casswell, Laughton, Folkingham.

J. Greetham, Stainfield House, Wragby.
R. G. F. Howard, Temple Bruer, Lincoln.

Shearling ram.—First prize, £20, W. and H. Dudding,
Pauton House, Wragby ; second, £10, E. J. Howard, Nocton
Rise ; third, £5, J. Pears, Mere. Highly Commended : C.

Clarke, Ashby-de-la-Launde, Sleaford (Reserve). The class

highly commended.
Ram of any other age.—First prize, ^20, W. and H. Dud-

ding ; second, i'lO, W. F. Marshall, Branston, Liiicoln ; third,

£5, J. Pears.

Pen of five shearling ewes.—First prize, £15, J. Byron,
Kirbj Green, Sleaford ; second, £10, C. Clarke; third, £5,
W. Hesseltine, Beaumont Cote, Barton-upon-Humber.

BORDER LEICESTEKS.
Judges.—J. Jardine, Arkleton, Langholm.

G. Rea, Middleton House, Alnwick.

J. Rand, Bowmont Hill, Coldstream.

Shearling rams.—Fiist prize, £20, T. Forster, jun., EUing-

ham, Chathill, Northumberland ; second, £10, A. Bell, Lin-

ton, Kelso, Roxburgh, N. B. ; third, £5, W. Purves, Linton

Burnfoot, Kelso, Roxburgh, N.B. Commended: W. Purves.

Ram of any other age.—First prize, £20, T. Forster, jun.

;

second, £10, T. Forster, jun. ; third, £5, G. Laing, Wark,
Coldstream, Northumberland. Commended : R. Tweedie,

The Forest, Catterick, Yorkshire.

Pen of five shearling ewes.—First prize, £15, W. Purves ;

second, £10, W. Purves.

OXFORDSHIRE DOWJJS.

Judges.—(As for Cotswolds).

Shearling ram.—Firit prize, £20, J. Treadwell, Upper
Winchendou, Aylesbury ; second, £10, G. Wallis, Old Shif-

ford, Barapton ; third, £5, G. Wallis. Highly commended :

Duke of Marlborough, K.G., Blenheim Palace, Woodstock
(for two sheep). Corameudfd: G. Wallis (for two sheep)

;

C. Howard, Biddenham, Bedford.

Ram of any other age.—First prize, £20, J. Treadwell

(Guildford) ; second, i'lO, G. Wallis ; third, £5, A. F. Mil-

ton Druce, Twelve Acres, Eynsham. Highly commended : F.

Street, and C. Howard.
Pen of five shearling ewes.—First prize, £15, C. Howard

;

second, £10, A. F. Milton Druce. Highly commended : C.

Howard. Commended : F. Street.

longwools of axy breed.
Judges.—(As for Leicesters).

Pen of twenty-five shearling gimmers.—First prize, £25,

J. Pears (Lincolns) ; second, £15, C. Clark (Lincolns) ; third,

£10, E. J. Howard (Lincolns). Commended : J. Byron (Lin-

colns). SOUTHDOWNS.
Judges.—H. Fookes, Whitchurch, Blandford.

H. P. Hart, Beddinghara, Lewes.

T. C Saunders, Watercombe, Dorchester.

Shearling ram. — First prize, £20, W. Rigden, Hove,
Brighton ; second, £10, F. J. S. Foljambe, M.P., Osberton
Hall, Worksop ; third, £5, J. J. Colman, M.P. Highly com-
mended : H. R. H. The Prince of Wales, K.G., Saudringham,
King's Lynn ; Lord Walsingham, Merton Hall, Thetford.

Commended : Lord Walsingham.
Ram of any other age.—First prize, £20, W. Rigden

second, £10, W. Rigden ; third prize, £5, Lord Walsingham;
Highly commended : H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, and Col.

R. N. Fitzhardinge Kingscote, M.P., Kingscote. Com-
mended : W. Rigden, and Lord Walsingham (for two sheep).

Pen of five shearling ewes.—First prize, £15, Lord Wal-
singham ; second, £10, the Duke of Richmond, K.G., Good-
wood ; third, £5, the Duke of Richmond. Highly com-
mended : Lord Sondes, Elmham Hall, Thetford. Commended :

H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, K.G.
SHR0P8HIRES.

Judges.—T. Horley, The Fosse, Leamington,

R. H. Masfen, Pendeford, Wolverhampton.

C Randell, Chadbury, Evesham.
Shearling ram.—First prize, £20, Lord Chesham, Latimer,

Chesham ; second, £10, Sarah Beach, The Hattons, Brewood ;

third, £5, J. Coxon, Freeford Farm, Lichfield. Highly com-

mended : C. Byrd, Littywood, Stafford. Commended : Lord

Chesham ; T. and T. J. Mansell, Adcott Hall, Baschurch.

Ram of any other age.—I'lrst prize, £20, E. Crane,

Shrawardine, Shrewsbury ; second, £10, T. F'enn, Stouebrook :

third, £5, J. Pulley, Lower Eaton, Hereford. Commended;
S. Beach.

Pen of five shearling ewes.—First prize, £15, Lord Ches-

ham ; second, £10, J. H. Bradburn, Pipe Place, Lichfield;,

third, £5, J. H. Bradburn. Commended : S. Beach.

HAMPSHIRE AND OTHER SIIORTWOOLLED BREEDS.

(Not qualified to compete as Southdown or Shropshire.)

Judges.—(As for Southdowns).

Shearling ram.—First prize, £10, A. Morrison, Fonthill

House, Tisbury (Hampshire Down) ; second, £5, A. Morrison

(Hampshire Down). Highly commended : J. Rawlence, Bul-

bridge, Wilton (Hampshire Down). Commended : R. and J.

Russell, Horton Kirby, Dartl'ord, Kent (Hampshire Down).
Ram of any other age.—First prize, £10, J. Rawlence

(Hampshire Down) ; second, i'5, A. Morrison (Hampshire
Down). Highly commended: J. Rawlence (Hampshire
Down).

Pen of five shearling ewes.—First prize, £10, J. Rawlence
(Hampshire Down) ; second, £5, J. Rawlence (Hampshire
Down).

CHEVIOTS.
Judges.—(As for Border Leicesters).

Shearling ram.—First prize, £10, T. Elliott, Hindhope,
Jedburgh, N.B. ; second, £5, T. Elliott. Commended : R.
Shortreed, Attonburn, Kelso.

Ram of any other aa;e.—First prize, £10, T. Elliott ; se-

cond, £5, T. Elliott. Highly commended : J. Robson, Bymess,
Rochester, Nortimmberland. Commended : R. Shortreed

Pen of five ewes.—First prize, £10, T. Elliott ; second,

£5, R. Shortreed. Highly commended : J. Robson.
BLACKFACF.D MOUNTAIN SHEEP.

Judges.—(As for Border Leicesters).

Shearling ram.—First prize, £10, C. Armstrong, Ashgill

Side, Alston, Cumberland ; second, £5, A. W. Long, Mint
Cottage, Kendal.

Ram ot any other age.—First prize, £10, C. Armstrong
;

second, £5, C. H. Wilson, Rigmaden, Kirkby Lonsdale.

Commended : C. H. Wilson.

Pen of five ewes, of any age.—Prize, £10, G. Crawthers,

Gale Hall, Penrith. Commended : A. W. Long.
MOUNTAIN SHEEP.

(Including Lonk, Herdwick, and other breeds.)

Judges.—(As for Border Leicesters).

Shearling ram.—Prize, £10, B. Dobson, Brook Street

Ilkley (Lonk).

Ram of any other age.—First prize, £10, B. Dobson
(Lonk) ; second, £5, C. H. Wilson, High Park, Kendal
(Herdwick).

Pen of five ewes.—Prize, B, Dobson, Brook Street, Ilkley

(Lonk).

SHEEP or ANY BREED.
Judges.—(As for Lincolns).

Pen of ten shearling wether sheep.—First prize, £10, F.

J. P. Clarke, North Ferriby, Brough (Leicesters); second,

£5, the Executors of the late Earl of Zetland, Aske Hall,

Richmond (Shropshires).

PIGS.
LARGE WHITE BREED.

Judges.—E. Little, Lanhill, Chippenham.

John Lynn, Church Farm, Stroxton, Grantham.

J. S. Turner, Chyngton, Seaford, Lewes.

Boar, above twelve months old.—First prize, £10, C. R. N.
Beswick-Royds, Pyke House, Littleborough (Velocipede)

;

second, £5, R. E. Duckering, Northorpe, Kirton Lindsey

(Cultivator 9th).

Boar, above six and not exceeding twelve months old.^
First prize, £10, J. Garbutt, South Cave, Brough (John Bull)

;

second, £5, J. Dove, Hambrook House, Hambrook (Lord
Harabrook). Commended: R. E. Duckering.

Breeding sow.—First prize, £10, the Earl of EUesmere,
Worsley Hall, Manchester (Lancashire Witch) ; second, £5,
J. Garbutt, South Cave, Brough (Primrose). Highly com-
mended : M. Walker, Stockley Park (Thalia 2nd). Com-
mended : J. Bulman, Carleton Hill, Carlisle (Annie) ; and
R. E. Duckering.
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Pen of three breeding Sow J)igs, of the same litter, above

four and under eight months old.—First prize, £10, P. Eden,
Cross Lane, Salford; second, ^5, J. Dove, Hambrook (Three

Lilies). Commended : R. E. Duckering (Three Gems).
SMALL WHITE BREED.

Boar, above twelve months old.—Eirst prize, £10, G. M.
Sexton, Wlierstead Hall, Ipswich (Disturbance) ; second, £5,
tlie Earl of Ellesmere (Peacock). Highly commended: C.R.N.
Beswick-Royds (Hector). Commended: W. Hope, V.S., Par-

sloes, Chadwell Heath (Curly).

Boar, above six months and not exceeding twelve months
old.—First prize, £10, Peter Eden, Coss-lane, Salford

(Punch) ; second, £5, Lord Rendlesham, Rendlesham Hall,

Woodbridge (Gay Lad). Commended : R. E. Duckering
(Lord Lidcoln).

Breeding sow.—First prize, £10, The Earl of Ellesmere
(Queen of the West); second, i'5, G. M. Sexton (Rivalry).

Highly commended : C. R. N. Beswick-Royds (Northern
Princess).

Pen of three breeding sow pigs, of the same litter, above
four and under eight months old.—First prize, £10, The Earl
of Ellesmere

; second, £5, The Earl of Ellesmere. Com-
mended : W. Parker, Golden Lion Hotel, Bradford (Rose,
Dewdrop, and Rose of Yorkshire).

SMALL BLACK BREED.
Boar, above twelve months old.—First prize, £10, G. M.

Sexton (Doncaster) ; second, £5, C. R. N. Beswick-Royds
(Indian Chief).

Boar, above six months, and not exceeding twelve months
old.—First prize, £10, G. JM. Sexton (Marsworth) ; second,

£5, G. M. Sexton (Kidbroke).
I3reeding sow.—First prize, £10, J. Kowles, Wetherby,

Yorksliire (Black Bess) ; second, £5, G. M. Sexton. Highly
commended : S. Wolton (Miss Northy 2nd. Commended :

G. M. Sexton.

Pen of three breeding sow pigs, of the same litter, above
four and nnder eight months old.—First prize, £10, G. M.
Sexton (Bound to Win).

BERKSHIRES.
Boar, above twelve months old.—First prize, £10, J.

Wheeler, Long Compton, Shipstou-on-Stour (Sam) ; second,

£5, W. Uewer, Sevenhampton (Cardiff Hero). Highly com-
mended : H. Ilumfrey, Kingstone Farm (Sir Dorchester Car-
dilT). The class commended.

Boar, above six months and not exceeding twelve months
old.—First prize, £10, W. Hewer; second, €5, R. A. College
Farm. Highly commended : H. Hurafrey.

Breeding sow.—First prize, £10, A. Stewart, Saint Bridge
Farm, Gloucester (Princess 2ud) ; second, £5, R. A. College
Farm. Highly commended: Tlie Marquis of Aylesbury, Sa-
vernake Forest (Wiltshire Rose) ; T. Radcliffe, Cheswell
Grange, Newport, Shropshire (Lady Alesbury) ; J. Wheeler
(The Lady) ; R. Fowler, Broughton Farm, Aylesbury (Royal
Princess) ; and M. Walker, Stockley (Gipsey). The class

commended.
Pen of three breeding sow pigs, of the same litter.—First

prize, £10, W. Hewer; second, £5, R. A. College Farm.
Highly commended: M. Walker (Speck Sylph Syson).

OTHER BREEDS.
(Not eligible to compete in any of the preceding classes.)

Boar.—First prize, £10, The Earl of Ellesmere (Duke of
Lancaster—white middle) ; second, £5, The Earl of Ellesmere
(Pretender—white, with blue middle). Highly commended :

T. Atkinson, Aire-street Coal Wharf, Leeds (Prince Charlie—white middle).

Breeding sow.—First prize, £10, Tlie Earl of Ellesmere
(Grand Duchess—white middle) ; second, £5, J.Taylor, Ireby
Mill, Ireby, Carlisle (Betty—white). Highly commended:
The Earl of Ellesmere (Lady Betty—white middle) ; P. Eden
(Busy Bee—white middle) ; and M. Walker (Acorn 2nd—
white middle). The class commended.
Pen of three breeding sow pigs, of the same litter, above

four and under eight months old—First prize, £10, R. E.
Duckering (white middle) ; second, £5, J. Moir and Son,
Gatlhdee, Aberdeen (black and white).

FARMS.
Judges.—R. H. Pearson, Stallingboro', Grimsby.

Hugh Stephenson, Dene House, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
John Thompson, Badminton, Chippenham.

„^"2eof £100, W. G. Wallgate, West Hill, Aldborough,
Hull. Highly commended for general good management,

especially for excellence in gates and fences: C. Lambsrt,
Sunk Island, Hull ; P. Dunn, Pasture House, Sigglesthorne,

Hull; G. England, Carlton, Coniston, Holderness.

INSPECTORS OF SHEARING.
H. Bone, Avon, Ringwood.
R. Brown, Wiggington House, Tamworth.
W. Jobson, Buteland, Bellingham, Northumberland.

VETERINARY INSPECTORS.
Professor Browne, Royal Veterinary College.

R. L. Hunt, Birmingham (for Dentition in pigs).

STEWARDS OF STOCK.
R. Milward, Thurgarton Priory, Southwell.

R. Leeds, Castleacre, Brandon.
M. W. Ridley, M.P., Blagdon, Cramlington.

W. H. Wakefield, Sedgwick, Kendal.

Director of the Show.—B. T. B. Gibbs,

, THE IMPLEMENT TRIALS.

The ground selected for the iinplemeut trials is

adjoining the Ilessle road, about a mile-aud-a- half beyond

the borough boundary of Hull. It is part of the Priory

Farm near Hessle, in the occupation of i\Ir. James Dunn.
The laud engaged is e.xtensive, and consists of seven

closes, comprising altogether upwards of one hundred

acres. The soil is alluvial and a strong clay, which has

become very hard under the influence of the late dry

weather. The rain which fell here on Thursday last has

had little influence in softening the ground, and the

ploughs and scarifiers in competition have consequently

been tested severely, as far as draught is concerned. In

the forenoon of the Monday the wheel ploughs for light land

(section I class I) commenced work on ground laid to

seeds, and seven makers entered on the first stage of

their competition, viz., Messrs. Page and Co., Bedford ;

Charles Perkins, Cowbridge, Boston ; John Hodgson,

Louth ; W. Hunt, Leicester ; J. D. Snowden, Doncaster
;

Ball and Sou, Rothvvell ; and Corbett and Peele, Shrews-

bury. One of the conditions of competition with these

ploughs is that they are to be tested " on light land

only," to which is added the saving clause, " as far as

practicable." As no light land can be found within suita-

ble distance of the town of Hull, they have to be con-

tent with what is certainly not " light land," but

of a quality in which the proper working of implements

of this class is nearly impracticable. In the face of the

difficulty, however, the ploughs on the whole performed

well—certainly as well as could be expected from the

nature of the ground—and the requisite number of turns

at the stipulated depths were concluded during the after-

noon. Although the soil was tenacious it was entirely

free from such obstruction to the ploughs as stones, but

at a very few inches below the surface it was remarkably

hard. The ploughs, therefore, laboured considerably in

going through it, and a clean cut underneath was hardly

to be expected, nor a smooth furrow slice pleasing to the

eye. The ploughing of any clover lea in the dry summei
months must obviously be performed with considerable

difficulty, especially so on stiff clay soil like that assigned

for the present trials.

The double-furrow ploughs for light land also com-

menced work on Monday in an adjoining field of a like

character to that in which the above single-furrow wheel

ploughs were tested. Nine ploughs started in this class,

made respectively by Messrs. J. P. Fison, Feversham,

Cambridge; G. W. Murray and Co., Banff; Corbett

and Peele ; J. L. Baker and Co., Kimbolton ; Ball and

Son, Page and Co., J. D. Snowden, Charles Perkins, and

J. Hodgson, but the ploughs of the four latter makers

did not enter on their trials until to-day. A pair of

horses was found quite insufficient to draw these imple-

ments through the soil. Of course the addition of a third

horse, or indeed any number of horses, in trials like these

does not of itself militate against the chance of a prize,

as all have to be submitted to the final test for draught by
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the dynamometer. But Messrs. Murray and Co. had a

team of two auimak that had to be coutent without any
extra aid—a pair of cross-bred polled Scotch oxen, brought
all the way from Banlf for the special purpose of working
their ploughs. Most of the teams of horses, when
two only were used, came to an occasional standstill on
their way from headland to headland. They restlessly

jibbed, and then again went off in hurried spurts to come
to another sudden stop, whilst the oxen bore slowly along,

throwing their whole weight into their collars, and did their

work bravely and without flinching in the slightest degree.

Ploughman, plough, and oxen alike performed well. If

any were at fault it was the man, who persistently

would plough after the Scotch fashion by putting his im-

plement to lean too much to the landside, thus not making
a clean perpendicular cut, or leaving a perfectly flat sole

to his furrow, in accordance with the distinct conditions

laid down by the Society. Mr. J. D. Snowden's plough

turned a capital furrow, well-formed, and with a clean

under-cut. The plough of Messrs. Corbett and Peele

also made very fair work when the horses got re-

conciled to their task in the stubborn land, and one of the

team, " Ball," at last gave up all intentions to " strike."

Messrs. Ball and Son's plough was a well made imple-

ment, and cut a very good furrow with a clean level sole.

The same character of ploughing will also describe the

work done by the implements of two or three others,

but the same cannot be said of all the remaining

ploughs in this class, and some of those are evidently

out of court, and will not appear further on in the

trials, if one may judge from the nature of the under
cut, although some of them in other respects have done
well. The single-furrow wheel ploughs for medium soil,

seven in number, made their debut to-day, the entries

being made by Messi-s. Page and Son ; Corbett and Peele

;

J. Hodgson ; J. Snowden ; C. Perkins ; W. Hunt ; and
Ball & Son. The work at seven inches deep was here again

much beyond the power of a pair of horses, and the fur-

rows turned up roughly ; the ploughs of Ball and Son
and Hunt doing as well as could be expected under the

circumstances. The wheel ploughs adapted for mixed
and heavy soils, had, of course, still greater difficulty to

contend with, as they had to go an inch deeper, having to

plough some of the furrows to a depth of eight inches.

Every additional inch in the land greatly increased the

draught over the previous one, as each additional inch in

the hard-baked soil was of much greater tenacity than the

one immediately above it. Only three ploughs ventured

on their work in this class, and the land tore up in irre-

gular pieces. The competitors ware Ball, Hodgson, and

Page, the former doing much the best work. The swing

ploughs commenced operations this afternoon, and the

following makers entered into competition : Messrs. J.

Robinson, Sutton, near Hull ; Ball and Son ; Hodgson,
Corbett and Peele ; Murray and Co. ; Snowdeu ; and
Fison. The swing ploughs on the whole performed their

task well. That of Ball and Son made a good clean

cut, and a nicely-shaped plough by Corbett and

Peele also worked very fairly. The ploughing

made for Messrs. Murray and Co. was again after the

North Country fashion, and, judged by this standard, it

was of a high order of merit, and altogether must be said

to be of a very good character. The crest of the

furrows stood evenly, having a good square angle between

them. The uneven sole left by Fison's plough was ob-

jectionable. The best work, as far as we could judge, was

decidedly done by Snowden's implement, and there is little

doubt it will be heard of further on in the contest.

The clod-crushers and heavy and light rollers have

all, during yesterday and to-day, passed through their first

trials. The entries are numerous in each class, and the

pajority of the implements have entered the lists. The

principal makers who compete are Messrs. Barford and
Perkins ; the Beverley Iron Company ; Cambridge and
Parham ; Corbett and Peele ; Crosskill and Sons ; Hill
and Smith ; Holmes and Son ; W. Hunt ; Lewis and
Co., &c. The Croskill clod-crusher of Croskill and Sons
and the Beverley Company performed admirably, as

usual, on the roughly ploughed stubble land. So also did
the crushers on the Cambridge principle, made by Cam-
bridge and Parham and Barford and Perkins ; and doubt-
less one of these four will secure the prize, as they are
generally considered to be the best on the field, which is

high praise in a class of great general merit. The rollers

have been well tested on the same field, and the judges
have given all their implements a patient and painstaking
trial. After the rollers went the cultivators for heavy
land, of which there were seven in number, viz., those of
Messrs. William Ashton, Horncastle; Charles Clay,
Wakefield; E. II. Beutall ; \V. Hunt; Ball and Sonj;
Coleman and Morton ; Murray and Co. ; and Corbett
and Peele. These implements were subsequently, at dif-

ferent depths down to six inches, tried on the piece
of tares. The work was performed with difficulty at the
greater depths, especially by those implements of broadest
make. Preliminary trials have also been made by the
drag harrows, the majority of which went through the
ground in an efficient manner.

Ten out of the seventeen stacking machines that have
come to the post have already undergone the scrutiny of
the judges, when treated with straw and hay. They have
again to undergo trials with corn in sheaf and with straw
delivered on them from a thrashing machine in full opera-
tion. Great improvements have been made of late years
on these useful implements ; and a few of those that have
been tried up to this time have succeeded well with hay
and straw, whatever they may do with sheaves of corn.

Others have worked in a slovenly way, and stand little

chance of honourable mention from the judges.

The w eather up to the present has been fine and plea-

sant, and from all appearances is likely to continue so for

the next few days.

Friday, July 11.— The judges have been very
busy since Tuesday, and have so far completed their

task that nothing remains to be done to-morrow
in field trials with the exception of ascertaining

the draught of the scarifiers, cultivators, and
one or two other implements by the dynamometer, and
also testing two of the stacking machines by attaching

them to a steam thrashing-machine to decide on their

adaptability for delivering thrashed straw direct from the

shaker of the thrashing machine in actual work. A few
chosen implements in each class have undergone final

competition, and five elevators only are left in to await

the final verdict. The entries in this class were numer-
ous, but only seventeen out of the thirty-one actually en-

tered upon their trials. Many of the makers entered

more than one machine. Barford and Perkins had seven

;

but all of these of course did not come up to the post. It

is but waste of time to try three or four implements of

the same make by the same firm, and it is judicious to

elect to be tried by one only, which was the plan gene-

rally adopted. The following is a list of the firms who
entered for competition : Ashby, Jeffery, and Luke ; Bar-
ford and Perkins ; The Beverley Iron Company ; J.

Coultas, Grantham ; Holmes and Son, Norwich ; Lewiu
and Son, Poole, Dorset ; Perkins and Co., Hitchin

;

Robey and Co., Lincoln ; T. Robson, Bridlington, York-
shire ; Tasker and Sons, Andover, Hants ; Wallis and
Steevens, Basingstoke; Henry Wright, "Boston; W.
T. Wright, Cardiff; and H. Yorath, Cardiff. It will be
seen from the above that the prize winners at the Royal
Agricultural meeting last year—Messrs. Lewin and Clay-
ton and Shuttleworth—have not competed here. The
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trials were of an elaborate nature, and the tests were care-

fully carried out by tbe jjainstaking judges. No test of

any importance bearing on the practical working of these

machines and the points of merit by which they

were judged are sufficiently numerous and relatively

balanced to make the final decision a matter of

precise calculation. The following notice was posted up

at the gate of the stack-yard

:

COMBINED STACKING MACHINES.

1. Each machine to be brought into position folded as

for travelling.

2. A first trial will be made with each machine in the

order noted below, with hay and straw not weighed.

3. A second trial will be made with each machine with

numbered sheaves of corn.

4. Final trials will then be made with selected ma-

chines with weighed sheaf corn, and, if considered neces-

sary, with hay and straw again.

5. At the same time experiments will be made to de-

termine the power required.

6. The log sheets on which the results ofUhe trials will

be recorded with points of merit for perfection, with va-

rious qualifications, are given below.

Beneath this notice the "log" was given in which the

points of merit were arranged in a scale as follows :

POINTS OF MERIT.

Weight 50

Price 100
Maximum height at which it will deliver 50
Stability, strength, and mechanical qualities, "1

nj^^

"Engineers' opinion" J
Simplicity, " Engineers' and Judges' opinion" ... 150
Efficiency and freedom from friction 150
Absence of tendency to shake out corn 50

Completeness of delivery of straw, &c., and ab- ")

sence of choking of chains and forks ...J

Protection from action of wind, tending to scat- "l ^^
ter the straw, &c J

Delivery at any angle 50
Size when packed 50

1000
The weeding out of the condemned implements com-

menced early in the week ; several were unable to hold

their own further than the first trial. One or two soon

came to a standstill even in that. It is strange makei's

enter upon working in a competive ti-ial without being

liable to break down befoi'e the public from the gearing

tackle getting out of order, chains c hoking, or

slipping of the pulleys, and other vexatious casualties.

Still it must be confessed that somehow accidents will

happen to the best regulated machines exactly at the most
inopportune time and place

;
just as the best thorough-

bred will sometimes strain a tendon at Epsom, and the

cleverest greyhound break a leg at Altcar, to the discom-

fiture of the most sanguine spoi'tsman. The trials with

corn in sheaf was very interesting, and not a few of the

machines are deserving of high praise for the efficiency

with which they executed this part of their duty. When
the final trial with sheaves was come to to-day there were
only five makers left in with the chance of the prize of

£25. The sheaves were weighed in the stack-yard, and
placed in a waggon, from which two men threw them
into the hopper of the elevator as rapidly as they could.

The time occupied in raising and delivering on the stack

a ton of sheaves did not greatly vary, and is thus stated

:

100
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bett and Peele, Ball and Son, J. D. Snowden, and Charles

Perking. Of the double-furrow ploughs for mixed and

heavy land that entered in final competition there were

three only, viz., those of Murray and Co., Ball and Son,

and J. D. Snowden. In both classes Murray and Co.'s

ploughs, drawn by the pair of oxen, appear to have donebest.

Heavy double-furrow ploughs are a mistake on heavy

lea ground, and can only be expected to repay for using

them on stubble or fallow land. We have also doubtless

proceeded far enough in number of furrows to be cut at

the same operation by any one plough to be drawn by

horses when we adopt a double-furrow plough, and it is

not to be wondered at that the prize offered for " the best

plough turning three or more furrows" met with no re-

sponse. The light wheel-ploughs that have gained a place

were by Messrs. J. Hodgson, W. Hunt, Corbett and

Peele, and Ball and Son, and these and the medium
wheel-ploughs, and the ploughs for heavy land remaining

in did more satisfactory work on the tares than on the

hard and almost impenetrable field of seeds, Messrs. Ball's

fairly distancing his competitors here, as he did on the

stronger ground. There were only three entries for sub-

soil-ploughs, and the struggling efforts of man and beast

to get along with them might be said to be amusing

unless the remark might appear to be unfeeling, where

such violent labour was required to go from headland

to headland. The sub-soil ploughs entered belonged to

Messrs. E. H. Bentall, Ball and Son, and Murray and

Co., and that of the well-known maker first mentioned

was undoubtedly the best of these implements.

The trial of clod-crushers was completed on Wednes-

day, when two on the Crosskill principle (entered re-

spectively by Crosskill and Sons and the Beverley Iron

and Waggon Company), and one on the Cambridge prin-

ciple (manufactured by Barford and Perkins), were finally

tested for the prize. Both these kindo of clod-crushers

are well known and deservedly popular. Judging of the

work done, we shall not be surprised if one of the Cross-

kills will be found to the fore when the decisions are pub-

lished some time to-morrow ; whilst the Cambridge of

Barford and Perkins is certainly a most formidable oppo-

nent. Messrs. Barford and Perkins, The Beverley Iron

and Waggon Company, and W. Hunt, have had it all to

themselves at the last, after meeting a good field of ten

entries in each class—light and heavy rollers—and as they

finally rolled along they did some very capital work, leaving

the issue doubtful enough to prevent anyone confidently

pronouncing the name of the one the judges are likely

to elect to head the list. Two implements entered the

list to compete for the prize offered for the best roller not

qualified to compete in any of the other classes. One was
a drill-roller, constructed on the Cambridge principle,

adapted for use upon bean, potato, and turnip drills. It

is a very good implement, and performed admirably upon
the drills, especially raised to try it. It was made by
Brigham and Co., of Berwick-upon-Tweed. The other

implement Mas of novel construction, and was sent by
Messrs. J. B. and J. Sainty, of Wisbeach. It has three

cylinders, adapted for water ballast ; the two hinder ones

are spindle-jointed in the centre and at the sides, and by
this means the roller is intended to adapt itself to in-

equalities in the land.

There was a goodly array of cultivators and scarifiers in

the two classes formed fo;-them. In those for heavy land

we find the names of well-known makers, whose imple-

ments were of a good useful kind. Those of Messrs.

Ashton, Bentall, Clay, and Hunt worked well. Mr.

Clay's cultivator, three feet six inches wide, is especially

to be noticed for the way it got through the soil. Messrs.

Hunt's implement also deserves special mention for its

good mechanism and the efficient manner in which it

worked. That of Messrs. Corbett and Peele and E. H.

Bentall also showed to advantage. Bentall's, however
although capable of being set at three four inches wide,

was worked at its greatest breadth, six feet two inches,

and could not be expected to go through the hard ground
with the same facility as those of smaller size. The light

cultivators that have undergone trial have also performed
well as a class, the probability being in favour of either

Coleman and Morton or Charles Clay receiving the first

prize.

The harrows in classes mustered strongly. In ordinary
harrows the work donebythoseof Messrs. Ashton, W. Hunt,
and Cambridge and Parham was admirable. The chain
harrow of the latter firm is also worthy of high praise for

the style in which it went over the land. The chisel

harrow of Messrs. Ashton, Sharman and Ladbury, Cam-
bridge and Parham, and Charles Clay went through their

task very efficiently, and were noticeable in a class un-
usually strong.

There were only two turn-wrest ploughs entered—one
in each class. They were by Mr. John Davey, of St.

Germans, Cornwall. They would doubtless have won
prizes in any field. They cut and laid nice clean furrows,
and were easily handled at the headlands. The construction
of Mr. Davey's ploughs is clever, and the workmanship
on them first-rate. They are admirably adapted for

ploughing hill-sides, the work which they are specially de-
signed to perform.

Three paring ploughs alone were present, made re-

spectively by Messrs. Hill and Smith, Ball and Son, and
W. Hunt. The plough of the latter was certainly the
best in the class, as also was Mellard's now well-known
rotary mould -board plough among the cultivators.

Since the first meeting of the Royal Agricultural So-
ciety, held at Oxford in 1839, when the judges awarded
the Messrs. Ransome of Ipswich a gold medal for having
" sent up waggons with more than six tons of machinery
and implements," the enterprise and ingenuity of imple-
ment-makers have developed to a wonderful extent.

Within the precincts of the showyard and on the ground
occupied by its field-trials, triumphs of mechanism are

now annually to be seen that would have created intense
astonishment in the minds of those who frequented the
earlier exhibitions of the Society. It is not uncommon
now for the i-epresentatives of the old Ipswich firm and
other of our large makers to send by rail upwards of

fifty tons of machinery each to these meetings. After
the terrible muddle made over the working of Howard's
steam tackle at Wolverhampton it was of course

desirable to court another illustration ; and one of the

most pleasant sights to those interested in the tillage

of the soil was the performance of the different steam
ploughs and cultivators in the neighbourhood of Hull
during the show. The command over these implements
and the excellence of their performance was highly

satisfactory Messrs. Fowler and Co., J. and P.

Howard, Barford and Perkins, T. R. H. Fisken, and the

Ravenscroft Company entered upon their work in the

stiff clay soil which, even at six inches deep, and with

a single furrow, almost defies the efforts of the strongest

team at this time of the year, but through which ths

snorting engines drew, at greater depths and with ease

—

without break or hindrance— several shares or tines at a
time, leaving large stretches of ploughed land rapidly
behind them. In no district can these magnificent im-
plements be used to gi-eater advantage than in the country
round about Hull, where steam cultivating is at present
but little adopted, but where it is now to be hoped it will

soon become common after the recent demon stratioa

that has been afforded the farmers of the surrounding
neighbourhood.

The general excellence ofthe implements which competed
for the prizes in the field-trials is worthy of note. The
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most important perhaps were the stacking machines. The

judges had prepared for their own guidance a most

elaborate scale of "points of merit." We cannot

help thinking, however, that parts of the scale require

modification in the event of any future trials. One of

the chief objects in view in making a stacking machine

should be to enable it to deliver corn or straw at a

height that costs too much labonr when performed by men
only ; and 50 points out of 1,000 (5 per cent.) seems

small for the "maximum height at which it will deliver."

On the other hand, 100 points (or 10 per cent.) is cer-

tainly large enough for " price," if by this term is meant

the amount of money tor which the article can be

obtained without relation to the original cost of mate-

rial and workmanship on the machine. Next time we
should like to see two classes for these implements, in

which price and size might be the basis of distinction

between them—when large expensive machines of great

length and breadth of trough, suitable for use on large farms

where bulky crops of long straw are grown, would not

have to compete with lesser cheaper ai'ticles more adapted

tor making small stacks on small holdings. If some such

distinction weremade therewould be a greater chance for one

ortwo of the makers that remained in the final trials. But in

saying this we must not be supposed to cast the slightest

discredit on the eminent qualities of the machine, that

now took the prize so fairly in the opinion of all. Cheap-

ness is certainly an important point to the purchasing

farmer, and in one of the American states an Act was re-

cently introduced into the legislature to restrain makers

of agricultural implements from charging 100 per cent.

more for an article than its actual cost of production !

What an almost interminable array of implements are

to be found in the showyards of the present day ! The
workmanship of these has attained a high pitch of perfec-

tion. NoTel and ingenious inventions continually attract

attention. Improvements in the manufacture of the

simplest implements ever appear to come. Mr. Samuel

Wilkerson's machine for emptyiug corn from one

sack into another is a most ingenious device, and

worthily obtained the silver medal ; so also was

Messrs. Davy, Paxman, and Co.'s apparatus for heat-

ing water by exhaust-steam pipe. Messrs. Barford and

Perkins introduced a great novelty in an arrangement

by which one man can move a large traction-engine when
the wheels have stuck in a mud-hole. The very idea at

first blush reminds one of the Irishman who thought he

would try to shovel himself out of the ditch. Neverthe-

less, the feat of lifting the traction engine out of its difficul-

ties was several times easily accomplished in the showyard.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.

Ploughs.—John Hicken, Duuchurch, Rugby ; J. D.

Ogilvie, Mardon, Cornhill, Northumberland; T. P.

Outhwaite, Goldsboro' House, Knaresboro'. Sec-

tion K. — Major Grantham, West Veal Hall,

Spilsby ; J. Hemsley, Shelton, Newark ; J. Kimber,

Fifield Wick, Abingdon.

Harrows, Rollers, Clodcrushers, Cultivators,

AND Scarifiers.—S. Rowlandson, Newton Morrell,

Darlington ; W. Stephenson, The Beeches, Burnham,

Barton-on-Humber ; E. Wortley, Ridlington, Upping-

ham.
Digging Machines, and Potato Ploughs and Dig-

gers, CoMBiNEB Stacking Machine and Miscel-

laneous Articles. — H. Cantrell, Baylis Court,

Slough ; C. 6. Roberts, Shotter Mill, Haslemere ; M.
Savidge, The Lodge Farm, Sarsden, Chipping Norton.

STEWARDS.
W. J. Edmonds, Southrope, Lechlade ; T. C. Booth,

Warlaby, Northallerton; C. Whitehead, Barming,
Maidstone ; J. Turner, East Haddon, Peterborough.

WHEEL PLOUGHS.
Plough, not exceeding 2 cwt., to be tested at 4 to 6

inches deep, on light land only, as far as practicable.

Extreme length from point of share to end of breast not

to exceed 4 feet.— First prize, £10, William Hunt, Lei-

cester.

Second, £5, Ball and Son, Rothwell.

Plough, not exceeding 2^ cwt., to be tested at 4 to 7

inches deep, on light and mixed land as far as practicable.

Extreme length from point of share to end of breast not

to exceed 4^ feet.—First prize, £10, Ball and Son, Roth-

well.

Second, £5, W. Hunt, Leicester.

Plough, not exceeding 3 cwt., to be tested at 5 to 8

inches deep, on mixed soil and heavy land as far as prac-

ticable. Extreme length from point of share to end of

breast not to exceed 4^ feet.—First prize, £10, Ball and

Son, Rothwell.

Second, £5, John Hodgson, Louth.

SWING PLOUGHS.
Plough, not exceeding 2^ cwt., to be tested at 4 to 7

inches deep, on light and mixed land as far as practicable.

Extreme length from point of share to end of breast not

to exceed 4i feet.—First prize, £10, J. D. Snowden,

Doncaster.

Second, £5, Ball and Son, Rothwell.

DOUBLE-FURROW PLOUGHS.
Plough, not exceeding 3 J cwt., to be tested at 4 to 6

inches deep, on light land only, as far as practicable.

Extreme length from point of share to end of breast not

to exceed 4 feet.—First prize, £10, Murray and Co.,

Banff, N.B.

Second, £5, J. D. Snowden, Doncaster.

Plough, not exceeding 5 cwt., to be tested at 4 to 7

inches deep, on light and mixed land, as far as practicable.

Extreme length from point of share to end of breast not

to exceed 4^ feet.—First prize, £10, Murray and Co.,

Banff.

Second, £5, J. D. Snowden, Doncaster.

MULTIPLE-FURROW PLOUGHS.
Plough turning three or more furrows, not exceeding

6 cwt.. to be tested at 4 to 6 inches deep, on light land

only, as far as practicable. Extreme length from point of

share to end of breast not to exceed 4 feet.—Prize, £10.

No competition.

SUBSOIL PLOUGHS.

Ploughs to follow an ordinary plough and work fx'om

6 to 12 inches below the furrow bottom.—Prize, £5, E.

H. Bentall, Maldon, Essex.

Best arrangement of subsoiler attached to a single-farrow

plough for ploughing and subsoiling at one operation. This

plough must be able to plough 6 inches deep, and subsoil

4 to 6 inches deeper.—Prize, £5, Ball and Son, Rothwell.

Best arrangement of subsoiler attached to a double-

furrow plough for ploughing and subsoiling at one opera-

tion. This plough must be able to plough 6 inches deep,

and subsoil 4 to 6 inches deeper.—Prize, £5, Corbett and

Peele, Shrewsbury.

ONE-WAY PLOUGHS.

Single-furrow one-way plough ; to be tested at 4 to 7

inches deep, on light and mixed land, as far as practicable,

and on both lea and stubble.—Prize, £5, John Davey,

St. Germans, Cornwall.

Double-furrow one-way plough ; to be tested at 4 to 7

inches deep, on light and mixed land, as far as practicable,

and on both lea and stubble.— Prize, £5, John Davey,

St.Germans, Cornwall,
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DOUBLE MOULDBOARDS OR RIDGING
PLOUGHS.

Plough, not exceeding 2^ cwts. ; to be tested in ridging

up land from the flat, moulding up potatoes, and openiug
water-furrows after plouging.—Prize, £5, Ball and Son,

Rothwell.

Highly commended : G. W. Murray & Co., N,B.

PARING PLOUGH.
Prize, £5, W. Hunt, Leicester.

PULVERIZER.
Plough for leaving the furrow-slice pulverized ; to be

tested at 6 to 8 inches deep, on light and mixed land, as

far as practicable.—Prize, £5, Mellard's Treat Foundry,
Rugeley.

Plough not qualified to compete in any of the foregoing

classes.—Prize, £5. No award.

HARROWS.
Light harrow.—First prize, £10, William Ashton,

Horncastle.

Second, £5, W. Hunt, Leicester,

Heavy harrow.—First prize, £10, W. Ashton, Horu-
castle.

Second, £5, Benjamin Reid and Co., Aberdeen.

Chisel harrow.—First prize, £10, W. Ashton, Horn-
castle.

Second, £5, Sharman and Ladbury, Melton Mowbray.
Highly commended : Charles Clay, Wakefield.

Chain harrow.—Prize, £3, Cambridge and Parham,
Bristol. Commended : Cambridge and Parham, Bristol

;

W. Hunt, Leicester ; Henry Denton, Wolverhampton.
Drag harrow.—Prize, £5, Page and Co., Bedford.

Harrow, not qualified to compete in the preceding

classes.—Prize, £5, T. Hunter, Maybole, Ayr.

ROLLERS AND CLOD-CRUSHERS.
Light roller.—First prize, £10, Barford and Perkins,

Peterborough.

Second, £5, Beverley Iron and Waggon Co., Beverley.

Highly commended : Barford and Perkins, Peter-

borough.

Commended : W. Hunt, Leicester.

Heavy roller.—First prize, £10, Barford and Perkins,

Peterborough.

Second, £5, Beverley Iron and Waggon Co., Beverley.

Highly commended : CroskiU and Son, Beverley.

Clod-crusher.—First prize, £10, Beverley Iron and

Waggon Co., Beverley.

Second, £5, Croskill and Sons, Beverley.

Highly commended : Barford and Perkins, Peter-

borough.

Roller or clod-crusher, not qualified to compete in the

preceding classes.—Prize, £10, Brigham and Co., Ber-

wick-upon-Tweed.

CULTIVATORS AND SCARIFIERS.
Cultivating implement for light land.—First prize, £15,

Charles Clay, Wakefield.

Second, £10, Coleman and Morton, Chelmsford.

Cultivating implement for heavy laud.—First prize,

£15, Charles Clay, Wakefield.

Second, £10, W. Hunt, Leicester.

Highly commended : Coleman and Morton, Chelms-

ford.

Broadshare.—Prize, £10, Charles Clay, Wakefield.

Highly commended : Coleman and Morton, Chelms-

ford.

Implement for cultivating or scarifying purposes, not

qualified to compete in the preceding classes.—First

prize, £10, Charles Clay, W«kefield.

Second, £5, Ball and Son, Rothwell.

DIGGING MACHINES.
Prize, £10. No entry.

POTATO PLOUGHS AND DIGGERS.
Plough for raising potatoes.—Prize, £10. Trial post-

poned.

Machine or digger for raising potatoes.—Prize, £10.

Trial postponed.

SPECIAL PRIZE.
Combined stacking machine.—Prize, £25, Tasker and

Sous, Andover. Highly commended : Wallis and Steevens,

Basingstoke. Commended : Barford and Perkins, Peter-

borough ; James Coultas, Grantham ; Holmes and Sons,

Norwich.

MISCELLANEOUS AWARDS.
Agricultural articles not inclnded in the quinquennial

rotation.—Silver medals to Messrs. Barford and Perkins,

Peterborough, for patent wrought-iron link-motion to

road gear on traction-engine ; James Coultas, Grant-

ham, for potato planter; George C. Leavin, Boston,

for rapid water filter for agricultural purposes

;

Samuel Wilkerson, Bassingbourn, Royston, for machine
for shooting corn from one stack to another ; Messrs.

Head, Wrighton, and Co., Stockton-on-Tees, for Moore's

patent pulley block ; Messrs. Davey, Paxman, and Co.,

Colchester, for apparatus for heating water in tank of

ti'action- engine by exhaust steam-pipe ; Messrs. Kimball

and Morton, Glasgow and Dundee, N.B., for their sack

sewing machine.

THE STANDS ON THE GROUND.
William Sawney, of Beverley, exhibited at Stand 1, a

number of well-made winnowing machines, aud an im-
proved corn elevator that can be fitted to any of his

winnowers, and thus sack the corn whilst dressing. Also

self-raking reaping machines, horse rakes, garden chairs,

meat safes, &c. In all 129 entries.

Barford and Perkins had a capital assortment of rollers,

containing their prize implements at the field trials this

year. They also exhibited their celebrated steam ploughs
and tackle, including windlass and Carapain's patent

anchors, and their improved traction engine, fitted with
the '," wrought-iron link-motion to road-gear or traction

engine," for which they obtained one of the silver medals.

And we must not omit to mention their capital stacking

machine of which we have spoken elsewhere, and that

worked its way up into the last five at the finishing trials.

They had also a large display of corn grinding mills and
oilcake breakers, that have already gained prizes of the

Royal Agricultural Society. In all making a grand dis-

play.

The St. Pancras Iron Works Company exhibited four

stalls and two loose boxes, fitted in their usual first-rate

stjle, with wrought-iron posts, aud all coming in contact

with the horses' heels of the same durable material.

Their saddle-room fittings were a noticeable lot of

articles.

E. H. Bentall had a large number of his food-preparing

machines, chaiF cuttei-s, corn crushers, root pulpers.

Also his patent broadshare and scarifier, and the subsoil

plough that won the Society's prize in the recent field

trials.

Crosskill and Sons showed two of their well-known

clodcrushers, and one plain field-rollei", besides a number
of well-built carts, including an improved cattle cart

arranged so that cattle can walk in at one end and out at

the other.

Clay, of Wakefield, was strong in cultivators and
harrows. His Stand, No. 10, of course contained

the implements that obtained the prizes the previous

week, viz., cultivators for light land, and a broadshare
;

and also the chisel harrow, highly commended by the

judges, and several other implements.

John Davey, of St. Germans, Cornwall, had a set of

equalising three-horse whippletrees, and his two prize

M
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turnwreat ploughs of capital make and ingenious me-
chanism, and that performed so admirably in the field

trials.

Southwell and Co. had a very superior grist mill of

some novelty, and one that seems to work well. It is

for horse or steam power, and has a new arrangement for

allowing stones, pieces of iron, &c., to pass through

without injury to the mill, i chaff cutter with steel

mouthpiece, reverse and stop motions, and that will cut

three different lengths, was shown by the same firm, be-

sides a number of other implements, including au assort-

ment of curd mills and cheese presses.

At Stand 211, Ashby, Jeffery, and Luke exhibited their

well-known haymaking machines and horse rakes ; also a

collection of very superior chaff cutters on wrought-iron

frame and legs. One important feature in these is that all

the cog-wheels are carefully covered so as to prevent

any chance of injury to persons standing near ; and

on their steam-power chaff cutter a foot lever or treadle

is fixed, by which the attendant can instantly reverse

the rollers by his foot should his hand be caught or any

foreign substance get into the feed. The same firm, at

Stand 217, exhibit their vertical steam engine, of good

strong useful character, suitable for farm use, and their

treble-blast thrashing machine and simple well-made

straw and sheaf elevator, worked by a vulcanized india-

rubber belt in the centre.

The Beverley Iron and Waggon Company (Limited)

had an immense range of shedding, and occupied

Stands 65 and 346. The former contained a grand array

of their prize clodcrushers and rollers, carts and waggons,
reapers, mowers, distributors, turnip cutters, and washers

—making a fine collection. At No. 246 they exhibited

two improved horse-power portable steam-engines, a

combined double-blast thrashing and finishing machine,

and one of Barford and Perkins's elevators made by
themselves.

Ransomes, Sims, and Head, at Stand 150, had a splen-

did assortment of ploughs for both light and heavy land,

single and double-furrow, of very superior finish and
workmanship, well maintaining the high reputation the

firm enjoys for these articles. They had also a large and
complete series of ridging, subsoiling, and turnwrest
ploughs, horse-rakes of their Manchester first-prize

pattern, and their double back-action Star haymaker

—

a useful, strong-looking machine. At Stand 245
they showed several portable steam-engines, thrashing-

machines, and straw elevators, all of good design and
turned out in a good style.

E. R. and F. Turner, of Ipswich, Stand 193, had a
good collection of their Royal Agricultural Society's

first-prize corn and seed-crushing mills, grinding-mills

with stones, also malt-mills, and oil-cake breakers.

Among the latter was a very powerful mill for taking in

cakes lengthways, and said to be equal to breaking five

tons per hour. Amongst the machinery in motion were
found some well-made thrashing-machines for 4, 5, and
S-horse power.

Richmond and Chandler were great in chaff cutters as

they always are at these exhibitions. They had a splendid
collection of these, of excellent manufacture, fitted with
all the more recent improvements in both those adapted
for hand and for horse power—having improved form of
feeding rollers, stop motion, and steel mouthpieces. An
admirable lot of corn crushers were also exhibited by
them, and several excellent horse gears.

Samuel Corbett and Son, Wellington, had present an
improved 4-horse power portable steam-engine of good
make; several root pulpers, a patent prize potato-dig-
ging plough subsoil; single and double furrow ploughs, an
oUcake breaker, and a malt crusher; and their patent

Royal Agricultural Society's prize metallic grinding mill

was particularly worthy of attention.

The Bristol Waggon Works Company (Limited) had a

capital show of carts, vans, and waggons, strong, well-

made, admirably fitted ; also several American horserakes

and improved corn-di'essing machines.

Holmes and Sons exhibited their patent combined

stacking machines, one of which was commended by the

judges in the late competitive trials, a simple, easily ad-

justed, well-constructed machine. Also a prize portable

steam-engine, and their Royal prize finishing thrashing

machine, and several other implements.

Good double furrow and three-furrow ploughs were

shown at stand 248, by Stephen Lewin, of Poole, a

couple of well-constructed 8-horse power portable en-

gines, and| a double-blast finishing thrashing-machine,

with frame of well seasoned oak, well stayed with iron,

and fitted with patent beaters on drum, and patent screen

of wrought iron, and a 2-horse power thrashing machine,

with adjustable arrangements for thrashing different kinds

of grain.

Wallis and Steevens, at Stand 325, exhibited their patent

slow motion, automatic, folding elevator manufactured by

them. This was one of the machines commended by the

judges, and which sa narrowly missed the prize in the

trials. It is a simple durable machine, and intended either

for horse or steam power. It did its work extremely well

at the trials, and has the merit of being very cheap.

They also exhibited their 1 -horse gear for driving the

elevator.

A number of horse-power portable steam-engines were

shown by Brown and May, Devizes, from two and a half

to eight-horse power, of best materials and workman-
ship, the larger size being similar to the one highly com-
mended at Bury as a good, plain, serviceable engine,

working with great economy of fuel, and to the one

which received a prize at Oxford, and also to their en-

gine commended by the judges at Cardiff last year.

At stand 239 were the exhibits of Tuxford and Sons,

comprising a well made 1-horse power improved horizontal

portable steam-engine. The quality of material and
workmanship of this engine is first-class. Their traction

engines also were worthy of note, being exceedingly

strong and well made, mounted on springs. They had

also numerous other steam engines.

Fowler and Co. exhibited an important collection of

engines for steam cultivation, along with their four-

wheeled windlass, disc-anchor, ploughs, and cultivators,

and other steam tackle. Two of the engines, each of 14-

horse power, were a pair for working on the double-engine

system. Their balance ploughs and steam cultivators,

for which they have long been famous, were well repre-

sented, so also were their traction engines. In addition

to these they showed steam harrows, a four-wheeled

traction engine, several double-furrow ploughs, and patent

clip pulleys.

Marshall, Sons, and Co. had a good show of portable

steam-engines and thrashing machines, including their

steam thrashing and finishing machine that obtained first

prize at the Cardiff trials last year.

Cambridge and Parham, besides steam engines and

thrashing machines, were of course strong in the cele-

brated Cambridge rollers and clodcrushers, everywhere so

well known. Their patent chain-harrows were also

worthy of note, they having taken with one of them the

only prize ofl'ered in the late field-trials, where they had

also a second chain-harrow commended by the judges.

Murray and Co. (Banff) showed a capital lot of ploughs,

single|and double furrow. Their ploughs were formidable

in the trial ground, and carried off first prizes in the

class for double-furrow ploughs. They also exhibited a

new implement in a cultivator, which toraa on a pivot by
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which the tine points or breasts may be shifted to take

different breadths, and to work more or less in front of

each other. This implement did very creditable work in

the trial ileld at Hessle.

Picksley, Sims, and Co. had a fine display of chaff

cutters, oat and bean mills, and turnip cutters and
pulpers. Their treble-action turnip -cutter may be used

for pulping, stripping, or slicing; the change can be made
at any moment, and it does its work as efficiently as if

performed by three separate machines. They also exhi-

bited their " Standard" combined mower and reaper with
a clever arrangement for adapting it to each kind of crop

and without altering or changing any wheels ; and a self-

rakin? reaper, with the driver's seat behind, who has a

lever at hand for raising or depressing the machine when
going over inequalities of the ground.

Aveling and Porter exhibited four locomotive engines

for agricultural and other purposes, one of these being

the same as the first prize at Wolverhampton, and another

a 12-horse power engine for steam ploughing—one of a pair

to work a double-engine set of ploughing machinery.

These engines are too well known and too highly prized

to need description or commendation. The Wolverhamp-
ton prize locomotive waggon, and the Newcastle prize

travelling rope-porter completed a somewhat small but

noticeable exhibit.

Coleman and Morton were prominent with a good
collection of useful agricultural implements. One of

their many cultivators was awarded a prize at the field

trials, and another highly commended. Their broadshare

also was highly commended. Two potato diggers were
shown, both entered for the trials now postponed, one
being the " Anglo-American," and the other a " Han-
son's," that obtained the prize at Manchester. In addition

they had a number of water carts, a horse pitchfork or

elevator, and of course their well known patent rotary

corn- screen.

Robert Boby (Bury St. Edmund's) made as usual a

good display with corn and other screens, including his

ingenious patent self-acting corn screen ; a screen for

cleansing linseed, and a sample screen for office use. He
also exhibited a model of a new screen for small seeds, a

corn-dressing machine, and several haymaking machines,

and horse-rakes.

Woods, Cocksedge, and Warner were present with a

variety of their well made mills for crushing and grinding

corn and grain of all kinds ; a lot of capital rcot pulpers

and turnip cutters ; their Oxford prize horse-gear, and a

number of other articles.

Willsher and Co. (Braintree) brought their 8-horse

power engme and combined thrashing machine exhibited

for the first time at the Society's show. The thrashing ma-
chine has a peculiar and very good arrangement in a curved

wrought-iron strap along the body of the machine and

the sides, making the frame of great stiffness, and with a

minimum amount of weight.

J. and F, Howard (Bedford) made a great show with their

self-propelling engines and sets of steam cultivating tackle,

including steam drill and steam harrows. They also had
a fine display of horse-ploughs of various kinds, all

formed according to their well known good style in shape

and workmanship. The stand also contained a number
of well constructed harrows, horse-rakes, haymakers,

and reapers.

F. Morton and Co. (Liverpool) exhibited an assortment

of wrought-iron gates and hurdles, cast- iron pillars for

wire fences, samples of fencing wire, and galvanized wire

netting, &c.

Burgess and Key exhibited several reapers of their

well known make, with the merits of which the public

have been long familiar ; also a new patent mowing ma-
chine, and a new combined reaper and mower.

Davey, Paxman, and Co. had several of their well con-

structed vertical engines and boilers, and their patent

water-heater for "heating water in tank of tractioa

engines by exhaust steam pipe," for which latter ingeniom

apparatus they received a silver medal at the show. They

also exhibited a patent steam corn-drying machine.

Samuelson and Co. exhibited their capital reaping and

mowing machines, for which they received so many prizes

last year at public trials, and also several nicely-made

lawn-mowers.
Hornsby and Sons had a number of their famous

ploughs—single and double furrow. Also the corn drills

of their make so deservedly popular. A combined

thrashing and finishing machine of excellent character,

their " Advance" reaper and self-raker (containing some
novel, useful improvements) and several other agricultural

implements were found at their stand.

Bali and Son (Rothwell) had their stand well stocked

with ploughs of good make. The high merit of these

implements was proved in the field trials, where the first

prize for medium ploughs, and also first for heavy ploughs

was well won by them., besides being second in other

classes. The subsoiier to be attached to a single furrow

plough that also took the prize at the Hessle trials is a

capital arrangement which works well. The stand

contains besides a number of well-made harrows, carts,

&c.

Le Butt (Bury St. Edmunds) made his usual display

of self- cleaning corn screens, and pheasant-feeders, be*

sides exhibiting a double-action haymaker.

Corbett and Peele had a good stand of useful imple-

ments. Their prize corn-dressing machines are already

well known. They also exhibited a lot of superior

ploughs, and the subsoiier for double-furrow ploughs that

gained the prize in the field trials. A good assortment

of cultivators, rollers, &c. were also shown by this firm.

J. Hodgson (Louth) exhibited a lot of good ploughs,

one of which made its mark in a second prize, at the

field trials, and several well-made useful harrows.

Tasker and Sons' stand was well worthy of attention,

as it contained the prize stacking machine of the year,

that did its work so well in the stackyard in all its per-

formances. An improved winnowing machine, iron gear

works, a portable steam engine, and combined thrashing

machine, all well made, were also exhibited by them.

James Coultas's stand contained his straw elevator

commended by the judges, the potato planter that ob-

tained a silver medal, and several other implements.

Hunt (Leicester) exhibited an attractive lot of ploughs,

harrows, and cultivators, several of which were entered

at the trials, his light wheel-plough securing first prize,

and his plough for medium land beiny second—both

capital implements. His first prize paring plough,

second prize cultivator and " commended" roller also

adorned the stand, as well as a host of other agricultural

implements.

Lillie and Elder (Berwick-on-Tweed) exhibited a com-
bined reaper and mower adapted for two separate speeds

by the use of a simple lever shifting it from slow to fast

as required, and another with solid iron frame having all

the bearings well fitted with gun-metal brasses,

Marsden and Co. exhibited a large collection of stoue

and ore-breaking machinery, many of them in full opera-

tion. These machines are eminently adapted for road-

making in towns and other places. The largest is said to

be capable of breaking 70 tons of good road-metal per day,

P. and H. P. Gibbons (Wantage, Berks) had several

of the well made, firmly constructed steam engines and

combined thrashing machines they usually exhibit.

John Williams (Rhuddlan) had a collection of chaff

cutters, turnip cutters, and root pulpers, also several

JT 2
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mowing machines and combined mowing and reaping
machines of excellent material and workmanship.

Walter A. Wood exhibited his reapers and mowers, for

which he is justly celebrated, simple and durable in con-
struction and efficient in their work.

The Ravensthorpe Company exhibited two complete
sets of the celebrated Fisken steam ploughing tackle, and
a lO-horse power portable engine suitable for working
them.

Thomas R. H, Fisken also exhibited the Fisken steam
tackle windlasses, pulleys, anchors, ropes, &c., used in the

Fisken system of steam ploughing.

Clayton and Shuttleworth were well represented by
their fine steam engines, very complete double-blast

thrashing and finishing machines, their Cardiff prize

elevator, and several other articles.

Charles Burrell (Thetford) exhibited his well-known
locomotive and traction engines and double-blast thrash-
ing and finishing machine.

Mellard's Trent Foundry (Limited) had specimens
of the revolving mould-board plough introduced from
America and manufactured by them. As a pulveriser one
of these secured the prize at the field trials. Their stand
also included potato diggers, cheese presses, chaff cutters,

jJUlpers, &c.

Sharman and Ladbury showed two drag harrows, one of

which, with chisel -pointed teeth, obtained a prize at the
trials ; also hay and corn rakes, poultry coops, &c.

J. D. Snowden (Doncaster) exhibited the swing
plough that obtained first prize at the trials, and the
double-furrow ploughs that succeeded in being second in

two different classes. The prize swing furrow-plough is

made with iron beam and wooden stilts. Several of the
wheel ploughs are of the same construction. We noticed
also a number of light and well-made wooden ploughs
and self-expanding horse hoes.

Lawrence and Co. (St. Mary Axe), besides washing
machines and boiling pans, exhibited their patent capil-

lary refrigerator for brewers, tho latter article is also the
best milk-cooler yet introduced, and obtained the silver

medal for this purpose at the Cardiff meeting last year.

Thomas Brown and Co. (Newgate-street) exhibited the
new Burleigh rock drill—a most remarkable drilling

machine penetrating the hardest granite with great ra-

pidity, as was shown in practical working in the yard.

Charles Perkins exhibited single and double-furrow
ploughs, some of which performed creditably on the field,

horse hoes, whippletrees, &c.
Musgrave and Company (Limited) showed several iron

cowhouse fittings, patent iron piggeries, stall manger
fittings, sets of iron work for loose boxes, entrance gates,

and a number of other articles,

Cottam and Company also displayed a variety of
stable, saddle-room, and cowhouse fittings in a well-

arranged stand.

Nicholson and Son had a large number of haymakers,
horse rakes, vertical engines, and oil -cake breakers, rollers,

and chaff cutters of good make.
Henry Denton had a good show of chain harrows, one

of which was commended by the judges.

George Cheavin exhibited numerous water filters. One
or agricultural purposes obtained for him a silver medal.

Page and Co. (Bedford) displayed some capital

ploughs, the prize drag-harrow at the field trials, stubble
rakes and horse hoes.

Carson and Toone exhibited several chaff cutters,
turnip cutters, and horse hoes, and the cheese presses for
which they are celebrated.

Penney and Co., besides a large exhibit of wire meat-
safes and other articles, had a rotary manure-screen with
beaters that revolved the opposite way to the screen, so as
to break lumps,

George Hathaway exhibited his well-known churns,

admirably constructed and formed of good materials,

with anti-friction rollers and with metallic mouth-pieces

and excellent stoppers.

William Ashton had some excellent harrows, that

proved to be first-class in the field trials, where he ob-

tained three first prizes in three different classes, viz., in

light, heavy, and chisel harrows.

Brigham and Co., besides their patent drill roller,

with which they took a prize and already spoken of by us

in terms of high praise, showed a self-delivery reaper and

the "Buckeye" mower and reaper.

John Cooke (Lincoln) made a grand display of ploughs,

well designed, and of excellent workmanship.

J. B. and J. Sainty exhibited a new roller in three

cylinders, spindle jointed in the centre and the ends,

described by us in our account of the field trials ; also

several samples of fencing and other articles.

John Unite had his exhibit all over the show-yard, in

66,210 square yai'ds of canvass supplied to the Society, in

tents, shedding, &c. ; besides a crowded stand containing

all kinds of waterproof material, rick-cloths, horse-

cloths, &c.

Hunt and Tawell had several corn and seed-dressing

machines, pony and horse gears, chaff cutters, pulpers, and

mills.

Head, Wrightson, and Co. exhibited a number of

Moore's patent pulley-blocks, and were awarded a silver

medal for one of these simple and powerful pulleys

(Article 4,788).

Bradford and Co. were strong in their vowel washing

machines, and in their midfeather churns, so highly prized

by many eminent agriculturists who have tried them.

Robert Tinkler had also a good collection of his popu-

lar churns, with " Napier" dashers.

Corcoran, Witt, and Co. exhibited some excellent mill-

stones of the best quality, also malt screens, smut ma-
chines, specimens of malt-kiln floors, &c.

Reid and Co. (Aberdeen), besides their cultivators,

entered for trial, their heavy harrows, for which they took

second prize in the field, and their " disc" corn and seed

drill, the prize medal implement of a former show

—

also exhibited corn-dressing machines, and other articles.

Thomas Bigg, of sheep-dipping composition fame, ex-

hibited his sheep-dipping apparatus—an article well

adapted for its purpose.

Samuel Wilkersou showed a very ingenious machine

for shooting corn from one sack to another, that

worthily attracted the notice of the judges, who awarded

him a silver medal for his excellent contrivance.

Henry Inman made a pretty display with his rustic

garden houses, rustic lodges, rustic tables, and rustic

seats. For one of the latter he received commendation

from the judges.

Thomas and Taylor were represented by their eccen-

tric churns in great number, and by their patent washing

and mangling machines.

Tomlinson, Hayward, and Bishop had an improved

ever sheep-dipping apparatus, manufactured by them,

and an abundant quantity of the celebrated " glycerine

dip" (of Hardwick, Guerin, and Co.) in drums and

cases.

Henry Yorath exhibited his patent fork elevator for

stacking hay, corn, or straw by horse-power.

William Waide showed a collection of revolving barrel

churns, of good material and workmanship.

Barrows and Stewart exhibited some excellent steam

thrashing-engines and thrashing and finishing machines.

E. R. and F. Turner made a good display with their

steam-engines, combined double-blast thrashing and

finishing machines, corn-grinding mills, crushers, oilcake

breakers, &c,
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Robey and Co. had a couple of stacking machines with
Roper's direct driving arrangement, and several well-

finished portable steam engines and thrashing machines.
Robinson and Richardson exhibited their improved

prize barrel-churns, made of the best oak with improved
bung and spring air-valves.

The Reading Iron Works (Limited) exhibited a four-

horse power portable steam-engine and a twelve-horse
power horizontal fixed steam-engine, of excellent quality,

having obtained them a number of prizes at the Society's

shows.

Thomas Hunter (Maybole, Ayrshire, N.B.) exhibited
two excellent zig-zag harrows, for one of which they
obtained the prize at the field trials ; also a portable

digger, turnip-thinning machine, and double-drill turnip

cleaners.

Priest, Woolnough, and Michell exhibited several well-

designed useful corn drills, variously adapted for light,

mixed, and heavy soils, and some excellent horse rakes.

Edward Humphries, Pershore, Worcestershire, showed
excellent double-blast finishing and thrashing machines, a

clover or trefoil seed-sheller, and a pair of cider-press

screws.

Barnard, Bishop, and Barnard had a fine collection of

lawn mowers and garden rollers, garden chairs and tables,

and galvanized wire netting of every description.

H. and G. Kearsley exhibited some well made mowers
and reapers, manufactured out of best materials.

A. C. Bamlett (Thirsk) showed a self-raking reaping

machine, the frame work and rake standard being made
of wrought iron, and with gearing that admits of six

different sizes of sheaf, besides several other mowers and
reapers.

G. 0. Gooday exhibited his thatch-sewing machine,
said to make thatching at the rate of 1,500 or 2,000 feet

per hour.

Matthews, Son, and Co. exhibited on their stand spe-

cimens of artificial manures, specially prepared for all

crops and also corn feeding cake. Mr. Matthews, the

senior member of the firm, was one of the first intro-

ducers of artificial manures into the North of England.
Packard and Co. had a number of specimens of phos-

phates and coprolites used in the manufacture of artificial

manures, and samples of superphosphates and other

artificial manures prepared by them.

The Maldon Iron Works Company (Limited) had a

capital show of ploughs, harrows, chaff cutters, pulpers,

and bean and oat kibblers, single and combined.

It is impossible to do more than barely enumerate a

number of other exhibitors ; such as P. Whiteside

and Co., Liverpool, who had reapers and mowers,
cast-steel hay and manure forks; J. Gregory,

South Shields, a reaping machine, a cultivator,

and some harrows ; George Ingold, Bishop Stortford,

cast-iron pumps ; Samuel Edwards, Salford, chaff cutter

and lawn mowers ; Thomas Ashley, Louth, cultivating

steam tackle, steam-plough, ploughs and harrows ; Burney
and Co., Millwall, wrought-iron cisterns and some cattle

troughs ; Hart and Co., City-road, London, a number of

weighing machines ; Slack and Brownlow, a large collec-

tion of water filters, aquariums, fern stands and flower

pots; J. Cooch, Northampton, corn-dressing machines

and corn elevator to be attached to same ; Charles Thorne,

Norwich, Hawes and Son, Norwich, R. J. Boyall, Gran-

tham, and C. S. Windover, London, exhibited phaetons,

cars, carts, waggonettes, &c., &c. ; Hill and Co., York,

boilers and steamers ; Valentine Barford, St. Neots, boilers

and steamers ; J. B. and F. Edlington, Gainsborough,

reaping and mowing machines ; Williamson Brothers,

Kendal, turbine water-wheels and centrifugal pumps
;

Edward Tong, Westgate corndrills; J. Wilderspin, St.

Ives, chisel harrows; John Weetman, harrows, cultiva-

tors, and horse rakes ; Larkworthy and Co., Worcester, a

large display of "Excelsior" ploughs and harrows;

Haughton and Thompson, Carlisle, combined mowing and

reaping machine, a mowing machine, and a number of

horse hay-rakes ; William Smith, Kettering, a new patent

turnip thinner, horse hoes, &c. ; Benjkmin Kittmer,

Fulston, Louth, corn-dressing machines and corn blower ;

John Bellamy, Millwall, cisterns, corn bins, cattle

troughs and water-carts ; T. Baker, Newbury, liquid

manure cart and distributor, and corn-dressing machines;

Henry Bushell, Skeldergate, York, a large number of

reapers and mowers, horse rakes and double-furrow

ploughs ; Hayes and Son, Stamford, prize waggons, vans,

carts, and dog-carts ; Baker and Co., Kimbolton, double-

furrow ploughs ; Bayliss, Jones, and Bayliss, Wolver-

hampton, numerous specimens of wire-fencing, wrought-

iron hurdles and field gates, wrought-iron tree guards, &c.

HiU and Smith, Brierly Hill, Staffordshire, harrowSj

rollers, and a large assortment of iron fencing, iron gates,

&c. ; Thomas Harrison, Lincoln, manure drills and

corn drills; the Enfield Ironworks, Waltham Cross,

Middlesex, a steam plough, a mortising machine, self-

feeding handpower circular-saw bench, &c. ; Francis Mor-
ton and Co., a fine display of wire fencing, wrought-iron

gatei, hurdles, and galvanized-wire netting ; John Baker,

Wisbeach, corn-dressing and screening machines, and corn

elevator for winnowers ; Reeves and Son, Westbury,

Wilts, manure, corn and seed-drills, liquid-manure carts,

beans, peas, and wheat sowers ; T. Allcock, Ratcliffe-on-

Trent, chaff cutters, horse rakes and horse hoes ; Rainforth

and Son, Brayford Head, Lincoln, rotary corn-screens,

corn-dressing machine, corn or seed drUls, &c. ; B. San-

derson, Thorne, Doncaster, ploughs, harrows, &c.

;

Gower and Son, Market Drayton, a large number of corn

drills, turnip and mangold drills, and broadcast seed

machines ; J. P. Fison, swing and double-furrow ploughs,

chaff cutter, horse gear, &c. ; Lewis and Co., Shrewsbury,

wheel and swing ploughs, rollers, clodcrushers, and a fine

collection of chaft" cutters, turnip slicers and pulpers, and

pig troughs. E. II. Smith, Brigg, self-raker reaper, hay,

and corn rakes ; Smyth and Sons, Peasenhall, Suffolk,

several corn drills ; Smith and Grace, Thrapton, grist

mills, chaffcutters, and horse hoes ; Clarke Brothers and

Odling, sets of thrashing machines, beaters, and maleable-

iron castings for agricultural implements; King and Co.,

Hull, reaping machines, chaff-cutters, assortments of

mangers, troughs, and racks, weighing machines, and a

number of miscellaneous articles ; Boulton and Co., Nor-

wich, liquid-manure carts, water barrows, lawn mowers,

garden chairs, &c. ; Denning and Co., Chard, chain corn-

drills and horse gears ; J. and H. Keyworth and Co.,

Liverpool, a large collection of cast-steel hay and corn

forks, field hoes, &c ; Hempsted and Co., Grantham, an

8-horse power portable engine, a steam thrashing-machine,

corn drills, &c. ; Thompson and Stather, Kingston-upon-

Hull, a horse power horizontal steam engine, patent

crusher, and hydraulic presses for extracting oils from

seeds; The Atmospheric Churn Company, New Bond-

street, atmospheric churns, refrigerators, and ice-making

machines; Bell and Co., Oxford-street, box-churns,

and various dairy and household articles ; John Robinson,

Sutton, Hull, ploughs and harrows; S. E. Ransome and

Co., London, pulley blocks, screw jacks, hand trucks,

&c. ; Staynes and Sons, Leicester, leather driving bands

;

Dodge and Co., London, india-rubber machine bands,

india-rubber hose, &c. ; Dickson and Co., Lowgate, Hull,

leather bands, india-rubber hose, &c. ; Foydon and Bate-

man, Norwich, leather driving bands ; Hepburn and

Sons, London, leather bands, leather suction pipes, &c
.

;

Powis and Co., London, sawing and mortising machines,

&c. ; Foster and Co., Lincoln, portable steam engines,

portable thrashing machines, and a portable straw ele-
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vator; Fowler and M'ColHn, Hull, portable engines,

thrashing machines, and straw elevator ; Russell and Co,,

London, horizontal steam engines, and vertical boilers

Walworth and Co., Bradford, flour dressing machine and

smut machine for wheat cleaning ; Robert Maynard,
"Whittlesford, Cambridge, a steam-power sifting and ele-

vating chaff machine, horse rakes, elevator, &c. ; John
"Weighell. Pickering, corn grinding mills ; Henry Wright,

Boston, stacking machines and portable horse works

;

Milburn and Co., steam-heated drying machines for corn,

grains, &c., stone grinding mills, and other articles
;

Riches and Watts, Norwich, several steam engines and
grinding mills ; Nalder and Nalder, Wantage, Berks,

medium and small-sized thrashing and finishing machines;

Ruston, Proctor, and Co., Lincoln, a good display of

steam engines and thrashing machines ; Eddington and
Co., Chelmsford, steam engine, thrashing machines, and
screw lifting-jacks ; Perkins and Co., Hitchin, a lot of

well-made drag harrows, combined stacking machines.

Not the least interesting stands at agricultural exhibi-

tions are those of our seedsmen.

Sutton and Sons made a great show in their highly-

decorated stand. They exhibited a collection of 250 sorts

of dried natural grasses grown by them on their experi-

mental farms. They had also a large collection of roots,

including their well-known varieties—the champion
swede, mammoth long red mangel, Berkshire prize yellow

globe, and their golden tankard, to which the Highland
Society awarded their golden medal. In the centre of the

stand were well-made models of some of the largest roots,

vegetables, &c. sent to the Vienna Exhibition.

Thomas Gibbs and Co., seedsmen to the Royal Agri-

cultural Society, had a grand collection of specimens of

English and foreign wheats, barley, and oats. Also large

collections of dried natural grasses, samples of all the

permanent and other grass seeds, clovers, &c., and a fine

collection of roots, including Gibbs's selected yellow globe

mangel wurzel.

Wheeler and Son exhibited a large and beautiful col-

lection of grasses. Along the back of their stand were
arranged the grasses suitable for permanent pasture on the

different geological formations, and in a series of frames
were shown the grasses to be avoided. A very complete
collection of seeds of all kinds was also exhibited by them.

The agricultural and Horticultural Co-operative Asso-
ciation (Limited) exhibited samples of artificial manures.
Samples of manures and the ingredients used in their

composition were also shown by the Farmers' Supply
Association (Limited) ; by Morris and Griffin, Wolver-
hampton ; W. and H. M. Grulding (Limited), Dublin

;

Packard and Co., Ipswich ; and by the Proprietors of

Tigar's Manure Work's, Beverley,

THE SILVER MEDALS.
Ab the prize list has already shown there was, as usual,

an extra class of " agricultural articles not iucluded in

the quinquennial rotation," where the judges awarded
certain of the exhibitors silver medals.

We have before mentioned the ingenious contrivance

for which Messrs. Barford and Perkins received a silver

medal. The " patent hand-lifting gear" was invented by
Mr. Frederick Savage, of Lynn, and was shown in opera-

tion on one of his traction engines exhibited by the Peter-

borough firm. By the aid of hand power alone the wheels
of the traction engine can be raised out of a rut or hole,

without straining and damaging the engine by raising the
pressure of steam beyond the proper limit and making
ineffectual rushes in attempting to extricate it. By
means of a crank handle placed near the steersman motion
18 fiiven to a worm which gears into a wormwheel, and
on the axis of the wormwheel is a pinion gearing into teeth
Bpon the flywheel of the engine. Thus by a powerful han^-
purchase, and by placing clamps or shoes on the wheels,

and a strong plank for ttem to bite on, the wheel of the
engine may be gradually raised out of a rut by manual la-

bour alone. Holes were dug in the showyard into which
the engine wheels were lowered, when the engine was
slowly lifted upwards and onwards out of the holes by the

exertion of one man working a winch. The hand-lifting

gear may be worked alone or to aid steam power. It is

only used for starting the engine, and then it is thrown

out by sliding the pinion along its axis. As it has the

power of lifting the engine onwards out of a rut or hole,

it will be readily seen that it also may be very useful for

setting locomotives to thrashing machines by moving the

engines forwards or backwards at pleasure. Indeed Mr.
Barford proposed that the engine on leaving the show-

yard should be worked out of the yard to the railway

station in this way by his man ; but when the curtain of

night fell upon the last act of the agricultural drama, and

the spectators were gone, we do not suppose this feat was
found worth a trial.

Coultas, of Grantham, received a silver medal for a

potato planter very ingeniously constructed. It was

taken out into a field for trial, and greatly pleased the

judges with its work. It is made to plant two rows of

potatoes, and also to distribute artificial manure at the

same time. Two ploughs forming part of the machine

open furrows at the proper distances, and the manure and

potato sets placed in different boxes are dropped through

separate spouts behind each plough. The sets are placed

in a hopper, and are raised in shallow wooden cups until

they drop over into the spouts. It is said that several of

these implements have been used this year in Lincolnshire

with the greatest success.

Cheavin, of Boston, obtained a silver medal for a

rapid water filter for agricultural purposes. To outward

appearance these filters appear to be little more than ordi-

nary charcoal filters, but capped with a perforated lid at

top, and having provision for the attachment of a suction-

pipe below. The filter is to be inserted into a pool of

water with a suction-pipe attached, and by the aid of an
ordinary pump or other similar means the water is drawn
through the perforated top, and passes through the fil-

tering material to come out clean, for the use of animals

or for steam engines. The object in view is a very de-

sirable one—to obtain pure water for cattle and clean

water for engine boilers when it cannot otherwise be got.

These filters certainly acted admirably on the small quan-

tities of water passed through them in the showyard ; but

how they would perform in practical work in very foul

water, and over an extended period, experience can alone

determine.

A clever little machine was exhibited by Wikerson, of

Bassingbourne, Royston, Herts, for lifting sacks and shoot-

ing corn from one sack into another. The empty sack is at-

tached by hooks in the ordinary way on one side of the

machine, and on the other is the sack of corn to be emp-
tied. Between both, and hung on pivots, is a cradle. By
turning a winch the full sack is raised up to the cradle,

and tripped on to it by a sudden jerk, when it turns

over and pours its contents into the empty sack. This

will be found a most useful invention to merchants and

railway companies, and one of them should find a place

at every railway station where large quantities of corn or

other grain are delivered from the sellers' into the pur-

chasers' sacks. A small nominal charge for its use at

such places would amply repay the railway companies.

The silver medal was rightly bestowed on the inventor of

this ingenious and useful machine.

Head, Wrightson, and Co. came in for a silver

medal for one of Moore's patent pulley-blocks, an

invention of considerable mechanical ingenuity, though of

very simple construction. These blocks certainly super-

sede any hitherto known in raising the maximum load
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with the minimum of power exerted. We are told that
with one of these two men lifted, in the judges' presence,
machinery belonging to Mr. Marsden, of Leeds, weighing
eight tons ! The following is a technical descrip-
tion of the mechanism of these wonderful pulleys

:

Two revolving discs are mounted face to face upon a shaft.

The meeting face of each disc is dished out, and the peri-

phery of each dished recess is formed into an internal

toothed wheel One disc has a tooth less in number than
the other, but both have the same pitch diameter. When
he discs are mounted on the shaft the space formed by
the meeting of these two recesses is occupied by a pinion
of smaller pitch diameter than that of the internal disc

wheels. This pinion is mounted loose upon an excentric
forged in one with the shaft passing through the discs,

and is carried round by the revolution of the shaft and
excentric. In revolving the pinion rolls round the peri-

phery of the internal wheels, and in one complete orbit the
faces of the two discs move a distance equal to the pitch
of one of the disc teeth, owing to the gradual displace-

ment of the odd tooth. A chain wheel is cast on the back
of each disc, and from the crosshead and hook to which
the weight to be lifted is attached two chains pass, one
to the right side and one to the left side of either disc

chain wheel ; the loose ends pass over, and are connected
at a convenient distance below the block, forming a loop,

which rises as the weight is lowered, and vice versa. The
excentric shaft is made to revolve by a hand chain wheel
keyed to it, the wheel being worked by an endless hand
chain, and the machine is supported in a suitable frame
with a suspending hook at the top to attach to a beam or

other means of support. The differential power is ob-

tained by the gradual displacement of the odd tooth in

the revolution of the pinion. The discs are perfectly free

to move either way round in the frame, but the weight
connecting half on the right side and half on the left,

perfectly balances the block and keeps the lifting chains

plumb and fair under the centre of the block. Another
advantage of this system is that the weight cannot run
down when the chains are left, the pinion being always
in gear in one part of its circumference, and the discs

being consequently unable to slip past each other. Last
year a number of these blocks were supplied for the pur-
pose of raising a steamer which had been sunk in the lake

at Zurich. Barges were moored over the steamer, and
cross beams placed between them, from which were sus-

pended 18 of Moore's patent pulley-blocks. By this

means the steamer was raised without the slightest diifi-

culty.

Conspicuous amongst the new inventions was
Davey, Paxman, and Co.'s new feed water-heater, for

"heating water in tank of traction engines by exhaust

steam-pipe," and for which they received the Society's

silver medal. It is a very ingenious but simple scheme
for raising the temperature of water to a high degree

before entering the boiler, thus effecting a corresponding

saving of fuel and diminishing the wear of the boiler by
using the water which has been condensed in a purified

state, and by depositing most of the salts and lime, and
thus preventing them from entering into the boUer and

becoming a great source of trouble by incrustation. The
particular method by which Messrs. Davey and Paxman
accomplish this is by passing a portion of the overflow-

water through the heater, which is injected by minute

streams through the exhaust steam, and by the employ-

ment of an air-vessel the fluctuating supply of the over-

flow is regulated so as to maintain continuously the action

of the spray and steam heating. Its merits are that it is

simple, having no parts that can suffer from wear or tear,

and at the same time being very eSicient and cheap, its

adaptability to all high-pressure engines, and the very

ready manner in which it can be affixed to existing

portable engines. In these dear times of all kinds

of fuel any appreciable saving is of great im-

portance.

Messrs. Kimball and Morton also gained one of the

silver medals for their " left and right hand overhead

sewing machines" for making sacks. This is described in

the Catalogue as a " purely agricultural implement." It

really is a purely sack-makers implement. The machine

is double and sews both sides of the sack at the same

time with great rapidity, and the stitching is particularly

strong and firmly set. The double machiae, it is said,

will sew 2,000 yards of sacking in 10 hours. It is cer-

tainly a most useful machine to all whom it may
concern.

LIST OF EXHIBITORS.

[The following is a list of the exhibitors of agricultural

machinery. The figure given with the name of each

exhibitor is that of his stand on the ground and in the

catalogue.]

1.—William Sawney, Beverley, Yorkshire.

3.—Charles Perlcins, Cowbridge, Boston, Lincolnshire.

3.—Barford and Perkins, Queen-street, Iron Works, Peter-
borough.

4.—The St. Pancras Iron Work Company, St. Pancras-road,
London.

5.—Musgrave and Company (Limited), Anne-street Iron
Works, Belfast, Ireland.

6.—Cottam and Co., 2, Winsley-street, Oxford-street, W.
7.—Robert Willacy, Penwortham Priory, Preston, Lanca-

shire.

8.—Edward Hammond Bentall, Heybridge Woris, Maldon,
Essex.

9.—William Crosskill and Sons, Beverley, Yorkshire.

10—Charles Clay, the Stennard Works, Wakefield, York-
shire.

11.—P. Whiteside and Co., 43, Fox-street, Liverpool.

12.—John Gregory, Westoe, South Shields, Durham.
13.—George Ingold, Bishop Stortford, Hertfordshire.

14.—Joseph Davis and Co., Royal Polytechnic, Regent-
street, W., and 92, Crampton-street, Newington Butts,
London, S.E.

15.—Samuel Edwards, Hutchinson-street, Salford, Man-
chester.

16.—John Davey, Crofthole, St. Germans, Cornwall.

17.—Thomas Ashley, Louth, Lincolnshire.

18.—Southwell and Co., the Albion Iron Works, Rngeley,
Stafi'ordshire.

19.—Cambridge and Parham, Saint Philip's Iron Works,
Bristol, Gloucestershire.

20.—Barney and Co., MUlwall, London, E.

21.—Arnold and Sons, instrument manufacturers by ap-
pointment to Her Majesty's Government, the Royal Veterinary
College, &c., 35 and 36, West Smithfield, London.

22.—LiUie and Elder, Tweedmouth, Berwick-on-Tweed,
Northumberland.

23.—John Williams, Phoenix Iron Works, Rhuddlan, near
Rhyl, Flintshire.

34.—W. N. Nicholson and Son, the Trent Iron WorkSi
Newark-on-Trent, Nottinghamshire.

25.—David Hart and Co., Wenlock-road, City-road, Lon-
don, N.

26.—Slack and Brownlow, Upper Medlook-street< Hulm^
Manchester,
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27.—George Holton, Howsham, Brigg, Lincoln.

38.—Lewis Ford and Co., Bristol road, Gloucester.

29.—J. Gooch, Harlestone, Northampton.
30.—Charles Thorn, Norwich.

31.—Howes and Sons,the City Carriage and Harness Works,
Norwich.

32.—Richard John Boyall, Grantham, Lincolnshire.

33.—Charles Sandford Windover, 32 and 33, Long Acre,

London.
34—Walter A. Wood, 77, Upper Thames-street, Lon-

don, E.G.
35.—Henry Denton, St. Peter's Iron Works, Wolverhamp-

ton, Staffordshire.

36.—Thomas Cocks, 1, Elizabeth-terrace, Telford-street,

Lambeth, Loudon.
37.—W. Hill and Co., 15, Pavement, York.
38.—Valentine Barford, St. Neots, Huntingdonshire.
39.—J. B. and T. Edlington, Gainsborough, Lincolnshire.
40.—John Whiteliead and Co., Preston, Lancashire.
41.—Josiah Le Butt, the Corn Screen and Haymaker Works,

Bury St. Edmund's, Suffolk.

42.—Woods, Cocksedge, and Warner, the Suffolk Iron
Works, Stowmarket, Suffolk.

43.—J. D. Snowden, Doncaster, Yorkshire.
41.—John Sanderson, New Bridge Hill Iron Works, Louth,

Lincolnshire.

45.—Williamson Brothers, the Canal Iron Works, Kendal,
Westmoreland.

46.—George Campion, Ramsey, Huntingdonshire.
47.—W. J. and T. Child, South End, Hull ; Cross Mill-

street, Leeds ; and Burbage Quarries, Sheffield, Yorkshire.
48.—Edward Tong, Westgate, Lincoln.

49.—A. C. Bamlett, Thirsk, Yorkshire.
50.—James Coultas, the Perseverance Iron Works, Spittle-

gate, Grantham, Lincolnshire.

61.—G. O. Gooday, Stanstead, Essex.

52.—J. T. B. Porter and Co., Gowts Bridge Works, Lin-
coln.

53.—John Watts and Co., 6, Broad Weir, Bristol.

54.—James Wilderspin, Esworth, St. Ives, Cambridge.
55.—John Fletcher, Winterton, Brigg, Lincolnshire.
56.—John Weetman, the Vulcan Iron Works, Ipswich,

Suffolk.

57.—J. L. Larkworthy and Co., the Lowesmoor Iron Works,
Worcpster.

58.—Haughton and Thompson, Carlisle, Cumberland.
59.—Prank P. Milford, the Haldon Implement Works,

Kenn, Exeter, Devon.

60.—J. A. Wade and John Cherry, Hornsea, Hull, York-
shire.

61.—William Smith, Fostou, Hull, Yorkshire.
62.—Tomlinson, Hayward, and Bishop, Lincoln.
63.—Avelinff and Porter, Rochester, Kent.
64.—John I'owler and Co., the Steam Plough Works, Leeds,

forkshire.

65.—The Beverley Iron and Waggon Company (Limited),
The Beverley Iron Works, Beverley, Yorkshire.

66.—William Ball and Son, Rothwell, Kettering, North-
amptonshire.

67.—Benjamin Kittmer, Pulston, Louth, Lincolnshire.
68.—I. James and Son, the Tivoli Works, Cheltenham,

Gloucestershire.

69—John Bellamy, Byng-street, Millwall, London.
70—Thomas Baker, Compton, Newbury, Berks.
71—Henry Bushell, the Implement Depot, Skeldergate,

York.
72-—Hayes and Son, Stamford, Liucolnshire, and Peter-

borough, Northamptonshire.
73.—The Bristol Waggon Works Company (Limited),

Lawrence Hill, Bristol.

74.—William Hunt, Leicester.

75.—George Cheavin, the Filter Works, Boston, Lincoln-
shire.

76.—John Hodgson, Louth, Lincolnshire.
77.—Robert Puckering and Co., Beverley, Yorkshire.
/8.—George Ball, North Kilworth, Rugby Leicestershire.

Bedfo~d
and Frederick Howard, Britannia Iron Works,

Ma?k W?London?''°'
^"'' '"^ *^°-' ^^''^'' ^'^1'^°^'

81.—John Denley and Co., Stamford Works, Regent-street
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire.

82.—Messrs. Brighara and Co., the Tweed Implement
Works, Berwick-upon-Tweed.

83.—Alfred Ridgway, Cranberry-street, Oldham, Lancashire
84.—William Wyatt, Ellesmere, Shropshire.
85.—John Cooke, Lincoln.

86.—Day, Son, and Hewitt, 22, Dorset-street, Baker-street,

London.
87.—Day and Sons, Crewe, Cheshire.
88.—Thomas Bigg, Leicester House, Great Dover-street,

Borough, Louden.
89.—John Wray, Leeming-lane, Bedale, Yorkshire.
90.—Samuel Wilkerson, jun.,Bassingbourn, Royston,3 Cam-

bridgeshire.

91.—Simpson and Co., 54, Chiswell-street, London.
92.—Robert Hall, M.R.C.V.S., L. and E., Stockton-upon-

Tees.

93.—J. B. and J. Sainty, Wisheach, Cambridgeshire.
94.—John L. Baker and Co., the Cockatrice Works, Har-

grave, Kimbolton, Huntingdonshire.
95.—Bayliss, Jones, and Bayliss, Victoria Works, Monmore

Green, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire.

96.—Hill and Smith, Brierley-hill Iron Works, Brierley-hill,

Staffordshire.

97.—Thomas Harrison, Lincoln,
98.— Green and Stainsby, Dewsbury, Yorkshire.
99.—John Greenslade, Southminster, Maldon, Essex.
100.—The Enfield Iron Works and Inventions Development

Company (Limited), Enfield Highway, Waltham Cross,

Middlesex.

101.—Francis Morton and Co. (Limited), Liverpool, Lon-
don, and Glasgow.

102.—Barnard, Bishop, and Barnards, Norfolk Iron Works,
Norwich, Norfolk.

103.—William Smith, Kettering, Northamptonshire.
104.—Maldon Iron Works Company (Limited), Maldon,

Essex.

105,—John Baker, the Falcon Works, Wisheach, Cam-
bridgeshire.

106.—John Unite, 291, Edgware-road,Paddington, London.
107.—Picksley, Sims, and Co. (Limited), Bedford Foundry,

Leigh, Manchester, Lancashire.
108.—James Braggins, Banbury, Oxfordshire.
109.—Belcher, Gee, and Co., Gloucester.
110.—Henry and George Kearsley, Iron Works, Ripou,

Yorkshire.

111.—Wood Brothers, Hull, Yorkshire.
113.—The Driffield and East Ridiug Pure Linseed Cake

Company (Limited), Driffield, Yorkshire.

113.—Willows and Holt, the Kingston Oil Mills, Hull,
Yorkshire.

114.—F. C. Matthews, Son, and Co., Driffield, Yorkshire.
115.—E. Page and Co., Bedford.
116.—Samuelson and Co., Britannia Works, Banbury.
117.—Pearson and Bailey, Hull, Yorkshire.

118.—J. Beach and Co., Dudley and Tipton Mills, Dudley,
Worcestershire.

119.—William Mitchell and Co., Strand - street. New
Islington, Manchester.

120.—Foster and Sminthwaite, Pocklington, Yorkshire.
121.—R. and J. Reeves and Son, Bratton Iron Works,

Westbury, Wiltshire.

122.—Priest, Woolnough, and Mitchell, the Ceres Iron
AVorks, Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey.

123.—John Williams, Chapel Hill Farm, Bridgewater,
Somerset.

124.—William Barton, Boston, Lincolnshire.
125.—Thomas AUcock, Ratcliffe-on-Trent, Nottingham-

shire.

]26.—William Ashton, Boston-road, Horncastle, Lincoln-
shire.

127.—Carson and Toone, Wiltshire Foundry, Warminster,
Wilts.

128.—Corbett and Peele, Perseverance Iron Works, Shrews-
bury, Salop.

129.—William Rainforth and Son, Brayford Head, Lincoln.
130.—Benjamin Sanderson, Farm Implement Works,

Thome, near Doncaster, Yorkshire.
131.—A. W. Gower and Son, Britannia Works, Market

Drayton, Salop ; and Hook Foundry, Winchfield, Hants.
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133.—Benjamiu Reid and Co., Bou-Accord Works, Aber-
deen .

133—Walter F. Johnson, Leicester,

134—John Richardson, Brunton-placc, Carlisle, Curd-
berland.

135.—Thomas Reyuoldson, Hull, Yorkshire.
136.—Thomas Hunter, Implement Works, Maybole, Ayr-

shire, N.B.
137.—John Potterton Fison, Teversham, Cambridge.
138.—Edwin Sherwood, Kirkbridge, Bedale, Yorkshire.
139.—Page and Girling, Melton, Woodbridge, Suffolk.

140.—Lewis and Co., Salopian Iron Works, Shrewsbury,
Shropshire.

141.—Coleman and Morton, London Road Iron Works,
Chelmsford, Essex.

142.—E. H. Smith, Brigg, Lincolnshire.
143.—Penney and Co. (Limited), City Iron and Wire

Works, Lincoln.

144.—James Smyth and Sons, Peasenhall, Suffolk ; Withara,

Essex ; and Paris (160, Rue Lafayette).

145.—Smith and Grace, Tlirapston, Northamptonshire.
146.—The Blurtoa Tilery, Blurtou, Stoke-on-Trent, Staf-

fordshire.

147.-Clarke Brothers and Odling, Kirke White Street,

Nottingham.
148.—Hunt and Tawell, Atlas Works, Earl's Colne, Hal-

stead, Essex.

149.—King and Co., Hull Yorkshire.

150.—Ransoraes, Sims, and Head, Orwell Works, Ipswich,

Suffolk.

151.—W. S. Boulton and Co., Norwich, Norfolk.

153.—G. W. Murray and Co., Banff Foundry, Banff, N.B.
153.—W. D. Priestmau and Co., Holderness Foundry,

Hull, Y'orkshire.

154.—C. Dening and Co., Iron Foundry, Chard, Somerset.

155.—Moule's Patent Earth Closet Company (Limited),

5a, Garrick-street, Covent Garden, London.
156.—J. and H. Keyworth and Co., 35 and 37, Tarleton-

street, and B 3, Exchange Buildings, Liverpool.

157.—Hemptead and Co. (Limited), Phoenix Iron and
Crank Works, Grantham, Lincolnshire.

158.—The Ravensthorpe Engineering Company, Mirfield,

Normanton, Yorkshire.

159.—Thompson and Stather, Engineers, &c., Kingston-

upon-Hull, Yorkshire.

160.—The Atmospheric Churn Company, 119, New Bond-
street, London.

161.—William Waide, South Brook-street, Hunslet-lane,

Leeds, Yorkshire.

162.—George Hathaway, Chippenham, Wiltshire.

163.—Bell and Co., 491, Oxford-street, London.
164.—Spongand Co., King William-street, Strand, London.
165.—Benjamin Clarke Tipper, The Agricultural Chemical

Works, Ballsall Heath, Birmingham.
166.—Burgess and Key, Holborn Viaduct, London.
167.—Thomas and Taylor, Salford, Manchester, Lancashire,

and Stockport, Cheshire.

168.—W. Summerscales and Son, the Coney-lane Mills,

Keighley, Yorkshire.

169.—Robinson and Richardson, Highgate, Kendal, West-
moreland.

170.—B. Hirst, and Sons, Halifax, Yorkshire.

171.—John Robinson, Implement Maker, Sutton, Hull,

Yorkshire.

173.—J. M. Rimington and Co., Newcastle-on-Tyne

.

173.—Robert Tinkler, King-street, Penrith, Cumberland.

174.—Thomas Bradford and Co., Cathedral-steps, Man-
chester ; and 63, Fleet-street, London, E. C.

175.—The Grover and Baker Sewing Machine Company,
150, Regent-street, London, W. ; and 7, Colquitt-street,

Liverpool.

176.—The Howe Machine Company, Hull Branch, York-

shire.

177.—A. Robinson and Co., the Champion Sewing Ma-
chine Works, Kettering, Northamptonshire.

178 Newton Wilson and Co., 144, High Holborn, Lon-

don.

179.—Nussey and Pilling, 5, Park-lane, Leeds, Yorkshire.

180.—Kimball and Morton, Glasgow and Dundee, N.B.
181.—Smith and Starley, St. Agnes Works, Coventry, War-

wickshire.

182.—The European Sewing Machine Company, 128, Port-

land-street, Manchester.

183.—Taylor's Patent Sewing Machiug Company, Drif-

field, Yorkshire ; and 97, Cheapside, London.

184.—Tlie Singer Manufacturing Company, New York and

Liverpool.

185.—The Reading Iron Works (Limited), Reading, Berk-

shire.

186.—Joseph White and Co., 65, Trinity-square, Borough,

London, S.E.

187.—Richard Craggs Silvester, 80, Halton-road, Canon-

bury-square, London, N.
188.—Maurice de Leon and Co., 24, Rathbone-place, Ox-

ford-street, London, W.
189.—Edwin Haynes, Endleshara-road, Balham, London.
190 —Benjamin Brown and Co., 39, Charlotte-street,

Blackfriars-road, London.
191.—F. and C. Hancock, Engineers, 6, Victoria-terrace,

Dudley, Worcester.

192.—Arthur Lyon, 32, Windmill-street, Finsbury, London.
193.—E. R. and F. Turner, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ips-

wich, Suffolk.

194.—Richmond and Chandler, Salford, Manchester.
195.—Mellard's Trent Foundry (Limited), Rugeley, Staf-

fordshire.

196.—Sharraan and Ladbury, Melton Mowbray, Leicester-

shire.

197.—William Hopperton, Sheriff Hutton, Easingwold,

and Malton, Yorskshire.

198.—Thomas R. H. Fisken, Seven Arch Engineering

Works, Leeds, Yorkshire.

199.—Holmes and Sons, Prospect-place Works, Norwich,

Norfolk.

200.—Richard Hornsby and Sons. Spittlegate Iron Works,
Grantham, Lincolnshire.

201.—Webb and Son, Combs Tannery, Stowraarket, Suf-

folk.

202.—S.audE. Ransomeand Co., 10, Essex-street, Strand,

London.
203.— Staynes and Sons, 60 and 62, High-street, Leicester.

204.—George P. Dodge and Co., 79, Upper Thames-street,

and Bermondsey Rubber Works, London.
205.—Dickson and Co., 33 and 34, Lowgate, Hull, York-

shire.

206.—Foyson and Bateraan, Norwich, Norfolk.

207.—Wray and Sheppard, Hull, Yorkshire.

208.—Robert Whiteside, 4, Scale-lane, Hull, Yorkshire.

209.—William Brown and Son, 118, Campbell-street,

Unlaby-road, Hull, Yorkshire.

210.—J. and T. Hepburn and Sons, Long-lane, Southwark,

London, S.E.

211.—Ashby, Jeffery, and Luke, Rutland Works, Stamford,

Lincolnshire.

212.—Robert Boby, St. Andrew s Works, Bury St. Edmunds,
Suffolk

DEPARTMENT FOR MACHINERY IN MOTION.
213.—Edward Humphries, Pershore, Worcestershire.

214.—Charles Powis and Co., Cyclops Works, Millwall

Pier, Poplar, and 60, Gracechurch-street, London.
215.—Willsher and Co., Braintree, Essex ; and 40, Grace-

church-street, London.
216.—Head, Wrightson, and Co., Teesdale Iron Works,

Stockton-on-Tees, Yorkshire.

217.—Ashby, Jeffery, and Luke, Stamford,

218.—Marshall, Sons, and Co. (Limited), Britannia Iron

Works, Gainsborough, Lincolnshire.

219.—Richard Hornsby and Sons, Spittlegate Iron Works,
Grantham.

220.—Holmes and Sons, Prospect-place Works, Norwich.
221.—Richmond and Chandler, Salford, Manchester.
222.—William Foster and Co., Wellington Foundry, Lincoln,

223.—E. R. and F. Turner, Ipswich,

224,—Thomas C. Fawcett, Clarendon Foundry, Leeds,

Yorkshire.

325.—Fowler and M'Collin, Scott-street, Hull, Yorkshire.

226.—Thomas Brown and Co., Engineers, 96, Newgate-
street, London.

327.—William Tasker and Sons, Waterloo Iron Works,
Andover, Hants,

228.—Thompson and Stather, Hull.
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229.—The Eavensthorpe Engineering Company, Nor-
manton.

230.—Thomas Gibson, Broad-street Iron Works, Stamford,
Lincolnshire.

231.—J. D. Pinfold, Warwickshire Iron Works, flugby,

Warwickshire.

232.—C. Russell and Co., 2, Talbot Court, London, E.G.
233.—Schaffer and Budenberg, 23, Lower King-street,

Manchester.
234.—Jonathan Pickering, Globe Works, Stockton-ou-

Tees, Durham.
235.—James Walworth and Co., Albert Works, Bradford,

Yorkshire.

236.—Robey and Co. (Limited), The Perseverance Iron
Works, Lincoln.

237.~Robert Maynard, Whittlesford, Cambridge.
238.—John Weighell, Albert I'oundry, Pickering, York-

shire.

239.—Tuxford and Sons, Boston and Skirbeck Iron Works,
Boston, Lincolnshire.

240.—J. N. Sears and Co., Langbourn Chambers, 17, Een-
church-street, London.

241.—Henry Wright, Boston, Lincolnshire.
242.—Milburn and Co. (Limited), CommerciaUroad East,

London.
243.—Philip and Henry Philip Gibbons, The Vale of White

Horse Iron Works, Wantage, Berkshire.

244.—Barrows and Stewart, Banbury, Oxford.
245.—Ransomes, Sims, and Head, the Orwell Works,

Ipswich.

246.—Beverley Iron and Waggon Company (Limited), Be-
verley,

247.—Clayton and Shuttlewortli, Lincoln.
248.—Stephen Lewin, the Poole Iron Works, Poole, Dor-

setshire.

249.—Riches and Watts, the Duke's Palace Iron Works,
Norwich, Norfolk.

250.—Nalder and Nalder (Limited), the Challow Iron
Works, Wantage, Berkshire.

251.—Brown and May, the North Wilts Foundry, Devizes,

Wiltshire.

252.—Davey, Paxman, and Co., the Standard Iron Works,
Colchester, Essex.

253.—Ruston, Proctor, and Co., the Sheaf Iron Works,
Lincoln.

254.—Wood, Cocksedge, and Warner, Suffolk Iron Works,
Stowraarket.

255.—Oldham and Booth, Kingston-upon-Hull, Yorkshire,
256.—Lawrence and Co., 14, St. Mary Axe, London,
257.—David Hart and Co., Wenlock Road, City Road,

London, N.
258.—James Hall and Co., the Midland Iron Works,

Lincoln.

259.—W. N. Nicholson and Son, the Trent Iron Works,
Newark.

260.—W. Houghton and Co., the Victoria Mills, Great
Grimsby, Lincolnshire.

261.—Cambridge and Parham, Bristol.

262.—W. and S. Eddington and Co., Chelmsford, Essex,
263.—Southwell and Co., the Albion Iron Works, Rugeley.
264.—Isaac Gray Bass, 18, Bow- street, Sheffield, Yorkshire.
265.—W. Crosskill and Sons, Beverley.

266.—Perkins and Co,, the Iron Works, Hitchin, Hertford-
shire.

267.—Barford and Perkins, Queen-street Works, Peter-

borough.
268.—William Sawney, Beverley.
269.—Samuel Corbett and Son, Park-street Works, Wel-

lington, Salop.

270.-Charles Burrell, St. Nicholas Works, Thetford, Nor-
folk.

271.—H. R. Marsden, the Soho Foundry, Leeds, York-
shire.

DEPARTMENT FOR SEEDS, ROOTS, MODELS, MANURES, &C.
272.—John Grant, Publisher, 13a, Salisbury Square, Fleet-

street, London, E.G.
273.—Suiton and Sons, the Royal Berks Seed Establish-

ment, Reading, Berkshire.
274.—J. C. Wheeler and Son, Gloucester.
»75,—WiUiam Richards, 41, WelUngton^treet, London.

276.—Thomas Gibbs and Co., Seedsmen to the Royal Agri-
cultural Society of England, Corner of Half-Moon.street,
Piccadilly, London, W.
277.—John S. Thompson and Co,, 97, Vine-street, Hull,

Yorkshire.

278.—Agricultural and Horticultural Co-operative Associa-
tion (Limited), 47, Milbank-street, Westminster, London
(Edward Owen Greening, Managing Director).

279.—James G. Weir, 2, Carlisle-street, Soho-sq., London.
280.—Edmund Philip Dixon, the Yorkshire Seed Establish-

ment, Hull, Yorkshire.

281.—James Elliman, Slough, Bucks.
282.—William English, Pickering, Yorkshire.
283.—Tlie Lincolnshire Farmers' Company (Limited), Ex-

change Chambers, Hull, Yorkshire.

284.—John Milton Jones, Milton House, Worcester-street,

Gloucester.

285.—James Young and Co., Ironmongers and Marble Ma-
sons, Hull, Yorkshire.

287.—Morris and Griffin, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire.

288.—The Farmers' Supply Association (Limited), John
Spencer, Secretary, 69, King William-street, London, E.C.
289.—Edward Packard and Co., Ipswich, Suffolk.

290.—Walker and Smith (Limited), Hull, Yorkshire.

291.—Wood Brothers, 51, High-street, Hull.

292.—Thomas Myers and Co., Navigation-road, York,
293.—W. and H. M. Goulding (Limited), Dublin and Cork,
294.—Shields and Slainsby, Hull, Yorkshire.
295.—The Proprietors of Tigar's Manure Works, Grovehill,

Beverley, Yorkshire.

296.—William Ash Hope, the Agricultural Hall, London
;

and Anchor Steam Mills, Wellingborcugh, Northamptonshire.
297.—Thomas Barker, Colonial-street, Hull, Yorkshire.

298.—R. C. Silvester, 80, Halton-road, Islington, London.
299.—W. A. Martin and Co., 80, Fleet-street, London,
300.—James Goss, S, Alice-street, Plymouth, Devonshire.
301.—De Leon and Co., 24, Rathboue-place, London, W.
302.—James Rodway, Church-street, Wootton-under-Edge,

Gloucestershire.

303.—Joseph Davis and Co., 93, Crampton-street, Newing-
ton Butts, S.E., and Polytechnic Institution, Regent-street,

London, W.
GREENHOUSES AND OTHER ARTICLES, NOT UNDER SHED-

DING.
304.—Hempsted and Co. (Limited), Grantham.
305.—John Matthews, the Royal Pottery, Weston-Super-

Mare, Somersetshire.

305.—Henry Wright, Witham Iron Works, Boston.
306.—W. S. Boulton and Co., Norwich.
308.—Cranston and Luck, Highgate-street, Birmingham.
309.—William Edgcumbe Rendle, 3, Westminster Cham-

bers, Victoria-street, London.
310.—W. G. Smith and Co., the Victoria Horticultural

Works, Bury St. Edmund's, Suffolk.

311.—Wheeler, Humphrey, and Co,, Nottingham.
313.—King and Co., Hull.

313.—B. Hodgetts and Son, Moreton-in-the-Marsh, Glon-
cestetshire.

314.—William Twaites Wright, St. Nicholas Agricultural

Implement Works, Cardiff, Glamorganshire.
315.—Thomas Robson, Grindale, Bridlington, Yorkshire.
316.—Henry Yorath, 13, St. John-street, Cardiff, Glamor-

gansliire.

317,—James Coultas, Spittlegate, Stamford,
318.—Henry Inman, Rose Bank, Stretford, Manchester.
319.—J. T. B. Porter and Co., Lincoln,

320.—G. O. Gooday, Stanstead, Essex,

321.—Sessions and White, Hedon-road, Hull, Yorkshire.

322.—Wade and Cherry, Hornsea, Hull.

323,—R. Sutton and Co., 23, Warwick-street, Regent-
street, London,
324.—The Patent Riband Telegraph Post Company (Li-

mited), Manchester, Lancashire,

825.—Wallis and Steevens, the North Hants Iron Works,
Basingstoke, Hampshire,

326.—Benjamin Harlow, King Edward^street, Macclesfield,

Cheshire.

327.—Reynolds and Co., 57, New Coropton-street, London,

328.—John Nelson, Wyham House, Louth, Lincolnshire.

329.—William Parham, Northgate Works, Bath, Somerset-

shire.
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THE IMPROVEMENT OF LAND.
[The following is the report of the Select Committee of the House of Lords :J

1. That the committee have met and have taken the evidence

of the Inclosure Commissioners, of officers connected with
laud companies, and of various surveyors, solicitors, laud
agents, and occupiers who are familiar with the operation

of the Improvement Acts. The general result of the evidence
is to show that considerable use has been made of the Acts,

and extensive improvements have been effected under them
;

but that the progress has not been so rapid as was dedrable,

and that what nas been accomplished is only a small fraction

of what still remains to be done. Mr. Bailey Denton, who
has given especial attention to this subject, states as the result

of his calculations, that out of 20 000,000 acres of land

requiring drainage in England and Wales, only 3,000,000
have as yet been drained. Mr. Caird, the Inclosure Commis-
sioner, speaking not only of drainage, but of all kinds of im-

provement, estim ates that we have only accomplished one-fifth

of what requires to be done. It is, however, admitted that

the difficulty of obtaining labour would, in many districts, im-

pede a very rapid extension of drainage ; and it is right to

note that in the absence of specific information these esti-

mates are of a speculative character.

2. The committee have inquired at some length into the

profit which may be expected from the improvements to which
these Acts refer. For the extent to which Parliament may be

wUhng to interfere in order to encourage them, must depend
very much upon the extent, and the certainty of the gain that

may be expected from them. If the profit which they bring

in is both considerable and secure, the further attention of the

Legislature is scarcely needed for them ; the ordinary motives

of self interest may be trusted to bring capital to a really

lucrative investment. No Parliamentary powers have been
required to encourage the opening of mines or tlie develop-

ment of building land, beyond the mere permission to grant

leases. The case for Parliamentary consideration lies in this :

that the improvement of land, in its effect upon the price of

food, and upon the dweOings of the poor, is a matter of pub-
lic interest ; but that as an investment it is not sufficiently

lucrative to offer much attraction to capital, and that there-

fore even slight difficulties have a powerful influence in arrest-

ing it.

3. The commercial value of agricultural improvements un-
der the conditions prescribed by the present Acts, is best

arrived at by comparing the terms on which the owner borrows
with the actual or propective income which he derives from
them. The interest at which the land companies lend is

usually 4J per ceut. The sinking fund, calculated to repay

the loan in 25 years, together with the interest and sinking

fund on the preliminary expenses, bring up the average pay-

mdnt upon the effective outlay to a little more than 7 per cent

The charge to the landowner is of course the same, whether,

the money has been laid out upon drainage or upon buildings,

but the return which it yields to him differs considerably in

the two cases. In the case of drainage, it appears that some-

times, though not in all cases, the tenants will pay back to the

landowner in the form of rent the full 7 per cent, which he

pays to the company. In that case the landowner is, for 25

years, neither a gainer nor a loser upon the transaction. At
the end of that time, if the drains are still effective, he gains

the whole 7 per cent., but this condition is by no means a

certainty. In estimating the profit which drainage ought to

yield it is necessary to bear in mind that it is exposed to the

risks of ordinary industrial undertakings ; it must take its

rank, not with the investments that are absolutely secure, but

with the investments that depend for their yield upon the

attention, the skill, and the good fortune of the investor.

Drains which were laid 30 years ago, by the inventor of the

present system of pipe drainage, are useless now, because the

pipes were only one inch in diameter. Drains which were
laid 20 years ago under the superintendence of the engineer

of one of the land companies have become worthless since,

and have been taken up and relaid. Over large breadths of

Sasture land expensive drainage has been found to be useless,
' not injurious, apparently because it has not been followed

by a system of manuring which would cost from £4 to £5

per acre in addition. Drainage, again, has been found to fail

where the tenant has neglected to aid it by subsoil ploughing

;

where he has failed to watch the out-falls ; where the soil is

ferruginous ; where it is gravelly ; where it is sandy ; where
it is so porous as to encourage the downward growth of the

roots of trees; and even where it is favourable to the growth
of particular kinds of weeds. The investment therefore has

in it a speculative element, and is not one of absolute security.

Men will not be tempted to make it by the rate of interest

which would satisfy a mortgagee ; they must receive interest

enough to ensure them against the occasional risk of com-
plete or partial failure.

4. But this return, whatever hazards may attach to it,

appears, according to our evidence, to be more than the land-

lord receives in a great number of cases. A frequent arrange-
ment is, that the landlord only receives from the tenant 6 per
cent, on the effective outlay to reimburse him for the 7 per
cent, which he pays for 25 years to the company. Practically,

therefore, the investment presents itself to him as as one in-

iavolving loss to himself, with a gain to his heir contingent
upon the success, proper execution, and subsequent mainteu-
nance of the improvement.

5. The profit of farm buildings is less easily susceptible of
calculation, because the erection of them frequently represents
rather the discharge of accumulated arrears of maintenance,
than an improvement properly so called. It is difficult there-

fore to say how much additional value they give to the rental,

without knowing to what point the rental would have fallen if

they had not been supplied. But without such a correction,

they stand in a position less advantageous than drainage. In
many cases it appears that they do not add even 5 per cent, to
the rent of a farm. Mr. Sanderson puts it at a rate little ex-
ceeding 3 percent. Any dedujtion from the rate of 5 percent,
would bring the transaction ii izardously near to the point at

which it must involve a los-. If for the sake of obtaining,
even in perpetuity, with.) .t any cost of maintenance, an
addition'to his rent of 4 p. r cent, on the effective outlay, the
landowner accepts a charge of 7 per cent., he m-ist inevitably
be a loser. On a loan of £1,000, he woold for 25 years pay
£70 and receive £40 ; in other words, he would annually lose

£30. After the expiration of the term of 25 years, he would
annually gain £40. But by the 4 per cent, tables, the value
of an annuity of £30 for 25 years is £468 ; which is the sura
that he would lose. The value of an annuity of £40, com-
mencing 25 years hence, is £375, which is the sum that he
would gain. He must, therefore, in such a case, be a loser of
£93, even on the assumption that his farm buildings lasted
without repair for ever. If the most favourable case occurred,
and the fa rmer gave him 5 per cent, instead of 4 per cent., he
would on the £1,000 loan be a gainer of a capital sum of
£158 ; but the interest of this sum would have to defray land-
lord's repairs for ever. The margin of profit, therefore, even
if everything succeeds, is very small.

6. On the balance sheet of cottage building it is unnecessary
to dwell. All witnesses agree that, apart from any land that
may be attached to cottages, no pecuniary profit is to be ob-
taiued from building them. Whatever return they
yield must be found in the more available labour and the
better class of labourers which good cottages will secure. The
average rent which they wiU bear, after provision for mainte-
nance, appears not to exceed 2| per cent, on the cost of build-
ing them. The replacement of bad cottages by good is an
even less remunerative operation. Mr. Randall mentions a
case within his experience where £8,000 was spent on a single
estate in the improvement of cottages, and the consequent
addition to the rental was £8 178. The committee are, how-
ever, so sensible of the amount of improvement which still

remains to be effected under this head, of the increasing im-
portance of good habitations in fixing the residence and raising
the character and working power of the labourer, and of the
indirect benefit which may be thus imparted to landed property,
that they cannot recommend that the construction of cottages
necessary to the actual or improved cultivation of the estate
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should be dealt with on any less liberal system than that

which applies to drainage and farm buildings.

7. It appears probable that this state of things will be

rather aggravated than improved by the present movement in

prices. Drainage which 30 years ago cost from £4 to £5 an

acre, now costs £7 in some parts of the country, £10 in

others. The cost of building has also risen very largely, so

that cottages which could formerly have been built for £300
the pair, now cost from £300 to £400. The general price of

agricultural produce has not risen nearly in the same propor-

tion. If, therefore, the legislature desires to quicken the ad-

vance of agricultural improvement, it is important to examine

whether any alteration can, without injustice, lessen the diffi-

culties to which limited owners are subject who desire to make
capital expenditure upon their estates. In doing so it may be

desirable first to remove a misapprehension which seems to

prevail in some quarters upon this subject. It is sometimes

said that all the difficulties of limited owners might be solved

by prohibiting settlement, and so removing the limitation

under which they lie. Even if this prohibition were compatible

with the habits and feelings of the nation, it would for two
reasons fail to afford any effectual relief. The improvement
of land, like property in land, would not possess much attrac-

tion as a merely commercial investment. A landowner is led

to it more by solicitude for his descendants than by hope of

personal gain ; but the prohibition of settlements would make
this solicitude idle. It would, therefore remove one of the

chief motives by which improvements of land are now dictated.

A second, and more formidable objection to this proposed solu-

tion, is to be found in the fact that settlements are not the

most serious limitation under which the limited owner lies.

Mortgages, of which it has never been proposed to ged rid,

and which in the absence of settlements would have a probable

tendency to increase, are a liindrance to charges on estates for

capital expenditure which cannot be surmounted except by
special legislation. Many owners in fee take advantage of the

powers given to the land companies. Their object is to obtain

for their improvement charges priority over the mortgages on
their estates. If they cannot do so they cannot borrow on

advantageous terms. The inability to obtain priority will

raise the interest of the money borrowed to 5 per cent. ; a

rate which is sufficient in many cases to swallow up the slender

profit obtainable from improvements. Legislative facilities

for improvement are therefore as much needed for owners,

who are limited by mortgage, as for owners who are limited

by settlement.

8. The complaints which we have received do not call in

question either the ability or the zeal of the commissioners,

or of the other officers who have the supervision of these

improvement charges. The two chief objections are that the

terms on which the loans are offered are too high, and that the

control exercised by the commissioners is sometimes embar-
rassing ; and it is in these directions, if any, that relief must
be afforded.

9. The annual payments charged on lands in respect of im-
improvement loans consist of three elements. There is

1st. Interest upon the outlay.

2nd. Instalments of sinking fund on the outlay.

3rd. Interesting and sinking fund, on a variety of preli-

minary charges made by the companies and by
the commission, which are added as capital to

the main charge.

1. The interest upon the outlay must depend mainly upon the

state of the market, and cannot be materially affected by
legislation. Some relief might be afforded by encou-

raging owners to lend their own money for this purpose,

by extending the operation of the Act of 1864. Money
cannot be obtained from the companies habitually at a

lower rate than 4^ per cent. Owners might be willing

to invest the money saved for younger children's fortunes

at 4 per cent. Two solicitors of eminence, Mr. Parkin
and Mr. White, recommend that trust money should be
available for this purpose. These funds are generally

invested in securities not having a higlier rate of interest

than 4 per cent., and permission is usually given in set-

tlements to employ them for paying off mortgages. To
make them applicable to improvement mortgages at a
rate of 4 per cent, would, therefore, be a very slight en-
largement of fhe existing practice.

2. The annual burden of the sinking fund must depend en-
tirely on the length of time over which the repayment is

to be spread. The payment could be, of course, altogether

escaped if the mortgages were made perpetual. This
proposal, however, is strongly deprecated by nearly all the

witnesses. The West of England Drainage Company
obtained from Parliament the power to charge lands in

perpetuity with drainage loans advanced by them, in

priority of all other charges, and without any security

whatever being taken that the improvement should ad-

to the value ot the land. It deserves the consideration of

Parliament whether such a power ought to be allowed to

remain on the Statute-book. The committee certainly

cannot recommend that the power of making a perpetual

charge for improvements shall be granted to any one else.

The General Land Drainage Company has power to charge

for a period not exceeding 50 years. The private land-

owner, under the Act of 1864, can only charge for 25

years. The committee see no sufficient reason for main-

taining this distinction to its full extent, and they would
be disposed to confine the shorter term to those cases

where the remainder-man is largely interested. The ex-

isting law recognise no difference between the cases of

borrowers at different periods of life. The interests of

the remainder-man are far more deeply involved by a

charge made when the limited owner is old, and his expec-

tation of life is short, than by a charge made under

opposite conditions. It would be just to recognise this

distinction. So long as an owner was involving no more,

or little more, than the period during which under ordi-

nary circumstances he was likely to continue in posses-

sion, it would be unnecessary to limit the term of re-

payment he chose to fix. The committee would recommend
that all owners should be enabled to spread the repayment

of the charge over a period equal to 10 years more than

their own expectation of life, according to tables to be

selected, the period being in no case greater than 40
years, nor less than 25 years. The effect of this provision

would be to give an extension of time, increasing with

their youth, to all persons under the age of 58. In the

case of persons of the age of 36 and under, borrowing at

4 per cent., the annual payment, including the sinking

fund, would not exceed altogether £5 Is. per cent. This
very closely approximates to the rate which, according to

our evidence, tenants are willing to pay for improvement

;

and the improvement would consequently be effected in

these cases without loss of income to the landowner. The
number of persons succeeding to entailed estates at an age

not exceeding 36, is probably not inconsiderable.

3. The preliminary charges necessarily necessarily vary in

their severity according to the amount of the sura bor-

rowed. There is no ground for believing that any undue
exaction is made either by the Inclosure Commission or

by the land companies. It is inevitable that small bor-

rowers, whose loans involve as much trouble and expense

as large borrowers, should have to pay a much heavier

proportion on the amount of their loan. But, neverthe-

less, the burden is severely felt. While the average cost

is 7 per cent, upon the loan, and in the case of some very

large borrowers, the work has been done at 4f per cent.,

in the case of small borrowers it has reached the amount
of more than 15 per cent. This latter charge amounts to

an addition of full 1 per cent, to the yearly payment.

With the present machinery this cost is hardly to be
avoided. It can only be escaped by small borrowers in

those cases where it is possible to dispense with the land

companies and the commission. But no great zeal for

improvement can be looked for in them if, in addition to

paying seven per cent, annually for effective outlay, they

have to pay 1 per cent, more annually for financial ma-
chinery.

10. The other complaint against the existing system is

directed to the functions of the Commissioners. That they

have performed their duties both with ability and with cour-

tesy is disputed by no one ; but nevertheless, objection has

been taken by many witnesses, in some cases very earnestly,

to the kind of control which they exercise. A needless mi-

nuteness, and a rigour which refuses to bend to local require-

ments, are imputed to it- It is manifest, indeed, from the

evidence of the Commissioners and their inspectors, that the

latter claim a control so complete over the execution of works

as to leave little discretion to the landowner or his agent. In

the selection of sites, in the arrangement of plans, in the
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choice of materials, in the drawing up of specifications, it is

no unusual thing for the inspector to take a view opposed to

that of the landowner and his agent ; and whenever that con-

tingency arises, the landowner must give way. Mr. Parkiu

and Mr. Freshfield, both solicitors in large practice, give

evidence of the discontent with which this control is endured.

It is not necessary to suppose that the inspectors are generally

unreasonable in order to account for this discontent. Mr.
Parkin puts the objection simply :

" I find from my experience

that landowners do not like the interference of surveyors and
inspectors sent from public bodies." Control of any kind,

however wise the controlling power may be, especially if it

comes from a public office, is distasteful to men in the ma-
nagement of private affairs ; and where the profit of an
operation is small or problematical, the necessity of sub-

mitting to such control may be sufficient to deter men from
undertaking it. The witnesses connected with the companies
or the commission, insisted strongly that the plans and
specifications enforced by the iuspectors were better than
those the landowners would have chosen themselves. But,

reasonably or unreasonably, landowners will prefer their own.
The same class of feelings which leads men to give for their

land far more than its commercial value, will induce thera, if

they are left free, to attempt improvements not lucrative

enough to tempt them if they are merely tha instruments for

carrying out the plans of others. The problem is how to

reconcile their freedom with the interests of the remainder-

man and the mortgagee.

11. It is an anomaly that private transactions should be

submitted to the control of a Government officer, and it is

difficult to see how this anomaly can be justified, except

where it is necessary to protect the interests of the remainder-

man and mortgagee. The Committee recommend that a

limited owner, with the consent of his trustees, shall be per-

mitted to charge upon his estate, with a term of repayment
fixed as above mentioned, any improvement as defined by the

Act of 1864, being only required to endorse the charge with

a certificate from a surveyor approved by the Court of Chan-
cery or the Inclosure Commissioners, that the improvement
is beneficial to the estate, and that it has been properly

carried out. The Committee desire to draw attention to the

evidence of Mr. Bailey Denton and Mr. Caird, as to the ex-

pediency of extending the powers of charge to the storage and
conveyance of water for agricultural and sanitary purposes.

13. One other extension of the power of charging requires

to be noticed. It has been stated to us that limited owners,

especially those who have property in the neighbourhood of

towns, are subjected to very severe hardships from the aggres-

sions of wealthy corporate bodies prosecuting plans of public

improvement. They have to defend at a ruinous cost their

properties from being swallowed up by waterworks or railways

or sewage schemes. Under the present law, we are informed,

the cost falls wholly upon the tenant for life. It appears to

the Committee to be unjust that the tenant for life should be

mulcted in order to defend the interests of the inheritance
;

and the system is inexpedient, because the result must be that

with the prospect of an expenditure of £2,000 or £3,000 the

tenant for life will often leave the inheritance to take care of

itself. Some protection, however, would be required against

the extravagance of litigious trustees ; the Committee would

therefore recommend that trustees should be empowered to

defend the inheritance, either in Parliament or at law, after

having obtained the consent of the Court of Chancery by

summary process, and to charge the costs under the control of

that Court, upon the estate.

13. It will be convenient to sum up the recommendations

that have been made.

1. Limited owners, with the consent of trustees, shall be em-
powered to spend trust money upon the improvement of

their estates, on redeemable mortgage.

2. Limited owners may charge their estates with improve-

ments ; the charge to be redeemable within a period

exceeding by ten years the owner's expectation of life ; so

that no such term may in any case be less than twenty-

five years, or more than forty.

3. An improvement to be charged as above, with consent of

trustees, on certificate from a surveyor approved by the

Inclosure Commissioners or the Court of Chancery, that

it is beneficial to the estate, and that the works have
l)een properly carried out.

4, That where the limited owner acts with the consent of tha

tenant-in-tail being of full age, the certificate of a sur-

veyor may be dispensed with, unless refused by incum-

brancers after notice given ; and the repayment of charge

may be spread over a period of forty years.

5. Trustees to have liberty to defend the inheritance either at

law or in Parliament, with leave of the Court of Chan-
cery first obtained, and to be allowed to charge on the

estate costs approved by the Court.

14. And the Committee have directed the minutes of

evidence taken before thera, together with an appendix, to be

laid before your lordships,

8 July, 1873,

AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE.
FAIRS. &c.

BAT AND BALL FAIR.—This important East Sussex
sheep and lamb fair was held in the field near the
inn from which it takes its name, and was largely at-

tended by both sellers and buyers, but the former preponderat-
ing, and the supply being nearly double that of last year,

business did not proceed so satisfactorily as could have been
desired, and the sellers although they held out for some hours
with much persistence, had eventually to submit to a reduction
01 3s. to 53. a head from the prices made at St. John's. It was
apparent upon the fair being opened that business would not
be brisk, there being 16,000 penned, as against 8,825. The
price of sheep ranged from 49s. to 583. ; lambs, from 19s. to

40s. There were about 200 head of stock, principally Irish,

on the ground. Yearlings sola at £8 to £12, and two year-

lings from £12 to £15. There were also a few barrens. Trade
was slow, but a pretty general clearance was effected. There
were also present a considerable number of horses.

HONITON ANNUAL CATTLE FAIR.—The supply
of cattle was large on this occasion, and the attendance
kept pace with the fame of the fair both of business

men and seekers of pleasure. Trade, it was said, was
not brisk as in former years for store stock, which
was attributed to a scarcity of grass. One particular

stroke of business in the live stock line, which attracted a
good deal of attention, was a sale by Mr. R. H. Pidsley, of
Exeter, of a lot of hogg rams, the property of the Hon. Mark
Rolle. These animals were the admiration of the fair, for the
auctioner did not fail to bring out their good points. Next to

the admiration of the animals was the praise bestowed on Mr.
P. Sanders, the bailifiF, for his judgment in selecting such fine

specimens from the flock to charm the eyes of the breeders of
the Vale. As may be expected, they were run up to a pretty

high figure, averaging 11 guineas each. The horse fair was
largely attended.

KNIGHTON LAMB, SHEEP, AND WOOL FAIR.—
At this fair, on Thursday there was rather a thin at-

tendance of dealers, probably on account of Huntingdon
annual sheep and lamb fair being held on the following day.
The supply of stock was rather larger than usual. Mutton
realised 9d. to lOd. per lb. ; lambs had a slow sale at lower
prices than at neighbouring fairs, and many were driven home
unsold. Wool fetched from 18d. to 20d. per lb., according to
quality.

SANQUHAR FAIR.—This important lamb and wool fair

was held on Friday, but business was dull. The fall from the
corresponding market of last year would be 4s. to 5s. 6d. on
half-bred lambs ; Cheviot wether lambs Is. to Is. 6d. ; Che-
viot ewe lambs, in some instances, were the same as last year,
in others 6d. to Is. lower, cross lambs 2s. to 3s. 6d. less, black-
faced Is. to 2s., blackfaced cast ewes 2s. 6d. to 3s. lower

;

Cheviot cast ewes, 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d. less. Prices for half-bred
lambs would range from 24s. to 323., cross lambs 22s. to 28s.,

Cheviot wether lambs i3s. to 19s., Cheviot ewe lambs 14s. to
19s. 6d., blackfaced wether lambs £13 to £16 clad score

;

ewe Iambs £17 to £20 clad score.

COMMENCEMENT OFWHEAT HARVEST.-On Thurs-
day, July 24, Mr. Chas. N unn, cut a field of Australian Talavera
wheat, near to Bury St. Edmund's. The quality is said to be
fftir, hut some is injured by frost,
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REVIEW OE THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

Like all the months of this very remarkable year, July

has had strange changes, there having been much rain,

much wind, and some cold, but warmth on the whole has

predominated ; and on the third week we had a sudden

visit of tropical heat, which seemed to carry all before

it, after the late rains, as to the rapid ripening of the

crops, about which so many doubts had been previously

entertained. One question was immediately set at rest

—

the gathering of the hay crop, which at once was seri-

ously threatened. The bulk has now been stacked in

generally fine condition, and the produce has turned out

about a fair average. Potatoes, too, which were in

danger of the disease, have been making head, and the

general reports of them are good here as well as in Scot-

land and Ireland. As to harvest, the scythe and the sickle

have already commenced in some forward lands, with

apparently a good result in spring corn, and another fort-

night, should it hold fine, will place us in the midst of the

gatherings, which we sincerely hope will be secured with-

out any of the damage of last year. We, however, do not

expect an over abundance, though beans are reported as

tending that way, the plants having been well nourished

by the warm and plentiful showers when in bloom, and

there has been nothing to disparage the blooming time of

wheat and other corn. But for many years past we have

not run so low in stocks, and had it not been for

America and Australia this season, our present

rates would have probably been 10s. dearer, while

through the month, with favouring weather, they have

been equable enough in English sorts, which have noted

no change ; and there has been very little difference in

foreign, though Californian and Australian white, from

their extraordinary abundance, have declined Is. per qr.,

placing them now on a level with good red Russian quali-

ties. We hear some are of opinion that our wheat crop

will not equal that of last year, which certainly was small

enough, there having been much red grain, which is

estimated to lessen the produce of an ear by eight corns,

while the great heat from 21st to 24th July is said to

have acted as a blight in some forward pieces. France

and Italy do not expect more than an average, if that,

and Southern Russia has suffered more from drought

than lately reported, so large shipments this season from

Odessa do not seem very probable ; on the other hand,

the crops in the United States have been favourably

reported, and the advices recently received from Cali-

fornia make it another Hungary in its best time, for the

calculation is that they wiU be able to send from Oregon

and of their own growth, old and new together, about

2,000,000 qrs. Should this estimate be well founded,

the deficiency probable in our own and other countries

may be fully made up ; but we see nothing to justify

much decline from present rates, while a bad turn in the

weather would send them up. The following rates have

recently been paid at the places named : White wheat at

Paris 65s., red 63s. ; Californian in Belgium 62s., red

sorts 58s. to 60s. ; native, at Maestricht (Holland)

61s. ; at Stettin, red 56s. ; at Dantzic, fine high

mixed and white 65s. ; white wheat is offering from San
Prancisco at 56s. per 5001bs., cost, freight, and in-

surance; red from Ne«v York 55s. to 56s., cost, freight,

and insurance ; white at Bordeaux 583., free on board ;

Odessa was quite above an export range.

The first Monday in London opened on a small supply
of English wheat ; but the foreign arrivals were plentiful.

There were this morning very few samples of home
growth on the Essex and Kentish stands ; but the fine-

ness of the weather, as well as the abundance from abroad,

prevented any upward movement even for the best sam-
ples. The foreign trade was on a limited scale, and
American sorts predominating in the supply, such quali-

ties were about Is. lower, and a like reduction would
have been necessary to do business freely in other sorts

;

but holders on small stock were unwilling to press sales.

With fair arrivals at the ports of call, the trade was
steady, at previous rates. The weather was mostly fine

all through the week, but the shortness of stocks at every

country market kept prices at about the previous range,

a slight depression at some places being made up by im-

provement in others ; but the foreign supplies at Liver-

pool were so heavy, that prices there receded 3d. to 4d.

per cental, but there was no subsequent change. At
Glasgow prices of wheat were Is. to Is. 6d. down, and at

Edinburgh there was a decline of Is. to 23. Dublin and
the Irish markets showed little change, there being rather

more doing in wheat.

The second Monday was noted for :he smallest English

supply for a year past, while the foreign was much the

largest, and wholly unprecedented as to Australian arrivals,

the totals reaching to about 85,000 qrs. It mattered
therefore very little that there was scarcely any offering

on the Essex and Kentish stands, the country be-

iug pretty well exhausted. Yet no reduction was
made in native sorts, from its scarcity. The heavy
qualities of white Australian being much above a consump-
tive requirement, it gave way in value of Is. per qr., and
Americaan was also in some cases cheaper, but Russian
and Baltic qualities were held at former rates ; still the

inquiry was limited. With but moderate arrivals of

floating cargoes prices were fully maintained. This week
the weather opened with a hurricane and vast quantity of

rain from the East, which laid a great many of the

forward prices of corn ; but as the weather subsequently

took up, and the country markets again were very bare,

there was no general alteration of prices, and Liverpool

recovered 2d. of the previous week's decline on foreign.

Glasgow was dull, but not decidedly cheaper, and so was
Edinburgh for fine sorts, while rough qualities were down
2s. per qr. More business was passing in foreign at

Dublin ; but native wheat was but a dull sale at previous

prices.

On the third Monday there was again a limited English

supply, with heavy arrivals of foreign, though 25,000 qrs.

less than the week previous. The English stands were
again very bare of fresh samples, and this circumstance

alone kept up the former values ; but as the weather had
changed from fine to sultry and very forcing, there was
almost a suspension of business in foreign as harvest in

some sorts of corn had already commenced, and Talavera

wheat was expected to be ready in ten days or a fortnight.

Yet there was less depression in Australian white, from
a conviction that it would all be speedily required, and

in some cases we heard of higher rates paid, though the

business was too limited to affect the whole supply, and

the tendency for other sorts of foreign was rather down-

wards, from the absence of demand. Pleating cargoes

were, however, slowly taken at previous values. With

tropical heat at the commencement of the week and

brilliant summer weather afterwards, the country markets

were generally very firm, from the exhaustion of stocks.
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and though a few noted dulness more tended upwards,
indeed, Market Rasen and Thirsk were Is. higher ; Liver-

pool was, however, 2d. lower per cental on Tuesday, but
Id. was recovered on Friday. Glasgow was dull at Is.

decline, and Edinburgh was Is. to 2s. cheaper for Scotch

wheat. Dublin was very quiet for native wheat, with

rather more doing ia foreign, at former rates.

The fourth Monday opened on small Euglish supplies,

but there were good arrivals from abroad. The show of

fresh samples ou the Essex and Kentish stands was again

very scanty. Prime samples were dull, but low qualities

were quite neglected. The foreign business was on a

very limited scale. There were buyers of Australian white

at 6d. decline, but this small reduction was steadily

refused by holders. As regarded American red sorts

they were slightly firmer, and so were the best Russian,

but generally there was no change in prices. Floating

cargoes were dull, but not offered lower.

The arrivals into London for four weeks were 9,790 qrs.

Engrlish, 100 qrs. Irish, and 206,145 qrs. foreign, against

9,768 qrs. English, and 138,083 qrs. foreign for the same
time last year. The exports were 9,806 qrs. wheat, and

2,629 cwt. flour. The arrivals in the United Kingdom
for four weeks ending 19th July were 3,891,129 cwt.

wheat, and 502,936 cwt. flour, against 3,138,691 cwt.

wheat, and 343,803 cwt. flour for the same time in 1872.

The London averages opened at 563. 8d., and closed at

56s. 9d., those for the whole country commenced at

583, 8d., and ended at 59s. 6d. per qr.

The flour trade, as is usual in mid-summer, has been

very quiet through the mouth, consumption being much
reduced ; but the prices have generally stood at the

former range, both for town-made qualities and country

sorts of approved marks, though inferior were cheaper to

sell freely. The imports into London for four weeks

were in country sorts 53,320 sacks, in foreign 8,551

sacks 40,554 barrels, against 55,989 sacks country, and

21,923 sacks 7,332 barrels foreign in 1872,
As to maize the imports have beeu fair, though not

heavy ; but its relative cheapness with other grain has

kept prices pretty steady, with a moderate demand all

through the month. The best yellow is worth 293. on

board ship, and white SOs. to 31s. The supplies for the

month were 62,773 qrs,, against 54,047 qrs, for the same
time in 1872,
The barley trade has been very limited, the malting

season being over, but so little fine quality has appeared

that it has mostly found buyers at very full rates, which,

however, could not be relied on, and the smallness of

stocks and foreign imports have kept other sorts very

dear, and so limited the demand, grinding sorts being

worth about 24s. to 293. per qr. The imports into Lon-
don for four weeks were 1,030 qrs. British, 370 qrs.

Irish, 14,537 qrs. foreign, against 830 qrs. English,

34,593 qrs. foreign for the same time in 1873.
Fine qualities of malt have been firm all through the

month; but inferior sorts have been difficult to sell with-

out some concession. The exports during the month
were 5,022 qrs., against 3,488 qrs. last year.

As regards oats, the month's arrivals from foreign

ports, chiefly Russian, have been much more liberal, and
this has generally reduced their values about 23. per qr.

;

but the granaries have been so cleared and dealers' stocks

so low that the market is still very susceptible, and the

hte high rates may be again paid, unless foreign supplies

are well kept up, and it seems that stocks of this graia
in many foreign ports have been much reduced. SSIbs.

Russian, sweet and good, are worth 21s. 6d. ; 401b3.,

24s. per qr. ; fine fresh Swedish 381b3, 23s. 6d., 401b9.

26s. 6d. The imports into London for four weeks were
2,120 qrs. English, 15 qrs. Scotch, 249,415 qrs. foreign,

against 1,234 qrs. English, 235,556 qrs. foreign, for the
same period in 1872.

Of beans the English supply has been limited, and the
foreign almost nothing, and though, during summer, this

corn has but a small consumption, prices have certainly

been tending upwards, and buyers could not operate freely

without paying Is. advance. The arrivals in English
sorts were 1,440 qrs., in foreign 302 qrs. ; against 1,774
qrs. English, 4,035 qrs. foreign in 1872.

Still smaller have been the supply of English peas,

and those from foreign parts have also been scanty ; but

as boilers are not now in demand, and maize has been so

much cheaper for feeding, there would have been but a
poor sale with plentiful supplies. Fine white sorts are

still worth 423. per qr., and duns about 37s. per qr.

Arrivals 338 qrs. English, 1,608 qrs. foreign; against

520 qrs. English, 8,172 qrs. foreign, last year.

With moderate supplies linseed has still kept its high
range, with very little chance of any permanent reduction,

but the sale has been limited from this cause, and cakes

have been only in moderate demand. Supplies 40,051
qrs. ; against 11,051 qrs. last year.

There has been scarcely anything doing in cloverseed,

indeed stocks have been too limited for extensive specu-
lation, and almost entirely consist of old foreign red.

Prices, therefore, have kept steady, holders not being in-

clined to press sales. New French trifolium has been to
market, but the weather has been too dry for sowing, and
prices are not yet settled. New rapeseed has appeared of

fair quality, 6O3. being asked for it.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE DURING THE PAST MONTH.

The cattle trade during the past month has been rather un-

settled, the extreme heat experienced on some days having

weakened values. The LiQcolasliire season has now com-

menced, but the arrivals so far have not been large. Some
good beasts have been forwarded, but they have not exceeded

expectations, as the season has been favourable. The arrivals

from Norfolk are gradually falling off, and complaints are

rather frequent that the beasts are not weighing so well

as formerly. The supply of foreign beasts has been much
larger. Tonning has sent forward a good supply, and as the

restrictions respecting their transit liave been removed, these

beasts have been forwarded to the Metropolitan Cattle Market.

There has also been a fair show of Spanish stock in addition,

and receipts from Holland. At one time the best Scots and
cross-breds were making as much as 63, 6d,, but the quotation

has since fallen to 63. 3d per Slbs.

The sheep market has been fairly supplied with stock, the
Continent contributing fairly towards our support. The con-

dition has been, on the whole, favourable. As in the case of

beasts, the trade has been rather irregular, the top quotation

for the best Downs falling to from 6s. to 63. 8d. per Slbs,

Lambs have been rather quieter, and the price has fallea

from 8s. 6d. to about 8s. for the best breeds.

Calves have been quiet at drooping prices.

Pigs have been nominal in value.
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The following table shows the imports of stock into London
during the month of July, compared with the corresponding

month last year

:

1873. 1873.

Beasts 7,203 5,093

Sheep and Lambs 53,750 53,624
Cahes 3,761 2,958

Pigs 3,439 1,544

From our own grazing districts, as well as from Scotland

aad Ireland, the receipts of beasts during the month thus com-
pare with 1873

:

1873. 1872.

From Norfolk, Suffolk, Esses, &c 5,190 2,700
Lineolnshi'-e, Leicestershire, &c 3,580 3,300

pother parts of England 2,190 1,500
Scotland — 176
Ireland 500 411

The supplies of stock exhibited at the Metropolitan Cattle

Market have been as under

:

1873. 1872.
Beasts 21,305 18,790
Sheep and Lambs 150,580 137,650
Calves 4,910 3,800
Pigs 395 590

The following is a comparison of prices for July of the cur-

rent and past year

:

1873.

s. d. 8.

0to6
Oto 6

Oto8
Oto 6

Sheep 4
Lambs 7
Calves 4) 2

d. s.



IMPORTANT TO FLOCKMASTERS.
THOMAS BIGG, Agricultural and Veterinary

Chemist, by Appointment to his late Royal Highness
The Prince Consort, K.G., Leicester House, Great Dover
Street, Borough, London, begs to call the attention of

Farmers and Graziers to his valuable SHEEP and LAMB
DIPPING COMPOSITION, which requires no Boiling, and
may be used wth Warm or Cold Water, for effectually

destroying the Tick, Lice, and all other insects injurious to

the Flock, preventing the alarmmg attacks of Ply and Shab,
and cleansmg and purifjlng the Skin, thereby greatly im-
proving the Wool, both in quantity and quality, and highly
Contributing to the general health of the animal.
Prepared only by Thomas Bigg, Chemist, .&c., at his Manu-

ftiCtory as above, and sold as loUows, although any other
quantity may be had, if required :

—

1 lb. for 20 sheep, price, jar included £0
31b.
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PLATE I.

THE C O C.^ K OF THE WALK.
The time has passed away when the game-fowl was

appreciated after the manner of Gay's bull-dog, more

for tightine; than as food ; notwithstanding the recent

exposure which has taken place, where county magis-

trates amongst others were engaged in tighting a main.

bird for the table, while for really handsome thorough,

bred looks there is nothing to compare with him. Still,

his pugnacity renders him a difficult bird to deal with ;

and stories are told of whole hecatombs of the great

simple unwieldy Cochin Chinas falling before him, when
The game-fowl is perhaps of all others the most dainty he has inadvertently been introduced into general society.

PLATE II.

"THE FIRST."
Suppose the sportsman to have fired one barrel of his

gun, and then, being desirous of reloading the discharged

one, he lets down the cock of the loaded one to half-

cock. Now nothing can be more imprudent than this,

for it frequently happens that, instead of the sear going

into its place, it catches on the edge of the half-bent of

the tumbler. With his gun in this state he reloads, and,

should he be lucky enough not to shoot himself from the

jar of loading, he is sure, when next he fires the reloaded

barrel, to discharge both. I have even known this to

occur in firing off a gun with enfeebled locks, when the

discharge of one barrel has caused the sear of the remaining

lock to move from its proper position to the edge of the

full bent of the tumbler, and the sportsman, unaware of

his danger, has reloaded with his gun in this state, and

an accident has been the consequence. Now let me beg

of all sportsmen, in uncocking their guns, to let the cock

down past the half-bent, and then to draw it back to the

half-cock : in so doing the sear must come into its proper

place, and all will be well, taking care that the fingers do

not touch the triggers, as it may prevent the locks acting

properly. To carry the gun cocked at any time is

dangerous and unpardonable, as also with the hammer

resting on the cap ; in fact, the gun is only safe when at

half-cock. The use of a thick glove upon the right hand

is very dangerous ; for, in uncocking and cocking a gun,

the glove may, with an imperceptible pressure npon the

trigger, occasion the same disarrangement of the lock as

above stated. Another cause of accidents with guns

arises from the carelessness with which some sportsmen

neglect attending to the position of the gun in loading,

having the gun pointing at their heads, instead of

invariably keeping the stock outside the left foot, when

the gnu, pressing against the leg, will not point in the

Old Shrtes.]

direction of the head or any pai-t of the person. In

loading, turn the gun a little to the right to load the left

barrel
;
your hand will not then be in danger of the right

one ; and accidents have occurred from the heedless

manner in which sportsmen have returned their ramrods

after loading, by placing their hand right over the muzzle

of the gun, which would have been entirely avoided

simply by adjusting the rod in the pipe, and sending it

home with the forefinger of the right and the thumb of

the left hand. Look at the gun, but never let the gun

look at you, is my golden rule ; and I can assure all

sportsmen that safety guards are of but little use when

carelessness is predominant. The recoil of the gun, so

often complained of, arises in nine cases out of ten from

the not holding the stock to the shoulder but to the arm,

the proper holding of which will be greatly facilitated by

keeping the right elbow well down, when the stock will

fit the shoulder with greater firmness. Some gentlemen,

if told this, would be quite offended ; but I hope these

remarks will offend none, for I am sure few could be

more capable or more willing to give sound advice upon

this subject than myself, who have had the experience of

nearly forty years, and the advantage of many of the best

opinions in the sporting world, to form my judgment

upon. Let me caution every one against bringing a

loaded gun into the house. Always discharge it before

entering it ; and do not content yourself with taking off the

caps and saying " All's well," for the danger is almost

as great with the cap off as with it on ; for the percussion

powder often comes out of the cap and is left upon the

nipple, and the greatest danger may be apprehended

from the false security which is presented to the un-

conscious handler of the gun. Another important point

which I would offer to the consideration of your readers

N Vol. LXXIV.—No. 3.
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is, that the locks of their guns should always be kept

perfectly clean, as also the triggers, and should act with

perfect freedom. A very small quantity of the best oil

placed on the axletree, or where the tumbler works in

the lockplate, would do good, as the want of this attention

has often been the cause of many accidents with locks :

but I recommend all sportsmen to send their guns to

their gunmakers after the season is over, that they may

be put in order, instead of permitting them to lie in their

dirt until in the eleventh hour, as, I am sorry to say, too

many do. The gun, when loaded, should never be

carried with the muzzle downwards, as it sometimes

happens that in carrying it so much dirt or snow will

lodge itself in the muzzle unobserved by the sports-

man, and the barrel, when next fired, will either bulge or

burst at the muzzle—this I have often known to be the

oase. I would therefore recommend the sportsman

always to carry his gnu upright at the full extent of the

arm, as a dragoon carries his carbine when dismounted
;

and should he think that by any chance dirt may have

got into the barrels, he should invariably ram it down

upon the charge, and thus he will escape all possibility of

accident. Certainty alone can ensure safety : if, then,

any doubt be entertained as to whether the gun be pro-

perly loaded or not, draw both barrels of the shot, and

flash the powder off. To draw the charge, the barrels

should be taken out of the stock, the caps removed, and

the thumb drawn over the nipples, in order lo efface any

remains of the percussion powder that may be left on the

top of them. When the gun has missed fire, you are at

once aware there is an obstruction in the breech, and it

should be a warning to you to act cautiously, by taking

the nipples out and seeiug they are clear
;

put some

powder in the breech, screw the nipples in again, and

flash off. By following the above suggestions, you will

in all probability avoid the serious calamity of the

powder flask exploding in the hand while in the act of

reloading. The care and caution I have suggested would,

I believe, prevent ninety-nine out of a hundred of what

are generally termed " accidents with guns," but what I

desiguate as the results of carelessness.

—

The Bishop

of Bond-street.

THE PER-CENTAGE SYSTEM.
According to Sydney Smith, his friend the great

northern critic and editor of the Blue and Yellow Quar-
terly, was quite capable of d— ning the north pole, as he
had been known to speak very disrespectfully of the equa-

tor. On the same showing there are, no doubt, people

who are quite capable of d—ning Bates' blood, as they

Lave been known already to speak very disrespectfully of

the Duchesses. Indeed, as some evidence of the lengths

to which men utterly lost to all the decencies of society

will occasionally go, there may be cited a letter from Mr.
Sothern which recently appeared in this Journal, and that

has since been printed for private circulation. In

doing so no compliment was intended to the

writer, but the object was the rather to show
the atrocities of which certain critics could be guilty when
they dared to talk of a thin papery touch, of a fashion

simply run mad, and of animals commendable for neither

scale nor beef. Pedigree was declared to sell at so much
a foot, until it had lost itself in an infinity of great-great-

great gran dams, and thus a connoisseur felt justified in

giving thousands for a thing which he had never seen,

and at which a judge would never look.

But the story does not end with Mr. Sothern's out-

spoken commentaries. Unless the dainty dish be very
highly seasoned, the cook will still be blamed or even dis-

charged. In Bell's Weekly Messenger of only last Mon-
day the following extraordinary, and we had almost said

humiliating statement is made by Mr. William Carr,
late of Stackhouse, Yorkshire, but now residing in

America :
" Having had several inquiries as to when the

second part of my account of the New York Mills Herd
may be expected, I think it better to state that in con-
sequence of the dissatisfaction given in certain quarters
by what has been considered my unnecessarily candid
report of the Bates' animals comprised in it, and their
condition, no further particulars of the herd will appear
from my pen. I observe that from the fact of my known
predilection for a rival strain, it has been assumed even
elsewhere, by some who have not seen the animals, that
I have under-rated their merits. 1 can only say that
this is not the opinion of those who have the most

thorough knowledge of the herd (its owner excepted),

and I am confident that no English or American y«^^e of

Shorthorns who may attend the sale will deny that I

have done the fullest justice to every animal I mentioned.

Indeed, it was my interest to do so, there being an

agreement between Mr. Campbell and myself (since can-

celled by mutual consent), by which I was to receive 1^
per cent, on the proceeds of the sale, in consideration of

writing two full articles on the herd, &c., &c. ; and I

can honestly aver that, not unheedful of the contingent

buo)io-manO, I said all I honestly could for them. If
there was any ' under-current of sarcasm,' it flowed from

my pen in despite of me and my percentage." Here we
are distinctly told how an agreement was entered into

between the proprietors of a herd about to be sold, and
the special correspondent of a contemporary, under

which a gentleman was to write up the several

lots at a fee regulated by a per-centage. Thus, the better

he could make the sale the more he would get by it ; as,

of course, with such an admission before us every line of

Mr. Carr's letters would under the old law have been

liable to advertisement duty. But unfortunately, or

rather for the dignity of agricultural literature, fortu-

nately Mr. Carr could not bring himself to pepper highly

enough. " I said all I could for them," as he pleads like

a penitent school- boy, but this did not satisfy his em-
ployers, and so his services were dispensed with. There
was " an under-current of sarcasm" in his first letter

—

which we have never read—as, probably enough, he had
been speaking disrespectfully of the Duchesses, or com-
mitting some other such act of sheer treason, whereby he

has sacrificed his per-centage on the forthcoming sale,

when, after all, Mr. Straft'ord will be content to take a fee

of five hundred.

It is the fashion with certain of our contemporaries to

write learnedly of stock sales here in England before

they take place, but to say very little about them after-

wards. The Mark Lane Exiwess takes a precisely con-

trary course. We allow the advertisement to speak, as

it should do, honestly and openly for itself, and beyond
this we do nothing more by way of prologue than give a
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list of sales coming on, where everybody has equal main

and chance. We avail ourselves of no special " intelli-

gence" as to this magnificent herd or that renowned

flock ; we issue no exhortations as to this unequalled

opportunity, or that superb strain of blood. And when

we again come across this sort of thing we shall think of

the per-centage system, to which one of the most able

and delightful of writei-s had in a moment of weakness

lent himself, but against which his innate feeling as a

gentleman has happily revolted.

THE TENANT-RIGHT QUESTION IN FRANCE.

We have received a pamphlet from the editor of

the Echo Agricole, on the land question, a subject

which appears to be in agitation in France as well

as in England. The title of the pamphlet is The Farmer
and the Law, and it sets forth the injustice and the injury

to which the tenants of the soil are liable in consequence

of the state of the law. The chief causes of complaint are

the shortness of the leases of laud, and the absence of

Tenant-Right. At the great Agricultural Inquiry of 1867,
these two questions were the subject of loud complaints

;

and M. Miral, who was appointed to draw up and pre-

sent to the superior Commission the report, said :
" It is

an evident and incontestable truth that the shortness of

the leases is an obstacle to the progress of agriculture,

whilst their long duration favours it."
—" Nothing, in

my opinion, is more calculated to promote the progress of

agriculture, and to encourage agricultural improvements
on the part of the farmer, than long leases. No prudent

farmer will undertake the transformation of a great rural

property if he does not foresee the possibility, by means
of the duration of his lease, of recuperating in the last

years of his farming, the outlay he has incurred in the

first years." In 1870, another deputy, ]\I. Gagneur,
presented the following plan: 1. At the expiration of

the lease the leaving tenant, when he shall have made
permanent land improvement, may claim two-thirds of

the cost value. 2. Shall be considered as permanent
improvements all those that shall exist at the time

of leaving, such as acquired fertility, marlage,

drainage, fences, roads, plantations, buildings, &c.

3. The improvements which are not special to the cul-

tivation, aud which might press too heavily upon the

proprietor, cannot be undertaken without his consent.

4. The regulation of the indemnity due to the farmer

shall be arranged by means of two valuations, one made
at the time of entering, the other on leaving the farm.

5. The proprietor reserving agreements to the con-

trary, may free himself from his tenant by paying ten

equal payments, comprising the capital and the interests

of the sums fixed by the arbitrators. 6. This refers to

the registration duties on leases over nine years, calcu-

lated in a decreasing proportion with the duration of

the lease. In all cases these duties should be collected

year by year as that practised for landed property.

7. The tenant leaving shall preserve a right over his

former farm while his claim for improvements remains
unpaid.

The above plan had not been publicly discussed when
the war with Prussia put a stop to legislation. It and
the former plan embrace the principle of the grievances

under which the French farmers labour. On the closing

of the war in 1872 the Society of Agriculturists of France
was consulted upon the question of indemnities due to

farmers on leaving, for improvements unexhausted. M.
Plnchet, a member of the Central Society of Agriculture

and of the Council of the Agricultui-al Society of France,

made a report which, after having been submitted to the

Committee of the Rural Code of the Society, and approved
by the Council of the Society, was sent to the committee,

to the agricultural associations, and to the justices of

the peace, with an inquiry thus conceived :

1st. Does it appear to you desirable and possible to

introduce into France the practice of indemnifying the

outgoing tenant for the improvements by him made upon
the farm he occupied, and not j^et exhausted ?

2nd. In case of an affirmation, what will be the im-

provements susceptible of a claim for indemuity ?

3rd. Ought they to include specially, aud in what pro-

portion those concerning

—

1st. Increased fertility of the soil

;

2nd. Promotion of healthiness;

3rd. Clearings

;

4th. Plantations

;

5th. Increased means of living;

6th. Buildings?

4th. How should these improvements be considered ?

Should they be preceded by a survey and valuation at the

commencement and at the end of the lease ?

5th. Upon what basis should the indemnity be fixed?

6th. How, by whom, and with what delays ought it to

be paid ?

7th. By what means could this practice be propagated

in France as it is in certain counties of England ?

8th. Does their exist, in the locality, clauses in leases,

or usages which determine an indemnity in favour of an
out-going tenant ?

9th. If it does not exist, what ought to be—regard had
to the locality—the conditions on introducing into the

lease the subject ? and how should those conditions be

expressed ?

10th. What application could be made of the principle of

indemnity in the case of metayage ? Close upon a hundred
answers were sent in to i,his appeal, chiefly from justices

of the peace ; 58 opinions were in favour of it, 20 unde-

cided, and 18 opposed to it. In consequence of this

inquiry M. Pluchet issued a second report in the name of

the Committee of the Rural Code, in which he proposes

to the Society to express as their opinion—
1st. That it is just and useful to recommend the appli-

cation of the principle of indemnity in drawing up of

leases.

2nd. That this principle can be applied, according to

the local conditions of each country in France, in a

manner by developing the productive riches of tlie soil,

and by conciliating the interests of landowners and those

of the tenants.

3rd. That the improvements, giving a claim to in-

demuity may be classed in three catagories. The first

comprehends the fixed improvements, which can be the

subject of indemnity only after having been consented to

by the landlord, and which ought to be regulated by the

covenants fixed between the proprietor and the

farmer, deduction made of the amount liquidated.

The second proposition comprehends the land improve-
ments, calculated according to the real difference in the

rent of land, by giving up the normal rate of increase or

decrease, and what ought to be paid by the proprietor.

The third proposition embraces the cultural improve-

ments, which may be fixed by a valuation at the begin-

ning and the end of a lease, and ought to be paid by the

incoming tenant. The particular usages, the local value

of objects to be estimated, can alone serve as a basis for

appreciating the indemnity for each locality.

At its session in February last the principle of iu-

N 2
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demnity to farmers on leaving was rejected by the Agri-

culturists' Society of France. This is considered a sub-

ject of deep regret.

The laws in France relating to farm leases are con-

tained in a broken series of articles between Numbers

1,763 and 1,778 of the Civil Code. These would occupy

more space than we shall have to spai-e for them. J\lany

of them contain clauses of an unjust character towards

the tenants ; for instance, where no lease exists, and the

agreement between the lessor and the lessee is wholly a

verbal one, should any misunderstanding arise respecting

the terms, the oath of the landlord is accepted by the

Court, which sets aside that of the tenant. This decides

the case, thus abolishing that equality which it was the

boast of the Kevolutionists to have established for ever.

In many respects the social condition of the landed pro-

perty in France is very different from that of land in the

United Kingdom. At the time of the Revolution

most of the large estates were alienated by the

Convention, and sold in small parcels to the lower

and middle classes ; but a considerable number of the

aristocracy who went with the stream, in politics, were

allowed to retain their estates, most of them being mili-

tary men who formed a nucleus of a new landed aris-

tocracy, but without hereditary or otherwise social titles.

The military life is utterly opposed to rural occupations

;

and this new class of landowners, whilst adopting the

high deportment of their predecessors, added to it a

sovereign contempt of rural life and all that belonged to

it. They thus became rigid absentees, both from inclina-

tion and occupation ; for the first Napoleon took special

care that his officers should not lead an idle life amongst

their tenants. Their only object in holding land as the

proprietors was to get as much as possible out of their

tenants. " The proprietor," says M. Emion, " does not

seek to improve his domains ; he thinks only of drawing

a large profit ; he imposes upon his tenant all kinds of

restrictions, and interdictions, or expenses of charges in

the ancient cultivation and usages in the country, by

which he secures to himself the exorbitant advantages of

articles 1772 and 1773 of the Civil Code. He well knows
that with such a system his tenant runs great hazard of

being ruined ; but what does it signify to him? Like a

skilful man, he gives a lease of short duration, in order

that the complete ruin of the farmer does not happen at

least before the end of the occupation. As soon as the

tenant has left, he will begin again with another tenant

and seek to profit very quickly, by the increase of every-

thing in order to obtain a still higher rent."

This is but a poor picture of a class whose influence

in the country ought to be of a highly social character.

But it is a necessary consequence of the state of society

superinduced by the Revolution. The military character

of the new aristocracy necessarily separates the proprietor

from his tenantry, and there is no sympathy whatever

between the two classes. Ignorant himself of rural

affairs, the landlord leaves everthing to the judgment and

management of his man of business, whose only object

is to raise the largest possible revenue from the estate.

The result is undoubtedly as first described. In the

resume of the work the author cla;ms the abrogature, or,

at least, the alteration of those clauses in the Articles

of the Civil Code which bear heavily upon the tenant

;

while he further demands long leases and remuneration

for improvements not exhausted at the expiration of the

tenancy.

THE ILL EFFECTS OF SEWAGE GRASS.
There is no such tyrant as your sewage-monger. For

many years past, in the face of impracticable schemes and

unprofitable systems, has this same town sewage been

thrown in the face of the agriculturist. Royal Commis-
sions have published reports. Select Committees have

taken evidence, and every loquacious outsider has been

ready to protest against the wealth which we are throw-

ing away and the stupidity which we are manifesting.

And yet, in spite of all the cost which has been incurred

in feeing Commissions and creating authorities, there is,

so far, no more signal failure than the application of sew-

age to farm purposes. Again and again have the different

projects been tried and abandoned, until the business

has come to centre very much with civic powers and semi-

official practitioners. Nevertheless, it would seem to sound

very like treason to question even the successful applica-

tion of this refuse ; as to say that sewage in its distribu-

tion may be occasionally baneful rather than beneficial is,

it would appear, " an injurious libel which may be action-

able." This is one way certainly of courting inquiry and

digging down resolutely to the truth.

A few dayssinceMr. Alfred Sraeemadethis public state-

ment :
" We keep a small herd of cows, from which my

house in London is supplied with milk, cream, and butter.

"What is not required for our own use is sent to the mem-
bers of the family, and when there is any surplus the

neighbours purchase it. During the spring my son

directed, without my knowledge, that the cows should be
fed with a small proportion of sewage grass, when, with-
out knowing the reason, the butter was so offensive we
could not bear it on the table ; the other members of the
family were loud in their complaints, and the neighbours
for a long time came for no more butter. Upon inquiry
I heard of the feed of sewage grass, which was imme-

diately ordered to be discontinued, when the milk, cream,

and butter resumed their former excellence. This seemed

to me too seriously important to pass unnoticed, so I de-

sired my son again to repeat the experiment suddenly,

without any notice, when the same results again occurred.

Cows like the sewage grass, and the milk is slightly

increased in quantity by its use. The milk has a slightly

rancid odour when about 24 hours old, and has this

quality a day or two after the cows are fed with the grass.

The butter becomes bad about a day or two after it is

made, and no care in its preparation can avert its ran-

cidity."

Surely such facts as these should have demanded dis-

passionate investigation, particularly at a time when
disease is rife among the people. Not a bit of it : no

sooner has Mr. Smee told the story of his own home
experiences than the sewage profession pours forth the

vials of its wrath on his devoted head. Mr. Hope opens

an attack with a sneer " at a man of science in a moment
of excitement, who jumps to a hasty conclusion unwar-

ranted by facts ;" and Mr. Robert Rawlinson, after com-
placently detailing the number of Commissions and In-

quiries he has been concerned in, declares that " to say

sewage-grown grass produces milk which is capable of

generating typlioid fever, amounts to an injurious libel on

sewage farmers which may be actionable." This is

clinching the argument with a vengeance, as the next step

which Mr. Smee should take would be to bring an action

against himself for spoiling the sale of his butter when

produced from sewage-fed cows.

Of course all kinds of hypotheses and explanations are

offered to show that Mr. Smee must be wrong alike in his

facts and his deductions ; but few of these replies deal

really with the strong points of the case, viz., that only
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ulier beiug kept for a time do the milk aud butter from

sewage-fed cows become raukiy offensive. Mr. llawliu-

son says that on one of bis Commissions " no evidence

was brought before it of the milk (the produce of sewage-

grown grass) producing disease;" but manifestly the

question is whether the inquiry was ever carried

so far as Mr. Smee has uow takeuit— that milk

and butter from sewage gradually grow unfit for

cousumption after having been kept for a time,

Mr. Hope's letter is hardly more pertinent, but the

rather ingenious in questing for causes ; while we certainly

cannot see how Mr. Smee has laid himself open to so

sweeping a condemnation as that his " conclusions are

unwarranted by facts." Ou the contrary, these facts, so

far as they go, are as strong as they well can be. When
the stock is fed on sewage grass the butter is bad, and
when the sewage grass is stopped the butter " comes"
good again.

However, The Gardener''s Ckro>iicle iecl&res that "the

contrary of all this (in Mr. Smee's letter) can be verified

by an experience long enough and wide enough to prove

even an agricultural truth ;" and our contemporary pro-

ceeds to cite " sewage grass as almost the sole source of

the milk which is supplied to Edinburgh ; and it has

been so for many generations of the inhabitants of that

city. The sewage of Edinburgh when it reaches the

meadows where this grass is grown, and over which it is i

flooded in the most wasteful, reckless manner, is older,

fouler, farther advanced in putrefaction, than ordinary

town sewage. It is the drainage of cesspools as much as

of waterclosets, and is necessarily, much of it, many days

old, Dr. Littlejohu and Professor Christisou—both of

them anxious for the health of Edinburgh—the former,

Medical Officer of Health for the city—the latter, one of

the Professors of the University—both of them strongly

prejudiced against the sewaged meadows lying ou all

sides of the city, and anxious to make out a case

against them—declare that they have failed to trace any
illness of any kind to these meadows, directly or in-

directly." This is, no doubt, very strongly put ; although

Mr. Rawlinson rather detracts from so satisfactory

a state of things when he says " The Edinburgh sewage-

irrigated meadows have certainly been accused of pro-

ducing diseases locally, and most undoubtedly they have

been a nuisance, so far as tainting the air above them
constitutes a nuisance ; but close investigation by com-
petent inquirers has failed to convict the meadows of

having caused disease in excess." This, on the contrary,

IS by no means so strongly put ; as, in fact, people only

over-ride their own hobbies when they attempt to regard

sewage as an unmixed blessing. So far it is little better

than a nuisance, as there may be more danger lurking

beneath its distribution than we are aware of. Mr.
Smee's facts have certainly not yet been explained away,
as we would advise those in the habit of using sewage-
fed produce to make the experiment for themselves, and
to ascertain the complexion to which butter and milk of

this manufacture may come after having been kept for
" a day or two."

THE MANAGEMENT OF DAIRY STOCK.
BY " THE NORTHERN FARMER."

Every succeeding year cattle seem to increase in value,

never retrograding or even standing still, and although

the upward tendency may appear to be but gradual, and

apparently of small anaount when merely talked over, it will

yet be found a very considerable and highly important sum

when placed on paper, and the difference in cash really

ascertained. Let any one, for instance, who keeps a

careful note of his transactions, compare the prices re-

ceived for stock of all ages during the very short period

of five years, and he will find the difference in favour of

tlie past year almost beyond belief. Not to enter too

closely into the comparison, it may be assumed that it is

within the truth to say that yearlings now make easily the

price of two-year-olds five years ago, the latter the price of

three-year-olds, and strong fresh cows that have missed

calf and are sold off the farm for the purpose of being

fattened either on grass or in the stall, have doubled their

value. To go back with this comparison twenty years,

when yearlings should be good to make 70s., and capital

grass beasts could be bought at an average of £6 a head,

is simply to raise a feeling of surprise and astonishment

how breeders could sell stock for such trifling sums of

money, and yet be able to pay all men 2O3. to the pound.

The causes for this astonishing increase in the value of

live stock appear to be three-fold, each contributing to a

large extent in promoting a result of such vast importance

as to aft'ect not only a particular section, but in reality

nearly the entire population of the three kingdoms, and

in an eminent degree those with fixed moderate incomes,

interfering as it does in so marked a manner with one of

the principal necessaries of life. The first reason that

suggests itself is the very popular one of increased con-

sumption, the result of great commercial prosperity,

high and continually increasing remuneration to

the working or producing class, and on their

part a consequent improved style of living. This is the
view taken by consumers in general, and there cannot be

a doubt but it is correct in a great measure, statistics

showing a yearly increase in the number of animals sold

in most markets throughout the kingdom. Another
fruitful source of scarcity in some districts is the almost
continual presence of disease, mostly contagious, which
causes heavy loss to owners of stock, and reacts upon the

public by raising the price of meat, and every other pro-

duct of the animals of the farm. It is not, however, to

contagious diseases alone that the very serious loss of

several million pounds' worth of property to this country
is to be attributed, many animals dying of diseases not

necessarily fatal in their character, but becoming so from
pure want of attention on the part of their owners, and
the most unaccountable and culpable negligence in the

protection of their own property by not sending for a
skilled practitioner until it has become too late to be of

the slightest use. By a little attention in the matter of

feeding much loss might be averted, the food given of

good quality, and with regularity, being wonderful pre-

ventives of disease. Black-quarter is the great scourge

of young thriving cattle, carrying off the best specimens

of a herd of calves or yearlings in which it may happen
to make its appearance, and yet by a little forethought on
the part of their owner it can be got rid of completely.

It has been over and over again proved by eminent
breeders that a daily modicum of oilcake from a very

early period of the young creature's existence, and con-

tinued until the age at least has been reached when it be-

comes no longer liable to its attack, will entirely obviate

all danger from this fatal distemper, and at the same time

pay well for the expense incurred by rapid growth and
improved condition. la this case prevention is the only
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safeguard, as when it does strike it is seldom noticed

until the subject of attack is irrecoverable. Even, how-

ever, with diseases that admit of cure procrastination

seems so thoroughly imbued in the minds of

many farmers in connection with the treatment of stock

when showing symptoms of ill-health, that a fatal issue

too often- results from absolute want of the very simplest

remedial measures. The third reason for increase of

value in live stock, and this more immediately concerns

the breeder, as it has contributed largely to render his

pursuits profitable, is that the almost universal diffusion

of good blood has had the effect of conferring a consider-

ably greater inherent value in the animals themselves

than they ever previously possessed. Not only are they

of greater substance and weight at every stage of their

growth, and far and away kindlier feeders, but nearly all

the popular breeds of the present day, and good crosses

of these breeds, come to profitable maturity at a much
earlier period of their existence than could possibly be

attained by the ordinary cattle of the country a very few

years ago. Improvement of stock by the introduction of

good blood has thus conferred an inestimable boon on

breeders in general, but in an especial degree on those

who have had the common sense to breed only from pure

types at both sides if at all possible, but invariably, and

under any circumstances however difficult, from at least

pure sires. Such men, ahead, it may well be said, of their

time, have done well for themselves, and conferred bene-

fits incalculable on the country at large. Notwithstanding

the great demand for cattle, and prevailing high value in

a measure resulting from this demand, there never was a

time when more attention was required on the part of

breeders and feeders to keep their stocks up to a high

standard of excellence in point of bone, substance, and

high milking and feeding quality, or greater necessity for

keeping up an abundant and varied supply of the most

nutritious foods at every period of the year, however ad-

verse or unpropitious the seasons may be. Badly bred,

or badly fed cattle, are of little or no value, and afford but

a wretched equivalent to meet the high rates now ruling

for labour, and all the heavy expenses connected with

modern agriculture. Every farmer should have his stock

in such admirable style and condition as that he can stand

over them at any public fair or market with a consider-

able degree of laudable pride and satisfaction, and be able

tenaciously and good-humouredly to hold out for his

price, knowing that in the end the buyer will give the

very last penny he thinks them value for, rather than lose

a thrifty lot of cattle. There are but fev^ men, however
far-seeing, or however largely endowed with the gift of

provident care, who have not experienced an occasional

shortness of keep, and have had, in consequence, great

difficulty in bringing their cattle through the trying time

in good health and condition. When a farmer finds him-
self in a difficulty of this kind he should not by any
means attempt to bring them through on a limited allow-

ance of food, so as to jnake the quantity ordinarily given

to two beasts do for three, and thus save present expense
;

but, on the contrary, he should at once make arrange-

ments for laying in a stock of purchased food, consisting

of hay, straw, roots, cake, and meal, so that the stock

will not only be kept in the same, but in improving con-

dition. A calculation should be at once made as to the

amount of the probable deficiency, and the whole amount
either purchased and stored or contracts made for delivery
at stated periods. Infusing a little energy into business
of this kind, and getting it done quickly, so that the
entire cost may be known, takes away much of the sting
inseparable from pecuniary losses and miscarriage of
usual arrangements, and the total expenditure incurred
wiU never fail to be very much under what would be
inevitably lost in the value of the stock by deterioration,

if forced to live through several months on a limited supply

of food. The expense attendant on the purchase of food

for a large stock is too often urged as a reason for the

exercise of an inordinate display of caution with regard

to such an important matter, and several hundred

pounds' worth of condition is permitted to be lost,

which might, in all probability, have been retained

by the judicious expenditure of half the amount,

besides having the satisfaction of seeing the animals in

thriving and saleable condition. Such men might learn

a highly useful lesson from the humblest of their neigh-

bours, as it is not difficult to find men with but a small

spot of land, keeping an equal number of stock to the

acres they hold, and yet have them well-bred, profitable

cattle, and at every season in blooming condition. Much
of the food consumed in the stalls must of necessity be

purchased, and surely it is quite as difficult and as costly

to feed each beast when the number is only ten, as when
it is a hundred. In the case of the extensive farmer, as

well as in that of the man who holds but a few acres, the

amount of capital should be invariably sufficient to meet

all contingencies. No man, however talented, can farm

successfully with a capital inadequate to the extent

of his holding, as, sooner or later, he is sure to get

beyond his depth, and very probably he loses all

he possessed, and his time and labour into the bargam.

Cattle of all ages having reached such a high figure, it

becomes evident that the breeder has at last succeeded in

securing the largest share of the profits, exactly reversing

the previous order of this trade, store cattle having been

sold for many years at such wretchedly low prices as to

make it almost an impossibility for the feeder to lose, if

he had ordinary luck, and was at all favourably situated

for finishing them in a reasonable time. Latterly the

business of the grazier has become extremely complicated

and difficult, it being hard to secure a paying margin,

even with beef at from 80s. to 90s. per cwt., after de-

ducting rent and working expenses, and the enormous

amount he is compelled to give for his beasts when pur-

chased in merely store condition. With such capital

opportunity for the disposal of his spare stock, and deriving

so large a portion of his year's receipts from this source,

the dairy-farmer has ample encouragement to bestow

much painstaking care in introducing a breed of cattle in

every way suited to the requirements of his holding, and

in yearly selecting the best specimens for permanent

stock. If his land is at all of fair quality, and the cli-

matic features of the locality genial, the constant aim of

every farmer should be to keep cattle of good bone and

substantial build, eschewing small breeds and their crosses,

if he intends to be a first-class feedei', as such cattle will

not fail to prove a fruitful source of pecuniary loss, and

perpetual hindrance to his general prosperity. Now that

the milking property is not the principal recommenda-

tion of a milch cow, but takes a position in a measure

merely subsidiary to her value as a stock producer, it is

extremely bad policy to import small breeds of cattle to

localities favourable to muscular development, however

much they may be prized on their native pastures, or

however excellent the milking property which constitutes

their value. Crossed with larger breeds, the pro-

duce of small cows of a distinct type do

not attain anything like the size or ultimate

weight easily made by cattle bred from dams possessing

considerable size of carcase, even although the breeding of

the latter can come under no known designation but that

of the common cattle of the county or district in which

they are found. A violent cross is almost invariably ac-

companied by a want of symmetry in the produce, and an

angular habit of body, which the highest condition cannot

always wholly conceal. Nor does it follow that such

cross-bred cattle are sui'e to inherit the valuable qualities
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ot either parent, a large proportion of them proving both
hard feeders and poor milkers, cruelly disappointing the

fondly-cherished hopes of those who expected by a union of

exactly opposite qualities to obtain a strain of cattle useful

in an eminent degree for every purpose. No ordinary

farmer, whose means are just sufficient for carrying on his

everyday business, should risk the loss of capital by at-

tempting to introduce a new, or altering existing types of

cattle throujh the medium of both sire and dam, as with

the exercise of a little judgment he can pick up a breed

ready-made, cows of a good class being easily had in every

district, and by continually using pure Shorthorn bulls,

and keeping over the heifers so bred which are of a good
form, the mcst profitable stock for every purpose is ob-

tainable in he course of a few years. A striking ad-

vantage of catle possessing a large proportion of Short-

horn blood dirived from a pure source through several

generations .s the wonderful facility they present for

being turned into cash. From the pail, as yearlings,

two-year-old^ as springers, or when they happen to miss-

calf, at all ani every age, if in health and fresh condition

they are salable, and can be converted into current coin

of the realm as easily as a bank -cheque. As milkers.

Shorthorn crosses are simply first-rate, notwithstanding

much that las been said and written to the contrary,

large specimens on rich pastures making from five to seven

gallons in the day for the first two months after calving,

and coitinuing to give milk in fair quantity until an ad-

vanced period of the season. To any one unacquainted

with th'. real value of this breed in connection with the

dairy, a visit to a farm where such cattle are kept, not for

fancy, bit for profit, would do much to dispel all precon-

ceived tbories ofscant production, and consequent monetary

loss. I) a really enthusiastic stock-breeder it vt'ould be

hard to onceive of a finer or more interesting sight than

that exLbited by a herd of fifty or sixty three-quarter

bred Sha'thorn cows, on a May or June morning, slowly

wendingtheir way from the pastures to be milked. The
weighty yet symmetrical carcase, the rich colours, the

waxy ha'Q, and, above all, the deej), capacious udder,

forciue" the thighs widely apart, with beautifully-set,

fu!l-si;ed teats, the delight of the milker, all combining

to )ring the animals as near perfection as possible, and

reder them useful and profitable for every purpose, the

daiy as well as the stall. It is not on rich land and

lusriaat pastures alone that well-bred Shorthorn crosses

arejuitable, as they are to be found on very high and bare

Ian indeed, characterised by exactly the same excellent

quaties which so eminently distinguished them under

mo3 favourable sun'onndings. Although, in obedience

to a inexorable law of nature, which equalizes the size

of be animals in exact accordance to the quality of the

Ian and succulence of the food on which they are bred

anoustained, they will be found diminished in size, yet

invi'iably they retain the silkiness of coat, compactness

of orm, and free milking quality of the first-class ani-

vas from which they are descended. A heavy stock, as

igards number of heads and individual hulk, to look

y,\l and pay their owner, must be liberally fed, not only

£ certain seasons when supposed to be necessary to keep

tern in full profit, but every day of the entire year ; and

te possession of a herd of well- looking carefully-bred

aimals oifers a remarkably powerful inducement to their

oner to attend to their wants with absorbing and never-

ligging interest. The more stock kept on a farm the

jeater the profit accruing to the farmer, but it by no

cans follows that the mere presence of the animals will

hng in the money. A heavy stock to the size of a

Hding means diligence, forethought, patient perseverance,

ad considerable expenditure on the part of the farmer,

ai heavy crops grown on a sufficiently extended acreage to

net the wants of every season, so that there need be no

pinching, or extension by diminished supply, to make the

one season's crop meet its successor. It is seldom pos-

sible to keep a heavy stock throughout the year on high,

undulating, or light land without providing a continual

succession of house food, to be given in summer to

milch cows in the stalls morning and evening

when they come in to be milked, and to young stock, in

sheds placed as conveniently as possible in the fields, or

in the usual fold-yards. The peculiar and rather ano-

malous position in which farmers now find themselves

with regard to obtaining a full and regular supply of

labour, has created a tendency to lessen cultivation, and

increase the acreage under grass, for the double purpose

of lowering the weekly expenditure, and rendering them-

selves somewhat more independent of their workmen
than would be possible if the four or five-course system

were carried out in its integrity. However convenient it

may be to find this ready mode of escape from such a

serious difficulty, as the labour question has become in some
districts, if carried so far as to interfere with a succession

of food for stock during either winter or summer, it

would react most injuriously on the farmer, and lessen his

receipts so seriously, as to make the saving effected on his

outlay a loss instead of a profit. It is quite possible that

many men will be compelled to lower their working staff

whether they like it or not, to extend the grass period of

their rotation, and generally to alter existing arrange-

ments, so as to meet the change of circumstances ; but it

will be to their own loss, if, while proposing to meet the

liabilities which cannot be shaken otf, by keeping more
stock they expect to support them principally on the

pastures. Root and forage crops must be grown, and in

large quantity if the stock is heavy, any atgument or pro-

posal to the contrary being the most wretched sophistry,

which, if followed out, could only lead to disaster and
misery. If the extent under root-crops becomes unavoid-

bly circumscribed, more manure must be used so as to

grow the heaviest weight of which the land is capable,

choosing those crops which stand forcing ; the mangold
for instance, increasing in weight up to something about

sixty tons to the acre, in direct proportion to the way in

which it is treated manurially. The cabbage in like

manner is a gross feeder, and for cattle may be forced to

an almost fabulous weight and value to the acre by liberal

treatment. Vetches, again, by thorough cultivation and
heavy manuring give a magnificent crop, and coming to

the scythe in very early summer, fill up a gap which
at that scarce time of year is not otherwise easily

supplied. Probably there is no crop known
to the farmer so easily grown as this, so

little liable to injury from insect or other enemies during

the various stages of its growth, requiring so little cul-

tural attention, and yet when fit to gather, giving such an
enormous return. Possessing the still further advantage

of being cleared in time to admit of the land being pre-

pared in good time for a full crop of turnips, the vetch

certainly offers advantages to the stock-feeder which
ought to be availed of to the fullest extent which the re-

sources of his farm will permit. Like the crops already

noticed however, it maybe well to remark that this plant

must be well fed to achieve profitable success in its cul-

tivation. It cannot be over-dosed, its value consisting

only in the nutritious and succulent forage afforded by its

stem and leaves, the more manure it gets the earlier it

will come in for use in the average of seasons, and the

more abundant will be the crop. Sown on land badly

prepared, or iusufficiently manured, it loses all value as a

forage crop, grows slowly, is not worth passing the scythe

over, and invariably leads to vexation and disappointment.

The autumnal cut of clover comes in admirably to finish

the summer house-feeding, carrying the stock ou to meet

the white-fleshed varieties of turnip. A twenty-acre field
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of clover which Jias beeu laid down clean and in good

heart, will give a morning and evening feed to a very

large number of animals for at least two months,

beginning generally about the middle of August, and

ending at the same time in October, and will put

them in first-rate condition for the winter. Cut clover

liberally supi)lied keeps cattle in grand health, bring-

ing out the colours clear and distinct—no surer sign

that the system is properly nourished. To anyone unac-

customed to house-feed dairy stock throughout the whole

year, without missing a day, or even a meal, it may ap-

pear no end of trouble, anxiety, and hard work to grow

the successional crops that are indispensable for the pur-

pose, to cut and cart them to the yards, and place them

before the animals. In reality, however, it is not so

:

like many other apparent troubles, dilHculties vanish

when the work is undertaken in earnest ; and, with fair

attention, crop will come in after crop, as regularly as the

months succeed each other. The system of partial house-

feeding has the highly recommendatory feature of be-

coming easier of accomplishment the longer it is followed,

the cows being stalled from live to six hours everyday,

making a large quantity of rich manure, and its con-

tinual application to the land enabling it not only

to keep up, but increase its production. To glance for a

moment at the kinds of food available for the dift'erent

seasons the succession will be found pretty nearly as fol-

lows : From 10th May to 10th July winter vetches in

extreme abundance from a comparatively small breadth

of surface; from the latter period to the 15th of August

spring-sown tares, assisted by grass from an irrigated

meadow, if available ; clover in such quantity as to keep

the cattle nearly all day in the stalls from middle of

August till approaching the end of October, in a favour-

able season ; and from that time till the end of the year

cabbages, if grown, and white and yellow turnips, tiie

latter of course wholly if cabbages are considered ex-

pensive or troublesome, thus keeping the cows on their

milk, and obtaining a prolit from them as far into the

season as it is judicious to hold them on. Swedes fill up

the time from the beginning of January till 17th March,

when mangolds take their place, as the cows begin to

drop their calves, continuing in daily consumption until

the summer crops are fit for use. A remarl<able feature

in the house-feeding of cattle continually is the vastly

circumscribed extent of pasture they require during sum-

mer and autumn, and the abundance of glass preserved

through the growing season, even when extra heavily

stocked. To come to actual practice, wlen the cows

come in at five in the morning to be milled, they find

the troughs filled with fresh succulent vttcbes loosely

shaken up, which, notwithstanding that tHey have beeu

grazing from daybreak, they will eat up clemly, and with

gusto and alacrity. The milking being finished, the

troughs are again filled with the same forige newly cut

and brought direct from the field, there being no danger,

as vetches, however fresh or juicy, never scoir or produce

hoven in milch cows ; and so as to have tioE to clear out

the second allowance, they are not disturbed until teu

o'clock. On being turned out they are so fill, that it is

with the greatest reluctance they leave the yaids, and the

moment they get within the field, the whole herd lie

down simultaneously, and remain for several h(iirs in a

state of the most profound repose, doing little m^re than

graze for a couple of hours, and go to the stream lo drink,

until driven in about 5 p.m. to be fed and milied as in

the morning. The pastures are thus permittd to get

strong, and well able to resist the scorching iuluence of

the sun, grow luxuriantly, and aft'ord substan(ial keep

for a heavy stock until the end of autumn.
j

THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OE IRELAND.

MEETING AT WATERFORD.

It is some years since we attended a very successful

show of the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland at

Waterford, where, as we well remember, in the time of

that keen sportsman, the then Lord Waterford, there was
a capital entry, more especially of thoroughbred horses.

Waterford has again come round for a turn, but by the

report which we abridge from The Irish Farmers' Gazette,

the meeting appears to have been a lamentable failure

—

not forty Shorthorns in all, although this is now the
breed of the country ; one Hereford, no Devons, and but
few cattle of other kinds. Some two or three years since

a correspondence was raised in The Mark Lane Express by
the Irish exhibitors, who spoke to the rapid decline of the
Society, as they attributed this to the farmers themselves
not being permitted to take any material share in its

management, the business being the rather in the hands
of amateurs, agents, and outsiders. Our contemporary,
however, now thinks that at Waterford " the paucity of

entries was caused by the untoward results which followed

the shows at Ball's-bridge and Belfast— that is, the two
last meetings, many of the cattle exhibited at these shows
having become aff'ected with foot-and-mouth disease,

either in transit or in the show-yard ; and thus several
outbreaks of the disease which occurred immediately
afterwards were traced to these shows." On either plea
the explanation is not very satisfactory. There must, in
the one case, have been more disease about than ever was
admitted, although we are inclined to think the graver
cause is that stock-owners generally have not been en-

ijaalcouraged to take any direct interest in these natij

demonstrations. '

The entries of cattle in all the classes were mucli siort

of any previous show of the Society. The old Shortbrn

bulls never muster in numbers at these meetings. Mr.

llinson's St. Ruth was put first in the aged bull class^ud

he also took the Purdon Challenge Cup and the sppial

prize of £10 ; but as he had not entered for this pria, it

was ultimately transferred to Mr. Kelly's Valentine. |St.

Ruth, who was the winner of the Chaloner late

at the Dublin Spring Show, is by St. Ringau. ?he

Hon. John Massy's Forester was first in the wo
years old class ; while the Robber was put second, bu lie

was only commended at the spring show, though first t

the Belfast Royal last year. Mr. Gumbleton's Loi

Courtowu, the Plymouth prize yearling, has since worn

challenge cup at Cork, and is here first in his class. M
CooSe, Ballyneal, showed three of his Ruths—the da
and her two daughters— iu the cow class, which were pi

first, second, and commended. There was only one entr

in the class of two years old heifers, Mr. Bolton's Patf

Gwynne, while the class of yearling heifers was not m
merously filled. Mr. Downing's Royal Rose and Verbei

Royal won the Purdon Cup, for the two best Shorthot

yearling heifers, the property of the same exhibitd

Royal Rose was a cup winner at Cork, and second in h|

class at the spring show. There were in all only thirt

six entries of Shorthorns ; but the deficiency of entries

the cattle classes was more marked in the other bree
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I hail eveu iii the Slioithorns. Of Ilerefords there was
but oue entry, au iiiiimitcd two years old bull. In the

Devon classes there \vas not a siut!,le entry ; but Mr.
Williaui Owen sent forward two yearling bulls and two

heifers in the polled Angus classes. Mr. James Robertson

was a principal exhibitor of Kerries at the last spring

show, and now again at Waterford, and Mr. Watson
showed three very good cows, oue of which got the

prize, while the others were respectively highly com-
mended and conuueuded. Dairy farmers in the Water-

ford district are not admirers of Ayrshires, and no breeder

of these cattle from a distance put in au appearance. The
Earl of Iluutingdon's bull and cow got the jnizes awarded
in their respective classes to cattle of the Channel Islands

breed, Miss Crane's cow, and another exhibited by ^Ir.

Congreve Rogers, being specially noticed by the judges.

In the classes limited for competition to tenant-farmers

whose poor-law valuation is under £100 per annum, the

character of the cattle shown was very satisfactory. The
sheep show was, on the whole, well represented. The
hrst and second prizes in the class of shearling rams of

the Leicester breed were awarded to sheep exhibited by

Mr. George Turner, jun., together with the Cork Challenge

Cup for the best shearling ram of the loug-woolled breeds,

including Leicester, Border Leicester, Roscommon, and
Lincoln breeJs ; but there is always considerable difficulty

in making this award. ]Mr. Turner also took first prize in

the class of i"ams of any other age, the second prize going

to one of Mr. Meade's rams, altogether a good sheep,

and one whose style was preferred by several to that of

Mr. Turner's prize ram. Mr. jMeade had another of his

rams commended, and one belonging to Mr. Thomas
Harris was highly commended. Several good rams in

both classes were passed over without any special notice.

There were exactly the same number of enti-ies of Border

Leicesters as of English Leicesters ; and the first prize in

the class of shearling rams was awarded to a sheep be-

longing to Lord De Yesci. In the class of rams of any
other age, the first prize was awarded to a two- shear ram
exhibited by Mr. Smith Barry, M.P. The Roscommon
sheep were not so fully represented at Waterford as they

have been at previous shows, and the Lincoln breed does

not appear to gain ground in this country ; but the

Shropshires were well represented as to numbers.

The first prize in the class of shearling rams, and the

challenge cup as the best of all, was awarded to a sheep

belonging to Mr. Marris, and two of Mr. Nash's rams
were severally commended. Mr. Marris also took both

first and second prizes in the class of rams of any other

age. There was a fair show of pigs, but the poultry was

not very numerous ; while there was a good show of

butter ; but there were no entries of llax. The Croker

Challenge Cup was awarded to the Queen's County tho-

roughbred stallion Roman Bee ; and the first prize for

stallions of the Clydesdale or Suffolk breeds was awarded

to Mr. John IM'Court's Clydesdale Billy the Beau, and

the second to Mr. Richard Good's Suffolk, bred by the late

Mr. Capon, of Donnington Hall, Suffolk, being precisely

the positions occupied by these animals at the last horse

show at the Royal Dublin Society. Mr. S. Rait Kerr

took first prize with his Clydssdale mare Bess; and there

was a considerable number of entries of hunters for the

Local Committee's prizes, and also of mares calculated to

produce weight-carrying hunters ; but there was nothing

amongst them calling for special notice. A gold medal was

offered for the best of the cereals, pulse, and green crops

shown iu the yard, and the prize was awarded to the

collection of Messrs. W. and H. M. Goulding, who had

also obtained, we believe, a medal for the same at the

show of the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scot-

land, held at Stirling.

The exhibitors of implements included Dening and Co.,

Chard, Somerset ; Robinson and Richardson, Highgate, Ken-

dal ; Bates and Sons, Gorey ; Howell, Carrick-on-Suir ;
Le

Butt, Bury St. Edmunis ;
M'Keiizie and Sous, Caraden-quay,

Cork ; M'Kenzie and Sous (Limited), Dawson-street, Dublin ;

Jacob, Brothers, Quay, Waterford ; Bradford and Co., Cathe-

dral Steps, Manchester ; Walsh, Barrowstrand-street, AVater-

ford ; Pierce and Co., Folly Mills Iron Works, W^exford 5

Keane and Co., Steam Saw Mills, Cappoiiuin ;
Lyons and

Sod, Irishtown, Clonrael ; Jaques, Chapel-itreet, Dublin, and

Soho Bazaar, London ; Kerr, Kenry-street, Dublin ;
O'Reilly,

Kilkenny ; Davis and Co ,
Crampton-street, Loudon ;

Brown,

Charlotte-street, Blackfriars, London ; Unite, Edgeware-road,

raddington, London ; Samuelson and Co., Banbury ;
M'Lean

and M'lntosh, Little George's-street, Waterford ; Taylor

and Wilson, Union Works, Accrington, Lancashire;

Beesley, Augustus-street, Regent's-park, London; W'liite,

Budd, and Co., Durgarven, County Waterford ; Evans

and Co., Thomas-street, Limerick ; Eastwood, Victoria

Works, Blackbarn ; Williams, Bournemouth-road, Peck-

ham Rje, London ; Davies, 309, Regent-street, London

;

Watts, Broad Weir, Bristol ; Cousins, Blew House, Clear-

street, London ; Muggleton, Apsley-terrace, South Norwood,

Surrey ; Bailey and Prey, Hanway-street, London ;
Thomp-

son, Brothers, Wexford ; Howard, Britannia Iron Works'
'

Bedford ; Wood, Upper Thames-street, London ; Hughes

Brampton Ash, Market Harborough ; Power and Sou,

George's-street, Waterford ; Beach and Co., Dudley and Tip-

ton Mills, Dudley ; Silvester, Halton -road, Canonbury- square,

London ; EUiman, Slough, Bucks, England ; Lyon, Windmill-

street, Finsbury-square, London; Wheeler and Wilson,

Stephen's-green, Dubliu, and Bold-street, Liverpool ; Willcox

and Gibbs, Lower Sackville-street, Dublin ; Howe Machine

Co., Lower Sackville-street, Dublin; Goulding (Limited),

Dublin and Cork ; Hooper and Co., Foster-place, Dublin

;

Drogheda Chemical Manure Company, Drogheda; Dean-

Drake, Strokestown, New Ross, Co. Wexford; Picksley,

Sims, and Co. (Limited), Bedford Foundry, Leigh, Lanca-

shire ; Gray and Co., Uddingston Iron Works, Glasgow

;

Coramins, Quay, Waterford ; Jones, Clonmel ; Mahony and

Brothers, Camden Quay, Cork ; Moore, Middle Abbey-street,

Dublin ; Boyle and Son, Mansion House Buildings, Loudon ;

Jones, Milton House, Worcester-street, Gloucester ; Goss,

Alice-street, Plymouth, Devonshire ; Reading Iron Works,

Reading ; Ashby, Jeffery, and Luke, Stamford, Lincolushiie ;

Murphy, North Gate Brewery Iron Works, Clonmel ; Morton

and Co. (Limited), Liverpool ; Boulton and Co., Rose-lane

Works, Norwich ; Loughraan, Leinster Lodge, Athy ; Kennan

and Sons, Fishamble-street, Dublin ; Fennessey and Son,

Nursery, W^aterford ; Martin, Hall, and Co., Usher's Quay,

Dublin; Askin and Co., Cromac-street, Belfast; Brown,

Ballyhack, Co. Wexford ; Hornsby and Sons, Spittlegate Iron

Works, Grantham; Fowler and Co., Steam Power Works,

Leeds ; Malcomson, Brothers, Porllow ; and Inman Stret-

ford, Manchester. Many of these exhibitors had entries more

of a miscellaneous than a really agricultural character.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Shorthorns : N. Milne and N. Crisp. Other
Cattle : A. Tempjeton and J. Brady. Kerries : Capt,

Bayley. Sheep— Leicesters and Lincolns : T. Stamper

and L. Borman. Border Leicesters : J. Borthwick, W.
Purves, and T. Neviu. Roscommons : P. Taaffe, and R.
Reynell. Shropshires and other ;Downs : R. C. Yeo-

man and R. Chaloner. PiGS : J. Bruce and A. Warburton.

Hunters and Thoroughbred Horses : D. V. Beatty,

Major Quentin. Agricultural Horses : J. Bruce and

R. Shaw. Dairy Produce : W. A. Green and J. M'Don-
ald. Cereals: J. Robertson.
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CATTLE.
SHORTHORNS.

Bull, calved on and after 1st January, 1868, and previous

to the 1st January, 1871.—first prize, and Purdou Cii -^lenge

Cup, R. L. Hinsou, Hill View, New lloss (St. Ruth) ; second

and special prize, T. Kelly, Charlestown, Waterl'ord (Valen-

tine).

Bull, calved in the year 1871.—Erst prize, Hon. J. Massy,
Milford House, Limerick (Forester) ; second, R. G. Crosby,

Stradbally Hall, Stradbally (The Robber). Commended: R.
J. Massy (Larry the Lad) ; Sir R. Paul, Bart., Ballyglan,

Waterford (Troubadour).

Bull, calved in 1872.—First prize, R. J. M. Gurableton,

Glanatore, Tallow, County Waterford (Lord Courtowu)
;

second, R. Chaloner, Kingsfort, Moynalty (Royal Sweet-
heart). Highly commended : R. G. Cosby (Lord of the Isles).

Commended : Hon. J. Massy (Bull Viscount).

Cow, in calf or in milk, calved previous to 1st January,
1871.—First prize, J.Cooke, Ballyueal House,New Ross (Ruth
25th); second, J. Cooke (Rutii 20th). Commended: J.

Cooke (Ruth 23rd) ; Colonel V. Stuart, Castletown, Carrick-

on-Suir (Miss Patrick 4th).

Heifer, in calf or in milk, calved in 1871-—Prize, W.
Bolton, The Island, Oulart, Co. Wexford (Patty Gwynne).

Heifer, calved in 1872.—First prize, and the Purdon Chal-
lenge Cup, J. Downing, Ashfield, Fermoy (Royal Rose and
Verbena Royal) ; second, S. A. Richards, Ardamine, Gorey,
Co. Wexford (Rosette).

HERErOKD.
Bull of any age.—Prize, T. Franks, Drumrahan, Mallow

(Keitledrum).

POLLED ANGUS OR GALLOWAYS.
Bull of any age.—First prize, W. Owen, Blesinton, County

Wicklow (Crathie Jock 3rd) ; second, W. Owen (The Earl).

Cow, in calf or in milk.—First prize, W. Owen (Nannie
II.); second, W. Owen (Jeannie),

KERRYS.
Bull of any age.—Prize, J. Robertson, Santry Cottage,

Santry (Blustering Bob). Highly commended : P. W.Power,
Tramore. Commended : Captain Harding, Fethard (Black

Prince).

Cow, in calf or in milk.—First prize, P. Watson, Friars-

town House, Tallaght, County Dublin (Edith) ; second, P.
Watson (Boliernabreena) ; third, P. Watson (Victoria). Com-
mended : E. Purdon, Dublin (Polly).

Heifer, calved in 1871 or 1872.—First prize, J. Robertson
(Venus). Highly commended : J. Robertson (Marigold).

CHANNEL ISLANDS.
Bull of any age.—Prize, Earl of Huntingdon, Gaultier

Cottage, Waterford (Sampson).
Cow or heifer, in calf or in milk.—First prize. Earl of

Huntingdon (Dandy); second. Miss Crane, Passage East,

County Waterford (Berine) ; third, C. Rogers, J.P., Tramore
(The Fawn).
(Limited lor competition to tenant-farmers whose Poor-law

valuation is under £100 per annum.)
Cow, iu calf or in milk.—First prize, P. Walsh, Springfield,

Piltown (Polly III.) ; second, T. Palmer, Bordwell, Rath-
downe

; third, J. Meade, Kilmaguague, Dunmore East, Co.
Waterford (Tulip).

Heifer, in calf or milk, calved iu 1870.—Prize, W. Skehan,
Coolagh, Fethard, Clonmel.

Heifer, calved in 1871 or 1872.—First prize, P. Walsh
(Polly V.) ; second, T. Palmer.

SHEEP.
LEICESTEKS.

Shearling long-wool ram,—Cork Challenge Cup, G. Turner,
jun.

Shearling ram.—First prize, G. Turner, jun., Thorpelands,
Northampton ; second, G. Turner.
Rams of any other age.—First prize, G. Turner, iun. ; second,

W.R. Meade.
Ewes.—First prize, R. Cooke, Kiltinane ; second, S. Mow-

bray.

Ewe lambs.—First prize, R. Cooke ; second, A. Walsh.
BORDER LEICESTERS.

Shearling ram.—First prize, Viscount de Vesci, Abbeyleis
House, Abbeyleix

; second, W. Young, Brockley Park, Strad-
bally, Queen's County. Highly commended : J. Murray,
Poplar Hall, Ballitore. Commended : M. H. Franks, West-
field, Mountrath (two).

Ram of any other age.—First prize, A. H. S. Barry, M.t*.,

Fota Island, Queenstown, County Cork ; second, Viscount De
Vesci. Highly commended : W. Young.
Pen of shearling ewes.—First prize, Viscount De Vesci

;

second, W. Young. Highly commended : Earl Fitzwilliam,

CooUatin Park (Shillelah). Commended: Ryder J. Nash
(two).

Pen of five ewe lambs.—First prize, M. H. Franks ; second,

A. H. S. Barry, M.P.
ROSCOMMON SHEEP.

Shearling ram.—First prize, R. Coffy, Newcastle, Killucan,

Westmeath ; second, J. B. Smyth, Eedamore, Limerick.

Ram of anv other age.—First prize, R. Coffy ; second, J.

B. Smyth.
Pen of live shearling ewes.—Prize, R. Coffy.

Pen of live ewe lambs.—Prize, R. Coffy.

LINCOLN.
Shearling ram.—First prize, E. J. Howard, Nooton Rise,

Nocton, Lincoln ; second.E. J. Howard. Commended : Capt.

Bland, Blandsfort, Abbeyleix, Queen's Co. (two).

SHROPSHIRE AND OTHER DOWNS.
Shearling ram.—First prize, T. Marris, The Chase, Ulceby,

Lincolnshire ; second, R. J. Nash, Park farm, Glanmire,

Cork. Highly commended : A. H.S. Barry, M.P. ; S. Beach,
the Hattons, Brewood, Staffordshire.

Ram of any other age.—First prize, T. Marris ; second, T.

Marris. Highly commended : S. Mowbray ; A. H. S. Barry,

M.P. Commended : R. G. Cosby, Stradbally ; A. H. S.

Barry, M.P.
Pen of five shearling ewes.—Eirst prize, A. H. S. Barry,

M.P. ; second. Sir A. Walsh. Commended : Earl of Bess-

borough.

Pen of five ewe lambs.—First prize, A. Walsh ; second, R.
J. Nash. Commended : Earl of Bessborough.

PIGS.
COLOURED BREED.

Boar, under eighteen months old.—First prize, P. Marnane
(John Bright) ; second, R. G. Cosby.

Boar, over eighteen months and under thirty- six months
old.—First prize, C. W. Massy ; second, R. G. Cosby. Highly
commended : D. W. P. Beresford. Commended: J. Dee.

Breeding sow under eighteen months old.—First prize, J.

MoUoy (The Pet) ; second, R. G. Cosby. Highly commended

;

Earl of Bessborough. Commended : P. J. Hay.
Breeding sow, over eighteen months old.—First prize, R.

G. Cosby ; second, D. W. P. Beresford. Highly commended:
D. W. P. Beresford.

Berkshire sow and litter of not less than six pigs, under
five months old.—Prize, R. G. Cosby.

Lot of three breeding pigs of the same litter, above four

and not exceeding eight months old.—First prize, W. Massy

;

second, P. Marnane.
WHITE BREED.

Boar, under eighteen months old.—First prize, J. MoUoy ;

second, J. Molloy. Highly commended : C, W. Wise.

Boar, over eighteen months and under thirty-six months
old.—First prize, J. Molloy (Snowdrop) ; second. Earl of

Bessborough.
Breeding sow, under eighteen months old.—Prize, J. Molloy

(Susan).

Sow and litter of not less than six pigs, under five months

old.—Prize, C. W. Wise.

Lot of three breeding pigs of the same litter, above four

and not exceeding eight months old.—First prize, J. Molloy ;

second. Earl of Bessborough.

(Limited for competition to tenant-farmers whose Poor-law

valuation is over £50 and under £100 per annum.)

Breeding sow, over six and under eighteen months old.—

^

prize, M. Power.
Breeding sow, over eighteen months old, in pig or with a

litter, under five months.—Prize, M. Power.

(Limited for competition to tenant-farmers whose Poor-law

valuation is under £50 per annum.)

Breeding sow.—First prize, M. Marnane ; second, M. Mar-

nane.
HORSES.

Weight-carrying thoroughbred stallion.—Croker Challenge

Cup, J. M'Mahon (Roman Bee).

THOROUGHBRED STALLIONS.

Sire in the ;Stud-book best calculated to improve and per-

petuate the breed of sound and stout thoroughbred horses,
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weight-carrying liuuters, and horses I'or general stud purposes.

—First prize, J. M'Mahon (Roman J3ee) ; second, W. rurcell,

The Orchard, flood-street, Kilkenny (Jerpoint). Commended:
J. Foskin, Dunpark, Mullinavat (Jack o'Lanteru).

AORICULTUrvAL HOUSES.

Stallions of the Clydesdale or Sull'olk breed.—First prize,

J. M'Court, West Cam House, Duleek, Co. Meatli (Clydes-

dale— Billy tlie Beau) ; second, 11. Good, Aherlow, Farren,

Co. Cork (Sutfolk—Boxer). Highly commended : J. Kennedy,

Bailinagree, Borris, County Carlow (Clydesdale—Royal Wal-

lace) .

Stallion of any breed.—First prize, M. Ahern, Blawnafinny,

Blarney, Co. Cork (Last of the Normans) ; second, R, Good
(Farmer's Fancy). Commended : J. Caliill, Ballinvarra, lu-

nistiogue, Co. Kilkenny (Young Buffer).

Brood mare in foal, or having produced a foal in 1872 or

1873.—Firsl prize, S. Rait, Kerr, Rathmoyle, Edenderry

(Clydesdale—Bess) ; second, J. Cooke, Ballyneal House, New
Ross. Commended : W. Sweetman, Castle Aunagh, New Ross

(Topsy).

Mares calculated to produce weight-carrying hunters, in

foal, or having produced foals in 187^ or 1873.—First prize,

A. Byrne, Connigar, Kilkenny (Virago) ; second, P. Tower,

Killhride, Tramore (Flash).

Weight-carrying hunter, not less than five years old, fit to

carry 14 stone and upwards.—First prize. Marquis of Water-

ford, Curragliniore, Portlaw (Knockany) ; second, 11. R.

Sargent, Newtown Lodge, Waterford (Maitisail).

Hunter, not less tlian live years old, to carry 12 stone 71bs.

to 14 stone.—First prize, P. W. Power, Pembrokestown, Tra-

more, Waterford (The Parson) ; second, J. Jellicoe, Cahir,

Co. Tipperary.

Colt or filly calculated to make a hunter, foaled in 1869 or

1870.—Prize, C. W. Wise, Rochestown, Cahir, Co. Tipperary

(Stockholm).

CEREALS.
Collection of cereals, pulse, and green crops shown in the

yard.—Gold Medal, W. H. M. Goulding, Dublin and Cork.

KEIGHLBY AGEICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
The contemporary holding of so many district and county

shows, one clashing with another, seems to have inter-

fered with the number exhibited in some of the classes.

In horses there was a falling off of about twenty com-
pared with last year. Although few in number the

Shorthorns were a good show. In the aged classes

there were only three—Mr. Statter's Normanby, Mr. W.
Tillotson's Knight of the Shire, and Cambridge Duke,

owned by Mr. J. J. Sharp. In the next class, for Short-

horned bulls above one year, Mr. J. Outhwaite, of

Bainesse, Catterick, was first with Lord Godolphin, one

of Royal Windsor's pedigree. As regards the Keighley

show this year, with the exception cf the aged bull class,

Mr. Outhwaite occupies almost precisely the same posi-

tion he occupied last year. His successes include a first

for Shorthorued bulls above one year old, first for Short-

horned cows, Shorthorned heifers, and the prize of £30
for the best three Shorthorns in the yard. For bull-

calves, Mr. Hare, of Lund Cottage, won the cup with an

eleven months calf. Baron Irwin, whose sire. Lord Irwin,

has received so many prizes. Mr. Stables was also one

of the most successful exhibitors of Shorthorns. The
tradesman and farmers' premiums, open to the district

comprised within a radius of fifteen miles from the

Devonshire Arms Hotel, Keighley, were well contested

for both in reference to numbers and quality. The show

of horses included some first-class animals. Young
Honest Tom, a handsome bay, by the veteran Honest

Tom, the Royal Society's prizeholder in his day, won the

60s.—a somewhat stunted premium for the class—offered

for the best draught stallion. Merrylegs, owned by Mr.

J. Gill, of Silsden, received a similar amount as the

winner in the class for roadster stallions, and Mr. C.

Lord, of Keighley, in the class for coach horses. Mr.
Brierley, for draught mares, secured the first and second

prizes in the class. Dr. Cockroft, of Keighley, was suc-

cessful in retaining in the town the premium for horses

or mares in single harness. Fourteen exhibitors entered

for the silver cup or £30 offered for hunters, and Pal-

merston, the property of Mr. H. Jewison, of Raisthorpe,

York, took the prize. The prizes for leaping—1st £10,

2nd £5, and 3rd £2—did not produce such a numerous

entry, nor yet such a good display of leaping as was ex-

pected. Mr. R. T. Land's grey, and Mr, T. W.
Smith's little bay were respectively placed first and

second. In the sheep classes the entries were un-

usually numerous, and included as exhibitors Mr. T. H.
Hutchinson, of Catterick ; Mr. M. Lamb, of Otley

;

Messrs. Dewhirst and Taylor, of Lancashire ; Mr. Hal-

stead, of Worsthorne, Burnley ; Messrs. Pickup and Sons'

Newchurch ; Mr. Smith, Keighley, and other breeders-

The Earl of Eilesmere, seemingly the successor of Mr.

Peter Eden, of Salford, received first and second prizes in

every class in which he was an exhibitor. The labouring

men's premium for pigs was an excellent idea. Confining

the exhibitors to those whose only source of income is

from weekly wages and resident within the district, the

competition was obviously one iu which all entitled to

enter had a chance, and the numerous entries testified

that it was appreciated.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.

—

Shouthorns : Rev. L. C.Wood, Singleton

Lodge, Kirkham ; Mr. E. Bowley, Siddington House
Cirencester ; Mr. H. Ambler, Watkinson HiiU, Halifax

Houses : Mr. W. Lort, The Cotteridge, Kings Norton
Mr. T. Gibbon, Burnfoot-on-Esk, Longtown ; iMr. W. H
Gaunt, Old Thoruville, Kirkhammerton, York. Sheep
Mr. W. Robson, Rainshaw, Whixley, York; Mr. G. W
Langdale, Lecontield Park, Beverley. LoNK Sheep : Mr
G. Brown, Troutbeck, \Viuderr.^ere. Pigs : Mr. John
Dale, Spetchley Park, Worcester. Butter : Mr. W. Pea-

cock, Malliam.
CATTLE.

(Open to the United Kingdom.)
Short-horned bull above two years old, T. Statter, Stand

Hall, Whitefield, Manchester ; 2, W. Tillotson, Marsdea Hall,

Nelson, near Burnley. Shorthorned bull above one year old,

J. Outhwaite, Bainesse, Catterick ; 2, T. Statter. Bull calf

under twelve months, T. Hare, Lund Cottage, Easingwold ; 2,

J. Barclay, Malsis Hall, Crossbills.

Shorthorned cow in milk or calf, J. Outhwaite; 2, T.

Statter. Shorthorned heifer under tliree years old, T, Statter
;

2, J. J. Sharp, Broughton, near Kettering. Shorthorned

heifer under two years old, J. Outhwaite; 2, T. Statter.

Heifer calf under twelve months old, H. Crossley, Watkinson
Hall Farm, near Halifax ; 2, T. Statter. Dairy cow, J.

Fawcett, Beeston, Leeds ; 2, T. Brigg, Guard House, Keigh-

ley. Alderney or Guernsey cow or heifer, H- Beldon, Goit-

stock, near Bingley ; 2, R. L. Hattersley, Springfield, Keighley.

Three Shorthorns, J. Outhwaite ; 2, T. Statter.

Tradesmen's and Farmer's Premiums.
(Open to the district within fifteen miles from Keighley.)

Shorthorned bull above two years old, W. Tillotson ; 2,

Sharp Brotliers, Whinknowle, near Keighley. Shorthorned
bull under two years old, B. Fletclier, Carlton, Yeadon, near
Leeds. Bull calf under twelve months old, J. Barclay ; 2, W.
Laycock, WoodviUe, Keighley.

Shorthorned cow in milk or calf, H. Crossley ; 2, E. D. A.
Mariner, Worthville, Keighley. Shorthorned heifer under
three years, E. G- Hattersley, Cravenroyd, Haworth ; 2, A.
O'Bownass, Rylstou, near Shiptou. Heifer calf under twelve
months, H. Crossley.
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HORSES.
(Opeu to the United Kingdom.)

Coacliing stallion, C. Lord, Kei^hley ; 2, H. Atkinson, Ad-
dingliara. Roadster stallion, J.Gill, Silsden;2, J. and H.
Cocksliott, Silsdeu. Draught stallion, T. Greenwood, Calver-

ley Bridge ; 2, J. Forshaw, Burley-in-Wharl'edale. Three-

year-old roadster gelding or filly, R. Procter, Malham ; 2, B.

Cockburn, Burnley. Two-year-old roadster gelding or filly,

J. Whitehead, Burley-iu-Wharfedale ; 2, J. Markendale,

Gargrave. One-year-old roadster gelding or filly, J. White-

}\ead ; 2, 11- Stirk and Brothers, Kildwick. Draught
brood mare, W. Wilson, Low Moor. Roadster brood mare,

J. F. Crowther, Mirfield ; 2, J. Holdsworth, Leeds. Draught
horse and mare, 1 and 2, C. W. Brierley, Middleton, near

Mancliester. Nag or roadster, W. Stephenson, Cottingliam
;

2, S. Watkinson, Gargrave. Cob, not to exceed 15 hands, R.
Mitchell, Bradford ; 2, J. Brarafit, Leeds. Pony, not to ex-

ceed 13| hands, I. Hall, Lower Darwen ; 2, T. Pearson and

Co., Halifax. Horse or mare in single harness. Dr. Cockroft,

Keighley ; 3, B. S. Waud, Halifax. Lady's horse or mare
(gold cream jug, or £5), Miss Wainman, Kirby Lonsdale.

Hunter (cup or £30), H. Jewison, Raisthorpe ; 2, J. Fearon,

Corkickle. Leaper (cup or £10), R. T. Land, N. New Leeds,

Leeds ; 2, T. W. Smith, Sheffield.

SHEEP.
(Open to the United Kingdom.)

Long woolled Sheep —Leicester or any other long-wooUed
ram, two-shear or aged, 1 and 2, T. H. Hutchinson, Catterick.

Leicester or any other long-woolled ram, one-shear, 1 and 2,

T. H. Hutchinson. Leicester or any otiier long-woUed tup

lamb, T. II. Hutchinson ; 2, J. Simpson, Spofforth Park,

Wetherby. Pen of three Leicester or any other long-woolled

ewes, two-Bhear or aged, T. H. Hutchinson; 2, M. Lamb,
Caley Farm, Otley. Pen of three Leicester or any other long-

woolled ewes, one-shear, T. H. Hutchinton. Pen of three

Leicester or any other long-woolled ewe lambs, M. Lamb, 2,

J. Simpson. Leicester or any other long-woolled ewe lamb,

T. H. Hutchinson ; 2, R. Suir, FillisclilTe, Bristwith. Long-

wool Sheep (open to the district comprised in a radius of 15

miles from Keighlej).—Leicester or any other long-woolled

ram, two-shear or aged, W. Lawsou, Beamsley ; 2, W. Thorn-

shear, Silsden. Leicester or any other long-woolled ram, one-

ber, M.Lamb ; 2, B. Dobson, Ilkley. Leicester or any other

long-woolled tub lamb, 1 and 2, M. Lamb. Pen of 3 ewes,

any age, 1 and 2, M. Lamb. Leicester or any other long-

woolled ewe lamb, R. Surr ; 2. W. Dawson, Otley. Lonk
Sheep (opeu to the United Kingdom).—Ram, two-shear or

aged, B. DoLson ; 2, J. Pickup and Brothers, Dean, near

Newchurch. Ram, one-shear, B. Dobson ; 2, J. Diusdale,

Keighley. Tup lamb, 1 and 2, J. Smith, Keighley. Pen of

three ewes, iwo-shear or aged, Dewhirst and Taylor, Rawten-
stall ; 2. .J. Craven, Steeton. Pen of three ewes, one-shear,

B. Dobson ; 2, J. Pickup and Brothers. Pen of three ewe
lambs, J. Siuitii ; 2, J. Pickup and Brothers. Ewe lamb, J.

Holstead, Heckenhurst, near Burnley ; 2, J. Dinsdale. Pen
of three ewe lambs, first cross from lonk ewes, J. and J. Lund,

Silsden ; 2, M. Lamb. Ewe lamb, first cross from lonk ewes,

A. Rawlinsou, Goodshaw Fold, Crawshaw Booth ; 2, F. H.
Butterfield, Bingley.

PIGS.

(Open to the United Kingdom).

Best pigs. Earl of EUesmere, Worsley. Boar, large breed.

Earl of Ellesmere ; 2, J. Milnes, Cross-hills. Boar, small

breed, 1 and 2, Eurl of Ellesmere. Boar, middle breed, 1 and 2,

Earl of Ellesmere. Boar, large breed, J. Simpson, Cononley ;

2, T. and J. Wilson, Farnhill. Boar, small breed, under nine

months, T. Hannan, Leeds ; 2, C. McDonnell, Keighley.

Boar, middle breed, under nine months, F. Ambler, Keighley
;

2, T. Hutton, Bingley. Breeding sow, large breed. Earl of

Ellesmere; 2, W. Firth, Shipley. Breeding sow, small breed,

Earl of Ellesmere; 2, J. Bramfitt, Leeds. Breeding sow,

middle breed, 1 and 2, Earl of Ellesmere. Gilt, large breed,

for breeding, J. Parker, Keighley. Gilt, small breed, for

breeding, under nine months. Earl of Ellesmere ; 2, T.

Hannan. Gilt, middle breed, for breeding, under nine

months, Earl of Ellesmere ; 2, T. Iveson, Addingham. Store

pig, for feeding, under twelve months, T. Hannan ; 2, J.

Bramfitt.

Labouring Men's Premiums.
Best pig (cup), T. Holmes, Keighley. Breeding sow, large

breed, J. Driver, Crossbills ; 2, T. Binns, Keighley. Breed-

ing sow, small breed, F. Ambler, Keighley; 2, T. Holmes.
Breeding sow, middle, T. Holmes ; 2, F. Hum, Keighley.

Gilt, large breed, for breeding, J. Ramsden, Keighley ; 2, J-

Harrison, Crossbills. Gilt, small breed, for breeding, T>

Metcalfe, Keighley ; 2, Z. Steel, Keighley. Gilt, middle
breed, for breeding, F. Ambler, Keighley ; 2, T. Foster, Crow-
nest. Fat pig, D. Keighley, Exley Head ; 2, B. Smith,
Keighley. Store pig for feeding, under nine months, D.
Keighley; 2, J. Ramsden.

BUTTER.
Two pounds of butter, lib. in roll and lib. in print, R. B.

Ackroyd, Crossbills ; 2, W. Jackson, Silsden Moor.

THE EOYAL NORTH LANCASHIRE AGRICULTURAL SCCIETY.

MEETING AT CHORLEY.

The trial of implements was the chief business of the

first day, but owing to the unpleasant state of the weather,

rain falling during the whole time, but comparatively few

visitors attended. The mowing machines and hay
" tedders" were tried on a farm at Yarron Bridge, about
a mile and a half from Chorley. There was 33 entries

in this department, and the trials excited considerable

interest. A prize of £50 was offered for the best traction

engine, but the only competitor was Messrs. Fowler and
Sons, of Leeds. There were 49 stands of implements.
The entries of cattle were considerably less than last

year, in a great measure owing to local inducements not
being so good.

There was this year a good show in most of the classes ;

but most of them were sent by breeders from a distance.

Although North Lancashire contains some as fine cattle

as are to be found anywhere, still, local breeders and
feeders appear to be apathetic so far as exhibiting their
stock goes, and they allow others out of the district to
come in and take away the prizes. There was a
good show of horses, and some very fine sheep.
The implements formed a high feature in the Society's
exhibition, and the Society awarded a number of silver

medals to what were considered the best stands, and als*^

medals and money prizes to different machines. Messrs-

Picksley, Sims, and Co., of Leigh, obtained the silver

medal for the best mowing machines, and also medals for

various other machines of their make.
JUDGES.

—

Implements : Messrs. G. Angus, J. Gardner, T.

Rigby, and H. Neild. Cattle : Messrs. L. C. Crisp, W.
Sandy, and G. Atkinson. Horses, Heavy: Messrs. T.

Gibbons, and J. H. Wood. Horses, Light : Messrs. J. B.

Booth and W. S. Atkinson. Sheep and Pigs : Messrs.

S. Jefferson, C. R. Keeling, and M. Walker. Butter,
Cheese, &c- : R. Whalley and W. Scotson, Poultry :

Messrs. J. Hindson, and E. Hewitt. Dogs : Messrs.

Brailsford and W. Lort.

The following are the principal awards :

CATTLE.
shorthorns.

Bull, two years or upwards, T. Statter, Whitefield (also the

Society's silver medal, for best bull) ; bull, above one and

under two years, J. Outhwaite, Catterick, Yorkshire ; bull calf,

under twelve months, B. Bee, Goosnargh ; cow or heifer,

above three years, in calf or milk, J. Outhwaite (also the So-

ciety's medal) ; heifer, above two and not exceeding three

years, in calf or milk, T. Statter ; heifer, not exceeding two

years, T. Statter ; heifer calf, T. Statter. Special prize : Td
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the landlord who shall keep tlie hest shorthorned bull to serve

the cows of his tenantry gratis, J. T. Clifton, Lythara. Any
breed : Bull, two years and upwards, W. Robinson, Ulverston
(also Society's medal) ; bull, above one and under two years,

W. Robinson ; bull calf, under twelve months, B. Bee ; cow.
Id calf or milk, G. Ashburner, Broughton-in-Furness (also

Society's medal) ; tliree dairy cows, W. Read, Chorley ; lieifer,

not exceeding three years, G. Ashburner ; heifer, not exceeding
two years, J. R, Patterson, Barrow-in-Furness ; heifer calf, W.
Robinson.

HORSES.
Thorough-bred stallion, J. Tate, Preston ; draught stallion,

T. Greenwood, Rodley, Leeds. Draught purposes : Brood
mare, T. Statter, Whitefield ; mare or gelding, four years or
upwards, C. W. Brierlev, Midd'.eton ; three-year-old gelding or

filly, T. Statter, Wliitefield ; two-year-old gelding or filly, T.

Cartmell, Clifton, Preston ; entire yearling colt, J. Brade, Out
Rawclitfe, Garstang; yearling gelding colt or filly, T. Cartmell;
colt or filly foal, W. Swift, Treales, Kirkliam. Hunting pur-

poses : Brood mare, T. H. Miller, Singleton. Poulton-le-Fylite
;

three-year-old gelding or filly, T. H. Miller; two-year-old

gelding or filly, Hon. J. Bruce Ojjilvy, Westby, Lythara
;

yearling gelding colt or filly, T. H. Miller, Singleton ; colt or

filly foal, T. H.Miller. Harness purposes: Brood mare, R.
Hutton, Milntliorpe, Westmoreland ; three-year-old gelding or

filly, H. Fisher, Kirkham ; two-year-old gelding or filly, J. B.
Storey, Ulverston ; entire yearling colt, J. F. Crowther, Mir-
field

;
yearling gelding colt or filly, P. Martin, Chorley ; colt

or filly foal, J. Thom, Chorley. Four-year-old hunter, J. Fearon,

Whitehaven. Roadsters and cobs ; Roadster mare or gelding,

four years old or upwards, C, W. Wilson, Kendal ; cob above
13.| and not exceeding 15 hands, T. Rigg, Grange-over-Sands

;

cob above 13 and not exceeding 13j hands, P. Aspinall, Chorl-

toa-on-Medlock
;
pony uuder 12 hands, T. J. Hare, Chorley.

SHEEP.
Shearling ram of the Leicester breed, T. H. Hutchinson,

Catterick, Yorkshire ; ram of the Leicester breed of any other

age than shearling, T. H. Hutchinson ; white-faced long-

woolled shearling ram, not being of the Leicester breed, W.
Norman, Aspatria, Cumberland ; white-faced long-woolled ram,
not being of the Leicester breed, any other age than shearling,

W. Norman ; shearling ram of the Shropshire Down breed, W.
Baker, Atherstone, Warwickshire ; ram of the Shropshire

Down breed of any other age than shearling, W. Baker ; shear-

ling ram of the Lonk breed, Dewhurst and Taylor, Rawten-
stail ; ram of the Lonk breed, any other age than shearling, J

.

Pickup and Brothers, Dean ; ram of any other breed, adapted

to a mountain district, A. \V. Long, Kendal; four Leicester

ewes, not to exceed in age four shears, T. H. Hutchinson ; four

sliearling Leicester ewes, T. H. Hutchinson ; four white-

faced long-woolled ewes, not bein^ of the Leicester breed, not

to exceed in age four shears, W. Norman ; four shearling white-

faced long-woolled ewes, not being of the Leicester breed, W.
Norman ; four Shropsliire Down ewes, not to exceed in age

four shears, W. Baker ; four shearling Shropshire Down ewes,

W. Baker ; four Lonk ewes, not to exceed in age four shears,

Dewhurst and Taylor ; four shearing Lonk ewes, J. Pickup

and Brothers ; four ewes of any other breed, not to exceed in

age four shears, R. Parker, Burton ; four shearling mountain
ewes, A. W. I-ong, Kendal ; white-faced long-woolled ram
lamb, W. Norman ; three white-faced long-woolled gimmer
lambs, W. Norman ; short-wooUed ram lamb, W. Handley,

Milnthorpe ; three short-wooUed gimmer Iambs, W. Dodgson,
Kirkham.

PIGS.
Boar of the large breed, any age, C. R. N. Beswicke-Royds,

Littleborough ; boar of the middle breed, any age, A. Leigh,

Lea, Preston ; boar of the small breed, P. Eden, Salford

;

boar of the Berkshire breed, J. Garnett, the Grange, near

Bolton ; breeding sow of the large breed, C. R. N. Beswicke-
Royds ; breeding sow of the middle breed, any age, C. R. N.
Beswicke-Royds ; breeding sow of the small breed, C. R. N.
Beswicke-Royds ; breeding sow of the Berkshire breed, J.

Garnett.

Local Prizes.—Horned cattle : Shorthorned bull, two
years and upwards, J. Grimshaw, Eccleston ; above one and
under two years, J. Billingtoa, Euston, Chorley ; bull calf,

Margaret Smith, Euxton, Chorley ; cow, in calf or milk, W.
Read, Chorley ; two cows, in calf or milk, W. Read ; heifer

above two and under three years old, J. Billington; heifer

above one and under two years old, S. Yates, Chorley ; heifer

calf, H. Walsh, Duxbury, Chorley. Pair of horses for agri-

cultural purposes, \^ . Parkinson, Chorley ; horse or mare for

agricultural purposes, under three years old, E Lang, Chorley ;

foal for agricultural purposes, T. Jones, Anderton, Chorley
;

pair of team horses, J. Thom, Birkacre, Chorley; horse or

mare for road or field, J. Thom ;
gelding or filly for the road

or field, Sarah Prescot, Chorley ; fencer, A. Challoner, Bolton-

le-Moors. Single harness turn-out, two or four wheels, horse,

and harness, R. Settle, Bolton. Boar, any breed, H. Walsh,
Chorley ; breeding sow, any age, H. Walsh ; cottager's store

pig, T. Greenwood, Chorley.

Implement Awards. — Mowing machine, first prize,

Picksley, Sims, and Co. (Limited), Bedford Foundry, Leigh,

mower and reaper ; second, Harrison, McGregor and Co.,

Leigh ; third, Walter A. Wood, London. Highly commended :

H. and G. Kearsley, Ripon ; P. Whiteside and Co., Fox-street,

Liverpool (combined), and J. Williams, Rhudlan. Hay-
makinsr machine, first prize, J. Higson, Manchester ; second,

J. S. Warburton, Fishergate, Preston. Hay-rake, first prize,

J. S Warburton ; second, Haughton and Thompson, Carlisle.

Highly commended : J. Higson. Turnip pulper, first prize,

Picksley, Sims, and Co. Highly commended : J. S. Warbur-
ton. Chaff cutter, prize, Richmond and Chandler, Salford.

Tnrnip cutter, prize, J. Higson. Highly commended : Rich-
mond and Chandler. Commended : J. S. Warburton, and
Picksley, Sims and Co. One-horse cart, prize, J. S. Warbur-
ton. Liquid manure cart, J. S. Warburton. Churn : J.
Higson. Commended : Richmond and Chandler. Washing
machine, prize, T. Bradford and Co., London. Wringing and
mangling machine, J. Williams, Rhudlan. Commended:
Taylor and Wilson, Accrington, and T. Bradford and Co.
Steam thrashing machines in motion, tried upon the show
ground, a silver medal and £5, to the Beverley Iron and
Waggon Company (Limited), and a silver medal to J. S.

Warburton. Collection of saddlery, silver medals to J. Bax-
endale, Chorley, and G. Irwin, Blackburn. First prize, £10,
for collection of agricultural implements to J. S. Warburton

;

second,T. Standing, Preston. Silver medals to F. Morton, Liver-

pool, for stand of implements; T. Bradford and Co., Manchester,
for stand ; James Whitfield, Wigan, for stand ; Wheeler and
Wilson, Liverpool, for stand ; Belcher, Gee, and Co., Glouces-
ter, for stand ; Taylor and Wilson, Accrington, for stand ; the
Singer Sewing Machine Company, Liverpool, for stand ; J. S.

Warburton, medals for patent grinding mill, for improved oil-

cake breaker and grinder, and for the patent self-feeding

apparatus attached to Robey and Co.'s steam thrashing ma-
chine ; J. Howorth, Farnworth, for stand ; T. Bradshaw,
Lancaster, for stand ; T. H. P. Dennis and Co., Chelmsford,
for stand ; T. Evans, Euxton, for case of horse shoes ; T.
Standing, Preston, medals for patent sack lifter and shooter,

and another medal for 4-horse vertical engine and steam-
power chaff cutter ; Head, Wrightson, and Co., Stockton-on-
Tees, for Moore's patent pulley block ; R. Willacy, Pen-
wortham, for the novelty of design of a cart fitted with patent
manure spreader ; F. W. Reynolds, London, for stand ; J. and
F. Howard, Bedford, for safety boiler; Picksley, Sims, and
Co., for a 4-horse power bone mill.

THE VIENNA EXHIBITION.—AWARD OF PRE-
MIUMS.—The Diploma of Honour, the highest distinction,

has been awarded to Clayton and Shuttleworth, John Fowlpr
and Co., J. and F. Howard, and Ransomes, Sims, Head, and
Co., for agricultural machinery ; to the Acclimatization So-
ciety of Victoria for wines, Jonas Brook and Brothers for

thread and cotton yarns, Christy and Co. for hats, Horrockses,
Miller, and Co. for cotton textures ; for excellence in metal in-

dustry, the Broughton Copper Company ; John Brown and
Co., for railway material and Bessemer steel ; Bessemer, for new
steel manufacture ; Charles Cammell and Co., iron and steel

;

Elkington and Co., manufacture of Bronze and silver articles
;

Landore, Siemens, and Co., for steel ; Jackson and Graham,
for furniture; Minton and Worcester, for porcelain ; Alexander
Cowan and Co., for paper; Owen Jones, for improvements in

art industry. lu machinery. Combe and Barbour, Galloway
and Sons, Lawson and Sons, Piatt Brothers, Sharp, Stewart,

and Co., of Manchester ; for watches, Kullberg, of London
;

for guns, Armstrong and Co. ; and the South Kensington
establishment, for promoting art industry.

THE BEDFORD SHOW. — Mr. Charles "^ Howard, of
Biddenham, took the first prize for the pairs of cart horses in

work, Mr. Purser being more properly in his place as third.
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DURHAM AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,
Durham, if any county, ought to come out strong in

Shorthorns ; and Mr. Linton's Lord Irwin won the first

prize, the second going to Mr. Todd's Earl of Derwent.

In the two-year-old bull class Mr. Linton was again first,

with his Sir Arthur Ingram, and Mr. Laycock, of Lintz

Hall, second. In the bull calves Mr. Linton had this

time to succumb to Lady Pigot's Rapid Rhone. Lady
Piffot had, however, to give place to Mr. Linton for second

honours, as Fitzwilliam appeared in the eyes of the judges

to be superior to Opopornax. There was only a moderate

entry in the class for cows, some half-dozen, the pre-

mium for which was won by Mr. Hutchinson, of Cat-

terick, with Daisy Girl. A class of heifers again put

Mr. Hutchinson in the front place, with his Lady Louisa,

Lady Pigot being second with her Victress, and highly

commended for her Mantalina. For heifers, above one

and under two years old, Lady Pigot beat Mr. Hutchin-
son with her Rose of Wytham ; and iu the class for

heifer-calves, her ladyship again won with Princess of

Wytham. The great competition followed for the silver

cup, given as a head prize, for five breeding animals

eligible to compete in all the Shorthorn classes. Mr.
Burdon, of Castle Eden Hall, had six ; Mr. Hutchinson,
five ; and Lady Pigot seven ; and Mr. Hutchinson won
the £25 cup. There were eleven entries in the class of

Channel Island cows. In the sheep classes we missed
some well-known breeders, and Mr. Hutchinson took all

the prizes. Amongst the pigs Mr. Duckeriug, of Nor-
thorpe, won for boars of both small and large breeds, but

was beaten in the competition for sows of the same
breeds. The hunters of any age were a most interest-

ing class ; with Joe Bennett and Jester amongst them.
There was a large entry of brood mares, and the harness

classes were well represented. Mr. Colegrave, of New
castle, had the largest stall of implements, and was the

only one who set his machinery in motion ; Mr. Cock-
burn, of Newcastle, also exhibited a large display of

implements; and Mr. J. Gregory, of South Shield,

showed his reaping machine, and other agricultural im-
plements.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Shorthorns, Sheep, and Pigs : W. Cattle,

Dorraont Grange, Lockerbie, N.B. ; N. Milne, Taldonside,
Melrose, N.B. ; C. Stephenson, Park Farm, Woburn.
Hunters and Roadsters : W. Atkinson, Barrowby, near
Leeds; J. T. Nortb, Otterington, Northallerton; J. liall,

Sedgefield. Harness and Agricultural Horses : J.

Outhwaite, Bainesse, Catterick ; J. Smith, Brayton, near Sel-

by ; G. Robinson, Menton, Middlesbrough. Implements : J.

Rawes, New Elvet, Durham ; G. Atkinson, Bywell, Stocks-
fie)d-on-Tyne ; G. Stratton, Clyde House, Spennymoor.

CATTLE.
SHORTHORNS.

Bull, any age.—First prize, a silver cup, value £15, and
£10, W. Linton, SheritT Hutton, York (Lord Irwin) ; second,

£5, W. Tood, 8, Lawrenstone Park, Edinburgh (Earl of
Derwent).

Bulls, above one and under two years old.—First prize,

£10, W. Liuton (Sir Arthur Ingram); second, £5, R.' Lay-
cock, Lmtz Hall.

Bull-calf, under twelve months old.—First prize, £5, Lady
Pigot, Branches Park (Rapid Rhone) ; second, £2, W. Linton
(Fitz Irwin).

Cow.—First prize, a silver cup, value £10, and £8, T. H.
Hutchinson, Manor House, Catterick (Dairy Girl) ; second,
M, H. Smith, Esh Hall, Durham (Red Dahlia).

Heifer, above two and under three years old.—First prize,

S- ' •,;.? Hutchinson (Lady Louisa) ; second, £3. Ladv
Pigot (Victress).

''

Heifer, above one aud under two years old.—First prize,

£4, Lady Pigot (Rose of Wytham); second, £3, T. H. Hut-
chinson (Lady Playful).

Heifer-calf, under twelve months old.—First prize, £3,
Lady Pigot (Princess of Wytham) ; second, £1, T. H. Hut-
chinson (Lady Alicia).

Bull, under three years old—Prize, £5, J. Vickers, Mown
Meadows, Crook (Brocade).

Cow.—Prize, £3, G. Pickering, Broom (Lilly).

Herd prize.—First prize, silver cup, value £25, T. H. Hut-
chinson

; second. Lady Pigot.

CHANNEL ISLES.

Cow of any age.—First prize, £5, H. Smith (Venus) ; se-

cond, £3, Aid. T. White (Nanny).
Dairy cow of any age.—First prize, £5, W. Cascoigne,

HoUingside, Durham; second, £3, J. Lofthouse, Durham.
Heifer-calf under nine months old.—First prize, a silver

cream jug, value ^5, H. Smith ; second. Marquis of London-
derry, Wynyard Hall.

SHEEP.
LEICESTER OR LONG WOOL.

Ram, two shear or upwards.—First prize, £5, and second,

£2, T. H. Hutchinson.
Shearliug ram.—First prize, £5, and second, £2, T. H.

Hutchinson.
Pen of five ewes.—First prize, £3, T. H. Hutchinson ; se-

cond, £2, Capt. Briggs, Hylton Castle.

Pen of five giramers.—Prize, £3, T. H. Hutchinson.
Special prize, a silver cup, for the best pen of breeding

ewes or giramers, R. Beach, Blue House, Newton Bewley
(pen of five ewes).

PIGS.
Boar of the large breed.—First prize, £3, and second, £1,

R. E. Duckering, Northorpe, Kirton Lindsay.
Boar of the small breed.—First prize, £3, R. E. Duckering

;

second, £1, D. Sanderson, Moulton Hall, Richmond.
Sow of the large breed.—First prize, £3, R. E. Duckering

;

second, £1, W. Lister, Orraley, Leeds.
Sow of the small breed.—First prize, £3, D. Sanderson ; •

second, £1, W. Lister.

Pig, the property of a cottager.—First prize, £1, G. Ditch-
burn, Freeman's Place, Durham ; second, 10s., R. Dodd, Gas
Works, Durham.

HORSES.
Brood mare for breeding field horses, having foal at foot or

iu foal.—First prize, £10, B. Spraggon, Nafferton, Stocksfield

(Jesse) ; second, £5, H. Watson, Newbegin, Filey, Yorkshire
(Lady de Canter).

Foal for the field.—First prize, sweepstakes and £2, B.
Spriggon ; second, 10s., T.Sutton, Middleton-one-Row.

Three-year-old colt for the field.—First prize, £4, T. F.
Imeson, Sessay, near Tiiirsk ; second, £1, J. Leng, Houghton.
le-Side, Darlington (General).

Three-year-old filly for the field.—First prize, £4, E. Hirst,

12, John-street, Sunderland; second, £1, E. Hall, Recknall
Grange, Aycliffe (Nancy).

Two-year-old colt for the field.—First prize, £3, J. Booth,
Killerby, Catterick; second, £1, T. Coates, West Thickley,

Shildon (White Foot).

Two-year-old filly for the field.—First prize, £2, R. and T.
Hopps, Mordon, Ferryhill ; second, £1, G. Gregson, Wardan
Law, Houghton-le-Spring.

Yearling colt for the field.—First prize, £2, J. G. Smith,
Heworth, Aycliffe ; second, £1, J. Leng.

Yearling filly for the field.—First prize, £2, G. Gregson,
Warden Law, Fence Houses.

HARNESS CLASSES.
Brood mare.—First prize, cup and £5, R. Watson, Maltby

House, Stockton (Sunflower) ; second, £3, 1. Scarth, Mount
Pleasant, West Routon, Northallerton (Blink Bonny).

Foal for harness.—First prize, £2, with a sweepstakes of 58.,

J. Lawson, Preston-le-Skerne, Darlington ; second, 10s., J,

Lawson.
Three-year-old colt for harness.—First prize, £4, 1. Scarth

(Barney); second, £1, J. Wilson, Rutherford, Barnard Castle

(Westmoreland).
Three-year-old filly for harness.—First prize, £4, R. Thomp-
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son, Low Hills, Easington (Mary) ; second, £1, W. Botcherby,

Red Hall Farm, Darlington (Polly).

Two-year-old colt for harness.—First prize, &'S, L. Manfield,,

Ihirkleby, Baragh, Thirsk ; second, £1, H. Tinkler, Bishop

Middlehara, Durham.
Two-yparold filly for harness.—First prize, £3, J. Barton,

Kirby Knowle, Thirsk ; second, £1, J. Leng.

"Yearling colt for harness.—Prize, £2, J. Wilson (Gilsland).

Yearling filly for harness.—Prize, £2, L. Manfield.

AGRICULTURAL CLASSES.

Brood mare.—First prize, silver cup and £5, R. Watson,

Maltby House, near Stockton-on-Tees (Highland Lassie)
;

second, £2, J. and G. Atkinson, Bywell-hall Farm, Stocksfield

(Damsel).

Cart foal, colt or filly.—First prize, sweepstakes and £3,

John Thwaites, Leazes-place, Durham ; second, 10s., M. Ste-

phenson, Esh, near Durham.
Three years old cart colt.—First prize, i;-t, French and

Stoneliouse, Darlington (Captain); second, £1, R. Burdon,

Castle Eden Hall.

Three vears old cart filly.—First prize, £-i, G. Turnbull,

Twizell Hall, Chester-le-street (Sally) ; second, £1, R. Lay-

cock, Winlaton, Blaydon-on-Tyne.

Two years old cart colt.—First prize, £3, R. Lee, Tudhoe

Moor House ; second, £1, M. T. Clark, Pittington Hallgarth.

Two years old cart filly.—First prize, £3, Hunter and Elliott,

Witton Gilbert Farm, Durham (Bella) ; second, J. Joicey and

Co., Newacres Farm,Cliester-le-Street (Bonny).

Yearling cart colt.—First prize, £2, R. Laycock, Winlaton,

Blaydon-on-Tyne ; second, £1, Marquis of Londonderry,

Wynward Hall.

Yearling cart filly.—First prize, £2, M. Stephenson, Esh,

Durham ; second, £1, W. Snowball, Hedley Grange, Stocks-

fie'd (Meg).

Pair of draught horses of either sex.—First prize, £5, L.

Wood, Hetton-le-hole (Billy) ; second, £3, J. and G. Atkin-

son, Stocksfield (Damsel).

ROADSTER CLASSES.

Brood mare.—First prize, a silver cup, value £10, C. Lan-

caster, Northallerton ; second, R. Jordison, Redcar (Polly).

Roadster.—First prize, a silver cup, B. Spraggon, Nafferton,

Northumberland ; second, £3, 1. Scarth, Mount Pleasant, West

Rounton, Northallerton (Charlie).

lady's HACKNEY.
Lady's hackney.—First prize, a silver cup, J. Harrison,

Redcar (Sally) ; second, £3, E. R. Whitwell, Barton Hall,

Darlington (Dandy).
PONIES.

Pony, mare or gelding, not exceeding 14 hands.—First

prize, £5, H. Blackman, Foggarthorpe, near Howden (Fairy)

;

second, £2, W. Howe, Darlington (Oonler).

Pony, not exceeding 12 hands.—First prize, £3, Marquis of

Londonderry (Skipper) ; stcond, £1, Earl of Durham.
DRIVING CLASS.

Mare or gelding.—First prize, £10, V. W. Corbett, Seaham
Harbour ; second, £5, Earl of Durham.

PENISTONE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The entries were about the same as last year, and in

point of quality the stock was as good. As a class the best

on the ground were the sheep, especially the rams and the

tup lambs. One striking feature, however, with respect to

these was the absence of any entries for Mr. T. H.
Hutchinson, of Catterick, who, notwithstanding having

made several entries, did not show a single sheep. The
show of cattle was not large, but the prize bulls were

good. The one in the class for any age was bred by Mr.

r. J. Foljambe, M.P., of Osberton ; that in the two-

year-old class by Mr. G. Mann, of Scausby Hall; and

that in the yearling class by the late Mr. H. B. Simpson,

of Babworth. The cows were not of a good quality, if is

excepted the winner of the cup. The show of horses

was fair, though not so large as in some previous years.

Among those for agricultural purposes were some very

useful stock, and there were also some promising foals.

Of poultry too there was a very large show.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.

—

Cattle, Sheep, and Agricultural Produce-.

J. Booth, Stretton, Alfreton, Derbyshire ; W. Bellon, Che-

vet, near Wakefield ; G. Cooper, WooUey, near Wakefield.

Pigs : C. Speight, Millhouses, near Sheffield ; J. Dyson,

Roundhay-road, Leeds. Horses: J. Robinson, Manches-

tor; R. Saville, Shire Green, near Sheffield. Poultry:
W. Cannan, Bradford ; M. H. Broadhead, Stubbin, Holm-
firth. Dogs : T. Marler, Newton Moor, near Manchester

;

J. O. Adshead, Macclesfield; J. Fisher, Cross Hills, York-

shire.

CATTLE.
SHORTHORNS.

Bull of any age.—Prize, T. Statter, Stand Hall, near Man-
chester.

Bull, under two years old.—First prize, R. Low, Shire

Green ; second, W. Dickinson, High Hoyland.

Yearling bull.—Prize, W. Parkin, Bromley Farm, Wortley.

Bull-calf, under twelve months old.—First prize, J. J.

Stainforth, Paddock Farm ; second, R. Richmond, Banks Hall

Farm.
Cow or heifer, in calf or in milk.—First prize, T. Statter

;

second. J. Dransfield, Oxsprings House. Highly commended:
J. C. Milner, Thurlstone.

Cow or heifer, in milk or in calf.—First prize, G. Widdison,

Butterthwaite ; second, F. Booth and Son, Thurlstone Corn
Mills.

Cow, for dairy purposes.—First prize, G. Widdison ; second,

J. Wilson, Wortley.

Two years old heifer.—Prize, R. Richmond.
Two years old heifer.—First prize, I. Sanderson, Pot House

;

second, J. Webster, Wood End.
Heifer, under two years old.—Prize, R. Richmond.
One-year-old heifer.—First prize, G. Widdison; second, G.

Crowther, Eastfield Inn.

Heifer-calf, under twelve months old.—First and second

prizes, A. Heap, Lords Mill.

SHEEP.
LEICESTERS and LONG-WOOLS.

Ram of any age.—Prize, J. Dransfield.

Ram of any age.—First prize, C. Marsh, Sheephouse
;

second, G. Swindon, SnowdenhiU.
Shearling ram.—First and second prizes, J. Firth, Moor-

house.

Shearling ram.—First and second prizes, R. Parkin, Pond
Farm, Hunshelf.

Tup lamb.—First and second prizes, G. Swindon.

Pen of ewes.—First prize, J. Wood, Skye Farm, Penistoue
;

second, R. Parkin.

Pen of shearling gimraers.—First and second prizes, R.

Parkin.

Pen of ewe lambs.—First prize, G. Swindon ; second, R.
Parkin.

PIGS.
Boar, middle breed.—First prize, C. Hallas, Huddersfield

;

second, T. Whittham, Barnsley.

Sow, middle breed.—First prize, C. Hallas ; second, W.
Green, Wadsley Bridge.

Sow, small breed.—First prize, J. Smith, Wortley ; second,

R. Raywood.
Store pig, large breed.—Prize, R. Heeley, Silkstone.

Store pig, middle breed.—First prize, J. Heeley, Holm firth
;

second, C. Hallas.

Cottager's store pig.—First and second prizes, G. Ramsden,
Penistone ; third, R. Heeley.

HORSES.
AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Gelding or mare.—First prize, J. T. Ward, Sheffield Park
;

second, J. F. Crowther, Knowle Grove, Mirfield. Highly
commended : J. Dransfield.

Brood mare, with a foal.—First prize, G. Wood, Hall Field
Head, near Grenoside ; second, C. Uttley, Greno Woodhead,
Wortley.
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Foal of 1870, geldiug or filly. — First prize, T. Ward

;

second, J. Miteliell, Swaithe Hall, Barosley.

Foal of 1871, gelding or filly.—First prize, J. Parker, Monk
Bretton ; second, iVI. Marsden, Cubley, Penistone.

Foal of 1872, colt or filly.—First prize, R. Haywood
;

second, G. Battye, Huskinliole, Hepworth.

Foal of 1873, colt or filly.— Fir!«t prize, G. Wood ; second,

J. Marsh, Tliurlstone.

Roadster, not entire.—First prize, W. Saville ; second, G,

Ward, Wadsley Bridge.

ROCHDALE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The entries exceeded those of last year by 200, the total

numberbeitig about 1,500. The chief increase was among
the horses. In pigs ranch interest was excited by the

competition for the principal prize in the department—

a

silver cup, which was won by Mr. PeterEden, Salford.

As a whole, the show of cattle was not so good as usual,

and the entries in the tenant-farmers' classes had de-

creased.

The judges of cattle were Mr. B. Baxter, Skipton

;

and Mr. J. Culshaw, Towneley, near Burnley. In
the classes open to general competition, they gave a

first and second prize to Mr. T. Statter, Stand Hall,

as the exhibitor of Thormanby and Robin, bulls of

any breed ; first and second prizes to Mr. C. W.
Brierley, Middleton, who showed two bull-calves above
one and under two years of age ; similar awards again to

Mr. Brierley for bull-calves not exceeding twelve months
old ; a first honour to Mr. Statter on account of Lady
Grandfit, a heifer not exceeding three years of age ; and
a second place in the same class to Mr. C. W. Brierley

;

a first prize to Mr. Statter for a cow in calf or in milk,

and a second premium to Mr. Brierley for a similar

animal ; a first place to Mr. Brierley and the second
to Mr. Statter for heifers not more than two years
old; and to Mr. Statter a first honour as the owner
of a heifer-calf not above a year old, the second
prize being given to Mr. Brierley. Among competitors
solely from Rochdale, Mr. Solomon Ashworth won a

first prize with Freetrader, in the class of bulls for

any breed ; he took another first prize for a cow
in calf or in milk, and the second award for a similar

animal was given to Mr. James Uttley ; Mr. T. H. Spaw-
forth was first, and Mr. Abraham Hill second, with
heifers not exceeding three years of age each; Mr. Jona-
than Mason gained both honours for heifers a^icd less than
two years ; while in the class for heifer-calves not more
than twelve months old, Mrs. Sarah Crossley obtained the

principal place, and Mr. James Wildman the next. A
silver cup, presented by Mr. C. N. Roydsfor the best cow
or heifer shown by any tenant-farmer in the parish of

Rochdale, was won by Mr. James Uttley, who, however,
will have to win it again next year before becoming its

absolute owner.

Over the cart horses Mr. John Bromley, Lancaster, and
Mr. Thomas Dodds, Wakefield, acted as judges. Mr. C.
AV. Brierley won the first and second prizes in the first

class. For horses under 16 hands, Mr. S. Sidebottom
Rochdale, and Mr. J. W. Holt, Wood Road, near Bury,
took the first and second honours respectively. Similar
prizes were gained by Mr. C. W. Brierley as the exhibitor
of two pairs of carriage horses. The best and second
brood mares, each accompanied by a foal, were shown by
Mr. Thos. Statter, Stand Hail. A first place was also
taken by Mr. Statter with a three-year-old gelding or
filly, the second position being won by Mr. Jas. Crabtree,
Nelson, near Burnley. Among geldings or fillies aged
two years, Mr. Stephen Uttley, Rochdale, showed the
winner of the first place, and Mr. C. H. Cheetham, Mid-
dleton, the winner of the second. Mr. D. Partington,
Unsworth, gained a first prize for a one-year-old colt or
filly, and Mr. Robert Meanock obtained the second honour
in the same class. Mr. Thomas Statter exhibited the

best, and Mr. Samuel Sidebottom the second foal. A
silver cup, given by Messrs. S. and J. Uttley, for the best

sucking foal by Lancashire Lad, was awarded to ^\r.

Thomas Fletcher, Dearnley, near Rochdale.

Mr. Thomas Birtwistle, Within Grove, near Accring-

ton, was judge of the sheep, of which only the Lonk
or speckled-faced breed competed for prizes. First

prizes were awarded to Messrs. S. Jackson and Sons,

Hall Crown, near Whitworth, for a tup ; to Messrs.

Haworth and Spencer, Clough Fold, Rossendale, as the

exhibitors of a tup-hogg
; to Messrs. Dewhurst and Tay-

lor, Rawtenstall, for a tup-lamb ; to the same firm for

three ewes
; to Messrs. Pickup and Brothers, of Bean, for

three ewe-lambs ; to the same, for one ewe-lamb ; to Mr.
Robert Tattersall, Steed, near Rochdale, for three wethers

;

and to Mr. Charles Holt as the exhibitor of three wether-

lambs. A silver cup, offered for the best pen of three

sheep by Mr. Wm. Holt, to residents in the parish of

Rochdale, was won by Mr. Joseph Coates, of Whit-
worth.

The judge of the pigs was Mr. Wm. Atherton,

Chapel House, Speke, near Liverpool. He awarded first

prizes to Mr. C. R. N. Beswicke-Royds, Littleborough,

for a boar, large breed; also for a brooding sow, large

breed ; to Mr. Peter Eden, Salford, on account of a breed-

ing sow of middle breed ; to Mr. Eden, for a boar of the

small breed ; to Mr. C. R. N. Beswicke-Royds, as the

exhibitor of a breeding sow of the small breed ; and to

Mr. Charles Bolton, Rochdale, on account of a fat pig in

the any breed class. A piece of plate, valued at £5 5s.,

and presented by j\Ir. C. W. Brierley, was carried away
by Mr. Peter Eden, Salford, who showed a boar of the

middle-sized breed. Cottagers whose rental does not

exceed JE;i5 obtained first prizes as follow : Thomas
Bolton, for a breeding sow of the middle size ; Henry
Bolton, Rochdale, as the owner of a small-breed boar, and
also on account of a small breeding sow. A silver cup

offered to these cottagers by Mr. C. R. N. Beswicke-

Royds, for a pig, was won by Bolton.

THE EMPLOYER AND THE EMPLOYED.—At the

Social Science Congress, to be held at Norwich in October,

the following, amongst other questions, will be discussed : On
what principle should local taxation be levied, and what

should be the principles of local administration and govern-

ment ? What should be the general relations of employers

and employed, both trade and agricultural ; and are industrial

partnerships desirable? On what principles should friendly

and other kindred societies be based, and is Government

control of them desirable ?

NEW HOPS.—The first pocket of New Hops lias arrived

at market, consigned to Mr. W. Johnson, Calvert's Buildings,

Borough, by Mrs. Coles Child, Bromley, and forwarded

hence by Wooton, Son, and Co., of High-street, Borough,

to Mr. Thomas Dickinson, Hop Merchants, Nottingham,

and sold by him to the Carrington Brewery, Nottingham.
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LINCOLNSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
MEETING AT GAINSBOROUGH.

The Royal Agricultural Society no sooner closed

their doors on one side the Huniber than the Lincolnshire

Agricultural Society opened theirs on tlie other, and as

Gainsborough and Hull are within soniethiuo; liivc thirty

miles of each other, nobody could be surprised at a cer-

tain sameness and taraeness in the second and smaller edi-

tion of the two. But the mapping out of the sliow ground
told at a glance that the Lincolnshire Society had no

connection whatever with the old shop on the other side

of the water. And we must commend the ingenuity of

the architect of the Liucolushire yard in having succeeded

in laying out one of the most unconnected straggling

affairs we ever entered. Yet everything was doue on the

square, for the cart horses had a square to themselves, the

nags one of their own, and the cattle another quite as

separate and independent of each other as are the squares of

Portman, Cavendish, and Bedford ; but more than this,

even the show rings were square, as an Irishman would

say. Then there was the old drawback, of having only

prize ribbons to denote winning animals, entered in seve-

ral classes. In fact, an inspection of the Shorthorns,

with the 12 3 thimble-rig to unravel, is an annoyance

instead of a pleasure, and we had to give it up, and again

resort to the most obliging of secretaries, to give us t he

prizes. We are glad to hear that this will be rectified

another year, as the Lincolnshire Society is going to do

as other societies, and have prize-cards. There was

a good show of Shorthorns, although many entered in the

catalogue were absentees, and in the champion bull class

among an entry of sixty, were Telemachus, Lord Irwin,

and Earl of Warwickshire, which crossed the water to

fight their battles o'er ag;ain before another Bench, backed

by Leeman, Cambridge Duke 4th, Red Knight, Duke of

Genoa, Fitz Irwin, Auchen, Rapid Rhone, and others.

Leeman, who was beaten at Spalding as a yearling, by

Cambridge Duke 5th, and was again beaten by him on the

other side of the water, getting no higher than highly

commended at Hull, was here proclaimed the better bull

of the two. General Wharfdale, a nou-Royalist and a

yearling of some promise, headed his class with a second

Royalist Red Knight close at liis heels. Lord Godolphin,

the chief of bull-calves at Hull, being an absentee, the

Duke of Genoa, a second there, played the premier

in a class of fifteeu. Vivandiere, a great favourite with

the Royalists, and a lass of some character, having

travelled on from their camp for the one on the opposite

shore, the fickle maid was held in great favour

by the Lincolnites, although some of her admirers were

evidently not of that school which could breakfast and

dine on a look, and feast on a touch for a week. How-
ever, there were several rivals for the lovers of beef, the

most remarkable being Princess Alexandra, Penelope,

Moll Gwynne, Sweetheart, Moss Rose, Victoria Matutina,

Victoria Victrix, Windsor's Bride, Julia 'Jth, Verona,

Lamwath Violet, Zingara, Rosebud 4th, with many other

notabilities of the noble army of Shorthorns, who, though

not favoured with large bags, had, nevertheless, sought

the shore of Lincoln in search of filthy lucre. The

two-year-old heifers, the yearling heifers, and the calves

under one year were all headed by second Royalists, viz.,

Zingara, Blooming Bride, and Ringlet the 4th. There

were four or five pairs of nice bullocks, a solitary lady

from the Channel Isles, and four or five cottagers

cows. Prom a gool show of beasts, we pass on

to a creditable one of sheep. The Ljeicestei's

being represented by the flocks of Messrs. Marris, Turner,

Bortou, and Hutchinson. Mr. Turner was still first

in the shearling rams, highly commeuded and commended,

as well as taking the additional prize of £10 for the best

Leicester ram in either class. He also beat some of the

Borton's flock with a clever pen of gimmers ;
and

Mr. Marris's ewes had all their own way, with only a

pen of Mr. Hutchinson's to oppose them. The Royal

verdict vvas reversed in the rams of any age, i\Ir. Borton

beating Mr. ilarris. The prizes for long-wools not being

Leicesters brought some nice Lincolns, and a few

fair Cotswolds from the flocks of Messrs. Clarke,

Marris, Wheeler, Mayfield, Wright, Sanderson,

Howard, Pears, Dndding, Paddison, Curtois, The
College, Marshall, Burnaby, Lidgett, Roe, Ward,
IMorley, Petch, Byron, Lister, and Swallow. Mr. Mar-
shall, with his Royal three-shear Lincoln, won the chal-

lenge cup for the best ram, beating Mr. Dudding's two-

shear, and jNIr. Sanderson's first and second shearling

ram ; for the other verdicts, which will be found slightly

at variance with the Royal edicts, although Mr. Sanday,

one of the judges, also acted at Hull, we must refer our

readers to the prize list.

Such names as Royds, Walker, Duckering, Radcliff"e,

the College, and Lord Rendlesham, as exhibitors of the .

unclean tribes, speak at once to the quality, and we need

scarcely add that there were several good specimens of the

large, small, and Berkshire breeds in a very fair show for

numbers. In the large boars we could not for the life of

us see the superiority of Duckeriug's pigs to Royds'

Royal boar Velocipede, as we thought it was all the other

way; and a comparison most odious. The first and second

small boars not exceeding twelve months were nice pigs.

Thalia 2ud, "one of the glorious uine," as an old dealer

was wont to call the buttons of his waistcoat, one of

which, to keep a check on the reckoning, he uubuttoued

to every fresh glass of brandy and water, was a pleasing

sight to look upon after gazing on the tremendous highly

commended sow from Kirton Liudsey ; while a Berkshire

nobleman. Lord Cheswell, was quite as distressing to

behold, as breath is life, and he had a great difficulty

in keeping his. But he had several fellow sufferers from

heat ; not only gentlemen, but fat dowagers suffered so

much that they were quite regardless of their families,

which in cooler weather they are so fond of that they

often require a gentlemau with a whip and a watchful eye

to keep the old cannibals, who never had a chick, from

devouring them. Mr. Beswicke-Royds' white sow of the

small breed, having had a litter since the 1st of March or

in pig at the time of showing, had a snout as short as a

bull-dog or a King Charles's spaniel—a beauty this, or a

deformity, according to taste. Cirencester showed three

very nice breeding pigs, under six months of age, of the

Berkshire breed ; and we must not pass unnoticed the

beauty and character of The Lady, and the best Berk-

shire sow. On our remarking to one of the exhibitors

that his pig had no hair, " You can't eat air, can

you ?" said he ; and as we did not wish to increase the

heat by getting into an argument with our scientific

friend, we sought a change of scene by wending our steps

towards " Agricultural horse Square." Here we found any-

thing but a grand display of cart-horses for a country like

Lincolnshire. Still, the stallions of any age were headed by

those old stagers, Le Bon and Young Champion ; but

without them the whole lot, only numbering six, would
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have been a miserable show indeed. And in tbe two-year-

old stallions, with the exception of Mr. Colton's powerful

short-limbed colt, Boxer, and Mr. Dawson's Prince Im-
perial, there was scarcely anything approaching showyard

form. The brood mares, a class of a dozen fair useful

animals, were headed, as last year at Spalding, by Royal

Duchess, the well-known prize mare ; while the second,

a third at Spalding, is Diamond, a very active chesnut

mare, almost as well-known as Royal Duchess, but not

in quite so high society. Mr, Purser's Honest Lass, by

Honest Tom, is a promising-looking Jhree-year-old, from

the glimpse we could get of her by standing on tiptoe.

Surely the gentleman who had the superintending of the

boxes must have been Big Tom of Lincoln or some other

Goliath, who never thought of any one but himself when
he ordered such doors and sidings. The cart geldings,

two years old, were not grand ; the first prize, a dark

grey, being a long way from a show animal ; while Mrs.

Skipworth's Bob and Mr. Abraham's Thumper had more
fashion, if a little wanting in substance. The two-year-

old cart filly, in a class of five, was a sulky-headed one,

and the first yearling filly was very fairly made, while

the second was poor indeed. Mr. Woolhonse had the

best of the pairs, as at Spalding last year, but with dif-

ferent horses, defeating two useful pairs of Messrs. Fresh-

ney and jNIartin. Dalesman, Suffolk, and Carlton were

the thoroughbred stallions for getting hunters in the two
classes, one without condition, and the other to serve

mares at a price not exceeding five guineas in Lincolnshire,

where Dalesman has taken the place of The Hermit. We
miss thegeutle Hermit of the dale as an old acquaintance,

for he has been a constant attendant at the Lincolnshire

shows. We imagine that he has tired of such

little game, or that his time is fully occupied with his

rushy couch and frugal fare, and a score or two of

Angelinas, ever dear, whom love has taught to stray. In
a good class of huuting brood mares with twenty-one

entries. The Wren, a bay mare^by Irish Birdcatcher, of

huntiug-like form and said to have been at one time a

cub-hunter of Nimrod Long, was again elected for first

honours, as at Spalding last year, with old Go-a-head and

a roan mare that looked like going, called Rapid, by Sir

Tatton Sykes, for second and third. John Bennett's

Lady Florence, S. Spencer's Duchess, H. Chaplin's Poll,

W. Toder's brown by Croton Oil, J. Holme's chesnut by
Wild Hero, E. Hodgkinson's Magic, and some others had
plenty of hunting character. There were some very good
foals at foot, the winner being by Grand Master, and the

second by Snowstorm. The five, six, and seven-year-old

hunting geldings or mares were a very good class, and it

soon became evident to the bystanders, by the way
judges Chapman and Battams went to work, that action

and not the standstill horse was to carry the day, for after

being kept at a hand gallop round the ring or square for

sometime with owners, friends, or servants up, the

judges had out first one and then another ; Marmalade
coming in for a bucketing ; but he stood the ordeal,

and has certainly improved in action as Avell

as looks, and we are glad his owner, who takes a

great delight in shows, has so nice a horse. He—the

horse—is a great favourite with the ladies, one saying

in our hearing, " Oh ! I am so fond of Marmalade."
They generally are of sweet-stuff. But round goes
another— it is the " Sailor, a rather taking horse, but of

more substance than quality, and not perfect in his

shoulders
; but he is very good in his slow paces, and

he cantered very well ; though when Mr. Howard hurried
him into anything like a pace he began to labour as
horses of more substance tban quality will." This is

what^ we wrote of him when tue first four-year-old
at Spalding, and this of one not placed there, but
third here :

" The bay gelding of Mr. John Bennett is

a nag of good form, without lumber, and looked like

carrying his owner in the first flight." Newsmonger, the

Malton horse, could not look better ; but we fear he has

been nursed too much, as he did not move at Gainsboro'

in the form he went at Malton. This no one can deny,

and we were afraid it would be so when we wrote, " He
will be hard to beat if kept moving." It is the same
with girls ; they leave off practising the piano, throw

down the pencil, and kick out the drawing-master ; and

of course they go back. In action none excelled Mr.
Heneage's Shamrock when fairly going ; for then he

stole over the ground without an effort. In his trot he

went rather wide behind, and to this add a rather

weak neck, which may be the cause of his not

taking a higher place. Mr. Greetham's chesnut gelding,

by Achilles ; Mr. Mnndey's Nobleman, and a big loose-

made chesnut, of Mr. Brockton's, were some of the best

movers, including with them Mikey Free, the winner, who
is a game-looking wear-and-tear sort of horse that one

would not be afraid of using. He is not grand in his

fiame, but not bad, having no lumber. He is a good

mover, and goes like a stayer, as the farther he goes the

better his knees work, which at starting, especially the

oft' knee, he lifts rather high as if he had been practising

for a lady. Some objected to the lightness of his ribs,

but deep ribs without action are as useless as no ribs at

all. Had the judges gone simply for the " best stand-

still horse"—an animal that we Lave as great an aversion

to as the land of Israel had of pork :
" Cursed be he

that breedeth hogs"—then it was any odds, Apollo to a

mummy on Newsmonger—had they done so some people

may have remarked more hats in want of heads, but they

did not, and we have not been so pleased with a verdict for

many a long day, as the judges' motto was evidently

Action. There was no condition as to weight in the

class. For the four- year-old geldings or mares, calcu-

lated to make a hunter, , substance and breeding to be

taken into consideration. Chief Constable was placed

first, and if the judges put the class through the same

ordeal as they did the last, which we believe they did,

then Chief Constable must be as good as he looks—

a

doubtful compliment, but not so when applied to him.

Marshal McMahon took a third place; while Honeycomb,

a horse we do not like, was not placed. This confirms the

Alexandra Park verdict, where Chief Constable was

second, and Marshal McMahon was third. Honeycomb
being the reserve number at Alexandra Park, but not at

Gainsborough. Cornishman, a second Royal, in a good

class of three-year-olds, beat Prizetaker, the first three-

year-old at Alexandra Park, and Singleton, by Carbineer,

with some others—we wait to see the winner saddle.

In the two-year-olds Talisman and Victor stood in the

same positions as they did at Hull. There were only two

two-year-old hunting fillies and seven yearling fillies. The

roadster stallions were not good, and we are not in love

with the winner. Young Quicksilver, now in his thirteenth

year, whom we have often noticed before. The two

pony stallions were a long way from perfection's self.

The other classes which were to be judged on the Thurs-

day, will be found in prize-list.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—SiiORTHOKNS : C. Randell, Chadbury, Evesham ;

R. Doig, Lillingstone Hall, Buckingtiara ; Rev. L. C.

Wood, Singleton, Poultoa-le-Fylde. Leicester Sheep and
Pigs : W. Sanday, RadclifTe-ou-Trent, Notts ; J. Staveley,

Dotterhill Park, Kilhain, Hull ; J. Painter, Belgrave House,

Forest-road, Nottingham. Lo^'GW0OL Siiefp : H. Mac-

kinder, Langton Grange, Spilsby ; S. Middleton, Water

Newton, Wansford; J. Turner, The Grange, Ulceby.

Hunters and Roadsters : T. EUerby, Whitwell, York
;

G. B. Battams, Kilworthy, Tavistock ; R. Chapman,

Cheltenham. Agricultural Horses ; C. Clarke, Scop-
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wick, Lincoln ; J. H. Wood, Humberstone, Grimsby ; T.

Plowright, jiin., Pinchbeck, Spalding. Seeds and Roots -.

R. Wyles, Little Ponton, Grantham ; C. Lambert, Sunk
Island, Hull. Shoeing; J. D. Barford, V.S., Southamp-
ton; J. Chapman, V.S., Gainsborough; G. Payne, Gran-

tham.
SHOETHORXS.

The champion prize of £30 to the Marquis of Exeter,

Burghley Paik, Stamford (Teleraachus).

Bulls, three years old or upwards.—First prize, £20, W.
Linton, Sheriff Button, York (Lord Irwin) ; second, £7, G.

Game, Churchill Heath, Chipping Norton (3rd Earl of War-
wickshire) ; third, £3, J. Rowley, Norton Priory, Doncaster

(Disraeli). Commended : W. Dyson, Tinsley, Rotherham.
Two-year- .)ld bulls.— I'irst prize, £20, G. Fox, Wilraslow,

Manchester (Leeman) ; second, £7, J. Jervis Sharp, Brough-
ton, Kettering (Duke of Cambridge) ; third, £3, W. Dyson,

Tinsley, Rotherham.
Yearling bulls.—First prize, £20, R. Moss, Whisby, Lincoln

(General Wharfdale) ; second, £7, W. Lambe, Aubourn, Lin-

coln (Red Knight) ; third, £3, H. Hopkinson, Stoke Field,

Newark (Clifton) . Commended : Marquis of Es.eter.

Bull-calves under a year old.—Firsv prize, £15, H. Sharpley,

Acthorpe, Louth ; second, £7, Lady Pigot, Branches Park,

Newmarket (Rapid Rhone) ; third, £3, G. Game (Acchen).

Commended : W. Linton.

Bull.—Prize, cliallenge cup, value 20 gs., Lord Eseter

(Telemachus).

Cows or heifers, in milk or in calf.—Champion prize of £25,

J. Outliwaite, Bainess, Catterick (Vivandiere). Highly com-

mended : Lady Pigot.

Cows, more than four years old.—First prize, £20, T.

Willis, Manor House, Carperby, Bedale; second, £7, W.
Bradburn, Wednesfield, Wolverhampton; third, £3, J. J.

Sharp.

Heifers, three years old.—First prize, £15, H. F. Smith,

Lamwath House, Sutton, Hull ; second, £7, J. How, Brougli-

ton, |Huntingdon ; third, £3, W. Torr, Ajlesby Manor,
Grimsby.

Heifers, two years old.—First prize, £15, F. J. S. Foljambe,

M.P., Osbertou Hall, Worksop ; second, £7, T. Statter, Stand

Hall, Manchester ; third, £3, Lady Pigot. Highly com-

mended : G. Game. Commended: Messrs. Dudding, Panton,

Wragby ; G. Game ; J. Blyth, Woolhampton Farm, Reading

;

Marquis of Exeter.

Heifers, one year old.—First prize, £15, Messrs. Duddiug;

second, £7, J. Blyth ; £3, J. How, Brouglitou, Hunts. Com-
mended ; Lady Pigot.

She-calves under one year old.—First prize, £10, T.

H. Miller ; second, £5, Lady Pigot ; tliird, £3, A. Garfit,

Scothem, Lincoln.

Pair of bullocks.—First prize, £10, R. G. F. Howard ; se-

cond, £5, W. Chatterton. Highly commended : C. 'M. Ward,
Washingborough.

Channel Island cows or heifers.—Prize, £5, A. Maples,

Jan., Spalding.

Cows or heifers, in milk or in calf (cottagers' prizes).

—

First prize, £6, J. Tuxford, Heraswcll, Kirton Lindsey ; second,

£3, G. Smith, Bigby, Brigg; third, £2, J. Blagg, Retford.

EXTRA STOCK.

First prize, £3, R. Cross, Glentworth, Lincoln (Shorthorn

bullock) ; second, £2, W. Hutton, Gate Burton Hall (fat cow)
;

third, £2, trustees of R. S. Fieldsend, South Willingham (two

Shorthorn heifers).

Bullock exhibited by a tenant-farmer.—Prize, cup, value

10 gs., R. G. F. Howard, Temple Bnier.

SHEEP.
LEICESTERS.

Shearling rams.—First prize, £15, G. Turner, jun., Thorpe-

lands, Northampton ; second, £5, J. Borton, Barton House,

Malton. Highly commended: G. Turner, jun. Commended:
G. Turner.

Two-shear or older rams.—First prize, £10, J. Borton , se-

cond, £5, T. Marris, The Chase, Ulceby. Highly commended

:

J. Borton.

Five ewes.—First prize, £'S, T. Marris; second, £1, T.

Marris.

Five shearling giramers.—First prize, £S, G. Turner, jun,

;

second, £4, J. Borton. Commended: G.Turner, jun.

Best ram,—Additional prize of £10, G. Turner, jun.

LONG-WOOLS (not BEING LEICESTERSs),

Sliearling rams,—First prize, £15, F, Sardeson, Cranwell,

Sleaford; second, £10, F. Sardeson; third, £5, Messrs.

Dudding.

Two-shear rams.—First prize, £10, Messrs, Dudding; se-

cond, £5, R. Wright, Nocton Heath, Lincoln.

Three-shear or older rams.—First prize, £10, W, F, Mar-

shall, Branston, Lincoln : second, £5, J, Pears, Mere, Bran-

ston. Commended : R. Wright.

Five ewes.—First prize, £10, W. Roe, North Scarle Field,

Newark; second, £5, J. Pears. Highly commended: J.

Byron, Kirkby Green, Sleaford, Commended: C, Clarke,

Ashby-de-la-Lauude, Sleaford,

Five ewes, the property of an occupier of not more than

100 acres,—Prize, £5 T. F. A. Burnaby, Langford Hall,

Newark.
Five shearling gimmers.—First prize,£10, J. Byron ; second.

£5, C. Clark. Highly commended : W. Roe. Commended :

R. N. Morley, Leadeuham, Grantham.
Five shearling gimmers, the property of an occupier of not

more than 100 acres.—Piize £5, T. F. A. Burnaby.
Ten she lambs— First prize, £5, J. Byron ; second, £2, R.

N. Morley.

Five shearling wethers.—First prize, £10, J. Pears ; second,

£5, C. Lister, Coleby Lodge, Lincoln.

Longwool ram, not being a Leicester.—Challenge cup,

value logs., W. F". Marshall (three-shear ram).

}:XTRA STOCK.

Prize, £1, T. Marris (Shropshire ram)
;

prize, £1, Messrs

Wheeler and Sons, Long Conipfon, Shipston-ou-Stour (ram),

HORSES.
Thoroughbred stalMons,—Prize, £30, H, Chaplin, Blankney

Hall (Dilesman), Highly commended : W. T. Sharpe,

Baumber, Horncastle (Suffolk).

Thoroughbred stallions that have regularly served in Lin-

colusbire during tlie season of 1873, at not more than £5 5s,

for half-bred mares.—First prize, £20, H. Chaplin (Dales-

man) ; second, £10, W. T. Sharpe (Suffolk).

Mares lor breeding liunters.—Firs-t prize, £15, G. S. Smith,

Stow Farm, Stamford ; second, £7, J. T. Robiuson, Leckby
Palace, Thirsk ; third, £3, R. G. F. Howard, Temple Bruer,

Lincoln. Highly commended : W, Toder, West Burton, Lin-

coln. The class commended.
Hunting geldings or mares, five, six, or seven years old.

—

First prize, £30, H. E. Bieber, Fulletby Grange, Horncastle
;

second, £15, W. Stephenson, Cottingham, Hull; third, £5,

J. E. Bennett, Husband's Bosworth Grange, Rugby. Com-
mended: T. H. D. Bayly, Edwinstowe House, Olierton.

Hunting geldings or mares, five years old, and up to not

less than 13st.—Prize, £10, H. E. Bieber.

Geldings or mares, four years old, calculated to make
hunters.—First prize, £50, T. H. D. Bayly ; second, £15, W.
Muiidey, Wrawby, Brigg ; third, £5, J. Goodliff, Huntiijgdon.

Commended : J. G. Davy, Owersby, Market Rasen.

Hunters, four years old or upwards, up to list.—Prize,

£10, W. Mundey.'
Hunters, up to 12 but not up to U stone.—Prize, £10,

J. U. S. Smith, Melton Wood, L'lceby, Commended : Robt,

CoUingwood, Sixhills, Market Rasen.

Hunting geldings or fillies, 3 years old, by a thoroughbred

horse.—First prize, £20 and whip, F. Barlow, Haskcton,

Woodbridge ; second, £'10, J. T. Robiuson, Leckby Palace,

Thirsk. Commended : W. J. Nicholson, Willoughton, Kirton

Lindsey.

Hunting colts, 2 years old.—First prize, £5 and additional

priie of £5, J. M. Tattershail-Musgrave, Beverley ; second,

£5, T. H. Miller, Singleton, Poulton-le-Fylde. Highly com-

mended : J. Wood, jun., tlie Londesborough, Selby, Tho
class commended.

Hunting colts, 1 year old.—First prize, £10, J, Everatt,

Laughton, Gainsborough ; second, £5, T. U. Miller.

Hunting fillies, 2 years old.—First prize, £10, H. G. Skip-

worth, Rothwell, Caistor ; second, £5, H. Grummitt, Hac-
conby, Bourn.

Hunting fillies, 1 year old.—First prize, £7, J. S. Godson,

Temple Bruer, Lincoln ; second, £3, F. R. Marshall, Elsliara,

Brigg.

Hunting foals, by a thoroughbred horse.—First prize, £10,

W. Toder, West Burton, Lincoln ; second, £5, W. Chatterton,

Hallington, Louth. Highly commended : G. S. Smith, Stow
Farm, Stamford,

o 2
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Geldings or mares the cleverest jumpers.—First prize, £10,

E. PaddisoD, Ingleby, Lincoln ; second, £5, G. Pilkington,

Brauncewell Lodge.
Extra Stock.—Prize, J. Wood, jun., Selby.

KOADSTEKS.
stallions, exceeding 14 hands 2 inclies.—First prize, £10,

T. Upton, Gosberton, Spalding (Young Quicksilver); second,

£5, J. Horsley, Blyton (Pride of England).

Stallion ponies, not exceeding H hands 2 inches.—First

prize, £7, E. H. ]\[arfleet, Bassinghani, Newark (Mischief)
;

second, £3, A. Ulyat, Lincoln (Young Arab).

Mares for breeding roadsters.—First prize, £7, R. G. F.

Howard ; second, £3, S. Gibson, Bartou-on-Humber.

Mares for breeding carriage-horses.—First prize, £7, J.

Wood, jun. ; second, £3, J. Potter, Wadworth, Doncaster.

Horses in harness.—First ]irize, £10, R. Bland, Baston
;

second, £5, W. Little, Willoughton.

Weight-carrying cobs, mares or geldings, not exceeding 8

years old, and not under li nor above 15 hands.— first prize,

£10, G. Holmes, Bar House, Beverley ; second, £5, R. Mit-

chell, Bowing Park, Bradford.

Hackney mares or geldings, exceeding 14 and not exceeding

15 hands 1 in.—First prize, £10, W. Little; second, £5, J.

Benson, Thorne. Commended: G. B. Skipworth, Moortown
House, Caistor.

Ponies, above 13 and not over 14 hands.—First prize, £5,
J. Benson ; second, £3, E. Hodgkinson, Moiton Grange,

Retford.

Ponies, not above 13 hands.—First prize, £5, J. Suttahy,

Saxilby, Lincoln ; second. £2, T. Coupland, Heraswell, Kirton

Lindsey. Commended : A. Blanshard, Whitton, Brigg.

AGRICULTrK-VL.
Stallions.—First prize, £20, C. Sharplev, Kelstern Hall,

Louth; second, £10, T. Statter, Stand Hall, Manchester.
Highly commended : H. Wiseman, Holbeach.

Stallions, 2 years old.—First prize, £10, T. B. Colton,

Eagle Hall, Newark. Highly commended : E. Dawson, Glent-

worth. Commended : E. Griffin, Hemingboro', Yorkshire.

Mares for breeding draught horses.—First prize, £15, C.

Lister, Coleby Lodge, Lincoln; second, £7, J. Tomlinson,

Lutton Marsh ; third, £3, G. Wood, Hayfields, Doucaster.

Highly commended : H. Pursur, Willington Manor, Bedford.

Commeuded : C. Lister.

Cart geldings, 2 years old.—First prize, £5, J. T. Purvis,

Knaith Park, Gainsboro,' ; second, £2, H. Freshney, Gri-

moldby.

Cart geldings, 1 year old.—No entry.

Cart fillies, 2 years old.—First prize, £10, S. Barker, Marr,
Doncaster ; second, £4, F. Saul, Wainfleet, St. Mary. Com-
mended : H. Wiseman.

Cart fillies, 1 year old.—First prize, £10, E. Griffin, He-
mingbrough, Howden ; second, £3, W. Toder, West Burton,
Lincoln. Commended : W. F. Marshall, Branston.

Cart foals.—First prize, £8, C. Lister ; second, £4, J.

Martin, Wainfleet ; third, £2, J. Olivant, Staiuton-by-Lang-
worth, Lincoln.

Pair of draught horses, under 8 years old.—First prize, £10.
G. AVoodhouse, Nocton Grange, Lincoln ; second, £5, H.
Freshney. Commended : J. Martin.

Extra Stock.—Prize, £2, J. Bartram, Welhara, East
Retford.

PIGS.
Boars, large breed, not less than 12 months old.—First prize,

£10, R. E. Duckering, Northorpe, Kirton Lindsey ; second,

£5, R. E. Duckering. Highly commended : C. R. N. Beswicke-
Royds, Litlleboroueh, Manchester. Commended : It. E.
Duckering and M. Walker, Stockley Park, Anslow, Burton-on-
Trent.

Boars, large breed, not above 12 months old.—First prize,

£5, M.Walker; second, £2, R. E. Duckering. Highly com-
mended : J. Wheeler and Sons, Long Corapton, Shipston-on-
Stour.

Boars, small breed, not less than 12 months old.—First prize,

£10, R, E. Duckering; second, £5, Wheeler and Sous. Highly
commended : C. R. N. Beswicke-Royds.

Boars, small breeds, not above 12 months old.—First prize,
£5, Lord Rendlesham, Rendlesham Park, Woodbridge ; second,
£3, M. Walker. Highly commended : R. E. Duckering.

Berkshire boars.—First prize, £5, Wheeler and Sons ; second,

Cirencester College. Highly commended : T. Radcliffe, New-
port, Salop. Commended : T. Radcliffe.

Sows, large breed.—First prize, £5, M. Walker ; second, £3,

M. Walker. Highly commended : R. E. Duckering.

Sows, small breed.— First prize, £5, C. R. N. Beswicke-

Royds ; second, £3, M. Walker. Highly commended : Wheeler

and Sons, R. E. Duckering, and Lord Rendlesham. Com-
mended : R. E. Duckering.

Berkshire sows.—First prize, £5,Wheeler and Sons ; second,

£2, M. Walker. Highly commended : Cirencester College and

T. Radcliffe.

Three bieeaing jiigs of the same litter, not above sis months

old., large breed—Prize, £5, R. E. Duckering. Highly com-

mended: R. E. Duckering.

Three breeding pigs of the same litter, not above six months

old, small breed. Prize, £5, Wheeler and Sons. Highly com-

mended , Lord Rendlesham.
Three breeding pigs of the same litter, not above sis months

old, Berkshire breeds.— Prize, £5, Cirencester College. Com-
mended : A. Garfit, Scothern, Lincoln.

Extra Stock.—First prize, £2, R. E. Duckering (middle

breed boar) ; second, £1, C. R. N. Beswicke-Royds (black sow.)

IMPLEMENTS.
Judges.—R. Wyles, Little Ponton, Grantham.

C. Lambert, Sunk Island, Hull.

Stand of agricultural implements exhibited by a maker.^
First prize, £20, R. Hornsby and Sons ; second, £10, Mar-

shall, Sons, and Co.; third, £5, Barford and Perkins.

Stand of agricultural implements esliibited by an agent.—

First prize, £20, Farmer and Sons ; second, £5, C. G. Smith

and Co.

BRONZE MEDALS for Inventions or material Improvements
were awarded to

Dennis and Co., Anchor Iron AVorks, Chelmsford, for port-

able ornamental villa conservatory.

Wholey, Alford, for cabbage cutter.

Woodhouse, Sturton-by-Stow, Gainsborough, for corn-

dressing machine.
Barford and Perkins, Peterborough, for set of patent ap-

pliances for driving windlass and engine together by one man
only ; for patent traversing screw to portable engine ; for

combined liay, corn, and straw elevator; for hand appliance

for lifting out of hose ou soft ground.

Marsden, Soho Foundry, Leeds, for stonebreaker on wheels.

Marshall and Co., Gainsborough, for reversible motion and
water heater.

Horusby and Sons, Spittlegate, Grantham, for patent con-

trolling rakes ; for double plough steerage.

Ashton, liorncastle, for patent harrow for horse-power; for

Excelsior iron drag for horse-power.

Cocks, Mayallroad, Lambeth, for patent potato digger,

gatherer, and root raiser.

Harrison, Burton-road, Lincoln, for improved lever.

Cooke, Lincoln, for wood and angle-iron plough-beam.

Smith and Co., Gainsborough, for new litter-cutter, for cut-

ting up straw into two lengths.

Nicholson and Son, Newark, for double-action hay maker
;

for patent self-acting horse rake.

Smith, Brigg, for self-oiling cups.

Cheavin, Boston, for patent agricultural galvanised-iron

water filter ; for another.

Hall, Binbrook, Market Rasen, for collection of hand and
manure forks.

Markall and Son, Uuion-street, Wliitechapel-road, London,
medal and highly commended for patent combined machine
for sawng, mortising, tenoning, grooving, rabbeting, shoulder-

ing, chamfering, mitreing, boring, &c.

Bradford and Co., Manchester, for patent "Eclipse" cinder

sifter ; for patent " steady boy" cask stand.

Parkinson, Lincoln, for stand.

Belcher, Gee, and Co., Gloucester, for twenty enamelled

slate chimney pieces.

SEEDS AND ROOTS.
Collection of seeds and roots,—Prize, a piece of platQ

value £15, E. P. Disoo,
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THE EAST OF ENGLAND HORSE SHOW.
AT BEUCLES.

The first attempt was made here to follow, ia the

Eastern Counties, tlie example set in the ISIetropolis

elsewhere, the holding of a two-days' show in which
the sole attraction is the horse. The number of entries was
larger than had been anticipated. Some ~50 animals were
entered, but as a good many were entered for more than one

competition, the catalogue showed a total of about 300 en-

tries, lu the thoroughbred stallion class nine horses were

sent into the ring, and the result was " a surprise." Mr. R.
Adams' Malatesta, a six-year-old, bred by Baron Shickler,

wliich was, if we mistake not, not only exhibited, but passed

over without notice, and even with no hesitation by the judges

at Woodbridge, look the first prize, Major Barlow's now well-

known Irench seven-year-old Massauissa taking the second

prize. This last-named was commended only by tiie judges at

the Royal, while Chaucer, contrary to the previously recorded

local verdict, won the third prize. Here, however, Chaucer

was passed over unnoticed, as was also Mr. G. ]M. Sexton's

Lord Harewood, Caraperdown, old Fandanguero, and Hastings.

We believe the judges were more than suspicious of the sound-

ness of several of those brought out. They certainly spent no

little time over the trials, but their verdict was very gene-

rally disputed. Malatesta has good action, but is small ami mean.

Moreover, he is not at first sight so taking a horse as the

second-prize winner, which was, as usual, very close run by

Chaucer. Lord Harewood is full of quality and breeding.

The hunters in each class were a strong show both numeri-

cally and as regards quality. The weight-carrying class num-
bered thirteen in the ring, and, taken as a whole were a fair

class. Iso fewer than eight of the thirteen were specially

singled out for mention. The well-known Banker, a five

years old bay gelding, took the first prize ; and Mr. F. Low's

witli Lord Radnor the second prize (unnoticed at Thetford).

Major Barlow's Emperor, first in a much smaller class

at Thetford and at Woodbridge, here won only a

commendation, as also a strong large-limbed chesnut,

Caistor, shown by Mr. J. Grout, of Woodbridge, and

Mr. A.. Oldfield's (Grimston) Louise. The light-weight hun-

ters made up a large class, and of an average quality. The
three and four years old hunters were also a very good class,

which was topped by Mr. T. H. Edward's (Keswick) Mary-

land, second at Thetford. Tlie merits of Major Barlow's

Craftsman and of the Rev. A. Bond's three years old gelding

by Beauvale were so evenly matched that a special prize was
awarded ; while Major Barlow's Cornishman was away at

Gainsborough. The hackneys and roadsters made up two good

classes. The park hacks and ladies' horses were a fair class,

and the several animals were tried by two ladies. The first

prize went to Mr. R. Capon's (Bennington) Paddy Flynn,

with which the judges were greatly struck. The cobs did not

attract so much notice as any of the other classes, though

some good animals were exhibited. The agricultural horses

made up a comparatively poor show as compared with some of

our Eastern exhibitions ; and the agricultural cart mares were

redeemed from mediocrity by the presence of Mr. Horace

Wolton's eight years old Diamond, first at Hull ; his Pride,

five years old chesnut, first at Thetford, making a handsome
pair, which carried otf the prize in couples. The cart fillies

were a good class, with five sent into the ring. Lord Strad-

broke's filly is of good form with the exception of the fore

legs being rather wide.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Hon. Colonel Cholmondeley, and W. Lort, of

King's Norton,

Thoroughbred sta'lions.—First prize. Silver Cup, R. Adams,
Halesworth (Malatesta) ; second, £8, Major F. Barlow, Has-
keton (Massanissa).

Stallions, not thoroughbred.—First prize, 12 guineas, W.
Giddens, Walpole St. Peters (Great Gun) ; second, £5, C.

Beart, Stow (Ambition). Highly commended: J. Grout,

Woodbridge (Quicksilver).

Hunters, weight- carrying.—First prize, £30, W. Armstrong,
Kendal, Westmoreland (The Banker) ; second, £10, F. Low

(Lord Radnor). Highly commended : S. B.White, Bildeston

(Donnybfook) ; J. Grout, Norwicii (Caistor) ; G. M. Sexton,

Ipswich (Harkforward) ; F. G. Freeman, Wangford (Perfec-

tion). Commended: A. Oldfield, Grimston (Louise).

Hunters, for carrying light weights.—First prize, £20, F.

Low (Pick of the Basket) ; second, £S, Major Probart

(Duchess). Highly commended : W. Armstrong (Priuce).

Commended : Major R. Garrett, Saxmundhara.
Hunters, three and four years old.—First prize, £15, T. H.

Edwards, Keswick, Norwich, (Merry Laud) ; second, ±'5, Rev.

A. Read. Extra prize : Major F. Barlow (Craftsman).

Hackneys or roadsters, not less than 15 hands 1 inch high.

—First prize, £15, J. Grout (Perfection) ; second, £5, F. G.

Freeman (Perfection). Highly commended: W. Giddens

(Rifle) ; P. M. Brown, Fornham, Bury (Accurate).

Hackneys or roadsters, not exceeding 15 hands 1 inch

high.—First prize, £15, P. C. Barker, lugatestone (Punch)
;

e cond, H. Frisby, London (Filbert). Commended: J. Grout

M 2'rtle) ; J. Grout (Steppiugstoue).

Park hacks and ladies' horses, any height.—First prize, £15,

R. Capon, Bennington, Wickham Market (Paddy Flynn)
;

second, £5, Miss A. C. Bryant, Woodham Mortimer, Essex

(Lady Florence). Highly commended : J. Grout (Perfection)

;

W. J ex, Beccles (Aristocratic) ; Miss K. L. Barber, Lowes-
toft (Butterfly).

Cobs, not exceeding 14 hands 2 inches high.—First prize,

£10, J. Grout; second, £5, J. W. Larnach. Highly com-
mended : T. Taylor.

Ponies, not exceeding 13 hands 2 inches high.—First prize,

£8, W. N. Saberton ; secoud, £i, J. Brownsord. Highly

commended : D. Walker, and B. Pooley. Commended : W.
Wolton.

Ponies, not exceeding 12 hands 2 inches high.—First prize,

£6, J. Angood (Rabby Tops) ; second, £3, F. G. Freeman
(Charley). Highly commended: J. Gunton (Miss EJith).

Saddle or harness horses, not less than li hands 2 inches

high.—First prize, £8, P. C. Barker (Myrtle) ; secoud, £4,

S. Larnach (Judy).

Cobs or ponies, not exceeding 14 hands 2 inches high.

—

First prize, £6, W. Wolton ; second. £3, W. P. Riches

(Jerry).

Saddle or harness filly or colts, not over four years old.

—

Silver Cup, value 5 guineas, Rev. A. Bond. Highly com-
mended : Rev. J. B. Turner (Sultan). Commended : Rev. J.

B. Turner (May Fly).

Stallions, agricultural, any age.—First prize. Silver Cnp,

value 12 guineas, G. D. Badhara, Bulmer, Sudbury (Great

Eastern) ; second, £5, W. Hurrell, Newton, near Cambridge

(Gallant—Suffolk)

Agricultural or cart mares, tour years old and over.—Prize,

£6, H. Wolton, Framlingham (Diamond). High'y com-
mended : J. T. Smith, Tunstall (Gyp). Commended : H.
Wolton (Pride).

Agricultural or cart fillies, not exceeding three years old.—

•

Prize, £5, Earl of Stradbroke. Commended : W. Wilson,

Baylham.
Agricultural or cart colts, not exceeding three years old.

—

Prize, £5, C. Lee, jun., Halesworth, Carleton.

Special prize for yearling colts or fillies.—Prize, the en*

trance fees, J. Read, Carlton Colville.

Agricultural or cart foals.—Prize, £-4, G. Woods, Great

Redishara, Halesworth. Commended : T. C. Whiting, Beccles.

Special prize for the best foal by horse Brown George.—
First prize, 3 guineas, J. Boggis, Geldeston; second, 2 gs., W.
Brundall, Gillingham.

Agricultural or cart gelding, four years old and upwards.

—

Prize, £5, W. How, Tottington. Highly commended : J. W.
Head, Beccles.

Pair of plough horses.—Prize, Silver Cup, value £10, H.
Wolton (Pride and Diamond). Commended : J. Pratt, Wood-
bridge ; W. How, Tottington,

Jumping for horses, of any height, over hurdles.—l^rst

prize, Beccles Cup, value 8 guineas, A, Taylor (St, Patrick)

;
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second, £4, J. Ellis (Bonny Girl), Commended: A. A.
Steward (Tichborne) ; G. Millard.

A special prize of a Silver Cup for the best jumper, and a

guinea medal to the best rider were awarded to II. N. Garrett

and his brown gelding (Lucifer).

The £4 returned by Mr. Larnach was offered in two prizes

for the best water jumpers.—They were awarded as follows

:

First prize, £3, Mrs. Willins (Maid of Trent) ; second, £1,
Mr. Ellis (Bonny Girl).

Jumping for ponies or cobs, not exceeding 14 hands 2 inches

high.—Eirst prize, Silver Cup, value 6 guineas, Mr. Hudson
;

second, £3, W. Cross.

Horses in single harness.—Silver Cup, value 6 gs., Duke of

Hamilton. Highly commended : C. Swann and J. Grout

;

Miss E. Stratton.

Pair of horses in harness, any height.—Silver Cup, value
10 guineas, Duke of Hamilton. Highly commended : J.
Grout (two pair), and the Duke of Hamilton.

Special prize for trotting for horses, not less than 14 hands
high.—Silver Cup, value 10 guineas, H. N. Garrett. Highly
commended ; Duke of Hamilton, and J. Grout.

Special prize for trotting, in saddle or harness, for ponies

or cobs, not exceeding 14 hands high.—Silver Cup, value 8

guineas, T. Taylor. Highly commended : T. B. Steward,
and B. Pooley ; W. Howard, and J. Brownsord.

DRIFFIELD AND EAST RIDING AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The entries numbered 27(5, being only five fewer than at

tlie national show, while good judges insinuate that the equality

of the horses shown was at least equal to the Hull standard.

The entries in the other classes were as follows : Shorthorns

39, sheep 25, and pigs 36. For a large agricultural district

the cattle were scarcely so numerous as might have beeu ex-

pected. The £10 prize for the best bull of any age was
gained by a white Gay Lad, which was also winner at Scarbo-

rough, Bridlington, and Doncaster ; entered by the exe-

cutors of the late Mr. E. Jordan. The cows in calf or milk

were headed by Mr. Hutchinson's Lady Louise. Among the

horses a special feature was the exhibition of a dozen liunters

from the Scorborough stables of Mr. Hall, the President of

the Society. These horses were not shown for competition,

but were paraded and exhibited in a special ring. Of the

horses shown for competition some had gained distinction at

the Koyal show. Of the others one of tlie most notable

certainly was Palmerstou, with which which Mr. Jewison
gained the £50 given for the best hunting mare or gelding.

This hunter was not shown at Hull ; but at the recent Alex-

andra Park horse show he gainei the £100 as the best hunter
;

and immediately after, Mr. Jewison, his present owner, bought
the horse for 400 guineas. The silver cup, value £20, given by
the Society for the best four-year-old hunting mare or gelding,

was won by Mr. Simpson's chesnut gelding. Marksman, from
Pocklington. Conspicuous in the same class was a bay geld-

ing, belonging to Mr. Bowman, of Sledmere, which, although
still a young, raw horse, and in need of filling up, looks big,

strong, and full of promise. The silver cup, value i'lO, given

by the Society for the best brood mare, with or without foal,

for hunting, was awarded to Mr. E. Hornby, of Ganton, for

Lady Derwent, who thus adds another to her already long list

of triumphs.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.

—

Hunting Horses : L. Hodgson, Highthorne,
Easingwold ; T. Wagstaffe, Scarborough ; J. Cookson, Dar-
lington. Coaching and Agricultural Horses : W.
Bramley, Amcotts Villa, Doncaster; G. Robson, Shires

House, Easingwold ; G. Atkinson, Bywell Hall Farm,
iStocksfteld - on - Tyne, Northumberland. Shorthorns,
Sheep, and Pigs : G. Mann, Doncaster ; T. Dodds, War-
ren Cottage, Wakefield; J. Angus, Morpeth. Imple-
ments : H. Moore, Burn Butts ; T. Hornby, Cattleholmes

;

T. Crompton, Lowthorpe.
HORSES.

Three years old hunting gelding or filly.—Prize, B. Johnson,
Frodingham Bridge, Hull.

Two years old hunting gelding or filly.—Prize, J. Johnson,
Burton Agues, Hull.

Yearling hunting gelding or filly.—Prize, W. Watson,
Wood House, Brough.

^
Mare and foal for coaching.— Prize, J. Header, Beacon

Farm, Holrae-on-Spalding Moor.
Coaching mare without foal.—Prize, W. Stephenson, Cot-

tingham, Hull.

Three years old coaching gelding.—First and second prizes,
J, Johnson, Brigham.
Two years old coaching gelding Prize, J. Johnson-
Coaching filly under lour years old Prize, D. Wilson,

Lottingliam.

Roadster gelding or mare under of any age—Prize, J.
Robson, Ganton. °

Roadster mare and foal.—Prize, T. Askwith, Pocklington.

Three years old roadster nag or mare—Prize, F. Rickell,

Warter.

Three years old gelding or filly for agricultural purposes-

—

First prize, M. T. Goodlass, Skerne; second, B. Johnson,
Frodingham Bridge.

Two years old gelding or filly for agricultural purposes.

—

First prize, W. Duggleby, jun., Beswick ; second, J. Dunn,
Drifiield.

Yearling gelding or filly,—Prize, Executors of the late F,
Jordan.

Mare or gelding for agricultural purposes, four years old

and upwards, regularly worked up ta the time of showing.

—

First prize, W. Walker, Beverley ; second, J. Staveley, Kilhara.

Ladies' pony, under 14 hands.—First prize, B. Topliam,
Bamton ; second, E. L. Piercy, Garton.

Pony, not exceeding 12 hands.—First prize, H. G. Horsley,
Fimber

; second, J. Allanson, Drifiield.

Brood mare with or without a Toal, for hunting.—Prize

(cup), E. Hornby.
Mare and foal for agricultural purposes.—Prize (cup), W.

Walker,
Stallion for agricultural purposes.—First prize (cup), J.

Milner, North Frodingham ; second, G. Lampleugh, Naf-
ferton.

Thoroughbred stallion for hunters.—First prize, W. Shaw,
hipton, Pocklington; second, W. Hudson, Brigham.
Stallion for coach horses.—First prize, W. Hance, Garton

;

second, J. Hornby, Brandesbutton, Beverley.

Stallion for roadsters—First prize, R. Cowton, Kelk, Low-
thorpe ; second, J. Major, York.

Best hunting mare or gelding, five years old and upwards.—
Prize, £50, H. Jewison (Palmerston).

Hunting mare or gelding.—Prize (cup), R. Simpson, Pock-
lington.

Brood mare, with or without foal, for hunting.—Prize

(cup), E. Hornby.
Mare and foal for agricultural purposes.—Prize (cup), W.

Walker.

Lady's hack of any agei—Prize, S. Kirby, Manchester
Mare or gelding, which jump the hurdles best—Prize, J.

A. Staveley, Tibthorpe Manor.
Mare or gelding (not exceeding 14 hands 2 inches), which

shall jump the hurdles best Prize, W. Duggleby, jun., Bes-
wick.

SHORTHORNS.
Bull of any age—First prize. Executors of the late F.

Jordan, Eastburn House ; second, W. C- Woralev, Hoving-
ham ; third, J. T. Robinson, Eastfield, Drifiield.

Yearling bull.—First prize. Executors of the late F- Jordan ;

second, J. Snarry, Maramatt, Sledmere.

Bull-calf under twelve months old;—Prize, R. COwtOnj
Kelk, Lowthorpe.
Cow in calf or milk.—First and second prizes, T. H. Hut-

chinson, Manor House, Catterick.

Y'earling heifer.—First prize, T. H. Hutchinsoil ; second,

Sir T. C. Constable, Bart., North Ferriby.

Heifer-calf under twelve months old.—Prize, R. Cowton.
Fat ox of any age or breed.—Prize, Executors of the late

F. Jordan.

Two years old Shorthorn heifer for breeding.—Prize (oup),

Executors of the late F, Jordan.
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SHEEP.
Shearliug ram.—First and second prizes, T. H.Hutchinson.

Pen of three shearliug rams—First prize, T. H. Hutchin-
son ; second, J. J. Simpson, Pilmoor House, Hunraanby.

Aged ram—First and second prizes, T. H. Hutcliiuson.

Pen of five shearling wethers, bred iu the Riding.—First

prize, W. Brown, Uighgate House, Holme-on-Spalding Moor;
second, E. W. Usher, \Varter Wold, Pocklington.

Pen of five shearling gimmers, bred in the Riding.—Prize

(silver tankard), W. Brown.

PIGS.
Boar, large breed.—First prize, W. Lister Armley ; second,

G. Chapman, Seamer.

Sow, large breed.—First prize, W. Lister ; second, J. Gar-

butt, South Cave.

Boar, small breed.—First prize, J. Garbutt; second, W.
Lister.

Sow, small breed.—First prize, W. Lister ; second, G. An-
gus, Hull.

Store pig, the property of a labourer or working mechanic.

—First prize, W.Simpson, Tickton; second, W. Tubbs, Market
Weighton ; third, W. Hardy, Tickton.

IMPLEMENTS.
The following received prizes in this class : The Beverley

Iron and Waggon Company (Limited), Beverley ; A. Alton,

Driffield ; G. M. Foley, Driffield ; J. Merkin, Market Weigh-
ton ; W. Sawney, Beverley ; J. Teale, Holme-on-the-Wolds ;

W. Fetch, North Frodingl.am ; T. Pickering, Driffield ; M.
Dale, Bridlington; W, Roberts, Driffield; and A.H.Stott,
Driffield.

At tlie lunclieon, Mr. James Hall, of Scorborough, presi-

dent of the Society, in the chair,

Mr. Sykes, M.P., in responding, said he regretted having

been unable to attend the Bridlington Show on Wednesday,

because he wished to be in the House of Commons to vote

against Mr. Trevelyan's bill for the equalisation of the borough

and county franchise—a measure which, he was sure, every-

body present considered to be most mischievous. The Govern-

ment dare not approach the great question of Local Taiation,

as he had lioped they would have done. He regarded tlie

measure of Mr. Stansfeld as entirely futile. It would not in

any degree relieve the present payers of Local Taxation. As
Mr. Stansfeld himself frankly admitted, it merely touched the

fringe of this great question ; but lie lioped the subject would

be reintroduced by a strong Government—by a Government
more friendly to tlie agricultural interest than the one tliat at

present reigned over us. He thought that the enormous in-

crease this year of agricultural implements and machinery at

the show of the Royal at Hull indicated the fact that the

adaptation of machinery to agricultural labour was one of the

great questions of the day.

Mr. Broadley, M.P., thought the recent great show in

Hull showed the complete adaptability of steam culture to the

strong lands of this country. Considering the extreme diffi-

culty of procuring labour, there could be no doubt that liere-

after we must mainly depend upon steam culture. Here he

would venture to suggest that those young people wlio in-

tended to follow the agricultural pursuits of their fathers

should take every opportunity at their several schools to

acquire a knowledge of chemistry, since upon chemistry we
must sooner or later depend, unless it could be arranged that

the towns should contribute what they ought to do to the

nourishment of the land.

BRIDLINGTON AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The entries of stock were : Sheep, 33 ; cattle, 26 ; horses,

133; pigs, ID; poultry, 110; implements, 80. No prizes

were awarded for implements, according to the rule adopted

for some years past. There was, notwiihstauding, a limited

but good display. The principal exhibitor was Mr. M. Dale

;

of Bridlington, who had a collection of articles of all kinds
;

while Mr. Bushell, Implement Depot, York, had several

mowers and reapers. Mr. Sawney, Beverley, had stacking

and winnowing machines ; and the other exhibitors were Mr.
Harrison Dixon, Caruaby ; Mr. T. Suddaby, Skipsea ; Mr. J.

G. Bulmer, Bridlington ; and Mr. J. Chaplin, Praisthorpe.

The successful exhibitors of sheep were Mr. Simpson, Hun-
manby ; Mr. White, Full Sutton ; Mr. G. Simpson, Carnaby

;

Mr. E. A. Hay, Buckton ; and Mr. Bowser, Reighton. With re-

spect to cattle the display was better in quality than usual. The
classes for bulls had some fair animals, more particularly Gay
Lad, who carried otf the first prize in the class for two years

old or aged bulls. The cows in calf or milk were good tiirough-

out, and Mr. Tennant, of Barlow, Selby, with PartiuK Rose,

obtained first honours ; Mr. R. Cowton, of Great Kelk, being

second with Dairy Maid. The yearling heifer class was also

well up to the mark. Sir T. C. Constable, North Ferriby, took

the first prize with an Oxford, which also secured the Society's

cup for the best animals in the cattle classes. The department

for pigs was limited.

The show of horses was numerically short of the display of

1872, but there was no deterioration in quality. The hunting

mares and foals, and the three-year-old hunting geldings pro-

duced a healthy competition, and the same was the case with
regard to the two-year-old hunters and also the coachers. The
hackney, mare or gelding class brouglit fourteen animals into

the ring, and the Society's silver cup was awarded to Princess,

belonging to Mr. Stephenson, of Cottingham, Mr. Robsou, of

Malton, taking the second prize with a superior chesnut.

The president's silver cup was awarded to Spinster, the

property of Mr. Dunhill, East Heslerton, and White Rose, be-

longing to Sir G. Cholmeley, Boynton Hall, had the second

prize of £5. An exciting scene occurred during the leaping

of the hunters. The ar':ificial fence of dry whins suddenly

took fire in consequence of the fuzee of a cigar-smoker having

been thrown into it. The fence blazed away and crackled

loudly for a few minutes, but a number of men on the spot

rendered prompt assistance, and a portion of the fence waS
saved, while what was wauted to render it again complete was
soon secured, and little delay occurred.

JUDGES.

—

Sheep, Cattle, Piqs, and Agricultural
Horses: R. Botlerill, Wauldljy, Brough ; P. Dunn, Pas-

ture House, Siuglesthorne ; and J, M. Turner, West Riding
Asylum, Wakefield. Hunting, Coaching, and Road-
ster Horses: J. Smith, Humburton, Borouglibridge ; G.
Walker, Sovi^erby, Brigg; G. Robsou, Shires House,
Easingwold.

PRIZE- LIST.
HORSES,

Hunting mare and foal.—First prize, £5, J. F. Leightou,
Scarborough; second, £2, G. C. Jarrat, Harphum, Low-
thorpe.

Three years old hunting gelding.—First prize, £i. Sir G.
Cholinley, Bart., Boynton Hall; second, £1, W. Hudson,
Brigham, Hull.

Three years old hunting filly.—Prize, £3, P. T. W. Taylor,
Bridlington.

Two years old hunting gelding or filly.—First prize, £3,
Sir G. Cliolmley, Bart. ; second, £1, J. Sharpe, Ulrorae.
One year old hunting gelding or filly.—Fust prize, £2, R.

Botterill, Wauldby ; second, T. Jackson, Clayton.
Coaching mare aud foal.—First prize, £i, J. Reader,

Holme; second, £1, J. Johnson, Brigham.
Three years old coaching gelding.—First prize, £4^, J. John-

son ; second, £1, J. Johnson.
Three years old coaching filly,—First prize, £3, J, Smith,

Marton Lodge ; second, £i, S. F. Simpson, Dringhoe.
Two years old coaching gelding or filly.—First prize, £3;

D. Wilson, Cottingham ; second, £1, W. Johnson, Low-
thorpe.

Hackney mare.—First prize, silver cup, W. Stephenson,
Cottingham, Hull ; second, £3, J. Robsou, Old Malton.
Hackney mare and foal.—First prize, £3, Y. Rickell,

Warter, Pockhngton; second. Si, T. Jackson, Scarborough.
Three years old hackney gelding or filly.—First prize, £3, W.

H. Cranswick, Thornholme ; second, £1, F. Rickell.

Two years old hackney gelding or filly.—Prize, £2, W,
Watson, Woodhouse, Brough, East Yorkshire.
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Mare or gelding for agricultural purposes.—First prize, sil-

ver cup, W. Teanant, Barlow, Selby ; second, £2, R. D.
Haggitt, Bridlington.

Mare and foal for agricultural purposes.—First prize, fii,

£4', W. Tennaut ; second, £1, J. P. Crompton, Tliornholme.

Three years old agricultural gelding or filly.—First prize,

£,i, W. Tennant ; second, £1, M. D. Goodlass, Skerne.

Two years old agricultural gelding or filly.—First prize, £3,
W. Davison, Burton Agnes; second, £1, T. Etherington,

Skirlington Hill, Hornsea.

One year old agricultural gelding or filly.—Prize, £3, II.

Wilson, Bessingby.

Pony not exceeding fourteen hands.—First prize, silver cup,

E. L. Piercy Ganton, DrifEeld ; second, £2, W. Cranswick,
Cayton, Scarbro'.

Nag or mare pony not exceeding twelve hands high.

—

First prize, £3, 11. K. Brown, Beeford ; second, 10s., Miss
I'ox, Bridlington.

SPECIAL miZES.
Hunting mare or gelding, of any age.—First prize, silver

cup, value 20gs., A. l)unliill. East Heslerton, York ; second,

£5, Sir G. Cholraley, Bart.

Hunting toareor gelding.— First prize, silver cup, J. John-
son, Burton Agues ; second, £2, J. Robson, Old Malton.

SHORTHORNS.
Two years old or aged bull —First prize, £5, Executors of

the late F. Jordon, Eastburn ; second, £2, G. Jackson, East
Ayton.

Yearling bull.—Prize, £4^, Executors of the late F. Jordon.
Bull-calf under 13 months old.—Prize, £3, R. Cowton,

Great Kelk.

Cow in calf or milk.—First prize, £5, W. Tennant, Barlow
;

second, £2, R. Cowton.
'J'vvo years old heifer.—First prize, £.3, Executors of the late

F. Jordon ; second, £1, Executors of the late F. Jordcn.
Yearling heitcr.—Fust prize, £2 and cup. Sir T.C. Con-

stable, Bart., North Firriby ; second, £1, Executors of the late

F. Jordon.

Heifer-calf under 12 months old.—Prize, £2, R. Cowton.
Fat ox, cow, or heifer, of any age.—Prize, £3, W. Knapton,

Kelk.

SHEEP.
Shearling ram.—First prize, £5, J. J. Simpson, Hunmauby

;

second, £2, J. J. Simpson.
Tliree shearling rams.—Prize, £5, J. J. Simpson.
Aged ram.— First prize, £3, W. White, Full Sutton;

second; £], W. White.

Five shearling gimmers.— t'irst prize, £4, W. White

;

second, £1, W. White.

Ten wether lambs.—First prize, £2, H. E. Bowser, Reigh-
fou ; second, £1, E. A. Hay, Buckton.
Ten gimmer lambs.—First prize, £2, H. E. Bowser ; second,

£1, J. J, Simpson.

Teu gimmer rams, got by rams hired of Mr. Walmsley.—
First prize, silver cup, II. E. Bowser ; second, £2, J. J.

Simpson.

PIGS.
Boar, large breed.—First prize, £2, G. Chapman, Seamer

Scarborough ; second, £1, G. Chapman.

Sow or gilt, large breed.—First prize, £3, J.Thompson,
Seamer; second, £1, W. Beal, Great Kelk, Lowthorpe.

Boar, middle breed.—First prize, £3, G. Chapman ; second,

£1, G. Chapman.

Sow or gilt, middle breed.—First prize, £3, Taylor, Brid-
lington ; second, £1, T. Rea, Bridlington.

Cottager's pig.—First prize, £1, G. Chapman; second, 10s.,

R. Atkinson, Seamer.

At the luncheon Mr. Ralph Greyke, the president of the
Society, in the chair,

Mr. Broadley, M.P., said within the last few days the

greatest society in England had held its meeting williin, he
might say, a few miles of Bridlington, and on that very day a

neighbouring county held its couuty meeting within a few
miles of them. Under the circumstances, therefore, it re-

flected the greatest credit upon the Society, and upon the

gentlemen who formed the executive, that the present show
had been so successful. With regard to the Royal Show at

Hull lie wished to make a remark upon the scarcity of horses

exhibited at that town. In the south during this summer he
heard many of his friends express strong opinions as to the

number of horses, and their good quality, which they expected

to find in coming down to the East Riding of Yorkshire.
They knew that the agriculturists of the riding prided them-
selves upon breeding, what they believed to be, the best horses

in the kingdom. The show at Hull, although no doubt ex-

cellent in quality, was yet inferior in number for the Royal
Society, and there were classes of horses omitted which ought

j

to have beeu found tiiere. They all knew that a commission
of the House of Lords had sat to inquire into the state of

horse breeding in the country, and it must be universally

acknowledged that the supply of horses did not meet the de-

mand. The commission who sat endeavoured to find out the
cause of this state of tilings, but they could not, and he should
be glad if any geutleman present could enlighten them on the

subject. Hunters, if persons chose to pay the enormous prices

asked, could no doubt be procured, but the class of common
horses, common hackneys, and common soldiers' horses had
become, of late, very scarce, and a great proof of this was
seen in the fact tiiat the horses for the autumn manccuvres
were to a great extent foreign, it having been discovered that

animals could be obtained abroad of better quality and at a
cheaper rate. Wliether the scarcity had arisen on account of

the exportation of mates, or whether it had arisen because the

production of meat paid better, the fact remained tiiat we im-
ported more horses at the present day than we exported.

NORTHUMBERLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT BERWICK-ON-TWEED.

The Shorthorns occupied the chief place in the show.
There were eleven entries in the aged bull class, and Mr. A.
H. Browne's Acsta confirmed his Royal victory by
taking the first in his class and the £25 Cup for the best

hull in he yard. Mr. Game, of Chipping Norton, vvas

placed second with the roau Earl Warwickshire, which
took third place at Hull ; while the third at the Ilighland
Society's show at Kelso last year, shown by Mr. J. Bell,

of Fans, occupied here the same relative position. The two-

y ear-old bulls were a very fair class ; with Mr. J. Meadows'
white Ben Brace first ; while the second prize went
to a roan exhibited by Mr. Foljambe, M.P. The Berwick
Cup and first prize for cows were secured by Mr. Game
with his white Alexandra, which took prizes at Ply-
mouth in Esses, and at Warwick. Mr. Browne's red and
white Primrose, which was second at Hull, here beats the
Duke of Buccleuch's Young Cherry, placed third—thus
reversmg the decision atthe last Highland Society's show.

There was a poor display of Channel Island cows, but

among the Ayrshires there were a few that would not

have disgraced the Glasgow or Ayr shows. Mr. T.

Forster was in strong force with Border Leicester rams

;

and Mr. Bosanquet had a pen of ewes which took not only

the prize in the class, but the cup for the best pen of ewes

or gimmers. Mr. Thomas Elliot, Hyiulhope, carried off

every prize in the Cheviot class ; and Lord Polwarth

secured the prize in the any other class with a ram from

his Shropshire flock. Not even at Glasgow was there a

better display of agricultural horses ; and the judges

said that the three-year-old geldings and fillies were

the best lot they had ever seen. Mr. R. Hamilton,

Lesmahagow, was awarded first prize for a brown

gelding of great bone and substance and beautiful action

Considerable difficulty was experienced in making the

awards in the two-year-old class; but eventually first

honours were awarded to a brown gelding shown by Mr.
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Wardle, of Field House. Thft yearling colts and lillics

were auother good class, and the %ho\v uf hunters was
quite equal to what niiglit have been expected in a district

which supports four packs of hounds—perhaps the best

class being the four-year-old geldings. There was also a

good !-how of hackneys and])onics; but pigs were not

numerous. The implement yard was well tilled with a

large assortment of useful farni implements; and from

amongst these medals were awarded to Hughes, of Bramp-
ton Ash, for an improved corn-lifter attached to reaper

,

to Erigham and Co , Berwick, for improved Excelsior

self-delivery reaper ; to Thompson, Berwick, for a new
cake mill, by which the size of the pieces of cake could

be regulated ; to Brown, Edington, for a combined
reajier with self-adjusting stay ; and to 11. Beckerton and

Co., Tweedmouth, for a self delivery reaper, with differ-

ential motion for regulating the size of sheaf according

to the weight of the crop.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.

—

Agricultukal Horses : J. Hendersou, Horsley

Hill, South Shields ; J. I'enraan, Bonally, Edinburgh ; J.

S. Stoweli, Faverdale House, Darlington. Hua'ters : J.

Hope, DuddingtoD, Edinburgh ; A. Mayuard, Newton
Hall, Durham ; A. Turubull, Creswell, Morpeth. Hack-
neys; J. B. Booth, Killeiby ; W. Parker, Carleton Hill,

Penrit.. ; J. Robson,Byrness, I5elliDgliain. Shorthorns:
T. C. Booth, Warlaby, Northallerton ; A. Mitchell, Walk
House, Alloa ; A. C. Pole-Gell, Hopton Hall, Wirksworth.

Channel Island Cattle : J. Angus, Wliiteli,eld, Morpeth,

W. Brackenridge, Liddelbank, Caimobie, N.B. ; T. Gibbons,

Burnfoot, Esk, Lougtown. Sheep—Border Leicesters:
T. Bell, Townfoot, Brampton ; G. Bolam, Alwiuton, Mor-
peth ; T. Nevins, Marldown, Corubill. Cheviots: W.
Aitcheson, Brieryhill, Jedburgh ; J. S. Bertram, Crawshaws,
Duuse ; E.. Little, Harewood Shield, Hexham. Wool: J.

Humble, Newcastle-on-Tyue.

HORSES.
agricultural.

Brood mares, witli foal at foot.—First prize and Cup, A.

Smith, Stevenson Mains, Haddington ; second, L. Drew,
Merrytou, Hamilton ; third and Cup, J. and G. Atkinson'

Bywell Hall Farm, Stocksfield-ou-Tyne.

Brood mares, in foal.—Eirst prize, G. Heal-Head, Rickerby,

Carlisle ; second, L. Drew ; third, C. Lister, Coleby Lodge,

Lincoln.

Three years old geldings or fillies.—First prize, R. Ilamil-

on, Canderwater, Lesnahagow ; second, A. Johnston, Cock-

burn, Maryhill.

Two years old geldings or fillies.—First prize, M. Wardle,

I'ield House, East Bowden, Sunderland; second, L.Drew;
third, C. J. Robson, Lurdeulaw, Kelso.

Yearling colts, geldings, or fillies.—Eirst prize and Cup, L.

Drew ; second, W. Smith, Melkington, Cornhill.

Pairs of geldings or mares of any age.—First prize and

Cup, A. Smith ; second, J. Thompson, Baillieknowe, Kelso.

Commended : A. Smith.

Geldings or mares above three years old.—Prize and Cup,

C. Crossley, East Learmoutb, Cornhill.

HUNTERS.
Brood mares with foal at foot, or in foal.—Eirst prize. Hunt

Cup, E. Hornby, Flotmanby, G.iuton, Yorkshire ; second, L.

C. Crisp, Hawkhill, Alnwick ; third, J. Usher, Stodrig,

Kelso.

Three years old geldings.—First prize, J. D. Ogilvie, Mar-
on, CornluU ; second, E. Liddell, Morris Hall, Norham.
Three years old fillies.—First prize, J. Paterson, Terlona,

angholm ; second. Col. Hay, Dunse Castle.

Two years old geldings.—First prize, J . Henderson, Markle,

Prestonkirk ; second, L. Potts, Wigton.

Two years old fillies.— First prize, H. Elliot, Akeld

House, Wooler ; second, Duke of Northumberland, Alnwick

Castle.

Yearling colts or geldings.—i'irst prize, R. Gibbons, Moss-

band Farm, Longtown, Carlisle ; second, Duke of Northum-
berland.

Yearling fillies.—Eirst prize, J. D. Ogilvie ; second, G.

CuUey, Fowberry, Belford.

Horses or mares above five and under ten years old.—

First prize and Cup, H. Jewison, Ralsthorpe, York ; second,

W. Armstrong, Watts Field, Kendal.

Hunters of any age, confined to Northumberland, Durham,

and Cumberland.—First prize and Cup, T. Powell, Fawcus,

West Hartlepool ; second, J. W. Annett, Ulgham, Morpeth.

Hunters of any age, confined to horses having been regu-

larly liuuted during the last season with the Northumberland

and Berwickshire, Major Browne, the Duke of Buccleuch, or

Mr. Calder's bounds.—First prize and Cup, J. Cunningham,

The Tofts, Morebattle, Kelso ; second, W. Aitchison, Briery-

hill, Hawick.
Horses or mares, four years old.—Eirst prize and Cup, T.

EI. Hutchinson, Manor House, Catterick ;
second, J. Tate,

Barubill, Acklington.
HACKNEYS.

Horses or marcs of any age, not exceeaing 15.2 hands high'

and equal to carry 14 stone.—First prize and Cup, C. J.

Cunningham, The" Tofts, Morebattle, Kelso ; second, H. A.

Clark, Prospect House, Aspatria, Carlisle.

Horses or mares of any age, not exceeding 14.3 hands high.

—I'irst prize and Cup, Earl of Tankerville ; second, R. M.
Davidson, Phoenix Mills, Newcastle.

PONIES.

Horses or mares of any age, not exceeding 13.2 hands

high.—I'irst prize and Cup, C. W. Wilson, High Park,

Kendal ; second. Earl ot Tankerville ; third, T. Tochenny,

riudon, Norham.
CATTLE.

SHORTHORNS.
Bulls, above two and under seven years old.—First prize

and Cup, A. H. Browne, Bank House, Acklington ; second, G.

Game, Churchill Heath, Chipping Norton ; third, J. Bell,

ans, Earlston, Berwick.

Bulls, above one and under two years old.—First prize, J.

Meadow?, Thoruville, Wexford; second, F. J. S. Foljambe,

M.P., Osbertou Hall, Worksop ; third, R. Jefferson, Preston

Hows, Whitehaven.

Bull-calves, under twelve months old.—First prize, A. H.
Browne ; second, J. Bowman, High House, Sandwitli, White-

haven.

Cows.—First prize and Cup, G. Game; second, A. H.
Browne ; third, Uuke of Buccleuch, Dalkeith Park, Edin-

burgh.

Heifers, above two and under three years old.—First prize,

F. J. S. Foljambe, M.P. ; second, A. H. Browne.

Heifers, above one and under two years old.—First prize,

J. Outhwaite, Bainesse, Catterick; second, T. U. Hutchinson,

Manor House, Catterick.

Heifer calves, under twelve months old.—First prize, T. E.
HutchiBSOU ; second, Duke of Buccleuch

Channel Isles.—Cows or heifers of any age.—First prize,

J. Towlerton-Leather, Middleton Hall, Belford ; second. Sir

J. Marjoribanks, Bart., Lees, Coldstream.

Ayrshire.—Cows or heifers of any age.—Eirst prize. Sir

M. W. Ridley, Bart., Blagdon, Crainlington ; second. Earl of

Tankerville, Chilliugham Castle.

SHEEP.
BORDER LEICESTERS.

Rams of any age.— First prize and Cup, T. Forster, jun.,

EUinghani, Chathill ; second, T. I'orster, jun.

Shearling rams.—First prize, J. Lees, Marvingston, Had-
dington ;

second, A. P. Hope, Bordlands, Noblehouse, N.B.

;

third, A. Smith, Castlemains, Gifford.

Pens of five ewes.—First prize and Cup, Rev. R. W.
Bosanquet, Rock, Alnwick ; second. Rev. R. W. Bosanquet.

Pens of five gimmers.—First prize, J. Lees ; second, W.
Purves, Linton Burnfoot, Kelso.

CHEVIOTS.

Rams of any age.—First prize and cup, T. Elliot, Hindhope,

Jedburgh ; second, T. Elliot ; third, J. Robson, Byrness,

Rochester.

Pens of two shearing rams.—Eirst prize, T. Elliot ; second,

T. Elliot ; third, T. Elliot.

Pens of five ewes.—First prize, T. Elliot ; second, T. Elliot

;

third. A- Thompson, Kirknewton, Wooler.

Pens of five gimmers.—First prize, T. Elliot ; second, T.

Elliot ; third, R. Shortreed, Attonburn, Kelso.

BLACKFACED MOUNTAIN BREED.

Rams of any age.—First prize, H. Phillipson, Side House,

AUenheads, Allendale ; second, J. Archibald, Overshiels, Sten

;

third, C. Armstrong, Ashgill Side, Alston.
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Shearling Earns.— First prize, J. Archibald; second, J.

Archibald; third, C. Armstrong.

Pens of five ewes or gimmers.—First prize, J. Archibald :

second, C. Armstrong.
ANY OTHER DISTINCT BREED

(Except Border Leicester, Cheviot, and Blackfaced Mountain
Sheep).

Rams of any age.— Prize, Lord Polwarth, Upperkeith,

Haddington.
Peas of five ewes or gimmers.—Prize, Lord Polwarth.

Extra Stock.— Highly commended: G. Laing, Wark,
Coldstream.

PIGS.
Boar, large white breed, of any agf.—First prize, R. E.

Duckeriag, Northorpe, Kirtoa Lindsey; second, R.. E.

Duckeriug.
Boars, small white breed, of any age.—First prize, C. R.

N. Beswicke-Koyds, Littleborough, Manchester; second, C.

R. N. Beswicke-Royds.

Sows, large white breed, of any age.—First prize, C. R.

N. Besvvicke-Royds ; second, R. E. Duckering.

Sows, small white breed of any age.—First prize, C. R-. N.
Beswicke-Royds ; second, C. R. N. Beswicke-Royds.

Sows of a breed uot eligible for the preceding classes, of any

age.—First prize and cup, J. Taylor, Ireby Mill, Wigton; se-

cond, C. R. N. Beswicke-Royds.

Pens of three sows, large breed, of any colour, under
sixteen weeks old.—Prize, C. R. N. Beswicke-Royds.

Pens of three sows, small breed, of any colour, under
sixteen weeks old.—Prize, C. R. N. Beswicke-Royds.

SHEPHERDS' DOGS.
Rough-haired dogs of any age.—First prize, T. Purves,

Woodhorn, Morpeth ; second, J. G. B. Hay, Belton, Dunbar;
third, C. W. Wilson, High Park, Kendal.

Rough-haired bitches of any age.—First prize, cup, J.

Messer, Blakelaw, Kelso ; second, T. R. Stephenson, West
Keilder ; third, J. Tait, Riffington, Twizel, Coruhill.

Smooth-haired dogs and bitches of any age.—First prize, R
G. Hogarth, Eccles Tofts, Greenlaw, Berwick ; second, J.

Baptist, Ancroft S. Moor, Beal; third, R. Lees, Yetholm,
Kelso.

WOOL.
Five fleeces of Border Leicester wool.—First prize, J. Hen-

derson, Cornliill ; second, J. Henderson.

Five fleeces of half-bred wool.—First prize, J. Sorthwick,
Kilham, Coruhill ; second, G. and J. Angus, Whitefield, Mor-
peth.

Five fleeces of Cheviot wool.—First prize, R. Donkin, In-
gram, Alnwick ; second, R. Donkin.

Five fleeces of blackfaced wool.—First prize, Earl of Tan-
kerville ; second. Earl of Tankerville.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT STAPLETON.

The distance of the show ground—four miles by road

—from Bristol prevented a large attendance of sight-

seers, as well as of implement exhibitors. In the cattle

classes twenty-six animals out of a total of ninety-four

entries were absent. The 100 guinea challenge cup for

the best Shorthorn brought Messrs. Liuton and Outh-
waite from Yorkshire, the Rev. R. B. Kcnnard from
Dorset, and other far comers ; no fewer than five Royal
first prize winners being sent to compete. Mr. Liuton's

Lord Irwin was readily placed first among the bulls over

two years old. Mr. W. H. Hewett's The Claimant had to

succumb to Mr. Linton's roan yearling. Sir Arthur Ing-

ram, and to the bull shown by the Rev. R. B. Keunard.
Fitz Irwin, a son of the winner in the old-bull class,

added another lirst to Mr. Linton's numerous prizes ; the

white calf making up the trio sent by this breeder from
Yorkshire. Mr. Outhvvaite sent his well-known cow,

Vivandiere, and she uot only gained the honours in her

class without difficulty against Mr. J. Stratton's Mabel,
but also secured this cup for twelve mouths to come.
In the two-year-old heifer class Mr. Oriel Viveash re-

peated his Hull triumph with Mary Ann. In the heifer-

calf class were the Hull winner. Lord Sudeley's Seraphina
Bella 2ud, and the winning calf of the Rev. R. B. Ken-
nard at the West of England show at Plymouth. Seven-
teen Herefords competed iu seven classes—a poor entry

for the very liberal prizes offered, but most of the breeders

may intend making a special effort at their own show of

the white faces next week. Von Moltke won in the

old-bull class, and a yearling was shown by Mr. H.
J. Bailey, of Tenbury, being the only one in the

class. Mr. H. N. Edwards and Mr. T. Fenn were suc-

cessful with ,bull-calves ; and the latter also took first

with his well-known Duchess of Bedford Gth, and second
with a yearling heifer, Lady Stanton. The best of all

the Herefords, however, was Mr. T. Thomas's two-year-
old heifer, Rosaline, which carried off the challenge cup
to Cowbridge ; the remaining prizes being shared by Mr.
H. N, Edwards and Mr. T. Cadle. Special prizes were
offered for dairy cows, all the honours were taken by
well-bred Shorthorns, Mr. Burbidge's first-prize trio
including one of the Florentia tribe from Mr. Rich's

herd. The College won every first prize for Cotswold sheep,

as also the second for shearling rams ; Mr. Holborrow
and Mr. T. Thomas being second with aged rams and
shearling ew^es respectively. In a large class of South-

down shearling rams. Sir W. Throckmorton won both,

prizes, and Colonel Kiugscote achieved the same success

with older rams ; whilst with ewes Mr. H. S. Waller was
only able to wrest second honours from the Buckland
flock. The Oxfords were very few in number, and the

sheep of Mr. G. Wallis gained all the prizes. Amongst
the Shropshires Mr. Pulley's shearling rams were placed

first and second, whilst in the next class Mr. Fenn's two-

shear was again preferred to Mrs. Beach's ram, which

obtained second place, with Mr. W. Baker third and
fourth. Of the shearling- ewes Mr. Pulley's pen were

placed before Mrs. Beach's lot, whereas at Hull the latter

were highly commended and reserve number, and Mr.
Pulley's unnoticed. The Berkshire pigs mustered in

great force, and were better judged than on some former

occasions. The prize takers were Mr. Heber Humfrey,
Rev. H. G. Baily, and Messrs. Wheeler and Sons, for

boars ; and the Marquis of Ailesbury, Captain Stewai't,

and Mr. W. Hewer, for sows. The Berkshires of Mr,
W. Hewer and Mr. H, Humfrey also won in the open

classes for three young sow pigs, and sows with pigs re-

spectively. The best of the other bi'eeds were the small

whites of Mr. Jacob Dove, Mr. M. Walker, and Messrs.

Wheeler, and the large whites of Messrs. Walker and

Duckering. Mr. Wynn, of Grafton, sent his two well-

known entire cart-horses, A. 1, nine years old, and Non-
pariel, five years old, and easily beat all opponents, al-

though there were a few promising colts amongst the

dozen in the same class. After winning six or seven first

prizes, Mr. Stephen Davis had little ditficulty in carrying

off the prize for the best cart-mare and foal with his

five-year-old chesnut, whose filly, a year old, was also

successful. The prizes for two-year-old colts or fiUies

went to Mr, C. L. Hunt and JMr. E. Phillimore. In the

class of thorough-bred sires the moderate Umpire was

put first, and
,
Reinfred, a Newminster horse, now the

property of Major Ballard, second, Mr. H, Carter and

Lord Fitzhardiuge won with hunting mares, both foals
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being jy his lordship's horse, Commissioner. With hun-

ters, Mr. T. II. Ashton, of Temple Laugherne, near

Worcester, and jSIr. Triuder were successful. The former

obtained favourable notice for three out of his four en-

tries. There was a fair show of cheese, and a good dis-

play of implements, considering the great distance these

had to be conveyed from Bristol.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES. — Shorthorns : 11. Doig, Lillingstone Ilall,

Buckingham ; M, Savidge, Sarsden, Clilppirig Nortou.
Herefords : 11. Haywood, Jihikemere House, Hereford

;

T. Bradstock, Cobrey Park, Ross. Sheep : W. Game,
South Cerney, Cirencester ; W. Rigden, The Hove, Brigh-

ton ; C. Randell, Chadbury, Evesham. Pigs : E. Little,

Lanhill, Chippenham ; J. Smith, Henley-in-Arden. Cart
Horses -. J. Barton, Coin St. Aldwyns, Fairford ; W. Alien,

Hartpury, Gloucester. Hunters and Roadsters : J. S.

Walker, Knishtwick, Worcester ; Major Haywood, Okie
Court, Hereford ; J. C. Croorae, Badgeudon House, Ciren-

cester. Cheese : E. Bretiierton, Gloucester ; J. Matthews,

Mary-le-port Street, Bristol.

CATTLE.
shorthorns.

Bull above two years old.—first prize, W. Linton, Sheriff

Hutton, York (Lord Irwin) ; second, R. and J. Stratton, The
Dutfryn, Newport, and Alton Priors, Marborough (Jack Prost).

Highly commended : Marquis of Ailesbu'-y, Severnake Forest,

Marlborough (Shuttlecock).

Bull above one and under two years old.—First prize, W.
Linton (Sir Arthur Ingram) ; second, Rev. R. B. Kennard,

Marnhull Rectory, Blaudtord (Bates Duke Itb). Highly

commended : R. Stratton (Majestic) ; W. H. Hewett, Norton
Court, Taunton (The Claimant).

Bull-calf, under twelve months old.—First prize, W. Linton

(Fitz Irwin); second, R. Stratton (Gipsy King). Highly

commended: B. St. John Ackers, Prinknash Park, Paiaswick

(Prince of the Blood) ; T. Hare, Lund Cottage, Easingwold,

York (Baron Irwin).

Breeding cows.—First prize, and 100 guinea cup, J. Outh-

waite, Baiuesse, Catterick (Vivandiere) ; second, J. Stratton

(Mabel). Highly commended : J. Thompson, Badminton
(Darlington the 9th) ; W. Bradburn, Wednesfield, Wolver-

hampton (Moss Rose).

Heifers, under three years old.—First prize, 0. Viversh,

Berwick Bassett, Swindon (Mary-Ann) ; second, J. Stratton

(Euphoeraia). Highly commended : R. Stratton (Rosalind).

Heifer, under two years old.—First prize, T. Hewer, Ingle-

sham, Lechdale, Gloucestershire (Huntress) ; second, R. Strat-

ton (Nectarine Bud). Highly commended: 0. Viveash

(Helen) ; Colonel Kingscote, C.B., M.P., Kiugscote, Wootton-
uuder-Edge (Baroness Bickerstaffe).

Heifer-calf, under twelve months old.—First prize, Lord
Sudeley, Toddington, Winclicombe, Gloucestershire (Seraphina

Bella the 2nd) ; second, Rev. R. B. Kennard (Queen Mary).

Highly commended : Colonel Kingscote (Lady Bickerstaffe).

herefords.
Bull above two years old.—First prize, J. E. Spencer, Lau-

cadle, near Cowbridge, Glamorganshire (Von Moltke) ; second,

G. Hamar, Boatside, Clyro, near Hay, Radnorshire (The

Major). Commended : W. Taylor, Showle Court, Ledbury
(Mercury).

BuU above one and under two years old.—Prize, H. J.

Bailey, Rosedale, Tenbury (King of the Dale).

Bull-calf, under twelve months old.—First prize, H. N.
Edwards, Broadwood, Leominster (Concord) ; second, T. Fenn,

Stonebrook House, Ludlow (Master Teme). Highly com-
mended : J. E. Spencer (Lord Magdala).

Breeding cows.—First prize, T. Fenn (Duchess of Bedford
6th) ; second, T. Cadle, Longcroft, Westbury-ou-Severu
(Clematis).

Heifer, under three years old.—First prize and 35 guinea

Cup, T. Thomas, St. Hilary, Cowbridge (Rosaline) ; second,

T. Cadle (Purity 3rd).

Heifer, under two years old.—H. N. Edwards (Annie the

2nd) ; second, T. Fenn (Lady Stanton).

Heifer-calf, under twelve months old.—Prize, H. N. Ed-
wards (Dolly).

Three dairy cows.—First prize, Executors of the late G.
Burbridge, South Wraxall, Bradforod-nn-Avon (Florentia 15lh,

Lovely 1st, and Lovely 5th—Shorthorns) ; second, J. Smith,

Bynoll, Swindon, Wilts (Fanny, Daisy, and Cherry—Short-
horns). Highly commended : J. Buchanan, Campden,

Gloucestershire (Bessie Bell, Mary Gray, and Milkmaid

—

Ayrsliires) ; J. F. Jones, Conygre Farm, Alveston, Glouces-

tershire (Cherry, Beauty, and Lemon—Shorthorns).

SHEEP.
LONG -wools.

Shearling ram.—First prize, Cirencester College ; second,

Cirencester College. Commended : Cirencester College.

Ram of any age.—First prize, Cirencester College ; second,

D. Holborow, Bagpatli-court, Wootton-uuder-Edge. Highly

commended : T. B. Browne, Salperton Park, Andoversford.

Five yearling ewes.—First prize, Cirencester College ;

second, T. Thomas, St. Hilary, Cowbridge. Highly com-

mended : T. B. Browne. Commended : T. B. Browne.
SHORTWOOLS.

Shearling ram.—First prize, Sir W. Throckmorton, Bart.,

Buckland, Fariugdon ; second. Sir W. Tiirockmorton, Bart.

Commended : H. S. Waller, Farmington, Nortiileach.

Ram of any age.—First prize. Col. Kingscote ; second,

Kingscote. Commended: Col. Kingscote,

Five yearling ewes.—First prize, Sir W. Throckmorton,

Bart. ; second, H. S. WooUer. Highly commended : Colonel

Kingscote. Commended : Earl of Suffolk, Charlton Park,

Malmesbury, Wilts.

OXFORDSHIRE DOWNS.
Shearling ram.—First prize, G. Wallis, Old Shifford, Bamp-

ton, Fariugdon ; second, G. Wailis.

Ram of any age.—First prize, G. Wallis ; second, G. Wallis.

Five yearling ewes.—First prize, G. Wallis; second, A.

Matthews, Wick Wick Farm, Winterbourne.

SHROPSHIRE DOWNS.
Shearling ram—First prize, J. Pulley, Lower Eaton, Here-

ford ; second, J. Pnlley. Highly commended : S. Beach, The
Hattons, Brewood, Stafford. Commended : T. Fenn.

Ram of any age.—First prize, T. Fenn ; second, S. Beaeh
Commended : W. Baker, Moor Barns, Atherstone.

Five yearling ewes.—First prize, J. Pulley; second, S.

Beach. Commended: W. Bakar.

PIGS,
Berkshire boar, under a year old.—First prize, H. Hum*

frey, Kingstone Farm, Shrivenham, Berks ; second, Rev.

H. G. Bailey, Swindon. Highly commended: Rev. H. G.

Bailey, and Cirencester College.

Boar of any breed.—First prize, J. Dove, Hambrook, near

Bristol; second, M. Walker, Stockley Park, Anslow, Burton-

on-Trent. Highly commended : J. Dove.

Berkshire sow.—First prize, W. Hewer, Seveubanipton,

Higbwortli, Wilts; second, A. Stewart, Saint Bridge Farm'
Gloucester.

Sow of any breed.—First prize, R. E. Duckering, Nor-
thorpe, Kirton Lindsey ; second, J. Wheeler and Sons, Long
dmpton. Highly commended : J. Dove.

Berkshire boar.—lirst prize, J. Wheeler and Sons; second,

H. Humfrey. Highly commended : H. Humfrey.
Boar of any breed.—First prize, Wheeler and Sons ; second,

J. Dove. Highly commended : R. E. Duckering.

Berkshire sow.—First prize, Marquis of Aileabury, Home
Farm, Sivernake Forest, Marlborough, Wilts ; second, R.
Swanwick, Cirencester College. Highly commended : W.
Hewer ; H. Humfrey ; Sir ^V Throckmorton, Bart. Com-
mended : J. Wheeler and Sons.

Sow of any breed.—First prize, M. Walker ; second, M.
Walker.

Three sow pigs of the same litter, under nine months old.

—First prize, W. Hewer ; second, R. E. Duckering.

Sow and pigs.—First prize, H. Huml'rey ; second, M.
Walker.

HORSES.
CART.

Stallion.—First prize, W. Wynn, Cranhill Leys, Grafton,

Alcest(r, Redditch ; second, W. Wynn.
Mare and foal.—First prize, S. Davis, Woolasbill, near

Pershore ; second, W. Friday, Podsmead-house, Hempstead.
Gelding or filly, above two years old.—First prize, C. L.

Hunt, St. Peter's Farm, New Passage, Bristol ; second, E,

Phillimore, Prestbury Park, Cheltenham. Highly com-
mended : T. Parker, Stoke Gifford, near Bri&tol.

Gelding or filly, under two years old.—First prize, S.

Davis
J
second, T. Parker.
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RIDING.
Stallioa, for getting hunters or liaoks.—First prize, Earl of

Coventry ; second, Major J. S. Ballard, The Verlands, Cow-
bridge.

Mare and foal—First prize, H. Carter, Cattybrook, Al-

mondsbury ; second. Lord Fitzhardinge.

Hunter, of any age.—First prize, E. Trinder, Cirencester
;

second, T. H. Ashton, Temple Langherue, AVorcester ; third,

Duke of Beaufort.

Hunter, under five years old.—First prize, T. H. Ashton
;

sceond, Earl of Coventry, Croome-court, Severn Stoke, Wor-
cestershire.

Hack, equal to fifteen stone, not exceeding fifteen hands.

—

First prize, J. H. Fielder, Horse Repository, Bristol ; second.

Major J. S. Ballard.

Hack, equal to twelve stone, not exceeding fifteen hands

—

First prize, H. Tuthill, Bell-lane, Gloucester ; second, W.
Chapman, Almondsbury, Gloucestershire.

Pony, above twelve and under fourteen hands.—First prize.

W. Allen, Vaindre-hall, near Cardiff; seconci, W. Allen.

Highly commended: C. Allen, Trinity-cottage, Cirencester.

Commended : N. Leigh, White Hart, Old Market, Bristol.

Pony, not exceeding twelve hands.—First prize, C. A.
Jacobs, Riding School, Clifton ; second, R. Harding, Long
Ashton, near Bristol.

CHEESE.
One cwt. of thick cheese.—First prize, G. Gibbons, Tunley

Farm, near Bath ; second, J. Smith, Nupdown Farm, Thorn-
bury, Gloucestershire. Highly comraendeii : T. Hewer,
Inglesham, Gloucestersliire. Commended: G. Gibbons ; T.
Hewer ; and E. Paget, Burnett, Bristol.

One cwt. double cheese.—First prize, J. Smith ; second,

G. Harris, Court-house Farm, Lower Cam, Dursley. Com-
mended : T. Hewer.

One cwt. thin cheese.—First prize, G.Harris; second, E.
Wilkins, Nethercote Farm, Bourton-on-the-Water. Highly
commended : T. Witchell, Nymphsfield, near Stoneliouse.

LEICESTERSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT LEICESTER.

The entries of cattle reached only thirty-seven in all,

and of these the fat stock were the best. Mr. T. H.
Bland took the prize for the best Shorthorn bull under

two years old, and for the Shorthorn bull over two years

old Mr. J. J. Sharp was first ; as he was equally

successful in the three next classes, taking the first prize

for the best Shorthorn cow in milk, the in-calf Shorthorn

heifer, and the Shorthorn stirk. The second prize for

stirks was not awarded, the judges not finding merit

enough in the remainder of the class. In the three

classes for Longhorns there was but one bull ; while for

cows and heifers, the honours were takeu by Mr. AV. T.

Cox, of Spondon, and Mr. R. II. Chapman, of

Upton. Of sheep there were thirty entries ; but of

these the sheep of Mr. S. Spencer, of Suarestone, Messrs.

J. Wheeler and Son, of Long Comptou, Mr. G. Chapman,
of Quorndou, aud Mr. W. Clare, of Twycross, were not

sent. The show was therefore a small one. Jlr. G.

Turner, juu., Thorpelands, took the prize in both classes

of Leicester rams ; Mr. T. W. Harris, of Wootton, that

for the best long-woolled shearling ram ; and ^Ir. Alger-

non Hack, of Buckminster, that for the long-woolled ram
of any age ; while Mr. T. W. Harris secured both prizes for

the best pen of three wethers, and the first for the best

pen of five ewes. Mr. L. Willmore, The Newarke, took
the first prize for the best pen of five long-woolled

theaves ; and the only other competitor in the class did

not put in an appearance. lu Shropshires, Mr. S. C.

Pilgrim, of the Outwoods, Hinckley, carried off the prizes

in the three first classes, Mr. AV. Baker, of Moor Barns,

taking the first prize for the pen of five theaves. The
pigs reached thirty-two entries, and the prizes were dis-

tributed chiefly among well-known breeders, the success-

ful exhibitors being Messrs. R. and E. Uuckeriug, of

Northorpe ; Mr. M. Walker, Stockley Park ; Mr. T.

Gilbert, Aston Flamville ; Messrs. J. Wheeler and Sons,

Long Compton ; jNIessrs. W. Carver and Sous, Ingarsby
;

and Mr. J. Hicken, Dunchurch. The chief feature of

the show was the horses, and especially the hunting
classes. The prize of £20, for hunters not less than five

years old, open to all England, brought together fifteen

entries. The first prize was taken by a good brown geld-
ing, shown by Mr. J. Coupland, Master of the Quorn
Hunt, and the second by Mr. J. E. Bennett's bay gelding
by Mogador. The second class for four years old, "within
the local hunts, numbered seveu entries, and the prizes
fell to Marshal MacMahon, entered by Mr. J. Goodlift', of
Huntmgdon, and a bay mare by Irish Statesman, ex-
hibited by Mr. J. Drage, of Moulton. The class for

three-year-olds reached eight entries, and the prizes were

taken by Mr. J. E. Bennett, and Mr. J. Perkins, Laugh-

ton. In the class for two-year-olds, which numbered
seven entries, the prizes were taken by Mr. J. Parker,

Kilby Bridge, and Captain Goodchild, Glen Parva

Grange ; and the prize for yearlings was carried off by
Mr. T. H. Smith, Barrow "Hill Lodge, Ashby. For
mares calculated to breed hunters the prizes were taken by

Mr. J. E. Bennett aud Mr. F. H. Smith ; and the prizes

offered for hacks brought together thirteen competitors.

The class for cobs consisted of eleven clever animals, and
the ponies were a very pretty class. There was a mode-
rate show of agricultural horses, but the whole class of

geldings or fillies, two years old, was highly commended.
On the whole the horse show was good, and the judges

said there were some of the best cobs and ponies they ever

saw. JIuch surprise, h.owever, was expressed at the

working dray horse class being ordered off as " without

merit," containing as this did Mr. Purser's Honest Lass,

a Royal winner at Cardiff.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—lIiiNTERs AND Hacks : A. L. Maynard, G.

Higgins, C. Milward. Caut Horses : J. II. Wood, and
G. Smith. Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs : R. J. Newton,
S. Dexter, C. Howard.

HORSES.
Hunter, gelding, or mare.—First prize, £20, J. Coupland,

Qnorndon, Loughborough ; second, £10, J. E. Bennett,

Husbands Bosworth Grange, Rugby. Highly commended : J.

Bailey, Hambledon House, Oakham.
Hunting gelding or filly, four years old.—First prize, £30,

G. Goodliif, George Hotel, Huntingdon ; second, £5, J. Drage,

Moulton Loige, Brixworth. Highly commended: J. E.

Bennett.

Hunting gelding or filly, three years old.—First prize, £10,
J.E.Bennett; second, £5, J. Perkins, Laughton, Rugby.
Highly commended: J. E. Bennett.

Hunting gelding or filly, two years old.—First prize, £10,
J. Parker, Kilby Bridge, Leicester ; second, £5, Capt. P. P.

P. Goodchild, Clen Parva Grange, Leicester.

Hunting colt or filly one year old.—Prize, £5, T. H. Smith,

Barrow Hill Lodge, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.

Mare for breeding hunters.—First prize, £10, J. E. Bennett

;

second, £5, T. H. Smith.

Hack.—First prize, £10, J. E. Bennett; second, £5, G. G.

Payne, Foston, near Leicester.

Cob.—First prize, £5, J. Allen, Knighton ; second, £2, J.

Wiggins, Market Harborough. Highly commended : G. L.

Vaiighan, Leicester.

Pony.—First prize, £5, Capt. P. P. P. Goodchild. Highly
commended : R. L. Parker, Oiendon, Market Harborough.

Commended ; H. Lees, Birstall House, near Leicester.
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Agricultural gelding or filly, two years old.—First prize, £7,

S. Wade, Mickleover, Derby ; second, £3, T. 11. Vergette,

Borough Sen, Peterborough. Highly commended: T. H.
Vergette. The class highly commended.

Agricultural gelding or filly, one year old.—I'irst prize, £5,

H. Burgess, Illston Grange ; second, £2, T. II. Vergette. Highly

commended : A. Bass, Aylestone, Leicester.

Agricultural mare in foal.—First prize, £5, G. Bass, Bag-
worth Park, Leicester ; second, £2, T. Marchant, Great Easton

Park, Leicester. Highly commended ; 11. Palmer, Carlton

Curlieu.

Agricultural foal.—First prize, £5, T. Marchant ; second,

£2, T. Allen, Thurmaston, Leicester. Highly commended :

H. Burgess, Ilston Grange.
Dray Horses.—No merit.

Jumping gelding or mare.—First prize, £10, J. Pratt,

Shangton; second, £5, G. V. Braithwaite, Stackley Lodge.

Jumping hack or cob.—First prize, £7, G. G. Payne, Foston
;

second, £3, W. W. Neale, Coventry.

CATTLE.
Fat ox.—First prize, £7, E. Wortley, Ridlington, Upping-

ham ; second, £3, T. Pulver, Bronghton, Kettering.

Fat cow or heifer.—First prize, £7, J. J. Sharp, Broughton,

Kettering ; second, £3, E. Wortley.

Shorthorn bull under two-years-old.—First prize, £7, T. 11.

Bland, Dingley Grange, Market llarborough ; second, £3, H.

J. Hopkins, Moulton Grange Farm, Pitsl'ord, Nortliampton.

Shorthorn bull over two-years of age.—First prize £7, J. J-

Sharp ; second, £3, J. Pain, Siiangton, Leicester.

Shorthorn cow in milk, having had a live calf since Jan. 1,

1873.—F'irst prise, £5, J. J. Sharpe ; second, £2, C.Marriott,

Cotesbach, Lutterworth.

Shorthorn heifer in-calf, above two and under three years of

age.—First prize, £5, J. J. Sharp ; second, £2, S. C. Pilgrim,

the Outwoods, Hinckley.

Shorthorn stirk, above one and under two years of age.

—

Prize, £5, J. J. Sharp.

Long-horned bull.—Prize, £5, S. Forrest, The Chase,

Keuilworth.

Long-liorned cow in milk, having had a live calf since

December 1st, 1872.—Prize, £5, W. T. Cox, Spondon
Hall, Derby.

Long-horned heifer, in-calf, above two and under three

years of age.—Prize, £5, 11. II. Chapman, Upton, Nuneaton.

Alderney or Guernsey cow or heifer.—Prize, £5, J. Firn,

Leicester, lligiily commended : C. Ashton, Maplewell,

Loughborongh ; G. Barker, Aylestone.

SHEEP.
Pure-bred Leicester shearling ram.—Prize, £5, G. Turner

jun., Tliorpelands, Northampton. Highly commended: G,

Turner, jun.

Pure bred Leicester ram of any other age.—Prize, £5, G.

Turner, jun. Commended : R. II. Chapman, Upton, Nun-
eaton.

Long-woolled shearling ram.—Prize, £5, T. W. D. Harris,

Wotton, Northampton. Highly commended : T. W. D.

Harris. Commended : T. W. D. Harris.

Loug-wooUed ram of any other age.—Prize, £5, A. Hack,

Buokminster, Grantiiam.

Pen of three long-woolled fat wether sheep, under 20

mouths.—First prize, £5, T. W. D. Harris ; second, T. W. D.

Harris.

Pen of five long-woolled ewes.—First prize, £5, T. W. D.

Harris ; second, £l, T. Allen, Thurmaston, Leicester.

Pen of five long-woolled tlieaves.—Prize, £5, L. Willmore,

The Newarke, Leicester.

Shropshire shearling ram.—Prize, £5, S. C. Pilgrim, The
Outwoods, Hinckley. Highly commended : W. Baker, Moor
Barns, Atherstone. Commended : S. C. Pilgrim.

Pen of three Sliropshire fat wether sheep.—Prize, £5, S. C,

Pilgrim.

Cross-bred fat wether sheep.—No entry.

Pen of five Shropsh'ie ewes.--Prize, £5, S. C. Pilgrim.

Pen of five Shropshire theaves.—Prize, £5, W. Baker.

PIGS.
Boar, large breed.— First prize, £3, E, E. Duckering,

Northorpe, Kirton Lindsey ; second, £1, J. Hickeu, Dun-
church. Commended : J. Hickeu.

Boar, small breed.—First prize, £3, M. Walker, Stockley

Park, Anslow, Burton-oii-Trent ; second, £1, R. E. Duckering.

Highly commended : J. Wheeler and Sons, Long Compton,
Shipston-on-Stour.

Berkshire boar.—First prize, £3, T. Gilbert, Aston Flam-
ville, Hinckley ; second, £2, T. Gilbert.

Breeding sow, large breed.—First prize, £3, R. E. Ducker-

ing ; second, -£1, M. W^alker. Highly commended: M.
Walker.

Breeding sow, small breed.—First prize, £3, J. Wheeler and
Sons ; second, £1, M. Walker. Highly commended : W.
Carver and Sons, Ingarsby ; R. E. Duckering.

Three breeding pigs, large breed, of one litter, not exceeding

seven months old.—First prize, £3, R. E, Duckering; second,

£1, M. W^alker.

Three breeding pigs, small breed.— First prize, £3, J.

Wheehr and Sons ; second, £1, W. Carver and Sons.

Tliree breeding pigs, Berkshire breed.—First prize, £3, M.
W^alker ; second, £1, T. Gilbert. Highly commended : T.

i Gilbert.

THE BEDFORDSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT BEDFORD.

Messrs. Howard, of the Britannia Works ; Messrs. E.

Page and Co. ; Mr. W. Whitehouse, of Wootton ; Mr.
Gatward, of Hitchin ; Mr. Symonds ; Mr. Guest, of

Bedford ; JMessrs. Hensman, of Ampthill ; Messrs. T.

Bowick and Co. ; j\Ir. Hope ; Messrs. C. Deane and Son,

of the St. Mary's Carriage Works, were amongst the ex-

hibitors of seeds, cattle, food, and carriages. The strong

feature of the stock show was the entry of sheep ; amongst
which were some famous O.xfords.

PRIZE LIST
JUDGES.—Horses : W. Clark, The Brach, Luton; J. E.

Bennett, Husbands Bosworth, Rugby ; J. K. Elliott, Heath-
encote. Cattle : J. Robinson, Clifton Pastures, Newport
Pagnell ; F. Sartoris, Rushden Hall ; R. Doig, Lilling-

stone Lovell, Bucks. Sheep and Pigs : S. C. Pilgrim,

Brubage, Hinckley; A. F. M. Druce, Eynsham, Oxford;
T. Bates, Eaton Green, Luton. Butter : W. Bachlor, St.

Loyes, Bedford.

HORSES.
Yearling cart colt.—First prize, £3, Bosworth, Marston,

Ampthill
i
second, £2, Dowager Countess Cowper,

Yearling cart filly.—First prize, £3, W. Hartop, Keysoe

;

second, £2, J. Horrell, Stevington.

Two-year-old cart gelding.— First prize, £6, J. Horrell
second, £4', J. Hartop, Keysoe.

Two-year-old cart filly.— First prize, £6, J. P. James,
Cople ; second, £4-, W. Stimson, Marston. Highly com-
mended : H. Purser, Willington.

Pair of cart horses for agricultural purposes.—First prize,

£8, H. Purser ; second, £5, J. Walker, Goldington ; third, H.
Purser.

Mare and foal for agricultural purposes.—First prize, £6,
W. Hartop ; second, £i, C. Howard, Biddenham.

Cart foal by "England's Glory."— First prize, i'3, W.
Hartop ; second, £2, G. Hine, jun., Oakley.

Four.year-old horse or mare for hunting purposes.—First

prize, £10 10s., T. Battams, Lidlington ; second, £5, L.
Croson, Lidlington Vale. Commended ; T. J. Cranfleld,

Roxton.

Hunter not exceeding seven years old, up to 15 stone.

—

First prize, £20, W. Whitehead, WoUaston ; second, £10, J,

C, ThonUon, Westoning.
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Hunter not exceeding seven years old, up to 13 stone.

—

Prize, £20, J. T. Blott, Great Staugliton.

Haclfney of any age, suitable for general purposes, not ex-

ceeding 15-1 liauds high.—First prize, £5, Executors of the

late R. Horrell, Oakley ; second, £3, G. Higgins, Bedford.

Hackney of any age, not exceeding 15-2 hands high, suit-

able to carry not less than 14 stone.—First prize, £5, S. Cole,

Tempsford; second, £3, J. Daniels, Lidlington.

Cob above 13 and under 15 hands.—First prize, £5, Capt.

E. Browning, Clapham ; second, £3, J. Walker, Goldington.

Pony not exceeding 13 hands.—First prize, £5 5s., J.

Thomas, Bletsoe ; second, J. Lilley, Knotting.

Plorse of any age that jumps his fences in the best manner.

—Prize, £10, W. Whitehead.

Cob of any age, above 13 and under 15 hands, ditto.—Prize,

£5 5s., J. Walker.

Donkey of any age.—First prize, £1, J. W. Crisp, Brick-

hill Pastures ; second, 10s., P. M. Payne, Wootton House.

CATTLE.
Bull above two and under six years old.—First prize, £5,

J. A. Mumford, Brill House, Thame ; second, £3, Lord John
Thynne, Ilaynes Park.

Bull above one and under two years old.—First priza, £5,

T. H. Grant, Laugford Hill ; second, £3, G. Skinner, Rushden
Farm. Commended : J. Harridiue, Haynes.

Bull-calf under twelve months old.—First prize, £3, J. A.

Mumford ; second, £3, T. H. Grant.

Cow of any age.—First prize, £fi, T. Kingsley, Boarscroft,

Tring ; second, £1, H. Saunders, Little Odell.

Cow of any age adapted for dairy purposes.—First prize,

£5 5s., Executors of the late R. Horrell ; second, £2 10s., H.
Pnrser. Commended : H. Purser ; E. Dawkins, Morhanger.

Heifer in calf or in milk, not exceeding three years old.

—

Fir^t prize, £5, G. Underwood, Little Gaddesden ; second, £3,

J. R. Chaplin, Ridgewell. Highly commended : F. Fowler,

Henlow.
Heifer not exceeding two years old.—First prize, £5, J. R.

Chaplin; second, £3, J. A. Mumford. Highly commended:
R. Marsh, Little Oflley.

Heifer-calf above six and under twelve months old.— First

prize, £3, G. Underwood ; second, £2, G. Underwood.
Fat ox.—Prize, £5, T. Pulver, Broughtou.

Fat cow or heifer.—Prize, £5, F. Freeman, Speedwell Farm,

Woburn.
Extra Stock.—Higlily commended : G. Sowerby, Luton,

for two steers.

SHEEP,
Long-woolled shearling ram.—First prize, &5, T. W. D.

Harris, Wootton; second, £2 10s., J. Newman, Harrowden.

Short.woolled shearling ram.—First prize, £5, J. Long-
laud, Grendon ; second, £2 10s., J. Treadwell, Upper Win-
chendon.

Short-woolled ram of two years old and upwards.—First

prize, £5, J. Treadwell ; second, £3 10s., F. Street, Harrow-
den.

Pen of ten long-wooUed shearling ewes,—First prize, £5,
J. Wootton, Cardington ; second, £2 10s,, F, Allwood, Wala-
worth.

Pen often down or cross-bred shearling ewes.—First prize,

£5, C, Howard, Biddenham ; second, £2, F. Street.

Pen of ten breeding ewes, of any age or breed which shall

have suckled lambs up to the first day of June, 1873.—First

prize, £5, C. Howard ; second, £2, T. W. D. Harris.

Pen of three fat long-woolled shearling wethers.—First

prize, £5, T. W. D. Harris ; second, £2, T. W. D. Harris.

Highly commended : J. Newman.

Pen of three fat down or cross-bred shearling wethers.—
First prize, £5, F, Street ; second, £2, J. and F. Howard,
Britannia Farms.

Pen of ten long-woolled ewe lambs.—First prize, £3, F,

Allwood ; second £1 10s., W. Robinson, Haynes,

Pen often down or cross-bred ewe lambs.—First prize, £3,
J, Hull, Little Barford ; second, £1 10s., G, Street, Maulden.

Pen of ten down or cross-bred wether lambs.—First prize,

£3, J. Hall, Little Barford ; second, £1 lOs., G. Street,

Best pen of sheep in the yard, fed in the county of Bedford.
—Special prize, £5 5s., C, Howard.

PIGS.
Boar intended for use.—First prize, £3, J. and F. Howard

second, £2, G. Underwood.
Sow with pigs.—First prize, £3, J. Treadwell ; second, £3,

J. Bosworth, Marston.
In-pig sow,— First prize, £3, J. and F. Howard ; second,

£2, J. Treadwell.

Pen of three fat pigs farrowed on or after the first day of
July, 1872.—Prize, £3, J. Biggs, Cubliugton,

BUTTER,
Four pounds of butter, in one pounds.—Prize, a churn,

£i 43., General Pearson, The Hasells, Sandy.

OLEYELAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
MEETING AT YARM.

The entries comprised 35 cattle, 23 sheep, 21 pigs, 259

horses, 138 poultry, and 13 stands of implements,

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.

—

Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs : S. Rowlaudsou,

Newton Morrell, Darlington ; T. Outhwaite, Goldsbrough,

Knaresborough ; H. Peacock, Mount Vale, York. Cleve-
LAMD Bays, Coaching, and Ponies : J. S. Darrell, West
Ayton, York ; W. Hawdou, Walkerfield, Staindrop ; W.
Lancaster, Kirby Grange, Northallerton. Hunters : A.

L. Maynard, Newton Hall, Darlington ; J. E. Bennett,

Husbands Bosworth Grange, Rugby ; J. Cookson, Neasham
Hall, Darlington. Draught Horses and Roadsters :

T. Scott, Grantley, Ripon ; J. Harrison, White House,

Middlesbrough ; J. Thomas, North Otteringtou. Eggs,
Butter, and Cheese : G, Wsitson, Middlesbrough, G.

Reed, Yarm.

Shorthorns (open to all England).—Bull of any age,

David Hartley, Westerdale, Yarm. Cows in calf or milk,

Robt. Eramerson, Over Dinsdale. Heifers in calf or milk,

£d. Barker, Stokesley. District classes.—Shorthorned bulls,

any age, David Hartley, Westerdale ; 3, J. G. Hebron, Wes-
terdale. Short-horned cow iu calf or milk, Thos. Moore,
Appleton-upon-Wiske

; 2, G. D. Yeoman, Woodlands, Whitby.
Short-horned two year old heifers in calf or milk, R. Emraer-
son ; 3, J. Nicholson, Broughton, Norlhalleiton. Short-horned
yearling heifers, C. and J. Smith, Westerdale ; 2, T, Boyes,
Blossom House, Fryup, Yarm, In pairs, grazing bullocks

under three years old, 1 and 2, Wm. Curry, Manor House,
Great Smeaton. In pairs, cows for dairy purposes in calf or

milk, R, Easby, Ormesby; 2, J, Herring, Aclam. Cows in

calf or milk, the property of cottagers whose rents do not exceed
£20, Wm. Stainsby, Yarm.
Sheep.—Leicester and long-woolled.—Shearling ram, 1 and

2, R. P. Petch, Priest Croft, Marske. Two-shear and up-
wards, 1 and 3, R. P. Petch. Pen of five breeding ewes, R,
Peirson, Kirby Bridge, Carlton, Northallerton ; 3, H, Elliff,

Lowfield House, Seamer. Pen of five shearling gimmers, R.
P. Petch. Pen of five giuimer lambs, R. P. Petch ; 3, W.
Coates, Ingleby, Barwick. Pen of two tup lambs, R. P, Petch

;

3, W. Coates. Black-faced tup, 1 and 2, J. Waiud, Arkness,
Kirbymoorside. Pen of five black-faced breedidg ewes, C. and
J. Smith ; 2, J. Waind. Extra stock, 1 and 3, G. D. Yeoman,

Pigs.—Boar under two years old, of large breed, W. Arm-
strong, South Eston. Boar under two years old of small

breed, Jeremiah Thistlethwaite, Great Ayton. Sow of any
age, large breed, in pig or milk, G, Peacock, Little Ayton ; 3,

J. Waller, Yarm. Ditto, small breed, J. Parrington, Stock-

ton ; 2, Thomas Colling, Rectory Cottage, Stokesley, Fat
pig, Francis Roberts, California, Eston. Litter of pigs under

eight weeks old, W. Sherwood, Lowlands, Yarm ; 3, R.
Fidler, Stokesley. Cottager's pig, F. Stockdale, High Leven.

Horses, open to all England.—Cleveland bays : Brood
mare, stinted to a Cleveland liorse, T. Johnson, Deighton,

Northallerton ; 2, J. Knaggs, Upsall, Guisbrough. Colt foal,

T. Wood, Skelton. Filiy foal, G. Knapp, Upsall j 3, J. Dods-
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worth, Great Stainton. Yearling filly, R. Garuett Welbury
;

2, C. and J. Smith. Coaciiing hotses—Brood mares, stinted

or in milk, Robiuson Watson, Maltby House, Stockton ; 2, J.

Reader, Beacon Farm, Holme, York. Colt foals, J. Snowball,
Heralington; 3, J. Reader, Holme, York. Pilly foals, 2, J.

Sedman, Yarm. I'earling geldiuss orJlUies, T. Slieplierd,

Sadberge
; 2, W. Fliutoff, Castleleviiigton, Yarm. Two-year-

old geldings, J. Newburu, Iiigleby Hill, Yavm ; 2, W. Apple-
ton, Stokesley. Two-year-old fillies, J. Shepherd ; 2, R.
Garbutt, Grew Gras, Marske. Two-year-old geldings, T.
Plumraer, Birdforth, Easingwold ; 2, J. \V. Pease, Hutton
Hall, Guisbrougli. Three-year-old fillies, W. Jowsey, Newton
Grange, Darlington. Single-harness geldings or mares, J. W.
Pease; 2, Mrs. G. Pease, Woodside, Darlington.

Ponies.—Mares or geldings, under eight years of age, from
13 to 14 hands 2 inches high, W. H. Blackman, Foggathorpe,
Howden ; 2, R. Hutchinson, Middleborough ; 3, R. Thubron,
Tyue Dock, South Shieldti. Mares or geldings, under eight

years of age, not to exceed 13 hands high, J. T. Robinson,
Asenby, Thirsk; 2, W. Hanson.

Hunters.—Brood mares, stinted or in milk, E. Hornby,
Flotmanby, Ganton ; 2, H. Watson, Newbiggin, Filey. Colt

foals, T. Rickinson, Searaer ; 2. E. Armstrong, Danby Lodge,

Yarm. Filly foals, E. Hornby ; 3, R. Emmerson, Over Dins-

dale. Yearling geldings, W. Smith, Seamer, Yarm ; 2, D.
Smallwood, Stainsacre, Whitby. Yearling fillies, J. Ruther-

ford, Kirkleatham, Redcar ; 2, T. and'G. Knowles, Windy
Hill, Hutton Rudby. Two-year-old geldings, A. H. T. New-
comen, Kirkleatham, Hall, Redcar ; 2, T. Cnrry, Great Aytou.
Two-year-old fillies, R. Jackson, Wiiite House, Normanby

;

2, J. Walton, Acklam. Three-year-old geldiugs, B. Johnson,
Frodingham Bridge, Hull ; 2, J. T. Robinsou, Leckby
Palace, Asenby, Thirsk. Three-year-old fillies, A. H. Turner,

Newcomeu, Kirkleatham, Redcar ; 2, J. H. Webster, Thrin-

toft Park, Northallerton. Four-year-old hunting geldings by a

thoroughbred horse, C. Rose, Market Hill, Malton ; 2, G.

Holmes, Bar House, Beverley. Four-year-old hunting mares,

with two crosses of blood, by a thoroughbred horse, T. Darrell,

West Ayton, York ; 2, C. Rose. Five-year-old and upwards
hunting geldings or mares, (nialified to carry not less than 14

stones with hounds, by a thoroughbred horse, J. M. Tattersall,

Musgrave, Beverley; 2. A. II. Turner. Five-year-old and up-

wards hunting geldings or mares, qualified to carry not less than

12 stones with hounds, by a tlioroughbred horse, R. Brunton,
Marton, Middlesborough ; 2, J. Harrison, Redcar.

Cleveland Hunt Cup.—Hunting gelding or mare of any

age, by a thoroughbred horse, which has been hunted during

the last season with the Cleveland or Hurworth hounds.—R.
Brunton.
Agricultural Horses.—Brood mares, stinted or in milk,

R. Watson, Maltby House, Stockton-on-Tees ; 2, T. Upton,
Pallatliorpe, 'J'adcaster. Colt foals, W. Kitcliiug, Summer-
field, Northallerton ; 2, P. Wallis, West Coatham, Redcar.
Filly foals, W. Gerrie, Court Green, Wilton ; 2, R. Watson,
Maltby House, Stockton-on-Tees. Yearling geldings, W.
Kitching, Summerfield, Northallerton ; 2, T. Curry, Morton
Carr, Great Ayton. Yearling fillies, T. Upton, Pallatliorpe,

Tadcaster ; 2, R. P. Fetch, Priest Croft, iMarskc. Two years

old geldings, ,T. Peirson, Aireyholme, Ayton, Northallerton
;

2, J. Nightingale, Woodhouse, Guisbrougli. Two years old

fillies, J. and R. Flintoff, Kirklevington ; 2, R. Watson,
Maltby House, Stockton-on-Tees. Tliree years old geldings,

J. Donaldson, Ayton, Northallerton ; 2, T. Upton, Pallatliorpe,

Tadcaster. Tliree years old fillies, Ann Hedden, Baldersby,
Thirsk; 2, H.J.Curry, Stockton-on-Tees. Pairs of horses,

mares or geldings, for agricultural purposes, under seven years
old, the bond fide property of one person resident within the
district, Rear-Admiral Challoner, Long Hull, Guisbrougli ; 2,
Thomas Curry, Morton Carr, Great Ayton. Geldings or
mares under eight years old, best adapted for ironworks or
rolley purposes, G. Wood, Doncaster; 3, P. Stevenson, Thirsk.
Pairs of young draught b.orses, mares or geldings, either eight
or three years old, the houd fide property of one or two per-
sons resident witbiu the district, J. Peirson, Northallerton

;

2, the Right Hon. the Earl of Zetland.

Roadsters.—Brood mares, stinted or in milk, R. Jordi-
son, Redcar ; 2, P. Sturdy, Middlesbore'. i'oal, colts or fillies,

W. Hall, Stockton ; 2, J. Walton, Acklam. Yearling colts or
fillies, W^ Appleton, Stokesley. Two-years-old colts or fillies,

G. Blackhouse, Stokeslev. Tliree-years-old colts or fillies, W.
Norfolk, Catterick ; 2, T. Pigg, Bishopton. Roadster, geld-
ing or mare, not more than 15 hands 2 inches high, and no
less than four but under eight years of age, qualified to carry
13 stones weight on tlie road, R. Mitchell, Bradford ; 2, I.

Scartli, Northallerton ; highly commended, Mrs. G. Pease,
Darlington. Ladies' hackneys, geldings or mares, not to ex-
ceed 15 hands 2 inches high, and not less than four but under
eighe years of age, S. Kirby, Manchester ; 2, J. W. Pease,
M.P., Guisbrough.

Dairy Produce.—Trays of butter, 1 lb. rolls and in fancy
devices for the table, S. Shepherd, Sadberge. Baskets of 6 lb.

of butter in 1 lb. rolls. Miss E. Wetherill, Northallerton ; 2,
Mrs. Garnett, Manor House, Welbury. Three new milk
cheeses from one dairy, made in 1873, Mrs. Robinson, Fryup
Head, Castletou, Yarm ; 2, T. Raw, Fryup.

PRESTON AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The show of the Preston Agricultural Society

was opened in the Moor Park. The entries num-
bered 3, .525. Of these 1,99-4 were implements, 224
cattle, 376 horses, 283 sheep, 25 pigs, 63 roots and seeds,

13 butter and cheese, 143 poultry, 122 pigeons, 17 cats,

259 dosfs. The judges were : Implements, Messrs. R.
Whalley and M. Scott ; cattle, Messrs. Kay and Cul-
shaw ; horses, Major Ballard and Messrs. Bromley and
Clay; sheep, pigs, roots, and seeds, Messrs. S. Walker
and G. Sedgwick.

The following is a list of the chief prizes -.

CATTLE.
BnU two yeers old and upwards, first prize, £5, E. Mus-

grove, Ormskirk (Royal Lancaster) ; second, T. Statter
(Thormanby). Bull above one and under two years old,

prize, Atkinson and Sons, Button (O.'cford Cheer Boy). Bull
calves, prize, E. Musgrove (Royal Lancaster Second). Cow
or heifer above three years old and in calf or milk, first prize,

T. Statter (Lady Ann). Heifer above two, and not exceeding
three years, first prize T. Statter. Best heifer, T. Statter.

Heifer calf, first prize, T. Statter (Robin's Rose). A silver cup
10 guineas, for the best male animal, E. Musgrove (Royal
Lancaster). A cup, value £10 10s., for the best female, T.
Statter (Lady Ann).

SHEEP.
Shearling ram, Leicester breed, W. Handley, Milnthorpe

;

I any other age, W. Clegg, Goosnargh. Long-wool ram, J.

I

and R. Earnshavve, Clitheroe. Ram of the Down breed, S,

i Ashton, Timperley. Ram of any breed, for mountain district,

j
J. Pickup and Brothers, Newchurch. Three shearling

'• Leicester giramers, W. Handley. Three Leicester ewes, AV.

i

Handley. Three shearling ewes, Down breed, S. Ashton
;

1 three ewes, ditto, W. Handley ; three ditto, any other breed,

Dewhurst and Taylor, Rawteustall (lonk). Whitefaced tup-

lamb, J. Nelson, Garstang; tup-lamb, Down breed, W. Dodg-
son, Kirkhara. Three whitefaced giramer lambs, Leicester

breed, Hon. J. Bruce Ogilvy, Kirkham ; three ditto, Down
breed, W. Dodgson ; three cross-bred ditto, W. Clegg ; three

ditto, for mountain district, J. Pickup and Brothers, New-
church.

PIGS.
Boar, large breed, H. Aspden, Preston ; ditto, small breed,

A. Leigh, Lea ; ditto, Berkshire breed, J. Bannister, Ashton-
on-Ribble. Breeding sow, small breed, A. Leigh ; ditto,

Berkshire breed, J. Garnett, Grange, near Bolton.

BUTTER AND CHEESE.
Basket of butter, not less than 61b., made up in half-pounds:

G. Haworth. Lower Darwen ; second, W. Clegg, Goosnargh.
Cheese, not less than Icwt.: T. Crook, luskip"; second, W.
Jolly, Barton.

LMPLEMENTS.
Silver medals for collection of agricultural implements.

Standing and Warburton ; for washing-machine in motion,
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silver medal to Clarke ; turnip pulper, turnip cutter, grindinfj

mill, and crusher, medals to Warburton ; to Corbett and Peele

for winnowing machine, and also for oil cake mill ; for churn

the medal was awarded to Robinson and Richardson ; modal

for wasl'.ing macliine, Taylor and Wilson were the successful

contestants ; for wringing and mangling machine, Bradford
and Co. ; special prize for tlie best family sewing machine, a
silver cup, value £21, Parkinson, of Preston, for one of

Grover and Baker's double-lock and elastic stitch machine
;

a special prize of £5 for heavy work, the Singer Co.

THE MALTON AMALGAMATED AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The first annual exhibition of the amaigamated

Malton and Appletou-le-Street A2;ricultural Society was

held at Appletou-le-Street, uear Malton.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Hi;xTERS kSD Saddle Horst.s : T. Brooks,

Wooton Grange, Lincolnshire; J. Smith, Humberton,
Boroughbridge. Co.vciiixG \SD Agricultuu-U. Horses :

Mewburn, Ingleby Hill, Yarm ; Plummer, Thorraanby,

Easiugwold ; G. Robson, Shires House, Easingwold. Cat-

tle, Sheep, a?«d Pigs: J. Cattley, Stearsby, York ; W.
Smith, High Mowthorpe. Agricultural PRODrcE

:

Robson, Old Malton ; W. Metcalfe, Malton. Dairy
Produce : Mrs. J. Robson, Old Malton.

HORSES.
Hunting colt or filly foal.—first prize, W. Muzeen, South

Holme ; second, S. B. Robson, Ganton.

Coaching colt or filly foal.—First prize, G. Thompson,
Yedingham ; second, J. Reader, Holme.

Roadster colt or filly foal.—First prize, R. Lawson, Slingsby
;

second, J. Fenwick, Swinton
Agricultural colt or filly foal.—First prize, J. Simpson, Kirby

Misperton ; second, J. Elswortli, Yedingham.
Yearling hunting gelding or filly.—First prize, G. F.

Wormald, Normanby ; second, AV. Muzeen.
Yearling coaching gelding or filly.—First prize, R. Forth,

Howthorpe ; second, C. Pratt, Marishes.

Yearling roadster gelding or filly.—First prize, S. Campion ;

second, J. Hicksou, Swinton.

Yearling agricultural gelding or filly.—First prize, T. P.

Preston, Burythorpe ; second, W. Ringrose, Marton.

Two years old hunting gelding or filly.—First prize, S. B.

Robson; second, T. Scoby, Rook Barugh.
Two years old coaching gelding or filly.—First prize, G.

Leefe, Fryton ; second, T. Cattle, South Holme.
Two years old roadster gelding or filly.—First prize, J.

Wood, Normanby ; second, E. Taylor, Malton.

Two years old agricultural gelding or filly.—First prize, J.

W. Cussons, Salton ; second, W. Weetman, Nortn Holme.
Three years old coaching gelding or filly.—First prize, G.

B. Hall, Oswaldkirk ; second, W. Brown, Sonley Court.

Three years old agricultural gelding or filly.—First prize,

T. Preston, Norton ; second, J. Simpson.

Three years old hunting gelding or filly.—First prize, R.

Goodlass, Willerby ; second, C. W. Strickland, Hildenley.

Four years old hunting geldings, with three crosses of blood.

—First prize, T. Darrel, West Ayton; second, Robert
Goodlass.

Four years old hunting gelding or mare.—First prize,

R. Metcalfe, Malton ; second, W. Johnson, Winflower Hall.

Five years old hunter.—First prize, W. Boyce, Slingsby
;

second, J. Welburn, Scackleton.

Lady's hack.—First prize, W. Muzeen, South Holme

;

second, J. Welburn ; hunting whip (special), Miss Wilson,

Scarbro'.

Gentleman's hack.—First prize, J. Robson, Old Malton
;

second, T. Mallory, Great Habton.
Brood mare for hunting purposes.—First prize, J. F.

Leighton, Osgodby ; second, H. Watson Filey.

Brood mare for coaching purposes.—First prize, J. Reader,

Holme ; second, G. Thompson, Yedingham.
Brood mare for agricultural purposes.—E. ClariJge, Coul-

ton ; second, J. Simpson, Kirby Misperton.

PONIES.
Pony not exceeding 14 hands.—First prize, W. Snowden,

Slingsby; second, B. B. Haworth-Booth, Malton.
Pony not exceeding 13 hands.—First prize, R. Nelson,

Barton Hill ; second, J. W. Jordan, Scarbro'.

Foal, colt, or filly, by " George Osbaldeston."—First prize,
J, F. Leighton ; second, W. Muzeen.

Foal, colt, or filly, by " Black Douglas."—First prize, W.
Smith, High Mowthorpe ; second, W. Wetherill, North
Grimston.

Extra stock.—First prize, Messrs. Russel, Malton ; second

J. Fenwick, Swinton,

CATTLE.
Bull of any age.—First prize, J. Borton, Barton ; second,

AV. C. Worsley, Hovingham.

Bull over one and under two years.—First prize, G. F.

Wormald, Normanby ; second, G. Leefe, Fryton.

Bull under twelve mouths.—First prize, J. Brigham,
Slingsby; second, W. Johnson, Wliinilower Hall.

Cow in milk or calf.—First prize, J. Key, Musley Bank
;

second, J. Corner, South Holme.

Heifer over two and under three years.—First prize, W.
Coverdale, Nawton ; second, J. Key.

Heifer over one and under two years.—First prize, J. Coi-

ner ; second, T. Wright, Helmsley.

Heifer not exceeding twelve months.—First prize, J. Key
;

second, J. Corner.

Cow for dairy purposes.—First prize, J. Borton; second,

Mrs. Baker, Araotherley.

Cottager's cow.—Prize, J. Walker, Coneysthorpe.

Best female animal in the yard.—Prize, J. Key.

SHEEP.
Ram, any age.—First prize, J. Borton ; second, J. Borton.

Shearling ram.—Prize, W. Conlson, Castle Howard.
Tup lamb.—First prize, J. Corner ; second, J. Corner.

Pen of five ewes.—First prize, J. Tindall, Kirby Misperton

;

second, G. Leefe, Fryton.

Pen of five gimraer shearlings.—First prize, J. Key ; second,

W. Coulson.

Pen of five wether lambs.—First prize, T. Johnson, Ryton ;

second, H. Robson, Howe.
Pen of five gimmer lambs.—First prize, T. Johnson ; second,

H. Robson, Howe.
Pen of sheep in certain classes.— I'rize, J. Tindall.

PIGS.
Sow, any breed.—First prize, W. C. Worsley, Hovingham

;

second, R. P. Clarksou, Pickering.

Boar, any breed.—First prize, R. P. Clarkson ; second, W
Marshall, Malton.

Three store pigs under twelve months.—First prize, W
Boyes ; second, W. Boyes.

Cottager's pig.—First prize, E. Gough, Norton ; second, R.
Waite, Swinton.

THE AGRICULTURAL INTEREST.—At Newbury
Mr. Arch, the president of the National Agricultural

Labourers' Union, maintained that the agriculturists of Eng-
land were the most insecure and most in jeopardy of any in-

dustrial class. How could this be rectified ? Partly by Tenant-
llight ; but, judging from the treatment of the bill introduced

into the House of Commons by Mr. Howard and Mr. Read,
it would be a long day before their capital was protected as

it should be. They would never get it until the labourers had
the franchise and farmers had pluck enough to get into Parlia-

ment to represent their own interest. The great tide of emigra-

tion was rolling on, and during the past year the exodus was

something tremendous; and he would tell them that if his

life were spared until August he should visit the United States

of America, and if he found there a home for the agricnltural

labourers of England he would tell them so ; but if lie found

that the farmers in America were men who wanted both sides

of the bargain, and that the crows were as black there as here,

he would advise them to stay in England,
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THE BOROUGHBRIDGE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

THE SANITARY LAW.

At the last quarterly meeting, Mr. Jacob Smith in the
chair, the Rev. C. H. Sale read the following paper: Tt

would not be easy to exaggerate the importance of this sub-
ject. The sanitary conditions under wliich the population
lives affects the welfare of the nation both directly and in-

directly, and in its highest moral as well as in its dearest
national interests. No drainage, or bad drainage, foul cess-

pools, polluted water, infected air, crowded dwellings, without
proper provisions for health or decency—these always pro-
duce a plentiful harvest of disease and deatli, sometimes pesti-

lence which spares neither rich nor poor. They are fruitlul in

demoralization, which is the certain parent of ignorance, idle-

ness, intemperance, and other vices, with their accompanying
waste of health and happiness, time, money, life. So that, if

individuals and communities could be brought to see their own
proper interests, self-love would itself constrain all to be
zealous in sanitary reform. No man would for a moment
suffer a nuisance or anything prejudicial to public healtii to

exist on his own premises or elsewhere, if he could anyhow
apply a remedy. But here we are met by the awkward fact,

that the man who is often the quickest to detect and the

loudest in complaint of a nuisance on liis neighbour's pre-

mises, is sometimes the last to be convinced of the existence of

one on his own. It seems to be almost a natural law, that no
man smells his own nuisance ! Moreover, while the spplica-

cation of a remedy to sanitary offences or defects is frequently

difficult and expensive, it is also sometimes productive of mis-
understanding amongst neighbours. So that it comes to pass

that people who are strongly impressed witli the general im-
portance of sanitary measures, and unanimous as to the

necessity for the application of sanitary principles to the

country at large, are by jio means such zealous and iiarmoni-

ous sanitary reformers as might be expected in their own
locality, and least of all on their own propeity. Hence the

necessity for letcislation ; and several Acts have been passed

at intervals to facilitate or compel abatement or removal of

nuisances, better drainage, or other measures to guard against

disease or improve health. But these Acts, having been
for the most part hastily prepared and passed under tlie pres-

sure of the fear of impending or existing pestilence, have been

found complicated, and indeed confused; and not only diffi-

cult of application, but insufficient and inefficient. This state

of things resulted in the Public Health Act of 1872. It is

greatly to be regretted that this Act did not make a clean

sweep of all previous measures, and establish in their room
one simple and comprehensive sanitary law. But such as it

is, it considerably simplifies the mode of procedure, and pro-

vides such sanitary authorities and Cifficers, and confers on them
such powers that if it be only fairly and judiciously worked,

no proved grievance or danger need long exist without remedy.

The Act, however, is such that much of its success will de-

pend on the spirit in which it is worked by all parties con-

cerned ; and the very unambitious object of this short paper

is, by opening a practical discussion on the subject, to call the

attention of all interested in it to the importance of the Act
being loyally and zealously, and at the same time discreetly,

carried into operation, and the subject may be considered more
than commonly urgent at the present moment, inasmuch as

Asiatic cholera is now prevalent in parts of Europe and of

North America, with which our intercourse is close and con-

stant. By tlie new Public Health Act, the Board of Guardians
is constituted the sanitary authority in rural districts, and all

previously existing powers, and some new ones, are vested in

it. It is required tu appoint its clerk and treasurer to the

same office in its s.initary department ; to elect, and pay half

the salary of, a medical officer of health, and an inspector of

nuisances, whose duty it will be to inspect the district and re-

port to and advise the board. For the better despatch of

business, the board is advised to appoint from its own body,

and delegate its autiiority and fuuctions to a sanitary com-
mittee, one-third at least of the members of such committee
to be «'-o^e/o guardians, if there he so many. Tlie board or

sanitary committee may appoint a parochial committee for any

parish or contributory district, such committee to consist either

wholly of its own members, or partly of such, and partly of
such ratepayers of the parish, and so qualified, as tlie

sanitary authority may determine. The powers of the

parochial committee are to be defined by the sanitary

authority, of which it is the agent, and limited to the

parish. The sanitary authority may at any time change its

members, or dissolve it ; and though it may delegate to it

certain of its powers, it does not thereby evade its own proper

responsibility. This parochial committee may evidently be

made the instrument of many benefits, and might be nomi-
nated with great advantage in cases of a visitation of pesti-

lence, or other epidemic, or during the construction of any
considerable system of drainage. The sanitary authority has
great powers ; it may order nuisances to be removed or

abated ; sswers and systems of drainage to be made or com-
pleted by townships or individual owners, as the case may be

;

cesspools to be cleansed and kept clean ; a privy and ashpit

to be provided for every house ; a proper water supply pro-
vided ; and, if its lequisitions are not promptly fulfilled, it

may execute them itself at the expense of the owner or oc-

cupier, as the case may be, with very summary powers of

recovery. And an effective guarantee is given that the sani-

tary authority shall faithfully exercise these powers by the

right of appeal to the Secretary of State by any aggrieved

persons who can show ground of complaint that nuisances or

dangers to health are permitted to exist. These large powers
involve a corresponding responsibility, and if the Act be not
in any district effectually enforced, without doubt the fault

would mainly lie with tlie Board of Guardians. It is to be
hoped that Boards of Guardians will feel that, even as a
money question, the interest of the ratepayer, as well as of the

public, lies in a loyal and efficient working of the Act.

Nothing, in fact, is so costly as filth, bad drainage, polluted

water, and bad ill-provided dwellings, with their accompani-
ments of demoralization and poverty, disease, and death !

Moreover, the large enforced outlay on sanitary staff would be
utter waste, in addition to the accumulated loss and evils en-

tailed by a bad sanitary state if the services of the sanitary

officers be not energetically utilized. Many Boards, and
especially our Ouseburn Board, have shown their sense of

their interests and responsibilities by the election of well-paid

sanitary officers residing outside the union, thus securing both
efficiency and independence. And if Boards apply to the dis-

charge of these new and very important duties the same sense

of public duty, combined with consideration and economy,
which has marked in this district their administration of the

Poor-law, the best results may be expected, and the public

will soon learn to acquiesce in and appreciate the new reiga

of cleanliness. It is not, however, to be denied that the dis-

cretion of the Boards is so wide, and the powers concentrated

in them so various and complicated, that if any Boards should

wish to obstruct or nullify the Act by ill-paid or insufficient

appointments, or dilatory, feeble, or timid action, they might
do so for a time; the result, however, of such success could

only be the interference of the Secretary of State, and perhaps

the carrying of a still more sweeping measure. Monopolies

and vested interests are always obstinate in this resistance to

reform, and vested interests in filth cannot be expected to be

an exception. I may, therefore, he pardoned for suggesting

that the friction which always attends the working of a new
and to some unwelcome law like this may be much reheved

by confining its operations in the fiist instance to proved «nd
serious cases, and by an abstinence, both on the part of the

public and the sanitary officers, from frivolous and vexatious

complaints. Common sense should rule in this as in all

things, and large and valuable results should not be sacrificed

to crotchets, or whims, or small details. But it is to be de-

voutly hoped that medical olficers, as might be expected from

the conscieutious and public spirited character of their pro-

fe^sion, will manfully call the attention of proprietors to the

manifold defects, which, notwithstanding the large outlay of

late years, still render some of the dwellings of the poor unfit

for human habitations. AV retched cottages without ventila-

tion, with one bed room for many inmates of both sexes, and
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of every age, with a ladder for stairs—no privy, a pig-sty

beside the door or under the window, aud no drainage—such

dwellings still exist, and I believe only because their condi-

tion is unknown to the, perhaps, distant proprietor. Here is

a welcome opportunity for asking a remedy of such evils with-

out offence, and simply in obedience to official duty.

Dr. Sedgwick said that the act was much required in tlie

rural districts, and he hoped that it would be made practically

useful by well-selected committees for those districts, a large

committee for the whole of a rural district being too cumber-

some. It was desirable that in that union the guardians

would reduce themselves into a small committee, and not

act together as a committee of 47, as practical suggestions

were in that case not likely to be made and put into

practical use. They could not at present expect results, but

probably in twelve months hence they might see some benefits

in a sanitary point of view. A great deal required to be done

no doubt, especially in cottages overcrowded and badly venti-

lated, without any proper mode of drainage, aud some of them
even without the commonest decencies of life. What was of

the first importance was improved drainage and a pure water

supply. It was a curious fact that some of tbe most sparkling

and clear waters which seemed quite pure aud of the best q_ua-

lity, were oftentimes the most poisonous and impure. He was
in favour of dry earth and dry ash closets for the rural dis-

tricts, and opposed to water closets. Dry closets to his own
knowledge had been attended with the most successful results.

They had not the sliglitest smell when properly attended to by
the use of earth or ashes, and the comfort of them as compared
with water closet, was beyond calculation.

Mr. M'Caskie said that as yet he had bad very little ex-

perience relative to the working of the Act, but he quite agreed

with Dr. Sedgwick that great attention should be paid to the

water supply in the rural districts more especially. Some
samples of water in tiie district had been analysed by a gentle-

man of Leeds, and a bad report liad been made respecting

them. This being the case how necessary it ivas that wells

should not be near to fold yards or be iu anyway connected
with them. It was dangerous to health to use such water for

domestic purposes. Upon the whole, however, he believed

both as regarded their sanitary condition, and the quality of

the water fjenerally in his own district, tlie villages were in a

satisf; ctory condition, as he knew of no really glaring case of

bad water.

Mr. Bennett was of opinion that they need not go to hum-
ble dwelling-- only lor bad sanitary arrangements, as the same
deti'Cts could be touud in good class houses in the rural dis-

tricts. If the houses generally were minutely examined by the

sanitary inspectors he believed that they would not be favoura-

bly spoken of by these officials.

The Chairman considered it to be of importance that in-

spectors of nuisances should carefully examiue water closets,

and give directions for their being kept in a proper condition.

Mr. Green said that he knew from experience and obser-

vation that dry earth aud dry ashes mixed with liunipn excreta,

when taken from closets of this character, termed most excel-

lent garden manure. Indeed it was of the most valuable fer-

tilizing quality, and constituted a native guano with the best

possible results, not being at all injurious to health during the
time of its being accumulated.

Mr. Powell considered that the sanitary act to be properly
and effectually worked by rural boards of guardians would be
by committees of a few persons instead of committees of the
whole body. For his own part he should like to see a com-
mittee of six or of seven in that district for the carrying out of
sanitary measures which were first required and the most
essential. One matter that ought to receive prompt attention
was the securing of a good supply of water pure and whole-
some, as there could not be tlie slightest doubt that foul water
when drunk by the inhabitants of villages was more likely
than anything else to produce fever and disease in such
villages.

Mr. SooTT, the Vice-Chairraan, said that the sanitary con-
dition of the villages and outhouses is, as a rule, very much
worse than that of the cities and large towns, and if the pre-
mises of the former in their present condition were crowded
together as ia the case of the latter, the consecmences would

shortly be alarming ; but as it is, from the detached position of

the dwellings of the country, the admission and free circulation

of pure air counteracts the injurious effects which would other-

wise result from the neglected sanitary state of country pre-

mises generally. Although the drainage in villages is in the

majority of cases defective, and the absence of a main drain or

sewer into which to conduct the sewage water of the several

premises is the rule, he thought that disease was more fre-

quently caused by impure water. All wells should be placed

at a distance from houses, so that percolation of sewage water

into them was impossible. A few yards of piping would admit

0/ pumps being fixed iu those parts of the premises where they

are most convenient. More attention ought to be given to

the ventilation of drains. Traps, as a rule, unless judiciously

placed, did a great deal more harm than good ; for if the drains

from a dwelling were effectually trapped from the point where

they leave the scullery and closets to the outlet, it was obvious

that the noxious gases which were engendered in the drains

would be driven by back-draught into the dwellings. This

might be obviated by the introduction here and there of venti-

lating tubes taken up the side of a building or wall so as to

escape clear of the dwelling and be carried off by the wind,

instead of lurking in the close yard and scullery. The intro-

duction of earth closets he had found by experience to be most

satisfactory. The earth acted as an absorbent as well as a

deodorizer, and if attention was paid to this, nuisances would

be materially diminished throughout the country.

Mr. Armstrong said that he had long taken the deepest

and warmest interest in the subject treated of in Mr. Sale's

paper, aud he well knew of the failings and the short-

comings of the several sanitary acts, which were confused and

complicated. An entire epitome of the several acts had been

publisiied for the urban sanitary districts, but for the rural

districts he was at a loss as to which Act he should go on and

where to begin. In the villages of his district he had not as

yet found that very much was required, as some of them were

satisfactorily drained, but iu others no attempt whatever was

made to drain. What he wished to obtain in the first instance

was the laying down of a system of arterial drains for each

village, into wliich branch drains could be fixed from the

liouses. The inspector of nuisances should inspect every house

in his district, and make a record as to all the villages, showing

the amount of ventilation, drainage, and water supply. This

would be most valuable, as it constituted a sort of doomsday

book to which the guardians could at all times refer for in-

formation, in order to act accordingly. It would be a dic-

tionary of the liDUses, by which they would be enabled to look

for the probability of typhoid fever breaking out, and take

steps in time for its prevention. He had much confidence in

providing a good main draiij for each village, and the houses

being connected therewith with branch drains would greatly

improve their sanitary condition, labourers' cottages especially

being in need of improvement. Many wells in villages were

of a most dangerous character, aud this was also the case with

numerous pumps, the waters of which being drunk by the in-

habitants caused many cases of sickness, illness, and even

death. He could mention some wells in villages near Bo-

roughbridge, the water of which was dangerous, and speaking

generally he must say that sinks placed near to wells, espe-

cially where the soil around was porous, was highly dangerous

to health. The inspection of their sanitary condition was a

matter that ought to be strictly carried out. He approved of

the dry earth and ash closet for villages, and considered water

closets objectionable. Ihe guardians were armed with great

powers, and if they carried them out firmly and fairly they would

see great sanitary improvements brought ajout in the villages

of the land.

The Chairman said that no doubt there were many nui-

sances in villages which needed abatement, as there were in-

stances of farm houses and farm premises being in a disgrace-

ful state. Tliat union was of a very wide character, and as a

rule the guardians were not good atteuders at the board meet-

ings. He, therefore, thought that it did not make much differ-

euce whether there was a large or a small committee, as in his

opinion the board of guardians had in reality not much to do

with the sanitary question. It was the officers of the union,

the medical man, and the inspector of nuisances, who were

the principal parties in the working of the Act. He believed

that the Act would be as well carried out in that union as in any

other;
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THE YORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
MEETING AT HARROGATE.

It would have been in far better taste if, as is usually

the case, the meeting of the county society had this

year merged into the great national demonstration in

Yorkshire ; and, iu fact, with such men as Mr. Booth,
Mr. Dent, and Mr. "Wells on the council of both these

Associations, it is not so easy to understand how the rule

was broken and a quasi opposition engendered. For,

not merely were the two shows announced to come off

within a few weeks,''aud at uo such long distance from
each other, but it had been industriously put about for some
time past that much greater things would be accom-
plished at Harrogate than had been attempted at Hull

:

all the best stock from the Royal ranks would be en-

countered by still better, Yorkshire was held in reserve

for the Yorkshire Society, and so forth. Of course this

was merely an absurd puff, or something worse, as there

were just over three hundred entries of cattle at Hull, and
just over one hundred at Harrogate; while there were
twice as many Shorthorns exhibited at Hull as at Harro-

gate, with some of the best, likeTelemachus and the first and
second heifers of the commended class, not sent on
from one meeting to the other. The sheep make
the comparison yet worse for Harrogate, where there

were 111 entries against 364 at Hull; and even

tried by pigs the Yorkshire was alike for " quality

and quantity," in a terrible minority. In horses, however,
the home show was stronger, as some fifty or sixty entries

in excess of Hull, although any second reading of the prize-

list depended rather on fresh judges than fresh entries, as

many of the winners here, like The Banker, The Jester,

The Showman, and Snowflake, were at Hull ; the show of

thorough-bred stallions at Harrogate suffering materially

from the absence of Dalesman. Any comparison, then, as

to the actual merits of the two meetings, that is as agricul-

tural expositions, would be simply ludicrous, neither was
the Yorkshire show by any means so extraordinary

when tested in other ways. With the horse as the hero

of the occasion the show-ring was too short, with a nasty

awkward turn at the bottom, which took all Mr. John
Booth's fine handling to get comfortably round ; while

the " Grand " stand was hot and over-topped, if afford-

ing but little shelter, and the business of judging tedi-

ously protracted. It would almost seem that the "nag"
bench was under orders to make the most of it, from the

helpless early-doomed animals upon which each man in

his turn had a mount ; and thus their work ran on into

the middle of the second day, by when, more properly,

the ring should have been given over to the cart and
coach horses. As it was these classes were appraised in

the wretched little Shorthorn paddock, which was quickly

surrounded eight or nine deep, so that it was next to im-
possible to do more than catch an occasional glimpse of

Honest Tom's handsome son, or, by jumping on to a

handy form, to command a bird's-eye view of the

indifferent young coach-horses, of which the harness

classes were mainly composed. Again, in the catalogue

an endeavour, not altogether an unsuccessful one, is

made to create some very needless confusion by number-
ing each horse twice over, with one figure denoting his

place in the class, and another in the general entry
;

thus, Silverhair 12—451, although the animal fortunately

only displays one of these insignia. It would surely be

quite as practical to telegraph 4, 5, I, in three separate

figures as 1, 2, and far more convenient. It is, further,

all against the exhibitors that no ofRcial prize list is pub-

lished, for the commendations never being announced at

the time are rarely kuown, and hence many a man loses
" a turn" to which he is entitled. It is, perhaps, the
more requisite to dwell upon such very pal])able defects

from an amusing assumption of perfection, and an alto-

gether Sir Oracle air which sweeps over a Yorkshire show-
ground, and fairly challauges criticism as to its conduct.
We have visited many a meeting of this Society a deal
better done by than that at Harrogate.
With Telemachus entered but not sent. Lord Irwin,

as undoubtedly the next best old bull about, succeeded
to the first prize; but the Warwickshire Earl, second
at Hull, was put out by Mr. Wiley's Earl of Derby,
an animal never noticed at the Royal meeting, and
no question the Oxfordshire bull is gradually dropping
into his proper place, as he can never win outright in
gooa company—a fact which people who cried him up last

season are at length coming to see. The Duke of Aosta,
the Cardiff and Hull winner, had virtually nothing to
beat but Cambridge Duke, both nice improving bulls, the
class running to three sent into the ring, with the third
nowhere at Hull. Red Knight was not entered amongst
the yearlings, where the Royal reading was followed to
the letter with Sir Arthur Ingram, Newbro', and Ben
Brace ; but the decision over the bull-calves was reversed,
the Duke of Genoa being put first and Lord Godolphin
second, as we thus wrote of the two at Hull : " The
winning calf, a son of Royal Windsor, is straight and
shallow, with a plain head, but very showy out ; while
Mr. Sharpley's, but for being wrong about his horn, is

really handsome." Moreover, they both prove well to
the hand, and yet we should not be inclined to consider
either as an animal of any remarkable promise, although
the judges here did, for they declared Duke of Genoa to
be " the best of all the Shorthorn bulls," and awarded
him the silver cup as a consequence. With Lord Irwin
in the ring, this was, no doubt, a very gallant decision,

but champion bull-calves, like First Fruits at Battersea,
and the Osbertou junior Senior- Optime next door here
at Wetherby, where they cast Commander-in-Chief,
rarely train on to do as much iu after life. The best
cow at Hull was put first again, and the sweetest cow at
Hull again never noticed, even in a class of four, with
Mr. Game's well-fed white second, and a coarse plain
red from Kettering third ; but Windsor's Bride is rather
" hard in her touch," or there is something against her
which altogether surpasseth show. The two-year- old
heifers were far below that capital class at Hull, not
one of the winners being sent on, but the first and second
here are both especially commendable for their quality,

while Lady Graceful is getting over-done, or she might
have been nearer. Verona thus won the companion cup
as the best cow or heifer. Lady Pigot's yearling, the Rose
of W^ythara, which ran the big cow so closely for the best
of all their sex at Gainsborough, being stiil the best of
her class, with the Panton Blooming Bride again second
to her, as at Hull ; as both these heifers are of admirable
quality, and if she does not get wrong behind The Rose
should ripen into a grand cow, the chief fear being that
•he should ripen too quickly. The two prize Shorthorn
heifer calves were far the best of their class at Hull, and
Mr. HoiTocks Miller's Ringlet the best of her class here, aa

if they do not make "too much of her" a nice shapely
heifer, with plenty of promise both for the herd and ring.

But we have always a fear about petting babies. There

P 2
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were a few entries of dairy stock, as illustrated by Ayr-

shires, Alderueys, and Yorkshires, of course.

About the only "crack" entered at Harrogate and not

at Hull was the West-Country horse, Palmerston, the best

at Plymouth, the champion at Alexandra Park, the cham-

pion hunter again at another Yorkshire show a few days

since, and the first here ; being, in fact, as a weight-

carrier, quite invincible. He looks none the worse for a

change of hands and air, but went away very gaily with

Mr. Booth, and must be bringing his purchase-money

back in premiums. Nevertheless, he encountered at Har-

rogate his most formidable opponent in Mr. Crossley's

Goldfinder, a really sweet bloodlike horse, good to stand

alongside, and better still to set going. He is, in truth,

a far more stylish nag than Palmerston, but he hardly

looked up to the 15 st. qualification, if declared to feel

quite strong enough under you ; and, so close a thing was

it between the two that, only on " a division" being called

did Palmerston win. A plain powerful mare from Scar-

borough was put third, and such cattle as Erie King,

Landscape, Spellahoe, and even Marmalade were very de-

cisively drafted, about the next best after the prizes, if not
indeed preferable to Belinda, being a very clever Irish

horse called Mainstay. To another class of five years old

and upwards was attached the absurd condition for a

meeting of any calibre that the entry has "never at any
show won a prize of the reputed value of ten pounds," or,

as somebody said, "take the lot through, would be never

likely to win a tenner." The class, however, was saved

by one really good horse, Mr. James Hall's Leotard 2nd,

a sou of Voltigeur out of a British Yeoman mare, and one

of the finest goei's ever extended in a show-ring. With
such breeding and action, Leotard should at live years

old be still growing into "a great horse," in the best

sense. of the word. The best-filled class was that of horses

up to 12 St., and here at length the best horse got into his

right place, as we have continually protested against The
Banker being put second or third to the animals taken
in preference. He was drawn a little finer here, and, what
with his bloodlike, true hunting character and delightfully

oily action, was altogether " the favourite," a cheer break-
ing out as the white ribbons were given to Mr. Hornby,
who handled his mount very nicely, the horse having
never been better shown. Of course The Banker beat

lots of horses who had previously beaten him, such as

The Raven and Amos Clark, first and second at Alexandra
Park, and Joe Bennett, the champion hunter at Hull,
though he does not look like a champion ; with some
others unnoticed in other classes. The great mystery of
all is how so recently as Hull Spellahoe could have taken
a prize and The Banker only a commendation when
shown together ; for, as we wrote at the time, " we
would rather have our old favourite. The Banker,
though a little back in his knees, than Joe Bennett or
half-a-dozen Spellahoes," and that Harrogate cheer con-
firms our opinion. The judges never even rode The
Kaven, and Sir George had his revenge by getting third
with his smart chesnut, who went better than at the
Alexandra meeting. A very taking mare, Mr. Slingsby's
The Wild Duck, looked to be " handy up ;" but in the
absence of anything official this is mere surmise. The
best three-year-old, as at Hull, where we spoke to his
merits, was The Showman, and then the judges looked
further afield, throwing out Prizetaker, of a rare, good
stamp, nevertheless, and Singleton, a horse who would
show a deal better if drawn a deal finer. The days for
mere "beef" are gone as we hope for ever, and the judges
emphatically pointed this principle by taking for their
second prize a great, raw animal, just caught up from
grass, and with a tail reaching down to his heels.
Cut off half his tail," was our first remark, met by a

ueiglibour with " Oh dear, no, sir, he will be turned out

again to-morrow." However, somebody knotted it up,

and Cavalier straightway showed a big, fine-framed,

good-boned colt, very likely to grow into money, and
none the worse for not having been forced. Still, it was
a bold bit of judging, considering the ripe and made
horses who stood alongside, and they followed it up with

a very nice sort for third, Court Card by King of Trumps,
who, however, went weak behind, though otherwise an im-

proviug colt. There were very short classes of fillies

;

but one two-year, three or four three-year-olds, and so

on to a larger class of four-year-olds, which we did not

see out ; the companion class of four-year-old geldings

creating a deal of interest, including, as it did, Marshal

MacMahon, Honeycomb, Ciiief Constable, Nobleman, and

The Jester. Of these, MacMahon went better than he

has for some time past, and, being a really handsome,

symmetrical horse to look over, the public went all for

him, the only danger being when the inspector got up for

a ride, and it threatened anything you like from pitch-

and-toss to manslaughter. This riding* business, as we
have before now ventured to hint, does occasionally verge

on absurdity.

The more we see of Chief Constable the less we like

him, he is such a common, under-bred beast until
" moved on," and then he does not go like going on.
" He looks to me. Captain," as a hard-riding Yorkshire

squire said to another hard-riding Lincoln man, " as if

he would sob his heart out in a quick thing over the

open ;" and The Chief Constable certainly Joes promise

better for a morning in the forest, where he could canter

round and round an oak tree, while the entry was busy

over a cub or two. All the judges had in turn a

ride on him, but not one of them made much of him ;

as, like the butcher's pony, who would not trot without

the tray on his withers, the Chief Constable re-

quires a Skipworth, father or son, to show him to ad-

vantage, and he should be sold ou this understanding.

However, he was put second, and Marshal MacMahon
third, with The Jester, " a very gentlemanly horse, but

with hind-leg action that threatens to put an end to all

society with hounds" as the first prize. Whereas, at Hull

Marshal MacMahon was first, and The Jester merely com-
mended, although the brown has also won at Doncaster,

llipon, Thirsk, and Berwick. Still, we go all with the

Royal reading as far as their first is concerned, but no

further, for Mr. Booth wickedly set Honeycomb going as

fast as he could go, and so his fate was sealc^d; Mr. Mus-
grave also losing his lead with the two-year-old Talis-

man, where Mr. Miller's Victor was also deposed, and

Lord Wenlock's couple of Nciitunus' colts exalted ; the

first, of quite the type of a modern hunter, rightly enough,

and the second with proportionately as little warranty for

his place, having a heavy, loaded, badly-turned neck,

with his head set very throaty into it, and looking as little

like fashioning into a nice riding horse as anything in the

class. Laughing Stock, Christmas Carol, and Sutt'olk was

the Cardiff award as closely as it could be over again, with

Mr. Nainby again in the ring ; although Suffolk has

beaten Laughing Stock before now ; while Christmas

Carol was by no means in show trim, his rough, dingy

coat coming in cm-ious contrast with the rich bronze tints

of his flash opponent. The Grand Master was fourth,

and Nine Elms and others once more volunteered for the

forlorn hope. In the brood mare class, Snowflake beat

Lady Derwent, as she did at Malton, and as she should

have done at Hull; while Jessie, the best hack mare at

the Royal meeting was beaten here by British Queen, only

third at Hull, as, in fact, the Harrogate Bench was con-

tinually correcting the readings of the higher Court. The
best roadster stallion, however, one Serenadcr, a horse of

fine old-fashioned stamp, if a little wanting in style, was

not at Hull, the Royal winner so far maintaining his
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rank at the head of the reniaiuder, scarcely one of which
had really hack action. With some it was all flash and
make-believe, while others went as short and feebly as old
posters, and the class was but indifferent. On the
other hand, the hacks and roadsters in work were dis-

tingnished by one quite delightful riding horse, a five-

year-old, fifteen-two chcsuut, set off by four white legs,

and looking as much like a hunter as a hack. With
beautifully true, cheerful action in his walk, trot, and
canter, fine temper, a nice mouth, of a good size, and with
everything good about him but his colour. Enterprise
won all the way, as he did at Doucaster and Gainsborough,
and was straightway in price at 300 gs., a noble duke and
Sir George Wombwell being amongst the customers. Of
the second, Lady Blocknow, we wrote when she was never
noticed at Hull, as " a good stepping, powerful hack,

which we must say we prefer to the second prize." Mr.
Hornsby won with another very clever one in the next
division, showing a little more breeding than they always
go for at Grantham, as this no doubt turned the scale

against the vulgar Miss Polly, to whom one of the judges
seemed to be inclined ; while the invincible pony from
the Castle Gate not only won the prize but the spurs for

his rider, or rather the rider won his spurs for himself, and
is so fast on the way to a knighthood.

It was next to impossible to see much of what was
going on in the cart and coach-horse ring, but a stolen

glance occasionally went to assure one that Honest Tom's
great, well-grown son had placed himself from the first,

and that the difficulty, by no means so easily solved, was
to find a second. The best cart mare was merely com-
mended at Hull, where she was well beaten by Mr.
Crowe's Flower, now the first of a three-year-old class,

with Honest Lass, despite her Leicester discomfiture,

again a good second. It would be well, indeed, that the

Midland men should explain more precisely that which
they require in a dray-horse. Is it a matter of mere
weight, and nothing more ? The entries in these classes,

as well as of carriage horses, were generally small ; while,

from what we did see, we should say the show of coachers

well warranted all the Lords' Committee has reported as

to the decline of this breed of animal in a country or little

kingdom where it once flourished so exceedingly.

The sheep show, so far as it went, was, more especially

in its best section, the Longwools, mainly an echo of

Hull ; where we thus wrote of the Leicesters :
" Very

noticeable in the sheep classes was the success of Mr.
Turner, who, since he has shifted over to Thorpelands

in Northamptonshire, has been coming very fast to the fore

with his Leicester flock, which in the shearling class was
within an ace of taking everything the judges thought fit

to give. Thus, he received the first and third prizes, and

all the commendations of the class ; while his well-drawn

ewes won in very good company, where Mr. Borton
and Mr. Hutchinson also showed some bloodlike sheep.

The best yearling ram, of true symmetry, is rather coarse

about his head—a point where the third prize also fails
;

but they are otherwise very taking sheep, if more to the eye

than the hand. Mr. Borton's second is firmer, as of

especially good quality; though he was nowhere at

Doncaster, where some of Mr. Hutchinson's smart

sheep, not distinguished here, were first, but they must
have gone back since, as they were very loose in their flesh.

Mr. Marris' two-shear ram is an especially grand, well

set-up and nicely sprung sheep, uniting size with style,

and he did great things, for Mr. Borton's second was second

in his class at Cardiff, and his third also third at Wol-
verhampton

;
performances which speak well for anything

put before them at Hull." The judges at Harrogate did

not indeed think so much of Mr. Turner's sheep, pro-

nouncing them light below, and they only took one prize in

the two ram classes ; while Mr. Marris' " especially grand,

well set-up and nicely sprung" old sheep was very pro*

perly pronounced the best of all the Leicesters. The
Duddiugs were still winning with their Royal Lincolns,

their three-shear, and the Branston three-shear, the best

ram at Gainsborough, having now in turn beaten each

other twice over. The remainder here is chiefly the Hull

prize-list over and over again. Amongst the Shropshires

Lord Chesham's people, who are not very clever at so

simple a business as making an entry, created some
confusion by sending a two-shear sheep into the shear-

ling class, and this ram being of course disqualified,

Mr. Baker's flock took the lion's share of the premiums;
the competition amongst the Shropshires not extending

further than Lord Wenlock, who did nothing, and a single

entry by Mr. Ashton from Chester. The pigs, for York-
shire, made a decidedly indifferent demonstration, many
of the best being no doubt farther North at Stirling

;

and the Duckerings took first and second for large boars

in the absence of any further competition. There were,

again, in all but three or four sows, although Lord
Ellesmere's best is a beauty ; while Peacock had abso-

lutely no competitor. The class of small sows was
better filled, but taken through we have seen far better

pigs at meetings of far less pretentions.

It has been continually intimated that were the Prize

System only abolished the great implement firms who pro-

pose its abolition would the more readily enter and exhibit

at the agricultural meetings. And the Yorkshire Society

having abolished the Prize System, a number of the lead-

ing manufacturers express their direct approval of such a

course by carefully keeping away. However, machinery in

motion was announced to be exhibited by Hornsby and

Sons, Clayton and Shuttleworth, Ransomes and Sims,

Marsden and Co., Head, Wrishtson, and Co., John
Robinson, Humphries, Eddington and Co., Coultas, and
Marshall, Son, and Co. ; while the general body of ex-

hibitors of implements included : Robinson, Coul-

tas, Hornsby and Sons, Ransomes, Sims, and Co.,

Carter and Co. (Seedsmen), Rendle, Richardson and
Co., Boulton and Co., Richardson and Co.,

AckrOl, Hollins, Taylor and Bulmer, Naylor and
Geldard, Myers, Turner, McKay, Jones, Cox,

Driffield Cake Co., Matthews, Sons and Co.,

Sanney, Richmond and Chandler, Picksley, Sims, and
Co., Hall, Maldon Iron Works Co. (Limited), Bushel,

Kearsley, Sherwood, Walter A. Wood, Eddington,

Wray and Son, Store, Mattison, Tong, Har-
rison, Snowden, Rainforth and Sons, Thornton and Co.,

Hill and Co., Lewis Ford and Co., Day, Son, and Hewitt,

Carson and Sons, Pickard, Davies, England, Wheeler
and Wilson, Muggleton, Singer Manufacturing Co.,

Bailey and Prey, Glover, Bates, Penney and Co., J. Wade,
Markall and Son, W. Wade, Hewson, Silvester,

Hopperton, Lee, Williams and Oliver, Lawson, Hilton and

Co., Mitchell, Lawrence and Co., Bainbridge, Lyon, Rim-
ington and Co., Bradford and Co., Wales and Sons, Win-
dover, Graham and Co., Pickering and Co., IIoul-

gate, Roberts, Croft, Howes and Son, Fowler

and Co., Morton and Co., William Smith, Boyall,

Inman, Matthews, and Pigott Brothers.

But implement shows without the stimulus of prizes

make but poor sport, and nowhere do the stands com-
mand less attention than at a great Yorkshire meeting.

It was the old story of when the horses are done with

the hounds begin, and " nobody ever comes near us."

As a novelty there was something in such a feature, but

in point of fact a hound show is about as much in place

at an agricultural gathering as a Polo Match or a Hurdle

Race ; and many of those mainly interested in the pro-

ceedings left on Wednesday afternoon. Moreover, there

is something rather cockneyfied, or perhaps smacking

more of the Circus in compelling the men to
'

' appear
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iu huntiug dress—the lenn proper liuutiug dress mean-

ing scarlet coat, white or drab breeches, top-boots, aud

huuting cap or hat"— scarlet coat and drab breeches, and

hunting caps with a fierce raid-day August sun blazing

away at this "proper dress"! But why not carry the

thing out and insist on the judges also appearing in

" proper hunting dress" ? The wisdom from time imme-

morial has been in the wig and the toga, and Lord Keste-

ven and Captain Williams might surely have been properly

apparelled, instead of disguising their " Leicester legs"

in long-sleeved breeches. Indeed, we are not quite so

sure but that any man who shows a hunting horse should

be in " proper huuting costume," and be instructed to

sing out Tally-ho ! and eu\ at him there ! when-

ever he got a prize. The whole business, in truth, looks

to be forced rather than a healthy growing plant, as

"A liuuting whip will be presented to the M. F. H.
bringing liounds the greatest distance to the show.

—

Every huntsman in charge of hounds, not receiving a

prize will be presented with a gratuity of £2, and a din-

ner," and so on. If the Council does not take care the

Yorkshire JgncuUural Society will soon need a new
title ; for Agriculture is here fast becoming but a very

secondary business.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Cattle : G. Drury, Holker Grange ; 11. Smith,

Esli Hall, Durham ; J. Wood, Ilarewood Hill, Darlington.

Sheet: 11. Johnson, Scawby, Jirigg ; C. Stephenson, Park
Farm, Woburn ; T. Harris, Stone Lane, Bromsgrove.

Pigs : E. Woods, Osberton, Worksop ; J. Lynn, Church
Farm, Stroxton, Grantliani ; J. K. Fowler, Willow Bank,
Aylesbury. Horses, Hu:<ters and Roadsters : J. B.

Booth, Killerby Hall, Catterick ; C. M. Nainby, Barnoldby,

Grimsby ; G. A. Grey, Milfield, Wooler. Coaching and
Agricultural Horses: J. Martin, Waiufleel, Boston;
J. Hutcliinson, Manor House, Catterick ; B. Spraggou,

Nafferton, Stocksfield-on-Tyne. Horse Shoeing : R.

Dunford, Bramham, Tadcaster ; J. Fryer, Fleetham,
Bedale.

CATTLE.
shorthorns.

Balls above three years old.— First prize, £25, W. Linton,

Sheriff Hutton, York (Lord Irwin) ; second, £10, S.Wiley,
Brandsby, Easiagwold (Earl of Derby II.) ; third, £5, G.
Game, Churchill Heath, Chipping Norton, Oxou (Earl of
Warwickshire III.),

Bulls above two and not exceeding three years old.—First

prize, £20, K. H. Browne, Bank House, Aeklington (Duke of
Aosta) ; second, £10, S. J. Sharp, 13roughton, Kettering
(Cambridge Duke V.) ; third, £5, J. Gooldeu, Clay House,
Hale, Altrincham (The Young Panton Srjuire).

Bulls above one aud not exceeding two years old.—First
prize, ^25, W. Linton, Sheriff Hutton, York (Sir Arthur
Ingram) ; second, £10, Sir G. O. Womb well, Bart., New-
burgh Park, Easingwold (Newbro' IV.) ; third, £5, J. Meadows,
Thorneville, Wexford, Ireland (Ben Brace).

Bull-calves above five and not exceeding twelve months old.

—First prize, £15, H. Sharpley, Acthorpe, Louth (Duke of
Genoa) ; second, £10, J. Outhwaite, Bainesse, Catterick
(Lord Godolphin); third, £5, Lady Pigot, Banches Paik,
Newmarket (Rapid Rhone).
Cows above three years old, in calf or milk.—First prize,

£25, J. Outhwaite (Vivandiere) ; second, £10, G. Game
(Princess Alexandra) ; third, £5, J. J. Sharp, Broughton,
Kettering (Cambridge, Julia IX.).

Heifers not exceeding three years old, in calf or milk.

—

First prize, £30, F. J. S. Foljambe, M.P., Osberton Hall,
Worksop (Lingard); second, £10, A. H. Browne (Oxford
Beauty) ; third, £5, G. Game (Partridge).

Heifers not exceeding two years old.—First prize, £20,
Lady Tigot (Rose of Wytham) ; second, £10, Messrs. Dud-
ding, Panton House, Wragby (Blooming Bride) ; third, £5,
1. ±1. Hutchmson, Manor House, Catterick (Lady Playful).

Heifer-calves above five and not exceeding twelve months
old.-First prize, £15, T. H. Miller, Singleton, Poulton-le-
Jiylde, Lancashire (Ringlet IV.) ; second, £10, Sir G. O.

Wombwell (Cerito II.) ; third, £5, T, H. Hutchinson (Lady

Alicia).

A silver cup, value £80, for the best Shorthorn bull in the

show.—H. Sharpley (Duke of Genoa).

A silver cup, value £30, for the best Shorthorn cow or

heifer in the show.—J. Outhwaite (Vivandiere).

DAIRY cattle.

Cow for dairy purposes.—First prize, £10, T. Statter, Stand

Hall, Whitfield, Manchester; second, £5, T. Statter (Ayr-

shires).

Alderney, Jersey, or Guernsey, cow or heifer, in calf or

milk.—First prize, £10, A.Hall, Vine House, Cleckheaton

(Alderney); second, £5, J. Brown, Rossington Hall, Bawtry

(Alderney).

SHEEP.
LEICESTERS.

Shearling rams.—First prize, £20, G.Turner, juu., Thorpe-

lands, Northampton ; second, £10, J. Borton, Barton House,

Barton-le-Street ; third, £5, W. Brown, Highgale House,

Holme, York.

Aged rams.—First prize, £15, T. Marris, The Chase,

Ulceby, Lincolnshire ; second, £7, J. Borton; third, £3, J.

Borton.

Pens of five shearling gimmers.—First prize, £15, G. Turner,

jun. ; second, £7, T. II. Hutchinson ; third, £3, J. Borton.

A cup, value 5 gs., for the best Leicester ram.—T. Marris.

LINCOLNS.
Shearling rams.—First prize, £15, Messrs. Budding ; second,

^7, Messrs. Dudding ; third, £3, E. J. Howard, Nocton Rise,

Nocton, Lincoln.

Aged rams.—First prize, £10, Messrs. Dudding ; second,

£5, W. F. Marshall, Brauston Villa, Lincoln.

Pens of five shearling gimmers.—First prize, £10, J. Byron,

Kirby Green, Sleaibrd ; second, £5, W. Heseltine, Beaumont
Cote, Barton-on-Humber.

SHROI'SIIIRE DOWNS.
Shearling rams.—First prize, £16, W. Baker, Moor Barns,

Atherstoue ; second, £7, Lord Chesham ; third, £3, W. Baker.

Aged rams.—First prize, £10, T. Marris ; second, £5, W.
Baker.

Pens of five shearling gimmers.—First prize, £10, Lord
Chesham ; second, £5, W. Baker.

15LACKFACED MOUNTAIN.
Rams of any age.—First prize, £10, J. Medd, Bransdale,

Kirbyinoorside ; second, £5, B. Dobson, Ilkley.

Pens of five breeding evves, with lambs sucking.—Prize,

£5, B. Dobson.
PIGS.

(Twelve months old and upwards.)

Boars of large breed.—First prize, £5, 11. E. Duckering,

Northorpe, Kirton Lindsey ; second, £2, R. E. Duckering.

Sows of large breed.—First prize, £5, Earl of EUesmere,
Worsley Hall, Manchester (Lancashire Witch) ; second, £2,
R. E. Duckering.

Boars of small breed.—Prize, £5, Earl of EUesmere (Pea-

cock).

Sows of small breed.—First prize, £5, Earl of EUesmere
(Queen of the West) ; second, £2, W. Sweeting, Goldsborough,

Knaresborough (Moss Rose).

Boars of black or Berkshire breed.—First prize, £5, C.R.N.
Beswicke-Royds (Indian Chief) ; second, £2, W. Holmes,
Jackson-street, Groves, York (Black Sam).
Sows of black or Berkshire breed.—Prize, £3, C. R. N.

Beswicke-Rojds (Topsy).

Boars of any breed not qualified to compete in other classes.

—First prize, £5, Earl of EUesmere (Duke of Lancaster)
;

second, £2, Earl of EUesmere (Pretender).

Sows of any breed not qualified to compete in other classes.

—First prize, £5, Earl of EUesmere (Grand Duchess) ; second,

£2, J. Blake, Warthill, York.

(Not exceeding twelve months old.)

Boars of large breed.—First prize, £,o, C. R. N. Beswicke-

Royds (Charles) ; second, £2, J. Garbutt, South Cave,

Brough (Major).

Sows of large breed.—First prize, £5, W. Holmes, Jackson,

Street, Groves, York (White Rose) ; second, £3, R. E. Duck-
ering.

Boars of small breed.—First prize, £5, [Earl of EUesmere
(XL) ; second, £2, Earl of Ellasmere (Prince IT.).
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Sows of small breed.—First prize, £5, R. E. Duckeriug

;

second, £2, T. Hanuam, Beckitt Street, Burmautofts, Leeds
(Julia).

Boars of black or Berkshire breed.—First prize, £5, Lord
Wetilock, Eserick I'ark, York (Cliancellor) ; second, £3, Ijord

WValock (llero).

^ Sows of black or Berkshire breed.—First prize, £5, J.

Kuowles, Wethcrby House, Wetherby (Nigger Girl) ; second,

£3, R. E. Diickering.

Peu of three store pigs of any breed, from four to nine
months old.—First prize, £5, K. E. Duckering ; second, £3,
Earl of EUesmerc.

HORSES.
Thoroughbred stallions for getting weight-carrying liunters.

—First prize, £50, J. Moffatt, Kirkliuton Park, Carlisle

(Laughingstock) ; second, 620, J. Rees, L?mb Inn, Llan-
boridy. South Wales (Christmas Carol) ; third, £10, W. T.
Sharpe, Bauraber Park, Homcastle (Suifolk).

Hunting brood mare, with foal.—First prize, £25, J. F.

Leigliton, Osgodby, Scarborough (Snowfluke) ; second, £10,
B. and E. Hornby, Flotniinby, Gantou, York (Lady Derwent)

;

third, £5, B. Spraggon, Natferton, Stocksfield-on-Tyne

(Jess). Cup.—Suowflake's foal; second, Mr. Holdswortli's

Braseuose's foal.

Two years old bunting gelding.—Prize, £15, Lord Wen-
lock ; second, £5, Lord Wenlock, Escrick-park, York.
Two years old hunting filly.—First prize, £10, J, Turner,

Sickling Hall, Wetherby, Fanny.

Three-year-old lumtinij gellings.—First prize, £20, B.
Joiinson, Frodiuiihain Bridsie, Hull (Showman) ; second, £10,
M. Kearney, Tlie F'ord-Lancliester, Durham (Cavalier) ; third'

£5, R. S. Aspinall, Standon Hall, Clitheroe (Court Caid).

Three-year-old hunting fillies.— First prize, £15, 11. Good-
lass, Willerby, Gantou, York (Seabreeze) ; second, £5, J. II.

Webster, Thrintofr Park, Northallerton (Lady Cass).

Four-year-old hnntins geldings.—First prize, £25, T. H.
Hutchinson, Manor House, Catterick (Jester) ; second, £10,
T. H. D. Bayly, Edwiustowe House, Ollerton (Chief Con-
stable) ; third, £5, J. Goodliif, George Hotel, Huntingdon
(Marshal McMrthnu).

Four-year-old liuuting mares.—First prize, £20, A. Wilson,

Kirby Ella, Hull (i\liss Ayton) ; sec.md, £10, C. Hose, i\Iar-

ket Hill. Maltou (Countess) ; third, £5, J. S. Dnyrell, West
Ayton, York (Hesperus).

Five-year-old hunting geldings or raares, that have never at

any show won a prize ot the reputed value of £10.—First

prize, £25, J. Hall, Searbnrouffh, Beverley (Leotard) ; second,

£10, J. Fearon, Corkickle, Whitehaven (Waverley) ; third,

£5, W. Stephenson, Cottingham, Hull (My Lord).

Hunting geldings or mares, five years old and upwards, and
up to 15 stone, with hounds.— First prize, £50, H. Jewison,
Raisthorpe, York (Palmerston) ; second, £20, H. Crossley,

Broomfteld, Halifax (Goldfinder) ; third, £10, R. Chaplin,

Scarborough (Belinda).

HuiiliJig geldings or mares, five years old and upvvards, up
to not less than 12 stone, with houuds.—First prize, £20, W.
Armstrong, Watts Field, Kendall (The Banker) ; second, £10,
R. Brunton, Marton, Bliddlesbrough (Joe Bennett) ; third,

£5, Sir G. O. Wombwell, Bart., Newburgh Park (Amos Clark)

.

Roadster stallions.—First prize, £10, J. and H. Cockshot,

Cringles, Silsden, Leeds (Serenader) ; second, £5, R. Cowton,
Great Kelk, Lowthorpe, HuH. (Lord Stanley).

Roadster brood mare, with foal.—First prize, £10, F. Cook,
Thixendale, York (British Queen); second, £5, R. William-

son, Sunny Bank, Ripon (Jessie).

Hackney or roadster from four to eight years old, up to 15
stone.—First prize, £25, W. Little, Willoughton, Kirton

Liudsey (Knterprise) ; second, £10, R. Smith, Goodmanham,
Market Weighton (Lady Bolckhow).
Hackney or roadster from four to eight years old, up to 12

stone.—First prize, £15, P. Hornsby, 9, Castlegate, Gran-
tham (Silverhair) ; second, £10, W. Stephenson, Cottingham,

Hull (Princess).

Pony from four to eight years old, not leas than 1 2j, and
not exceeding 14|^ hands high.—First prize, £10, W. H.
Blackman, Foggathorpe, Howden (Fairy) ; second, £5, W. M.
Ulrome, Lowthorpe, Hull (Mignionette).

Pony, any age, not over 12j hands, suitable for children, to

be ridden by boys under 16 years old.—First prize, £10, J.

Hornsby, Castlegate House, Grantham (Little Wonder) ; .

second, £5, F. Mosey, 138, North-street, Leeds (Cherry).

Best rider in this class.—First prize, pair of spurs, Master

Hornsby, who rode the winner ; second, a riding whip. Master

Suiitiison, Malton.
Coaching stallion.—First prize, £'10, G. Holmes, Bar-

house, Beverley (Whaleboue) ; second, £5, J. Beckett, York
(Palestine).

Agricultural stallion.—First prize, £20, T. Greenwood, Cal-

verley-bridge, Rodley, Leeds (Young Honest Toin) ; second,

£10, A. Bell, Iloughton-lc-Spriug, Durham (Glasgow Geordie)
;

third, £5, J. Close, Kettelsing Head, Ripley (Young Derby-
shire Champion).

Coaching mare with foal at foot.—First prize, £20, Mr.
Robinson, Glass-house, llawkeswell, Bedale (Princess)

;

second, £10, J, Reader, Beacon F'arm, Holme, York (Bonny).

Agricultural brood mare, with foal.—First prize, £25, T.

Appleyard, jun., Wistow Lordship, Selby, Jewel; second, £10,
R. Watsou, Maltby-house, Stockton-on-Tees (Highland
Lassie) ; third, £5, T. Makiu, Fairburn, South Milford

(Fanny).

Two years old gelding or filly for agricultural purposes.—
First prize, £10, T. Appleyard, jun., Wistow Lordship, Selby

(Blossom) ; second, £5, J. Cliapman, Thorpe-hill, Whixley,
York (Star).

Three years old gelding or filly for agricultural purposes.—
Fir.st prize, 15, E. Crowe, Denver, Downham-inarket (Flower)

;

second, £7, H Purser, Willington Manor, Bedford, Honest
Lass ; third, £3, R. Hugginson, Steetou-hall, South Millord

(Greta).

I'our years old gelding or filly for agricultural purposes.

—

First prize, £10, G. Wood, Hayfields, Doncaster (Violet).

Two years old coaching geluiug.— First prize, £10, H. Pet-

tinger, Hollinjis-grove, Easiugwold ; second, £5, L. Maufield,

Thirkleby Barugli, Thirsk.

Two years old coaching filly.— First prize, £7 W. A. Wood,
Suttou on-the-Forest, Easingwold (Lavinia) ; second, £3, R.
Exley. Valley Fleld-hou^^e, Bradford \Kitt\).

Tiiree years old co;iciiin-.i gelding-.—First prize, £15, J.

Johnson, Brigham, Driffield (Carbineer and AlcGregor); second,

£5, J Johnson.
Three years old C'lachiiiiT filly.— I'lrst ijrize, £10, C. Lao-

caster, Lafly Field, .Northallerton ; second, £5, J. Kirov,

Burton-fields, Stamtbrd-brKljje, Yot-k.

FOXli^JUNDS.
JODGE.S.—Lord Kesteven, Ca^ewuiK, Stamford ; Cipt. Percy

Williams, B.irinby Moor, Retford; Junu Waiker, Higligate

Cottage, Wrexlia 11.

Unentered hound.—First prize, £15, J. Coupland, master
of the Quorn (Rattler) ; the huiiisiuiu, T. Firr, £5. Second,

£5. the Earl of Coventry (Hainnler) ; huntNmm, £3
Two couple of hounds, no hound being older than a seven-

seasoned iiunter—First prize, £10, Viscouut Galway, master
of the Grove (Plunder, Armourer, Tomboy, and Barsuet)

;

huntsman, J. Morgan, £3. Second, £5, the Earl of Eglinton
(Castor, Furrier, Lincoln, and Gambler) ; huutsmau, G.
Cox, £2.

Stallion hound, not less than a two-season hunter.—Prize,
£5, Viscouut Galway (Tomboy) ; huntsman, J. Morgan, £2.

Unentered hound, pupped since the 1st of December, 1871.

—First prize, £15, Viscount Galway (Rupture) ; huntsman,
J. Mortcau, £5. Second, £5, Lord Coventry (Dahlia) ; hunts-

man, £3.

Two couples of entered hounds, no hound being older thaa
a seven-season hunter.—First prize, £10, the Earl of Yar-
borough, master of the Brocklestou (Glory, Heedless, Name-
sake, and Linnet) ; huntsman, Nimrod Long, £3. Second,

£5, Viscount Galway (Bounty, Tragedy, Captive, and Spin-

ster) ; huntsman, J. Morgan, £2.

Brood bitch.—Prize, £5, the Earl of Yarborough (Gaiety)
;

huntsman, Nimrod Long, £2.

A champion cup, value 12 guineas, for the best hound.

—J- Coupland (Rattler) ; huntsman, T. Firr, a whip and a

hunting knife.

A hunting whip to the Earl of Eglinton as the master of

hounds bringing hounds from, the greatest distance to the

show.
SHOEING SMITHS.

Skill in shoeing horses for the road—namely, the making
of new shoes from old iron, the dressing of the feet of the

animals to be shod, and properly fitting the shoes on,—First
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prize, £5, T. Mason, Whixley (time 46 niiautes) ; second, £3,

J. York, Malton (time 67 minutes) ; third, £2, J. Ellis, Har-

rogate (time 60 minutes),

THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE COUNCIL
was held on the ground oa Tuesday, Mr. J. D. Dent, M.P.,

President of the Society, in the chair ; when the Council re-

ceived deputations from towns wishing; to have a visit Iromthe

Societv next year—one from Rotherhara, and the other from

Sheffield. The Council almost unanimously resolved that the

Society should meet at Sheffield in 187-t.

Colonel Gutter hrought to the notice of the members the

want of facilities on the North-Easteru Railway for the car-

riage of cattle. The company would not let cattle travel in

horse-boxes, notwithstanding the fact that they were willing

to deal liberally. They would only allow them to travel by

ordinary cattle trucks, whereas other Companies gave the

necessary facilities. If they were sending away a small pig

worth 30s., they would have to take lialf a truck to put it in.

He suggested that something should be done by the Council

to bring the matter under the notice of the directors.

The Hon. George Lascelles quite concurred in the re-

marks made by Colonel Gunter, and, as an instance of the

cost of removing cattle from one place to another, mentioned

that he could himself travel to some places first-class at a

cheaper rate thau the railway would convey a pig.

Mr. Booth said that less facilities were afforded in this dis-

trict by the North-Easteru for the carriage of cattle than

existed in any other part of the country.

The President suggested the appointment of a deputation

from the Society to wait upon the directors, in order to bring

the matter under their notice ; and, acting on this suggestion,

the President, Lord Wenlock, the Hon. G. Lascelles, Colonel

Gunter, and Mr. Booth were appointed the deputation.

THE HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND.

MEETING AT STIRLING.

If the Shorthorn entries were more nutnerous on this

occasion, the general excellence of the animals in some of

the classes, notably the aged bulls, was barely equal to

that of last year. There were no bulls in the aged class

this year like Royal Windsor and Lord Irwin, the pair of

whites who swept the Royal English and Highland So-

ciety's yards last year. Mr. Coulsou's champion bull,

bred by Mr. JMarshall, was good, while the thrce-year-olJ

from Sandhole, Fraserburgh, was bred at Sittyton, as

was also Mr. Scott's third. This animal got the cup at

the Banffshire show lately, but stood only third at Aber-

deen last week ; while the two bulls before him on the

latter occasion were not entered here. The two-year-old

bulls formed not only a very large but a good class. Mr.
Lambert's Heather-bred Lad, the winner, was champion
of the younger class at Kelso last year. The Keir

second is descended from the famous Butterfly tribe.

The I^ppermill bull was bred by Mr. Marr from the

Highland champion bull Heir of Englishman. Amongst
the cows Jlr. Browne's well-known Primrose again put

in an appearance ; while a roan three-year-old from Keir

Mains found the cow class rather more difficult to win in

than those for two-year-old heifers and yearlings, in

which at Kelso and at Perth she had headed the

list. A three-year-old roaii from lier Majesty the

Queen's Shaw Farm, Windsor, was comparatively early

out of the race, as were also several well-known prize-

winning animals. Mr. Mitchell, Auchnagathle, headed
the list of two-year-old heifers with Hawthorn, out of

Lady Forbes, a lucky showyard cow, and after a Keir
bull. Mr. Mitchell's heifer was second at Kelso last

year, first the same season at Aberdeen, Garioch, and
Alford, and first at Aberdeen and Afford this year. The
fact of Mr. Outhwaite's third-prize roan taking similar

honours at the recent show at Hull materially enhances
the value of the class. A roan heifer entered in the

Queen's name, and commended at Hull, has triumphed
over a considerable number of yearlings ; and a red of Mr.
Browne's, second, is from the Towneley herd. The
Polled Angus, or Aberdeen breed has for several
years back been perhaps the best represented in the
cattle department at the Highland Society's shows; as
this year, at any rate, it is clearly entitled to such dis-

tinction
; while the Galloways were also good, and the

Ayrshires perhaps the best ever seen at the Highland
Society's show, although there may have been a larger
entry at Glasgow. In almost every class the quality
was beyond the average. The Highlanders have been
on some former occasions characterised by more hair

and horn—distinguishing points in the breed—if not by

greater numbers. The display of fat or cross stock at

the Highland Society's meetings is invariably inferior.

Of farm horses there was, with the exception of the

two-year-old fillies, scarcely a bad class. The place of

honour was given to former prize stallions, of which two
had been forwarded for the medium gold medal. These

are Black Prince, the victor at Perth, now owned by Mr.

T. Statter, Stand Hall, Manchester, and the Kelso hero

Prince of Wales, bought by Mr. Lawrence Drew, Merry-

ton, from Mr. D. Riddell for a thousand guineas. There

were no fewer than twenty-three stallions foaled before

1870 ; and nearly two-score three-year-old entire colts

competed for the premiums. Yearling colts were a capital

class, backed by a fine collection of mares with foal at

foot. The hunters and roadsters were in every way
moderate ; and only four thorough-bred stallions were

paraded.

Of sheep the Cheviots come first in order, and

the display of this variety has certainly never been

excelled ; while the best Border Leicesters, shown by the

breeder, Mr. Forster, were successful at the Royal

English show. Many sheep appeared in the classes for

long-woolled other than Leicesters, from Woolmet,

Whithhall, the Royal Agricultural College Farm, Ciren-

cester, Tinwald, Downs, and elsewhere. Mr. Wilkin

and Mr. Irving divided the honours for ewes and

gimmers with what are termed "improved Lincolns" of

their owm rearing. Of English Leicesters there are not

very many, and Mr. Hutchinson, Catterick, secured the

lion's share of the honours. The Prince of Wales was

more fortunate with the Southdowns from Sandringham

than his Royal Highness was with the same animals at

the Hull show ; as the Prince was twice second, missing

the first prize in each case, which went to his Norfolk

neighbour, Mr. Colman.

Of pigs there was an unusually large show. Not the

least remarkable feature in this department is the partial

restoration of the Duckerings to their wonted place. In

the large breeds the Messrs. Duckering, Beswicke-

Royd, and John Wheeler and Son carry the principal

prizes. The Queen sent two pigs, but did not get into

the prize-list.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Cattle, Shorthorns : J. Culshaw, Towneley

Park, Burnley ; H. C. P. Gell, Hopton Hall, Wirksworth

;

J. Whyte, Little Clinterty, Blackburn, Aberdeen. Polled
Angus : J. Collie, Elgin ; T. Ferguson, Kinnochtry, Cou-
par Angus ; G. P. Boynds, Keith Hall, Inverurie. Gallo-
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WAYS: J. Graham, Sliaw, Lockerbie; J. Grierson, Kirk-
laud Haugli, Urr, Dalbeattie ; A. C. Pagan, Innerp;eldie,

Comrie, Crietl". Ayrsiiires: R. Giitlirie, Crossburn, Troon;
R. M'Kcaii, Lumlock, Jiishopbrigfcs ; J. Waugli, St. Jolin's

Kirk, Biggar. Highland : J. Janliue, Kiliunau, Tintry,

Stirling ; A. Maciloaald, Balranald, Loelimaddy ; J.

M'Lauelilau, frenich, Foss, Pitloclirie. Fat Stock and
Extra Sections of Sheep: J. Bell, 173, Argyle-street,

Glasgow ; J. Wilson, 146, George-street, l<;dinburgii ; A.
Young, Keir Mams,|Dunblane. Hor-es—Draught Stal-
lions AND Colts : K,. Wilson, Durn, Perth ; R. Murdoch,
Hallside, Cainbuslang

; J. Coubrough, Blairtuiumoch, Len-
iiostown. Draught Mares and Fillies : J. Young,
Fulwood, Paisley ; W. Park, Dalmuir, Duntoclier ; W.
Lang, Lochmill, Milton of Caiupsie. Hunters, Road-
sters, and Ponies: W. Ford, Hardengreen, Dalkeith;
A. Gillon, Wallhouse, Bathgate; G. Stodart, 80, West
Nile-street, Glasgow. Sheep—Cheviots ; J. Jardiue, Ark-
leton, Langholm ; R. Patersou, Birthwood, Biggar ; J.

Robson, Byruess, Otterburn. Blackfaced : J. Craig,

Craigdarroch, Now Cumnock ; R. Elhot, Laigwood, Dun-
keld ; D. M'lntyre, Tigh-na- Blair, Comrie, Crieff. Border
Leicesiers : J. Dickinson, Beniersyde Cottage, St. Bos-

well's ; A. Smith; Stevenson Maius, Haddington; J.

Usher, Stodrig, Kelso. JjEIcesters and other Long-
wools : J. Bell, Scalehill, Penrith ; G. H. Sanday, Holme
Pierrepoint, Nottuigham ; J. Tophara, The llemploe, Wel-
ford, Rugby. SouthuoWns, Shropshires, and other
Short-wools : W. Borthwick, Monkenny, Whitehaven

;

R. H. Masfeu, Pendeford, Wolverhampton ; J. Skirving,

Luffuess Mains, Drem, Pigs : T. D. Finlay, Easterhill,

Glasgow ; J. Graham, Parcelstown, Longtown; G. Harvey,

AVhittiugham Mains, Prestonkirk. Poultry : R. Teebay,

Fulwood, Preston ; J. Wilson, Wester Covvden, Dalkeith.

Implements: J. W. Hunter, Tluirstou; D. Stevenson,

C.E., Edinburgh ; Professor Wilson, Edinburgh; J. Gib-

sou, Woolmet, Dalkeitli ; T. Mylue, Niddrie Maius, Liher-

tou ; J. Munro, Fairnington, Kelso ; P. B Swinton, Holyn
Bank, Gifford ; T. R. B. Leslie,: Melville, Cartwright, Mel-

ville House, Ladybauk.

CATTLE.
shorthorns.

Bull calved before 1st January 1871.—First prize, R. Coul-

8on, Coastley, Hexham ; second, S. Stewart, Sandhole, Fraser-

burgh ; third, W. Scott, Glendronach, Huntly ; fourth, Sir

W. S. Maxwell, of Keir, Bart., Dunblane.

Bull calved after 1st January 1871.—First prize, W. Lam-
bert, Elrington Hall, Haydon Bridge ; second, R. Stark,

Camelon House, Falkirk ; third. Sir W. S. Maxwell; fourth,

W. S. Marr, Upper Mill, Tarves.

Bull calved after 1st January, 1872.—First prize, A. Bu-
chanan, Whitehouse, Stirling ; second, W. S. Marr; third, J_

Christie, Baukend, Stirling; fourth, W. Lambert.

Cow of any age.—First prize, A. H. Browne, Bank House,

Acklington ; second. Sir W. S. Maxwell ; third, Duke of

Buccleuch and Queensberry, K.G., Dalkeith Park, Dalkeith
;

fourth, A. H. Browne.
Heifer calved after 1st January, 1871.—First prize, W. A.

Mitchell, Auclinagathe, W^hitehouse, Aberdeen ; second, W.
S. Iklarr; third, J. Outhwaite, Baiuess, Catterick ; fourth,

Her Majesty the Queen.

Heifer calved after 1st January, 1872,—First prize, Her
Majesty the Queen ; second, A. H. Browne ; third, W. S.

Marr ; fourth, VV. Lambert.

polled ANGUS OK ABERDEEN.
First prize bulls at former shows.—Perth, 1871, when tiie

property of the present exhibitor—Sir G. M. Grant, of Ballin-

dalloch, Bart., Ballindallocli ; Kelso, 1872, when the property

of the present exhibitor—Sir T. Gladstone, of Fascjue, Bart.,

Laurencekirk.

Bull calved before 1st January, 1871.—First prize, T. L. M.
Cartwright, Melville House, Ladybauk ; second, G. Brown,

Westerton, Fochabers ; third, R. Walker, Montbletton, Banff;

fourth. Earl of Fife, K.T., Duff House, Banff.

Bull calved after 1st January, 1871.—First prize, A. Bowie,

Mains of Kelly, Arbroath ; second. Sir G. M. Grant; third,

W. D. Fordyce, M.P., Brucklay Castle, Aberdeen ; fourth, A.
Paterson, Mulben, Keith.

Bull calved after 1st January, 1872.—First prize, Earl of

Fife ; second, W. J. Tayler, Rothiemay House, Huntly ; third,

J. Scott, Easter Tulloch, Sloueha\LU ; fourth, W. M'Combie,

M.P., Tillyfour, Aberdeen.

First prize cow at former shows.—Perth, 1871, when the

property of the present exhibitor—Sir G. M. Grant ; Kelso,

1873, when the property of the present exhibitor—W.
M'Combie, M.P.
Cow of any age.—First prize. Sir G. M. Grant; second.

Earl of Fife ; third, R. Walker ; fourth, Marquis of Huntly,

Aboyne Castle, Aboyue.
Heifer calved after 1st January, 1871.—First prize,' J. W.

Taylor ; second, W. M'Combie, M.P. ; third. Earl of Fife ;

fourth, Sir G. M. Grant.

Heifer calved after 1st January, 1S72.—First prize, W.
M'Combie, Easter Skene, Skene, Aberdeenshire; second, W.
M'Combie, M.P. ; third and fourth. Earl of Fife.

GALLOWAYS.
First prize bulls at former shows.—Perth, 1871, when the

property of the present exhibitor—J. Graham, Parcelstown,

Longtown.
Bull calved before 1st January, 1871.—First prize, J. Cun-

ningham, Tarbreoch, Dalbeattie ; second, R. Jardine, M.P.,

Castlemilk, Lockerbie ; third, R. Hyslop, Denton Hall, Low
Row, Carlisle ; fourth, J. S. and A. Nivison, Lairdlaugh, Dal-

beattie.

Bull calved after 1st January, 1871.—First prize, Duke of

Buccleuch and Queensberry; second, M. Clark, Culmain,
Crocketford, Dumfries.

Bull calved after 1st January, 1872.—First prize, G. Gra-
ham, Cubby hill, Longtown ; second, J. J. Patterson, Balgray,

Lockerbie; third, D. Hardie, Priestlaugh, Hawick.
First prize cows at former shows.—Perth, 1871, when the

property of J. Cunningham—Duke of Buccleuch and Queens-

berry.

Cow of any age.—First and second prizes, Duke of Buc-
cleuch and Queensberry ; third, J. Cunningham; fourth, Duke
of Buccleuch and Queensberry.

Heifer calved alter 1st January, 1871.—First prize, Duke
of Buccleugh and Queensberry ; second, J. Cunningham

;

third, Duke of Buccleuch and Queensberry ; fourth, J. Gra-

ham.
Heifer calved after 1st January, 1872.—First and second

prizes, J. Cunningham ; third and fourth, W. and J. Shennan,

Balig, Kircudbright.

AYRSHIRES.
First prize bulls at former shows.—Perth, 1871, when the

property of J. Wilson, Boghall, Houston—D. C. Willison,

Dalpeddar, Sanquhar ; Kelso, 1873, when the property of the

present exhibitor—Sir M. R. S. Stewart, of Ardgowan, Bart.

Bull calved before 1st January, 1871.—First prize, T. Bal-

lantyne, Netherton, East Kilbride ; second, W. Young, Water-
bank, Carnnock ; third, J. Anderson, Smithstow, Kilsyth

;

fourth. Sir M. R. S. Stewart.

Bull calved after 1st January, 1871.—First prize, D. Ken,
Bucklyvie ; second, D. Young, Auchenrivoch, Kilsyth ; thiri.

Sir M. R. S. Stewart ; fourth, W. Craig, Crutherland, East

Killbride.

Bull calved after Ist January, 1873.—First prize, L. Drew,
Merryton, Hamilton ; second, J. Fleming, Meadowbank Cot-

tage, Strathaven ; third, T. Ballantyne ; fourth, J.Mitchell,

Cam, Mearns.
Cow in milk of any age.—First prize, R. Wilson, Forehouse,

Kilbarchan ; second, J. Fleming; third, L. Drew; fourth,

Duchess Dowager of Athole, Dunkeld.
First prize cows at former shows.—Perth, 1871, when in

milk, and the property of G. Dunlop, Castle farm, Stewarton

—Duke of Buccleuch and Queensberry ; Kelso, 1872, when
in milk, and the property of J. Meikle, Seafield, Bathgate

—

J. M. Martin, Auchentroe, Cardross ; Kelso, 1872, when in

calf, and the property of the present exhibitor—J. M.
Martin.

Cow in calf of any age, or heifer in calf, calved before 1st

January, 1871.—First prize, J. Stewart, Buruside Cottage,

Strathaven ; second, J. F'leming ; third, R. Wilson j fourth,

G, Pender, Drurabeck, Kilsyth.

Heifer calved alter 1st January, 1871.—First prize, G.
Pender ; second, Duke of Buccleuch and Queensberry ; third,

D. Flerhing, Avon Mills, Hamilton ; fourth, Duke of Buc-
cleuch and Queensberry.

Heifer calved after 1st January, 1872.—First prize, Duke
of Buccleuch and Queensberry ; second, G. Pender ; third, D,
Tweedie, Castle Crawford, Abington ; fourth, J. Stewart.
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HIGHLAND.

I'irst prize bulls at former shows.—Pertli, 1871, when the

property of the present exhibitor—J. Stewart, Duutulm, Por-

tree ; Kelso, 1872, when the property of the present exhibitor

Hon. Lady Blenzies, Rannoch Lodfce, Pitlochrie.

Bull calved before 1st January, 1870.—Prize, D. M'Intyre,

Tighnablair, Comrie.

Bull calved after 1st January, 1870.— First prize, Repre-

sentatives of the late R. Peter, Urlar, Aberfeldy ; second,

Duke of Athole, K.T.; third, A. S. Stevenson, Auclienneilau,

Ford, Lochgilphead.

Bull calved after 1st January, 1871.—First prize, J. Stew-

art ; second, Duke of Athole ; third, D. M'Laren, Corry-

olirone, Callander; fourth, Earl of Seafield, Castle Grant,

Grantown.
First prize cov/ at former shows.—Perth, 1871, when the

property of the present exhibitor—Duke of Athole; Kelso,

1872, when the property of the present exhibitor—J.Stewart,

Duutulm, Portree.

Cow of any age.—First and second prizes, J. Stewart

;

tliird, Duke of Athole ; fourth, lion. Lady Meuzies.

Heifers calved after 1st January, 1870.—First prize, J.

Stewart; second and third, Duke of Athole; fourtli, Repre-

sentatives of the late R. Peter.

Heifer calved after 1st January, 1871.—First prize, Duke
of Athole; second and third. Earl of Seafied ; fourth, J.

Stewart.

FAT STOCK.

Shorthorn ox, calved after 1st January, 1870.—Prize, R. H.
Harris, Earuhill, Forres.

Shorthorn ox, calved after 1st January, 1871.—First prize,

R. Bruce, Newton of Struthers, Forres ; second, Sir W. G. G.

Cumming, Bart., Altyre, Forres.

Hijfhlaud ox, calved after 1st January, 1869.—First prize,

Sir W. G. G. Cumraiug ; secoud and third, C. Morsou, Islay,

Bridgend, Islay ; fourth, Lady John Scott, Spottiswoode,

Lauder.

Highland ox, calved after 1st January, 1870.—First prize,

Sir W. G. G. Gumming; secoud, G. S. Home, Druraraond,

Blair-Drummond, Stirling ; third. Earl of Seafield ; fourth,

G. S. H. Drummond.
Ox of any other pure or cross breed, calved after 1st Janu-

ary, 1870.—First prize, R. H. Harris ; second, G. Dowuie,

Balcomie, Crail ; third, J. Gordon, Cluuy Castle, Aberdeen

;

fourtli, G. Downie.
Ox ot any other pure or cross breed, calved after 1st Janu-

ary, 1871.—First prize, Sir W. G. G. Curaraing ; second and

third, R. Husband, Gellet, Dunfermliue.

Cross-bred heifer, calved after 1st January, 1870.—Prize,

M. Edwards, Hilton, Alloa.

Cross-bred heifer, calved after Ist January, 1871.—First

prize, W. A. Mitchell , secoud, B. Wright, Dowhill, Girvan
;

third, R. Bruce, Newton of Struthers; fourth, J. M'Dougall,
Goodlyburn, Perth.

Extra Stock.—Alderney, highly commended : Sir J.

Marjoribanks, Bart., Lees, Colstream. Kerry, commended :

C. Brinsley, Marlay, Belvedere House, Mullingar (bull).

Highly commended ; C. Brinsley, Marlay. Commended ; C.
Brinsley.

HORSES.
FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES.

First prize stallions at former shows.—Perth, 1871, when
the property of P. M'Robbie, Sunnyside, Abberdeen—T. Stat-

ter, Stand Hall, Whitefield, Manchester; Kelso, 1872, when
the property of D. Riddell, Killbowie, Duntocher—L. Drew.

Stallions foaled bsfore 1st January, 1870.—First prize, A.
Galbraith, Croy Cunningham, Killearn; second, S. Clark,

Manswrae, Bridge of Weir ; third, P. Crawford, Dumgoyack,
Strathblane.

Entire colts, foaled after 1st January, 1870.—First prize,

R. M'Kean, Lumloch, Bishopbriggs ; second, D. Riddell

;

third, D. Riddell; fourth, P. Crawford.
Eutire colts, foaled after 1st January, 1871.—First prize,

P. Crawford ; second, A. Yuill, Cathedral-street, Glasgow

;

third, R. Andrew, Allans, Paisley; fourth, J. Kerr, Lochend,
liibirnie.

Eutire colts, foaled after 1st January, 1873.—First prize,
S. Clark, Manswrae, Bridge of Weir ; second, Sir W. S. Max-
well

; third, R. Weir, Brownhill, Carnwath ; fourth, P. Craw-
ford.

Mares, with foal at foot, foaled before 1st January, 1870.—

First prize, G. Knox, Poluoon Lodge, Eaglesham, Renfrew-
shire ; second, L. Drew ; third, D. Riddell ; fourth, W. A.
M'Lauchlan, Auchentroig, Balfron.

First prize mares at former shows, Kelso, 1873, when with

foal at foot, and the property of the present exhibitor.—Prise,

R. M. Buchanan, Livingston Mill, Mid-Calder.

Mares, in foal, foaled before 1st January, 1870.—First

prize, Sir W. S. Maxwell ; second, R. Stark, Canielon House,
Falkirk ; third and fourth, L. Drew.

Fillies foaled after 1st January, 1870.—First prize, A. John-
ston, Lochburn, Maryhill; second, D. Riddell; thiid, G.
Knox ; fourth. Sir W- S. Maxwell.

Fillies foaled after 1st January, 1871.—First prize, W.
Craig, Craig Villa, New Cumnock ; second, Sir W. S. Max-
well ; third, L. Drew ; fourth, 11. M. Buchanan.

Fillies foaled after 1st January, 1872.—First prize, W. H.
Hardie, Borrowstowu Mains, Linlithgow ; second, Earl of

Stratlimore, Glamis Castle, Glarais ; third, J. M'Nab, Burn-
side, Menstrie , fourth, L. Drew.

Draught geldings foaled after 1st January, 1870.—First

prize, R- M'Kean ; second, A. Graham, Blackwater, Kilmal-

colm ; third, T. Leishman, Meiklewood, Gargunnock ; fourth,

J. Love, East Quay-laue, Greenock.

Draught geldings foaled after 1st January, 1871.—First

prize, R. Weir, Brownhill, Carnwath ; second, P. Turner,

Mannerston, Linlithgow ; third, D. Buchanan, Garscadden

Maiu», New Kilpatrick.

HUNTERS AND ROADSTERS.
Brood mares, suitable for field, in foal or with foal at foot,

foaled before 1st Jan., 1809.—First prize, J. Stewart, Heatli-

field, Irviue; secoud, G. Beveridire, Kirktown, Auchertool,

Kirkcaldy ; third, R. Stark, Kirkcaldy.

Yeld mares or geldings, suitable for field, foaled before 1st

January, 1809.—First prize, J. Hutcliinson, Royal Terrace,

Edinburgh ; second, G. Roualdson, Linwood, Paisley ; third,

D. Annan, The Torr, Moouzie, Cupar-Fife.

Mares or gi-ldings, suitable for field, foaled after 1st Janu-

ary, 1809.—First prize, J. Thonnpsoii, BaiUieknowe, Kelso
;

secoud, Capt. J. G. Urquhart, Velore, Linlithgow ; third, J.

Walker, Hillhead, St. Andrews ; fourth, R. Wilson, Kingseat,

Dunfermline.

Mares or geldings, suitable for field, foaled after 1st Janu-
ary, 1870.—First prize, J. W. J. Patersou, Terrona, Lang-
holm ; second, C. Berwick, Stravitliy Mill, St. Andrews

;

third, W. Bartholomew, Auchtertool Distillery, Auchtertool

;

fourth, C. Hunter, East Pilmore, Longforgan.

Mares or geldings, suitable for carriage, foaled before 1st

January, 1870.—First and second prizes, J. Hendrie, Scots-

toun House, Glasgow; third, J. T. Hutchinson.

PONIES.
Mares or geldings between 13 and 14 hands high.—First

prize, T. Wyse, High-street, Falkirk; second, P, Panton,

Edenbank, Kelso ; third, T. Bernard, Holme House, Had-
dington; fourth. Dowager Duchess of Athole.

Mares or geldings, 13 bauds and under.—First prize, J.

Kippen, Blairlogie, Stirling ; second, T. Wyse ; third, Sir W.
S. Maxwell.

EXTRA HORSES.
Thoroughbred stallions.—Very highly commended: J.

Houldsworth, Coltness, Wishaw. Highly commended : J. F.

Clarke, Cowgask, Auchterarder.

Highland stallions.—Very highly commended : Duke of

Athole. Highly commended: L. Campbell, Baliskate, To-

bermorey.

Half-bred mare—Highly commended : R. Buist, West
Lauriston-place, Edinburgh.

SHEEP.
CHEVIOTS.

Tups, above one shear.—First prize, J. Brydon, jun., Holm
of Dalquhairn, Galloway ; second, T. Elliott, Hindhope, Jed-

burgh ; third, J. Archibald, Gleugelt, Lauder; fourth, J.

Brydon, Kinnelhead, Moffat.

Dinmont or shearling tups.—First prize, J. A. Johnstone,

Archbank, Moffat; second, T. Elliott; third, J. A. John-

stone ; fourth, T. Elliott.

Pens of five ewes, above one shear.—J. Brydon, KinneU

head, Moffat ; second, T. Elliott ; third, T. Welsh, Ericstane,

Moffat ; fourth, Sir G. G. Montgomery, Bart., M.P., Stan-

hope, Stobo.

Lambs,—First prize, J. Brydon ; second, T. Welsli.
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Pens of five sliearling ewes or gimiuers.—First pri?.e, 'I'.

Elliot ; second, T. Welsh ; third, T. Elliott ; fourth, W. Moffat,

Kiiileitii, Currie.

BLACKFACE!).
Tups, above one shear.—Eirst prize, J. Archibald, Over-

sliiels. Stow; second, J. Archibald; third, J. Greenshields,

West Town, Lesraahagow; fourth, D. Foyer, Knowhead,
Campsie.
Dinmoat or shearling tups.—First prize, J. Greeushields

;

second, J. Archibald ; tliird, D. Foyer ; fouith, J. Archibald.

Pens of five ewes, above one shear,—First prize, J. Archi-

bald ; second, D. M'Laren, Corrychrone, Callander; third, D.
Tweedie, Castle Crawford, Abington ; fourth, 11. Buchanan,
Killearn.

Pens of five shearling ewes or giraraers.—First prize, J.

Archibald ; fecond, J. Archibald ; third, J. Hamilton, Lesma-
ht,gow ; fourth, A. and J. Macuaughton, Kerrumore, Glen-
lyon, Aberfeldy.

BORBER LEICESTERS.
Tups, above one shear.—First prize, T. Forster, jun.,

Ellingham, Chathill ; second, J. Clark, Oldhamstocks Blains,

Cockburnspath ; third, T. Forster, jun. ; fourth, J. Lees, Mar-
vingston, Haddington.
Diumont or shearling tups.—First prize, J. Lees ; second,

A. V. Hope, Bordlands, Noblehouse ; third, J. Clark ; fourth,

Marquis of Tweeddale, K.T., Yester, Haddington.

Pens of five ewes, above one shear.—First prize, J. Nisbet,

Larabdon, Greenlaw, Berwick ; second, G. Laing, Wark, Cold-

stream ; third, J. Fleming, Carmuirs, Falkirk ; fourth, Duke
of Buccleuch and Queensberry.

Pens of five shearling ewes or gimmerg.—First prize, J.

Lees; second, W. Purves, Linton Burnfoot, Kelso ; third, J.

Fleming, Carmuirs, Falkirk ; fourth, C. Lyall, Old Montrose,

Montrose.

LONG-AVOOLLED OTIIEP. THAN LEICESTEllS AND BORDER
LEICESTERS.

Tups, above one shear.—First prize, J. B. Irving, V\'hile

Hill, Lockerbie ; second, J. Wheeler and Sons, Long Conip-

ton, Shipston-on-Stour ; third, J. Wilson, AVoolmet, Dal-

keith ; fourth, T. Wilkin, Tinwald Dov.ns, Dumfries.

Diumout or shearling tups.—First prize. College Farm,
Cirencester; second, T. Wilkin ; third, J. B.Irving; fourth.

College Farm, Cirencester.

Pens of five ewes, above one shear.—First prize, T. Wilkin
;

second, J. B. Irving; third, J. Gibson ; fourth, T. Wilkin.

Pens of five shearling ewes or giraraers.—First prize, J. B.
Irving; second and third, T. Wilkin ; fourth, J. B. Irving.

LEICESTERS.
Tups of any age.—First and second prizes, T. H. Hutchin-

son, Manor House, Catterick ; third and fourth, E. Suther-

land, Tannachie House, Fochabers.

Pens of five ewes, of any age, or giramers.—First and
second prizes, T. H. Hutchinson ; third, E. Sutherland

;

fourth, T. Smith, Powrie, Dundee.
SOUTIIDOWNS.

Tups of any age.—First prize, J. J. Colman, Easton Lodge
Farm, Norwich ; second, the Prince of Wales; third, J. J.

Colman ; fourth, the Prince of Wales.

Pens of five ewes of any age, or giramers.—First prize, J. J.

Colman ; second, the Prince of Wales.

SHROfSIIIRES.

Tups of any age.—First, second, and fourth prizes. Earl of

Strathmore ; third. Lord Polwarth, Humble, Upper Keith.

Pen of five ewes of any age, or gimraers.—First prize. Earl

Strathmore; second, J. Walker, Hillhead, St. Andrews; third

and fourth, Lord Polwarth.

EXTRA SECTIONS.
Pens of five Cheviot wethers not above three shear.—Prize,

D. Welsh, Tilly toghi Us, Fettercairn.

Pensi of five blackl'aced wethers not above three shear.

—

First prize, D. Welsh, Tillytoghills, Fettercairn ; second, T.
Roy, Tullylixmb, Perth.

Pens of five greyfaced hoggs not above one shear.—Prize

L. Dalgleish, Dalbeath, Brankston Grange, Culross.

Extra Sheep.—Blackfaced—Commended, Lady Menzies.

Shropshire—Minor silver medal, J. Walker, Hilhead, St.

Andrews.
PIGS.

Boars, large breed.—First prize, fi. E. Dnckering, Northope,
Kirton Lindsey; second, C. R. N., Neswicke-Royds, Pyke
House, Littleborough, Manchester ; third. R. E, Du^kering

;

fourth, J. Wheeler and Sons, Long Compton, Shipston-on-

Stour.

Boars, small breed.—First prize, J. Wheeler and Sons;

second and third,^ C. R. N. Beswicke-Royds ; fourth, R. E.

Dnckering.
Sows, lai-ge breed.—First prize, C. R. N. Beswicke-Roj ds ;

second, 11. E. Dnckering ; third, J. Wheeler and Sons ; fourth,

J. Moir and Son, Gartlidee, Aberdeen.
Sows, small breed.—First prize, J. Wheeler and Sons >

second, 11. E. Duckering; tliird, C. R. N. Beswicke-Royds

;

fourth, J. Alexander, Drum Mains, Kilsyth.

Pens of three pigs, not above eight months old, large

breed.—First and second prizes, R. E. Duckering ; third

J. Kay, Hill Farm, Gargnnnock ; fourth, College Farm,
Cirencester.

Pens of three pigs, not above eight months old, small breed.

—First prize, R. E. Duckering ; second, J. Wheeler and Sons
;

third, G. Mangles, Great Giveudale ,llipon ; fourth, C. R. N.
Beswicke-Royds.
Extra Stock.— Highly commended, C. R. N. Beswicke-

Royds.

IMPLEMENTS.
Silver medals to J. and F. Howard, Britannia Ironworks,

Bedford, for collection of ploughs, harrows, and reapers ; W.
N. Nicholson and Sou, Trent Ironworks, Newark-on-Trent,

for collection of haymaking machines, rakes, and chafFcutters ;

Saiiiuelson and Co., Britannia Works, Banbury, for collection

of selfrakiug reapers ; John Unite, Edgeware-road, London,
for square tent, Alpine tent, and collection of horsecloths,

aprons, and flags ; Walter A. Wood, 77, Upper Thames-
street, London, for reaping machines ; Gibson and Tait,

Baiufield Ironworks, Edinburgh, for collection of ornamental

iron gates, fences, and ornamental wirework; Harrison,

M'Gregor, and Co., Albion Foundry, Leigh, Manchester, for

three two-horse mowing machines and three two-horse com-
bined machines; James Howorth, Victoria Works, Farn-

wortli, Bolton, for collection of ventilators ; Thomas Hunter,

Implement Works, Maybole, for two patent turnip thinners
;

Alexander Jack and Sons, Maybole, for drill plough, invented

by P. Wilson, Woodliall, Peebles, and collection of reaping

machines and ploughs ; Lindsay and Anderson, Lilliehill

Fireclay W^orks, Dunlerraline, for collection of fireclay stable

fittings, sewer pipes, and ornamental fireclay goods ; G. W.
Murray and Co., Bauft" Foundry, Banlf, for collection of

double furrow ploughs, thrashing machines, grubbers, and
rakes ; J. Pirie and Co., Kinmundy, Longside, Aberdeenshire,

for collection of double furrow ploughs, grubbers, and seed

harrows ; lledpath and Co., Roxburgh-street, Kelso, for col-

lection of sewing machines ; Ben Reid Co., Bon Accord
Works, Aberdeen, for collection of patent disc corn and seed

drills, sewing machines, rakes, and harrows ; George Sellar

and Son, Huntley, for collection of double furrow ploughs
;

Thomas Sherrift" and Co., West Barns, Dunbar, for two-row

turnip and mangold sowing machines, and collection of lever

corn drills ; Robey and Co. (Limited), Perseverance Iron

Works, Lincoln, for patent iron framed thrashing and finish-

ing machine ; and Wilson, M'Lay, and Co., 87, St. Vincent-

street, Glasgo, for two rock-boring machines made by Craven

Brothers.

Medium silver medals to A. Jenkinson, 10, Princes'-street,

Edinburgh, for collection of natural fern decorations for win-

dows, conservatories, drawing rooms, rustic and garden flower-

vases, table decorations for fruit and flowers, and assortment

of glass of his own manufacture—china, Englisli and French;

William Lincolne, 77, John-street, Glasgow, and Ludgate

Hill, London, for collection of pulley blocks, hand hoists, belt

fasteners, and watchman's watchers ; Macule and Baird, Stir-

ling, for small hand-punch and rail-puncher, invented by

Robert Baird ; Mrs. Paterson, 38, Union-street, Dundee, for

collection of seed potatoes ; Thomas and Taylor, Salford, for

washing machines ; Thornton, Currie, and Co., 78, Princes'-

street, Edinburgh, for collection of waterproof stack-covers,

horse-loin-covers, machine belting, rubber hose, mats, and
driving aprons ; Richard Bickerton and Sons, Berwick-on-

Tweed, for Excelsior Excelled self-delivery reaper and Little

Wonder reaper ; Kemp, Murray, and Nicholson, Stirling, for

collection of Waverley reapers and mowers. North British

reapers, horse rakes, harrows, ploughs, rollers, turnip slicers,

and chaff cutters ; Kimball and Morton, Glasgow, for Over-

head sack- sewing machine ; Lillie and Elder, Berwick-on-
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Tweed, for Imperial reapers and mowers, and Buck-eye reaper

and mower ; Picksley, Sims, and Co., Leigh, for heavy com-
bined mower and reaper 4 feet 6 inclies cut, another of the

same macliines with fore carriage, another with 5 feet cut, a

combined light mower and reaper, and for collection ; Rich-

mond and Chandler, Salford, for chaff cutters ; George Tliom-

son, Stirling, for a sanitary ambulance omnibus with sliding

bed for patient and seats for attendant, and for collection

;

George Anderson, Westwood, Stirling, for collection of

ploughs ; \Vm. Bain and Co., Lochrin Iron Works, Edinburgli,

for collection of wrougiit-iron gates, wickets, hurdles, flower-

stands, and wire-work ; W. S. iJoulton and Co., Norwicli, for

collection of conservatories and plant preservers ; Brigham and
Co., Berwick-on-Tweed, for patent drill roller; Joim Doe,
Errol, for patent horse rake, made by Ransome, Sims, and
Head ; John Gregory, VVestal, South Shields, for single-horse

reaping machine ; David Halley, Ruthvenside, Auchterarder,

for two-horse swing plough ; llaughtou and Thomson, Carlisle,

for self-acting jiorse hay rake, witii steel main axle; Wm. II.

Kirkwood, Dalkeith, for Norwegian harrow ; G. and W. Por-

teous, Haddington, for combined reaping and mowing ma-
chine; Edwin Sherwood, Bedale, tor two-horse and one-horse
reaper; Stuart and Co., modellers and plasterers, 8, Thomas-
street, Edinburgh, for collection of grooved stable-flooring,

flooring for barns and kitchens, as also foot pavement, artificial

stone castings, and decorations for housebuildings; John
Fowler and Co., Edinburgh and Leeds, for six-horse power
traction engine, with water-lift, fitted with deferential steel

gear or jack-in-the-box ; Henry Rowland, Jlarsden, Leeds, for

stone breaker, with screening apparatus and cubing jaw for

breaking road-metal without fracturing the piece.

Minor silver medals to Robert Adams, 4, Rutland-place,
Edinburgh, for collection of farm fire engines, wasiiing and
wringing macliines, and mangles; Thomas Bradford and Co.,

Cathedral-steps, Manciiester, for collection of washing ma-
chines, mangling machines, wringers and churns ; Dobbie and
Forbes, 92, Mitchell-street, Glasgow, for portable 15-gallou

boiler (enamelled), portable boiler, 22-gallons (galvanised),

and portable boiler, 30 gallons, on wheels ; W. and H. M.
Qoulding (Limited), North Wall, Dublin, and Glen Corto, for

produce grown with Goulding's manure ; Grahim and Morton,

King-street, Stirling, for collection of garden chairs, fencing
wire, stabling fittings, and weighing machine ; William Haw-
ley (of Miuton, Hollius, and Co.), tile manufacturers, 27, Fre-
derick-street, Edinburgh, for collection of slabs, ornamental
and Magolica tiles ; John Hislop, Goatfield Coachworks, Had-
dington,,and 13, Antigua-street, Edinburgh, for Asht'ord car,

with springs attached to shafts to carry off horse motion
;

Virtue and Ferguson, 14, Murray-place, Stirling, for collection

of fire ranges, grates, and Toutone patent churns ; Butters

Brothers, 26, Renfield-street, Glasgow, for patent triple-action

steam pump, with verticle boiler complete, made by Wilson
;

l\[arquis Brothers, Bon-Accord Works, Glasgow, for 12-inch
direct acting centrifugal pumping engine, 3,000 gallons per

minute, and portable centrifugal pumping engine, 300 gallons

per minute ; James Dickson and Sons, 32, Hanover-street,

Edinburgli, for collection of seeds and plants ; R. T. Mackin-
tosh, 12, Melbourne-place, Edinburgh, for collection of agri-

cultural and horticultural seeds and variegated ornamental
shrubs.

For several years past it has been the practice of the judges,

by instruction of the general committee, to make a selection of

tlie newest and most approved implements for trial. The trial

is conducted under the supervision of the local committee, and
medals according as new practical judges awards are given to

the successful competitors. The following implements have
been selected for trial this season ; J. and F. Howard, Bedford,
International reaper and European reaper ; Samuelson and
Co., Banbury, royal self-raking reaper; Walter A. Wood,
London, champion reaper, iron-frame mower, combined mower
and reaper, one-horse reaper, mutual delivery ; Kemp, Murray,
and Nicholson, Stirling, combined drill and potato-raising

plough—Corbet's patent; James P. Cathcart, Edinburgh and
Ayr, potato raiser, made by Corbett and Peele ; Thomas
Hunter, Maybole, potato diggers ; William H. Kirkwood,
Dalkeith, potato lifter ; A. and J. Main and Co., Glasgow,
" Challenge" potato digger, made by Corbett ; T. Pirie and
Co., Kinmunday, heavy-land cultivator ; Thomas Wright,
Perth, potato-planting machine, made by William Dewar,
Kellar, Dundee ; Robert Willacy, Peuworthara Priory, Preston,

cart fitted with patent manure spreader; Peter Winton, Fal-
kirk, potato digger.

HEREFORDSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT HEREFORD.

Owing to the interventiou of Mr. G. G. Tomblings,
agent to Colonel Feilden, of Dulas Court, Pontrilas, and
a well-known stock breeder, the members of the Society
decided to hold the show in the month of August instead
of October, while it was deemed advisable to introduce
fresh measures which should be more consonant with the
existing conditions than those which had held good in the
past Accordingly special prizes were also arranged for at

the instigation of Mr. Tomblings, who was mainly instru-

mental in securing the offer of one of £50 for the best
horned beast of any breed ; another of £20 for the best

pen or lot of sheep in the yard ; and a third, a cup, valued
at £10,'for the best cow or heifer exhibited of the Hereford
breed. The result cannot be said to have belied the
expectations of the supporters of the change. The number
of entries has been a fair average one, the road has been
laid open to competition between the white faces and their
near neighbours the Shorthorns, and the introduction of
the Cotswold breed among the sheep has added much to
the importance of that department, as at the same time it

has served to make the exhibition of general as well as of
local interest. Taking the show for all in all, Mr. Tomb-
lings must be congratulated upou the success which has
attended the movement which he set on foot, in the face
of a somewhat determined opposition in certain quarters.
This year the entries of animals number 211 ; and the
value of the prizes is £397, or nearly double what it was

six years ago, Thus the importance of the show will be

seen to have greatly increased in that period in several

respects, and though the various entries on this occasion

may not have been quite so numerous as they were last

year, the value of the awards was greatly increased, only

£293 having been offered last year.

As regards Hereford cattle, the breeding cows were

undoubtedly the best entry in the yard ; and Mr.
Rogers obtained all the chief honours of the day in the

cattle classes ; as it may be somewhat mortifying to some
of the local stock-breeders to find an exhibitor from an

adjoining county wresting the laurels upou their own
ground. Mrs. S. Edwards, of Leominster, should be

classed next as a successful prize-taker in this section of

the show. Mr. P. Turner, of Pembridge, of course

succeeded in taking the premier award, with his

handsome pair of heifers. The bulls were but an average

lot. The Shorthorns, in point of numbers, were of course

completely swamped by the local breed. Mr. R. Stratton,

of Newport, was the leading prize-taker in this class, two

first prizes being awarded to him, one in the bull, cow, and

offspring class, and another for the best yearling bull ; and

Mr. J. Pulley, Lower Eaton, took the remaining prize for

the best heifer. In the extra stock were Mr. J. Stratton's

heifei Euphcemia, and the still more famous Mary Ann,

winner at the two great national shows, exhibited by Mr.
Oriel Viveash, of Swindon.
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There was a graud innovation apparent in tlie Sheep
classes this time in the introduction of the Cotswolds, and
altogether this department was well filled. Mr. J. Pulley

carried almost all before him with his Shropshire Downs,
all the first prizes falling to his share excepting one, which
was awarded to Mr. B. Tanner, of Dorrington, Salop.

The Ryelands were also a very fair collection, and Mr. G.

Wallis, of FarriugdoHjtook two prizes with his well-known
Oxfords.

The show of horses and ponies was, numerically speak-

ing at least, superior to those which have preceded it.

Mr. H. Taylor, of Holmer House, took the prize

in the class for stallions best calculated to produce

good hunters, but there was no competition. The ad-

judicators had a knotty point in deciding as to the rela-

tive merits of the cart stallions, and in the end it is not

too much to say that vox popnli was agaiust their de-

cision. In the first place the premier prize was awarded

to Air. John Pitt, of "Westfield, for an animal that, to

outward appearances, was more of the true " cart horse"

breed than that to which the prize finally fell. Mr. Bar-

ling, the veterinary referee, having been called in to

arbitrate on a certain point, the judges transferred the

award to Mr. D. Brassington, of Leominster, who showed

a two-year-old stallion of fine build, yet of rather more
refined character than the animals with which he was

contrasted. Some further sensation was made by a dis-

appointed exhibitor, who before now has taken upon him-

self to write privately to the judges because—they did not

give his horse a prize ! The exhibition of pigs was

but of limited extent, and of cider and perry " there was

some very bad but a great deal very good." The implements,

or more properly, general exhibitois included: Day, Son, and

Hewitt, Dorset-street, London ; The Herefordshire Ma-
nure Company ; B. C. Tipper, Agricultural Chemical

Works, Balsall Heath, Birmingham ; J. H. Day and Sons,

Crewe; S. Crump; Cadle and Co., Gloucester ; Proctor,

Cathay, Bristol ; Kell, Ross; AlexanderandLoveridge, Leo-

minster ; E. Humphries, Pcrshore ; Perkins and Bellamy,

Ross ; and Morgan, Hereford.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.

—

Herefords: J. W. James, Mappowder, Bland,

ford, Dorset ; J. Taylor, Stausbatcli, Stauatou-upon-Arrow.
Shorthorns, Cattle, Sueep, and Pios: Captain Win

-

nail, Ross ; J. Ilartlaud, Preston Court, Ledbury. Horses :

E. Woodhouse, Worcester; E. Hughes, Lady Court, Shob-
don. Cider and Perry: J. Bosley and E. J. Lewis,

Breinton. Referee for Horses : J. Bosley.

HEREFORDS.
Bull, cow, and offspring.—First prize, £10, Sarah Edwards,

Wintercott, Leominster (Wiuter-de-Cote, Lovely 2nd, and

calf) ; second, £7, T. J, Carnardine, Stockton Bury, Lpo-
ininster (De Cote, Regina, and Rodney) ; third, £3, W.Tudge,
Adforton, Leintwardine (Sir Roger, Clarice, and calf). Higlily

commended : W^ Taylor, Showle Court, Ledbury.

Bull, calved on or after the 1st July, 1872.—First prize,

£10, H. N. Edwards, Broadward, Leominster (Concord) ; se-

cond, £5, S.Edwards (Student); third, £2, H.N.Edwards
(Alfred). Highly commended: H. N. Edwards (Arthur);

W. Taylor, Ledbury.

Bull, calved on or after the 1st July, 1871.—First prize, £5,
Sarah Edwards (Magnet) ; second, £3, H. J. Bailey, Rosedale,

Tenbury (Kmg of the Dale). Highly commended: R. Tan-
ner, Frodesley, Dorrington.

Bull, calved previous to the 1st July, 1871-—First prize,

£5, J. E. Spencer, Llancadle, Cowbridge, Glamorganshire
(Von Moltke) ; second, £3, P. Turner, The Leen, Pembridge.
Highly commended : D. J. Powell, Broullys Court, Talgatli.

Tenant farmers' lots of beasts of tlie sapre sex.—No entry.

Pair of heifers, calved on or after the 1st July, 1872.

—

Eirst prize, £5, Rev. A. Clive, Whitfield, Hereford ; second,

£3, J. H. Arkwriglit, Hampton Court, Leominster.

Pair of heifers, calved on or after the 1st July, 1871.

—

Prize, £5, P. Turner.

Pair of steers, calved on or after the Ist July, 1872.—
Prize, £5, W. Taylor, Ledbury.

Pair of steers, calved on or after the Ist July, 1871.—
No entry.

Pair of steers, calved on or after the Ist July, 1870.—
No entry.

Lot of breeding cows or heifers, not under three years old,

that have had a calf within sis months, or shall be in calf at

the time of showing ; the occupier of not exceeding 100 acres

to show two beasts ; 150 acres to show three beasts ; 200

acres, to shovv four beasts ; and in the same proportion for

every additional 50 acres, up to 500 acres.— First prize, £10,

T. Rogers, Coxall, Brampton Brian (10 breeding cows) ; se-

cond, £5, T. Roberts, Lawton Bu'V, Pembridge (-i cows).

Commended : J. Morris, Town House, Madley (10 cows).

Breeding cow in calf or in milk.—Prize, £5, T. Rogers,

Coxall, Bucknell, Salop.

Best horned beast of any breed.— Prizes, £50 and £10, T.

Rogers. Commended : R. Tanner ; J. H. Arkwriglit (Hampton
Beauty).

Heifer in calf or in milk.—Prize, £5, T. Rogers ; also,

special prize cup, value £10, for the best cow or heifer exlii-

bited of the Hereford breed.—Commended : Rev. A. Clive

(Vesta and Silver).

SHORTHORNS.
Bull, cow, and ort'spring—Prize, £10, R. Stratton, The

Duifryn, Newport (James 1st, Claribel, and Claribean).

Bull, calved on or after the 1st July, 1872.—Prize, £10,
R. Stratton (Gipsy King). Commended: 0. Viveash, Berwick
Bassett, Swindon.

Heifer, calved on or after 1st July, 1873.—Pnze, £5, J.

Pulley, Lower Eaton, Hereford. Commended : J. Pulley.

ANY OTUER BREED.
Pair of cows in milk, for dairy purposes, of any breed.

—

Prize, £5, J. H. Arkwright (Ayrsiiire). Commended: O.
Viveash (Unity 8th and Badmington Bride).

SHEEP.
SHROPSHIRES.

Pen of 20 Shropshire Down, or sliort-woolled breeding

ewes, under three years and eight months old, and not having

more than six teeth fully grown, that have suckled lambs to

the 1st June, 1873.—Prize, ^£5, R. Tanner. Highly com-
mended : J. Pulley.

Sliearling ram.—Prize, £3, J. Pulley. Commended : J.

Pulley.

Ram of any other age.—Prize, £5, J . Pulley. Commended

:

R. Tanner.

Five wetiier lambs.—No entry.

Pen of five shearling ewes.—Prize, £5, J. Pulley ; also

special prize of £20 for the best pen or lot of sheep in the yard.

Commended : J Pulley.

Pen of five ewe lambs.—Prize £5, J. Pulley.

cotswolds and other long-wools.
Shearlino; ram— Prize, £5, T. Spencer, Gileston, Cow-

bridi^e. Highly commended : T. Spencer.

Ram of :.ny other age.—Prize, £5, T. Spencer.

Pen of five wether lambs.—Prize, £5, W. Yeomans, Strettou

Court, Hereford.

Pen of five ewe lambs.— Prize, £5, T. Spencer. Com-
mended : W. Yeomans.

Pen of twenty long-woolled breeding ewes, under three

years and eight months old, and not having more than six

teeth fully grown ; that have suckled lambs to 1st June, 1873.

—

Prize, £5, W. Yeomans. Commended :_W. J. Davies, Webton
Court, Hereford.

Pen of five shearling breeding ewes.—Prize, £5, T. Spencer.

Hi^bly commended: J. Wheeler and Sous, Long Compton,
Shipton-ou-Stour.

RYELANDS OR OTHER CLOSE WOOLS.
Shearling ram.—Prize, £5, G. Wallis, Old SbifFord, Barap-

ton, Farringdon, Oxfordshire. Commended : J. B. Downing,
Holm Lacy.

Ram of any age.—Prize, £5, G. Wallis (Oxford Down).
Commended : W. Yeomans (Oxford Down\
Pen of five shearling ewes.—Prize, £5, J. B. Downing

(Ryeland). Commended : J. T. Pinches (llereford).

PIGS.
Boar, exceeding nine months old, of the black breed.

—

Prize, £3, S. Smith, VVoodmanton, Hereford. Commended :

H. J. Bailey, Rosedale, Tenbury.
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Boar, exceeding nine months old, of the large white

breed.—Prize, £3, J. Pulley. Commended: I. Wheeler and

Sons.

Breeding sow, large white breed.—Prize, £3, J. Wheeler

and Sons, Commended : Lieut-Col. Fielden.

HORSES AND PONIES.
Stallion best calculated to produce good hunters.—Prize,

£10, H. T. Tajlor, Holmer House, Hereford.

Cart stallion.—Prize, ^£10, D. Brassingtou, Bodenhara,
Leominster. Highly commended : W. Wynn, Cranhill Leys,
Grafton, Alcester, Redditch.

Tbree-year-old colt, gelding, or filly, suitable for hunting
purposes.— First prize, £10, S. Smith, Woodmanton, Here-
ford ; second, £5, J. Walker, Westfieid House, Holmer, Here-
ford.

Two-year-old colt, gelding, or filly, calculated to make a
weight-carriug hunter.—First prize, £5, W. Bennett, Court
Morgan, Abergavenny ; second, £2, J. Parry, Newcroft, Much
Birch, Ross.

Pony of any age or sex, not exceeding 1-i hands high,

suitable for harness purposes.—Prize, £5, Major Peploe,
Garnstoue, Weobley. Highly commended: E. Goatman.
Commended J. H. Arkwright.

Nag-mare with foal at foot.—Prize, £5, Rev. E. Higgins,
Bosbury House, Ledbury. Highly commended : H. J. Bailey,
Rosedale, Tenbury ; W. H. Bull, Weobley.

Cart mare with foal at foot.—No entry.

EXTRA STOCK.
Commended: J. Rankin, Bryngwyn, Hereford (thorough-

bred stallion, British Statesman) ; M. J. Imms,
Twyford, Callow (Hereford, grey cart stallion) ; J.
Stratton, Alton Priors, Marlborough (Sliorthorn heifer,

Kuphoemia) ; Oriel Viveash, Berwick Bassett, Swindon (Short-

horn heifer, Mary Ann) ; J. H. Arkwright, Hampton Court,
Leominster (Hereford cow, Red Rose, and for a fat steer) ; J,
B. Downing, Holm Lacey (Hereford ox) ; Lieut-Col. Feilden
(sow in farrow); T. Nott, Letton, Brampton. Brian, Hereford
(Shropshire ewe) ; T. Nott (Shropshire ram lamb).

CIDER AND PERRY.
For the best dozen of cider, made by the exhiliitor, and

from fruit grown on land in the exhibitor's occupation—First

prize, £3 10s., W. H. Apperley, Withington, Hereford

;

second, £1, W. Taylor, Showle Court, Ledbury.

Dozen of perry, made by the exhibitor, and from fruit grown
on laud i.n tlie exhibitor's occupation.—No entry.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Council : Wednesday, August 6.—Pre-

sent : Mr. Holland, president, in the chair ; Viscount
Bridport, Mr. Baruett, Mr. Cantrell, Mr. Brandreth
Gibbs, Mr. Leeds, Mr. Shuttleworth, Mr. Statter, and
Mr. Jabez Turner.

The following new members were elected :

Addison, Samuel Thomas, Edenlmll, Eccleshall.

Chambers, Clifford, IMilcote, Stratford-on-Avon.
Dunn, Robert Lowthorpe, Hatfield Parva, Skirlaugh, York-

shire.

Eddison, Walter, Oxford.
Emlyn, Viscount, Golden Grove, Carmarthen.
Fleming, James Nicol, Chorlton-street, Manchester.
Glew, James, Prickett Hill, Howden, Yorkshire.
Holford, Thomas, Papillon Hall, Market Harborough.
Jones, Robert Llynelyu, St. Asapli, Flintshire.

Lister, Frederick, Upper Morton Grange, Babworth, Retford.
Mason, William Norton, Rigsby, Alford, Liucolnshirc.
Nuunerley, Joseph, French Farm, Ellesmere.
Rawson, Jolin R., Skirbeck, Boston, Lincolnshire.
Rollett, Richard, Tliorne, Yorksliire.

Smith, Henry, Pinwall Hall, Atherstone.
Starkie John P. C, M.P., Ashton Hall, Lancaster.
Stourton, Henry, Holme Hall, York.
Suffield, Thomas, Tanfield Hall, Bedale, Yorkshire,
Tyson, Isaac O., The Ousegate Ironworks, Selby, Yorkshire.
Walker, Oliver Ormerod, Cheshani, Bury, Lancashire.
Willison, James P., Maxwelton, Maybole.
Wilson .Todd, William Henry, Halnaby Hall, Croft, Dar-

lington.

Woodburne, Myles, Thurston Ville, Ulverstone.
Woolley, John T., Sigglesthorne, Hull.

Finance.—Viscount Bridport presented the report,
from which it appeared that the Secretary's receipts
during the past month had been examined by the com-
mittee, and by Messrs. Quilter, Ball, and Co., the
Society's accountants, and were found correct. The
balance in the hands of the bankers on July 31 was
£9,36G 15s. 3d., the sura of £2,000 remaining on deposit.
Cheques to the amount of £9,477 5s. 7d. were recom-
mended to be drawn.—This report was adopted.
Implements,—Major-General Viscount Bridport re-

ported the recommendation of the committee that the
sum of £420 be olTered as prizes for implements at the
Bedford meeting, according to the following list

:

^ Section I,—Drills,
Uass 1, General purpose drills £10 5

„ 2' Corn drills ,,,,,,,,,,,, ^_^^___^^__^_ 15—10

„ 3, For the best adaptation to a corn drill for

hillside delivery 10

„ 4. Corn drills for small occupations 10— 5

„ 5. Drills for turnips and other roots on the flat 10— 5

„ 6. Drills for turnips and other roots on the

ridge 10—6
„ 7. Water drills 10—5
,, 8. Drills for small seeds 10— 5

„ 9. Barrows for sowing small seeds 5

„ 10. Drill pressers 5

„ 11. Potato drills 15—10
Section II.

—

Horse Hoes.
Class 1. Horse hoes for general purposes £10— 5

„ 2. Horse hoes combined with drill for small

seeds 5

„ 3. Single-row horse hoes for ridge and flat ... 10— 5

„ 4. Siugle-row grubbers 5

„ 5. Horse hoes for thinning turnips 15—10

Section III.

—

Manure Distributors.
Class 1. Distributors for liquid manure £10

„ 2. Distributors for dry manure 5

Section IV.

—

Waggons.
Class 1. Pair-horse waggons £15—10

„ 2. Light waggons on springs 10— 5

,, 3. Other waggons 10

Section V.

—

Carts.
Class 1. Single-horse carts for general agricultural

purposes £10— 5

„ 2. Harvest carts 10

„ 3. Market carts on springs 10

,, 4. Carts for the conveyance of water, with
pump attached 10—

5

„ 5. Other carts 10

Section VI.

—

Stock and Implement Carts.
Class 1. Low-bodieJ carts, on springs, for conveyance

of stock £10
„ 2. Lurries, or other vehicles, for the convey-

ance of implements 10

„ 3. Carts with crank axle and low body 10

Section VII.

—

Movable Huts.
Class 1. Shepherd's huts oa wheels £10— 5

„ 2. Vans for men engaged in steam cultivatioa,

with fittings 15—10

—This report was adopted.

General Hull.—Major-General Viscount Bridport

reported that the committee had examined and passed

the accounts of tha Hull meeting, and recommended that

they should be paid,—This report was adopted,
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General Bedford.—Major-General Viscount Brid-

port reported that the committee recommended that the

agreement with the Bedford authorities be prepared with-

out delay, and that the secretary be authorised to sign it

in the usual manner. It was also reported that the

attention of the committee had been directed to the

advisability of having a passenger platform at the siding

on the Midland Railway opposite the entrance to the

showyard, and that they recommended that a communi-
cation on the subject be made to the general manager of

the Midland Railway, with a view of obtaining this ac-

commodation.

Showyaed Contracts.—Mr. B. T. Brandreth Gibbs

reported that in consequence of the plan of the Bedford
showground furnished by the local authorities having in-

dicated the position of ilie race-course incorrectly, it had
been found necessary to alter the site of the entrinces in

order to avoid bringing them on the ruuuing-gound.
The committee had approved the general conformation of

the yard, as shown iu the surveyor's plan, subject to some
slight modifications, and the reconsideration of_ the

quantity of shedding required at a future meeting. The
surveyor had reported that the contractor was entitled to

his fourth payment, amounting to £635 lis. 5d. on ac-

count of the Hull meeting, and the committee recom-

mended this payment, as well as one of £349 Is. 4d. for

additions to the Society's plant, and that of the surveyor's

account for expenses incurred in attending at Hull and
Hanover Square, amounting to £109 10s. 9d., and one

year's salary, £100.—This report was adopted.

House.—Major-General Viscount Bridport (chairman)

reported the recommendation of the committee that the

secretary be authorised to procure two kitcheners, at a

cost not exceeding £25, and also six library chairs for the

council-room.—This report was adopted.

Education.—Major-General Viscount Bridport re-

ported that the committee gave notice that at the Novem-
ber Council meeting they would make application for a

renewal of the grant of £200 for the year 1874.—This

report was adopted.

A communication was received from the Principal of

the Royal Veterinary College, stating that Earl Cathcart

and Colonel Kingscote, C.B., M.P., had been unanimously

elected Governors of the College and members of the

General Purposes Committee.

A letter was read from Mr. H. W. Beauford, giving

his reasons for objecting to judge Mr. Staffer's bull,

Thormanby, in class 28, at the Hull meeting, viz., that

the bull was entered by Mr. T. Staffer, jnn., at the

Blackburn Show of the Blackburn and East Lanca-

shire Agricultural Society, and was stated to be three

years old on July 25, 1872 ; at the Lancaster Show
of the Royal North Lancashire Agricultural Society as

three years two months old on August 21 ; and at the

show of the Keighley Agricultural Society as three years

four months old on August 23. It was entered by Mr.
Statler, sen., at the Hull Meeting of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society as four years two luonths one week four

days old on July 1, 1873 ; and Mr. Beauford, recollect-

ing the previous discrepancies iu the statements of the

age of the bull, refused to judge him at Hull in the first

instance. This refusal not having been endorsed by the

Council, which met in the showyard, Mr. Beauford gave

the foregoing reasons for his action. Mr. Statter, having

heard the letter read, produced a certificate from Mr.
Mann, of Scawsby, near Doncaster, the breeder of the

bull, dated August 4, 1872, and giving the date of birth

and the padigree of the animal, corresponding to the

particulars of age and descent given by Mr. Statter in

making the entry for the Hull meeting. Mr. Statter

also disclaimed all responsibility for the entries of the

animal at shows before he became his property. Finally,

it was moved by JMajor-Geueral Viscount Bridport,

seconded by Mr. Cantrell, and carried unanimously,
" That ]Mr. Beauford's letter uow laid before the Council

be referred to a committee formed of the stewards of

stock, implements, and finance, and the honorary
director, who will report thereon to the November
meeting.

"

A letter was read from Mr. Sanday, resigning his

seat as a member of the Council on the ground of ill-

health, and the secretary was instructed to express to

Mr. Sanday the great regret of the Council at the cause

of his resignation.

Mr. Jacob "Wilson gave notice that at the November
meeting of the Council he would move "That in

future all prizes offered for horses shall be given from
the funds of the Society, and not by the local com-
mittee.

"

A letter was read from Dr. Hugo Miiller, of 110,
Bunhill Row, Honorary Secretary of the Liebig Me-
morial Committee, inviting subscriptions for the pur-

pose of erecting a monument in honour of the late

Baron Liebig.

A specimen of Esparto grass {Lygeum spartum) grown
in the open air July, 1873, from seeds collected in Mo-
rocco, May, 1871, was exhibited by Mr. G. Maw, of

Benthall Hall, Broseley.

The Council, having granted the usual leave of ab-

sence to the seci'etary and clerks, adjourned to Wednes-
day, November 5.

LOCOMOTIVES ON ROADS.
Report of the Select Committee, consisting of Mr. Hibbert,

Mr. Frederick Stanley, Mr. Biddulph, Mr. Wilbraham Eojer-

ton, Mr. James Howard, Mr. Hick, Lord George Cavendisli,

Mr. Holt, Mr. Hurst, Mr. Assheton, Mr. William Wells, Sir

George Jenkinson, Mr. Eordyce, Mr. Greville-Nugent, Mr.
Cawley.
The Select Committee appointed to inquire into the effect

of the use of Locomotive Engines on Turnpike and otlier

Public Roads, and as to the Limitations and Restrictions which

ought to be imposed by Law on their use upon sucli Roads
for securing tlie Public Safety and protecting the Public In-

terests, have considered the matters to them referred, and have

agreed to the following report

:

1. The Acts of Parliament under which locomotives are

now working on roads are the 24 & 35 Vict, c, hx. (1861),
and the 28 &39 Vict,c. Ixxsiii, (1865),

The former Act, amongst other provisions, regulates tolls,

limits locomotives (except iu special cases) to 7 feet in width,

and to 12 tons in weight
;

gives, in special cases, reference to

local authority, regulates the weight on each pair of wheels,

gives power to one of the principal Secretaries of State to pro-

hibit the use of locomotives in certain places, gives power to

stop passage of locomotives over bridges, regulates speed not ta

exceed 10 miles an hour in country places, and five miles an
hour in towns. The Act of 1865 repeals certain sections of

the Act of 1861, defines working regulations more exactly,

limits speed to four miles an hour in country places, and two
miles an hour in towns ; extends width of locomotives to nine

feet and weight to 14 tons
;
gives powers to local authorities

to regulate hours, &c.

These two Acts are to be construed together.

2. Your committee have endeavoured, as far as possible, \q
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obtain witnesses who were representatives of various interests,

in order that unnecessary multiplication of evidence should be
avoided ; but they have tried to procure from all parts of the

country the evidence of those persons who are opposed to the

use of steam on roads,

3. From the evidence laid before your committee, it appears
that the use of traction and self-moving engines is becoming
daily of greater extent in the United Kingdom.

4. It has been stated by the representative of one engineer-
ing tirm, that out of 800 road locomotives built by them up to

this date, about 500 are believed to be employed in this coun-
try. Another engineer states that he lias supplied about 1,000
self-moving engines to British owners.

5. These engines are mainly of two kinds, viz., ploughing
engines rendered locomotive under their own steam, and en-
gines built for traction. In the majority of cases such engines
are also capable of driving machinery for thrashing, sawing,
pumping, and other purposes. A large proportion of the grain
grown in tliis country is thrashed out by portable machines
driven by steam, and Irom evidence laid before your committee
it appears probable that before long the majority of tliese ma-
chines will be moved from place to place by steam. Such an
arrangement is stated to save inconvenience and delay to the
owners of these machines when, as is frequently the case, the
engines, &;c., are let out on hire, while the hirers profit by the
saving of horse labour iu bringing the engines on to their
farms.

6. It is roughly estimated by the two witnesses, above re-

ferred to, that tlie value of tlie engines sent out by their estab-
lisliments alone, and now in use in this country, amounts to a
sum exceeding £700,000. Many otiier firms also throughout
the country are large makers of agricultural and other self-

moving engines.

7. The large amount of capital thus invested shows the na-
tional importance of the partial substitution of steam (or horse
power, and the increasing cost of horses and of their mainte-
nance renders this question one of great moment to large em-
ployers of labour and to others.

8. Many persons, however, entertain strong objections to
the use of steam upon ordinary roads. These objections may
be stated to be upon two separate grounds :

_
1st. Danger which is said to be caused to horses and car-

riages, as well as other inconvenience to public traffic upon
the roads.

2nd. Damage alleged to be done to the roads and bridges
over which road locomotives pass.

Dangek to IIobses, &o.—9. Upon this point a consider-
able difference of opinion exists among the various witnesses
who have given evidence before your coniRiittee. Several
users of engines stated their belief that with the majority of
horses a very short time suffices to accustom them completely
to the sight and sound of a road locomotive. Locomotive en-
gines (including steam-rollers) are working by day, and in
some cases botli by day and by night in the streets of London,
Liverpool, Glasgow, Leeds, Aberdeen, Rochester, and other
large towns, and few complaints have arisen in consequence of
their use.

10. As small engines are now employed in all directions for
contractors' work, steam fire-engines, &c., passing daily through
streets and amongst horses, and as at most railway stations lo-
comotives are habitually run within a few feet of horses and
carriages, and as (ew or no accidents are known to result from
these practices, it seems reasonable to conclude that horses in
towns will not take much notice of the passage of road loco
motives.

11. A distinction was drawn by several of the witnesses be-
tween the amount of difliculty likely to be experienced with
horses iu towns and with those in the country. It appears to
your committee .that there is little doubt that in some rural
districts the introduction of locomotives upon the roads would
be attended with greater inconvenience than would be the case
in towns; but the evidence is almost unanimous to the effect
that this inconvenience soon disappears, although there are, and
probably always will be, some few horses which will take
fright at an engine, as they will at many other objects.

13. Even some of the witnesses, who are opposed to the use
of road locomotives, admitted that horses soon get used to the
sight and sound of engines, and the increasing use of machinery
lor farm purposes (to say nothing of ploughing engines used
on arras and not habitually travelling upon roads) must ac-
custom tliem to the appearance and noise of machinery.

13. Apart from the general question of alarm to horses,

some danger is also apprehended from engines meeting with
horses and carriages in very narrow roads. This subject is,

however, dealt with hereafter in paragraphs 43 and 44 of your
committee's report.

Damage to Road-S.—14. The committee have taken evi-

dence from road trustees, clerks to highway boards, and other

competent persons, which tends to show that on ordinary well-

made roads, little or no damage is caused by the engine or by

properly constructed waggons. On the contrary, it is stated

that benefit results to the road from the consolidation produced
by the pressure of the engine, and one witness informed tlie

committee that he had successfully used the broad wheels of

his engine as a roller, in constructing a new road.

15. On roads which are slightly metalled, or which rest upon
a bad or an insufficient foundation, there is no doubt that

damage is done by the frequent passage of heavy road loco-

motives. The efl'ect upon such a road is thus described by the

following witnesses :

16. Colonel Innes states, " The effect of the engine traffic

has been to depress the nine-inch metalled way, in many places,

to the extent of from three to four inches, and to break up the

gravelled way, occasioning the expense of top-metalling tho

grfeater portion of it. The centre of the road, the metal por-

tion of it especially, was very much coTipressed, so that tho

centre became hollow and held water."

17. The Rev. W. Hurnard states, " The injury is done in

this way ; I have watched it (the engine) coming ; the weight
of the engine is of course very great, and you will see the whole
road yield beforeit asyou see it approach. Immediately uponthe
first disintegration by the engine, ths narrower wheels of the

trucks following exactly the same track, cut through this dis-

integrated material, which in wet weather is reduced to n.ere

pulp, and in the summer becomes broken up, and pulverised
;

for the road is not Tide enongh to allow their getting off from
the centre of the road, for if they did they would cut in up
to the axles. I have measured a wheel mark from 12 to 16

inches deep done by one passing of the engine and the trucks."

18. The tires of the wheels of road locomotives may at pre-

sent be classed mainly under two heads, viz., <

Elastic, whether made so by india-rubber or by springs; and,

Non-elastic or rigid.

Reference has been made by some witnesses to other descrip-

tions of tires, but their use appears to be extremely limited,

and not to be increasing.

19. On hard well-metalled roads there does not appear to

be much difference, in ordinary weather, between the effect

produced by an elastic or by a non-elastic tire. On paved
roads, or when the road is soft or unequal in material, engines

with elastic tires are stated to do less damage than those with

rigid wheels, but both the first cost and maintenance of elastic

tires are proportionately heavier than those of the simpler

rigid-tires, and the non-elastic wheel is almost uniformly em-
ployed for ploughing and cultivating engines.

20. While some persons attribute the damage done to roads

to the engine, and others to the waggons drawn by it, it is

clear that in some instances the damage has really been caused

Dy the additional traffic, rather than by the means used for its

rransport, and that a portion at least of the injury would
equally have been caused by the use of horses.

31. With waggons built specially for steam fraction, and with

properly constructed wheels, little or no harm seems to be

done upon well-made and wide roads. Where, however, the

road is of such a nature either from its construction or from its

width, that waggons can only follow in one track, it seems to

your committee that roads are more likely to be cut up by

engines and their trains than by the carriage of the same traffic

in ordinary vehicles which can take a different part of the road,

or as it is expressed, " quarter" it on each journey.

33. In certain districts, however, heavy loads of timber,

gravel, and other materials are occasionally conveyed on the

carriages in common use in the locality, but evidence lias been

given to your committee that in same instances these loadsare

carried in such a manner as to violate the provisions of the Act

of 1861, and no attempt seems to have been made to enforce

compliance with that Act, nor in most cases does the attention

of the users of the carriages appear to have been drawn to the

fact that they were causing damage by a breach of the law.

23. Your committee having considered these points, and
having taken a considerable amount of evidence upon them, do

not see any reason for making any alteration in the provi.siotis
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contaioed in the existing Acts for regulating the width of the

wheels of the engines, but tlieyareof opinion that no waggon
or other vehiele should be allowed to be drawn by, or attached

to, a locomotive engine on any common road or higliway other

than a tramway, unless the tire of each wheel of the waggon,
having a bearing surface, be of the width prescribed in the fol-

lowing scale, i.e.. When the weight on each wheel does not

exceed f ton, 4 inches in width ; exceeding f ton, and not

exceeding 1 ton on each wheel, 6 inches in width ; exceeding

f ton, and not exceeding 1^ ton on each wheel, 8 inches in

widtli ; exceedingly tons on each wheel, add 1 inch for every

i ton in weight.

Bridges.—24. The present state of the law in regard to the

passage of road locomotives over bridges, appears to your
committee to be anomalous and unsatisfactory. Under the Act
of 1861, sect. 6 enacts, that " it shall not be lawful for the

owner or driver of any locomotive to drive it over any suspen-

sion bridge, or bridge on which a conspicuous notice has been
placed by the surveyor or persons liable to the repair of the

bridge, that the bridge is insufficient to carry weights beyond
the ordinary traffic of the district, without previously obtaining
the consent of the surveyor of the road or bridgeniaster, under
whose charge the bridge shall be for the time being, or of the

persons liable to the repair of such bridge ; and in case such
owner of the locomotive and surveyor of the road or

bridge, or bridge-master, shall differ in opinion as to the suffi-

ciency of any bridge to sustain the transit of the locomotive,

then the question shall be determined by an officer to be ap-

pointed, on the application of either party, by one of her

Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State, whose certificate of

sufficiency of such bridge shall entitle the owner of the loco-

motive to take the same over such bridge.

25. Evidence, however, has been given to your committee,

that the existence of the power of appeal is not generally

known, and in one case where it has been made, a witness stated

that liaving, on the 21st April, applied to the Home Office for

an inspector to be sent down, he had only received an answer
on the ]3lh June, and even then he was deterred from further

action, by the fact that he was required to pay any expenses

which miglit be incurred by such officer. Although, it may
be assumed, tliat this delay was occasioned by the necessary

inquiries on the part of the Home Secretary, the result shows
a defective state of the law.

26. The power of stoppage of bridges is stated by several

witnesses to be vexatiously, or at least capriciously used, nor

do the road surveyors appear to have any definite or certain

method for determining the weight which ordinary bridges are

capable of bearing.

27. Your committee suggest that the surveyor should, in any
such notice to be placed upon a bridge, insert the maximnm
weight which he estimates the bridge will safely bear.

28. They further recommend that a more direct and an in-

expensive mode of appeal should be provided.

29. Section 7 of the Act of 1861, renders the owners of

locomotives liable for all damage, directly or indirectly caused

by the breaking down of any bridge by the passage of such

locomotive. This liability does not appear to attach to carriers

of heavy weights when the weigiit is not drawn by steam.

Mr. Aveling stated to your committee, " This anomaly exists at

the present time, that if I send a boiler weighing 15 tons over

the county bridge, drawn by 15 horses, and that boiler breaks

through tlie bridge, I have nothing to pay, but if I send the

same boiler over a bridge with au engine weighing 8 tons,

and that boiler breaks through the bridge, I have the whole
expenses to pay. Other witnesaes gave similar evidence.

30. The recommendations of your committee on this point

will be found hereafter at paragraph 35.

31. Your committee are of opinion that it is not desirable

to lay down too many regulations with reference to the traffic

of locomotives over roads and bridges, as they feel assured,

that as the economical and other ndvautages to be derived

from the use of traction and agricultural engines become more
widely known and appreciated, it will be for the interest of

the ratepayers and others that the highway authorities shall

adapt tlieir roads and bridges for the use of those locomotives,

but in tiie meantime they make the following recommenda-
tions :

Recommendations as to Roads and Bridges.—32.

Sect, 5 of tlie Act of 1865, i/i/er alia, liiriits the weight of road

locomotives to 14 tons, except in special cases.

33. The weight of large agricultural engines is stated to be

about 14 or 15 tons, and up to 18. It appears probable that

whatever improvements may be made in lightening traction

gines by the use of smaller boilers and steam of high pressure,

agricultural engines will not for some time to come be made
much lighter than at present, as the weight of the engine is

necessary for the purpose of resisting the side strain of the

plougliing tackle.

34. Almost all the witnesses who have spoken of damage
done to the roads, have admitted that agricultural engines have
become a necessity in many localities, and several persons have
qualified their opinion as to damage, by drawing a distinction

between the frequent passage of engines used for traction, and
the infrequent journeys of a^rricultural engines.

35. Your committee are therefore of opinion that the fol-

lowing should be the principles upon which liability for

damage should be regulated :

Ist. That no owner of a locomotive engine shall be liable

for damage done to any bridge by the passage of his engine,

provided that the weight of such engine does not exceed
20 tons, and provided that no notice be affixed.

2nd. That if such notice be affixed, the owner of a
locomotive shall be liable for damage done by his engine,
if the weight of the engine exceeds that named in the
notice.

3rd. That if the engine exceeds 20 tons the owner should
be liable, whether notice shall have been aflixed or not.

4th. That any person taking an engine of more than 20
tons in weight over a public road, shall be liable for all

injury to the road which can be proved to have been done
by the passage of such engine.

36. This appears to be the proper place in which to notice

another alleged grievance with respect to which evidence was
laid before your committee. There seemed to be in the minds
of inauy of the witnesses representing higliway boards, as well

as in those of some independent witnesses who gave evidence

before your committee, a feeling tliat there was hardship in

the fact that damage was caused (or supposed to be caused)

by steam traffic along roads, and that in consequence extra

expense was thrown upon the road trustees or highway boards,

wliilst the owner or user of tlie engine, if not resident in the

district, contributed nothing to the repair of the roads, except

in cases where tolls are still maintained.

37. It was not denied that, were similar damage done by
non-residents using horse power, there would be no liability

to contribute to the repairs of the damaged roads, and no wit-

nesses were able to suggest to your committee a satisfactory

mode of carrying into effect the views which they entertained

as to the desirability of causing owners of engines to contri-

bute, as such, to the repairs of the highways. For example,

it was suggested by some witnesses that a licen'ie should be

required by every owner of an engine, and that the money
derived from these licences should be available for division

amongst the highway authorities upon whom extra expense

had devolved in consequence of the use of road engines in their

district. But the same witnesses admitted that these funds, if

locally administered, would fail to meet the cases where da-

mage has been done by an engine travelling in more than one
district ; whilst if they were brought into one central fund, it

would be impossible to ascertain with accuracy in what pro-

portion payment should be allotted to each district.

38. This question appears to your committee to form part

of the general one, of the maintenance of all public roads when
such maintenance is not defrayed by tolls ; and your com-
mittee can see no reason for making any recommendation that

owners of locomotive engines should be placed, in this respect,

in a different position from that occupied by the owners of

other wheeled carriages.

Licences.—39. From the evidence laid before the com-
mittee it appears that there is an unanimous feeling on the

part of the owners and users of enjdnes, against leaving in the

hands of local authorities the power of making orders as to

the hours during which locomotives may travel within the

several local districts.

40. Tliere is no doubt that (whether intentionally or not)

the present powers are sometimes used in a manner which is

vexatious in its operation. For example, the IVletropolitan

Board of Works, whilst (under their order of the 11th Movem-
ber, 1870) they permit at all hours the use of locomotives for

road purposes throughout tlieir jurisdiction, have made a rule

by wliich they prevent the use of locomotives for other pur-

pases working, except at certain hours, within 10 miles of

Q
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Charing Cross, Mr. Aveling thus describes the effect of this

rule: "The Act of Parliament 'says that engines shall not

travel through towns or cities at a higher rate of speed than

two miles an hour ; the Metropolitan Board of Works allow

engines to pass througli this district of 20 miles, only between

the hours of ten o'clock at night and six o'clock in the morn-

ing ; the Act says that we shall only travel two miles an hour

;

the Metropolitan Board of Works say that we shall pass

through these 20 miles in eight hours ; the consequence is our

engines are stopped at all sorts of places, and unless we travel

quicker than the law allows, the police stop the men on the

roads wherever they may happen to be when six o'clock ar-

rives, and the authorities fine the owner of the engine for al-

lowing the engines to stop on the road ; the greatest difficulty,

trouble, and loss is thereby occasioned." In another part of

the evidence will be found a statement that certain local au-

thorities had prescribed the hours from midnight to two a.m.

as the only ones during which a locomotive was to work in

their district.

41. The principal evil, however, is that the authorities of

any one highway district may, without reference to other dis-

tricts, prescribe such limitation to the hours of working loco-

motives, as practically to stop their use in districts which are

adjoining, or on the same lines of road. Much evidence was
taken upon this point, aud various suggestions were made to

your committee as to the authorities with whom, if any power
of licensing was to be given, it should rest.

43. Your committee are of opinion that with the exception

of the cases where engines work upon narrow roads, herein-

after referred to, no power of restricting the hours of working
should be conferred upon local authorities. Where, however,
under their local Acts the authorities have general power to

regulate traffic, it is not proposed to interfere wtlh such ge-

neral powers.

43. Representation has been made to your committee of the
danger and inconvenience which occur in country districts to

carts, carriages, &c., from meeting in narrow roads engines

and their trains. It is true that, as to the mere question of

room, it is probable that an engine creates no greater obstruc-

tion than would be caused by a load of hay, a thrashing ma-
chine, timber waggon, or other large object ; but it is equally

true that an engine cannot, on account of its weight, be taken,

under ordinary circumstances, as near the edge of the road as a

vehicle drawn by horses.

44. Your committee, therefore, recommend that on narrow
roads the use of engines should he to some extent restricted.

They suggest that it shall be in the power of some local autho-
lity to prohibit the passage during certain hours of any engine
along a road of less width than 20 feet, within such local dis-

trict.

Regulations.—45. From the evidence given before your
committee, it appears advisable that the regulations laid down
in section 3 of the Act of 1865, should be revised.

No. 1 provides that three persons be employed to drive a
locomotive, and if more than two waggons be attached an
additional person shall be employed.

No. 2 provides that one of these persons shall precede the
engine at a distance of 60 yards, with a red flag in his hand,
and that he shall stop the engine and assist. There is a con-
currence of testimony tliat this red flag practically does more
harm than good. If displayed it is said to frighten horses,
and more thau one witness stated that it is as often as not
wrapped round the staff. If the flagman is to assist horses,
the flag deprives him of the use of one hand, which is unde-
sirable ; whilst in towns he is scarcely seen and gives no real
notice, nor is he at any time of any use to traffic coming from
behind. Again, it appears unwise to prescribe the exact dis-
tance at which the flagman or other person is to precede the
engine. In one iustance, a flagman in assisting a horse past the
engine (in accordance with the provisions of the Actof Parlia-
ment) was actually fined by the magistrates for not being at the
same time 60 yards in front of his engine. There is evidence
also that the person carrying the flag is frequently merely a
boy. Your committee are, therefore, ot opinion that it would
be well to discontinue the use of the flag, but in the case of
road locomotive traffic hereinafter classed as heavy that three
competent, persons should still be employed with the engine.
That one of these sliould precede the engine, and assist horses
past It if necessary, but that no particular station should be
assigned to him.

Nor. 3 appears to be indistinct, and it is doubtful whether
its retention be necessary.

No. 4 contains restrictions as to steam blowing off, &c.
Your committee are of opinion that these restrictions should
be confined to cases of xoUfvl neglect.

No. 5 provides that a locomotive shall be stopped if re-

quired, either by the flagman, or by any person with a horse.

It appears to be desirable to alter this rule. Such a stoppage
of an engine of course stops the traffic behind it for the mo-
ment, and it is in the power of any person to stop the engine,

repeatedly, and without any reasonable cause. A witness

states, " a groom ordered the engine to stop, and then go on
again, and then stop again, so that he might train his horse
in the centre of the town." A similar case is liable to occur
anywhere. In the opinion of your committee, this power of
stoppage by the public should be so far restricted as not to be
used vexatiously.

No. 6 regulates what lights should be displayed
; your

committee do not suggest any change in this rule.

Speed.—46. Your committee recommend, that for limitation

of speed, all road locomotive traffic be as hereinafter divided into

two classes, heavy and light.

1st. All locomotives exceeding six tons in weight, or

having separate carriages attached to them, be classed as

heavy. That the limit of speed for heavy traffic be confined

to speed not exceeding three miles an hour in towns, and four

miles an hour in the country.

2nd. That self-contained locomotive carriages (or engines)

not exceeding six tons in weight, making no sound from the

blast, and consuming their own smoke, be classed as light,

and that they be permitted to travel at the ordinary speed of

vehicles drawn by horses, and only subject to the same re-

strictions as such vehicles.

47. That in addition to the reqoirement of sect. 7 of the Act
of 1865, providing that the name and residence of the owner of
every locomotive be affixed conspicuously thereto, it shall be
further necessary to affix to every engine, in legible characters,

the maximum weight of such engine, including the weight of
all articles habitually caried on, and in it. Your committee
further suggest that the colour in which such description be
painted should be different for the heavy and for the light

traffic respectively, so that it could easily be ascertained if an
engine were travelling at a speed beyond that to which it was
entitled by its class.

48. With respect to the employment of steam upon tram-
ways, while your committee do not think that their report would
be complete without some reference to it, they do not believe

that they are justified in entering into the full consideration of

so important a subject, without a more distinct reference than
that which was given to the committee. They have therefore

only taken evidence upon those points of difference which exist

between ordinary steam traffic upon roads and that upon tram-
ways, especially with reference to the question of control, of

noise, and of power of stoppage.

49. The committee do not think it advisable to make any re-

commendation as to the employment of steam on tramways, but

they have received evidence that the power of control and
stoppage is at least equal to that possessed over ordinary tram-

way cars drawn by horses, while there need not be any noise

greater than that produced by the movement of the car.

50. The evidence before your committee justifies the belief

that the noise of the discharge steam, usually called the blast,

can be so far diminished as to cause practically no danger or in-

convenience. It has apparently been dealt with in several dif-

ferent ways, all of which have been more or less successful.

Your committee are therefore of opinion that it should be im-
perative on the owners of engines classed as light traffic, to

cause their engines to be so constructed as to prevent any noise

from the blast.

51. With respect to heavy traffic, your committee having in

view the large number of engines now employed, which are not

noiseless, do not consider that the means for the abolition of

the blast should be rendered compulsory.

52. Your committee consider that the same distinction be-

tween heavy and light traffic should also be drawn with respect

to consumption of smoke ; and that the present regulations

should be relaxed in the case of locomotive engines classed as

heavy traffic, and habitually workiug in the country.

53. The light traffic engines should be compelled to consume
their own smoke or use smokeless fuel, and that in towns all
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engines should on all occasions be subject to the same regula-

tions.

54. It has been stated that in country districts smokeless

fuel cannot be procured, and evidence has been given to your

committee which shows tliat it is considered impossible to con-

struct a road engine which, under all circumstances, will burn

coal without producing smoke. For these reasons your com-
mittee recommend the above relaxation of the present rules.

Penalties.—55. Your committee donotthink that it strictly

comes within their province to define the penalties to be im-

posed in any future Locomotives upon Koads Act. They,

however, express an opinion that the penalties should be ade-

quate to produce compliance with the provisions of the law,

and that they should be easily recoverable.

56. They also recommend that an abstract of the regulations

should be prepared for the use of drivers and others in charge

of road locomotives, and that every driver shall be bound to

carry with him on his engine a copy of such an abstract. This

is now done by certain large firms, and it appears to afford

reasonable assurance to the public that persons employed with

engines shall not be g'ilty of breaches of the law, except

through their own negleci

.

57. Several witnesses have suggested to your committee that

engines should be required to be licensed, and that drivers

should also be licensed. Your committee are not prepared to

agree to such proposals. It is not clear that they could be

efficeutly carried out ; it affords no adequate protection to the

public, while the interests of the owners of engines appear to

give the strongest guarantee against accidents so long as they

remain liable for the consequences of such accidents.

58. In all cases where a discretionary power is given to a

local authority, your committee recommend that a power of

appeal should be given to one of Her Majesty's Secretaries of

State, or to such other person as may be deputed to act under

his authority.

59. Your committee finally recommend that the regulations

affecting the use of road locomotives should be consolidated

into one act, iind that such Act should not be temporary in its

duration.

WORCESTERSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT EVESHAM.

In the aggregate, the number of entries were fewer than

last year. Lord Exeter had entered in four classes; but, as

at Harrogate, no stock was sent by his lordship. The

cattle exhibited were numerous; and the Shorthorns, where

they came in competition with the Herefords, beat them.

The show was very good, especially among the Shorthorn

bulls, some of the principal prize-takers at the great shows

of the kingdom being exhibited here, and three Worcester-

shire bulls being close up in one class. Lord Irwin, the

winner of the Toddington vase last year, took the first prize

in his class, the prize for the best bull in the Shorthorn class,

and the Toddington vase for being the best animal in the

yard. The judges were a considerable time in examining

the two-year-olds and the yearling Herefords, both of

which were of nearly equal merit, and standing better

than the premier animals in the other classes in the com-

petition for the Toddington vase. The show of sheep

was good, especially the Shropshire Downs, Cotswolds,

Oxfords, and Southdowns. The last-named were rather

few in number, but they invariably beat all the other

classes wherever they came in competition with them.

Pigs formed a small entry only. Among the implement

exhibitors, the novelties included certain " Yankee

notions," such as a patent hay and straw com-

pressing machine, worked by horse-power, and which

can compress four or five trusses into one small bundle in

a very short time, manufactured by Laughland and Co.,

of Warrington. It is used very largely in the States for

packing Esparto grass for exportation. The prize list

will speak to the more influential and successful firms.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Cattle : J. K. Fowler, Prebendal Farms, Ayles-

bury; F. Dun, Weston Park, Shipston-upon-Stour ; H.
Haywood, Blackmere, Hereford. Sheep and Pigs : H. W.
Keary, Bridgnorth, Salop ; W. Sanday, Radcliffe-upon-Trent,

Nottingham ; J. Smith, Henley-in-Arden. Horses :

J. £. Bennett, Husbands Bosworth Grange, Rugby ; T.

Cole, Thirsk ; T. Topham, The Tweralows, Whitchurch,

Salop; J. Manning, Orlingbury, Wellingborough. Wool :

M. Ganderton, Pershore. Corn : G. Goodwin, Worcester.

Implements : M. Savidge, Sarsden, Chipping Norton.

CATTLE.
SHORTHORNS.

Bulls above two years old—First prize, £10, extra prize

as best Shorthorn bull, and Toddington Vase as best animal

in the show, W. Linton, Sheriff Hutton, York (Lord Irwin)
;

second, £5, G. Game, Churchill Heath, Chipping Norton

(Earl of Warwickshire 3rd). Highly commended : J. Stratton,

Alton Priors, Marlborough, Wilts (Jack Frost). Commended :

W. Woodward, Hardwicke Bank, near Tewkesbury (Majestic) ;

H. Allsopp, Hindlip Hall, Worcester (MarnhuU Duke).

Bulls above one and under two years old.—First prize, £10,

Rev. R. B. Kenuard, MarnhuU Rectory, Blandford ; second,

£5, W. Hinton. Sheriff Hutton, York (Sir Arthur Ingram)
;

tliird, £2, R. Stratton, The Duffryn, Newport, Monmouth
(Majestic). Highly commended : H. Allsopp (Windrush).

Commended: Earl Beauchamp, Madresfield Court, Great

Malvern (Gay Boy) ; J. Webb, St. Leonards, Great Malvern

(Expectation).

Cow in milk or in calf.—First prize, £8, G. Game (Princess

Alexandra) ; second, £i, W. Bradburn, Wednesfield, Wolver-

hampton (Moss Rose). Highly commended: J. Stratton

(Mabel) ; J. G. Stone, Scyborwen, Llaugibby, Newport, Mon-
mouth (Stewart Duchess). Commended : W. Smith, Peb-

wortli, Stratford-on-Avon ; G. Game (Butterfly's Duchess) ;

W. Woodward (Minnie Clyde).

Two years old heifer, in milk or in calf.—First prize, £8,

J. Stratton (Euphoemia) ; second, £4, G. Game (Patridge)

;

third, £2, O. Viveash, Berwick Bassett, Swindon. Highly

commended: A. Rowljotham, Oak Farm, Draytou Bassett,

Tamworth (Miss Bloomer). Commended : J. Dugdale,

Wroxall Abbey, Warwick (Duchess Columbine) ; The Earl

Beauchamp (Habnab).
Yearling heifers.—First prize, £6, Rev. R. B. Kenuard;

second, £4, R. Stratton (Nectarine Bud) ; third, £2, A. Row-
botham (Princess Beatrice). Highly commended: O. Vive-

ash. Commended: T. Johnson, Norton Lindsay, Warwick

(Miss Harris).

HEREFORDS.
Bulls above two years old.—First prize, £10, P. Turner,

The Leen, Pembridge (Provost) ; second, £5, W. Evans, Clan-

dowlas, near Usk (Enterprise). Highly commended: T.J.
Carwardine, Stockton, Bury, Leominster (De Cote).

Bulls above one and under two years old.—First prize, £10,

P. Turner (Draco) ; second, £5, W. Evans (Von Moltke 2nd)
;

third, £2, J. Twinberrow, White House, Secklow (Huntlands).

Highly commended: T. Canning and Son, Manor House,

Shottery, Stratford-on-Avon (Landseer 2nd).

Cow in milk or in calf.—First prize, £8, T. Rogers, Coxall,

Bucknell, Salop; second, £4, W. Evans (Lady 2Dd). Highly

commended : T. Rogers ; T. Canning and Son (Fairy 3rd).

Commended ; J. Bayzand, Kingley, Alfrick, Redditch (Rosette

and Rosette 2nd) ; J. Prosser, Honeybourne, Broadway (White

Rose).

Two years olds heifers in milk or in calf.—First prize, £8, T.

Rogers ; second, £4, T. Canning and Son (Fairy 4th)
; third,

£2, W. Evans (Fair Lass). Highly commended ; E. J. Mor-

ris, Stanley Pontlarge, Winchcorab (Battenhall Maid), Com-
mended : J. Prosser (Weston Lass).

Yearling heifers.—First prize, £6, P. Turner (Exquisite)

Q 2
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second, £4, P. Turner (Satellite) ; third, £2, J. Prosser. Com-
mended : E. J. Morris (Charming).

Pair of dairy cows, in milk, any breed.—First prize, £8,
H. Allsopp, Hindip Hall, Worcester (Laurel and Daisy)

;

second, £4, J. Buchanan, Campden, Gloucestershire (Ayr-

shire). Commended : J. Wheeler and Sons, Long Compton,
Shipston-on-Stour.

Three yearling heifers, any breed.—First prize, £10, R.
Stratton (Gertrude the 2nd, Brilliance, and Prima) ; second,

£5, T. Rogers, Coxa'l, Buckneli, Salop. Commended : C.
Corbett, Broad Marston, Stratford-on-Avon.

SHEEP.
SHROPSHIKES.

Five breeding ewes, having had lambs in 1873, and suckled
them up to June 1st.—First prize, £5, W. Baker, Moor
Barns, Atherstone ; second, £3, W. C. Frimstone, Rocking-
ham Hall, Hagley, Stourbridge; third, £2, T. Nock, Sutton
House, Shifnal, Salop.

Five theaves.—First prize, £5, T. Nock ; second. £3, W.
Baker ; third, £2, Pulley, Lower Eaton, Hereford. Highly
commended : W. Yates, Grindle House, Shifnal, Salop. Cora-
mended : W. 0. Foster, Apley Park, Shifnal, Salop ; C. Ran-
dell, Chadbury, Evesham ; W. Yates, Grindle House, Shifnal,
Salop ; W. C. Firmstone.

Sliearliug ram.— First prize, £5, J. Pulley : second, £3, J.
Pulley ; third, £2, J. Pulley.

Ram of any age.—First prize, £5, T. Nock ; second, £3,
Harriet Smith, New House, Sutton Maddock, Shifnal ; third,
A2, J. H. B. Lutley, Brockampton, Worcester.

SHOET-WOOLS.
Ten breeding ewes, having had lambs in 1873, and suckled

them up to June 1st.—First prize, £5, C. Randell.
Ten ewe lambs.—First prize, £5, W. Yates ; second, £3, H.

Allsopp.

OXFORD AND OTHER DOWNS.
Five breeding ewes, having had lambs in 1873, and suckled

them up to June 1st.—First prize, £4, H. S. Waller, Farm-
ington, Northleacli ; second, £3, H. S. Waller : third, £2, H.
S.Waller.

Five theaves.—First prize, ^4, H. S. Waller ; second, £3,
G. Wallis, Old Shifford, Barapton, Farringdon.

Shearling ram.—First prize, ^5, H. S. Waller ; second, £3,
G. Wallis. Commended : G. Wallis.
Ram of any age.—First prize, £5, H. S. Waller : second,

£2, G. Wallis.

LONG-WOOLS.
Five breeding ewes, having had lambs in 1873, and suckled

them up to June 1st.—First prize, £5, T. Harris, Stoney-lane,
Bromsgrove (Leicesters) ; second, £3, J. Baldwin, Ludding-
ton, Stratford-on-Avon (Cotswolds).

Five theaves.—First prize, £5, T. B. Browne, Salperton
Park, Andoversford (Cotswolds) ; second, £3, J. Wheeler and
Sons, Long Compton, Shipston-on-Stour (Cotswolds).

Shearling ram.—First prize, £5, Royal Agricultural College
Farm, Cirencester; second, £3, College Farm, Cirencester,
(Cotswolds).

Ram of any age.—First prize, £5, J. Wheeler and Sons
(Cotswolds)

; second, £2, H. E. Raynbird, Bassingstoke,

CROSS-BRED.
Five wethers.—Prize, £3, J. S. Walker, Knightwick, Wor-

cester. The only entry.

PIGS.
Boar of large breed.—First prize, £5, R. E. Duckering,

Northorpe, Kirton Lindsay; second, ^3, C. R. N. Beswicke-
Royds, Pike House, Littleborough, Manchester.

Breeding sow of large breed.—First prize, £5, M. Walker
Stockley Park, Anslow, Burton-on-Trent (Thalia 2nd); second'
£c} R. E. Duckering. Highly commended : C. R. N. Bes-
wicke-Royds,
Two hilts of large breed.—First prize, £4, J. Dove, Ham.

brook Bristol
; second, £3, M. Walker (Grace and Ger-

trude).
^

Boar of small breed.—First prize, £5, J. Wheeler and Sons
;second £3 RE. Duckering. Highly commended : C. R. N

Beswicke-Royds ; J. Dove.

Breeding sow of small breed.—First prize, £5, C. R. N.
Beswicke-Royds

; second, £3, J. Wheeler and Sons. Highly
eommended: J. Wheeler and Sons; W. Lort, The Cotteridge
ixingsnorton. ° '

Two hilts of small breed.-First prize, £5, and second, £3,

R. E. Duckering. Highly commended : C. R. N. Beswicke-
Royds; W.Lort.

Boar of the Bershire breed.—First prize, £5, H. Homfrey,
Kingstone Farm, Shrivenham, Berks ; second, £3, J. Wheeler
and Sons. Highly commended: J. Spencer, Villiers Hill,

Kenilworth ; H. G. Baily, Swindon, Wilts.

Breeding sow of the Berkshire breed.—First prize, £5,
Cirencester College ; second, £3, J. Wheeler and Sons. Highly
commended : Cirencester College ; H, Humfrey.
Two hilts of the Berkshire breed.—First prize, £5, R.

Fowler, Broughton, Aylesbury, Bucks ; second, £3, H. Hum-
frey. Commended : Cirencester College ; H. G. Baily.

HORSES.
Stallion cart horse, for agricultural purposes.—First prize,

£15, W. Wynn, CranhiJl Leys, Grafton, Alcester; second,

£10, W. Wynn.
Cart gelding or mare, three years old and upwards, which

has been regularly worked.—First prize, ^5, R. Berkeley,

Spetchley Park, Worcester ; second, at'3, G. Malin, Harring-
ton, Evesham.

Cart mare and foal.—First prize, £5, S. Davis, Woolashill,

Pershore ; second, ^3, J. Tysoe, Rumer Hall, Stratford-on-

Avon.
Cart filly or gelding, two and under three years old.—First

prize, £5, P. H. Gibbs, Eckington, Pershore ; second, £3,
G. Smith, Fern Hill, Cropthorue, Pershore.

Thorough-bred stallion.—First prize, £20, the Earl of Co-
ventry, Croome, Worcester ; second, £10, J. Gregory Watkins,
Woodiisld, Droitwich.

Hunter, irrespective of weight.—First prize, £25, E. W.
Haywoood, Sillins, Redditch ; second, £10, T. H. Ashton,
Temple Laugherne, Worcester.

Hunter, above five years old, equal to fifteen stone weight.
—First prize, £25, E. W. Haywood ; second, £10, N. Cot-
trill, Temple Broughton, Droitwich.

Hunter, equal to fourteen stone weight over a country, the
property of a gentleman, farmer, or tradesman, owning or

occupying at least 100 acres of land within a radius of ten

miles of Broadway.—First prize, ^10, W. Smith, Kemerton,
Tewkesbury ; second, W. Cox, Winchcomb.

Hunter, the property of tenant-farmer resident in Wor-
cestershire.—First prize, £10, N. Cottrill ; second, £5, P. H.
Gibbs.

Hunting mare or gelding, under five years old.—First prize,

£10, T. H. Ashton ; second, £5, the Earl of Coventry.
Highly commended : T. H. Ashton.

Gelding orfi lly, for hunting purposes, under four years old.—
Prize, £10, J. A. Seisdon, Wolverhampton.

Hack, not exceeding fifteen hands.—Prize, £5 53., J. Webb,
Chapel Oak, Salford Priors, Evesham.

Pony, under fourteen hands.—First prize, ^£5, J. E. Watton,
Pershore ; second, £3, J. E. Watton.

Brood mare, for producing hunters.—Prize, ^£10, the Earl
of Coventry.

WOOL.
Tod of wool of the clip of 1873, shorn from short-wooUed

sheep.—Prize, H. AUsop, Hindlip Hall, Worcester.

CORN.
Sample of barley (one bushel).—Prize, £5 5s., S. Davis,

WoUashill, Pershore.

IMPLEMENTS.
Collection of agricultural implements.—Prize, £5, and

silver medal, H. Burlingham and Co., Evesham. Otlier col-

lections. First prize, £5, and sUver medal, J. L. Larkworthy
and Co., Lowesmoor Iron Works, Worcester, for Excelsior

ploughs, &c. ; medal, H. White, Evesham, for drills, &c.;

medal, E. Humphries, Pershore, for thrashing machine and
also for clover machine; medal, J. Gilbert, Evesham, for drills

for corn, beans, &c. ; medal, Wallis and Steevens, North Hants
Iron Works, Basingstoke, for improved stacking elevator.

Silver medals were awarded to the following : H. Webb and

Co., Chemical Works, Diglis, Worcester, for guano, bone

manures, &c. ; E. Webb and Sons, Ivy Mills, Wordsley, Stour-

bridge, for specimens of grass and clover seeds ; J. Carter and

Co., Royal Seedsmen, 237, High Holborn, London, for seeds,

roots, &;c. ; J. C. Wheeler and Sons, Gloucester, for collection

of grass seeds suitable for permanent pasture.

Highly commended.—W. Hodgetts, Moreton-in-the-Marsh,

for his stack covers.
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The occurrence of the Hereford show at the same time
had the effect of lessening the number of entries, but still

the horses and cattle were tolerably numerous. The
Herefords were formerly a great feature in the Society's

show-yard, but, now, alas ! they are sadly shorn of their

numbers. The absence of the celebrated Eglwys-nunydd
herd from the yard was to be noticed, as three years

ago they carried all before them at Cowbridge. The St.

Hilary herd now had it all their own way, and in some
classes without competition. Mr. Thomas secured the

premium prize amongst the Herefords, for the best female

in the yard, with his beautiful heifer, winuer of the

challenge cup for Herefords at the Gloucestershire show.
The Shorthorn breed is now spread far and wide through-

out the district. The cows were a good class, the chief

prizes being taken by Mr. Stratton, with animals bred

from the Broad Hinton hei'd, seconded by a pair of useful

cows from Berkshire. One grand but somewhat old-

fashioned cow was shown from the Penlline Castle herd,

which has recently been formed. For the best cow fourteen

entered the lists, with three commended in the two-yeav-

old class at the Eoyal Cardiff last year. A good cow from

Scyborwen was first, and, with magnificent coat and
touch ; while Mr. Stratton stood second with an in-calf

cow, with all her bloom on. There were several

good animals in this class. The aged bulls con-

tained four entries, and the Duffryn herd took the

pride of place with an animal extraordinarily well-made

up, and also the premier prize for the best male in the

yard ; with a good second from Mr. Homfray. Yearling

bulls were numerous and good. With one exception the

judges commended this class, and evidently from the time

they took had great difficulty in coming to a decision. The
first and second prizes went to animals of Broad Hinton
descent. The heifer classes contained some very fine

animals, Mr. Stratton being first in each with heifers in

splendid bloom. Pure or cross-bred milkers contained a

lot of useful animals, but should either Herefords or

Shorthorns be entered here ? It was certainly not in-

tended by the Society. Steer classes, with the exception

of a pair exhibited by Mr. Howells, Lancadle, were
indiff'erent, except in point of size. The bull, cow, and
offspring class was confined to two competitors, and
Mr. Williams succeeded in wresting the first prize

from Mr. Thomas, St. Hilary. Bull and heifer

calves contained some promise, firsts being placed to

Mr. Stratton's credit, who must have recouped him-
self at Cowbridge for his seconds at Bristol last week.

The show of sheep was small, and in future some modifi-

cation must be made if the show is to be held in August.
It is too early for lambs, and it will be necessary to re-

establish prizes for aged rams and ewes, and not continue

the lamb prizes to such an extent, for hitherto the great

feature of the show of sheep has, curiously enough, been

lambs. For the best cart stallion, Mr. David Earl, of

Cardiff, obtained the judge's fiat. Mr. Alban Watts,

with a neat mare and foal, well earned his place against

four other competitors ; and Mr. Earl sent Major Ballard's

thorough-bred Cardiff" horse Reinfrid into the ring.

Implements, fowls, dogs, and dairy produce were a small

show.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Cattle : Paramore, Preswylfa, Neath ; and T.

Lawrence, Parton Manor, Gloucester. Horses : Captain

Baring, Badminton ; D. H. Thomas, Derllys Court, Car-

marthen, Sheep and Pigb : Smith, pf Bibury ; W. W.
Skyrme, of White>hall, St. Melons, Cardiff.

CATTLE.
HEREFORDS.

Two cows, above three years old, in calf or in milk, and

their offspring under twelve months old.—First prize, £10,

ard second, £5, T. Thomas, St. Hilary.

Cow, above three years old, in calf or in milk.—First prize,

£4, T. Howell, Lancadle ; second, £2, T. Thomas.
Bull.—First prize, £5, T. Howell ; second, £2, no entry.

Yearling bull.—Prize, £5, T. Morgan, Lisworney.

Two years old heifer, in calf or in milk, for breeding pur-

poses.—First prize, £4. T. Thomas ; second, £1, T. Thomas.
Commended : R. Leyshon, Island Farm, Bridgend.

Yearling heifer for breeding purposes.—First prize, £i>, R.
Leyshon ; second, £1, E. David, Torycoed, LlanJrissant.

SHORTHORNS.
Two cows, above three years old, in calf or in milk, and

their offspring, under twelve months old.—First prize, £10, R.
Stratton, The Duffryn, Newport ; second, £5, J. B. Jenkins,

Kingston-house, Abingdon, Berks.

Cow, above three years old, in calf or in milk.—First prize,

£4, J. S. Stone, Scyborwen, Newport, Mon.; second, £2, R.
Sti-atton.

Bull.—First prize, £5, R. Stratton ; second, £2, J. R,
Homfray, Penlline Castle.

Yearling bull.—First prize, £5, R. Stratton ; second, A.
Watts, Coity, Bridgend.

Two years old heifer, in calf or in milk, for breeding pur-

poses.—lirst prize, £4, R. Stratton ; second, £1, J. R. Hom-
fray.

Yearling heifer, for breeding purposes.—First prize, £4>, R.
Stratton; second, £1, J. Williams, Llantrithyd.

pure or cross breed, NOT HEREFORDS OR SHORTHORNS.
Two milking cows, above three years old.—Prize, £4, W.

Llewellyn, Boverton, Lantwit, Major.
Milking cow, above three years old.—Prize, £2, J. Thomas,

Eastfield-house, Cowbridge.

PURE OR CROSS BRED STEERS.
Pair of two years old steers.—First prize, £4, T. Howell

;

second, £1, J. Thomas.
Pair of yearling steers.—Prize, £3, T. Howell and J.

Thomas divided.

Bull, cow in calf or in milk, and their offspring under
twelve months old, of any pure breed ; the animals to have
been bona fide the property of the exhibitor for at least six

months previous to the day of show.—Prize, £10, J. Williams.

Highly commended : T. Thomas.
Bull-calf, of any pure breed.—First prize, £3 R. Stratton ;

second, £2, W. Lowrie, Cadoxton, Cardiff.

Heifer-calf of any pure breed.—First prize, £3, J, R. Hom-
fray ; second, £2, W. Lowrie.

Male breeding animal, exhibited in any of the foregoing

cattle classes, or for any special cattle prize given under the

sanction of the Society.—First prize, £10, R. Stratton; best

female ditto, second, £5, T. Thomas.

SHEEP.
LONG-WOOLS.

Yearhng ram.—First prize, ^5, R. Leyshon ; second, £3,
G. W. G. Thomas, The Heath, Cardiff.

Ram lamb.—First prize, £4, T. Thomas ; second, £2, G. W.
G. Thomas.

Five ewe lambs, for breeding purposes.—First prize, £4, T.

Thomas ; second, £1, R. Leyshon.

Five wether lambs.—Prize, £4, T. Thomas. Highly com-
mended : T. Thomas.

Five ewes, exceeding three years old, that have bred the

preceding season.—First prize, £3, T. Thomas ; second, £2,
G. W. G. Thomas. Highly commended : J . Thomas.

SHORT-WOOLS.
Yearling ram.—First prize, £4, M. Rees, Garth Farm,

Swansea.

Ram lamb.—^First prize, £4, M. Rees ; second, £2, M
Rees.

Five ewe lambs for breeding purposes.—First prize, £3, M.
Rees ; second, £1, T. Williams.

Fire ewes, exceeding three years old, that have bred the
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preceding season.—First prize, £3, M. Rees; second, £2, J.
Williams.

PURE OR CROSS-BRED.
(Not qualified in the foregoing classes.)

"Yearling ram.—Prize, £3, not awarded.

Five yearling ewes.— Prize, £3, il. Leyslion.

Five mountain wethers, bred in the county.—Prize, £3, H.
Harrys, Crofta, Ystradowen.

Pen of four breeding ewes and one ram, of any breed suit-

able to the Welsh Mountain Distriot.—Prize, £3, Executors

of Ihe late W. Allen, Vaindre Hall, Cardiff.

SPECIAL PRIZES.

Pen of five yearling ewes of any pure breed.—Prize, £3, T.
Thomas, St. Hilary.

PIGS.
Sow, with pigs or in farrow, of any large breed.—Prize, £i,

Messrs. J. Wheeler and Sons, Long Compton, Shipston-on-
Stour.

Sow, with pigs or in farrow, of any small breed.—Prize, £4-,

Major Vaughan H. Lee, Lanelay House, Llantrisant. Com-
mended : Messrs. J. Wheeler and Sons.

Boar of any large breed.—Prize, £3, Messrs. J. Wheeler
and Sons.

Boar of any small breed.—Prize, £3, Messrs. J. Wheeler
and Sons. Commended : Major Vaufchan H. Lee.
Boar under a year old.—Prize, £3, J. Thomas, Eastfield

House, Cowbridge.
Pair of sows under a year old.—Prize, £3, Messrs. J.

Wheeler and Sons.

HORSES.
HUSBANDRY.

Stallion, for the general purposes of husbandry, which sliall

liave covered in the county during the season of 1873.—Prize,

£10, D. Eiirl, Cross Inn, near Cardiff. Highly commended :

J. Braddick, Masons' Arms, Cowbridge.
Mare aud foal for the general purposes of husbandry.—

Prize, £5, A. Watts, Coity, Bridgend. Highly commended :

R. Thomas, Upper Court, Margam.
Two-year-old gelding or mare for the general purposes of

husbandry.—Prize, £5, E. Thomas, Goldsland Farm, Wenvoe.
Highly commended: J. Evans, Pengam, Cardiff. Com-
mended : T. David, St. Athan.

Yearling colt or filly for the general purposes of husbandry.
—Prize, £i, T. Uavid. Commended: Messrs. H. and L.
Thomas, Tydraw, Llantrithyd.

HUNTERS.
Thoroughbred stallion, calculated to produce weight-carrying

hunters, which shall have been at the service of the public
during the season of 1873.—Prize, £10, Major J. S. Ballard,

The Verlands, Cowbridge (Reiufred). [Mr. David Earl, of
Cross Inn, Cardiff, has been travelling this horse in the district

during this season.]

Brood mare calculated to produce weight-carrying hunters,
and covered by a thoroughbred horse.—Prize, £5, G. W. G.
Thomas, The Heath. Highly commended : Gwilym Williams,
Miskin Manor.

Two-year-old gelding or mare, got by a thoroughbred horse,

for a weight-carrying hunter.—Prize, £'!•, J. Evans, Pengan,
Cardiff.

Yearhng colt or filly, got by a thoroughbred horse, for a
weight-carrying hunter,—Prize, £4, Gwilym Williams. Com-
mended : W. Morgan, Hayes Farm, Dinas Powis.

Hackney gelding or mare not exceeding 15 hands liigh.^
Prize, £5, F. E. Stacey, Llandough Castle, Cowbridge.
Highly commended : Major Turbervill ; T. Alexander, Monk-
ten, Brigend. Commended : J. Thomas.
Cob not exceeding 14 hands 2 inches high.—Prize, £4, F.

E. Stacey. Highly commended : JMajor Turbervill ; Major
Ballard.

Pony not exceeding 13 hands 2 inches high.'—Prize, £3,
Executors of the late W. Allen, Vaindre Hall, near Cardiff.

Highly commended : R. K. Prichard, Craig-afon, Taibach.
Commended : R. Travell, Mount Stuart Hotel, Cardiff.

Extra prize for jumping, for light weight-carrying hunters

Prize, £6, Major Turbervill.

Pair of cart horses for the general purposes of husbandry.

—First prize, £10, R. Williams, Parknewydd, Pyle ; second,

£6, Messrs. L. and H. Thomas. Commended: D. Owen,
Ash Hall, Cowbridge.

Weight-carrying hunter got by a thoroughbred horse.—
First prize, £10, G. W. G. Thomas ; second, £6, J. R. Horn-
fray.

Light-weight hunter got by a thoroughbred horse.—First

prize, £10, F. E. Stacey ; second, £6, W. H. Forester, Sketty

Park, Swansea. Highly commended : G. W. G. Thomas.
Commended : G. W. G. Thomas.

Four-year-old hunter, up to at least 12st., with hounds
;

bred by or having been ibr at least two years the property of

the exhibitor, who must be a tenant-farmer in the county of

Glamorgan, occupying 50 acres of land.—Prize, £10, J.
Lloyd, Corntown, Brigend.

Three-year-old gelding or mares for hunting purposes (a

sweepstakes of 10s. each).—Prize, Messrs. L. and H. Thomas,
Highly commended : W, V. Huntley, Welsh St. Donatts.

jumper in the hackney cob and pony class.— First prize, £5,
F. E. Stacey ; second (an entrance fee of 5s. paid by exhi-

bitors). Master D. Smith, Boverton.

Perfect sheep dog or bitch.—First prize, £3, T. Culver]
well, Llwyuhelig, Cowbridge ; second (an entrance fee of 3s.

6d., paid by exhibitors), G. W. G. Thomas.

DAIRY PRODUCE.
Cheese, not less than 1 cwt.—First prize, £3, T. Culver-

well ; second, £1 10s., T. Culverwell ; third, 10s., T. Cul-

verwell.

Fresh butter, in pounds, not less than ten.—First prize, £2,
G. W. G. Thomas ; second, £1, J. R. Homfray ; third, 10s.,

the Misses M. and A. Jones, Old Beaupre, Cowbridge.

lAIPLEMENTS.
W. Morgan, Cowbridge, for collection of agricultural im-

plements, £4 ; Hall, Reynolds, and Co., Cardiff and Cow-
bridge, for collection of implements, £4 ; D. Lewis, Brigend,

£1 ; C. D. Phillips, Newport, £3 ; W. T. Wright, St.

Nicholas, rear Cardiff, for patent prize hay or corn elevator,

or horse pitchfork, £3.

EASINGWOLD AGRI
The entries were : cattle 38, horses 230, sheep 84,

pigs 33, poultry 46, agricultural produce 12, dairy pro-
duce 14, wool 5, implements 140—total 552.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Hunters : T. Hutchinson, sen.. Manor House,

Catterick
; T. Bowman, Croome House, Sledraere ; J. Hall,

Sedgfield, Ferryhili. Coaching and Agricultural
Horses: G. Harrison, Newton-on-Derweut ; J. Kirbyj
Burton Fields, Stamford Bridge. Cattle, Sheep, aud
Pigs : T. Jolly, York ; J. Borton, Barton House, Malton

;

1. Robinson, Wingate Hill, Tadcaster. Butter: W.
Humphrey, York. Wool : W. Garbutt, York. Imple-
ments and Roots : J. Raimes, Acaster, York : E. Apple-
yard, Croft House, Wistow.

SHORTHORNS.
Bull two years old and under three years.—First prize, £3,

Paddock^'
'^'^^'''^^'^y; ^^"=°"^' ^^' ^V. A. Hind, Rawcliffe

CULTURAL SOCIETY.
Yearling bull.—First prize, £4, C. Mc. C. Swarbreck,

Sowerby ; second, £1, C. Strickland, Sutton Forest-

Bull-calf, under twelve months old.—First prize, £2, Very
Rev. W. Prest, Ampleforth College ; second, 10s., C. Mc. C.

Swarbreck.

Cow of any age, in calf or milk.—First prize, £4, C. Mc. C

.

Swarbreck ; second, £1, Very Rev. W. Prest.

Two years old heifer.—First prize, £3, T. and J. Coates ;

second, £1, G. Robson, Shires House.

Yearling heifer.—First prize, £3, T. Strickland, Thirsk

Junction ; second, £1, C. Mc, C. Swarbreck.

Heifer-calf, under twelve mouths old,—Prize, 10s., Very
Rev. W. Presti

Covt for dairy purposes, any breed.—First prize, silver cream
jug, value £5 5s., H. R. W. Hart, Dunnington Lodge ; second,

lOs., J. Blenkhorn, Thirsk.
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flORSES.
Mare, with foal at foot.—First prize, £3, W. Muzeen,

Southholme ; seeoud,£l, W. Hornby, Newburgh.
Mare or geldiug of any age.—First prize, plate or £20, T.

H. Hutchinson, Catterick ; second, a silver cup, value £7, G.
Robson.
Mare or gelding, Ave years old.—First prize, £15, and

second, £5, D. and R. Batty, Myton.
Mare or gelding, four years old.—First prize, £10, R. Met-

calf, Malton ; second, £3, G. Robson.
Fencers of any age.—First prize, £4, — Hare, Lund,

Easingwold ; second, £2, H. Danby, Sheriff Hutton ; third,

£1, T. Mills, Huby.
Three years old gelding.—First prize, £3, T. F. Iraeson,

Thiisk; second, £1, W. Bean, Farlington.

Three years old filly.— First prize, W> Cleasby, Islebeck
;

second, 10s., T. Ward, Huby.
Two years old gelding.—First prize, £2, W. Gill, Lund

;

second, 10s., W. Harrison, Acaster Hill.

Two years old filly.—First prize, £2, R. Garbutt, Araple-
forth ; second, 10s., R. Beal, Shipton.

Yearling gelding.—Prize, £1 10s., W. Muzzeen, South-
holme.

Yearling filly.—First prize, £1 10s. Messrs, Thompson,
Shipton ; second, 10s., R. Garbutt, Ampleforth.

Mare, with foal at foot.—First prize, £3, L. Manfield,

Thirkleby Barugh ; second, £1, J. White, Brandsby.
Three years old gelding.— First prize, £3, T. Plummer,

Birdforth ; second, £1, G. B. Hall, Oswaldkiik.

Three years old filly.—First prize, £2, H. Pettinger, Hollius

Grove ; second, 10s., J. May, Crankley.

Two years old gelding.—First prize, £2, H. Pettinger, Hol-
lins Grove; second, 10s., J. Harrison.

Two years old filly.— First prize, £2, J. Burton, Kirby
Knowle ; second, 10s., T. Gibson, Sutton Forest.

Yearling gelding.—First prize, £1 10s., J. White, Brandsby;
second, 10s., R. ]) Batty, Throstle Nest.

Yearling filly.—First prize, £1 10s., L. Manfield, Thirkleby

;

second, 10s., J. Mountain, Easingwold.

Mare or geldiug, any heiglit, to be driven in liarness.—First

prize, £3, E. Plenty, The Lund ; second, £2, T. and J. Coates,

reep o'Day-

Mare, with foal at foot.—First prize, £3, Mr. R. Stephen
son, Easingwold ; second, £1, J. W. M. Walker, Hawk Hills.

Three years old gelding or filly—First prize, £3, G. Beal,

Barraby Moor ; second, £1, T. Robson, Cundall Lodge.
Two years old gelding or filly.—First prize, £3, R. Walker,

Ellenthorpe, Helperby ; second, £1, R. Sedgwick, White
House.

Yearling gelding or filly.—First prize, £1 10s., T. Armiu,
Easingwold ; second, T. Douthwaite, Easingwold.

Mare or gelding of any age.—First prize, £3, J, Rohson,
Old Malton ; second, £1, A. Hornsey, Stittenham.

Lady's hackney, mare or gelding, of any age.—First prize,

£3, J. Welburn, Scackleton Grange; second, £1, J. Kirby,
Knayton.

Mare, with foal at foot.—First prize, £3, W. Leadley,

Easingwold ; second, £1, W. A. A. Wood, Sutton.

Three years old gelding or filly.—First prize, £3, C. Watson,
Sowerby ; second, £1,W. Gowland, Linton.

Two years old gelding or filly.—First prize, £2, L. Edson,
Crankley ; second, 10s., W. Leadley, Easingwold.

Yearling gelding or filly.—First prize, silver cup, and
second, £1, J. Pinkney, Bagby Grange.
Mare or gelding of any age which has heen regularly worked

during the season.—First prize, £2, E. E. Claridge, Coulton

;

second, £1, R. D. Batty, Throstle Nest.

Pair of horses of either sex, which have been regularly

worked during the season, the property of a tenant farmer.

—

First prize, £i, A. Heddon, Baldersby ; second, £1,C. Priest-

man, Yearsley.

Pony not exceeding l-ih. to be ridden in the ring.—First

prize, £2, T. J. Shipley ; second, 10s., Sir G. O. Worabwell,
Bart.

Pony not exceeding 14h., to be ridden over hurdles.—First

prize, £2, T. and J. Coates (Peep o'Day). Silver mounted
whip for the beat rider was awarded to Miss Wilson, of Scar-

borough.

SHEEP.
Shearling ram, pure Leicester.—Prize, £3, J, Woodward,

Allerton.

Ram, any age, not qualified to compete as a Leicester.—

Prize, £2, J. Greaves, Clotherholrae.

Shearling ram, not qualified to compete as a Leicester.—

Prize, £3, C. Sergeant, Hunsingore.

Pen of five ewes for breeding purposes.—Prize, £3, C, and

W. Dovenor, Bedale.

Pen of five shearling gimmers.—Prize, £2, C. and W.
Dovenor.
Pen of five giramer lambs.—Prize, £1 10s., R. Allen,

Crankley.

Turap lamb—First prize, £2, and second, 10s., C. and W.
Dovenor, Bedale.

PIGS.

Boar, large or middle breed, upwards of twelve months old.

—First prize, £1, W. Holmes, Groves, York; second, 10s., P.

Gill, Boroughbridge.

Sow, large or middle breed, upwards of sixteen months old.

—Prize, £1 10s., C. Pickard, Brafferton.

Boar, large or middle breed, under twelve' months old.—.

First prize, £1 10s., G. Sedgwick, York ; second, lOs., J. Wil-
son, Rainton.

Sow, large or middle breed, under sixteen months old.—
First prize, £1 10s.. W. Holmes; second, lOs., C. Kemp,
York.

Sow, small breed, any age —First prize, £1 10s., Sir G. 0.
Worabwell, Bart. ; second, 10s., W. Gill, Tollerton.

Boar, small breed, any age.—First prize, £1 lOs., G. Sedg-

wick ; second, 10s., C. McC. Swarbreck, bowerby.

Pig, the property of a cottager.—Prize, £1 lOs., C. Hebden,
Easingwold.

Extra Stock.—First prize, J. Haxby, Easingwold; se-

cond, R. Gill, Raskelf.

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE.
Twelve round potatoes.—First prize, Ss., T. Armin, Easing-

wold ; second, 2s. 6d., R. Stephenson, Easingwold.

Twelve kidney potatoes.—First prize, 5s., C. Johnson,

Easingwold ; second, 2s. 6d., R. Stephenson.

Three pounds of butter.—First prize, £1, W. Mountain,

Craike ; second, lOs., Mrs. Balderson, Bielby.

Twelve hen eggs.—First prize, 5s., T. Douthwaite, Easing-

wold ; second, 2s. 6d., Mrs. Balderson.

Three hoiig fleeces of wool.—First prize, £2, W. H. Wood"^
ward. Providence Hill ; second, £1, G. Robson, Shire House '

ExTKA Produce.—First prize, H. Haworth, for turnips

second, J. Knowles, Craike, for thirty stalks of wheat.

IMPLEMENTS.
Bushell, York, £1 for assortment; Hopperton, Sheriff

Hutton, 5s. for barrel and table churns; Barker, Easingwold,

10s. for stand of implements ; Slater, Husthwaite, lOs. for

collection ; Wentworth, Tollerton, 10s. for assortment ; Wyrill,

Farlington, 10s. for harrows ; Abell, Wigginton Bart. 10s. for

a lurry waggon.

SALES OF LAND IN IRELAND TO TENANTS.—In

the financial year 1872-73 there were 260 applications by

tenants to the Irish Board of Public Works for loans to aid

the applicants in the purchase of their holdings under the

Landlord and Tenant Acts of 1870 and 1872 ; of these 183

were sanctioned by the Treasury, and in 137 of these cases

the sums allocated, amounting to £78,000, were advanced in

the course of that year. Advances of this nature have been

made (to 31st March, 1873) to 225 tenants. The holdings

purchased by them comprised, in all, 15,941 acres ; the annual

rents amounted to £12,304< ; the tenement valuation, £8,800.

The amount of the purchase money was £222,146, and the

amount advanced by the Board was £134,549. The holdings

thus purchased by the tenants comprised 3,091 acres in the

province of Leinster, 4,247 acres in Munster, 937 acres in

Connaught, 7,666 acres in Ulster.
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REAPER TRIALS.

Tlie trial of reaping machines took place on tlie farm of

Mr. Jolin Roberts, of Well House, ou the Mold and Denbigh

line. There were three classes : the first, for self-delivery

reapers, a first prize of £30 and a second of £10 ; the second,

for manual delivery reapers, a first prize of £10, second of

£5 ; and a third, for machines showing the best attachment

of a rake to a reaper, to clear up the land from which the

previous swathe had Ijeen cut, a prize of £5. The following

makers competed with the self-delivering machines: Sarauelson

and Co., Banbury ; Picksley, Sims, and Co., Leigh, Manchester

(two entries) ; Walter A. Wood, London ; P. Whiteside and Co.,

Liverpool (three entries) ; Brigham and Co., Berwick; Bicker-

ton and Sou, Berwick ; Howard, Bedford ; Kearsley, Ripon

;

Watkin and Son, Halton, Runcorn (three entries). The follow-

ing entered manual-delivery machines : Williams, Rhuddlan,
Rhyl (two entries) ; Picksley, Sims, and Co. (two entries)

;

Walton A. Wood ; Whiteside and Co., Liverpool ; Edling-

ton, Gainsborough; Brigham and Co.; Bickerton and Sons
(two entries) ; Hill, Upton, Chester (two entries) ; Breuton,

Polbathic, St. Germans ; Harrison, M'Gregor, and Co., Leigh,

Manchester (two entries) ; Hill ; Hunt, Leicester ; Kearsley

(two entries) ; Watkin and Son (two entries) ; Haughton and
Thompson, Carlisle. The following entered for attachments

of rake to reaper : Whiteside and Co. ; Harkes, Mere ; Hill

;

Denton, Wolverhampton.
The judges were, of self-delivery reapers, Mr. Teasdale,

Liscard, ^Birkenhead, and Mr. Cattle, Sealand ; of manual
reapers, Mr. J. Wright, Crosteth, Liverpool, and Mr. R.
Mawdsley, Eccleston, Liverpool ; umpire, Mr. Podmore, and
the consulting engineer Mr, Maxwell Scott.

The results were as follows : Self-delivery reapers : 1st,

Sarauelson and Co., Banbury; 2nd, Bickerton and Son, Ber-

wick ; extra prizes, Whiteside and Co., Liverpool, and Kears-

ley, Ripon. Manual delivery reapers : 1st, Picksley, Sims, and
Co., Leigh, Manchester; 2nd, Harrison, McGregor, and Co.,

both being combined mowers and reapers ; a silver medal to

Kearsley, of Ripon ; a medal to Breuton, of St. German ; a

prize to Waller Wood, for special improvements; highly

commended, Haughton and Thompson.

THE SCOTTISH CHAMBER OF AGRICULTURE.
At the half-yearly meeting, in Perth, Mr. J. C. Shepherd,

of Cleghornie, in the chair.

The Secretary, Mr. D. Curror, read a letter from Mr.

W. D. Eordyce, M.P., who said :
" I regret it will not be in

my power to be present at the meeting of the Chamber of

Agriculture on tlie 8th August. The encouragement given to

me in the promotion of the Farm Labourers' Bill by the ap-

proval of the Chamber, was such as to induce me to divide on

the second reading, and, although deleated, the result as

against Government, was virtually in our favour. T shall be

guided in re-introducing the bill very much by the view which
may be taken on the point by the Chamber of Agriculture

and similar societies. The discussion which has already taken

place has been useful in eliciting valuable expressions of

opinion as to the equitable claims of occupiers of land for

buildings and other permanent improvements, and showing
what recognition they may expect of those claims from the

present Parliament."

The Secretary reported that there was at the credit of

the Chamber—including furniture, books, &c.—the sum of

£1,360 15s. 9|d. He further stated that there was about

£600 of arrears of members' subscriptions due.

The Chairman proposed the following resolution in con-

nection with the Land Tenancy Laws :
" Resolve that the

thanks of the Chamber are due, and are hereby tendered, to

Messrs. Howard and Read, for their exertions in Parliament

in ventilating this question, and in attempting to legislate

thereon. Remit the question to the Directors, as a Committee
to confer with Messrs. Howard and Read, and with the Scotch
members favourable to the settlement of those laws in consis-

tency with the resolution of the Chamber, in view of con-

certing a measure applicable to England and Scotland, to be
introduced next session, and to deal with these laws, as far as

Scotland is concerned, in consistency with the resolution of

the Chamber,"
Mr. Macknight (Edinburgh) said they should not content

themselves with what Mr, Howard and Mr, Read had done in

the matter, because before everything was done that ought to

he done for Scotland, a bill would require to be brought in by
he Lord Advocate,

The Chairman said it was proposed that Mr, Howard's
hill—which at present only applied to England—should be so
altered as to apply to Scotland. That was a point on which
they conferred with Mr. Howard on the previous day, and he
at once agreed to it.

Mr. Macknight contended that that would not be suffi-
cient to meet the wants of the case. He therefore suggested
that the Lord Advocate should be requested to bring in a bill.
He proposed also to couple along with that a resolution with

regard to the Conveyancing Bill, proposed by the Lord Advo-
cate, but which unfortunately was rejected by the House of

Peers ; and with reference to entail abolicion. All these

things should be dealt with in a direct manner.
Mr. M'Neel Caird, while agreeing that the law of Entail

and the Conveyancing Bill were proper subjects for discussion,

was of opinion that they should not be mixed up with land

tenancy. They were property laws.

Mr. Macknight then suggested that the Lord Advocate
should be requested by tlie Chamber to bring in a bill applicable

to Scotland with reference to the question of compensation to

tenants.

Mr. M'Neel Caird said that Mr. Howard had explained

that the only reason why he had not extended the operations

of his bill to Scotland was that he felt that an English mem-
ber was not the proper person to urge such a question for

Scotland. If he was invited by the Chamber of Agriculture

to introduce provisions into the bill, to make it applicable to

Scotland, lie would do so ; and he should be glad to confer

with the Chamber, or a Committee of the Chamber, in refer-

ence to these provisions. In Mr. Howard they had a man
who was most earnest on this question and resolute in bringing

it forward. He (Mr. M'Neel Caird) did not think there was
any substantial difference in the principle affecting both coun-

tries. Why should they discard a man who had taken this

burden on his shoulders, by passing him by ; by going else-

where and inviting the Lord Advocate to bring forward a

measure upon this question, when they knew as a matter of

fact that upon Mr, Eordyce's bill the Lord Advocate spoke in

a tone, not of encouragement certainly, and absented himself

from the voting. That would not be a very wise thing. He
thought they were better in the hands of a man who was
earnest on the question, than to go to the Lord Advocate and
ask him to bring in a bill dealing with a question ou which
he had not shown himself extremely earnest,

Mr, Macknight then seconded the proposal of the Chair-

man, which was agreed to.

The Chairman said he wished to make one or two remarks

upon the proposals of the select committee on the Game-laws
just published. He supposed it would be admitted that the

Chamber had kept a sufficiently decorous silence during the

long sitting of this committee. The relief which they pro-

posed to give to the agricultural interest was so limited, and

it was so certain almost to excite a smile among parties in-

terested, that the report perhaps would rather increas*

than diminish the demand for repeal. Yet the report was

skilfully, almost benevolently expressed, as if highly favour-

able to the interests of the tenant-farmer, whom, however, it

absolutely refused to relieve in any substantial degree. It
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yielded to him the rabbit, but retained the more destructive
hare ; aud the practice— the dishonourable practice, he might
say—among landlords of increasing game during the currency
of leases was made henceforth a punishable offence. The
Scotch courts deemed it so before, without any Act of Parlia-

ment, on the clear ground that a farm on which the game was
increased during the currency of the lease was not the same
farm as wlien tlie tenant bargained for it. But this power of
prosecuting never did, and never probably would, yield much
relief. It was always a perilous step to prosecute a landlord.

At best it was but an unhappy remedy, for unless the game
was outrageously increased, a case of increase was generally
a matter difficult to establish. On the whole, however, the
little that tiie committee had done was in the right direction,

although he could not say tliat they had given substantial

redress to this branch of industry, which was the most im-
portant in the country, and which of all others ought to be
free from every impediment and free from every restraint and
discouragement. The Game-laws were left very much as they
were—laws which went to establish two opposing claims to

the same crops, that of the tenant who grew them, and that

of the game preserver who destroyed the^v!. -He remarked
that such conditions as had been compulsorily imposed on the

farmers would not be submitted to by any other mercantile

class ; and, in his opinion, laws which encouraged landlords

to infringe on the property of poor tenants, and intromit with

their limited means, were both cruel and ripe for repeal. It

was to be hoped that the opinion of the next election would
be decisive on this head, and that no member would be
returned by any of the constituencies who was a friend of

these laws. lie trusted that the example of Forfarshire and
Aberdeenshire would be followed universally all over Scotland,

and that they would insist on this, which was one of the most
important, as well as tlie most reasonable, among all the claims

of Tenant-Right, besides being of great material importance.
They had had a bill introduced the other day by Mr. Barclay,

the member for Forfarshire, which made no Game-laws binding
on the tenant-farmer. There were certain phrases which
would seem to say that the promise to observe these laws
would not be binding on them. Some of them might fear

that the expressions were too strong on this point. What
many advocated was the repeal of the Game-laws on all arable

lands, at all events. He did not think that any of them
would object to the Highland proprietors getting such a tres-

pass law as Mr. Barclay proposec, but elsewhere he would not.

think it was needed. He argued that trespass in search of

game was created by the Game-laws, and would at once dis-

appear by their removal. Everyone interested in this subject,

although they might not like all the phraseology, were in-

debted to Mr. Barclay for coming so boldly to the front with

a new bill, immediately on the publication of the unsatisfactory

report of the select committee. The Chairman then asked

Mr. Barclay, M.P., who was present, to give them some ex-

planations on his bill.

Mr. Barclay, M.P., commenced by referring to the posi-

tion of the Chamber in respect to the question, and said that

the first resolution arrived at when the Chamber was formed
some years ago was to exclude hares and rabbits from the

game list. As the question was discussed, and as public opin-

ion ripened on the subject it began to be seen that the mere
withdrawal of hares and rabbits from the game list would not,

in the first place, give redress to farmers from the grievances

from which they sutfered, seeing that landlords would have
power under private contracts to preserve aud kill these

animals. The Chamber accordingly resolved on the total

abolition of the Game-laws. By that position he understood

that they enacted that the existing system of legislation was
incapable of being modified or altered so as to meet the vari-

ous difficulties and grievances which had arisen under it ; and

that by their desire for the total abolition of the laws that they

thought a review or reform of the whole system absolutely

necessary. But he did not understand from that, that the

Chamber committed itself absolutely to the proposition that

there should be no legislation in reipect to game or other wild

animals. He remembered very well that their able secretary

did draft a bill dealing with the subject, but it was the opinion

at the time that it was hardly the duty or the province of the

Chamber to prepare a bill for the legislature ; but it was
thought that they should set forth their grievances clearly and
distinctly, and leave to their representatives in Parliament to

prepare and bring forward a measure which should treat the

grievances of which the farmer complained, and do so with

the least amount of disturbance to other interests which were
involved in the reform of those laws. He believed also that

that was very much the view which the Anti-Game Law League
had taken up. The hon. gentleman then referred to the

programme of that Association, and quoted the opinion of the

editor of the Anti-Game Law Circular to sliow that though

they were going for the total repeal of the Game-laws, it was
only in the spirit the Lord Chancellor pursued with respect to

his Land Transfer Bill. He purposed to repeal the existing

laws on the transfer of land, and then replace these by a com-
prehensive measure whicli should be free from the abuses of

the past. As to his own position in this matter, when he was
returned by the constituency of Forfarshire he felt that it de-

volved upon him to consider the whole matter of the Game-
laws with a view to bring forward such a comprehensive

measure as might be accepted by landlords, by the public, and
the farmers generally as a practical settlement of this question.

The biU was drafted and in shape several months ago, but he
felt that it would have been discourteous to the Game-laws
Committee to introduce it into the House of Commons pend-
ing their investigation, and until their report was delivered.

Their report was delivered shortly before the conclusion of the
session, and lie immediately laid liis bill belore the House and
got it read a first time, not in the liope that it would be read
a second time, but in order that it might be considered during
the recess. What were the grievances that were complained
of in respect to the Game-laws ? First, the public complained
that under the protection of the existing Game-laws excessive

quantities of game were maintained in special districts of the

country ; that this had a demoralising effect upon the general

public and upon the labouring agricultural population more
particularly : that the excessive quantity of game interfered

with the due cultivation of the laud, and the primary object

for which the land existed—the production of food—and that,

in consequence, farmers did not develop the resources of
the soil to the extent which they otherwise would do.

In the second place, the farmer's complaints against these

Game-laws were that, directly and indirectly, the landlord

had the power of imposing such stringent conditions in the

leases that he suffered grievous loss by the destruction of his

crops by the game, and that he was under such apprehensions
as to the uncertainty of his position that he was deterred from
investing so much money in the land, or cultivating his farm
to the extent which he otherwise would do. Now the biU
which he had introduced proposed to deal in a practical way
with these interests. And it would be more definite if he
told them what the bill did not propose to do. It did not in-

tend to make game common property ; and he did not intend
to give a right, by means of the bill, to any one to go wherever
he pleased and pursue or kill any wild animal. If that was
what was desired by those who went for the total abolition of
the Game-laws, he desired to point out that the total abolition

of the Game-laws would not affect the object ; for even if the
Game-laws were abolished the right of the owners in the land
would still remain, and they would have a right to protect

their property in the best way they could. It would practi-

cally come to this, that they would have to protect their pro-
perty by force, and turn off by force any person who trespassed

upon their land. Although that would be sufficient power as

against the general public, to prevent trespass, proprietors

might still preserve game in covers at a little more expense,

but it would be insufficient to protect wild animals from the
poaching class of the population. For deterring or preventing
them trespassing, the ordinary trespass-law was quite sufficient;

but whatever people might think, the only conclusion he
could arrive at was this, that to make game common property
simply and clearly meant the extermination of all valuable
wild animals, because he had not the slightest doubt that so
long as persons belonging to the unscrupulous class could
make from 5s. to 10s. a day by poaching, they would continue
to poach, and considering that as the wild animals grew
scarce their price would enhance, it would come pretty nearly
to this, that hares, rabbits, and grouse would be reduced to
this limit, that a man would not be able to shoot a hare or a
rabbit, or a brace of partridges in a day. If it were desired to

give the people the wild animals, a positive enactment would
be necessary by Parliament not only abolishing the Game-
laws, but saying that there should not be such a thing as tres-

pass. But if the general body of the public were in that

position, there would be no valuable wild animals, because they
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would all be exterminated ; and therefore to make game com-
mon property, was to make wild animals the property of no-

body, because there would be no wild animals in existence for

anybody. It was quite true that the right in any particular

wild animal could not be made property. It was not in the

nature of property, because property involved control ; and it

was doing manifest injury to the just rights of property to en-

deavour by A.ct of Parliament to make that property which was
not in common sense and justice, and, in accordance with the

views of mankind, property iu the very nature of it. But
although game was not the property of any one in particular,

it did not follow that game on the whole should be the common
property of the whole. There was a certain qualified right of

property in wild animals incidental to the possession or occu-

pation of land, and it was both for the interests of those imme-
diately concerned—the landlord and tenant—and also for the

general public, that there should be a certiun modicum of

protection guaranteed to owners who had the qualified right to

property in those wild animals. The right might be defined

to this extent—that tlie wild animals should not
be guarded to an excess which would interfere

with the public right in its particular sense, or

with the production of food for the consumption
of the people. Looking to the action of Parlia-

ment and the country during the past two years, he
was supported in this view. Referring to the Wild Birds
Protection Act, he said it seemed to him a Game Act in a still

more aggravated form, because it took from the owner or
occupier of the land the power to kill or exterminate wild
animals which might be feeding upon or destroying his pro-

perty. And the fact that tiie total abolitionists in the House
allowed tiie bill to pass without a division was a proof to him
that they took up the position that he had indicated. There
was a strong teeling against the extermination of game, aud he
thought that so long as wild animals could live alongside of
man without interfering with his comfort, his advantage, or

his necessities, they were entitled to their existence. It was
on such grounds that the public did not wish the wanton, the
indiscriminate, or unnecessary destruction of those animals
that existed in this world. The bill, then, was intended to

reduce or do away with the demoralising effects of the existing

system of legislation ; it was intended to do away with the

objection on public grounds that the preservation of wild
animals interfered with the production of food. And in three

places it intended to protect the practical farmer from those,

arbitrary conditions which the state of the case enabled the
landlord to impose on him. The hon. gentleman then referred

in detail to the clauses of his bill, and explained at some length
why he had drawn a distinction between arable and unculti-

vated land as enacted in clause 3. Clause 4; restricted the bill

to Scotland ; but if the bill was acceptable to the people of
England he should be happy to extend it provisions. It was
for the farmers of England to ask that the bill should be ex-

te"nded to them. Tlie next clause referred to the abolishing of

the existing system of the Game-laws as regards Scotland, and
in a schedule annexed to the bill it would be seen that there
were about 40 of these Acts, forming together a confused mass
of legislation, so that even able lawyers could not tell what was
in force and what was not. He thought there ought to be
no difference of opinion about the desirability of the total

abolition of the existing system of the Game-laws. They had
been recognised by all able legislators on the subject to be
cruel, vindictive, and oppressive; and their administration had
been in many respects unsatisfactory. In support of this Mr.
Barclay referred them to tiie evidence given by Sheriff Barclay
before the Select Committee, and he was convinced that after

they read the learned Sheriffs evidence that they would come
to the conclusion that the Game-laws ought to be abolished
whatever was substituted in their stead. He (Mr. Barclay)
said he was very anxious to make a new game list, but looking
at the effect of the recent legislation in the House of Commons,
and that a new class of game was created under the WM
Birds Protection Act, he thought it would be simpler to put
all wild animals on one footing. Clause 5, the hon. gen-
tleman remarked, was the principal clause of the bill, both as
regards the tenants and the public, in respect to the cultiva-
tion of the land. There might some objection to the phrase-
ology of the clause. Well, they might gild the pill, and
make it as palatable as they possibly could, and he would
nave no objections whatever, if anyone would suggest
to him a more acceptable clause, having the same effect

as the present. The cardinal point in any legislation

upon this subject, as affecting the farmer, was this that

he should have in his own person the indivestible

right to the whole control of all wild animals upon his

farm, and unless the principle was admitted in this or some
other bill, he did not think that the farmer's position would
be very materially improved by the total abolition of the

Game-laws. Many persons had some little difiBculty about

interfering with the right of contract, and others said that

such proposals as were contained in tlie clause would never

pass the House of Commons. But he thought whoever took

up that ground must have been very indifferent to the course

of legislation of late years. They had from time to time in-

terference with the rights of property. They had the whole
series of Factory Acts and the Navigation Laws, which were
to some extent an interference with the right of private con--

tract ; and such interference was made because the public

good demanded it. Many people asked why the farmers con-
sented to such clauses in their leases ; but the answer was,

that unless the tenants did submit to such clauses, they could

not get farms. And the nature of the contract showed that

the parties were not on an equal footing—that one of the

parties could not be free, or there was this alternative, that

the man was incapable of managing his own business, and
that, in short, he was a fool. He believed that the contract

was not one which the Equity Judges would hold binding.

He again referred to Sheriff Barclay in support of this view,

who said, when under examination, that he believed at was
actually necessary that the Legislature should interfere between
landlord and tenant, in making contracts upon this subject.

It was quite true, the hon. gentleman continued, that Sheriff

Barclay did not say that the interference should be in the same
direction as that which was proposed in the bill. Sheriff

Barclay said that the tenant should have the unalienable right

of arbitration for damage by game, but the principle was the
same, although the direction was different. If the Legislature

iiad interfered with the right of contract iu respect of labour,

then, a facfioi'i, they had a right to iuterfere with questions

referring to the land, minerals, or what might be called the

general wealth of the nation. He thought that the argument
was stronger for interference in questions relating to contracts,

or in contracts which were about what the natioa was to a
certain extent interested in, than on the subject of labour,

which was a subject that pre-eoiinently belonged to the indi-

vidual himself if anything did. Referring to the objection

that farmers would still promise to preserve game, he said that

the decision of tlie question as to what was a " reasonable

head of game" would be taken out of the hands of the game-
keeper or the factor of the landlord and left with the

farmer himself. If the bill would only propose to

transfer the game from the landlord to the tenant, he
would certainly not have recommended it to the public.

But he asked them to observe that there was to be a joint and
concurrent right in the game between landlord and tenant, and
he appealed to all practical farmers whether a farmer would
preserve game to any serious or appreciable extent. Speaking
of the clause eight, which refers to trespass, the hon. gentle-

man said there was no ground whatever for supposing that the

innocent trespasser woufd be prosecuted. He did not intend

in any respect to iuterfere with the law of trespass. It was
quite distinct from trespassing in pursuit of game. The hon.

gentleman said that his bill did not profess to deal with deer

forests or the preserving of game in covers. These sutijects

were not properly dealt with under the game laws at all. It

would be necessary in order to deal with them to deal with the

use to which proprietors put their laud, which was very con-

siderably in advance of the position which it was necessary to

take up iu regard to this law, and an advance which he fondly

hoped would not be necessary. He would not be surprised, if

after the extent to which public attention had been called to

the subject of deer forests, if there was a reversal of the process

which had been going on for a great many years ; and that

they would see the laud which was now devoted to deer turned

to a more useful purpose for the good of tiie natioa. The
hon. gentleman then referred to the different proposals which
were at present before the country for dealing with the Game-
laws, and concluded by asking the Chamber to support his bill

if they thought it would effect the object which they had in

view.

Mr, M'Neel Caied said it was rather singular that Mr,
Barclay, who undoubtedly was in advance of the Select Com-
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mittee in his view, should propose, in repealing tlie existing

laws, to create a new Game-law, for that really was the efTect

of the eighth clause as far as lie understood it. He then re-

ferred to tlie proposal of the Select Committee that a system
of interdict should he introduced in place of the law of poach-
ing, upon which

Mr. Mackxigiit remarked that it was worse than what
already existed.

Mr. M'Neel Caird said he quite agreed with him. It

would be utterly intollerable, and would he swept away
in a few months. It was an utter absurdity. Mr.
M'Neel Caird afterwards referred to several clauses

of the bill at some length, touching more particularly on
clauses 3 and 8.

Mr. Smith (West Drums, Brechin) suggested that the secre-

tary should be iustructed to send out a list of queries to the

farmers on the subject of the Game-laws, in order that they

might have their pronounced opinion on the subject. He
moved to that effect.

Mr. Alexajs'der (Dunoon) said that they had already pro-

nounced for the total repeal of these laws, and it seemed to

him that this proposal was an underhand attempt to reverse

the decision of the Chamber. He hoped they would stand

fast to tlie great victory which they got in Edinburgli. Mr.
Barclay's bill had beeu framed witli good intentions, and
whether they could support all the clauses or not, the hon.
gentleman ought to receive their sympathy.

On the suggestion of Mr. Goodlet, (Bolshaw), Mr. Smith
withdrew his motion, and after a few remarks from Mr. Mack-
night, who expressed his dissatisfaction with the trespass

clause in Mr. Barclay's bill,

Mr. M'Neel Caird proposed the following motion, which
was agreed to uem. con. :

" That the Chamber return its

warmest thanks to Mr. Barclay and to Mr. M'Combie, and
without assenting to the provisions of Mr. Barclay's bill in

its present shape, resolve to adjourn its further consideration

till the November meeting, and remit to the directors to com-
municate with Mr. Barclay and other members of Parliament,

and in every other way in their power to prepare the question

involved for full discussion."

The Secretary read a letter on the Wild Birds' Protection

Act, which he had received from Mr. Scott Skirving, contain-

ing a number of suggestions as to what birds should and what
birds should not be protected.

Mr. MiLXE (Rosehall, Arbroath) said he had no sympathy
with the Acts at all, and they ought all to be repealed. He
moved that the Chamber should petition for the total repeal

of the Wild Birds' Protection Acts.

Mr. Macknigiit seconded, and the motion was agreed to.

The Chairman made a few remarks on the subject of

Public Roads and Toll Abolition, in which he advocated

that the taxes for the support of public roads should be
levied over the nation generally, and then no class would be
excepted.

Mr. Goodlet said it was a very excellent proposal if they

could carry it out.

The subject was remitted to the directors to watch over.

The thanks of the Chamber were tendered to Mr. Barclay,
M.P., for his great exertions in connection with the Conta-
gious Diseases (Cattle) Inquiry.

The thanks of the Chamber were also rendered to Sir David
Wedderburn for his efforts in promoting the Hypothec Aboli-
tion Bill.

° ^^

Mr. Mackjnight moved the thanks of the Chamber to Mr.
W. D. Fordyce for taking charge of the Labourers' Cottages
Bill

J and the motion also expressed the regret of the Chamber
that it did not pass.

Mr. Barclay made a few remarks explanatory of what he
said in the House of Commons as to the landlords having an
interest in supporting the bill as well as the tenants, after

which the motion was agreed to.

Mr. Macknight gave notice that the Chamber take up
at the November meeting the subjects of conveyancing and
entail.

Mr. David Dunn (Ardunnes) gave notice that he would
move tliat rule 9 should be altered so as to allow votes
by proxy to be given at special meetings of the Chamber called

for special purposes.

THE MAIDSTONE FARMER'S
MR. HALLETT'S WHEATS.

CLUB.

On Wednesday, July iJ3, tlie Maidstone Earmers' Club paid a

visit to the farm of Mr; Hallett, of Kemp Town, Brighton, in

response to an invitation to witness the result of liis application

of the pedigree system to the growth and propagation of cereals.

The party, pioneered by Mr. Hallett. inspected thefarm adjoining

the house, and then proceeded to the Downs, where his system
of raising crops had been applied upon an extensive scale.

The fields lie upon each side of the race-course, from which
a fine view of the surrounding property is obtainable ; and
as there are no hedges or trees to intercept the view it was an
easy matter to mentally contrast the different crops in the

neighbourhood. A full explanation was given of the mode of

sowing which had been adopted in order to secure these re-

sults, and also of the careful selection of seed from crops which
had proved particularly fruitful. Thin and early sowing are

points which Mr. Hallett strongly urges, and a field of che-

valier barley, sown in April, at a proportion of seven and a half

gallons to the acre, which the club inspected, served to indicate

the great advantage of the system. The crop bore a very

even and regular appearance. The portions of the farm sown
with Hunter's white wheat, and raised from seven gallons of

seed to the acre, which were sown in September last, after a

fallow, also presenting encouraging features, the ears being of

extraordinary size. The land upon which this is raised is upon
the slope of a chalk hill, and by no means favourable to the

grower, but the careful manuring of the soil, and the

addition of a per centage of nitrate of soda of 1^
cwt. to the acre, at the end of April or the beginning
of May, coupled with thin sowing and a careful selection of

seed would, it is estimated, ensure a crop of six quarters to

the acre. The excursionists returned to Brighton, and pro-

ceeded to the Royal PaviUon, the use of which had been se-

cured to them through the courtesy of Mr, E. Reeves, a

member of the Corporation, and brother of the Messrs.
Reeves of Staplehurst, at whose request the Slayor kindly
granted the use of one of the halls. Here dinner awaited
them, the chair being taken by the president of the club,

Mr. T. Bridglaud, jun., the vice-chairmen being Messrs. R.
Pine and T. Reeves. Mr. H. Stonham, in proposing the
health of Mr. Hallett, said they must all have been much de-
lighted with their day's visit. If they had not witnessed very
extraordinary results, they had seen the application of a great
principle ; for in the pedigree system there was sound phi-
losophy, and such as contained the very essence and spirit of
Darwinism. Mr. Hallett did not profess to have the best va-
riety, but to get the best results from what he had. The sur-
roundings of a place had to be considered, for good seed would
on some soils be entirely thrown away. Let them all seek to
gain some practical good from the instruction they had received,

and endeavour to bring to perfection what Mr. Hallett had so
well begun, Mr. Hallett lioped a thoroughly good feeling

had been established between them. Mr. Stonham did notap^
pear to think that the results of his system were very encourag-
ing, but he maintained as a simple assertion, and not in any
spirit of egotism, that what they had just seen could be seen no
where else. He did not think that in the whole of Europe fifty

acres of barley could be met with, which were superior to that
growing on the Jlanor Farm. He admitted that there was still

room for improvement, but feared that Mr. Stonham's remarks
might leave a false impression, Mr. Stonham, in explanation,
said what he intended to convey was that it was useless to

take high pedigree cereals to a bad farm ; if equal intelligence

were exercised in selecting and in finding a proper place for

the seed, the result must be success. His only idea was Mr,
Hallett laboured under some disadvantage in this respect.
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THE MADRAS EXPERIMENTAL FARM.

Stock.—I have not yet been able to reduce the number of

draught cattle kept at this farm, as so much carting had to be

performed in connexion with estate improvements ; indeed,

not more than two-thirds of the labour of our working cattle

on this farm is devoted to actual farm work. The buffalo

bulls continue to work steadily. They are most useful

animals either for carting or ploughing : for deep ploughing

they are admirably suited, on account of their enormous

strength and steady action. There is, I find, a very general

impression that buffaloes will not work during the heat of the

day ; but we have never experienced any more trouble with

them than with ordinary plough cattle, while their keep is

decidedly much less costly than the keep of ordinary cattle, as

they will eat any sort of coarse fodder, and they are very

hardy.

The experiments made last year in feeding cattle on ground-

nut oil-cake were so satisfactory, and the price of gram

having risen so much I have for some time ceased using gram

in feeding our stock, and have used ground-nut cake instead.

The result of the change has been all that I could desire. The
animals have thriven as well, indeed, I think, better than they

formerly did when fed on gram. A richer manure is made,

and the cost of feeding is only about one-half the amount it

would have been, had we continued to use gram, thus :

ES. A. p.

Excluding fodder, the 22^ pairs of

working cattle employed on the two
Madras Farms would, if fed under

the old system, at the present price of

gram cost monthly 140

The same cattle fed on cake under the

new system, at the present price of

cake cost monthly ,,.. 60

Leaving a difference per month amount-

ing to 80

Thus a very simple experiment has enabled us to effect a

saving of nearly 1,000 rupees per annum in the cost of feeding

our draught cattle. We allow four pounds of cake per head

daily, instead of the four pounds of gram formerly given. The
cake is always steeped before being distributed to the cattle.

This ground-nut cake is a most valuable food for all kinds of

stock. The following is an analysis of an average sample by

Dr. Voelcker, F.R.S., &c.

:

Per cent.

Moisture 10-80

Oil 8-12

* Albuminous or flesh-forming compounds ... 28-62

Mucilage, gum, &c 18-86

Cellular fibre 29-09

t Ash 4-51

Total 10000

* Containing nitrogen 4-50

t Containing sand 1-40

For comparison I place on record here an analysis of an

average sample of linseed cake by the same authority

:

Per cent.

Moisture 10-67

Oil 12-87
* Albuminous or flesh-forming compounds ... 28-12

Mucilage, gum, &c 27-01

Cellular fibre 14-11

t Ash 7-22

Total 10000

* Containing nitrogen..,,,,,, , 4-30

t Contsdning sand ,,,,„ „, 1'18

It will be seen that the ground-nut cake is very little in-

ferior to linseed cake, which is sold at from £12 to £13 per

ton for feeding purposes at home. When I first commenced
feeding with ground-nut cake I experienced great difficulty in

obtaining a regular supply ; but I have now succeeded in

meeting with a contractor who supplies me regularly with 10,000
pounds a month at rupees 5-8-0 per candy (of 500 pounds) de-

livered in Madras, or at about 25 rupees per ton delivered a

Sydapet, and I fancy there would at the proper season be no
difficulty in making a contract for a supply ten times as great,

as, when the contract was let, there were several disappointed

offerers, and a large quantity is annually exported.

As a food for horses, this cake is extremely valuable. I

have now used it for upwards of two years in my own stable

with the most gratilyiug results. It is only necessary to re-

member that, weight for weight, it is as nutritious as gram,

and that, in most seasons, it can be purchased at half the

price of gram ; to ascertain at once the saving that would be

effected by substituting cake for gram, however, I do not re-

commend that in feeding horses this should be done. It is, I

think, for such a purpose a better plan to deduct one-half the

usual allowance of gram, and to replace this by cake. In this

way a saving of 25 per cent, could be effected in the cost of

the food of every horse now fed on gram, while the condition

of the animal would be improved. A Pegu pony, which for-

merly received daily 2^ measures of gram (measured before

being cooked), and was never in good condition, has been for

the past 18 months fed on the following daily allowance : 1

measure (measured before cooking) of gram, 2 pounds of

ground-nut cake, and is now in excellent condition. Under the

old method of feeding his gram at the present price would
cost monthly repees 5-14-2; the food he now gets only costs

rupees 3-1-8 per mensem.

As long as we used gram in feeding our cattle it was in-

variably prepared by steeping only, and this method of pre-

paring it is certainly much the best. Some have supposed
that gram is less nutricious, as well as less palatable, after

being steeped than after being boiled, but this is a mistake,

for quite independent of the fact that boiling renders the

albumen of the gram insoluble, and, therefore, less digestable,

the cells of the pulse are generally violently ruptured during

the boiling process, and a large quantity of soluble nutritious

matters are set free. These are lost in the water, and go to

form the soup, which the horse-keeper generally appropriates.

The substitution of steeping for boiling in the preparation of

gram as food for horses will not, I think, become so general

as was anticipated. Since my last report was written, steeped

gram has been tried in many stables, and the results have not

generally been satisfactory. Some horses eat it readily, but

others altogether refuse it. As a general rule I have found

that recently imported horses eat it better than horses which
for years have been fed on boiled gram ; and, as most of the

norses in this part of India are imported from countries in

which this pulse is unknown, it would, on their first arrival,

be as easy to accustom them to steeped as to boiled gram.

Owing to the prevalence of cattle disease in the neighbour-

hood, and the difficulty of finding a market for fat cattle, very

few cattle were fattened on the Experimental Farm ; and I

see little prospect of doing much in this direction until we
possess regular fairs and markets in Madras, and have a class

of middlemen to take the place of the "dealer" and "butcher"

of European countries. At present there are no regular fairs

in Madras. When we have cattle or sheep to sell we do not

know where to find a purchaser, and when we want to buy

cattle or sheep, we do not know where to find a seller, though

there may be numbers of persons in the district who would

readily buy what we have to sell, or who would gladly sell

what we may want to purchase. By advertising something

can be done ; but tliis is obviously a very irapertect way of

bringing together sellers and purchasers of live stock. Tliere

are certainly one or two places on the outskirts of the city in

which cattle are occasionally exposed for sale, but the animals

offered are generally of the most wretched description, and,
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such as they are, cannot be purchased by an occasional buyer
until the Commissariat meat-contractor has made his pur-

chases. I have visited these places several times, and each
time have been refused the offer of cattle for the reason just

given. Surely Madras with its weekly consumption of some-
thing like 500 head of cattle and 20,000 sheep should be pro-
vided with live stock markets. Such markets would be a

source of income to the municipality, would be a great con-

venience to farmers, and would be a great advantage to the

general public. The sale of diseased animals would be ren-

dered more difficult, and the competition started would result

in a better and more carelully prepared class of animals being
offered tor sale.

But besides live-stock markets we need meat markets and
meat salesmen. When we have fat stock to sell, we cannot
obtain a fair price. The country butchers will not give a rea-

sonable price for fed stock : they can make much larger pro-

fits by buying for slaughter diseased cattle, old cows, and worn-
out bullocks. Such animals can be bought at from 8 to 10 ru-

pees per head, and will, wlien the meat is sold at 2^ annas per

pound, leave a profit of from 10 to 12 rupees—a sum they

would not get on a fat bullock, for which they might pay 30
rupees. If the wretched animals, the country butchers now
buy, will return them at least 100 per cent, profit it is scarcely

to be wondered at that they will not pay 30 rupees for a fat

bullock ou which they could not hope to get more than a profit

of 10 rupees, or about 30 per cent., even could they always

command the cash with which to buy such animals. If a re-

spectable class of meat salesmen existed, who would be content

with returns of from 20 to 25 ,per cent, in excess of the cost

for killing and distributing the meat, the public could be sup-

phed with first-class beef at four annas per pound, and the

farmer would be well repaid for fattening the animals.

The only way in which we can turn our fat stock into money
is by killing the animals and distributing the meat at the farms.

The results are most unsatisfactory. We are at a considerable

expense in circulating ' requirement sheets." Often from 20
to 50 per cent, of the meat was not engaged on the day fixed

for distribution, and was sold amongst the farm coolies at one-

quarter of its value. It is generally inconvieut to purchasers

to send their servants to the farm for the meat, especially as

the market from which other supplies are obtained is situated

in quite a different direction ; and last, but not least, the hos-

tility of servants to the arrangements under which meat is sold

at the farms (fixed prices and receipts invariably given) is

universal. All sorts of hindrances are put in the way of the

free circulation of the " sale lists," while no opportunity is

lost to disparage the quality of the meat ; and it is not difficult

to suppose that the opportunity the cook enjoys admits of

confirmatory evidence of a most conclusive character being

readily produced. Again, meat sale-lists in the form used by

our farms are, I believe, in frequent circulation in tiiis district.

I have seen one in every way similar, excepting that the head-

ing was " farm-fed beef," instead of " Government Farm beef,"

and the usual signatures were omitted. Some who have ob-

tained agricultural produce, whether meat, poultry, or grain,

by signing these lists, have expressed their disappointment with

Government Farm produce, without putting themselves to the

trouble to ascertain whether the produce supplied to them
really was obtained from a Government farm. Instances of

this sort are frequent. I have done what I can to prevent

their recurrence, by insisting that the overseers shall in every

instance give a receipt in a printed form for all money they

receive, but it is evident that the remedy is chiefly in the

hands of the purchaser.

If farmers are prepared to supply fat cattle that will yield

good beef at three annas per pound, nothing more can be fairly

expected of us. We cannot supply the consumer. It is no

part of our duty either to kill or to distribute meat. If con-

sumers cannot make their own arrangements to obtain pro-

perly-fed beef ou reasonable terms, they only have them-

selves to blame. Let good markets be provided, and let respect-

able retail meat salesmen be properly encouraged, and farmers

will find it worth while to fatten cattle for slaughter. At pre-

sent there is no iuducement, though the prices now paid by

consumers of the better qualities of meat would fully recom-

pense the feeder, and leave a fair profit to the retailer, still the

expense and the difficulties now encountered in the endeavour

to reach the consumers are snich, that there is nothing to en-

courage an attempt to better matters ; while the consumer,

who might obtain healthy well-fed meat by retail at 4Jd. to

6d. per pound, has no alternative but to use the wretched stuff

now provided for his use, and this, in a country where cattle

are frequently the village scavengers, and in which cattle

disease, in its various forms, is always at work.

I am glad to be able to place on record the general results

of a number of experiments made to test the milk and butter-

producing qualities of an ordinary Nellore cow. The experi-

ments were conducted under the personal direction of a lady,

who very kindly undertook the duty. The information col-

lected is most valuable, as the whole of the results were ob-

tained under personal inspection, every care being taken to

ensure perfect accuracy. Such experiments cannot be con-

ducted on our farms, excepting at a considerable cost in pro-

viding lock-up houses and in employing trustworthy men
specially for the work ; and even with every care I doubt whe-

tlie results obtained would be altogether reliable, as the work
demands the scientific nicety of the laboratory. The cow,

which is an old one, was purchased for 60 rupees. At the

time of purchase she had a calf about one mouth old. She

was much out of condition. Her live weight, ten days after

she was bought, was only 536 pounds. Her food is daily-
Four pounds of ground-nut cake, two pounds of wheat-bran,

twent pounds of green foddar (cholura, &c.), fifteen pounds of

grass, and three-quarters of an ounce of salt.

She is allowed to graze in a compound each morning, after

being milked, for about a couple of hours ; during the re-

mainder of the day, and during the night she is tied in a byre,

and is always abundantly supplied with drinking water. She

is milked at about seven in the morning, and at about five in the

evening. She eats her cake (steeped) and bran while she is

being milked, and her calf is allowed to be near her at the

time, being permitted to strip any milk left. After this is done

the calf is not allowed to go near its dam, until the milking

hour again comes round. The following details show the

quantity of milk obtained at each miking during the 1 2 weeks

over which the experiment extended :
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not be out of place to remark here that the adulteration of

milk with water (if the water is good) is, after all, ouly a

minor evil. The loss is only in the pocket. It is a far more
serious matter if the milk lias been obtained from a cow suf-

fering from disease, or if the water the cow drinks, or that is

added to the milk, contain minute forms of organised life.

Though the ill-eti'ect of drinking the milk of a cow sulfering

from disease is not always apparent, especially in the case of

adults, there are many well authenticated cases in whicii dis-

ease and death can be traced directly to the ill effects of drinking

diseased railk, chiefly amongst children, who are the largest

consumers of milk in its unprepared state. Recent investiga-

tions of the microscope have revealed the fact that, if a cow
is allowed to drink impure water (and few dairy cows drink

anything else in this part of India) containing aniinalcula, the

same auimalcula will be found in its milk. It has recently

been suggested that ofhcers should be appointed to inspect the

milk supplied to consumers in Madras, but mere inspection of

the milk would be useless. The only effective way would be

to inspect the dairy cattle and dairies, and to allow no milk

to be sold for consumption except by licensed dairymen.

The practice now followed iu butter-making, founded on
the foregoing experiments, is as follows: Strain the milk

(morning's meal) immediately it is brought from the cow
;

measure it
;

put the quantity needed for butter in a tin can ;

place this over boiling water in an open chatty resting on a

charcoal fire ; remove when the teirperalure of the milk has

reached 120 degrees ; empty the milk into a milk bowl, and

before it cools add from six drops to one fluid ounce of churn

milk per measure, as the weather is hot or cold ; then place

the milk aside in as cool a place as can be provided (though a

hot dry place is greatly preferable to a cool damp place). The
milk obtained at the evening milking is treated in a similar

manner, excepting that a few additional drops of churn milk

are added. Next moruing botii lots of milk are put together

in the churn (a small tin atmospheric churn). If the tem-
perature of the milk is over 80 degrees, cold water is added

to it; but care must be exercised not to fill the churn more
than two-thirds full. To keep down the temperature of the

milk (which will rise during churning') the churn is

placed in a chatty of cold water, and churning is

commenced by raising and depressing the plunger

—

for the first five minutes, at about fifty strokes per

minute ; for the second five minutes, at ab^ut 80 per minute;

and, when the butter begins to come, at about 120 per minute.

Butter generally begins to appear in 12 or 15 minutes after

commencing to churn. It is not removed until a moderate

quantity has accumulated. Churning is continued for about

five minutes after the first butter is removed, when a second

supply is taken out, and the churning is again resumed for

about five minutes longer, or until all tiie butter is finally ob-

tained, the whole operation of churning generally lasting from

20 tc 30 minutes. Great nicety is required in removing the

butter ; and, in manipulating it afterwards, a degree of clean-

liness is demanded that one shudders to think of the pre-

paration 'butter must undergo at the hands of the ordinary

dairyman. Alter removal from the churn, it is thoroughly

wasned with cool filtered water, aad, during the operation,

worked with a bamboo paddle. To facilitate the washing

operation, cold water is placed in a goglet fixed over the vessel

containing the burter. The bottom of the goglet is perforated

with holes of sufficient size to allow a gentle flow of water to

pass over the butter. The washings pass over the sides of

the bowl, and are collected in a vessel beneath. This ope-

ration, when carefully performed, need not occupy more than

ten minutes. The butter so made is as good as any I ever

tasted. The flavour of the essential oils is most effectually

preserved. When ice is used, butter-making is, of course,

much less tedious. The general results of these experiments

are most satisfactory. In the space of four months 14.3

pounds have been added to the live weight of the cow, while

the yield of milk has been doubled. 120 measures of most

excellent milk is now obtained monthly, at a cost, for tood

and attendance, of rupees 9-2-11, or at about 1 l-6th annas

per measure. The cow is in no way more than an ordinary

one. She is old, and was bought from a milkman, who was
very unlikely to sell her for 60 rupees had she been more thac

a very ordinary cow ; indeed, when offering her for sale, all

he could say for her milk-producing abilities was that she

would give daily about two measures, and she had been for

some time iu his possession. Under these circumstances, I

think I am fully justified in concluding that the increase of

50 per cent, in the yield of milK is entirely due to the feeding.

The milk is unusually rich. It yields regularly 12^- per cent,

by volume of excellent cream ; and the yield of butter con-

firms this, as from two measures (6.63 pints) of fresh milk,

five Ounces of butler is now regularly obtained. This is equal

to a yield of one pound of butter for 21.2 pints of milk. In

England the average quantity of milk required to yield one

pound of butter is 22 pints. The milk of the Alderney, the

Kerry, and of some of the other small breeds of dairy cattle

is much ri'.'her than this, though of their milk seldom less

tlian 17 pints are required to yield one pound of butter. In-

deed, I only know of one published instance in which a less

quantity yielded one pouud, and that was iu a dairy of Kerry

s

grazed ou the rich, ever green pastures of the south-west of

Ireland; in that instance, 16 pints of milk regularly yielded

one pound of butter. 1 have dwelt at this length on these

dairying experiments, as I am not aware that any of the sort

have been previously made in this country, and dairying is a

branch of agriculture the importance of which cannot be

over-rated.

Sheep.—The breeding experiment continues to yield most
satisfactory results. There is a very marked improvement in

each season's lambs, though it will, of course, take years to

establish anything like uniformity in the flock, but the results

already obtained are most encouraging. We have produced

two-year-old sheep, weighing from 110 to 1201bs., live weight,

capable of yielding SOlbs. of mutton, worth (at annas 4<

per lb.) 12|^ rupees ; and these are from a flock of country

ewes, many of which, at the time the experiment com-
menced, would not have realised 2 rupees each in the market.

Indeed, I sold nearly 100, at prices ranging between I5

rupees and 2 rupees per head, and experienced some difficulty

in getting even these prices. Unfortunately, we cannot afford

to dispose of our Sydapet sheep to the butcher. They are

much too valuable at present for killing. The ouly sheep we
liill are old or barren ewes and under-sized and badly-formed

sheep. Our last lambing season was again very successful.

The rams were put with the ewes at about the same time as

iu the previous year, and the lambs were born at a time when
the hastily-grown grass, which follows the raius, had nearly

disappeared. The milk of their dams had, therefore, none of

the pernicious effects which the milk of ewes fed on hastily-

grown immature grass generally has. A field of guinea grass

and a few acres of gram were specially preserved for grazing

the ewes after lambing. These fodders were very valuable in

iucreasing the flow of milk. The ewes and their lambs were,

as last season, confined in the sheds until three or four weeks

after lambing. This, I think, is very necessary during the hot

weather we usually experience in March. Two seasons ago

we lost many lambs by exposing them at too early an age to

the hot sun of March and April. Little can be done in this

part of India in producing wool. Nor could anything else be

expected, where the thermometer, freely exposed, will at mid-

day at certain seasons of the year register as high as 14o
degrees, and where the average temperature of night and day

for t'le whole year is above 80 degrees. Some of our Sydapet

rams have yielded as much as 3| pounds of wool—a bulk that

in England would weigh five or six pounds, it is so extrenly

dry ; but two pounds of 'Wool per head is about the average

yield of our sheep. Last season we clipped 120 sheep (year-

lings and ewes), and the total clip only weighed 218 pounds,

or 1.81 pounds per head. However, there is little or no sale

in this district for wool. During the past three seasons our

wool has only averaged 1^ annas per pound. It was prin-

cipally sold to coach-builders for stuffing carriage cushions, &c.

Our clips are too small to make it worth while sending them
to England.

Pigs.—An improvement has been effected in the housing

of the pigs whicli promises to yield good results. They were

formerly kept in ordinary styes floored with asphalte, the

styes being provided with urine tanks. The arrangement

had been in operation for several years, and seemed to be as

good as could be devised ; however, the results never were

satisfactory. The urine made ruts in the asphalte, and never

passed entirely into the tanks, thus stagnating on the floors

and causing a very offensive smell in the proximity of the styes
,

but the chief fault was the liability of the pigs reared in these

styes to go lame, generally when about half-grown. So com-

mon was this, that it was only with the utmost care that we
vere able to rear a sound pig. I found that covering the
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asphalte with sand or with straw was alike useless : owing to

the slope of the floors the covering always washed down from

the higher level. It is difficult to explain why asphalte is

thus injurious to pigs ; but I have known several instances in

England where it has been necessary to remove the asphalte

floors of pigstyes, and substitute flooring bricks. Probably

the injury is due, to some extent, to the non-absorptive pro-

perty of the substance, moisture remaining a long time on its

surface during damp weather, and thus generating rheumatism
and similar complaints, to the attacks of which pigs are very

liable. On the opening ol the Model Farm, I erected a

number of pigstyes in which to feed porkers for sale, and,

being anxious to keep down the cost of the buildings as much
as possible, did not use asphalte for floors, deterraing first to

test whether the arrangements carried out in the loose box
system (which had with cattle produced such good results) would
be as successful wlien applied to pigs. The resuUs were so

satisfactory that I altogether abandoned the intention of put-

ting down asphalte floors, and have since put all tlie pigs into

loose boxes with ordinary earthern floors. The boxes vary

in area from 200 to 400 square feet ; the former is the size

allowed for a large sow and a litter of young, and the latter

for five or six half-grown sows or hogs. The roof of the shed
is supported on brick and chunara pillars about six feet in

height. A rail fence about four feet high surrounds the

whole building, and the divisions or boxes are formed by parti-

tion railings. The floors are sunk about 1| feet below the

level of the surrounding ground. Precautions are taken to

prevent the surface-water from flowing iu ; and the eaves of

the roof project about two feet, so that the roof-water falls

clear, and does not get into the bedding. At starting, a layer

of ashes is spread over the floor of the box, and afterwards

bedding to tlie depth of five or six inches. The pigs are then
allowed to enter the pens. In the course of a few days the

bedding is trodden down to half its former height, and becomes
more or less solid, as tlie pigs are large or small. It is then
only necessary to add a slight surface dressing of bed-
ding when needed. Iu this way both the liquid and solid

manure is all retained in the straw, and the under-
stratum made into an excellent manure, tlie surface

being as clean-looking as could be desired, while there is an
entire absence of all smell. I have now for some time watched
the habits of the pigs under the old and under the new sys-

tems, and most unhesitatingly give the preference to the latter,

as under it the pigs are far healthier and much more cleanly,

and they are decidedly placed in more favourable circumstances
to cultivate cleanly habits than are nine-tenths of the pigs

that furnish the prime Irish bacon, so highly esteemed in our
home markets. We have, at the present time, the whole of
our pig stock on both farms in these loose boxes, and they
enjoy good health, are far more cleanly in their habits, and
get a great deal more exercise than iu the old styes ; while
the whole of the manure is saved, the unpleasant smell which
formerly hung continually around the styes is removed, and
there is a considerable saving in tlie labour of attending the
pigs. When the pigs were first put into the loose boxes we
unfortunately took no precautions against the heat, which just

at that time was excessive, and lost two of them by heat
apoplexy. Though the average temperature of the greater
part of their new quarters is considerably lower than that of
the styes they formerly occupied, yet unfortunately the western
side, consisting of open railing, was at the time exposed to the
direct rays of the sun, and to this side several of the pigs per-
tinaceously kept, tiie result being that when attention was
drawn to the matter, three of them were found to be seriously

unwell. By the free use of cold water one was brought round,
but the other two died. Steps were then taken to keep out
the direct rays of tlie sun, and the pigs have since enjoyed
perfect health. I have recorded this incident, »s it shows that
great care should be exercised at certain seasons of the year to

protect pigs from the sun, to the injurious influence of which
they are more susceptible than is generally supposed. A
number of porkers were fattened. The general results were
very satisfactory. The following experiments were made to
ascertain the relative values of ground-nut cake and maize as
foods for fattening pigs, and to ascertain the cost of producing
a pound of pork : four young pigs were selected ; they were
nearly equal in age and in size ; they were placed in loose
boxes two in each. Those in jieu No. 1 were fed daily on four
pounds of ground-nut oilcake and four pounds of tour, and
those in No, 3 pen received daily four pounds of maize and

four pounds of tour. Besides these foods a quantity of green
fodder was thrown into each pen two or three times a day, the
pigs in the two pens having a similar supply. The pigs "were
weighed at the end of every week. At tiie commencement of
the experiment the two pigs fed on the cake and tour weighed
together 236 pounds ; at the termination of the experiment,
eight weeks afterwards, they weighed 335 pounds, having in-

creased 99 pounds in the interval. The details are as follow

:

Pen No. 1.
Two pigs fed on
cake and tour.

1st weighing 2361bs.

2nd weighing 254<lbs.

3rd weighing 2571b8.

4th weighing 2571bs.

5th weighing 2671bs.

6th weighing 2801bs.

7th weighing 3141bs,

8th weighing 3231b8.

9th weighing 3351bs.

The two fed on maize and tour weighed together at the com-
mencement of the experiment 255 pounds, and eight weeks
afterwards, when the experiment terminated, they weighed
344 pounds, having increased 89 pounds. The details are as

follow :

Pen No. 2.
'^^9 P'^^f "^
maize and tour.

1st weighing 2551bs.

2nd weighing 2541bs.

3rd weighing 2651b3.

4th weighing 2701bs.

5th weighing 2821bs.

6th weighing 3071b8.

7th weighing 3201bs.

8th weighing 3301bs.

9th weighing 3441bs.

It would thus appear that, weight for weight, ground-nut
cake is more valuable than maize for producing pork ; but the

superiority of ground-nut cakes become mucli more apparent

when we calculate the cost of the pork produced by each of

these foods. The average cost of the cake was 85 pounds per

rupee, while the average cost of the maize was 40 pounds per

rupee. During the eight weeks over which the experiment
extended, the cost of tlie food consumed by the pigs in pen
No. 1 (excluding the green fodder, the cost of which was
more than recovered in the manure) was rupees 2-10-1 for

cake, and rupees 1-12-0 for the tour, or together rupees 4-6-1.

The total increase in the weigiit of the pigs was 99 pounds.

At 60 per cent, (the usual proportion in such pigs) the in-

crease would represent 59j pounds of pork, produced at a cost

of annas 1-4 per pound. Valuing the pork at the regular

market price annas 4 per pound, the value of the increase will

be rupees 14-13-0, leaving, after deducting the cost of produc-

tion, a profit of rupees 10-6-11 for two months' feeding. The
cost of the maize and tour consumed by the pigs in pen No. 2,

while the experiment lasted, was rupees 7-5-7- Tliey gave a

total increase of 89 pounds, which, estimated in the same way
as the increase in the pigs in No. 1 pen, would represent 53^
pounds of pork, produced at a cost of annas 2-2 per pound.

Valuing the pork at 4 annas per pound, and deducting the cost

of the food consumed, a profit, amounting to rupees 5-15-5,

was made on two months' feeding. I have reduced the results

of these experiments to a question of profit or loss ; but it

would be very erroneous to assume that the profits iu this de-

pdrtment of the farmer's vocation can be estimated in a

similar manner, and that to obtain an income of 250 rupees a

month, it is only necessary to keep a fattening stock of 50
pigs. As 1 have shown it is possible in pig-fattening to make
a profit of 5 rupees per liead per mouth ; but my experiments

were instituted for a special purpose, and were not made with,

the view of determining the commercial results of pig-fatten-

ing. To ascertain this, it would have been necessary to have

fed a much larger number of pigs, and to have conducted the

experiment over a much longer period of time. Losses by

sickness or by accidents occur at irregular periods. During
one half of the year no losses may occur, and the results may
seem highly gratifying ; but in the remaining six months the

losses may be such as to make the results of the twelve

mouths' feeding a loss instead of a gain. However, in con-

nexion with general agricultural practice, pig-fattening is cer-

tainly remunerative, and is worthy of much more attention
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than it hag heretofore received. Residents in up-country

stations would undoubtedly find pig-fatteniug well worth their

attention. Mutton clubs exist in many such stations. They
are seldom successful, and the mutton is generally produced at

a great cost. If some of these clubs, in addition to fattening

sheep, would fatten a few pigs, they might produce pork of

really good quality at half, certainly less than two-thirds of

the cost of the mutton they now produce, while an agreeable

change would be introduced at the dinner table. There are

mauy situations ia which grazing ground cannot be obtained,

and sheep do not do well in conSneraent, unless very carefully

fed and attended; but pigs can be kept almost anywhere.

Tery inexpensive sheds only are necessary. They can be fat-

tened on low-priced food and garden stuff, while a large

amount of vegetable refuse from the house, which is now-

wasted, might be usefully employed in feeding pigs. Iq this

country, under proper supervision, pig-feeding can be con-

ducted with as much regard to cleanliness as in any other

country, and really good pork can be produced at a moderate

expense.—Jrow Mr. Robertson's, the Superintendent Report.

A PERTHSHIRE LEASE.
The Conditions of Lease on the Estate of Sir Patrick Keith Murray, Bart., Ochtirttre.

By the 33rd Clause " The tenant, at the natural expiry or

earlier termination of his lease, shall be entitled to compensa-
tion from the landlord for unexhausted extraneous manure
brought to the farm, purchased and paid for by the tenant,

according to certain scales, the actual purchase of such manure
being proved by duly authenticated vouchers, and its applica-

tion by the solemn declaration of the tenant corroborated by

such further evidence as the arbiters may see fit to require
;

and during the last three years of a lease the tenant shall be

bound to produce for the inspection of the landlord or his

factor, at each term of Whitsunday or Martinmas, if required,

the vendor's accounts for all manures and feeding stuffs sup-

plied to the tenant during the previous six months, and he

shall also point out the ground to which the manure has been

applied, as a condition for receiving compensation for the

same."
Before determining on the proportions of compensation to

be allowed for unexhausted manures. Sir Patrick consulted

various leading agriculturists. Among these considerable

differences of opinion prevailed as to the rate of exhaustion

of the different manures ; but the scale finally adopted is nearly

what was recommended by Mr. Hope, Fentonbarns. That
scale is included in the lease, and by it lime applied to arable

land is held to last for ten years ; and applied to permanent
pasture on grazing farms, to last for twelve years. The fol-

lowing table shows the proportion of original value of lime

held to be exhausted in each year, for which allowance is

made :

—

On Arable Land.
In the 1st year 10—55ths In the 6th year 5—55th8

2nd
3rd

4th

5th

9—55
8—55
7—55

,

6—55

7th

8th

9th

10th

4-55
3—55
2—55
1—56

On Permanent Pasture.
Inthelstyear 12—78ths Inthe7thyear 6—78ths

2nd
3rd

4th

5th

6th

.11—78 „

.10—78 „
9—78 „

. 8—78 „
. 7—78 „

8th

9th

10th

11th

12th

5—78
4—78 „
3—78 „
3—78 „
1—78 „

Horse, cow, and town manure, guano, bones, and coprolites

are held to last for four years, and allowance is made for these

at the following rate of exhaustion :

—

lu the 1st year 4-lOths
[
In the 3rd year 2-lOths

In the 2Qd year 3-lOths
|
In the 4th year 1-lOth

Nitrate of soda and sulphate of ammonia are held to be

exhausted by the crop to which they are applied, and no com-
pensation is allowed for them when the tenant has his crop

sold or valued. For oilcake or any similar substance of equal

value, used by the tenant in feeding sheep or cattle on the

farm, one-sixth part of the cost of the quantity used during

the last three years of the lease is allowed ; but no allowance

is made for grain in any shape.

If any new manure, not included above, is applied, or the

above manures are of unusual quality, better or worse, or

applied in exceptional quantity or under exceptional circum-

stances, the value is to be decided by the arbiters. The value

of feeding stuffs of less manurial value than oilcake, grain ex-

cepted, is also determined by the arbiters.

The rates of compensation for unexhausted manures do not

include the cost of carriage and laying on performed by the

tenant, no allowance being made for these. In case, however)

of the tenant leaving the farm before the natural termination

of the lease, compensation is allowed for carriages of materials

for the permanent improvement of the farm, performed by the

tenant in terms of the lease, or with the written consent of

the landlord. In the event of the tenant ceasing to occupy

the farm before the natural expiry of the lease, he receives one

of the foregoing portions for each year of the lease which he

fails to enjoy. It is conditioned, however, that, under no cir-

cumstances, shall the value of carriages, at the time of the

performance thereof, be estimated at more than 14 per cent,

of the amount paid by the landlord for these permanent im-

provements at the time of their execution.

Those acquainted with the Lincolnshire tenant custom (of

which, by the way, the Marquis of Huntly has given a good

exposition in the report of a speech which he made recently),

will observe that the above compensations very much resemble

the arrangements which obtain in Lincolnshire. It is to be

pointed out, however, that in that county the incoming tenant

pays for the meliorations to the outgoing one, whereas, on the

Ochtertyre property, the compensations are given by the land-

lord. It is possible, should the system of compensation for

these extraneous manures take root in Scotland, it would be

more convenient for proprietors to adopt the Lincolnshire

principle than the mode followed by Sir P. Keith Murray, of

themselves re-imbursing the outgoing tenant.

As illustrating the operation of the principles of compensa-

tion in the Ochtertyre lease, and following imaginary case has

been prepared with the approval of the proprietor

:

Imaginary Case to Explain the Working of the Compensa-

tion Clause in Sir Patrick Keith Murray's Printed Con-

ditions of Lease.

A tenant held a 19 years lease of one of Sir Patrick's

farms, commencing at Martinmas, 1870 ; expiry at Martinmas,

1889. He renounced the lease at Martinmas, 1880, and had

claims against the landlord which were settled as undernoted

:

He performed the carriages for enlarging the farm house

and steading during the first year of his lease. These build-

ings cost the landlord £1,000. The arbiters fixed the original

value of the carriages at the highest rate named in the con-

ditions, 14 per cent, on the landlord's outlay, which is £140.

There were 18 years of the lease to run after the carriages

were performed. £140 was therefore divided into 18 portions

of £7 15s. 6|d. each, and the tenant received one of these

portions for each of the 9 years of the lease which he failed

to enjoy. £7 15s. 6|d. multiplied by 9 comes to £69 19s.

lOJd., the sum paid to the tenant.

He applied £100 worth of lime to his arable land in January

1872. He is held to have exhausted 54-55ths of this value

in the nine years, 1872-1880, and he receives l-55th of

£100, which is £1 16s. 4id.

At the same time, January, 1872, he applied £100 worth of

lirae to his permanent hill pasture, he is held to have exhausted

73-78ths of the value in the nine years, 1872-1880, and he

received 6-78ths of £100 for the value of the lime which

would be exhausted in the 10th, 11th, and 12th years after its

application ; 6 78ths of £100 is £7 13s. lOd.

During the four years previous to his leaving the farm he

had purchased and applied horse, cow, and town manure,

guano, bones, and coprolites. The value of all these added

together amounted in each year to,

In 1877 £50

„ 1878 46

„ 1879 30

„ 1880 28
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He received nothing for the £50 worth applied in 1877,

which is all exhausted hy Martinmas, 188U. He received

l-lOth of £46, that is M 12s., for the manure applied in

1878 • he received 3-lOths of £30, that is £9, for the manure

applied in 1879 ; he received 6.10ths of £28, that is £16 16s.,

for the manure applied in 1880.

He applied some nitrate of soda and sulphate of ammonia

to his waygoing crop, but lie received nothing for them as the

value of these manures is held to be exhausted by the crop to

which they are applied.

He purchased and used oilcake in feeding sheep and cattle

on the farm during the years

1878 £50 worth.

1879 65 „
1880 45 „

Total of three years ...^£160

He received one-sixth part of £160, which is £26 13s. 4d.

He had erected a slated stone turnip-shed, which the land-

lord claimed at valuation. It was valued at £35, which he

received. He had erected a wooden hen-house, which neither

the landlord or the incoming tenant would take over ; he

therefore pulled it down and sold it for firewood. He had

put up some wood and wire fences, which he disposed of by

private bargain to the incoming tenant.

It will be gathered from the foregoing statement that in

addition to other allowances the tenant on leaving the farm

received a sum nearly equal to the average amount paid by

him in any one year for horse, cow, and town manure, guano,

bones, and coprolites ; he also received a sum equal to half

the average amount paid by him in any one year for oilcake.

Sir I'atrick deals in his lease with the question of perma-

nent improvements ; and the clause with regard to them is in

the following terms

:

" If the tenant shall, at his own cost, erect any buildings or

fences on the farm, the landlord shall be entitled, if so dis-

posed, to take such erections at valuation of arbiters, or to

decline taking them, and, in the latter case, the tenant shall

be entitled to make them over to the incoming tenant, or to

remove them, on condition that he restores the ground, or the

other buildings to which they are attached, to their original

condition."

Farther, Sir Patrick deals in a summary way with the ques-
tion of hypothec. Clause 27 of the lease stands thus :

" The landlord renounces all preferable rights as against

other creditors of the tenant, conferred upon him by the Law
of Hypothec."
When a concession of this kind is made, the tenant of

course would wish to see the per contra, that is to say, the
security which the landlord reserves to himself. We learn

that on the Perthshire property the farms at the end of the

lease are usually valued by the highest authority obtainable,

and no higher rent is taken if they are advertised. The rent

is payable six or nine months after entry, instead of twelve or

fifteen months, which is the usual allowance given in Perth-

shire. Sir Patrick would not have parted with the right of

hypothec except on this condition of comparatively early pay-

ments of rent. Discount at the rate of five per cent, per

annum is allowed to the tenant on the valued rent, when it is

brought forward six months at the commencement of a new
lease.

In the clause in the Ochtertyre lease with respect to game
the landlord reserves power to himself to liunt, shoot, and fish

on the lands he lets, " but always so as not to injure the crops

or fences." At the same time he gives to the tenant a con-

cession expressed in the following terms :

" The tenant shall be entitled by himself, or by one person

authorised and named by him in writing, to trap, snare, ferret,

and net rabbits and hares, and to shoot crows and wood-

pigeons at all times on the whole lands let, and also to ferret

and shoot rabbits on his hill pasture, but only between the

10th day of December and the 15th day of April in each

year."

The game clause has been, we learn, granted to all the

tenants for some yeais, and hitherto has worked smoothly.

On the Highland portions of the estate the grouse shooting is

of value, and is preserved. On Fowlis Easter tlie shooting is

let to the tenants ; and on Powlis Wester, Stratheara, it is in

the hands of the landlord.

Tlie total rental of the Ochtertyre estates is about £12,000.
—Scotch Paper.

PLEURO-PNEUMONIA IN AUSTRALIA.
By Alex. Bruce, Chief Inspector of Sheep, New South Wales.

Having been instructed by the Government of New South

Wales to collect all the information I can obtain in England
and on the Continent with respect to the infectious or con-

tagious diseases now affecting, or likely to affect, the live stock

qf the Austialian colonies, and as pleuro-pneumonia is now
prevalent, not only in New South Wales, but also in all the

other Austrahan colonies, I am anxious to obtain the opinion

of the veterinary profession in Great Britain as to the best

mode of dealing with that disease, and especially as to

whether or not inoculation is a preventive against it. I con-

sequently forward this communication for insertion in your
Journal

—

The Veterinarian. To show the importance of this

question to the Australian colonies, and how the matter stands

there at present, 1 will, with your permission, state here as

concisely as 1 cau the number and value of the cattle stock in

the four principal colonies ; how pleuro-pneumonia was intro-

duced there ; how it spread ; the losses it has occasioned
;

the steps taken to stay its spread ; and the result of inocula-

tion as practised in the colonies.

The cattle in the four colonies stood, in 1871, as follows:

South A.u8tralia 143,463
Victoria 776,737
New South Wales 2,014,888
Queensland 1,076,630

4,011,718
Taking the " cast " of fat cattle annually sent to market in
these colonies at one eighth of the total number—a fair

average return from breeding and fattening runs in Australia—this would give 501,463 head as the annual " cast," and
these, say at £7 each, would make £3,510,241 as the value
of the annual return from the cattle stock of the four prin-
cipal colonies. The cattle of the four colonies are included in

the above estimate as the colonies are all equally interested, it

being quite impossible to prevent the cattle of one colony

from mixing or coming into contact with those of the ad-

joining colonies. This arises, both from the way in which

the cattle are kept and moved about in the colonies, and from

the circumstance that a great deal of the inland carriage is

still done by bullock teams. Thus the cattle in the colonies

are still in many cases depastured on open runs, and are kept

from straying principally through their attachment to the run

on which they have been bred. Now, though this attach-

ment is generally strong enough to keep cattle from leaving

the runs, and even portions of the runs, on which they were

bred, still they sometimes do stray, and, if infected, would

spread the disease. With store cattle (cattle which have been

purchased and put on a new run) the case is very much worse.

Tiieir attachment to tlie run on which they were bred induces

them for months, perhaps years, after they are placed on the

new run, to return to their old one, although the two runs

may be hundreds of miles apart, and, perhaps, in different

colonies. If they are infected when they leave they of

course spread the infection as they go. Even when the

runs are enclosed, infectious and contagious diseases are cer-

tain to spread through tlie mobs of infected cattle and in-

fected bullock teams passing through them, as the roads are

seldem or never fenced off, except in the case of small hold-

ings or farms. Thus all hondjlde travelling cattle, whether

as mobs of store cattle or teams of working bullocks, can be

depastured on any Crown lands within half a mile in New
South Wales, or a quarter of a mile in Victoria, of the road

by which they are travelling ; and as the land on which they

have this right of depasturing is seldom or never fenced off

from the rest of the run, the travelling cattle not only go on

the same ground as those belonging to the run, but frequently
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mix with them. In this way, if the travelling stock are in-

fected (and they are very apt to become so even if they were
sound when they started, passing, as they often do, through
200 or 300 miles of country), they are certain to infect the

cattle on the run through which they travel. From what has
been said it will be gathered that it is quite impossible to

maintain a perfect quarantine of the cattle stock in any of the

Australian colonies, or between one colony and another. This
is the great difficulty which is encountered in the colonies in

dealing with infectious and contagious diseases in cattle, and
one which must be kept constantly in view in proposing any
measure for staying the spread of these diseases. Pleuro-

pneumonia was unfortunately introduced by a cow, brought
from England by Mr. Boadle, of the Plenty District, in Vic-

toria, and landed in Melbourne in 1858. When the disease

was first discovered among Boadle's cattle steps were promptly
taken to eradicate it. All the cattle on the farm were paid

for by private subscription and destroyed, and the farm placed

in quarantine. Unfortunately, however, the quarantine was
not strictly maintained, and a greedy, ignorant neighbour, who
owned several teams of working bullocks, which he usually

employed in carrying on the roads, seeing the good grass in

the infected paddocks, put his cattle into them during the

night and removed them at daybreak. His cattle soon be-

came infected ; and as he sliortly after sent his teams on the

roads, on a trip right to tlie border of the colony, they spread

the disease in all directions as they went. His other cattle

again mixed with his neighbours', and thus set the disease

afloat around liis own farm. In this way the disease soon

spread to the other colonies, and it is now more or less preva-

lent in them all, and likely to be so without fresh legislation,

for travelling stock are so frequently affected, that no sooner

has a fresh race of animals grswn up, which have neither had
the disease nor been inoculated, than they are infected by
cattle travelling through tlieir runs. The losses caused by
the disease during the thirteen years it has prevailed (it did

not spread to any great extent till 1860) cannot be estimated

at less than 30 to 40 per cent, of the whole number of cattle

—that is, about l,40i,097 head, which at say only £6 a head,

makes the total loss to the colonies, through this disease

amount to about £8,500,000. On its being discovered that

the infection had spread beyond Boadle's farm, the Act was
passed by the Victorian Government, empowering the Govern-
ment to destroy diseased stock and quarantine those which
were infected. They did so for a time ; but, as it was soon
discovered that the disease had obtained too firm a footing to

be eradicated, the Government shortly ceased to take any
further action with respect to the disease, and the Act was
allowed to lapse. In the mean time the neighbouring colonies

had passed Cattle Disease Prevention Acts, and issued procla-

mations prohibiting the introduction of cattle from Victoria

;

but the attempt was futile, for, as has been already said, it

was found to be quite impossible to establish a thorough qua-

rantine, and the disease very shortly spread to all the adjoining

colonies. There, too, attempts were made to stop the disease

hy destruction and quarantine of the infected stock, but with
the same result, for they failed and soon were discontinued,

after a great number of cattle had been destroyed and large

sums of money wasted in the payment of expenses and com-
pensation. Upon the failure of these attempts to stamp out

pleuro-pneumonia, which was caused, as has been explained,

through the impossibility of maintaining a perfect quarantine'

stockowners began to look round for some other means of

combating the disease. They saw at once that their cattle

were too wild, and of comparatively too little value to be
doctored ; they therefore turned to inoculation, which was re-

commended by Mr. Cleote, of Zandoliet, Cape Town, in a letter

published in the Sydney and Melbourne papers of December,
1861 ; and the first to make the attempt was Mr. Thomas Mit-
chell, Little River, Victoria. Shortly afterwards (about the

middle of January, 1862) the Messrs. McLaurin, of Yarra Yarra,

New South Wales, and other owners in their neighbourhood,
also tried inoculation with decided success. The reports of

these experiments, which were published from time to time by
the Government of New South Wales, speedily induced other
stockowners, in all the colonies, to try the operation, and
inoculation, as a preventive of pleuro-pneumonia, is now
generally practised throughout Australia, and, as the stock-

owners report, with decided success. There have, certainly,

been frequent instances of the failure of inoculation ; but
these, the stockowners state, could always be traced to one or
other of the following causes -.

1. To the cattle being badly diseased when operated upon.

In most cases the owner did not inoculate until he was

thoroughly alarmed, and he did not become so until he lost

perhaps 15 or 20 per cent, of his cattle by the disease. The

consequence was that when he did inoculate three-fourths at

least of his herd were diseased, although they, perhaps, did

not appear to be so ; and the operation would require to be a

cure, as well as a preventive, to be thoroughly, or even mode-

rately efficacious under such circumstances.

2. To the use of improper virus. The directions first re-

ceived for selecting the right sort of lung and virus were very

vague and meagre, and a great deal of virus which was worse

than useless, in fact actually deleterious, was used by those

who were most anxious to perform the operation correctly. It

was at first no uncommon thing to see virus taken from the

lung of an animal which had died of the disease, and which was,

of course, quite unfit. Through a sadly mistaken economy,

virus was frequently, also, taken from animals in the last

stage of the disease, and likewise from portions of the lung

in a far too advanced stage. Virus, again, which has become

stale and putrid through keeping, was frequently used out of

ignorance or carelessness. Not only was a great deal of virus

which was thorouglily unfit used in those ways by owners and

others who were most anxious to perform the operatioE

correctly, but many pretended professional inoculators, who
knew little or nothing as to how the operation ought to be

performed, and who did not care what sort of stuff they used,

so long as they made, as they often did, from £5 to £10 a day,

went about from station to station inoculating, and it was

quite impossible that in their case the operation could be

attended with success.

3. To a wrong mode of operating. The first instructions

on this head, also, were very defective, or rather erroneous.

They directed that a piece of the diseased lung should be in-

serted under the skin of the tail. To perform the operation

in this way without injuring the animal requires the greatest

care and nicety of operation, and these were seldom or never

bestowed upon it. The consequence was that the tail was in

most cases lacerated, frequently to the bone, and dangerous

swellings and sloughing ensued. In other cases, again, a

rag and tie were used to keep the piece of lung attached to

the tail, and in this way inflammation and sloughing in the

tail or rump were almost certain to be induced. Even after

better information had been obtained, and considerable ex-

perience acquired in taking the virus and inoculating, the

operation was frequently badly performed through carelessness

and haste.

4. To the great heat of the weather when the cattle were

inoculated. At certain seasons of the year the weather in

Australia is by far too hot for an operation of this description

when performed on quiet cattle, and it can easily be seen

how very much worse it would be, and how many more cases

tliere would be of mal-inoculation in such weather, with com-

paratively wild " bush" cattle, which are always heated and

excited when drawn into the yard, and almost maddened by

the operation in the inoculating pen. Notwithstanding that

the first attempts at inoculation were made under these most

untavourable circumstances, a very large majority of the

stockowners in all the colonies from the first expressed them-

selves strongly in favour of the operation, and that majority

has since gone on steadily increasing. Thus, when the opin-

ion of the stockowners in New South Wales was asked in

1857, it was found that only in six districts out of thirty-four

were they reported by the inspectors as " not in favour of

inoculation," and in only one of these six district did the

owners express themselves decidedly against it. Again, in

1869, when the opinions of the owners in the same colony

who were possessed of 200 head of cattle, and upwards, were

taken, it was found that, of the owners who had inoculated

their cattle (and a very large majority of them did so), there

were fourteen to one in favour of that treatment ; and since

then the number of its supporters has still further increased,

for a good many who were then opposed to inoculation have

since tried it with such decided success as now to believe most

implicitly in its efficacy,

From the answers received from the stockowners it would

be gathered that those who were in favour of inoculation

founded their belief in its efiicacy on the following grounds

:

1. That in almost every instance where inoculation was
properly tried the disease shortly disappeared from the herd,

in a shorter or longer period, accoidiiig to the size of tha

R 2
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herd, but always before three months from the date of inocu-

lation.

3. That while the disease thus disappeared in a short time

from the herds which were properly inoculated, it continued

in those which were not inoculated for periods of from two to

six years, according to the size of the herd.

3. That cattle which had teen properly inoculated when
sonnd, with a few solitary exceptions, never afterwards be-

came diseased, although they were frequently mixed, and
sometimes even put in the same paddock with uninoculated

cattle which were dying of the disease.

4. That where the right sors of virus was used, and the

operation properly performed, and the weather not too hot, the

deaths from inoculation never exceeded more than two, and
seldom more than one per cent.

One of the principal objects had in view in making the

enquiry as to the efficacy of inocnlation to which reference

has been made, was to ascertain whether any measure founded

on the information contained in the owners' replies to this

inquiry could be passed which would deal successfully with the

disease. With this object in view the opinions of stock-

owners were, at the same time obtained as to the expediency of

passing a measure into law which would, either directly or in-

directly, make inoculation compulsory in every case wliere the

cattle became infected, and a considerable majoritj- of them
expressed themselves in favour of legislating in that direction.

As, however, the replies in favour of legislation were not so

numerous as was expected, and as the opinions of the highest

veterinary authorities of Great Britain were then opposed to

the practice of inoculation, the Government of New South
Wales have not yet introduced any measure making inocula-

tion compulsory. There is no doubt but that the owners of

cattle throughout that colony are now more inclined than

they were for legislation, but no rehable information has

lately been received in the colonies as to whether or not there

has been any change in the opinions of the veterinary autho-

rities in England on the subject of inoculation, and until an

assurance is received of this change having taken place, there

is little prospect of any action being taken of ithe nature in-

dicated by the Governments of any of the colonies. I have to

apologise for the length to which my explanations have ex-

tended, but I consider it necessary—and I trust ray readers

will take the same view—to go very fully into the subject,

because, in asking an opinion on any question, it is necessary

that all the facts of the case should be fuUy stated, but espe-

cially because there seems to be so very great a diversity in

the opinions held by the veterinary authorities in England, and

the stockowners in Australia, on the subject of inoculation.

There is no doubt but that, as a class, our stockowners are as

thoroughly practical and as intelligent (and, as a rule, it was
the most intelligent and best informed who inoculated) as the

same class in any other part of the world, and it would b" very

strange if they are all making a mistake. If they are, the

veterinary authorities in England would be doiug good service

by showing—as I trust they will, should they still disapprove

of inoculation—how our stockowners are deceiving themselves.
—The Veterinarian for August.

THE CATTLE DISEASES COMMITTEE.
As with its immediate predecessors over Game, Horses,

and Lands, there is nothing very novel or strange in the

conclusions arrived at by the Cattle Committee,

although the Report is, no doubt, altogether more
weighty and impressive in its tone than others which have

been published with or without any evidence at their back.

In fact, we should be inclined to think that the Cattle

Diseases Committee has acted very much on its own re-

sponsibility, as when we read over the names of the com-
mittee men, and then turn to some of the people they

called before them, it would be idle to assume that the

one side had much to learn or the other much to impart.

In the outset the Committee treats as of little or no value

the agitation which has been fostered so long and conducted

so clumsily against the foreign trade. This country can
never be safe, or never be saved, at least so it was urged,

until all imported fat animals be slaughtered at the landing

ports, and all foreign store animals either thus slaugh-

tered forthwith, or subjected to a long quarantine.

Whereupon the Report declares that " Your committee
have come to the conclusion that no change should

be made in the Act so far as it relates

to foreign animals, but they recommend that

the Privy Council should continue to order the slaughter

at the landing-places of all foreign animals imported from
countries in which cattle plague exists, or from which
there is reason to fear it might be introduced." It would
be scarcely possible to settle a disputed point more deci-

sively or more satisfactorily ; as it is very evident that

the country would not have submitted to the more
stringent measures occasionally advocated.

Amongst the other more material clauses it is

recommended that the slaughter of all animals affected

with pleuro-pneumouia, sheep-pox, and glanders be
compulsory ; but this recommendation of course stops
far short of the memorable resolutions adopted by the
Central Chamber of Agriculture, which went to declare
that " in cases of cattle plague or sheep-pox the veterinary
inspectors of the Privy Council be empowered to order
the slaughter of all animals in adjacent places as well as
those in contact with diseased animals"—a resolution

against which it will be remembered the Nor-

folk flockmasters protested so strongly, maintaining

that sheep-pox should not be classed with cattle

plague. And this distinction is duly observed in the Re-

port, where the slaughter of any animal which has been

in contact with an animal affected with cattle plague is

ordered, while with sheep-pox the order for slaughter

does not extend beyond the animal absolutely affected.

This, again, is a matter for congratulation.

Then, as to the Quixotic suggestions for stamping out

foot-and-mouth dLitease by stopping fairs and markets

and preventing the movement of animals, the Committee

report that both " the consumer and producer would

consider the remedy to be worse than the disease ;" or,

as this is further explained :
" The enforcement of such

stringent measures would require a costly and numerous

staff of inspectors, an amount of supervision by the cen-

tral authority which would excite much local opposition,

at any rate in Great Britain, and such an interference

with the home trade in animals as would much affect

prices." In truth, to say nothing of the consumer, we
do not believe that any body of farmers and graziers

would be willing to stop fairs, markets, and the move-
ment of stock whenever foot-and-mouth disease happened

to be in a district.

The weakest part of the Report is towards the con-

clusion, where the Committee does not speak with so

much force as might have been expected, when
touching on the Irish trade, but at this stage the Irish

members probably interfered :
" Many complaints have

been made to your Committee by English and Scotch

farmers with regard to the Irish import, alleging that these

have caused an increase both of pleuro-pneumouia and

of foot-and-mouth disease." The Committee, however,

does " not attempt to estimate how far this has

been the case, or whether disease has been

more prevalent in Irish or in British animals
;"

although, surely, after all we have heard through the

Royal Agricultural Society and other channels, it would

have been well if more had been done over that which is

regarded as one of our most fruitful sources of contagion-
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Still, it is advised " That the regulations in Great Britain

and Ireland, with regard to contagious diseases, be

similar—That such regulations be carefully enforced at

the landing places, both in Great Britain and Ireland

—

and That the Irish Government taive steps by inspection

at Irish ports to prevent the shipment to Great Britain

of any diseased or infected animals." And, as there

might have been added, that the Irish magistrates be in-

structed not to inflict twopenny-halfpenny fines on people

disregarding the regulations of Great Britain and Ireland.

Some of the amendments proposed in preparing the Report

are amusing enough. Thus, Mr. Callan moved, and Mr.
Kavanagh and Mr. O'Conor supported, a paragraph to

the efi"ect that " it has been proved to the satisfaction of

your committee thit the cattle in Ireland are, as a rule,

singularly healthy, and that Irish cattle leaving home in

perfect health frequently become affected with disease from

being brought into contact with cattle in this country,"

when three voted for and ten against. Or, Mr. Sewell

Read proposed to show how, " with regard to the home
trade, a much greater amount of responsibUity and of

trouble rests upon the veterinary department in Dublin

than in London
; yet the former costs the country only

£1,800 a year, while the expenses of the latter are

nearly £12,000. It appears that Professor Ferguson him-

self, with a salary of £750, performs the duties which are

in Loudon divided among the secretary, chief clerk, and

head inspector, whose united salaries amount to £2,400."

And, again three voted for—Messrs. Read, Barclay, and
Pell—and ten against.

Indeed, the Parliamentary paper, as issued on Satur-

day, giving the report and proceedings of the Select

Committee of the House of Commons on the Contagious
Diseases of Animals, is both a very useful and very readable

publication, although nothiug vtould promise to be more
wearisome than the perusal of much of the evidence upon
which the Report is assumed to be drawn.

Tlie following: Report has been issued :

Tlie Select Committee appointed to inquire into the opera-

tions of the Contagious Diseases (Animals) A.ct, 1869, and the

Cattle Diseases Acts (Ireland), and the Constitution of the

Veterinary Departments of Great Britain and Ireland, have
considered the matters to them referred, and have agreed to the

following; report :

Your committee, having been appointed in February last, has
been occupied for twenty-six sittings in their inquiry, during
which they have examined forty-seven witnesses, including the

officials connected with the vetermary departments both in

England and Ireland, and many landowners, farmers, veteri-

nary surgeons, cattle importers, cattle dealers, and butchers

from different parts of England, Scotland, and Ireland. Much
of the time of your committee was occupied in considering the

provisions in tlie Contagious Diseases (Animals) Act, 1869, as

regards the import of foreign animals, and also the regulations

issued by the Privy Council fur carrying out such provisions.

Some of the witnesses representing the agricultural interest

have urged that all fat animals imported from abroad should

be slaughtered at the port of landing, and that foreign store

animals should either be thus slaughtered or subjected to a

long quarantine. On the other hand, strong representations

have been made by butchers and dealers, that such an enact-

ment would discourage importation, and tend to raise the

price of meat, especially in the inland towns. Your com-
mittee have come to the conclusion that no change should be
made in the Act so far as it relates to foreign animals, but they

recommend that the Privy Council should continue to order the

slaughter at the landing-places of all foreign animals imported
from countries in which cattle plague exists, or from which
there is reason to fear it might be introduced. Evidence has

been given to your committee which convinces them that the

outbreak last year of cattle plague in the East Riding of York-
shire, was due to a cargo containing diseased animals arriving

from Russia in the port of Hull ; and the facts connected with
tins case, together with other evidence, induce them to recom-

mend that tlie Privy Council, in exercising the power con-

ferred upon them by Part III. of the English Act, should

limit the ports at which foreign animals are allowed to be

landed, to those at wliicb satisfactory provisions have been

made for their lairage, isolation, and slaughter, and for the

disposal of their carcases. As regards the operation of the

Acts, and of the Orders of the Privy Council upon contagions

and infectious diseases in the United Kingdom, your committee,

after careful investigation, make the following recommenda-

tions :

Cattle Plague.—(«.) That Section 66 of the English

Act which gives a local authority power, if they think fit, to

order the slaughter of any animal which lias been in contact

with an auimal affected with cattle plague, should be so far

altered as to make it the duty of the locol authority to order

such slaughter. (5.) That discretion should be given to the

local authority to order the slaughter of any animals on any

premises adjoining those in which the disease exists, upon a

certificate of an inspector, being at the same time a duly quali-

fied veterinary surgeon, that such slaughter is necessary to

prevent the spread of the disease, (e.) That compensation

should be extended for any animal so slaughtered.

Pleuro-Pneumo>'ia.—{a.) That the slaughter of all cattle

affected with this disease should be compulsory, and that there

should be compensation for cattle so slaughtered. (4.) That
the rules in the 7th Schedule of the English Act should be so

altered as to provide that cattle which have been in the same
shed, or which have been herded with diseased animals, may be
moved under regulations for isolation for two months, (e.)

That the power given by Section 54; of the English Act to an
inspector to apply the pleuro-pneumonia rules to any premises

in which he finds that disease to exist, should be extended to

any premises in which he finds that it has existed within 28
days. ((^.) That the time during which the pleuro-pneumonia
rules should be applied to any premises in which the disease

has been discovered should be extended from 30 days to two
months.

Sheep Pox.—That the slaughter of all sheep affected with

sheep pox should be compulsory, with compensation.

Glanders.—That the slaughter of horses affected with

glanders should be compulsory, but that payment should be

made to the owner for the value of the carcases.

Foot-and-mouth Disease.—Many witnesses have been
examined with regard to this disease, especially as to its

recent prevalence both in Great Britain and Ireland, and
their opinions have been conflicting, both as regards the

amount of loss it causes, and the measures which should be

adopted for its diminution. Some agriculturists have recom-
mended very stringent measures, such as the stoppage of all

fairs and markets, and of the movement of animals, except by
licence, as during the prevalence of the cattle plague. On
the other hand, there has been evidence of much weight, both

by agriculturists and by professional witnesses, tending to

show that such enactments would meet with strong opposi-

tion, and would be difficult, if not impossible, to carry out.

Your Committee have come to the conclusion that it is hope-

less to attempt to extirpate or even materially to check this

disease unless the above-mentioned stringent measures are

strictly enforced ; and they also believe that such enforce-

ment would require a costly and numerous staff of inspectors,

an amount of supervision by the central authority which
would excite much local opposition, at any rate in Great

Britain, and such an interference with the home trade in

animals as would much aft'ect prices, and would induce not

only the consumer but the producer to consider the remedy to

be worse than the disease. Your Committee are confirmed in

this opinion by finding themselves obliged to believe that the

efforts which have been made in many counties in Great
Britain to check the disease under permissive orders from the

Privy Council have been of little or no effect, and that a like

failure hasbeen experienced in Iceland where ithas been attempted

to carry out a general order by the help of the constabulary.

Your committee, however, consider that the sale in a public

place or carriage of animals affected with this disease ought
not to be permitted. They, therefore, recommend

—

(<7.) That the Privy Council should cease to issue orders

for the check of this disease.

(4.) That section 57 of the English Act which makes the

exposure or carriage of annuals affected with a contagious

disease an offence, should continue to apply to foot-and-

mouth disease, but owners shall be relieved from the neces-
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sity of giving notice to the police of the existence of this

disease among their stock.

(c.) But that power should be given to the Privy Coun-
cil to allovi' the movement, under proper precautions, of

animals so affected, for slaughter, food, or shelter, incon-

venience having been found to result from the absence of

such power.

All the witnesses who have expressed an opinion on ths

subject agree that the compensation provided by the Act i-

insufficient. It has been urged that it is of the greatest ime
portance for dealing successfully and economically with the

suppression of the disease to have early discovery of its exist-

ence ; that this is practically impossible by any system of

inspection, particularly as regards pleuro-pneumonia, and that

local authorities must trust very much to the co-operation of

stock-owners, who liowever caunot be expected to report

disease unless fairly and liberally compensated for their loss.

The witnesses concur in the belief that a higher rate of com-
pensation would not induce fraud or recklessness ; on these

grounds, that, inasmuch as the compensation is paid out
of local rates, the local authority would exercise suffi-

cient vigilance to prevent excessive claims ; and that, if

farmers were compensated to the extent of even the full

value of the animals slaughtered, their indirect loss

would still be considerable. Your committee concur generally

in these opinions, and recommend that whatever compensation
is paid should bear a certain proportion to the owner's loss

rather than to the value of the animal ; and that local autho-
rities should be empowered to grant such compensation to an
extent not exceeding three-fourths of the loss sustained by the

owner, provided that it does not exceed £26 for any animal.
Many witnesses have insisted upon the ill effect resulting from
a want of uniform action by the different local authorities, both
in Euglaud aud Scotland, and your committee agree with them
in tlie belief that the regulations with regard to the stoppage of

disease should cease to be varying or permissive, and should be
uniform throughout Great Britain, as they are at present in

Ireland. Many witnesses have strongly represented that a re-

duction in the number of local authorities would result in

greater efficiency aud economy in carrying out the provisions

of the Act, and it has been suggested that the authorities for

counties or ridings should include the boroughs within them,
provision being made in the constitution of the local authori-

ties for the due representation of the boroughs. In the case

of, at least, two important counties in Scotland, the county and
burgh autliorities have amalgamated so far as practicable under
he Act, and the union has proved satisfactory. Your com-

mittee are of opinion that amalgamation is desirable, and re-

commend that in Scotland, where the local authorities are dif-

ferently constituted from what they are in England, there

should be only one local authority for each county, the burghs

being duly represented at the general board ; and that the

general expenses be levied over the whole district, and the cost

attending the slaughter of cattle exclusively over the burgh or

landward part of the county wherein the slaughter takes

place. Your committee recommend that the power of entry

given by Section 32 of the English Act to the inspector o.

other officer of the local authority, when he has reason

to suspect the existence of cattle plague, pleuro-pneu-

monia, or sheep-pox, should be extended to all contagious

aiseases except foot-and-mouth disease. Many complaints

have been made to your committee by English and Scotch

farmers with regard to the Irish import, alleging that it has

caused an increase both of pleuro-pneumonia and of foot-and-

mouth disease. Without, however, attempting to estimate how
far this has been the case, or whether disease has been more

prevalent in Irish or in British animals, your committee re-

commend

—

(a.) That the regulations in Great Britain and Ireland,

with regard to contagious diseases, should be similar.

(L) That such regulations should be \ carefully enforced

at the landing places, both in Great Britain and Ireland.

(c.) That the Irish Government should take steps by in-

spection at Irsh ports to prevent the shipment to Great

Britain of any diseased or infected animals.

Your committee believe that these precautionary measures

would be of advantage not only to the English cattle-buyers,

but also to the Irish cattle breeders. The , Orders of

Council relating to the transit ot animals, both as regards dis-

infection and the prevention of cruelty and suffering, appear to

be well adapted for their purpose ; but your committee are of

opinion that such Orders cannot be satisfactorily carried out

without inspection from time to time by the officers of the

central authority, of the vessels engaged in the Irish and
coasting as well as in the foreign trades, and also of railways,

lairs, markets, and fairs ; and that a sufhcient number of travel-

ling inspectors should be appointed and employed by the central

authority to give effect to such Orders. Your committee re-

commend that annual reports should be prepared by the secre-

tary and inspectors, and laid before Parliament early in each

year. As regards the constitution of the veterinary depart-

ments of Great Britain and Ireland, your committee recom-
mend no change,

Jidy 2hth, 1873.

THE DUKE OF LEINSTER AND HIS TENANTS.
Two land cases of interest, affecting the relations of the

Duke of Leinster and his tenants, came before the Lord Chief
Justice at the Kildare assizes. One was an action of eject-
ment brought by the Duke against Mr. George Lowe as over-
holding tenant. The plaintiff's case was that on the 15th of
August, 1851, a lease for 21 years was executed by his Grace to
a tenant named Patterson at a rent of £280. In May, 1869,
the defendant bought Patterson's interest, and, when the lease
was about to expire, asked for a renewal. Some correspond-
ence ensued, and a form of lease was submitted to the defend-
ant, which he refused to accept, and when the lease expired in
March, 1872, he declined to give up possession. The Duke
had borrowed £1,600 from tlie Board of Works for the
erection of farm buildings, and he wished to have an increased
rent on account of this fact. He had also advanced £1,000,
for which he charged no interest. That condition, it was
alleged, was evaded, a new lease was offered but objected to,
and finally the tenant refused to see the agent and discuss the
matters in dispute with him. Under these circumstances
nothing remained but to bring an ejectment. On the part of
the defendant the case was presented in a different light. He
had expended a sum of £14,626 in improvements on the land,
and was still expending money upon it. A man of his busi-
uess habits was not likely to buy the fag-end of a lease and
sink his capital in such a way if he was not sure of getting
a renewal of the lease, but the fact was that before he bought
he was promised it on the same terms as Patterson. Long
belore the lease expired he was promised a renewal for 21

years at the old rent, and in 1872 the term was extended to

31 years by his Grace's direction. In December last, since

the ejectment was brought, Mr. Hamilton, the Duke's agent,

had promised him £600 as an instalment of the £1,600 bor-

rowed from the Board of Works, and the defendant had agreed

to pay 65 per cent., which would pay off interest and capital

in 21 years. Counsel, in stating the defendant's view of the

case, commented upon the delay which, he said, was caused

by the Board of Woiks in granting loans under the Land Act,

and the difficulties which they threw in the way. In the pre-

sent instance they had put his Grace on proof of his title.

Mr. Lowe was examined, and gave an account of an inter-

view with the Duke of Leinster, who expressed the utmost

readiness to hear any complaints which the tenant had to

make, told him that there should be no law between

them, that the ejectment was only a necessary form, and,

calling in his agent, desired that bygones should be by-

gones, and that they should begin anew. In December
last he got the printed form of a lease for 31 years, and

handed it to his solicitor, who told him that the clauses

differed materially from those in Patterson's lease. After a

day had been occupied in hearing the case, the parties met on

Saturday in a more amicable spirit, and it was announced

that a compromise had been entered into. The defendant had
agreed to sign a lease which would be varied so that the build-

ings which he had erected would be included in the schedule

and the Duke should have credit for £2,600. No costs were
to be charged on either side. The settlement of the dispute
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afforded much satisfaction, and a hope was expressed that it

would restore the good feeling which until recently prevailed

on the estate. The Lord Chief Justice joined in the expres-

sion of pleasure at the result. He observed that there was no

practical disagreement between the Duke of Leinster and Mr.

Lowe. What the Duke had done was only consistent with his

conduct througliout an honoured life, and his lordship added

that he hoped that all who heard of the case would feel that

when dealing with a landlord like the Duke of Leinster the

wisest course to adopt was to have any matter of difficulty

amicably adjusted with a due regard to the rights of each

party.

The second case in which the Duke was concerned was
an appeal brought by Mr. Trye from a decision of the chair-

man of the county upon a claim for compensation amounting

to £4,900. The chairman awarded only £250. The question

raised was argued some days ago, and stood over for judgment.

In giving his decision, the Lord Chief Justice remarked that

the claimant entered into possession in 1867 under an assign-

ment of a lease which had since expired, and he paid £300 for

rent and crops, but nothing for the goodwill or unexhausted

manures. That was an important fact. There was a covenant

in the lease to deliver up the land in good condition, which

was a covenant for valuable consideration, and one of the

questions raised was as to the condition of the farm. Prom
the evidence of the executor of the former tenant and others,

he arrived at the conclusion that it was in much the same

state now as when the claimant got it. If the claimant's de-

mand could prevail, the Land Act ought to be entitled " An
Act to Confiscate and Destroy Property in Ireland." If the

Duke of Leinster had omitted to serve notice within the time

strictly prescribed by the Act that he meant to resist the claim,

the result would be that he would have to pay £4.,900 to re-

cover possession of his own land, out of which he had received

from the claimant only £800 rent. Such a claim was, in the

opinion of the Court, absolutely ridiculous, and it was astonish-

ing that a gentleman who came from a country where con-

tracts were so much respected should ever have allowed it to

be put forward. He had undoubtedly tilled and manured the

land, but he had received the full value of his outlay in good

crops and fat cattle. The chairman's decision was accord*

ingly affirmed.

BOGS AND PEAT FUEL.
At a recent meeting of the Inventors' Institute, Mr- Hnme

WilUams, vice-chairman of the Council, in the chair, Mr.

Peter Love read the following paper

:

Bogs from top to bottom vary in density, when dried, each

strata varying in gravity from one-sixth that of water to

equality and sometimes more. The colour of the cut peat

when dry varies in proportion to the density ; that on the top

being a little drab, each strata getting darker and denser till it

becomes at the bottom almost as black and dense as coal. This

is more especially the case when the bogs are of great depth,

such as the bog of Allen, in Ireland, which in some parts

reaches fifty feet, its average being calculated at about fifteen

feet, and the area of this and those of a si.nilar nature above

1^ million acres ; and of mountain bogs there are about [^

million acres ; besides these, there are about a quarter of a

million acres of low fen or marshes, producing good meadow
and pasture, which should be left out of our calculation, as it

would be unwise to make stagnant lakes of them, for the

sake of the fuel they would produce. Bogs have been divided

by scientific men into high and low ; and by practical men
into bogs or mosses, and fens or marshes, the former being

well represented by the bog of Allen, in Ireland, and Chat-

moss, in Lancashire, and the latter by the fens of the eastern

division of this country and the marshes of Kent and Sussex.

Of these vegetable earths of all sorts we have over five million

acres in the three kingdoms, of which at least four million

acres would be benefited immensely for a^ricuhural purposes,

by the removal of the vegetable material, the subsoil in gene-

ral when drained and cultivated soon becoming highly pro-

ductive of all kinds of cereals, green crops, and grass. High

bogs or mosses have heretofore been difficult to reclaim profit-

ably, being composed of vegetable matter saturated with tanin

and humic acid, which prevents decay and the development of

food fit for plants of that high class used by animals ;
the ex-

pense of drainage being great, the interest of the money ex-

pended therein has swamped the profits, owing to its taking

some years before the rains wash out these acids, and the com-

bustion of these inert fibres reduces them to fertile earth.

Another cause is, that as the water is drained out the bog col-

lapses, and there not being depth enough, freed from these

acids ; supplies of these are raised by the capillary action of its

fibrous nature, and arrests the advance of combustion or decay,

80 that the great necessity is a cheap means of under drainage,

that can be repeated after each collapse, until a fertile soil is

formed by this decay to a sufficient depth and density for pro-

fitable farming. Fens, or marshes, are in low situations on

the banks of rivers subject to their floods, producing reeds and

aquatic grasses which contain but little tanin, and when laid

dry by drainage rapidly decomposes into rich black earth,

forming the finest pastures and productive land ; by excavating

these lor fuel most valuable land would be converted into

wastes of stagnant water, a process which is now going on in

Germany, France, and some other countries, but at present not

desirable in this country, and will not be for a long period of

time. Bogs, or mosses, are only productive of heaths, mosses,

and lichens, with occasional plants of bog myrtle, birch, and

stunted firs ; even after drainage it takes a great number of

years for the fibrous, soft, spongy material of the surface to de-

compose into soil dense enough to carry grass and agricultural

crops ; but as the under-strata is convertible into good land,

the conversion of the upper incumbent bog into fuel is very de-

sirable, seeing that it is one means of increasing the inhabit-

able and productive area of our country. Bog, as it is dug or

excavated, contains from 75 to 90 per cent, of water, and, as

a general rule, the more water it contains the less it shrinks in

drv'ag, the spongy surface bog not shrinking more than 26

>er cent., while the soapy, solid bottom shrinks 80 per cent.

In practice air-dried peat contains from 15 to 20 per cent, of

water, and coal, as sold by merchants, from 12 to 20 per cent.

The art of pounding and treading decomposed bog earth into

a homogeneous mass, and then spreading it out into a thin

layer, and cutting it at right angles into pieces, or shaping it

into balls by hand, and laying it out to dry, has been in prac-

tice for ages; but it was not until the superior action of ma-
chinery was brought to bear upon the living and growing

fibrous spongy bog that it could be reduced into that homo-
geneous state necessary to make it shrink into dense fuel. This

has, with more or less success, been done in Germany and Ba-
varia, where the price of coal being higher and labour much
lower than with us, gives the peat fuel manufacturers a greater

chance of success. In 1837 machinery was introduced both

into Scotland and Ireland for pulping bog into a homogeneous

mass that dried into fuel of great density, and estimated at

two-thirds the value of coal, weight for weight, but the labour

of carrying 80 percent, of water to the machine and out agiin

on to the drying ground, to be carried off on the wings of the

wind, has hitherto completely swamped its commercial success.

It is not to be contended that a ton of dense peat will give out

any more heat than a ton of the same bog cut into peat,

that when dry is four or five times the bulk of the dense

peat ; but this enormous bulk made it unweildy and expensive

to use, as well as almost impractical to carry from the place of

production to that of consumption ; therefore, before peat can

be carried by rail, or any other means, to compete with coal,

it must be got sufficiently dense to allow of from eight to ten

tons being put into a truck 14> x 7 x 6 feet = 588 cubic feet;

this is amply attained by a density of 4r51bs. per cubic foot,

which is equal to that of hard wood ; we have before us in

these samples proof that the density required can easily be ob-

tained. The difficulty of drying ground, the immense labour

of carrying a hundred tons of material to the machine, then

away from it and laying out to dry, cannot be estimated at less

than 6d. per ton, or 50s. for the resultant twenty tons of fuel.

This halfcrown per ton I will save by my contrivance, the great

novelty of which is that my machine cuts through the surface

of the bog, excavating a tract for itself, pressing the surplus

water out, and cutting the material into thin shces, which arc

beat and rubbed into homogeneous pulp, t^en rammed down
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into a compact piece the width of the machine, cut into the

sized pieces desired, and laid down upon the same place to dry

that the material was raised from. Gentlemen who have had

experience in the manufacture of dense peat, either by hand or

machine, are aware that if (while in a state of pulp) laid upon

a smooth damp surface the peats will adhere to it, and require

cutting or other force to separate them from the ground. This

was one of the greatest difficulties to be got over in my system,

and now accomplished by using a corrugated sole, or slide, to

the machine, which leaves the surface of the drying ground

also corrugated, the peats resting on the ridges allows the air

to circulate through the valleys, or furrows, under the wet
peats ; they rapidly dry, as rapidly shrink, in all directions,

leaving spaces between them increasing in width. Another
difficulty has been the tough fibrous material of the upper half-

depth of these bogs gathering in the pulping apparatus absorb-

ing power, and often blocking the machine. This 1 have got

over by the use of sharp knives that cut the large slice exca-

vated into very thin slices, reducing the fibres into very short

lengths before being dehvered to the pulping apparatus. My
machine is upon quite a new principle, as well as novel in

many of its details, suggesting during years of study and ex-

perience of the great labour of handling such an immense
weight of water, carrying it to and from the machine, the im-
mense area of drying ground required, all creating heavy ex-

penses ; at last the idea came of hauling, the machine laid flat

on the bog excavating a slice of sucli thickness as to produce
pulp, to cover the ground passed over, such a thickness as could
be dried into the most dense fuel. This, with some af its most
important details, I have just patented, and wish to give you
information as to its economy of labour and power of produc-
tion, the whole being worked by an ordinary traction engine
with steam cultivating apparatus. On the middle of the ma-
chine is a large rigger or riggers, round which the hauling rope
is passed, one end being fast to the steam engine, or windlass,

and the other end attached to the winding drum of the wind-
lass. This is the working rope ; that is, the machine, when
hauled by it towards the engine, operates ; the engine, by this

means, has double hauling power, and the friction of the ropes
gives motion to the rigger, which drives all the works of the
machine. Another rope, named the idle rope, is attached to,

what we will call, the back end of the machine. This rope is

carried as far up into the bog as is most economical in practice
—say a quarter of a mile—where it is passed round the pulley
or rigger of a Howard's or any other good self-acting anchor,
and then attached to the drum of a windlass, the action of which
hauls the machinery up into the bog to the anchor ; then the
windlass being reversed, the working rope hauls the machine
toward the windlass and engine, which are on the sound ground
outside the bog. The machine, while operating, travels at half
the speed of the rope, the rope having to bear both the strain

required to haul the machine and that required to drive the
machinery used to manufacture tiie slice of bog into peat. The
working drum will be geared so a» to have great power there-
fore to coil slowly, say at the rate of one mile per hour. The
idle drum having merely to haul the machine over the bog, a
very high speed and lighter rope will be used, travelling, say, at
six miles per hour. The width of machine I propose to use is

font feet nine inches, which, allowing for loss in reversing, is

about half an acre for every lineal mile operated upon. In
nine hours we will get over eight miles, absorbing eight hours
in working, and 1^ in running up the bog idle, being 9f hours
a day, covering four acres with 2^ inches thick, which, when
dry, will yield 20 tons per inch deep of pulp, or £0 tons of dry
fuel per acre, the four acres yielding 200 tons of dry fuel.
From the middle of March to the end of August, 120
days' work ought to be obtained, producing 24,000
tons of fuel. The same arrangement carries into action
my draining engine, which I have also patented. This engine
also goes over a mile in one and one-sixth hours, doing eight
miles of drain from four to five feet deep per day, leaving a
clean cut bore or tunnel, six inches in diameter, at £3 per mile,
or 10s. per acre drained, sixteen and a half yards apart. After
this drainage has caused the bog to collapse so that these
drains are within two feet of the surface, the second drainage
should take place. Then during the following winter months,
the peat manufacturing machine should be used without the
pressing, stamping, and peat cutting parts, the putting aside of
which will enable a greater depth to be operated upon, enough
to give from lour to five inches of finely comminuted bog,
which will give up freely to the rainfall. The sterilizing acids,

which, with the rainfall, will pass away through the drains

leaving earth as dense as if it had been 20 years under ordinary

cultivation, and fit to make rough pasture. Of this work at

least four acres a day will be done at £3 an acre. 250 days'

work per annum ought to be got out of each set of machines,

engines, and tackle, which will cost less than £2,000, on which
for tear, wear, and renewal

£ s. d.

I charge at 25 per cent, per annum SOO
250 days' peat fuel, say Ij tons a day, at 7s. 6d.

per ton 140 12 6

Oil, grease, cotton, waste, &c., at 5s. a day 63 10

Two machine men at 6s., and engineer at 8s. ... 250
Man fetching water for engine Ss., and three

lever-porter boys at Is. 8d. a day 100

Annual expense of plant 1,053 2 6

24,000 tons of peat fuel dried, hauled, stacked,

and thatched at 2s. 3d. per ton 2,700

Manager and clerks, &c 800
Landlords' royalty of 6d., and patentees of 3d.

per ton of dry fuel—24,000 at 9d 900
Patentees' royalty of 10s. per mile of drain on

520 miles 260
Patentees' royalty of 10s. per acre on 260 acres 130

Annual expense of drying and storing.,, 4,790

Total 5,843 2 6

£5,000 capital at 40 per cent dividend, £2,000

;

and surplus, £496 17s. 6d 2,496 17 6

Total disbursements 8,340

, Eettjrns.
£ 8. d.

120 days producing 34,000 tons

peat fuel at 53. a ton 6,000

65 days draining at eight miles

—

520 miles at 60s 1,560
65 days cultivation at four acres

—260 acres at 608 780

Total returns 8,340

Looking at this important subject from a national point of

view, with our eye fixed on the fact that the subsoil of bogs
generally forms first-rate land after the bog stuff has been car-

ried all away, and the sun and air allowed free action upon it

;

in fact, after drainage, and the application of improved culti-

vation, these soils generally attain the highest type of fertility.

Such being the case, all the shallowest bogs ought to be

operated upon first, for the manufacture of fuel, for inasmuch
as two or three slices of about four inches thick will be worked
off per annum, nearly a foot will be annually worked off, by

which means, in a few years, each succeeding year we would
have considerable numbers of fertile farms added to our country.

The deep bogs, many of which are still undrained and in a
state of growth, and yearly increasing in depth by the prostra-

tion of each year's produce of rough sour vegetation, such bogs
when drained 16^ yards apart and four or five feet deep, im-
mediately change from a state of increasing depth to that of

decay and speedy coUapse, sometimes at first sinking at the rate

of a foot per annum, becoming denser every year until the

whole becomes as dense as the bottom, which makes dense

fuel, merely by cutting into thin peats and drying, which my
machine does, by dispensing with the pressing and pulping

parts ; the slice or slices excavated being cut into thin strips,

then turned on edge, the better position for drying, and then

cut into the lengths desired. These bogs, when once started

growing grass, and re-drained, as often as the sinking and de-

composition lowers the surface to within two feet of the drains
;

and dressings of lime and marl, with cattle and sheep grazed

on them, kept increasing both in size and fatness, by the

economical use of corn and cake ; by such management, these

large areas of barren wastes will fast be converted, first into

useful grounds for breeding stock and healthy game, gradually

becoming richer and stronger, tiU they become like the feeding

marshes of Essex and Kent, feeding large herds of cattle and

flockc of sheep, while the climate would be vastly improred by
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the extraordinary change from its state of being swamped with
stagnant water, remaining to be evaporalsd during the spring
and summer months, loading the hair with oppressive humidity
and pestilential vapour, spreading mildew over the wheat fields

of the surrounding district. Effectual drainage allows the
rains to percolate through the earth into the drains, purifying
and fertilising the ground, redeeming the'air from pollution,

leaving it in its pristine purity to give health and vigour to the
sweet pastures and green herbage covering its vast expanse,
increasing the health, wealth, and blooming beauty of our
ovely country.

The Chairman said the present paper was directed wholly
or chiefly to the mechanical means of removing the bog so that
the substance removed might be air-dried for fuel, and the
locality of the bog by drainage rendered fit for farming pur-
poses, Mr. Love's proposition, as far as he understood it, being
to use an ingenious development of Fowler's steam plough.
He considered that the subject of bog utilisation should take
a wider scope, and therefore he would specially invite to join

in the discussion several gentlemen he saw before him in the

room, who to his knowledge took considerable interest in the

subject of treating bog and peat by chemical and mechani-
oal processes in order to obtain valuable products therefrom,

so that the meeting might have the benefit of their experience.

The subject of utilisation of bog and peat earth was one of

very great practical importance to this country now that the

cost of coal fuel was at such a high rate, and he could himself

testify that the reclamation of bog land was usually a costly

affair. He had known members of his own family make at-

tempts in that direction which proved anything but profitable

to them.

Mr. FoTHERGiLL, C.E., stated that he had some plans for

the utilisation of peat, a subject he had given much attention

to, but at the present time he was suffering from the effects of

a cold which so affected his speaking powers that he would
rather, if the Institute could so arrange it, reserve his observa-

tions for some future time. He showed specimens of dense

and compact pieces of peat fit for fuel, and having the appear-

ance of cannel coal or jet. He stated that he had made peat

charcoal, and obtained various other products from bog earth,

all which had been effected by machinery and processes of a

very economical character. He considered peat fuel far

superior to coal for iron manufacture and steam raising pur-

poses.

Mr. Francis Fuller wished to know if the peat shown by
Mr. Love was compressed. Mr. Love staled it was not com-
pressed, but simply air-dried. He would also ask, did the use

of the peat charcoal improve the iron ? This was answered in

the affirmative.

Mr. Rumble, C.E., referred to experiments made on board

the Tyne boat for Mr. Penn, and remarked that although very

favourable results had been obtained, yet they would have been
far greater if the fire-grate had been adapted for the purpose

of burning peat fuel. He had not the slightest doubt that both
compressed and uncompressed peat could be used for practical

purposes with very great advantage.

Mr. Fred Rainsome, C.E., thought Mr. Love's invention

one that merited the attention of all practical men. If peat

charcoal were so valuable in iron manufacture as had been
stated, and he cast no doubt upon it, the subject ought to be
thoroughly discussed by the Inventor's Institute.

Mr. A. J. Murray said he quite concurred in what Mr.
RansomR had stated, and he was prepared to move that

the question be adjourned for further discussion on another
evening.

Mr. E. W. CoULTiiARD, C.E., said that Mr. Love's paper,

and the statements of those who liad taken part in the discus-

sion, had shown the importance of this subject ; he would,
therefore, move that the council be requested to adjourn the

discussion. Mr. F. H. Varley seconded this motion, which
was carried unanimously. The Chairman then moved a vote

of thanks to Mr. Love ; and Mr. C. G. Carttar seconded this

motion, which was carried unanimously.

THE PRIZE AND COMMENDED FARMS.
Mr. Peter Dunn occupies about 300 acres, of which 86

are pasture. The pasture laud is liberally managed and well

farmed. Of 210 acres of plough land 136 are this year in

corn ; the wheats, Spalding Red, Creeping Wheat, and Rivett's,

look remarkably well—the barley, too, is a most promising

crop ; tliere is as much as 25 acres of bare fallow ; there are

27 acres of seeds ; there are 25 acres of swedes and mangel-

wurtzel, straight-drilled, full of plant and clean, and we no-

where saw fallow crops looking so well. The rotation is

pretty much, we think, what Mr. Dunn may choose it to be

—

seeds, wheat, oats, or barley, bare fallow, wheat, beans, or

peas, wiieat, turnips, barley ; this was the list we took down.

There is a large expenditure in artificial manures and feeding

stuffs. The stock includes a few dairy cows with their produce,

and purchased cattle and sheep to graze the pastures and the

seeds, and to feed the roots. Rent has riseu from 20s. to 30s.

in the neighbourhood during Mr. Dunn'.s 40 years' experi-

ence. One of the chief features in his farm is its neatness,

extending from the farm to both premises and home. A more
charming garden, tidier premises, better roads, and more perfect

fences, we have never seen. The fences are a wonder; the

thorn everywhere a perfect equilateral triangle in section, with

the truest sides and most perfect ridge lines, joining the one-

rectangularly with the ether, with roof-like exactness, and com-
ing close to the ground. The roads are first-rate, and Mr.
Dunn has charge of the parish roads also, many of which pass

through his farm ; they are in admirable condition, the wide

grass margin bearing a heavy produce, thanks very much to

his management, and making by the hay crop which it yields

a handsome contribution to the cost of maintenance

!

Mr. W. G. Walgate, who has won the prize, holds about

460 acres, of which about 120 are grass land. Most of the

land is tenacious soil, about 80 acres only being lighter turnip

land. He follows a five years' rotation—turnips, spring corn,

seeds grazed, wheat, and oats or peas or beans. He keeps a

flock of 160 Leicester-Lincolns, winters them and their pro-

duce, buying as many more as his turnip crop permits or re-

quires. He breeds and feeds a large number of pigs. He

has a small herd, and rears their produce ; buying graziers in
addition for both winter and summer feeding. We saw a mag-
nificent lot of 40 steers, already worth probably £30 a piece,
in the grass fields ; also a large flock of ewes and lambs on
the seeds ; capital crops of wheat and beans, some first-rate

fields of barley and oats, and a large area in turnips, the hoers
busy among them—the field not looking, however, by any
means so forward or so well as those at I'asture House. Mr.
Walgates' farm is worked by 12 horses ; the labour costs from
30s. to 32s. an acre, men receiving 18s. a week in winter and
on till harvest-time, when much higher earnings of course
are made. A number of the younger men board and lodge in
the farmhouse, receiving from £10 to £30 wages per annum
in addition. There are no cottages on the farm. All the
manures made goes on the turnip crop, which receives some
3 sacks of bone dust and 4 cwt. of superphosphate per acre in
addition. There is an immense consumption of cake and meal
by cattle and sheep, so that the manure is of first-rate quality.
The steers at grass are receiving 6 lb. of cake a-day a-piece just
now, and if feeding off on turnips they receive a cake a-day
and some 6 lb. or 71b. of meal in addition before they leave-
worth then £35 to £40 a-piece.

The wheats sown are White Chaff and Creeping Red
wheats. Eight to ten pecks per acre are sown, and drilled
nine inches wide, enabling horsehoing, but also receiving
handhoeing. The seeds—a stone of white, seven pounds of
red, two pounds of trefoil, and a little ribgrass sown per acre—are not looking first-rate, and some of them were being
rather roughly and wastefully grazed. The buildings are
altogether insufficient for the farm, but the tenant has the
credit of having been himself at by far the greater portion of
the cost of their erection. The farm is evidently under pro-
fitable management, and we nowhere saw such a capital stock
of cattle in the fields. Mr. Walgate has been more than a
quarter of a century the tenant of West Hill Farm, and it

does great credit to his management.
Mr. George England occupies about 410 acres at Carlton,

adjoining West Hill. About 300 are arable. There is a
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capital farmhouse and very excellent homestead, with ad-

mirable accommodation for stock of all kinds. The farm is

intersected by many roads, both cross country, parish roads,

and farm roads, for the condition of which the tenant is re-

sponsible ; and the excellence of these roads is quite one of

the features of the farm. The five-course rotation is adopted,

seeds being sometimes kept down two years and broken up
early for a sufficient fallow before wheat sowing, or wheat
being sometimes followed by oats or peas, thus taking two
corn crops in succession. There are 134 acres of white corn,

25 acres of beans and peas, 57 acres of seeds, 60 acres of

turnips, 14 acres of bare fallow on the farm this year. The
wheats are magnificent. The Rough Chaff white wheat
promises a splendid yield. The Creeping wheat looks well

:

some eight or ten acres of it had been ploughed up and re-

sown with barley, which looked well. A large field of April

wheat is promising satisfactorily. The oat crop (Tartarian)

looked exceedingly well. Barleys, too, are good. The turnip

crop, in various stages of growth, is this year in a large field

which is in some places somewhat rough and patchy land, but

they promise to be a good crop.

The land is worked by ten horses. The labour bill, ia-

cluding board of men in house, is about £500 a year. In
addition to this sum, 24 acres of land have been drained 3^-

feet deep at a cost of about £80 in labour, and 126 have been
steam cultivated at a cost of about £140 in contract price and
coals. The bill for cattle food and artificial manure exceeded

£1,000 last year. Some 200 fat sheep and 40 to 50 fat

beasts are sold annually, and there is a large stock of pigs

and a very large stock of poultry.

—
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THE LABOUR QUESTION IN THE WEST.
At a meeting of the Devon and Cornwall Chamber of

Agriculture, held in Tavistock, Mr. Rashleigh, of Menabilly,

presiding,

Mr. J. D. Pratt, who had undertaken to introduce the

subject, said he did so with great reluctance. Others, how-
ever, had objected, and as it was a most pressing question

he had taken it up, although it required much more time than

he could bestow. He was pretty much in the position of a
" forlorn hope," and expected to be slain in the breach. The
labour question should be viewed in two aspects, the first being

the danger of a social war arisiug out of the combination of

class against class, and the second the manner in whicli they

might bring about a better feeling between employer and em-
ployed. The question of labour was doubtless one of supply

and demand. The situation was difiTerent from that of forty

years ago, as railways and steamers enabled workmen to move
easily from place to place. The labourers' union was an evil,

but it was legitimate, although if any class obtained more pri-

vileges than belonged to them there would be an evil. It by

any organization labour was made too expensive to pay for, it

was certain that a great deal of labour would be unemplojed.

Ihis might possibly be followed by awar of words; but he hoped

by no fiercer war, although there was a possibility of such taking

place. The tenant-farmer was placed in an awkward position

at harvest time, when his men came to him and said " We
will not cut your hay or corn unless such a price is paid for

the work," and other combinations would place them in the

position to enforce the demand. To meet this the farmers

must turn round and say at the close of the harvest, " Now we
will lock you out." He owned to viewing the matter from its

darkest side, but from what was taking place around them it

behoved them to take warning. The principle of what a man
sowed that would he also reap, forcibly applied to the question

of labour. If they sowed kindness and forbearance they would
get good men to do their work, and do it well. He spoke from
personal experience as an employer, and he endeavoured to

show his men that it was not to tlieir interest to listen to paid

agitators, but to listen to those whose daily life they were in

the habit of seeing. He was proud to say that he had men
in his employ who were depositors in savings' banks ; and
found that wherever an effort was made to improve tlieir con-

dition, they in return showed their gratitude. The first step

towards raising the labourer was by providing sufficient cot-

tage accommodation, and this should be the act of the land-

owner. These cottages should be placed on the farm, within
easy reach of the work. He would also advocate the esta-

blishment of friendly societies in ever parish, a large premium
being offered for the money invested. He found that the man
who had any money invested felt that he had something at

stake, and was a better citizen in consequence. The establish-

ment of agricultural unions was not making much progress

;

and in his parish (Buckland Mouachornm) the numbers had
dwindled from thirty-nine to sixteen. He hoped the result of
their inquiry would be to the advantage of both the employer
and employed ; and that they would reap a bountiful harvest
in the improved condition—tlie sobriety and other virtues—of
the men in their employ.

Mr. B. Snell regarded the demands of the labourer as fair
and reasonable, and advocated periodical hirings. Agricultural
labourers were willing to yield to reason;, but he deprecated

unions, as they bolstered up the labour market, creating an ar-

tificial state of things which reacted in a very injurious way.

He did not think, however, that they could approach the com-
bination question with clean hands, as they were seeking legis-

lative aid to protect themselves against the landowner. Fair

competition was what they all ought to be guided by, and the

labourer should be paid such wages as would enable him to

pay the rent of a good cottage.

Mr. HoLLEY thought that as the law of supply and demand
was admitted as a principle, it was impossible to introduce any
legislative enactment to upset such a law. The moment a

party feeling was created, they created fanatics ; and it was
quite in the power of farmers to avert the social war which
Sir. Pratt stood in fear of. He doubted the success of yearly

bargains, as he found in all great contracts men were hired by
the week, and this rule was found to answer satisfactorily.

He could not easily get rid of a man hired by the year ; and
he believed it was better to run the risk, and chance competi-
tion. He admitted that the landowner had no right to hold

the land to the prejudice of the public at large. He strongly

objected, however, to a third party being called in to settle

any grievance between a landlord and tenant, as was advocated

by the Landlord and Tenant Bill, as it was like telling a man
how to do what he knew himself. Every man should be left

to make his own bargain as best he could, rather than leave it

to the Legislature, as w lo could tell twenty years' hence what
improvements had been made on any farm. Tenants were in-

juring themselves by introducing a third party to settle their

business for them.

Mr. Heivrt Clark considered that Tenant-Right was the

essence of the labour question. No one deprecated paid agita-

tors more than he, but he regarded Mr. Arch as a man who had
been raised up for the express purpose of advocating the cause

of the agricultural labourer. There were others, however,
who were endeavouring to get into power on the backs ol the

labouring classes, and these men had his strong condemnation.
What tenant would put up a cottage without some guarantee

that he would receive compensation for his outlay ? It was
necessary that suitable cottages should be erected, and it was
to the interest of the occupier that the men should become
attached to the farm and parish in which they were born.

Insufficient cottage accommodation for common decency was
one of the causes of driving much of the labour from the

country; but that neighbourhood was an exception. In numbers
of places the labourer lived in a miserable hut, and in the

morning when he should be fresh from rest he was in an ill-

condition to do what was required of him. He saw no reason

why the labourer should not combine as well as other classes

;

they certainly had right on their side. He compared the ac-

tion of the farmers ot Norfolk and Chichester in this matter,

and deprecated the action taken by the former in not meeting

the men to hear their grievances. The question was one of

supply and demand, but farmers should induce landowners to

erect cottages on their farms, and allow a piece of garden, and

they would then keep their men away from the public-house

and create an interest in the land and their employer.

Messrs. W. Perry and J. Horswell offered a few remarks,

and

Mr. R. Prout, in a short speech, moved that the question
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of labourers' cottages should form a subject for the future con-

sideration of the Chamber.
Mr. J. NoRTHY seconded the motion, which was carried.

Mr. Stephen poposed," that this Chamber is of opinion

that combinations either on the part of employer or em-

ployed are to be deprecated, and that the whole question of

labour resolves itself into one of supply and demand."

Mr. S. Perry seconded the motion, which was adopted.

Votes of thanks to the chairman and Mr. Pratt closed the

meeting.

THE AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS OF IRELAND, 1873.

Return, showing in Statute Acres, the Extent under Flax in

each County and Province in 18T2 and 1873, compiled from
Inforniatiou obtained by the Royal Irish Constabulary and
Metropolitau Police ; also the number of Scutching Mills in

each County and Province in 1873.

Counties

AND

Provinces.

Ulster.
Antrim
Armagh
Cavan
Donegal
Down
Fermanagh ...

Londonderry
Monaghan . .

.

Tyrone

Total of Ulster.

Extent of Land
under Flax.
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AGRICULTURAL TABLE TALK.
At the dinner of the Dorsetshire Agricultural Society,

Mr. Gera-RD Stukt, M.F., the president, said he had a sort

of idea that politics were not allowed, but he came perfectly

charged with political electricity. He had now beeu twenty-

six years in Parliament, and he must say, tliat of all the dull

sessions he ever recollected nothing was ever equal to the

present. He would tell them why ; simply because the Con-

servatives early in the session knocked Government on tlie

head upon the Irish Education question, and the members of

the latter were now to be seen sitting all in a row on the

Treasury Bench, with their heads in their breasts, looking

exactly like a lot of beaten cocks with not a kick or a single

peck left iu them. The only appearance of resuscitation had
been a grand meeting at Nottingham, which was presided over

by the Duke of St. Albans, who, with Lord Hartington and
Lord Cowper, addressed the assembly. The Duke of St.

Albans made a rare hash at the start, having the impertinence

to attribute politics to Her Majesty. Lord Hartington dwelt

an hour and a-half upon the Conservative Government having

no policy, and Lord Cowper wound up returning thanks for

the House of Lords by saying most of them were bores and
the remainder were fools—a compliment which he (Mr. Gerard
Sturt) was sure would be fully appreciated by that august as-

semblage. A private gentleman had recently brought forward

a bill to give to the labourers votes for the county in which
they live. This question of giving votes to the agricultural

labourers was, he said, a very serious question for those now pre-

sent, to whom he would say Are you prepared as a political party

in the country to cease to exist ? Are you prepared to see all

the influence you have in this country as a political and re-

spectable and influential set of gentlemen wiped away by the

votes given to your labourers ? He must say that a better

speech, he never heard delivered than that made when this

question came forward in Parliament, by a member who was a

Kadical, but an honest Radical—he referred to Professor

fawcett, who said he never would allow the governing

power of this country to be handed over to those who
gained their livelihood by manual labour. Credit ought

to be given to Professor Ifawcett for his outspoken speech

on the occasion. He (Mr. Sturt) recollected a great

protest being raised from the Liberal benches against

power being given into the hands of the upper classes, and he

had heard a similar protest with regard to the middle classes.

With those he agreed, and he now protested against the power
of the country being given to one class as against the upper

class—all classes ought to be duly protected. This very serious

question of giving the agricultural labourers votes, would, he

believed, break up this Government, and he might say break

up another Government. It was for those gentlemem now
present to take care of themselves. At present they had a

great deal of power, and very sorry indeed he should be to see

them deserted. It was for the tenant-farmers of this country

to come to the determination against granting the franchise to

the labourers without due consideration, and from a mere
political cry. If they did it they would, as a political party,

cease to exist. But he was rather afraid he was, after all,

talking politics, that he was imagining himself somewhere
else. He had voted against doing away with the hustings for

which he had a sort of affection ; he liked to meet his friends

round a nice little platform, to crack some good natured jokes

and to chafi' them ; he was sorry indeed all that had been

abolished. There were other questions of a political character

which would interest the company. Parliament had made two
or three attempts to deal with the question as to the relations

existing between landlord and tenant. He for one must confess

and he wished to speak honestly—that he did not like the idea

of much legislation between landlord and tenant. He liked land-

lord and tenant to go on just as much in the same sort of

way as he and his tenants went on. He would like them all to

be friends, to meet each other half-way and not to have a strict

Act of Parliament, drawing a straight line as it were, and
saying " You are to do this and you are to do that—if you
don't do it we shall go to law." No feeling of that sort

should exist: he, for one, did not like it. He was in conver-
sation only the other day with an Irish gentleman in reference
to the Landlord and Tenant Bill for Ireland, and he mentioned

that the landlords screwed up their tenants there, getting ou

of them as much as possible, landlord and tenant looking upon
each other as a natural enemy. Now that was surely a wrong
state of aS'airs. Landlords and tenants, on the contrary,

ought to look upon each other as friends, their interest being

identical. The moment they broke through that feeling they

would do away with the harmony which did and ought to exist

between landlord and tenant, for his own part he could get

on very well with his tenants, he was truly delighted to see

them and he believed they were very glad to see him, if he

might be allowed to pay himself that compliment. This was
the way they went on, and he should be sorry te see that state

of things broken through in consequence of any law passing

the House of Commons, If tlie Landlord and Tenant Bill

were passed he was afraid it might introduce a similar feeling

to that unhappily existing in Ireland between landlord and

tenant, and which he should be very sorry to see prevail in

this country. He regretted Mr. Fowler was not then present

for he should have liked a word or two with him. Mr.
Fowler took a great interest in the Chamber of Agricul-

ture. Well he (Mr. Sturt) did not think much of Mr.

Fowler and his Chamber of Agriculture. It had never done

him any good, and he did not see that it had done agricultuie

much good. The fact was the presidents of the Chambers of

Agriculture, when in the House of Commons, were like a lot

of old women—they were all jealous of each other. He was
far from saying that nothing ought to be done for the agricul-

tural interest—on the contrary he thought something ought

to be done for the poor agricultural interest !—the poor agri-

cultural interest 1 ! He could recall to his mind how many
times it had been brought forward in the House of Commona
—almost as often as at this season it was common to see a

shark—and be must say there was as much chance of the pre-

sent Government e2"ecting a remedy as there was of the ter-

mination of the Tichborne case. But it was not the Central

Chamber of Agriculture that did any good ; it was not private

meetings or agricultural meetings that did any good. They
would never get any good from Her Majesty's present Govern-

ment—they would never get any relief of any sort or kind

until they returned Conservative members of Parliament to

support a Conservative policy. The first thing that must be

done for them was this : they must and ought to have a

Minister of Agriculture. His excellent friend on the right

(the Mayor) had just paid a great compliment to the agricul-

tural interest, asking what the borough of Dorchester could

do without it. He (Mr. Gerard Sturt) should very much like

to know what England would do without the agricultural in-

terest. Why the agriculturists were set aside, snuffed out,

scoffed and laughed at, sat upon, in the House of Commons,
was simply because they had not strength. That was it ; they

must have strength. Any measure on their behalf must
emanate from the Government, and the Government must have
power to uphold it. No private member could ever do what
the Government could do with regard to local taxation cr

anything else. A question which had interested him much
was that of the Game-laws. He had sat twice a week during

two sessions upon the game committee—he hardly missed a

meeting. lie confessed that in that committee the owners of

game, the game preservers, were well represented ; the sup-

porters of the poacher were also well represented ; but he

heard very little said in favour of the poor farmer. There

was, however, one effort made for the tenant-farmers, and it

was one of considerable importance ; he would read the reso-

lution :
" That if the proprietor of land on letting a farm re-

serves the right to game, but afterwards wishes to let the

shooting to another party, he shall give the first offer to the

tenant of the land." Well, he (Mr. Gerard Sturt) was a

game preserver ; but he was proud to say he supported that

resolution, for doing which he got into hot water. But he did

not care one farthing, because he was certain liis opinion and

vote were founedupon the principles of equity and justice. He
did not wish to say anything disrespectful, but he did not care

that (snapping his thumb and finger) for all the landlords in

England. He wished to give them an example of what might

take place. When he was on the game committee he tried—

although being a landed proprietor and a game preserver, it
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was perhaps a difficult thing to do—as much as possible to

place himself in the position of the tenant-farmer. Many of the

tenant-farmers, as proved before the committee, suffered greatly
in respect to game. Let the meeting imagine the case of Mr.
Sturt, of Crichel, let them suppose him to be in Short-street

—

he was a little iiit already, although not quite broken yet.

Let them imagine Mr. Sturt obliged to leave Crichel, and that
his trustees let Crichel and the shooting to some rich gentle-
man whom he would call Mr. Auriferous—and wliom nobody
knew and nobody cared about. Well, Mr. Auriferous comes
down and takes Crichel and the shooting, and duly paid for

both. He (Mr. Sturt) was not blaming the gentleman who
came down, but the system ; he wished to prove how hard it

was upou the tenant-farmer. He saw two of his tenauts now
present, Mr. Homer and Mr. Ford, whom he named by way of
illustration. They, perhaps, might have farms on which they
were eaten up by game , but Mr. Auriferous did not care for either

Mr. Homer, or Mr. Ford, because he had duly pays for his

sport. He (Mr. Sturt) repeated that he was not blaming the

man but the system. Mr. Auriferous encouraged the game
;

he had his own keepers ; he did not care for either of the

tenants, and might possibly be disagreeble to both ; he pre-

served his hares and rabbits, and it was possible that Messrs.

Homer and Ford might see waggons laden with the same
leave their farms, those very hares and rabbits being

destined for the next market. Now that, he contended,

was not a fair system ; it was not fair upon the tenant-

farmers of this country. He, for one, therefore, was proud

of the vote he gave in favour of the resolution which
he had just now read ; he had voted for it once, and would
do so again and again, should the opportunity occur.

Mr. Hodges had referred to oratorical powers displayed in the

House of Commons. Well, if Mr. Hodges only heard what a

number of people talked, and what nonsense they talked, he

would perhaps alter his opinion. Farmers and his consti-

tuents might depend upon one thing—that whenever he heard

their interests assailed and he had the opportunity, he would
to the best of his ability defend them. All he could now re-

commend them to do was that they should take his advice. If

they would only show their mutual strength, if they would
only keep together and work together, if they would only do

as he had told them, then their interest and those of the pub-

lic would be looked after ; then his visit to Dorchester and his

presidency at the agricultural dinner table on July 26, 1873,

would not have been undertaken in vain.

Mr. Henri Fook.es said : Their friend, the president, had
touched upon the game question, and as far as he (Mr. Fookes)

was concerned, he thought the hon. gentleman's vote was per-

fectly right. He was satisfied that nine out of ten tenant-

farmers would consider Mr. Sturt's vote on that question was
quite in accordance with their own wishes. As far as the

agricultural labourer question was concerned, he was satisfied

every man in that room was|willing and anxious that every man
should be paid according to his worth ; but he thought that

if ever the time came when the labourers instead of the em-
ployers took upon themselves the responsibility of sending men
to Parliament, it would be a very sorry day for Dorsetshire. It

was well known what had taken place in the county during the

past twelve months, and he might safely say that the labourers

were now paid the utmost value of their work, quite as much,

in fact far more, than the farmers could really afford. Still,

they wished to pay every man the full value of his labour, and

for a good day's pay they wanted a good day's work, which he

was sorry to say they did not get in some instances.

The President was extremely obhged to Mr. Genge for

defending the Dorsetshire Chamber of Agriculture. The Cen-

tral Chamber of Agriculture brought forward the question of

local taxation, and in consequence of that he (Mr. Sturt) had

to pay 2J per cent, more tor all he received ; it had taxed

Crichel House, it had taxed his woods, and it had taxed his

game. He was not complaining, for he said he ought to pay

for his country house, his woods, and his game ; but he also

said it was the Chamber of Agriculture that had brought these

charges to bear upon him, He complained that the members
of that Chamber did not pull together ; thatthepresidents didnot

bring anything practical, and that one could understand, to bear

in the House of Commons ; they were jealous one of another,

had their crotchets—Mr. Sturt was the only man bound not to

have one—and were consequeatly snuffed out one after another.

He was not complaining of the Chamber of Agriculture, the

members of which had a perfect right to combine to look after

I

their own interests, but he threw out the suggestion that

they wanted somebody with a head on his shoulders to guide

them.

Mr. G. Wood Homer sai d : On account of the labour

question societies of this kind had for the last two or three

years been under a cloud ; but, personally, he was not much
afraid of that question, for he believed it would settle down.

If labourers unduly pressed the farmers at any particular time,

such as that of harvest, they should, he thought, be resisted,

the employers combining for the purpose. In the long run

labourers could not have more than their fair share of the

produce of the land. There had, he said, been a remarkable

turn in affairs from what had existed two years ago. A man
who had not looked him in the face for two years met him in

the town that day and asked him for a character. " What ! you

ask me for a character ?" he (Mr. Homer) said
—

" You, the

delegate of the union for Puddletown ?" " Yes," replied the

man, " You were my last employer." " Oh," rejoined he (Mr.

Homer), " You have had Mr. Arch for your master lately
;

why didn't you go to him ?" The man then said he desired to

go to Canada, and could get a situation if he had a satisfactory

character. He (Mr. Homer) observed to him that while in

his employ he had displayed some talent at certain descrip-

tions of work, hut he did not know about giving hira a charac-

ter now ; he subsequently, however, consented to answer any
gentleman's letter on the point. Further, he gave the man his

own ideas on the labour question. He told him there were

three parties to share in the produce of the land, and beyond

what the land produced they could not share. First came the

Government, then the clergy—the tithes must be paid—thirdly,

the poor's rate. What was left belonged to the landlord, and
if by any pressure either by landlord or labourer the land

ceased to produce what it would do by the best system of cul-

tivation, the whole three parties would be losers in the end.

That was the state of affairs at the present moment. Tiiere

was not the average of turnips sown this year as there had
been this last two years. The labourers had put on the screw,

and he had this season refused as many as twenty applications.

He made a point of employing, if possible, in either winter or

summer, every applicant for work, but this year he had every-

thing done up as close as possible, and, consequently, had
turned away more applicants than he had ever before done iu

his lifetime. The reason was that last year the labourers put

on the screw, trying to reap an illegitimate advantage just at a

critical part of the season : now they had, as the result, lost

days' and days' work, and he was sure they had the worst season

for extra work they had ever had since they learnt to use the

hoe. Regarding the Chamber of Agriculture, he thought its

claims did not receive the attention it demanded. He did not

believe the tenant-farmers of the county sought to extract from
their landlords one iota more than was legitimately due to

them. He was quite sure they were not like the Irish tenants,

who sought to estabhsh themselves on the land and virtually

pay only a rent-charge ; here they only asked what was tiieir

due—that wlien they occupied the land they should be treated

fairly, and not have their crops eaten up by game. He did uot

believe this evil was of very great magnitude iu Dorset, for

most of the landlords in this county evinced such a good spirit

towards tiieir tenants that they took care to keep the game
within legitimate bounds ; but there were, however, a few

landlords who kept game in a most extravagant way ; he did

not mean for one moment to shield them from tlie re-

probation to which their conduct entitled them. With
regard to cottages, he was quite sure the farmers

as a rule wished to put respectable labourers into their

cottages, and to keep the latter in repair. He suggested tliat

occasionally a little misunderstanding arose between landlords

and tenants as to who was to do this and that—provide a bit

of thatch, a few spars and tar-twine. He recomniended

strongly that there should be a straightforward agreement,

strictly carried out by each party concerned. In the expediency

of providing good cottages he thoroughly concurred.

Mr. Henry Mayo, as to the cottages, threw out the prac-

tical suggestion tliat they should be repaired before resort to

tar-twine became necessary.

At Thetford wool fair, Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., said ; It is my
opinion that the House of Commons is getting into its dotage

and wants to be refreshed and renewed. Of that I have no
doubt. I say that Parliament, having nothing of importance

to do, is contemplating a whole lot of silly, little, rubbishy
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measures that ought not to engage its attention. You know
that last year they passed what is called the Small Birds' Bill,

and it is the law of the land at the present time that if a boy

should happen from March to August to throw a stone at a

cock robin or a hedge sparrow, he is liable to be fined and

sent to prison. If you don't think that absurd euough, we
have a committee now sitting to consider whether that protec-

tion which is enjoyed by certain small birds—certain privi-

leged members of the bird community—should not be shared

by every bird that flies—whether wood-pigeons and rooks, and

all those birds which ravaj^e us should not have a close time P

And if we pass a bill of that sort, I should not wonder if in a

future Session of Parliament it was proposed that we should

have a close season for rats and mice. Last year we had also

a Health Bill—a bill of a most complicated and intricate

character, which refers to not less than twenty-seven Acts of

Parliament—and of that measure the Local Government
Board have just been good enough to give us a digest. For
urban sanitary authorities alone the book contains 286 closely

prmted pages, and surely that is something hard to read and

remember, and still harder to understand. But as if our

boards of guardians aud sanitary authorities had not enough
to do with that, there was a bill brought in—not again by the

Government, but by a crotchety member of the Opposition

front benches—to extend that Act, or, as he said, to amend
and supplement the Act of last year. I don't doubt that we
shall be able to stop tliat bill in its progress, because there are

37 clauses in it, and there are something like 36 amendments
on the table already. But let me give you an illustration of

what sort of bill it is. Tiie first clause says that any man who
shall sell any milk which is produced from an animal having

tubercular disease, shall be liable to a penalty of £20. I will

ask you whether an aged cow on your premises might not have

tubercles in its lungs ? I daresay many of them have. Then,

if this bill become law, and you sell a pennyworth of the milk

to your labourers, and when the cow is killed by the butclier,

it is found to have tubercles in the lungs, you will be liable to

a penalty of £20. Again, we have got, as you are well aware,

a tough nut to crack on the Education (luestion. We are

going to put the duty of creating a class of educated paupers

upon the guardians of this country. I trust this will be resisted

by the guardians, and if it is, I hope it will not become law.

And we have also going through this country her Majesty's

inspectors of schools, who, in my opinion, are like a sort of
" perpetual screwjack," raising the standard of education to

such a height that the agricultural labourers of England will

have a great deal more knowledge than strength ; and we shall

find in the long run that instead of having muscle and sinew,

which are now so valuable, we shall greatly augment the class

of people who are now almost starving—I mean those who
live by their heads rather than by their hands. Then we have

another bill in which 1 have taken very considerable interest,

and that is the Rating Bill. I hope I meet the approbation of

my brother farmers when I say, as a member of a board of

guardians, that I think it would have been an extremely diSi-

cult question indeed to know how to rate timber—how much
to put on it for the year—and that we have come to a wise

determination in considering the natural agricultural value of

the land on which it grows, and not the value of the timber at

all. 1 also think on the question that when the game is not

let, we should not go to the trouble of trying to ascertain how
many partridges, hares, and rabbits that land might grow, but

that we should again take it at its fair agricultural value, and
have only one assessment instead of two. Well, I have been
serving on two committees, one of which has just made its re-

port, and the labours of the other, I trust, are very nearly ended.

After two years of inquiry, we made the other day a report on
the game question ; but 1 am sorry to say it in no way meets
my ideas ; I don't know whether it will yours. We have done
some little good perhaps ; we have taken the rabbit out of the

game list, and all the protection the Game-laws gave him is

abolished ; but the repoit in its spirit has favoured the poacher
rather than the farmer, and I am quite sure that however
much you, gentlemen, as occupiers of land, may dislike to see

your crops ravaged with game, you don't desire your landlord's

property to be molested by poachers or by trespassers. The
other matter to which I will refer, and it shall be the last, is

the failure of the Tenant-right Bill, which I am very sorry to
say was withdrawn from circumstances over which I had no
control. My friend, Mr. James Howard, was suddenly seized
with illness, and it would have ill become me to have fought

such an important bill as that single-handed, in a somewhat
adverse House of Commons, and I hope the course I pursued
will meet with your approval, although I can assure you it was
to me a great and bitter disappointment that we had not a

good discussion in the House of Commons. And with regard

to my hon. colleagues, I may say that every one of them is in

favour of the main principle of the bill ; to give compensation
to tenants for their unexhausted improvements. Now, Mr.
Greene has congratulated you in this district upon the good
appearance of the crops, and really when you go into the mid-

land counties, as I have done lately, or even go down to Essex

by the other line, the appearance of this district is greatly in

advance of that in other portions of the country. I do there-

fore trust that with a good price for lambs, and with the pros-

pect of a comparatively good and abundant crop of corn for

this district, you may have a truly prosperous year, and that

it may in a measure obliterate the bitter recollections that

those terrible droughts of 1868 and 1870 must still be in your
memories. i

At Mr. Boby's sale, Mr. H. Woods, the chairman, said : I

happen to know that in the manufacturing districts it was the

miners' ironfounders' and others' habit to eat Leicester long-

wool mutton ; but now that they get high prices for their

labour, and have in consequence more money to spend, their

former provident habits are not now so strictly observed, and

they will insist upon having short-woolled mutton. (Laughter.)

Gentlemen, you may laugh, but I can assure you that what I

assert is a positive fact, because a Leicester breeder, a friend

of my own, who has the management of a large estate, wrote

to me the other day for a Southdown ram, because it was no
use breeding Leicester mutton, as the miners could not be
induced to eat it.

At Gainsborough, Mr. Henry Chaplin, M.P., said for his

own part, he confessed that the animal which occupied the

warmest part of his heart was the animal horse. He did not

wish to depreciate in the slightest degree the merits of the pigs,

bullocks, and sheep. He ought to say that with regard to the

cattle he had never seen finer animals exhibited in any show-
yard. He did not desire to pretend that he was worthy of being a

judge, yet,he thought he might say this, that they had never been

excelled in Lincolnshire before. There were some very good
animals—some very good specimens indeed of the species in

the various classes that had been exhibited. He thought he
might refer with the greatest satisfaction to the classes for

brood mares and foals that had been shown that day ; and
speaking from his own experience they were such as had seldom

been seen before. It was to him a matter of regret that a

noble friend who had lately taken a very prominent interest in

the matter was not present. He referred now more particularly

to Lord Rosebery, the chairman of the horse committee.

With regard to the deterioration in the breeding of horses, he
would have been wonderfully relieved, so far as Lincolnshire

was concerned, if he had been able to be present. A» politics

were generally tabooed at meetings of this character, a member
of Parliament generally " felt like a fish out of water." He
did not desire either to trespass upon them that after-

noon, nor did he wish in the least to break their rules,

but he would for one single instant allude to a measure which
was of surpassing interest to all of them in that county. He
could not refrain from saying one word upon it, and that was
with regard to the Landlord Bill, which had been withdrawn.

He confessed for his own part that he was never among the

number of those who regretted the introduction of that mea-
sure, and for one good reason, because he ventured to think

there had been no subject whatever under public notice and
discussion during the last twelvemonths or more which had been
so completely misunderstood ; there had been no subject what-

ever about which so many and such groundless fallacies had

continually been put forward, and he thought for his own
part, that the time had arrived, if it had been fairly and fully

discussed, when some real light might possibly have been

thrown upon a question which would have been

of considerable benefit to those he now addressed. As it

was, those who prompted the bill thought fit to withdraw it,

and there was an end of the matter for the present. But he

must express the opinion, and he was sure it was
one that was shared by many others in a similar position to

himself, that at all events they were not afraid of the discussion.

If there were anything whatever in the condition of the rela-

tions between the landlords and tenants of England which was
wrong and unfitting to continue, then he did not believe it
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existed in the county of Lincoln. Nor indeed was there any

disposition on the part of the people to prevent a discussion of

the subject.

Colonel Amcotts, M.?., said whatever might be the feelings

of other counties, Lincolnshire landlords and tenants could

fold their arms and stand calmly by, because they had had a

Tenant-llight in their county for generations. He honestly

confessed that he marvelled when he heard landlords of other

counties talk as they had done on the questiou. lie ventured

to say, on behalf of the order to which he belonged, that there

was not one landlord in Lincolnshire who would wish for this

grand Tenant-Right. There was nothing that had tended to

bring thera more together—to bring landlords and tenants into

a friendly and sociable way—than the good understanding

which had prevailed in this county, and which he believed was
in a great measure p^rounded upon the Tenant-Right. Whetlier

the question would come forward again or not it was impossi-

ble to say. One thing was certain, that it behoved their mem-
bers to maintain what had been established for so many gene-

rations amongst thera with such singular success, and that was
Lincolnshire Tenant-Rigiit.

At the dinner of the Norton farmers' Club the Duke
or Devonshire, the President, said no question was of

more vital importance in the present day, in a national point

of view, than the providing of an adequate supply of food for

the population. How an adequate supply of food was to be

obtained when the population was so rapidly increasing be-

came a difficult question and one of very serious importance.

As regarded the supply of bread, the public need feel no
anxiety on that head, for they drew supplies of wheat from

almost every corn-producing country on the face of the globe;

but with regard to beef and mutton, milk and butter, the case

was altogether different. There seemed to be no probability

that anything more than a very scanty addition to our home
production of these articles of food could ever be relied upon
from foreign countries. It became then a matter of the

greatest national importance that tiie few resources of the

country for the production of meat should be developed to the

utmost. It was of the utmost importance in a national point

of view that the land, whether in grass or under the plough,

should be so managed as to become capable of supporting an
additional quantity of cattle, and so to furnish an additional

supply of what was absolutely indispensable to the people. It

was scarcely of less importance that the stock so kept should

be of such a quality as to produce the greatest quantity in the

shortest possible time—the greatest quantity of meat for

human food in proportion to what they themselves consume.

He believed the verdict of the majority of practical farmers,

whose opinion was of the greatest weight on this point, was

that great improvement had been made during a long course

of years, and m^re especially during the 30 years that the

Royal Agricultural Society had been in operation ; but if

much had been done, they must not shut their eyes to the fact

that very much still remained to be done. It was asserted

on very high authority that if the most was made of the ca-

pabilities of the land of this country it might produce as much
again as it did at the present time. That assertion had been

made by some of the largest landowners of the country—by
men who were not accustomed to express opinions on subjects

about which they were not well qualified to speak, and who
were not at all given to make rash statements. He must, how-
ever, confess that the statement seemed a somewhat staggering

one, and he could not help thinking the standard thus set up

was very difficult of attainment. Even if such a result was
theoretically possible, it was evident it could only be attained

by slow degrees. Although most of them knew farms which

had been attained to such a degree of excellence as apparently

to leave little to be desired, they must all be acquainted with

cases where the cultivation of the soil was extremely defective,

and where the soil was wasted to a lamentable degree in the

production of useless and noxious weeds. They must also be

acquainted with a great deal of land which suffered from a

want of drainage, and they must know cases where the stock

kept was of an inferior and unthrifty description. Everyone

who used his powers of observation must know that there

were such cases as these ; and therefore there could be no

doubt whatever that agriculture was susceptible of very great

improvements, and that the quantity of produce from land

was capable of being greatly increased. As to the labour

question, such disputes as had occurred between farmers and

labourers in other parts of the country had been unknown in

Derbyshire, while machinery must be more resorted to in

order to meet the scarcity and high price of labour. In the

case of large holdings especially, he hoped that steam cultiva-

tion would be more largely introduced than it had hitherto

been, and would play a more important part in the agriculture

of the future. In hundreds and hundreds of instances steam

cultivation was now being applied ; and he believed those

employed in making steam machinery were very busily em-

ployed. For himself he must say that having a considerable

farm in his own occupation in another part of the country, he

had used steam cultivation for many years, and had every

reason to be well satisfied with its results.

At the dinner of the Gloucestershire Society, Colonel

KiNGJSCOTE, M.P., said : It is a very great pity the House of

Lords has thrown the Rating Bill out. I know it was only

an instalment—only what had been expressed by another gen-

tleman as touching the fringe of the garment—yet there were

some useful provisions in that bill. I say again, I regret ex-

tremely that it was thrown out. However, the Lords know
their own duty best, and I am not going to quarrel with thera

for doing it. Then we have had a Landlord and Tenant Bill

talked about ; and I for one am very glad indeed that that

has not come on for discussion. I do not want to see legisla-

tion between landlord and tc-nant, for I firmly believe landlord

and tenar.t can get on much better without a hard and fast

line being enacted by Parliament. I believe that an agree-

ment can do all that is needed between an English gentleman

and an English tenant-farmer, or I may say between two
English gentlemen. It was, therefore, with no regret that I

saw that that Bill was allowed to drop.

Mr. W. K. Wait, M.P., said : Canon Cooper has referred to

emigration to the Brazils ; and I may mention that I have

been asked to contribute, and have done so, towards promoting

the return of an unfortunate family who have been deliberately

—and I don't think I am using too hard a word—" seduced"

by the false representations of an agricultural agitator in this

county to emigrate there. The father of the family is dead

;

his widow and children are in great distress ; and a public

subscription is now being got up to bring them back to this

county from which they went. If that is a specimen of the

work of the agitator, the more we leave the agricultural la-

bourer to the kindly offices of his employer, and those feelings

which ought to actuate one honourable man and one Christian

man towards another Christian, the better for the farmer and
the agricultural labourer.

Lord FiTZHAUDiNGE said : I regret very much that in ad-

dition to ray horses having been poisoned, five cows brought
into this yard, directly they were brought up from the field,

were " doctored." Some one is an enemy against me, but I

am satified that the enemy is not in this tent ; but it is a hard
thing to have twelve horses poisoned, and five cows, which
were got up for your inspection and pleasure, " doctored."

At the Banffshire Agricultural Society's dinner at Cornhill,

Mr. R. W. Drjrr, M.P., the Chairman, said ; I think I could pos-

sibly redeem the session from the charge of idleness which has

occasionally been launched at it. For we have been successful

in passing a Judicature Bill, which must be extended next

year to Scotland; and the House of Commons have done their

part in passing a very good Conveyancing Bill, a very impor-
tant matter, which, 1 trust, will pave the way for more im-
portant measures aft'ectmg the land interest. I regret to see

by yesterday's Scotsman that the House of Lords are spoiling

the bill, but they are rather in the habit of doing that. But
gentleman, if I am prepared to defend the House of Commons
on national grounds, I am bound to say that, in matters that

more particularly affect the land interest, you have very little

to thank the House of Commons for. This is the more
striking, because previous to the meeting of Parliament no
topic was more discussed than what is popularly called the
" land question ;" it proved the princi|)al subject of what Mr.
Disraeli in the assembling of the House happily termed the
" vagrant rhetoric of the recess." We have had various mea-
sures before us affecting land and agriculture, but scarcely

one of them has passed, and the most important has not even
been discussed, the latest collapse being the Landlord and
Tenant Bill introduced by Mr. Howard. A fuU House assem-

bled on a Wednesday to discuss this bill. Members taking a

leading part in agricultural interest appeared with their blue
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books and their notes, and that yeteran in Parliamentary war-

fare, Lord Eleho, declared that the responsibility of lejecting

the bill had caused even liim a sleepless night, but he might
have had his rest in peace, for the mover of the biU was too ill

to appear in the House, and no one venturing to act for him
in his absence, the bill was lost for the sessiou, I regret this

circumstance extremely, not so much from the loss of the bill,

which, in the shape it was presented, was of too complicated

a character, but from the loss of the interesting debate we
should have had on the subject. We have heard so much of

the principle on which compensation for improvements should

be given, that I am sure a debate in the House of Commons
could not fail to be interesting, and would probably have thrown
some light on a question which has been so mucli talked of,

and so variously dealt with by different authorities, some few
dealing with it in a practical manner, but the great majority

taking refuge in generalities, which might mean a great deal,

or might mean nothing. Having made this criticism on others,

I feel I should be very dnfinite in anything I venture say on the
subject. Now, regarding permanent improvements, in all

cases where they are able to do so, it is best for both parties

that the permanent improvements should be made by the land-

lord—tenants paying interest on the outlay. The majority of

the tenant-farmers, as far as I am acquainted with them, require

their capital for production, and this, with the present price of
labour aud manure, is more than ever the case. Of course

there are many cases where the landlords have not got the

capital, and, whea tenants are prepared to lay out their own
money, in all such instances the tenant, at the expiration of
his lease, should have a claim for compensation, but in order

to make this a fair and a just claim, and not a mere subject of

litigation, it is necessary to be very particular about details.

Tlie improvements should be valued at the time they are made
and entered in the schedule of the lease. At the time they

are executed there is no difficulty about this ; but

let the improvements run on for 15 or 19 years, how can you
tell how a field was drained, or how a wall was built? Not
only could you not tell this, but the price of labour may have
materially altered. I think it right to add that no scheme of

this sort should interfere with what we know as ' improving
leases,' when a tenant has had land let to him on favourable

terms on the condition that he would make a certain outlay.

Again, you would require proper arbitrators appointed to say

what were suitable improvements. I think a measure, not of

too complicated a character, of the nature I have ventured to

sketch, would be advantageous to the agricultural interest.

What you want is to attract capital to the soil, the landlord's

if you can get it, if not the tenant's ; and the best way to do
this is to give him security for his outlay. That is the direction

in which we are moving, and when it can accomplish it, I

think the House of Commons will have more claim than at

present to your sentiments of gratitude. I believe, on
these occasions, it has been usual to say something
about the state and condition of agriculture. I only

wish that I was more competent to do so. I can heartily

congratulate this society on its position, but I am afraid, how-
ever much I should like to do so, I cannot extend my con-,

gratulations to all the members of the agricultural community
because there is no doubt last year was a very trying year to

all farmers, as most of you know better that I do. You had a
wet autumn, you had a bad harvest, a very late turnip crop,

and, in addition to tliat, you had the high price of labour, and
in many cases disease among your cattle. In fact, at the end
of the year, the prospects of agriculture excited serious alarm.

I think it is right to say these things, because it is well you
should know that your landlords know these things, and sym-
pathise with your feelings. But I think brighter days are

dawning upon you. I think I may say the country is looking
very well. There is every prospect, to say the least of it, of a
fair harvest, and what is of much consequence to this part of
the country, there is the prospect of a very good turnip crop.

But if nature smiles on us, that does not relieve us from
grappling with our difficulties ; and now the great difficulty

which the farmer has to do with is the labour question. Now,
I am not one of those who complain of the rise in the price of
labour. I believe good will eventually come of it. But as
practical men, if labour has risen, you must consider how you
can reduce it. In the South of England they are making a
great deal more use of mechanical power than you are here,
but I am perfectly well aware that this is in a great measure
owing to the atony nature of your ground, which is not so

well adapted for implements. Still I think there is something
to be done in that way. If you reflect that ten years ago it

was quite tlie exception to have reaping machines upon the

farm, it is now quite the exception not to find them. Is that

so P (" Not so strong as that"). Well, in my part of the country,

in Kincardineshire, on my knowledge of which I am talking,

I took the trouble of asking the other day, and I found that

there was not a single tenant on my property cultivating 20
acres that had not obtained a reaping machine. Perhaps, as

I have said, it is owing to the stony nature of the ground that

they have not been more generally introduced into this part of

the country. But I only point that to you as one of the

directions in which labour might be saved. One word more
on the labour question. There is no doubt that America and
our Colonies are competing with us for our best men. Gen-
tlemen, it is worth a great effort to keep them at home. That
can only be done by two things. You must give them good
houses and you must give them good pay. I believe they have
got the pay. You will probably, however, turn round and say

that the houses are the landlords' part of the question. Well,

I admit that, gentlemen. But let me turn round and ask,

Are tenants always willing to pay interest on the outlay for

farm labourers cottages ? 1 hope they are (" Oh, yes"). Well,

I am very glad to hear it. That has not been always my
experience. But gentlemen, another question comes in. Have
the landlords all got command of their capital ? I am bound
to say if you were to ask me what is the greatest grievance

connected with the agriculture of rural districts, I should say

it was the artificial laws which tie up the landlords' capital.

It is a standing complaint here—I hear it everywhere—that

all the labour is attracted to the towns, and I would ask you to

compare the immense amount cf capital proportionately which
is spent on manufactures to what is spent on agriculture, and I

think one of the results is the landlords' capital being locked

up by the Law of Entail. I should like to ask Provost Dun-
can or any man of business what becomes of the commercial
man who locks up his capital at 2 per cent, and only uses his

income to trade upon ? I think he would very soon have
to shut up shop. Tliat appears to me to be the position in

which the landed proprietors are (A voice—Hypothec!). I

admit that ; but that is a minor question I think, although we
have heard more about it. I think there is nothing more
calculated to do good to the landed interest than freeing their

capital. Free it, and then you can complain upon them if they

do not do their duty ; and that is one of the things which

societies such as this might help to bring to bear on Parlia-

ment. We had two bills on the subject, but neither of them
has come to anything. I took considerable interest in this

subject, and in common with some other Scotch members
addressed a remonstrance to the Government on the subject

;

and, I may state publicly here, that I received from Mr. Glad-

stone an assurance iu writing that the Government were most
anxious to forward the bill, and that it was only want of time

that prevented it. I think a modification of the Law of En-
tail will do far more towards the erection of labourers' cottages

than anything else. I can only conclude by saying this, that

in a country like this, where wealth, and where population are

rapidly increasing, and where, I think, I may say almost

everything, if not everything, which the land produces has

risen in price, I believe there cannot long be a time when
tenant-farmers will not share in the general prosperity.

At the Alford Agricultural Show dinner, Mr. M'Combie
M.P., said that during the present session three select com-
mittees of the House of Commons had sat on subjects deeply

affecting the agricultural interest, viz., the Game-law Com-
mittee, the Cattle Diseases Committee, and the Committee on
noxious trades. Of the first-named he was a member, and

before the last he gave evidence, and he humbly trusted that

when his evidence was published it would give satisfaction to

his constituents. The subject was called noxious trades, and

it was proposed to do away with all the private slaughter-

houses in London. Now, if these were done away with the

fat stock shown would be materially affected. Their prime

Scots would not then be in such demand. If the buyers had

to send the crack Scotch animals they had purchased at high

prices to the public slaughter-houses to be killed, they would

not give so much for them, as there might be some doubt in

the minds of certain people of getting the proper beef back,

which would not and could not exist, when the champion

animals were slaughtered in the buyers' own houses. Referring
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to the constitution of the Garae-l.nv Committee and the wit-
nesses examined by it, the hon. gentleman said that last year
he brought up four witnesses aud conducted their examination
in chief, viz., Mr. Ikrclay, M.P., Mr. Walker, Bithuie ; Mr.
Steuart, Auchrevie ; and Mr. Taylor, Cushnie, Kincardineshire.
He had no difficulty in getting these witnesses examined, but on
proposing to Mr. Ward Hunt some additional Scotch witnesses
this session, he was told that they did not wish more Scotch
evidence. He remonstrated with Mr. Hunt, and said if the
evidence of the witnesses whom he was to call were not worth
hearing, he would pay the expenses of the witnesses himself.
One of those witnesses was Mr. Purves, of Olrig Mains, a
name now familiar to them all. The best proof of the value
of Mr. Purves' evidence was, that he was two days out and
out before the committee. Mr. Barclay had the honour of
being three days r.nder a very trying examination. He con-
sidered it a great honour that while almost none of the other
witnesses stood a whole day, and many of them were disposed
of at tlie rate of four and five in the day, the witnesses whom
he had the privilege of calling stood—one three days, one two
days, and several of them one day each. Some of the greatest

ability and ingenuity in the House of Commons were concen-
trated to break down his witnesses, but, as they all knew, in

vain. After quoting from the Game-law evidence to show the
nature of the cross-questioning and the position he took in
the matter, the hon. member said he deeply regretted that ill-

health prevented his attendance at the final adjustment of the
Game Committee's report. He had acted on that committee
and otherwise, with a strong conviction that he was doing his

duty to his constituents, and was taking a stand in accordance
with the views of the great majority of them. If he had
erred it was through ignorance, and not intentionally. He
should have referred to the Cattle Diseases Committee, on
which Mr. Barclay had done noble service, but postponed that

to another occasion. So long as he had the distinguished

honour of representing a division of that great county in Par-
liament, he should do his best to discharge the duties of the

situation faithfully, fearlessly, and conscientiously.

At the Inverness Wool Fair dinner, Mr. Stewakt Brin
proposed " The Tenantry of the North Counties," whom he
characterised as an intelligent and enterprising class, distin-

guished as cultivators of the soil and as rearers of sheep and
cattle. One feature among sheep farmers was their growing
independence. He did not say they were always right—he
supposed they were often wrong like other people—but their

independence was a good thing, because if their views were
wrong, ventilation would correct them, an 1 if they were right,

they ought to be encouraged. As to the j. rices of sheep, he
did not see why there should be a fall at this market. He
did not believe there was ever such prices paid by the con-

sumer as at that moment, and it was only fair that the farmers

should get their share. Mr. Salmond was willing to deal on
equal terras, which, of course, meant equal prices ; and Mr.
Mundeil had actually paid more than he did last year. He
begged to couple the toast with the name of Mr. Purves.

Mr. Purves : I think an apology is due to many older men
here present for calling upon me to reply to the toast, but I

have pleasure in responding. I quite agree that on an occa-

sion like this no party politics should be introduced, but when
farmers meet, if they are to be debarred from stating those

sentiments on which the success of their business depends, I

think the less tenant-farmers meet the better. (Applause

and laughter.) In returning thanks, I will not, as is usual,

begin by telling the proprietors present and absent how
noble, just, and generous they are on the one hand, or how blest

they are in having such an able and industrious tenantry to do

their work for them at a very low rate of remuneration, thus

rendering the privileges of the pesition still more blissful.

(Cheers and laughter.) But this I can truly say, that if

the tenant-farmers have no reason to be ashamed of the pro-

prietors, neither have the proprietors any reason to be

ashamed of the tenant-farmers. Working sometimes together,

and sometimes separately, they have overcome nature ; they

have conquered a stern climate and an ungenial soil, aud they

have won victories greater than even the greatest battles won
upon the bloodiest battle-fields ; and they have made the agri-

culture of Scotland the wonder and admiration of the world.

But, after all, two competent autliorities, the late Mr. Cobden
and the present Lord Derby, tell us this country is quite equal

to the production of double the food which it now produces.

1 have no hesitation in saying that we tenant-farmers of the

north have tlie industry, energy, aye, aud the capital also, to

do our part of the work, aud to produce our portion of the
food for the teeming millions of our population. But our
proprietors have also their share of the work to do, and the

first and the greatest part is, that they must submit to as full

a measure of free trade as was dealt out to our profession in

1846, and under which we and our fathers have lived and
thriven for well nigh 30 years. We mast have class and pro-

tective legislation of every kind abolished. (Clieers.) And it is

only just and fair, and the proprietors themselves, I think, will

allow it, that the laws which were quite suitable for a paternal

and patriarchal system are quite unsuitable for the commercial
system under which tliey now let their lands. Descending
from theory to practice, they must submit to grow
wheat and barley on their game preserves. (" No," " Yes,"
" Order," " Hear, hear," cheers, hisses, and uproar.) We
must have the total abolition of the Game-laws. (Hisses and
cheers.)

TuLLOCii : I rise to order. I maintain that any person

who seeks to introduce— (Hisses and confusion).

Mr. MuNDELL : Allow Mr. Purves to finish his sentence.

(Cheers, counter-cheers, and uproar.)

Mr. Cameron (Coilart) : We are all farmers here, and have
a good deal of work to do in the market. Instead of going

into politics—(Uproar, cries of "Go on," " Sit down," &c.).

As tlie confusion continued, there were cries of " Chair,

chair."

LociiiEi. rose and said : Of course it is not in my province

to dictate to any gentleman here what subjects he should talk

about, or what he should not talk about. But in the House
of Commons it very often happens, when a gentleman gets up

and addresses himself to a subject that is hardly before the

House, that the Speaker appeals to him, and I have hardly

ever in that case seen a member persevering with the topic he

had taken up. (Applause and uproar.) It is not my intention

to interfere again. Having made these remarks, I shall leave

Mr. Purves to go on. Of course I know that T am the object

of his remarks—(Mr. Purves :
" Not the slightest, sir")—and

therefore it would be very unbecoming in me to interfere. But
I would ask whether Mr. Purves really and honestly thinks

that by making the remarks which he appears to be making

he is adding to the harmony of the meeting, or promoting the

interests of the wool market ? (Hear, hear, and applause.)

Mr. Purves : I have not the slightest intention of disturb-

ing the harmony of the meeting. For my own part, I have

no object in the matter. As I am situated, these things will

be all put right before they affect ray interest, and I am only

very sorry if proprietors present cannot listen to such a very

small modicum of truth.

Major MuNRO : It is out of place here.

Mr. Purves : I am very much afraid that both proprietors

and tenants will have to give up much that they would like to

conserve. Farmers cannot afford to be either Radicals or

Republicans ; but in a free country, aud with a free press, it is

impossible much longer for the units to coerce the thousands.

Read history, and history tells us that no people of any nation

ever wished to be free who did not succeed. (Laughter and

applause.) We have examples both in ancient and modern
history to this effect.

At this point a number of the company rose to go out, and

in a few minutes all were on their feet, and moving to the

door in great confusion. Some person proposed three cheers

for Mr. Purves, which were given by his supporters with great

enthusiasm ; another proposed groans for Lochiel, but there

was scarcely any response.

Mr. Salmond, who had been pressing forward from the

end of the table, and making several efforts to be heard, at

last succeeded in obtaining a hearing. He proposed the

health of their worthy chairman, LochieL (Loud and pro-

longed cheering, with hisses, and one cheer more.) Lochiel,

said Mr. Salmond, deserved their highest encomiums tor his

conduct in the chair. '

[ " An Inverness tenant-farmer," writing to The North

British Af/ricnlfurist, says :
" The very significant scene that

occurred at the Inverness Wool Market dinner last week, will

surely to some extent open the eyes of our class legislators to

the feeling that has now arisen in the minds of tenant-farmers

throughout the country. The representative in Parliament of

Inverness-shire must be blind indeed if he cannot see that his

conduct, as a member of the Game-lawa Committee, and his

S
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total disregard of the opinions of the majority of his consti-

tuents as regards other matters, have justly deprived him of

any chance he might have had of being again elected, for no

one could mistake the feeling and temper of those vrho dined

at the Caledonian Hotel at Inverness on Friday last. The In-

verness Courier reports that the call for ' three cheers for

Purves,' was enthusiastically responded to by liis supporters,

and that vi^heu ' three groans for Lochiel were demanded, no

one responded-' I observe that you quote this report, which

it quite incorrect. The facts are simply that the cheers were

given as loudly, vigorously, aud generally as strong as human
voices could possibly utter them, while the groans were equally

distinct and general. The Inverness Advertiser, which news-

paper is doing good service to the right cause, reports

the scene very fairly and accurately. It was a scene

never to be forgotten, and it clearly indicated the beginning

of the end. We at last see things as they are, and we know
what we have to do. The event will, I think, prove that we
are not henceforth to be driven like sheep to vote as the owners
of the soil wish, against our own honest convictions, as well as

against our interests and common sense. The opportunity is

at hand, and I believe that the tenant-farmers of Inverness-

shire, ofwhom I am proud to sign myself one, will not fail to

avail themselves of it. It is impossible to conceive anything
more insolent than the manner in which we have been treated.

No effort has been made towards ascertaining what our
opinions on any public question were ; and in the matter of

the Game- laws Committee, though we did contrive to give

some expression to our views, they were utterly and contemp-
tuously disregarded. There is not a tenant-farmer in Inver-

ness-shire who does not on principle disapprove of the deer

foresting system
;
yet our representative in Parliament is by

far the strongest upholder of that monstrous system. We
are at least unanimous in demanding that rabbits and hares

be taken out of the game list, and we are nearly unani-
mous in our desire for the abolition of the law of hypothec

;

yet on all these points our M.P. acts as if we did not exist.

His brother game-preservers, and one or two devoted adhe-
rents, attempted to support him on Friday last, but they only
succeeded in widening the already gaping breach."]

At the dinner of the Bedfordshire Agricultural Society,

Mr. Magniac, M.P., the President, said, there is one subject

that certainly at the present moment has attracted some atten-

tion, and I venture to say, in the future will attract a great

deal more—it is the use of steam power on common roads. I
believe a great future is open to steam, to be used in thousands
of ways of which we have no experience. The horse question

is one of expense, but if you do the work with a steam animal
that does not eat except when it is at work, does it not stand
to reason that you ought to remove every hindrance from that
power which will lessen the charge upon the farmer ? One of
my oldest friends in the county was talking to me to-day about
the increased cost of labour. What is the use of an animal
that does not eat but when you want to use him, except a
saving of labour ? I am aware there is a serious difficulty in
these steam locomotives, but in order to use them you must
have the means of travelling to and fro throughout the coun-
try. It is a difficult thing to take a great weight across a bridge,
and there are other practical difficulties, but it is for you, gen-
tlemen, to solve all these if you can, at auy rate to give this
question your best consideration. It is for your own interest
and the interest of the country you should do so, and therefore
in my opinion you ought to do so.

Mr. James Howard, M.P., returned thanks for the
Royal Agricultural Society of England. The motto
of the Society had been from the commeuoeraent
'_' Practice with Science." That it iiad succeeded in
its object must be apparent to those who considered
the scientific status to which agriculture had attained. Whether
in the chemical, mechanical, or the physiological department
British agriculture could assert its equality with any other
industrial pursuit. Its superiority never stood out more pro-
minently than at the present Vienna Exhibition. The iutelli-
geucvj ot every nation might be judged by the machinery which
it employed. The English agricultural machinery at Vienna
was so incomparably superior to that of any other nation that
our superiority was universally acknowledged. That the
scientific knowledge, acquired and stored up by the present
generation and its immediate predecessor, would be more widely
extended, and the future yield greater results no reflecting

mind could doubt. Great, however, as had been the progress

made, no one in that meeting imagined that it had reached

perfection. Nor was high farming so general as it should be.

There were impediments in the way of further progress, but

he would not dwell upon them on that occasion, particularly

as he had had an opportunity last winter of bringing the sub-

ject fully before the Society. He would, however, express an

opinion that, until those impediments were removed, it would

be useless to look for that development of British agriculture

which was possible, and which the demands of an ever-growing

population imperatively required. The French Agricultural

Society have adopted our motto, " Practice with Science," but

have made an addition to it, " Progress with Prudence." This

was perhaps quite necessary for our more vivacious and volatile

neighbours, who are apt to go too fast in any direction whether

right or wrong. But the counsel was not bad even for our more
phlegmatic Anglo-Saxon race. Next year Bedfordshire would

be visited by many agriculturists from France, Germany, Ame-
rica, and every other civilised country. He was sure that they

would not be disappointed with what they saw in the Show-
yard, nor in the neighbourhood. For Bedfordshire farming,

though not in all cases what it might be, was far in advance

of most counties. Travelling from London that morning

he was reminded, by one or two fields, of a tale told of a

farmer wlio was notorious for keeping his farm clean and in

good condition where it abutted on the high road. Riding round

one day with a neighbour, on coming to a part of a field

farthest from the high road, he remarked he did not know
how it was he never could keep that part of the field clean or

grow such good crops. Hisneighbourfacetiously replied, "Ifyou

could turn the field round I think you would remedy it." He
(Mr. Howard) thought so of Ei few of the fields he had seen

that morning, and hoped that if the occupiers could not per-

form the physical impossibility of turning them round, they

would act up to the spiiit of the advice before the visit of the

Royal Agricltural Society next year. He hoped that then

they would have cause to feel proud, as they ever had done,

of Bedfordshire farming. In conclusion he would express the

opinion that in the future as in the past, science would be

found the best friend of British agriculture.

Mr. S. Whitbread, M.P., said: There is one subject, which
is not a party one, to which I have paid some attention lately,

and that is the subject of a game (A voice : Rabbits are ver-

min). Many of you here will say that it is a knotty agricul-

tural subject, and so, ifyou please, I will not start that hare. At
a proper time and in a proper place I should like to liave an

opportunity of expressing a few opinions I have formed upon
that subject, but I may say that any man who undertakes to

look into that question will find it is not to be solved by any

hard and fast rule applicable to the whole country. The
variety of the country is so great that no rule which is fit for

Bedfordshire can possibly be fit for Ross-shire, and no rule

which applies to the east and sandy parts of Norfolk can be

possibly acceptable in the west. I would just say one word as a

caution to the twogreatparties who will be engaged in that ques-

tion for the next year. I would say to the landlords, this

—

Remember that it is not an easy thing iu an enclosed and
cultivated country to maintain the sports of a wild and un-
cultivated country. I should wish them to bear that iu mind,

and I think if they will bear that always before them they

may, perhaps, come to the only solution of this question,

which is a moderate solution of it ; and I would ask the agri-

culturist to remember that the trespass law in this country is

a very weak one. One of the witnesses examined before us

this year told us—and he stuck to his text like a man—that

in Scotland they would abolish the Game-laws. He went on
answering his questions like a man, and was asked what he

would do with trespass. He said " Abolish the Game-laws,
and then we want a severe law for trespass." It lias been
thought by some farmers if you could get rid of the Game-laws
yon would have a strict trespass law, but I think if you wanted
to inflict one curse greater thau another upon this country,

which is one of close parishes, it would he a strict trespass

law. I believe that the worst of all evils you cau put up is

that of a trespass law enabling every occupier to shut up his

land strictly and closely ; it would be such an intolerable in-

jury to the increasing population that it would not last six

montiis. Having addressed that warning to both sides, I think

there is and will be found a solution of the question. For my-
self I look upon the rabbit on strictly agricultural grounds as

vermin and nothing else, but because I believe that in some
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places he is vermin I believe in some places he is a very
good animal. There are vast tracts more suited to him than
anything else, hut because he is a good creature in one place

I don't see why he should he allowed to roam at large iu au-
other. If we approach this question anxious to settle it iu a

spirit of justice to all parties, I don't think it presents insu-

perable dilliculties after all. If you find a man who wants to

sweep away the Game-laws at once, you would find very often

he would place something worse iu its place. The leading

journal of the country asks us to make game property; but
supposing a short Act of Parliament was passed to make it so,

do you suppose the people of this country, tlie people of re-

moie villages, would be made to regard it as property ? I

don't think so, and I should hesitate to stamp a man now called

only a poacher by the name of theif, simply because Parlia-

ment chose to cause game, which is not now property, to be
called property ; and there are 10,000 or 11,000 men con-
victed every year of day poaching. As a politician I don't

think the moral sense of the country will allow you yet—

I

don't know what it will in time—to treat or call it property,

but I don't know why it should not be within moderate bounds
protected. There is a considerable section of the community
always preaching to the landlord about his duties. Tliey

preach to him about building cottages, draining villages, about
improving his farm, about building a church, a chapel, or a

school—I hardly know where I should come to the end of his
" duties." I say Amen to all these ; but it is not unreason-

able to say he should have a few pleasures, and it would be
perhaps not wise to debar him from those pleasures which he
has in return for those duties he has for years discharged.

Mr. Chaeles JIowakd said there was one question, among
others, touched upon by the President, which is a most in-

teresting one just now to us agriculturists. I allude to the

labour question, and I am quite sure everyone connected with
the land of late must know we have gone through a very try-

ing ordeal indeed. By way of comfort to us the President re-

ferred to the manufacturers and coal-owners of the country,

but unfortunately it is very cold comfort indeed for us. We
know by our coal bills that the coal-owner has lecouped him-
self for any outlay for labour, and we know that all the imple-

ment makers have issued their catalogues with a ten per cent,

increase. Ladies and gentlemen, I am sorry to say you have
not heard that the farmers of the country have been enabled

to say they will have ten per cent, more for their produce.

The farmer cannot fix the prices of his commodities : this is

done for him. The parallel, therefore, of our worthy Presi-

dent is not good as regards the farmers of the country. I

should be very sorry to say one word that would be thought
antagonistic or offensive to anybody, but I am bound to say

that in this labour question the landlords have allowed the

battle to be fought by the tenants alone. I have no doubt in

the world we shall weather the storm, but only after a consi-

derable sacrifice of ballast. I am not at all surprised at my
honourable friend Mr. Bassett complaining of his balance-

sheet being on the wrong side. We have many of us to com-
plain of it, and I hope my hon. friend has an accommodating
banker. If so, he will be on the right side ; and from what
he has told me there is no class of meu he is so willing to ac-

commodate as the farmers of the country. The labour ques-

tion is a landlords' question, and it will be found so eventually.

I can hear, right and left, of numbers of the best farms iu the

kingdom being at liberty at this moment, and if this labour

question goes on as it has of late more land will be in the

market. I throw these few words out as words of caution, and
I hope they will be taken in the sense I intend them. The
farmers cannot fight the battle alone ; and the landlords, if

they mean to keep the labourer on the property, must house

the labourers properly and give them good cottages and asufh-

cient amount of garden ground to induce them to remain. My
good brother told us that the French have been supplementing

the motto of the Koyal Agricultural Society. I have no doubt

that the phrase " Progress with Prudence" is appropriate to

some political parties in this country, as well as to the agricul-

turists. Oue word about the state of farming. I, standing up
here in defence of my brother farmers, say that the year 1872
has been such a season as no living farmer had before known.
What with the labour question, and Nature putting forth her

ntmost efforts to produce weeds, we have never known the like

of it, and therefore every excuse has to be made if the laud of

this county is not quite so clean as you have seen it before.

Even the best farmers of the county are not up to the mark as

they have been, and I think if my brother rides round his place

he will not have occasion to find fault with other people. One
word as to what has fallen from Mr. Whitbread. I am quite

sure he will not be offended with me if I allude to tlie question

he has brought up to-day; but he is greatly mistaken if he

thinks the farmers are opposed to game. What they are op-

posed to is over-preservation of game. What they complain

of is that the landlords let their manors to some London swells,

who come down and eat their good tenants clean up. The
fanners also object to making the pohcemen of this country

gamekeepers, and they object to the abuses connected with the

system. I hope Mr. Whitbread will do us the honour and
pleasure to select some quiet winter evening and give us a

paper on this game question. By doing so he would confer a

great favour not only upon the country but upon the kingdom.

At the dinner of the Herefordshire Agricultural So-
ciety, Mr. Rankin, the High Sheriff, said, as re-

garded the show, he was pleased to see a great many
superior animals at the show, but he was sorry to see that

there were not more of them. They all knew that this was
the first year of the alteration of date, and perhaps it was an
experiment. He, for one, was in favour of a change of date

not because he regarded it in itself as an important matter, but
it seemed to be the thin end of the wedge inserted for still

furtiier alterations and improvements in the Society. In those

alterations he alluded to the amalgamation of many small

societies into one. He thought if that could be accomplished

this Agricultural Society would receive very great benefit.

Of course it would deprive a good many small local societies of

a day's entertainment and smaller men of the chance of getting

prizes at those smaller shows, but that was not what the Society

had to look to. It was an Agricultural Society, and should do
its best to keep agriculture up to the highest point, and not
only provide a day's pleasure for local societies. Therefore he

should be glad if at future meetings of this Society the subject

was brought forward so that the views of the members might
be ascertained upon it. He thought they, as farmers, might
congratulate themselves upon the appearance of the crops. He
did not believe, taking one crop with another, they had for the

last seven or eight years had a better season than this, espe-

cially on the lighter land.

Sir J. R. Bailey, M.P., had found, and he believed the

experience of breeders would confirm him, that it was by no
means an unmixed advantage to exhibit very young female

stock, but when a heifer was in calf then he believed she was
in a state that she might properly be shown, and therefore he
had ventured to add that prize to the Society's list. The other

prize he had offered was for the best breeding Hereford cow in

calf, and he only wondered that before now a prize had not

been offered for that most useful animal. There had, however,

previously, been no such prize on their list, only one for a large

herd, varying according to the size of the farm from which
they were exhibited. It was difficult to judge a whole herd of

cows, and impossible for those who had a large number of

Hereford animals, and yet lived at a distance, to send them
up to the show of a society where the prizes offered were so

small. The decisou of the judges was iu one case that day a

little combated iu one of the horse classes, and the unsuccesful

competitor placed a kind of challenge or announcement above

his horse to all the world, and Hereford in particular, challeng-

ing the decision of the judges. A bill had been brought for-

ward in the House of Lords enabling a man possessed of

entailed estates—no insignificant portion of the country—to

spend money that would otherwise fall to the share of the

younger children in improvements on that estate, charging the

estate with such money on mortgage for a few years beyond
the expectation of his life. He thought that was a wise

measure, calculated to improve the land of the country and the

condition of the farmers of England. In the House of Com-
mons, another measure had been brought forward, by Mr. C. S.

Read. Whether in all respects tluat was a judicious measure,

he would not say—he did not think that it wa?'. The opinion

in the House of Commons was that a tenant-farmer ought to

be secured for capital expended on the land. A question that

had been talked over and over again was the question of local

taxation. He din not know whether they knew of the Irish

dish called " Praties and point." Praties was, as no doubt

they were aware, the Irish name for potatoes. An Irishman

killed his pig but he felt that it would be extravagant to eat it

at once. He hung it over a table and set it swinging aud

S 2
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pointed his praties at it, his family if he had any doing like-

wise, in the hope that he might have some little taste of the

pig. The Local Taxation Bill that had been introduced seemed

to him to have the same bearing. He would not say it was the

whole pig hung up, but it bore the same proportion to the sub-

ject as a rasher of bacon did to the entire pig. It was hung

up and they pointed their praties at it, but received very little

satisfaction. It was that corner of the measure offered them

that might be supposed to be less acceptable to the party of

whom he was a member. It said that lands, and mines, and

game when let away from any house should be rated. He
thought the capitaHsts' mines and the landlord's woods ought

to be rated, and game also where it became a marketable com-

modity, but there were other things that ought also to berated.

Some friends around him had eaten sweet sauce with their

venison,- and others who ate beef ate mustard with it. He dared

say the s«eet sauce and the mustard were necessary and im-

proved the dish, but he should have felt very sorry if he had
been offered one or other instead of his dinner ; and so they

felt with the small measure of taxation which was brought

forward when they wanted a large and sweeping measure to

bring the whole capital of the country, whether in land or

otherwise, under rating. None of those bills had passed into

law yet, but they would. There were seasons when public

thought was ripe on some great question or another—when
Parliament was prolific in legislation, and they had a budget of

laws on every conceivable question. There were other times,

and he thought the session just ended was one of them—that

were the spring time of the seeds of future legislation. He
could not look into the seeds of time and say which grain

would grow and which not, but as a public man he might at

least hope that if it was the pleasure of the constituency that

he should hold the position he now filled as their member, he

might have his share in reaping the harvest of legislation

from the seed time of 1873, which might conduce to the per-

manent welfare and permanent prosperity of the agricultural

interest of England.

Mr. BiDDULPH, M.P., said the show of horses he was sure

had been better than for some years past. While he was ou
that topic he could but remind them of one piece of pros-

pective legislation which had taken place this year in Parlia-

ment. A committee was appointed in the House of Lords for

the purpose of considering the question of horses, and so forth.

That committee had reported ; and although it had not re-

ported much, it had made one or two suggestions well worthy,

he thought, of their notice. In the first place, it had suggested

that all taxes should be taken off horses, and he hoped before

very long that recommendation of the committee might be

carried out. He trusted that the great financial authorities of

the Government would see their way to remit those taxes,

which after all amounted to a very insignificant item. Another
thing that particularly alluded to them was the object and im-
portance of encouraging by those societies the showing of
horses, and amongst other things the committee alluded most
specially to the show of the neighbouring county of Cardigan,
in which they seemed to have found very great merit, and he
certainly thought it was of very great merit their manner of
deahng with this question. In the first place the county of
Cardigan held a horse show in the spring, they gave very good
prizes for the best horses in different classes, and they also

guaranteed that persons sending horses should be remunerated
for their trouble in so doing. The rules were very simple, and
he would recommend any one interested in the subject to look
at them. They were particularly alluded to by the House of
Lords Committee, which was his reason for referring to them
now. He thought if something of the kind was carried out
in this county, and if they could hold a horse show at an
earlier period of the season, there was no reason why they
should not have their attempt to improve the breeding of
horses attended with considerable success. There was another
subject relating to agriculture, and one on which his hon. col-

league had touched—a measure which affected the rating,
and that formed a considerable subject for discussion this
year. It was a very large question. Bills were sent
up to the House of Lords for the object of improving
their local taxation. Those exemptions which had hitherto
existed, to which his hon. colleague had alluded, were re-
moved. That that was a step in the right direction no one
would deny, and he was sorry that the House of Lords
thought proper to throw out the bill. Of course no one would
ditpute their lordship's right to throw out the bill, ancl no one

attempted for a moment to do so ; but, composed as the House
of Lords was of great landowners and landlords, he did not

think it came from them with good grace to throw out a bill

which might be supposed—he did not say it did so—to affect

their interests, they being the owners of lands and woods and

mines and houses on which it was proposed that rating should

take place. There was one important matter mooted as to

the rating of mansions, which no doubt when it was passed

into effect would, though not to a great extent, affect the in-

terests of the House of Lords as great owners of that descrip-

tion of houses ; and therefore he thought it would have been

more satisfactory to the country had their lordships, however

they might have objected to the bill, taken it as an instalment

and allowed it to pass. He felt certain that another session

would not go over their heads before the question was again

dealt with, and he hoped successfully so.

Sir Herbert Croft, M.P., thought this session might

probably be known for the future as the session for Select

Committees, for certainly, owing to one reason or another, on

which he need not then enter, they had had rather more Se-

lect Committees than ever before during his Parliamentary

career. His colleague had alluded to the Rating Bill. Tak-

ing into account the promise of Mr. Gladstone, which was

alluded to by Mr. Stansfeld in the last stage of the bill's exist-

ence in the House of Commons, to afford substantial relief to

local taxpayers as soon as possible, he hoped that during next

session some large measure might be brought forward on the

whole subject, including, if they pleased, those measures which

were attempted to be dealt with this year. He thought it

was a wise measure to bring as many shoulders as they could

to support these very heavy burdens. One word as to the

show aud the particular class in which he offered prizes, and

that was a class for ponies. He was told that it was con-

sidered by the ladies the most charming class in the show.

He was exceedingly glad to have pleased the fair sex ; but last

year he restricted the competition to tliree-year-old ponies,

which did not produce a class. He altered, with the consent

of the committee, his conditions this year, and there were five

or six more entered, and certainly two or three had pleased

him exceedingly. They were uncommonly clever.

Mr. Wren Hoskyns, M.P., did not think he had ever seen

such a beautiful show of horses—one that gratified him so

much and gave him so much hope for the future. It seemed

to him a small show so far as Herefords were concerned, but a

particularly good one. He was glad to see one or two excel-

lent specimens, not Herefords, which reminded him of advice

which he had given formerly, that they should not confine

themselves absolutely to their own breeds, but should endea-

vour to contend with the Shorthorns and Devons, whose
breeders would be glad to visit these shows, and compete with

them. He echoed every word that had been said as to the

advantage likely to result from amalgamation. He came from
Warwickshire, where they had adopted amalgamation, and he

never remembered success more great and surprising than they

experienced in converting all the little hole-and-corner societies

into one great society. The first meeting held under the new
regime was of so commanding a kind that he was under the

visionary impression that he was at a Royal Agricultural

Show or the Bath and West of England. He might venture

to propose that similar amalgamation should take place in this

county. If they put the whole power of the county into one

great society, it was more honour to get a prize where supe-

riority was difficult; and he was sire if, though he did not go
quite so far as that, they were to combine with neighbouring

counties, it would be of advantage. The effect those words

had produced had shown him that he need not be without

hope to see the day when such an amalgamation would be an
accomplished fact, and he knew from what he had seen in

Warwickshire that all would rejoice, and that not merely on
account of the increased prizes that might then be offered, but

on moral and social grounds. Two of the gentlemen who had

addressed them sat on the different side of the House of

Commons to himself, and held very different views on ques-

tions brought before the House generally, but there were many
questions on which he could entirely agree with his opponent.

Nothing could be more grievous than that the bill which had
been alluded to by former speakers, after having been fully

discussed in the House of Commons, was thrown out almost

immediately it entered the House of Lords. In that case

there was a loss both of time and labour enough to distress

?\nybody, and make one doubt whether time spent in the House
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was as valuable us it ouglit to be. But it was not entirely

thrown away. Every word was taken down, and photographed
as it were in Hansard's Debates, and there would still be the

debate on that and other bills which Mr. Stansfeld brought
in, which he had no doubt would be as thoroughly worked
through as any bills that ever came before the House of Com-
mons. Wliy he had entered into this question was that they

were all desiring, as was jus'ly applauded just now, to get as

many shoulders to bear the burden as possible. There could

not therefore be any fear from either side of the House but

that those bills would receive thoroughly active treatment next

session. One bill and one motion he was sorry indeed to see

pass away without action being taken upon them. He alluded

to Mr. Howard's bill on Tenant-Right, and to the motion of

Mr. Trevelyan on the subject of County Hating. He believed

that those two bilis were connected witli the same subject—

a

subject that, whatever might be thought of it at the present

time, would be the great topic in the future—he meant the

manner in which agriculture at the present moment was to

be carried out. It was impossible, in the face of what was
taking place in other countries of Europe, particularly with

regard to the abolition of long entails—it was absurd to sup-

pose that in this country they would not accomplish the free-

dom of land from all those interferences which prevented its

highest production. Tliey were accustomed to think that they

were very great agriculturists, and no doubt as to agricultural

machinery and farming as a psrsuit there was no country

that stood higher. But where they failed was in the natural

and spontaneous interest created in the produce of the land

by the person who cultivated it knowing he would not reap

the whole value of his investment. That could not be

in tlie case of a limited owner or tenant, and they

would still labour — whatever tiieir feudal notions

or family feelings might be—they would still labour,

as no other civilised country laboured, under a

great deficiency of that motive to invest the greatest amount
of capital and skill in the land, so long as matters remained as

at present. There was nothing that required so long a prospect

as investment in land. The result of that investment didnot come
out the first, second, or even perhaps the third or fourth year,

and therefore of all the investments a man could make no one

required so long-winded hope and expectation. Therefore,

whether it were in the form of Tenant-Right or of abolishing

the restrictions which prevented the owners of land doing for

their tenants what they ought to be able to do—and which

tenants were not aware how little able the landlords were to

do—liis vote would always be in the same direction—for the

freedom of landlords, the freedom of occupiers, and the

freedom of labourers—until that was fully accomplished in

this country. He was afraid he spoke to many who might

not entirely sympathise with the views he had taken—who
liad not studied the subject for 30 or 40 years, and who there-

fore could not be supposed to follow it, but it was the great

question for the future. No question could come before the

House of Commons of greater importance in its ultimate re-

sult or of more value to this country than that legislation

which related to tlie successful cultivation and safe investment

of capital in the soil of the country.

Mr. Apperley said previous speakers had alluded to the

amalgation of the Society, and he trusted that he might live

to see that carried out. He had always been a great advocate

of that scheme. Why should they not do the same as Wor-

cestershire and Gloucestershire and with the same success as

either of those societies? The Worcester Society had more

than trebled in consequence of the way in which it had passed

from being an individual Worcester Society into a great

County Society. He was one of those members who tried on

a previous occasion to amalgamate and who went to different

societies, but they were not able to combine and it dropped

through. He trusted that from experience their effort at

amalgamation might another year meet with success. The
alteration in the date of the show had at one time met with

many opponents, but it had done good, and had tended to

create a much better show. It ought to be a good sheep show

and a good ram show. They should bring sheep from different

neighbourhoods and improve their breed. Hitherto there had

been but one or two competitors, and many of the prizes were

uncontested, but in horses and sheep there had this year been

a great improvement, and also in the show generally. Both

in numbers and in quality there was an improvement.

Mr. BosLEY, for the judges, said there was some very good

cider and some very bad, but the good made up for the bad,

and one ought to be thankful. If they would allow him he

wished to explain a matter which he thought ought to be ex-

plained. The judges of the horses asked him if he would

decide upon a class they could not agree upon. After deciding

upon that class he was returning back past the cart-horses,

and was much struck with the first horse he saw, which he re-

marked was a grand horse. The judges said it was, and they

dared say many persons thought they had made a great mis-

take in giving the prize to the animal they had done ; but in

awarding the prize the rules said it should be given to the

best cart stallion for agricultural purposes, and they believed

that the horse to which they had given the prize was best

fitted for agricultural purposes. That was the answer they

gave him, and it was due to them to mention the fact. He
was sure that the judges would not err willingly or wilfully.

A more magnificent animal than the other horse he thought

perhaps he had never seen in the showyard and might not see

again for many years, but the judges thought it not fit for

agricultural purposes. He thought it was perhaps the grandest

horse that he ever saw iu his life.

Mr. J. L. Barling asked the permission to make a few re-

marks respecting the show of horses, and said hecouldnotunder-

stand why there was always such a bad show at Hereford

compared with other place*. He hoped by another year to

see a better arrangement for the public to have an opportunity

ol seeing the animals. There ought to be a proper parade-

ring, and the prize animals led out at some stated time. The
extra expense of having a ring would be more than paid by

the additional shillings of the visitors. As it now was, no one

had an opportunity of seeing what the animals were.
_
It

would also be much better that the judges, instead of being

crowded, should have the animals in a good open space. In

reference to the examination of certain animals in the yard,

the opinion given had been very much criticised and very un-

pleasant remarks made. It would be out of place for him t

state why the horse was disqualified. All agriculturists weP
knew that to breed good stock they must have sires and dams*

free from hereditary disease.

Mr. Patesiiall said the Hereford Chamber of Agriculture

had had several meetings during the past season, and he

greatly regretted that although there had been a great num-
ber of members, those meetings had very often been poorly

attended as also their annual dinner. Such a meeting as that

evening would be considered very large indeed in support of

the annual dinner of the Chamber of Agriculture. He hoped,

however, that by degrees the matter would be taken up more

warmly by the landlords and tenant-farmers of the county and

that the Chamber would get gradually into favour.

At theHighland Society's dinner. Lord Duumore, the chair-

man, gave The Prince of Wales as President of the Society.

On Tuesday he had received a letter from his Royal Highness

which he had asked him to read to that meeting. The letter

was dated Osborne, and was in the following terms :
—

" My
dear Dunmore,—As I understand that you take the chair in

my place at the Highland Agricultural Society's dinner on

Wednesday, I hope you will take the opportunity of express-

ing, in my name, my great regret that, owing to circumstances

over which I have no control, it will not be in my power to

be present on this occasion. I shall be glad if you will also

state the interest which I take in the success of the Society,

and my earnest hope that I may be enabled to take a part in

their proceedings in some future year. Believe me, very sin-

cerely, Albert Edward." After that letter it would be

presumptuous, he thought, in him to make any excuses for his

Royal Highness. The Prince had sent some excellent stock

there, all the way from Norfolk. Living as he (the speaker)

did, a good deal in Norfolk, he had had frequent opportu-

nities of seeing his Royal Highness in the character of a

British farmer, and he must say that the improvements which

the Prince of Wales had conducted under his own hands, upon

his estate at Sandringham, were worthy of the notice of agri-

culturists. His Royal Highness was not only fond of farm-

ing, but took a great interest in the rearing of stock. During,

he said, the last twenty years, rapid and gigantic strides had

been made in the matter of agriculture—strides which he

hoped would ultimately lead, if not to perfection in agricul-

ture, at least to the nearest approach to it. Time marched on

I with rapid but regular step, and the intellect of man attempted

to march with it, sometimes unsuccessfully, and sometimes
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uot. There could be no doubt that, during the last few years,

the intelligence of man had gained a certain and decisive

victory. He asked anyone there who remembered the old

days of the scythe and the sickle whether it was not the intel-

ligence of man that had brouglit about the reaping and mow-
ing machines ? Did anyone who had been through the show-
yard that day, and who had seen the thrashing machine, think

that, in the days of his boyhood, corn was thrashed with the

common flail ? More than that, when they saw steam-

engiues running about the show with the ease of horses, and
when they knew tliat steam cultivation had, he would not say

supplanted horses, but hail taken the place of horses in a great

many districts—did they not see that the mind of man had,

in an agricultural and engineering point of view, gained a de-

cisive victory ? But not only had advance been made in re-

gard to agricultural machinery, but, with reference to stock,

could anyone who had been over the yard that day liave said

that twenty or thirty years ago they could have seen such a

splendid show as tliey had seen that day of horses, of cattle, or

of sheep ? Another branch of improvement had been that of

agricultural chemistry. During the last twenty years there

had been great strides made in that direction. When they
thought of the artificial manures with which they were now
supplied, and of the great scientific discoveries which had been
made in agricultural chemistry, it might not be out of place to

pay a silent tribute to the memory of one who liad been taken
from them lately, namely. Baron Liebig. There must be an
impetus to everything, even to scientific discovery ; and he
thought he might fairly say that many of the improvements
which had taken place were mainly owing to the incentive

given by that great and comprehensive Society to whose for-

mer triumphs, to whose present welfare, and to whose future

prosperity he asked the company to driuk.

Admiral Erskine, M.P,, proposed the tenantry. No
greater improvement had taken place in any country than had
taken place iu Scotland during the last 35 or 40 years in the
matter of agriculture. When they looked at the splendid ex-

hibition of stock that day, and compared it—as he could do—
with the stock of 40 years ago, they must be convinced that

great causes must have produced the effect. Amongst these

causes they must put prominently the tenantry of the country.

To their industry—and in a great measure to their capital

—

must this great and manifest improvement be attributed. He
must uot omit to say that, without the concurrence and good
feeliug which existed between them and the landlords, such an
effect could not have been produced ; and he should deem it a
great misfortune if any misunderstanding should arise be-

tween them.

At the luncheonof the Easingwold Agricultural Society, Lord
Walsimgham, the President, said some of the property which
gave him an interest in the county of Yorkshire had been in the
possession of his family for nearly 30C years, and he was proud
to say that the names of some of the tenants who now held
the farms had been almost as long connected with the occu-
pation as that of his family had been with the ownership.
He felt that he need hardly assure them of the interest he
took in their local agricultural society. The encouragement
of local competition must always lead to a general improve-
ment of stock, and to a better knowledge of the results which
had been obtained in farming under various circumstances
throughout the kingdom. He regretted immensely that an
engagement in London the previous night prevented him from
being among them earlier in the day and taking a less cursory
view of the showyard, which he had no doubt from all he
heard would compare very favourably with similar local exhi-
bitions in other counties. They had had several attempts at

legislation during the session upon farmers' questions. First,

there was a bill for improving the relations between landlord
and tenant. He was far from being opposed to any measure
which might be calculated to remedy existing evils ; but let

tliem first be sure that evils existed. Now it seemed to him
that in the very large majority of cases the relations between
landlord and tenant were satisfactory to both. There were
no doubt exceptions, and it was possible that something might
be required which a bill iu Parliament would supply ; but
many of the exceptional eases depended upon that which no
legislation could establish if it did not naturally exist,
namely, a tone of proper and right feeling, which enabled
landlord and tenant to act towards each other on principles of
mutual concession and forbearancs. That bill to which he

had referred was, in the form in which it was first presented to

Parliament, an impossible bill. It would have only created

work for a nest of arbitrators, land valuers, lawyers, &c-, all

excellent people in their way, no doubt, but costly people, and
his impression of that bill was that it would have been worse

than a double education rate upon the land. He need not re-

mind them that land was not in a position to bear any such

extra burden. The question of the wages of agricultural la-

bourers had occupied considerable attention during the past

J ear. Unions and combinations had been organised among
them, and a system of compulsion had been attempted to be

exercised upon tlie employers of labour which had iu many
districts created an unfortunate feeling of animosity and a

want of confidence which must necessarily operate in a manner
prejudicial to the interests of both classes and detrimental to

the proper cultivation of the land. It had been said that this

was not a landlords' question, but to his mind there never was
a question on which the careful and unbiased judgment of

those whose position might enable them to act as mediators

and advisers was more required to be exercised. The more
he looked at this question the more firmly was he convinced

that there was one principle above all others on which in

common with all trades combinations it could best be treated

and that principle he would attempt in a few words to put

before them. Tliey knew that in joining the unions the men
become subservient to the directions of a managing committee;

they were no longer free agents ; no longer free to make their

own terms with their employers, but liable at any moment to

be called upon in the interests of tlie society to which they

belonged to leave their work, and it might be to ruin a liberal

and generous employer. No man could serve two masters,

and therefore how was it reasonable or possible that men who
put themselves in that position could expect to be treated with

the same confidence and consideration as if they were free

from such influences ? He did not blame the men, but he

said they had been misled—they had been persuaded by those

disturbers of peace and good feeling amongst them that they

could do more for them than their employers could ; and it

was absolutely necessary that, with forbearance and tact, they

should point out to them that they were losing their confi-

dence, and losing, therefore, those many little indirect advan-

tages which that confidence had secured to them, and that the

only way to regain it was to separate themselves from the in-

fluences whinh had been brought to bear on them, and once

more to give their employers due credit for a real interest in

their welfare, and a disposition to pay them such wages as the

success or failure of the business in which they were engaged

would enable them to afford. He should rejoice if the over-

abundant flood of education which was rising amongst them
more than knee-deep should have the effect of pointing out

to a class, who were at present incapable of discerning it, how
utterly fallacious were the promises and the principles of those

professional agitators who sought to guide and to persuade

them, while in reality they were intent upon providing them-

selves with the means of living in idleness at the expense of

those whom they pretend to be able to benefit.

At the dinner of the Kingscote Agricultural Association,

Col. Kingscote, M.P., said he believed they all felt that

farming now required more care, more thought, more prac-

tical knowledge, aye, and more scientific knowledge, more
prudence, more energy, and more industry, than ever it did,

to make the two ends meet. There was a time, and that not

many years ago, when land was rented far below its value,

and when by scratching it a little and ploughing it, and

putting in the seed, a fair crop was obtsvined. At all events

enough money was obtained to pay the rent without over-

working themselves or anybody about them ; sometimes a

little money was put into their pockets, and sometimes for-

tunes were made. That time was now gone by. No land-

lord now liked to let his land under value ; some liked to

have its full value ; and many, doubtless, got it. He would

like to give a word of caution to such landlords ; he would

ask them not to demand from their tenants, standing or in-

coming, what they thought was the extreme value of their

land. Let " Live and let live " be their motto, and then

neither landlords nor tenants would be asking for Tenant-

Right measures. As regarded the Association, they had

always tried to make their discussions useful, and he thought

they were. Their meetings brought them together to hear

each other tell what to do and what not to do. He only
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trusted that the A.ssociation would keep up in the number of
its members, and in the number of its meetings, and that it

would live with energy for many a day, with members con-
tinually flocking into it. The ploughing match of that day
was, he should say, one of the most successful the Association
had ever held, and they might congratulate themselves upon
it. These matches everywhere did a great deal of good,
giving the men who competed not only an interest in the
work in the field, but also in their employers' service, bene-
fiting their masters and helping towards the better cultivation
of the land.

Mr. HoLBOEOW said it seemed to the judges that the
double plough had not yet arrived at such a state of perfec-
tion as to be recommended for ploughing for wheat on the
Cotswold Hills. They thought they might do very well for

some purposes, but they were not yet fit for that. In the
fourth class the judges had a very difficult task to perform.
The work was very fairly done, and there was very little

difference between the various lots. As many practical men
might have observed, however, there were two kinds of soil

to be worked upon, and those who ploughed at the further

end of the field were placed at a great disadvantage. This
fact was taken into consideration, and although to some
casual observers the ploughing of the prize winners might not
appear very good, the judges thought it deserved a prize, and
awarded one. One of the ploughmen in this class did his

work uncommonly well, but they were obliged to disqualify

him, though with great regret, because he had very consider-

ably exceeded the dspth allowed. In the other classes there

was also a very close competition. The judges in doing tiieir

duty had endeavoured to do justice, and to give the prizes

fairly ; tliey were satisfied, the prize-winners were no doubt
satisfied, and the others must put up with the consequences.

Mr. F. Burnett, the secretary, said he had always been
proud of the fact that he was the son of an agricultural

labourer. To be a real agricultural labourer a man must be
really practical, not only knowing the three R's, but how to

perform every operation of farm work. To be a proficient

labourer he must begin young ; he was thankful for the

chance given to men in that day's proceedings to show their

skill, and to show if they were really worthy of taking a

higher position. When men did well, and had good cha-
racters, if they asked for more wages they should get it.

Employers should put a much higher value on character and
ability, and to pay accordingly would be as much to the ad-

vantage of the employer as to the employed. The men should

have it as wages, not as a favour ; the men wanted the value

of their labour, not charity, and to give them a chance to

show their skill was the only real charity.

Col. KiNGSCOTE rose to propose a toast which, though not

often given at agricultural gatherings, was well deserving of

recognition at their hands. He proposed the toast of The
Agricultural Labourers. They all knew that during the last

twelve months, or rather more, there had been a great deal of

uneasiness, and a great deal of which they must deprecate, in

the labour market. Still they must begin at the beginning,

and remember that but for the labourer tliey would not be

present at that meeting, and would not even be provided with

sustenance. The questions between masters and men. had

become more uncertain than they were in former days. He
would not go back to the old feudal days, or turn to Russia as

an example of serfdom, or anything of that sort, but would
merely refer to the last few years. In many cases labourers

had not been adequately paid for their work, but at the same
time he thought that the way in which the labourer in several

parts of the country—though not in this neighbourhood

—

sought to enforce their demands had been such as everybody

must deprecate. He did not blame the labourers so much as

certain men amongst them, who had stirred them up and in-

duced them to put their mouey into unions, which could iu

no way benefit them. The plea was set up that had it not

heen for the unions the men's wages would not have been in-

creased. He did not believe that ; the employers of labour

were aware that times were changed, and that more wages
would have to be paid, and he therefore did deprecate the

manner in which the labourers had tried to enforce their de-

mands. Now, however, that the men had more money, he

trusted they would live better, and it ought to be deeply im-

pressed upon their minds that uow they had increased wages,

and were more able to take care of themselves, it was their

duty, in times of sickness and old age, to be independent, not

only of their masters, but of what was equally the same thing,

the parish. Great strides were now being made in the

cause of education, but he really could not help saying that he
thought they might almost over-educate the labourer. It was
the duty of the State to see that every child was taught the

rudiments of education, but beyond that he thought the child

ought to be allowed, if it liked, to raise itself in the social

scale of its own accord. Every child ought to be taught
" the three R's;" every girl ought to be taught to sew, and,

if possible, some of the domestic usages of life ; after that

they ought to be left to rise by their own abilities. He felt

certain that there was a false feeling among the lower classes

in this country. The girls all wanted to be ladies' maias be-
fore they could hem a gown ; and though the same tendency
was not shown so strong amongst boys, many of them were
too fine and smart to fill a cart with dung, and all they wanted
was to get into the squire's garden or somewhere else where
they could shirk their work. Children ought to be brought
up to work, and not have their little brains crammed with
what would do them uo good, nor enhance their position in

life. The advice he would give to farmers would be not to

drive their men or make them slaves. They must leave the
men alone. If the men chose to join unions, and be fools

enough to go away, they might depend upon it they would
soon wish themselves back again. Many men had left agri-

cultural work and gone to work on railways, but they soon
returned very sore, and very glad to take to the plough, or
any work the farmer offered them. He advised them not to

try to coerce the men, and the little uneasiness which now
existed would blow over like the froth from a ginger-beer

bottle, and Messrs. Yeats and Co. would not find it a very
good game going on talking for no purpose whatever. He
hoped the people who subscribed to the unions would soon
find out the folly of doing so, and by putting their money into

savings banks or benefit clubs put it where it would be of use

to them. He begged to pri pose the health of The Labourers,

and should drink the toast with much pleasure.

At the dinner of the Banffshire Farmers' Club, Mr. Geddes
Brown proposed the Highland Society and County Agricul-

tural Societies. He thought they should pay a tribute towards
the very hearty thanks which the Highland Society deserved

from the tenantry of Scotland, though he at the same time

doubted very much if, with their immense wealth, they did the

amount of good to the agricultural community of Scotland
that they should do. It was not for him, a mere tyro in con-

nection with farmers' clubs, and more especially as their own
club had derived substantial benefit from the parent society,

to say anything derogatory to it ; but still he might use the
words of those who, he believed, were perfectly qualified to

speak upon the subject, and which were to the effect as he had
stated.

Mr. Geddes (Orbliston) said : I quite agree with my friend

Mr. Brown in saying that the Highland Society does not do
all the good tiiat they might do. They are a great and power-
ful body, and when a north-countryman is made a director, he
is made very small meat of, I can assure you, if he proposes

anything that does not go down with the magnates at Edin-
burgh. However, it would be well for the Highland Society

if they had more of the north-countrymen as directors, for

they would then have a representation of the feelings of a
great proportion of the country which is now looked upon as

nothing, but which, in regard to the stock which it produces,

can hold its own with any part of Scotland. I daresay in

process of time these magnates at Edinburgh will come down
and recognise the North of Scotland, and will give some more
encouragement to those who are promoters of the Highland
Society than they presently do ; and if they do so I believe

they will find that there is more scope or room for them doing
good for Scotland than they now do.

At Rickmansworth, Lord Ebury discussed the question of
wages with reference to the allegation that high wages lead

to drunkenness and crime. Considering the high price of

provisions and fuel, he thought it was high time wages should

be increased ; but he wished that the increase could have been
got witliout such violent agitation and invective, which had
caused so much ill-will between class and class. He wished
also that he could say that it was unaccompanied with intem-
perence ; but so long as humanity remained what it was we
should never get auy considerable amount of good without a
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considerable adiuixlure of evil. He was inclined to think,

as time went on and labourers became accustomed to Ihe

higher vvages, that they would learn to appreciate these ad-

vantages and use tliem to a better purpose than intemperance.

The navvy vi^as the highest paid of unskilled labourers, and

«hen railways first began to be made there were considerable

complaints of their conduct ; but since then he could not only

give his own, but the testimony of every police director in the

kingdom, that there was not a better behaved class to be found
than the English navvy.

SALE OF MR. SHELDON'S SHORTHORNS,
At Brailes Housk Shii'ston-on-Stour, on Friday, August 8, 1873.

BY MR. STRAFFORD.

Mr. Strafl'ord anaouEced this fixture for the middle

of September, but, owing to the gi-eat sale at New York

Mills, iu the Uuited States, it was brought forward

to the 8th of August. The company was uot so numerous

as we have seen at Brailes. Harvest and the show

season had much to account for, but there were assembled

some of the best fashionable blood buyers of the day,

and, as the catalogue consisted principally of " Bates and

Knightley," the prices were in accordance, resulting in

the excellent average of £128 15s. for the 40 lots sold.

Half the lots, said the preface, traced direct to cows bred

by Sir Jharles Knightley, and since crossed by bulls

principally owing their origin to those of that un-

rivalled
*

breeder, Mr. Bates, of Kirklevington.

Of these the Rosy tribe were most in favour by the com-

pany. Mr. Bluudell, of Beds, bought the second lot. Lady

Fawsley, for 195 gs. ; and her daughter. Lady Fawsley

2nd, a line roan, three-year-old heifer, was purchased by

Mr. Fox, of Cheshire, for 385 gs. ; while this heifer had

also a nice roan yearling, by Lord Barrington, which TNIr.

I'ox also secured for 200 gs. Lady Fawsley's bull-calf by

18th Duke of Oxford, made 30 gs. Folycherry, lot 6,

the most fashionably bred of this tribe was, owing to an

illness, passed ; her April bull-calf was cheap at 20 gs. to

Mr. Tebbutt, but her two-year-old heifer Lord Penrliyn

purchased at 180 gs. The Ruby tribe tracing through

the well-known cow. Chrysalis, had three members.

Lot 17, Idalia 2nd, a two year-old heifer, by 18th Duke
of Oxford, was quickly run up to 215 gs., and knocked

down to Mr. Geo. Graham. Mr. Fox bought Lady Florence

3rd, nearly own sister in blood to the last, at 185 gs. ; and

the yearling bull of this tribe went up to 62 gs. The Wal-

nut tribe, one of the most prolific of the Knightley blood,

was well represented. The sale, in fact, opened with Lady

Emily Darlington, out of that splendid old cow Lady
Emily 2nd, the dam of Mr. George Game's prize-

bull. Third Earl of Warwickshire. Mr. Wilson-

Wilson, of Broadway, who already possesses some of the

family, became her purchaser at 155 gs., and she is in

calf to Second Duke of Colliugham, the celebrated Duchess

bull recently bought by Mr. Sheldon for Lord Dunmore,

Sir George Philips was the purchaser of Virginia, a hand-

some young in-calf cow, at 125 gs., just, it was said,

half the price he had sold one of the same blood for re-

cently to go to Australia. The red and white became
Mr. Sartoris' property for 1 65 gs. Although four years

old this cow has already produced three calves and is in

calf again. Her own sister, a roan down-calving, three-

year-old, made 245 gs., and goes to join the Penrhyn herd.

Lady Aylesbury, harking back to Mr. Fowler's herd,

returns to Kent at 86 gs. ; while her daughter was
bought by Mr. Sartoris at 86 gs., and the bull-calf

passed. Mr. Holford became the purchaser of Guinevere
at 91 gs.

The " gem of the sale" was, however, in the very
highly-bred lot 23, Lally 18th, a white nine months
heifer-calf, by the 1,650 gs. bull Eighth Duke of Geneva^
from Lally 13th, and with a pure Bates' pedigree beyond.
After sharp bids from Mr. Clear and others this gem was set

for 680 gs. in the valuable herd now being gathered

together by Lord Skelmersdale, at Laytham, Liverpool

;

the other Bates' tribes, tracing from the Blanche and
Acomb families, appearing not in so much demand as the

more synmietrical Knightleys. The highest prices given

for these strains were 205 gs. for lot 10, Arethusa, of

which Mr. Charles Leney became the " lucky buyer"
;

and 260 gs. for Arethusa 2nd, her daughter, by the Bates

and Knightley bull Third Earl of Fawsley to Mr. George

Graham. Mr. J. J. Stare purchased two of this tribe at

cheap figures. Pink, lot 5 of the Blanche blood, made
only 75 gs. to Mr. Goodwin, Kent, and her bull-calf went
for 10 gs. Mr. Greenway bought two good lots in Wily
Witch at 58 gs., 2nd and her little heifer-calf, at 20 gs.

Eighteenth Duke of Oxford (25995), a private purchase

from 1 lolker three years ago, had left a number of calves, and
so was ofl'ered as the first bull. Although still fruitful, his

temper has gone ; nevertheless, he joins the Wetherby
Grange herd at 150 gs. Lot 2, Duke of Cerisia, a good-

looking two-year-old of the Cherry blood, was bought for

Col. Loyd Lindsay at 150 gs. Three of the bulls were

of the Bai'riugton tribe, for which such high prices were

realised at [Havering, Holker, and Dunmore ; and thej

made respectively 51 gs., 110 gs., aud 81 gs. ; but the bull -

calves had been very numerous of late at Brailes, aud there

was a large number of them offered at a time of year gene-

rally unsuitable for bull selling. Nevertheless the de-

mand was fairly good for them. Subjoined are the prices

and buyers.

COWS AND HEIFERS.
Lady Emily Darlington, roan, calved July 20, 1866 ; by Duke

of Darlington (2l586), out of Lady Emily 3nd by 7th Duke
of York (17754).—Mr. J. W. Wilson, 155 gs.

Lady Favvslev, roan, calved August 6, 1866 ; by Duke of Dar-
lington (31586), out of Hyampea by iEsop (19197).—Mr.
J. H. Blundell, 195 gs.

Wily Witch 3nd, roan, calved December 3, 1867 ; by Grand
Duke 7th (19877), out of Wily Witch by Royal Butterfly

5th (18756).—Mr. Greenway, 58 gs.

Virginia, red and white, calved December 23, 1867 ; by Duke
of Brailes (23724), out of Miss Knightley by Bull's Run
(19368).-Sir G. R. Philips, 125 gs.

Pink, red, calved March 19, 1868 ; by Worth (33244), out of

Tuhp by Rowfant 3nd (33768).—Mr. Godwin, 75 gs.

Guinevere, red and white, calved March 16, 1869 ; by DuKe
of Brailes (33724), out of Gionetta by Sarawak (15238)—
Mr. Sartoris, 165 gs.

Astarte, roan, calved August 14, 1869 ; by Duke of Brailes

(33724), out of Amy by Duke of Darlington (31586)—Mr.
Greenway, 73 gs.

Lady Aylesbury, roan, calved September 17, 1869 ; by Hardi-
canute (26338), out of White Princess by 3rd Grand Duke
(16182).—Mr. Godwin, 86 gs.

Arethusa, red and white, calved December 39, 1869 ; by Duke
of Brailes (33724), out of Antoinette by 4th Duke of Thorn-
dale (17750).—Mr. C. Leuey, 305 gs.

Lady Fawsley 3nd, roan, calved February 22, 1870 ; by Duke
of Brailes (23724), out of Lady Fawsley by Duke of Dar-
Hngton (31586)—Mr. Fox, 386 gs.

Guinevere 3ud, roan, calved March 13, 1870 ; by Duke of

Brailes (33724), out of Gionetta by Sarawak (15238).—Lord
Penrhyn, 245 gs.
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iloreuce Gialiam, red and white, calved June 17, 1870 ; by
ITlh Duke of Oxford (Co'J'Ji), out of i'lorentia lltli by 7tli

Duke of York (1775i).—Mr. G. Game, 65 gs.

Haidee, red, calved April 7, 1S71 ; by IStli Duke of Ox-
ford (25995), out of Virgiuia by Duke of Brailes (23734).—
Mr. Tebutt, 75 gs.

Polycherry 2ud, red and white, calved April 10, 1871 ; by
Duke of Kent (25979), out of Polycherry by 3rd Duke of
Geneva (21592).—Lord Penrhyn, 180 gs.

Lady Edith, red, calved May 1, 1871 ; by Duke of Brailes

(23721), out of Edith of Fawsley by Prince Christian
(225S2).—Lord Peurliyn, 160 gs.

Idalia 2ud, red, calved September 9, 1871 ; by 18th Duke of
Oxford (35995), out of Idalia by Duke of Darlington
(21586).—Mr. G.Graham, 315 gs.

Astarte 2nd, roan, calved March 7, 1873 ; by 18th Duke of
Oxford (25995), out of Astarte by Duke of Brailes (23724).
—Mr. J. J. Stone, 81 gs.

Lady Aylesbury 2ud, rich roan, calved March 10, 1872 ; by
3rd Earl of Fawsley (28506), out of Lady Aylesbury by liar-

dicauute (26338).—Mr. Sartoris, 86 gs.

Aretluisa 2ud, red and white, calved May 8, 1873 ; by 3rd
Earl of Fawsley (28506), out of Arethusa by Duke of

Brailes (23724).—Mr. Y. Graham, 260 gs.

Lady Fawsley 5tb, roan, calved July 5, 1872 ; by Lord
Barringtou (A), out of Lady Fawsley 2ud by Duke of Brailes

(23724).—Mr. G. Fox, 200 gs.

Lady Florence 3rd, red and white, calved August 15, 1872
;

by ISlii Duke of Oxford (25995), out of Lady Florence by

Duke of Brailes (23724).—Mr. G. Fox, 185 gs.

Lally 18th, white, calved JMovember 11, 1872; by 8th Duke
of Geneva (28390), out of Lally 13th by 3rd Duke of Claro

(33729).—Lord Skelmersdale, 630 gs.

Guinevere 3rd, red and white, calved March 26, 1873 ; by
18th Duke of Oxford (25995), out of Guinevere by Duke of

Brailes (23724).—Mr. Holford, 91 gs.

Astarte 3rd, red and white, calved May 13, 1873 ; by Duke of

Cerisia (Lot 2), out of Astarte by Duke of Brailes (23724).
—Mr. J. J. Stone, 41 gs.

Wily Witch 3rd, red aud little white, calved June 30, 1873
;

by ISth Duke of Oxford (25995), out of Wily Witch 2nd
by Grand Duke 7th (19877).—Mr. Greenway, 20 gs.

BULLS.
Eighteenth Duke of Oxford (35995), red, calved Aug. 12,

1868 ; by 10th Grand Duke (21848), out of Grand Duchess

of Oxford 5th by Priam (18567).—Col. Gunter, 150 gs.

Duke of Cerisia, roan, calved June 19, 1871 ; by 9tli Duke of

Geneva (28391), eut of Cherry Couutess by Grand Duke
6th (19876).—Col. Loyd Lindsay, 150 gs.

Duke of Barringtou 3rd, red and white, calved April 18,18 73;

by 18th Duke of Oxford (35995), out of Grand Duchess of

Barriugton 3nd by Duke of Brailes (33734).—Mr. T. Allen,

51 gs.

Duke of Brailes 4th, red and white, calved April 34, 1873 ; by
9th Duke of Geneva (38391), out of Australia by 16th

Grand Duke (24063).—Sir C. Mordaunt, 91 gs.

Duke of Barringtou 4th, red and white, calved May 3, 1873
;

by 9th Duke of Geneva (38391), out of Lady Louisa Bar-

ringtou by Duke of Brailes (33724).—Hon. G. Brown,

110 gs.

Lord of the Border 2nd, red aud white, calved August 15,

1872; by 18th Duke of Oxford (35995), out of Idalia by

Duke of Darlington (21586).—Mr. Graham, 63 gs.

Cesarewitch 3rd, roan, calved October 22, 1872; by 18th

Duke of Oxford (35995), out of Czarina by 3rd Grand

Duke (16183).—Mr. Sturgeon, 46 gs.

Duke of Brailes 5th, red, calved January 21, 1873 ; by 18th

Duke of Oxford (35995), out of Africa by Duke of Brailes

(33734).—Mr. Williams, 60 gs.

Lord Leicester, red, calved February 13, 1873 ; by 18th Duke
of Oxford (25995), out of Virginia by Duke of Brailes

(23724).—Mr. Garrett, 30 gs.

Lord Florence, red, calved March 8, 1873; by 5th Lord
Oxford (B), out of llorence Graham by 17th Duke of Ox-

ford (35994).—Mr. Martin, 30 gs.

Duke of Barringtou 5th, red, calved March 10, 1873 ; by

Duke of Hillhurst (28401), out of Princess of Barringtou

by Duke of Brailes (23734).—Mr. R. Wood, 81 gs.

Kaiser, red, calved March 18, 1873; by 18th Duke of Ox-
ford (25995), out of Pink by Worth (33344),—Mr. Her-
bert, 10 gs.

Duke Folvclierry 2ud, red and little white, calved April 3,

1873 ; 'by 18th Duke of Oxford (35995), out of Poly-
cherry by 3rd Duke of Geneva (31693).—Mr. Teb-
butt, 20 gs.

Earl of Fawsley 5lh, red and little white, calved June 26,

1873 ; by 18th Duke of Oxford (25995), out of Lady
Fawsley by Duke of Darlington (31586).—Mr. Martin,
30 gs.

Duke of Brailes 7th, red and white, calved July 7, 1873 ; by
Duke of Cerisia (Lot 3), out of Arethusa by Duke of

Brailes (23734).—Mr. North, 28 gs.

Summary.
£ s. d. £ s. d.

25 Cows averaged.. 66 2 3 4,153 15

15 Bulls „ 66 8 7 996 9

40 Averaged ...£128 14 6 £5,149 4

SALE OF THE LATE MR. CHARLES BOBY'S
SOUTHDOWNS AND AYRSHIRES, BY MR. HAW-
KINS.—The first lot consisted of five yearling ewes by the

first prize sheep at Beccles, son of a sheep bouglit by Mr.
Thomas EUman ; dams by a sheep hired of Mr. William Rig-
den. Tiie purchaser was his Royal Higimess the Prince of

Wales (Mr. Beck, agent), at £7 5s. each. Another lot of the

same kind of ewes was bought by Mr. Johnson at £5 each,

and two other lots made £3 15s. and £3 10s. respectively.

The ne.xt five consisted of two of the same breed, and three

by a ram bought at the late Lord Walsingham's sale, aud
dams by a sheep hired of Mr. Rigden. These fetched £7
each, and several other lots fetched from £5 10s., £4 15s.,

and the lowest price was .£'3. Amongst the purchasers of the

yearling ewes were Mr. Johnson, Mr. William Boby, Mr,
Thompson, Mr. James Everett (Brightwell Hall), Mr. L.
Wrinch, Sir William Ffolkes (Norfolk), Mr. W. Biddell, Mr.
Hempson (Erwarton), ]Mr. Case, Mr. Robinson (Oakley Hall).

The rams were next iu order, and they were of course sold

singly. A full-mouthed rara, by a sheep hired of Mr. Rigden,

fetched £4 10s. ; another, by a sheep bought of Mr. Thomas
EUraan, £4 15s. A three-year-old, by a sheep hired of Mr.
Rigden, was bought by Mr. Woods, for Lord Walsingham, at

£30, and another by a sheep bought at the late Lord Walsing-
ham's sale at Merton, realised £15 10s., Mr. F. Jones being
the purchaser. Next came the yearling rams, and the first

was by a ram bought at the late Lord Walsingham's sale at

Merton, and it was knocked down to Mr. Everett for £13 10s.,

who bought the next at £17, the third going to Mr. S.

Everett for £18 10s., aud the fifth (by a sheep hired of Mr.
Rigden) to Sir Wm. Ffolkes for £30, and he gave £31 for

the next, the other prices realised being £13 lOs., £10, £9 5s.,

the lowest being £4. The two-yearold ewes, which were
offered in lots of five and ten, fetched £5 15s., £5, and
similar prices, Messrs. F. and G. Jonas being the principal

puTchasers. The three-year-old ewes and the full-mouthed

ewes fetched similar amounts. Amongst the rara lambs were
several by a rara bought at the late Lord Walsingham's sale,

and one fetched £13, and it was bought for Mr. J. J. Colraan,

M.P. ; another, by a sheep hired of Mr. Rigden, was knocked
down at £8 5s., Mr. W. Chapman being the purchaser for Sir

George Broke-Middleton, and this gentleman was also the

buyer of several other lots, and Mr. M. Biddell was also aa
extensive purchaser. There was a large number of ewe lambs,

but the highest price realised was £3 5s. The Ayrshire cow3
made but moderate prices.

SALE AT WELLAND COURT.—This sale took place

on Tuesday, July 39, and the unusual excellence of the stock

attracted a far larger attendance than is generally seen. The
cattle bred upon the estate, aud descended from the stock of

the Earls Beauc.iamp, were greatly admired ; the two years

old heifers reaching £50 each, and averaging £43 18s. ; years

ling heifers made £38 a pair, averaging £17 13s. 4d. each ;

heifer calves £23 a pair ; dairy cows, £37 lOs. and £38 10s.

each ; ewes, 63s. 6d. ; lambs, 44s. 6d. The working horses,

also bred upon the estate, were much lauded ; a fine four year-

old, upwards of 17 hands, made £93 ; a mare and colt, £98
;

the average of the teams, including the suckers, was £63 15s.

6d. each. The wool made Is. 9d. per lb. The sale was con-

ducted by Messrs, Hobbs,
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SALE OF MR. CHARLES HOWARD'S OXFORD DOWNS,

At Biddenham, Bedford, on Triday, July 25th.

BY MR. H. STRAFFORD.

This was the most successful sale hitherto held at Biddea-

ham ; the rams being fancied for their size, form, colour, and

wool. Several of ths sheep, as will be seen, were purchased

for Germany, France, Belgium, and Sweden.

Lot. Guineas.

1. Duke of Portland, Clipstone Park 17i
3. Mr. Phillips, Woburu, Beds 17

3. Mr. England, Norfolk 17i
4. Mr. Golding, Bidfleuham 13

5. Mr. Core, Peterborough 23

6. Mr. England, Norfolk 13^

7. Mr. Emson, Essex 31

8. Mr. Belin, France 15

9. Mr. England, Norfolk 12i
10. Mr. Druce, Eynsham 37

11. Mr. England, Norfolk 13i

12. Mr. Little, Isle of Ely 21

13. Mr. Kochara, Sweden llj
1-i. Mr. Lavender, Biddenham 12

15. Mr. Doig, Buckingham 30
16. Mr. England, Norfolk ISJ
17. Mr. Little, Isle of Ely 11
18. Mr. Dumond, Belgium 17
19. Mr. England, Norfolk 12
20. Mr. Doig, Buckingham 32
21. Mr. Freeman, Woburn 16

22. Mr. Schultz, Germany IH
33. Mr. Higgins, Bedford 12
24, Mr. Schultz, Germany 11

25, Mr. Street, Maulden 27
26, Duke of Portland 14|
37. Mr. Maiden, Cardington 13^
28. Mr. Stimson, Marston 12
39. Mr. Piatt, Flitwick 19

30. Mr. Emson, Essex 19
31. Mr, W, Jonas, Essex 15

33, Mr, W. Jonas, Essex 12^

Guineas,
33. Mr, Schultz, Germany 10
34. Mr. Schultz, Germany 10
35. Mr. Corner, Somerset 17^
36. Mr. W. Jonas, Essex 11

37. Mr. H. Freeman, Northampton 14
38. Mr. Kocham, Sweden 10^
39. Mr. Martin, Isle of Ely 17^
40. Mr. Phillips, Woburn 18^

41. Mr. W. Jonas, Essex 14^
42. Mr. W. Jonas, Essex 12^
43. Mr. Core, Peterborough 13^
44. Mr. Henraan, Staysden 11^
45. Mr. Tiberghien, Belgium 16

46. Mr. Schultz, Germany 10

47. Mr. Malden.Beds 10^
48. Mr. Little, Isle of Ely 14
49. Mr. Kocham, Sweden 13

50. Mr. Elliott, Scotland 16|
51. Mr. Thomas, Bletsoe 10^
52. Mr. Schultz, Germany 10
53. Mr. Schultz; Germany 10
54. Mr. Little, Isle of Ely 12^

55. Mr. Elliott, Scotland 30
56. Mr. W. Jonas, Essex Hi
57. Mr. Cutlack, Isle of Ely 9

58. Mr. W. Jonas, Essex 10|
59. Mr. HaU, Beds 11
60. Mr. Martin, Isle of Ely 13

TWO SHEAR SHEEP.
61. Mr. Schultz, Germany 20
62. Mr. Elliott, Beds 9J

THREE SHEAR LET FOR THE SEASON,
63. Mr. Rogers, Bromham 17i

Total amount of sale £997 10
Average of 63 sheep 15 16 8

SHEEP SALES AND LETTING S.

MR. J. GIBLIN'S RAMS AT LITTLE BARDFIELD.—
Mr. W. Rand, of Saifron Walden, auctioneer. The
sale commenced with the shearling Cotswolds, a very

good lot of animals, with large frames, fine square
backs, massive thighs, and well woolled. Of these

there were 37, which ranged in price from £8 to £16, the
average being being £11 9s. 3d. For the best animals the
competition was very spirited. There was a hard race between
Messrs. H. Farr, F. M. Jonas, and Gurteen, for No. 6, a finfe

specimen of his species, the latter gentleman eventually

securing him at £16. No. 24, which took first pnze atMaldon
and also at Woodbridge, was knocked down to Mr. A. Nichol-
son, of Ipswich, for £15 10s., and was a cVpap purchase.
Following the shearlings came seven two-sl'Pr^r Cotswolds,
which averaged £8 78. Id., the highest priced one. No. 30,
being secured by Mr. J, Davies, of Radwinte^ Hall, at £10
10s, The Oxford Downs, although a nice weh brimmed lot of
sheep, did not as a whole appear to be quite so nfu.ch in favour
as the Cotswolds, and were not quite so well ip to the mark.
The best was purchased by Mr. E. Emson, of i ittlebury, for

£13. Mr. Jas. Welch, of Little Walden Park, also took away
a good sheep at £11, The result of the sale was 34 Cots-
wolds, average £10 16s. 5d., 32 Oxford Downs, £7 8s. lOd.
Compared with the averages of former years, this appears to
be highly satisfactory, the Cotswold average being the highest
ever attained by Mr. Giblin.
SA.LE AND LETTING OF MR, BUSHBY'S SOUTH-

DOWNS.—At this annual letting, Mr. John Thornton
conducted the sale. The five lots of wether lambs were
first offered. These fetched very good prices, the

butchers being the principal buyers, the top price 60s.

The cheapest lot, 3, went to Mr. Cragg for 43s. Fol-

lowing the wethers came seven lots of ewe lambs, the prices

ranging from 47s. to 54s. There were only two rams for

letting. The first to the Earl of Chichester for 32 guineas,

and the other to Mr. Bushby, of Field-place, Goring, for 10

guineas. The rams for sale, which comprised 11 lots, fetched

from 4 to 28 guineas, the last-named price being given by Mr.
Davis, agent to Lord Dacre. The ram lambs, numbering in all

25 lots, did not fetch good prices, the bids ranging from three

guineas to ten—four lots, however (upon which a reserve was

put), being bought in. Altogether the prices this year were

not so high as formerly.

MR. HUGH AYLMER'S LONG-WOOLS.—The annual

letting took place at West Dereham. The catalogue

included 100 ram lambs, 80 shearlings, and 10 two-

shear rams. The result was as follows : 100 ram lambs :

Highest price £15 15s., lowest £5 5s., average £7 3s. 80

shearling rams : Highest price £43, lowest £8 8s., average

£1 2 18s. 10 two-shear sheep : The average price was £10 6s

These averages show a considerable improvement as compared

with those of last year.

DEVON LONG-WOOL SHEEP.— Thirty-nine rams of

this breed, the property of Messrs. Bird, were let or sold at

Taunton for £535 17s., being an average of £13 15s.

each. The highest price was £37 16s. 6d.

THE OXFORD JULY RAM FAIR was held in

Smith's Close, Walton-street. The animals submitted

to public competition were chiefly of tlie Cotswold

breed. Mr. Jonas Paxton sold the following lots : Twenty-
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one shearling rams, the property of Mr. R. Lord, of Stanton
Harcourt—average £13 5s. 6d., the highest price being 30
guineas. Nineteen Cotsvvold rara lambs, the property of Mr.
W. il. Gillett, ot Southleigh, averaging £5 7s. 3d., the liigh-

est price being 8 guineas. Twenty Cotswold shearling rams,
bred by and the property of Mr. S. Smith, of Somerton. They
averaged £11 l'2s., the highest price being 38 guineas.

Thirteen Cotswold shearling rams, bred by and the property

of Mr. J.Worley, of Brize-Norton. This lot averaged £10
12s. 6d., tlie liighest price being 15 guineas. Twenty Cots-

wold ram lambs, the property of Mr. J . GiUett, Astrop Farm
—average £4 15s. 9d., highest price 6 guineas. Twenty
first-class crossbred ram lambs, bred by Mr. G. Adams,
faringdon—average £3 10s.

KE^SGRAVE LAMB SALE.—The eighteenth annual great

lamb and sheep sale at Kesj;rave, near Ipswich, was held by
Messrs. Biddell and Blencowe. The following were
the prices realized (exclusive of refuse lots) : 60 half-bred

lambs from Mr. Mason, Foxhall Lodge, 41s. to 46s., 50 flock

ewes 59s. to 73s., crones 44s. 6d. ; 300 very good halfbred

lambs from Mr. Skeet, Rushmore, 41s. 6d. to 53s. 6d., refuse

30s., half-bred shearling ewes 69s., crones 41s. to 49s.

;

400 capital half-bred lambs from Mr. Bantoft, Martle-

shain, 36s. 6d. to 46s. 6d.—average 40s., crones 46s. to 60;i,

from Kesgrave Hall, 100 blackfaced ewe lambs 42s. 6d. to 47?
6d., 160 wether ditto 33s. to 36s. 6d., 300 halfbred lambs 343

6d. to 39s., crones 46s. to 50s. ; 316 good Jialf-bred

lambs from Mr. King, Rushmere Hall, 45s. to 34s. 6d.,

crones 59s. to 373. ; 400 superior half-bred lambs out

of blackfaced ewes by Lincoln tnps, from Mr. J. C.

Dawson, of Nacton, 35s. 6d. to 47s., average for the lot

43s. 2d. ; from Mr. Wainwright, of Foxhall Hall, 400 half-

bred lambs 28s. to 39s., 100 half-bred shearling ewes 438. to

55s., 100 blackfaced ditto 56s. to 61s. 6d., 60 crones 43s. to

47s. 6d. ; from Mr. Smith, Sutton Ilaugh, 300 blackfaced

wether lambs 39s. to 33s., sliearling blackfaced ewes C5s.

About 4,200 head were penned, and the total of the sale

reached £8,000.
THE BULBRIDGE HAMPSHIRE DOWN SALE.—

At the annual sale and letting of Mr. James Rawlence, of

Bulbridge, Wilton, Messrs. Ewer and Wiustanley acted

as the auctioneers. The first business was tlie let-

ting of 20 rams for a time named at the sale. The
leading prices for these were as follows : Mr. E.

Dibben, Bishopscone £79 16s. ; Mr. A. Morrison, Fonthill,

£75 133. and £61 19s. ; Mr. C. Waters, Stratford, £50 8s.

;

Mr. Fleetwood, Combe Bissett, £43 ; Mr. Taylor, Stratton,

£38 7s. ; Mr. Ingram, Mapperton, £33 3s. The 30 lambs let

averaged £30 lis. 6d. each. The selling of the ram lambs

was next proceeded with. The leading prices were as follows :

Mr. Morrison, Fonthill, £65 3s. ; Mr. Taylor, Stratton, £33
lis.; the Marquis of Winchester, £37 6s. and £32 Is.; Mr.
D. Morney, Wallingford, £37 6s. ; Captain Caldwell, £35 4s.

and £31; Mr. Taylor, Stratton, £33 2s. ; Mr. Richards, Wira-

borne, £21; Mr. Flower, Combe, £19 19s. ; Mr. Ferris, Wish-
ford, £18 18s. ; Mr. Belcher, -Nottingham, £17 17s. ; Mr.
Cousens, of Somerton, £16 15s. 6d ; Mr. Rooke, Amesbury,
£15 15s. ; Mr. Dodd, Waliingfora, £14 3s. 6d. ; Blr. Dunn,
£13 13s. ; Colonel Heathcote, £13 23. 6d.; Mr. W. Flower,

Chilraark, £13 23. 6d. and £12 12s. ; Mr. G. Read, of Charford,

bought a pair at £31 10s. ; Mr. Crees, a pair at £36 5s. ; Mr.
Barnard, a pair at £21 ; Mr. Lawrence, of Croydon, a pair at

£18 18s. ; Mr. Young, of Sutton, a pair at £17 6s. 6d. ; and

Mr. Pain, of Pertwood, a single lamb at £11 lis. Mr. Ser-

geant, of Rushall, hired a two-teeth rara at £33 lis. ; and
Mr. Rooke, of Amesbury, one at £10 10s. ; Mr. F. Budd, of

Hatchwarren Farm, bougiit a two-teeth rara at £34 13s. ; and
Mr. Lawrence, of Croydon, another at £31 lOs. ; Mr. Stone,

of Whileparish, bought a four-teeth ram £13 Is. 6d., and Mr.

Dodd, of Wallingford, another at the same price. The aver-

age of the lambs sold was £14 73. lid. each ; and the total

average on the sale was £17 4s. Id. each. The sale was, on

the whole, the best ever held at Bulbridge.

MR. BYRD'S SHROPSHIRES, — The first sale of

Shropshires was at Mr. Charles Byrd's, Littywood, by Mr.
W. G. Preece. Lot 1, a shearling ram, let to Col.

Crofton, Westmoreland, for 51 gs. ; lot 3, Mr. W. Wall, Car-

dington Hall, 30 gs. ; lot 3, Mr. Edwards, Salop, 31 gs. ; lot

6, Mr. Cordon, 15 gs. ; lot 8, Mr, Cooke, 18 gs. ; lot 10,

Mr. Webster, 20 gs. ; lot 11, Mr. Bowling, Lancashire, 16 gs.

;

lot 14, Mr. Youatt, 21 gs. ; lot 18, Mr. Adamson, 15 gs. The

other shearlings realised from 14 down to 6 gs. each. Amongst
tlie older sheep the following were let : Tory, 15 gs., Mr.

M^right, Coppenhall ; Masterpiece, 21 gs., Mr. Mansell,

Adcott ; and Messenger, 13 gs., Mr. Barrow. The 80 ewes

realised an average of 70s. each.

MR. COXON'S SHROPSHIRE SALE AT FREE-
FORD.—Mr. Preece acted as auctioneer. No. 1, sliear-

ling rain, third prize at Hull, made 105 guineas to Mr. Ger-

man ; No. 3, R. A. S. show sheep, 45 gs. to Mr. Waiuraan ;

No. 7 fetched 100 gs., being bought by another Mr. German
;

No. 8 let at 45 gs. to Mr. Masfen, and No. 9 sold to Mr. Win-
terton for 52 gs. Other sheep made prices ranging from 36 gs.

to 71 g3' ; the average being upwards of 20 gs. The ewes
were eagerly sought after, and one pen made 1303. per head.

The rest ranged from 87s. 6d. to 728. 6d.

SALE OF SHROPSHIRES IN BIRMINGHAM. By
Messrs. Lytiiall & Clarke. The catalogue comprised 160 rams
and 300 ewes, from breeders in the midland counties. Mr. E.

Lythall'sfen rams made from 9 to 15gs., averaging £10 9s. each;

Mr. Yates's lot, from 8| to 18 gs., average £13 43.; Mr. Nock's

were in demand, and made from 10 to 34 gs. each, averaging

£15 15s. ; Mr. Pilgrim sold at from 8 to 17 gs. each, averaging

£11 6s. Mr. Sheldon's rams ranged from 6 to 11 gs. ; Lord
Sudeley's lot made from 6 to 10 gs. eacli ; Mr. Firmstone's

sold at 6 to 10 gs. each. Mr. Pulley's were quickly disposed of

at from 10 to 53 gs. each, averaging 23 gs. all round. Mr.
Clare s No. 1 let at 10 gs., and the others from that figure down
to 6 gs. Similar prices were obtained for Mr. Picken's and
Mr. Harward's lots. Captain Ilatherell, who entered the list as

a breeder for the first time, made a promising average, none of

his rams selling under 8 gs., and several making 18 and 19 gs.

each. Mr. B. Long let two rams at 18 gs. eacii, one for Ire-

land ; others, with those of Mr. Dester's, selling at 6 to 10 gs.

Mr. Yates's yearling ewes made 70s. to 72s. ; Mr. E. Lythall's

91s. each (the iiigliest average of the day) ; Mr. Sheldon's 66s.

to 83s., Mr. Firmstone's 653. to 71s., Mr. Pilgrim's 75s. to

80s., Mr. Tollfree's, from Mrs. Beach' stock, 608. to 80s., Mr.
Harward's 673. to 70s., Mr. Cox's, Mr. Vergette's, and Mr.
Bosworth's 53s. each. A few lambs were also disposed of at

50s. to 58s. per head.

AT MR. GEORGE FLETCHER'S SALE, held at

SHIPTON, fifty-one shearling Cotswold rams sold at

an average of £17 12s. The highest price obtained was for

lot 5, purchased by Mr. William Lane, of BroadKeld, for 60 gs.

Mr. James Walker, of Northleach, gave 49 gs. for lot 7 ; Mr.
Joseph Walker, of Compton, gave 41 gs. for lot 9, and Mr.
Pope, of Coomhend, gave 41 gs. for lot 40.

MR. FRANCIS BUDD'S HAMPSHIRE DOWNS.—
Mr. Dibben, of Wiltshire, hired lot 2 from the 12th of

September till old Michaelmas, at £48 6s. ; Mr. Raw-
lence, lot 4, from 31th August till Old Michaelmas, at £37
63. ; Mr. Newton, of Dogdeau, purchased lot 55 at £32 lis.,

lot 90 at £34 13s., lot 63 at i'19 19s., and lot 22 at £16 5s.

6d, ; Mr. W. Crimhle bought lot 21 at £21 ; Mr. Warner, of

Newton Vallance, lot 111 at £31, lot 59 at £17 173.; Mr.
Pearce Brown, lot 94 at £36 5s. ; Mr. Parsons, of Monk
Sherborne, lot 89 at £17 17s.; Mr. G. Twitchen, of

Worting Woods, lot 45 at £22 lis. ; Mr. Hewitt, of Marl-
borough, lot 107 at £18 18s. ; Mr. Bailey, of Worthy, lot 50
at £13 13s. ; Mr. J. Young, lot 13 at £16 16s. ; Mr. Moore,
of Atherstone, lot 41 at £35 23. ; Captain Coulthard, lot 20
at £14 14s., and lot 73 at £14 14s. Other lots were secured

at lower prices.

MR. HENRY FOOKES' SOUTHDOWN RAMS.—
Mr. T. Ensor ofl'ered at Blandford between 70 and 80
rams from the flock of Mr. H. Fookes, of Whitechurch. The
business commenced with the two-toothed rams, of which
twenty-five were offered for letting and twenty for sale. The
first lot was hired by Mr. Foljambe, of Osberton Hall, Notts,

for 25 gs., and lot 9 to Mr. James Harding, of Waterson, at

31 gs. The next twenty were sold. Lot 46 was let to Lord
Walsinghara, at 30 gs., and the last of this lot let to Mr.
Foljambe for 38 gs. Average per head of rams sold and let

£12 ] 3s. 8d. 150 full-mouthed ewes from the same flock made
an average of 68s. 6d.

THE MARHAM COTSWOLDS.—At Mr. T. Brown's
annualjetting there were ofl'ered 100 ram-lambs, 80 shear-

lings, and a few older sheep. Tlie result of the letting was :

100 ram-lambs averaged £8 8s. each ; 80 shearhng rams ave-
raged £13 10s. 9d,; the second prize Hull sheep (R.A.S.)

making £53 10s. to J. D. Canning, Napier, New Zealand
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and the ten older slieep averaged £12. The total proceeds of tlie

letting was £2,0io 7s., a sum considerably larger than that of

last or any previous year. ]\Ir. Brown refused 120 gs. for the

first prize Hull shearling ; while some of the sheep were taken

by Messrs. Game, Goodwyn, and Laae, for use on the home
Cotswold flocks.

MESSRS. MANSELL'S SHROPSHTRES.—At this sale,

at Adcott Hall, near Bascliurch, there were no fewer than
eleven old rams, including several noted sires, which averaged
£24- 14s., the forty-three shearlings which followed realising

£676 14s., or £15 7s. 9d. per head. There was a large draft

of ewes, which sold badly at from 52s. to 60s., hut for any-

thing good the demand was better at from 70s. to lOOs. each.
Mr. Preece, as usual, conducted the sale.

THE PENDEFORD SHROPSHIRES.—At Mr. Masfen's
annual sale the high average was obtained of £24 13s. 8d. for

52 shearlings, and £49 7s. for 5 old rams. No. 6, considered
the gem of the sale, was bought for Mr. H. J. Sheldon, at

121 guineas; others making 80, 52, 50, 42, &c. The ewes
sold at from £3 14s. to £8 15s., averaging 6 gs. The total of
the day's business was over 2,000 gs. Mr. Preece, of Shrews-
bury, was tlie auctioneer.

Mil. TREAUWELL'S OXFORD DOWNS.—At the
16th sale, at the Model Farm, Upper Winchendon, about 60
Oxfordshire shearling rams and a few older sheep were
brought under the hammer. Three shearling rams were
let to Mr. Street, Bedfordshire, for 22 gs., and one to Mr.
Bulford, of Hordley, for 25 gs. The total amount of the

sale was £1,560 6s. The highest price was 41 gs., and
the lowest 14 gs., the average beinR £23 12s. lOd. The fol-

lowing were the purchasers : Lot 1, Messrs. Howard, Bedford,
24 gs. ; 2, Mr. C. Howard, 30 gs. ; 3, Mr. Tidy, Tamworth,
32 gs. ; 4, Colonel Loyd-Lindsay, Lockinge Park, 37 gs. ; 5,

Colonel Loyd-Linilsay, 28 gs. ; 6, Mr. Merry, Woodstock,
40 gs. ; 7, Mr. Wiiite, Chalford, 30 gs. ; 8, Mr. Lovell, Fel-

raersham, 20 gs.; 9, Mr. Gillett, Cote House, 41 gs. ; 10, Mr.
Robarts, LiUingston Dayrell, 36 gs. ; 11, Mr. Stilgoe Adder-
bury, 30 gs. ; 12, Colonel Loyd-Lindsay, 21 gs.; 13, Mr.
Moore, Coleshill, 36 gs. ; 14, Colonel Loyd-Lindsay, 27 gs.

;

15, Duke of Marlborough, 38 gs. ; 16, Mr. Newton, Camps-
field, 26 gs. ; 17, Mr. Chapman, Wickeu, 26 gs. ; 18, Mr.
Chennels, Great Gadsden, 22 gs. ; 19, Mr. Moxon, Ashby-
de-la-Zouch, 23 gs. ; 20, Colonel Loyd-Lindsay, 20 gs.

;

21, Mr. Barge Weedon, 21 gs. ; 22, Lord Jersey, 22 gs.;

23, Mr. Day, St. Neots, 2f gs. ; 24, Mr. Day, 28 gs.
;

25, Mr. Chennels, 20 gs. ; 26, Mr. Bliss, Windmill
Hill, 19 gs. ; 27, Mr. Hobbs, Maiseyhampton, 30 gs. ; 28,
Mr. Bluudell, Luton, 25 gs. ; 26, Mr. Moore, 23 gs. ; 30,
Mr. Thame Barton, 20 gs. ; 31, Mr. Mumford, 15 gs. ; 32,
Mr. Salmon, Luflield Abbey, 18 gs. ; 33, Mr. J. Dodwell,
Long Crendon, 28 gs. ; 34, Mr. Harper, Mixbury, 16 gs. ; 35,
Mr. Underwood, Great Gadsden, 22 gs. ; 36, Mr. Hammond,
Beds, 18 gs. ; 37, Sir J. Sebright, Bart., 20 gs. ; 38, Mr.
Bennett, Northamptonshire, 16 gs. ; 39, Mr. Ing, Hadden-
ham, 16 gs. ; 40, Mr. Pentelow, Beds, 18 gs. ; 41, Mr. Wil-
son, Banbury, 18 gs. ; 42, Mr. J. Bryan, Southleigh, 28 gs.;

43, Mr. S. Bull, Saunderton, 16 gs. ; 44, Mr. W. S. Lowndes,
Whaddon Hall, 15 gs. ; 45, Mr. Bird, Falcott, 17 gs. ; 46, Mr.
Mumford, Daventry, 16 gs. ; 47, Mr. Stevens, Waddesdon, 15
gs. ; 48, Mr. Hammond, 17 gs. ; 49, Mr. King, Fringford, 19
gs. : 50, Mr- Boddington, Cuddington,17gs.; 51, Mr. Whiting,
Cosgrove, 19 gs. ; 52, Mr. Bennett, 16 gs. ; 53, Mr. Clarke,
Lillingstone Dayrell, 17 gs. ; 54, Mr. Bonest, Bucks, 16 gs.

;

55, Mr. Underwood, 19 gs. ; 56, Mr. Hammond, 17 gs. ; 57,
Mr. Hawkes, Thenford, 19 gs. ; 58, Mr. Pike, Castlethorpe,
16 gs. ; 59, Mr. J. Dodwell, 19 gs. ; 60, Sir J. Sebright, 17
gs. ; 61, Lord Jersey, 17 gs. ; 62, Mr. Goodman, Eversholt,
19 gs. ; 63, Colonel Loyd-Lindsay, 27 gs.; 64, Mr. Day, 14
gs. Mr. Mumford was the auctioneer.

OXFORD AUGUST RAM FAIR.—This fair for the
annual sale of rams brought together the largest influx of
farmers and dealers ever remembered. The Cotswold Hill
breeders were represented on the occasion, and numerous pur-
chasers came from Cambridge, Norfolk, Leicester, and other
distant counties, the Continent, the Colonies, Australia, and
New Zealand. About 800 rams were penned, every one being
in fine, healthful condition. Every animal submitted was
transferred to a new owner, and more could have been dis-
posed of had they been offered. A few averaged £3 5s., but
ttie highest average was accorded to Mr. Gillett, Cote House,
ianngdon, for 35 Oxfordshire Down shearlings, being £15

19s. 3d. ; the next in succession being his Grace the Duke of

Marlborough for nine sheep of the same age and class, which
averaged £14 lis. 6d. Mr. J. Roberts, Caswell House, a

very old breeder of this valuable class of stock, averaged £14
6s. 3d. for 40 Oxford Down shearlings.

MR. GERRIAN'S SALE OF SHROPSHIRE RAMS
AND EWES took place at Measham Lodge. The
catalogue comprised 56 rams and 105 stock and shearling

ewes. Tlie first lot was a three-shear ram. Safeguard, bought
by Mr. Rose for 20 gs.; Rifleman, Mr. Cartwright, 23 gs.;

Lord Houghton, Mr. Love, 19 gs. ; Captious, a two-shear (to

be let), Mr. Cartwright, 27 gs. ; Champion, Earl Howe, 50 gs.

No. 8 was let to Mr. Coxon, 20 gs. ; No. 9, the first shearling

by Rifleman, Mr. Tebbett, 36 gs. ; No. 10, let to the agent of

Mrs. Adcock, 23 gs. ; No. 12, Mr. Dewes,20 gs. ; No. 15, Mr.
Cartwright, 41 gs. ; Mr. Lowe, Cumberford, secured the next,

20gs.,and also No. 17,29 gs. ; Mr. Drackley the next at

26 gs.; Mr. Briggs No. 21 at 22 gs. ; No. 26, Mr. Torapson,

33 gs. ; Mr. HoUingworth, Alfreton, secured No. 28 at 21 gs.

;

Mr. Ratcliff, Stretron, No. 29 at 20 gs.; No. 32, to let, Mr.
Walker, at 18 gs.; No. 34, Mr. Burchnall for 21 gs.; No.
35 to Mr. Bostock at 20 gs. ; No. 37 to Mr. Fox at 20 gs. ; No.
40 to Mr. Winterton, 18 gs. ; No. 42 to Mr. Varnhara <»t

20 gs. ; others at prices chiefly ranging from 14 to 19 gs. The
biddings for the ewes were most spirited, and with some little

difficulty could they be taken fast enough. The rams averaged

£19 19s. each, and the ewes £5 4s. 3d. each. Total of sale,

£1,592.

SALE OF SHROPSHIRES AT SHREWSBURY.—
The catalogue comprised 250 rams and nearly 2,000
ewes. The first lot, the prize three-shear, Claudius, by
Caractacus, dam by Celebrity, was let to Mr. J. Evans
for the sura of 120 gs. Mr. T. Mansell also hired

a shearling by Young Caractacus for 50 gs.

Mr. Masten another by Cambrian at 30 gs., and Mr. R. Tan-
ner purchased another by same sire for 60 gs. The 35 aver-

aged nearly 20 gs. Mr. Evans entered 34 shearlings and two
three-shears at an average of nearly 21 gs. Messrs. Fenn and
Harding showed a dozen, including a two-shear by
Kingscraft, which, with one shearling, were let for

the season, the others being sold. One was let for 100 gs.

;

the others ranging from 24 gs. down to 10 gs. Mr. G. Allen
sold 18 animals, of which five were let at 71 gs., 40 gs., 31 gs.,

25 gs., and 14 gs. respectively. Lord Chesham's lot consisted

of two two-shears and 17 shearlings ; the old sheep sold at 30
gs. and 18 gs., while the shearlings were headed by the first

prize shearling from Hull (to be let), for whom the compe-
tition was sharp. He was put up at 50 gs., and, as stated

last week, reserved at 150 gs. Mr. Nock, of Sutton Maddock,
hired the " big" Hull sheep at 110 gs. Lord Lismore pur-

chased two others at 45 gs. and 27 gs. ; Mr. Firmstone one at

66 gs. ; Mr. Whitehouse one at 42 gs., and another at

22 gs. The 19 realised the sum of £883 Is.,

averaging rather over £46 10s. Colonel Dyott's rams
followed, and fetched nearly 10 gs. each. After these came
Mr. Foster's, of Apley. Lot 1, the two-shear, Lord Cardiff, was
let to Mr. Horton at 28 gs., and No. 4, a shearling, for 120 gs.,

to Mr. Jowett. ilr. T. Horley had 17 animals, which ranged
from 20 gs. downwards. It was now getting late, and several

lots were unsold. The ewes were sold on Friday. Mr. Crane,

of Shrawardine, sold one pen of five shearlings ewes for 205 gs.

each, and others at 95s., 87s. 6d., and 90s. The stock ewes,

of which there were 11 pens of five, sold at 155s., 135s., and
] 25s. ; the average was £5 per head Mr. J. Evans, of Ufling-

ton, sold one at £10 and another at £12 10s. Others sold at

£9, £6 5s., £6, and lower figures down to £3 10s.; the aver-

age of the 90 ewes sold being nearly £6 per head. ; Mr. T.

Horton £3 10s. ; Mr. W. O. Foster, 91s., 71s., 70s., and
others a little under. Mr. J. Minton 100s. for one pen, and an
average of 73s. for five others ; Mr. J. B. Jones IO63. average

848. ; Mr. E. Bowen average over 7O3., and Mr. M. Williams

over 80s. ; Messrs. J. and G. Crane's were 125s., 90s., 89s.,

87s. 6d., and 80s. ; Mr. H. Lee, of Ensdon, 75s. down to 66s.;

Miss Williams sold at 62s. and 70s. ; Mr. R. Jones at 200s.,

others at 120s., 115s., 105s., 100s., 95s., and 90s., &c. ; Mrs.

Frank one at 280s. and another at 290s., which was the best

price realised. Three other pens sold at loOs., 130s., and
120s. ; Mr. Payne, an average of 653., and Mr. W. Fowler, of

Acton Reynald, 71s. ; Mr. G. Horton 125s., 120s., 95s., and
82s. 6d. ; Mr. J. J. Bibby, nearly 70s., and Mr. G. T. Forester

80s. ; Captain Hornby 61s. and 55s., and 20 ewe lambs 403.
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each ; Mr. Dixon, 583.; Mr. P. Pool 62s., Mr. W.Jones, 658
and Mr. S. Jones between 73s. and 61s. ; Mr. P Fao.
rail, 1408., 130s., 105s., and 100s.; Mr. A. IVanp-ll.

703., and Messrs. Ibbs 71s. ; Mr. Lawrence, of Cant-
lop, 74s. and 55s.; Mr. W. Holder 65s.; Mr. Jolin
Preece's, 69s. ; Mr. S. Grove's, 71s. , Mr. Myott's, 70s. ; Mr.
Morris's, 60s. ; Mr. R. Everall's, 6O3. ; Mr. Garland Smith's,
633. ; Mr. Dayus's, 60s. ; Mr. R. Woodcock's, 70s. ; Mr.
Cassell's, 56s. ; and Mr. Eoulkes, 70s. Mr. Preece conducted
the two days' sale.

RAM SALE AT DOGDEAN.—The sale and letting

of ninety ram lams and four rams, of the Improved
Hampshire Down breed, the property of Mr. William Newton,
of Dogdean Farm, attracted a number of flockmasters and
agriculturists of Wilts, Uants, Dorset, and the neighbouring
counties. The sale was conducted by Messrs. Waters, Son,

and Rawlence. The business commenced with the letting of 10
ram lambs, the average being ^£'15 4d. each. One lamb was
let to Mr. James Parker, of Lasham, at 30 gs. ; and another
was let at 19 gs. to Mr. G. Stagg, of Ghilbolton, wlio also

bought lot 25 at 17j gs. Mr. James Rawlence hired a lamb at

30 gs. ; Mr. Brine one at 20 gs. ; and Mr. Taylor another at

18^ gs. Mr. J. Taunton and Mr. John Priend purchased at

17^ gs. each. Other lambs realised 16 gs., 15^ gs., 15 gs.,

14| gs., 14 gs., &c. The average of the sale and letting was
£12 43. 2d. each, a result which must be deemed highly

satisfactory.

MR. WATERS' RAM SALE AT SALISBURY.—
The annual sale and letting by auction of 60 ram lambs
lambs and rams of the Improved Hampshire Down breed, tlie

property of Mr. Charles Waters, of Little Dunford Down
farm, attracted a numerous company at the Market-house sale

yard. The sale was conducted by IMessrs. Waters, Sou and
Rawlence, and w.as attended with the following satisfactory

results : Of the four ram lambs let, Mr. Dibbeu hired one at

21 guineas, Mr. Robert Lyne one at 17g3. and another at 9| gs.,

and Mr. M. Rooke another st lOij gs. Mr. Moore purchased

lot 50 34 gs., and lot 25, at 30 gs. ; Mr. R. Lyne lot 30 at

18i gs., lot 15 at 15 gs., lot 27 atl4gs.,and lot 10 at 13 gs.;

Mr. A. Tabor lot 20 at 14| gs., and Mr. Golding lot 47 at

14| gs. ; Mr. Bennett lot 9 at 14 gs., and Mr. J. Waters,

(Wylye) lot 24 at 13^ gs., and lot l2 at 11 gs., the average

price of lambs let and sold being £11 2s. A two-teeth ram
was hired by Mr. W. Lunn for use up to the 12th September,

at 16^ gs. The lambs were generally liighly approved, the

judicious crosses of Mr. Rawlence's, Mr. Dibbeu's, and Mr.
Olding's sheep having added greater size to the well-known
high quality of the Stratford-sub-Castle flock. This appears

to be Mr. Waters' especial aim, and certainly this last sale

(although probably a little too late in the season) seems to

show that his efforts are very successful, having produced a

class of Hampshire Down lambs which have been well recog-

nised and highly appreciated.

SALE OF LAMBS AT ST. BOSWELLS AND
MELROSE.—A sale of lambs was held at St. Boswells,

the Messrs. Swan having 14,000 or 15,000. The excellent

prospect of turnips, and the near approach of harvest, made
business much brisker at both marts, and from 5s. to 6s. in

advance of the prices at St. Boswells fair was obtained. The
demand was exceedingly active, and everytiiing was sold at

good prices.

MR. DAVIDSON'S SALE.—The Melrose lamb sale was
conducted by Mr. Davidson. The number of head submitted

for competition was no fewer than 11,000. There was a large

attendance at the sale, and prices would range from 5s. to 6s.

above the prices of St. Boswells. For all tiie lots there was

a good competition, and sellers were well pleased with the figures

obtained.

MR. GERMAN'S SHROPSHIRES.—This sale, conducted

by Messrs. Davenport, German, and Allen, took place at

Measliam Lodge, Atherstone. The catalogue comprised 56

rams and 105 stock and shearling ewes. Tiie first lot. Safeguard,

a three years old ram, sold for 20 gs. ; and the next, Rifleman,

a three-shear, for 22 gs. ; Captious, a two- shear, being let for

27 gs.; and Champion, a two-shear, bought at 50 gs. by Mr.
Savidge for Earl Howe. No. 8 was let to Mr. Coxon for 20 gs.

No 9, the first shearling by Rifleman, was sold for 36 gs. No.
15, a shearling by Chancellor, was secured by Mr. Cartwright

for 41 gs. Mr. Lowe obtained the next by the same ram at

20 gs., and No. 17, by Rifleman, at 29 gs. No. 26,by Rifleman,

Blade 33 gs. Others went at from 14 to 31 gs. ; only two being

sold under 10 gs. each. The first pen of ewes made £6 5s. each,

and otliers £5 2s. 6d., £4 Us. 6d., £4 ISs., £4 12s. 6d.,

£5 7s. 6d., £7, £4 15s., £5 58., and £5 respectively. The
rams averaged 19 gs. each, and the ewes £5 4s. 3d. ; the total

being £1,592.
MR. WILLIAM BAKER'S SHROPSHIRES.—A lot of

33 rams were disposed of by Lythall and Clarke. Tlie sale

commenced with two two-shear rams, winners of numerous
prizes, including first and second at the recent Yorkshire Siiow,

which made 30 and 38 gs., to Mr. C. Timrais and Colonel

Levett respectively. No. 3, a winner at Doucaster, made 17 gs,

to Mr. Gary. Four of the sheadings were let.froin September

20, for the remainder of the season ; and went at from 18

down to 10 gs., to Mr. T. Wood, Mr. Princip, Mr. Davis, and

Major Worswick. Others sold at 26, 19, 16, It, and down to

8 gs., two only going as low as the last-named figure ; and the

total amount realized was £496 2s. 6d., or £15 Os. Id. each.

Nine pens of draft ewes and theaves were offered ; one pen
not being recommended as breeders. The old ewes averaged

77s., and the shearlings 85s. per head.

SALE OF LINCOLNS FOR AUSTRALIA.—Mr. John
James Clark, of Welton-le-Wold, Louth, Lincolnshire, has

during this season despatched some of his rams and ewes to

Australia and New Zealand ; and the following flockmasters,

who are large sheep-breeders in those colonies, are using his

sheep : Mr. J. Fisher, Australia ; Mr. Falconer Larkworthy,
Carnarvon Estate, Lower Rangitikei, Wellington, New Zea-

land ; the Hon. C. J. Taylor, M.P., Auckland; Mr. Joseph
May, Auckland ; and Mr. Thomas Russell, Auckland.

SALE OF MR. J. J. COLMAN'S SOUTHDOWNS AND
NORFOLK POLLS.—This sale, conducted by Mr. Thornton,

took place on Thursday, at Eastou, near Norwich, for which
city Mr. Colman is one of the members. The highest price

for shearling ewes was 87s., to Mr. Butcher ; several others

making 86s. A shearling ram let for 22 gs., to Sir W.
Throckmorton; and another was sold for 11 gs. The best

Norfolk poll cow or heifer went to Mr. Cooke at 36 gs.,

and others made over 30 gs. ; while the prize bull, Cherry

Duke, was bought by Mr. Loft, for 46 gs.

MR. C. CLARKE'S LINCOLNSHIRE LONG-WOOL
RAMS, AUG. 19.—These sheep were sold at prices varying

from "2 guineas to 90 guineas, Mr. Caleb Going giving the

latter price for a ram for Ireland. Fifty shearling were penned,

and realized £1,074 13s. 6d., being an average of about £21
10s. each.

MR. SINGLETON'S RAMS.—At the annual sale at

Great Gvveudale, near Pocklinton, Mr. Boulton, of

Maldon, let the sheep, the shearling averaging over £9,
and the aged sheep £15 per head ; the general average

being £10 13s. 6d. Mr. Tinsley, of Maldon, was the highest

taker in shearlings, giving £17 for No. 5 ; and in the aged
sheep, Mr. W. Kendall, of East Ness, gave £42 5s. for a two-
shear. No. 26. Mr. Jordan of Elmsweli, gave £28 for No. 29,

and Mr. Stavery, of Tipthorpe, gave £30 forNo. 40.

KEYNSHAM FAIR.—This annual fair was held on August
13th, and was better atttended both by buyers and sellers,

more than for some time past. Upwards of 5,000 sheep were
penned, and something like 3,000 lambs were on offer, but
owing to the scarcity of keep the prices obtained were nearly

10s. per head less ihan at last year's fair. Cattle were scarce

in comparison with last year, although for some of those sold

good prices were realised. There was a plentiful supply of

horses, comprising some very good cart horses, Irish nags, &c.,

which attracted much attention, and fetched in some instances

handsome prices. There was also a very large supply of pigs.

Sellers all through the day remained firm to their prices, and,

in some instances, rather than accept a lower figure than that

asked, they took their animals home. A brisk trade was
maintained throuuhout the whole of the day, and at the close

of the fair very little remained on hand.

LANARK SECOND LAMB FAIR.—The stock numbered
fully 20,000 lambs. A considerable number of sales were
made, but as " references " were included in the transactions,

little information was got. So far, however, as could be ascer-

tained, prices for wether lambs were much about the same as

at last market. They realised from 14s. to 16s. Ewes were
a dear trade and fetched from 20s. to 28s. There is a large

attendance of dealers present, and the stock is in excellent

condition considering the character of the past winter.
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HOP PEOSPEOTS.
MAIDSTONE AND NEIGHBOURHOOD, Aug. 23.—

During the past week the hops have continued to improve, and

there is now every appearance of a growth of quite two-thirds

of last year's crop. Generally speaking the plantations are as

forward at the present time as they were at the corresponding

period of last year. There is an excellent yield of " prolifies,'

and it is anticipated that during the next fortnight picking

win he commenced in nearly all grounds—in lact, iu some

plantations picking will begin at the end of next week or on

the following Monday. If the duty were levied this year it

would probably reach to £320,000.

—

Bearsteajj : There

has been an improvement in the hops, but the grounds are

not free from mould.

—

Bougiiton, Moncuelsea : The hops

in this district are looking well. They are, however, rather

slack of bine at the bottom of the hill, but at the top they

look very promising.

—

East a:md West Farleigh : The
plantations in these parishes, generally speaking, present a

favourable appearance.

—

East and West Malling : The
hops are looking pretty well, but there is a little mould at

places, and some slack bine.

—

East Peckham : On the whole

the hops present a good appearance, but we are not free from

mould.

—

Debtling : The hops are coming out well, and

mould has slightly decreased.

—

Harden : Our hops have im-

proved, but they are slack of bine in some places.

—

Nettle-
stead : The plantations are looking well, and there is not

sufficient mould to cause any alarm.

—

Otiiam : The hops are

progressing favourably, but mould exists at places.

—

Staple-
hurst : Tlie hops have improved very much, and there is a

prospect of a very good crop. In some places, however, there

is a great deal of mould and slackness of bine.

—

Sutton
Valence : The hops are going on favourably, and there is

no mould worth mentioning.

—

Yalding : The hops in this

district present a splendid appearance, and some fine hops will

be grown. Some of the forward " prolifies" will probably be

picked next week. In a few grounds there is little mould, but

nothing to hurt.

—

Nortdiam : Our gardens are fast coming into

hop, and begin to present a pretty appearance
;
yet we liave a

good bit of slack bine and yellowing.

—

Seulescombe : Mould
in most of our gardens does not spread very rapidly at present;

sulphur has in some cases been resorted to. To what extent

the crop has suffered remains to be seen. Prolifies will be

picked next week. Colgates come on very fast.

—

Sandhurst:
Hops doing well generally. Some slack bine, which will not

materially enhance the quantity
;
quality likely to be very fine

this year. Picking will commence the first week in Septem-

ber.

—

Ewhurst and Bodiam : Since our last report we have

been favoured with nice showers, which were much needed.

The forward sorts are looking most magnificent. The Colgates

are fast showing an unusual amount of burr. The crop will be

larger than was as first anticipated if suitable weather sliould

follow.

—

Brigktling : Our uplands seem fully in favour's

way this year. Having escaped the ills of the wet season,

these fruit-producing showers and tolerably warm nights are

workiug us along beyond our expectations, and, we trust, to

the satisfaction of all. Harvest wotk is progressing nicely.

—

Wadhurst : Our hops are looking well, and will soon be

ready for the bin. Mould has made its appearance in some
few gardens.

—

Pembury : Mould is spreading in some grounds
in spite of branching and sulphuring ; still a fair crop is anti-

cipated. Picking will commence early next week in prolifies.—Hawkiiurst : A steady and growing improvement has been

going on in our hop grounds during the past week, resulting

from beneficial showers we have experienced since our last re-

port.

—

Edenbridge : The hops generally are doing well,

though a good soaking rain would help them.

—

Otford :

The grounds here are progressing satisfactorily, and the hops
are coraiug out well.

—

Edenbridge and District : A great
part of the bines are getting quite yellow, and still hang in burr

;

we can only gel a top crop generally.

—

Rye and Neigii-
BOURUOOD : Tlie chief part of the hop grounds are now look-
ing most lovely with tUeir bright flowers. There are a few
pieces where the buri- is not yet properly developed, but time
will set all tliat to rights. The foliage being slight, the hops are
seen at once, without being partly liid beneath the leaves. The
growers are getting their oasthouses in oidtr for the curing
process. The picking genorally will be a fornight later than

usual.

—

Speldhurst : The weather beautiful, and the hops
doing well ; our crops wiU not equal last year's growth.

—

Farniiaji : The ram of this week has cleared the bine

of many insects, and invigorated the hop stems. Many
hop grounds show IG to 18 cwts. to an acre, but the

average yield is estimated at li cwts. an acre. Hop specula-

tors have already madeofl'ers for whole growths.

—

Warbleton:
Oar hops continue to grow, and we anticipate about two-thirds

of last year's crop.

—

Wuatlington : We come out slowly,

and the almost constant rough winds batter us about sadly in

exposed situations. We cannot guess at the yield at present,

probably they will come short.

—

Ashford : Some appearances

of mould have renewed themselves, and warmer nights are re-

quired to bring out the fruit.

—

Cranbrook : Nocturnal
showers and diurnal sunshine and warmth have induced the

hop grounds to garnish themselves with magnificence and
beauty, and without fear of contradiction we unhesitatingly

assert that the earlier sorts never before presented to the eye of

the spectator so handsome an appearance. The poles are clothed

from top to toe in a livery of green and silver, and the festoons

of primrose coloured flowers, as they wave in rich luxuriance

down the gilded avenues, have a charm which, when once seen,

will never be forgotten. The petals are so bright and silvery,

and the flowers so large and well formed, that so far as colour

is concerned tiie sample will be unusually fine. Then as to

inherence of quality ; when it is considered that throughout
the entire season the plant has never put on anything proxi-

mate to a superfluity of foliage, so that no obstruction has at

any time existed to the free admission of air and sunshine,

there cannot be a doubt but that the hops grown this year will

surpass those of all former seasons for superiority of quality

and condition, and will help the brewer to manufacture his

choice ales so that they shall admit of a comparison with the

wines made from the famous vintage of 1811. Money, too,

is cheap, and as speculation iu such a growth of hops will be
rife, we earnestly implore our hop-growing friends to avoid the

error they, many of them, last autumn committed by forcing

their produce on the market iu too great a hurry, and to

patiently " bide their time" and prices will be highly remune-
rative. The later sorts of hops ars flowering with a profusion

not often witnessed, and the aromatic fragrance they are

already competent of emitting affords a proof conclusive and
convincing of the condition they will attain when matured.

There is a little mould at places, but it seems to confine itself

to the lower part of the poles where but few flowers are pro-

duced, and we think it too near the season of picking for this

to do much injury.

—

Tenterden : The weather during the

past week has been very favourable, with the exception of a

little mould, which may do some amount of injury to the

quality ; most of the grounds are shining with hops, which are

clear from all diseases, and, from present prospects, the crop

will surpass the most sanguine expectations of the growers a

few weeks ago. Picking will soon commence with the early

sorts and on high grounds, and doubtless the geuial rain which
has fallen this day (Wednesday) tiie hop plantations will be

materially benefited thereby, as, uotwithstandiug the generally

healthy appearance of the hops, rain was much wanted.

—

Sussex Exjjress.

HEREFORDSHIRE AND WORCESTERSHIRE.
Bromyard.—The hops here continue to make progress.

They have turned, generally speaking, into kind hops, although

there is, as is always the case, a ditt'erence in the plantations,

the kind and best cultivated and most congenial land" far

surpassing the cold, late, and ungenial plantations; but upon
botb, should the present weatlier continue, we shall grow a

crop of good hops for each plantation.

—

Bosbury : Every day
makes it more apparent that in the majority of grounds the

hops are only a top crop. They have pushed on rapidly during

the past week. High winds have been prevalent, and the

hops have come out irregularly. Picking will commence in

little more thau a fortnight, and will become general in about

the second week in September. The unpleasant fact will then

reveal itself that the crop has been much over-estimated.

—

FowNiioPE AND Mordieurd : The late cold nights and high

winds have not improved the hops in this district. We do not
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think they will realise our " fond hopes."

—

Felton : The
late high winds have hlown down the poles in exposed
situations ; but upon the whole tlie hops are progressing very

well. In some grounds good crops are likely to be gathered
whilst a considerable extent is light.

—

Holmer : There is

here every prospect of growing an average crop free from
blight and of fine cjuality, yet some of the hop yards are short

of bine, and come out very irregularly. We shall commeuce
picking in about nine days to a fortnight.

—

Kingsi.and : The
hops in this neighbourhood are progressing favourably. Tliere

is every reason to be satisfied witli their growth at present.

—

Ledbury : The hops have had a good week, and are looking

well, and are on all lands come out well into hop. The accounts

are generally in this district most satisfactory.

—

Pembridge :

The burr is fast turning into hop- The tops of the poles are

thickly loaded, but not so many branches as was atone time ex-

pected. Picking must be late this year.

—

Tenbury : Tiie hops

are looking very well, and there is every prospect of a better crop

than we have had for some years in this district.

—

Worcester.
—New lioPS.—The first bale of Bavarian hops of this year's

growth has been purchased by Jlessrs. Percy, Longbottora,

and Faram, hop merchants, Worcester, for Mr. J. W. Crosby,

West Derby Brewery, Liverpool.

—

Hereford Times.

REVIEW OE THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

The moEth of August has proved thoroughly summer- i

like ia its temperature, with occasional storms aud
showers, more especially at the commencement and close,

on the Avhole rather beneficial than otherwise, excepting,

however, the unusually heavy rains that commenced in

London on the 24th, accompanied with much lightning,

which weather we find reached to a wide extent. Those,

therefore, who had made their stacks without thatching

them will, in many cases, find it to their cost, as the con-

dition of such corn will probably not be recovered till

spring. This rain, too, has led to frequent hurrying off

the sheaves in a damp state, which will produce a greater

variety in the condition, which previously was fine. As
we are now in the midst of harvest it is too early to de-

termine the general yield, bnt we have I'eceivod many un-

favourable accounts, resulting in a general disappointment.

Where many expected from the appearance of the stand-

ing corn there would be 4 quarters to the acre the out-

put has proved ouly 2 4-8ths, and some fields of well-

tilled strong land have not exceeded 2 quarters. The in-

jury apparently arose from a general blight at the time of

bloom, not at all suspected. We must, therefore, give up

the hope of an average produce, and when we find the

neighbouring country, France, has suffered still more,

especially in the northern provinces, such extra demands

on the corn-producing countries will prove heavy enough,

we fear, to make it doubtful whether they will be readily

supplied without an important advance on rates before

the gathering of 1874. Had it not been for Imerica

and Australia our stocks this season were so short that

there would probably have been a rise of about 10s., and

as no other countries but these give promise of any extra

quantities, and the crop of rye on the Continent of

Europe is singularly short, the world's produce is likely

to be gradually and wholly absorbed by its wants. In

Paris the advance from the lowest has been 9s. on

wheat and on flour 10s. per sack. Partial (ailures

in Hungary and Russia this year will much reduce their

power of export. Germany is considered to have little

surplus, Spain not much, Italy is decidedly deficient, and

the last reports from California show a rise of 8s., say

from 56s. to G4s. through the French demand, and a be-

lief that the yield has been over-estimated, so that far-

mers have become more reserved in sales. Australia has

still a good store left, which will not fail to come on from

the prices made here, the best having advanced from 60s.

to 66s. per qr., and readily finding good markets, not only

in France, but Belgium and Hollaud, both of which

countries will continue importers. There is, therefore,

no likelihood of a low range of prices through any part

of the season, especially when we add to other considera-

tions the fact that population all over Europe is rapidly

progressing. The following rates were recently quoted

at the several places named : Paris quotes 73s. for white.

70s. for red wheat ; Marseilles, 68s. for Berdianski
;

Bordeaux white, 653. 6d.
;
[Brussels red, 71s. ; Antwerp,

69s. ; Liege, 70s. ; Amsterdam, 66s. to 68s. ; Hambro',

62s. to 70s. ; Zurich, 70s. to 75s. ; Cologne, 59s. to

64s. ; Berlin, 59s. ; Pesth, 62s. ; Danzig, 72s. cost,

freight, and insurance ; Algiers soft, 59s. free on board

;

white at San F\-anciso, 64s. cost, freight, and insurance;

red at Petersburg, 55s.; New York red, No. 1 spring

wheat 49s. per 4801bs. free on board.

Monday being a holiday, we commence with the first

Wednesday as the opening market. The wheat trade

then began on the back of very small English supplies,

but the foreign arrivals were heavy, with a further large

increase for half the week. The weather still being fine,

the attendance was thin ; but the small show of English

kept up its value. With such liberal offers of foreign,

there was not an equal demand, and though granary par-

cels were held at the previous rates, to sell freely ex ship

it was necessary to make some concession iu red qualities.

White sorts, however, were wanted for France at full

prices, and the abolition of special duties on English

shipping caused many cargoes to be sent on. Prices in

the country were generally maintained notwithstanding

the brilliant w'eather, and Liverpool gained Id. to 2d.

per cental during the week. Edinburgh was Is. to 2s. per

qr. dearer, but Glasgow only noted more firmness.

Dublin was dull both for native and foreign qualities,

without quotable change of prices.

The second Monday opened on a very small quantity

of homegrown wheat, but there was an increase on the

former week's heavy arrivals of foreign, more than half

being from America. There was again a very small show
oi' English wheat, chiefly new, of good quality, weighing

622lbs. to 641bs. per bushel, and occasionally more. For

the best 68s. was demanded, but millers generally pre-

ferred waiting for the chances of the next week, as

holders were not inclined to give way. The little old

on show was quite as dear, lied foreign about main-

tained the previous rates, but white sorts, especially

Californiau and Australian, which had been selling rela-

tively cheap, were fully Is. per qr. dtarer, with a good
demand. Cargoes off the coast were held somewhat
higher. Though there were occasional showers this

week through the country, the weather was generally fine

enough for the cutting of wheat, and markets were as yet

too shortly supplied to exceed the ordinary demand

;

prices therefore nowhere gave way, and, indeed, at some

places, as at Stockton and Dorchester, they were Is. to 2s.

higher. Liverpool improved also 3d. to 4d. per cental

on the week, or Is. 3d. to Is. 8d. per qr. At Leith,

values increased 2s. per qr., and Edinburgh Is. to 2s,

Glasgow also was'ls. to Is. 6d. per boll higher. Foreign

wheat at Dublin was held at 6d. to Is. per barrel more

money, but in Irish sorts there was no change.
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Oa the third Monday the English arrivals were again I

small, aud the foreign very abundant. No old wheat was

then exhibited on the Essex and Kentish stands, and very

little new, from the higher prices paid in the country, but

the sales made were at full prices. The foreign trade

was greatly stimulated by the French demand, Is. to 2s.

more being paid on red sorts, and 23. to 3s. on fine

Australian and Californian white. The same improve-

ment was noted on floating cargoes, with much business

done. This week the weather was broken, being wet for

the first three days, and prices were therefore everywhere

maintained, with an advance of Is. paid at Sleaford,

Louth, Gloucester, Norwich, Peterborough, and Wor-

cester, and Is. to 2s. more at Gainsborough, Barnsley,

and Rochester. Liverpool was 5d. dearer for the week.

Glasgow quoted Is. more, but Edinburgh was dull.

Dublin was firm for native wheat, and 6d. per barrel

dearer for foreign.

On the fourth Monday the supply of English wheat

was small, and that from abroad by much the largest,

since harvest, being 105,522 qrs., one-third from Aus-

tralia, and still more from America, with a fair quantity

from Russia. The show on the Essex and Kentish stands

was very limited, and nearly all new of good quality, and

a few sales were made early at great prices for malting,

and still more for seed, 72s. being paid for fine red, but

with such an immense foreign arrival millers were care-

less buyers, and even the previous Monday's rates were

not briskly made. The French demaud kept up the

value of foreign, notwithstanding the unusual supply,

and red sorts were Is. higher than on the previous Monday,
and in some instances fine Australian white also.

The imports into London for four weeks were 9,462 qi's.

English, 246,624 qrs. foreign, against S,5S9 qrs. English,

164,588 qrs. foreign for the same time last year. The
Loudon exports were 11,594 qrs. wheat, 8,407 cvvts.

flour. The London averages commenced at 57s. 5d. and

closed at 58s. 3d. The imports into the kingdom for

the week ending August 16 were 3,829,380 cvvts. wheat,

320,080 cwts. flour, against 3,502,345 cwts. wheat,

272,254 cvvts. flour for the same time last year. The
general averages commenced at 60s. Id., and closed at

60s. 3d.

The supplies of country flour during the month have

been moderate, but there was a large increase of foreign,

chiefly in sacks. With the firmness in wheat rates have

advanced about 2s. per sack, say on the last two Mondays
about Is. each, the best country marks being worth 44s.,

and occasionally more has been obtained, but the final

market was less active than some previous. The best

barrels were worth fully 32s., and anything very extra

was held rather higher. The sack flour of the last week
was chiefly from Adelaide, and very good. There has

been a talk about raising the top price of town-made, but

it was not thought desirable till the wheat trade had

more shaped its course. The London imports in four

weeks were 49,285 sacks English, and 21,543 sacks

48,430 barrels foreign, against 60,805 sacks English, and

18,028 sacks 21,S36 barrels foreign for the same time

last year.

Of maize the supply has been fair, and quite equal to

the demand ; but prices have gained somewhat on the

recent depression, say Is. to Is. 6d. per qr., as in Italy,

through drought, they have risen to 33s., and in Hungary
the crop till lately was threatened from the same cause :

white is worth t31s. to 32s., yellow 28s. to 303. per qr.

This grain being still relatively cheap, we think may yet

incerease iu value. The imports for the month were
61,366 qrs., against 21,326 qrs. m 1872.

Scarcely any English Barley has come to market, and
the little new that has yet appeared has varied in quality,

though a parcel of fine from Reading brought 47s. ; but

enough has not yet come to hand to settle values, which,

for fine qualities, though the crop is well reported, we
think wnll rule high. Grinding foreign, from its scarcity,

has risen Is. per qr. during the month, but the price of

maize is against much advance. The imports into Lon-

don have been 214 qrs. English, 825 qrs. Irish, and

26,924 qrs. foreign, against 225 qrs. English, and 18,094

qrs. foreign for the same period in 1872.

The malt trade has been dull for low sorts through

the month ; but there has been a steady demand for

fine at full rates. The month's exports were 3,740 qrs.

Of foreign oats every week we have had very large sup-

plies ; the first was the heaviest, when values gave way
6d. per qr., but for two successive markets there was an

equal improvement, leaving the gain from 6d. to 9d. for

Russian sorts, and Is. to Is. 6c]. for Dutch Polands.

Sweet Russian 38lbs. are worth 223. 6d., 401bs. 24s. 6d.

to 253., but Polands, from scarcity, are worth from 26s.

to 303. for comparatively light weights. The imports

into London for four weeks were 1,098 qrs. home-

grown, 98 qrs. Irish, 290,954 qrs. foreign, against 439

qrs. English, 203,630 qrs. foreign for the same period in

1872. Our granaries being very empty large imports

will still be wanted of old oats for some time, and any

falliug-otf would send them up again. Our own crop

does not appear above an average, but we never grow

near enough for our consumption.

It has not been the time of year when beans are in

much request, and the short E iglish supplies have so far

just suited the trade, Mazagans and ticks being worth

37s. to 38s., and Egyptian 38s. to 39s., Sicilian 40s.

The imports into London during the month were 1,218

qrs. English, 4,622 qrs. foreign, against 1,270 qrs. Eng-
lish, 7,776 qrs. foreign for the same period in 1873.

This crop is reported by some as the best of the season.

The pea trade, too, has been at its lowest. Some new
maples have appeared of fine qualitj', for which 45s. was
demanded, and duns, of good weight, were worth 37s. to

38s. The quantity, however, of either has not been

enough to settle prices. The yield hitherto is said to be

productive ; we expect moderate prices will set in. Old

white ^lontreal boilers are worth about 40s. per qr.

The imports into London in four weeks were 1,027 qrs.

English and 7,839 qrs. foreign, against 840 qrs. English

and 2,673 qrs. foreign, in 1872.

The linseed supply has been about the same as last

month, but rather less. The trade at this time of year

is at the lowest, and crushers in the North have found

it attended with heavy losses. But the imports for a

long time have been on so limited a scale, that there was
no opportunity to lower rates sufficiently to make busi-

ness safe, as 63s. is still paid for fine seed. The demand
for cake has been limited, and prices too high for cattle

feeding, excepting for on a small scale. The quantity

arrived this month in London, was 37,067 qrs., against

22,003 qrs., 1872.
In cloverseed almost nothing has passed, the only stock

on hand consisting of old foreign, always difficult to sell,

except in lively times. Opinions differ as to the crop on
the ground, but it has always been held that a hot

August is in favour of seed, both as to quality and quan-

tity. With the rain lately fallen more has been doing in

trifolium incarnatnm, at higher rates.

COMPARATIVE AVERAGES.
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DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS.—Deposit Receipts are issued for sums of Money placed upon those Accounts, and Interest is
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By Order of the Directors, WM. McKEWAN, ) Joint General
WHITBREAD TOMSON, S Managers.

IMPORTANT TO FLOCKMASTERS.
f nHOMAS BIGG, Agricultural and Veterinary
I Chemist, by Appointment to his late Royal Highness

The Prince Consort, K.G., Leicester House, Great Dover
Street, Borough, London, begs to call the attention of

Farmers and Graziers to his valuable SHEEP and LAMB
DIPPING COMPOSITION, which requires no Boiling, and
may be used with Warm or Cold Water, for effectually

destroying the Tick, Lice, and all other insects iiijm-ious to

the Flock, preventing the alarmmg attacks of Fly and Shab,
and cleansing and pm-ifying the Skin, thereby greatly im-
proving the Wool, both in ciuantity and quality, and highly
Contributing to the general health of the animal.
Prepared only by Thomas Bigg, Chemist, &c., at his Manu-

factory as above, and sold as lollows, although any other
quantity may be had, if required:

—

1 lb. for 20 sheep, price, jar included £0 3

61b. 30 „ „ „ 3
81b. 40 „ „ , 4
101b. 60 „ „ , 5
20 lb. 100 „ „ (Cask and measure 10
30 lb. 150 „ „ included) 15

401b. 200 „ „ „ 10
501b. 250 „ ., „ 13 6
601b. 300 „ „ 17 6
801b. 400 ,. „ ,, 1 17 6

1001b, 600 „ „ „ 2 5

Should any Flockmaster prefer boiling the Composition, it

will be equally effective.

MOST IMPORTANT CERTIFICATE,
From Mr. Heeepath, the celebrated Analytical Chemist :

—

Bristol Laboratory, Old Park, January 18th, 1861.
Sir,—I have submitted yom- Sheep Dipping Composition to

analysis, and find that the ingredients are well blended, and
the mixture neutral. If it is used according to the directions
given, I feel satisfied, that whUe it effectually destroys vei-miu,
it will not injm-e the hair roots (or "yolk") in the skin, the
fleece, or the carcase. I think it deserves the numerous
testimonials pubhshed. I am. Sir, yours respectfully,

William Hebapaih, Sen., F.C.S., &c., &c..
To Mr. Thomas Bigg Professor of Chemistry.

Leicester House, Great Dover-street, Borough, London.

He would also especially call attention to his SPECIFIC,
or LOTION, for the SCAB or SHAB, which will be found
a certain remedy for eradicating that loathsome and ruinous
disorder in Sheep, and which may be safely used in all
cUmates, and at all seasons of the year, and to all descriptions
of sheep, even ewes in lamb. Price FIVE SHILLINGS per
gallon—sufficient on an average for thu-ty Sheep (according
to the virulence of the disease) ; also in wine quart bottles,

IMPORTANT TESTIMONIAL.
" Scoulton, near Hingham, Norfolk, April 16th, 1855.

" Dear Sir,—In answer to yours ot the 4th inst., which
would have been replied to before this had I been at home, I
have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficacy of
your invaluable ' Specific for the cm'e of Scab in Sheep.' The
600 sheep were all chessed in August last with 84 gallons of
the 'NoN-poisoNOus Specific,' that was so highly recom-
mended at the Lincoln Show, and by their own dresser, the
best attention being paid to the flock oy my shepherd after
dressing according to instructions left ; but notwithstanding
the Scab continued getting worse. Being determined to have
the Scab cured if possible, I wrote to you for a supply of your
Specific, which I received the following day; and although
the weather was most severe in February during the dressing,
your Specific proved itself an invahiable remedy, for in
three weeks the Sheep were quite cm-eil ; and I am happy to
say the young lambs are doing remariiably well at present.
In conclusion, I believe it to be the safest and best remedy
now in use. " I remain, dear Sir,

"For JOHN TINGEY, Esq.,
" To Mr. Thomas Bigg. ' " R. RENNEY.
BS" Flockmasters would be well to beware of such pre-

parations as " Non-poisonous Compositions :" it is only
necessary to appeal to their good common sense and judg-
ment to be thoroughly convinced that no "Non-poisonous"
article can poison or destroy insect vermin, particularly such
as the Tick, Lice, and Scab Parasites—creatures so tenacious

of hfe. Such advei-tised preparations must be wholly useless,

or they are not what they are represented to be.

DIPPING APPARATUS £14, £5, £4,, & £3.
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At the HALP-YBAULY GENERAL MEETING of the

Proprietors, held on THURSDAY, the 7th AUGUST. 1373,

at the City Terminus Hotel, Cannon-street Station, the fol-

lowing Report for the balf-yaar ending the 30th June, 1873,

was read by the Secretary

—

FREDERICK FRANCIS, Esq., in the Chair.

The Directors, in presenting to the Proprietors the Balance-

Sheet of the Bank tor the Half-Year ending the 30th June
last, have ile satisfaction to report that, after paying
interest to customers, and aU charges, allowing for rebate,

and making provision for bad ard doubtful debts, the net

profits amount to £l09,i31 93. 5c". This sum, acidedto £14,936

8s. Lroughii forward from the !ast account, and £541 13s. 4d.

resQrved to meet interest accrued on new shares, produces a
total of £12i,939 10s. 9d. They have declarea the usual

Dividend of 6 per cent., with a bonus of 4 per cent., for the

half-year, free of income-tax, bemg at the rate of 20 per cent,

per annum, which will absorb £1CO,C:0, and leave £4,750 to

meet the interest ascinied on tbe new shares from the respec-

tive (ites of payment to the 30th June last, and £20,189 10s.

9d. to be carried forward to Profit and Loss New Account.
The Shareholders ha%dng at the meeting in August last de-

cided to issue the remainder or the shares created in 1866, the

Directors, in view of the continued increase in the bostness

of the bank, and of the desirabiUty of preserving a proper

relation between its capital and the amount of such business,

will ask the Shareholders to pass the resolution of which
notice has been given, authorising the creation of 15,000 addi-

tional shares, such shares to be issaeil at such times and on
such terms as may be deterrr^ned at some future annual or
half-yearly meeting.
The Directors mil larther propose the second resolution

contained in the notiC3 that »;he bank be registered under the

Companies' Act, 1862, as an unlimited company. This regis-

tration, while it will not afi'ect the principle of unlimited
liabihty of Shareboldeis or involve any alteration in the deed
of settlement of the bank, will have the efibct, imder the
terms of the Act referred to, of limiting the duration of lia-

bihty of Shareholders ceasing to be such to one year, instead
of to t'jree years as at present., and will also give to the bank
the advantages of a coiporate body with a common seal.

If these resolutions be adopted, they wi' t require to be con-
firmed by an extraordinary meeting, which will be callci for

the norpose on Thursday, the 21st inst., of which due notice

vrill be given. This extidordinaiy meeting wi'i .le only of a
formal character, and no other business csn be transacted
at it.

The dividend and bonus together, £2 per share, free

of income tax, will be payable at the Head Office, or Pt any
of the Branches, on or aftsr Mondaj', tbe 18th instaat.

The Directors have to lemind the Propiietors that the
Scrip Certificates should be left for payment of the interest

and for registration five clear days before tbe 39th inst.

BALAJMCE-SHEET of tbe LONDON and COUNTY BANK-
D •. ING CoMPAN i, 30th June, 1873.

To capital £1.200,000
To instalments unpaid 3,120

£1,196,880
To reserve fund e30,000
To instalments unpaid 1,560

To amount due by the Bank
iorcustomer8'..alances,&c. 17,821,279 9

To liabilities on acceptances,
covered by securities 3,114,954 17 6

698,440

Cr.
By cash on hand at Head-

office, and Branches and
with Bink of Englanu .'32,316,642 14

Lf cash placed at ca"" and at
notice, covered by securi-

ties 2,878,601 5
Investments, viz.

:

—.—.
By Government and guaran-
teed stocks 1,647,498 11

By other stocka and securities 109,549 1

By discounted bills, and ad-
vances to customers in
town pud country 12.571,690 14 11

Ty liabi'iti'cs of customers for

drafts accepte i bythe Bank
(aspercontra) 3,114,964 17 6

-£6,196,143 19 S

-1,767,047 12 11

lo profit and loss balance
^iroughtfrooi last account.. 14,936 8

To reserve to meet interest
accrued on new shares 641 13 4

To gross profit for the half-
year, after making provi-
Bion for bad and aoubtful
debts, via 391,766 3 10

-20,936,233 18 3

16,686,646 12 6
By freehold nremises in Lombard Street and
"Nicholas Lane, fteeho'd and leasehold pro-
perty et the .jranches, with fixtures and
fituings 277,037 9 6

By interest p:" id to customers 101,125 11 10

By salaries and all other expenses at head-
office and b pnches, incladmg income-tax
on pioht end salaries 121,787 17 7

£23,138,788 3 6
Dr. Peofit and Loss Accoun: .

To iiterest paid to customers as above £101,125 1110
To expense? 121,787 17 7
To rebate on biUs not due, carried to new
account 69,381 6

To divider do? 6 pe.- cent, ior halfyear 60,000
To bonus of 4 per cent 40,000
To reserve to meet interest accrued on new
shares 4,750

To balance carried forward 20,189 10 9

Cx.
£407,234 6 2

407,234 6 2

£23,138,788 3 5

Bybalarcebrought*brwardfromlastaccoimt £14,936 8
Reserved fi meet interest accrued on new

shares"to 31tt Decern oer Hst 54113 4
E.,' gross piojt for tbe ba'f-year, after making
provision for bad end doubtful debts... 391,756 3 10

£407,234 5 2
We, thei^ ndersigned have exair-'nedthe foregoing balance-

sheet, and have fourd i.he same to be correct.
WM. JARDIi-^E, ")

(Signed) WILLIAM NORMAN, {• Auditors.
RICHARD H. SWAINB, )

London and County Bank, 31st Jy, 1873.

The ioregoing Report having been read by the Secretary,
the To/lowing resolutions were proposed, and unanimously
ado-jted:

?. That the report be received and adopted, and printed
for tbe use o^ the Shareholders.

2. That the capital of this company be increased by tha
creation o." 15,000 shares of £50 each, and that such shares be
issued at such times and on such terms as may be determined
by any future annual or half-yearly general meeting of the
Proprietors of shares in the capital of the company.

3. That this company be registered as an unlimited com-
pany under the provisions of " The Companies Act, 1862,"

and"that the Directors be and they are hereby authorised and
required to do all acts necessary for effecting such registration.

4. That the thanks of this Meeting be given to the Board
of Directors for the able manner in which they have cou-
ducted the affairs of tbe Company.

(S-gned) FREDERICK FRANCIS, Chairman,
The Chairman having quitted the chair, it was proposed,

and unanimously resolved

:

6. That the cordial thanks o.' this Meeting be presented
to Fredeilck Francis, Esq., for his able and courteous conduct
in the Chair. (Signed)

WILLIAM CHAMPION JONES, Deputy Chairman.
(Extracted from tbe Hitrntes.)

(Signed) GEOr.GE GOUGH, Seoretaiy.

LONDON and COUNTY BANKING
COMPANY.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that a D\VrDEND on
the Capital of the Company, at the ra.,e of 6 pe - cent, for

the half-year ending 30th June, 187C, with a EOITUS of

4 per cent., will be PAID to the Proprietors, either ft the
Head Office, 21, Lombard-street, or Pt any of the Com-
pany's Branch B.Anks, on or after MONDAY, the 18tn

instant. Ey order of the Board,
W. McKEWAN. ) Jomt
WHITBREAD TOMSON, i General Manager*.

21, Lombard-street, August 8th, 1873,
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PLATE I.

IVINGTON ROSE;

A IIeuei'okd Cow, the Propekty of Mk. W. B. Peren.

Ivington Rose, bred by Mr. T. Roberts ac Iviuston

]">ury, and calved on August 2Slh, 1864, is by Sir

Thomas (2228), out of Red Rose by Master Butterfly

(13] 3), her dam Moss Rose by Uncle Tom (1108)—
Yellow Rose by Rattler (802)—Wild Rose by Chevalier

(7'J'J).

Sir Thomas, also bred by Mr. Roberts, and calved Ja-

nuary 7th, 1860, was by Sir Benjamin (1387), out of

Lady Ann by Arthur Napoleon (910). At Mr. Mouk-
liouse's sale Sir Thomas made 390 gs., a great price for a

Hereford.

Ivington Rose has had seven living calves

—

Rosebud, calved Oct. 13,1867

Rosette Dec. 23,1868

Thethird Nov. li, 1869

The fourth Sept. 27, 1870

Rosalie Sept. 1,1871

Thesi.Kth Sept. 25, 187^

The seventh Aug. 0,1873

The Rose's first great achievement in public was at the

Wolverhampton Royal show in 1871, where she beat six

very good cows. In the next year she repeated her victory

at Cardiff iu that grand class of sixteen, having just per-

viously won the first prize at the Bath and West of Eng-

land show at Dorchester. In 1873 she again won aj;

Plymouth and Hull, her career closing with a third

triumph in succession at the Royal meetings. Ivington

Rose, in addition to these more brilliant performances,

has taken several local premiums at Yeovil and else.

where, and, iu fact, has never been beateu. As regards

her produce. Rosebud won as a yearling and two-year-old

at Yeovil, since which time she has been kept at home in

the herd. The Rose's next two calves, bull and heifer,

fell victims to the foot-and-mouth disease. Of her fur-

ther produce Rosalie took the reserve number at Ply-

mouth ; while her last, a bull-calf to Lord Lincoln, was

dropped alter her return from Hull. The judges at

Wolverhampton said Ivington Rose was " one of the best

Hereford cows ever seen, but she appeared rather overfed

for breeding purposes ;" and the judges at Cardiff termed

her " a model of beauty, symmetry, substance, thick flesh,

and high breeding ;" while the ofiicial Report in the

Society's Journal states that so fine a class of Hereford

cows as that in which Ivington Rose was first was pro-

bably never known. The old cow's public career closed

at Hull, where she was shown in rather a dilapidated

condition.

PLATE II.

T H E FIRST COURSE.
" Let the tenant have the right to kill the rabbits and

course the hares," and, according to some authorities,

the game difficulty would be got rid of. Although thg

Commons Committee could not venture so far, many

Old Serixs.]

good landlords have adopted this plan ; and it is no

longer a crime to see the Master "pottering" about with

Jasper and Juniper at his old pony's heels, though this

looks to have been a smart single-handed course.

T Vol. LXXIV.—No. 4.
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THE HORSE SHOW AND ITS INFLUENCE.

It is now some years since a protest vvas lodged by an

Old Subscriber against the amount of attention given in

an agricultural journal like The Hark Lane Express to

Horses and Horse Shows. And there can be no doubt but

that for a considerable period we stood very much alone

here ; as those of our contemporaries more immediately

associated with the same rural interests said but little in

their reports of such an ofFshoot, whilst the sporting

Papers strangely passed over a congenial subject which

they are, however, at length taking np. Cattle and im-

plements were the proper things for a farmer to talk

about, and hunting and racing the main points for a horse-

man to look to. In this distribution of duties the horse

himself would seem to have been very much overlooked.

It is true that year by year more thoroughbred stock was

systematically reared for the Turf, but beyond this nobody

cared very much about the matter. Nirarod scarcely

knew how his hunters were supplied, although he proba-

bly might think they came through the farmers ; while

carriage horses no doubt were bred in Yorkshire and hacks

manufactured somehow or other by the dealers. StilU

all this was clearly nobody's business, and the Council o

the Koyal Agricultural Society eventually resolved to

strike the nag premiums off its list, when so very

little good had ever come of them. As ilr.

Miiward put it officially some twenty years since, "great

dissatisfaction was expressed at the ordinary show of

roadsters, and the eshibition of Welsh ponies will not, it

is thought, induce the Society to offer similar prizes in

future;" the steward himself evidently siding with any

such a determination.

The protest, consequently, of our Old Subscriber

would look to have been well warranted ; but we
never quite despaired of more being accomplished

through so ready an agency ; and now the Horse Show
has grown into oue of the most popular amusements of

the country-side. In fact, without the horses some of the

Agricultural Societies could never continue to hold their

ground. At many of the meetings held during the pre-

sent summer or autumn the entries of horses, agricul-

tural, roadsters, and hunters, have frequently exceeded

those of all other kinds of stock, cattle, sheep, and pigs

put together. ^Moreover, the receipts at the gates would
rarely reach to half that they noiv do but for the horses

and the horse-judging. It is suggestive to see how the

other sets of judges are suffered to go about their work
in "peace and quietness;" but we speak with some consi-

derable experience when we say that every decision in the

horse riuK is closely watched and criticised. The Slioit-

horn section is, in truth, no loii'j;er the centre of attrac-

tion
; and when we asked nu implcnieut maker a few

weeks since whether he was bound for a Northern
meeting, his reply was, " What's the nse of my going
there when everybody will run away from us directly the
horses come out?"

-Agricultural meetings, no doubt, have, here and there,

languished somewhat of late, often from keeping too

much to one certain show site or district ; as well as in

the collateral business of field trials and ploughing

matches, where the competition has been by no means so

keen of late. The Northamptonshire travels about the

country in vigorous health, while the Buckinghamshire

and the Derbyshire pine away about home, when a diiy

on the heights at Wycombe might benefit the one, and a

trip to the beauties of Matlock revive the other. The
more decided decadence observable on the ploughing

field may be accounted for by the altered relations

between the employer and the employed, the masters

being not just now so ready to sacrifice a day's work

for a day's outing. Under any circumstances, how-

ever, the Horse Show has done much to keep these

Societies together ; and the question is whether

such a department should be upheld as a legiti-

mate feature in the proceedings ? or, on the

other hand, if it tends to imbue the occasion

with too much of a merely holiday character ? At
Aylesbury, on Tuesday, ^Ir. John Treadwell announced

himself as " a shovvmau," declaring that he had profited

much by his education in this way ; as it is indisputable

that such exhibitions have done everything towards put-

ting farmers on the right road or system for breeding a

buUock, a sheep, or a pig—and we may add for breeding

a horse. Twenty or thirty years back a tenant, unless

his occupation were in Yorkshire or about the Ludlow
country, had no more knowledge of how to set aboi t

breeding a hunter or a smart hack than he had of the

pedigree of an elephant or the belongings of a hyena. The
very Royal Agricultural Society published papers in its

Journal, recommending the -use of mongrel stallions, and
the business, so far as it went, was carried on " anyhow."
A material alteration for the better has since taken plac,

as how this has been accomplished is well shown in tl e

report of the House of Lords' Committee, where ti e

highest possible tribute is paid to the uses of the Horse

-

Show in connexion with an Agricultural Society's open -

tious. This is essentially an age of scarcity. We are

short of beef and mutton, as well as of coal to cook

with ; and in another direction we are short of horso

flesh. The Lords have not done much to solve the

difficulty, as they were too timid to attack the abuses of

the Turf, while most of the recipes proffered, like na-

tional studs and taxes on exporting mares, have been dis-

missed, as they should have been, with a word. In truth,

the only substantial resolution they arrived at was one

grounded on very sound premises. The Horse Show i^

essentially popular, and there is nothing unwholesome
in its iu'flueuce; many a man, indeed, being now content

to exhibit a horse when he otherwise might have run him.

The people, moreover, who contribute to these shows, as

often breed horses for pleasure as profit ; but on either

consideration they are meeting a need which is coming to

be felt, especially by the Government itself. As Lord
Combermere says in his evidence, the public money is

simply wasted over Rcryal racing plates; and, as we have

often said before now, it might be far better applied in

another direction for the purpose originally intended.

I'rciniunis at shows must do much towards encourni'.in;;

the breed of horses; and when we saw the im])oitauLe of

this many years back, we were only living before the

times, as our Old Subscriber must be prepared to admit.
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ANOTHER COMMISSION.
Of course the inevitable result of the receut discussion

over the use and abuse of sewage is the proposal for

another Commission. "We have had every kind of

chemical, engineering, and agricultural inquiry into sewage
irrigation," says Mr. Hope, and then he straightway pi'o-

cceds to move for another. As he himself shows, these

('ommissions and Inquiries so far have accomplished very
little material good :

" I am happy to join Mr. Smee in

denouncing the errors and dangers of the (,'roydon sewage
f.irm. I have heard Mr. Smee, Dr. Lethehy, Mr. Ilawks-

Icy, and many others describe the supersaturation of the

farm, the ponding of the stagnant sewage on the grass,

and therefore the external pollution of the latter. I agree

with all that any one can say in condemnation of such

practices, and I further say that the effluent water from
laud under such conditions cannot be relied upon as puri-

fied, and is not purified, as a matter of fact, except by

accident, and also that the pasturing of cows upon sewage

meadows is unnecessary and uneconomical, even when not

dangerous." And this in the face of the elaborate ex-

position by Mr. Rawliuson of the Committees upon which
he has sat, and the continual citation of this same Croydon
farm in the way of example ! As Mr. Smee pointedly puts

it iu a letter which we have already published, " the fact is

tint during the last month the sewage grounds at Croydon
liave stunk, and are now a disgusting nuisance." Again,

]\lr. Thomas Scott, iu a letter which we give in our

columns, says, " The very name of a sewage farm wafts

its baneful influence over miles of surrounding country,

depreciates the value of property, especially if it has the

slightest residential element in it, and drives population

away. I have visited a good many of the thirty-three

sewage farms iu England, and never came within smelling

distance of any of them without being obliged to hold my
nose with my fingers. In my schoolboy days I remember
when, during an east wind in the month of May, the

fumes of the Edinburgh meadows, two miles off, used to

produce commotion in the town council and consternation

in the city ; and several times within the last thirty

years, when the dread of cholera and other epidemic

diseases prevailed, these meadows, notwithstanding their

great pecuniary value (about £10,000 a year for 500
acres), have barely escaped extinction at the hands of the

public authorities." Or, further, " The 4,000 cows

mainly fed upon sewage grass in Edinbm'gh and Leith,

are the most unhealthy in Europe, so much so that out

of 563 insured by the Agriculturist Cattle Insurance

Company, when it existed, the loss was about 20 per

cent., and the Company consequently refused to continue

the insurance." All this, be it remembered, is written

of those very Edinburgh meadows, of the healthy cha-

racter of which we have heard so much during the last

few weeks. But is there a sewage farm which in its

conduct is not something more or less of a nuisance? as

we ourselves have, like Napoleon, been almost driven

back by " the elements," when walking over ^Ir. Hope's

latest experiment at Romford. In Edinburgh, as is well

known, people who can afford to do so, obtain their supply

of milk from the country, and not from the cows " fed

mainly on sewage grass."

It is very noticeable, notwithstanding the attempt to

turn Mr. Smee's theory into ridicule, that every oue

takes up his charge. Mr. Scott at starting sets this

aside as a merely " hasty accusation," and then says

everything to support it: " Who would elect to consume
%ewage produce in preference to the more naturally

grown ?"—" How can we escape the conviction that every

root and green thing produced by sewage, which is ap-

plied, not to the soil as in the case of solid manures, but

direct to the plants, must taste of its constituent elements,

whatever these may happen to be?"—" Sewage produce

is not palatable to man, nor safe if used exclusively fo>-

the production of milk"—aud so forth. As regards Mr.

Hope and his projected Commission, this turns almost

altogether on the points raised in the first instance by

Mr. Smee: the examination of plants of every kind

grown under varying conditions on a sewage farm—dissec-

tions of animals fed on such produce—examinations of the

produce of allkiudsof a sewage farm—plants,«////",and/?e*//,

and so forth. Mr. Hope adds that " these sort of inquiries

ought to have long since been undertaken ;" and we are

inclined to agree with him as to the absolute necessity for

such a step. But before proceeding further, it may be as

well to say that we have the least possible faith iu

Commissions and Inquiries as hitherto organised, or why
has this important section of the business bceu so straugely

overlooked ? Before another Commission is granted, it

would be well for some straightforward M.P. to ask on

the part of the public, alike with regard to its health and

purse, how much these Commissions have cost the country,

and how much siood has come of them ?

SEWAGE AND MILK.
Sir,—Notwithstanding that sewage produce his re-

covered from the late hasty accusation against it by
Mr. Smee, and escaped the responsibility of having

caused the recent outbreak of typhoid fever in Marylebone,

it is quite clear, from the leading article in the Express of

the 25th ultimo, that you are not disposed to overlook

the dangers and difficulties of sewage-farming. The
"sewage difficulty," as it is called, is now a long story,

though not an old one. It arises out of a boon conferred

upon us by Bramah, some forty years ago, without regard

to ulterior consequences. He created a Fiaukenstein, and

we cannot lay it. Practical processes are condemned by

Science, and scientific solutions have failed of success.

Sewage has consequently become like " nobody's dog
;"

nobody will have it, and no one will put it out of exist-

ence. Hence it keeps running about, to the terror of

many and the benefit of few, or none. If one person

points out where it might safely be housed, another shows a

reason wny it should be expelled. If an individual would

take it for his own personal interest, the public protest that

it would be injurious to theirs ; and if a public body de-

sires to utilize its sewage, it is denied authority, or re-

strained by injunctions. Sanguine and scientific indi-

viduals, utilizing companies, and ingenious engineers,

seem all alike at fault. Then who is to solve the

problem? Common sense and the instinct of the

public have hitherto been ignored, but the time appears

to have arrived when they may expect to obtain a hearing.

Science alleges that, when properly applied, sewage, like

royalty, can do no wrong ; but facts prove that it never

is properly applied, and always does a great deal of

wrong. The very name of a sewage farm wafts its

baneful influence over miles of surrounding country, de-

preciates the value of property, especially if it has the

slightest residential element in it, aud drives population

awhy. I have visited a good many of the 33 sewage

farms in England, and never came within smelling dis-

tance of any of them without being obliged to hold my
nose with my fingers. In my schoolboy days I remember
when, during an east wind in the mouth of ^lay, the

fumes of the Edinburgh meadows, two miles off, used to

produce commotion in the town council and consterna-

tion in the city ; and several times within the last thirty

T 2
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years, when llic dread of cholera and other epidemic

diseases prevailed, these meadows, uotwithstaudiug their

great pecuniary value (about £10,000 a year for 500

acres), have barely escaped extinction at the hands of the

public authorities. If disinfectants and deodorisers were

used, as at Carlisle, these evils might be mitigated ; but

they are incident to sewage irrigation, and seldom absent

from it ; and while they exist sewage farms will ne\"er be

willingly allowed, nor sewage produce knowingly con-

sumed. Who would elect to consume sewage produce

in preference to that more naturally grown ? No one if

they knew it, thus necessitating those who have it to sell,

to dispose of it almost by stealth. Seaweed, farmyard,

and other solid manures have first to decay, and become
incorporated with the soil before they are fit for the food

of plants, and yet they give a perceptible taste to escu-

lents and all other vegetables to which they have been

applied. How, then, can we escape the conviction that

every root and green thing produced by sewage, which is

applied, not to the soil as in the case of solid manures, but

direct to the plants, must taste of its constituent ele-

ments, whatever these may happen to be ? Three things,

then, appear clear : 1st, that sewage cannot inoifeusively

be applied to land, as we know it is always a nuisance
;

2ndly, nor profitably, because we know it has hitherto

entailed serious pecuniary losses upon all who have en-

deavoured to turn it to account ; 3rdly, that sewage pro-

duce is not palatable to man, nor safe if used exclusively

for the production of milk, the most essential food of the

young. The 4,000 cows mainly fed upon sewage grass

in Edinburgh and Leith, are the most unhealthy in

Europe, so much so that out of 563 insured by the Agri-

culturist Cattle Insurance Company, when it existed, the

loss was about 20 per cent., and the Company conse-

quently I'efused to continue the insurance. Every one

knows the effect that food has upon mother's milk,

and consequently upon children, and thai turnips, several

kinds ofherbs and other food given to milch cows, renders

their milk and the butter and cheese made from it imfit

for human food. To say, therefore, that milk from cows
fed exclusively, or even extensivelj% on sewage produce

can be used without danger to the health of the consumers,

is against facts and reason ; and now that the health of the

population has become a subject of national care and

supervision, the use of sewage produce should be restricted

to horses, and rearing and feeding stock, and only allowed to

milch cows in a limited quantity. On the Wimbledon
Park Estate, to abate a nuisance, I ten years ago inter-

cepted the sewage of the town from the lake and applied

it to 20 acres, the produce of which has since been given

with impunity to 100 milch cows along with that from
200 acres of dry land ; and this is about the extent to

which I think, after 20 years' experience, it can be safely

used. Sewage is in a certain sense a national property,

and no one can have any interest in seeing it wasted ; but

to claim for it a high manurial and pecuniary value, and
for its application to land immunity from danger to

health, can only help to lead many to continue the pur-

suit of a " Will o'the Wisp," and cause a continuous loss

of time and money, instead of bringing about a sound and

lasting solution of the sewage question, " What shall we
do with it?" Sewage at the fountain head should be

valued at nil, and when we come to take a more rational

view of its value than at present, we will be content to lay

it quietly to rest—with a profit if possible, without it if

not. This is the rationale of sewage,

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

Thos. C. Scott, Land Agent,

19, KiiKjs Arms Yard, Moorgate-street, E.C.

Just three weeks since, on Monday, August 11th, there

appeared in the columns of our contemporary. Bell's

Weekly Messenger, " an extraordinary and, we had
almost said, humiliating statement" from Mr. Carr, late

of Stackhouse, wherein he explained that he should not

give the second Part by way of introduction to the

coming sale of the New York Mills Shorthorns. The
refusal to do so was in consequence of an agree-

ment between himself and Mr. Campbell, the

proprietor of the herd, whereby Mr. Carr was
to receive 1| per cent, on the proceeds of the

sale, in return for writing two articles, having been can-

celled. As Mr. Carr putsit, " dissatisfaction was given in

certain quarters" on the appearance of the first Part

;

and to this explanation our contemporary—even for its

own sake—did not consider it necessary to add one

single word. Nay ! on the very Monday following, that

is, on Monday, August 18th, Mr. Carr having fairly

washed his hands of so derogatory a business, a

far more outrageous piece of puffing from another

pen finds insertion in the same journal. This is

modestly headed, " The Sale of the Century
!"

a phrase or title which would look to be borrowed
from an auctioneer's note-book ; while this precious

efl'usion ends by " believing them to be second to none in

qualifications to improve the stock of the country." On
the same day, however, we felt it our duty in the cause
of agricultural literature to dwell very emphatically on
this melancholy exposure ; and then, that is by the Mon-
day following, August 25th, our contemporary at last

wakes up to the abases involved in the percentage system
;

or, we ourselves would go further and say to the manifest

THE PUFF DIRECT.
abuse involved in suffering people, under the guise of

honest criticism, to cry up wares in the sale of which
they are more or less directly interested.

Mr. Carr's case having been thus thoroughly well di-

gested. Bell's Messenger at length feels equal to dealing

with it after this fashion :
" When a conscientious man has

painfully expiated by public avowal an act involving misin-

terpretation of honour's law, it may not be easy to mean
natures to resist the opportunity for a blow at him while

his position is indefensible. We prefer leaving to ' Out-
sider' the castigation of Mr. Carr, who has large claims

upon the gratitude of all lovers of Shorthorn cattle, and
upon the forbearance, if necessary, of those members of

the brotherhood who may differ from him in opinion or

perceive in him the tendency of humanity to err. He is

the acknowledged historian and warm supporter of one of

the choicest sections of the Shorthorn race. To all who
know him personally, keen sensitiveness on points of

honour is unquestionably a distinguishing feature of his

character, and his indiscreet bargain, when all is said that

can be justly said against it, was not that of an accredited

representative of the Press, in whom any meddling with
percentage would be an offence most richly meriting the

censure of the compromised institution, and the in-

vocation of public contempt." " The tendency of

humanity"—"the misinterpretation of honour's law"—" painfully expiated"—and so on—all this is rather

tall talk, which does uot amount to much, while

the point is that Mr. Carr " is not the ac-

credited representative " of Bell's Messenger. But we
also have the pleasure of knowing Mr. Carr personally,

and we cannot but think that it is rather hai'd on him to
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Ifililii-ly iliso.vn liliu in tliis waj'. We should tlie rather
be inclined lo think tiiat he had been led into evil from
feeing how often others have set the example and sinned
with impunity. For some time past in certain organs
men have been habitually cucouragcd through the
agency of private letters or " exclusive iuformatiou " from
head- quarters to putf off animals in whose market value
they were concerned, if not at 1^- per cent, paid down, at

least under an incentive which would come very much to

the same thing in the end. As " Outsider" is actually

permitted to say in the last number o'i Bull's Weekly Mes-
xe)i[/rr :

" It is a very important matter—in the increasing

interest in breeding, which the high price of meat insures

—to get trustworthy information about the different

breeds, and to learn which lend themselves the most rea-

<tiiy to the highly artificial treatment which modern
lOaglish farming involves. For the last year or two,
ilmse papers which treat of cattle-breeding at all, //.ave

bciniftill of rather florid acconiits of one particular strain

of blood. Shorthorn information has been interpreted to

mean more or less mysterious revelations of the mutual
interchange among one another by some half-dozen

breeders of specimens of a dispersed herd ; which, un-

iloubtedly, won an honourable distinction for itself in the

'arly days of shows, but which has failed to maintain its

|i;e-emineuce in tliis respect in more recent times; whilst

in the fat stock shows at Ciiristraas it never has been

pre-eminent at all. We have read comparatively little of

the Scotch and Irish breeders, who really have improved
tlie whole cattle throughout wide districts, and caused

the yearly draughts to be of largely increased value per

liead ; but toe have had more than enough of the ivon-

derful prices breeder A has given to breeder Bfor a bull

or heifer of two or three tribes tvhich seem to owe their

attractiveness to the fact that they are in such very few
hands. Is not all this rather a silly way of treating a

highly important pursuit, if the stories so freely circu-

lated were, in themselves, of public interest? or if each

was to be relied on as genuine evidence of an improved
race having been somewhere established or preserved ?

"

This is an important matter, no doubt, if we are to have

trustworthy information instead of florid accounts, and
we commend the passage to such as may have sunk to

so " silly a way" of treating the pursuit of breeding

Shorthorns.

Instead, however, of joining witli us in up-

holding the dignity of the agricultural press, and

freeing it from these transparent abuses. Bell's Weelchj

j][essenger gvies insertion to another letter, most probably

written to order, which runs thus :
" In a leading article

of last Monday's Mark Lane Express the following pas-

s ige occurs :
' It is the fashion with certain of our con-

temporaries to write learnedly of stock sales here in Eng-
land before they take place, but to say very little about

t!iem afterwards. The Mark Lane Express takes a pre-

ciicly contrary course.' That is—to say very little about

sales before they take place, but to write learnedly of

I hem afterwards. Here is a hint for our literary and po-

litical journals. Let them forbear from reviewing a work
II itil its popularity has been fairly tested by circulation of

;ii least one edition ; or the claims of rival candidates for

parliamentary honour until after the election ; or any in-

ternational question until the sword's arbitrament has

ilosed it. Thus, as a follower, not a leader, of public

<ipinion (dealing out equally innocent censure and applause

of past events), the journalist would avoid a labour of

much difficulty and responsibility." It is signillcant here

to notice that the writer stops just in time in his quota-

tion, as he clearly fears to tell his readers what our course

is :
" We allow the advertisement to speak, as it should

do, honestly and openly for itself, and beyond this we do

nothing more by way of prologue than give a list of sales

coming on, where everybody has equal main and chance

We avail ourselves of no special ' intelligence' as to this

magnificent herd or that renowned Hock ; we issue no ex-

hortations as to this unequalled opportunity, or that superb

strain of blood." But, more than this, was there ever such

an example of a man travelling backwards like a crab as the

writer of this letter with his clumsy Latin signature

offers ? Mark his hint to other circles ; as if it had not

been the commonest thing in the world since the time of

Sheridan and The Critic for publishers to send forth ill-

disguised pull's of works they were about to bring out, these

disinterested notices appearing in such Journals as were

weak enough to give them insertion. Again, is there

a staler trick than to put about in current notes and

editorial comments the remarkable merits of any par-

ticular jierson who wishes to get into Parliament?

Why, the hint has manifestly come all the other way ; and

when we gather through " a letter from which we are per-

mitted to make extracts," that Mr. A's big bull " exceeds

his expectations," and that " the other is a good one,"

we are irresistibly reminded of Mr. Puff and his Tragedy

and those dreadful newspapers " which cannot keep a

secret." Or, again, we know what is coming when the

catalogue is quoted to show what " a large and important

sale" jMessrs. Robins and Bobbins will have in a month's

time. As Mr. Crummies says, on reading one of these

very complimentary notices of himself and the Phenome-
non, " Who the deuce is it that writes these things? I

don't." But the point, of course, of Auxilium's letter is,

that such clumsy, glaring, indelicate " sweeteners" as

these lead public opinion ! If so, if public opinion and

breeders of stock can be led away by such coutri-

vances, then the li per cent., whether paid in meal or

malt, is hardly earned. But at best it is miserable

work :

Non tali " anxilio," nee defensorihus ist/s,

of which our contemporary avails himself, can such prac-

tices be maintained; and in its degree even " the sale of

the century" may unwittingly tend to good results.

—

The 3Iark Lane Express.

THE PUFF SYSTEM.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—I wish to support you in the sound and able

view you have taken with regard to the scarcely disguised

puffs which Bell's Messenger week by week indulges in.

You have taken the true view of the per-centage

agreement, which was, as you have pointed out, a great

mistake ; but you have treated in a gentlemanly manuer

both the fall and the recovery. In common with all who

take an interest in the continuance and improvement of

a noble and valuable race of cattle, and who do not

wish to see them injured by a senseless monopoly and by

exaggerated puffing, I beg to thank you for j^our late

excellent articles ; and I am.

Yours very truly,

September Wi. An Old Breeder.

THE CROPS IN THE UNITED STATES.—The Agri-

cultural Bureau of the Department of the Interior has issued

a report, based upon estimates from all parts of the country,

whereby it is shown that the cotton crop of the United States

for the present year will approximate 4,000,000 bales, and the

wheat crop 250,000,000 bushels.
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SHORTHORN "INTELLIGENCE."
There could, of course, be really no defence to offer for

the glaring abuse involved in the puffing of Shorthorns

and Shorthorn sales, a practice which we have recently

felt it a duty to expose ; aud B"lVs Weehly Messenger of

last Monday prudently abandons the attempt in this way:
" We have been honoured with a long notice by The Mark
Lane Express. We fully appreciate the motives of the

writer, and hope we duly estimate the manner in which
that paper is conducted. That we should differ from

S'lch an authority may be our misfortune, or it may not.

As, however, we are not skilled in the use of the weapons
of which our contemporary is a perfect master, we must
decline the passage at arms to which we are invited."

We never invited BeWs Messenger to a passage at arms,

but we the rather had some faint hopes in the outset that

our coutemporary might join with us in denouncing
so unwholesome a business. If, on the other hand,

Helps Messenger has sought to bolster up the system,

this, in its own words, is, no doubt, its " misfortune
;"

as the world has recently come to understand " the man-
ner in which that Paper is conducted," and " the motives

of its writers."

Thrice is he armed who hath his quarrel just.

And we admit the contest has been an unequal one; but

Bell's Messenger does not stop here, or we could

haveaft'orded in very charity to have let the matter drop.

There is, however, given further as the leading paragraph

in that precious " Shorthorn Intelligence" the following,

which, unlijie our contemporary, who picks out a half

sentence or so from an article, we quote in full :
" Al-

though the editor of Bell's Weekly Messenger, having

due regard to the respectability of his journal, declines

controversy with The Mark Lane Express, the writer of

Shorthorn Intelligence cannot permit an inferred aspersion

on his character to pass without the most emphatic de-

nial of its truth. If the coupling of quotations from this

department of the Messenger with a general assertion of

the prevalence of bribery iu.press circles h^is any intended

significance, it is meant to imply a charge which we do

not hesitate to characterise as a malicious falsehood."

When " the writer," as he terms himself, or more pro-

perly " the concocter," of " this department" charges us

with asserting the general prevalence of bribery in

press circles, he is guilty, in his own refined phrase,

not only of a malicious but of a wilful falsehood, as our

animadversions are directed in the clearest pos-

sible terms to such Papers only as countenance
the practices of which the concocter himself

has had so much experience. When, further, in cum-
brous rigmarole he gives his readers to understand that

we charged the concocter with taking a per-centage for his

clumsy puffs, he is guilty of another studied and deliberate

falsehood, as is manifest from the way in which the sentence

is framed. In dwelling on the fact of Bell's Messenger
having at las: become alive to the abuse involved in the

per-centage system, we went on to denounce " the mani-
fest abuse involved in suffering people under the guise of
honest criticism to cry up wares in the sale of which they
were more or less directly interested." As the concocter
asks for it we will put this a little plainer, and state dis-

tinctly that much of the Shorthorn Intelligence is, on the
face of it, furnished by the owners of animals, or forwarded
under the owners' direction, or supplied by auctioneers or
their clerks, all interested in the stock so puffed off to some-
thing more than one and a half per cent. We say,
further, that the concocter of Shorthorn Intelligence had
been thus primed to praise up animals of which he had

actually little or no personal knowledge, as even the very

strains of blood to be written up are frequently furnished
;

and when we have time we will illustrate that which

we mean by extracts from this very remarkable column

of newspaper literature. So far we charge the concocter

with being nothing more than the mere tool of others

looking hard at a per centage from what is published
;

although the thing is so bare-faced that the Shorthorn

fancy must, as old Weller said of the Sisterhood and the

Shepherd, " be a very soft sex to be gammoned by such a

feller as this." The way, morever, in which a man who
has been engaged on such dirty work swaggers oif

reminds one forcibly of "the passage at arms,"

as Bell's Messenger has it, between the Christ

Church-man and the bargee on the banks of the Isis
;

where, when the collier, after using all the coarse

language he could put his tongue to, and still being hope-

lessly worsted, in despair asked his opponent if he

called himself a gentleman? "Of course I do," re-

plied the gownsman. " Well, then, I'm blowed if I

ain't a lord !" said the discomfited cad, as he sheared off,

under all the dignity he could muster.

"THE SA.LE OF TZE CENTURY."
The "Century's Sale," it's a coming, a coming !

There never were cattle one quarter so stunning

;

Read Bell, and you'll see you can't err in extolling

Tiiis herd above those of the two Brothers Coiling.

They're " rare clusters of gems," that's abundantly clear,
" Coastellatioiis wiiich siiine in the West Hemisphere,"
And a thousand things more—oh! dear me, oh ! dear.

We're all going mad, there's much reason to fear.

You know New York Mills—if you don't it's a pity

—

In the State of New York, near to Utica's city.

There born, bred, and raised were these cattle so stunning.

By Sara. Campbell—oh my ! aiut the Campbells a coming !

He's a Scot, a Yankee, and a Senator too
;

Such honours, I ween, are permitted to few
;

And I think, my good friends, you'll with me quite agree,

He's a fortunate man wlio combines all tlie three.

To the Campbell, encircled with this triple crown,
Mr. Carr, for iiis penance, on' morning came down,
When he, oh unhappy ! his services lent,

To describe this famed herd at a trifle per cent.

Yet, though he'd accepted so rashly the brief.

This well-devised scheme ended wholly in grief.

For Carr had a conscience, and, though lie's a brick.

Couldn't lay on tiie butter sutPiciently thick.

And besides that, he couldn't be taught e'en one lesson

In that useful art, the art of suppression
;

A true Briton himself he wouldn't mislead us.

And even gave hints about some non -breeders.

When he found how it was, he kicked over the trace,

Gave up his percentage, aud quitted the place,

And Utica found, as of old, umch too late oh 1

What damage was caused by this latter-day Cato.

But small matter the loss of a hero like Carr,

For 'tvvas said that Achilles would go to the war.

The English Achilles, the champion of Bates,

Whom Kirklevington loves, nor e'eu Warlaby hates.

A thousand guineas, 'twas said by the Press, was the fee,

Which first tempted the chief to sail over the sea

;

At last for five hundred lie settled to wage
The fight at New York in conjunctiou with Page.
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j?iit such aid coulilu't ploaso a soll'-sutisfied iitition,

Wliidi inteiuls, if it c;ui, to " (lo^ all creation ;"

And tlie Yankees declariHl, sec " CliicuKO Stock Jouriiiil,'

IMo Britou should share in tlie dollar eternal.

Now Achilles, they say, sits and sulks in liis tent,

His great heart full of" anger and grim discontent;

Oh ! may some Patroclus bring quickly relief,

And smoothe the sad brow of this much slighted chief.

Britannia declares, and I partly believe lior,

Slio jiaid millions enough to t!ie States at Geneva;
And yet Bell viould wish our American cousins

To start us again with Genevas by dozens.

Oh ! how shall we speak in fit language of those

Who their leaning to error so plainly disclose.

Who on one side can praise, Ijut (luile condemn liim

Who when tempted so nobly resisted the sin ?

Perhaps that was his fault—had he felt no alurms.

No conscience possessed, been alive to no qualms,

Who can doubt how a writer like this would be prriM-d,

Who the standard of Bates quite unscrupulous raiscci ?

Now I've finished my tale, you may see well euougli,

This " Century" is quite the Era of Fnff;

And it's "Sale" would have been just a mere bagatelle.

If it hadn't been jjuJ/u/ io uncommonly well.

Erom T/ie Mark Lane Express.

THE DERBYSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT DERBY.

The case of tliis Society requires immediate attentions

and vigorous treatment, or its present condition may ripen

into a rapid decline. Under crude management and
with limited views, nothing like the most is made of the

capabilities of such a meetiug in such a district ; and
while many other county associatious are still gathering

strength, the Derbyshire in many directions tells of

unmistakable weakness. There was, with the excep-

tion of the entry of Shropshire sheep, scarcely a section of

the show on Wednesday which was up to the average of

that which has been seen here ; the few good animal-

sparsely scattered through some classes fairly placing them
selves—a common difficulty with die judges being to find

anythiug further. Neither the Shorthorns nor the dairy

cittle were as gool as they have beca ; the family parties

fif a bull and three cows being far behind last year's ex-

hibition in this way ; as the milkers were also inferior,

aad some of the more paltiy premiums of two or three

sovereigns could only have been awarded on compunction,

or under the understanding that " it did'nt much signify."

About the best beast, in fact, iu the cattle classes was Mr.
(J.irLwright's red Shorthorn heifer, of great breadth and

good quality, as full of good beef, if rather

lacking style and length to do as well in better

company. Amongst the breeding stock Mr. Walker and

Mr. Tomlinson sent some fairly good thiugs, which were

always in front, as they had in reality but little to meet

or beat. The Shropshires from Mr. Baker's flock at

-Moor Barns may be said to have saved even the sheep

show, large though this was ; for the long-wools and

Leicesters were a rough lot, and some of them, of no

breed in particular, of just the sort not to encourage in

public. There were very few pigs, of very little merit,

as known fanciers did not again care to compete for pre-

miums which extended from one to two sovereigns and no

further. By far the best feature of the show was still

the entry of cart horses, but this is not half so well done

by, either in consideration for the exhibitors or the public,

as it might and should be. There is ample room to map
out a second ring, or even early in the day the one ring

might be shared between the light and the heavy divi-

sions. Instead of this, the agricultural horses are taken

into a narrow avenue or roadway at the side of the

market place, where, as not the slightest attempt is made
to keep the people off, the work is got through with some
difficulty, and not altogether without danger. We have

seen a horse allowed a deal better opportunity to show
himself in a country fair. Young Lofty, lookiug very

IVesh and well, had a long lead of the three other stallions,

the main fault urged against him being that he is "too
handsome for a cart-horse." But he was famously mated
here with Mr. Tomlinson's grey mare, another picture or

very model of her kind, as one of the pair which hit Mr.

Manning so hard on his last visit to Derby, while the foal

now at her foot is by Young Lofty. Another winner of

last year was Mr. Wade's now best two-year-old, quite a

marvel at his age of a weighty, well-grown cart colt,

standing about 17 hands high, and weighing over 18 cwt.

This colt, or rather gelding, has also been winning at

Leicester in a generally commended class, and other

meetings during the summer, with £100 already offered

and refused for him. There were also some other

very creditable entries of young stock—that is to

say, so far as the public or the judges were per-

mitted to see them when out, although even then little

was ever known of what was going on. This was perhaps

more especially the case with the riding horses, where, for

some reason carefully kept to the committee and

stewards, no ribbons were ever handed over under

the direction of the judges until late in the day,

and the public thus debarred from information which

might far better have been imparted at once.

If, however, the stewards are chary of dealing out rib-

bons to others, they by no means decline to deck them-

selves in this way, as they parade the ground with flowing

white favours on their coats, like a lot of bridegroom's

best men at a Love-in-a-Village festival. On the con-

trarv, the judges are allowed no distinctive mark, and

thus it happened, naturally enough, when one of the

judges requested an exhibitor to put his horse over t

hurdles, Mr. Bodcn replied that he had "just been told by

the judges not to do so ;" considering of course that the

three or four officials who were iu the ring with

colours flying were the arbiters over his fate. More-
over, it is the duty of a steward to see the horses sent in-

to, and to keep the public out of the ring, as to interfere

as little as possible with the judges, and the rather to keep

quite clear when the classes are under inspection. With
some of the names we see on the direction, it is strange

that the conduct of the show should continue so raw and

unsatisfactory. Amongst the nags there were a few very

taking horses
;
prominent amongst these being the said

Mr. Bodeu's grey twelve-stone hunter, quite a delightful

horse for style, character, and "manners," as he has

been well educated, having carried the huntsman of the

York and Ainsty when Sir George Wombwell had them.

The winner in the companion class was another taking

horse, a blood-like chesnut, the property of Mr. Radfurd,

if scarcely as well up to the 15st. qualification as Mr.
Clark's useful entry, put second ; and Mr. Lea's best hack,

as clever in action as a hack should be, would have shown
well iu far better compauy. Mr. Wardle's cob, too—what
with his neat head, powerful frame, and free cheerful

walk—was of a deal better stamp than cobs often run to
;

while Mr. Robson, notwithstanding his first, second and

third prizes, was rather out of luck, more particularly
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with his two-year-olJ, the first of his age we ever remeni-

her to have seen ridden into a show ring, c'u'y docked and
tutored up to the manners of a five-year-old. As witli the

cart horses the nags were certainly not v^ithout merit, if

this was too often exceptional. Still there is plenty to go

on with, and if the management will only open its ranks

and extend the field of its operation as well as look to the

better arrangement of the show itself, there can be little

question but the Derbyshire Agricultural Society may see

a better day and take higher ground.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Cattle : Mr. Lynn, Stroxton ; Mr. Denchfield,

Aylesbury. Agricultural Horses : Mr. Manning, Or-
lingbury ; Mr. Kobinson, Manchester. Hunters and
Hacks : Mr. Corbet, London ; Mr. Colton, Newark

;

Mr, Wright, Wanlip. Sheep : Mr. Murray, Elvas-
ton ; Mr. Collingwood, Fulbeck. Pigs : Mr. Lowe,
Comberford; Mr. M. Walker, Stockley. Roots and
Grain : Mr. W. G. Wheeldon, Derby ; Mr. J. Faulkner,
Bretby. Cheese : Mr. Roberts, jun., Leicester ; Mr.
Furniss, Great Longton. Butter : Mr. Barber, Derby.
Implements: Mr. Bullock, Egginton: Mr. Abell, jun.,

Derby ; Mr. James, Thurlston ; Mr. Rowlv, Cherterfield.

CATTLE.
Four cows for dairying purposes, belonging to members

keeping more than 20 cows.—First prize and silver cup, A.
Toralinson, Stensou ; second, W. T. Carrington, Croxden
Abbey ; third, Mr. Ilodgkiuson, Allestree.

Cup, value £b, to tlie exhibitor of the best animal in fliis

class.—Prize, T. Carrington.

Two cows for dairying purposes, belonging to members not
keeping more than 20 cows.—First prize, E. Vale, Rose Hil.'

;

second, £. Vale ; third, E. Vale.

Shorthhorned cow having had a living calf.—First prize,

G. M. Dixon, Bradley Hall ; second, A. Toralinson ; third, A.
Toralinson.

Pair of lieifers under three years old.—First prize, G. M.
Dixon ; second, R. Sale, Winshill ; third, R. Sale.

Pair of in-calf heifers, belonging to a tenant-farmer dairying
not less than 12 cows.—First prize, A. Tomlinson ; second,
A. Tomlmsop ; tliitd, \V. Ryley, Boultou.

Pair of stirks, in milk, not exceeding two years and eight
months old, belonging to members not keeping less than 12
cows.—First prize, M. Walker, Stockley Park ; second, not
awarded.

Pair of stirks under two years old, most adapted for dairy
purposes, belonging to a tenant-.farmer.—First prize, C. Plac-
kett. Dale Abbey ; second, J. Hellaby, Twyford!

Pair of stirks, under two years old, most adapted for dairy
purposes, belonging to members not keeping less than 12
cows.—First prize, A. Tomlinson ; second, R. Radford, Astou-
on-Trent.

Two rearing cow-calves, bred by the exhibitor since 1st
January, 1873.—First prize, S. Robsou, Melbourne ; second
M. Walker, Stockley Park.

Shorthorned bull, three years old and upwards.— First
prize, E. Canner, Stanley Grange ; second, J. Hodgkinsou •

third, W. Hollingworth, Stanton-by-Dale.
Shorthorned bull, two years old and not exceeding three

years.—First prize, J. J. Smitli, Barton Blount ; second, Mrs.
Packman, Tupton Hall ; third, J. Rose, The Ash.

Yearling (or not exceeding two years old) bull of the pure
Shorthorn breed, most suitable for breeding purposes, and
which shall be, and has been, the property of the exhibitor
six months previous to the day of exhibition (a silver cup
value £5, in addition to the first prize in this class).— Rrst
prize, J. Rose ; second, A. M. Mundy, Shipley HalL

Bull-calf not exceeding twelve montlis old.—First prize
W. Tomlinson, Bradley Pastures; second, W. Barron and
Son, Borrowash.

Bull and three females of any age, the property of one
memDer.—First prize, A. Tomlinson ; second, J. W. Faux
Coleorton. Commended : M. Walker.

'

eat stock.
Fat ox or steer of any breed.—First prize, W. T Cox

Spondou ; second, W. T. Cox.
'

'

Fat heifer or cow of any breed.—First prize, F. Cartwright

W^T Cox
'''°'"'' "' "• ^^^'''^°^' ^''="'°" Solney

;
tliird,

A silver cup, value £5, awarded to the exhibitor of the Ijp; t

nimal in the two preceding classes.—F. Cartwri^ht.

extra stock.

Commended : G, Hunt, Rose Hill.

HORSES.
Stallion, for agricultural purposes, two years old and vv-

wards, that has travelled at least two days a week within

the limits of the Society this season.—First prize, T. Tag^',

Newhall (Young Lofty) ; second, B. W. CoUingood, Oversi - I

(Robin Hood). Highly commended : J. Shaw, Yoxall (Young
Champion). ,

Brood mare and foal, for agricultural purposes.—First priz",

A. Toralinson, Stenson ; second, H. Thompson, Cbilwcll
;

third, R. Hall, Borough Fields. Commended : F. Tomlint oi',

Southwood.
Two years old gelding, for agricultural purposes.—Firt

prize, S. Wade, Mickleover ; second, J. Spalton, Mammertun.
Highly commended: W. T. Cox, Spondon.

Two years old filly, for agricultural purposes.—First prize,

F. Tomlinson ; second, H. Strettou, Wychnor. Highly com-
mended: J. Newbold, Stanton.

One year old gelding, for agricultural purposes.—Firvt

prize, E. G. James, Tliulston Hall ; second, S. Wade. Com-
mended : Mr. Chambers, Hemmington ; J. Vickers, Willing-

ton.

One year old filly, for agricultural purposes.—First priz'-,

Mrs. M. Tatara, Little Eaton ; second, T. Orme, Foston.

Highly commended : J. Thompson, Melbourne.
Pair of horses, for agricultural purposes.—First prize, N.

Hollingworth, Dale Abbey, second, J. llcUaby, Twyfonl
;

third, \V. Porter, Breadsall. Highly commended: T. Loi-

ter, Locko Park. Commended : T. WingfiehJ, Dale Abbey.
Horse, gelding, or lilly, for agricultural purposes, entiie

horses not included.—Extra special prize of 10 gs., S. Wad'-.

Brood mare, lest fitted for hreediug hunters and hacks, wiih

foal at her foot.—First prize, J. Hanson, Barrow ; second, 1 '.

Shaw, Cropper. Commended : W. Abell, Derby.

Hack above four years.—Prize, J. Lee, Sudbury. Highly
commended ; W. D. Salt, Willington.

Harness liorse above four years.—Prize, G. Rossell, V.S.,

Sandiacre. Commended : W. R. Dick, Ticknall.

Gelding or filly, of the value of £oO, not thorough-bred,

above three and under four years old.—First prize, S. Robsdii,

Melbourne ; second. Rev. G. Kingdon, Spondon. Highly
commended: J.Thomson.

Two',years old, for hunting purposes.—First prize, C. Smitli,

Kirk Langley ; second, S. Robson.
Cob, not exceeding 14; hands.—First prize, W. R. Wardh-,

Weston Underwood ; second, T. H. Smith, Barrow Hill Lodge,
Commended : Captain Parry, Derby.

HUNTERS.
Hunter, four years old and upwards, equal to 15 stone.

—

Silver Cup, T. S. Radford, Church Broughton; second, G. D.
A. Clark ; third, S. Robson.

Hunter, four years old and upwards, equal to 12 stone.

—

Silver Cup, H. Boden ; second, J. Hanson, Burrows ; third,

R. Marbrow, llepton.

SHEEP.
LONG-wools.

Five breeding ewes, having had lambs in 1873, and suckled

them up to the 1st of June.—First prize, M. Scorer, Scar-

cliffe ; second, R. Johnson, Kirk Ireton ; third, J. Peggp,
Littleover. Highly commended : E. Grattidge, Potlock
Farm.

Five thcaves.—First prize, M. Scorer; second, A. Bryer,
Quarndon ; third, W. Newbold, Milton. Highly commendid:
R. Johnson.

Five ewe lambs.—First prize, A. Bryer ; second, W. Prest-

bury, Chaddesden,
Ram of any age above a shearhng, bona fide the prop'rty

of tlie exhibitor at the time of entry.—F'irst and second prizes,

R, Johnson ; third withheld.

Shearling ram, bona fide the properly of the exhibitor at

the time of entry.—First prize, R. Johnson; second and third,

R. Lee, Kniveton. The class commended.
Ram lamb.—First prize, M. Scorer ; second, R. Lee. Highly

commended : M. Scorer.

SHORT-WOOLS.
Five breeding ewes, having had lambs in 1873, and suckled

them up to the 1st of June.—First and second prizes, W.
Baker, Moor Barns ; third, C, Smith.
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¥\\p Ihrnvps.—First and sceoml prizes, W. B.iker ; tliirii,

C. Siiiitli.

Five ewe lambs.—First prize, ('. Sinitli ; sccoiul, W.
Baker.

Ram of any age above a shearling, bona fiJe the property
of tiie exhibitor at the time of entry.—First prize, W. Baker;
second and tliird, withheld for want of merit.

Shearling ram, bona, fide the property of the exhibitor at

the time ot entry.—First prize, W. Baker ; second, C. Smith;
third, F. W. Smith.
Ram lamb.— First and second prizes, C. Smith. Highly

commended : W. Baker.
Pen of five fat wethers, of any breed, not exceeding twenty-

two months old.—Prize, W. Newbold.
EXTRA STOCK.

Two-shear long-wool sheep.—Commended : S. W.iyne,
Biggin.

riGS.
LARGE BREED.

Boar of any age best adapted for general nse.—First prize,

A. Bryer ; second, W. Johnson, Shuckton.
Sow of any age.—First prize, F. Toralinson ; second, J.

Wood, Spondon.
SMALL BREED.

Boar of any age best adapted for general use.—F'irst and
second prizes, F. W. Meynell, Coxbench Flail.

Sow of any age.—First prize, F". W. Meynell ; second, \V.

Johnson.
Three breeding pigs of one litter, not exceeding seven

months old.—Prize, L. E. Mann, Flazlebrow.

Pig, the property of an agricnltnrul labourer.—F'irst prize,

J. Wass, Allestree ; second, T. Booth, Thulston.

EXTRA STOCK.
Highly commended : JM. Walker, Stockley I'ark ; J. Huistl,

Duflield.

ROOTS.
Collection of long and globe mangolds, swede and common

turnips and cabbage, six specimens of each sort to be ex-

hibited.—i'irst prize, W. T. Carrington, Croxden Abbey
;

second, J. Greatorex, Stretton.

GROWING CROPS.
Swede turnips, to consist of not less than three acres.

—

Pirst prize, J. B. Smith, Weston ; second, W. T. Carrington,

Croxden Abbey.
Mangold wurtzel, to consist of not less than two acres.

—

F'irst prize, J. B. Smith, Weston; second, J. U. Smith,

Alvaston.

Cabbage, to consist of not less than two acres.—Firtt

prize, W. ilollingwortli, Jan., Grove Farm ; second, R. Rad-
ford, Aston-on-Trent.

CHEESE.
Ciieese of not less than 1 cwt., made by exhibitor in 187"

To the dairy servant who made the first prize cheese, £1 10s.

;

dairy sTvant who made second prize cheese, £1 ; dairy servant,

who made third prize cheese, 10s.—First prize, J. Brook-*,

Brailsford (dairy servant, C. Brooks) ; second, T. Hancock,
l>alB Abbey (dairy servant, Letty Hancock) ; third, S. Ikirch-

nail, Catton (dairy servant, Elizabetli Wint).

Cheese, of not less than 1 cwt., mads by the exhibitor in

1873, to he competed for only by those persons who, being

members of the Derbyshire Agricultural Society, shall not
have made any cheese on the Sunday after the lolh June,
1873. £1 to the dairymaid who made the cheese.—No
award.

BUTTER.
Milk butter (not less than six pounds), made by the ex

hibitor.—First prize, A. M. Mundy, Shipley Hall; second, S
Woodward, Truslcy.

Milk butter (not less than six pounds), made by the
daughter of a member.—First prize, J. Greatorex, Stretton

;

second, T. Hancock, Dale Abbey.

WOOL.
Three fleeces of long wool.—Prize, R. Johnson, Kirk

Ireton.

Tbree fleeces of short wool—Prize, J. Rose, The Ash.

GRAIN.
Samples of grain to be three bushels, and to represent a

bulk ot not less than ten quarters, to be subject to the in-

spection of the judges.—F'irst prize, J. Greatorex, Stietton
;

second, J. Thomson, Wilson Hall.

White wheat.—First prize, J. Greatorex ; second, A. Gret-

toni Stretton.

Barley.—First prize, J. Greatorex ; second, J. Thomson.
Oats.—First prize, J. Greatorex ; second, J. Thomson.

SMITHS.
Shoeing smith.—First prize, J. Wood, Ripley ; second, S.

Palfrey, Derby ; third, T, Thompson, Kedleston.

IMPLEMENTS.
Selection of implements for agricultural purposes.—First

prize, Haywood and Co. ; second, Ratcliffe and Co.
Silver medals to the exhibitors of the most useful and novel

agricultural implements.—Haywood and Co.

THE ROYAL AND CENTRAL BUCKS AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

MEETING AT AYLESBURY.

The entries showed a falling off, and the stock was not

very numerous. Mr. Mumford's bull, Caballer, in ad-

dition to the first prize in his class, was awarded the

silver cup as the best specimen of horned stock in the

show-yard, and the Chilton cattle had it very much their

own way in other classes. As is usually the case here,

the best class was that for collections of cows, with Mr.
Denchfield's capital herd still at the head of it. Mr.
Senior's heifer, Lady Edith, which took the cup in the

fat cattle class, although three years and live months old,

was rather small, but very neat. The sheep again were

not numerous. Mr. Wallis exhibited two Royal winners,

but Mr. J. Treadwell, although he had let his Royal

winners for the season, was still able to bring into the

show-yard two others, which forced ilr. Wallis into the

second place. Mr. Treadwell also took the cups for store

lambs and fat ewes. With pigs Messrs. Wheeler com-

peted largely, and took several prizes, while Mr. R.

Fowler, of Broughton, won with Berkshire sows, and

Mr. J. Biggs, of Cublingtou, with fat pigs. The cart

borses were good. For mares of over three years Mr.
W. Flowers was first with one which had previously

taken a prize as a two-year-old, and was here also awarded

the cup for the best horse or mare for agricultural pur-

poses on the ground. For the prize of £21 for the

best hunter there were twelve entries, and amongst the

best were those shown by Mr. H. Finch, Mr. J. Pettit,

Mrs. White, and Lord Norreys. Baron Rothschild's cup
for the best yearling nag colt was taken by Lord
Norreys ; but the competition in this class should be
confined to colts bred by farmers. The exhibition

of butter also showed a diminution in the number of

entries, and the first prize was again awarded to Mr.
Matthews, of Common Leys, Waddesdon, who has now
carried off the chief prize for several years. The show of

roots was not large. For the root crop prizes there were
nine competitors ; and Sir Anthony de Rothschild's cup
for the best ten acres of any variety of roots was won by
Mr. James Procter ; and the cup given by Mr. S. G.
Smith, JI.P., for the best six acres of swedes was awarded
to Mr. R. i""owler. Amongst the other exhibitors of

machinery, were Edgingtou and Co., of Old Kent- road,

London, who had on view a garden tent, with samples of

rick-cloths, tarpaulins, artificial manures, and Hope's
cattle food ; Sutton and Sons, of Reading, who showed
specimens of green kohl-rabi ; and Goldsmith, of

Aylesbury, an exhibition of a great variety of agri-

cultural implements. There was altogether a certain
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sameness and tamencss about the sliow, as no question the

Association would be all the better for an occasional

change of air.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.

—

Ploughing and Pigs: C. Hedges, Eaton Bray;

N. Stilfjoe, Arfderbury. HoRS-ES : J. Manning, Orling-

bury ; J. K. Elliott, Heathencote. Stock : C. Howard,
Biddenham ; Mr. Newton, Campsfield. Sheep : R. J.

Bryan, South Leigh; S. SmitJi, DedJington. Butter:
H. Pybus, Jan., Metropolitan Meat Market, London. Root
Crops : E. Ereeraau, Chilton ; E. Drenchfield, Burston.

Roots in tlie Showyard : T. W. Morris, Bedgrove ; C.

Elliott, Hulcott.

HORSES.

Geldings, three years old and upwards.—First prize, a silver

cap or piece of plate, value £5 5s., J. P. Terry, Putlowes

;

second, £2, J. Seamous, Hulcott. Reserved : J. P . Terry.

Geldings, under three years.—First prize, a silver eup or

piece of plate, value £5 5s., W. and J. Rose, Ey'hrope ; second,

E. Terry, Bnekingham-road, Aylesbury. Reserved: W.B.Clark,
Uppings, Weedon.

Mares, over three years old.—First prize, a silver cup or

piece of plate, value £5 5s., and eup for the best horse or mare

for agricultural purposes in the yard, W. Flowers, Beachendon,

Stone; second, £3, J. and E. Denchfield, Burston. Com-
mended : E. Terry.

Mare and foal. The foal to be dropped in 1873.—First

prize, a silver cup or piece of plate, value £5 5s., J. and E.

Denchfield ; second, £3, W. Flowers. Reserved: J. and E.
Denchfield.

Mares, under three years old.—First prize, a silver cup or

piece of plate, value £5 5s., and second, £2, J. P. Terry.

Yearling cart colt or filly.—First prize, a silver cup, value

£10 10s., W. R. Rowland, Creslow ; second, £2, W. Flowers.

Horses or mares, for hunting purposes.—First prize, a silver

cup or piece of plate, value £7 Ts., Lord Norreys, Tetsworth
;

second, £3 3s., G. A. Lepper, Aylesbury.

Nag geldiugs or mares.—First prize, £5 5s., Lord Norreys
;

second, £2, T. G. Richardson, Ellesborough.

Hunter (horse or mare).—First prize, a silver cup or piece

of plate, value £21, J. Pettit, Leighton Buzzard ; second, £5,
5s., Mary White, Pollicott.

Sucking colt or filly.—Prize, a silver cup, value £10 10s
.T. James, Haltou. Highly commended : ¥. Roberts, Holborn
Hill, Whitchurch. Commended: J. Elliott, Wendover Dean.
Yearling nag colt.—A silver cup. Lord Norreys.

CATTLE.

Bulls any breed, two years old and upwards.—First prize,

a silver cup or piece of plate, value £5 5s., and silver cup,

value £5 5s., J. A. Mumford, Chilton (Caballer) ; secoud, £3,
J. A. Mumford (Notley).

Bulls, under two years old.—First prize, a silver cup or

piece of plate, value £5 5s., J. A. Mumford (Northfleet);

second, £2, G. Underwood, Little Gaddesden. Commended :

T. Kiugsley, Boarscral't.

Cows, in milk or in calf—First prize, a silver eup or piece

of plate, value £5 5s., J. A. Mumford; second, £2, T. L.
Seuir (Moss Rose). Commended : J. K. Fowler and T.
Kingsley.

Three cows in milk or in calf.—First prize, a silver cup or
piece of plate, value £10 10s., J. and E. Denchfield, Burston

;

second, a silver cup or piece of ^late, value £5 5s., J. A.
MuniCurd. Commended : T. Kingsley and J. and E. Dench-
field.

Heifers in milk or iu-calf, under three and over two years
old.—First prize, a silver cup or piece of plate, value £5 5s.,

and second, £2, W. Boddington, Cuddington.

Heifers in pairs, under two years old.—First prize, a silver

cup or piece of plate, value £5 5s., G. Underwood (Grand
Tulip and Queen of the Roses) ; second, £2, J. A. Mumford
(Chilton Queen and Edith Emily).

Fat cows.—First prize, a silver cup or jiiece of |date, value
£5 5s., T. L. Senior, Brougi\ton (Lady Editli) ; second, £3, T.
Kingsley.

Fat oxen of any breed.—First prize, a silver cup or piece of

plate, value £5 5s, and silver cup or piece of plate, value

£10 10s., for the best horned animal in the yard, Ijeing the

property of a tenant fanner within twelve miles of Aylesbury,

T. L. Senior (Devon); second, £2, T. L. Senior (Shorthorn).

Commeniled : Sir A. de Rothschild, Bart., Aston Clinton.

SHEEP.

Rams of any breed.—First prize, a silver cup or piece of

plate, value £5 5s., J. Treadw ell, Winchendon : second, £3,

J. Treadwell. Highly commended : G. Wallis, Old Shifford,

Bampton, near Farringdon.

Five store ewe lamlH, for brcediu'i purposes.—First prize, a

silver cup or piece of plate, value £5 5s., J. and £. Denchfield,

Burston; second, £3, J. Treadwell. Highly commended ; J.

K. Fowler, Aylesbury. Commended ; T. L, Senior, Brough-
ton.

Five fat ewes, of any breed or age.—First prize, a silver

cup or piece of plate, value £5 6s., J. Treadwell, Upper Win-
chendon ; secoud, £3, R. Fowler, Broughton.

Five fat shearlings.—First prize, a silver cup or piece of

plate, value £5 5s., and another cup of the same value for the

best pen of sheep in the yard, also a gold pencil case, value

£3, to the oviner of the bsst pen of fat sheep, N. Stilgoe,

Adderbury Grounds ; second, £3, Z. W. Stilgoe, Adderbury
Grounds. Reserved : Z. W. Stilgoe.

Five ewes of any breed, intended for breeding purposes.

—

First prize, a silver cup or piece of plate, value £5 5s., Z. W.
Stilgoe ; second, £3, N. Stilgoe. Reserved : J. and E. Dench-
field, Burston.

i'ive theaves of any breed, inteuted for breeding purposes.

—First prize, a silver cup or piece of plate, value £5 os., E.

Freeman, Chilton ; second, £3, R. Fowler, Broughtou.

PIGS.

Boars of any breed.— First prize, £3 3s., J. Wheeler and
Sons, Long Compton, Sliiptou-on-Stour ; second, £3, Wheeler
and Sons.

Berkshire sows, either iu pig or with litter.—First prize, a

silver cup or piece of plate, value £5 5s., R. Fowler, Brough-
ton ; second, £3, J. Bijjgs. Highly commended : R. Fowler.

Reserved : J. Treadwell.

Sows of any other breed.—First prize, £Z 3s., J. Wheeler
and Sons ; second, £2, J. Wheeler and Sons. Highly com-
mended : J. Wheeler and Sons.

Tiiree fat pigs.—First prize, £3 3s., J. Biggs, Cublington
;

secoud, £2, J. Bigg:!.

BUTTER.

Twelve pounds of butter in 21b. lumps.—First prize, a piece

of plate value £3 33., T. Matthews, Waddesdon—dairymaid

£1-; second, £3 2s., E. Freeman, Chilton Highly com-
mended: J. F.Perkins, Chilton. Commended: T.W.Morris,
Bedgrove.

ROOTS.

Crop of not less than 10 acres, consisting of mangold wurt-

zels, swedes, and any other variety of roots ; the whole of the

roots on the farm to be taken into consideration (for tenant-

farmers only within 12 miles of Aylesbury).—I'rize, a silver

cup, value £10 10s., J. Procter, Ivinghoe Aston. Highly
commended : J. P. Parrott, W eston Turville.

Swedes—crop of not less than six acres—the whole of the

swedes on the larm to be takeu into consideration (for tenant-

farmers only within twelve miles of Aylesbury).—Prize, a

silver cup or piece of plate, value £10 10s., R. Fowler,

Broughton.

Collection of not less than four kinds, twelve roots each, to

include Sutton's new Golden Tankard Yellow Fleshed Mangold
;

all the roots to be grown from seed supplied by Messrs. Sutton

and Sous.—Prize, a silver cup, value £5 5s., J. Treadwell,

Winchendon. Highly commended : The Marquis of Ailesbury,

Savernake Forest, Marlborough.

Twenty-five mangolds, taken from a piece of not less than
two acres.—First prize, £3, the Marquis of Ailesbury, Saver-

nake Forest, Marlborough ; second, £1, E. M. M. Lucas,

Rowsham.
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NORTHAMPTONSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETINCx AT KETTERING.

The show of horses was unusually large, huuters and

ridiuac horses beinu; exceedingly well represented ; headed

by jMr. J. GoodiilV's famous Mac^Iahou, who took

the first prize iu his class, and thus " righted" the Iluut-

ingdon decision ; as did the bay cart liUy belonging to

Mr. Purser, of Wellington, uear 13edford, which carried off

the first prize iu her class, in correction of the Leicester

mistake ; while Mr. R. Wood's two-year-old cart

gelding, which was first in his class, was also suc-

cessful at the Huntingdon show. Mr. J. H. Vergette's

cart filly, which took a prize at Peterborough last year,

was agaiu successful in carrying off a first prize ; and his

two-year-old cart filly, which took the first prize in her

class, was also first at Huntingdon, and at Peterborough in

July. Several other horses which were awarded prizes

were animals that had won ribbons at other shows. In

the cattle department there was a collection of really good

animals, particularly of fat stock. Class 1 was a capital

show, Mr. Wortley carried off the all-England prize with

a roan ox, four years old, bred by Mr. Tidy, of Middle-

ton, beating Sir W. de Capell Brooke's Shorthorn, which

won the first prize at the Smithfield Show last year ; and

the Bii'mingham prize ox, then shown by Mr. Wortley

himself, but there sold to Mr. Senior for 100 gs. The
Marquis of Exeter's prize bull Telemachus added anolher

wreath to the laurels he had already won ; and Telemachus

2nd was also a winner. A first prize in class 8 was given

to a bull-calf belonging to Mr. Savill, of Ingthorpe, Lady
Pigot being second, and the Marquis of Exeter's

Telemachus 6th third ; very good company for a compara-

tively fresh exhibitor. There was an exceedingly good

show of slieep, Mr. J. Byron, Mr. K. Wright, of Nocton

Heath, Mr. Trcadwell, Mr. Street, and Mr. Harris

being among the successful exhibitors ; while with

pigs, Mr. Duckering, of Northorpe, was the principal

prize-taker. In the implement department silver

medals were awarded to the following : Ashby, Jeffery,

and Luke, Stamford, for a chaffcutting machine with

lever motion ; Barford, Northampton, for a sack

shooter and elevator', and a second medal for a

Perkins's patent straw elevator ; Ball and Son, Roth-

well, for a collection of ploughs and waggons, a

second medal for a market cart, and a third medal for an

improved break to a waggon ; Lewis and Son, Kettering,

for Hughes' patent corn lifter, and a second medal for a

dressing machine with elevator attached ;
Mobbs, Snow,

and Wood, Northampton, for Baker's, of Hargrave, steer-

age horse-hoe, a second medal for a corn elevator, and a

third medal for Howard's International drag harrow

;

Roberts, Stony Stratford, for a straw elevator ; and Smith,

Kettering, for a collection of horse-hoes and a turnip thin-

ner. Burtt, Kettering, exhibited a collection of grass

seeds, and the Market Harborough Bone Manure Com-
pany a selection of mangolds.

PRIZE TIST
JUDGES.—Cattle : C. Howard, Biddenham ; W. Allatt,

Dogsthorpe, Peterborough ; J. Robinson, Clifton Pastures ;

R. Britten, Ahington ; H. Shepheard, Pattishall. Nag
Horses : H. Thurnall, Royston ; H. D. Bolton, Putnoe

;

S. Wallis, Barton Seagrave ; F. J. Berry, Stauion. Cart
HoRSE.s : G. PuUard, Thorney, Peterborough ; S. Fyson,

Warboys; W. Thompson, jun., Colchester; C. Barge,

Weedon ; W. H. Wykes, Brington. Sheep and Pigs : T.

Caswell, Pointon, Falkingham ; L. Wiilraore, Newarke ;

R. Burdett, Pytchley ; T. Pulver, Broughton ; P. Pliipps,

Collingtree. Butter : J. Hudson, Ludgate Hill, London
;

R. Wood, Clapton. Implements : E. Wortley, Ridling-

tou ; W. 11. Potterton, Boughton, Northampton ; G. King,
East tiaddoD.

CATTLE.
FAT STOCK.

Oxen, exeeediug three years and three months old on the

1st December next (open to all England).— First prize, £11),

and extra prize of £5 for the best beast iu classes 1 and 2, E.

Worlley, Ridlingtou, Uppingham ; second, £5, Sir \^^ de

Capell Brooke, Bart., Geddington Grange, Kettering. Highly
commended : Lord Spencer, Althorp. Commended : T. L.

Senior, Broughton.
Steers, not exceeding three years and three months old

(open to all England).—First prize, £10, G. Sowerby, Put-

teridge Park, Beds ; second, £b, J. N. Beasley, Pitsford Hall,

Northampton.
Cows of any age (open to all England).—First prize, £10,

W. Bradburn, Wednesfleld, Wolverhampton ; second, £5,
Oriel Viveash, Berwick Bassett, Swindon.

Heifers, not exceeding four years old (open to all England).

— First prize, £10, and £5 cup for the best fat beast in classes

3 and 4, T. L. Senior, Broughton House, Aylesbury ; second,

£b, J. J. Sharp, Broughton, Kettering.

breeding stock.
Bulls of any age (open to all England).—First prize, £10,

the Marquis of Exeter, Burghley Park, Stamford (Telema-

chus) ; second, £5, J. A. Mumford, Brill House, Thame, Oxoii

(CabaUa).

Bulls, above two years old.—First prize, £10, R. Wood,
Clapton, Thrapstou (Lord Aberdeen) ; second, £5, H- Sanders,

Brampton Aill (Grand Duke 2ud).

Bulls, above one and under two years.—First prize, £10,
the Marquis of Exeter (Telemachus 2nd) ; second, £5, T. 11.

Bland, Dingley Grange, Market Harborough.
Bull calves, above six and under twelve months old.— Fir^t

prize, £10, and extra prize of £.5 for the best beast in either

the breeding or store stock classes, G. Savill, lugthorpr,

Stamford ; second, £5, Lady Pigot, Branches Park, New-
market.

Cows in milk or in calf.—First prize, £7, J. J. Sharp ; se-

cond, £3, J. J. Sharp.

Heifers of any breed, in milk or in calf, above three and

under four years.— First prize, £7, J. How, Broughton, Hun-
tingdon ; second, £3, J. J. Sharp.

Heifers of any breed, in milk or in calf, above two and
under three years.—First prize, £7, J. J. Sharp ; second, S'i,

the Marquis of Exeter.

Heifers if any breed, above one under two years.—First

prize, £7, J. How; second, £3, J. A. Mumford, Brill House,
Thame, Oxon.

Heifer calves of any breed, under twelve months old.—First

prize, £3, R. E. Oliver, Sholebrook Lodge, Towcester ; se

cond, £2, J. J. Sharp.

Shorthorn heifers, above one and under two years old,

—

First prize, £10, the Duke of Buecleuch and Queensberry,
Boughton House, Kettering; second, £5, W. Falkuer, Ro-
thersthorpe.

Heifers, under five years old.—Prize, £5, J. Burtt, Ket-
tering.

HORSES.
Stallions for agricultural purposes.—First prize, £10, T.

Stokes, Caldecott, Rutland (Champion) ; second, £5, T.

Middleton, Lyddingtou, Rutland (Rutland Hero).

hunters.
Marcs and foals, the foals being by thorough-bred stallions.

—First prize, £15, T. Colyer, Great Oakley, Kettering ; se-

cond, £5, B. E. Bennett, Marston Trussell Hall, Market
Harborough.

Mares or geldings, five years old and upwards (open to all

England) —First prize, £15, R. Battams, Snelson, Bedford;
second, £5, J. E. Bennett, Husband's Bosworth Grange.

Mares or geldings, above four and under five years old, bred

within the county of Northampton.—First prize, £15, W.
Linnell, Woodford Lodge, Thrapstou; second, £5, J. Drage,
Moulton Lodge.

Mares or geldings, above four and under five years old, not
restricted to be bred in the county.—Prize. £10, J. Goodliff,

Uuntiugdon.
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Geldings or fillies for riding purposes, above tlivee and

under four years old.—First prize, £7, J. Drags ; second, £3,

11. Sanders, Brampton ILll, Northampton.

Geldings or fillies for riding purposes, above two and under

tliree years old.—First prize, £7- l^arl Spencer, K-G. ; second,

£3, R. L. Parker, North Kilwortii. Highly commended : ^Y.

S. Cooper, llillmortou P.iddocks, Rugby.
Geldings or fillies for ridin? purposes, above one and under

two years old.— First prize, £7, Earl Spencer, K.G. ; second,

£3, W. Kenning, Bradilen, Towcester.

Mares for breeding hackneys, not exceeding 15 hands 1

incii, with foal at foot.—First prize, £7. G. W. Sanders,

WoUaston, Wellingborough ; second, £3, F. B. Sharp, Fine-

don, Wellingborough.
Hackney mares or geldings, not exceeding 15 hands 1 inch.

— First prize, £7, J. N. Beasley, Pitsford Hall. Northamp-
ton ; second, £3, J, E. Bennett.

Cobs (mares or geldings), not exceeding 14< liands 3 inches.

—Prize, £5, H. Sanders.

Ponies (mares or geldings), not exceeding 13 liaiids.—First

prize, £3, C. East, Kettering; second, £3, J. Tew, West
lladdon Grange, Rugby.

Cart mares with foal at foot.—First prize, £10, W. Blott,

Chester House, Wellingboro' ; second, £5, T. Stokes.

The best foal in the class.— Prize, £5, T. Burnaby, Upper
Lodge, Pipewell, Kettering.

Cart geldings or fillies, above three and under four years

old.— First prize, £5, H. Purser, Wellington Manor, Bedford;

second, £3 10s., G. 11. Chettle, Weekly, Kettering.

Cart geldintrs, above two and under three years old.—First

prize, £5, R. Wood; second, £3 10s., R. Tiniras, Manor House,
Braunston.

Cart fillies, above two and under three years old.—First

prize, £5, J. II. Vergette, Boro' Fen, Peterboro' ; second,

£3 lUs., J. H. Vergette.

Cart ge'diugs or fillies, above one and under two years old.

—First prize, £5, J. IL Vergette ; second, £3 10s., Capt. J.

B. Tibbits, Barton Seagrave, Kettering.

SHEEP.
Tea long-woolled ewes.—First prize, £7 7s., J Byron,

Kirkby Green, Sleaford : second, £3 3s., T. W. D. Harris,

Wool ton, Northampton.
Five lonst-woolled theaves.—First prize, £o, J. Byron

;

second, £3 lOs., Sir W. de Capell Brooke, Bart.

Five short-woolled or cross-bred ewes.—First prize, £5,
M. E. Jones, Wellingboro' ; second, £3 10s., M. E- Jones.

Five short-woolled or cross-bred theaves.—First prize, £5,
F. Street, Harrowden House, Bedford ; second, £3 10s., R. U.
Gawthropp, Barton Seagrave, Kettering.

Three short-woolled or cross-bred shearhogs.—First prize)

£5, F. Street ; second, £3 10s., C. Barge, Weedon.
Tliree long-woolled shearhogs.—First prize, £5, T. W. D.

Harris; second, £3 lOs., T. W. D. Harris.

Sliearliug long-woolled tups.—First prize, £7, T. W. D.
Harris ; second, £3, J. Byron.
Long-woolled tups, two-shear and upwards.—First prize,

£7, R. Wright, Nocton Heath, Lincoln ; second, £3, R.
Wright.

Sliearling Down tup, of any distinct breed.—First prize,

£5, J. Treadwell, Upper Winchendon, Aylesbury ; second, £3,
J. Longland, Greudon.
Down tup, of any distinct breed, two-shear and upwards.—

First prize, £5, J. Treadwell ; second, £3, F. Street.

Five long-woolled wether lambs.— Prize, £3, J. Byron.

Five long-woolled ewe lambs.—First prize, £3, J. Byron
;

second, £1 lOs., J. Dawson, Warkton Lodge, Kettering.

Five sliort-woolled or cross bred wether lambs.—First prize,

£3, J. J. Houghton, Kettering ; second, £1 lOs., R. L. Gar-

ratt, Thorpe Malsor, Kettering.

Five short-woolled or cross-bred ewe lambs.—First prize,

£3, J. Treadwell ; second, £1 10s., F. Street.

PIGS.

Boars, large breed.—First prize, £3, R. E. Duckering'

Nortiiorpe, Kirtou Lindsay ; second, £3, R. E. Dnckering.

Boars, small breed.—Prize, £3, Earl of Carysfort, Elton

Hall.

Breeding or suckling sows.—First prize, £3, R. E. Dui^ker-

ing ; second, £3, R. E. Dnckering.
Breeding or suckling sows, small breed.—First prize, £3,

R. E. Dnckering ; second, £3, J. Wheeler and Sons, Long
Compton, Shipston-on-Stour.

Three fat pigs, of one litter, of any breed or age.—First

prize, £3, R. E. Duckering; second, £3, J. Measures, Grafton

Underwood, Kettering.

i'ive breeding pigs, of one litter, over three and under six

months old.—First prize, £3, E. Turner, Thorpelaads, North-

ampton ; second, £3, R. E. Duckering.

BUTTER.
Twelve pounds of butter, wholly or partially the production

of Alderney cows.— First prize. Right Hon. G. W. Hunt,

M.P., Wadenhoe House, Oaudle ; second, i£l, J. G. Joucs,

Moulton Lodge, Northampton.
Six pounds of butter.—Prizes : £3 each to Mrs. D. Haw-

tliorn, Kettering, and J. Sheffield, Lyveden Lodge, Great

Oakley, Kettering; and £1 each to R. L. Garratt, Tiiorpe

Malsor, Kettering, and T.Russell, Lower Shuckburgli, Da-
ventry.

NORTH LONSDALE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT ULVERSTON.

Iq the local cattle classes, Mr. Asliburner sfained four

first prizes and two seconds ^ noticeable success for a
strictly tenant-farmer in breeding iirst-class Shorthorns.
Next came a class open to general competition where only
four animals faced the judges. They belonged to Lady Pi-
got, Mr. Sharpley, Louth ; Mr. Gunsou, Whitehaven ; and
Mr. Robinson, Ulverston. The discussion before a judg-
ment could be arrived at was unusually protracted, and
not finally delivered till two referees had been appealed
to when Mr. Sharpley won wi»h his Hull and Harrogate
yearling, Duke of Genoa. For the best Shorthorn cow
or heifer above one year old, only three put in an appear-
ance, and, as Lady Pigot had two, she swept off the
added money. A challenge cup only produced Lady
Pigot and Mr. Robinson for competition, and this is the
second year her ladyship has won, as if successful next, she
will become owner of the cup. Two animals only con-
tended for the one hundred guinea challenge cup, viz..

Lady Pigot's Rose of "Wytham and Mr. Sharpley's Duke
of Genoa, and this trophy went to the heifer.

Special prizes were offered by the North Lonsdale
Entire Horse Company for the best foal by their Sir Colin.

PRIZE-LIST.
JUDGES.—Cattie : Mr. Jefferson, Preston Hows; Mr.

Knowles, Wetherby. Sheep and Pigs : Mr. Wil-
kinson, Garstang ; Mr. Cocks, Burton. Horses : Mr.
Cole, Thirsk ; Mr. Weston, Carlton Holm. Crops aivd

Implements : Mr. Tyson, Billiacoat ; Mr. Ormandy,
Gleastou Castle ; Mr. Kirkby, Inmans, Bootle.

CATTLE.
(Confined to the district).

Sliortliorn bull, two years old and upwards.—First pri/e,

£5, W. Robinson, Ulverston ; second, £3 10s., W. Robinson.

Highly commended: J. R. Patterson, Hall Beck.
Shorthorn bull, above one and under two years old.—First

prize, £5, W. Robinson ; second, £3 10s., R. Atkinson, Turn
Green, Grange.

Shorthorn bull-calf, under one and not less than six lunar

months old.— First prize, £3, A. Wearing, Birkby Hall

;

second, £1, W. Robinson.
Shorthorn heifer-calf, under one year and not less than six

lunar months old—First prize, £1, W. Robinson; second,

10s., J. R. Patterson.

Shorthorn cow or heifer, in calf or milk, three years old

or upwards.—First prize, £3, G. Ashburner, Lowhall ; second,

£3, G. Ashburner. Highly commended : W.Robinson. .
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Shorthoru heifer, in calf or milk, two and under three years

old.—Pirst prize, £3, J. R. I'atterson ; second, £3, J. R.
Patterson's, if it proves to be in calf; if not, G. Ashburner's.

Shorthorn heifer, intended for breeding, above one and
under two years old.—First prize, £3, J. Martin, Bardsea ;

second, G. Ashburner. Highly commended : W. llobinson.

Cow adapted for the dairy.—I'irst prize, £3, G. Ash-
burner ; second, i;'3, W. llobinson.

Three Shorthorns (females), above one year old, bred and
reared in the district.—Silver cup, value £5, G. Ashburner.

Sliorthorn bull, above one year old, the property of a

tenant-farmer resident in Lonsdale North.—Silver Challenge
Cup, value 10 gs., W. llobinson.

Shorthorn cow or heifer, above one year old, the property

of a tenant-farmer resident in Lonsdale North.—Silver Chal-

lenge Cup, value lOgs., G. Ashburner.
(Open to general competition.)

Shorthorn bull, above one year old.—First prize, £10, H.
Sharpleyi Acthorpe, Louth; second, £5, J. Gunson, White-
haven. Highly commended : Lady Pigot.

Shorthorn cow or heifer, above one year old.—First prize,

£10, Lady Pigot; second, £5, Lady Pigot. Highly com-
mended : G. Ashburner.

Bull, cow, and produce.—Silver Challenge Cup, value 20
gs., Lady Pigot.

Shorthorn.—Silver Challenge Cup, value 100 gs.. Lady
Pigot (Rose of Wytham).

SHEEP.
(Open to general competition.)

Leicester ram, two years old and upwards.—First prize, £3,
W. Stephenson, Nettleslack ; second, £1, A. Brogdeu, Light-

burne House.
Yearling Leicester ram.—First prize, £3, J. Ashburner,

Scales ; second, £1, J. Ashburner. Highly commended : J.

Ashburner.
Long-wool ram, not being Leicester, two years old and up-

wards.—Firstprize, £3, J. AUanby, Bankside, Cartmel; second,

£1, G. C. Wilson, Dallam Tower, Milnthorpe.

Yearling long-wool ram, not being Leicester.—First prize,

£2, J. AUanby, second, £1, J. Allauby.

Shropshire or Southdown ram, to years old and upwards.

—

First prize, £3, W. Haudley, Green Head, Milnthorpe; second,

J. Ashburner, EUiscales.

Yearling Shropshire or Southdown ram.—First prize, £3,
W. Handley ; second, £1, R. Atkinson, Tarn Green. Highly
commended : J. Taylor, T'horpenstie Hall ; G. Drewry,
Holker.

Herdwick ram of any age.—First prize, £1 10s., G. Browne,
Troutbeck, Windermere ; second, i'l, G. Browne. Higlily

commended and commended : W. Stephenson.

Leicester ram lamb.—First prize, £1, W. Handley ; second,

W. Handley.
Long-wool ram lamb, not being Leicester.—First prize, £1,

R. Coward, Moat Farm ; second, R. Coward.
Shropshire or Southdown ram lamb.—Prize, £1, W. Hand-

ley. Highly commended: W. Handley. Commended: J.

Ashburner ; G. Drewry.
Three Leicester shearling ewes.—First prize, £3, W. Hand-

ley ; second, £1, J. Ashburner, Scales.

Three ewe lambs of the Leicester breed.—Prize, 15s., J.

Ashburner, Scales.

I Three Shropshire or Southdown shearling ewes.—First

prize, £3, W. Handley; second, £1, G. Drewry. Highly
commended : J. Ashburner, EUiscales.

Three Shropshire or Southdown ewe lambs.—Prize, 15s.,

W. Handley. Highly commended : J. Taylor. Commended :

R. Atkinson ; J. Ashburner, EUiscales ; G. Drewry ; S. H.
Jackson,

Three half-bred shearling ewes, from Herdwick ewes by a

whitefaced ram, or from horned Scotch ewes by a whitefaced

ram.—First prize, £1, G. Bolton, Rampside ; second, 15s., G.
Bolton.

SPECIAL PRIZE.
Three ewes of any breed and age, bred and reared in the

district, and having reared lambs this year, in tlie hands of the
breeder.—Silver Cup, value £5, J. Stables, Scales. Highly
commended : J. Ashburner, Scales; W. Handley.

PIGS.
(Open to general competition.)

Boar of the large breed.—First prize, £1 10s., J. Kendall,
Little MiU, Dalton ; second, lOs. J. Kendall.

Breeding sow of the large breed.—First prize, £1, J. Croas-

dell, Urswick; second, lOs., T. Pliixacklea, Crossbeck,

Kirkby.

Store pig in the hands of a cottager, solely dependent on

his own labour for support.— I-'irst prize, £1, C. Gregory, 22,

Smiaton-ftreet, Barrow ; second, 15s., W. Martin, Bank
House, Kirkby ; third, lOs., T. McDonald, Ulverston.

HORSES.
(Open to general competition.)

Thoroughbred stallion.— Silver ChaUenge Cup, value 30 gs.

and £5 (Locksley) ; second, £3 (Best Returns).

Cart stallion.—A silver challenge cup, value 20 gs., prize,

£5 (Blyth).

Mare, either in foal or with foal at foot, for agricultural

purposes.—First prize, £3, W. Robinson, Ulverston ; second,

£1 10s., J. Fearou, Corkickle, Whitehaven. Highly com-
mended : J. Fearon.

Mare, either in foal or with foal at foot, for road or field.

—

First prize, £3, J. Ashburner, Scales; second, £1 10s., T.

Smith, Mountbarrow.
Gelding or fiUy, rising five years old, for road or field.

—

First prize, £3, J. Poole, Ulverston; second, £1, Major B.
Harrison, Coniston Bank.

Gelding, rising four years old, for road or field.—First prize,

£1 10s., J. Poole ; second, 10s., S. N. Hartley, New Hall,

Millom. Highly commended : J.Poole.
Gelding, rising th.ree years old, for road or field.—First

pri'^e, £1 10s., A. Webster, Low Foulshaw; second, iOs., J.

B. Storey, Meanliouse Farm. Highly commended : J. Jack-

son, Plumptou.
Filly, rising four years old, for road or field.—First prize,

£1, A. Brogden, Holme Island ; second, 10s., R. Ashburner,
Gleaston Park,

FiUy, rising three years old, for road or field.—First prize,

£1, W. Cape, Low Meathop ; second, 10s., J. Whinfield,

Plumptou Cottage.

Gelding or filly, rising four years old, for agricultural

purposes.— First prize, £1 10s., J. ilitson, Seaton Hall,

Bootle ; second, 10s., R. Ormerod, Ackenthwaite, Miln-
thorpe.

Gelding or filly, rising three years old, for agricultural pur-

poses.—First prize, £1 10s., W. Makinson, Gascow ; second,

10s., R. Ormerod. Highly commended : J. Proud, Sandiiall.

Yearling colt, for road or field.—First prize, £1, A. Web-
ster ; second, 10s., G. Cooper, Urswick.

Yearling fiUy, for road or field.—First prize, £1, G. C.

Wilson, Dallam Tower; second, 10s., B. Gregg, Abbey-road,
Barrow.

Yearling colt or filly, for agricultural purposes.— First

prize, £1, J. Parker, Chappels, Kirkby ; second, 10s., W.
Jackson, Urswick. Highly commended : J. Proud.

Foal, Cor road or field.—First prize, £1, J. Crowe, Hamps-
field Hall ; second, T. Smith.

Foal, for agricultural purposes.—First prize, £1, M. Ken-
nedy, IliU Foot ; second, J. Ormandy, Gleaston Castle.

Pony, not exceeding 13^ hands high.—First prize, £3, M.
Kennedy ; second, £1, A. Ainslie, Ulverston,

Cob, exceeding IS^^ and not exceeding 15 hands high.—
First prize, £1, J. Fearon ; second, £1, M. Kennedy. Highly
commended : J. Hartley, Bridgefield.

Leaper.— First prize, £3, J. Fearon ; second, £1, J.

Fearon,

.SPECIAL PRIZES,

Foal (colt or filly), by any thoroughbred horse in the dis-

trict.—Silver cup, value, £5, T. Smith.
Foal (colt or filly), by Sir Colin.—First prize, £3, J. Or-

mandy; second, £1, W. Ashburner, Pennington.
Hunter (horse, marc, or gelding), between four and eiglit

years old, bond Jule property of a person resident in Norili

Lancashire, Cumberland, or Westmoreland. The horses en-

tered for this cup required to- leap fixed hurdles on the show
ground. The horses to carry not less than 12 stone.—

A

silver challenge cup, value 20 gs., J. Fearon. Highly cam-
mended : J. Fearon,

IMPLEMENTS,
(Open to general competition.)

Stand of agricultural implements exhibited upon the show
ground.—First prize, £3, J. Deason, implement maker, Kirkby
Ircleth ; second, £3, C. Peuniugtou, implement maker, Ul-

verston. Highly commended : The West Cumberland Agri-

cultural Machinery and Engineering Company, Whitehaven.
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At the luacheou, Mr. T. Postlethwaitc, the secretary, read

tlie Crop Inspector's report, as follows : We be^ to lay before

you tlie result of our inspection of farms and green crops.

I'remiuras 111 and 113: for the best crop of turnips accord-

ing to the Society's scale, i'or these premiums there were

four competitors, namely, Mr. R. Simpson, of Urswick ; Mr.

W. Robinson, Edge Hill; Mrs. Mason, Headgate ; and Mr.

James Kendall, of Harbarrow. Mrs. Mason showed a very

ht.avy crop, of a good quality, and well cleaned. We expe-

rienced no hesitation in awarding her the first prize, so far as

regards the crop itself, but we have doubts as to whether the

acreage of the crops is in accordance with the scale. Having

no proof that the crop is less than the size required by the

scale, we award Mrs. Mason the first prize. Mr. Kendall is

well deserving the second prize, which we have awarded liira.

He showed a heavy crop—30 acres in extent, equally tiiinned,

and in a good state of cultivation. The crop of JMr. Simpson

is worlhy of commendation. It covers Sj acres, is well tiiin-

ned, and the land is in an excellaut state of cultivation. Pre-

miums 113 and 114: For the best crop of turuips of not less

liian three statute acres, shown by an exhibitor unable to

compete according to the scale laid down by the Society. The
competition in this class was keen. The first prize we award

to Mr. John Taylor, of Thorpenstie Hall, Grange, who showed

a heavy and really well managed crop of 3| acres. Mr. Wm.
Kigg, of the Falls, is well worthy of the second prize, for the

well cleared, equally thinned, and heavy crop he exhibited
;

and we award him tlie second prize accordingly. Premiums
115 and 116 : For the best crop of mangold wurtzel, not less

than one statute acre, four competitors. The crop shown by

Mr. Tbos. Phizacklea, ot Crossbeck, Kirby, was a well cleaned,

and a really good crop, well deserving the first prize, which

we have aw;irded him. The second prize we have awarded to

Mr. Hubert Mason, of Marsh Grange, who showed a tiio-

roughly thinned and good crop. The crop exhibited by Mr.
Robinson, of Edge Hill, had a little more time been devoted

to clenuiug it, would have proved a dangerous rival to Mr.
Mason. Premium 117 : For the best crop of carrots, not less

than halt an acre. There were only two competitors. Mr.
John VVhinfield, of Plumpton Cottage, and Mr. John Poole,

solicitor. Mr. John Whinfield's crop, while not equal to Mr.

Poole's in weight, was a nicely cleaned crop. The crop shown
by Mr. Poole was much heavier, but was not in very good

condition as to cleanliness or thinning. He, however, is entitled

to the prize which we award him. Premiums 118, 119, and 120:

For the best managed farm of not less than 80 acres, the

same being in the best general state of cultivation, and in the

neatest and most exact order as to fences, gates, drains, farm-

yards, and cleanliness from vreeds, and in the most eligible

succession of green and white crops ; the stock, locality, and

quality of the land to be taken into consideration. For this

imporlant premium there were but two comp.^titors, the first

of whom, Jilr. Richard Riley, of Sunbrick, shows a farm of

130 acres, which we found to be in a good general state of

cultivation, although not quite so clean in the stdbbles as

might be. The gates and fences are in good repair, the farm-

y.ird and buildings clean and neat. The farm is generally

well managed. Mr. Riley has a capital stock, numbering in

all 178 head as follows : Cattle— 15 milk cows, 4 heifers in

calf, 8 under two years old, 7 heifer-calves, 1 aged bull, 1 bull-

calf. Horses—4 work horses, 1 three years old, 1 tvi'o years

old. Sheep—40 breeding ewes, 25 gimmer hoggs, 1 ram, 66

ewes and wethers for butcher. Pigs— 1 sow with 12 pigs,

3 store pigs. The farm of Mr. Wm. Ashburner, of Nether-

houses, the other competitor, is 215 acres in extent, and is in

an excellent state of cultivation. His gates and fences are re-

markably neat and orderly. His turnips are clean and well

managed, and a healthy crop, but somewhat patchy, which
precluded us awarding liira a prize for turnips, for which he

was a competitor. Mr. Asliburner has a good and creditable

stock of cattle and sheep ; for instance, he has 07 cattle, com-
prising 22 milk cows, 15 two-year-olds, 13 yearlings, 16
calves, and 1 bull. Of sheep his stock numbers 190, as fol-

lows : 76 ewes, 74' hoggs, and 40 fat sheep. He has also 8

horses—4 work horses and 4 young ones. la our opinion the

best managed farm of the two is that of Mr. Ashburner, and
we award him the first prize. Mr. Riley is fully entitled to

the second prize, whicli we award him. I'rcmiium 121 : To
the occupier of any farm, who shall have expended vvitluu the
last twelve months the largest quantity of lime, bone-dust,
guano, or other artificial manure upon permanent improvable

pasture or meadow land, the extent and situation of the farm
to betaken into consideration. Three competitors. We have
awarded the premium to Mr. Robert Mason, of Marsh Grauge,
who has e:(pended £124 in artificial manure and lime. One
pasture of 34 acres he has covered with eight tons of arti-

ficials, with an excellent effect. Mr. Joshph Sharpe, of Bank-
field House, Ireleth, has expended £49 in bone manure ; and
Mr. Geo. Ashburner, of Low Hall, has expended £40 or so in

bone, lime, and artificial manure on some portions of liis land,

with very good results. Premium 122 : For tiie best ma-
naged farm of not less tlian 50 acres and not exceeding 80
acres in extent, the quality of soil, state of cultivation, &c.,

being taken into consideration, as in the premium for the best

managed farm off"ered by the Society. For tiiis premium,
olfered by Mr. H. Smith, of Springfield, Egremont, Che-
shire, there two competitors—Mr. J oim Cooper, Bank End,
Urswick, and Mr. John Rowlandson, Cragg. We award the

prize to Mr. Cooper, who showed a farm of 60 acres, clean

and tidy and in good condition, except two pasture fields,

wiiicli we think night be improved with a little more tillage.

He has a good stock on his farm, comprisina 5 milk cows and
9 two-year-olds, 7 calves and 6 fat bullocks (remarkably good

ones), also 2 work horses, 1 four-year old filly, and 1 foal.

Of sheep Mr. Cooper has 54, namely, 15 ewes, 37 lambs, 1

fat sheep, and a ram. The first prize for the best stand of

agricuPural implements exhibited on the showground we have

awarded to Mr. Jas. Deason, of Kirkby. The seed drill, espe-

cially, exhibited by Mr. Deason, surpasses anything of the kind

we have seen in the neighbourhood. The second jirize we
award to Mr. Christopher Pennington. The stand exhibited

by the West Cumberland Agricultural Machinery and Engi-

neering Company, Whitehaven, is worthy of commend.ition.

In concluding our report, we would note that in our tour of

inspection we have been impressed with the idea that there is

room for considerable improvement as to the state of cultiva-

tion generally in the district. We just throw out the hint,

feeling sure that it will be taken in the spirit in which it is

given, and that is, with a desire to see tlie crops of Furness

second to none in the country. We desire also to record

our thanks to the several competitors for their kindness and
their readiness in giving all the information asked for. To
those who have been successful we would say contiuue to

manifest (he same spirit in competition, and determination to

excel; and to the unsuccessful competitors we offer tiiis

crumb of comfort, "Better luck next time."

—

James Kirkby,
Thomas Tysoi*, John Okmandy.

THE DEVON COUNTY AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIA-
TION.—At a meeting of the Council, at Exeter, Mr.

J. H. HoLLEY said the introduction of steam ploughs

into the country was very desirable at the present

season. The majority of the farmers of the country were

not sufiicienlly rich to purchase a steam plough for their

individual use, but the great object in introducing the

steam plough was to have one in a neighbourhood for the

use of the farmers, who could hire it when they required it,

and by these means they could save a vast quantity of labour.

He had seen tlie steam plough in work on a farm, and, he

must say, it accomplished its work, and grubbed the land in a

manner that no horse-power could equal. The expense of

bringing the steam plough to Barnstaple would be well repaid

by the adoption of it throughout the country. Mr. R. W,

Pollard moved tiiat the Council go to no expense exceeding

.£25 to bring the steam plough to the show. The motion had

no seconder, and the adoption of the report to the Council

was carried. Mr. Plimsaul suggested the desirability of

leaving the matter to the Sites Comraittte, allowing them

to decide on the cost, &c. He thought it could be left in their

hands, and they could make the best arrangements [lossible.

Mr. Carpenter- GariMIEk thought that was the best

course, and it also showed that they had great confidence in

the Sites Committee. The suggestion was agreed to.
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DAY A T M I T H A M.

Any one who wishes to observe the cultivation of

herbs in greater variety and perfection than in any other

part of England, may do so easily by taking the London

and Brighton RaiU'ay at Victoria to Streatham Hill

Station, and thence by a walkthrough the town of Streat-

ham—known amongst the oldest of the metro[)olitau

sii^jurbs, and supposed to stand upon the Roman road

that branched off from Watling-street at Newington

—

thence along the highway to an open space called Fig's

Marsh, which derives its name from that of a lando'vner

who held his lauds from Kiug Edward III. Here, both

upon his right hand and upon his left, instead of an un -

interrupted succession of fields waving with corn, of

with corn in the shock—for our visit was made dur-

ing the midst of a fiue harvest day—there are streaks of

purple and lavender, with splotches of dazzling white and

greens of a dilfereut hue to the ordinary grasses, every-

thing denoting, in fact, some peculiarity in the cultiva-

tion hereabout. Like all the localities around the metro-

polis, the scenery does not lack interest, and if not upon

a parity with Richmond Hill, Sydenham, or Epping

Forest, still there is enough in the landscape to reward a

pedestrian during a summer day's stroll. The village of

Mitcham appears a straggling, scattered hamlet, that may,

accordiuar to appearances, have seen better days, which no

doubt it has, for chronicles tell that it was " once noted

for good air and for its choice company," and had amongst

its residents no less a personage than the adventurous and

chivalric Sir Walter Raleigh. Upon a somewhat pre-

tentious monument, without the church, arc likewise

recorded the virtues and renown of a great city alderman

who lived in this place, and who was no doubt a man of

importance in his day and generation, as the inscription

would naturally lead the reader to suppose. Although

the eyes of enterprising builders may have been turned

in this direction, as yet, the common lauds are safe, as

no one has jiresnmed to enclose them, nor are they very

likely to do so, since the Commons Preservation Societies

are ready to cume to close quarters with all encroaching

lords of the manors. There are hills around, as the

Crystal Palace stands out a prominent object in the dis-

tance, but the lields are not shaded with large hedgerows

or trees, but laji out well exposed to the sun. The soil is

light and gravelly, and has been known to grow for nearly

a century past a continuous succession of crops of pep-

permint, lavender, camomile, aniseed, rhubarb, liquorice,

and other plants that are invaluable to perfumers and

herbalists. Amongst the country people they go by the

name of the " physic gardens."

Near the farm buildings of Mr. Briggs, one of the

largest of the herb growers, we notieed the labourers

cleaning the weeds from the land upon which a ])Ianta-

tion of rose trees were growing in rows of about one

yard ap^t, with about two feet space between each bush;
in the same field were also lavender, rliubari), poppy,
stramonium, rosemary, lovage, and a sjjrinkling of

squirting cucumbers. These latter, we were informed,

are principally exported to Russia, where they are used

in the same manner as croton oil, and arc besides a deadly

poison. Not far distant there was a space of seven to

eight acres covered with liquorice, at various growths.

Those who have never seen the liquorice growing might

mistake it for a plantation of young sapling ashes, each

plant being about 8 or 4 feet, and sometimes 5 feet high,

with a Ilower much resembling the vetch, to which class it

botanically belongs. Complaints are made that I'ccent

improvements in drainage have interfered with the

cultivation of the liquorice, which seems to succeed

best upon damp and muddy soil. This is very likely to

be the c^Cj and many years .ago when the Thames was
permitted to overflow its banks and deposit its mud, the

site of the New Cross Station on the London and Brigh-

ton Railway was a spot where the liquorice flourished.

At present the cultivation is but little kuown, and from
these causes seems upon the decline. The lavender and
pepperraiut, however, are said, upon very good authority,

to arrive at greater perfection hereabouts than in any other

part of the world. At Mitcham proper—several of the

parishes around are comprised in the district of Mitcham
— the soil appears either to be exhausted or to be indif-

ferently farmed, or possibly the extension of the market-

gardens has diverted attention to the growth of vegetables

for the London markets. The cultivation has taken root

in other directions, and now extends over a wider area,

which has for its boundary Morden, Sutton, Wallington,-

and Waddon. In the neighbourhood of Beddington, and
upon both sides of the railway line from Waddon to Sutton,

there are some truly splendid expanses of peppermint and
lavender, which till the air with their perfume, and de-

liglit the eye with their radiant colours. Some lields of

peppermint were cut and gathered, but the lavender was
untouched at the time of our visit, upon the 15th day of

August, al hough it is usual to harvest in the first week
of the month. Complaints were made in some places

about the eflfects of the severe frosty nights in the spring,

when, it will be remembered the vineyards of France
sntre"ed, but under ordinary circumstances the crop seems
regular and reliable from year to year. Many fields

looked level as a billiard table, completely free from
noxious weeds and other signs of careless culture,

such as were noticeable nearer the original fountain

head, round and about Mitcham. For the most
perfect examples of lavender, peppermint, and camo-
mile growing, a short walk from the picturesque church
of 15eddinglon, across in a straight line, as tlie crow flies,

to AVallingtou-station would sufiice : in other localities

the ordinary rotation of Enslish farming prevails, with
occasional enclosures of lavender or peppermint. The
lavender is planted from cuttings of the old stocks, one,

two, or three cuttings, according to the discretion of the

planter, being placed together in the ground at a distance

of eighteen inches apart from each other, and in rows
three feet apart, which enables the soil to be kept clear

from weeds. The first year produces a small quantity of

flowers, which are cut, and the plant is carefully trimmed,
so that in the second year it comes to perfection, in the

third year it is also good, but after that time it is

ploughed up, and the soil is manured and planted again,

or there follows an interval of wheat or potatoes. The
time selected for the harvesting is when the flowers just

begin to drop. The oil is contained both in the flowers

ami in the calyx Irom which the flower grows, but more
largely in the latter. The cutting is done with a hook

;

the stalks are tied up in mats contaiuing about one
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hundredvveiglit cacli, and placed upon carts, and taken to

tlie distillery. The sooner within a few days after cut-

ting tlio distillation takes place the better, as, if left too

long, (he flowers lose much of their odour by evaporation.

The ancients employed the flowers and the leaves to aro-

matise their batlis, and to give a sweet scent to water in

which they washed : hence the generic name of the

plant, Lavandula. Very large quantities are grown at

the mouths of the Rhone and the Saone. The climate of

England appears to be better adapted for the perfect de-

velopment of this fine old favourite perfume than any

other in the globe. What is called the Alpine lavender of

France is remarkably good, but the hue odour of the

British produce realises in the market four times the

price of that of continental growth. Not even in all parts

of our own country can it be grown with success, and

for many years it was supposed that it would only come

to perfection in the neighbourhood of Mitcham, but a

climate and soil equally well suited to its growth exists

near Hitchin, in Hertfordshire.

The numerous acres of peppermint are alone suffi-

cient to show the public taste for this odour. Strictly

speaking, however, as Dr. Piesse tells us in his work

upon the " Art of Perfumery," peppermint is con-

sumed more through the mouth than the nose. Many
thousand tons of lozenges are eaten at home, and like-

wise sent abroad, and in Russia the liquid is taken freely

for a stimulant. There are two sorts, the white and the

black, and a smaller kind called penny-royal, and these

will grow upon a stiff clay, and also upon the same soil

as their companion the lavender. The roots are planted

thickly in rows, between which spaces are left for the

cultivator to pass. The plant is generally cut about the

latter part of August, and placed in small cocks in the

fields some days before being taken in for distillation.

Great care is exercised to prevent weeds growing among

the plants, so as to ensure a pure article of oil. The

fields are ploughed up and changed every five years, the

first year's crop being generally the most abundant and

the purest. About 3,000 acres are under culti-

vation in North America, viz., 1,000 in New York and

Ohio, and 2,000 in St. Joseph's County, Michigan,

which appears to be its head- quarters. Amidst the sur-

rounding verdure, the camomile has the appearance of a

tract of snow, like what may be seen upon a winter's day

when thesun shines brightly,but witliout the accompanying

summer contrasts of purple and green. Together in the

same field with the camomile we observed the rosemary,

thyme, horehouud, and, near at hand, wallflowers, sweet

Williams, peppermint, and lavender. The distilling takes

place in the neighbourhood. Upon Mitcham Common
Messrs. Piesse and Lubin, the well-known perfumers of

Bond-street, have their distillery, and the process is a

simple one. The herbs are ])laced iu a large receptacle,

where they remain for six hours, and the steam which is

generated carries the oil and water through a worm pipe

which passes round an adjoining tub of water, and

then, by the process of cooling, both find their way into

a receiver placed at the bottom of the latter tub, where the

oil is separated from the water. Around these works the

violet is largely cultivated, and, during the season,

Covent Garden ^larket is sujqjlied from thence with

bunches, as well as Paris, when on certain occasions there

has been a deficient supply inthat quarter. The damask and

provence roses are also grown here for perfumery purposes.

In the season when successive crops can he got, which is

about the end of June, or the early part of July, they

are gathered as soon as the dew is oft", and sent to London
in sacks. To preserve these roses, the London per-

fumers immediately pickle them. Por this purpose, the

leaves are separated from the stalks, and soaked with

common salt, reducing the whole to a pasty mass, which

is finally stowed away iu casks. In this way, they will

keep almost any length of time without the fragrance

being seriously injured. The rose-water from the south

of Prance appears, however, to be superior to anything

that can be obtained from the English-grown roses.

The result of our inquiry leads us to suppose that the

growing and distilling of herbs is an agricultural

speciality which has been followed by many persons in

this district throughout the whole of their lives ; and

perhaps the absence of such experience may be the reason

why the cultivation has not been extended to other parts

of the country. As we have mentioned, the experiment

of lavender-growing has been very successful at Hitchin,

in Herts, and there may still be spots where the

soil and climate present favourable prospects for the

purpose. In almost every garden the lavender flourishes,

so that it is not by any means a difficult plant to culti-

vate. A visit to ^Iitcham and the neighbourhood would

furnish suggestive hints to any who feel disposed to try

the growing of a small experimental quantity of either

peppermint or lavender. To aid any such persons, we
have obtained the results of the different years' growing

from the registrar of such matters connected with

herbal growing at the works of Messrs. Piesse and Lubin.

It appears, as follows, that one acre of lavender yields,

first year, 10 mats, containing 8 cwts., distilling 31bs. of

oil ; second year, 30 mats, containing 30 cwts., distilling

ISlbs. of oil; third year, 86 mats, containing 36 cwts.,

distilling 221bs. of oil ; the fourth year the old plants

arc grubbed up, and the ground is got ready for young
shoots. The black peppermint yields from one acre as

follows : First year, 42 mats, containing 42 cwts., distil-

ling ISlbs. of oil: second and third years, each 56 mats,

containine; 56 cwts., distilling 261bs. of oil. The white

peppermint yields also as follows : Pirst year, 33 mats,

containing 33 cwfs., distilling 91bs. of oil ; second and

third years each 49 mats, containing 49 cwts., distilling

121bs. of oil; and sonjetimes the plants stand till the

fourth year, and yet produce a tolerable crop. In the

colonies the experiment might certainly be made, since it

appears that our Bi-itish perfumers are exporting con-

tinuously iu larger and larger quantities the essence

derived from these and other plants, and they find their

chief difficulty to consist in obtaining the raw material

to enable them to meet the demands of extending

markets.

THE NEW YORK MILLS SHORTHORN SALE.

—The rumour which we gave last week of some of these

animals reacting to £4,000 each, as well as that three or

four were coming to England, has been confirmed. The

Bail// Telegraph having, naturally enough, some doubt as

to such prices being genuine, went to the expense of a re-

turn telegram, which runs thus in ansjver :
" x\t the

Hon. S. Campbell's sale, near Utica, New York State,

unexampled prices were realised for some fine lots of

Bates Shorthorns. The agent of Lord Bective purchased

a cow, a heifer, and a calf for the collective price of 55,000

dollars, or £1 1,000. The average of the Duchess lots was

about 20,000 dollars per head. Lord Skelmersdale pur.

chased one cow. The majority of the lots sold remains on

American soil." It is satisfactory to see that the putf sys-

tem has not told much on the English market, as we are

daily receiving more " hints about some non-breeders."

However, there is classic authority for all this ; as the

Sibyl asked proportionately more money for each volume

as her stock grew scarcer.— The Hark Lane Express.
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THE CLAIMS OF THE AYRBHlllE COW.
By E. Lewis Stortevant, M.D., of South Fuaminouam, Massaoiiusetts.

In the eighteenth century, but little more than a hundred
years ago, there was a county in Scotland, of which we have
descriptions pitiable in the extverae—of roads hardly practic-

able, of farm houses merely hovels, plastered with clay, with
tlie fireplace in the middle. The dunghill at the door of the
wretched home represented the farm buildings ; and the cattle

were so starved ia winter as scarcely to be able to rise without
aid in the spring. Scarcely any crop but oats followiug a
scanty crop of oats, until a fallow was required. Tiie small
field near the buildings received all the manure, and the out-
fields were entirely neglected and without euclosurc, used in

common. Famines, as might be expected, were freciueut, and
we are told of hundreds of famihes being obliged to lly for

subsistence to the north of Ireland ; and that in these seasons
of misery the poor people were obliged to subsist by bleeding
their cattle and mixing the blood so obtained with such scanty

oatmeal as they could procure. The markets were poor, the

public credit was ill established, and manufactures had scarcely

a foothold. The soil of the country is mostly clay. Tiie

climate, the most humid of Scotland, encouraged the growth
of moss, and at this time a large portion of the land must have
been waste ; for in 1866, notwithstanding the present industry

and wealth of tlie inhabitants, and the presence of tl\e pro-

verbial Scotch shrewdness in a large degree, more than oue-

half of the county was occupied by hills, moors, mosses, and
lochs. This moisture was, however, favourable to the growth
of grasses and herbage, although it rendered the tillage of the

soil and the harvesting of crops rather precarious on heavy
lands. This was the county of Ayrshire in 17o0 and 1760, as

described by I'uUarton, writing in 1793. Such were the sur-

roundings from which were enveloped the Ayrshire breed of

cattle, the dairy race of the world. Although this breed is

usually written of as a mixed race, yet the larger portion of

their ancestry must have been derived from the native cattle of

the county at this time, and however affected afterwards by the

introduction of improved animals from other places, yet must
the Ayrshire cow be considered as the product of her environ-

ment. It will be in place, then, to refer briefly to the ancient

cattle of the district. The first mention of the cattle of this

region is by Ortelius, I think, who writes in 1573 that in

Carrick are oxen of large size, whose flesh is tender and sweet

and juicy. " Sunt in Carricta regioue ingentis magnitudinis

boves, quorum caro tenera suavisq •• esui est ; ceterum pingue

iiunquam concrescit, sed olei liquidi instar semper fluens."

(Abrahamus Ortelius. Theatrum Orbis Terrarum. Antwerp,

1573.) Alton, writing in 1825, describes the older breed, from

his recollection, as having been a puny, unshapely race, not

superior to those yet to be met with in many of the higher

districts. (Low's Animals, p. 3i2.) In the survey of Ayr-

shire, published in 1811, he describes them as being of a black

colour. That this breed had a certain uniformity we may infer

irom the invention of provincial terms to describe the location

of the colours. Thus, a dark cow with a white face was termed

a "bassened" cow; one with much white on her neck was

termed a " hawked" cow ; when a strip of white ran along the

ridge of her back, she got the name of a " rigged " cow ; and

if the lower part of her tail was white, she was said to be
" tagged." We can also infer the existence of animals suf-

ficiently well defined to form a distinct variety, from the pro-

babilities of the case, for Galloway on the south and the

Highlands on the north preserve a native race. The very

misery of the county would also incline us to believe that there

was a native breed, for it is only as we fiud intelligence directed

toward the improvement of a breed that we find diversity of

product. Wild animals have a certain uniformity because they

are let alone, and soon become in harmony with nature. Do-
mesticated animals vary because they are exposed to variable

conditions, and although they become in harmony with their

position, that position has not the uniformity of natural con-

ditions. It is intelligence which brings into a district, and

breeds from stranger cattle, superior to the natives, and by a

strange perversion ofjudgment this manifestation of a desire to

improve, or the spirit of the time, is overlooked by the majority

of writers, and the credit of the improvement of a breed is given

to the few animals of a foreign breed which may have been in-

troduced. We thus find Alton recording the iraportatiou, iu

1750, of several cows and a bull of the Teeswater breed, of the

high brown aud white colour so general in Ayrshire in 1810,

and he gives a few instances of distribution from his stock,

lie also gives a hearsay account of some cows, which are con-

jectured to be of the Dutch, Teeswater or Lincoln breed, being

brought into the district by John Dunlop.of Dunlop ; and also

the introduction of some stranger cows, iu 176'J, by John Orr,

of Barrowsfield, and thinks that there were probably other

importations. As Alton is williug to quote hearsay, and

shows a great acquaintance with the county, it may be inferred

tiiat he, at least, had no further knowledge of even doubtful

importations than he adduces. I will call attention to the fact

tiiat he records the introduction of but one bull—the rest were

cows. We must give Alton the justice of being a good ob-

server, aud of giving the credit of the formation of this breed

of Ayrshire not to foreign blood alone, but to " selection,

cross-couphng, feeding and treatment." A Mr. Home, in

remarks before an Agricultural Chib in England, in 1867
(Gardener''s Chronicle and Agricultural Gii:clte, July 27,

1867j, says that " others had introduced cows from the

Channel Islands, from all which, combined with West High-
land blood, the present improved breed of Ayrsiiires had
arisen." This idea was probably derived from the unknown
writer of the "Complete Grazier," of which the third edition

was printed in 1808. It is there said (p. vii.) " that the

Dunlop breed is the produce of a cross of Alderney cows with

Eifesliire bulls. * * =s xhe horns of this race are small

and awkwardly set. The animals are small in size, and of

a pied or sandy red colour. They are, however, admirably

well calculated for the dairy, on account of the richness and
quantity of the milk afforded by the cows." Is not this pro-

bably another account of the Dunlop importation, where we
have the Alderneys credited with the improvement rather than
the "Dutch, Teeswater or Lincolns," as stated by Aitou. I'or

corroborative evidence we have it stated by Colonel Le Couteur
that Field-Marshal Conway, the Governor of Jersey, and
Lieutenant-General Andrevv Gordon who succeeded him, both

sent, about the close of the eighteenth century, some of the

best cattle to England and Scotland. {Journal R. A. S.,

1814, p. 4'7.) Aud Quayle, who wrote the Agricultural Survey
of Jersey, states that the Ayrshire was a cross between the

Shorthorned breed and the Alderney. (Quoted in Journal

R. A. S., 1814, p. 47.) We thus see that there is great un-
certainty about the early history of these crosses. In Fifeshire

there is a tradition that 300 English cows were received there

by James IV. of Scotland, as a marriage dowry, with Margaret,

the daughter of Henry VII. of England. (1501.) This seems
plausible, from this district being the country seat of royalty,

and the customs of the times. Yet the introduction of this

large number of cattle, if true, has not produced uniformity

among the native cattle, for they are described by Low in

1842, as having but little uniformity, yet are spoken of as

being good milkers. Crossing, therefore, of itself, could have
had but little influence in forming the Ayrshire breed in its

earlier stages, for we have in our records but one statement of

the introduction of a foreign bull, and another of the crossing

of stranger cows with stranger bulls—the Alderney and the

Fifeshire. The introduction of improved beasts, as an index

of an advance in pubUc opinion, and the improving tendency

of the time, is of importance, for it fixes rather definitely the

commencement of the improved breed. But in estimating the

influence of a cross, remember that unless great skill is exer-

cised, and care in procuring at frequent intervals fresh blood,

the animals which are few in number are quickly absorbed in

the preponderating race, and produce but little effect, except

stimulating variability, and thus acting as an assistant in the

art of selection. Where a foreign bull is used, in the tenth

generation there will be but 1-1034 part of foreign blood in

the offspring ; and Gartner found that with plants one species

could be made to absorb another in from three to five gene-

rations, and he believes this could always be effected in from
six to seven generations. ("Darwin's Animals and Plants

under Domestication." N. Y., 1868. Vol. 2, p. 112.) I

was selection, aided probably by crossing, and environment
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which formed and fixed the Ayrshire breed, and it is unphilo-

sophical to credit the breed with having obtained its excellence

from any other distinct race. After its distinctive types were

recognized, we find records of crosses with other animals by

way of experiment. The Kyloe or West Highland cross

brought in the woolly hair, upturned tlattish horn, and hardy

habits of the Swinley variety, highly valued at the show-yard,

and differing in minor details from the prevalent race. The
famous prize-taking bull "Geordie" was said to have one-

eighth of the Highland cross. {Gardener's Chronicle and
Agricultural Gazette, July 27, 1867.) As to Short-horn

crosses we find diversity of statement. Archibald Sturrock,

writing in 1866, says, that so far as he is aware, the

only Short-horn bulls in Ayrshire, are the one at Bal-

wggart, about eleven miles from Girvan, another at Wood-
lands, near Girvan, and a third lately brought into the

country by J. N. Fleming, of Kilkerran House, Maybole.
(Pr, Essays High. Soc. 1866-7, p. 37.) Mr. Hope, of Fenton
Barns, a Short-horned advocate by the way, says that half

Ayrshire and half Short-horn is the cross generally preferred

in the east of Scotland (not in Ayrshire notice,) for milch
cows. (Jour. R. A. S. ZdJ Ser. vol. vii, p. 174.) Prof. Nor-
ton, in a letter dated 1844, says, " every large farm that I

Tisited had a full blood Short-horn bull " (Farmers' Library,

vol. 3, p. 306) ; but he states that these crosses were raised

expressly for fattening. Mr. Coleman, of Woburn, England,
says the first cross of Ayrshire with the Short-horn improved
its value as a grazing, and also as a dairy breed, but that the

cross if again put to a pure blood Short-horn, was a worthless

mongrel. (Gard. Chron. and Ag. Gaz., April 12, 1862.) In
1869, when my brother and myself spent several weeks visit-

ing the farms of Ayrshire, we saw but one Short-horn bull, and
found that the Alderney, whether cow or bull, was so far un-
known, as to be an object of curiosity even in the mention.
In the short limits of an address, 1 am unable to expand the
early history as I should like, but I think I have shown that

the Ayrshire cow is a creation of intelligence, and as such is

eminently adapted to the use of the dairyman. Her appear-
ance was between 1750 and 1800, coeval with the improving
of roads and the advancing of Agriculture. The Earl of Eg-
linton commenced improvements about the year 1730. His
agent Mr. Fairly, introduced the Fairly rotation, and as the
leases expired, this rotation which required that but one-third

of the land should yearly be under the plough, was carried

upon all the farms. Up to the year 1785, wheat was seldom
to be seen beyond the limits of a nobleman's farm. (Gazeteer
of Scotland, 1., 90.) The improvement of the lands caused
by improved culture, called for increased rents. As the poorer
and more indolent farmers were driven out, the proprietors had
a choice of tenants, and while the most active and industrious
were preferred, this very circumstance operated as an incite-

ment to others to become more industrious, and every advance
of rent called forth a greater stretch of invention, and served
as a stimulus to industry. So Alton wrote in 1811. Yet
there is evidence of other causes at work fully as important
and more direct in their action, which I shall have to pass
over for lack of time. As the clay soil was in excess, and lia-

ble to be poached if worked under the almost continuous drip-
ping of their moist climate, and as both climate and soil were
suited to raising grass and herbage, great attention was paid to

the dairy. The better milker was retained, while the poorer
was rejected, and those shapes which experience showed to
exist in the better cows, were sought for in the younger cattle,

and aimed at in the coupling ; for the shrewd Scotch farmer
quickly learned that like produced like, at least in practice.
Thus the Ayrshire was being builded up. Thus she took on
the shape of a complete dairy animal. From the circumstances
of her surroundings she became eminently fitted by the gradual
process of adaptation to uses, and selection, to fill her place in
Ayrshire husbandry. A perfect flU-pail, lier udder became de-
veloped in capacity and shape. No bottle udder here to fatigue
and distress the cow in the pasture. Her hair became so t and
woolly, a protection Jrom the climate. Her fore-quarters light,
her hind-quaeters heavy, for the Scotchman had discovered
that a cow milked by her mouth and through her throat, and
sought digestive capacity. Each advance must have been
gradual, and every step must have been fixed as it was gained.
Her type is the type to be sought for by dairy farmers, and
retains its fixity in America as well as in Scotland. Of seven
writers who describe the marks of a dairy cow, irrespective of

Shoulders

Chest

Back

Hips
Pelvis

Thighs
Ribs

Legs
Udder

Teats

Hair

breed, the number who speak of the various parts are given,

and their opinion of the value

:

Head should be small, say 6 ; no mention by 1.

Eye „ placid, say 7.

Neck „ long and tapering, say 6; no mention
by 1.

narrow at top, say 4 ; no mention by 3.

deep, say 4 ; far from .narrow, say 2
;

narrow, 1.

straight, say 4 ; depressed behind
shoulders, 1 ; no mention by 2.

Broad, say 5 ; no mention by 2.

capacious, say 4 ; no mention by 3.

thin, say 5 ; no mention by 2.

arched, say 5 ; no mention by 2.

short, delicate, and fine, say 4.

large, say 7.

shrink after milking, say 5 ; no mention
by 2.

well forward, say 4; no mention by 3.

moderate size, say 4 ; long, say 1 ; no
mention by 2.

wide apart, say 4 ; no mention by 3.

soft, woolly, 4; no mention, 3.

if we compare these points with those of an Ayrshire cow
given by the N. Y. Ag. Soc, we find a correspondence in

every particular but that of the neck, which is classed medium
for the Ayrshire. Can a breed be faulty at the pail with such

evidence in its favour ? We thus see how successfully the

Ayrshire tenant farmer worked out the problem of high rents

to be paid from tlie produce of his cow.
If we collate the points of six noted dairy breed, the Fife-

shire, as described by Magne ; the Yorkshire, which is the

milking unimproved Short-horn, by Haxton ; the Jersey, by
Allen ; the Sufl'olk, by Kirby ; the Brittany, by Gamgee ; and
the Ayrshire, by Alton, we find that the preponderance of

points where mentioned, are as follows :

—

Head, long. Thighs, flat and thin.

Muzzle, fine. Ribs, arched.

Throat, clear. Pelvis, roomy-
Neck, slender. Belly, large.

Shoulders, thin. Legs, small and short.

Chest, deep. Udder, large.

Brisket, small. „ square.

Back, straight. „ well formed.

Here, also, we find the Ayrshire cow having all the marks
of a dairy breed, and if we place any value on external shape as

indicating internal function, we are bound to give the prefer-

ence to this breed. So let any farmer, if he place any de-

pendence on his judgment of form, if he lay any stress upon
the shapes of an animal, let such a farmer examine carefully

into the merits of the Ayrshire before purchasing ; for I hope
to show, before I get through, that such is clearly his duty.

I am not here to decry the Short-horn, for I believe in the

noble, massy beast. I believe when grazing is the object, the

Short-horn will claim the preference over any other breed.

The promise of this breed, however, is to lay on fat ; they

are bred for this purpose, and the irresistible, unmeasured force

of inheritance all tends towards this function. Why expect to

raise good milkers here ? Why seek indications of good
milking families ? Why seek the ancient records of Short-

horn achievements at the pail, when evidence of fat was
weaker than at present, on account of being nearer the source

of the improved breed, to prove the value of the animai for

milk ? This is simply a question of fact to be decided by
scale or measure at the present day. Short-horn milkers are

found both among thoroughbreds and grades, but, so far as I

have observed, the same uncertainty attends the production of

good milkers among fashionable strains of Short-horns as

among the mongrels misnamed natives. It is the Short-horn

cow which departs from the type of the improved Short-horn;

which is the better milker. When we hear the fact of a

Short-horn of a fashionable strain giving much milk, it is so

heralded as to show that, in this case at least, an exception

goes to prove the rule. I shall refer to this subject again

further on. The Ayrshire is bred, and has been bred for

milk ; her inheritance is all in the line of milk-producing.

Her form indicates it ; her records prove it. When aged and
dry, the same functions which ordinarily fill the udder, fill her
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muscles witli fat ; but wliile milking, iuheritauce, intensified

yearly by selection, turns the energies of her system towards
extracting material from her food, and secreting the larger and
richer part in the udder. As the Short-horn stands with tlie

grazier, who has tried their quality, so does the Ayrshire stand

with the dairyman. By seeking improved breeds, the farmer

is adding materially to the proiits of liis farm, for he is

utilising the great power and unerring certainty of inheritance.

To make tiie benefits of an established breed more evident, I

will proceed to examine into the state of the dairy, in some of

its aspects, in New York and New England, and to draw
certain conclusions therefrom. Tlie census of New York
State, for 1865, returns for tlie average yield of the cows of

the State, 75-5 lbs. of butter, 68-2 lbs. of cheese, and 27 gallons

of milk per cow. Let us estimate the milk per cow which
these returns indicate. The Leyden Cheese Factory Associa-

tion, in the New York State Ag, Soc. Trans, for 1865, report

9^ lbs. of milk to the pound of green cheese, and 9j lbs. of

milk to the pound of cured cheese. Seven factories in Massa-
chussets, in 1868, report from 929 lbs. to lO'llbs. of milk to

the pound of cheese. We can therefore safely assume 9| lbs.

of milk to represent a pound of cheese. From the agriculture

of Massachussets (1865, p. 231), we find, from Ji experiments

made by nineteen different parties in June and September, that

it takes, on an average 20 90-100 lbs. of milk for one pound
of butter, or, in round numbers, 21 lbs. The cows used are

what are termed natives, except in one or two instances, which
were high grade and thoroughbred Ayrshires. Johnston gives

as the average of good cows in England from 18 to 21 lbs.

Professor Wilson (Journal 11. A. S., 2ud Series, IV., 320)
gives the amount required by different breeds in England at

from 16 to 20 lbs. Nine German writers estimate the

amount all the way from 20 to 30 lbs. If will be reasonable,

from these data, to estimate each pound of butler as repre-

senting 25 lbs. of milk. Again :—In the Report of the De-
partment of Agriculture, for 1863, I find the following state-

ment of the amount of butter and cheese made in four days by
the factory system in Orange County, N.Y. :

—

April 27.—1,746 qts. milk, cream clmrned sweet, gave
115 lbs. butter, 239 lbs. cheese.

May 26.—3,300 qts. milk, cream churned sweet, gave
210 lbs. butter, 550 lbs. cheese.

October 19,—1,700 qts. milk, cream churned sour, gave
120 lbs. butter, 280 lbs. cheese.

October 20.—1,776 qts. milk, cream churned sweet, gave
115 lbs. butter, 236 lbs. cheese. Or, 8,522 wine quarts of

milk made 560 lbs, butter, and 1,305 lbs. cheese.

I shall assume that when cheese is made with the butter,

the milk is not allowed to stand quite as long, nor is skimmed
quite as closely, as when only butter is made. With this idea,

it wiU certainly be correct to take Dr. Voelcker's analysis of

skim cheese as a guide.

In the Transactions R. A. S. of England (XXII, 43,

XXIII, 177), we find seven analyses of skim milk cheese. The

average amount of butter therein is 22.48 per cent. The
extremes 30.8 and 9.97 per cent Assuming that

the poorest of these cheeses represents only the butter

which could not have been saved by the churn, we have the

dilference of 12j per cent., which, on an average computation,

must have been taken from the butter product to add to the

cheese, or about 20 per cent., if we suppose this skim milk

cheese to be of best quality. Adding, therefore, to the 569 lbs.

olbutter,1631bs.or 271j lbs., according to the supposition that

we make, we hsve the proportions for either case= 1 : 25^ lbs.,

and=l: 22.2 lbs. Applying theseresults to the returns given by

the census, we have, for the average yield of New York State,

2769 lbs., or 1276 quarts of 2.17 lbs. per quart, to the cow.

Upon examining the returns by counties, we find that Dutchess

county represents the maximum milk farming, St. Lawrence

county the butter, and Herkimer county the cheese produc-

tion.

Dutchess county produces per cow

—

67.8 lbs. butter ^gggg i„s. milk,
.6 lbs. cheese > „„ 0=7^ „.„

'

448 gals, milk J
O"^ 2575 qts.

St. Lawrence county produced per cow

—

^^J^'^,""" \ 25171hs.milk.
44<Tlbs. cheese > i-ian.i
2gals.milk J

oi^ 1160 qts.

Herkimer county produced per cow

—

21 lbs. butter
| 3432 lbs. milk,

oOoJ^ lbs. cheese > ^.icqi ,.<..s. cneese > , e-qi ,<.

l.milk 3
or 1581 qts.

It may be said that these results of the census cannot be

correct. To my mind, if anything, they are too large, for

farmers generally overestimate theyield of their cows ; for with

a majority the number of quarts given is a matter of estimate

rather than of measure or weight. Judging of the correctness

by Dutchess county, I should say that the returns are too large

to be a probable average. Let us test the matter by further

statistics. The census for 1850, 1855 and 1860 gives for On-
ondago county the following averages : 1373 qts., 1216 qts.,

and 1288 qts. Average, 1292 qts. per cow. Copying the

statements of the yield of some of the best of your New York
Dairies, from your Transactions, I find that eight farmers,

owning in the aggregate 357 cows in milk, report a yield of

cheese from 375 to 518| lbs. per cow, or if expressed in butter,

from 160 to 200 lbs. per cow. Reducing these values to milk,

as before, we have
;

Yield per cow, by cheese estimate, 1641 qts. to 2269 qts.

Yield per cow, by butter estimate, 1843 qts. to 2304 qts.

Or an average of the eight returns, of 1881 qts. (of 2.17

lbs.) to the cow.

THE RIGHT OF PEOPERTY IN LAND.
BY THE LATE JOHN STUART MILL.

[Of course we do not commit ourselves to the opinions in

this paper, but we give it the rather as a curiosity as the

last production of Air. Mill's pen. It appeared in Tne
Examiner of July 19th.]

Rights of property are of sevaral kinds. There is the pro-

perty which a person has in things that he himself has made.
Tliere is property in what one has received as a recompense
for making something for somebody else, or for doing any
service to somebody else ; among which services

must be reckoned that of lending to him what one has
made, or honestly come by. There is property in what has
been freely given to one, during life or at death, by the person
who made it, or honestly came by it: whatever may have been
the motive of the gift

;
personal affection, or because one had

some just claim on him, or because he thought one would use

it well, or as he would most wish it to be used. All these are

rights to things which are the produce of labour : and they

all resolve themselves into the riglit of every person to do as

he pleases with his own labour, and with the produce or earn-

ings of his labour, either by applying them to Ids own use, or

exchanging them for other things, or bestowing them upon

other persons at his own choice. But there is another
kind of property which does not come under any of these

descriptions, nor depend upon this principle. This is, the

ownership which persons are allowed to exercise over things

not made by themselves, nor made at all. Such is property in

land ; including in that term what is under the surface as well

as what is upon it. This kind of property, i f legitimate, must
rest on some other justification thauthe right of the labourer

to what he lias created by his labour. The laud is not of
man's creation ; and for a person to appropriate to himself a
mere gift of nature, not made to him ia particular,

but which belonged as much to all others until he took posses-

ion of it, is yj/vwiic/ac/s an injustice to all the rest. Even if

he did not obtain it by usurpation, but l)y just distribution;

even if, at the first foundation of a settlement the land was
equitably parcelled out among all the settlers (which has
sometimes been the case), there is an apparent wrong to pos-

terity, or at least to all those subsequently born who do not
inherit a share. To make such an institution just, it must be
shown to be conducive in the general interest, in which this

disinherited portion of the community has its part. The

u 2
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general verdict of civilised nations has hitherto been that this

justification does exist. The private appropriation of land has

been deemed to be beneficial to those who do not, as well as

to those who do, obtain a share. And in what manner bene-

ficial ? Let us take particular note of this. Beneficial, be-

cause the strongest interest which the community, and the
human race, have in the land, is that it should yield the largest

amount of food, and other necessary or useful things, required

by the community. Now, though the land itself is not the

work of liuman beings, its produce is : and, to obtain enough
of that produce, somebody must exert much labour, and, in or-

der that this labour maybe supported, must expend a consider-

able amount of the savings of previous labour. Now we have
been taught by experience that the great majority of mankind
will work much harder, and make much greater pecuniary sacri-

fices for themselves and their immediate deceudants, than for

the public. In order, therefore, to give the greatest encourage-
ment to production, it has been thought right that individuals

should have an exclusive property in land, so that they
may have the most possible to gain by making the

land as productive as they can, and may be in

no danger of being hindered from doing so by
the interference of anyone else. This is there as on usually

assigned for allowiug the land to be private property, and it is

the best reason that can be given. Now, when we know
the reason of a thing, we know what ought to be its

limits. The limits of the reason ought to be the limits

of the thing. The thing itself should stop where the
reason stops. The land not having been made by the
owner, nor by anyone to whose rights he has succeeded, and
the justification of private ownership of land being the interest

it gives to the owner in the good cultivation of the land ; the
rights of the owner ought not to be stretched further tlian

this purpose reqixires. No rights to the land should be re-

cognised which do not act as a motive to the person who has
power over it, to make it as productive, or otherwise as useful
to mankind, as possible. Anything beyond this exceeds the
reason of the case, and is an injustice to the remainder of the
community. It cannot be said that landed property, as it

exists in the United Kingdom, conforms to this condition.
The legal rights of the landlord much exceed what is neces-
sary to afford a motive to improvement. They do worse ; they
tend, in many ways, to obstruct, and do really obstruct, im-
provement. For one thing, the landlord has the right, which
he often exercises, of keeping the land not only unimproved,
but uncultivated, in order to maintain an inordinate quantity
of wild animals for what he calls sport. This right, at all

events, cannot be defended as a means of promoting improve-
ment. Again, if the purpose in allowing private ownership
of the land were to provide the strongest possible mo-
tive to its good cultivation, the ownership would be
vested in the actual cultivator. But in England almost
all the land of the country is cultivated by tenant-farmers, who
not only are not the proprietors, but, in the majority of cases,
have not even a lease, but may be dispossessed at six months'
notice. If those lands are well cultivated, it cannot be in con-
sequence of the rights of the landlord. If those rights have
any effect at all on cultivation, it must be to make it bad, not
good. If farmers with such a tenure cultivate well, it is a
proof that property in land is not necessary for good cultiva-
tion. But, it will be said, if the mere cultivation can be and
is satisfactorily carried on by tenants-at-will, it is not so with
the great and costly improvements which have converted so
much barren land into fertile. The returns to those improve-
ments are slow ; and a temporary holder, even if he has the
necessary capital, will not make them. They can seldom be
made, and, in point of fact, seldom are made by anyone but
the proprietor. And, as a certain number of landed proprie-
tors do make such improvements, the institution of propertym land is thought to be sufficiently vindicated. Giving all the
weight to this consideration which it is entitled to, the claim
it gives the landlord is not to all the possible proceeds of the
land

; but to such part of them only as are the result of his own
improvements, or of the improvements made by predecessors
in whose place he stands. Whatever portion of them is due
not to his labour or outlay, but to the labour and outlay, of
other people, should belong to those other people. If the
tenant has added anything to the value of the land beyond
the duration of his tenanci, the landlord should be bound to
purchase the improvement, whether permanent or temporary,
at IS full value. If the nation at large, by their successfu

exertions to increase the wealth of the country, have en-

hanced the value of the land independently of anything done
by the landlord or the tenant, that increase of value should
belong to the nation. That it should do so is not only consistent

with the principles on which landed property confessedly de-

pends for its justification, but is a consequence of those very

principles. Now, the labours of the nation at large do add
daily and yearly to the value of the land, whether the land-

lord plays the part of an improver or not. The growth of

towns, the extension of manufactures the increase of popula-

tion, consequent on increased employment, create a constantly

increasing demand for land, both for the habitations of the

people, and for tlie supply of food and the materials of cloth-

ing. They also create a constantly increasing demand for coal,

iron, and all the other produce of mining industry. By this

increase of demand the landed proprietors largely profit, with-

out in any way contributing to it. The income from rural

lands has a constant tendency to increase ; that from build-

ing lands still more; and with this increase of their incomes

the owners of the land have nothing to do except to receive

it. The Land Tenure Reform Association claim this increase

for those who are its real authors. They do not propose to

deprive the landlords of their present rents, nor of anything

which they may hereafter add to those rents by their own im-

provements. Tiie future unearned increase is what the asso-

ciation seek to withdraw from them, and to retain for those to

whose labours and sacrifices, from generation to generation, it

wUl really be due. The means by which it is proposed to ac-

compUsh this is special taxation. Over and above the fair

share of the landlord in the general taxation of the public,

they may justly be required to pay hereafter a special tax

within the limits of the increase which may accrue to their

present income from causes independent of themselves.

Against this proposal it is objected that many landholders

have bought the lands they hold, and in buying them had in

view not only their present rental, but the probability of fu-

ture increase, of which increase therefore it would

be unjust to deprive them. But the association

do not propose to deprive them of it with-

out compensation. In the plan of the association the land-

lords would have the right reserved to them of parting with
their land to the State, immediately or at any future time, at

the price for which they could sell it at the time when the plan

is adopted. By availing themselves of this option, they would
not only get back whatever they had paid for the prospect of

future increase, but would obtain the full prfce for which they

could have sold that future prospect at the time when the new
system was introduced. They would be left, therefore, in a

pecuniary sense, exactly as well off as they were before ; while

the State would gain the difference between the price of the

land at the time and the higher value which, according to all

probability, it would afterwards rise to. There would be no
transfer of private property to the State, but only an intercep-

tion by the State of an increase of property, which would
otherwise accrue at a future time to private individuals with-

out their giving any value for it ; since they would have been
reimbursed, whatever money they had given, and would even
have received the full present value of their expectations.

There is another objection commonly made, which is disposed

of by the same answer. It is often said that land, and parti-

cularly land in towns, is liable to lose value as well as to gain

it. Certain quarters of London cease to be fashionable, and
are deserted by their opulent inhabitants ; certain towns lose

a portion of their trading prosperity when railway communi-
cation enables purchasers to supply themselve cheaply from
elsewhere. Those cases, however, are the exception, not the

rule ; and when they occur, what is lost in one quarter is

gained in another, and there is the general gain due to the

prosperity of the country besides. If some landlords, for

exceptional reasons, do not partake in the benefit, neither will

they have to pay the tax. They will be exactly where they are

now. If it be said that as they took the chance of a diminu-

tion they ought to have the counterbalancing chance
of an increase, the answer is that the power
of giving up the land at its existing price, in

which both chances are allowed for, makes the matter even.

Indeed, more than even. No one would benefit so much by

the proposed measure as those whose land might afterwards

fall in value ; for they would be able to claim the former

price from the State, although they could no longer obtain so

much from individuals. By giving op the rise of value, they
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would obtain an actual State guarantee against a fall. And
this would be no loss to the State ; for every suuh fall in one
quarter, unless owing to a decline of the general prosperity,

implies a corresponding rise somewhere else, of whicli rise the

State would have the benefit. A third objection is sometimes
made. Land, it is said, is not the only article of property
which rises in value from the mere etfect of the advance of

national wealth, independently of anything done by the pro-

prietor. Pictures by the old masters, ancient sculptures, rare

curiosities of all sorts, have the same tendency. If it is not
unjust to deprive the landlord of the unearned increase of the

value of his land, by the same rule the increase of value of

Eaphaels and Titians might be taken from their fortunate

possessor and appropriated by the State. Were this true in

principle, it would lead to no consequences in practice, since

the revenue which could be obtained by even a very high tax

on these rare and scattered possessions would not be worth
consideration to a prosperous country. But it is not true,

even in principle. Objects of art, however rare or incompar-
able, differ from land and its contents in this essential par-

ticular, that they are products of labour. Objects of high art

are products not only of labour, but of sacrifice. The pains,

patience, and care necessary for producing works which will

be competed for by future ages are far from being those from
which the greatest immediate, and especially the greatest pe-

cuniary advantage is reaped by the artist. Such works almost

always imply renunciation of a great part of the gains which
might easily have been obtained by hasty and marketable pro-

ductions ; and often could not be produced at all unless the

few purchasers who are able to distinguish the immortal from
the ephemeral could feel that they might, without imprudence,
pay a high price for works which would be a fortune to their

descendants. The prospective rise in price of works of art is

by no means an unearned increase : the best productions of

genius and skill alone obtain that honour, while the increasing

value of land is indiscriminate. Governments do not think it

improper to disburse considerable sums in order to foster high
art and encourage the taste for it among the public. Much
more, then, should they not grudge to the artist what may
come to him spontaneously from the estimate which good
judges form of what his productions may sell for long after he
is dead. I grant that in mauy cases the increased value does

not reach the artist himself, but is an addition, and some-
times an unlooked-for addition, to the gains of a middleman,
who may have houglrt at a very moderate price, works which
subsequent accident or fashion suddenly brings into vogue.

This is a contingency to which artists, like all other workmen,
are liable ; if they are unable to wait they may be obliged to

sell their future chances below the true value, to somebody
who can. But they obtain, on tiie average, a higher re-

muneration for their labour than they could obtain if they

liad no such chances to sell. And it must be remembered that,

along with his chances of profit, the dealer takes the risk of

loss. Changes in the public taste and judgment may take

place either way ; if some works which may have been bought
cheap acquire a high value, others for which a high price has

been paid go out of fashion gradually, or even suddenly. If

dealers are exposed to the one chance, they must have the

benefit of the other. Were they deprived of it, their useful

function, by which, until replaced by something better,

artists are greatly benefited, could not be carried on.

Neither can it be said, as in the case of land, that receiving

the market price of the day would compensate the holder

for the chances of future increase. There is no market
price of such things ; and the future increase has no common
standard of estimation ; it is a matter of individual judgment,

and, even if an average could be struck, it would not com-
pensate any one for the disappointment of his own expecta-

tion. The objection, therefore, from the supposed parallel

case fails in its application : the cases are not really parallel.

In so far as there does not exist any parallelism, its conse-

quences should be accepted. The right of property in things

which, being unique, belong in some sense to the whole

human race, assuredly ought not to be absolute. If a half-

insane miUionaire took it into his head to buy up the pictures

of the great masters for the purpose of destroying them, the

State ought to stop his proceedings, if not to punish him for

the mischief he had already done. It may hereafter be

thought right to require that those who possess such treasures

should either open their galleries to public view, or at least

lend the contents from time to time for the purpose of exhi.

bition ; and should allow to artists, under reasonable restric-

tions, regular access to them for the purpose of reproduction

or of study- With regard to other possessions of public in-

terest, such as architectural remains and historical monu-

ments generally, they ought to be, if not acquired by the

State, placed under State protection. The pretence of right

to destroy them, or to make any change that would impair

their historical interest, ought not for a moment to be listened

to. The preservation of such monuments is one of the ar-

ticles in the programme of the Land Tenure Reform Associa-

tion. Had it been conceded fifty years ago, many interesting

relics of antiquity would have been still in existence, which

are now irreparably lost. Other objectors say, that if it is

allowable to take the unearned increase of the value of land,

it must, for the same reasons, be allowable to take for the

public the unearned increase of the price of railway shares.

But the fallacy is here so transparent as scarcely to require

pointing out. In the first place, every penny which is ob-

tained by railway shareholders is not the gift of nature, but

the earnings, and recompense, of human labour and thrift.

In the nest place, railway shares fall in price as frequently as

they rise ; which is far from being the case with land. If it

be said that the prosperity of the country tends to increase

the gains of railway shareholders as well as those of landlords,

the same national prosperity leads to the creation of compe-

ting railroads, and of new and comparatively unproductive

branches, so as to take away from the old shareholders with

one hand, nearly, if not quite, as much as it bestows on them
with the other. The two cases, therefore, differ in the essen-

tial point. We have now, we think, exhausted the objections

of principle which are usually made to the detention by the

State of the unearned increment of rent. It has, we think,

been shown that they are all of them such as a very little

consideration of the subject is sofiicient to dispel. But be-

sides these theoretical, there are practical objections, in ap-

pearance more formidable, but, as we shall be able to show,

quite as inconclusive. It is alleged, that, granting the justice

of claiming the unearned increase for the State, there are no

means of ascertaining what it is. It would be impossible (it

is said) to distinguish the increase of rent which arises from

the general progress of society, from that which is owing to

the skill and outlay of the proprieter ; and in intercepting

the former, there would be perpetual danger of unjustly en-

croaching upon the latter. There would be some ground for

this objection in a country of peasant proprietors. The im-

provements made by such a class of landowners consist more
in the ungrudging and assiduous application of their own
labour and care, and in attention to small gains and petty

savings, than in important works, or in the expenditure of

money. It would really be very difiicult, if not impossible, to

determine how much the proprietor and his family had
done in any given number of years, to improve the pro-

ductiveness, or add to the value of the land. But it is

quite otherwise with the improvements made by rich

landlords like those who own nearly all the soil

of the British Islands. What they do for the land is done by

outlay of money, through the agency of skilled engineers and
superintendents. It is easy to register operations (for in-

stance) of thorough drainage, and to ascertain and record, as

one of the elements in the case, the cost of those operations.

Their effect in adding to the value of the land has a natural

measure in the increased rent which a solvent tenant would

be willing to pay for it ; and the whole of that increase,

whether great or small, we would leave to the landlord. The
possibility of a valuation of unexhausted improvements is

assumed as a matter of notoriety in all the discussions, now
so common, respecting Tenant-Right. It is already a custom

in many parts of England to compensate an out-going tenant

for these improvements ; what is a custom in many places

will soon, it is probable, be made a legal obligation in all

;

and among the objections made to its imposition by law, we
are never told of the impossibility of doing it. But if it is

possible to value the effect of temporary improvements, why
should it be impossible to value the effect of permanent im-

provements ? A bill compelling a valuation of both, and

giving compensation for both alike, has been introduced into

the House of Commons by a high agricultural authority, Mr.
James Howard, and has met with influential support. Yet if

this be possible, the object is cprnpletely attained, for there is

no other difficulty. The fact of an increase of rent is easily

ascertained. There is nothing needed but the trouble and e^'
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pense of registering the facts. It might be necessary to have

a survey of the whole country, ascertaining and recording the

conditions of every tenancy, and to renew this operation peri-

odically, say every ten or twenty years. This is not so difficult

as the cadastral operations of some continental countries, or

the revenue surveys of British India ; for these undertake to

determine, by special inquiry, what rent each piece of land is

capable of yielding. In the proposed survey it would suffice

to record what it does yield ; allowing the landlord, if he can,

to prove that it is under-rented, in which case he ought not

to suffer for his past moderation. It should be understood,

also, that no intention is entertained of paring down the in-

crement of rent to the utmost farthing. We assert in prin-

ciple the right of taking it all ; in practice we have no desire

to insist upon the extreme right, at any risk of going beyond

it. No doubt the option allowed to the landlord of giving up

the land at its existing value would secure him against pecu-

niary wrong, but we should be sorry to trade upon his reluc-

tance to give up an ancestral possession, or one endeared to

him by association. We would leave, therefore, an ample

margin by way of insurance against mistakes in the valuation.

We would not insist upon taking the last penny of the un-
earned increase. But we maintain that within that limit,

taxation on the land, in addition to the landlord's share of all

other taxes, may justly be, and ought to be, imposed. We
contend that a tax on land not preceding but following the

future increase of its value, and increasing with that increase,

is a legitimate financial resource ; and that it is for the indi-

vidual landlord, by making an authentic record of what he

does for the land, to preserve evidence that its increase of

rent is the consequence and rightful reward of his own intel-

ligent improvements. This is the meaning of the fourth

article in the programme of the Land Tenure Reform Asso-

ciation ; and the reasons which have now been given are its

justification. The more it is considered, the more general,

we believe, will be the adhesion to it of those whose regard for

property is not a superstition but an intelligent conviction,

and who do not consider landlords as entitled to pecuniary

privilege, but only to equal justice.

THE GROWTH OF TOBACCO IN M A D B A S.

In the Madras Experimental Farm Report for last

year, 1 recorded in some detail the cultivations per-

formed on a few plots of tobacco. The crops not
being harvested at the time I wrote, I was not able

to offer any opinion as to the suitability of tobacco for

such soils as we cultivate at Sydapet. I will now briefly refer

to these experiments, and to the conclusions they enabled me
to form. The tobaccos were sown in January, and harvested

about four months afterwards ; but perhaps it will be better

that I should give the actual dates of sowing, harvesting, &c.

Such information may be useful to intending tobacco growers

:

1871.

Manilla ..

Godavery
Dindigul..

Madura ..

Date when

4th Jan.

do.

do.

do.

Date when
germinated.

11th Jan.

do.

do.

do.

Date when
transplanted

3rd March.
27th Feb.

3rd March.
do.

Date when
harvested.

10th May.
36th April.

do.

do.

Several other varieties of tobaccos (country chiefly) were
grown, but the dates of sowing, transplanting, &c., differed

very little from the above. As the object of these experiments
was simply to ascertain whether our soils could at a moderate
cost be made to yield a good marketable tobacco, we kept no
records of the weight of leaf produced, but the results were in

this respect all that could be desired; indeed, I never saw
more regular or more abundant crops. The leaves were cured
in two different ways : some by the ordinary native process,
and the remainder by the slower process usually followed in

Europe. The operations performed under the first-mentioned
system were conducted by a native who claims to be thoroughly
acquainted with the ordinary methods adopted by native to-
bacco growers for curing and preparing tobacco. He took
charge of the tobacco immediately alter it was removed from
the field, and was left at liberty to adopt any plan he pre-
ferred, being supplied with whatever he needed. I will
describe very briefly the operations he performed, as the whole
of the details have recently been so frequently described in the
numerous repUes received to the inquiries instituted by the
Board of Revenue regarding the cultivation of tobacco in the
different tobacco-growing districts of this presidency. After
removal from the field, the plants were hung over poles sus-
pended a few feet above the ground. On these poles they re-
mained for a couple of days, being fully exposed during the
whole time. They were then taken down and carefully built
in the form of a stack, its length being about twice as great as
its breadth, and its height about three feet. This was covered
with varagoo straw. After standing for seven days in this
neap the tobacco, which had then begun to ferment, was re-
moved and was suspended over lines in an open shed. Here it

remained for a fortnight when it was taken down, again made
into a heap and covered as before, this time resting on green
palmyra leaves. In this heap it remained untouched for ten
days, when it was turned the reverse way to that in which it

was first placed, that is, the stems, which in the first instance

were turned outwards, were now turned towards the ceittre of

the heap, the whole being again well covered with straw. In

this state it was allowed to remain for another period of ten

days, and at the expiration of this time the heap was opened,

each plant stalk was separately removed and its leaves care-

fully stripped off ; the bare stalks were thrown aside, and the

leaves were made into bundles ol 25 each. These bundles were

again stacked on straw, with a quantity of the green leaves of

the wild cashew tree mixed amongst them, and the heap or

stack was again covered with varagoo straw, this time heavily

weighted. In this state it was allowed to remain for eight

days, when the tobacco bundles were again turned and a fresh

supply of green cashew leaves mixed through, the whole being

covered and weighted as before. These turnings were repeated

three other times with the same intervals between, a fresh

supply of green cashew leaves being used each time, while the

heap was always kept thoroughly covered with straw pressed

well down by heavy weights. From the time the leaves were

removed from the stems, these repeated tur|>ings occupied

nearly six weeks. I may add that at each turning the position

of the bundles was so changed that every part of each bundle

was in turn subjected to the greater heat of the inner part of

the stack. The heap having been allowed to stand for eight

days after the fourth turning was opened out, and a few stems

of the plants, which liad up to this time been fermented in the

heap with the bundles of leaves, were removed. These tobacco

stems were boiled in water, and the decoction obtained was
afterwards employed in sprinkling each layer of bundles as

they were being again rebuilt in a stack. In this stack the

bundles remained until the following day, the violent fermen-

tation produced by the sprinkling having in the meantime
turned the leaves quite black. The bundles were now removed

from the stack to an open shed to dry. They were placed in

a vertical position with the leaf stalk downward, and were

packed very lightly together so as to afford every means for a

thorough ventilation throughout the whole. After drying in

this way for six hours, the bundles were again collected into a

stack, and a quantity of dry cashew leaves were mixed through

the heap as before, being carefully covered with varagoo straw

pressed down with weights. After remaining in this stack for

two days the bundles were again turned, and a fresh supply of

dry cashew leaves were added, and the whole covered as be-

fore. This was repeated three other times at intervals of two
days, when the tobacco was declared to be cured, though a

little care was still said to be iiecessary to prevent over-

heating. The tobacco thus manufactured was almost perfectly

black and very sticky. It had an exceedingly strong pungent

smell, and it seemed to give every satisfaction to the manufac-

turer and to the natives to whom it was shown ; however, it

was perfectly useless as a tobacco for any European market,

excepting, perhaps, for the manufacture of a sheep wash, or

for any sirailarpurpose, where a coarse, strong, pitchy-flavoured

tobacco is required. I referred before to this as the quick

process ; but I alluded to the fermentation heat employed
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rather than to the time occupied in the curing processes : such
a violent fermentation is established that the structure of the
leaf is altogether destroyed, while its tarry products are deve-
loped. I see nothing in these processes worth adopting—

a

result, equally as good, might be obtained in one-tenth of the
time they occupied, with one-tenth of the labour they absorbed.
There is a great amount of nonsensical mystery iu the rules

native tobacco curers obey. They limit each process to a cer-

tain length of time without any reference whatever to the
condition of the atmosphere at the time, whether moist or dry,

whether hot, cold, or windy ; neither do they make allowance
for the manner in which the tobacco was grown, whether
rapidly under irrigation, or more slowly under dry cultivation,

or the amount of leaf fermented at one time, or, in short, the

numerous other influences which affect all fermentative pro-

cesses ; but obey blindly a set of rules framed long before

hygrometers and thermometers were invented, when no means
existed whereby the different changes which take place during
the different stages of fermentation could be ascertained. Good
tobacco is, I believe, made under these empirical processes in

some parts of the Presidency ; but this, I think, only shows
that the tobacco in these parts is naturally so good that these

processes fail to injure it seriously. I believe that where
tobacco is really good, that is, in districts where the soil pro-

vides the necessary plant-food, ard in which the climate is in

every way suitable, it is no more difficult to cure and prepare

good tobacco for the market than in Ireland and some parts of

England it is to cure clover hay or to prepare flax for the

scutching mill. Practical men have certainly in many parts

of the world discovered the process without the aid of any
scientific information under which they can prepare a good
marketable tobacco, but in every instance of the sort they have
worked with a naturally good tobacco grown on a fertile soil

in a district favoured with a suitable climate. In many in-

stances the whole of their processes are well known, but the

rules they obey are of use only under conditions similar to

those under which they originated. A process, which might
in the West Indies produce most excellent tobacco, might
altogether faU in this country, and even in this Presidency a
set of rules, under which good tobacco might be prepared in

the south-west and western portions of the Presidency, might
be altogether misleading when adopted for a similar purpose
on this side of India. The remainder of the tobacco was cured

in the following way : On the plants being brought from the

field, the leaves were immediately stripped off tlie stalks ; after

which they were strung on twine passed through the leaf

stalk, the leaves being strung back and front alternately. Each
string of leaves was about six feet in length, and was provided

with a loop on either end, with which it could be suspended

between parallel bars. These were hung in the open air and
fully exposed for three days, being brought under cover at

night. They were then hung up in sheds for about six weeks.

By shutting or opening the windows of these sheds something

could be done to regulate the in-door temperature, but during

the hot dry weather of April, May, and June little real good
could be done in this way. At the expiration of the six weeks
the leaves had become more or less elastic, while their colour

had changed from a yellowish green into a light brown. They
were now taken down and were built on the floor of the shed

in a rectangular stack about three feet in height, paddy straw

being placed under and over the stack, and the whole was
heavily weighted. In this stack a gentle fermentation com-
menced, at first very slight, but gradually increasing in force.

This was caretuUy watched, and whenever the heat became too

great the stack was turned, the top strings of leaves being

brought to the lower part of the stack, and the lower strings

of leaves were brought to the top, while the outer strings of

leaves were replaced by those which had formed the centre of

the stack. In this way the whole of the tobacco was fully

exposed to the influence of the fermentative heat. The leaves

were kept for about three weeks in this stack, during

which time they were turned at least half a dozen

times, being always covered with straw heavily

weighted after each turning. The stack was next opened out,

and the leaves were carefully removed from the strings, sorted,

and tied in bundles of 25 each. The bundles were again

stacked, and the whole covered with straw, as before. A slight

fermentation was started, but not sufficient to injure the leaves.

The stack was turned twice a month during the first two
months. At the expiration of this period all fermentation had
ceased, and the tobacco needed no further attention, a water-

proof cover placed over being found quite sufficient to keep it

in fair condition. The tobacco thus cured was certainly not a

good article ; many of the leaves, though elastic, were thin

and papery, while the colour was far from being uniform.

Some leaves were a rich golden colour, while others were a pale

yellowish green. This, I think, was due to the exposure during

tlie first three days. Had we had good open sheds in which to

hang the tobacco when it was first removed from the field,

the quality would have been better. The sun was so very hot

during the days the tobacco was exposed, the outer leaves and
the outer parts of tiic leaves were scorched and browned
before the more sheltered leaves and parts of leaves had lost

their green colour ; and I afterwards noticed that all the

leaves and parts of leaves then scorched remained thin and
papery, even after being submitted to fermentation. The
colour of the tobacco, though not uniform, was generally

good, while the smell was mild and agreeable. Samples of
this tobacco and of that cured by the country process were
forwarded to Mr. Broughton, the Government quinologist, for

analysis and examination. The following is his report

:

My Dear Me. Robertson,—I have tested the samples of

tobacco (Manilla) cured by dryinsr process and Dindigul

country cured. The ash of the former contains but 0.6, and
of the latter 0.67 per cent, of potassic carbonate. This is quite

fatal to the quality of the tobacco, and I am quite of opinion
that the soil of the neighbourhood of Madras can scarcely be
made to produce tobacco of good quality. The former speci-

men is well grown, and seems carefully cured. The nicotine

has not been determined, as the data above given is con-

clusive. I should be glad to learn the mode of cultivation

and subsequent treatment of the tobacco when convenient.

The tobacco resembles a good deal that which I received from
the Agri-Horticultural Society of Madras, but is much better

cured. The same care in another district would most probably

produce a tobacco of good quality. The above results are

quite supported by the smoking of the tobacco.—Faithfully

yours (Signed), J. Broughton, Ootacamund, Peb. 15th, 1873.

P.S.—I have no doubt but that the tobacco sent would be
gladly smoked by natives, who generally care more for strength

than flavour.

I agree with Mr. Broughton as to the improbability of our

soils at Sydapet being made to yield good tobacco, excepting

at a cost far in excess of the possible value of the tobacco

produced. The following is an average analysis of the soil

on which this tobacco was grown. It has already been pub-

lished, but it is of such importance in connection with the fore-

going results that I venture to repeat it here :

Per cent.

Alumina 3.24«

Oxide of iron 1.35

Phosphate of lime .13

Carbonate of lime .31

Sulphate of lime trace only

Carbonate of magnesia trace only

Chlorides 90
Moisture 2.0'J

Organic matter 3.12

Sand 89.87

Total 100.00

for comparison with the above, I quote from a report of the

American Agricultural Department the analysis of a soil

which produces good tobacco in the Maryland State :

Per cent.

Silica 82.56

Alumina 3.46

Lime .31

Magnesia .86

Potath 4.60
Soda 1.10

Peroxide of iron and manganese... 3.36

Phosphoric acid .50

Carbonic acid 20
Ammonia .08

Huraic acid 35
Carbonaceous matter 2.55

Loss 07

Total 100.00

These analyses are not determined in precisely the same way.

The Experimental Farm soil was taken in its natural state

»
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while tlie American soil was dried at 212 degrees before its

constitueuts were determined. They are both very sandy

soUs. A glance at the two analyses vrill readily explain why
the one soil is able to produce a really good tobacco, while the

other altogether fails in doing this. The American soil is

especially rich in potash, tlie mineral on which tobacco de-

lights to feed. Thus, it contains upwards of 4| per cent,

of this mineral, while the farm soils contain only a trace

(determined with the chlorides). To make the farm soil as

rich in potash as the American soil, it would be necessary to

expend a sum in purchasing saltpetre, or some similar manure,

equal in amount to twenty times the value of the land ma
nured. Now, nothing would justify such an outlay ; and even

if the saltpetre could be obtained free of cost, nothing would
grow upon a soil dressed so heavily with soluble salts. Such
a quantity of potash as would be needed could only be utilised

when applied in some more insoluble form, as powdered fel-

spar, for instance ; but of this such an enormous quantity

would be required that it would of itself constitute quite a

new soil. It is quite true that some soils with a much smaller

))ercentage of potash than this American soil produce tobacco

of a fair quality, but it is equally true that all the best

tobacco lands contain a large percentage of potash. I have
seen an analysis with as much as six per cent, of potash,

though from three to four is the more usual percentage. Mr.
Broughton found less tlian half a per cent, of carbonate of

potash in the ashes of the tobacco our soils produced. For
comparison with this result, I am glad to be able to quote

from the report before referred to the analysis of the ashes of

the tobacco produced on tlie Maryland soil, of which I have
already given the analysis : Per cent.

Silica 2.40
Phosphoric acid 12.52
Lime 11.48

Potash 40.12
Soda 9.20

Magnesia .80

Peroxide of iron and manganese... 1.40

Chlorine 2.96

Carbonic acid 16.00
Sulphuric acid 2.04

Loss and unburut carbon 1.08

Total 100.00

It wiU thus be seen that, while the ash of our tobacco con-

tained less than half a per cent, of carbonate of potash, the

ash of the American tobacco contained upwards of 50 per

cent. Under these circumstances it has been decided that it

is useless to persevere in the attempt to grow a good tobacco

on the soils of the Sydapet Farms. Abundant crops can be

grown of such tobacco as suffices for the native market ; but

it is, as I have already shown, quite useless for exportation.

Though it has now been sufficiently well established that

the ashes of a good tobacco must contain a considerable per

cent, of carbonate of potash, it does not foUow that a tobacco

whose ash is rich in potash is necessarily a good one. Che-
mists as well as tobacco growers have much to learn regarding

tobacco ; indeed, chemists are almost in entire ignorance re-

garding the proximate analysis of the juices of tobacco in the

different stages of growth and during fermentation. We
much need investigation into the changes that take place in

the organic parts of the leaf during fermentation in order that

we may learn what we really must effect in order to manufac-
ture a good tobacco ; at present we are working in the dark.

Some who have gone to work in this way have happily hit

upon methods more or less successful and suited to their

peculiar circumstances ; but it is evident that if we are to do

any real good in improving the tobacco of this country—

a

country in which the arable soils are in a more or less ex-

hausted condition—we must work on well-ascertained prin-

ciples, and unfortunately we yet know little or nothing of

these principles. The whole subject needs a thorough inves-

tigation. Once ascertain what the changes that take place in

the leaf during growth and during fermentation really are,

and liovv these changes affect the quality of a tobacco, and it

will become as easy to produce a guide for growing and curing

tobacco as for brewing, cheese-making, malting, &c.

Recent investigations into the quality of the tobacco of

this Presidency have most conclusively proved that soils

which have long been under the exhausting system of culti-

vation usually pursued by ryots are, except where the soils are

naturally very rich in plant food, quite unfitted for tlie pro-

duction of a good tobacco, and that suitable tobacco soils

must be sought for in thinly populated districts, where the

natural fertility of the soil has not yet been permanently
injured.

—

From Mr. RobertsoiCs Report,

AUSTRALIAN
Amidst the press of business connected with the exhibition,

there was too little space for a discussion of the wool samples.
The show was a very instructive one, and was visited by large
numbers of persons interested in wool-growing ; and there was
this convenience in its situation, that those who desired to

give it a leisurely examination could do so in Messrs. Mort's
rooms. There was space, quiet, good light, and the absence
of dust—conditions that can seldom be secured at the exhi-
bition building, where it is desired by many that the wool
should be shown. Mr. Hirst, in his report for the summary
of the Sydney 3Iorni»g Herald, observes that the show was
not so good as the one in 1872. There were less entries in

the classes—less competition, in fact, and the almost entire
absence of the producers of the best wool in the colony. The
report says :

" The most interesting feature in wool since the
departure of the last mail has been the exhibition under the
auspices of the agricultural society, to which I propose, as in
former years, to devote some space in my usual monthly re-
port of matters affecting our chief staple. The show on the
whole was a very good one, though not up to the mark of the
preceding exhibition of 1872 ; and it certainly was not what
it ought to have been, either iu the general character or the
number of exhibits. With the exception of a single entry for
competition for Mr. Gibson's silver cup, the best wool-growing
district in the colony was entirely unrepresented. The
Mudgee growers, for reasons best known to themselves, for
a second time failed to put in an appearance ; and the honour
ot the colony, as far as line merino wools were concerned,
rested with Dr. Traill for the Merriwa district, and a few ex-
hibitors for the western slopes. Dr. Traill was the only

WOOL.
exhibitor for the first division of the schedule, viz., the

Mudgee and Merriwa districts, and right well did he main-
tain his character as a grower of fine pure merino wool. The
doctor had no opposition, but he richly deserved the prizes

awarded to him ; for it would have put the Mudgee growers

on their mettle to produce exhibits that would have wrested

the honours from him. Formerly the competition amongst
the several, Messrs. Cox, Mr. Bayly, Mr. Riley, and others,

constituted the great attraction of the annual exhibition of

wool ; and the Mudgee gentlemen were active and eager com-
petitors with each other ; but there has been an alteration

during the last two years, and it would appear that the ho-

nour of the colony in a wool-producing point of view weighs
nothing in tlie balance when private considerations are put in

the opposite scale." These remarks disclose a strange state of

things. We are led to suppose either the existence of some
private pique on the part of the Mudgee growers, or a tacit

confession that they cannot compete with Victorian and Tas-
manian growers. There is not, so far as we know of the mat-
ter, any misunderstanding, and the absence of Mudgee wool
can therefore only be attributed to the fear on the part of the

growers of risking the reputation they now have. But the

absentees may probably come to find out that they may risk it

by withholding as well as by presenting their exhibits. The
colony will soon be forced to the conviction that the wool
grown there is less adapted to the wants of the colony than
such a sample as Mr. Learmonth showed and won with. If

this is the fact the sooner it is known the better. From the

award-sheet, however, we find that although Mr. Bayly does

not exhibit, his blood has been instrumental in winning largely
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for otliers. Tims, the first prize for clothing ewes' fleeces,

washed and greasy, was from the produce of " station ewes
and N. P. Bayly's rams." The four prizes offered for wool
from the coast and mountain district were won by the produce
" of the rams and ewes crossed by Bayly's rams." The wool
which won the iutercolouial challenge prize offered for the
most valuable fleeces of ewes was " from N. i'. Bayly's rams,"
and his blood enabled Mrs. Pilcher, of Inverell, to win tiic

intercolonial challenge prize for the most valuable bale, not
less than 2001b3. of not more than 100 ewes' fleeces. It may
be assumed that Mr. Bayly does not part with his best blood

;

therefore, if that which he does distribute gives such results

as we have seen to those who use it, what would not it secure
to himself iu these contests ? If he can win the highest
prices for sheep, as he has just done in Melbourne by the sale

of a five-year-old Blerino ram for 300 guineas, and a four-year
old ram for 150 guineas, he may certainly be assured of win-
ning the liighest honours for wool. Dr. Traill certainly

loses nothing by competing either in the colonial or interco-

lonial classes, but wins honour in all, but it is scarcely wise in

the men of the Mudgee and Merriwa districts to allow him to

stand alone or nearly so. We have to regret the dispersion of
Mr. Charles Cox's flock, which contributed much credit and
interest to these shows, and it was to be hoped that those who
became possessed of his blood would occupy his place— several

in place of one. If it be granted, as it usually is, that an
annual show' has an excellent effect upon the wool-produce of
the colony, we cannot understand wfiy any should abstain

from supporting it—especially those of the first class—at

the risk, even of an occasional fall with a stout antagonist.

There would be less loss to them by that fall than by the
absence of the opportunity for getting a fall. A show may
be to the shame of a man who is much below the mark ; but
it imparts increased value to every effort made by men who
have attained the front rank. Their reputation is widened,
the demand for the products of their skill is heightened, and
the ball is at their toe.

Let the show be managed by whom it may—by the agri-

cultural society, by wool growers, or by wool buyers—this may
be matter for debate, but there can be no doubt that for the

purposes of business there should he an opportunity
afforded of inspecting and comparing all tiie wool
growths of these colonies. It is required for buyers, for

growers, and for those who come from a distance, to acquire a

knowledge of our products ; all should combine to make it effi-

cient. We cannot be too painstaking in affording the most
precise information respecting such produce to those who re-

quire it, and our wool growers generally should see to it that

this annual wool show is well supported, and thoroughly re-

presentative of the flocks and capabilities of the colony. The
sense of the importance of making this provision cannot pre-

vail at the present time, else Dr. Traill would not have been
left without a competitor in the classes appropriated to

Mudgee and Merriwa wool. His combing and clothing fleeces

were admirable types of the wool there produced, but it would
certainly have been more satisfactory to have seen a far larger

number of exhibits in competition. And then, again, why was
he left alone in competition for Messrs. Mort's fifty-guinea

cup? Could no one be found? The terms of competition
should exactly have suited those who maintain that the best

jury of wool is the London buyers—for in this case the bales

were to be subjected to those gentlemen—price ruling the

award. The Salt Bush district yielded more interesting sam-
ples last year. This year but one exhibitor came forward, and
he showed what good clothing and combing wool could pro-
duced. The combing wool was " of good sound staple."

With respect to the intercolonial competition, Mr. Hirst says :

" The most interesting part of the show will be found in the

intercolonial competition ; and it was here that the defection

of the Mudgee growers was most to be lamented. The honour
of the old colony was, however, very fairly upheld by tlie ex-

hibits of Dr. Traill and Mrs. Pilcher. The first iu order was
class 251, for the most valuable 12 washed ewe fleeces. Mr.
Learmonth, of Ercildoun, Victoria, exhibited a truly magnifi-

cent sample, very long and sound iu staple, of excellent quality,

and beautifully washed. For this exhibit there could be no
doubt of ttie accuracy of the award of the first prize. Dr.
Traill came next with his exhibit previously referred to in

the first division or section of the schedule ; and Mr. J. Gib-
son, of Tasmania, followed with high commendation for fleeces,

in the writer's opinion, very little inferior to either of the two

above mentioned exhibits." Then follow remarks upon the

competition for the pri/.e for the most valuable bale of combing
wool iu the exhibition :

" We now come to perhaps the most
important class in the exhibition, viz., for the most valuable

bale of combing wool, of not less than 2001bs. net weight, and
containing not more than 100 fleeces. In this class the

higiiest honours again fell to Victoria, as represented by Mr.
Livingstone Learmonth. It would be almost impossible to

speak too highly of this exhibit, as combining excellent qua-

lity, great length and elasticity of staple, perfect soundness,

and brilliancy of colour not to be surpassed. The same exhibit

very deservedly obtained the prize for the best got-up bale in

the exhibition, and is described by the judges as perfect in this

respect ; an opinion in which the writer fully concurs. The
second prize was awarded to Mr. James Gibson, of Tasmania,
for a beautiful bale of wool, but sufliciently inferior to give

little exercise for very minute discrimination. Possibly some
visitors at Messrs. Mort and Co.'s store may remember the

bale of wool exhibited by Mr. Gibson a year ago, in the same
division of the schedule, and perhaps may retain a recollection

of its superiority to his present exhibit. The writer fortu-

nately has in his possession a sample of the bale referred to,

and has compared it side by with Mr. Learmonth's wool of
the present year ; and though the former, from having been
wrapped up in paper for a twelvemonth, has lost some of its

freshness, it would be very diificulc for the keenest discrimi-

nating judge to say which is the more valuable wool. The
writer has also a sample of Mr. Learmonth's best wool of the

year 1873, which certainly does not equal his present exhibit

;

and the natural inference is that Mr. Learmonth has improved
his wool, while Mr. Gibson has failed to come up to his former
mark. In the above division Dr. Traill exhibited a bale which
was highly commended by the judges. It was a good third,

and that is saying much for a wool brought into competition
with the maguiHcent samples above described." The latter

ob;crvation bears with considerable strength upon whac has
been said relative to the benefits derived from periodical dis-

plays of wool. Concerning the competition for the champion
silver medal prize for the 12 most valuable fleeces in the exhi-
bition, Mr. Hirst writes as follows :

" In this class there were
five competitors and seven exhibits, representing New South
Wales, Victoria, Tasmania, and New Zealand. The prize was
awarded to Mr. Learmonth, of Victoria, for his 12 fleeces pre-
viously referred to in class 251 ; Mr. H. Watt, of Wanganui,
New Zealand, exhibited 12 fleeces of the Lincoln type, which
were considered by the judges of sufficient value to justify a
recommendation for a separate prize, the wool being of such a
totally different character to the fine wools of the Australian
colonies that it could not be fairly put iu juxtaposition with
them, though possibly, from the great weight of the fleeces,

they might realize in the English market an approximate, if

not an equal, value." The special prizes were Messrs. Mort
and Co.'s challenge cup, value 50 guineas ; and Mr. Gibson's
silver cup, value £10. We quote what the writer says of the
former :

" For the former there was but one competitor. Dr.
Traill. It is difficult to account for this on the ground of
personal difference between the Mudgee growers and the
council of the agricultural society. The prize was one offered

by a private firm for the encouragement of fine wool-growing
iu the colony, and nothing but really substantial causes should
have stood in the way of honourable competion. The prize
was intrinsically valuable enough ; but if it had been nothing
more than a leather medal, it should have induced growers to
contest for tiie honourable distinction of being for the year the
best wool producer. The Mudgee gentlemen probabably have
good reasons—best known to themselves—for not joining in
the contest; but the public generally may come to the con-
clusion that they were afraid to try conclusions with the emi-
nent Merriwa wool-grower ; and if they do so the Mudgee
growers will only have themselves to thank for it. The matter
is a subject for much regret, for it is not likely that Messrs.
Mort and Co. will again offer a valuable prize, which is appa-
rently so little appreciated, and worse still, it may deter other
private firms, or individual parties, from offering similar in-

ducements for competition." The show of Angora goat's hair
or wool was in far less quantity than was expected. The only
sample was from Adelaide. It should have been a point with
all the breaders to have shown something for the purpose of
quickening the public attention to this important product.—
The Sydney Mail,
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THE EMIGRATION HUMBUG.
There is a stir just now among the Agricultural Labourers

about emigration ; and Mr. Arch, the Azazel of the Agricul-
tural Labourers' Union, has started for North America
in his moleskins, to look out for a fresh home for the " surplus
labour of our farms." All that we can do of course is to wish
him success in his explorations ; but if the agricultural la-

bourers are as shrewd as we take them to be, tiiey will think
twice before they allow Mr. Arch or anyone else to lead them
off to the backwoods of America, of the Canadas, of Brazil, or
of the Edens which lie in the valley of the Amazon and the
River Plate, with their herds of buffalo, with their flocks of
llamas, with their green rolling prairies, where you have only
to run up a hut of pine logs and to take in 1,000 acres of land
as rich as the red soil of the West, to set up as a squire, and
to enjoy the luxury of turning up the furrow on your own free-
hold. This is the most brilliant illusion perhaps that has
been flashed upon the imagination of English peasants since a
handful of adventurers rambling through the valley of the
Sacramento promised to make millionaires off hand of all the
hardy spirits of Europe who liked to take their chance of a
fortune or starvation with a Californian Long Tom and a
shovel in San Francisco. But it did not take long to find out
that you may hay gold too dear ; and we hope the agricultural
labourer will, like Mr. Gladstone, think more than once, more
than twice, more than thrice, before he relinquishes his cot-
tage with its ivy, its roses, and its garden, or its modest plot
of potato ground, for an estate in the Hed River Valley or in
Brazil. Of course a man of experience, with capital to stock
and work a farm, may do many things worse than go out to
Illinois, to Indiana, or to the New Nortli-West which the
North Pacific-road has just thrown open to settlers ; but it is

simply fool-hardiness for meu like the Rev. Dr. Rogers to get
together a cluster of English families, with perhaps hardly
£100 between them, and take them off into the wilderness,
plant them in bare little huts in the prairies, tell them that
they have only to tickle the soil with a hoe to make it laugh
into a harvest, and then to leave them to their fate. He
might just as well plant them out on Exmoor, and tell them
there to replenisli the earth and subdue it. The fact is the
earth is not to be replenished and subdued in this harum-
scarum style ; and we should like to hear what the Yeovil
labourers who were sent out to the North-West a year ago,
with a B.D. for their chaperone in the wilderness, have to say
about life on llie prairie. " I was well, I would be better, and
here I am," is probably the form that the reflections of most
of them would take; and, although we shall probably have
the Rev. Dr. Rogers here in a few days with a glowing ac-
count of the prairies, with their black loam that you can
throw up two feet deep, of the rocks and waterfalls of St.
Louis and all the rest of it, the plain fact is that the labourers
who left Yeovil a year ago with a flourish of trumpets wish
themselves home again, one and all. It is one thing to get a
glimpse of the country, like Dr. Rogers, from the cosy corner
of a first-class railway carriage, with a cigar in your mouth
and a return-ticket in your pocket, and quite another thing
to be set down in a hut in the midst of a flat, boundless
prairie, with hardly a shilling; in your pocket, and with the
prospect of a long and hard winter before you. The return-
ticket makes all the difference in the world, and the placid
cynicism with which Dr. Rogers laughs at the idea of his
jyroteges charging all their difliculties upon him is equal to
Pharaoh with his " Go work—ye are idle." A special corre-
spondent of the New York Herald, who has been sent off to
see what the country is like in order to tell the Americans
themselves, met the Doctor in a railway carriage returning
from Dnluth, where he had been for a fresh batch of 70 of his
dupes to plant out in the prairies. " The Doctor," of course,
" spoke cheeringly of the effort, said a few were disappointed,
but that only two had gone back to England ; that some were
unaccustomed to labour, and found it disagreeable, and they
were all too much inclined to charge their difficulties on him.
From others, however (the special correspondent goes on to
say), I hear a much more unfavourable account. They came
in April, it is said, before the snow left, were brought to a
prairie location, where it was difficult to get wood, had no
Idea of what American pioneer work was, and were horribly
disgusted, charging all their ills on the unfortunate Doctor."

Perhaps this is a little hard upon the Doctor, because these
people ought to have thought for themselves ; but as the cor-
respondent of the New York Times adds, when he afterwards
saw their little bare houses in the midst of the flat prairie,

and thought what the ivy-covered cottages and hawthorn lanes
and bushy copses and green hills of old England must have
been in comparison, " I can imagine tliat even 35 bushels of

wheat to the acre could have hardly been a compensation."
We should say not, indeed, especially when the 35 bushels of
wheat an acre exist only in Dr. Rogers's imagination, and no
one will be surprised to hear that " the English colony is now
fairly broken up." The only romantic bit on the whole route
is near Duluth, where the St. Louis bursts through the rocks,

and forms a series of picturesque rapids ; but the soil is not

worth much till you reach Perham, 185 miles from Duluth.
Here it is superb, especially near Detroit and Oak Lake. The
country is a green, rolling prairie, the soil a black loam nearly

2i inches deep, with oak openings on gentle knolls, and
sparkling little lakes in every hollow. The whole landscape,

far and wide, seems like a park. Gardens floarish beautifully,

and wheat yields from 20 to 35 bushels to the acre, while a
short distance brings the farmer to market at the railroad

station, wliere he can get usually a dollar a bushel for his

crop. The timber is near, and water is easily got. All
beyond this is prairie, where may grow anything, Indian corn
and wheat worth 10 dollars an acre ; but you must think of

nothing beyond 10 dollars an acre if you take up your quar-

ters here. " It is a dreary place to live in," says the corre-

spondent, with a shudder. The winters are long and hard,

although the atmosphere is dry, the spring water is bad, and
you must lay your account for malaria and typhoid fever as

well there as at home. The summer climate is all you could
wish, " and the cloud effects at sunset on these vast prairies,"

adds the correspondent with a touch of humour, " surpass
anything I have ever seen." But you must take these sun-
sets with 10 dollars an acre for compensation for everything
else ; and if you can do that, and have capital in hand to lay

out a farm in this wilderness, you may do very well. But
unless you can make up your mind to that, you may as well

take your chance in Brazil at once, if you cannot stay at home.
To set English farm labourers down on these prairies and tell

them to carve out farms for themselves is like letting canaries

out of their cages into the open to shift for themselves, and
wish them joy of their liberty. 'J'hey are helpless. Perhaps
if a few English farmers with a good balance at their bankers'

were to go out to St. Louis with steam ploughs, a herd of

oxen, and 200 or 300 efficient labourers, they might in a few
years bring these wastes into cultivation, and make a hand-
some profit upon the speculation all round ; but it is folly, and
worse than folly, for Dr. Rogers and men of that stamp to be
taking out agricultural labourers and planting them in the

open in bare huts witli nothing in the world perhaps but a

hen-tail plough and a few bushels of seed, and yet this ap-

parently is all that the mass of these emigrants have or can
expect to have for years. It is high time that the true facts

of tJie case were put to the agricultural labourers, and in the

meantime all we can do is to repeat to those about to emigrate

at haphazard with Dr. Rogers, or anyone of Dr. Rogers's

class. Punch's advice to people about to marry—Don't.

Canon Girdlestone taught or tried to teach the Devonshire
labourers how to better themselves with whips ; but Dr.

Rogers and Mr. Yeats, with their glowing descriptions of the

New North- West and Brazil, are teaching the Somerset and
Gloucestershire labourers with scorpions, and it is not till it is

too late that the men are finding out that the picture has two
sides. It is a pity.

—

The Brislol Times.

CARNWATH. — Mr. Lind held his annual sale of
rams, and showed over 4,000, consisting mostly of crosses and
half-breds, although the prices were down on the various

lots from 3s. to 6s. ahead below last year; however, the lambs
were generally considered not in the same condition, but as a

whole they were a lot of superior lambs. Best class of crosses

sold in lots from 26s. to 30s. a-head, smaller kinds 203. up to

25s., half-bred wedder lambs 24<s. to 29s. A lot of about 100
ewe lambs sold at 28s. 6d.
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SEED VETCHES.
CARMARTHEN COUNTY COURT.—D. Howell Thomas v. Thomas Joshua.

This was an action to recover fl\e value of 20 bushels of

vetch seed and the loss occasioned by their failure to grow
into a crop, caused it was alleged by the inferior quality of

the seed. Mr. D. Long Price appeared for the plaintiff; and
Mr. Griffiths for the defendant.

Mr. D. H. Thomas said : I live at Derllys Court. On the

5th of April last I bought 20 bushels of vetches of Mr. Joshua
at 58. 6d. I also bought of others at the same price, which
was the market price. I told him how much land I was going
to sow—seven acres with them. I sowed them on the 7th

and 8th of April. I had sown oats and grass seeds the pre-

vious year. I lost the seeds because the crop was too heavy
with oats and grass. The oats being laid smothered the grass.

The land was then in a peculiarly favourable state for the

growth of vetches. The land was in good tUth and the wea-
ther favourable. The vetches were a long time before they

made any appearance, and then they were very sickly, and
when the sun came they withered back. I would not sow
winter vetches in spring. The crop from those seeds was of

no value. I did not plough the land until the last week in

June. I had some more seed from another tradesman, and
they came up in the usual time and looked promising. I

wrote to Mr. Joshua and told him I should hold him respon-

sible for my loss. He said he would make the Messrs. Calde-

cott pay. Mr. Joshua said he would come to see the land,

and at defendant's request I got my father to meet him. They
saw the crop, and he asked me to let it remain until Saturday,

as perhaps the Messrs. Caldecott would like to see the land.

At the drill where these seeds were sown there was a manifest

change in appearance from those bought of ttie other trades-

men. On the following Saturday he said he would endeavour
to get an arbitrator. He sent me Mr. Tiiomas, who would
not agree to meet any one, but only came as a friend to make
matters straight. Mr. Joshua afterwards said he would leave

it to me, and asked me to be merciful. In consequence I

offered to take £21. I did not meet him on the day named, as I

was not in town. The next time I met him he said he would
not pay me unless compelled. I consider the crop would
have been worth £10 per acre. To feed sheep I estimate it

at £7.
Cross-examined : I had been at other shops to look for

seeds. I compared the seeds shown to me by Mr. Joshua
with that from the others. I made the remark that the seeds

from Mr. Joshua were finer and plumper than the others,

and I bought ot him. They were delivered that evening. I

can tell seeds generally, but am not particularly a judge of

vetches. I told Mr. Buckley that Mr. Joshua's were a good
deal darker than his. They were also larger than the others.

I have been told that seeds get darker with age, but did not

know it at the time. I took Mr. Joshua's sample to Mr.
Buckley, who said it was a superior sample. I had oats on
the land last year. I had also clover and rye grass there.

The grasses failed that year, Tiie vetches were intended to

he fed off. I did turn sheep into them before 1 ploughed it.

I would tiave herded the sheep there if the crop had been

good. About the third week in Hay Mr. Joshua came down.
Before he came down I had had no sheep there. I turned

the sheep in three or four days before I ploughed it. No
sheep whatever had been in there before Mr. Joshua came
there. I don't know that a flock of sheep had got in there.

I sowed some vetches that i had from Mr. Thomas in another

part of the same field. I also ploughed up that part of the

field, because so small a part of the field would not pay to

leave. I would have consumed the crop by sheep and then

laid down the field in permanent grasses, which had failed on
the previous year. I estimated the damages on the 17th of

June, and this (holding a letter in his hand) is the value I

then put on it. The amount named in this letter was the

same I had agreed to take as a compromise. I was advised

to claim £50 instead of the £21. I base ray claim on my
supposition that the seeds were winter seeds. I have not

tried winter vetches sown in the spring. I have bought
autumn vetches. They are generaOy the same price as wheat.
They were when I bought them 83. a bushel. I expected to

make £7 an acre by this crop. Derllys is 500 acres, but is

not all as valuable. The season is a very favourable one for

vetches.

Re-examined : I took tlie sample to Mr. Buckley because I

knew he would show his seed to me, but I am not a judge of

vetches. I believe that seeds are polished up for sale. The
sheep could only have been there a very short time without

being seen by others on the farm- When Mr. Joshua was
there he never drew my attention to any marks of sheep. If

the field had all cropped equally I would not have ploughed

up the part sown with Mr. Thomas's seeds.

Mr. Nathaniel Thomas (Maesy prior), said : I am next

neighbour to Derllys. I am on friendly terms with Mr.
Thomas, and know his land very well. I know this field. I

can see it from my farmyard. I know that the ground and

weather was very favourable to the growth of vetches. I agree

with all Mr. Thomas has said. The field is two fields away
from the yard, and the difference was so marked as to enable

me to see it from the yard.

Cross-examined : I saw the seed drilled in. I consider the

field one of the best in the hundred, except one headland ; it

was dry. Dampness would have the effect of injuring seed.

I know the clover seed had failed tliere. Vetches do not grow
better with oats ; they are mixed only to add to the weight of

the crop. I don't think that there were oats sown in other

fields with vetches.

Re-examined : The clover failed because the corn lodged and
choked the grasses. It is not customary to sow oats with

vetches when intended to be eaten off by sheep.

Mr. Robert Marsh (Towyn) : I have always been farming,

and now farm 2,000 acres. I have not seen the field in ques-

tion, but know the quality of Mr. Thomas's land. As a farmer,

I liave had much experience in the growtli of vetches, and
consider an average crop to be eaten by sheep as worth £6 or

£7 an acre. I consider that the field, from what I have

heard, was well adapted for the growth of vetches. An ordi-

nary cultivator of vetches would scarcely be able to distinguish

between autumn and spring vetches,

Cross-examined : I never buy any vetches without trying

them. I grow ray own vetches, and none have failed.

Mr. S. Thomas (Rushmoor) : I remember being present

when Mr. Joshua came there. He said the seeds were coming
up very thin, but he thought to see them worse. He said no-

tliing about sheep having been there. He suggested that the

plaintiff should let tlie field alone until the following Saturday

as the people he bought the seeds of might wish to send a man
to see tliem ; if they would not do so he would send a man
himself.

Cross-examined : My son said he was going to plough the

field at once. I never said the seed had not had fair play. I

said if there was a wish to let them remain, my son might

let them alone for a few days. The seeds did come up, but

were very sickly.

This was the case for the plaintiff.

Mr. Grifeiths called Mr. Thomas Joshua, who said : I am
a seed merchant in this town, and have been so for some years.

I have sold vetches. I ^bought them from Messrs. Caldecott,

of Worcester. I think I had them in February, 1873. I

had no others in stock when they came. I remember Mr.
Thomas coming about vetches in April. The tares named in

the invoice are the vetches, and are always so invoiced. I sup-

plied Mr. Thomas with samples of seeds. He took the sam-

ples away. He returned in about ten minutes. He bought

20 bushels. I took the samples from the bulk I sold him. I

gave 40s. per qr. for them. I had 5s. 6d. for thera of Mr
Thomas—that is Gd. per bushel profit. I sent them down ou
Saturday. On May 20th I heard from hira in reference to these

vetches. I went to Derllys to see him, when I got there I saw

him and his father. We went to the field and examined the

vetches. He drew my attention to a spot near the hedge at

the upper part of the field. I admitted they were better there

than those I liad sold, though these were not so bad as I ex-

pected. They were not very tall, but there were plenty on
the ground. I never agreed to give the plaintiff £21. I did

agree to refer the matter, and wished Mr. Simon Thomas to

be one of the referees. I endeavoured to find an arbitrator.
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I sold some of tlie vetches to others. I sold some to Mr.
Evans, Tower-hill, Cardiganshire ; Mr. John Owens, Ciliau

;

Mr. David Thomas, Gellyddu ; Mr. Henry Jones, Gostreissa
;

F. Green, Esq., solicitor ; and Mr. Cottrell, of this town. Tliey

were supplied out of the bu'k of the seed I supplied Mr.
Thomas with, and I have had uo complaints. I sent some
samples to try to Mrs. Gwynne Thomas's servant, David Grif-

fiths, to Mr. Buckley, corn mercliant, and to Messrs. Francis
and Davies, of this town. I have also tried some. I put them
in last Wednesday. I produce those as proof of their germi-
nating power, but I have better samples.

Cross-examined : I received a letter from Mr. Thomas com-
plaining of the vetches, hut cannot tind it. I went down
because of the letter. I think I asked Mr. Thomas to write

to rae about them. I gave as a reason that I wished to send
it to Mr. Caldecott. I did not send the letter to Mr. Caldecott.

I did not write to Mr. Caldecott. I saw him last night. Mr.
Griffiths subpoenaed him. I did not write because I had
heard from others that the seeds were good. I did not ask
Mr. Thomas to let the field remain without ploughing, Mr. S.

Thomas did so. I don't know the difference between tares and
etches. I bought 80 bushels of Messrs. Caldicot this year.

I sold one-fourth to Mr. Thomas. I only bought 80
bushels this year. They came by rail in sacks. There were
30 sacks of which I have taken samples. I took them from
one sack. I cannot say whether the others might not have
been bad. I don't recollect buying any vetches at Newcastle-
Emlyn this year. If I bought any I did not bring them down
liere. I gave samples to the persons to try on the day I was
summoned, I sold Mr. Thomas 20 bushels in five sacks. I

did not take any of these samples out of the sacks I sold to
Mr. Thomas, but out of others.

Re-examined : I don't recollect writing to the firm at all.

I did write to the firm after this action was brought. I quite
forgot when I was asked just now.
By the J udge : I have not made any arrangement with

Mr. Caldecott.

Mr. Herbert Caxdecott : I travel for my father, and
manage generally for him. He is a seedsman in Worcester.
February 21st, I took an order from Mr. Joshua for 20 sacks.

Tares and vetches are the same description of seed. These
seeds were brought from Herefo'dsliire. We had no more
than this lot of about 1,200 bushels. They were not grown
by one grower, but were bought by a collector. I go to

other places, and have sold out of this lot in other places
besides Carmarthen, and have received no coiPplaints of their

quality save this action. I have had a good deal of experience
in vetches, and consider these better than the average. They
were larger in grain. Those I have seen growing had a very
good crop. I produce a sample I have tried. They were
only put in on Saturday.

By the Judges.—There is a distinction between spring and
autumn vetches. T would not sell one for the other knowing-
ly. If autumn vetclies were sown in spring, they would be
better, only longer in germinating. It is the custom in our
country to sow autumn vetches in spring, but spring vetches
would not stand the weather if sown in the autumn. The
winter vetches are 7s. 6d. or 8s., against 5s. or 5s. 6d. The
autumn vetches would be about a fortnight longer. We have
not agreed to indemnify Mr. Joshua for the result of this

action.

Cross-examinei : The collector might probably have bought
of five or six farmers. It is possible that he bought them
in lots of ten bushels. When they came to us they were
mi,Ked so that the sample might be uniform. They were the
only sample of English vetches we had at Worcester tiiisyear.

This sample has never been in Mr. Joshua's. I only heard of
this action last Thursday. My father heard of it the day be-
fore. I cannot produce the letter. I decidedly say it is the
habit to sow autumn vetches in Worcester. We sell spring
vetches because we sell anything we can to get a profit out of.

I cannot tell spring from autumn vetches.

By the Judge.—I might very probably tell the difference
between two samples although a less experienced person might
not be able to see any difference.

Re-examined: The sample germinated by me was from the
actual bulk from which Mr. Joshua was supplied.

Mr. F. Green, solicitor, examined : I farm a few acres of
Jand in Llandefeilog. I bought some vetches of Mr. Joshua
m the early part of this year. I caused the seed from

Joshua to be sown in my land. I produce a sample of the

first crop. I think it a good crop. I caused it to be cut this

morning, and brought it in this morning. It was sown in

March. I also sowed some later. I consider it a good crop.

By the Judge.—Itliink I bought early in March. I sent

for a sample and bought what I required.

Mr. Wm. Evans, Tower Hill, proved that the crop raised

from the seed bought of Mr. Joshua gave as good a crop as he
liad ever seen ; but he had not an equally good crop, that

sowed in the garden being better than that in the field. He
had no cause of complaint.

Cross-examined : The same seed I sowed in both places. I

pay £100 a year rent, and my farm is 120 acres. The crop

in the field was not a bad one.

Re-examined : I bought the seed in one lot.

Mr. John Owens, of Ciliau, proved tliat he bought some
vetches of Mr. Joshua and of another, and the crops were
equally good. I saw a field on Penrhiw which was obliged

to be ploughed up because sheep had gone on the land. I

farm 257 acres and pay £105 per annum.

By the Judge.— A. good deal is sheep land.

Mr. John Jones, Cwmeucha, examined : I am a servant at

Cwmeucha. I was engaged ploughing in this field where
the vetches were. I saw the remains of them in the earth,

even with the earth. I can't exactly say when this year. I

have ploughed fields after vetches. I have seen sheep in this

field about a week or fortnight before the field was ploughed.

There might have been 12 or 15.

Cross-examined : I saw them in the daytime, but can't say

what time. 1 only saw them once—they might have been 8,

10, or 12. I am 28 years old. My master sent me to plough
there. I don't know whether my master is here to-day. I

saw him come to the fair.

By the Judge.—I knew the field had been sown with
vetches when the sheep were there, but gave no notice to my
master or Mr. Thomas. I don't remember what I was going
to do that day, but I was going over a bank to my master's

farm when I saw the sheep.

William Jones, servant to Mr. Thomas, Derllys, said

:

I remember this seed being bought of Mr. Joshua. I re-

member the field sown with vetches. The sheep were sent

into the field a short time before the field was ploughed.
Some sheep had gone in through the hedge before Mr. Joshua
went to look at it : there was not a large number in it a

month before the ploughing.

David Griffiths, servant to Mr. Gwynne Thomas : 1

tried a sample of seeds from Mr. Joshua. I produce a pot
which I sowed a week ago. I have had fifteen years' expe-
rience and think when seeds grow like this they are good.

Mr. James Buckley, corn merchant : For thirty years' I

have had to dojwith seeds. I remember Mr. Thomas bringing a

sample from Mr. Joshua. We agreed that Mr. Joshua's were
the best. I thought they were fine indeed. I have tried a
sample for him, and produce a box, and consider the germi-
nating quality would be the same out in a field. I think
spring and autumn vetches are the same, only one has the
habit of growing in the summer and the other in the winter.

Cross-examined : I don't remember whether the reason I

did not sell Mr. Thomas his seed was because I had not suffi-

cient of one kind to satisfy his want. I would most certainly

not sell winter vetches if asked for spring vetches. I cannot
say whether winter vetches would grow better than spring

vetches if sown in spring.

Thomas Davies said he occasionally assisted Mr. Joshua in

his business, and knew that Mr. Joshua had no seeds in stock

previous to those from Messrs. Caldecott—as proof there was a

merchant in court who had asked for some.

Cross-examined : He was only occasionally at Mr. Joshua'd,

and it was possible that vetches might have been taken to Mr.
Joshua's stores without his knowledge.

Mr. Morgan proved that he had applied to Mr. Joshua for

seeds the first Wednesday in March, and was told he had none,

but expected some.

Mr. Griffiths spoke in support of his client's case, after

which Mr. Price made an address bringing out the points of

his case.

His Honour reserved his judgment.
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THE ODOUR OF MILK.
When milk is first drawn, as every dairyman knows, it is

accompanied with a peculiar odour. It is known among
dairy people as " animal odour "—a phrase that has come
into such general use as to assume a technical character. In
freshly drawn milk, this odour is similar to that of the skin of

the cow, derived from insensible perspiration. After standing

a while confined, it assumes the smell of acrid breath, and has

something of a foetid character mingled with it. Standing
still longer, it takes on a sraell which, according to the tem-
perature, is more or less suggestive of a foul stable. The
name " animal odour " is, therefore, a very natural one, and
somewhat suggesti^re. Many people confound " animal odour "

with " animal heat," using the terms as synonymous. No
mistake could be greater. The odour of new milk is as dis-

tinct from heat, as steam is from the heat which forms it.

Animal heat is not different from any other heat, and licid is

always entirely different from odour. The former is only the

condition of a thing, while the latter is a iking of itself.

Just what this odour consists of is not well known either to

dairymen or scientists. The writer has regarded it as a gas

formed from the changes of a putrefactive character in the

waste matter of the body, as its odour, under different circum-

stances, corresponds to that of excretary matter. Professor

Caldwell, of Cornell University, suggests that it is a very

volatile animal oil, formed from the albuminoids in the milk.

Its behaviour, so far as yet observed, is not inconsistent with

either of these suppositions. But the nature of its origin,

however interesting to investigate, is of much less consequence

to the dairyman than its practical effects. These are impor-

tant and should be made familiar to the mind of every dairy-

man, and hence we shall feel satisfied in noticing some of its

peculiarities. New milk never fails to have a decided odour,

but is much stronger in the milk of some cows than in that of

others. Poor milk has much less of it than rich milk, a cir-

cumstance which strongly favours Professor Caldwell's sug-

f^estion. Whenever the blood becomes heated, whether from

fever, or exercise, or any other cause, the milk becomes
charged with odour according to the degree of heat. It is

greatest in a feverish condition. A mess of feverish milk acts

likes yeast, and soon gives its own peculiarities to all the

milk it may be mixed with. The odour of new milk has

always something of this character, Tt is infectious. It

carries with it a ferment that spreads itself, and grows in the

milk. The formation of that odour does not cease upon
drawing the milk from the udder. At ordinary summer tem-

peratures it keeps forming in the milk, even after it has be-

come sour and loppered. This has been proved by tests that

were followed up till the milk was eight days old. Whether
made up of gases, or volatile oil, like both it expands and flies

away with heat, and contracts into a solid by cold, and

becomes a flavour instead of an odour. Almost everything has

an odour of its own, which results from its own peculiar

composition and properties, and milk, it may reasonably be

expected, has a smell of its own which is natural to it, and to

which it would seem like straining points to attach any par-

ticular importance. Such a thought will be very likely to

come up in the mind of the reader and incline him to ask

,

mentally at least, what is the use of multiplying words upon the

mere smell of a thing ? A query of this kind might well be raised

if the peculiar odour of new milk were the matural smell of

the milk. But it is not so. The smell of new milk, and all

that sraell which dairymen are in the habit of calling " animal

odour," does not come from the milk itself, but from some

thing mingled with the milk and which is entirely distinct

from it. This we have demonstrated by filtering such milk

through pulverised charcoal, when all the odour was entirely

obliterated, and the milk itself came out entirely free from it

and perfect. New milk which was so strong smelling and full

of " animal odour " as to produce floating curds every day,

came through such a filter in less than five minutes from the

cow, while retaining 90 degrees of animal heat, wholly di-

vested of its peculiar odour, and perfectly delicious in flavour.

Such experiments have made it clear that the " auimal odour
"

in milk comes from something else than the milk, and that it

may be separated from it. Being formed in the milk, and

coming from the cow with it, it is not strange that it should

be attributed to tlie milk itself. Whatever may be the com-
position and origin of this so-called " animal odour," it-

effects upon dairy products are plainly seen and very troubles

some. For the use of tiie calf, the odour of the milk of a

healthy cow is not objectionable. It helps on the process of

digestion, and increases the laxitive tendency of new milk.

In butter and cheese it is detrimental. It promotes a strong

disagreeable flavour, and hastens the decomposition of both.

The more of it there is carried into butter, the stronger will be

its flavour, and the more easily will it become rancid. In

the heat of summer, when the cows are feverish, there is more
of it in the milk than usual, and more works into the butter,

increasing its tendency to rancidity to such a degree as to

make it extremely ditlicult to preserve. To cheese it is equally

injurious. It promotes huffing, and a strong aud disagreeable

odour and flavour, and premature decay. To separate this

odour and its cause from milk is therefore one of the most
important requisites to successful dairying. To carry into

butter all the odour there is in new milk, and all there is

formed in it while it is standing for the cream to rise, would
be to ruin it for use as food. If the correctness of this state

ment is not recognised, the following experiment will demon-
strate it. Put a small quantity of new milk into a tin

vessel, say a pint or a quart into a two quart tin pail, so that

it will readily assume the temperature of the room. Put on
the cover, and let it stand in the milk-room long enough for

the cream to rise, and then examine by smelling and tasting.

If the observer does not find that odour has accumulated to

such an extent as to spoil it for butter, it will be because his

senses of taste and smell are sadly out of order. It will

become decidedly offensive. We wish every reader who uses

milk for butter- making, if he has never done so, to try such an
experiment. It will cost but a penny or two, and but very

little trouble, and will afford an instructive lesson in regard to

the rapid changes that are going on in milk, and the steady

formation of offensive odour that results from them, and be

suggestive of the treatment milk should receive. The in-

jurious effects of " animal odour " are generally recognised by

dairymen, though fully appreciated by but few. All acknow-
ledge the necessity of removing it as soon as possible from the

milk, but very many make no effort at all to remove it. It

can be done in different ways. When milk is exposed to the

air the objectionable odour slowly escapes from its surface.

This is a slow method—too slow to give a perfect purification

unless the milk is spread out in very shallow vessels.

It is the only means usually employed to purify milk

in butter dairies. If set in deep vessels and kept cold, the

gas, or the oil, which ever it may be, is condensed and easily

entangled in the cream. It makes its way out of the milk
with so much difficulty that the cleansing is imperfectly done,

the butter is tainted with the odour, and the difliculty of keep-
ing sound enhanced. For cheese-making the odour is some-
times carried away by driving currents of air into the milk A
simple method of doing this has been devised by Jones and
Faulkner, of Utica, New York. One end of an india-rubber

hose of sufficient length to reach to the bottom of the vessel

containing the milk, is fastened to the nozzle of a large

bellows. To the other end of the hoze in the milk is at-

tached a large piece of perforated tin, made concave like an
inverted skimmer. When the bellows is worked the air is

driven under the tin and spread over the bottom of the vessel,

and escaping through the holes in the tin, bubbles up through
the milk, and carries away the odour, cooling the milk at the

same time. In five or ten minutes' time a man can get out as

much odour as would escape in so many hours by letting it

stand still in open vessels. Another method of deodorising

milk is to turn it into an elevated tin reservoir with a finely

perforated bottom through which the milk falls in fine streams

into a vessel below. This is also an easy and efficient

way of accomplishing the desired result. These methods
of deodorising milk, while they are effective, require

but little labour, and are cheap and worthy of
the attention of dairymen. The aeration of milk besides im-
proving the quality of butter and cheese made irom it, increases

the quantity of both about five per cent., and it is an antidote

for tainted milk and floating curds. The best method of deo-
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dorising milk is to heat it. The odour becomes so etherial by

heating, that, by the time tlie milk can be raised to 130

degrees or thereabout, it will all fly off into the air, and leave

the milk pure. The cause of the odour will not be entirely

destroyed at such a temperature, and it can, to some extent, be

formed again in the milk, but the milk will keep longer by such

a heating than it would without. Tlie objection to driving oif

obour by heating is the labour and expense it involves. Those

who confound the odour in milk with " animal heat," as they

are pleased to call it, endeavour to remove it by quickly cool-

ing the milk. Though it would seem that only a moment's

reflection was necessary to discover the absurdity, the number
that identifies heat and odour is yery large. Half the dairy-

men we meet with, talk of getting the odour out of milk by
cooling. It has the efTect, it is true, of checking the escape,

and this satisfies the parties, while in fact, it only serves to

retain it more firmly in the milk. A multitude of ways have
been devised and put in operation to suddenly reduce the tem-
perature of fresh milk with the expectation of getting rid of

the odour, but all to|no purpose. Its effects still develop in the

butter and cheese. Men who write seusibly in other respects

are weekly fiUiog the agricultural Press with the necessity of

getting out the animal heat as if it were different from, and a

great deal worse than any other heat. It is time such nonsense

was done away with, and things called by their right names
and treated cousistentlv.

—

The Canada Farmer,

THE LONDON CATTLE MARKETS.
Tiiere are two cattle markets in London, the Copenhagen

Cattle Market, at Islington, and the Foreign Cattle Market, at

Deptford. The one at Islington was constructed under an Act
of Parliament passed in the very teeth of the Corporation, who
ultimately, but very reluctantly, consented to carry out its pro-

visions, the Corporation of that day being of opinion that the

market for the sale of live animals should remain at Smithfield.

The Markets Improvement Committee was appointed by the

Court of Common Council to carry out the Act, and con-

structed the market, in what manner I will attempt to relate"

Seventy-five acres of land were purchased, and provision made
for standing for 6,000 beasts, and pens for 2-l',000 sheep, in

the place which in winter is the coldest, and the hottest in

summer in all London, without a particle of shelter for either

man or beast. The lairs were even worse than the market,

for, although they were partly covered, they were left entirely

open on the north and east sides, so that in the winter months
the animals were exposed to the terribly cutting current of

north-east winds ; in fact, the want of forethought and judg-

ment shown in the construction of these lairs led to the forma-
tion of numerous private lairs in the vicinity of the market,

causing great trouble and annoyance in the neighbourhood,

and, very properly, fairly beating the Corporation as compe-
titors in their business as lair proprietors. These outside lairs

were constructed economically, and the charges are, or were,

until very recently much lower than the market charges ; but
the comfort of the animals is cared for—they are kept warm,
well fed and tended, and, unless a large outlay is at once made
in rendering the market lairs fit for their purpose, the Corpo-
ration had better close them, for no animals will be sent there

except in sheer necessity. Four public-houses were constructed,

each containing forty rooms, where on market days the largest

business in Loudon is carried on, and to these large buildings

only one entrance is provided for all customers ; and it is said

the same committee, although not the same architect, con-

structed the four taverns in the New Meat Market at

Smithfield without any chimneys to them. Next we come to

those two monstrous structures styled " Bunning's Follies"

—

the two large hotels at the north side of the market, now
utilized as dwellings for the poor, costing £60,000, and never
let for the purpose for which they were constructed. After

remaining empty for fifteen years, they cost £10,000 more to

adapt them to their present use. The meat market which was
constructed turned out—what it was intended to be—a mi-
serable failure ; and had it been pulled down instead of let as

a common slaughter-house the Corporation would not have re-

ceived at the hands of a committee of the House of Commons
the just rebuke there was administered. No doubt the public

are under the impression there are under the control of
the Corporation at the Islington Cattle Market some
very fine slaughter-houses. What says the committee
on " noxious businesses" on this subject? In their

report, which is just published, they say :
" It is

clearly desirable that all private and public slaughter-
houses should be constantly inspected, and made subject to
precise, stringent, and uniform regulations. At present the
inspection and regulation of the private slaughterhouses is

done by the sanitary committees in various parts of the metro-
polis, whose regulations appear to have the force of bye-laws,
under the Metropolis Local Management Act. Within the
City the regulation and inspection of slaughter-houses is under
the jurisdiction of the Corporation, aud your committee would

direct the attention of the Corporation to the observation of the

members of the committee with respect to the state of the public

slaughter-houses within the Copenhagen-fields Market." Sir

John Ogilvy, a member of the committee, with other mem-
bers, had visited many of the slaughter-houses in the metro-

polis, and in his evidence will be found these strong observa-

tions :
" My impression is, and I believe that the other mem-

bers who accompanied me will confirm what I say, that not

one of the slaughter-houses that we saw at the IsUngton Cat-

tfe Market was conducted in the manner in which such

establishments ought to be conducted, but might have been

improved if inspection was efficiently carried out. One, which

was used more particularly as a public abattoir, was really in

what I should call a disgraceful condition. The oflTal had been

partially carried away, but the contents of the stomach and
the dung which were taken from the animals were accumu-
lated in a large bin, and in a very disgusting-looking state.

There seemed to be, I should say, a species of hydrophobia :

they seemed to be very chary indeed of using water. For
instance, in cleansing the place out, instead of using a hydrant

or anything of that sort, they were employing a mop and a

bucket. I called the attention of one of the members of the

Corporation to this, and he stated that he thought our visit

would be exceedingly useful ; for it would lead to many im-
provements, which, he thought, were absolutely required."

This clause of the report, and the remarks of Sir John Ogilvy,

may well be commended to the careful consideration of the

Cattle Markets Committee and members of the Corporation.

This public abattoir alluded to is the place that was constructed

as a meat market, but was never intended as a slaughter-

house, and is wholly unsuited for one. It was let to the pre-

sent tenant some twelve years back, he being permitted to fit

the place up at his own expense. Miserable sheds as out-

buildings, imperfect or no drainage, and large pebbles for

pitching, and in some instances none at all. As to inspection,

there can have been none, or the place could not have remained

in the condition described, and in which it was last week.

Where is the clerk of the market that this scandal should have

been permitted ? And what are the committee doing in not

causing its discontinuance ? The slaughter-houses at the

Islington Cattle Market are a discredit to the Corporation of

London. They are ill-constructed ; in some instances, the

brickwork in the interiors is falling down ; they are very

dirty ; the pavement is broken, and out of the level, and in the

front of some of them there is a macadamised road all in holes,

in which the blood, &c., stands in puddles, and becomes veiy

offensive. No time should be lost by members of the Legisla-

ture, in putting these slaughter-houses into a proper state of

repair and cleanliness, and under such a strict system of inspec-

tion and control as shall render for the future similar structures

under the management of the Corporation, impossible.

But why are these slaughter-houses dotted about

the market in the manner they are ? Is it to render

inspection and control difficult, if not impossible?

They should be all on one plot of ground, and within a

ring fence. There should be no getting doubtful meat out

in 50 dilferent ways. It should all leave at one exit. Then
inspection would be possible. It seems, from the reports of

the proceedings of the Common Council, that the Corporation

propose building a number of private slaughterhouses iu an
" abattoir" at the Islington Market. No delay should take

place in this, and particular attention should be paid to pro-
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viding some better mode for the cleansing and utilization of

the oifals of animals.

The construction of slaugliterhouses at the cattle market at

Islington has become a matter of urgent necessity. Had the

comprehensive plan that was prepared in 1868 by the markets

commitiee been carried out, there would have been little or no
necessity for the late Parliamentary inquiry as to what should

be done next year with the 55th clause of the Building Act, as

to private slaughterhouses. Sixty or eighty such places there,

together with those that are at the foreign cattle market,

Deptford, would have been readily taken, and have provided

space sufficient for the slaughter of all animals coming to

London ; but the authorities must exercise economy and
judgment in construction. One of the stumbling-blocks to

success in the construction of slaughter-houses at the cattle

markets is the desire of the Corporatiou committees to do

nothing that shall injure the business of their lairs. The dis-

tinction between sold and unsold animals should be recognised

:

unsold animals are in their proper place in the lairs ; sold

animals being the property of the butcher, should be taken to

the lairs or pounds attached to the slaughterhouse, there to

await their time to be killed. This is necessary for various

reasons. Every man likes to have his business under his own
control. Animals are liable to all sorts of accidents, and

suffer from various causes in transit from the pasturages and

feeding stalls in the country or abroad, at no time requiring

more care and attention than immediately after they have stood

for many hours in the open and unsheltered market at Isling-

ton. If properly taken care of the waste of meat and dete-

rioration in quality, which have been referred to by experienced

writers on this subject, would be reduced to a minimum.
There can be no doubt, if it were possible to supply Loudon
and other large towns entirely with country-killed meat, a

great saving botli in the quantity and quality would ensue ; but

as this seems to be at present almost Utopian, although it

appears from the statistics given this year that there is a

gradual tendency in that direction, there seems to be nothing

for it but to provide such accommodation as the practical

wisdom and necessitiee of the age suggest. For each butcher

who desires it there should be provided a good slaughterhouse,

and the killing place should be separate from the place where

the carcase is placed to cool or set ; lairage for the animals he

purchases for slaughter, stable, cart-shed, and a house over for

a man to live in to take charge of the animals and meat ; hot

and cold water supply, and, above all, good drainage. The
rents, including rates and taxes, should range from £50 to

£150 per annum, in accordance with accommodation pro-

vided. Although there seems to be a determined spirit

on the part of the trade not to give up the

present system of private slaughterhouses all over

London, the more thoughtful men amongst them see

and admit the necessity and ultimate advantage, not only

to the public, but to themselves, of falling in with the

requirements of the times. The removal and sale of cattle

and other animals have now, owing to the very serious diseases

they are subject to in all countries of Europe, been placed

under control. In no place is this so necessary as in this

metropolis ; but, unfortunately, the Privy Council and Parlia-

ment have laid down restrictions and regulations for the re-

moval and sale of animals from time to time, while the local

authorities have been negligent in not making necessary pro-

vision for their slaughter. There is a clause in the Metro-

politan Cattle Market Act expressly stipulating that slaughter-

nouses should be constructed there, and exempts the market

from the 55th clause of the Building Act of 1844. Why are

the salesmen and owners of animals not permitted to provide

their own fodder for their animals, but compelled to purchase

it of the Corporation at Is. per truss—as a rule, more than

they can get it elsewhere for ? The Corporation do not en-

force this rule at Deptford. Would it not be possible and

advisable to let permanently portions of the lairs, with storage

for hay and straw, to the large salesmen, for their own use ?

Is the manure taken away as often as it should be, and is it

creditable for a great Corporation to permit grass to grow be-

tween the pitching in their markets that could be let for

something handsome for grazing purposes ? It is to be feared

there ii a want of control somewhere. Who is to blame ?

The Common Council must be alive to these matters in the

discussions forthcoming on this question. The Foreign Cattle

Market at Deptford is in existence, but it is not used ; twenty-

two acies of waterside laud, costing £9^,000, and a farther

outlay for buildings, &c., of £135,000 ; in all, £230,000, prac-

tically doing nolluDg ! The Corporation in this matter have

done their duty, the wishes of Parliament have been carried

out in a manner that nobody except the Corporation of Lon-

don could have done it. In tlie recent inquiries in Parlia-

ment, it has been quoted as perfect for " the landing, lairage,

sale, and slaughter of animals," and, according to the state-

ment of the late Chairman of the Cattle Markets Committee,

the first year it was a financial success, although the Chamber-

lain's accounts make it a loss of £1,906 Qs. 7d. Wliich state-

ment is correct ? Perhaps there will be some further facts

placed before the public that will clear this up. It appears

that last year nearly all the animals came to that market that

it was calculated would, and on which the tolls were based.

The same charges are made for tolls this year ; but from the

weekly returns the receipts are nil ; so next August, when
the Chamberlain's accounts are published, we may find a

deficiency of many thousands. It might be asked, in passing,

why the Chamberlain does not place the receipts and expendi-

ture of this market in his City cash account. Surely it is

City cash as much as the receipts at the Islington cattle mar-

ket or metropolitan meat and poultry markets are. It appears

to have been understood, when the Deptford market was con-

structed, that all animals coming from certain countries

scheduled under an Order of the Privy Council would

necessarily come there, and therefore all calculations for

space and accommodation required were based on the

numbers that had come in previous years. The committee

of the Corporation would appear to have held views

not in accordance with the advisers of the Privy Council

as to the extent of accommodation necessary, and

were ultimately compelled to expend considerably more money
than they had contemplated, by adding to the two piers and

lairs in the first plans a third pier and lair. So soon as the

market was completed, and the time had arrived for the

Schleswig-Holstein cattle to come, estimated at 24,000, the

Privy Council passed an order setting Schleswig-Holstein free,

and one month afterwards were compelled, owing to the

breaking out of cattle plague near Hamburg, to cancel the

order, and compel them to go again to Deptford for the re-

mainder of the season. Two months back the same intelli-

gent body rescinded for the second time the order placing

Bchleswig-Holstein cattle in the schedule ; and now Deptford

market is a void, the slaughterhouses there are unused, a

large staff of ofticers and men unemployed ; but most of all

is the fact that nobody knows at any time what the Privy

Council may do. Last year a large number of ships arrived

it Deptford from France and Belgium, owing to those two

Muntries being in the schedule. Later in the year sheep

itere permitted to come from these places//"i?^ ; but the ban

was still kept on cattle. Was there ever anything more ab-

surd ? For one would suppose that sheep mix and herd with

cattle on the Continent the same as they do in this country,

and, if disease existed, would be as likely to spread it ; but

these are not the views at the Privy Council Office. These

sheep are now landed at Thames Haven, Blackwall, and

Brown Wharf. Disease is often discovered amongst them
;

a cargo being landed and disease found to exist, under the

orders in council, all have to be slaughtered at the place of

landing, and no other animal can be landed until the whole

of the diseased cargo has been removed, and the place tho-

roughly cleansed and disinfected. Is this order enforced ? It

would be well for the Privy Council authorities to look to

this. There must be a defined and settled policy in the land-

ing, sale, and slaughter of foreign cattle. Corporations and

local authorities, however rich and loyal to their duties to the

public, must not be led by the nose, cajoled, and ultimately

forced into an expenditure of large sums of money, to suit the

whims and vacillation of a minister, caused by the necessity

of trying to catch a few votes iu the House of Commons.
There can be no question that the uncertainty which has

existed in the minds of importers of foreign animals as to

what might happen from day to day in this country, has

caused them to seek other markets, and be content with a

much smaller certain profit, at contracted prices, than send

their property to this market, while they are subject fre-

quently to serious and, in some instances, ruinous losses. The
more this question is understood the more it will appear that

the Corporation have been placed, or have placed themselves,

in a very dangerous position, financially, A resolution was

passed in the Court of Commou Council, at a moment when
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the court, not understanding the importance of the step they

were taking, but shying at the bogey—the Metropolitan

Board of Works—that was held up to them, pledging them-
selves to assist the Government in carrying out what might
be considered by Parliament a proper provision for the sale

and slaughter of foreign animals imported into London, the

effect of which was to tie the hands of the committees of the

court in Parliamentary action ; and in the result the Corpo-

ration has drifted into an ocean of trouble, which the most
experienced and practical men in their body will find it diffi-

cult to steer tliem through. Could not all foreign animals be

landed at the Deptford market ? The twelve hours' quaran-

tine is enforced there. If found free from disease they could

then be permitted to pass away all over the country ; if dis-

eased, at once slaughtered, and the part of the market where

the disease existed properly disinfected. Owing to the sec-

tional construction of the market, this could be done. Let

tlie foreign trade be all at Deptford, and the English at

Islington.

—

The CUy Press,

THE NEW LAW ON SALMON FISHERY.
The Act passed in the recent session (36 and 37

Victoria, c. 71) to amend the law relating to salmon fisheries

in England and Wale-=, and just come into operation, is to be
construed together with the statute of 18G1. There are 65
sections and three schedules, consisting of preliminary defini-

tions, fishery districts, restrictions as to certain modes and
times of taking and selling fish, licences, constitution of

boards of conservators, powers of water-bailiffs, by-laws, weirs

and fish passes, gratings preventing fish entering water, crosses,

and legal proceedings. The Secretary of State is empowered
after notice to alter any fishery district, and he has power to

alter the number of conservators appointed. Where any
person is convicted for an offence, the clerk of the peace is to

send notice to the board of conservators of the district, and
in default of such certificate to be liable to a penalty of not
exceeding £2. For the purposes of the Salmon Pishery Acts
I86I to 1873 the Commissioners of Supply in Scotland are to

have all the privileges and duties of the justices in quarter

sessions in England for the election of conservators for the

River Esk. The provisions of the Malicious Injuries Act, so

far as they relate to poisoning any water with intent to kill

or destroy fish, are to apply to salmon rivers. No draught-
net is to be shot within 100 yards of another net until the

latter is landed, nor are eel baskets to be fixed between the 1st

of January and the 24th of June, and no interference with
salmon to be allowed in close seasons ; no fishing except with
rod and line to be permitted 100 yards above or below a weir

or mill races. After various regulations as to penalties for

taking or selling salmon in prohibited periods—and in one
instance October is to be substituted for November—it is

enacted that " no person shall buy, sell, or have in his pos-

session any salmon or part of any salmon between the 3rd of
September and the 1st of February following, both inclusive,

and any person acting in contravention of this section shall

forfeit any salmon so bought, sold, or exposed for sale or in

his possession for sale, and shall incur a penalty not exceeding

^3 for every such salmon or part of any salmon ; but nothing

herein contained shall apply to any person buying, selling, or

exposing for sale, or having in his possession for sale, any

salmon which has been cured, salted, pickled, or dried beyond

the limits of the United Kingdom, or if within the limits of

the United Kingdom, between the 1st of February and the

3rd of November in any year, or any clean, fresh salmon

(aught witliin the limits of the Act, provided its capture by

any net, instrument, or device other tliau a rod and line was
lawful at the time and in the place where it was caught, or

to any clean, fresh salmon caught at any time beyond the

limits of tiiis Act, provided its capture by any net, instrument,

or device, other than a rod and line, if within the United
Kingdom was lawful at the time and in the place where it

was caught ; but the burden of proving that any clean, fresh

salmon so bought, sold, exposed for sale, or in the possession

of any person for sale was captured abroad or lawfully cap-

tured within the United Kingdom, shall lie on the person

selling or exposing or having in his possession for sale any
such salmon, and the burden of proving that any cured, salted,

pickled, or dried salmon was cured, salted, pickled, or dried

elsewhere than in the United Kingdom, or if within the

L'nited Kingdom, then between the 1st of February and the

3rd of November in any year, shall lie upon the person in

whose possession for sale such salmon was found." There is

also a penalty for selling trout or char during the close time.

There are various other provisions as to the execution of the

Act and the amendment of the recited statutes, making an

explanation of the law from 1861 to 1873, and the manner in

which it is to be carried into execution.

THE MAINTENANCE OF TURNPIKE ROADS.

[The following circular lias been forwarded to every Highway
Board in England and Wales : ]

TO THE CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE HIGHWAY BOARD.
Gentlemen,—At a meeting of the Bridport Highway

Board on Wednesday, the 30th July, G. Trenchard, Esq., in

the chair, attention was called to the increased charges thrown
upon the general funds of the highway boards, in consequence
of the maintenance of the turnpike roads devolving upon them,
which charges will be further augmented as the several trusts

at present existing fall in. A suggestion was made by the

chairman that the appropriation of the proceeds of the horse
and carriage licences to the maintenance of the turnpike roads
would be a fair and equitable mode of maintaining such roads.

By such a concession it would be possible to abolish at

once all existing turnpike tolls, the highway boards taking
over all debts and other responsibilities of the present trusts.

In accordance with this suggestion, it was unanimously re-

solved that all the highway boards in the kingdom should be
communicated with, and their attention invited to the subject
with a view to united action, by which alone any such measure
can be accomplished. The committee appointed for this pur-
pose, therefore, respectfully request that you will lay the above
proposal before your board, and will communicate their opi-
nions at your earliest convenience to the clerk of the Bridport
Highway Board, in order that steps may be taken to bring the

subject before the Government in the strongest manner at an
early period.—We are, Gentlemen, your obedient servants,

THE committee.
Joseph Gundry, Chairman of Bridport Highway Board.

George Trenchard, Vice-Chairman.
Jno. T. Stevens.
E. W. Fox.
Bridport, Dorset, August IBth, 1873.

THE SALE OF THE CENTURY.—Mr. Carr writes

from Montreal on the 12th of August mentioning some
instances of doubtfulness, on his part, as to fertility in the

herd at New "York Mills. The extent of his opportunity of

judging of the breeding condition of the animals is unknown
to us, and we should scarcely be justified in detailing his

doubts, since a service-list, the accuracy of which we have no

right to question, has been submitted to us. As Mr. Carr,

however, expresses a fear that some persons on this side the

Atlantic may be tempted by his recent description to purchase

at the sale, and particularly requests us to make known his

conviction that Fourth Duchess of Oneida will never breed,

we simply record his impression. The heifer in question was

only one year old on the 17th of January last. Kfth Duchess

of Oneida is iea^.-^Be/l's Weekly Messenger.
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THE EASTER ROSS FARMERS' CLUB.
THE GAME LAWS.

A meeting was held recently for the purpose of
discussing the Game Laws, deer forests, and the Law of
Hypothec, as also to hear from Mr. Barclay, M.P., Forfar, an
explanation of his new Wild Animals Bill. A large number
of proprietors, arable farmers, and sheep farmers, and others

were present.

Mr. Ross, President of the Club, moved the following

resolution: "That the practice of laying down poison within

enclosures or elsewhere for the purpose of destroying domestic

animals, is one which is calculated tu destroy all feelings of

good neighbourhood, by giving occasion to irritation and
annoyance, and to the loss of valuable animals which are

indispensable to the carrying on of farm operations, and said

practice ought therefore to be discontinued." Some of them,

and more particularly those who lived to the eastward o

Balnagown Bridge, might perhaps think this resolution un-

called for, but he could assure them that others less happily

situated in respect of game preservers could bear testimony

with him to the reality of the grievance—no light one—of

having their own and their shepherd's dogs wantonly and
artfully poisoned. It was easy to get a piece of carrion, or

failing that, a piece of meat from a butcher, which could be

kept until it smelled like carrion, then cut it up into bits and
put some strychnine, or other poison, into each bit, and lay

down the bits when and where no one could see it done. That
was all that was required to poison every large dog within a

radius of one or even two miles, who was not strictly confined

or chained up, for dogs had a wonderful power in scenting the

carrion, for which—as in the case of a dead horse—they had
a great liking. The keepers knew well how to lay down such

pieces of beef or carrion, and the dogs which ate such pieces

suffer a most excruciating and horrible death. The Chair-

man then went on to mention a recent case of dog poisoning,

when a number of valuable dogs, including amongst the num-
ber a fine dog of his own, and his shepherd's dog, were

destroyed. He then applied to the person whom he suspected

of having caused this destruction, not for the payment of the

value, but simply for a promise that he would instruct his

servants not to lay down poison in the future in a way that

would endanger his own or his shepherd's dogs. But he could

get no such promise from him, or any satisfaction whatever
;

indeed, what he got was the reverse of satisfactory. He
brought this matter before them as a Club, and he would state

his belief that game preservers had no more right to poison,

or otherwise destroy their dogs and cats than they on the

other hand, had to destroy or shoot the game of these preser

vers—an action that would soon brand them with the name
of poacher, and cause steps to be taken for punishment or

prohibition.

Mr. John Haxl (Tomich,) seconded the resolution.

Mr. MACLEOD (Caboll) said that there were two sides to

every question. He could see that tlie resolution in the

Chairman's address was personal to himself.

Chairman : Nothing personal.

Mr. MACLEOD said he took it as personal, as he supposed

himself the person that the Chairman had spoken of. As to

the dog nuisance, there were kept about many farms dogs

which were useless for any agricultural purpose whatever, and

which, when not chained, committed great havoc among the

sheep belonging to various farmers. He mentioned several

instances where he had in this way got many of his sheep

destroyed. The last tenant of the farm of Tomich had such a

dog, which once destroyed a considerable number of his (Mr.

Macleod's) ewes and lambs. Acting unlike others, however,

the tenant of Tomich had not only repaid him for the loss of

his sheep and lambs, but also shot his dog. Any attentive

reader of the newspapers, particularly in May and June last,

would have seen the accounts of the great numbers of sheep

which were worried by dogs which were not kept chained at

home. The Act passed a few years ago imposing a tax upon the

keepers of dogs was not passed so much with a view of deiiving a

revenue from it as in order to discontinue the keeping of idle,

worthless curs that were fast becoming an intolerable nuisance

ia the country. Most ofthe farmers of Easter Ross kept sheep,

and many of them kept breeding ewes, and when a dog came

down among these at night they could not often very well tell

the loss that they sustained—whether it was done by natural

causes or by dogs. The Chairman in the letter that he had

sent to him had alluded to a dog that he lost by poisoning

about two or three years ago. His own opinion was that that

dog was poisoned by one of his neighbouring tenant farmers,

but in bis letter to him he (the Chairman) had, as it were,

almost laid the charge at his door. The dog alluded to was

not one at all adapted for agricultural purposes, but a sporting

retriever dog—a dog which he learned was in the habit of

visiting his woods at night. His keeper had complained to

hira of this, and asked him to take means to get it out of the

coves at night, for it was a dog that was daogerous to his

children, and a great nuisance. He maintained that people

were bound to keep these dogs from trespassing on their

neighbours' lands. He was perfectly willing that the motion

which had just been submitted to them should pass, but he

hoped also that a rider should be affixed to the motion, to the

effect that dogs should not be allowed to run at large, causing

loss to farmers and owners of property, as such was calculated

to destroy those kindly feelings which ought to exist among
neighbours, but that dogs should be kept bound so as to secure

their not trespassing.

Mr. Monro of Allan here rose to speak, but was interrupted

by the Chairman, who pointed out that it had not been usual

to allow personal matters to be brought before these meetings.

He did not like to check Mr. Macleod, but he would be sorry

to see personal matters brought up.

Mr. Monro said he was not going to allude in the slightest to

what Mr. Macleod had said regarding the Chairman. He had
the least opinion of entering into the merits of the case. With
Mr, Macleod he thought the dogs going at large were a great

nuisance. His shepherd had last winter to stay up night after .

night to drive off dogs. He thought there was nothing

personal about that. Those who would not agree to this, he

thought absolutely desired that their sheep should be worried.

The motion, along with Mr. Macleod's amendment, was then

put to the meeting and carried unanimously.

Mr. Murray (Geanies) submitted the next resolution as

follows

:

That this meeting being convinced that the modern

system of preserving gamejs injurious to the national interests

as it hinders to a great extent the agricultural and pastoral

development of the land, and is also the cause of much social

disturbance as well as crime, resolves to petition Parliament

for a total repeal of the existing Acts affecting game, with a

view to the introduction of a reasonable and practical law

—

1. Which shall withdraw ground game from the game-list,

and give tenants an inalienable right jointly with the

proprietors to all such ground game.

2. Which shall establish a speedy and effectual system for

recovering damages from proprietors or occupants

adjoining, or otherwise, who do not keep down hares

and rabbits, and who preserve pheasants or other wild

animals by which injury is caused to arable or pasture

farms.

3. Which shall transfer all jurisdiction in game cases from
the Justices of Peace to the Sheriff of the bounds, and
shall give power to the latter, on application from any
one aggrieved, to appoint a valuator or valuators for

the purpose of inquiring into aU cases of damage by
game or wild animals, and of summarily awarding com-
pensation therefor.

4). And which shall ^afford reasonable protection to harmless

game for purpose of sport and recreation, in such «
manner as shall not interfere with the production of

food.

The first part of the resolution looked a very alarming piece,

but the very first thing that should, in his opinion, be done

was to bring about a proper settlement of this question by

getting the whole of the Game-laws repealed. At the begin-

ning of the resolution they would see that he alluded to the

injury that the game preservers had done to society. They aU

W
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knew in tliese cases what might rise between man and man.
He had only to point to the last report of the Game-law
Committee, where it was to be seen that in Great Britain and
Ireland the number of convictions for breach of the Game-
laws was ten thousand. He considered that poaching was
hard to describe, because there was in the nature of a man
that which compelled him to go out occasionally with his gun
—(applause and laughter)—but at the same time they knew
that if a person once turned out a poacher and escaped from
authority, there was great fear of his becoming not much
better thin a criminal. It was terrible to think of the great

number of apprehensions for poaching in a year. On this ac-

count, therefore, it was but right that this matter should he
looked into. With regard to the withdrawal of the ground
game from the list, he thought the best answer that could be
given to any one who would ask why this should be the case,

was that a majority of the Game-law Committee had described

rabbits as vermin when they came near agricultural land. He
thought that some of the members of the Committee had
surely shut their eyes in attempting to separate a line between
hares and rabbits. As to giving tenants an inalienable right

jointly with the proprietors to all such ground game, he had
to say that they all knew perfectly well that in a case of a
bargain landlords and tenants were not on an equal footing.

He had always been quite aware of the fact that more or less

this was the case. In transactions the tenants were apt to

lose their independence, and could not possibly act as they
would otherwise wish to do. Therefore, if this was the case,

he thought that Parliament should step in. No gentleman in

the room, he was certain, was anxious to break contracts
already made, but he would here take the opportunity of saying
that his friend, Mr. Loch, had always been much abused on
that point, when he had maintained that ground game became
an actual nuisance to the tenant, who had no right to in-

terfere, or would be afraid to interfere, in the making of con-
tracts between themselves and landlords, even though mentally
competent to make their own bargains. He would not say
that Parliament had not the right, but did it exercise the
right ? The owner of a public house could not open the
house without receiving a licence, and a tenant could not open
a game shop without a licence. After all there was a remnant
of one law for the poor, and one for the rich in the country.
The rich were allowed many things by law that in a manner
the poor were not. A great deal of popular feeling had been
heaped upon those who went in for Mr. Loch's bill. He
referred those gentlemen now, not to anything that Mr.
Loch had said, but to the Game-laws Committee's report, in
which they would find those creatures about which they were
proposing that no contract should exist to be charac-
terized as vermin and injurious to agriculture. Then,
as to the propriety of recovering damages from
proprietors or occupants who did not keep down hares
and rabbits, and who preserved pheasants and other
wild animals which did injury to arable lands, he
thought there could be no question, as there was not
the slightest difficulty about the matter. With reference
to the clause of the resolution referring to jurisdiction, he
thought they were all pretty well agreed. The less the jus-
tices of the peace had to do with such matters the better.

These gentlemen had no doubt been most impartial, but even
though it would give the sheriffs considerably more trouble,
still he thought it was better that the jurisdiction should be
tranferred to the sheriffs, so that both the damages for preser-
vation of the game and other breaches of the law could be both
punishable by him. The fourth part of the resolution would
show them that they did not want to interfere with honest,
straightforward, spirited sport. There was no such pleasant
sight to see as a sportsman coming home in the evening with
a well-filled bag. They did not want to interfere for one
single moment vrith the enjoyment which those who occupied
and held land could have on the land. With regard to tres-
passing, he thought a great deal too much had been said.
They had got on very well with' ' moral suasion." Mr. Murray
concluded by saying—I have thus gone through the various
proposals in the resolution entrusted to me, and whether I
have succeeded or not, I have endeavoured to do so temper-
ately, but also, I hope, without even a breath of hesitation. How
can any one hesitate to speak his thoughs on this subject in
the face of those events which are happening every day ? We
in every succeeding appeal to the counties are only tending to
sever more and more those ties of mutual respecc and neigh- *

hourly understanding by which both lairds and tenants in Scot-

land have thriven so well—we have angry words among the

fields now, and I think I hear the first breath of that cry in

the streets, which every good citizen would rather not hear,

but which has done some wonderful things when moderation

and reason have failed. What if a year or two hence there should

be a ten minutes' Game Bill. There has been a ten minutes'

Reform Bill, and you who know how lightly it came, and how
enormous were the interests it destroyed and the rights it

created, must not express surprise if the next ten minutes' bill

should be a game bill that will go a vast length beyond what
even the most extreme members of this Club would support or

desire.

Mr. Shivas seconded the motion.

Mr. MACLEOD (CadboU) objected to the words '"inalien-

able right" iu the first clause of this resolution, and spoke of

the enormous sums of money which the game properties

brought to Scotland, and he thought it certainly a hard thing

to say that property worth millions was detrimentally injurious

to the nation's interests. He protested against what Mr.
Murray had said about the landlord and tenant not being on
an equal footing in bargain making, but maintained that the

tenants were equally able with himself to make a bargain. He
held that after the lease the tenant could not break the bar-

gain, and the Legislature had no right to do it either. In
rather stronger terms, he spoke of Mr. Barclay's Wild Animals
Bill, which he was not at all in favour of. He thought it

quite fair, however, that the tenant, after making a bargain

with his landlord for the ground game on the farm, was quite

entitled to recovery of damages if the landlord infringed his

rights.

On a division, Mr. Murray's motion wasjcarried by a very

large majority.

Mr. Sellae (Hartfield) then moved the third resolution,

viz. :
" That this meeting, having large practical experience

on the subject, resolves to petition Parliament to deal firmly

with deer forests in pastoral districts, so as to lead to their

ultimate abolition. It regards the whole system of foresting

as a dangerous national waste, which cannot be justified, more
especially in view of the vast deficiency in the food supply of

the country, of which complaint is at present so prevalent.

It further recognises the impracticability of in any degree

improving the agriculture or pasture of Highland districts, so

long as deer forests are unfenced, and therefore further resolves

to claim from Parliament, as a public right, an immediate
law for the compulsory enclosure of all such forests, by suffi-

cient deer and sheep fences, to be erected and maintained by
the owner of forests under legal supervision." He had had
great experience in the matter. The highest pleasure of deer-

stalking consisted in killing the very best stags, and on what-
ever ground these might be wintered, they went in the rutting

season to the ground of the man who had the largest number of

hinds, and consequently it was the interest of a deer-stalker

to have as many as possible of these in their ground. He
next pointed out that during the last thirty-five or thirty-

eight years deer had multipUed to such an amazing extent

that at this moment they had arrived at the time when three

or four hundred thousand sheep had been displaced in the

northern counties by the establishment of deer forests, without
including in the estimate the loss in sheep farms from the

stock of deer kept on them. As the sheep in Sutherlandshire

numbered 168,000, it was evident that the grazing of two
counties equal to Sutherlandshire had been lost to the notion

during the last thirty-five years for the production of mutton
and wool. Supposing, he said, that 350,000 is the number of

sheep already displaced, and if we have five times as many
deer now as we had formerly, we ought to expect 1,750,000

to be the number displaced thirty-five years hence, which was
at present the total number of sheep older than lambs in the

five northern counties of Caithness, Sutherland, Ross, Inver-

ness, and Argyle. Deer forests ought to be fenced, he said,

because otherwise deer might die of starvation. At present

they had the ipower of straying to other farms, and caused

loss often to the farmers. Any sheep farmer, and he did not

know one to be more than ten miles from a breeding centre

of deer, did not know how soon his farm might be converted

into a forest,

Mr. Cattley (Edderton) could not remain silent when he
found that so much ignorance prevailed as to deer forests. In
his opinion the best plan was just to get the forests enclosed

at the expense of the proprietors, so that on the one hand
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the deer could not get out to the sheep, nor the sheep into
the deer.

Sir Kenneth Mackenzie also expressed himself similarly.

Mr. Matheson, M.P. (Ardross), said that ou this subject

he had given his evidence, and he had found tliat the only
parties who had given their evidence against the deer forests

were the large sheep farmers. He thought that the mover of
the resolution had surely never been in a deer forest, or else

he would have known that for every stag shot in the summer,
there was a hind shot in the winter. He knew this himself
by experience. There was, he thought, no fear of the deer
increasing. Along with the previous speaker, he thought
that fencing would be an admirable thing for the deer forests.

The number of sheep sent from that part of the country, he
aflitmed, would scarcely be a mouthful for the whole popula-
tion of London. He also alluded to the large number of

people employed on these forests.

Mr. Macleod moved that the whole of tlie third resolution

should be withdrawn, with the exception of the part relating

to the fencing of the deer forests, which was seconded, and
unanimously agreed to, it being also at the same time inti-

mated that it would be better to have that part of the resolu-

tion drawn up in a more formal style.

Mr. Ross (Tain) moved the fourth resolution, as follows :

" That this Club resolves to renew its petition to Parlia-

ment in favour of a total repeal of the law of hypothec."

Mr. Macleod and various others objected to the abolition of

the law of hypothec in regard to agricultural subjects, but ulti-

mately the resolution was carried amidst applause.

Mr. Matheson said that if Wester Ross was of the same
mind on this subject as Easter Ross he would vote in tlie

House of Commons for the abolition of hypothec.

Mr. Tew (Newraore) then moved the fifth resolution, as

follows :
" That petitions in terms of the foregoing resolu-

tions be oreseiited to Parliament."

The resolution was unanimously carried.

Mr. Barclay, M.P., then came forward and thanked the

Club for their kind invitation to him to come and listen to

them. He had certainly got information ou many points ou
which he did not know mucii before. As the time taken up
in the previous discussions had been long, he would not weary
them by going over all the features of his own Wild Auimals
Bill, but would do so on a future occasion.

The meeting separated after passing a vote of thanks to the

chairman.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF IRELAND.

At the monthly meeting of the Council, held on Thursday
Aug. 28, at the offices. Upper Sackville-st., Dublin, Sir George
Hodsoa in the chair, there were present — Sir Allen
Walsh, Phineas Rial!, R. H. Borrowes, Richard Chaloner, H.
J. MacFarlane, Michael Cahill, William Featherstonehaugh,
John M. Coddington, Charles C. Vesey, Hans H. Woods,
William Donnelly, J. L. JNaper, James Robertson, Sir Percy
Nugent, Bart., Charles Cobbe, Rev. R. W. Bagot, Edward
Purdon, N. M. Archdall.

Sir Allen Walsh said he had drawn up a report about the

late cattle show at Waterford, with some ideas that had oc-

curred to him that might improve their mode of proceeding in

future. He wished merely to read the report, and that no
action should be taken upon the subject at present ; and with

regard to the suggestions he had made, lie would ask that they

should be laid on the table for consideration at a future period.
" The late show of the Society, held at Waterford,

may be considered fairly successful. The weather was fa-

vourable, and the attendance numerous. Cattle : The entries in

the cattle classes were small in number, both as compared with

those at Belfast, in 1873, and at previous shows of the Society;

hut though few in number, the quality of the animals exhibited

was remarkably good. Sheep: The sheep classes were fairly

filled, and the pens, with few exceptions, of superior quality.

The value of the prizes offered in the sheep classes is smaller

than it ought to be ; but this is unavoidable, unless the funds

at the disposal of the premium-sheet committee are increased.

Swine, ^'c. : The show of swine, though limited in numbers,
contained animals of great superiority. The poultry show was
large and good ; and dairy produce was well represented.

Horses: With the exception of the shows held in Dublin in

the years 1867 and 1871, the horse classes were better filled

than at any of the recent exhibitions of the Society. Tenant-

farmers' Classes : It is much to be regretted that the compe-
tition in the tenant-farmers' classes was so limited. In cattle

there were only six entries in three classes to compete for

seven prizes of the aggregate value of £31. In sheep

there were five entries to compete for four prizes of

the aggregate value of £16. I am happy to be able

to state that no case of sickness occurred among the stock

exhibited at the show. Implements : The show of implements

was varied and extensive. The ' laid corn lifters,' exhibited

by Mr. Alfred Hughes, Brampton Ash, Market Harborough,
to be attached to reaping macliines for the purpose of raising

laid corn before it reaches the knives, are a most ingenious con-

trivance, and appear likely to carry out effectually the purpose

for which they are intended. Should such turn out to be the

case, they will be a great boon to agriculturists throughout

the country. Objections, ^c, ^c. : I have called attention

to some matters of detail, with reference to the conduct of

future shows, in another paper. Ailen J. Walsh,
Director of Show-yard at Waterford.

This report was accompanied with the following items : Ob-
jections : Many objections of a trivial nature are made and
brought forward before the Council. The disposal of them
often takes up time that can badly be spared, and it seems ad-
visable to make some improvement on the present system.

With this view I would suggest : First, that the stewards of

the Society accompanying the judges notify to the successful

competitors in each class the decision of the judges immediately
after they have made their award. Second, that all notices of

objection must be made, in writing, to the steward of the So-
ciety in charge of the class within half-an-hour after the

judges have given their decision. The stewards shall at once
proceed to adjudicate upon it. Either party shall be at liberty

to lodge an appeal to the Council against his decision up to

twelve o'clock on the succeeding day, depositing with the secre-

tary the sum of £ , which, or any portion the Council shall

think fit, may be forfeited, in case tiie decision of the steward
is confirmed. Jumping Prizes : Many objections may be urged
against the propriety of awarding prizes for jumping at a
cattle show. Should the Society decide on continuing this

practice, I am clearly of opinion that it should be carried out
soly under the direction and responsibility of the Society's

officers, and not by the local committee. Local Committee's

Prizes : The Society should also be the medium of paying such
" local committee's prizes" as may be offered ; the amount of
these prizes being lodged with the Society's bankers at the

same time as the sum payable by the local committee under
tlieir agreement with the Society. Tii? jmlges' lodgings ought
to be provided by the Society, as much dissatisfaction has
from time to time been expressed by some of these £centlemen

at the accommodation provided for them under the present

system. A larger sum per foot should be charged to exhibi-

tors of implements for the space ailbrded them. When the

present sum of 23. per lineal foot of shedding was originally

fixed, it was sufficient to cover the expenses incurred in pro-

viding cover. Owing to the recent rise in prices, this scale

is insufficient, and should be revised. The stewards of

the different classes, but particularly the steward of imple-

ments, should be invited to report specially to the Society on
the different departments.—These suggestions did not embrace
all the things that might require revision. They were merely

such as occured to himself. He had no doubt many other

gentlemen had seen other things that it would be advisable to

call attention to, and he merely suggested the few remarks in

order to raise the question.

Mr. H. J. MacFarlane said Sir Allen Walsh would, he
thought, effect a great deal of good by giving the Council the

benefit of any suggestions that occurred to him during the

show. With his opportunities he could see more than
any steward, and he (Mr. MacFarlane) would ask not
only that he would lay the report on the table, but

the whole matter should be brought forward at a future

W 2
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Council meeting, and that these reports should he read
again. He moved that the discussion be adjourned for a
month, and that the best thanks of the Council be communi-
cated to Sir Allen Walsh for the trouble he took in drawing
up this luminous report, and for the lucid manner in which he
had brought forward various points that required improve-
ment.

Mr. BuRROWES seconded the motion, which was adopted
unanimously.

Mr. Good was heard in support of his objection to the
horse Billy the Beau, which got the first prize at the Water-
ford show, that he was not a thorough Clydesdale. He asked
to be furnished by Mr. M'Court with the names of the breeders
of the horse up to the great grand sire and the great grand dam,
and promised to write to them and lay copies of his letters and
their replies before the Council. He would give the 3ame in-

formation in regard to his horse.

Mr. M'Court said the horse was imported by a man named

Flynn, of Duleek, who was dead, and the groom that travelled

the horse through the country informed him that he was a
pure-bred Clydesdale.

Mr. Archdall said this horse was objected to at the last

show as not being a Clydesdale, and on the matter going before

a committee the horse was passed as Clydesdale.

Mr, PuRDON : Who was the objector ?

Mr. Archdall : Mr. Good.
Mr. MacFarlane : Did you make that objection last year,

and was it ruled against you ?

Mr. Good : Yes.

The Council then intimated that they had heard enough
pro and con., and would consider the objection, and the parties

withdrew. Mr. M'Court, before leaving, handed in a certifi-

cate of the pedigree of the horse.

The following resolution was passed : That on careful con-

sideration and investigation of the objection of Mr. R. Good,
the Council do not see sufficient reason to disturb the award.

THE MANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

THE PMZE FARMS.

At a general meeting of the members, held in the Town
Hall, Chester, to receive the inspectors' awards of farm prices,

the reports of the inspectors, Mr. Ed. Rothwell, of Winnick,
and Mr. John Hornby, of Minshull Vernon, were received and
read. For the prize of the Society's silver medal, offered to

the owner of the arable farm, consisting of not less than 150
acres of Inml, in the best state of cultivation, there were three
competitors, and the prize was awarded to Mr.T. W. Tatton,
of Wythenshawe, Northenden. There were six competitors
for llie prize offered to the tenant and occupier of not less

than 150 acres in the best state of cultivation. The prize was
given to Mr. Robert Whalley, of Mill Green, Bold, near War-
rington, and on the recommendation of the inspectors, the
Society's medal was given to Mr. John Roberts, of Well House
Farm, Saltney, the competition having been very close. Mr.
Thomas Hurst, of Blue Bell Farm, Tabley, near Knutsford,
took the prize offered to the tenant and occupier of not less

than 100 acres and under 150 in the best state of cultivation.

There were four competitors. The prize given to the tenant
and occupier of not less than 50 acres and under 100 in the
best cultivated state, was taken by Mr. Joseph Whalley, of
Rainford, near St. Helens, who had only one opponent. Tiie fol-

lowing prizes for the best cultivated farms were also awarded.
Dairy and grazing farm, or farms with not more than one-
fourth under arable cultivation : To tenants and occupiers of
not less than 150 acres—Mr. T. F. Jackson, Tattenhall Hall,
Chester ; ditto not less than 100 and under 150—Mr. John
Barker, of Rushton, near Tarporley ; ditto not less than 5C
and under 100—Mr. J. Wright, Minshull Mills, Middlewich.
Draining done during the two years ending 12th May, 1873 :

To the tenant and occupier of not less than 100 acres who
should have drained the greatest quantity in proportion to the
size of his farm.—Mr. Thomas Warburton, Bewsey, near
Warrington ; for extra merit in the same class— silver

medal, to Mr. Henry Neild, The Grange Farm, Worsley

;

ditto less than 100 acres—Mr. P. M'Gregor, of Ouston,
near Northwich. Marling: To the tenant and occupier
who should have marled the greatest quantity in pro-
portion to the size of the farm—Mr. S. Rosbotham, of
Bickerstaffe, Ormskirk. Laying down land to grass : To
tenant and occupier of not less than 150 acres, capable of
arable cultivation, who should have laid down for mowing or
pasturing tlie greatest quantity—Mr. T. B. Moreton, Beech
Hill, near Weaverham ; ditto, not less than 80 and under 150
acres—Mr. Jos. Trickett, Sandiway, near Northwich ; ditto,

not less than 40 and under 80 acres—Mr. R. Stockton, Ash-
ley, near Altrincham. Eradicating hedges : To the tenant
and occupier who should have eradicated, at his own expense,
the greatest length of old hedges, in proportion to the size of
his farm (not less than 880 yards)—Mr. J. Kennerley, Wern
Fawr, Ruthin ; ditto, not less than 440 yards—Mr. R. Stock-
ton, Ashley. Planting and raising hedges : To tenant and oc-
cupier who should have raised and maintained in the best form
the greatest length of white-thorn hedge (not less than 880
yards) in proportion to the size of his farm—Mr. J. C. Ell-
ington, Elton Hall, Sandbach ; ditto, not less than 440—Mr.

W. Turton, Burnt Mill Farm, Hale ; ditto, not less than 220

—Mr. J. Southern, Culcheth, near Warrington.

DAIRY CUSTOMS IN DORSET.—At the Bristol

assizes, before the deputy judge, Mr. Fitzjames

Stephen, Q.C., the cause of Tudway v. Sampson was heard.

Mr. Lopes, Q.C., and Mr. Collins were for the plaintiff ; Mr.

Cole, Q.C, and Mr. Petheram were for the defence. The
declaration stated that the plaintiff and the defendants en-

tered into an agreement, under which the defendants, James
and Thomas Sampson, agreed to let to the plaintiff a certain

dwelling-house—Wyke Farm, near Sherborne—and the use of

some sixty cows, to be fed and pastured on certain fields.

There was also a clause in the agreement that if the cows did

not calve within a certain time, or if the calves died, a certain

sum should be allowed. The breaches of the agreement were,

first, that the defendants did not allow these cows to be pas-

tured on the ground, that four of the cows did not calve, and

that there were some dead calves. The defendant denied the

breaches, and had paid into court the sum of £15 12s. lid.,

which he considered sufficient to pay for the calves. The
plaintiff was a dairyman, and had been so for 20 years, and
previously to this he had rented defendants' dairy at £10 per

cow. In December, 1872, he heard that the defendants were

desirous of letting their dairy farms, and he went to them,

and saw one of the defendants, William Sampson. He walked

with Mr. Sampson over the ground, and the lands that were

to be let under the agreement were pointed out to him. He
entered into an agreement with the defendant by which he

was to rent the farm and to pay £12 per cow, the rent

amounting in the whole to £712. The plaintiff took pos-

session, and was astonished to find that the pasturage was so

small, and that the cows were being fed with straw. The
consequence was that the cows got starved, and did not yield

the quantity of milk they ought to have done, and the present

action was brought to recover the damage thus sustained.

The plaintiff and other witnesses were called, who proved that

the pasturage was only sufficient for 30 or 40 cows, and that

the grass had been eaten up by a flock of sheep that had been

turned into the field. For the defence Mr. Petheram sub-

mitted that the defendants had done all they were called upon

to do under their contract. The winter before the plaintiff

took the dairy was wet, and the dairyman who had the farm

before kept his cattle on the land up to Christmas, and con-

sequently the land had been trampled on in the winter. The
defendant himself had but seven or eight cows on the land

after February ; he did all that was possible to put the pas-

ture in a good condition. The defendant was called, and

having deposed to the above facts, said he had had an oppor-

tunitj^of seeing the cattle all the summer, and he never saw

them looking better in his life. The learned counsel on each

side addressed the jury on behalf of their respective clients,

and the learned judge having summed up the evidence, the

jury found a verdict for the plaintiff, damages £90. Leave

was granted to move for a new trial.
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THE RIOHMONDSflIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT LEYBURN.

This Society embraces the three leading towns of the

district—Richmond, Bedale, and Leyburn. The entries in

some instances were double the number of previous years.

The list embraces some of the best animals in Yorkshire

and Durham, a number of local prize animals represent-

ing some of the best herds in the country, in respect of

which Lord Bolton gives a silver cup for the best animal

in the first seven classes, and £5 for the best cow. Major

Scrope, the president, gave a silver cup for the best horse

in the field for agricultural purposes. Mr. H. T. Robin-

son also gave a special prize, in the case of horses for

agricultural purposes, for the best pair to be shown in

plough harness. Nearly aU the classes for sheep con-

tainued a fair number of entries, and the entry of pigs was

about an average. The entries of poultry showed a large

increase.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Cattle : J. Calshaw, Towneley, Burnley ; T.

Wetherell, Durham. Long-wool and Cross-bred Sheep :

M. Imeson, East Tanfield, Bedale; B. Wilson, Hutton East,

Skipton. Hunters, Roadsters, and Special Prizes :

J. S. Stowell, Faverdale, DarliDgton ; T. Parrington, Croft.

Coaching and Agricultural Horses : S. Rowlandson,

Newton Morrell, Darlington ; T. Scott, Grantley, Ripon.

Implements, Cheese, and Roots : R. Wade, Little Bur-

den, Darlington ; R. Simpson, St. Trinian's, Richmond.

Poultry : E. Hutton, The Aviary, Pudsey, Leeds. Veter-
inary Inspector : J. Pryer, Kirby, Pleetham, Bedale.

SHORTHORNS.
Bull, two years old or upwards.—First prize, W. Todd,

Edinburgh ; second, Hon. Lord Bolton, Bolton Hall.

Boll, not exceeding two years old.—First prize, T. Willis

and Son, Caperby ; second, H. T. Robinson, Leyburn.

Bull-calf.—First prize, T. Hare, Easingwold ; second, T.

Willis and Son.

Cow or heifer, in calf or in milk, three years old or up-

wards.-rFirst prize, T. H. Hutchinson, Catterick ; second, T.

Willis and Sou.

Heifer, two years old, in calf or in milk.—First prize, T.

H. Hutchinson ; second, T. Strickland, Thirsk Junction.

Yearling heifer.—First prize, T. H. Hutchinson ; second,

G. Yeates, Ripon.

Heifer-calf.—First prize, T. H. Hutchinson ; second, Lord

Bolton.

Best animal in classes 1 to 7 inclusive.—Silver Cup, W.
Todd.

Cow, in calf or in milk, for dairy purposes, such cow not

eligible to be entered in the Herd Book.—First prize, T.

Harrison, Wensley ; second, J. Barker, Heigh Wathcote.

Two years old heifer, not being eligible to be entered in the

Herd Book.—lirst prize, J. Watson, Belleisle ; second, T. E.

and J. Swale, Middleham.
Yearling heifer, not being eligible to be entered in the Herd

Book.—First prize, J. G. Simpson, Aske; second, T. Strick-

land.

Cow, in calf or in milk, for dairy purposes, the property of

a cottager whose annual rents collectively do not exceed £18.

—First prize, W. Lye, Wensley ; second, J. Wilson, Thirsk.

Pair of two years old bullocks.—First prize, G. Lancaster,

Northallerton ; second, M. Robinson, Thornton Stewart.

Pair of yearling bullocks.—First and second prizes, W.
Robinson, Bedale.

SHEEP.
Leicester shearling or aged ram.—First and second prizes,

T. H. Hutchinson.

Pen of three Leicester ewes, each having reared a lamb this

season.—First and second, prizes, T. H. Hutchinson.

Long-wool ram, not being Leicester, two shear or upwards.

—First prize, J. Styan, Mount Park, Wensley ; second, J.

Outhwaite, Bainesse, Catterick.

Long-wool shearling ram.—First prize, J. Lambert, Swinith-

vaite, BediJe ; second, J. Styan.

Long-wool tup lamb.—First and second prizes, J. Styan.

Pen of three long-wool ewes, not being Leicester, each

having reared a lamb this season.—First prize, W. Raw, Ell-

ington; second, J. M. Pattison, Leyburn.
Pen of three shearling long-wool gimmers.—First prize, W.

Raw ; second, T. Willis and Son.

Long-wool ram, two shear or upwards, for crossing with

blackfaced ewes.—First prize, J. Ridley, Bellerby ; second, J.

Lambert.
Long-wool shearling ram, for crossing with blackfaced ewes.

—First prize, J. Lambert ; second, J. Styan.

Long-wool tup lamb, for crossing with blackfaced ewes.

—

First and second prizes, J. Styan.

Pen of three ewes, each having reared a lamb this season,

for breeding rams for crossing with blackfaced ewes.—First

prize, J. Barker, High Wathcote, Richmond ; second, T. Willis

and Son.

Pen of three shearling gimmers, for breeding rams for cross-

ing with blackfaced ewes.—First prize, J. Barker ; second, T.

Willis and Son.

Pen of three ewes, each having reared a lamb this season,

first cross from a blackfaced ewe.—First prize, H. Walton and
Son, Low Gingerfield ; second, T. E. and J. Swale, Middle-

ham.
Pen of three shearling gimmers, first cross from a black-

faced ewe.—First prize, H. Walton and Son; second, T. E.
and J. Swale.

Pen of five gimmer lambs, first cross from a blackfaced ewe.

— Prize, J. Pilkington, Swinithwaite Hall, Bedale.

Pen of five twice-crossed gimmer ot wether lambs.—First

prize, T. E. and J. Swale ; second, J. Calvert, Tancred Grange,

Scorton.

PIGS.
Boar of any age, large breed.—First and second prizes, R.

E. Duckering, Kirton Lindsey.

Boar of any age, small breed.—First prize, D. Sanderson,

Richmond ; second, R. E. Duckering.
Sow of any age, large breed.—First . prize, R. E. Ducker-

ing ; second, J. Wilson, Thirsk.

Sow of any age, small breed.—First prize, D. Sanderson
;

second, R. E. Duckering.
Pig belonging to a cottager whose rental does not exceed

£10.—First prize, J. Wilson, Thirsk ; second, T. BoUand,
Richmond.

HORSES.
HUNTERS.

Brood mare, with foal at foot or stinted.—First prize, R.
Emmerson, Over Dinsdale, Darlington ; second, R. Stirk,

Bellerby.

Three years old gelding.—First prize, J. B. Booth, Catte-

rick; second, J. Wilson, Stainton, Richmond.
Three years old filly.—First prize, G. Denison, York ; second,

J. B. Booth.

Two years old gelding or filly.—First prize, G. Lancaster,

Northallerton ; second, J. B. Booth.
Yearling gelding or filly.—First prize, M. Robinson, Haux-

well ; second, J. 0. Slater, Bedale.

Colt foal, to be shown with dam.—First prize, — . Tutin,

Fencote, Bedale ; second, J. B. Booth.
Filly foal, to be shown with dam.—Prize, G. Lancaster.

roadsters.
Brood mare, with a foal at her foot or stinted.—First prize,

J. M. Pattison, Leyburn ; second, C. Lancaster, Ainderby
Steeple.

Three years old colt or filly.—First prize, S. W. Close,

Richmond ; second, W. Robinson, Coverhead.

Two years old colt or filly.—First prize, R. Kirby, Kirby
Sigston ; second, J. C. Slater.

Yearling colt or filly.—First prize, J. M. Pattison ; second,

B. Rowntre, Leyburn.

Colt or filly toal, shown with dam.—First prize, M. Robin-
son ; second, M. Rymer, Crakehall.

coaching.
Brood mare, with foal at foot or stinted,—First prize, B.
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Watson, Maltby House, Stockton-on-Tees ; second, M.Robin-
son.

Three jears old gelding or filly.—First prize, J. Croft, Be-
dale ; second, J. Ridley, Bedale.

Two years old gelding or filly.—First prize, J. S. Slater,

Bedale ; second, G. Outhwaite, Bedale.

Yearling colt or filly.—First prize, C. Knaggs, Stockton-on-

Tees ; second, G. Meynell, Bedale.

Colt foal, to be shown with dam.—Prize, R. Frank, Brecken-
brough.

Brood mare, with foal at foot or stinted.—First prize, R.
Watson ; second, T. H. Hutchinson.

Three years old gelding or filly.—First prize, Ann Heddon,
Thirsk ; second, J. G. Simpson, Mouldron.
Two years old gelding or filly.—First prize, Ann Heddon

;

second, C. Uedley, Newby Whisk.
Yearling gelding or filly.—First prize, J. D. Rob, Thirsk

;

second, D. Sanderson.

Colt or fiUy foal, to be shown with dam.—First prize, R.
Brigham, Bedale ; second, W. White, Burrell.

Pair of agricultural horses of either sex, to be shown in
plough harness, property of exhibitor.—First prize, T. H.
Hutchinson ; second, Ann Heddon.

SPECIAL PRIZES.
Four years old hunting gelding or filly, to be ridden on the

ground.—First prize, T. H. Hutchinson ; second, W. Smith,
Bedale.

Five years old or upwards hunting gelding or mare, by a
thoroughbred horse, to be ridden on the ground.—First prize,

R. B. Marton, Middlesbro' ; second, W. Smith.
Horse or mare of any age which shall leap the fences for

the purpose in the best style.—First prize, T. Peacock, Bedale

;

second, W. Duell, Saltburn.

Roadster, gelding or mare, not more than 15 hands, and
not less than four years old, to be ridden in the enclosure.

—

First prize. Captain Other, Leyburn ; second, F. Riddel, Ley-
burn.

Pony, gelding or mare, of any age, and not exceeding 14
hands high.—First prize, W. Howe, Darlington ; second, J.
Robinson, Richmond.

WHITBY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The following were the entries : Horses 234, cattle 54,

sheep 53, pigs 43, implements 8, and poultry 249. In
the horse classes there was a large increase. In sheep,

cattle, poultry, and implements there was a decrease, al-

though in cattle two new classes have been added. The
show of horses, the most important and interesting fea-

ture at any show now-a-days, was of marked merit. To
encourage spirited competition amongst the breeders of

horses, three silver cups were offered—one by the trades-

men of Whitby, one by the Hon. O. Duacombe, M.P.,
and a third by Mr. C. M. Palmer, of Grinkle Castle.

Many of the best breeders in North Yorkshire were well

represented, and the competition for the cups was parti-

cularly close. The cattle comprised some good animals,
and the pigs constituted the best show of this kind of

stock the Society has ever had.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.

—

Horses—Hunters, Roadsters, aud Ponies :

Q. Simpson, Huggate, Pocklington ; H. Marr, jun., Acomb
House, Malton. Coaching and Agricultural Horses :

J. Johnson, Brigham, Driflield ; J. Mewburn, Ingleby Hill,

Yarm. Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs : J. Simpsou, Pilmoor
House, Hunraanby ; G. Taylor, Sewerby Cottage, Brid-
lington. Moor Sheep : W. Todd, Silpho, Scarborough

;

G. Allison, Hawsker. Implements : W. Watson, Bempton,
Bridlington ; E. Corner, Broad Ings. Poultry and Pi-
geons: E. Hutton, Pudsey. DoGS : J.Walker, Halifax;
E. Armstrong, Danby Lodge, Yarm.

HORSES.
Thoroughbred stallion.—Prize, P. Hogarth, Bass Rock.
Coaching stallion.—Prize, R. Rhes, Pickering.
Agricultural stallion.—Prize, J. Johnson, Middlesborough.
Coaching brood mare, with her foal or stinted.—First prize,

R. Watson, Stockton; second, J. Knaggs, Upsill.

Coaching foal, colt or filly.—First prize, G. Pyman, Raith-
waite Hall ; second, W. Welburn, Barnby.

Yearling coaching colt or geldiug.—First prize, C. Knaggs
Norton

; second, G. Stanforth, Goldsborough.
Yearling coaching filly.—First prize, I. and J. Welford,

Newton Mulgrave ; second, C. and J. Smith, Westerdale.
Two years old coaching gelding.—First prize, Z. T. Well-

burn, Fylingdales ; second, T. Scoby, Book Barugh.
Two years old coaching filly.—First prize, G. F. Wormald,

Normanby Hill; second, J. Burton, Kirby Knowle.
Three years o'd coaching gelding.—First prize, W. Piercy,

Scarborough
; second, T. Duell, Roxby.

Three years old coaching filly.—First prize, F. Stainthorpe,
Hmderwell

; second, Proud and Normington, Hutton-le-hole.
Cleveland mare.—First prize, silver cup, R. Watson ; second,

i. Stainthorpe.

Agricultural brood mare, with her foal or stinted.—First
prize, W. Burnett, Raven Hill ; second, F. Spink, Ganton.

Agricultural foal, colt or filly.—First prize, F. Spink ; se-

cond, W. Burnett.

Agricultural yearling colt or filly.—First prize, R. P. Fetch,

Priestcroft ; second, W. Burnett.

Two years old agricultural filly or gelding.—First prize,

J. W. Cussons, Oswaldkirk ; second, W. S. Gray, Nipe Howe.
Three years old agricultural filly or gelding.—First prize,

W. Sleightholrae, Ugglebarnby ; second, J. Thompson, Fryup
Hall.

Pair of agricultural horses.—First prize, W. Burnett; se-

cond, Messrs. Foster, Egton.
Hunting brood mare, with her foal or stinted.—First prize,

W. Muzeen, South Holme ; second, P. Campion, Overdale.

Hunting foal, colt or filly.—First prize, W. Muzeen ; second,

I. and J. Welford.

Hunting yearling, colt or filly.—First prize, G. F. Wormald

;

second, D. Smallwood.
Two years old hunting gelding.—First prize, J. Weighill,

Whitby ; second, J. Jackson, Goldsborough.
Two years old hunting filly.—First prize, B. Coverdale,

North Holme ; second, W. Ward, Aislaby.

Three years old hunting gelding.— First prize, J. Potter,

Kirbyraoorside ; second, R. Goodlass, Willerby.

Three years old hunting filly.—First prize, P. Campion
;

second, W. Ward, Eskdale-gate Farm.
Hunting mare or gelding.—First prize, cup, A. Dunhill,

Heslerton Grange, York ; second, R. Metcalfe, Malton.

For leaping.—First prize, J . Welburn, York ; second, H.
Simpson, jun., Whitby.

Hunting mare or gelding.—First prize, J. Harrison, Glais-

dale; second, D. Smallwood, Stainsacre.

Roadster mare or gelding, over 14J hands.—First prize,

I. Scarth, West Rounton ; second, W. and G. Lovell, Malton.

Pony, over 12| hands, and not over 14J hands.—First prize,

J. L. Emmerson, Staintondale ; second, T. Scoby.

Pony, not exceeding 12^ hands.—First and second prizes,

C. S. Bowler, Scarborough.
Donkeys.—First prize, T. Richardson, Sandsend ; second,

R. Jackson, Lythe.
CATTLE.

Bull-calf under twelve months old.—First prize, C. and J.

Smith, Westerdale ; second, R. P. Clarkson, Pickering.

Yearling bull.—First prize, G. F. Wormald ; second, J- G.

S. Hebron, Westerdale.

Two years old bull.—Prize, D. Hartley, Westerdale.

Heifer-calf under twelve months old.—First and second

prizes, G. D. Yeoman, Woodlands.

Yearling heifer.—First prize, C. and J. Smith ; second, J.

Peirsou.

Two years old heifer in milk or calf.—First prize, J- Nichol-

son ; second. E. Corner, Broad Ings.

Cow in milk or calf.—First aud second prizes, G. D. Yeo-

man.
Bull-calf.—First prize, C. and J. Smith ; second, D. Hart-,

ley.
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Yearling bull.—Prize, J. Kerr, Lythe.

Four store calves.—First prize, G. Sayer, Dunsley ; second,

W. Piercy, Angel Hotel.

Four store yearlings.—First prize, Mrs. Attlay, Royal

Hotel ; second, E. Corner.

Dairy cow, with special reference to milking.—First prize,

J. Kerr; second, C. Walker, Stakesby.

Cottager's cow.—First prize, J. Richardson, Sandsend
.

second, W. Sawdon, Hawsker '

SHEEP.
LEICESTEKS.

Two-shear or aged ram.—Prize, B. P. Petch.

Shearling ram.—First and second prizes, W. S. Gray, Nips-

howe.
Tup lamb.—First prize, T. Frankland, Hutton Mulgrave

;

second, W. Ward.
Pen of five ewes having reared lambs in 1873.—First and

second prizes, W. S. Gray.

Pen of five shearling gimmers.—First prize, W. S. Gray ;

second, W. Ward.
Pen of five gimraer lambs, bred by the exhibitor.—First

prize, W. S. Gray ; second, W. Ward.
Three tup lambs, bred by the exhibitor.—First prize, W. S.

Gray ; second, T. Frankland.
MOOK.

Two-shear or aged tup.—Prize, J. Waind, Ankness.

Shearling tup.—First and second prizes, J. Waind.

Tup lamb.—First and second prizes, J. Waind.

Pen of five ewes, having reared lambs in 1873.—First

prize, C. and J. Smith ; second, J. Waind.

Pen of five shearling gimmers.— Prize, J. Waind.

Pen of five wethers, two-shear or upwards, bred by the ex-

hibitor.—First and second prizes, J. Peirson, Goathland.

PIGS.
Boar, of any breed, under twelve months old.—First prize,

B. Foster, Pickering ; second, G. E. Peacock, Little Ayton.

Sow of any breed, under twelve montlis old.—First prize,

C. Kemp, York ; second, G. Chapman, Seamer.

Boar, of any large breed, over twelve months old.—First

prize, W. Lister, Armley ; second, R. E. Duckering, Kirton

Lindsay.

Sow or gilt, of any large breed, over twelve months old.—

First prize, J. Wilkinson, Whitby ; second, J. Thompson,

Seamer.
Boar, of any small breed, over twelve months old.—First

prize, W. Lister ; second, R. E- Duckering.

Sow or gilt, of any small breed, over twelve months old.—

First prize, R. E. Duckering ; second, W. Lister.

Cottager's pig.—First prize, J. Cole, Whitby ; second, J.

Filburn, Whitby.
IMPLEMENTS.

First prize, Jackson Brothers, Lythe ; second, Russell and

Son, Kirby Moorside,

AIREDALE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The cattle show was good, and the exhibitors included

Lady Pigot, of Branches, Newwarket ; and Mr. T. Statter,

Whitfield, Manchester. Lady Pigot took the first prize

for aged bulls, and Mr. Statter the second prize ; but her

ladyship's animal shown in the class for bull-calves was
beaten by a young bull from Cross Hills, belonging to Mr.
J. Barclay. Lady Pigot was again successful for short-

horned cows or heifers, vanquishing Mr. Statter. Mr.
Statter gained the prize for heifer calves, and Mr. H.
Crossley, of Halifax, was a good second. In both the

above classes there was a large number entered. A
special prize value £12, and a second value £5, were

offered by the Society for the best two Shorthorns of any

age. There were no less than eight entries for these prizes
;

but the herd of Lady Pigot again proved victorious, Mr.
Thomas Tatter showing, in the opinion of the judge,

the two next best animals. The horse department showed
signs of marked improvement in the number of entries,

in which Mr. Watmuff gave the prize value £50, and if

the Society continues to offer such a prize for the best

hunter there is no doubt that the very best animals will

find their way to the show. There were twelve shown in

the ring out of fifteen entries, including the prize takers at

Keighley and other shows. Roadsters were a good

muster in their respective classes. For yearlings Mr. J.

W. Yeadon, of Fewston, was awarded the first prize, and

Mr. J. W. Mills, Chevin Grange, the second. For two-

year-old roadsters, Mr. Joseph Clark, of Beeston, got the

first prize, and for three-year-olds, Mr. Thomas Dales, of

Kearby, near Wetherby, received the corresponding prize.

There was a fair show of agricultural horses. The stallions

were not represented quite as well as could be desired, the

numbers being rather short, except iu the draught stallion

class, in which there were seven competitors, Mr. Thomas
Greenwood (Calverley Bridge) in this class received the

first prize for Young Honest Tom. Mr. James Forshaw's

(Burley) Waxwork was again second to him, and the

others were animals of no littie merit. The coaching

stallions were a mediocre lot, and of the six competitors,

a horse belonging to Mr. A. K. Langdale, Manchester,

was the winner. Three Silsden stallions again put in an

appearance for the roadster prize—in fact the roadster

stallion classes at the shows in this neighbourhood seem to

to be filled with animals from Silsden. Mr. Gill's

Merrylegs was again the prize winner here, as at Keighley.

This horse was first shown in 1868, and since that period

has won about eighty first prizes. The nags and roadsters'

class was good, there being nine entries ; Mr. William

Stephenson, Cottingham Hall, was the winner of

the premiums. There were eight ladies' hackneys

brought into the judging ring, and considerable

difficulty was experienced by the judges in making

the award. The winner of the first prize was

the property of Mr. T. Mitchell, of Bradford. The
hunters' class was reiUy the best on the field, and up-

wards of an hour was occupied by the judges in their de-

liberations. Mr. Henry Jewison's Palmerston again

carried off the palm ; The Banker, the property of Mr.

Wm. Armstrong, of Kendal, being second ; and Gold-

finder, belonging to Mr. Henry Crossley, of Halifax,

third. Of the sixteen leapers entered all turned up but

one. Mrs. Kate Radcliffe, of London, rode her own
mare, Kwei, in magnificent style, and, iu addition

to reeiving the first prize, value £15, for the

best leaper, she was awarded a whip for horse-

manship. The sheep, though not numerous, the

number of entries being only thirty-four above those

of last year, were |yet of fair quality. The prizes

were confined to the " parish of Bingley only." The
pigs, the only department in which there was a falling-off

in the entries, were a good show for the parish of Bing-

ley, which was the area to which competition was re-

stricted. The judges were—Cattle and sheep : Messrs.

Duke Redmayne, Clapham, Lancaster ; Peter Whitehead,

Hasholme, Holme, York ; William Harrison, Carlton,

Skipton. Horses : Messrs. Joseph Wilders, Croxton

Kyriel, Grantham ; Alfred Dunhill, Heslerton Grange,

York ; Wm. Hornsey, York. Pigs : Mr. James Gled-

hill, Heckmondwike.
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EAST CUMBERLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
PRIZE LIST.

JUDGES.

—

Saddle and Harness Horses : J. Jardine'
Dryleholme, Lockerbie; J. Irving, Shap Abbey; W.
Foster, Burradon, Morpeth ; T. Kendal, Park House,
Kirby Lonsdale. Cart Horses : L. Drew, Merryton,
Hamilton ; P. Brown, Craigtown, Bishopton. Short-
horns AND Sheep: C. Clirisp, Hawkshill, Aluwick ; J.

Culshaw, Townley, Burnley. Galloways ; G. Rome,
Longtown ; J. Biggar, Chapeltown, Dalbeattie. Butter :

"W. Maxwell, Carlisle ; W. Beattie. Longtown. Blamire
Prize: T. James, Stainton ; N. Wrigbt, Carlisle; T.
Donald, Linstock; J. Vynne, Etterby; J. Railton, He-
therington, Carlisle. Turnips: J. Lamb, Burrell Green,
Penrith; T. James, Stainton, Carlisle; W. Graham,
Hawksdale.

HORSES.
RIDING HORSES.

Brood saddle mare, with foal at foot or in foal.—first
prize, £3, Executors of the late C. Moffat, Crosby on Eden

;

second, £1, T. Mark, Dardar House, Carlisle.

One-year-old saddle gelding.—First prize, £2, J. Birkett,
Broomriggs, Ainstable ; second, £1, R. Gibbons, Mosshand,
Longtown.

One-year-old saddle filly.—First prize, £2, J. Todd, Moor
End, Tliursby ; second, £1, G. W. Hodgson, Flatt, Kirk-
harapton.

Two-year-old saddle gelding.—First prize, £3, J. Arm-
strong, Stubb, Kirklinton ; second, £1, T. Graham, Beanlands
Park, Irtliington.

Two-year-old saddle filly.—First prize, £2, J. S. Steel,

Leathes, Kirkbride; second, ^1, G. Shadwick, Aikton,
Wigton.

Three-year-old saddle gelding.—First prize, £3, Rev. W.
Dacre, Irthington, Carlisle (Charlie) ; second, £1, W. Graham,
Gapshields, Gilsland.

Three-year-old saddle filly.—First prize, £3, R. Blamire,
Cumdivock, Dalston; second, £1, Major Thompson, Kirk-
house, Brampton (MegMerilees).

HARNESS HORSES.

Brood harness mare, with foal at foot or in foal.^First
prize, £3, J. Rickerby, Wall Head, Corby ; second, £2, E.
Calvert, Broadwath, Carlisle.

One-year-old harness gelding.—First prize, £2, the Execu-
tors of the late C. Moffat ; second, £1, J. Tyson, Wormauby,
Burgh-by-Sands.

One-year-old harness filly.—First prize, £2, T. James,
Stainton, Carlisle ; second, £1, J. W. Hodgson, Flatt, Kirk-
bampton.

Two-year-old harness gelding.—First prize, £2, "W. Thomp-
son, Saughtree Gate, Brampton ; second, £1, J. Edgar, Yeast
Hall, Thursby.

' 6 .

Two-year-old harness filly.—First prize, £2, W. Nicholj
Cargo, Carlisle; second, £1, J. Errington, Watchtree, Orton.

Three-year-old harness gelding.—First prize, £3, T. Little,
Thorntree, Lazonby ; second, £2, G. Shadwick.

Three-year-old harness filly.—First prize, £3, H. A. Clarke,
Prospect House, Aspatria; second, £1, J. Bell, Black Dub,
Corby.

Four-year-old and upwards harness gelding or filly.—First
prize, £3, J. Little, Oulten Hall, Wigton; second, £1, T.
Clark, Aikhead, Wigton.

CART horses.

Brood cart mare, with foal at foot or in foal.—First prize
£3, and second, £1, G. H. Head, Rickerby, Carlisle (Deborah
and Lady Douglas).

One-year-old cart gelding.—First prize, £2, W. N.
Hodgson, M.P., Newby Grange, Carlisle ; second, £1, M.
Hetherington.

One-year-old cart filly.—First prize, £2, G. H Head
second, £i, Messrs. Little, Bowness Hall.

Two-year-old cart gelding.—First prize, £2, R. Graham,
Firbank, Westliuton ; second, £1, T. Deans, Stapleton,
Annan.

Two-year-old cart filly First prize, £3, L. Brown'
Newlaithes, Hall; second, £1, J. and J. Barnes, Leathes
Hall, Kirkbride.

Hackney.—First prize, £5, W. Moffat, Newtown, Rock,
cliffe (Gentle Annie) ; second, £2, H. Clarke (Hordley).

Pony.—First prize, £2, R. B. Brockbank, Currock House ;

second, 10s., Mrs. Birkett, Broomriggs, Ainstable.

CATTLE.
SHORTHORNS.

Bull, above two years old.—First prize, £8, J. Lamb'
Burrell Greeu, Penrith ; second, £3, W. Lambert, Elringtott
Hal], Haydon Bridge (Heather Bred Lad).

Bull, under two years old.—First prize, £8, G. H. Head,
Rickerby, Carlisle (Royal Edgar) ; second, £3, J. Davidson,
Greengill, Penrith (Luck of Eden Hall).

Shorthorn cow or heifer, above three years old, in calf or
milk.—First prize, £i, J. Lamb (Laurestina) ; second, £3, W.
Lambert (White Socks).

Shorthorn heifers, under three years old, in calf or milk

—

First prize, .£3, J. Davidson (Errant Girl) ; second, £1, J.
Gunson, Sandwith, Whitehaven (Phillis).

Heifer, under two years old.—First prize, £2, J. Gunson
(Sonsie Lass) ; second, £1, J. Lamb (Belle of Burrell Green)

GALLOWAYS.
Bull, above two years old.—First prize, £6, J. Graham,

Longtown (Willie of Westburnflat) ; second, £3, J. Fisher,
Carlisle (Squire Dacre).

Bull, under two years old.—First prize, £6, G. Graham,
Cubbyhill (Forest King) ; second, £2, J. Millican, Abbey
Holme.
Cow or heifer above three years old, in calf or milk.—First

prize, £3, J. Graham (Hermione the 5th) ; second, £3, J.
Graham (Countess of Nithsdale).

Cow or heifer, under three years old, in calf or milk.—First

prize, £3, J. Graham (Dame Margaret Douglas) ; second, £1,
J. Cunningham, Dalbeatie ; Cup, J. Fisher (Squire Dacre).

Heifer, under two years old.—First, £2, and second, £1, J.
Cunningham.

SHEEP.
Shear Leicester tup.—First prize, £2, G. F. Statter, Broom-

hills, Carlisle ; second, £1, T. and J. Bell, Oughterside, Mary-
port.

Blue-faced Leicester tup, of any age.—First prize, £3, and
second, 10s., J. Davidson.

Border Leicester tup, of any age.—First prize, £2, T. and
J. Bell; second, £1, G. G. Lee, Hexham.

Longwool tup other than Leicester, of any age.—First prize

£3, W. Norman, Hall Bank, Aspatria; second, £1, J. B.'

Irving, White Hill, Lockerbie.

Pen of three Leicester ewes.—First prize, £2, T, Bell*

Townfoot, Brampton ; second, 10s., W. Lambert.

Pen of three Leicester gimmers.—First prize, £3, R. Jeffer-

son, Preston Hows, Whitehaven.

PIGS.

Boar, under four years old.—First prize, £2, T. Hodgson,
Newton Arlosh, Wigton ; second, £1, J. Hetherton, Crosby-

on-Eden.

Sow, under four years old, to be in pig or milk.—First

prize, £3, J. Graham ; second, £1, J. Bulman, Carleton Hill,

Carlisle.

BUTTER.

Fresh pounded butter.—First prize, a silver teapot, Mrs.
Waugh, J31ackwell Hall, Carlisle; second, a cream jug, Mrs.

Morley, Cumwhitton Hall, Carlisle.

Firkin butter.—First prize, a silver teapot, Miss Wannop,
Low Wood, Wetheral ; second, a cream jug, Mrs. HoUiday,
High Ireby, Wigton.
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BURY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The total number of entries this year is 1,505, ae;ainst

1,348 last year, the increase being chiefly in the classes

for horses and cattle. A special prize of £50, with a

second of £10 was offered for Shorthorns, but the entries

were not nearly so numerous as anticipated ; in fact

there were only three entries for these prizes. There
were 212 entries of horses, 88 of cattle, 71 of pigs, 26
of sheep, 319 of poultry, 216 of dogs, 152 of vegetables,

48 of butter, cheese, &c., and 194 of implements, &c.

There were very few classes of sheep, and the entries

were not numerous. Of pigs there were not many en-

tries, and the Earl of Ellesmere had but few competitors
in the classes in which he won his prizes. There was a

large number of classes of cattle, but the exhibits were few

in number, there being for the majority of the premiums
not more than three entries. Mr. Staffer took the first

prize in six classes, viz. for bull of any breed ; cow
in calf or milk; heifer not exceeding three years old;

ditto not exceeding two ; heifer calf under 12 months
old ; and best collection of Shorthorns. This last

was very good, although only a small class. In ad-

dition to taking these first prizes, Mr. Staffer also won
the second premium in several of the competitions. Mr.
Brierley was opposed by Mr. Staffer, who beat him in all

the six classes mentioned. Mr. Brierley, however, took

the first prize for bull-calf above one and under two years

old, and received several high commendations and se-

cond premiums. The first prize in the competition for

buU-calves under 12 months old was awarded to R.

Thompson, Blackpool; drove of milch cows, \V. Green,

Kersal Hall ; drove of store cows, G. Bradley, Bury
;

dairy cow, W. Green ; bull of any breed, the property of

a tenant-farmer, R. Thompson. The principal prizes in

the classes open only to tenant-farmers in the district,

principally dependent upon farming, were awarded as fol-

low : Bull of any breed, above two and under three years

old, which had served cows in the district during 1873,

Messrs. Hutchinson Brothers, Bury ; ditto, above one

and under two years old, R. Travis, Blakeley ; bull-calf

under 12 months old, J. Heaton, Uusworlh ; cow for

dairy purposes, S. Hoyle, Heap ; heifer of any breed, not

exceeding three years old, J. Bentley, Sandfield ; ditto,

not exceeding two years old, S. Hoyle; heifer-calf under

12 months old, Mrs. Atkinson and Son, Dutton ; lot of

milch cows, not less than six in number, D. Fletcher,

Unsworth ; calves, of the -exhibitor's rearing, not less than

four in number nor more than twelve months old, R.

Mercer, Tottington ; ox, cow, or heifer, showing the most

symmetry, fat, and weight, J. Altham, Summerseat ; fat

calf, under three months old, J. Livesey, Bury. 'Ihe

show of horses was an average one. T. Slatter, Stand

HaH, Manchester, won the first prize in nearly every

class in which he entered. He was awarded the principal

prize for the best draught stallion, brood mare for agri-

cultural purposes, ditto for draught purposes, three years

old gelding or filly, one year old colt, string of four

horses, two years old gelding or filly, and two-wheeled and

four-wheeled turnouts. C. W. Brierley took the first

prize for the best pair of horses for agricultural or draught

purposes, and mare or gelding over 16 hands. T.

Staffer ofl"ered a prize for the best foal got by any of his

entire horses, which was won by T. S. Livesey, Bury.

The first prize for a two years old gelding or filly was

taken by Stephen Uttley, Rochdale ; mare or gelding,

under 16 hands, T. Warburton, HasUngden ; thorough-

bred stallion for saddle or harness, A. Lund, Darcy Lever;

brood mare for breeding hunters, T. Kirby, Manchester
;

roadster stallion, J. Gill, Leeds ; roadster brood mare, J.

Wardleworth, Bury ; mare or gelding for saddle, T.

Barcroft, Waterfoot ; mare or gelding, for harness, W.
Stead, Ramsbottom ; three years old gelding or filly, B.

Barritt, Bury ; one year old gelding or filly, A. Milne,

Bury ; one year old colt, E. Fearnsides, Wakefield ; foal,

J. Wardleworth, Bury ; cob mare or gelding, not exceed-

ing 14j hands, A. Simpson, York. In the classes open

only to tenant farmers in the district, principally de-

pendent upon farming, the first prize for a stallion was

awarded to S. and T. Gerrard, Bury ; brood mare for

agricultural purposes, J. Whittaker and Sons, Shuttle-

worth ; brood mare for draught purposes, — . Wrigley,

Jliddleton
;

pair of horses in regular work, over 16

hands, J. Morris, Pilsworth ; do., under 16 hands,

J. Whittle, Heap ; mare or gelding, under 16 hands,

W. Lindsay, Pilsworth; ditto, over 16 hands, S. Hoyle,

Heap ; three years old gelding or filly, S. Hoyle ; two

years old ditto, J. Kay, Middleton; one year old ditto, J.

Altham, Summerseat. The principal awards in the district

classes were taken by R. and A. Chambers, Whitefield,

for a pair of horses in regular work, over 16 hands ; Clive

Brothers, for ditto, under 16 hands ; Walker and Lomax,
Bury, for mare or gelding, over 16 hands ; and Redfern,

Smith, and Law, Bury, for ditto, under 16 hands. The
Earl of Ellesmere entered pigs in eight classes, and was

successful in carrying off the first prize in seven of them.

In the eighth—the class of fat hogs, gelts, or sows—he

was beaten by Thomas Bolton, of Rochdale. Samuel
Wilson, of Ramsbottom, was another extensive prize

taker. He entered in eight classes, ond took the first

prize in five of the competitions. The other first prize

takers were H. Bolton, Rochdale ; J. Halliwell, Bury

;

J. Openshaw ; Hutchinson Brothers, Bury ; Mrs. Barnes,

Bury ; S. Yates, Bury ; Thos. Fawcett, Bury ; and W.
Handley, Bury. The principal premiums in the sheep

classes fell to James Pickup and Brothers, Dean, near

Newchurch ; and Dewhurst and Taylor, Rawtenstall

;

Howarth and Spencer, Carr Clough Fold; and R. Tatter-

sall, Rochdale, were also first prize winners.

The judges were for Cattle : B. Baxter, Elslack Hall,

Skipton ; J. Knowles, Wetherby, Yorkshire ; T. Briggs,

Prestwich, veterinary surgeon. Light Horses : J. S.

Wilson, Royal Crescent, Scarborough ; T. Harwood,
Boundary Street East, Liverpool ; E. Langley, Knowl-
mere, Clitheroe. Heavy Horses : R. Whitelegge, Ashton-

upon-Mersey ; T. Dodds, Mount Pleasant, Wakefield.

Slieep : W. Midgeley, Salisbury Old Hall, Ribchester.

Pigs : P. Eden, Cross Lane, Salford ; J. Clough, Prest-

wich, Manchester.

SALE OF DEVOiNS AT WIVELISCOMBE.—The sale

of the cattle and sheep at Jew's Farm, the property of Mr.
Edward Boucher, who is retiring, took place on Sept. 4.

Mr. Boucher has established a reputation for Devons. The
following prices were obtained : Store ewes from 6O3. to 708.,

store two-teeth wethers 65s., ewe lambs 37s. 6d., wether
lambs 45s. 6d., hog rams 13^ gs., ram lambs 95s. The herd
attracted great attention, the lots going to Messrs. Walter
Farthing, A. Skinner, John Coate, Edward Lutley, Walter
Ridson, G. Hosegood, Captain Hancock, J. W. and S. Kidner,
Hug Pain, Bryant, Dening, Culverwell, Oatway and others, at

the undermentioned figures : Cows from £30 to £44, cow and
offspring (eight months old) £81, heifers and calves £30 to

£45, two-year-old heifers in calf £45 to £53 10s., three-year-

old steers £55 to £62 per pair, two-year-old steers £41 to

£45, yearling steers £36 to £42 lOs., heifer yearlings £25 to

£40 each, bull calves 20 to Sl^ gs, each, heifer calves nine
mouths old £14 to £16 each.
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LYTHAM AND KIRKHAM AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT KIRKHAM.

The 412 entries were: Horses, 168; cattle, 55; sheep,

50; pigs, 14; poultry, 102; butter, 15; cheese, 5; oat

cakes, 3. The horses constituted by far the most impor-

tant feature of the show, the Eylde being acknowledged

as one of the best breeding districts in Lancashii-e. The
geldings and mares for hunting, three or four years old,

were a good lot, the prize winners especially. The two-

year-old geldings or fillies for hunting were promising,

but the two-year-olds for harness purposes were only a

poor display. The } earling geldings and fillies, and the

colt and filly foals were fair classes, and the ponies a good

show. The colts and fillies shown in the two classes for

cups giveu by the Fylde Horse Breeding Company for

animals got by Carbineer commanded much notice.

The exhibition of cattle was a very good one for a local

show. The aged bull—only oue being shown—a nice

roan by Baron Oxford 3rd, was a very useful animal ; and

the bull calves were a fair class. Among the cows, the

most noted were an aged roan, Ringlet 2nd, and one of

her progeny, a year and three months old, named Ring-

let 4th, which received the cup for the best animal in the

show. The judges hesitated for some time as to whether

to award it to the older or younger beast, but ultimately

youth prevailed. The class for cows in calf or in milk

was a very good one, as were also the heifer classes gene-

rally. The entries in the sheep classes were numerous.

The Leicester and long-wool sheep were of good quality,

and the short-wool rams came next in quality. Some of

the short-wool rams, were, however, disqualified througt
having black wool in their fleeces, and this was also the

case in many of the other classes. The pigs were in-

different.

The show of poultry was very poor indeed, and there

were oaly five entries for cheese, but the entiues for butter

were more numerous, being 14 in number.

PRIZE-LIST.
The Judges were as follow :—Cheese, butter, and oatcakes :

Mr. Benson, Kirkham ; Mr. R. Porter, Newton. Light
horses: Mr. Atkinson, Barrowby Hall, Leeds ; Mr. Bromley,
Lancaster. Heavy horses : Mr. Gibbons, Burn Foot, Carlisle

;

Mr. Irvin, Shap Abbey, Penrith. Cattle, sheep, and pigs

:

Mr. Culshaw, Townley ; Mr. Walker, Stockley Park, Burton-
on-Trent.

Horses.—Horses for agriculture : 1, R. C. Richards, Clif-

ton ; 3, T. H. Miller, Singleton. Brood mare for agriculture :

1, L. Uttley, Bronghton; 2, T. H. Miller ; h. c, L. Wilding,
Woodacre Hall ; c, J. Parkinson. Three-year-old gelding or

filly for aericulture : 1, R. C. Richards ; 2, P. Bl-mdeil,

Weeton. Two-year-old gelding or filly : 1, T. Cartmell, Clif-

ton ; 2, T. Edsforth, Bradkirk Hall ; h. c, R. Cornall, Bry-
ning ; c. E. Harrison, Cottam ; R. C. Richards. Yearling
gelding or Ally : 1, T. Cartmell ; 2, 11. C. Ricliards. Colt or

filly foal : 1, L. Wilding ; 2, W. Swift, Treales ; h. c, J. Taylor,

Wrea Green. Brood mare for hunting : 1, T. H. Miller ; 2,

C. Birley, Bartle Hall. Brood mare for harness : 1, W. Taylor,

Hardhorn ; 2, C. Birley. Gelding or mare, three or four years
old, for hunting : 1, T. H. Miller ; 2, J. Wright, Thorntons
h. c, J. Stuart, Sowerby. Gelding or mare, three or four year
old, for harness : 1, H.Pisher, Pox Lane Ends ; 2, L. Wilding,
Woodacre Hall ; h c, W. Singleton ; T. Fisher, Layton Lodge,
Two-year-old gelding or filly for hunting : 1, Hon. J. Bruce
Ogilvy, Westby ; 2, T. H. Miller ; h c, J. Stuart. Two-year-
old gelding or filly for harness: 1, J. Nicksou, Ballara ; 2, T.
Swarbrick, Heyhouses. Yearling gelding or filly for hunting

or harness : 1, T. H. Miller; 2, R. Warbrick, Lytham. Colt
or filly foal for hunting or harness: 1, P. Blundell; 2, T. H.
Miller : h c, T. Swarbrick ; W. S. Hodgson, Kirkham.
Hunters to be ridden : 1 and 2, Hon. J. Bruce Ogilvy ; 3, L.
Crookhall, Blackpool. Ponies between 13 and 14 hands : 1, L.
Uttley ; 2, J. Higson, Blackpool. Ponies under 13 hands : 1, E.
W. Birley, Clifton; 2, R. C. Ricliards. Cups given by the

Fylde Horse Breeding Company.—Colt foal by " Carbineer" :

1, P. Blundell. Filly foal by " Carbineer" : 1, T. H. Miller,.

Colt foal by "Honest Tom": 1, L. Wilding. Filly foal by
"Honest Tom": 1, L. Willan, Westby Hall. Presented
tjy T. T. Parker, Esq.—Three-year-old filly by " Carbineer,"

with not less than two direct thorough-bred crosses in her: ],

J. T. Clifton, Lytham. Two-year-old flily by " Carbineer,"

with not less than two direct thorough-bred crosses in her : 1,

J. Stuart, Sowerby. Speciat Prizes hy the Society.—For
animals entered in Lytham sale : 1, T. H. Miller : 2, H.
Fisher.

Horned Cattle.—Bull above three years : 1, J. T. Clif-

ton. Bull above one and under two years : 1, T. H. Miller

;

2, T. L. Birley; h. c, R. C Richards. Bull-calf under
twelve months : 1 and 2, R. Thompson ; h. c, R. C. Rich-
ards. Cow in calf or milk, having had a calf, and above

three years old: 1, T. H. Miller ; 2 and h. c, R. Saul ; c,
J. Sykes. Heifer above two and not exceeding three years

old; 1, J. Lund, Ingol; 2, W.Porter, St. Michaels; h. c,
W- Kirby> Roseacre. Heifer above one and not exceeding
two years : 1, T. H. Miller ; 2, W. Rawcliffe, St. Michaels.

Heifer-calf not exceeding one year : 1, J. Sykes; 2, R. Thomp-
son. Three cows in calf or milk : 1, R. Saul. Three heifers

two years old : 1, W. Kirhy. Three heifers one year old : 1,

R. Thompson. Three heifer-calves one year old : 1, R,
Thompson. Silver Challenge Cups, to animals for which
first prizes have been awarded—Shorthorned male animal

:

R. Thompson. Shorthorned female animal: T. H. Miller.

Silver Challenge Cup given by J. T. Clifton, Esq.—Bull not

exceeding three years : R. Thompson. Cottager's cow : 1, J.

Riley, Wesham ; 2, W. Baines, Clifton.

Sheep.—Leicester or any other long-woolled ram other

than shearling: 1 and 2, T. L. Birley; c, J.T.Clifton.
Shearling Leicester or any other long-woolled ram : 1, Hon.
J. Bruce Ogilvy ; 2, T. li. Birley. Leicester or any other

long-woolled ram lamb: 1, Hon. J. B. Ogilvy; 2, T. H.
Miller. Southdown or any other short wooUed ram other

than shearling : 1 and h c, W. Hodgson, Plumpton Hall ; 2,

T. L. Birley. Shearling southdown or any other short-wooUed
ram : 1, T. L. Birley ; 2, W. Hodgson ; h c, J. T. Clifton.

Southdown or any other short woolled ram lamb : 1, T. H.
Miller; 2, W. Hodgson; h c, T. L. Birley. Three long-

woolled ewes of any breed (to have been grazed in the district

not less than three months, and to be kept for breeding) : 1

and 2, J. T. Clifton ; h c, T. H. Miller ; c, J. Sykes. Three
short-woolled ewes of any breed : 1, T. L. Birley ; 2, W,
Hodgson. Three long-woolled gimmer lambs : 1 and 2, Hon.
J. B. Ogilvy ; h c, J. T. Clifton. Three short-woolled gim-
mer lambs : 1 and 2, W. Hodgson ; h c, T. H. Miller.

Pigs.—Boar, large breed : 1, T. Waring, Catforth , 2, H.
Kirkham, Wrea Green. Boar, small breed : 1 and 2, A Leigh,

Lea. Sow of the large breed : 1 and 2, J. Hall, Freckleton.

Sow of small breed : 1 and 2, A. Leigh. Cottager's pig : 1,

A. Parker, Bryuiug ; 2, R. Fisher, Wrea Green.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP FOR AUSTRALIA.—Three rams
and fifteen breeding ewes have been shipped through Mr. W.
G. Preece for Australia ; the prices lor the rams being 50 gs.

each, and for ewes 10 gs. each. These sheep were all selected

from Lord Chesham's flock.
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CUMBERLAND AND WESTMORELAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT ALSTON.

The tweuty-fifth annual show of the Cumberland and
AVestmoreland Agricultural Society was held at Alston.

The horse classes included some animals of merit, but

were altogether extremely thin, and disappointing. Cattle

were a great improvement upon the horses, but even here

the show was haT-dly what might have been expected.

Yearling Shorthorns were the best section, taken alto-

gether, and the aged bulls were also meritorious. Willie

of Westburn Flat and Squire Dacre came together again

in the aged Galloway bull class, and the Squire afterwards

thrashed him in a vigorous " set to " they had on their

own account, wheu both animals got loose. There is

always a good show of sheep at Alston, and this year it

was better than usual under the auspices of the two
counties society, and included good selections of blue-

faced and border Leicesters, Mr. Norman's well-known

Lincolns, and a lot of first-rate Blackfaced and South-

downs. Pigs were a very small show, as were also shep-

herd's dogs. There were no agricultural implements.

Butter was fairly good. The Shorthorns, which

were really a good show, occupied the premier place

in the cattle classes. The aged bull class brought

out five of the seven entered. Flag of Britain won
the first prize, and the second went to Beverley

Butterfly 3rd, from Wanwood, Haltwhistle, while Sir

R. C. Musgrave's Wallace Wynne was commended.
This is the first appearance of Flag of Britain this

year in public, as through lameness he was prevented

from being taken to the Highland show at Stirling. The
commended bull occupies the same position as he did in

the junior class last year at Penrith. In the class for

cows Laurestina, from Burrell Green, deservedly got first

honours, as she also took the Society's silver cup, which

must be won three times by the same exhibitor. Errand

Girl, the only two-year old, was first, but she also won the

challenge cup for the best of all animals in the cattle

class, the Society's medal, and the Society's challenge

cup (value £20), to be won three years in succession.

These, however, did not complete her list of winnings,

for she also carried off a prize of £5 as the best Short-

horn female animal competing for the Society's premiums,

and the £10 cup for the best female animal of any age.

Flag of Britain took the cup for the best Shorthorn bull

of any age, and he also won the challenge cup (to be won
three times before being claimed) for the best bull of any

age. Passing on to the Galloways, we found a very fair

collection, and in the aged bull class Willie of Westburn

Flat and Squire Dacre met to fight their Royal and

Carlisle battles over again ; the judges reversing the

Carlisle and Hull decisions, and giving Squire Dacre the

first prize, and the Royal winner the second, commending
a son of Squire Dacre, belonging to Messrs. Teasdale, of

The Bog, Knarsdale. The show of sheep this year was

rendered more interesting and important than usual.

Each class usually seen, such as bluefaced and Border

Leicesters, Lincolns, Soulhdows, and blackfaced, was well

represented, but unfortunately for Mr. W. Norman and

his Lincolns he had nobody to beat. The pigs were a

very small show, only one animal being entered for each

prize, and there was, therefore, no competition. The

butter was a good show, and that of shepherds' dogs

fair.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Light Horses : Mr.T.Cole,Thirsk,and Mr. Gib-

bons, Burnfoot. Agricultural Horses : Mr, Steadraan,

Bog Hall, Roslyn, and Mr. Spraggon, Nafferton. Short-

horns AUD Pigs : Mr. Walton, Burleigh Park, Stamford,

and Mr. Swingler, Barleythorpe. Leicester, Border
Leicester, Longwool, and Down Sheep: Mr. Hope,
jun., Broadlands, Peebles. Galloway Cattle : Mr. J. Cun-
ningham, Tarbreoch, and Mr. Cranston, Holslane, Thorn-

hill, Dumfries. Blackfaced Sheep and Shepherds'
Dogs : Mr. Birbeck, Shap Fells, and Mr. Stephenson,

Newbiggin, Blanchland. Butter : Mr. Armistead, Car-

lisle, and Mr. D. Kirkbiide, Penrith.

HORSES.
Mare with foal at foot for breeding hunters.—First prize,

H. Sayer, Close House, Kirkbythore ; second, J. Nicholson,

Croft House, Kirkbythore.

Four-yearold gelding for hunting.— First prize, Major
Thompson, Kirkhouse ; second, J. Moffat, Kirklinton.

Three-year-old gelding for hunting.—First prize, W. Gra-
ham, Gapshields, Gilsland ; second, G. Waugh, Blackwall
Hall, Carlisle.

Three-year-old filly fcr hunting.—First prize. Major Thomp-
son ; dccond, T. Bell, Townfoot Farm, Brampton.

Two-year-old gelding for hunting.—Prize, J. C. Bowstead,
Hackthorpe Hall.

One-year-old colt for hunting.—First prize, R. Gibbons,

Moss Band ; second, J. C. Bowstead.

Mare in foal for breeding harness horses.—Prize, G. Nelson,

Great Salkeld.

Three-year-old gelding suitable for harness.— Prize, T.
Little, Thorn Tree, Lazonby.

Three-year-old fiUy suitable for harness.—First prize, H.
A. Clark, Prospect House, Aspatria ; second, G. Smith,

Luham.
Two-year-old gelding suitable for harness.—Prize, J. Dent,

Edenhall Grange.
One-year-old filly suitable for harness.—Prize, C. Hether-

ington. Limestone Brae.

Mare with foal at foot for breeding agricultural horses.—
Prize, F. Mason, Croglin High Hall.

Mare in foal for breeding agricultural horses.—First prize,

G. H. Head, llickerby ; second. Col. Rigg, Crossrigg Hall

;

third, F. Mason.
Three-year-old gelding for agricultural purposes.— First

prize, R. Gibbons ; second. Col. Rigg. Commended : T.
Bell.

Three-year-old filly for agricultural purposes.—Prize, J.

Milburn, B'armanby.

Two-year-old gelding for agricultural purposes.—Prize, R.
Gibbons.

Two-year-old filly for agricultural purposes.—First prize,

Col. Rigg ; second, J. Nicholson.

One-year-old colt for agricultural purposes.—First prize, G.
Carruthers, Gale Hall; second, W. N. Hodgson, Newby
Grange, Carlisle. Commended : J. C. Bowstead.

One-year-old filly for agricultural purposes.—Prize, G. H.
Head.
Pony not exceeding 14< hands high, to be brought into the

ring mounted.—First prize, J. Peart, Alston ; second, J.

Hodgson, Tyne Head, Alston.

CATTLE.
Shorthorn bull, three years and upwards.—First prize, J.

C. Bowstead ; second, Messrs. Wilson and Crawhall, Whan-
wood, Haltwhistle. Highly commended : Sir R. C. Musgrave,
Bart. Commended : W. Ellwood, Melmerby.

Shorthorn bull, above two and under three years old.

—

First prize, W. Lambert, Elrington Hall ; second, F. Parker,

Acorn Bauk. Highly commended : J. Lamb, Burrell Green.
Commended : Messrs. Swindle, Low Houses, Garrigill.

Shorthorn bull, above one and under two years old.—First

prize, J. Davidson, Greengill ; second, Messrs. Walton, Apple-
tree Shield, Whitfield. Highly commended : J. and J. Gaits-

gill, Hall Santon. Commended : W. Lambert.

Shortliorn bull, under one year old.—First prize, G. Smith
;

second, H. Thompson. Commended : J. Davidson ; J. Bow-
man.
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Shorthorn cow, which must have had a calf within 9

months previous to the day of show, or produce one within 9

months following the show.—Eirst prize, J . Lamb ; second,

J. and J. Gaitsgill. Highly commended : W. Lambert. Also

a silver cup awarded to J. Lamb.
Shorthorn heifer, above two and under three years old.

—

Prize, J. Davidson.

Shorthorn heifer, above one and under two years old.

—

First prize, W. Lambert ; second, J. Lamb. Highly com-
mended ; J. Davidson. Commended : J. Lamb.

Shorthorn heifer, under one year old.—First prize, J.

Davidson ; second. Rev. Dixon Brown, Unthank Hall, Halt-

whistle.

OPEN PRIZES.

Shortliorn bull of any age.—Cup, J. C. Bowstead.
Shorthorn female animal of any age.—First prize, J. David-

son. Highly commended : J. Lamb.
CHALLENGE CUPS.

Cup, value £20, for the best bull of any age.—Prize, J, C.

Bowstead.
Cup, value ^£10, for the best female animal of any age.

—

Prize, J. Davidson.

Challenge cup, given by a gentleman to the Cumberland
and Westmoreland Agricultural Society, to be competed for

by the best of all animals in the cattle class.—J. Davidson
(Errand Girl).

A medal, with a suitable inscription thereon, to the winner
of the challenge cup.—J. Davidson (Errand Girl).

society's CHALLENGE CUP.

A cup, value £20, to the owner (a resident in Cumberland
or Westmoreland) of the best Shorthorn, bred in Cumberland
or Westmoreland, and exhibited for the Society's premiums.

—

J. Davidson (Errand Girl).

GALLOWAYS.
Bull above two years old.—First prize, J. Fisher, Knells,

Carlisle; second, J. Graham, Parcelstown (Willie of West-
burn Flat). Commended : Messrs. Teasdale, The Bog, Knars-
dale.

Bull, above one and under two years old.—First prize, G.
Graham, Cubby Hill ; second, T. Watson. Commended : W.
Raine, Low Wanwood, Alston.

Cow in calf or milk.—First prize, W. Raine ; second, J.

Graham. Commended : J. Graham.
Heifer, above two and under three years old.—First prize,

J. Graham ; second, J. Graham. Commended : W. Raine.

Heifer, above one and under two years old.—First prize, J.

Graham; second, J. Graham. Commended: I.Walton.
Bull-calf under one year old.—First prize, I. Walton

;

second, I. Walto^. Commended : L Walton.
Heifer-calf under one year old.—First prize, W. Raine

;

second, W. Kindred, Foul Loaning, Alston.

£3 Ss. for the best Galloway cow, the best one-year-old

Galloway heifer, and the best one-year-old Galloway bull, the

bull to have been bred by the exhibitor.—J. Graham.
SHEEP.

LEICESTEKS.
Aged bluefaced tup.—First prize, J. Bell, Scale Hill ; second,

Hogarth and Young, Julian Bower. Commended : J. David-
son, Green Gill.

Shearling bluefaced tup.—First and second prizes, and com-
mended, J. Bell.

Pen of three bluefaced ewes which have reared lambs this

year.—First prize, Hogarth and Young; second, J. Bell.

Commended : W. Uandley, Greenhead, Milnthorpe.

Pen of three bluefaced gimmer shearlings.^First and second
prizes, J. Bell. Highly commended : W. Handley.

Border tup.—First prize, W. Lambert; second, H. N.
Fraser, Hay Close. Commended : W. Lambert.

Border shearling tup.—First prize, W. Lambert ; second,

G. Little, Burnfoot, Haltwhistle. Highly commended : fl.

N. Fraser.

Pea of Border ewes, which have reared lambs this year.

—

First and second prises, H. N. Frazer.

Border gimmer shearlings.—First prize, Messrs. Dinning,
Nilstone Ridge, Haydon Bridge ; second, H. N. Eraser.

OTHER BREEDS.
Long-wool tup.—First aud second prizes, W. Norman, Hall

Bank, Aspatria (Lincoln).

Shearling long-wool tup.—First and second prizes, W-
Norman.
Pen of three long-wool ewes, which have reared lambs thi»

year.—First and second prizes, W. Norman.
Pen of three long-wool gimmer shearlings.—First and second

prizes, W. Norman.
Aged Down tup.—First prize, W. Handly ; second, H. N.

Frazer ; third, J . Fenton, Frenchfield.

Shearling Down tup.—First and second prizes, W. Nor-
man ; third, W. Handley.

Pen of Down ewes, which have reared lambs this season.

—

First prize, W. Handley ; second, W. Noiman.
Pen of Down gimmer sheai lings.—First prize, W. Norman

;

second, W. Handley.
Aged blackfaced tup.—First prize, C. Armstrong, Ashgill-

side ; second, H. Phillipson, Sidehouse, Allenheads.

Shearling blackfaced tup.—First prize, C. Armstrong

;

second, F. Wilson.

Pen of three blackfaced ewes.—First prize, J. Archibald,

Overshiels, Stow ; second, C. Armstrong.
Pen of three blackfaced gimmers.—First prize, J. Archi-

bald ; second, G. Carruthers.

Blackfaced tup lamb.—First prize, J. Archibald ; second,

H. Stephenson, Ambling Gate, Rookhope ; third, G. Carru-
thers.

Pen of three blackfaced gimmer lambs.—First prize, G.
Carruthers ; second, C. Armstrong.

Special prize to the exhibitor of five blackfaced ewes, five

blackfaced gimmers, and one blackfaced shearling ram.—J.

Archibald.

SHEPHERDS' DOGS.
Rough dog.—First prize, W. Lee, Randle Holme, Alston

;

second, W. Hutchinson.
Smooth dog.—First prize, J. Walton, Buntley Syke, Al-

ston ; second, Wilson and Crawhall, Coanwood, Haltwhistle.

PIGS.
Boar of any breed.—Prize, J. Bulman, Carleton Hill.

Sow of any breed, of any age, in pig or in milk.—Prize, J.
Bulman.

Pig belonging to a a cottager, labourer, or artizan, not
occupying more than half an acre of land.—Prize, J. Simm,
Allanside, Haydon Bridge.

BUTTER.
Basket (three pounds).—First prize, Mrs. Somers, Fair

Hill ; second, I. Walton, Brownside House, Alston ; third, W.
Kindred, Foul Lonning ; fourth, Mrs. Dickinson, Spencer
Croft. Commended : Mrs. Beck, Green Ends, Alston ; Mrs.
Millican, Allan Heads.

Firkin of butter.—First prize, H. Walton, Howgill, Rigg
;

second, W. Kindred.

EAST CHESHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT WILMSLOW.

The entries numbered about 500, and were slightly in

excess of those of last year. The show of horses was good all

round ; the cart stallions and the blood stallions being par-
ticularly commendable. Mr. Nathan Cottam, of Stockport,
was the principal prize taker. He won the first premium
in the following local classes : Brood mare, for draught
purposes

; pair of horses, mares or geldings, for agri-
cultural purposes; two-year-old gelding or filly, and

two-year-old roadster, colt or filly. The first prize

for the one-year-old colt or filly was taken by
Mr. J. Harrison, Wilmslow ; for the brood mare for

breeding roadsters or carriage horses by Mr. G. Goodier,

Wilmslow ; for the roadster, mare or gelding, by Mr.
A. Johnson, Fulshaw ; for the three-year-old roadster,

mare or gelding, by Mr. G. Millington, Henbury

;

for the cob under 15 hands, by Mr. R. Grabame, Alder-
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ley Edge ; for the pony, mare or gelding, not exceeding

13 hands, by Lady Temple, Alderley Edge. la the open
classes, Mr. Wm. Whitlow was placed first for draught
stallions ; Mr. G. Fox, Fulshaw, for hack roadsters, mares
or geldings ; Mr. E. M. Williams, Manchester, for cobs

not exceeding 15 hands ; Mr. J. Siddall, Stockport, for

ponies not exceeding 13 hands ; Mr. C. W. Brierley,

Middleton, for paii's of draught horses, mares
or geldings ; the Stoneclough Colliery Company,
Lawton, for brood mare for breeding roadsters or

carriage horses ; Mr. J. F. D'Arley Wright, Macclesfield,

for three-year-old roadsters, mares or geldings. In the

classes open to general competition, the prize for the best

draught stallion was taken by Mr. T. Statter ; that for

the best thoroughbred stallion by Mr. I. Ambery ; for the

best draught mare or gelding by Mr. C. W. Brierley
;

for the three-year-old draught mare or gelding by ^Ir.

Statter; for the best two-year-old colt or filly by Mr. D.
Adamson, Hyde ; for the best yearling colt or filly, got

by either of Mr. Ambery's horses, Wakefield or Monitor,

by Mr. C. Stocks, Manchester. The show of cattle was
a very fair one ; the cows entered were of moi'e than

average merit, but the bulls were not so good. Mr. N.
Cottam was also successful in the local classes in this de-

partment, winning two of the principal awards. He took

the prize for the best cow in milk or calf, and heifer

under two years old. Mr. J. Cheetham, Norbury, was
awarded the first prize for a bull above two years old

;

ditto, under two years, Mr. C. Perkins, Northenden
;

that for bull-calf under one year, Mr. J. Leather; for

the cow or heifer showing the most symmetry, fat, and
weight, and a special prize for the best pair of dairy

cows, Mr. G. Middleton, Whaley ; for the heifer in calf

or milk under three years, Mr. W. Mellor, Fulshaw. In

the classes for cattle open to general competition, the

first prize for a buU above two years old was won by Mr.
J. Golden, Hale, Altrincham ; bull under two years, Mr.
G. Fox; bull-calf, Mr. C. W. Brierley; pair of cows in

milk or calf, Mr. T. Statter ; cow in milk or calf,

Mr, Statter
; pair of heifers under three years, Mr.

Brierley
; pair of heifers under two years, Mr. Brierley

;

pair of heifer calves, Mr. W. J. Leigh, M.P., Disley

;

Alderney, Guernsey, or Ayrshire cows, Mr. I. Ambery
Wilmslow. Special prizes for the hill districts : Bull,

above two years old, Mr. J. Atherton, Stockport ; bull

under two years, Mr. J. Willott, Rainow ; bull-calf, Mr.
J. Jackson, Lyme Handley ; cow of any age, Mr. W.
Eyre, Whaley Bridge ; three-years-old heifer, Mr. J.

Stanhope, Bollington ; two-years-old stirk, Mr. J. La-

tham, Rainow ; one-year-old calf, Mr. J. Jackson. The
sheep were a tolerably extensive and commendable exhi-

bition. Mr. W. J. Leigh, M.P., Disley, took several

first prizes. He was placed first in the classes of short-

wooUed rams of any age ; ditto, shearling rams and pens

of five one-year-old short-wooUed ewes. Mr. J. Willott,

Rainow, met with much success among the long-wools.

He was awarded the first prize, for the pen of five one-

year-old ewes, ram of any age, and pen of five ewes.

The other premium awards were given to Mr. J. Atherton,

Disley, for the best long-woolled shearling ram ; Mr. J.

Jackson, Whalley Bridge, for the best tup ram, of the

long-woolled breed ; Mr. D. Norbury, Alderley, for the

best short-woolled tup lamb, and the best pen of five

short-woolled ewes ; Mr. J. F. D'Arley Wright, for best

pen of five ewe lambs of the short-woolled breed ; Mr.
J. Nixon, jun., Rainow, for the best pen of five long-

woolled ewe lambs. There were only eight classes for

pigs ; in two of them there were no entries, and three

others only secured one entry each. The first prizes were
awarded to Mr. J. Rowbotham, Prestbury ; Mr. D.
Briscoe, Stockport; Mr. W. Simister, Stockport ; Mr.
G. Middleton, Whaley; Mr. R. Worthington, Staly-

bridge ; and Mr. J. Simpson, Stockport. The awards for

the best cultivated farms were as follows : To the tenant

of any farm (principally dependent upon farming) of not

less than 100 statute aci-es, who shall, according to the

report of the inspector, have the same in the neatest

order and best state of cultivation, Mr. J. Warburton,
Wilmslow ; to the tenant of any farm of from 50 to 100
statute acres, ditto, Mr. C. Cooke, Adlington ; to the

tenant of any farm of from 25 to 50 statute acres, ditto,

Mr. T. Goulden, Batley ; special prizes for the hill dis-

tricts, for the best cultivated farm, under 100 acres, Mr.
D. Downes, Pott Shrigley.

THE CRAVEN AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
MEETING AT SKIPTON.

The entries were of cattle 82, horses 180, sheep 141,

pigs 52, poultry 131, pigeons 97, roots 64, butter 9,

cheese 2, oatcakes 4, dogs 25, implements 130. Lady

Pigot took the first prize for aged bulls and bull-calves,

and without enumerating the many local exhibitors, it

may be said that Lady Pigot and Mr. Statter, of White-

field, Manchester, divided the honours between them.

Probably the sheep, however, are the most important

section, the district being essentially a grazing one. The

Lonks, the long-wool rams, the shearlings, and the half-

breds, were an exceedingly good show in a district celebrated

for its sheep. The exhibition of Shorthorns, with the

exception of that for aged bulls, in which there were five

entries, and in which Lady Pigot took the prize with

Victor Rex, was not up to former years. There was

an excellent show of hunting, agricultural, draught, and

roadster horses.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Horses: Captain C. Thompson, The Mount,

York ; W. J. Robson, Ramshaw, Whixley, York ; J. Dale,

Spetchley Park, Worcester. Cattle : H. Ambler, Wat-

kinson, Hall, Halifax ; R. Jefferson, Preston Hows, White-

haven. Shiep : R. Hutchinson, Castle Bank, Bedale ; C.

Fawcett, Swinnythwaite, Bedale ; G. Browne, Troutbeck,

Windermere. Pigs : T. Dodds, Wakefield ; J. Culshaw,
Towneley, Burnley. Roots, Butter, Cheese, Oatcake,
ANT) Implements ; J . Culshaw, Towneley, Burnley.
Shepherd's Dogs : As for Sheep.

SHORTHORNS.
(Open to the United Kingdom.)

Bulls two years old and upwards.—First prize. Lady Pigot,

Newmarket ; second, J. Bawley, jun., Doncaster.

Bull calf, under twelve months old.—First prize. Lady Pigot

;

second, T. Hare, Easingwold.

Cow, in calf or in milk of any age.—First and second prizes

T. Statter, Manchester.

Two years old heifer.—First prize, T. Statter ; second. Lady
Pigot.

Yearling heifer.—First prize. Lady Pigot ; second, T. Stat-

ter.

Heifer calf, under twelve months old.—First prize, Lady
Pigot ; second, T. Statter.

Collection of Shorthorns, not less than four in number, the
bona fide property of one exhibitor.—Cup, Lady Pigot ; second

,

T. Statter.

(Open to tenant-farmers in the district only, who are chiefly

dependent on their farms for a living.)

Bull, two years old and upwards.—Prize, W. Tillotson,

Burnley.
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Yearling bull.—First prize, J. W. Ellis, Ripley ; second, B.

Fletcher, Yeadon.
Bull calf, under twelve months old.—First prize, Mrs. At-

kinson, Clitheroe; second, W. Lawson, Skipton.

Cow, in calf or in milk of any age.—First prize, J. Farrer,

Burnley ; second, J. Green, Skipton.

Three years old heifer, in calf or in milk.—First prize, J.

Farrar; second, Miss Hird, Skipton.

Two years old heifer, in calf or in milk.—First prize, A. R.

Bownass, Rylstone ; second, Miss Hird.

Yearling heifer.—First prize, Miss Hird ; second, J. Green.

Heifer calf, under twelve months old.—First prize, R.

Whitham, Brierfield ; second, T. Thornton, Skipton.

For the best collection of Shorthorns, not less than three

in number, the bona fide property of one exhibitor.—Cup, J.

Farrer.

CATTLE OF AjNY BKEED.

(Local competition.)

Calving cow or heifer.—First and second prizes, Miss Hird,

Skipton.

Two fat Highland heifers.—First and second prizes, J. B.

Beckwith, Winterbnrn Wood, Gargrave.

Fat cow.—First and second prizes, J. Kendall, Skipton.

Fat heifer.—First prize, C. Abbotson, Gildersleets, Settle
;

second, J. Markendale, Gargrave.

Two store bullocks.—First and second prizes, J. Marken-

dale.

HORSES.
(Open to the United Kingdom).

Thoroughbred stallion.—First prize, J. Bowman, Burton-in-

Lonsdale ; second, C B. E. Wright, Clitheroe.

Roadster stallion.—First prize, J. GiU, Silsden ; second, J.

and H. Cockshott, Cringles, Silsden.

Draught stallion.—First prize, T. Statter; second, J. Ed-
mondson, Entwistle, near Burnley.

Brood mare for hunters.—First prize, T. M. Johnson

;

second, E. Fearnside, Wakefield.

Brood mare for coaching.—First prize, J. Sayer, Berwick,

Draughton ; second, W. Young,Hazlewood.
Brood mare for roadsters.—First prize, W. Gomersall,

Otterburn ; second, W. Wilkinson, Skipton.

Brood mare for draught.—First prize, H. Nutter, Skipton
;

second, C. B. E. Wright.

Three years old gelding for hunting.—First prize, W. and
J. Hartley, Bracewell.

Three years old gelding for coaching.—First prize, J. Pres-

ton, Settle; second. Rev. Canon Morris, Thornton.
Three years old gelding or filly for draught.—First prize, J.

Crabtree, Burnley ; second, J. Jackson, Addingham.
Three years old filly for hunting.—First prize, B. Cockburn,

Burnley ; second, J. Brown, Gargrave.
Three years old filly for coaching.—Prize, J. Harrison,

Bearasley.

Three years old filly for roadsters.—First prize, T. Dales,

Kearby ; second, R. Watterson, Burnley.

Two years old gelding for hunting.—First prize, R. P. Birt-

whistle, Skipton , second, J . Markendale.
Two years old gelding for coaching.—First prize, G. Robin-

son, Skipton ; second, J. Green, Skipton.

Two years old gelding for roadsters. — First prize, J.

Whitehead, Burleyin-Wharfedale ; second, J. Ormrod, Emb-
say.

Two years old gelding or filly for drauglit.—First prize, H.
Nutter, Skipton ; second, R. Heaton Brothers, Keighley.

Two years old filly for hunting.—First prize, G. Robinson
;

second, J. Hammerton, Hellifield Peel.

Two years old filly for coaching.—First prize, H. Ward,
Hazlewood ; second, T. R. Hartley, Hebden.
Two years old filly for roadster.—First prize, L. Wrathall,

Appletreewick ; second, R. Tier, Skipton.

One year old colt or gelding lor hunting.—First prize, £.
Fearnside ; second, R. Edmondson.
One year old colt or gelding for roadsters.—First prize, J.

W. Yeadon, Fewston ; second, J. Clay, Skipton.
One year old colt, gelding, or filly for coaching.—First prize,

J. Whitehead ; second, A. Robinson.
One year old colt, gelding, or filly for draught.—First prize,

F. Long, Kearby; second, J, Forshaw, Burley-in-Wharfe-
dale.

One year old filly for hunting.—Prize, J. Smith, Keighley.

One year old filly for roadsters.—First prize, J. F. Crowther,
Mirfield ; second, W.Coates, Kettlewell.

Mare or gelding for roadsters, of any age, to be ridden.

—

First prize, S. Watkinson, Gargrave ; second, W. Stephenson,
Cottingham.

Cob, not to exceed 14^ hands high, to be ridden.—First

prize, H. Atkinson, Melham ; second, W. Anderton, Gar-
grave.

Pony under 13 hands high.—First prize, J. Haythornth-
waite, Settle ; second, T. Howarth, Skipton.

(Hunters open to the United Kingdom.)
Hunter of any age.—Silver Cup, H. Jewisou, Raisthorpe

;

second, H. Crossley, Halifax.

Leaper of any age.—Silver Cup, Mrs. Radcliffe, London
;

second, R. T. Land, Leeds.

Foal.—First prize, J. Holmes, Barden ; second, J. Whita-
ker, Trawden, Colne.

SH EEP.
EAMS.

Long-wool ram of any age.—First prize, J. Lambert, Be-
dale ; second, J. Styan, Bedale.

LONG-WOOLS.
(Open to local competition.)

Ram of any age.—First prize, J. and R. Earnshaw,
Clitheroe ; second, J. Simpson, Welherby.

Shearling ram.—First and second prize, J. Greenwood,
Ripley.

Tup lamb.—First prize, W. Lawson, Beamsley ; second, M.
Lamb, Otley.

Pen of five ewes, any age.—First prize, M. Lamb; second,

J. Simpson, SpoS'orth Park.
Pen of five shearling giraraers.—First prize, J. Greenwood,

Swarclifife Hall, second, M. Lamb.
Pen of five gimmer lambs,—First prize, R. Surr, Felliscliffe

;

second, M. Lamb.
MOUNTAIN SHEEP (SCOTCH BREED).

(Open to local competition.)

Blackfaced ram.—First prize, T. Hudson, Hazlewood

;

second, J. Young, Hazlewood.
Shearling ram.—First and second prizes, T. Hudson.
Tup lamb.—First prize, S. Hudson, Broadshaw ; second,

W. Young.
Pen of five ewes.—First prize, S. Nesrall, Eastby ; second,

W. Young.
Pen of five shearling gimmers,—First prize, W. Robinson,

Coverhead, Kettlewell ; second, S. Hudson.
Pen of five gimmer lambs.—First prize, W. Young ; second,

S. Newall.

Pen of five wethers.—Prize, W. Robinson.
LONKS.

(Open to local competition.)

Ram.—First prize, B. Dobson, Ilkley ; second, J. Widdop,
Silsden.

Shearling ram.—First prize, B. Dobson ; second, J. Wid-
dop.

Pen of five ewes.—First prize, B. Dobson ;
second, H.

Nutter, Aireville Grange, Skipton.

Tup lamb.—First and second prizes, J. Smith, Keighley.

Pen of five shearling gimmers.—Prize, B. Dobson.
Pen of five gimmer lambs.—First prize, J. Smith ; second,

B. Dobson.
HALF-BEEDS.

(Open to local competition.)

Pen of blackfaced Scotch ewes.—First prize, W. Varley,

Hetton ; second, H. Nutter.

Pen of five blackfaced Scotch ewes, two-shear.—First prize,

J. Green, Heslaker, Skipton ; second, H. Nutter.

Pen of five blackfaced shearling gimmers.—First prize, W.
H. Davis, Holme House, Gargrave; second, W. Varley.

Pen of five blackfaced gimmer lambs.—First and second

prizes, W. Carlisle, Bordley Hall.

Pen of five two-shear ewes, Cheviot.—First and second

prizes, J. Markendale.

Pen of five shearling gimmers. Cheviots.—First and second

prizes, W. Wilkinson, High-street, Skipton.

Pen of five gimmer lambs. Cheviots.—Prize, J. Marken-
dale.

Pen of five ewes, Lonks.—First prize, J. GiU, Howden
Park, Silsden ; second, G. Demain, Draughton.

Pen of five ewes, Lonks, two-shear.—First prize, J . Gill

;

second, H. Nutter.
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Pen of five Lonk shearling gimmers—First prize, J. Gill

;

second, J. Hey, Beamsley.
Pen of five Louk gimmer lambs.—First prize, J. and J,

Lund, Silsden ; second, J. Gill.

PIGS.

(Open to the United Kingdom.)

Boar of the large breed.—Prize, W. Lister, Armley, Leeds.

Boar of the middle breed.—First prize, J . Bullock, White
Swan, Idle ; second, P. Atkinson, Aire-street Coal Wharf,

Leeds.

Boar of tlie small breed.—First prize, W. Lister ; second,

J. Palmer, Thorlby, Skipton.

Sow of the large breed.—First prize, W. Lister ; second,

W. Firth, Shipley Moor Colliery Shipley.

Sow of the middle breed.—First prize, T. Atkinson ; second,

T. Trees, Skipton.

Sow of the small breed.—Prize, W. Lister.

Boar of the large breed, under nine months old.—First

prize, J. Palmer, Thorlby, Skipton'; second, J. Simpson, Crown
Inn, Cononley.
Boar of the middle breed under nine months old.—First

prize, W. Firth ; second, J. Palmer.

Boar of the small breed under nine months old.—First prize,

J. Parker, Westgate, Keighley ; second, T. Hannan, Beckett-

street, Leeds.

Gilt of the large breed under nine months old for breeding.

—Prize, J. Parker.

Gilt of tlie middle breed under nine months old.—First prize

T. Iveson, Addingham ; second, W. Read, Bolton Abbey.
Gilt of the small breed under nine months old.—First prize,

T. Hannan ; second, T. Trees.

Store pig under twelve months old.—First prize, T. Han-
nan ; second, W. Firth.

(Premiums for Labourers only—Local competion.)
Store pig above nine mouths old.—First prize, F. Shuttleworth

,

Newtown, Skipton : second, G. Metcalfe, Bunker Hill,

Skipton.

Store pig under nine months old.—First prize, B. Smith
Keighley ; second, A. Shuttleworth, Millfields, Skipton.

Gilt of large breed under nine months old.—First prize, J.
Harrison, Crosshills ; second, R. Jolly, Waller Hill, Skipton.

Gilt of the middle breed under nine months old.—First

prize, T. Trees ; second, J. Speed, Bolton Abbey.
Sow of the large breed.—Prize, J. Riley, Junction, Cross-

hills.

Sow of the middle breed.—First prize, T. Trees ; second,
W. Birtwhistle, Bradley.

LANCASTER AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The total number of entries was 881, being rather less

than last year. The entries for cattle were 125, sheep

174, horses 152, pigs 15, dogs 113, poultry 48 ; cheese,

roots, &c., 145 ; and green crops, implements, 109.

The classes for cattle being open to general compe-

tition brought together a very good entry from various

parts of the country. Horses and sheep were also well

represented.

PRIZE LIST.
CATTLE.

Bull, two years old or upwards.—Prize, E. Musgrove, Augh-
ton, near Ormskirk.

Yearling bull.—Prize, W. Robinson, Ulverston.

BuR-calf.—Prize, B. Gee, Goosnargh.
Cow in calf or milk.—Prize, G. Ashburner, Low Hall.

Heifer in calf or milk.—Prize, J. Lund, Ingot.

Heifer-calf.—Prize, J. W oodhouse. Scale Hall.

Three dairy cows.—Prize, J . Cottam, Parkside.

Heifer-calf.—Prize, J. Woodhouse.
Special prize for dairy cows.—Prize, J. Cottam.
Best male animal—Prize, E. Musgrove.
Best female animal.—Prize, J. R. Patterson, Hall Beck.

SHEEP.
LEICESTERS.

Shearling ram.—Prize, J. Cock, Cote Green.

Ram of any age.—Prize, J. Cock.
Pen of one-shear gimmers.—Prize, J. Cock.
Pen of three gimmers.—Prize, J. Cock.
Pen of three ewes.—Prize, J. Cock.
Gimmer lambs.—Prize, J. N. Uelme, Cockerham.
Tup lamb.—Prize, J. Cock.
Best collection of Leicester sheep.—Prize, J. Cock.

LONG-WOOLS.

Shearling ram.—Prize, J. Park, Bell Mount.
Ram of any age.—Prize, W. Burrow, Quernmore.
One-shear gimmer.—Prize, J. Woodhouse, Lancaster.

Pair of ewes.—Prize, J. Woodhouse.
Gimmer lambs.—Prize, C. Althara, Morecambe.
Tup lamb.—Prize, C. Altham.
Best collection of long-woolled sheep,—Prize, J. Smith,

Hatton.

DOWN ANT) OTHER SHORT-WOOLS.

Shearling ram.—Prize, W. Dodgson, Plumpton Hall.

Ram of any age.—Prize, W. J. Garnett, Quernmore.
One-shear gimmer.—Prize, R. Bowling, Burrow House.
Pen of ewes.—Prize, W. Handley, Greenhead.
Gimmer lambs.—Prize, W. Dodgson.
Tup lamb.—Prize, W. J. Garnett.

Best collection of short-woolled sheep.—Prize, W. Dodgson.

HORSES.
Brood mare for road or field.—Prize, R. Hutton, Miln-

thorpe.

Three years old gelding.—Prize, R. Barrow, Wrayton Hall.
Three years old filly.—Prize, R. Hutton.
Two years old gelding.—Prize, J. Woodhouse.
Two years old filly.—Prize, W. Cape, Grange.
Yearling gelding.—Prize, R. Hutton.
Yearling filly.—Prize, H. Clarkson, Bolton-le-Sanda.

Colt-foal.—Prize, H. Clarkson.

Filly-foal.—Prize, W. Halstead, Lancaster.

Brood mare for agricultural purposes.—Prize, H. Wilding,
Garstaug.

Two years old gelding or filly—Prize, W. Kirkham, Stal-

ttine.

Yearling gelding or filly—Prize, J. Lamb, Glasson.

Colt or filly-foal.—Prize, R. Sandham, Lancaster.

At the luncheon, Mr. Smith referred to the fact that we
are sending abroad £40,000,000 a-year to pay for wheat,
and called upon the landlords to encourage their tenants,

and give them security for the improvements they made on
their farms, and keep fewer rabbits. Shorthorns and Leicesters

would bag far better than rabbits.

Mr. Starkie, M.P., anticipated that the questions
raised by Mr. Smith would be brought before candidates
at the next general election, and he for one should find

no difficulty in answering them. He held that the ques-
tion of a lease or no lease should be a matter of arrangement
between landlord and tenant, with security to the tenant for

any improvement he might make. He saw no difficulty in
the game question. Tenants did not want to be overrun with
rabbits, and who did ? They should have a chance of keeping
them down, and he believed they would then be sure to keep
a little game for the landlords. If this opposition to the game
was carried too far, he believed there would be a worse feeling

between landlord and tenant, and higher rents.
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NORTH SHROPSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT MARKET DRAYTON.

The show was scarcely equal to that of last year.

The show of cheese and butter was small, but the

quality of both excellent. The first prize for cheese

was awarded to a fine specimen of Cheddar make. It

is the opinion of the judges that a larger number of

competitors would enter if separate, though even

smaller, prizes were offered for Cheddar and Cheshire

varieties. There being only two prizes, the judges were

compelled to pass over some Cheshire cheese the maker of

which deserved encouragement. The butter was all

good. The hunting horses were below the average of

former years, and the only one whose merits call for

special notice was the brown gelding which took the first

prize. The agricultural horses were far more noteworthy
as a class, and probably had never been excelled at any
meeting of this Society. The cattle made, for a district

meeting, a capital show. Mr. Sneyd's bull, which took
the first prize in its class, has been a winner at the shows
of the Royal Agricultural Society, and was so disqualified

from receiving the prize awarded. The show of sheep

was not large, but the repute of the Shropshires was
well maintained, especially by the old ram which carried

the silver cup and the Society's first prize. The pigs were
held by competent judges to be good, especially Berk-
shires, which won nearly all the prizes. The quality of

the animals may be inferred from the fact that a pig which
on former occasions had received six first prizes, was at

this meeting only highly commended. There was not

a large or particularly interesting show of implements.
The most noteworthy exhibits were no doubt those to

which the judges awarded medals. For the first time
prizes were offered for wool, and there were seven

entries with five fleeces shown by each exhibitor. The
judges considered that the whole of the entries in this

department were excellent for " weight, quality, and
soundness," and they especially approved the fleeces of Sir

J. Chetwode, which gained the first prize.

JUDGES.

—

Cheese and Butter: Mr. Gibbs, Wrenbury,
Nantwich ; Mr. Piatt, Manchester. Hunting Horses :

Sir H. G. Harnage, Bart., Much Wenlock ; Mr. J.

Boote, Weston Hall, Crewe; Mr. "W. Hassall, Bubney,
Whitchurch. Agricultural Horses : Mr. J. Lea, Row-
ton, Wellington ; Mr. J. Wedge, rernhill, Newport. Cat-
tle : Mr. P. Everall, Uckington, Wroxeter ; Mr. S. Hud-
son, Wytheford Hall, Shrewsbury. Sheep : Mr. Allen,
Kniglitiey, Eccleshall ; Mr. J. Evans, Uffington. Pigs :

Mr. John Nunneley, Buerton Hall, Audlera ; Mr. S.

Bourne, Goldsmith House, Burleydara. Implements : Mr.
H. Stanley, Upton ; Mr. Goulbourne, Walkesley.

PRIZE LIST.
AGRICULTURAL AND OTHER HORSES.

Stallion, for agricultural purposes.—Prize, £3, I. Lowe,
DonningtoD, Newport. Highly commended : M. Williams,
Dryton, Wroxeter.

Mare, with foal, for agricultural purposes.—First prize, £3,
T. Ratcliffe, Cheswell Grange, Newport ; second, £1 10s., Mrs.
A. Wild, Hodnet. Highly commended : J. Lewis, Alraing-
ton. Commended : B. Wainman, Whitley Manor, Newport.

Pair of horses, for agricultural purposes.—First prize, £4,
and second, £1, S. Bourne, Burleydam.

Horse, for agricultural purposes.—Prize, £3, Mrs. S. Cor-
field. Butterfly Hayes, Audlem.

Cart horse of any age.—First prize, silver cup, value £5,
Mrs. S. Corfield ; second, £1 10s., S. Bourne. Highly com-
mended : S. Famival, Napley Farm. Commended : W. Mad-
ders, Wetwood, Eccleshall.

Colt, for agricultural purposes, foaled 1871.—First prize,
«2, a. T. Heatley, Eaton Grange ; second, £1, T. Wolfe, jun.,

Weston, Eccleshall. Highly commended : T. Burgess. Com-
mended : W, Dicken, Hales.

Colt, for agricultural purposes, foaled 1872.—First prize,

£2, P. Brisbourne, Lougdon-upon-Tern ; second, £1, R.
Bourne, Mucclestone. Highly commended : Mrs. A. Wild.

Mare, with foal, for bunting purposes.— First prize, £3, Mrs.

M. Ibbs, Greeu Fields Farm, Hodnet; second, £1 10s., W.
Dicken.

Horse, for saddle, harness, and for general purposes.—First

prize, £3, R. Ogle, Kynuersley Manor ; second, £1 10s., T.

Hudson, Longford. Highly commended : T. Powell, Cotton

Farm, Hoduet. Commended : G. Bratherton, Bradwell, Sand-

bach ; J. Bourne.

Colt, for saddle, harness, and general purposes, foaled 1871.

—First prize, £2, J. Bourne ; second, £1, E. Massey. Highly

commended: A. B. Bailey, Shooter's Hill, Longton.

Horse of any age by Milltown.—Prize, silver cup, value £5,
J. Bourne.

Colt, for saddle, harness, and for general purposes, foaled

1872.—First prize, £2, S. Barker, Blore; second, £1, W.
Allen, Cherrington Manor.

CAITLE.
Bull of any age (but age to be taken into consideration).

—

First prize, £5 and cup, Rev. W. Sneyd, Keele Hall ; second,

£2 lOi., R. Bourne, llighly com.mended : J. Morrey, Sutton,

Market Drayton. Commended: J. Bourne.
Bull, calved 1872.—First prize, £4, S. Dicken, Little Ness,

Baschurch ; second, £2, W. R. Corser, Moorhouse, Much
Wenlock. Highly commended : B. Wainman.
Cuw of any age (but age to be taken into consideration),

having produced a calf in 1873.—First prize, £4, W. Brad-
burn, Weduesfield ; second, £2, Rev. W. Saeyd. Commended

:

M. Williams and W. Dicken.
Heifer, calved 1871—First prize, £3, E. H. Davies, Patton,

Wenlock; second, £1 10s., W. Nevett, Harmer Hill. Highly
commended : W. Nevett and E. Tunnicliffe, Gerrard's Bromley
Hall. Commended : R. Dicken, Aston, Wellington.

Pair of Shorthorn heifers, calved 1872.—First prize, £2,
Rev. W. Sneyd ; second, £1. W. Yates, Grindle House, Shiff-

nal. Highly commended : J. Bourne. Commended S. Dicken.

Cow for dairy purposes, having produced a calf in 1873.

—

First prize, £4, E. Tunnicliffe ; second, £2,T. Burgess.

SHEEP.
Shropshire or other short-wool ram, of any age (but age to

be taken into consideration).—First prize, £5, M. H. Griffin,

Pell Wall, Market Drayton, and sUver cup of £5 for the btst

ram in the show ; second, £2 10s., T. Nock, Sutton House,
Shiffnal. Highly commended : M. H. GrifS^n. Commended :

J. Gouldbourue, jun., Wilkesley.

Shropshire or other short-wool ram, lambed 1872.—First

prize, £5, Mrs. H. Smith, Sutton Maddock, Shiffnal ; second,

£2 10s., J. Yates, Chadwell Court, Newport. Highly com-
mended and commended : M. H. Griffin.

Shropshire or other short-wool ram lamb, lambed in 1873.

—First prize, £3, Sir J. N. L. Chetwode, Bait., Oakley Hall

;

second, £1 10s., M. Williams. Highly commended: Sir J.

Chetwode. Commended : W. Yates.

Pen of five Shropshire or other short-wool ewes, of any age,

each having produced a lamb in 1873.—First prize, £5, T. Rock,
Sutton House, Shiffnal; second, £2 10s., M. Williams.

Highly commended : M. H. Griffin. Commended : Sir J.

Chetwode.
Pen of five Shropshire or other short-wool ewes, lambed in

1872.—First prize, £4., W. Yates; second, £2, T. Nock.
Highly commended : W. Yates. Commended : M. Williams.

Pen of five Shropshire or other short-wool ev\e lambs,

lambed 1873.—First prize, £3, J. Gouldbourue, sen., Wilkes-

ley ; second, £1 10s , Sir J. Chetwode. Highly commended
and commended : W. Yates.

PIGS.
Boar of any age.—First prize, £3, Messrs. J. Wheeler and

Sons, Long Corapton, Shipstou-on-Stour ; second, £1 10s.,

Messrs. Wheeler. Highly commended : Messrs. Wheeler.

Commended : T. Radclitfe.
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Breeding sow, in pig, or with farrow of sucking pigs, not

exceeding ten weeks old.—First prize, £3, T. Radcliffe ; se-

cond, £1 10s., Messrs. Wheeler. Highly commended and com-

mended : Messrs. Wheeler.

Farrow of pigs, not exceeding six months old.—First prize,

£2 10s., T. Radcliffe ; second, £1 10s., T. Burgess. Highly

commended : T. Burgess. Commended ; G. Waine, the llow-

ney Farm, Market Drayton.

EXTRA STOCK,
First-class medals to Rev. W.Sneyd.(roan heifer) ; J. Jones,

Norton-in-Hales (entire horse). Second-class medals to G.T.
Phillips, Brockton Leasows, Newport (roan bull calf){; J. G.

Pearson, The Hermitage, Market Drayton (large white York-

shire sow).

IMPLEMENTS.
First-class medals to A. W. Gower and Son, Market Dray-

ton (general collection) ; Corbett and Peele, Shrewsbury

(Eclipse winnower) ; Lewis and Co., Shrewsbury (chaff-

cutter). Second-class medals to J. Rodenhurst, Market

Drayton (chaff-cutter and turnip-cutter) ; Gower and Son

(improved fore carriage, and ploughs generally) ;
Corbett and

Peele (combined double-furrow plough and subsoil plough),

also highly commended for potato raiser.
^ '

WOOL.
First prize, £1, Sir J. Chetwode ;

second, 10s., W. H. P.

Nock, Burlington, Shiffnal. Highly commended : J. Brough-

all, Sutton Maddock, ShiffnaL Commended: W.Yates; B.

Goodall, Helshaw, Market Drayton.

CHEESE.
First prize, £5, J. Heatley, Old Springs Farm, Market

Drayton ; second, £2 10s., E. Massey, Market Drayton.

Highly commended: G. Pearce, Guild Farm, Newport.

Commended : J. Bourne, Arbour Farm, Market Drayton.

BUTTER.
First prize, £1, T. Burgess, Burleydam ; second, 10s., G.

Pearce. Highly commended: H. T. Smith, Broomhall

Grange. Commended: J. H. Onions, Market Drayton.

LEAPING HORSES.
First prize, £5, G. Pascall, Prior's Lee, Shiffnal ; second,

£2,— Hampton, Cliff Grange, Market Drayton.

THE SHEEP SHOW IN DUBLIN.
(From T/ie Irish Farmers' Gazette).

Mr. Owen toot the first prize in the class of shearling

Leicester rams, with Mr. Harris's ram which won the

cup at Waterford, and is now Mr. Owen's property. Mr.
Seymour Mowbray took the second prize with a compact

sheep of good quality, and hafl another commended

;

while the third prize and a highly commended card fell

to a pair of good backed, handsome sheep exhibited by

Mr. John Gould, Exeter. In the class of aged rams, a ram
belonging to Mr. Gould was first, and another was highly

commended, the second prize falling to the only sheep exhi-

bited by Mr. Owen in this class, and Mr. Mowbray's three-

shear ram was highly commended. All the rams shown
in this class were of a superior description. In the class

of Border Leicester shearling rams, Lord de Vesci's first

prize ram at Waterford was again first, another of his

lordship's entries being second, and a third commended

;

all the sheep shown by Lord de Vesci in the class being

thus awarded honours. Mr. M. H. Franks took third

prize and a highly commended card with two well brought

out and well bred sheep. The prize in the class of aged

rams was awarded to a sheep shown by Lord de Vesci,

which had been bred by the Duke of Buccleuch. In

Lincoln shearlings Mr. Caleb Going, in addition to first

and second prizes, had a ram highly commended, and

another commended. These, together with Mr. Going's

prize two-shear ram, were very fine sheep. One of Cap-

tain Bland's rams was also highly commended. The
Roscommon breed was much better represented than it

was at Waterford ; and the judgment at Waterford, in the

class of shearling rams, was reversed. Major Smith's

ram, which was second at Waterford, was put first, while

Mr. Coffey's ram, which was first at Waterford, was put

third, one of Mr. Coffey's rams coming as second, thus

beating the Waterford prize sheep. Major Smith's ram

also got the " Jury Cup," being Major Smith's second

year of winning the same. W'e quite agree with the

judges in the awards they made in this case, for Mr.

Coffey's ram, although a sheep of immense size, has not

the style or quality of Major Smith's ram, which was by

a son of the famous " Connaught Ranger," bred by Mr.

Roberts. Mr. Coffey's sheep are, however, very good

;

for, in addition to second and third prizes, he had ano-

ther highly commended. Mr. Coffey's sheep are de-

scended from Mr. Roberts' flock, two first-rate specimens

of which were exhibited in the shearling class by that

gentleman, and sold at very satisfactory prices. Mr.

Richard Flynn's ram was commended. In the aged class

Mr. Coffey took first prize, and had another sheep com-

mended— both superior animals of their kind. Mr. Cot-

ton had the second prize in this class; and Mt. Roberts

had a ram of grand style highly commended. The show

of Shropshire sheep was one of the best that has ever

taken place in the country, and it would be hard to excel

it anywhere. In the class of shearling rams the struggle

for the first place lay between a ram bred by and belong-

ing to Mr. Naper and one of Mr. Hamilton's lot. Both

were grand sheep ; the Loughcrew ram being better than

the other over the loins, whilst the Hamwood ram had

the advantage in girth. Eventually Mr. Naper's ram

was put first and Mr. Hamilton's ram second. Mr.

Naper's ram is by a sheep bred by Mr. Coxon, Freeford,

Lichfield. One of Mr. Hamilton's rams was awarded the

third prize, and another was highly commended, a similar

honour falling to a very neat ram exhibited by Mr. Peake,

who also got the prize with a ram in the aged section.

Before concluding, we would call attention to a point

which was much discussed in connection with the show in

the sheep classes. The Society has a "condition" that

all sheep exhibited for prizes must be " shorn bare on or

after the 1st of April." Now, there were sheep exhi-

bited, and prizes awarded to them, whose owners had

evidently not complied with this condition. The Society

should either insist on this condition being carried out,

or else scratch it, and leave exhibitors to shear when and

how they please.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Roscommon and Border Leicesters : G. N.

Purdon, Lisnabin, Killucan ; R. Glaucy, Skahard, Roscom-

mon ; J. Simson, Cloone Castle, Hollymount. Leicesters

and LiNCOLNS : R. U. Bayley, Dundrnm, Cashel ; L.

Thunder, Kingston Lodge, Navan ; A. Warburton, Kill,

Naas. SHRorsHiRE and Southdowns : N. M. Archdall,

Crocknacrieve, Ballinamallard ; T. Radcliffe, Willmount,

Kells ; A. Templeton, Florence Villa, Ballynafeigh, Belfast.

LONG-WOOLS.
leicesters.

One-shear ram.—First prize, W. Owen, Blesiuton, Co.

Wicklow ; second, S. Mowbray, Killeany, Mountrath. Highly

commended : J . Gould, Bampfylde Lodge, Poltimore, Exeter.

Commended : S. Mowbray.
Ram of any age.—First prize, J. Gould ; second, W. Owen.

Highly commended : S. Mowbray. Commended : J. Goula.

border leicesters.

First and second prizes. Viscount de Vesci, Abbeyleix Cas-

tle, Abbeyleix ; third, M. H. Franks, Westfield, Mountrath.

Highly commended : M. H. Franks. Commended : Viscount

de Vesci.

Aged rams.— Prize, Viscount de Vesci.
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LINCOLNS.

One-shear ram.—Pirst and second prizes, C. Going, Tra-

•verston, Nenagli. Highly commended: C. Going andJ.L.
Bland. Commended : C. Going.

Ram o( any age.—Prize, C. Going.

ROSCOMMOUS.
One-shear ram.—First prize, Cup, value 20 gs., J. B.

Smyth, Fedamore, Co. Limerick; second, R. Coffey, New-
castle, Killucan, M''estmeath ; third, R. Coffey. Highly com-
mended : R.Coffey. Commended: R. Flynn, The Cottage,

Tulsk.

Ram of any other age.—First prize, R. Coffey ; second,

W. Cotton, Longford House, Castlerea. Highly commended :

T. Roherts, Farn, Strokestown. Commended : R. Coffe.y.

SHORT-WOOLS.
SIIKOPSUIKES.

One-shear ram.—First prize, J. L. Naper, Louphcrew,
Oldcastle, Co Meath ; second, third, and fourth, W. C. Hamil-
ton, Hamwood, Clonraee. The class highly commended.

Ram of any other age.—Prize, J. Peake.

THE HALIFAX AND ALDER VALE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT HALIFAX.

The entries numbered 870, against 887 last year. There
were of cattle 90, horses 179, pigs 71, wool 59, roots 20,
butter 3, implements liS. A comparison of the en-
tries since 1856 shows that the Society has been rapidly

growing during the past four years. The horses constituted

the best show that the society has ever had. Nearly every

class was well represented, and the hunters and carriage horses

were especially commendable. Mr. Thos. Statter, of Stand
Hall, Wiiitefield, Manchester, and C. W. Brierley, of Middle-
ton, were represented, though not extensively, and both suc-

ceeded in winning prizes. The former was awarded silver

cups for tlie best draught sti-Uion, and mare or gelding for

harness purposes, shown in harness and trap. Mr. Brierley

took the cup in the class for draugiit mares or gcldiags of any
height, four years old or aged. The first prize for a roadster

stallion fell to Mr. J. Gill, Silsden; yearling roadster colt or

filly, Mr. S. Hill, Epworth ; two-year-old roadster gelding or

iilly, Mr. J. Smitlison, Lightcliffe ; three-year-old ditto, Mr.
Thomas Dales, Kearby ; roadster, mare, or gelding, four-year-

old or aged, Mr. W. Stephenson, Cottingham ; mare or geld-

ing, for saddle or harness, any age or height, Mr. G. E. Emmet,
Halifax ; roadster, mare and foal, Mr. J. Houldsworth, Halifax;

yearling draught colt or filly, Mr. F. Long, Kearby ; two-

year-old draught geldiug or fillv, Mr. J. Moore, Cottingley
;

three-year-old ditto, Messrs. Stead and Haye, Huddersfield

;

draught mare or geldiug not exceeding 16J- hands, any age,

the property of a tradesman or farmer residing within the

parish of Halifax, Mr. C. Kershaw, Brighouse
; pair of

draught horses, any age or height, ditto, Mr. J. Crossley, Hali-

fax ; draught mare and foal, Mr. W. Wilson, Low Moor;
carriage horse, any age, Mr. J. Johnson, Driflield

;

lady's pad, Mr. F. C. Matthews, Driffield ; cob above
13^ hands and not exceeding 14j, any age, Mr. ID. Charles

worth, Bradford
;
pony, above 12 and not exceeding 13J hands,

any age, shown in harness and trap, Mr. C. Forsyth, Halifax
;

pony above 12 and not exceeding 13i- hands, any age,

Mr. B. S. Waud, Lightcliffe
;

pony, not exceeding 12
hands, any age Mr. J. Stathara, Salford ; extra stock, Mr. J.

Charnock, Halifax, for roadster stallion. The show of cattle,

was a good one, both in the district and open competitions,

but particularly in the former, local farmers having produced
a surprising collection of beasts. In the classes open to
general competition, Mr. Statter, Lady Pigot, of Branches
Park, Newmarket ; Mr.E. Akroyd, M.P., Halifax; and Mr.
T. Riley, of Mytholraroyd, divided the whole of the principal

premiums except one—that for the best Alderney or Jersey
cow, which fell to Mr. Hall, Cleckheaton. Lady Pigot was
placed first in the two-year-old bulls, shorthorned bull calves,

two-year-old shorthorned cows, and one-year-old shorthorned
cows ; Mr. Statter in the classes for one-year-old shorthorned
bulls, three-year-old or aged shorthorned cows ; shorthorned
Wye calves under 12 months ; and dairy cows, any age or
breed, except pure bred Shorthorn; Mr. Akroyd took the prin-
cipal prize for an Alderney or Guernsey bull of any age ; and
a Guernsey cow of any age ; and Mr Riley those for the best
Ayrshire cow of any age, and the best bull or cow of any of
the following breeds, or cross-breeds of cattle—viz., Welsh,
Irish, Scotch, Devon, Kerry, Brittany, or any other breed or
crossbreeds, not otherwise classified, most useful for feeding or
milking purposes. In the classes open only to farmers in the
parish of Halifax, or the townships immediately adjoining, the
cup for the best dairy cow, heifer, or calf, of any age or breed,

or crossbred, most likely for milking or dairy purposes, was
won by Mr. Jos. Coates, Clifton, who also took the prize for

the best three-year-old or aged shorthorned cow, with the

same animal, the first mentioned competition being open only

to prizetakers in several other classes. The premium for the

best shorthorned bull, above one-year-old was given to Mr.
Robert Law, Lower Hartley ; shorthorned bull-calf, Mr. R.
Ratcliffe, Woodfield ; two-year-old shorthorned cow, Mr. J.

Wright, Warley ; one-year-old ditto, Mr. J. Teal, Warley
Wood ; shorthorned Wye calf, Mr. J. Webster, Pellon ; dairy

cow, of any age, Mr. J. Blamires, Ovenden. The principal

prizes for wool, of which there was an extensive collection,

were taken by Messrs. Anderson Brothers, Halifax; Mr. J.

Hall, Halifax ; Mr. J. A. Holmes, Bradford ; Messrs. William
Appleyard and Son, Halifax ; Mr. J. Houldsworth, Halifax

;

Messrs. D. Parker and Co., Halifax ; and Mr. C. Willey, Brad-
ford. The Earl of EUesmete was an extensive prize-taker for

pigs. He entered in 11 out of the open classes, and took the

first prize in ten of these. In the 11th class he was
beaten by Mr. S. Birch, of Dewsbury ; but was awarded
the second premium. Mr. C. R. N. Beswicke-Royds, Little-

borough, vvon three first prizes ; and the others were awarded
to Mr. J. Hannan, Leeds ; Mr. J. Holsworth, Halifax ; Mr.
M. Walton, Halifax ; and Messrs. Helliwell and Watson,
Halifax. In the classes open to working men of Halifax, the

first prize winners were Squire Fawthrop and Benjamin Coates.

The cup for the best pen of poultry in the yard was given to

Mr. John Leeming, Broughton, Preston.

THE HARVEST AND THE MONEY MARKET.

-

The efi'ect of the deficient harvest has also begun to be felt in

a tendency of bullion to go away to pay for wheat. We re-

ferred recently to the fall in the American Exchange and a

small shipment of gold to New York ; and, though the

American Exchange has since risen, there is no doubt that the

large amount of grain being shipped from America at a high

price contributed to that depression of the Exchange, of which
Xew York speculators had taken advantage. This week there

has been a shipment of bullion to Constantinople, which is

apparently in connection with the increased purchases of

wheat which are being made in the Danubian provinces of

Turkey. There have also been large shipments ot silver to

Russia, which do not affect the money market in the same
way, but are indirectly a sign of the course of business in the

corn trade which the harvest deficiently has produced. Simi-

larly bills on Spain have been in demand to pay for imports
from that country. No great amount of bullion has yet ac-

tually gone to pay for corn from foreign countries, but enough
has gone to call attention to what may be required. Many
people believe that modern facilities of communication have
mitigated the effect of a bad harvest in causing a demand for

specie for export, while trade has become so extended that

even the remotest countries are more likely to take payment
in goods than they were. It would, however, be contrary to

all experience if a considerable balance did not go in actual

coin— the amount which some countries have to receive being
much in excess of their usual needs, and the tendency always
being to take a considerable part of a large new profit in cash.—The Economist.
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LEOMINSTER AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Ill tlieir very home there was of course a good show of

white faces. Sheep, both white and black faces, were also

well repiesented, but of pigs there was a short supply.

The numbers were: Cattle, 43 entries, represcuting some
133 auimals; sheep, 32, represcuting some 220 animals :

pigs 4 only ; while the horses, on the contrary, ran up to

a good entry. Of agricultural implements, however, there

was an utter absence.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Cattle a>'d Sheep: Mr. Taylor, Tliingehill,

and Mr. F. Evans, Bredwardine. Horses : Mr. J. Bosley,

Hereford, and Mr. W. Hawkins, Weston.
CATTLE.

Bull of any age, cow, and oft'spring, the latter under 13

raontlis old, and bred by the exhibitor.— First prize, £5 5s.,

Mrs. Sarah EdwarJs, Wiuter de Cote, Leominster ; second,

£2 2s., T. J. Carwardiue, Wiuter Stockton, Leominster.

f^ir of steers, calved since the 1st of March, 1871.—Prize,

£5 5s., J. Connop, Knoakes Court, Leominster. Highly com-
mended : E. Huglies, Luly Court, Sliobdou.

Pair of heifers, calved since the 1st March, 1871.—Prize,

£5 OS., P. Turner, The Leen, Pembridge.

Pair of steers, calved since the 1st March, 1872.—Prize,

£5 53., G. Bedford, Milton House, Pembridge. Highly com-
mended : G. Yeld, Twjford, Eardisland.

Four heifers, calved since 1st March, 1872.—Prize, £5 5s.,

G. Yeld, Twyford. Highly commended : Mr. Arkwright.

Bull, calved since 1st Si arch, 1871.—Eirst prize, £5 5s.,

H. J. Lailey, Rosedale, Leysters ; second, £2 2s., P. Turner.

Bull, calved since 1st March, 1872, bred by, and ihe pro-

perty of, the exhibitor.—First prize, ±'5 5s., H. N. Edwards,

Broadward, Leomiaster ; second, £3 3s., H. N. Edwards

;

third, £1 Is., P. Turner.

Fat cow or heifer of any breed, which has been m the pos-

session of the exiiibitor from the 1st of May last (the age

and breed to be stated).—Prize, £5 5s., H. N. Edwards.

Pair of fat steers, under the same conditions as the pre-

ceding class.—Prize, £5 5s., J. Carwardine, Cockcroft,

Leominster.

Four breeding cows, or heifers in calf, or having had calves,

within six months preceding the day of show, and having been

in the possession of the exhibitor at least ten mouths pre-

viously.—First prize, £5, T. Rogers, Coxall, Leintwardine;

second, £3, J. HoUoway, Day House, Kingsland.

Ten yearlings, bred by, aud the properly of, the exhibitor,

who shall show that number if his rear amounts to so many,

or shall show his whole rear if they amount to less than ten,

calved between the 1st of March and the 3 1st of December,

1872, with the exception of bulls.—Prize, £5, J. Price, Court

House, Fembridse.

Four steers, calved since the 1st March, 1872, bred by, and

the property of, the exhibitor.—Prize, £5, T. J. Fountain,

Barewood, Pembridge.

Four heifers, calved since the same date, and under the same

conditions as the preceding class.—Prize, £5, T. J. Fountain,

Barewood.
The two last prizes were competed for only by subscribers,

whose stock of neat cattle has nerer won a prize.

SHEEP.
Ram of the whiiefaced breed, of any age—Prize, £3, J. T.

Pinches, llardwick, Eardisland.

Ram of the blaekfaced breed, of any age.—Prize, £3, J.

Rawlings, Stoke, near Tenbury.

Pen of ten whitefaced ewes, two years old and upwards,

which have produced and reared a lamb up to the 2nd of May,

1873, and have been in the possession of the exhibitor from

the ist of January, 1S73.—Prize, £3, J. T. Pinches.

Pen of ten blaekfaced ewes, two years old and upwards,

which have produced and reared a lamb up to the "nd May,

1873, and have been in the possession of the exhibitor from

the 1st of January, 1873.—Prize, £3, H. N. Edwards.

Ten whitefaced wethers, which have been in the possession

of the exhibitor from tiie 1st of May, 1873.—Prize, £3, E.

Jones, Newton, Leominster,

Ten blaekfaced wethers, which tiave been in the possession

of the exiiibitor from the 1st of May, 1873.—Prize, £3, J. T.

Carwardine.

Pen of five whitefaced ewes, two years old and upwards.—

Prize, £3, E. Jones.

Pen of five whitefaced yearling ewes.—Prize, £3, Pv. H.

Baylis, The Luce, Leominster.

Ten whitefaced wether lambs.—Prize, £2, W. K. Godfrey,

Stoke Prior, Leominster.

Ten blaekfaced wether lambs.—Prize, £2, G. Pitt, Chaduor,

Dilwyn.

Pen of ten yearling whitefaced ewes.—Prize, £2, T. 11.

Pinches.

Pen of ten yearling blaekfaced ewes.—Prize, £3, T. A.

Turner, The Farm, St lunton-on-Arrow. Comraeuded : J.

Rawlings, Scoke, near Tenburv.
PIGS.

Bjar pig.—Prize, £2, H. J. Bailey, Rosedale, Leysters,

Tenbury.
Breeding sow.—Pri/.c, £2, W. Collins, Iron Cross, Leo-

minster.

HORSES.
Gelding or filly, under five years old, suitable for hunting

purposes, the property of and in the possession of tlie ex-

hibitor for at least six months.—Prize, £5, T. Rogers, Coxall,

Leintwardine.

Hunter up to 13 stone, to be ridden and jumped over hur-

dles ; to be subject to such other tests as the stewards may
think fit.—First prizp, £7 7s., E. C. Scarlett, Nordan Hall

;

second, £2 2s., A.. Edwards, Etnam-street, Leoaiinster.

Cob under 14 hands 2 inches.—Prize, £5, J. S. Barling,

Hereford.

Nag mare and her foal of the same breed, that have been

the property of and in the possession of the exhibitor at least

six months.—Prize, £5, H. J. Bailey. The wiiole class

highly commended.
Yearling nag geldinof, or filly, bred by and the property of

the exhibitor.—Prize, £3, Captain Stephenson, Henuor House.

Highly commended : W. Tudge, Gorton Hail, Salop ; E.

Hughes, Lady Court, Shobdon ; W. Collins, Iron Cross, Leo-

minster.

Cart gelding, or mare, under six years old, the property of

and in the possession of tlie exhibitor at least six months.

—

Prize, £3, Mrs. S. Edwards, Wintercott Leominster.

Cart mare and foal of the same breed, for agricultural pur-

poses, that have been the property of and in the possession of

the exhibitor at least six months.—Prize, £5, E. Bach, Nor-

ton, Salop. The class highly commended.
Two-year-old cart seldiug or filly, bred by and the property

of the exhibitor.—Prize, i'S, representative of W. Hintou,

Stoke Prior.

Yearling cart colt or filly.—Prize, £3, J. HoUoway, Kings-

land, Leominster. Tiie class highly commended.
ExTiiA Stock.—To the exhibitors of extra stock, being

owners thereof, and subscribers (at the discretion of i\\i:

judges).—Prize, £5, AV. K. Godlrey, Stoke Prior; A. Ed-

wards, Leominster; J. Pinches; J. Gethen, Kingsland; .i

.

Hyde, Riffins Mill ; J. A. Turner, Staunton-on-Ariow ; W. K.

Godfrey ; W. Collins, Leominster ; and J. HoUoway.
Best-groomed donkey, which has b^-cn in the possession oi'

the exhibitor for at least six months (persons residing in tlu'

borough and out-parish of Leominster only to be entitled to

co.mpete).—First prize, £1 10s., W. Edwards ; second, lOs.,

T. B. Jones, Leominster.

Special Prize.—Best jumper in the yard (the horses to

have been re^jularly hunted with the North and South Here-

fordshire hounds, and to be subject to such trials as the

stewards may think fit).—First prize, £5, W. S. Armit-ige, The

Field, Herelord ; second, £2, A. Edwards (pony. Little Cocky).

Servants' Prizes of £2.—T. Cadmore, recommended by

T. C. Carwardine ; J. E. Cadwallader and R.Jones, recom-

mended by T. B. Stallard ; E. Davis, recommended by Mrs.

Britteu ; J. J. Davis, recommended by J. Greenhouse ; J

.

Haynes, recommended by Mr. Burlton : and J. Mills and J .

Kedward, each recommended bv S. Goode.

X 2
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UNITED COUNTIES SOCIETY HORSE SHOW AT CARMARTHEN.
There were 110 entries iu all classes as compared with

103 last year, aud on the authority of the judges the

show throughout was the best which has hitherto taken

place in any locality this side of the Priacipality of

Wales.
The judges were Mr. D. Baker, V.S., Cheps-tow ; Mr. S.

Adams, Itton Court, Chepstow ; and Mr. G. M. Jones, V.S.,

Tetbury.

Two years old hunting colt or filly, bred in the counties of
Carmarthen, Pembroke, or Cardigan.—First prize, £15, T.
Smyth, Narberth, filly by the Drake, dam Lady Lawrence, by
Turnus, out of a Restoration Mare ; second, £10, S. Owens,
Gellygatti, Attila, by Nine Elms. Commended : C. W. Rees
Stokes's Stockwell, by Nine Elms, dam Jessie, by Langton

;

and J. H. Howell's Mountaineer, by Christmas Carol, dam
Mountain Lass. In this class the young things were superior
to any which have ever been shown here.

Tliree years old hunting colt or filly, bred in the counties of
Carmartlien, Pembroke, or Cardigan.—First prize, £20, E.
Harries, Scolton, Charlie Boy, by Wild Charley ; second, £10,
W. R. H. Powell's Sally, by Christmas Carol, dam Aunt Sally.

Highly commended : D. H. Thomas's Birthday, by Christmas
Carol, dam One Eye, by Harkaway. This class was com-
mended.

Four years old hunter, bred in the counties of Carmarthen,
Pembroke, or Cardigan.—First prize, £25, J. Bowen Sum-

mer's Newton, by Wild Charley, dam Miss Browney, by
Pegasus ; second, £15, V. LI. Philipps's Dunkeld, by Dunblane,
dam by Chit Chat. Highly commended : D. H. Thomas's
Ella, by Detective.

Five years old hunter, bred in the counties of Carmarthen,
Pembroke, or Cardigan.—First prize, ^25, J. R. Howell's
Tlie lU-jected, by Hornblower, dam Mountain Lass, by St.

Benett ; second, £15, T. Gwyther. Tarr, Speculation, by Specu-
lation, dam by Pegasus. Highly commended : R. Waters'

Despatch, by Hornblower ; and Mr. Standerweek, Orielton,

Rosa, by Astolplio, dam by Sirius. Rejected won the first

prize in the fourth class last year.

Hunter of any age, up to not less than 13 stone.—Ffrst

prize, £20, Martiene Lloyd's The Czar, by The Knout, by
Vengeance, by Chanticleer, dam by Sir Hercules. Higlily

commended : C. B. Mansfield's The Lamb, by Compromise,
dam by Expense. Commended : W. R. H. Powell's Sarchedon,

by Cagliostro, dam by Zoyense.

Hunter, of any age, np to not less than 14 stone.—First

prize, £20, R. R. Carver's Vaulter, by Lancewood. Highly
commended : V. Pryse's The Gift, by Newton le Willows.

Commended : D. Lloyd's Minstrel, by IJuscot Buck.

Hunter mare, four years old and upwards.—First prize, £10,
D. H. Thomas's Ella, by Detective ; second, £5, H. Leach's

Kitty, by Langton. Highly commended : Standerwick's m. by
Astolpho, dam by Sirius.

BADMINTON FARMERS' CLUB.
la consequence of some sections of the show havin?

this year been very judiciously extended to the whole area
of the Duke of Beaufort's " country," this was, weather
notwithstanding, one of the best meetings ever held at

Badminton. The horses, both light and licavy, were
more especially commendable— a really capital class of
two-year-olds for farm-work being headed by a filly, the
property of Mr. Reynolds, of Idover, which, in the opinion
of Mr. Little, one of the judges, and a man of great ex-
perience in this way, is quite smart enough to go on to
the Bedford " Royal" next summer. The cart mares
were also pretty generally of a good sample, both winners
and losers

; whilst the " nag" premiums brought a deal
of competition, every class being well filled, and the
young stock being mostly bred in the right way. The
first and second yearlings were both clever and promising;
and Colonel Kingscote's best four-year-old, a really de-
lightful horse, either to stand alongside of or to set

a-going, his chief defect being that he is a little back
in his knees, but he has, we hear, been already a winner
in these parts. The all-aged class of hunters, on the
contrary, was generally indifferent, nor was there much
to fancy amongst the roadsters; but the brood mares
were better, with a very taking, bloodlike mare put to
the fore.

Amongst the Shorthorns Mr. John Thompson availed
himself of the best possible advertisement for his coming
sale, by winning nearly all the chief prizes with some of
his Darlingtons, and a wonderfully good red cow ; while
the judges spoke in high terms of the common dairy
stock. The conditions for these four classes of cows aud
heifers would not imply that very bighly-bred cattle are
very good milkers :

" No pure-bred Shorthorn eligible
for entry in Coates' Herd Book can compete iu the
classes for dairy purposes"—rather a left-handed compli-
ment, certainly, to the pure-bred herds which flourish in
these parts.

The sheep and pigs neither ran up to numbers nor
merit

;
but there was better competition amongst the

root-growers, and quite an admirable display of cottage-

garden produce, always a strong feature at these meetings.

Despite a terribly wet afternoon, between two and
three hundred remained for the dinner, where Lord Wor-
cester was fairly " entered" to public life as chairman of

the day, the duties of which office, being left altogether

to take care of himself, he discharged with a deal of re-

resolution.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.

—

Hunting Stock : J. Capel Croome, Bagenden
House, Cirencester ; Henry Corbet, Farmers' Club, London.
Cart Horses, Sheep, Pigs, and Roots : J. Brown,
Wilts ; D. Holborow, Bagpath Court, Wootton-under-Edge

;

E. Little, Lanhill, Chippenham. Shorthorns : T. Morris,

Maisemore, Gloucester ; H. Say, Lacock, Chippenham.
Cheese : G. Butcher, Bath.

HORSES.
hunters.

Yearling colt or filly—Prize, £5, T. Minett, jun., Stert

Farm, Hawkesbury. Highly commended : W. J. Hewitt,
East Kennett, Marlborough. Commended : Broom Vines,

jun., Sutton Beuger, Chippenham.
Two-year-old gelding or filly.— Prize, £5, W. J. Hewitt.

Commended : G. Fitz-Worlock, Codrington.

Three-year-old gelding or filly.—Prize, £5, W. White, The
Greyhound, Tetbury. Commended : H. Howell, jun., Coates,

Cirencester ; W. H. Hewitt, Serridge House, Coalpit Heath.
Four-year-old gelding or filly.— Prize, £5, Colonel N.

Kingscote, M.P., C.B., Kingscote Park, Wootton-under-Edge.
Commended: J. Garlick Lyne, Malmesbury ; H. Stratton,

Berwick Bassett, Swindon.
Mare or gelding, five years old or upwards.—Prize, £10,

R. C. Highnam, Doynton, Bath. Commended : T. Knight,
Westerleigh Hill, Chipping Sodbury.

Brood mare and foal for hunting purposes.—Prize, £5, G.
S. Robinson, Alderley New Mills, Wootton-under-Edge. Com-
mended : J. Davis, Portcullis Hotel, Badminton ; W. Spencer,

Alderton, Chippenham.

cart horses.
Roadster, mare or gelding, three years old or upwards.

—

Prize, £5, S. H. Viveash, Monkton, Swindon. Highly com-
mended: H. J. Highnam, Dyrham, Chipping Sodbury. Com-
mended : W. Baker, Foxley, Malmesbury.

Brood mare and foal.—First prize, £5, J. W. Alway, Hilles
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ley; second, £i 10s., A. Wyatt, rucklechurch, Bristol.

Highly commended : J. Goulter, Acton Turville. Com-
mended : J. Caple, Bitton, Bristol.

Two-year-old gelding or tilly.—First prize, £5, U. Reynolds,
Idover, Dauntsey, Cliippenliani ; second, £3 10s., J. Chisman,
Winterbourne, Swindon. Commended : J. A. Miles, Stanton
St. Quinton, Chippenham ; 11. lleynolds ; 11. B. Vinos, Avon
Kellaways, Chippenham ; J. M. Williams, Dunkirk, Chipping
Sodburv.

CATTLE.
SUOKTHORNS.

Bull, two years old or upwards.—Prize, £3, J. Thompson,
Badminton (Lord Darlington 3rd).

Bull, above one and under two years old.—Prize, £3, D.
Long, Oldbury-on-the-Hill.

Bull-calf, f.bove three and undsr twelve months old.—Prize,

£3, J. Thompson (Lord Darlington 5th).

Cow, four years old or upwards, in milk or in calf.—First

prize, £2, J. Thompson (Candace) ; second, £1, J. Thompson
(Ma Belle).

Cow, above three and under four years old, in milk or in

calf.—First prize, £3, R. H. Gould, Didmarton (My Pet)
;

second, £1, R. H. Gould (Charmer 2nd).

Heifer, above two and under three years old.—Prize, £3,
J. Thompson (Mavourneen).

Heifer, above one and under two years old.—First prize,

£2, J. Thompson (Crytheia) ; second, £1, J. Thompson (Car-
lotta).

Heifer-calf, above three and under twelve months old.

—

Prize, £3, R. H. Gould (Clara Clarence).

CATTLE FOR DAIRY PURPOSES OF ANY BREED, EXCEPT

PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS.

(No animal eligible for entry in The Herd Book to

compete.)

Cow, above three years old, in milk or in calf.—First prize,

£3, J. Goulter; second, £2, J. Goulter; third, ^1, R. H.
Gould.

Pair of heifers, above two and under three years old.—First

prize, £3, J. Goulter; second, £2, J. Goulter; third, £1, J.

Gonller. Highly commended : J. Goulter.

Pair of heifers, above one and under two years old.—First

prize, £3, J. Goulter; second, £2, J. Goulter; third, J.

Neems, Wick, Badminton.
Heifer-calf, above three and under twelve monttis old.

—

Prize, £3, D. F. Long.

SHEEP.
Longwoolled shearling ram.—Prize, £3, U. Arnold, Tor-

martou.
Longwoolled ram of any age.—Prize, £2, Mrs. Witclull,

Sopworth, Cotswold.

Pen of eight longwoolled ewes.—Prize, £3, H. Arnold.

Pen of longwoolled wether lambs.—Prize, £3, Mrs. Wit-
chell.

Pen of eight longwoolled Chilver lamhs.—Prize, £3, Mrs.

Witchell.

Shortwoolled shearling ram.—Prize £3, R. II. Gould.

Shortwoolled ram of any age.—Prize, £3, J. Goulter.

Pen of eight cross-bred ewes.—First prize, £2, W. Minett,

Acton Turville ; second, £1, R. H. Gould. Commended: L.

Arnold, Torraarton.

Pen of eight cross-bred wether lambs.—Prize, £2, W.
Minett, jun., Warren Farm.
Pen of eight cross-bred Chilver lambs.—Prize, £2, W.

Minett, jun.

PIGS.

Boar above three and under twelve months old.—Prize, £1,
J. Goulter.

Sow above twelve months old.—Prize, £1, J. Goulter.

Six pigs of the same litter, above three and under twelve

months old.—Prize, £3, R. H. Gould. Commended : J. Cor-
nock, Hillsley.

ROOTS.
Mangold wurtzel, swedes, and common turnips, 13 spe-

cimens of each.—Prize, £3, Mrs. M. Witchell, Stoke Gifford.

Highly commended : S. Witchell ; Rev. G. F. Le Mesurier,

Didmarton.
Twelve specimens of any variety of mangold wurtzel, drawn

from a piece of not less than oue acre.—Prize, £2, Mrs- M.
Witchell. Commended : J. Bennett, New House Farm.

Twelve specimens of any variety of Swedish turnips, drawn
from a piece of not less that two acres.—Prize, £2, Mrs. S.

Witchell.

Twelve specimens of any variety of common turnips, drawn
from a piece of not less than two acres.—Prize, £3, J
Bennett.

CHEESE.
Cwt. of thick cheese made in 1872, 1, 2, 3, or 4 to the cwt.

—Prize, £3, T. Goulter, Acton Turville. Commended: A.
Parnall, Wall's Court, Stapleton.

Cwt. of thin cheese made in 1873, 7, 8, or 9 to tlie cwt.

—

Prize, £3, J. Cornock, Hillsley. Commended : T. Goulter,

THE MANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT CHESTER.

The business commenced with a trial of implements,

held on the Wall House Farm, at Saltney, about three

miles from Chester, on a level piece of ground, which
afforded a variety of soil sufficient to test all the capabilities

of the various machines entered. A sum ot £200 was
given in prizes in sis classes, as follows : the best

application of steam power to the cultivation of land on
farms of about two hundred and fifty acres ; implement
worked by steam power which ploughs or otherwise pre-

pares land (bare, fallow, oat, or bean subble) for sowing,

at one operation ; implement worked by two horses

which ploughs and prepares land for sowing at one opera-

tion ; best scarifier and double ridge plough com-
bined, for dressing up turnip and potato drills at one
operation ; best turnwrest plough and best potato digger

woi-ked by horses. There were but few spectators, but

amongst these Mr. Gladstone and his son, who spent

a couple of hours in the fields. During the trials

some of the competitors in the clean plough and
cultivator classes complained that, in that part of the

ground in which their implements were being worked,
the soil was too light to put their qualities to a fair test,

the work being too easy. The potato diggers did not
fulfil the anticipations which had been formed of

them, and, although they had to conteud against one un-

favourable circumstance—the unripe nature of the potatoes,

in consequence of which they did not part from the stalks

as easily as they do when ripe—still the impression pro-

duced was that they were far from being able to do their

work satisfactorily. Soil in large quantities was thrown

up with and upon the potatoes, which would have to be

searched for by the collectors, an operation entailing a loss

of time almost equal to that occupied by digging for the

vegetable with the spade, without the aid of the horse-

drawn mechanical digger. Amongst the exhibitors,

either in competition, or merely with stands, were

:

Messrs. Hornsby and Sons ; Barford and Perkins,

Peterborough ; James Coultas, Spittlegate, Lincoln-

shire; T. R. H. Fisken, Hunslet, Leeds ; John Fowler

and Co., Steam Plough Works, Leeds ; J. and F.

Howard ; Picksley, Sims, and Co., Lincoln ; Penney

and Co., Lincoln ; Ransomes, Sims, and Head, Ipswich

;

Richmond and Chandler, Greengate, Salford ; F. and N.

Richmond, Salford ; W. and F. Richmond, Colne ; Robey
and Co., Lincoln ; the Maldon Ironworks Co., Essex;

Weighell, Pickering ; Wood, Cocksedge, and Co., Stow-

market ; Ravensthorpe Engineering Company ; J. S. War-
burton, Fishergate, Preston; S. Corbeltand Son, Welling-
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ton, Salop; Lewis, Sandbach; Davey, Crofthole; Corbet!

and Peel, Shrewsbury ; James Carter and Co ; J. Dick-

son and Sous ; Ashby, JefFery, and Luke ; J. Le Butt
;

r. and A. Dickson ahd Sons ; Harrison, M'Gregor, and

Co. ; W. M. Nicholson and Son; Eobey and Co. ; Hunter,

Maybole, Ayrshire ; D. Arker, Knutsford ; and several

local firms. The trials of steam cultivators and potato

diggers were continued on Tuesday under most
unfavourable circumstances, owing to a steady downpour
of rain, which fell throughout the whole of the day. The
potato diggers made a more favourable impression than on

the first day, but still they disappointed the anticipations

which had been formed. The tops of about a dozen drills

of potatoes were taken off, and the diggers set to work
upoa these drills ; and the result was that they did their

work much better than previously. The sets of steam

cultivators were at work during the day on a harder soil,

and gave great satisfaction, but neither Fowler nor

Howard was in competition.

The entries of stock were made up as follows

.

Horned cattle (including 118 Shorthorns, aud 17 pure

Welsh cattle), 194 ; horses (including 44 hunters), 257 ;

sheep, 183
;
pigs, 114

;
poultry, 216; grain and roots,

126 ; cheese and butter, 160; special prizes, 13 ; imple-

ments, 2,261. The first prize animal in the class for old

bulls is Lord Irwin. He was awarded an extra prize

of £10, aud the two awards bring up his total

number of premiums to 67, of which 17 are special

prizes in the shape of cups. At the last show of this

Society, he was shown and placed second. Mr. Linton
also took the first award in the next class, that for bulls

under two years old, with Sir Arthur Ingram, who took

the first prize at the Royal Show this year. In the class

for bull-calves, the winner, a white bull, seven months
old, named Prince of the Valley, by Priuce of the Roses
out of Lady Butterfly, bred by the exhibitor, Mr. R.
Thompson, had no less than eight prize cards placed over

his stall. Mr. J. Downing, of Ashfield, Fennoy, Cork,
exhibited in the class for heifers above one and uuder two
years old a roan heifer, which has taken prizes at the

Royal Dublin Society's Show, at the Cork Show, and at

the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland Show at

Waterford ; but he was beaten here by Lady Playful, a

roan heifer, one year and nine months old, bred and
shown by Mr. T. H. Hutchinson, of Catterick. The
Society's silver medal for the best Ayrshire bull fell to

Mr. Thomas Slatter, the only exhibitor in this class.

The tcnaut-farmers' exhibits were a very creditable col-

lection, distinguished by one or two particularly good
animals. There were in the exhibition of horses many well-

known prize animals entered, and the heavy horses espe-

cially were deserving of commendation. The sheep were
an average show. The Shropshires were a fair class, where
Mr. Baker, Atherston, Warwickshire, was jjlaced second
in the class for shearling rams, first in that for ram-
lambs, first in that for ewe-lambs, and second in several

other classes. The Leicesters were not so numerous,
the first prize in every class, and the second in many of
them, being taken by Mr. T. H. Hutchinson, of ]\Ianor

House, Catterick. There were only two classes of

Cheviots, and the same number of Welsh mountain
sheep, and there was but little competition, except in the
class for Cheviot ewes. Mr. J. Roberts, Well House,
Saltney; Captain CunlifiFe, Darnhall Hall; and Mr.
Thomas Rigl)y, Darnhall Hill Farm, divided the honours
for sheep of any cross mountain breed. The pigs were
a really superior show, all the most noted north-eouutry
breeders being represented, and amongst them Ducker-
ings, of Northorpe ; Mr. Beswicke-Royds, Messrs. John
"VVheeler and Sons, of Shipston-onStour ; and the Earl of

'

-Ellesmere.

The show on the whole was rather a straggling con-

fused exhibition than a good one ; a few superior ani -

mals fairly placing themselves. This was especially the
case with the horses, where Mr. Miller's young stock,

with The Banker and The Jesler, were a long way in ad-
vance of their competitors ; but" the cart-horse classes

were more levelly filled. The prize list, however, cer-

tainly requires remodelling.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Cattle ; G.Dm ry , Holker ; W. Parker.Carlton Hill,

Penrith. Light Horses : C. Clay, Wem, Salop ; R. Naiaby,
Barnoldlpy. Cart Horses : T. J. Rider, Kenwick, Shrews-
bury ; B. Spraggoo.Nafferton, Stocksfield-on-Tyne. Sheep:
J. Boweii Jones, Eusdon, Shrewsbury ; J. Wood, Harewood,
Darlington. Pigs : G. W. Sexton, Wlierstead, Ipswich ; R.
H. Watson, Bolton, W"igton. Cheese and Butter: J.
Eastty, lliberuia Chambers, London ; R. Doaneli, 9, Tem-
ple- court, Liverpool ; G. Jeniiisou, Manchester. Grain
AND Roots : R. Mawdsley, Ormskirk ; R. Catterall, Kirk-
ham. Implements.—Steam Plough Cultivation: J.

Herasley, Skelton, Notts ; J. Coleman, Escrick, York; J. A.
Clarke, Long Sutton. Reapers, Potato Diggers, and
Miscell.vneous: M. Scott, Tranraere, J. Wright, Crox-
teth ; R. Mawdsley, Eccleston ; W. Teasdale, Liscard ; W.
Wise, Upton Manor.

CATTLE.
shorthorns.

(Open for competition to the United Kingdom.)
Bull above two years old.—First prize, W. Linton, Sherrifl'

Huttou, York (Lord Irwin) ; second, E. Musgrove. West
Tower, Aughton, Ormskirk ; third, G. Fox, Harefield, Wihns-
low, Manchester ; silver medal, E. Bate, Kelsterton, Flint.

Bull above one but under two years old.—First prize, W.
Linton ; second, Thos. Statter, Stand Hall, Manchester ; third,

T. H. Bland, Dingley Grange, Market Harboro'.

Bull-calf above six and under twelve months old.—First
prize, R. Thompson, Mythop Lodge, Blackpool.

Cow above three years old, in milk or in calf.—First prize,

Thos. Statter.

Heifer two but under three years old.—First prize, T.
Statter; second, T. H. Hutchinson, Manor House, Catterick

;

tliird, C. W. Bricrley, Rhodes House.
Heifer above one but under two years old.—First prize,

and extra prize, T. II. Hutchinson, Manor House, Catterick

;

second, J. Downing, Ashfield, Fermny, Cork ; third, C. W.
Brierley.

Heifer-calf, above six but under twelve months old.—First

prize, T. H. Hutchinson, Manor House ; second, T. Comber,
Redcliffe, Newton-le-Willows ; third, T. Statter.

OTHER BREEDS.
French or Channel Islands bull of any age.—Society's Silver

Medal, T. H. Miller, Singleton, Poulton-le-Fylde.

Ayrshire bull of any age.—Society's Silver Medal, T.
Statter.

Hereford bull of any age.—Prize and Society's Silver

Medal, R. Tanner, Frodcsley, Dorriujjton, Salop.

Heretbrd cnw or heifer, in milk or in calf.—First prize, R.
Tanner, Frodesley, Dornngton.

French or Channel Islands cow or heifer, in milk or in calf.

—First prize, Gpo. Maples, juq., Wavertree, Liverpool ; second,
T. H. Miller, Singleton, Poulton-le-Fylde.

Ayrshire cow or heifer, in milk or in calf.—First prize, T.
Statter ; second, the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres, Haigh
Hall, Wigan.

SHORTHORNS.
(For tenant-farmers principally dependent upon farming, and

resident in the Society's district, or in any part of North
Wales.)

Bull above two years old.—First prize, R. Barnett, Wetten-
hall Hall, Winsford ; second, E. Jones, Bank Pool Quay,
Welshpool ; third, J. Goolden, Clay House, Hale, Altrincham.

Bull above one hut under two years old.—First prize, G.
Cooke, Clayley Hall, Haudley, Clu'ster ; second, J. Roberts,
Well House, Saltney, Chester; third, W. Pickering, Poulton,
Pulford, Wrexham.

Bull-calf, about six but under twelve months old.—First

prize, R. Thompson, Mythop Lodge, Blackpool ; second, T.

Atkinson and Sous, Dutton, Rihchester ; third, J. Cheer, The
Hough, Barrow, Chester,

Cow above three years old, in milk or calf.—First prize, R.
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Baruett, Wetteuhall Hall ; second, N. Ellison, Lee Green
rarm, Sutton, St. Helen's ; third, R. Barnett, Wettenhall
Hall.

Heifer, two but not exceeding throe years old.—First prize,

J. Gooldeu, Clay House, Hale ; second, J. Gooldeu ; third, W.
B. Burnhara, Spital Cottage, Birkenhead.

Heifer, one but under two years old.—First prize, W. Dale,
Thornton Lodse ; second, J. Goolden ; third, 11. Kynaston,
Thornton Hall, Thornton.

Pair of heifer-calves, under twelve mouths old.—First

prize, J. Dickinson, Upholland ; second, T. Finchett, Uushton
;

third, C. F. Cogswell, Plimyard Slanor, Eastliara.

OTHER HREEDS OK CROSS BREEHS.
(For Residents in North Wales and Society's District.)

Pair of cows, about three years old, in milk or in calf, best

adapted for dairy purposes.— First prize, N. Ellison, Lea
Green Farm, Sutton ; second, J. Roberts, Well House ; third,

T. Statter.

Pair of heifers, above two but under three years old, best

adapted for dairy purposes.—First prize, T. Statter; second,

T. Parker, Woodhonse, Alford; third. Major Piatt, Aber,
Baugor.

Pair of heifers, above one but under two years old, best

adapted for dairy purposes.—First prize, T. Statter; second,

J. Roberts, Well House; third, H. Neild, The Grange,
Worsley.

Pair of bullocks, two years old and upwards.—First prize,

T. Statter.

Pair of bullocks, under two years old.—First prize, J.

Roberts, Well House.
WELSH BREEDS.

Bull above two years old.—First prize and Society's Silver

Medal, R. Humphreys, Royal Goat Hotel, Beddgelert ; second,

E. Humphreys, Royal Hotel, Carnarvon ; third, T. Roberts,

Plymog Farm. Mold.
Pair of cows, in milk or in calf, any age.—First prize, R.

Humphreys, Royal Goat ; second, G. Jones, Wrexhara-street,

Mold ; third, T. Rigby, Darnhall Mill Farm, Winsford.
Single cows, in milk or in calf, any age.—First prize, G.

Jones, Mold ; second, J. P. Jones, Lleweni Hall, Bodfarri,

Wrexham.
Pair of heifers, above one but under two years old.—First

prize, E. Humphreys, Royal Hotel, Carnarvon ; second, R.
Humphreys ; third, T. Roberts.

Pair of bullocks, above three years old.—First prize, Capt.

B. G. Davies Cooke, Colomendy.

HORSES.
(Open for competition to the United Kingdom.)

Stallions, thoroughbred, for getting weight-getting hunters.

—First prize, £15, R. C. Naylor, Hooton, Chester (Chatta-

nooga) ; second, A. Lund, Darcy Lever, Bolton-le-Moors
;

third, W. Johnson, Shotwick, Chester.

Stallion for getting horses for carriage purposes.—Prize,

W. Moseley, Bradwall, Saudbach.

Stallion for getting roadsters.—Prize, T. Statter, Stand

Hall.

Pony stallion, not exceeding 13 hands 3 inches.—First prize,

E. H. Marfleet, Bassingham, Newark, Notts ; second, T. W.
Denton, Newbold, Chester ; third, P. Aspinall, York-street,

Manchester.

Roadster, mare or gelding, above 14 hands 2 inches.—First

prize, C. W. Wilson, High Park, Kendal, Westmoreland ;

second,H. A. Clark, Prospect House, Aspatria, Carlisle ;
third.

Marquis of Westminster.

Roadster, cob or gelding, 13 hands 2 inches and under

14 hands 2 inches.—First prize, J. Ridgway, Bridson, Bridge

House, Bolton ; second, T. F. Maddock, Abbey Square, Ches-

ter; third, C. F. Cogswell, Plimyard Manor, Easthara.

Pony, 12 hands 2 inches and under 13 hands 2 inches.

—

First prize, W. S. Gladstone, Rumford-street, Liverpool

;

second, C. \V. Wilson ; third, J. Wainwright, Acres Farm,

Upton, Cheshire.

Pony, not exceeding 12 hands 2 inches.—First prize, W. B.

Kirkman, Croft, Warrington ; second. Sir P. Mostyn, Talacre
;

third, R. Humphreys, Royal Goat Hotel.

YOUNG HORSES.

Two-year-old gelding or tilly, likely to make a hunter.

—

First prize, £6, T. H. Miller, Singleton; second, AV. Friar,

Horton-cum-Peel ; third, J. Dean, the Poplars, Birkenhead.

Three years old gelding or filly, likely to make a hunter.

—

First jirize, T- 11. Miller (Siugleton) ; third, H. Hewitt,

Chester.

Hunter, marc or gelding, to carry M stone.—First prize,

W. Armstrong, Watts Field, Kendal, Westmoreland (The

Banker) ; second, J. Fearon, Whitehaven (Erie King) ; third,

A. Woodhead, Hale, Bowdon.
Light hunters, mare or gelding, up to 12 stone.—First

prize, £20, T. II. Hutchinson (The Tester); second, T. H.

Newton, Oldfield ; tliird, T. Perci-val, Wansford (Raven).

Brood mares, fur breeding hunters, with foal sucking.

—

First prize, £8, T. IL Jliller; second, W. Brothers, Ramsdell

Hall, Lawton, Cheshire ; third, the Marquis of Westminster'

K.G.
Brood mares, for breeding roadsters or carriage horses, witii

foal sucking.—First prize, "£8, T. Parker, Woodhonse, Aid-

ford ; second, the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres ; third, W.
C. Newcome, Upper Eyarth, Ruthin.

Brood mares, under 13 hands, with foal sucking.—First

prize, £8, J. Wright, MinshuU Mills, Middlewich ; second,

R. Humphreys, Royal Goat Hotel.

Stallion for getting heavy cart or waggon horses.—First

prize, Messrs. Yeomans, Penney More Hay, lour Ashes,

Wolverhampton ; second and third, T. Statter.

Stalbon colt, foaled in 1871, for getting heavy cart or

waggon horses.—First prize, T. Statter ; third, W. Davies,

The Marda, Llanyneyneck, Montgomeryshire.

Pair of horse, mai-v! or gelding, suitable for farm work,

the property of tenant farmers.—First prize, T. Lowe,
Calveley Hall ; second, J. Wright, MinshuU Mills, Clieshire.

Cart-horse, four years old or upwards, mare or gelding, the

property of tenant farmers.—First prize, R. Nicholson, jun.,

Blacon Point, Chester; second, W. Birch, Aintree ; third, R.

Nicholson, jnn.

Pair of waggon horses, mares or geldings, suitable for

heavy town work.—First and second, prizes, C. W. Brierley ;

third, R. Blezard, Liverpool.

Cart-horse, four years old or upwards, mare or gelding.

—

First and second prizes, C. W. Brierley.

Three years old cart breed, gelding or filly.—First prize, T.

Statter ; second, J. Waterworth, North Ashton, Wigan

;

third, T. Statter.

Two years old cart breed, gelding or filly.—First prize, J.

Maddock, Capenhurst, Chester ; second, W. Darbyshire, Morris

Brook, Warrington ; third, E. Jones, Bank Pool Quay.

One year old cart breed, gelding or filly.—First prize, E.

Jones; second, P. B. D. Cooke, Pentre Gwysarey Farm, Mold

;

third, J. Roberts, Well House, Saltney.

Brood mare, for breeding cart-hores, with foal sucking.

—

First prize, A. Potts, Hoole Hall, Chester ; second, T. Stat-

ter ; third, J. Pover, Elton Hall, Chester.

Stallion colts, foaled in 1872, for getting heavy cart or

waggon horses.—Prize, £6, E. Herd, Church MinshuU,

Middlewitch.

Foals of cart breed.—First prize, £5, T. Statter ; second,

J. Roberts, Well House.

Three years old gelding or filly for carriage work.—First
prize, £10, T. H. Miller, Singleton ; second, Taylor Brothers,

Billinge ; third, R. Tanner.

Two years old gelding or filly for carriage work.—First

prize, £6, J. Scotson, The Holt, Little Woolton, Liverpool

;

second, T. Roberts, Plymog Farm ; third, Simeon Leather,

Delamere, Northwich.
Harness horses, exhibited and driven in harness, in two-

wheel carriage.—First prise, £10, T. Statter ;
second. Colonel

Kennard, Dawpool, Thurstaston, Birkenhead; third, J.

Wright, Minshnll Mills, Cheshire.

Cob or pony under 14 hands 2 inches, driven in harness, in

two-wheel carriage.—First prize, £6, J. Wright, Crosby,

Crosby Green.
SHEEP.

SHUOI'SHIRES.

(Open to the United Kingdom).

Shearling ram.—First prize, C. Byrd, Littywood, Stafford ;

second, W. Baker, Moor Barns, Athcrstone.

Ram, of any other age.—First prize, T. Nock, Sutton

House, Shifnal ; second, W. Baker.

Ram lamb.—First prize, W. Baker; second, Hon. E. Kenyon,

Macefeu Hall.

Three shearling ewes.—First prize, Sarah Beach, The

Hattons; second, W. Baker.
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Three ewes having reared lambs this year.—First prize, T.

Nock, Sutton House ; second, W. Baker.

Three ewe lambs.—First prize, W. Baker ; second, C.

Bjrd.
LEICESTERS.

Shearling ram.—First and second prizes, T. H. Hutchinson,
Manor House.
Kam of any other age.—First and second prizes, T. H.

Hutchinson.
Ramb lamb.—First and second prizes, T. H Hutchinson.
Three shearling ewes.—First and second prizes, T. H.

Hutchinson.
Three ewes having reared lambs this year,—First and second

prizes, T. H. Hutchinson,
Three ewe lambs.—First and second prizes, T. H. Hutchin-

son,

CHEVIOTS.
Ram, not more than three shear.—Firslprize, W. B. Buddi-

cum, Pembedw Hall ; second, T. Roddick, Pembedw, Uchaf.
Three ewes of any age.—First prize, T. Roddick ; second,

W. B. Buddicum.
WELSH MOUNTAIN SHEEP.

Ram, not more than three shear.—Prize, T. Roberts, Ply-
mog Farm, Mold.

Three ewes of any age.—First and second prizes, R. James,
Djfferjnaur.

ANY PURE BREED.
Five shearling wethers.—First prize, S. Ashton, Manor

Farm, Timperlev (Hampshire Downs) ; second, E. Philips,

Rhual, Mold.
ANY CROSS MOUNTAIIV BREED.

Three shearling ewea.—First and second prizes, J. Roberts,
Well House,

Three ewe lambs.—First prize, E. Cunli£Fe, Daruhall Hall

;

second, T. Rigby, Darnhall Mill Farm,
Three shearling whethers.—First and second prizes, E,

Cunliffe.

Three wether lambs.—First and second prizes, T. R'gby.
Extra Stock.— Society's Siver Medal, J. Wheeler and

Sons, Long Compton.
PIGS.

(Open to the United Kingdom.)
Boar of large white breed, above one year old.—First prize.

Earl of Ellesmere, Worsley Hall ; second, R. E. Duckering,
Northorpe, Kirton Lindsey.

Breeding sow of large white breed, above one year old
First prize. Earl of Ellesmere ; second, R. E. Duckering.
Boar of large white breed, under one year old.— Prize,

C. R. N. Beswicke-Royds.
Pair of sows of large white breed, under one year old.—First and second prizes, R. E. Duckering.
Boar of small white breed, above one year old.— First prize.

Earl of Ellesmere ; second, C. R. N. Beswicke-Royds.
Breeding sows of small white breed, above one year old.

—

First and second prizes. Earl of Ellesmere.
Boar of small white breed, under one year old.—First

and second prizes. Earl of Ellesmere.
Pair of sows of small white breed, under one year old.—First

prize, C. R. N. Beswicke-Royds ; second, R. E, Duckering.
Boar of the middle breed, above one year old—First and

second prizes, Earl of Ellesmere.
Breeding sow of middle breed, above one year old.—First

prize, C. R. N, Beswicke-Royds ; second. Earl of Ellesmere.

Boar of the middle breed, under one year old.—First
and second prizes. Earl of Ellesmere.

Pair of sows of the middle breed, under one year old —
First prize, C. R, N. Beswicke-Royds ; second. Earl of Elles-
mere,

Boar of the Berkshire breed, above one year old.—First
and second prizes, J. Wheeler and Sons.

Breeding sow of the Berkshire breed, above one year old.
—First prize, J. Wheeler and Sons ; second. Marquis of
Westminster.

Boar, improved Essex, above one year old.—First prize, C.
R. N. Beswicke-Royds; second, J. Wheeler and Sons.

Breeding sow, improved Essex, above one year old.—First
and second prizes, C. R. N. Beswicke-Royds.

Pair of sows, improved Essex, under one year old.—
i-irst prize, R. E. Duckering

; second, J. Wheeler and Sons.
-boar of any breed, belonging to landlords in the district,

that is allowed to serve the sows of their tenantry gratis.—
Society's Silver Medal, Marquis of Westminster

BUTTER.
Pot or crock of butter of not less than 141b. weight.—First

prize, S. Etchells, Willott Hall, Butley ; second, J.Jones,
Pigeon House, Travern.

PRIZES OFFERED BY MEMBERS OF THE WIRRAL
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

CATTLE.
Bull, two years old and upwards.—Prize, C. F. Cogswell,

Plimyard Manor, Eastham.
Bull, one year and under two years old.—Prize, J. Torr,

M.P., Carlett Park, Eastham.
Dairy cow or heifer, in milk or in calf.—Prize, C. F. Cogs-

well.

Heifer, under three years old.—Prize, J. Wainwright, Acres
Farm, Upton, Chester.

Heifer, under two years old.—Prize, W. Dale, Thornton
Lodge, Neston.

SHEEP.
Three Shropshir e ewes,—Prize, H. H. Nicholson, Spital

Hall, Birkenhead,

Shropshire tup lamb,—Prize, W, B, Burnham, Spital,

Birkenhead,

Pen of three Shropshire ewe lambs.—Prize, H. H. Nichol-

son.

Three Cheviot ewes.—Prize, R. Kynaston, Thornton Hall,

Neston, Cheshire.

GRAIN AND ROOTS.
White wheat.—First prize, £2, W. A. Gray, Dawpool,

Birkenhead,
Yellow or red Wheat.—First prize, £2, T. Rigby, Darnliall

White oats.—First prize, £2, W. A. Gray.
Yellow oats.—First prize, £2, R. H-tlsall, Wellbrook,

Halewood
Black oats.—First prize, £2, R. Halsall.

Any variety of barley.—First prize, £2, J. K. Fowler, Pie-

bendal Farms, Aylesbury.

Any variety of beans.—First prize, £2, W. A. Gray.
Swedish turnips of any kind.—First prize, £2, W. Birch,

Aintree, Liverpool

.

Any other kind of turnips.—First prize, £2, H. Nei!d,

Worsley.

Long red mangel wurzel.—First prize, £2, J. Birch, Se'"t(.D,

Liverpool.

Yellow mangel wurzel.— First prize, £2, J. K. Fowler.
Globe mangel wurzel.—First prize, £2, J. K. Fowler,
Carrots,—First prize, £2, H. Simcock, Brighton, Burton

Moss.
Scotch cabbages,—First prize, £2, J, Greatorex, Strettun,

Burton-on-Trent.

Round potatoes.—First prize, £3, J. Wright, Helsby,
Chester.

Flat potatoes.—First prize, £2, J. Taylor, Malpas, Cheshire.

Collection of farm and garden produce.—First prize, £5,
T. F. Jackson, Tattenhall Hall, Chester.

Collection of farm and garden seeds, grain, and roots.

—

Prize, £3 and Society's medal, J. Dickson and Sons, 108,
Eastgate Street, Chester.

IMPLEMENTS.
Agiicultural machinery in motion.—First prize, £4 and

Society's silver medal, Barford and Perkins, Peterborough
;

second, S. Corbett and Sons, Wellington, Salop.

Collection of farm implements and tools.—First prize, £3,
J. Dickson and Sons, Chester ; second, J. and G. M'Hattie,
Chester ; medal, Picksley, Sims, and Co., Bedford Foundry,
Leigh.

Articles of domestic use, best assortment.—First prize, £3,
Wood and Howitt, Chester ; second, T. Bradford and Co.,

Manchester.

Articles in slate.—First prize, £2 and Society's silver medal,
and second £1, and Society's silver medal. Belcher, Gee and
Co., Gloucester.

Carts, waggons, or lurries.—First prize, £3 and silver medal,

J. and G. M'Hattie, Chester.

Stable and cow-house fittings.—Prize, £2 and silver medal,
Musgrave and Co., Belfast; medal, St. Pancras Company,
London ; medal for improved ventilation, Wood and Howitt,
Chester.

Two-horse farm waggon or lurry.—Prize, £2 and silver

medal, J. Dickson and Sons.
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Two-liorse cart for general farm purposes, not exceeding
18 cwt.—£2 and silver mcd^il, J. S. Warburton, Preston.

One-horse cart for general farm purposes, under 14 cwt.

—

£3 and silver medal, J. S. Warburton.
Cart lor carrjing heavy weight in hilly districts, fitted with

breaker drag.—£2 and silver medal, T. Rigby, Darnhall

;

medal to maker for design.

Steam ploughs for the best application of steam power to

the cultivation of land on farms of about 350 acres.—First

prize, £50, Messrs. Barford and Perkins (£335) ; second,

£30, The Ravensthorpe Engineering Company (£290) ; third,

£25, Mr. i'isken (£290).
Implements which plough and prepare land for sowing at

one operation.—First prize, Corbett and Son, of Wellington
;

second, G. Lewis, of Sandbach.
Turnwrest plough,— Prize, Mr. Davy, of Croflhole, St.

Germain's.

Potato diggers.—Prize, £20, between S. Corbett and Son,

Corbett and Peele, of Shrewsbury, G. Lewis, of Sandbacli,

and T. Hunter, of Maybole, Ayrshire.

STOW-ON-THE-WOLD, CHIPPING-NORTON, AND MORRTON - IN - MARSH
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT C H I PP IN G-N RT N.

The cattle were short in numbers, but there were some
useful animals exhibited. Mr. Geo. Game, Churchill

Heaths, took a large share of the prizes, being first for one

the best bull of any breed, for the best cow of any breed,

and for heifers. For long-wool sheep Messrs. J. Wheeler

and Sons, Long Compton, Mr. M. Savidge, Sarsden, and

Mt. B. Browne were the principal prize-takers. For
Oxfordshire Downs and other short-wools Mr. H. S.

AValler carried off everything with Southdowns, gaining

no less than four prizes. The agricultural horses,

although not many in number, were creditable animals
;

and the pigs were also short in number,

PRIZE LIST.
CATTLE.

Bull of any breed, exceeding two years old.—First prize,

£5, R. Peuson, Foscot ; second, £2, J. Ward, Chadlington.

Bull of any breed, under two years old.—F'irst prize, £5,
G. Game, Churchill Heath ; second, £2, R. Penson, Com-
mended: C. Taylor, Salford.

Cow, of any breed.—First prize, £5, G. Game ; second, £2,
Sir G. R. Philips, Weston (Saphira). Commended: M.
Savidge, Sarsden.

Heifer, above two and not exceeding three years old.

—

First prize, £4, G. Game ; second, £2, T. Keck, Chipping
Norton.

Heifer, above one and not exceeding two years old.—First

prize, Jb4, G. Game; second, £2, T. Home, Moreton-in-Marsh.

Highly commended : G. Game.
Pair of cows for dairy purposes.—First prize, £5, T. Home;

second, £2, R. Penson. Highly commended : G. Freeman,

Adlestrop

.

SHEEP.
LON(i-WOOL'.

Ram, exceeding two years old.—Prize, £4, J. Wheeler and

Sons.

Shearhogg ram.—Prize, £4, T. B. Browne, Salperton.

Ten breeding ewes.—First prize, £4, M. Savidge; second,

£2, R. Perry^ Guiting.

Ten breeding theaves.—First prize, £4, T. B. Browne
;

second, £2, T. Sargent, Churchill. Commended: M, Sa-

vidge.

Five ram lambs.—Prize, £5, M. Savidge.

OXFORDSHIRE DOWXS AND OTHER SHORT-WOOLS.
Ram, exceeding two years old.— Prize, £4, H. S. Waller,

Farmington.
Shearhogg ram.—Prize, £4, H. S. Waller.
Ten breeding ewes —First prize, £4, H. S. Waller ; second,

£2, J. W. Comely, Oddington.
Five ram-lambs.—Prize, £5, H. S. Waller.

PIGS.
Boar, of any breed.—Prize, £2, J. Wheeler and Sons.

Breeding sow, of any age, with a litter.—Prize, £2, J

.

Wheeler and Sons.

HORSES.
AGRICULTURAL.

Draught stallion.—Prize, £10, J. E. Wilton, Talton.

Mare and foal.—First prize, £5, and second, £2, S. Davis,

Woolashall, Pershore.

Cart gelding or filly, two years old.—First prize, £4, W.
Hurlston, Ditchford Friary ; second, £2, M. Savidge. Cora-

mended : T. Shepard, Sutton.

Yearling cart colt or filly.—First prize, £4, S. Davis ; second,

£1, W. Hurlston.

HACKNEYS AND HUNTERS.
Hacknty, not exceeding seven years old, or 15 hands and 1

inch, and capable of carrying 14 stone.—First prize, £5, J.

Gibbs, Ascott; second, £1, G. F. Smith, Longborougli.

Pony, not exceeding 14 hands.—Prize, £3, S. A. Clifford,

Kingham. Highly commended : J. Gregory, Enstone.

Horse or filly, four years old, possessing or promising to

possess the qualities of a hunter.—First prize, £10, E. Righton,
Bourton-on-the-Hill (by Kinsman); second, £4, J. Scovell,

Batsford (by Kinsman). Highly commended : J. Wyatt,
Todenham.

Hunter, capable of carrying 14 stone.—First prize, £10, T.
Taylor, Turkdean ; second, £5, T. Hathaway, Bourton-on-the-

Hill. Commended: J. Harbidge, Little Compton.
Mare for hunting purposes, and foal, by a thoroughbred stal-

lion.—Prize, £5, E. Weaver, Burton-on-the-Hill.

CHEESE.
One hundredweight of thick cheese, not more than three

cheeses to the hundredweight.—Prize, £2, E. Wilkins, Bour-
tonon-the-Water,

BUTTER.
Twelve pounds of butter.—First prize, £1, J. Wheeler,

Long Compton ; second, 10s., C. Taylor, Salford. Highly
commended : Mr. Fawdry, Salford.

HUNTINGDONSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT HUNTINGDON.

The number of entries was 526, which exceeded those

of last year by 113. There was a good show of cart

horses, the competition in four classes, not including the

entire horses, tbe piizes for which were adjudged in

March. Mr. Ekins, of Wennington, was the most suc-

cessful exhibitor, taking three firsts and a second in the

four classes. His black mare, which carried off the cup
for the best cart "mare suckling a foal, standing 17 hands

high, is hy Mr. Fison's England's Glory, and a sister of

Honest Tom the Second. Her foal also bore off the palm
as the best cart foal. The show of riding and coaching

horses was unusually large, the hunters especially mustei--

ing in strong force. This was, doubtlessly, the result of

throwing open certain prizes. The great feature of this

department was the competition amongst the hunters.

Nineteen entered the ring, and the contest virtually lay be-
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tween llie following three: 'Sir. Goodliife's well-known

MacMahon, Mr. Whitehead's Blackberry, and Mr.
W. Staple's Piccador. The judges, Messrs. Plowright and
John Elliott, after much deliberatiou gave the riband to

Piccador, a decision which was severely criticised. Amongst
the sheep Mr. T. Gunnell, of Milton, was never in better

form, taking first prize in every class in which he showed,

with the exception of the rams. The other chief prize-

takers in long-wools were Messrs. Cranfield, of Buck-
den, Looker, of Wyton Manor, and Armstrong, of

Stukeley. In short-wools or mixed breed, Mr. F. Street,

of llarrowdeu, took the lead, his pen of Oxfords easily

beating Mr. Wells, M.P., and his shearling ewes
being very good. The final decision for the cup
given to the best pen of ewes in the yard, lay between
these shearlings and Mr. Gunnell's stock ewes, the prize

eventually going to the latter. The other prize-takers in

short-wools were ]Messrs. P. Tillard, Battcock, of Heming-
ibrd. Hall, of Little Barford, and Daiutree, of Fenton. For
the £10 cup, open competition, four rams out of a class

of nine were had out, namely, Mr. Marshall's, ]\Ir.

Wright's, Mr. T. Gunnell's shearling, and Mr. Street's

Oxon Down. The award was given in favour of Mr.
iNlarshall's three-shear Lincoln, which was second at the
Royal, Hull, and took the challenge cup at Gainsborough.
Lady Pigot's roan, Victor Rex, bore off the 20-guinea
cup, as being the best Shorthorn bull out of thirteeu en-
tered; and her ladyship also took the special prize for

the best cow. Mr. J. How, of Broughton, Mr. Sisman,
of Buckworth, Mr. C. Daintree, Fenton, Mr. Looker,
Wyton Manor, and Sir W. Booth were also successful

exhibitors of stock ; the judges of which were Mr. W.
Sanday, of Radclyffe-on-Trent, ^and Mr. T. Rose, of

Melton Magna, Norfolk. The thirty pens of pigs were
well filled, and the display of roots all round was fine

for the year, the kohl-rabi being particularly commend-
able.

PRIZE LIST.
HORSES.

Stallion for agricultural purposes.—First prize, J. B. Wil-
kinson, Godmanchester (The Colonel) ; second, L. Looker,
Wyton Manor.

15Y MEMBERS OF THE SOCIETY OXl.Y.
Cart mare and foal.—Cup and second prize, R. H. Ekins,

Wenningtou.
Two years old cart gelding.—First prize, R. H. Ekins

;

second, R. Wood, Clapton, Thrapston.
Two years old cart filly.—First prize, T. H. Vergette, Boro

Feu, Peterborough ; second, R. H. Ekins.
Cart foal.—First prize, R. H. Ekins ; second, W. Goodfter,

Holywell.

Mare or gelding, above four and under five years old, for

hunting purposes.—Prize, W. Staple, Peterborough.
Mare and foal foal for hunting purposes, the foal by a

thoroughbred stallion.—First prize, E. Maule, Godmanchester ;

second, G. E. Daintree, Fenton.
Roadster, mare or gelding, above four and under five years

old, not exceeding 15 hands 1 inch high.—Prize, J. RoWell,
Bury (Robin).

Roadster, mare or gelding, above five years old, over li
hands, and not exceeding 15 hands 2 inches "high.—First prize,
S. Day, St. Neots (Rose) ; second, T. Benton^ Earith.

Hackney mare, not exceeding 15 hands 1 inch high, suck-
lin;j a foal.—Prize, J. Rowell.
Hackney cob, not exceeding 14 hands high.—Prize, W. R.

Cockle, Hillrow.

Pony, not exceeding 13 hands liigh.—First prize, J. An-
Kood, Chatteris; second, E. Whitton, iun.. Floods Ferry,
March.

^

SHORTHORNS.
Bull, not under two years old.—First prize, J. How, Brough-

ton
; second. Sir W. Booth, Bart., Paxtou Park, St. Neots.

Highly commended: R. Wood, Clapton. Commended: G.
Brown, Pidley Heath.

Bull, under two years old.—First prize, W. Sisman, Buck-
worth Lodge.

Cow, of any age.—First prize, J. How ; second, B. Brown,
Huntingdon. Highly commended : Sir W. Booth. Com-
mended : B. Brown, Huntingdon.
Cow of any age, in-calf—First prize J. Looker, Wyton

Manor
; second, Armstrong, Little Stukeley. Highly com-

mended : James and Sons, Brampton Mills; B. Brown,
Broughton. The class commended.

Heifer, under tliree years and over two years old.—First

prize, J. How ; second, T. Banyard, Horningsea.
Heifer, under three years.—First prize, C. Daintree ; second

J. Looker. Highly commended: J. Gruuwell, Little Raveley.

Heifer, under two years old.—First prize, J. How ; second,

T. Banyard, Horningsea. Co:nraended: G. Brown.
Steer, under three years and over two years.—First prize

W. Sisman, Buckworth ; second, C. Daiutree.

Steer, no award.
Pair of steeis, not pure-bred Shorthorns.—No award.

OPEN TO ALL EXGLA^U.
Bull.—A cup of the value of 20 gs., Lady Pigot, Branches

Park, Nevvmarket. Reserve and highly commended : H.
Sharpley, Acthorpe, near Louth ; C. Beart, Stow, Downham
Market."

Best cow or heifer.—A cup. Lady Pigot, Branches Park,

N^ewraarket. Highly commended : J. How, Broughton.
SHEEP.

LONG WOOLS.
Pen of three shearling wethers.—First prize, T. Gunnell,

Milton, Cambs ; second, T. Cranfield, Buckden.
Pen of five shearling ewes.—Prize, T. Gunnell.

Pen of five ewes tliat have suckled lambs.—First prize, T.

Gunnell ; second, J. Looker.
Pen ol^ five wether lambs.—First prize, T. Gunnell ; second

Mr. Armstrong.
Pen of five ewe lambs.—First p.'ize, T. Gunnell ; second,

Mr. Cranfield, Buckden.
Pen of five tup lambs.—First prize, T. Gunnel! ; second,

J. Looker.

SUOKTWOOLS.
Tliree shearling wethers.—First prize, F. Street, Harrow-

den ; secoiid, F. Street.

Pen of five shearling ewes.—First prize, F. Street ; second,

P. Tillard.

Pen of fi^-e ewes that have suckled lambs.—First prize, P.
Tillard ; second, Mr. Battcock, Hemingford Abbots.
Pen of five wether lambs.—First prize, C. Daintree ; se-

cond, Mr. Battcock.

Pen of five ewe lambs.—First prize, J. Hall, Little Bar-
ford ; second, F. Street.

SPECIAL PRIZES.
Best pen of ewes exhibited in the foregoing classes.—

A

cup, T. Gunnell.

Best pen of lambs.—Cnp, T. Gunnell.
Best ram.—Cup, W. F. Marshall, Branston.

PIGS.
Boar of the large breed.—First prize, Wady, Brampton

;

second, Hon. C. W. Fitzwilliam, M.P., Alwalton.

Boar of the small breed.—First prize, S. Deacon, Pole-

brook ; second. Earl of Carysfort, Elton Hall.

Breeding sow of the large breed.—First prize, J. Looker,
St. Ives ; second, J. Looker, Wyton Manor.

Breeding sow of the small breed.—First prize, S. Deacon
;

second. Earl of Carysfort.

Pen of three yelts over six and under twelve months old.—
First prize. Earl of Carysfort ; second, J. Looker.

Best animal in the foregoinpc classes.—Cup, S. Deacon.
ROOTS.

Twenty swede turnips, with tops and roots on, taken from
not less than four acres.—First prize, R. Daintree, WooUey

;

second, R. Daintree.

Twenty green, white, or red turnips (not mixed).—First

prize, R.H Ekins, Weuuington.
Twenty globe mangolds (not mixed), with tops and roots

on, taken from not less than two acres.—First prize, T.

Banyard, Horningsea ; second, T. Banyard. Highly com-
mended : T. Ekins, Warboys ; T. Cranfield, Buckden. Com-
mended : T. and S. Fyson, Warboys ; T. Cranfield.

Twenty roots of long mangolds (not mixed).— First prize,

T. Cranfield
; second, J. Looker.

Twenty carrots (not mixed).—No award.
Twenty kohl-rabi.—First prize, T. and S. Fyson ; second

J. Looker.
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Ten cabbages (uol iiiised).—No award.

Best twenty niausrolds.—Cnp, T. Banyard.
Best twenty kolilrabi.—Cup, T. and S. Fyson.

IMPLEMENTS.
Collection of implenicuts.—Highly commended : J. Ashloii,

Jluntiogdou.

WATFORD AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

PRIZE LIST.
SnORTHORKs.

Bull two years old and upwards.— First prize, £5 5s., J. A.
Muml'ood, Thame (Caballer) ; second, £2 ~s.. Lord Chesliam,
J.atiraer (Baron Wastwater). Higlily commended : C. A.
Barnes, Chorley Wood (Barringtou Luke).

Bull over one and under two years old.—First prize, £5
js., A. Barnes (Farmer George) ; second, £2 2s., G. Under-
vood. Great Gaddesden (King Alfnd). Coruraended : J. K.
Fowler, Aylesbury (Prince ot York).

Bull-calf, over six and under twelve months old.—First

prize, £3 3s., J. A. Muralbrd (Northfleet) ; second, £1 Is., C.
A. Barnes (Lord Exeter).

Cow in-calf, or with calf at foot.—First prize, £5 5s., J. A.
Muraford (Natural) ; second, £3 2s., Lord Chesham (Lady
Flvira), Commended : C. H. Cock, Bridgefoot (Katie Thorn-
dale and Daisy).

Heifer under three years old, in-calf or in-milk.—First

prize, £5 5s., C. A. Barnes (Juhetta Eleventh) ; second, £3
2s., G. Underwood (Sweetbriar).

Heifer under two years old.—First prize, £5 5s., J. A.
Mumford (Edith Emily) ; second, £2 2s., C. A. Baraes (Lady
Eglintoun). Highly commended : C.A.Barnes (Lady Mary
Burdett).

lleifer calf, over six and under twelve months old.—First

prize, £5 5s., G. Underwood (Cherry Princess); second, £2
2s., G. Underwood (Princess Geneva Fourth). Highly com-
mended : C. A. Barnes (Lady Godiva). Coramenued : C. A.

Barnes (Miss Emily Seventh).

CHANNEL ISLANDS.
Alderney bull over one year old.—First prize, £5 os.. Lord

Chesham (Baron) ; second, £2 2s., C. Kingsley, Boarscroft,

Tring (Rioter).

Cow over three years old.— First prize, £5 5s., Lord Che-
sham ; second, £3 2s., C. A. Barnes (Lady Maiden). Com-
mended: J. H. Barnes, Bushey Grange (Lillie).

Heifer in-milk or in in-calf, under three years old.—^First

prize, £5 5s., J. H. Barnes (Primrose); second, £2 2s., T.

Cottrell, Stanboroughs (Queen of the isles). Commended:
Lord Chesham (H. by Landy) ; J. White, Cashio Bridge
(Dolly Varden).

Heifer under two years old.—First prize, £5 5s., J. H.
Barnes (Violet) ; second, £3 2s., W. McMurray (Glen Chess).

Commended : H. F. Hill, New Hall.

Dairy cow ot 'any breed, over four years old.—First prize,

£5 5s., T. Kingsley (Seraphiue) ; second, £3 2s., J. Dench-
field. Highly commended : T. Kingsley (Seraphine Second).

Commended : J. Denchfleld.

There were also horse, sheep, and pig classes.

NORTH CARDIGANSHIRE ENTIRE HORSE ASSOCIATION.

; The following are " the simple and successful regulations " to

which attention is called in the Report of the Lords'
Committee.]

Rules and Conbitions tor the Stallion Show in
April.

The show shall conimenre at 12 o'clock, by which hour all

horses must be on the ground.

The premiums shall be, for thoroughbred stallion, £-iO ; for

roadster, £30 ; for agricultural, £30.

The committee may empower the judges to award an addi-

tional premium to a second agricultural stallion should the

number of mares entered require it.

No premium shall be awarded without sufficient merit.

The thoroughbred horse shall serve mares at a fee of £3,
the roadster and cart horse at £1 each, and the committee will,

at the end of the season, award a gratvity to the grooms whose
conduct shall have been deserving of it, and if the guaranteed
number of mares has been secured.

A minimum number of mares shfU be guaranteed by the

committee to each horse, viz. :

—

fifty to the thoroughbred,

si:dy to the roadster, and eiyhty to the cart horse.

The maximum number of mares shall be limited at the dis-

cretion of the committee, according to the age and capabilities

of each horse.

All owners of horses competing for the premiums shall, on
or before the day of competition, lodge with the secretaries,

such certificates of the soundness, and of the sfock-yettbig

jiowers of their horses as shall satisfy the judges, aud failing

the production of such certificates, no horse shall be allowed

to compete.

The owners of horses to which premiums shall be awarded
.shall undertake strictly to observe all rules and regulations laid

down by the committee, and shall each severally enter into an
engagement that tiie said horses

—

1. Shall serve no mares other tlian those belonging lo

subscribers to the fund (whose names will be furnished by
the committee), nor exceed the number to which they
sliall be respectively limited.

2. Shall under no circumstances serve at a lower fee

than that specified in each case.

3. Shall attend only at those sltilioiis, and travel only
those routes laid down by the committee.

4. Shall place their horses and grooms under the
orders of the committee from the day of competition, the
thoroughbred until the 7th, and tlie roadster and cart

horses until the 31st of July next.

Any owner failing to observe or in any respect infringing any of
the above regulations, shall forfeit the premium adjudged to his

horse, and shall have no claim upon the committee in respect

of any guarantee or compensation whatever.

Should any horse either from illness or any other cause
become incapacitated and unable to fulfil his engagements, his

owner shall furnish another herse to the satisfaction of the
committee, to travel the district in his stead ; and should any
owner wish to enter his horse at the Royal Agricultural
Society's Show, the committee will, on certain conditions,

arrange that he may do so.

The fees shall be payable to the owners of horses or to their

servants at the termination of the season, and shall be col-

lected by them; and the committee will not hold themselvei)

responsible for the due payment thereof.

The premiums will be paid at the close of the season, upon
due anU faithful fulfilment of the above conditions.

By Order of the Committee,
H. U. Fryer,

"J
Hon. Secretaries

R. Gardiner, > and
J. Pell, \ Treasurers.
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AN EMIGRATION STORY.

If, during the last year or two, any one from beyond the

man''s own rank in life had ventured to caution the agricul-

tural labourer against many of the emigration schemes

afloat, there can be no doubt that such advice would have

been received with something more than suspicion. Very

probably, indeed, the most of it would have been made in

the opposite direction ; and the poor man's advocates have

sho'.vn how we were in manifest fear of losing his services

by thus endeavouring to deter him from bettering his

condition in fai-away countries. It is true that for many

years we have continued to warn the farmers themselves

against the emigration bubbles with which they were

tempted, but we" have hesitated for the reasons already

given to go further, and we now only do so upon the

strength of official authority. Blue Books rarely get

into anything like general circulation, and there is, per-

haps, not an employer of agricultural labour, nor a

labourer himself—more the pity —who has ever come

across a series of reports on English emigration, which

have been got together, and presented to Parliament

during the present year.

The story of an emigration movement to Brazil,

will be found below, and a terrible story this is.

In fact, had any man during the last summer attended

a labourers' meeting and cited the points spoken to

in this report, there can be little question but that he would

have been hooted with indignation out of the assembly.

And yet the story bears upon it the impression of truth,

testified to as this is under oath by the deluded

people themselves. The head-money once gathered,

they were straightway shipped off and left to take

care of themselves in a strange land, where no provi-

sion had been made for their arrival. Under such

circumstances no man is so thoroughly help-

less as the rural labourer. With an experience

which has scarcely carried him beyond his own parish,

with no means and no friends, he stands at the mercy of

people who regard him more as a nuisance than in any

other light. A very different story is this to that told

him on the village green, when a hearty welcome, high

wages, and a comfortable home in a land flowing with

milk and honey were assured him ; whereas in the reali-

zation of the picture he finds himself and his family the

\ictims to privation and disease, with in his extremity

but one prayer on his lips and one hope in his heart, and

that is to be taken back again to "Warwickshire, Leices-

tershire, or Oxfordshire.

We may leave the gentlemen who write these straight-

forward reports to speak for themselves ; but it may be

well to take a word or two from the men—" the short

and simple annals of the poor" indeed. Here is a

copy of the Petition signed by sixty men, as well as

by women and children :
" We, the undersigned

emigrants, take the liberty of making this appeal to you,

as we have been deceived in our expectations. We left

Liverpool 253 strong, after selling our homes and leaving

our employers and employment that had kept us and our

families all our lives, with the full expectation of becom-

ing in time, by industry and economy, independent men.

When we had arrived at Cananea we found the land

swampy, unhealthy, and unfit for cultivation, and no food

fit to keep flesh and blood together ; also sickness broke

out amongst us, which has caused the deaths of twenty-

two children, and four adults. We have from twenty to

thirty sick at the present time, which will result in more
deaths. There is not a man amongst us that is fit for a

day's work, and we believe that the climate of the

country will not agree with our constitutions, and we ask

you in the names of our wives, children, and those that

came with us from Cananea, to send us back to the

land of our birth." Can anything be more touching

or more instructive than this ? After selling our

homes and leaving our emjilopnent that had kept us

and our families all our lives. And for what ?

A swampy and unhealthy land, unfit for cultivation, with

nofood to keep flesh and blood together, sickness break-

ing out, and not a man fit for a day's work. And to whom
is the blame due for this system of slow murder ? Of the

sixty men who went out there were possibly not half a

dozen who would have ever thought or desired to do so, but

for the organized agitation which brought them out and

away from their own cottage doors. We will not go so far

as to say that their " friends" erred wittingly, but they

were at Jeast careless of men's lives ; and if the labourers'

cause was entrusted to their keeping, they should

have made it their duty to have procured far more cer-

tain information as to this promised land of Cananea before

they enticed men to sell their homes and forsake their

livelihoods.

The story, as here told, dates no longer back than the

present year, as it is by no means a solitary case of the

sufl'erings the emigrant labourer has had to endure. It is

not so easy for him to make his voice heard again in Old

England as when he hurrahed for his rights on the green
;

but we believe, if the actual facts were only collected, that

it is not some sixty or seventy men with their families

who are piteously entreating to be " sent back to the land

of their birth," but hundreds or even thousands shipped

off during the last year who are as anxious to return in

bitter repentance of the step which they have taken. And
if ever they do get back and regain the homes they had

sold, there must be more meetings on the green, when
as a duty to his friends and neighbours the weary way-

farer shall tell out the story of what befell him when he

went away to " better himself."

[From a series of Keports presented to Parliament.]

Mr. Piupps to Mr. Mathew.
Rio de Janeiro, Feb. 17, 1873.

Sir,—In compliance with your instructions 1 proceeded on

the 14th instant to Barra de Pirahy and Meudez, in the in-

terior of the province of Rio de Janeiro, to ascertain the pre-

sent condition of the British immigrants in those places, the

treatment they have received since their arrival, and if any

deception has been practised towards them. Before detailing

to you the result of my visit, I propose, in order to make my
narrative clear, to place on record, briefly, the circumstances

wliich 1 believe rendered my visit necessary. Colonization,

as you are aware, is one of the questions of most vital import-

ance in Brazil, and successive admitistralions have naturally

been anxious to promote that object by every means in

their power. Que of the numerous ministers who have

presided over the Department of Agriculture appears to

have issued a general order to the Consuls of Brazil, in

Great Britain, to engage colonists in all parts of the

United Kingdom to proceed to the State colonies, under the

direct control and administration of the Brazilian Government.

Those gentlemen have fulfilled their orders with more zeal

than discretion. They have fallen into hands who under-

took to enlist the best class of English agricultural labourers,

or, ill their default, artizans. Tliese agents, with a view of

establishing their propaganda, seem to have drawn up a pros-

pectus which was printed in England, approved by the con-

suls, and to whicli the " Cliancellor" of the Consulate in Li-

verpool fixed his signature, " by order of" the Brazilian Con-

sul-General. A copy of that document was forwarded to the
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Foreign Office on the 23rd ultimo. Tiie ditTusion of these

documents would seem, at lirst, to liave been attended with
but limited success, and the Qoverumeut officials in Ilio, who
must have been aware of the iusuflicient organization of these
colonies, aud of the inadequate means at their disposal, seemed
not to iiave foreseen the possible intlux of British labourers,

nor to have taken proper measures for preparing the colonies

for the reception of a large number of persons. The strenu-

ous efforts made iu England acliiev«d in May last year a cer-

tain result. Ou the iJyth of that month 113 British subjects

were despatched for Rio, aud forwarded to Canauea, with what
results my report, which you forwarded to the Foreign Office

in January, and the present despatch will testify. The agri-

cultural strike then became a fact ; a large number of agri-

cultural labourers were thrown out of work, either from the

impossibility of sustaining their families with the small wages
which it was in the power of the farmers to give, owing to

the sudden rise not only in the price of coal, but in many
other articles of consumption, or partially owing to the opera-

tions of agitators. It was suddenly found that promises were
not made to unwilling ears, and the Brazilian Consular Ageuts
began to leel that opportunities of distinction were befor

them. They redoubled their ettorts, and travelled about several

counties, especially Dorsetshire, Gloucestershire, and War-
wickshire. The number of persons who have been despatched

from Liverpool since May last amounts to about 1,0U0.

The party who started by the Lusitania, in May last, were

forwarded by the Government to IJananea, in the Province of

San Paulo. The same destination w;is, with few exceptions,

given to those who left England from that time until the 13th

of December. Those who left Liverpool on that day were
sent, on arrival at Rio, to the Colony of Assunguy, in the

Province of Parana ; while those wlio have arrived subse-

quently landed in Rio, after the yellow fever epidemic had
broken out, and were most humanely sent by the Government
to a place called Barra de Pirahy, on the mountains in the

interior of this province, where arrangements were made for

thei'r reception. On proceeding to Barra I found 233 British

immigrants established in some large empty warehouses, en-

gaged for the purpose by a large proprietor of the locality,

Commendador Faro. He had also accommodated, in buildings

of his own, from 400 to 500 Portuguese immigrants. M.
Faro had, with the most laudable motives, proposed to the

Government to receive these persons and to make every

arrangement for their maintenance, the Government being

only bound to repay him for the actual outlay incurred for

food, and for any additional houses he was compelled to rent

for their reception ; ail the expenses for medical attendance

and the general organization falling on him. I cannot speak

too highly of the arrangements in question. Two hundred

and thirty-three English immigrants had been living for nearly

a fortnight there, supplied with the most excellent food, con-

sisting ot fresh meat, rice, potatoes, white bread, aud coffee;

three meals per diem. The families were separated as far as

possible from the single men, and the young women were all

placed in a room apart. With a knowledge of English mode
of life, Senhor Faro had on his own accord even considered it

desirable to give them accommodation superior to that enjoyed

by the Portuguese. I did not hear one word of complaint

from the immigrants of any natiouality as to their treatment

there; all were content. The English were composed prin-

cipally of agricultural labourers from Dorsetshire. They had
been earning there from lOs. to 12s. per week, in many cases

with house free. A few had been earning 20s. to 26s. per week,

bat not in field work. Out of the 233 no less than 70 were young
children. Some few had been suffering from the sudden

change of climate and the heat, but, with the exception of a

child seriously ill with typhus fever, there was no serious sick-

ness. This child, whom I visited twice in the hospital impro-

vised for the occasion, was most carefully treated under the

direct superintendence of Senhor Faro.

The night before leaving Barra I found the immigrants in

a considerable state of excitement. They had been visited by
some of the immigrants returned in a state of misery from the

State Colony of Canauea, to whose condition and history I

shall presently refer. They declared their conviction that they

had been also deceived, and stated that they would refuse to

move unless they were assured that they would get all the

favours promised them. They admitted, however, that they

had as yet nothing to complain of; and I addressed them and
represented to them that, having left their own country

voluntarily for a foreign laad, they had no pecuniary claim on
Her Majesty's Government, but tliat, should they meet with
neglect or ill-treatment, (hey would of course apply to Iler

Majesty's Legation, who would see that they were not ill-

treated. Though I had dilliculty in explaining to them why
the colony was not yet ready to receive them, they, after much
discussion, seemed to concur in the justice of my remarks. 1

must state, however, that I felt little confidence iu their pro-

spects. They had engaged under the promise that they would
find everything in readiness, lots marked out for them, that

their food would be of a description almost unknown to the

country districts here, that £3 19s. 6d. or £2 would be given

to each adult member of their families, and, finally, that they
would receive 2s. per day ' while waiting for their first crops."

This latter promise I cannot find on any paper signed by a
Brazilian official. The other promises have, however, been
kept in few, if any, cases within the last few months. As a
proof of the manner in which this scheme has been
carried out, I must add that the Agent for Colonization,
who is not, however, as his name would indicate,

the agent actually responsible for the organization
of the State Colonies, had admitted to me that
they are not to be sent to a State Colony direct, but to the
port of Antonina, in the province of Parana, whence they
will proceed to the town of Curitiba, the capital, situated 50
miles from tlie sea coast. This distance they would have to
travel on foot, carts, it was expected, being provided for the
women and children. At Curitiba they will have to remain
several weeks without work, no arrangements whatever being
yet made for their reception at the Colony of Assunguy,
situated again 40 miles over either bad or incompleted roads
from Curitiba. The preparations Assunguy were, he said,

however, in progress. Already 312 colonists from England,
who arrived at the end of December and the beginning of
January by the steamer Edinburgh Castle have been sent on
to Curitiba, where they are waiting, without regular work,
until the Colony is ready for them, though some few might, it

was hoped, be employed in the construction of roads. As to
the present proposed expedition, I was informed that direc-
tions had simply been sent to the president a Parana to re-

ceive them, and to expend any money at his disposal. I could
not imagine anything more likely to unsettle these persons,
and utterly .unfit them for their difficulties with which all

immigrants must contend in a strange country, than the vari-

ous changes they will have undergone before arriving at their
final destination. They left England full of confidence; they
have passed most of them through a tedious voyage of six

weeks in the Pacific Company's steamer Santa Rosa, in which
vessel they complain of overcrowding and bad treatment ; they
now have passed nearly a fortnight at Barra with excellent
food and treatment ; after another voyage in a steamer, with
very inferior accommodation, they would have a long journey
on foot, and would find themselves, not at their destination,

but again established temporarily, perhaps for several weeks,
without work, and exposed to all the temptations engendered
by enforced idleness, and with, it might be anticipated, at best
the ordinary food and accommodation provided for negroes.
After I had seen the emigrants returned from Canauea, and
had satisfied myself as to the miserable condition they were
in, and as to the reliability of their statements, and that no
arrangements had been made for their establishment at that
colony, I considered it my duty, as there was no time to com-
municate with you, to address a telegram to the official agent
of colonization, who was then in Rio, protesting strongly
against any more British emigrants being sent to a State
Colony at present, they being contented at Senhor Faro's, and
he ready to keep them longer. I also, at four in the morning
of the 15th instant, addressed to him a private letter to the
same effect, representing the unsettling influence which would
be produced on the emigrants by these continual changes. I

did not, however, as I have already stated, consider that I
ought in any way to destroy the confidence of the immigrants
newly arrived, and to risk their either mutinying, or else, as
they might be disposed to do, leaving the railway station on
their passage through Rio to the steamer awaiting them, and
thus risking infection from the yellow fever, and small-pox

—

epidemics prevailing with such intensity in that city. I pro-
ceeded on the following morning, for the second time, to

Mendez, a station about an hour distant, whither the 166
British emigrants, returned at the expense of the Government
from Cananea, in consequence of the hopeless nature of that
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settlemeut, had beea seut iii order to be free from infection

by yellow fever. Tliis circumstance affords a complete proof,

if any were necessary, of the utter iusutliciency of the Brazilian

system of colonization by Government. The body of einis^rants

were composed, partly of some who hud passed nearly six

raontlis in the colony, having been sent there originally 113

in number, at the beginning of July last, and partly of some

of those who had been seut there in the month of JJecember.

I annex a copy of a petition wiiich I found tliey had sent to

her Majesty's Consulate, Their story may be related in a few

words as follows: I'lom the time of iheir arrival on the 5th

July, until their departure towards the end of January, but

few of them "were placed ou land, few if any lots being ready

for them. Instead of the organization which a perusal of

the prospectus induced them to believe they would find,

there was nothing but disorder. Several of them, as will be

seen from the inclosed depositions and statements they made
to me, took possession of lots, and were anxious to work, but

liad ultimately to labour on the roads to earn ready money,

thirteen liours per day beiug, as I correctly stated in my
previous report, the hours for work. None received the

promised bonus. The enclosed table, which I have drawn up,

shows the amount they earned both in England before start-

ing, and, as they declare, during their whole residence in

Brazil, and also the amount of sickness which prevailed, but

few escaping the small-pox, and a low fever, which would

seem to have been epidemic at Cananea, brought on by damp
and the change of food. Tlie ordinary food of the country

was, it will be seen, somewhat irregularly supplied to them in

most cases, and but few necessary comforts, which might have

saved many lives. As far as I can ascertain, about 20 out of

the 113 died. In December, the other party who made the

deposition enclosed under No. 4- arrived. They found little to

encourage them—no arrangements for their reception ; in-

ferior, and as they declare insufficient, food ; and no comforts

for the sick. They remained only twenty-four days, but no

less than 30 out of the 245 died, in addition to two infants,

who have died since their return. The statement enclosed

under No. 5 specifies the names and ages of the deceased

;

and I thouglit it would be a useful one, as proving that the

mortality was not confined to infants, who often, I believe,

suffer among emigrants after long voyages. The Government

Commissioner made not the slightest difficulty about sending

them back to Rio at their own request ; and on the 27th

January a considerable number embarked in company with

most of the survivors of the 113 who had arrived in July.

Many others have during the last few months left the colony

independently. The appearance of the whole body of emi-

grants was melancholy in the extreme. Most of them bore

the traces of the infectious disorders they had contracted, or

were much attenuated. The children were nearly all of them

covered with eruptions or scabs. Thirty-six out of the 166

were in hospital with fevers more or less serious, and many
children with small-pox, not however of a severe nature. It

was the exception to find a family of which some member had

not died ; and perhaps the most melancholy case was that of

Mrs. Bayliss (Enclosure 8). There was a doctor, and fair

hospital arrangements, but at least two children in the com-
mon room were beyond treatment, and had the hand of death

already upon them. Many of the older residents from Ca-

nanea were in rags and barefoot ; aud at my request whatever

they required was promised to them. Tlie general arrange-

ments for their comfort at Mendez were satisfactory ; and

though the lodging was inferior to that at Barra, the best

arrangements possiblff had been made by the Government
official, Mr. Slaughter. This report to the Government (en-

closed), though without details, goes far to corroborate wliat

I have narrated. M. Galvao, the official Ageut for Coloniza-

tion and President of the Commission for tlie Reception of

Immigrants, during the prevalence of ihe epidemic had ar-

rived at Mendez to meet me, and the statements enclosed and
signed I had elicited from the emigrants in his presence. He
was most anxious to arrive at the truth, and we both cross-

questioned them, but without shaking their testimony. 1 de-

voted my attention specially to ascertaining exactly what in-

ducements had been held out. The statement of Mrs. Bayliss,

signed by other emigrants from Gloucester, presents an illus-

tration. Having obtained Ihe above particulars, I next
devoted my attention to seeing what measures could be taken
for the benefit of the emigrants, not only those who had
returned from Cananea, but those newly arrived ; and I

found Senhor Galvao most anxious to meet my views, as

indeed might have been expected from such a con-

scientious and high-minded ofilcial. I suggested tiiat a

Mr. Ciiicy a United States' citizen, who had succeeded in

gaining as interpreter the confidence of the emigrants at

Barra, should be sent in charge of them to Curitiba, and
should be given full powers to make any requisitions to the

local authorities necessary for their proper treatment; that au

adequate sum of money sho'dd be placed at his disposal; and
filially that, as the Government was unable to fulfil its con-

tract to send t'lem to a State Colony at once, they should

meet, until that promise cou'.d be kept, with treatment exactly

similar to that they experienced at Senhor Faro;s. With re-

gard to the emigrants returned from Cananea, I declared that

in view of their statements in M. Galvao's presence, they

ought to be placed in the position from which they had been

taken, and sent back to England. He was at first most un-

willing to entertain the idea ; but he represented finally that

they had proposed in their petition the alternative of pro-

ceeding to the United States, which was a course which he

appeared, for obvious reasons, more ready to urge on the

Government; and he also considered that some distinction

might be made between those who had passed some time at

Cananea witliout satisfactory results, and those who after only

a short residence had been taken away from that colony. I

did not consider that I could without consulting you make
any objection to this latter limitation, but I insisted tliat Mrs.

Bayliss, wiio had lost her husband, and who would be unable

to provide for her own support, should be given, as I had

promised her, a free passage with her family to Gloucester.

This M. Galvao also agreed to urge on the Minister of Agri-

culture; and immediately on my return to Rio this morning,

that gentleman called on me and stated that the Minister had

at last consented to carry out all that I had proposed with

regard to the newly-arrived colonists destined for Assunguy
;

that a considerable additional sum had been (.placed at the dis-

posal of the President for their benefit (£3,000) ; that the

emigrants v/lio had resided some time at Cananea, and who
had returned, should be sent at the Governmeut expense ';o

the United States ; and that Mrs. Bayliss and her family

should be sent home. The other emigrants at Mendez will, I

anticipate, cause much trouble, as they steadily refused any

offers made in ray presence for their re-settlement in Brazil

under any conditions whatsoever after the deceptions they

have met with ; and he hopes to be able to carry out my wish

that, if possible, they also should be sent to another country.

He also hopes that those who start for the United States will

be granted some sum to begin upon their arrival there. Two
hundred and seventeen of the emigrants from Barra passed

through Rio this morning en route for Curitiba, three families

who were desirous of remaining having been established at

my request by M. Faro, ou a system to which I referred in ray

Report on Colonization. Such, sir, after a careful examina-

tion, is the history of this unfortunate proceeding, which has

brought misery and death on so many of Her Majesty's sub-

jects. I have, &c., (Signed) E. C. H. Phipps.

P.S. I inclose an additional copy which i have obtained of

the prospectus issued by the Brazilian Consulate-General.

. E. C. H. P.

Petition addressed ly the liandgrants returned from Cananea,

and noiv at Mendez, Brazil, sent to Consulate.

Jilendez, February 11, 1873.

Sir,—We, the undersigned emigrants, take the liberty of

making this appeal to you, as we have been deceived in our

expectations. We left Liverpool 253 strong, after selling our

homes and leaving our employers and employment that

had kept us and our families all our lives, with the full

expectation of becoming in time by industry and economy

independent men. When we had arrived at Cananea we
fnund the land swampy, unhealthy, and unfit for cultivation,

and no food fit to keep flesh and blood together ; also sick-

ness broke out amongst us, which has caused the deaths of

twenty-two children, and four adults. We have from twenty

to thirty sick at the present time, which will result in more

deaths. There is not a man amongst us that is fit for a day's

work, and we believe that the climate of the country will not

agree with our constitutions, and we ask yon in the names of

our wives, children, and those that came with us from Cananea,

to send us back to the land of our birth.

Praying that you will grant our request. We remain, &c.,

(Signatures follow, sixty men, with women, and children.)
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Four original (leposilioits made nt Meiule: it/ EiiyHnh emi-

grants, resident during over si.c months nt tlic Brazilian

State Colony of Cananen, as to llteir experiences and d'Tiim-

stances of eagagemenl.

Thomas Fell left Liverpool on 29th May by the Lusitauia,

engaged by the Brazilian Consul-General to proceed to the

State Colony of Cauanea, in Brazil. Fell was a farm la-

bourer, earning 16s. per week at Napton, Warwicksii ire, under

Mr. Alsopp, a farmer. lie then was employed for two years

at the Flugijy llailway Station, earning £1 per week. On a

visit to his home at Napton he was induced to come to South

America, ou the assurance that he would cam in agricultural

vyork Ss. 6d. to os. a day, and would be housed. Ou arriving

at B.io Janeiro he passed three weeks at the Government
Hospederia, wliere he was well treated. He then proceeded

to Cananea, where, at the House of Reception for Immigrants,

he was compelled with the others who accompanied liini to

lay ou the floor, and was fed on " carue secca," black beans,

rice, and bread. There they remained from about the 5th

July till October. Shortly after iheir arrival they looked at

some land, for which they drew' lots, but were never told to

occupy it or placed in possession of it. Fell's wife and child

were very ill during that time. Mrs. Fell liad tiic small-pox,

from which she recovered, but she ultimately died on the 3rd

of September, and liis child died ou the lltli of September of

exhaustion and want of food, they being unable to eat the

food offered to them. In October he worked ou the Govern-
ment roads at 1 dollar 200 reis per diem, when it was fine

weather, with the food above-mentioned ; but on the wet days

he had to support himself. Major Leitao C'unha, tlie Govern-
ment Commissioner, on his arrival at Cananea in January, ou
their request to be removed, said it was no use their staying

there, and tliat they must return to Rio, where something

would be done for tliem. They consequently returned toge-

ther with Fell with their own consent. Neither Article VI.,

nor any other articles of the printed prospectus issued by the

Brazilian Consul-General, with regard to the occupation of

land were fulfilled, nor did they ever receive any of the food

which was promised them on tlic prospectus.

(Signed) Thomas Fell.
Sworn before me, this loth day of February, 1873, at

Mendez, in the Province of Rio J aueiro.

(Signed) E. C. H. Phipps, Second Secretary in Her
Majesty's Diplomatic Service.

Thomas Pitham was engaged under the same circumstances

as Thomas Fell. He was working at Bilton, in Warwick-
shire, at 15s. per week, and two quarts of beer per day, and
induced to come out on the promise that he would earn 2s.

per diem for working on his own land, and all seeds, &c., re-

quired for his first crop. None of the promises made on the

prospectus were kept. Pitham's experiences were the same as

those of Fell, and his wife and his two children died at

Cananea of e.ihaustion and want of food, or, as he stated,

pined away. (Signed) Thomas Pitham.
Sworn before me this 15th day of February, at Mendez, in

the Province of Rio Janeiro.

(Signed) E. C. H. Phipps, Second Secretary in Her
Majesty's Diplomatic Service.

James Dawkins, working in Leicestershire at 13s. per

week : He arrived in Brazil with £5 in his possession by the

Lusitania on June 3, but he has spent it for his sustenance,

and has also sold his clothes. He was ill three months from

small-pox and fever. He cleared four acres of land at Cananea
and built a house, during whicli time he had no food supplied

to him ; nor was he given any seeds while ou liis land. He
has earned 14 railreis since he has been in Brazil.

(Signed) James Dawkins, his X mark.
Sworn before me at Mendez, Province of Rio Janeiro, ou

the 15th February, 1873.

(Signed) E. C. H. Phipps, Second Secretary ia Her
Majesty's Diplomatic Service.

Edward Capel, who was earning 12s. per week in Oxford-

shire, came to Cananea witli his wife and three children,

having left England on 13th May. He reached Cananea on
the 19t]i of June, and was placed oi his lot three weeks after

arrival. There was a hut open at each end and covered with
leaves on his land. In it he lived ten weeks, with John
Carter, their wives and children, being occupied during that

time in clearing land. He was supplied with provisions at a

store about \\ miles distant from his land, and four days out

of every seven were occupied in journeys to this store, where

lie was kept hours waiting, and returned, sometimes with food,

sometimes without. When his land was cleared no seeds were

given to him, and he had no money to buy any ; aud Mr,
Miller, the director, told him his laud was unfitted for liim,

and that he would give him better land. He was not, however,

given any other land, and went in October to work in the roads

with eight others at 1 dol. 600 reis per diem, no provisions

being given to him. In consequence of the wet weather, he

only worked three days a week from 5.30 in tlie morning till

6.30 in the evening. He never received the £2 19s. 6d. pro-

raised in the prospectus. Nor does he know any of the immi-

grants who received the money. (Signed) Edward Capel.

Sworn before me, at Mendez, Brazil, this 15th day of

February, 1873.—(Signed) E. C. H. Phipps, Second Secretary

in Her Majesty's Diplomatic Service.

Statement op Experiences op British Families

Resident at Cananea, Brazil, por Six Months.

Name of

Head of

Family.

c.S

^ a r,

'hi

bJo

bo *
I

Remarks.

c«
i

W. Malin...

J. Timsou...

C. Hawkins,

T. Pitham...

T.Fell..

T.Smith ...

A. Cooke ...

J. Dawkins

C. Elliot ...

E, Jew

J. Carter ..

E. Capel ..

i

Milreis.

2'ls. 6d. ' 30 I Was never placed on land ;

came witii £5 or £6 ; wife

and child had fever se-

verely ; had the fever him-
self.

15s. i3 Never received any land; wife

had sraall-pox ; lost two
children out of five.

13s. ;30 or 40 Laid up for six weeks witli

fever ; wife and children

all had small-pox ; states

they had been vaccinated.

15s. 30 or 80 Wife had small-pox and fever;

and beer. wife and two children died;

had no proper care or

nourishmeut.

£0s.
i

26 Wife and child died ; sraall-

pox, and then after reco-

very, exhaustion and want
of food.

16s. 20 Had fe?er for seven weeks

;

and house also wife and child laid up
with fever; worked on land,

hut had to work on roads

for a living.

18s. lOd. 20 Had small-pox aud the fever
;

(on rail- states that he worked on a

way), i lot and on roads ; that 19
milreis are owiug to him.

13s.
I

14 Had small-pox and the fever

three months ; wife and two
children had fever out of

five children in all.

lis. |30 to 40 Wife had small-pox and fever;

one child living, aud one
died ot fever and want; had
fever himself.

30 Had fever for seven weeks
;

begun working on a lot

;

ultimately worked on roads.

Daughter had fever and died
;

worlied on a lot, but left it,

being given no seeds ; was
ill with fever.

|40 or 50 Worked on land aud then on
roads.

14s.

12s.

and beer,

12s

Note.—^The above particulars were given in answer to

questions addressed by me to the persons above stated. This does

not comprise the whole number of emigrants, some being ab-

sent and some in hospital,—E, C, P.
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ANCIENT FARMING CUSTOMS.
BY A. C. CAMERON, M.A., TARISH SCHOOLMASTER, FETTERCAIRN.

la order to treat of the ancient farminff castoms in Scot-

land, it may be proper, in the first place, to state some leading

fads in relation to the earlier history of agriculture, and there-

after to notice briefly a few of the customs formerly practised,

but now discontinued in the different departments of farming,

and in connection with the various appliances for the cultiva-

tion of the soil.

1. Then, as to the history of agriculture, it may be granted

tliat little is known of the time previous to the Roman inva-

sion, even although Csesar and otherVriters inform us that, in

addition to the wild huntsmen of the woods, and the herds-

men who lived upon the milk and flesh ot their cattle, there

existed, along the south and east coasts of our island a class

of men who tilled the soil, kept flocks and herds, and who,
for the sake of mutual defence, resided together in hamlets
or villages.

But their liusbandry must have been of the rudest kind,

until their conquerors tlie Romans, who invariably improved
tbe lands they conquered, taught thera the practice of better

methods. And the Saxon princes, who succeeded in the fifth

century, and extended their sway northwards to tlie Forth, en-

acted laws for the better cultivation of tbe soil, the pasturing

of cattle, and the destruction of wild beasts ; but as to the

effect of these laws in Scotland we are left to doubt until the

eleventh century, when the Norman conquest drove many of

tbe Saxons to seek refuge and to settle under Malcolm Kan-
more. They introduced the system of dividing estates into

hiJamls and ontlaiuJs. The inlands lay round about the pro-

prietors' houses, and were cultivated by slaves. The outlands
lay at a distance, and were rented by the ceorh or farmers of
the period, who were generally freemen, altliough bound to

render military service as well as rent for their lioldings.

Rents were paid in cattle and in all kinds of produce. By
the Scoto-Irish these payments in kind were called can, or

cettiiinath, a good-will offering, whence comes our modern term
kniie, to be afterwards noticed. These Celtic tribes possessed

some knowledge of agriculture, even as early as tlie sixth cen-

tury, for Chalmers and others, who have recorded the deeds of
St. Columba and the monks of lona, assert tiiat these pious

men cultivated their fields, laid up corn in their garners, lived

by their labour, and continued for ages to be tbe chief im-
provers and instructors of the people. Under the Celtic

system of government, which continued till the time of Mal-
colm Kanraore, the succession was regulated by the law of
tanistry, by which the man who was judged to be the best,

either in the family or the tribe of the king or chief, became
successor. Ilis dignity was supported by voluntary coutribu-

lions of cattle and goods. The sons of the chief had the

lauds divided amongst them, while the daughters' portion con-
sisted of spreidh or cattle. When justice was dispensed at

tlie mote hillock, the off'enders paid their fines in cattle ; and
so late as the reign of William the Lion, it was enacted that

twenty-nine cows and one young cow should be the fine im-
posed for the crime of manslaughter. The royal revenues
down to the time of Robert tlie Bruce were also paid in cattle.

But under the feudal system adopted by the Scoto-Sasons,
tlie lenants of the outlands were freemen ; while the in-

lands, as already stated, were cultivated by bondsmen or
slaves, who are described in the chartularies as villani,

fiif/itivi, iialivi, cottarii, &c., as well as cumerlachs, from their

wailings and distress. In times of famine, many sold them-
selves into slavery to escape starvation. These slaves were
tbe property of their masters as much as the cattle or the
laud

; and if oppression forced them to flee, they could be
reclaimed and punished. Kings and nobles made grants of
them, with the lands, to the monks and to each other. The
state of Scotland was comparatively prosperous down to the
end of the thirteenth century, and laws were enacted for the
good of agriculture. In a Parliament held at Scone in 1214.,
it was resolved that every farmer, possessing four oxeu or
more, should plough his land and begin fifteen days before
Candlemas

; while every one with less than four, that could
not plough, should delve as much land as would be sulficient

to grow corn for himself and his family, or forfeit his oxen to

the king. This law, as well as one passed for the destruction

of pernicious weeds, continued in force till tlie union of the

two kingdoms. In tliese early times the luonlis, as above
stated, were the chief improvers. Many of them had learned

the ait of farming in more highly-favoured countries. They
cleared the forests, in which there roamed bears, wolves, boars,

and white cattle ; they enclosed and drained their lands, and
constructed roads and bridges. Upon the lands so cleared,

they erected clusters of houses for the husbandmen and cot-

tars, to whom in course of time they granted leases, which,
according to Chalmers, are the earliest on record. After tiie

deatli of A exander III. in 1286, the wars with the English

desolated the country and brought misery upon the people.

The forests were laid bare to such an extent that, according to

Pinkerton, tbe poor were in some places supplied with coals at

the church doors. Agriculture declined, and the land value

fell from £35,300 in 1286, to £23,105 in 1366.

In these lawless ages famine and pestilence occurred very

frequently and thinned the ranks of the people. The season

of 1314 was cold and wet. The corn failed and rotted ; dis-

ease and death followed to such an extent that the dead lay

unhurried. A season of like distress came round in 1424,

when James I. enacted laws against the hoarding of grain, and
for the protection of young trees from the people who stripped

ofl' the bark for food. Again, in 1440 and 1482 the people

suffered. The dearth and famine of 1680 and 1681 were long

remembered, and multitudes died for want. Many suffered

also in 1740-41. And coming nearer our own time, the cold

and wet summer, with frost and snow in harvest, of 1782,
caused much distress, especially in the north of Scotland,

which, however, was greatly alleviated by supplies of peasmeal
sent to the Highlands at the expense of Government. In
those times of scarcity, shell-fish, salted snails, nettle-broth,

and blood drawn daily from the cattle, eked out the food sup-

ply of the Highlanders during the summer months.

But to recur to the state of the country in the fifteenth

century, it is plain that agriculture was neglected. For James
I. also enacted that every man possessed of eight oxen and a

plough, and every landowner, should each of them sow not
less than a firlot of wheat, half a firlot of peas, and forty

beans ; and tliat every man, with neither ox or plough, should

daily dig forty-nine square feet of land. The barons were
enjoined, but very much in vain, to respect the contracts ex-

isting with their tenants.' Disobedience to these laws, and the

recurrence of famine as above noticed, led James II. to re-

enact the sames measures as well as others for the destruction

of wild animals, wolves, foxes, and fowls of re'ijf (birds of

prey) ; also for the protection of certain animals as game, and
the improvement of the lands and moors, by planting trees

and hedges, and sowing broom for shelter and fuel. From the

records of the following century, we infer that Scottish agri-

culture, instead of improving, became more and more de-

pressed.

Lord Binning, in his complaint to James VI., about 1585,

relates that " in all parts of the countrie ttiere were treasons,

murthours, burnings, thefts, reiffs, herschips (plundering ex-

peditions), houghing of horses and oxen, breaking of milnes

and ploughs, destroying of corn, and all sorts of barbarities,

no place or person being excinetl or inviolable." It was of no
avail that the king enacted laws for the suppression of such

crimes. The oppressi. is of Border reivers, of Highland
chiefs, and even of sheriffs and magistrates, as well as of local

lords and barons, kept the country iu a continual state of dis-

order. The Border reivers practised their daily stourthrief

(plunder) of horses, cattle, and sheep, and " stole not only the

cattle and the crops, but even the land itself." The Highland
chiefs and their ceatharns (strong men) " rushed down tlie

vales," often by the light of the Michaelmas moon, to carry

off cattle, provisions, and all things useful and moveable from

those who did not pay the annual tribute of black mail to

secure their property. This state of matters continued till

the middle of last century, when Government adopted stringent
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measures to suppress all such lawleps proceedings. Tlie

abolition of heritable jurisdictions in the Highlands about

1747, arrested many old and pernicious practices and cus-

toms.

So long as the administration of justice was vested in the

barons and landowners, oppression and violence continued.

The peasantry were kept in a state of dependence—they held

their farms at the will of tiie proprietor, were obliged to serve

him on all occasions, and do his work to the neglect of their

own. They had, therefore, no encouragement to improve the

soil, being maintained more for increasing the retinue and

power of the barons, and were no better than serfs. The
wars and troubles of the seventeenth century made matters

worse. Heavy taxes and fines were laid by the Government
upon the landowners, while they in their turn oppressed their

tenants ; many were reduced to beggary, and the wiiole nation

was impoverished. Land decreased in value, and much of it

lay waste for want of occupants. The condition of Scotland

had sunk so low at the time of the Union, that her whole
revenue did not exceed £130,000. But after the Uuion settle-

ment the leading proprietors of the country turned their

attention to agriculture, and in 1723 they formed thtraselves

iuto an agricultural society. One of their most active mem-
bers, Cockhuru of Oi miston, observing the evils of tenancy at

will, and tlie need of forming an independent or middle class

of farmers, introduced the system of long leases, which system

became pretty general throughout the Lowlands, and which,

in the main, has been the chief means of raising Scotland to

her present liigh position as an agricultural nation. It has

afi'orded her sons time and means for the study and practice of

agriculture. The Highland Society, instituted in 1784', the

Board of Agriculture, formed chiefly by the exertions of Sir

John Sinclair in 1793, and the many local societies which
followed, have wrought mighty changes in the rural economy
of the kingdom. By the reclamation of vast tracts of moor,
marsh, and waste land ; by the formation of roads, railways,

and other means of communication ; and by the application

of better methods of culture, the art of farming has made
very rapid progress, and the value of land and the rental of

the country have increased to an extent that would appear quite

incfedible to the men of former generations. That these satis-

factory results have been obtained through the abandonment
of ancient customs, and the adoption of better methods, will

appear in the second part of this paper.

2. The customs formerly practised in connection with farm-

ing may be noticed under the heads of Tenancy or Occupation,

and Management or Husbandry. Of the manner in which

land was held previous to the twelfth century little is known.
At that period the monks granted leases of the lands to their

men, who resided in clusters of huts close to the monasteries

;

while the pasture ground and woodlands were held in com-

mon, upon which liorses, cows, sheep, and especially swine,

were kept in a wild state. In addition to the granting of

leases, the right of possession was also given by the owners

of cattle, grain, and other stock, upon condition of annual

returns of the produce, and a stipulation that the whole

should be restored at the end of the stated term. This system

was termed steelbow, which is derived from steal (Saxon), a

station, and bo (Gaelic), a habitation. It has continued in a

few instances to the present day, and can only be considered

as a necessary evil ; for its operation in former times was at-

tended by many and grievous abuses, for the landlord could at

any time deprive his tenant ot the whole stock, however much
it might have been improved. A class of occupiers on the

steelbow principle existed in Roxburghshire about 130 years ago,

who occupied out or led farms like the metayers of Fraijce, or

the half-foot tenants of the Hebrides, and who paid as rent

one-third or one-half of all the produce to a middleman hold-

ing the lands of the proprietor, and supplying a pari or the

whole of the stock. From this teind or impost they were

called teinders or thirders. They were also bound to render

all manner of services, and at all seasons, to their master upon

his home farm. At a later period, the mailers of Ross-shire,

as described by Sir John Sinclair, were tradesmen who built

their huts on the edge of a moor or common, and reclaimed

an acre or two of the land, sufficient to keep a cow and a

horse, and for which they paid no rent during the first seven

or ten years of the lease. He calls them the " aborigines of

improvement," but blames them for carrying off turf and other

people's soil to mix with their own. Reference has been

already made to the enactments of James I. and James II.

for the protection in their leases of the " puir tenants thtlt la-

bour the grund," but of these leases and their conditions little

can be stated. Land being of little value, it was obtained

upon easy terms ; and written leases were not common, as the

old Scottish custom, at the concluding of bargains, was " to

wet thumbs and then rap them." In the early part ot last

century many liferents and perpetual leases were granted, thus

accounting for the numerous small freehold properties which
now exist in some of the midland counties of Scotland. The
tenants of the soil in former times had many burdens laid

upon them, which are now for the sake of improvement very

properly abolished. Besides the stated annual rents, the pro-

pri''tors exacted grassum, which was a fine laid upon tenants

at entry, when, of all other times, they were least able to pay

any extra impost, and the new holdings stood most in need of

replenishing. It impoverished many tenants during the whole

period of their leases, and in tlie long run reduced the pro-

prietor's rents. The poems of Sir David Lindsay and others,

in the sixteenth century, are full of allusions to the cruelty of

lords and barons, who exacted " great grassum" and " double

mail" of their " puir tenants." In the Edzell leases, executed

about 1674 and in years following, the grassum paid by each

tenant at every five years' renewal of his tack amounted gene-

rally to one year's money rent. The payment of kam or can

originated at a very early period, and before money came much
into use. Cattle were the earliest medium of payment, and
ceann (Gaelic) or can means a head of cattle. In the Cartu-

laries it is also called cunvefh (good-will offering). King
David grauted to the monks of Kelso, Scone, &c., the tenth of

his can of cheese from the different manors ; to the monks of

Dunfermline, the tenth of the produce of his breeding mares

in the forests of Five, and a like can to the prior and canons

of Restinotii from the forests of Forfarshire. The monks re-

ceived swine as part of their cunveth from their tenants ; and
Malcolm IV. gave the monks of Scone ten hens as can from

each ploughland at the feast of All Saints. The abbot of

Kelso, however, paid a halfpenny (Scots) for every hen he re-

ceived from the houses of his hamlets. The " Complaint of.

Scotland," printed at St. Andrews in ISiS, sets forth the state

of the peasantry under the exactions of the proprietors, in

these terms—"My corns and my cattle are reift frae me.
. . . There is naetliing on the labourers of the grund

but aiage (servitude for tillage), carage (servitude for carrying

goods), taxation, violent spulzie, and all sorts of adversitie."

At a later period, and even down to the end of last century,

especially iu the Highlands, the tenants of a proprietor paid

their rents chiefly in kind, viz., in grain, meal, live stock, or

other produce. Money rent generally formed but a small part

of the amount, much to their mutual disadvantage. Kain and
customs (as these extra payments were called), as well as the

services of men, horses, and oxen were rigidly exacted till a

very recent period. In some districts the tenth part of the

farm produce was taken. Generally it was a certain number
of animals, as sheep and lambs, or fowls and chickens ; a

quantity of produce, as butter, cheese, eggs
;

part of the pro-

duce manufactured, as woollen and linen yarn cloth, hair and
straw ropes, in some instances whisky ; and, in short, a part

of every article raised on the farm. The services rendered by
tenant farmers were often so unlimited as to occupy the most
of their time, and cause their own work to be neglected.

They had to till, dung, sow, and harrow the proprietor's farm
in spring ; to cast, win, and drive home a quantity of peats

;

to drive coals and lime, and to weed the crops in summer ; to

mow and secure the hay, to cut the com and cart it to the

yard in harvest ; to thrash out and carry the grain to the mill

or the market ; to thatch the houses, and to collect manure
in winter , in a word, to do all the proprietor's work, and act

as slaves. At the death of a tenant, the proprietor was
allowed, by an old law, to take the best horse, cow, or other

animal, or article, in the widow's or the children's possession.

This was called herezeld, or in England the " manorial claim."

The custom was abandoned in Inverness-shire about 1738.
Smithy tiow or rent was charged by some proprietors, audeveu
yet the tenants upon some estates are bound to drive the

smithy coals, as well as an annual supply for the mansion
house, and likewise to cart stones, lime, wood, and other ma-
terials for the erection or repair of parochial buildings. The
sooner that these and all other bondages are commuted iulo

money the better ; landlords on the one hand, and tenants on
the other, would really know the actual amount of their

mutual obligations. Another ancient custom, which directly
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affected the interests of laudlonl and tenant, and wliicli, until

its abolition by law in 179f), caused many disputes, was mill

thirlagp. Bei'ore Ihe introduction of water mills, when the
quern or the simple htddJi^ mill, still to be seen in some remote
districts, ground all the corn, and before the later invention

of barley mills, when the mortar and mcU were used to

"knock the bear" and prepare a quantity day by day for the

family kail pot ; and also before the time when division of
labour was introduced into the work of the farm, as well as

into other departments of human industry, each family had to

manufacture its daily supply of food and other necessaries

from the produce of the farm. But when mills were erected

by proprietors upon tlieir estates, the tenants became bound
to pay so much grain or meal, often one-tenth of the whole
grain on the farm, as mill tax or iiiuUure, for the grinding of
their corn. This tax had to be paid, very generally, even for

the grain which was not milled, and in all cases the tenants
of the suJcen or astricted lands were taxed although they
carried their corn to any other mill to be ground. They were
also bound, on some estates, to keep the mills in repair and
pay for new fittings, as well as turn out in a body to roll home
a new millstone, as the ways and means of carriage now avail-

able were not then known. One more custom, now properly
abandoned, may be noticed as a burden upon the farmers of
former times, viz., the practice of turning out on so many days
of the year to make and mend the roads o( the district. The
commutation of this labour has tended to a migiity improve-
ment of all roads, and the advantage of all concerned. 13efore

passing to take notice of customs formerly practised in con-
nection with management of husbandry proper, the old divi-

sions of land may be briefly noticed. The monks divided their

lands into caniaites, locates, or o.i-fjates, hiisbandlnnds, roods,

&c. The davocli, from damk (ox), and ochd (eight), was used
in the Highlands, and was supposed to be equal to ihecarucafc
or eight oxfjuiigs, the number being assigned to each plough.
The "Regiam Majestatem" extended the davoch to four ploughs
or thirty-two oxgangs, equal to 416 Scots acres. The term
acre was applied only in the sense of field or piece of land.
In the north and west of Scotland, lands were also named
from their value in money. They were so named likewise in

the Central Highlands. Upon the Menzies estates, in Perth-
shire, the arable ground of a certain district was known by
the name of the " eight mark land ;" other two farms, con-
tiguous to each other, were called the " Meikle-mark" and
" Little-mark." The term " half-mark" was also used to
designate so much land in the same quarter. A doubt exists

as to the extent of land comprised under the Xtxmmark; if

the fields were divided and named upon the principle of money
value, their extent in marks would differ in different districts.

It is to be inferred that all the land of the estates upon which
these names occur was originally divided in the same manner,
though divisions and marches in old times were curiously
effected, roughly defined, and quaintly recorded. The " riding"
or " reddin" (clearing up) of the marches was an expedition
undertaken at long intervals of time, or when occasion re-
quired, by proprietors and tenants who inarched along the
boundaries in order to fix the lines whose position had become
doubtful ; and the odd custom of whipping a number of boys
at particular points along these lines, to make them recollect
the very spots all the better when they became old men, was
regularly practised. Under the head of Husbandry or General
Management the old methods of tillage and cropping may be
first taken up and discussed. We are informed by Cicsar and
Pliny that the art of tilling and manuring the soil was known
in Britain before the Roman invasion. And from the cartu-
laries we find that the monks were very successful farmers :

that they raised good crops of oats as their principal grainj
also of barley, wheat, beans, peas, and lint to some extent

;

and that they reared large numbers of horses, cattle, sheep,
swine, and poultry. But it was only the land which lay round
about and close to the monastries that was thus cultivated.
The greater part of the country was unimproved ; and so it
continued through many centuries, until freedom from wars and
internal troubles, afforded time and leisure for the cultivation
of the soil. So long as men were insecure in their holdings,
they went about their work under a state of fear and un-
certainty, and only for the supply of their most pressing wants.
Ihis want of security induced farmers and crofters to live to-
gether, lor the sake of mutual defence, in farhi hamlets and
villages, to till their fields on the rnnrig or nmdah system
and graze their cattle together. They drove them out every

morning, generally in charge of a herd, to the common or the

hill, to pick up a scanty supply, and return in the evening
more fatigued than filled with food. This was the state of

matters in East Lothian till 1723, in other counties till 1750,
and throughout the Highlands till a much later period. The
infields were cropped alternately with oats and barley, the

latter receiving all the dung. Peas were sometimes sown in-

stead of either crop to keep down weeds. The outfields at a

distance from the houses were sown with successive crops of

oats, so long as they pro luced two or three returns of the

seed, and they were then allowed to rest for a few years in

rotation as folding ground for the cattle. Before the middle
ol last century, the custom prevailed throughout the north-

east of Scotland of breaking up such fields and applying lime

in large quantities, in order to obtain a long succession of corn

crops. The writer of the " Bauffshire Survey" mentions three

fields that had been treated in this manner, and carried re-

spectively 12, 14, and 19 successive crops of oats. The till-

ing of tlie infields, outfields, liaiighs, and lairjhs was made the

subject of a treatise by a small society of farmers in Buchaii

about 1735. This society was patronised by the leading

county gentlemen of Aberdeenshire and other eminent men in

Scotland. The customs they practised in tilling their fields

appear very odd in the light of modern times. They divided

their infields into—1, bear-land; 2, hear-root ; and 3, ^^«;--

awal ; or respectively bear crop, oats alter bear, and oats

again as the third crop. The field for bear crop got two
ploughings, and the second was made very ehh (shallow) for

the sake of the dung, which was spread on the surface before

the second ploughing and the sowing of the seed, which had
been steeped and sprung like malt. The dung had to be pre-

pared during winter, by mixing it in the " sink of the office-

houses" with turf from the pastures. For the first oat crop

the field must be ploughed " deep and tight" to keep down
weeds. For the second oat crop the same kind of ploughing
was prescribed. But the weeds, which had to be harrowed
down, even in the first year, after the "stocking of the bear;"
and in the second year with " iron-toothed harrovvs which did

less skaith," gi-ew so rank in the third year's briard that in

addition to a good harrowing they were cropped in the end of

May by cattle with good teeth " to cut cleverly." Old and
ill-mouthed beasts pulled up the briard, and horses when put
on must be tethered. When wild oats over-topped the corn,

they were cropped with a reaping-hook. If the field under
this treatment failed to produce a crop, it was folded for five

years, then ploughed " ebb and tight" for oats, but deeper and
deeper every year afterwards for the same crop in succession,

and when it ceased to carry it was again tilled for bear. Out-
fields were treated by either of three methods, viz., by folding,

fallowing, or dunging. The field to be folded or tothed

(manured with cattle), was first surrounded by a dyke of turf

from its own surface. It was next folded, and then levelled to

its original surface before the first " ebb" ploughing for oats.

The succeeding oat crops were to have deeper ploughings, as

before stated. For clay soils, " white" oats were recom-
mended ; for dry soils, " small" oats ; for mixed soils, " mixed"
oats ; and for wet soils, " barley corn," a kind of oats whose
meal tasted like barley. When an outfield was fallowed or

fauched, it got two ploughings—one in winter or spring and
another in September. After a successive cropping of oats, it

was allowed to rest for six or seven years, especially if the soil

was watery, " cold, or cankered." When an outfield got dung-
ing (which operation was rare), a compost from the " sink"

was spread over it in autumn, and only ploughed in during
winter. Hawjlis were called also " champion" fields, and lay

alongside of some water. After lying five or six years in

grass, they were ploughed and sowed with successive crops of
" homel" oats. If folding did not suit, dyking and subsequent

levelling on ecery ridge was applied before the ploughing.

Laiglis (lowlands) were fields improved from mosses by the

burning or clearing away of the surface. On these fields the

different kinds of oats already noticed were sown for five or

six years in succession, but a kind called " broked" oats vity^i

considered most suitable. Rules were also laid down for the
" posture ol ridges" on different kinds of soils, whether wet
or dry. In reading over the rules of this society, we cannot

fail to be struck with the fact that artificial drainage, a proper

stirring up ot the soil, and a regular rotation of crops, which
may in our day be regarded as the first principles of good
farming, were then wholly unknown and undiscovered. At
that period, too, much of the land lay in a state of marsh and
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waste, and wliere we now find fertile and well-tilled fields there

were tracts of rich soil covered with broom, furze, and indi-

genous produce, interspersed with bogs and pools, in which
the cattle stuck when turned out loan aiid weak at the end of

winter. Except in East Lothian and in a few other districts

of Scotland, there was little imp'overaent till past the middle

of last century. The earliest improvements in E:)st Lothian
were begun by Cockburn of Ormistou about 1733. He set

the example of sowing clover, ryegrass, and turnips (broad-

cast), the planting of potatoes, as well as the enclosing of fields

with trees and hedge-rows. A new era dawned with the in-

troduction of the potato ; but its cultivation was confined to

gardens and small patches down to 174-0, even in the more
highly favoured districts ; and the tubers were, like apples or

any other fruit, looked upon more as a luxury than an article

of food. Along the lower hill slopes of our straths and glens,

one may observe many green spots of ground which, before

the introduction of blackfaced sheep, were diligently cultivated

by other means than the plough, and wbicb m;iy be traced the

marks of the potato " lazy beds," and alternate trenches, out

of which the sets placed on the bare sod were covered, and
the stems, as they grew, earthed np. It was not till drill

husbandry, first introduced by Mr. Dawson about 1750, be-

came genera], that potatoes were widely cultivated. lu the

Highlands, even as late as IS-tG, when the disease first ap-

peared, it was common to plant them with dunjr in every third

plough-furrow of a stubble-field ; and some simple-minded old

people were heard to say that tlie failure of the crop was
caused by the over-cultivating and drilling of the soil then

coming info fashion ! it is asserted by some that agriculture

in the Highlands and Islands, as well as in Ireland, was rather

retarded than advanced by the introduction of the potato crop,

as it enabled the people to raise a supply of food with little

labour, and to place less dependence on other kinds of crop

requiring greater care and higher skill in tlieir culture. The
want of enclosures induced and kept up many customs now
abandoned in the management of flocks and herds. In Ayr-
shire, about 1750, there were no enclosures, except about
gentlemen's seats ; and in winter, when the crop was carried

from the fields, the whole country looked iike a wild and
dreary common, with here and there a few poor and roughly-

constructed huts in which the farmers and their families were
lodged. The cattle roamed at pleasure and poached all the

arable ground, now saturated with the winter rains ; so that

it was spoiled for the crop of the following year. With a

scanty supply of fodder, and no turnips for winter keep, the

cattle were grazed and herded on the caramons, and kept as

far as possible from the growing corn, which was often trampled

and spoiled by their homeward incursions. In the Highlands,
the yonng cattle and horses were sent to the hills from May
to October ; wliile for the two months from raidsuiumer still

harvest, the farmers and their families removed with tlieir

milk cows, ewes, swine, and poultry, to the liill shealinss,

which were temporary huts and folds in the uplands, glens and
carries of the mountains, and where the people lived happily,

laying in stores of butter and cheese, as well as providing and
carrying home quantities of peats and torch-fir from the mosses

for winter fuel and light. The tenants of some proprietors,

who owned hill ground detached from their home lands, fre-

quently wen; many miles to their shealings. In Forfarshire,

oiiiroiims or grass-farms were held and rented in common, in

a somewhat similar way by the tenants of certain proprietors.

A writer in the Fiirmers'' Maga::)iie of 1808 describes the

farming customs of the small freeholders and tenants of Stir-

lingshire, who lived in the middle of last century. Therunrig
system prevailed, and their practices were barbarous. And
the descendants of the same freeholders did not improve upon
the customs of their fathers, bat were indolent and stationary,

as they had good soil and no rent to pny. With implements
of their own making, rude and clumsy, they merely scratched

the surface. The plouah was always I'ollowed by a man with

a spade to " mend the land," and make mould enough to cover

the seed. Dung for barley was carried out in sacks on horse-

back, but as this entailed much labour, the oats got none, and
the surplus was either sent down the nearest stream, or turned

np to dry for summer fuel. This wretched husbandry produced

small results. The oats grown upon a farm of ordinary extent

liardly sufficed for meal to the family and for seed ; the barley,

though sold at a good price to the local smugglers, was re-

quired ior rent or expenses ; while the other produce, such as

bntter, eheesp; and poultry, was taken by cadgers, who, with

horse and pannier (there being no carts), brought in return

the necessary articles not produced on the farm. Tlirougbont

the north-eastern Lowlands of Scotland the old and rudt-

Rvsteiiis of tillage at^d cropping were much improved about

176G. The larger tenants of an estate near Peterhead were

bound, at that time, to sow yearly one acre with grass seeds,

half an acre with turnips, to fallow another acre, and to lay

upon their land at least 30 bolls of lime. Not more than

four white crops and one green crop must be taken off a field

before it was laid down in grass. In 1803, the Berwickshire

mode, or six-course rotation with one white crop, was adopted.

And in 1822, upon the same estate, the seven years' course,

consisting of Ihreo grass crops, two white crops, one green

crop, and one of oats or here, with grass seeds, became the

rule to be followed. The subject of tillage may now be dis-

missed, and tliat of implements introduced by quoting part of

a reported speech of his Grace the Duke of Atiiole, at a social

gathering of his tenantry in April, 1872. Referring to an

event in 1774, he says : "There is not then even a plan of

the Athole estates in existence. There was no attempt at any

kind of fit rotation ; the ouly system was ploughing the out-

fiela, so long as it would yield the double of the seed ; then

leaving it to recover, and saying it was laid down in grass, the

infield in constant tillage, and mostly manured from the roofs

o' the bouses, and not a single fanu-house slated, or with any

adequate offices. . . . Implements ol husbandry were of

tbo worst construction
;

ploughs were drawn by four horses

abreast, a man walking backwards between the centre horses

to guide the plough from stones ; scarcely a cart but with the

axle moving round on solid wooden wheels, and a load seldom

exceeding five hundred weight. . . . When they compared

the state of matters then and now, he thought they had reason

to be thankful for the change." The implements of the olden

time were all made of wood, and where ropes and iron chains

are now used, twisted withs and willows did duty. An old

Saxon law provided that no man should be allowed to guide a

plough who could not make one, as well as ropes of twisted

willow to draw it. The caschrom (croc!;;' 1 foot-digger), now
used only by small crofters in the Hebrides, was formerly a

common implement with those who could not provide horses

or oxen. The one-stilted plough mentioned in old writings

may have been a modification of it. and suitable for the work--

ing of two persons, one to push and anotlier to draw. The
Galloway plough, according to Symson, who wrote in 164i,

was drawn by lour horses, with a man to lead (as in Athule a

century later) ; and, besides the man that liela the stilts, an-

other guided the beam up and down, according as he found

the ground to be deep or shallow, by raeaus of a stick, four

feet long, hooked and fastened to its outer end. When the

work of ploughing was so dilncult, and when it required so

many men and horses or oxen to manage one plough, the soil

was of necessity very badly tilled, as time did not permit to

give it more than one turn over, and more especially as one

plough had to do the work of two or three holdings. It wa;:

not uncommon 80 years ago, in Aberdeenshire, to see ten or

twi-lve oxen yolked in pairs by bows round their necks, and

with a long iron chain dragging a clumsy and ill-coustructed

wooden plough, to tear up and break through a twisted mass

of clods and weeds upon some outfield that had lain for j'ears

in its natural state. In place of all this we have now well-

made iron ploughs, double-furrow ploughs, and otlier modern

cultivators, economically worked and eminently fitted to abridge

the labours of the husbandman. We see also the history of

agriculture repeatmg itself in our lately-formed steam plough-

ing societies, which, in some respects, resemble those formed

in early times to provide oxen for a plough, but which, aided

by the light of modern science, will produce vastlv dilrerent

results. Tiie use of carts and wheeled vehicles was rare in

the first half of last century, as very lea ot our ruads and

thoroughfares were then made. Cv.rrachs or creels and litter-

frees were used, and loads of all kinds were carried on horse-

back. Harvest work was very ditferently perluruied in former

times; the old-lashioned reapiuy;-liook was comruon v.itliin

the memory of many yet living. Its edge had to berepunched,

or toothed, now and" again by the blacksmith. It gave place

to the scvthe-bladed hook, which again in its turn has been

wholly superseded by the scythe and the modern horse-reaper.

The work is now performed by these in much less time, and at

very much less cost. The barnman and his flail have long

ago disappeared, and in their stead we have improved mills

and steam machines, locomotive' and stationary. Barnmen

Y 2
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often got for wages [every twenty-fifth boll of grain, but on

many farras the men servants thrashed in winter by candle-

light, while the women span in the house. Every large

farm and farming hamlet had its kiln attached, on which the

grain was dried by the farmer before being carried to the mill

to be ground. Before the invention ot fanners, every mill

had a windy hillock, on which the grain was separated from

its sliellings after the first milling, and the women of the farm

attended at the mill to do this work, as well as to sift the meal,

and to assist generally during the operation. Symson, in his

" Account of Galloway," dated IQii, states that " after the

come is dried in the kiln, they lay it upon the floor in a cir-

cular bed about a foot thick, and tramp it with their feet

(which they call lomeing of the come) to separate the long

beards or awnds, and make it more s>w(/ and easy to pass

through the mill when shelling the corne there. Three bolls

of corne yielded not much more than one boll of good meal,

straked measure.' " The peasantry of Scotland in the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries, though badly lodged," says Chalmers,
" were in general well fed. Animal food was plentiful; the

poor lived upon oaten bread, and sometimes that of barley

and pease. The better classes enjoyed wheaten bread, wine,

and beer." It would appear from tiiis that the people of those

days were better fed than the inhabitants of Galloway in the

early part of the eighteenth century, who, according to Mr.
Maxwell's letter in the Statistical Account of Bnittle, " lived

very nearly on kail, groats, milk, gradcion ground in querns

turned by the hand, and the grain dried in a pot, together with

a crock-ewe now and then about Martinmas." Kail brose, or

greeus boiled and oatmeal stirred into it, formed one of

the chief dishes during winter in the farmer's kitchen to a

very recent date, especially in Forfarshire and the north-east

of Scotland. From an entry in the Kirk-Session Records of

Fetteresso, Stonehaven, it may be inferred that wheaten bread
was a luxury in that part of the country about IGGi. The
Highlanders lived upon two meals a day down to the early

part of this century, and their practice of bleeding the cattle

in times of scarcity has been already alluded to. Upon some
estates on the banks of the Tay and the Earn tenants were
allowed to net salmon, but their servants, like others in Gallo-

way, were known to stipulate not to be fed upon it oftener

than twice a-week. The wages of men and women servants

were for the most part paid in kind ; sometimes wholly, as in

the case of shepherds, who received the produce of so many
sheep grazed along with those of their masters, and returned

to him at the close of the engagement. Married servants,

living in cottages on the farm, were frequently aUowed a piece

of ground in addition to their kailyard, for cultivation in iheir

spare hours ; and unmarried servants had quantities of lint

grown alongside of the regular crop. The produce was spun
in winter by the women. Wool was also a common equivalent

for wages, and was similarly manufactured. Then it was that

kindly feelings were exercised betwixt masters and servants.

The latter were generally drawn from the cottars and crofters

,

of whom there were a number on every large farm. Extra

labourers at busy times were also supplied by these small ten-

ants, who formed a proper link between the farmer and his

work-people. Their extinction is therefore to be deplored.

The houses of the people, even in the time of Scotland's

greatest prosperity, before the wars of the succession im-
poverished the country, were not in keeping with their means
of subsistence. Those of the upper classes were constructed

more for defence than comfort ; while those of the common
people were generally mere huts or slight erections of turf

and wood. When war took place, their condition, if possible,

became worse ; they were often demolished, and as often re-

built. Nor did much improvement take place till a very re-

cent period, about one hnndred years ago when tiie larger

works, such as house-building, came to be regarded as per-

manent improvements, executed by regularly employed trades-

men, and paid for according to express agreement betwixt

landlord and tenant. Farmers of the olden time held gatherings,

like the Canadian "bees" of later times, when a house, byre,

or barn required repair or renewal. The work was generally

begun and finisiied in a single day, and the style of these build-

ings was quite in keeping with the time expended and the

manner of their erection. The dwelling-house, byre, and

stable usually formed one long building, and in many remote

Highland districts had only one entrance for men and cattle.

A simple bar or rough wooden erection served to keep the

beasts to their own end of the house. In the family end, the

fire occupied the centre of the fioor, and the smoke, after

filling the whole open space under the roof, escaped by a liole

above, and by the door, or the apertures in the wall intended

for vrindows. The walls were built of turf and stone, layer

about, or of dry stone filled between with moss, and the roof

was composed of turf, supported on cross spars, rafters, and

couples of whole wood from the forest. The couples were

placed some eight or ten feet asunder, and their lower ends

were inserted into the wall near the foundation. The barn

stood crosswise, in order to catch the breeze, for its contents,

and fan the corn between its two opposite side doors. In
front of the house, and on'y a step or two from the threshold,

stood the dunghole, a deep area filled with solids in winter and

stagnant water in summer, where pigs and poultry held riot,

and into which, after night-fall, the people often stumbled.

Such modern improvements as enclosed dung courts and cattle

sheds were unknown. In bringing this report to a close, it

may be remarked that the abandonment of ancient customs,

such as have here been imperfectly described, the adoption of

means not formerly tried, and the diffusion of knowledge
generally, have, under an enlightened and liberal class of pro-

prietors, and in the hands of an energetic, skilful, and perse-

vering class of farmers, raised the agriculture of the country

to its present proud position.— The Hujhland Soeiety'

Jotirnal.

LOCAL TAXATION AND THE OCCUPIER'S INTERESTS.

It may be acceptable, to your agricultural readers especially,

to examine a few points of legal and of financial aspect by
reference to works of authority, aud to the inexorable logic of
arithmetic, by which they will be convinced of the necessity

for considerable alteration in order to effectuate that equality

which landlords have so plausibly advanced at agricultural

meetings during the last few years. On the 25th June a dis-

cussion took place in the House of Commons concerning the

abolition of Scotch hypothec, when the Lord Advocate is re-

ported as having " pointed out that the tenant farmers of

Scotland were unanimously in favour of the repeal of that law,

and that it was impossible to give a preference to one creditor

without inflicting injury upon the rest." Although the rights

and privileges of Scotch landlords under " hypothec " are

more stringent than those of English landlords under " dis-

tress," the principle which guided the Lord Advocate's opinion
is applicable to the latter ; indeed, if my recollection be
correct, some member stated his intention of taking advantage
of the postponement of the question to include the law of
distress in England in the proposed abolition of excessive
privileges, either in a future session or in a new Parliament.
The subject is certain to be revived, and should, consequently,

be generally understood. On the ground of public policy it

is desirable that the limited acreage of this country should

receive the highest possible cultivation ; this, we are told on

good agricultural authority, can best be ensured through the

occupation of the soil by men of capital willing and competent

to expend their money in developing the most productive

system, to induce which, security must be given against dis-

turbance, and repayment for unexhausted improvements.

These are principles universally admitted to be required by the

ordinary doctrines of political economy. The first point for

special consideration is. Does the law of distress militate

against it ? It may be useful to anticipate a general discussion

thereon by giving a few extracts as to the origin and progress

of this law. " Tudor," in his leading cases on real property,

2nd ed., p. 241, says :
'' The right of distraining seems to

have originated as follows, ' When the tenant did not perform

the feudal service due to his lord, he might have been pun-
ished by the forfeiture of his estate.'" It may be well here

to note the following from the excellent work of Mr. Joshua

Williams, Q.C., on Real Property, Ed. 1873, p. 17. "The
first thing then the student has to do is to get rid of the idea

of absolute ownership. Such an idea is quite unknown
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to the English law. No man is in law the absolute
owner of lauds. He can only hold an estate in them.
The most interesting, aiul perhaps the most ancient of

estates, is an estate for life." P. 115 :
" It is a fuudaniental

rule, that all the lands within this realm were origiually de-

rived from the Crown (either by express fi-rnntor tacit intend-

ment of law), and therefore the Queen is Sovereign Lady, or
lady paramount—either mediate or immediate—of all and
every pareel of land within the realm." When, therefore, we
speak of landlords in the ordinary sense, we must remember
that by feudal law, under whieh distress originated, they
were merely tenants of some superior, the Sovereign being
over all. No doubt the progress of legislation has tended to

render these feudal theories obsolete in practice, and the object

of real property law reform is to facilitate the transfer of

laud
; it would be diflicult to say what feudal obligation, even

in theory, now exists in regard to the ownership in fee-simple

held by a registered indefeasible title under Lord Westbury's
Act , bnt few purchasers have been wise enough to take ad-

vantage of that immeasurable advantage, provided by the

great lawyer whom we have so lately lost ; some territorial

magnates may value the quasi-serfdom of feudal tenure, but

whether the same parties would go so far back as to favour a

return to the most ancient estate, according to Mr. Joshua
Williams, that for life, when at the death of each tenant, the

Crown, i.e., the State, regranted the land subject to certain

feudal obligations, is a matter of doubt; so questionable may it

be for landlords to enter npon an ultra-conservative or archaic

argument on the Land Question. Among the feudal obliga-

tions of land held in chivalry, was the defence of the kingdom,
in default of fulfilling whieh, the law of distress gave the

Crow summary power to seize ilie land ; this and oiher duties

were abolished at the Restoration of Ciiarles II., when the

territorial influence obtained not only release therefrom with-

out the justice of abolishing the excessive powers and pri-

vileges under distress originating therein, but by transferring,

as Hallam, in chapter xi. of his " Constitutional History
"

tellls us, " a particular burden to the community " by addi-

tional exercise duties ; nor was this even enough, for Mr.
Joshua Williams, at p. 237, says ;

" In modern times it has

been extended and fadlitated by variors Acts of Parliament,"

giving a list of half-a-dozen such statutes, so different has

been the feehng of landowners where legislation was sought

and obtained in their favour, to the opposition wliich exists

for legislation in favour of Tenant-Right. The Court of

Chancery, moreover, protects a landowner from parting with

his Equity of Redemption in the same transaction when
dealing with a mortgagee. Why should not a tenant have

the same in regard to unexhausted improvements ? Without
entering on minute particulars it is only right to extract the

following explanatory passages from the well-known text

book on Landlord and Tenant, by Woodfall ; Ed. 1871. P.

373 :
" The power of distress appears to have been derived

from the ancient feudal law, and to have been substituted for

a forfeiture of the tenant's estate. Originally it was not so

much a remedy as the means of obtaining one, for when made
the chattels distrained remained only as a pledge in the hands

of the distrainer, but could not be sold ; and as Blackstone

observes, ' Although such a distress put the owner to incon-

venience, and was therefore a punishment to him, yet if he
continued obstinate, and would make no satisfaction, it was
no remedy at all to the distrainer.' "— (3 Bla., 14). This, it

must be remembered, only referred to chattels, not to the for-

feiture of the land itself, as before mentioiied, which was the

prompt remedy of the Crown. P. 396 :
" By the common

law, cocks and sheaves of corn and other farm produce

and growing crops could not be distrained, but were
absolutely privileged from distress for rent, although

there were no other goods on the premises."

By II. Geo. 2., c. 19, ss. 8, 9, the landlord may take and seize

as a distress for arrears of rent all sorts of corn and grass, hops,

roots, fruits, pulse, or other product, whateoever, growing up-

on any part of the estate demised, as a distress for arrears of

rent; and the same may cut, gather, make, cure, carry, and
lay up, when ripe, in the barns, or other proper place on the

premises ; and if there should be no barn or proper place on
the premises, then in any other barn or proper place

which he shall hire or otherwise procure for that purpose, and
as near as may be to the premises ; and in convenient time,

appraise, sell, or otherwise dispose of the same, towards the

satisfaction at the rent, and of the charges of such distress,

appraisement, and sale." In regard to the words " other pro-

duct whatsoever," they do not include young trees in a nur-

sery ground. P. 40G :
" In consequence of this enactment

(ll and 15 Vic, c. 25, s. 2), which was haslilrj passedfor the

heiiefd of landlords immediately after a decision, to the contrary

(the italics are mine), the tenant's crops can only be sold un-

der an execution for their value minus the rent to which they

may become liable; but flic landlord may afterwards abstain

from distraining, and so in effect benefit the purchaser pro

tanto at the tenant's expense, after which he may sue the

tenant for sucli rent or distrain upon his other goods for the

amount. This ought to be corrected by the Lt^gislature."

And so impressed is the learned editor with the inequality

of this statute, that noticing it again at page 4f5 he feels

compelled to say " it is to be hoped that the Legislature

will soon correct this, and prevent the possibility of
such gross injustice to tenants." Then the foUowinff
judicial decisions may be given from the same work.
P. 376': "Taking a security ^for rent, as a bond, bill, or note
will not take away the right to distrain ; therefore if a land-

lord take a note at three mouths on account of rent, he may
nevertheless distrain the next day, if he think proper
nor does a set-off of equal or greater amount than the rent in

arrear." P. 399 :
" Cattle which are upon land by way of

agisting may be distrained for rent ; and where a stranger put
in his beasts to graze for a night, by the consent of the lessor

and licence of the lessee, it was held that the lessor might
d'otrain them for rent out of those lands which he consented
that the beasts should graze on ; because such consent was no
waiver of his right to distrain, unless it had been expressly

agreed to ; and being but a parol agreement, it could not alter

the original contract between lessor and lessee, from which the
power to distrain arises. It seems to have been held in one
case that cattle which are being driven to a market or fair, and
are put into pasture on the way for one night, are privileged

from distress. If the landlord came to distrain, and the

tenant, seeing him, drive the cattle off the land, the landlord

may follow the beasts and distrain them out of the premises,

if he had once a view of the cattle on his land, but if the
beasts go off the land of themselves before he observe them,
he cannot distrain them afterwards ; though if the distrainer

once enter the premises to distrain the cattle it seems that

they cannot afterwards be driven off to prevent a distress." A
more gross instance of paying the debts of one man with the
property of another than that of distraining cattle-pastures for

a couple of days, in passing from place to place, does not, so
far as my knowledge goes, receive the sanction of English
law ; a drove of cattle, worth perhaps £500, might be seized,

even after the verbal consent of the landlord, for arrears of
rent to that amount, the actual consumption of pasturage by
them being probably to be estimated at shillings rather than
by pounds. If a tenant owe money to a person to whom he
sells farm-produce the one debt can be set off against the
other ; but not so, it seems, if the landlord owe the tenant
money when rent is settled. Curious equality !

Now as regards the insecurity of tenants in some instances,

Mr. Joshua Williams says : P. 409.—" From the date of the
mortgage-deed, the legal estate in fee-simple belongs, not to

the mortgagor, but to the mortgagee. The mortgagor, conse-

quently, is thenceforth unable to create any legal estate or in-

terest in the premises ; he cannot even make a valid lease for

a term of years—a point of law too frequently neglected by
those whose necessities have obliged them to mortgage their

estates." The case of " Keech v. Hall," 1 Smith's L. C,
ed. 1867, p. 523, is authority for the proposition that " a
mortgagee may recover in ejectment, without giving notice to

quit, against a tenant who claims under a lease from the
mortgagor, granted after the mortgage without the privity of
the mortgagee." And Woodfall, p. 49, says—" Where lands

already in mortgage are to be demised, both the mortgagee
and mortgagor ought to concur in the lease to render the
tenant secure."

Now how often is this safe process taken, and what intend-

ing tenant dare make inquiry on the subject? It is the
opinion of many, competent to judge, that these privileges

and priorities under the law of distress raise an undue com-
petition for the occupation of land by men without sufficient

capital to develope its resources, who would not be accepted as
tenants were the mode of recovering rental the same as that

by which the proceeds of the tenant's corn and cattle are

enforced, vii., by action at law with occasional liability to a
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dividend tlirougli tlie Court of Bankruptcy ; engrafting the

well-known maxim of the late Duke of Wellington, that " high

interest means badseenrity" on the rent-roll, and checking the

growing tendency to let laud by tender. The above being

some of the legal ineq^ualities all in favour of the landlord as

regards security, let us see iiow taxation stands ; for the cry of

the territorial interest on this subject demands that it be fully

investigated.

As regards local taxation, or rates, it has been truly and
shortly given in your columns :

" So much less rates so much
more rent." The items of land-tax, tithe rent-charge, and
rates being deducted from the annual value in calculating the

purchase of au estate, unless these have increased more than
the annual value, the landowner is not charged therewith,

though it abolished he would have a present, at the expense of

the general taxpayer, to the amount of the abolition. But
what are the facts ? Why in former letters I have ^hown that

during the past dozen years the ratable value of property

assessed to the poor-rate has improved nearly ten times the

amount by which the sum collected under poor-rate has in-

creased, viz., from 72 millions in 1856, to 109 millions in

1872 ; the increase of rates being about three millions. This,

instead of any financial grievance, merely discloses ability to

sustain increased rating even to the extent of revising the

land-tax. But how stands the matter of imperial taxation

under succession by death ? Take the case of a freehold estate

worth £100,000, in its descent from parent to child. Accord-
ing to the Parliamentary champion of the territorial interest,

Sir Massey Lopes (see The Times, 13th May, 1868), "it (land)

could not pay more than 2 per cent. ;" yet in the following

year (see The Times, 24th February, 1869) the member for

South Devon altered his estimate by 50 per cent, addition,

baying, " If he put it (money) into land he only expected to

get 3 per cent." In order to give every fair advantage, let the
higher estimate of 3 per cent, be taken and £3,000 be its

annual value. The Succession Duty would be calculated as

an annuity of £3,000, worth thirteen years' (avoiding fractions)

purchase—viz., £39,000—on which the duty at I per cent,

would be £390, payable (see Inland Revenue Succession Duty,
Form No. 6) by eight half-yearly instalments, the first to be
paid twelve months after the successor shall have been entitled

in possession ; i. e., supposing the child inherited the posses-

sion at Lady-day, 1873, £i8 15s. duty would be payable at

Lady-day, 187'i, and the like sum at every six months for seven
such succeeding periods, reducing thereby, by interest of the
money, the £390 to under £340 for £100,000 worth of such
property. Then lor the tenant-farmers in regard to their stock

on the same. Taking the estimate ot Mr. Holley, of Okehamp-
ton, given in an address to the Devon and Cornwall Chamber
of Agriculture at Liskeard on the 8th July, 1872, the tenant's

capital should be about one-fifth the value of the land, or, say,

seven yeiirs' rental. (The figures stated by Mr. Holley were
£20,000 and £4,000.) This would give £20,000 as farming
stock required on an estate worth £100,000 let at £3,000 a

year. Assuming this to be divided into twenty farms, each let

at £150 per annum, having £1 ,000 worth of stock, there would
be £45 administration and £iO legacy duty—viz., £55—for

each tenant's child to pay by devolution as next of kin ; and
when a will was made, £30 probate aud £10 legacy duty

—

viz., £40. Assuming, then, that a moiety passed under each
mode, there would be paid for taxation £950, payable at once,
or at the rate of £4 15s. per £100; whereas the great man,
the landlord, would only be charged at the rate of about six

shillings and sixpence per £100—an excess of nearly £4 8s.

fid. per cent, against the farmer, or about fifteen hundred per
cent, higher for the tenants than for the landlord, the latter not
being subject to extra charge if he happened to omit to make a
will. Now during the whole of the agitation for equality of
taxation, inaugurated by landlords at chambers of agriculture,
it has not been observed by me that they have touched on this
subject, beyond a passing remark by Sir Massey Lopes at some
country meeting, I think at the Social Science Association at
Piyraouth last year, that the landowners, in the place of pro-
bate, adraiiiiatratiou, and legacy duty, had a mild succession
duty— mild indeed it is in comparison with the other, nearly
as shillings are to pounds, hardly having any taste of the
Exchequer. Assuming the rental of land in England aud
Wales to be 60 millions, i. <?., about a moiety of the property
liable to assessment to the poor-rate, if this were charged the
same as personalty of £1,000 value, assuming the average of
devolution to accrue every ten years (the highest number of I

years under the Succession Duty Act, 16 & 17 Vic, c. 61, sec.

31, is 19^ at the age of 4, aud f at the age of 95, giving an
average of ten), there would be an increased revenue of above

8 millions per annum. The calculation is tlius made : The
value of the corpus of the land yielding 60 millions per annum,
paying 3 per cent., would be two thousand millions, one-tenth

of which would come under contribution yearly, viz., two hun-
dred millions ; this at rather over 4^ per cent., the present

differeuce between personalty aud realty as before stated, gives

between eight and nine millions. Considering that land is

held in large estates, and on the v* iiole by very wealthy per-

sons, it seems only according to sound principleo of political

economy that these rich and select imiividuals should at least

be charged for their inheritances on death as much as, or ratlier

above the rate at which small tenant-farmers aiid tradesmen

are assessed. It is said by some that personal jiroperty returns

a higher income than real property ; the reply to this is simply

illustrated by taking £1,000 in exchequer bills, paying 2f per

cent., on which the duty on devolution from parent to child by

intestacy is £55, and £1,000 worth of freehold land, paying

3 per cent., the duty on the latter, under the same kind of de-

volution, viz., to the child as heir-at-law of its parent, would

only be £3 18s., i. e., an excess of taxation of above £51 on a

property giving £27 10s. income as compared with another

property giving £30 income—this result under the reasonable

estimates before given as to age, &c. There is another phase

ol landlord aud tenant in the case of building laud, where many
comparatively little men erect houses on building leases for 99

years ; here, during the currency of the leases, that is while

persons of small means hold thera, the charge on death in

nearly the same as for farming stock, but when, by the ex-

piration of the leases, the lord of the soil comes into posses-

sion, then by the conversion of the very same property from
personalty to realty the extravagant difference above given is

repeated. Assume the ground-rents of leasehold houses iu

the kingdom to be worth three millions a year (London alone

is estimated at a million, two or three landlords holding

nearly a moiety of that), assume that the rack-rental be ten

times the grouud-reut, i. e., thirty millions, and that this be

worth, on an average, fifteen years' purchase, we have a corpus

of leasehold houses worth 450 millions sterling; this, if

divided into 450,000 houses, worth £1,000 each, gives a taxa-

tion during the currency of the leases of above 212 millions

sterling, viz., 2I5 millions on each of the assumed ten de-

volutions during that period ; after which, on conversion into

freehold, /. e., when the great men enjoy the houses built hij the

capital of others, on each devolution they will be charged as

an annuity of thirty millions, worth thirteen years' purchase,

on w hicli the succession-duty at the present would be £390,000,
or £3,900,000 during the next 99 years, instead of the 212
millions paid by the small possessors of leases during the

prior 99 years—a loss to the Exchequer of about 209 millions,

v^'hich might then be appropriated to the alleviation of taxa-

tion to the extent of 20 millions per annum, or partly be used
for the reduction of the National Debt.

It is time that the electoral body should take these questions

into their practical consideration ; the opportunity will not
long be delayed—this Parliament may not last another year.

The laudlor. s have advocated equality through the Chambers
of Agriculture, and they cannot oppose the equalization sug-

gested without convicting themselves of being friends to

equality when it favours ttieir interests, but of being hostile

to it whcu it touches their privileges and removes inequalities

under which they derive advantage. I do not think the sub-

ject can be better left than to the inexorable logic of arithme-
tic, as far as taxation is concerned, and to the force of moral
justice or public opinion in regard to the removal of unequal
privileges—a natural sequeuce to the legislation which by
statute 33 and 33 Vic, cap. 46, to use the words of Mr. Joshua
Williams in his work on Personal Property, edition 1873, p.
104, " whicii reduces all specialty debts to the level of debts

by simple contract."

The above figures are estimated as affecting only England
and Wales; if Ireland and Scotland be inelui'ed, it is scarcely

too much to expect that the revenue would be improved by
some 30 mihions. Whether it might be more to the advantage
of the nation to re-adjust all succession-duties by a lower
scale, irrespective of the nature of tlie property under a certain

value, with an increasing rate as the amount increased, may
be worth consideration—say for instance on all successions

(other than by purchase, or absolute gift) at 3 per cent, for
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not above il.OUO; i per cent, for £1.0,000; 5 per cent.

£100,000 ; 6 per cent, for £1,000,000, and so on. Also,

wliellier the duty should be payable on the amount received

uy each person succeeding, or on tlie gross amonut left by the

predecessor. Tliese are questions wliich open a fair field for

any aspiring politician at tlie next general election, able to

take a comprehensive grasp of finance as affecting taxa-

tion, irrespective of any otlier interest than that of eiiuitable

justice. Your obedient servant,

Torqufty. TEMrr.AH., in Tlie Weslent Times.

THE PRODUCTION AND USE OF TURF AS FUEL IN THE NETHERLANDS.

Consul Newuham, iu his report upon this subject, men
tions that peat or turf, now generally considered to be a

vegetable matter, formed by the decomposition of plants

amidst an abundance of moisture, and varying in colour

from light-brown to blue-black, according to its more or

less perfect state of decomposition and the depth of the

layers, is extensively used for fuel throughout the Nether-

lands. With the exception of a moderate supply of wood,

it is, in fact, the only kiu4 of fuel this country produces,

so that even in remote times the attention of the indus-

trious inhabitants was directed to the expediency of cut-

ting up and clearing immense tracts of peat-bog or waste

lands in the northern provinces, particularly in Friesland,

Groningeu, and Drenthe, with the two-fold object of ap-

plying, the combustible matter on the surface, to a depth

of from two to twenty-five feet, for fuel, and of bringing

the soil below it into a state of cultivation. Feat, how-
ever, being a light and bulky kind of fuel, is not adapted

for exportation, and cannot be conveyed to considerable

distances without too great an expense, so that its con-

sumption is confined to the country where it is produced.

This is the principal reason why the reclaiming of waste

land, in many districts, is not carried out on a more ex-

tensive scale ; for if too large a quantity of peat were to

be produced at one time, the market value would be re-

duced to such a low figure that the proprietor or con-

tractor, instead of making a profit, would have to sustain

a considerable loss. It is true that tlie soil below is

usually found to be well adapted for conversion to arable

land, but it takes a number of years, and requires a consi-

derable outlay in wages, to arrive at this desideratum. As

yet peat has been chiefly employed for domestic purposes,

in the manufacture of bread, bricks, tiles, &c., and iu

general wherever the use of a more compact kind of fuel

is not a requisite. But of late years efforts have been

made to render it more generally useful by compressing it

until its specific gravity is nearly equal to that of coal.

The well-known peculiarity in the character of the Dutch
people iu general, viz., that of strongly adheriug to old

habits and customs, has, however, hitherto proved a stum-

bling-block to the manufacture of this new article, so that

the compressing of peat has not been prosecuted on an ex-

tensive scale, notwithstanding that its advantages in every

point of view are sufficiently obvious.

The ordinary way of reclaiming the high peat-bogs in

this country, and of preparing the layers of peat for fuel,

is as follows : After having ascertained by borings that

the portion of bog intended to be operated upon is likely

to prove sufficiently remunerative, the first essential is

drainage. The method of effecting this varies according

to circumstances, but the system generally adopted iu the

high moors of the northern provinces of this country,

after that a general outlet with sufficient fall has been se-

cured, is to divide the tract into strips, by cutting open

drains of about .39 inches wide by 33 deep through the

whole length. These^ strips, usually about 136 yards in

breadth, are then traversed or subdivided by smaller drains.

Having thus prepared means for drawing off the water

and partially drying the peat, nothing further can be done

for a considerable time, varying from two to ten years,

except occasionally deepening the drains a few inches

whenever the marshy state of the soil permits it. As

soon as the bog has sullicieutly settled dowu and is fit to

be operated upon, the crust or surface is pared off with a

spade to a depth of from two to four feet, so as to remove

the coarse uudccomposed vegetable matter, which, though

unfit for fuel, is yet carefully put by for future use iu

bringing the uuder-soil into a state of cultivation. The
peat is then cut out in pieces like bricks, by means of a

long narrow spade, and conveyed to an adjoining strip of

ground, which has previously been covered with a thick

layer of the above-mentioned parings, where they are set

up in rows to dry. The process of drying being invari-

ably done in the open air, it depends entirely on the state

of the weather ; and it not unfrcqnently happens, after a

wet summer, that consumers who have not laid up a stock

of turf dried iu the previous year are obliged to make use

of the new stock in a damp state. This is the simplest

and most usual method of saving aud drying turf. The
new plan, however, of compressing the peat and consider-

ably reducing its bulk, offers many advantages, as, for in-

stance : 1st. It is at once remunerative; for by this sys-

tem the whole depth of combustible vegetable matter,

whether partially are entirely decomposed, is reduced to a

pulp aud mixed together, consequently one part thereof is

not more valuable than the other ; whereas when the turf

is procured in the ordinary way by cutting out layer after

layer, the upper part, being less perfectly decomposed, and

therefore of an inferior quality, has to be disposed of at

a price that does not even pay the cost of labour, so that

the proprietor or contractor does not obtain any profit or

interest for his outlay until two or three years later, when
the lower and more valuable layers are brought to market.

2nd. Compressed peat is an excellent substitute for, aud

with regard to cleanliness a much superior article than

coal. Being far more compact than ordinary turf, it can

be conveyed and warehoused at a considerably cheaper

rate, so that when once its advantages are fully appre-

ciated, it cannot fail to come into use for many purposes

for which ordinary turf, through its bulk, is totally unfit.

And 3rd. As the process of drying does not depend on the

weather, compressed peat can be produced with far more
certainty and expedition than ordinary turf.

A few years ago an attempt was made in the Nether-

lands to introduce peat charcoal, or carbonised turf made
from compressed peat. Although it was proved by
chemical research that this article was equal, and iu some
respects superior to wood charcoal, the consumption was

so small that the enterprising manufacturer was com-
pelled to abandon his scheme, because it would not pay

as a commercial speculation, unless considerable quantities

were consumed. Compressed peat or turf is formed by
machinery. The raw material having been dug out of

the beds, has to be ground, mixed, compressed, and
formed into blocks. The object of grinding or cutting

up the raw material is to destroy the roots and fibres of

plants contained therein, as these absorb a great quantity

of moisture, aud are the cause of much delay in drying

ordinary turf. It would appear that the transportable

turf-presses, both horizontal and perpendicular, manu-
factured by Messrs. Schlllter and Maybaum, of Berlin,

are superior to any other that have as yet been intro-

duced. These presses, which are supplied of various

I
sizes, sometimes a pair coupled together, are driven by
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donkey engines of from six to twelve-horse power, and

combine the process of grinding, mixing, compressing,

and forming the raw material into blocks. The price

varies from £100 to £350, according to size. "With the

largest from 50,000 to 60,000 blocks or turves, of about

12 inches in length by 3j inches breadth and depth, can

be maDufactured ia a day of 12 hours, with the assist-

ance of eight men and four boys. The weight of such

a press would be about seven tons. All that has been

stated refers to the extracts of peat from the high beds

—

that is, those the bottom of which, after removing the peat,

is still more or less above the level of the water. It now
only remains to describe the mode of extracting peat from

the low beds, or those situated below the ordinary water

level, but covered with a crust of clayey soil, forming, in

most cases, excellent arable land, and annually yielding

abundant crops. In olden times only barren laud, tempted

by the profits produced by the peat trade, were induced

to destroy fertile fields and plains for the purpose of ex-

tracting the peat hidden beneath the upper soil.

The result was that in many parts of the Netherlands

rich fields were continually being converted into lakes, until

the Government at last interfered, and set a limit to these

proceedings. At the present time no one is allowed to

extract peat from land until he has obtained permission

from the authorities, and this permission is not granted

unless the parties interested bind themselves to excavate

the turf and di-ain the bottom of the peat-bed within a

fixed term. The system generally adopted is as follows

;

During the winter the upper crust, usually about two or

three feet deep, is carefully removed, and deposited ia

another part of the field, until the peat has been extracted

and the water drained oflF, when, as with the high peat-

beds, it will form the basis of fresh cultivation. As soon

as the surface is removed water appears, and the bed of

peat underneath is left bare until the following spring,

when workmen in long waterproof boots get into the

water, with spades, and extract the peat. As the surface

of the water completely conceals the peat-bed, these ineu

do not see what they are doing, but feel their way and cut

the earth with their spades, seize the divided sod, and

throw it into a barge. The barge having been filled is

brought to land and the peat discharged into the wooden
trough, where the shapeless and compact sods are

crushed by a workman with his feet, and simultantously

freed from large roots, stones, and other impurities. After

the peat has been kneaded, like dough in a wooden

trough, it is thrown on the ground and left for a short

time to dry. When sufilciently dry it is trodden down
by other workmen, with little planks fastened to their

feet, and soon presents a smooth surface. After this

process the peat is again left to dry, and then divided into

oblong squares by means of a kind of rake. After a time

the divided pieces are taken up with spades and placed

in rows and heaps until completely dry, which usually

takes about three months, and then brought to market.

When the low peat-bed is worked out nothing remains

but water, which, aftei' having been surrounded* by an

embankment, is pumped out by wind-mills, and the

ground underneath, with the help of the upper crust of

the peat-bed, which was previously removed, converted

into arable land. Consul Newnham mentions, in conclu-

sion, from what he has learnt from Irish landed pro-

prietors, the peat or turf of their country is far inferior

to that of the Netherlands.

THE CONTAGIOUS DISEASES OF ANIMALS ACT.

A meeting of an Executive Committee, under the Cattle

Plague Orders, was held at Stowmarket, Mr. J. H. Heigham
in the chair, to adopt such regulations as should meet the pro-

visions of the new Order in Council, dated 2nd August, and
which came into operation on Monday, 1st September. The
Order in Council provides as follows :

Pleueo-Pi<et;ho>'ia.— (3). Every Local Authority shall

cause all cattle affected with pleura-pneumonia within the dis-

trict to be slaughtered. . The provisions numbered (1), (3),

and (3) of Article 31, and Articles 32, 33, and 34, relating to

compensation of the Animals Order of 1871, shall have effect

in case of slaughter under this Article of this Order.

FooT-AND-MoL'TH DISEASE.— (4). Eoot-and-Mouth Dis-
ease shall not be deemed to be a contagious or infectious dis-

ease within either of the following Articles of the Animals
Order of 1871, namely, Articles 19 and 27. Any regulations

made by a Local Authority under the said Article 27, as far

as they relate to foot- and-mo"*th disease, are hereby revoked.

(5). Where an animal becomes affected with foot-and-mouth
disease while exposed or placed, or being carried, led, or driven,

as in section 57 of the Act of 1S69 mentioned, it may, not-

withstanding anything in that section, be, with a licence of an
Inspector of the Local Authority authorised to issue tlie same,
but not otherwise, moved for purposes of feed, or watering,

or other ordinary purposes connected with the breeding and
rearing of animals, to any land or building in the occupation
of the owner of the animals, or for slaughter to the nearest
slaughter-house, or some other slaughter-house approved by
the Local Authority.

Mr. Phillips thought it was a great mistake to order the
slaughter of cattle suffering from pleuro-pneumonia. A
gentleman whom he knew, and who had a great experience of
the disease amongst race-horses, told him that ic was the
rarest thing possible to lose a horse througli it. It was a
most reckless thing to order all the cattle suffering from that
disease to be slaughtered. The Clerk of the Peace said the
order seemed quite imperative, and it was exceedingly clear
for an Order ia Council. The Rev. T. L. French : Yes, it is.

The Clerk of the Peace read the provisions of the Order as

given above. The Rev. T. L. French said he had four farms

in his district, where pleuro-pneumonia was now existing, and

he thought it best to wait till that day before taking any

action, as he questioned whether the Sub-Committee had

sufficient power to act in the matter. Mr. Phillips thought

the Sub-Committee had full power, except the making of a

rate. The Clerk of the Peace said the Executive-Committee

delegated their powers to the Sub-Committee, with the excep-

tion of making of a rate. The Rev. T. L. French thought

it would be inadvisable to order the slaughter of the ani-

mals without first having a meeting of the Executive-Com-

mittee. One wanted to know what steps the Committee
were to take and what advice they would give the Sub-Coin-

mittee as to arriving at the value of the animals slaughtered .

The Clerk of the Peace read the regulations kid down by the

Executive Committee, for the guidance of the Sub-Committee,

and said, that in point of fact, those regulations carried with

them the power to deal with the question of compensation,

under restrictions which the Act of Parliament laid down itself.

Under the 31st articcle, they were authorised to slaughter and

pay compensation to the amount of one-half the value of the

animal, and not exceeding £20. The Committee had also

power to withhold such compensation in cases where persons

had disregarded certain orders. All tliis authority was invested

in the union Sub-Committee. The Rev. T. L. French said,

he should like to have an instruction from this Committee,

that the inspector should be the man to value the animals.

Mr. Phillips also thought the inspector would be the best man
to value the animals as he would see the cases first. The
Chairman thought there would be some difficulty in getting

independent parties to go and do it. The Rev. T. P. Platten

thought the inspector was not an independent man at all, be-

cause he was generally employed professionally by the persons

likely to have diseased stock. The Rev.T. L. French thought

that would only apply to certain districts. The Rev. T. Plat-

ten quite agreed with the chairman, that it would be a diffi-

cult matter to get an independent party to go and see the
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animal, and the inspector would be the man to see it first.

The Rev. T. L. French : Would you have animals destroyed

without the cases being first reported to tiie Sub-Cominittcc ?

The llev. T. 1*. riultcu : I thiuk it must be done immediately.
Mr. i'hiliips : It seems to be (jiiite peremptory. Tlie Clerk of

the Peace remarked that any other course would involve
serious delay. The Committee would have to meet to consi-

der tliose reports, and even then they would have to go by the

report of the inspector. The Kev. T. L. French thought that

still the owner ought to have an opportunity of protestiug to

see whether or not it was] pluero-pneumonia that his animal
was suffering from. Tlie Rev. T. P. Platten said the Local
Committee in his district only met once a fortnight, and
it would be a great loss of time to wait till

the fortnightly raeetiug for an order to slaughter.

The Clerk of the Peace informed the meeting that

the Norfolk Central Committee recommended " That
the slaughter of cattle affected with pleuro-pneumonia
be carried out under the inspector, and that the inspector and
owner endeavour to agree as to the va'ue of animals so

slaughtered ; and that in the eveut of these being unable to

agree, they request the arbitration of the nearest member of

the Central Committee who shall be willing to act." The
meeting thought this would be a very fair arrangement. Mr.
Phillips remarked that one might be asked to arbitrate in the

case of an animal he had never seen. Tlie Chairman thought

he would have to go by the evidence of the owner and in-

spector. The recommendation of the Norfolk Committee
was then adopted, except that the words " Central Committee"
was altered to Sub-Committee. With reference to the prin-

ciple of compensation, the Kev. T. P. Platten observed that

it was fixed by the Order in Council that no one was to be

allowed more than half the value, and not exceeding £20.
The Clerk of the Peace remarked that although the Act of

Parliament placed a limit, the Norfolk Committee recom-
mended " That when the salvage of an animal for pleuro-

pneumonia amounts to half its value or upwards, the compen-
sation to be paid by the Local Authority shall be one-half of

the loss; and that where the salvage does not amount to half

the value, the compensation to be paid shall in each case be

dfecided by the Sub-Committee." The Rev. T. L. French said

that according to their ideas they ought not to have a penny

;

but where the Local Authority was authorised by a licence

from the [Privy Council to destroy affected animals, under

section 60 of the Act of 1869, then there might be salvage.

The Clerk of the Peace said that that section did not apply

to pleuro-pneumonia. It only mentioned " cattle plague,

glanders, or sheep-pox." The Rev. T. Platten understood

that it applied now. The Clerk of the Peace said the only

r^aestioa to consider was whether they should leave it entirely

iu the hands of those they appointed to decide it, or whether

they would give any reco.mraendation as to the amount of

compensation they would go to. The Rev. T. L. French

remarked that Mr. Read thought three-fourths should be

paid. After some conversation the meeting agreed to

leave the amount of compensation to the discretion of

the Union Committee. The meeting also considered that

in cases where parlies had not given notice of tlie

existence of pleuropneumonia on their premises, the regula-

tions should be enforced, and no compensation allowed. And
to carry this matter out properly the Executive Committee

resolved to advertise the Order in Council, with their recom-

mendations upon it, so that no one might plead ignorance of

the regulations.

With reference to the attendance of inspectors at fairs and

markets, the Clerk of the Peace stated that that regulation had

been revoked by the Order in Council.

With regard to issuing licences for movement, the Rev. T.

L. French said that it appeared to him affected stock might he

removed from farms or markets, or any public place to tlie

owner's own house. It specially applied to any public place.

The Clerk of the Peace said that upon this subject the Nor-
folk Committee put some questions to the Privy Council, and
they received the following replies :

" 1. That Article 5 of the Animals (Amendment) Order of

1873 does not give permission for animals suffering from

foot-and-mouth disef.se to be moved by licence, on a public

highway, from one part of a farm or premises to another part

at a distance, in the occupation of the same owner.
" 2. That healthy cattle herded with others suflFering from

pleuro-pneumonia, cannot be moved for purposes of food and

shelter during the time the pleuro-pneumonia rules are in

operation on the premises." It therefore appeared, in point

of fact, that an owner might move his stock to any part of

his farm, provided he did not touch a public highway. The
Rev. T. L. French asked how they could move animals from

a fair or market without touching a public highway ?

The Clerk of the Peace said the order seemed to him to be

inconsistent, because while declaring that the disease was not

contagious or infectious, it in the same breath placed restric-

tions upon the removal of animals so affected. The Rev. T.

L. French said his idea was that it only referred to animals

affected in public places as specified in the Act.

It was agreed that the inspector should grant certificates

upon the application of owners for the removal of cattle and
be paid Is. each certificate, the meeting at the same time

thinking that it was very absurd to sanction the granting of

certificates for removal upon the mere application of the

owner, and without first making some inquiry into the state

of the case.

THE DISEASES OF ANIMALS ACT IN SCOTLAND.

RzpoKT BY James M'Call, Principal of the Glasgow Veterinary College.

In the year 1867 I had the honour of being deputed by the

then Lord Provost and magistrates to inspect the whole of the

cattle sheds within the municipality of Glasgow, and to report

upon their Btructure, condition, situation, and size, in order

that licences might be granted to the keepers of these cattle

sheds and dairies in conformity with the provisions contained

in the Cattle Sheds in Burghs (Scotland) Act, 1867. Ap-
pended to that report was a tabulated statement showing tlie

individual losses, &c., sustained by the dairymen of Glasgow,
from the prevalence of rinderpest, puerperal fever, contagious

plenro-pneumonia, and foot-and-mouth disease amongst their

cattle. Since that document was laid before the local autho-
rity I have not submitted any other formal report ; as, however,
at the present time considerable diversity of opinion exists in

regard to the expediency of the restrictions placed upon the

importation and movement of cattle under the Contagious Dis-

eases (A.nimals) Act, 1869, and the effect which these restric-

tions have had upon the supply and price of butcher meat, and
the suppression of disease in cattle, I have considered it de-

sirable that the local authority and the public should be put in

possession of the results of the enforcement of the Act within
Glasgow, in the hope that more intimate acquaintance with
the matter may lead to greater accuracy of judgment and action

on this important subject. This desire has been strengthened

from the circumstance that I was unable, from indisposition,

when cited to appear and give evidence before the Select Com-
mittee of the House of Commons, engaged in an inquiry re-

garding the operations of the Contagious Diseases (Animals)

Act, before which it was my intention to have laid the informa-

tion supplied in this Report. With the view of condensing, as

far as possible, the information to be submitted, drew out

seven tables, and a brief analysis of these is as follows

:

No. I. shows that in the year 1865-66 there were 224 dairy-

keepers in Glasgow ; that these persons had in the aggregate

1,527 cows at the time when the rinderpest or cattle plague

broke out ; that 416 cows died and were buried ; that 347
were slaughtered on account of showing premonitory symp-

toms ; that £2,050 18s. id. was realized from the sale of

slaughtered carcases, but, notwithstanding, the money loss by

that single outbreak of disease amounted to £8,987 10s.

In No. II. the information was supplied by the indi-

vidual members of the trade, and as the name and address

of each person is stated in the original return from which this

table wf>s compiled, it is but fair to conclude that

it is a ilose approximation to the truth, and as accu-

rate as possible under the circumstances. It show
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that tiie average number of dairy-keepers in the city for

12 years prior to 1866 was 234 ; that the average number
of dairy cows in the byres was 1,527; that 3,759 cows had
died from contagious pleuro-pneuinonia ; tiiat 1,594 cows had
been slaughtered on account of the disease ; that £5,929 had
been realised from the sale of carcases ; and that the actual

money loss was £54,677, or £4,550 8s. 4d. annually. From
the year 1866 till August 1869, at which latter date the Con-
tagious Diseases (Animals) Act became l;,vv, no statistics of

disease sufficiently reliable to found 'upon can be produced
;

bat it may be remarked that for 12 mouths after the cattle

plague had been " stamped out," owing to the restrictions, by
means of licences, Src, placed on the movement of cattle

within and without the city, the death-rate was very low, and
for several months not a case of contagious pleuro-pneumonia
occurred. Gradually, however, with the openiug up of mar-
kets, and the free and uncontrolled circulation of cattle,

diseased as well as healthy, which took place in tlie city dur-

ing the period my services were dispensed witli as Veterinary

Inspector of the cattle markets and dairies, contagious pleuro

again gained a footing, and witiiout doubt in time would have
told its old tale. But the restrictions and surveillance whicli

immediately followed my re-appointment to office, and which,
with modifications as needed liave since been kept up, have
been sufficient to limit its spread, althougli not to stamp the

disease out.

No. III. shows that in the year 1869, aftei the Contagious
Diseases (Animals) Act had passed into law, three separate

outbreaks of pleuro occurred ; that out of 34 cows 25
became attacked, that 9 were killed, 3 died, and 13 recovered.

No. IV. sliows that in the year 1870 fifteen outbreaks oc-

curred, embracing 243 cows; that 118 were attacked, 43
killed, 18 died, and 57 recovered.

No. V. shows that during the year 1S71 eight separate out-

l)reaks occurred, involving 99 cows ; 50 were attacked, 41
killed, and 9 recovered.

No. VI. shows that during the year 1872 six separate out-

hreaks occurred, involving 104 cows ; that 05 were attacked,

40 were killed, 7 died, and 12 lecovt-red.

No. VII. shows that from the coniinencenicnt of the Con-
iagious Diseases (Animals) Act, iii August, 1869, till 31st
December, 1872, a period oF time amounting to 3 years and 4
mouths, 240 dairymen liad kept on an average 1,800 cows

;

that out of 480 cows located on the premises where pleuro
had appeared, 258 were attacked, 139 killed, 28 died, and 91

recovered. Further, that according to a computation on the
same principles as form the basis of Table No. II., the valne
of cattle killed during these 3 years and 4 mouths had been
£521 5s., the value of cattle recovered £341 5s., the total

loss £2,169, or as near as possible £650 14s. per annum,
being one-seventh of the annual loss which was sustained

in Glasgow for the 12 years which preceded the passing
of the Contagious Diseases (A.nimals) Act.

With the beneficial results attending the operations of the

Act in Glasgow, which these tables undoubtedly show, and the

comparatively small amount of inconvenience to which stock

proprietors arc put in its execution, I could not conscien-

tiously advise the removal of the restrictions. Ou the con-

trary, I feel constrained to recommend the application of

restrictive measures to Irish cattle, as well as foreign cattle,

entering this country, it being a notorious fact that a far

larger per-centage of diseased stock are found in Scotland

which have come from Ireland than from all foreign countries

put together. The importation of Irish cattle into Glasgow
is a large and growing interest, and I believe in round
numbers may be stated at 45,000 head per annum. Of this

number 25,000 are destined for the shambles, and the remain-
ing 20,000 for feeding purposes. The fat stock are almost all

sold in the Glasgow Cattle Market, b>it scarcely any of the

tore or lean animals find a purchaser in Glasgow, but after

""esting in the market lairs are railed through the country and
sold in fairs in Scotland and England. No restrictions being

placed on the movement of these Iriah stores, and no pro-

vision being made for their lairage and feeding when in

Glasgow, other than is to be found within the walls of the fat

cattle market, it follows that if contagious diseases exist

within the market (and where 70,000 head of cattle, 290,000
liead of sheep, and 13,000 pigs are annually exposed and
partly housed on such a small exteut of ground surface, it

cannot be often absent), it is almost certain lo be caught up
and spread by these animals all along the line of their future

transit and destination ; and that this is a fact is, I am sorry

to say, but too well known. Before placing restrictions on
the movement of cattle imported iioiu Ireland, it would be
necessary to erect cattle-lairs and sheds in ihe vicinity of the

harbour, and to set these lairs apart for the housing atid

feeding of stock arriving from that country ; and that such a
measure would materially tend to limit the spread of conta-

gious disease, and thereby lower the price of butcher-meat,
I have no hesitation in asserting.

AGRICULTURAL TABLE TALK.
At the dinner at Lsominster Mr. Biudulph, M.P., said

these had been very curious times for farmers anJ employers
of labour. They liad seen during the last two years most ex-

traordinary changes going on in farming. A great rise had
taken place, not only in the price paid for labour, but in tJie

price of almost everything they could think of—articles of
consumption and necessaries of life, coal, timber, and other
things—and those facts coupled together were very serious,

.Tud to such facts he was sure they would not be indilfcreut.

Of course there was comfort to be deduced from those facts.

There was no doubt they were caused by the country being in

a state of great prosperity, as indeed was proved by the extra-
ordinary revenue returns laid before them this year in tlie

I hancellor of the Exchequer's budget. Those returns
showed that the customs and excise duties on spirits

and tobacco alone did more than pay for the whole
army and navy during last year, and that he tliought was
a very significant fact. If they paid more for their labour
and the necessaries of life they had the satisfaction ot knowing
that a great portion of that increase went to pay the army
and navy, because tiie working classes were the great con-
sumers of spirits and tobacco, and they it was who had paid
at least a very great portion of those increased customs and
excise duiies that he had mentioned. He did not complain
that that was so, and were he Chancellor oi the Exchequer he
would like to see them pay a little more of such duties, for he
did not think it would do them any harm. They paid
£25,000,000 lor spirits and tobacco. The malt-tax was a
mere trifle, little more than £6,000,000, and he trusted the
day might come when it would be dispensed with altogether.

The Imperial taxation in England he believed to he as light

as ia any other country in the world. As to local taxation it

was a very difficult question, and one he M'ould not pretend
to enter upon at that meeting. All he would say

was that he hoped whatever machinery was provided
for spending the money in future, that machinery miglit

be made as good and eflicient as possible, for he believed

from what he had seen that a great; deal of money was
squandered and spent by incompetent boards, and the tax-

payers could not look too carefully or too narrowly to see how
the money was raised and expended. He had the misfortune
of living in London, where tiiere was a metropolitan board of

works, and if the meeting only knew the taxes he had to pay
ou his house it would astonish them. He spent his money
and had little to show for it, and the worst was that that state

of things was going ou from year to year. They were aware
that since the last meeting very important changes had taken
place in legislation, one of which he might allude to with pro-

priety in the borough of Leominster, the passing of the Ballot

Act. Whether that might be attended witli good or bad re-

sults there had not been time enough at present to test suf-

ficiently, but he thought they might be satisfied there would
not be so much rioting, noise, or fighting, and probably not
quite so much fun or excitement as had liitherto gone on at

elections. He had an old Leominster poll-book at home for

the election which took place iu the year 1798. His ancestor
was a candidate that year for the borough, and after a two
days' fighting was just before the close of the pole defeated by
one vote. In the poll book he had mentioned against every

voter's name was put down what was paid him for his vote. It
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was the regul.ir tiling in those days, and not considered any-
thing to be ashamed ol'. There was one price—£5 5s.—and
that was paid to every man for his vote, except the Quakers,
who to thcii- iionour lie it said, took no money. That poll

book had cimn; into liis possession, and, he was informed, was
the poll b'juk of his father's opponent at the election in 1796.
If there were any public archives in Leominster he would be
happy to present the book to the borough for the custody and
curiosity of tiie inhabitants.

Mr If. J. Bail?;y, the Chairman, knew it was considered

by some persons that the farmers were doing a grand trade

because of the prices that were paid for beef and mutton, but
it must be remembered that they had to buy as well as to sell,

for their labourers had to purcliasc beef and mutton, and the
farmers had to pay those labourers their wages. There was
one thing they might congratulate themselves upon, and that
was tiiat that fearful scourge the foot-and-mouth disease, which
iiad decimated their flocks and herds of laie years, had now
almost entirely disappeared. The cases of that disease were
now few and far between, but while it lasted it was a sad
plague, rendering much of their stock, including breeding ani-

mals, useless. Many large tillage farmers had had to till their

:>oil not only onc^ but three or fonr times, where in good years
once would have sufficed. They got the soil ready for the seed,

and next morning it was in a puddle. In those fearfully wet
seasons the seeds would not all come to perfection ; many of

them died and rotted, and left worthless weeds iu their place.

It needed only that a person should go tlireugh the country,

and he would see ou farms that were usually well cultivated,

and on which neither money nor pains were spared, weeds,

which farmers told him it was impossible to keep tlioroughly

under because the crops were not thick. Unless they did their

best to grow a thick crop they might depend upon it they
would always get a number of weeds.

Mr. H. N. Edwabbs, the Vice-chairman, must say

he thought the London press did not do justice to shows of

Hereford cattle, which in reports of the Bath and West of

England and other shows were cutoff with a short paragraph,
whilst much larger space was given to iShortliorus. For liim-

self he did not mind how much the papers quibbled or pitched

into the ilerefords fairly, but he thought more notice ought
to be taken ol them.

Mr. J. BosLEt said what they ought to consider was how
they could best promote the breed of ilerefords, wheiher they
were doing justice in holding local shows, or whether the end
would be gained better by having a county show.
The Chairma^j said Mr. Bosley had very wisely remarked

that they should consider how they could best encourage the

Hereford cattle, and he (the Chairman) was also of opinion

that amalgamation was the best thing. The Hereford cattle

was bred a great deal iu South Wales, and he saw no reason

if they had a Herefordshire Society wliy it should not pre-

sently be Herefordshire and South Wales, and very soon equal

the Bath and West of England. The reason people said

Hereford cattle were only a local breed was because they did

not know what an enormously wide district these cattle

covered. He thought if they could amalgamate they would
have a grand society, and give good prizes; Herefoids would
be at the top of the list and their name would go up.

A.t the dinner at Alston, Mr. W. N. Hodgson, M.P., the

chairman, was not going to make an agricultural speech, for as

they were practical agriculturists they might think he was
wasting theirtime were he to read them a lecture on agriculture.

Neither was it his intention, though it was more in his line, to

give them a speech upon politics. He knew the rule forbidding

political allusions, but it was rather hard on Mr. Howard and
himself, who were employed every night during a great part of

the year in their service and in hearing political discussions,

that when they came down here they should be prevented

from telling their opinions of what had passed iu that assem-

bly. He left it to their discretion whether it was altogether

wise or altogether regular that politics should be entirely ex-

cluded from these meetings, as there were many subjects iu

whicli the welfare of farmers was deeply intere.ted, and which
it would be well to discuss on such an occasion as this, and
on which members would be glad to have the opinions of farmers

quietly and properly expressed, in order that they might know
their sentiments on the various subjects that had passed in the

session of Parliameut. But there were many subjects inter-

esting to agriculturists which might be discussed without trans-

gressing the rules. He would ask them whether they were
furthering the interests of agriculture by having so many
societies in different parts of the county. Would they not
rather have one grand exhibition, so that, although the ex-
hibition had be?n gratifying to all to-day, the two counties'
show might be made still more splendid and gratifying P How-
ever ple.asiug and gratifying to the inhabitants were small
shoi\s, it would tend very much to the welfare of the agricul-
tural interest if they had one fcreat show annually in the two
counties of Cumberland and Westmoreland. With respect to
the agriculture of Cumberland and AVestmoreland he must say,
generally speaking, that the farms were well cultivated. The
farmers cleaned their land well, and their crops were as good
as could be expected under the present system of cultivation,
considering the adverse climate in which we live. But there
was no reason, although they did cultivate their land well, that
it might not be made more productive. The means were at
their disposal to have a larger produce than had yet been ob-
tained Irom the laud. England was formerly an exporter of
corn, but since the repeal of the Corn Laws the diminution of
the produce of wheat in Englaud and these is-lauds was mani-
fest to every one who was interested in the subject and who
looked at the returns annually made. Now there was no
reason that this should be the case, for they could make the
land still more productive than it is if they used the means
Providence had placed at their disposal. Last year— 187;i-3—he believed the quantity of wheat imported into this country
was something like twelve millions of quarters. Eur that we
had something like thirty million pounds in cash to pay, and
that money, if the corn had been produced in this island,
would have been saved and might have been laid out more ad-
vantageously in the island itself. If they would look at this
country they would see. It was said some years ago by a
gentlemen very competent to give an opinion on the subject,
that there were twelve millions of acres of land in the
country that would be improved by draining. Now, notwith-
standing the great amount of capital farmers had at their com-
mand—for it was almost unlimited—ouly three million acres
had yet been drained, leaving nine millions to have an operation
performed upon them, which would make them as productive
as any other land ia the kingdom. They had in the late Lord
Lonsdale one of the greatest drainers, probably, in England.
There was another thing of which they ought to take advant-
age, and that was the introduction of steam ploughing. There
had been two companies estabUshed in Cumberland for the
purpose of introducing the steam plough, but as yet very little

advantage had been taken of their offers. Yet it was manifest
to every one that a much deeper soil might be turned up, and
the laud rendered much more productive when prepared by
the steam plougii than by the operation of the common plough,
while the expense was slight, the keep of horses rendered un-
necessary—and farmers knew how costly in the end was the
keep of a large team of horses throughout the year. There
was another question worth consideration at a time like the
present, and that was the mode in which their manure was
exnended. He had often heard it argued whether farmyard or
ariilicial manure was more advantageous and productive when
applied to the land. His own opinion was, so far as he had
been able to gain experience, that farmyard manure was su-
perior to any produced by manufacturers, though if they could
not get it from their own yards then they should make out the
deficiency with artificial. There were two ways of increasing
there stock of natural manure, the cliief way being to keep a
large number of cattle during winter, and tlie other by eating
their turnips off with sheep. This could oulv be done at an
increased expense for fodder, and many farmers were afraid of
laying out their money in that respect as it might not be re-
munerative. It might not appear so outwardly—the cattle
might not sell for as much more as they mis^ht expect, but the
farmer retained the manure, which was most valuable on the
farm, and that would be sufficient remuneration for the extra
outlay. He w IS sure that if they drained their land thoroughly
and increased their stock they would find their farms more re-
munerative, and England, instead of having to purchase
twelve millions of wheat a year, would regain her old position
and begin to export again. With such abundant capital and
perfect machinery he hoped the farmers of Cumberland and
Westmoreland would not be behind the farmers of the South of
England in making their land as productive as possible.

Mr. Jacob Wilson said, two judges were insufilcient to
decide upon the merits of stock. Gentlemen reared animals
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ncurring considerable expense to bring them to perftction,

and carried tliera to a show-yard to be judged upon the toss of

a halfpenny by two judges. Many of tliem had heard ihe sug-

gestion, " We will not call in assistance this time, we will see

if we cannot decide it ourselves ;" and they all knew what
that meant—"you will have your way this time and I will

have mine next."

The Rev. O. James was under an impression that the rules

permitted the discussion of politics at their dinners, and was
quite sure tiiat if they did not they ought to do so.

The Hon. C. W. G. Howard, M.P., concurred in tlie

opinion that the hay was kept too long in pikes, and as

it had been suggested that barns should be provided to store it

in, and that this should be represented to landlords. If that

were attended to it would be better for the country. There
was a great deal of truth in the chairman's remarks as to tiie

draining of land, but tliere was one matter on which he must
take leave to differ from Mr. Hodgson. He thought the

chairman intended to convey tiie impression that it would be

for the benefit of the farmers and the country if a greater ex-

tent of land were put into wheat cultivation. He confessed

tliat, in his opinion, to import wheat from abroad when they

were able to buy it at low prices, and to do tliis by digging

ores, producing coal and manufactures, while at the same time

the farmer was producing food in another shajie, did more for

the benefit of the country and the farmer himself, than in an
uncongenial climate to produce so much wheat. In this matter

he differed from his friend Mr. Hodgson.
The Chairman said there must have been some mistake in

what he had said to them before, as he did not for one mo-
ment advocate putting a larger quantity of land under wlieat

cultivation. What he meant was that with better manage-
ment and culture they might make the land produce more
corn. Although the system produced food in another shape,

yet if they could make the land yield more wheat than it now
did there was no reason why they should not do so. He had
not advised them to throw away money in cultivating

laud in a manner ,not so intended by nature, but simply that

with better means they might make the land produce more
than at present. (A Voice : That is splitting straws-)

At Manchester, Lord Derby said : We may all take it for

granted that the English people in these days are coming more
and more to be inhabitants of great towns. This is, I suppose, a

necessary condition of our present industrial existence. Under
the system of machinery, now only beginning to be introduced,

rural labour will be performed with fewer hands. The rural

population, if it does not diminish, will, probably at any rate,

not increase, and coincident with that state of things you have

tlie continual expansion of our great towns, and perpetual in-

crease of manufactures and trades, and you have in addition the

creation of new urban communities—such as that of Barrow,
in tlie north of this country—a process wliich is proceeding

witli a rapidity which seems to belong rather to a new than

to a very old county. Of course it is open to us all to have

our opinion on the subject whether that change is or is not

au unmixed gain, for my own part I think it involves some
disadvantages of a very obvious kind, both in a sanitary and
social point of view ; but whether we like it or not, that change
is inevitable, and we iiave only to accept it, and make tlie best

of it we can. If for the majority of us to live in a town has

become inevitable, what we have to do is to try to meet by
artificial means the requirements of a more artificial existence.

If we aresliut out from the wilder scenes of nature, or at least

if we are compelled to go longer and longer distances in order

to find them, we may in some degree compensate ourselves in

assembling in places like the Botanical Gardens natural

creations more choice, more beautiful, and more varied than
nature unaided will ever show you within the limits of this

country. We can make our selections out of all countries

and out of all climates, and we can show to natives of India

and to natives of tropical America in what they might pro-

bably consider—I do not consider it so—a dark, damp, smoky
suburb of a Lancashire town, a greater number of their own
exquisite products than any of them would have seen in their

own country during the whole course of their lives. To do
this as far as we are able to do it is not looking at the matter
as a mere iotir de force ; it is not a mere display of man's
power over nature ; it is really—although it may be compara-
tively small—a contribution to the cause of general refinement
and civilisation. A man need not be a fanatical worshipper of

art in any of its forms to believe, as I do, that no one can.

have a thorough appreciation of natural and artistic beauty
without being the better for that existence in his mind. I take
it that of all form in which that feeling exhibits itself, there

is none that conies home to an average Englishman like that

of the garden. We are by habit, tradition, and temperament
an out-door people. We like museums and picture galleries

very well, but if we are to tell the truth, we love our gardens,

our forests, our commons, our parks, and our moors a great

deal better. Even in crowded lodgings and in dirty streets you
will see evidence of that feeling. Where nothing better can
be kept, you will see a few (lower-pots outside the window.
The same instinct that puts those unfortunate flowers in that

situation pioduces exhibitions such as that we have seen to-day.

I think and I hope that the time is not very far off when
every large town and almost every small town also will have

its public garden, and will consider that iiaving a public

garden is simply a recognised institution and almost a necessity,

foreigners— as, for instance, the Germans—are before us in

that respect now, but I have often noticed that it is a way we
have to be a little behind in social improvements, and then to

make up for lost time all of a sudden and in a very few

years.

At the dinner at Wayland Lord Walsingham, the

Chairman, said : Practically it is certain that if you want to

provoke a flat contradiction, you will tell a farmer that he is

a lucky man. I hope I shall not be treading upon too dan-

gerous ground, or rendering myself liable to any serious con-

tradiction, if I say that we have good reason to hope that

this will be an exceptionally favourable year for West Nor-
folk. The price of corn is high, and judging from the reports

of the harvest in other counties, where they certainly have

been less fortunate than ourselves, it is not at present likely

to be lower. In Yorkshire I iouud this morning that a great

deal of corn is still out, and that some is even still uncut,

while near Cambridge I was told the other day that, owing to

the constant rain, much of it has begun to grow upon the

ground. Moreover, although the American supply may be
expected to increase, I am told by a French gentleman who
was at Merton the other day, and who farms a considerable

acreage in his own country, that the yield in France will be

considerably below the average, and near forty per cent, less

than that of last year. The liigh rate of wages now being

paid in the manufacturing districts may be expected to keep
up the price of meat. Mr. Read recommended at Norwich
the other day that farmers should grow more meat and less

corn, and that land should be laid down again in sheepwalk
to promote that object. But in this light-land district it

must not be forgotten that in every fourth year, under our
present fourcourse system, a farmer can grow more green

crops than the same laud will produce in the whole four years

if laid down in grass. Therefore, although I quite agree with

Mr. Read that it will pay us well to grow as much meat as

possible, we must not fail into the error of supposing that in

this district sheepwalk will better enable us to do so than
arable land. Touching the price of meat—but this

you must take only on hearsay — I am told

that, whether by the exertions of the Education
Department in the cause of refinement, or whether owing to

the highly sensitive and delicate state ot the palates and
stomachs of a class who in these flush times allow them-
selves an extra glass of grog or two at night, the mining and
manufacturing population can detect in a moment the flavour

of a longwoolled sheep, and will only allow their butchers to

supply them with the best parts of beef, or chops of the best

Southdown and cross-bred mutton for breakfast. The breeders

of shortwoolled sheep in Norfolk will no doubt be ready to

supply the demand. Well, any benefit which we may derive

from high prices, wilt only help in some degree to make up to

us the increase in our home expenses. But the balance

can scarcely be said to be properly adjusted. No one will ac-

cuse me of speaking from a political or party spirit, if I say

that we have a Government whose proceedings have not been

marked by any special show of favour to the agricultural inte-

rest. I can very shortly give you an illustration. In conse-

quence of the proceedings of the Education Department, who
have considered it their duty under tlie new Education Act to

require school accommodation in some of these neighbouring

parishes for nearly double the number of children who can ever

be proved to have attended school at any one time hitherto,
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and wliicli must entail more tliau douhle the expense of the

present existing means of education, 1 propose to provide the

necessary buiklings and tlie funds required for carrying on the

schools in some three or four ditt'erent parishes. In one of

these parishes, after being put to considerable expense about

school fittings and other alterations, I was asked if I would

subscribe for an harmonium, and on objecting to the introduc-

tion of any such discordant machinery into a hitherto quiet and

inoffensive school, I was told the inspector would require the chil-

dren to iiave received some instruction in music before they could

earn the usual Government grant. Now, if that is the style of

education that we are to provide for our agricultural popula-

tion, I say we are put to wilful and unnecessary expense. I

will only add that in tlie instai-ce to which I refer, there

happens to be already a harmonium in the church less than

300 yards from the scliool, and that with all respect for tlie

zeal and good intentions for which I give every credit to those

who wish to provide a second one, I decline in any way to

encourage or assist in giving to the children of an agricultural

population instruction which iu their sphere of life is utterly

useless to them, while their hands and time can be far more

advantageously employed. There has been no scarcity of

labour .duriug harvest ; so far from that in some places

there has even been a surplus. From these and other symp-

toms we may, I trust, augur that the labour ([uestion is lor

the time unlikely to give us any serious trouble—and I hope,

especially in this neighbourhood, owing to the temperate and

kindly course which you adopted in the first instance, the men
have found out that their employers, though obliged to treat

there in snch cases with firmness and decision, are in reality the

best friends they have, and that they will no longer be led

astray, by those who are attempting to live at their expense.

Let them knowtliat 2d. a week laid by in a benefit society or

ia a bank will produce more to keep them in sickness and old

age than the same sura paid into the hands of men who can-

not be made responsible for it, while they would retain the

confidence and consideration of their employers without sacri-

ficing that power of independent action which each and all of

them should know how to value.

Mr. Mayiiew was sorry he could not congratulate the

Association upon a very successful show. It was true that

there were many excellent animals in the yard, but the exhi-

bition, especially in some classes, was certainly short in num-
bers. So far, however, as his humble judgment went, the

Shorthorns, both cows and bulls, in themselves constituted an

excellent local show. He rather rejoiced at the increased

wages they paid their labourers, provided that the increased

price of their produce made them as well off as before the

rise in the wages. But he regretted exceedingly the means
that had been adopted to bring about this bettering of the

position of the labouring classes. He knew that in all cases

of transition there would be some ill-feeling, some strong

feeling, and perhaps injustice before a conclusion was arrived

at ; but with respect to labour, he believed that they had now
reached a climax, and that the common sense of the men, as

well as the common sense of the farmers and landlords, would

ead to a res toration of that confidence which had hitherto

existed, and which it was so important should be maintained.

Mr. T. Barton said that Lord Leicester at the Thetford

Show referred to the value of deep steam cultivation, stating

that he grew more per acre than his neighbours because his

land was tilled in that manner. The question for farmers to

consider was how to bring the system of steam cultivation

into use. It had occurred to him that the system might be

introduced by means of a sort of limited liability company, and

he commended this to the coubideration of the meeting. No
single tenant farmer could adopt it, as the apparatus required a

large capital. Having had some correspondence with a gen-

tleman on the subject, he found that it would require £1,000

for one set of apparatus ; but £500 could be paid down, and
the remainder would be taken in yearly instalments, and mean-

while the profits supposed to arise from the use of the machi-

nery would meet it, so that the apparatus would after all only

cost £500. If gentlemen would take shares of £35 each to

pay £1,000, of which they would only be called upon to pay

one-half, the system of steam cultivation might be practised in

Norfolk, and at the present cost of horse fiesn they might hope

to derive considerable advantage. In this county the harvest

had been got in by means of reaping machines ; but these

machines were not perfect, for he hoped one would yet be

made that would tie up the corn. Strange as it might seem

he was told that such a machine had already been invented,

only it tied up the sheaves with wire. The difiiculty of sub-

stituting " banc's," lie bad no doubt, would soon be overcome.

Another machine that was much wanted was a better mower
for barley—a machine that would swathe the barley much
better than at present, lie ridiculed the Act of Parliament

which protected sparrows, a bird which had cost him about

£10 or £12 this year. It might he necessary in i'rauce, where
people ran about shooting everything, to protect small birds,

but it was not so in England. Next there would be a close

season lor rats and mice. Further, an Act of Parliament re-

lating to the employment of children in agriculture would
come into operation on the 1st of January next, and as farmers

might be fined £5 through acting contrary to its provision, he
suggested that they should speculate in a copy of the

measure and read what it enacted.

At the dinner at Chester, Mr. P. S. Humcerston said I

was at the trial field yesterday, and was glad to find that

steam was likely to be so extensively employed in ploughing
;

glad to see not only competing manufacturers, but that there

was a Cheshire Steam Ploughing Company prepared to enter

the competition. It is not every farmer who can venture to

incur the expense of a steam plough and tackle, as farms iu

this county are for the most part not large, and, if I may be

allowed lo say it, I hope they will not become so, for the

reason that the small holdings are like the stepping stones

from the position of labourer to that of farmer, so that every

man who starts in an agricultural career has a chance of be-

comiujf with industry and intelligence the possessor of his

own farm, but that can hardly be the case where the farms

are not of a mixed character, for then all are labourers or

farmers. In a county like this where cheese rather than corn

and roots is the staple produce, and there is such a keen com-
petition with American makers, it may be well to refer to

what was done here. We endeavoured then to adopt some
rules by which the manufacture of cheese could be improved,

and the quality of the cheese kept up uniformly. I earnestly

pressed upon all agriculturists the importance of going in for

quality in the manufacture of their cheese. The late Mr.
White, ot Warrington, then stated in his repo rtthat thousands

of pounds were lost annually for the want of proper care and
attention to the quality iu the make of cheese. I hope I shall

be excused for mentioning this now, but when I came to see

who had won the prizes, and found that one prize was going

out of the county, as a Cheshire man I naturally felt a little

jealous, not on account of the person who had taken the prize,

but because of the honour of the county, and I do hope that

farmers will avail themselves of the inquiries we made fifteen

years ago, the results of which are to be found in the journals

of the Royal Agricultural Society concerning modes of cheese

making, the manner in which the prize cheese was made, the

manner in which the land on which the cheese made was
treated ; and not only so, but inquiries were also made into

the modes of cheese making throughout England, the result

being that information of the highest value was obtained. I

trust you will pardon ruy referring to this subject ; but it is

one of the greatest importance, especially now that the com-
petition between Cheshire and American cheese is so great,

the Americans having the advantage of boundless pastures and
excellent stock.

Mr. Scott-Bankes: We have just had two bad seasons,

and there is that difficulty about the labour question. What
I sincerely advise you to do is not to give into the labourers

too much, for I think that if you show a kind consideration
for those in your employ—if you show that you take an in-

terest in them, and that you wish to do all you ean, not only
to make them and their families comfortable, but to provide
them with the means for rational enjoymtnt on winter even-
ings, a feeling of respect will grow up on the part of those
employed by you. It is all very well to tell them they slionld

be independent—and the poorest and humblest may be so in a
certain sense— but if you try to cram it down their throats
that as labourers tliey are not dependent upon those who em-
ploy them, I tell you it is the greatest " bosh" that ever was
spoken. I travel a good deal, and keep my eyes and ears
open, and I am free to say, as a friend of the agricultrual

labourer, that I think the Agricultural Labourers' Union has
done a great deal of good. It has raised the wages, and I wish
that the farmers could have been persuaded to do what they
have now done before there was any pressure put upon thera
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but tliere is a limit, beyond wiiicli you cannot go, and I am not
one of tiiose who would hold out hopes to the agricultural

labourer which cauuot be realised.

At Berwick-on-Tweed, Mr. J. Stapleton, M.P., said : How
far is it possible for labour to enrich itself at the expense of

capital? Ihe kind of capital which is most exposed to this

kind of attack is laud. The laud cau't take wings and fly. It

must depend for its cultivation ou the labour which is available

on the spot where it lies. To me it appearj probable that the

increase of wages in the agricultural districts will, at first, un-
favourably affect the value of land. The farmer, knowing that he
must spend more on waees than informer tiuies, and sceptic as to

the increased value of the work which will he done in return for

the increased wages, will be less eager in his bidding for land.

If rents do not fall, they will not rise as they otherwise have
done. The natural increment of the value of land will be

intercepted before it reaches the landlord's pocket. For a

time things will be unsettled to the detriment of landowners.

In the end, however, they will fall into their natural places.

The farmer will find better work for better wages, new modes
of economising through new inventions, better markets from
higher wages, and he will be able to pay as good a rent in the

end as he would have done if there had been no rise in wages.

I will assume that capital is free as air, and that if infringed

upon it will take wings and fly. But whither ? To some
country where the claims of labour are less exorbitant and the

return upon capital consequently higher ? But if there is no
such country, capital must needs give way. The capitalist

must put up with smaller returns in order that the labourer

may have a large hire. This is the economical object of the

International. Whether through that society, or simply from

the increase of commuuications between difTerent countries,

questions of wages are no longer local. The workmen of

different couutrics have understandings with each other. If

these understandings are uncertain jnd imperfect now, time
will render them more sure and complete. It seems, therefore,

not improbable that labour may infringe upon capital.

Capitalists (that is to say, those who possess the accumulated
wealth of former ages) may be compelled to accept smaller re-

turns, lest their capital should have to lie idle and the return

from it be none at all. Their share of the wealth being created

by the joint action of labour and capital will be less, and tliat

of the co-partner, the labourer, more. At the same time it

must be observed that combinations of labourers in Europe to

keep down the return from capital may have the effect of
driving the trade out of Europe altogether into those great

Eastern countries of which I have already spoken."
His conviction was that the result of the changes
which have recently occurred, and which are now going on,
would be an amelioration of a most decided character in the
labourer's position. A better time is coming for the son of
toil. Happiness does not depend upon wages, or indeed upon
money in any shape whatever in the abstract ; it depends a

great deal upon the use which men make of the money when
they get it. When increased wages lead to increased drunken-

ness and debauchery, they are productive not of good, bui of

unmitigated evil to those who receive them. Self-indulgence,

which stops short of wickedness, while it brings the

labouring class nearer to the class above them may
not make them better or even happier than they were
befure. It is extremely difficult to draw the line between
the self-indulgence which enervates and that increase of

enjoyment and of comfort whicii add to the moral and
intellectual, as well as the physical well-being of man. It is

a question which each man must solve for himself. But there

are ways in which increased wases will enable the labouring

classes to raise their own condition, and at the same time to

confer a benefit ou the other classes. One of the greatest,

perhaps the greatest, burdens whicli property has to bear is

the poor-rate. Now it is evident that if men by means of pro-

vident and friendly societies, to which they contribute when at

work, are able to provide for themselves when sickness and old

age have destroyed their capacity for work, they are doing

themselves a service, inasmuch as they insure themselves

against falling into pauperism, and they are doing the rate-

payers a service by sparing them the burden tiiey would other-

wise have to bear. The same observation applies to those who
are able to provide for widows and orphans in case of untimely

death. There is auotb.er way in which high wages will enable

the labouring classes to elevate themselves and relieve the rest

of society, that is, by paying for the education of their own
children. Hitherto the labouring classes have been content

to allow their children to be educated partly, though not en-

tirely, by the charity of those above them. People do not like

to acknowledge, even to themselves, that they are receiving

favours, hence it has come to be a point of liouour in many
parts of England with the poor to believe that they are con-

ferring a favour on school managers by sending their children

to school. If the labouring class paid so much towards the

education of their own children as to dispense with the sub-

scriptions of their neighbours, they would do much to elevate

their own condition, and to establish their own independence.

The clergy have contributed largely towards the primary edu-

cation of the labouring class. They have subscribed largely

out of small incomes. They have educated other people's

children, while they have been sorely put to it to provide a

suitable education for their own. It appears to me that when
high wages enable the labouring class to dispense with this

assistance, it is hardly compatible with self-respect and a pro-

per sense of their ovvn dignity to accept it. Increased wages
will increase taxation, inasmuch as the maintenance of our

armies, our navies, and, above all, the construction of vessels,

must become more expensive. Eor the same reason sonte of

our local rates, such as the police rate, must increase. While
the price of ordinary labour rises, that of intellectual labour

will diminish. Those of us who live on fixed incomes must
make up our minds to grow poorer, as everything we require

becomes dearer, while our means of purchasing decreaae.

Though there are counteracting influences at work, they are

not enough to restore the balance.

SALE OF MR. Z. WALKER'S SHORTHORNS,
At Hyron Hall, Birmingham, on August SOtii.

BY MR. H. STRAFFORD.

Several causes may have affected the attendance, which

was thin, and not of that character usually seeu at

these kind of sales. The day was miserably wet, and the

fixture had been suddenly altered from the 13th to the

20th of August, consequently it was in the middle of

harvest, which is now general throughout the midland
counties. The stock had been carefully bred for the last

ten years, nearly a third of the herd beiug of the Sylph
tiibe, whence came the Milcote Charmers and Sweet-
hearts, and many other good cattle. They were descended
from Miss Battersea, " one of the gems, of theBabraham
sale in 1863," while others trace to Lord Spencer's
Dodoua, also of Babraham notoriety. A few of the lots

even went hack to Sir Chas. Knightley's Fillet, of the

Ruby tribe, which just previously made their hundreds

at Brailes, yet here, with the addition of iNIr. Booth's

Sir James, a sou of Nectarine Blossom, and used by

that good judge, Mr. William Sanday, as well as

a son of the Battersea gold-medal First Fruits, they

did not realize their fifties. Fashion certainly takes pe-

culiar freaks. Of the prices. Miss Battersea Third, iis.

years old, made 52 gs. ; Princess Royai, seven years

old, 50 gs. ; Lady Stella, three years old, 50 gs. The
calves sold better, ranging from 122 gs. to 22 gs.

The top price for the bulls was 43 gs., given for a roan

yearling out of Miss Battersea. Oddly enough the entire

herd, with two or three exceptions, were either by Prince
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Gwynue (20547), or Hattersca First Fruits (21350), botli

of wliirh in their matured old as^e were ofl'ereJ at the sak',

but wliat tlip huteher did not purchase was, iu ordinary

language, "given away." There were no purchasers for

the Shropshire rams, and only a few of the Berkshire pigs

were sold.

SALE OF SIR W. DB CAPELL BROOKE'S SHORTHORNS,

At GEDDT.VGToy Grange, Ketteiung, on Thuksd.w, Septembeu 4, 1873.

BV MR. THORNTON.

Northamptonshire has sent to the Sniitlifield Club many
good oxen, and often has the Gold JNIedal been taken baek

to the county. To wit, Baker of Cottesmore, Wortley of

Ridlington, Manning of Rothersthorpe, Rowland "Wood,

Pnlver, besides one or two others have each had their day

of golden tiiumph. Although the Gold Medal has not

been won by the Geddiugtou herd, still last year the first

pi'ize was awarded to a fine red and white ox bred and fed-

by Sir William de Capell Brooke. The stock had been

bred from the old Cottesmore, Newton, and Burley herds,

so well known in the county, and for nearly forty years had

done good service in the district. Mr. Sheffield, who
hails from canny Cumberland, always liked a good beast in

training for the Oakham Shows, and he won the first prize

in the second class seven years in succession. Occa-

sionally a good bull-calf was kept and sold to a neighbour,

and his example and advice have been followed by several

younger breeders in the neighbourhood. On this old

stock a little fashionable biood was engrafted. Mr.
Charles Howard's herd supplied Lord Stanley Spencer,

and Mr. Leuey's the Duke of Wateringbury. Sometimes
a good cow or two was sent over to Mr. "Wortley at Rid-

lington, and through him came Victorious, the bull last

used : he was a son of Col. Kiugscote's Third Duke of

Clarence, now owned by Mr. Bowly, and probably one of

the best Duchess bulls in the country. An unusual prepon-

derance of bull-calves during the last four years had re-

duced the number of heifers in the sale, and about a score

of capital bullocks were shown in an adjoining close.

The cows were all out in the park facing the comfortable

farm-house, where Mr. Sheffield resides. They were of

large frame, and many of them on short legs, particularly

the descendants of old Rosalba, a very good cow
with only two crosses, bred by the late John Abbey, from

Major Hill's stock. Rose of Raby, Rose of Geddingtou,

and Rose of Wellingborough, all of this sort were con-

spicuous. Stragglethorpe, an immense roan cow, of the

same family as the prize ox, was also a noticeable lot, but

many of the younger animals were a little on leg, and

might have been better behind their shoulders ; still, they

were a highly creditable lot, and brought out in excellent

order. The calves and young bulls were of good colour

and full of flesh, the demand being very brisk for them.

The cows sold according to merit and breeding state.

Two or three of the older ones went cheap, and Straggle-

thorpe was the first that ran up to 60 gs., at which price

she was bought for Mr. Selby. Jlr. G. N. Wetton

bought, probably the best cow iu the sale. Rose of Welling-

boro', at the same figure, as Well as Duchess of Blaston,

a dam calving heifer, of the same tribe, at the same price.

Amethyst, a good voan three-year-old, was a cheap lot

at 50 gs. ; and Mr. Wortley bought a thick red heifer,

heavy in calf, at 58 gs. Royal Queen, a handsome roan

calf, by Victorious, made a good price (48 gs.), and was

purchased by Mr. Thomas Robinson, of Castle Ashby.

Victorious, a smart, stjlish-looking roan bull, with

good quarters though lacking in girth, went very slowly

along from 30 gs,, and was finally bought by Mr. B. E.

Bennett for Mr. H. S. Stratford. P«nrhyn Castle, a

roan yearling, bought at Burghley last year, had grown

into a thick useful bull : he goes into the neighbourhood

of Loughboro' at 70 gs. For the other bull-calves there

was a good trade. One went into Norfolk, at 53 gs.

;

and Mr, Selby bought Bumper, a capital roan, at 56 gs.

A capital lunch was supplied iu the barn, about 200

sitting down at once, under Mr. Bennett's presidency.

The ring was thickly crowded, and the sale v/ent briskly

and merrily along, the weather holding fine in the after-

noon, although two or three heavy showers fell in the

morning, stopping harvesting, which is in the neighbour-

hood already very backward.

SUJIMAIIY.

& s. d. & s. d.

39 Cows averaged 39 8 10 1,538 5

15 Bulls „ .34 5 510 6

54 head „ 37 18 8 2,048 11

SALE OF THE LATE MR. W. B. STOPFORD SACKVILLE'S HERD,

At Drayton House, Thkapston, on Friday, September 5th, 1873.

BY MR. THORNTON.

This herd was comparatively unknown, except in the

immediate neighbourhood ; but it was certainly one of

the best and most uniform herd of Shorthorns that has

been sold for a long time. The cattle were closely bred,

and had been carefully drafted down until excellence and
uniformity had been obtained. To the late Mr.
Sackville they were a great source of quiet plea-

sure, and scarcely a day passed that he was not at

the farm. He had begun well. At Mr. Yorke's

sale at Thrapstone 29 years ago, he bought Julia and
Jemima, very nearly own sisters, both by Ladd's Eclipse,

and bred directly from Mr. Edmonds' stock, which was
brought down from the CoUiags and the earliest Short-

horns in the county. One or two others were got from
Mr. Baruett and Mr. Manning, but the herd was mainly
bred from Julia and Jemima. Two or three bulls had been
bred from them and used, but Mr. Stanhope's George 1st

of Lord Spencer's blood had done the herd good service, and
was kept for several years. Sir Chas. Knightley's Tenedos
preceded him, and the Knightley blood was again introduced

through Hardicauute, who was the sire of the heifers and
calves, and although a little lame, was bought by Mr. W.
Chatterton of Lincolnshire, for 50 gs. He was a bull of

large scale and fine quality, perhaps lacking a little in

hair ; but he was an efficient animal, and had done excel-

lent service. The cows were quite a sight to see, mostly
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good roans, all of a large scale, good heads, aod fiue

leQgthy hind quarters. Everv cow had a good udder, and
they were evideutly well qualified to fulfil that duty for

which they had been kept, supjjlying the dairy at the house.

A bright morning doubtless kept many away harvest-

ing, and the Eight Hon. George Ward Hunt presided

over not quite two hundred, among whom were Mr.
Sartoris, Mr. Topham, Mr. Ladds, Mr. Rowland AVood,

Mr. Betts, Mr. Purkis, Mr. Sharp, and several county

worthies and old breeders. Mr. Bigge, the agent, in the

absence of the family, acknowledged the health of Mrs.
SackviUe, stating the sad circumstances under which the

family was not present, and that the sale comprised the

entire herd, with the esception of about hal;-a dozen
cows that had been retained for the dairy, and
would be sold without aay reservation. The pro-

ceedings commenced somewhat late, owiug to Kettering

market, and an old Royal Judge was heard to

remark that a man might bid blindfold, they were all

so good, and so much alike, and so similarly bred, that it

was a mere matter of choice. The biddings were brisk

throughout, the cows selling well. Mr. Rowland Wood
gave 73 gs. for Lofty, a fine roan, and ^Ir. Betts 71 gs.

for Jurat, both by George 1st. Three fiue cows went to

Mr. Coleman, of Stoke Park, and four lots were pur-
chased for Sir David Baird, in Scotland. The heifers

had not held very well, owing to the disease last

year ; they were, however, of great growth, and those

in-calf sold well, Mr. R. Attenborough pnrchasing Jilt

and Jenny Deans, considered the two best at moderate
prices. The yearlings and calves also sold well, Mr.
Jervis, Mr. Wright, and Mr. Sheffield taking the choice.

Last autumn Lord Penrhyn's Wharfedale Oi ord (27786)
was purchased privately, and had been in use, as well as

Mr. Sartoris' Lord Kingscote I'awsley ; after competition

between Mr. Lucas and Mr. Purkis Wharfdale Oxford was
finally secured by the latter breeder at 100 gs. Mr. Topham
gave 57 gs. for Julian, a roan yearling, and Mr. Gulliver,

of Southampton, 50 gs. for Jehu. The young calves also

sold well. The herd realised an average of nearly 40 gs.

Summary.
£ s. d. £ s. d.

44 cows averacred 41 15 1,816 10
13 bulls „" 41 3 6 542 17

head 41 7 10 £2,359 7

SALE OF SHOETHORXS AT BRIDE KIRK,
Ox Tuesday, Seftember 9, 1S73.

BY MR. THORNTON.

Mr. Stirling, who has rented Col. Thompson's house

at Bridekirk for some years past, gathered together a

few well-bred Shorthorns, and as he is now about leaving

the neighbourhood, these, together with the farm stock,

implements, and about 30 head from Mr. Black-

stock's herd at Hayion Castle, were sold by auction on

Tuesday last. The day turned out very unfavourable, as

heavy storms of rain continued, more or less, throughort.

The Shorthorns had been got principally from Sir Wil-

frid Lawson's, Mr. Foster, Mr. Jefferson, and other

Cumberland herds ; one lot, however, was from Mr.
Wood's, of Stanwick Park, and for this there was good
competition. Col. Towneley's England's Hero was
bought at the Manchester Royal, and had grown into an

immense bull. Of rather a plain colour and somewhat
short of hair, he had many good points, and thoroughly

marked his stock.

The catalogue stated that " Mr. Blackstock's herd is of

long standing ; it was started about thirty years ago with

purchases from the Earl of Lonsdale, Major Thompson,
and Mr. Dule Trotter. Many of the lots trace to the

Rev. J. Benson's Carnation (by Western Comet) and
Mr. Trotter's ArabeUa 4th (by Third Duke of York),

lineally descended from Sir H. V. Tempest's Alexina.

The bulls used have been of the highly fashionable Bates

blood. Crusader (12666) was bought at the Kirkleving-

ton sale, 1850, and followed by Seventh Duke of York
(11394), a son of Third Duke of York, and Oxford 4th

;

previously, however, the celebrated old bull Pickwick

(4698) and Mr. Squeers (13342), of the Gwynne tribe,

were in service. Skyrocket (18874), by Marmaduke
from Leila, bred by Capt. Spencer, was succeeded by Mr.
Bowly's Bates Duet (21248), a son of Capt. Gunter's

Seventh Duke of York, and now Baslow, bred by the

Duke of Devonshire, from the Barrington tribe, is being

used."

The stock, although some of it was well descended,
was not of the first order, but good bred useful cattle,

milking well, and feeding quickly when dry. The rain

coming down so heavily matted their coats, and made

I them look worse than they would otherwise have done
had it been fine and dry, especially Mr. Blackstock's,

which were already fagged from travelling some distance

to the sale. The competition for anything deep in flesh

and well formed was good. Hebe, the first cow, bred

from the Scalesby Castle stock, was knocked down to

Mr. G. J. BeU at 36 gs., and her little roan heifer-calf by
England's Hero, fetched 20 gs. Lot 4, Strawberry 6th,

a beautifully bred cow of the old Benan blood, and a

capital breeder, went to Mr. Borthwick for 44 gs. This

cow traced directly back to Carnation, which was in the

late Major Thompson's possession at Bridekirk 50 years

ago. Lot 12, Famous, from Killhow, and by Royal
Cambridge, went up to 48 gs., being purchased by Mr.
John Swann, of Bedlington. Lot 16, Clorinde, a

I

115 gs. purchase at Stanwick, was the pick of

the sale ; an even nice cow on short legs, and with

a lovely head, she was much fancied. Mr. Robinson
Mitchell, of Cockermouth, to whom that town is so much
indebted for the establishment of one of the largest and
best weekly stock markets in the kingdom, is buying a

few good animals for his farm near Crummock Water

;

he bid well up to SO gs. for this very good lot. Mr.
Robt. Jefferson then took up the running, and up to

93 gs. against Mr. Deans, to whom Clorinde was sold

at 94 gs. for the Duke of Buccleuch. Her heifer, lot 37
in the sale, came a month before time, and was a twin

rather small for age, although a nice animal. Mr. R.

Jefferson took her at 36 gs. ; also Sunny Smile by King
Charming at 41 gs. Sir Wilfrid Lawson and Mr. Robin-

son ^Mitchell opposed each other until the latter got lot

20, Miss Squeers 4th, at 56 gs., one of the best heifers

in the sale. The same opposition occurred over a pretty

hairy calf, lot 49, ArabeUa 20th, which Mr. R. Mitchell

also got at 51 gs. Sir Wilfrid bought Bridesmaid at 43
gs., a good roan heifer, also of Mr. Blackstock's breed-

ing. Lot 28, Strawberry 13th, out of a down-calving

heifer, went to Mr. John DalzeU at 55 gs. ; some of the

heifers, however, sold low on account of having slipped

calf. Colonel Thompson was a large buyer, as well as
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.\i"-ssr3. D.ilzcll. The calves went clieap. England's

Hero is still kept for use in Mr. Viusworth's herd at 43
jrs., but. the bulls generally did not sell well, as no Cum-
b iau likes " parting with brass" till spring for a bull.

Mr. Uailton bought a capital red calf in Baron Baslow

at 5G gs., and Mr. Seohouse took another promising one

in Brougham at 36 gs. The two stocks realised £2,061

3s., averaging £32 4$. per head, of this Mr. Stirling's 34

made £33 99. each, and Mr. Blackstock's 30 £30 ICs.,

but several of them were calves and young heifers. After

Mr. Thornton had sold the Shorthorns Mr. Robinson

Mitchell, jun., sold the horses and poultry. A very

good cart-horse, aged, made £S5, and the others sold

equally dear.

SALE OF MR. C. A. BARNES' HERD,
At Charletoci}, Eickjiaxsworth, on Triday, Sept. 12, 1873.

BY MR. THORNTON.

The late Mr. Jonas Webb has had no more faithful fol-

1 )\ver of his breed of Shorthorns than Mr. Charles Barnes,

vLt notwithstanding rise in prices and better money days,

I lie average keeps much about the same. Ten years ago

tlie Babraham herd averaged a trifle over £50, and here

tL-ii years later we have the Celia tribe, which Mr. Barnes

h id carefully collected, making just about the same ave-

i.ige. Tt may, however, be urged that Mr. Barnes had
none of the advantages of foreign buyers, and his sale took

l)lace on a fine day in the midst of a protracted harvest

and of hop-picking ; moreover, Weyhiil fair was on, and
a large sheep sale in Northamptonshire. But be that

as it may, the company, although thin, was sufficient to

appraise the herd of 57 head at £53 10s. each. Very
good-looking were many of the lots, especially English

Emily, lot 3, and her descendants ; but then she was from

iliss Emily, one of the finest of the Babraham cows.

Several ot the lots had won premiums, and two or three

of the best were sold, about a couple of years since, at

good prices for abroad. Lord Eglmtouu, from a daughter

of English Emily, after winning several home county

prizes, went this season at tliree years old to Canada.

The Babraham blood had been adhered to very closely

;

for after starting with some cows of the Celia type, Mr.
liarnes continued the blood with Lord Wallace (24473j,

a son of Lord Chancellor and Miss Emily, both bred by

Mr. Jonas Webb. For sevei'al years this bull did good
iluty in the herd and left thick short-legged useiul cattle,

although somewhat upright in their shoulders. Whenever
the tribe came into the market they always found a

buyer in Mr. Barnes, and witb Lady Love, and Pride of

r.ushey (originally from Bushey Grove), Golden Duchess

2iid (from Mr. Slye), and one or two others, the herd

became one of the best in the county of Hertford. But
tliere was little support among the farmers, though still it

is gratifying to see Lord Chesham, Mr. Jones Loyd, Mr.
Longman, .Mr. Fawcett, and one or two others among the

purchasers.

The cattle, shown in the orchards and paddocks,

looked thin and empty through beitg removed from the

uieadows, where they had grazed. In the ring they

Ijoked better, and English Emily caused quite a hum of

admiration as she gracefully walked round. This daughter

of Englishman and Miss Emily was a ninety guineas

purchase Irom the late Mr. Sharpe, of Sussex ; aud her

>hort legs, sweet countenance, aud massive body spoke

well for her descent. Mr. Henry Webb bid well for her

up to 70 guineas, but Lord Chesham's fire keeps her

la the county. Lady Gilbert, another of the Susses con-

tingent from Babraham, goes into Scotland at 71 guineas,

but Colleen Bawn, a daughter of First Fruits, of Battersea

celebrity, was awftiUy cheap at 31 guineas, and it is to be

hoped her milking qualities will be appreciated by Mr.
Daniel], of Blandford. Lot 8, Lady Agnes, grand-

daughter of Lady Anna Burdett, bought by Mr. Barnes

at Babraham, was secured by Mr. Elliott, of March, for

38 guineas, and so returns into her native county. Two
fine roan cows were purchased by Mr. E. J. Coleman, of

Stoke Park, in Lady Cherry Burdett and Lady Gertrude,

at 70 and 66 guineas ; he also got Golden Duchess 2nd,

of Lord Spencer's old Vaudeville tribe, at 100 guineas.

Mr. £. A. Fawcett's fancy seemed on the Lizzy and

Kherkee tribe; he got several, but Mr. Jones Loyd

took Princess Dagmar, of the Kherkee line, cheap at

48 guineas. Two of the most attractive lots were

the red Lady Edith, lot 14, and Julietta 11th, a red hairy

three-year-old of great exceUence, winner too of the first

prize for two-year-olds at the Watford show. Mr. Pat-

terson got both of them at 76 and 90 gs. respectively.

Mr. Underwood, a successful breeder in the north of the

county, bid well for two or three of the best lots, and

finally bought Lady Ethel, a good roan daughter of Eng-

lish Eiuily, at 53 gs. This low price doubtless arose

through the lapse of time since her last calf and last ser-

vice. Lot 22, Kherkee 8th, having slipped calf, was re-

served at 50 gs. Mr. Clear, of Maldoii, Esses, after much
competition, finally secured Duchess of Darlington at

97 gs , and Mr. Pool, INIr. Stone, and Mr. Puckeridge

also took lots into the same couuty.

Lady Eglintoun, lot 30, was the plum of the sale,

and had distinguished herself at some ot the county shows.

A good red of great length and substance and much gaiety

of carriage, she lacked a little in her hiud-quarters, still

she was a grand heifer, and Mr. Fawcett, of Leeds,

secured a great bargain in her at 120 gs. Duchess of

Ost'ord, a good red of the Garcia tribe, ran quickly up to

100 KS., at which sum Mr. Whiteside tak"s her into Lin-

cashire. Two of the best young heifers, the while Lady

Mary Burdett and the red Lady Godiva, both go into

Scotland at a trifle over 150 gs. the pair, but Mr. Jones

Loyd kept Miss Emily 7th—Lady Godiva's companion

—

iu the county at 57 gs. Some of the calves, a li'.tle thiu in

condition and plain iu colour, went very cheap.

The bulls sold better. Barrington Duke was from Mr.

.Slye, a pure Bates bull of the Barrington tribe ; and a mas-

culine broad-loined bull he was. Mr. J. K. Fowler and

Mr. Robinson made a conjoint purchase of him at 100 gs.

Duke of Berkeley ouly went at butcher's price ; Farmer

George, a handsome red yearling, somewhat straight-

ribbed, was fancied by several, and Mr. Loyd -ai Itst got

him cheap at 70 gs. He took first prize iu his class at

Watford. The other calves sold fairly well, Mr. Dod-

weli and Mr. Horsfall getting two nice things at little

money.
Many of tte calves were young and the cows old, so

that £53 10s. cannot be regarded as a very despicable

average for 57 head. Of these, the 34 calves got within

a few shillings of £50 all round.

Z
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SALE OF SHORTHORNS AT TAVERHAM HALL, NORWICH,

On Friday, September 19, 1873.

BY MR. THORNTON.

The business of Friday consisted of two parts. Thirty-

five purebred Shorthorns were sold from the berd of the

Rev. John Micklethwait, at an average of £38 lis. 7d.,

also forty young steers at £17 12s. 6d. per head ; and

live-aad- twenty head from the berd of Mr. Thomas Rose,

of Melton Magna, Wymondham, which realised £991 4s.,

or within a trifle of £40 each. The reputation of the

stock brought together a large assemblage, witb some
breeders from Lincolushire, Cambridgeshire, Essex, aud
Herts ; and among the purchasers were Mr. I'ait, for her

Majesty the Queen ; Mr. Beck, for the Prince of Wales

;

Mr. Woods, for Lord Walsiugham ; Sir Thomas Beau-

champ, Mr. E. S. llardinge (Kent), Messrs. Hugh
Aylmer, John Gamble, Duddiug and Sons (Lincolnshire),

J. How (Huntingdonshire), W. How, J. Grimes, G. J.

Day, J. T. Mounsey, J. Codling (Lincolushire), Griffin,

Gilbert, Wallis, Spencer, Farrer, Uttiug, Neame, Hors-

ley, Fenu, Wi-igbt, Borrett, Palmer, and Squire (Surrey).

Fi-om the catalogue it appeared that the Taverham stock

had been bred from the herds of the late Lord Walsiug-

ham, Mr. John Gamble, and other breeders. The Booth
blood had been used since the stock was first

introduced. Mr. Aylmer's herd supplied Golden Gem,
andTheodorus,bred fromher Majesty's herd, was purchased

from General Scott. Mr. Torr's Robert Peel, bred on

both sides from the famous Anna tribe, succeeded

these bulls, and with Cato, a sou of Mr. Booth's

Great Hope, and Colleenette, of the Fame tribe, was still

in service. The sale was evidently a strong draft, but

nevertheless, there were sevei'al good auimals for sale,

bred principally from Mr. John Gamble's Seedling

or Fuchsia tribe. Large, deep framed cattle they were,

and the best of these were all purchased by Mr. Beck for

the Prince of Wales's farm at Sandringham. Another
good useful lot of cattle came originally from

Mr. Slye's Spangle. Lot 5, Sparkle, ran up to

51gs. (S. Spencer). Lord Walsiugham secured her

heifer, lot 15, Spark, at 40 gs. ; and Mr. W.
How, another daughter, lot 21, Spangle, at 41 gs.

Lot 7. Satin, a finish cow, by Golden Glen, and de-

scended from the old Strickland blood, Mr. H. Uttiug

bought at 52 gs. Perhaps the best lot in the sale.

No. 23, Shiny, a wonderfully ribbed heifer, was from Satin,

and Mr. R. Horsley gave 60 gs. for this promising year-

ling. Lot 8, Fledge, a deep red cow, goes to Sandring-

ham. Mr. Aylmer bought Freewill (32 gs.), of the same
tribe, cheap enough for Mr. Simpson, at Attleborough.

A pair of fine white heifers were looked upon as doubtful

breeders, aud Mr. John Codling, who has ali'eady taken

two or three prizes at Birmingham, bought them at

39 gs. and 38 gs. respectively. Mr. Tait took Hart,

one of the best three-year-olds, to the Royal Farm

at Windsor, at 39 gs. She is a well descended heifer,

coming originally from the Royal Farm, and goiuj.-

back to the stock with which Mr. Pawlett first started, aud
from which Mr. JonaS Webb bred First Fruits, the Battersea

gold medal calf. Mr. Micklethwait reserves several of

this tribe for his future herd. Lots 13 and 14 were a pair

of roan heifers of Mr. Gamble's F tribe, and both

go to Sandringham. Patricia, a then newly-calved

from the Havering Park stock was bought bv
Mr. G. J. Day for 35 gs. Lot 19, Flash, a down calving

heifer, was secured by Mr. Beck at 61 gs., as well

as Flight, a red yearling at 40 gs., and Flutter, a

hairy white calf, at the same prce. For the bulls

there was little competition. Robert Peel went sud-

denly ofFat 42 gs. to ^Ir. J. Grimes of Newark, who re-

fused a good profit on him before the sale was concluded.

Cato, a younger and broad-loined, round-ribbed bull, ran

up to 67 gs. ; Mr. Jesse Andrews keeps him in the couuty

.

White bull-calves damped the biddings terribly, but,

a roan ran them up quickly to 31 gs. for Robert, a son of

Fledge aud Robert Peel. The females sold made £41,
and the males £30. Mr. Micklethwait retains about 2(J

animals, with Mr. Pawlett's Lord Beeston as the uucleu-i

of a future herd. The steers sold well, considering the

great drop there has recently been in the market.

Mr. Rose's herd is of newer matarials. Although his

catalogue comprised several well-descended animals, some
of them of the Fame tribe, not advisedly crossed, yet the

bulk of the lots for sale were bred from the late Mr.
Kett Tompson's herd, which he brought into the

county more than thirty years ago, aud which he reared

side by side, at some profit, with a polled herd.

Mr. Dudding bought Madam, lot 2, a Gwynne cow,

at 43 gs. Lot 4, Titlark, a broad-backed, roan cow,

of the old Beusou blood, weut to Mr. W. How at 56 gs.

;

but the competition for the cows was duU ; though the

young stock, by Lord Blithesome, sold well, and pulled

up the average. Mr. Hardiuge, of Kent, got a well-

bred heifer in Dame Margaret, of the Ruth tribe,

at 60 gs., but the pick was Water Nymph, of the

Hecate tribe, which quickly went up to 130 gs., and was

bought by Mr. J. How ofBrougbton. Lord of Westlaud,

a useful bull and a local winner, brought but 51 gs.,

and Mr. Mounsey got a promising calf in Royal Blithe-

some at 37 gs. The 25 head got within a trifle of £40
average, aud Mr. Rose still keeps a dozen cows and Lord
Blithesome, a purchase at the Beeston sale, for a new
herd. There was much talk of the feeding system

gradually giving way to the breeding, especially after the

recent attacks of foot-and-mouth disease; and breeding

stock is being more seriously considei'ed by the farmers

of Norfolk than it hitherto has been.

SALE OF MR. GEORQE TURNER'S STOCK.

The sale of Mr. Turner's Leicesters and Devoua took

place at his farm, Great Bowley, near Thorvertoo.

The stock offered consisted of 120 breeding ewes, 40
ewe aud rain lambs, 12 rams, and 30 cows, heifers, and bulls.

Messrs. Player aud Webber, of Silverton, were the auctioneers.

The auction commenced witii the sale of 23 lots of ewes in

pens of five. Lot 1 was knocked down to Mr. Besley, Thor-
verton, at 73s. each. Mr. T. Potter, Yellaford .bought the

next lot at G7 • eccb. Lot 3 was purchased by Mr. J. F.

Bomford, Drumlargcn, County Heath, Ireland, for 843. eacl:.

Mr. Greeuslade, of Tiverton, bought lot 4 at five guineas each.

Mr. T. Potter gave 73s. each for the next lot, whUe lot 6 was

knocked down to Mr. Greenslade also for Wolverhampton
at £5 each; lot 7 sold to Mr. Carpenter, Dawlisli, lor

71s. each ; lot 8 to Mr. Bomford, 80s. each ; lot 9 to

Mr. Froude Bellew, Stockleigh, £5 each. Mr. James
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Turner, of Bidwel), was the purchaser of the two next lots,

which averaged 673. 6d. eacli. For the next lot 73s. each
was given by Mr. Carpenter, and for lot 13 70s. each by
Mr. Uam, CulloraptoD. The two next lots were knocked
down to Mr. Besley for 67s. and 65s. each respectively.

Lot 16, a prize pen, was knocked down to Mr. Han-
cock, of Wiveliscombe, at £6 5s. each. Lot 17 was pur-

chased by Mr. Bomford for £5 each. Mr. T. Webber, of

Siherton, was the buyer of lot IS at 75s. eacli. Lot 19 went
to Mr. Hancock for 93s. each. Lot 20 to Mr. Besley, Thor-
verton, 673. each, and the two next lots to the same buyer for

6is. each. The last lot weut to Mr. James Turner for 3 gs.

each. Of six lots ot 5 ewe lambs, lot 1 weut to Mr. Richard

Greeuslade, Nortlimoltou, at 50s. each. Mr. Hickman, of

Loudon, bought lots 2 and ;5, at 43s. each and 41s. each.

40s. each was given for lot 4 by Mr. Allin, Cornwall. The
next two lots (twelve altogether) realised 35s. each to Mr.
Webber. Of the twelve hogg rams the first weut to Mr. Bom-
I'ord at 10s. gs. Number 2 was knocked down to Mr. Bora-

ford for 14 gs., who was also the purchaser of No. 3 at 6^ gs.

Mr. Hancock bought the next one for 9| gs. No. 5 went to

Mr. Bomford for 6| gs. Mr. Bastin, Exmoutli, purchased

the next for 8 gs. No. 7 made 7i gs. to Mr. Bomford, and
Mr. Bellew gaveSgs. for the next. No 9 was knocked

down to Mr. Lawrence, Plymtree, for 71 gs. Mr. H.awkins, of

SamlCord, had the next for 8 gs. The last two were purchased

by Mr. Carthewy, California, one making 8.j and the other

6.7 gs. In the ram lambs the first was knocked down to Lord
Briilport for 3 gs , and the second to Mr. Buckingham, of

Molton, for £3 lUs. Mr. Bomford gave £3 5s. for another

one, and also purchased the remaining five at 3 gs. each.

The Uevons made little more tlian butcher's prices.

The Duchess, calveJ 1858, was sold to Mr. Perry,

Tavistock, for 20j gs. Honey Bee came next, calved

1865, knocked down to Lord Bridport for 26 gs. The next

offered was Ducliess the I'ifth, calvni 1865, with Lurd Brid-

port the purchaser at the same price. Lady Nina, calved

1868, fetclied 22 gs., Mr. Allen being the purclw^ei-r. Lovely

calved 1867, was knocked down to Lord Bridport for 30 gs.

Mr. John Gould bought Daisy, calved 1869, for £21 10s., and

also Devonieusis for 31| gs. Mayflower was bought, bv Mr.
George Turner, jun., for 26| gs. Mr. Hancock, of

Wiveliscombe, gave 27 gs. for Muriel, calved September,

1871. Clara was started at 20 gs., and not sold. Lord
Bridport gave 24 gs. for Duchess the Sixth, calved June,

1871 ; and Jenny was also knocked down at 25 gs.

to Lord Bridport. Buttercup was sold to Mr. Perry for 24 gs.

Mr. Willis, butciier, of Exeter, gave £17 5s. for Lively. Made-
line went to Lord Bridport lor 20 gs ; for Duchess the Seventh

there was uo bid. Lucy was bought by Mr. G. Turner, jun.,

for 18 gs. Brown and Violet were not sold, as only one bid

was made in each case. Pearl, who won three first prizes,

went to Mr. G. Turner, jun., for 16j gs. Alice went to Mr.
Bellew for 13| gs., and Honeysuckle to the same for a guinea

less. Lily, the last offered, did not meet with a bid. Of the

bulls, for lot 1, Magnum Bununi, tlie hammer fell at 40 gs.,

Mr. Allen (Cornwall) being the purchaser. Lot 2, Lord
Devon, did not find a bidder. Of lot 3, Lord Poltiniore, Mr.
Hoare was the buyer at 26| gs. Lot 4, a bull-calf, made 20 gs.,

to Lord Bridport. Another bull-calf. King Charles, was knocked
down to Mr. Bellew for 15j gs., who also was the purchaser

for 13^ gs. of the other bull-calf.

SHORTHORN
G. Ashburners Grand Duke 9th (19879) died March 25, in

liis eleventh year. This grand old bull was bred by Mr.
Uegau, by Grand Duke 3rd from Grand Duchess 5th ; Mr.
Saunders used him at Nun wick, and at the Willis' Rooms
Sale, 1865, he was bought for 310 gs. by Mr. Walker, who
Used him at Berkswell for seven years. He left some remark-

ably fine stock both from pedigree and common cattle. When
exhibited at the Royal he was not successful. He won the

first prize at the Warwickshire Meeting at Coventry. W;hen

Mr. Walker's herd was sold last year, he measured 9ft. 7in.

length, 8ft. girth, 5ft. 2in. height, and when shown weighed

25 cwt. Mr. George Ashburner purchased him for 155 gs.,

and he has begotten a few calves at Low Hall, Ulverston.

11. D. Barclay's Duke of Brailes (23734) and Weston sold to

the butcher. Duke of Brailes was bred by Mr. Sheldon, by

I'ourth Duke of Thorndale from America, and left some

capital animals in the Brailes herd. He was a bull of large

size, good quality, and virtually of pure Bates blood. R.

Botterill's Miss Pyrgo died from the efl'ects of foot-and-mouth

disease. J. Bowman's Lady Cherry slaughtered. C. W.
l>rierley's Prince Charlie (29607) died May 27, from the

clfects of foot-and-mouth disease. Bred by Mr. Meadows,
Wexford, by Mr. Carr's Prince of the Realm (22627), from

Chintz by Fugleman, he was sent to England and exhibited as

a yearling ai the Royal at Wolverhampton, wliere he stood

t'.iurth in a large class of twenty young bulls. Mr. Brierley

there purchased him. He was again shown as a two-year-old

at tlie Royal at Cardiff, where he was placed third. Bolivar's

I'iiiicess, winner of many prizes as a lieifer-calf, died April 1,

from inflammation succeeding foot-and-mouth disease. G. J.

D.iy's Lord CoUingham (29089), slaughtered April 4, on ac-

e Hint of vice. This bull, a stvlish animal, was bred by Capt.

I'.lathwayt, by Second Duke of CoUingham (23730) from

i'idget 4th, consequently he was of pure Bates blood. He
was sold in October, 1870, at Badminton, when a yearling,

for 115 gs., to the Earl of Aylesford, at whose sale, in May,

1871, he was purchased for Mr. Angersteiu at 300 gs., Mr.

C'urtler competing for him. Mr. Day bought him privately

from Mr. Angersteiu in March, 1873. H. Fawceti's Straw-

berry 3rd, a promising heifer and winner of local (iri/.es, died

from effects of abortion May 20. Third Duke of Tregunter,

the property of the Rev. P. Graham and Mr. Bromet, died

May B, from perforation of the bowels. He was bred by

Colonel Gunter, by Second Duke of Claro (21676) from

OBITUARY.
Duchess 94tli. Several calves are left by him in both herds.

W. Hoskeu and Son's Rosebud, slaughtered April 10. This

cow, by Prince Frederick (16734) from Kitchen Maid of Mr.
Lane's stock, was the reserve number at the Royal Meeting at

Manchester, 1869. She won first prizes at the meetings of

the Bath and West of England Society, the Royal Cornwall,

Devon, Plymouth, and local shows. Weight, l,4351bs. J.

W. Barking's Duke of Kirklevington (35982) died April 5.

Ho was bred by Mr. Stiles Rich, by Seventh Duke of York
(17754) from Kirklevington 13th, and purchased at Didmar-
toii for 105 gs. Although a somewhat large plain bull, he

was full of hair and quality, and left some capital stock at

Ashdown. D. Nesham's roan heifer-calf by Prince of Oude,

dam Mr. Barnes' Sweetmeat by King Kichard (36523), died

from quarter-ill at eight months old. Sir G. R. Philips'

Cherry Duke 3rd (28171), bred by Lord Penrliyn, by Third

Duke or Wharfdale (own brother to Cherry Duchess 14th,

the 750 gs. cow at the Wicken Park sale last June), and pur-

chased at Lord Penrhyu's sale. May, 1871, died rather sud-

denh from disease of the liver, June 15. He has left a num-
ber of good promising stock at Weston Park. Lady Pigot's

Dame Swift uied May 30. This handsome voung cow was
well known. As a two-year-old heifer she was first at the

Royal Meeting at Wolverhampton, 1871, also at the Bath and

West of England Show at Guildford the same year, and at

several other exliibitions. She was by Prince of Buckingham,

from Dame Quickly by Valasco, and descended from the Fare-

well tribe. When put to Bythis she produced the celebrated

young bull Rapid, first-prize calf at the Royal at Cardiff, 1872,

and at several county meetings ; indeed, he was never defeated

and would doubtless have been the best yearling out this sea-

son, had he not have been purchased for 1,000 gs. last May,
owing to the Australian prohibition, and exported to Mr. W.
McCuUoch, Melbourne. She also bred an own brother to

Ripid last year, a very promising, though late calf. Dame
Swift was slightly injured last season on the Great Eastern

Railway, and an attack of foot-and-mouth disease superven-

ing, she died May 30. Victoria Rubicunda died May 19,

from the effect of foot-and-mouth disease. She was by Raven-
spur from Victoria Kegia, of pure Mantalini blood, a fine red

cow aud an excellent breeder. She produced the prize lieifVr

Victoria Windsonia, exported by Mr. E. King Cox to Aus-
tralia, 1872, also Victoria Meteora, Victoria Pulchra, as well

as the well-known bulls Valorous (27701), and Ri-d Cross

-z O
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now in use at Glanatore, County Cork. W. II. Salt's Coun-

tess Gwyime by i'ripounier (2020S), dam Jenny Gwymie,
broke her leg and was slaughtered May 29. II. Sharpley's

Duenna by Eleventh Grand Duke, from Dulciuea of the

Duchess Nancy tribe, a large fine cow, died from an abscess;

she was bred by Lord Penrliyn, purchased by the late Mr.
Clayden, at whose sale Mr. Sharpley gave 105 gs. Slie bred

a promising roan bull-calf by JMr. Mcintosh's Third Duke of

Geneva. £. J. Smith's Lictor (2'i333) sold to the butclier.

This fine roan bull won the first prize and Purdou Challenge

Cap at the Londonderry Meeting of the Royal Agricultur:il

Society of Ireland, and stood second to Sovereign at Tralei-

;

he was bred by Mr. J. H. Jones, from the Bootli and Strick-

land blood. Mr. Bruce hired him, and he left some goo.l

stock in Munster. T. Stamper's Chihon (25771') slaughtered

April 2. J. Wliyte's Cymbal by Lord Plymouth (2M-55), out

of Clotilde 2nd, of the Premium tribe, from Stanwick Park, a

very good symmetrical red heifer, died from premature calving.—Thornton^s Circular.

AGRICULTURAL TABLE TALK.
At Derby, Lord G. H. CAVF.NDisn, M.P., the Chairman,

said : Some of the legislation in respect to agriculture was not

quite such as farmers would have desired, and as proof of tliis

they might perhaps have heard of a bill which had been in-

troduced to promote a better feeliug between landlord and
tenant. His opinion was that there was too much disposition

to legislate on matters which were best left alone, and he be-

lieved that the best way to act upon both by landlords and
tenants was " live and let live." Ladies were beautiful in

themselves, and liked that which was beautiful and pic-

turesque, but he was sorry to say that all the picturesque has

left farming. Soon there would be no haymakers, and there

would be no dairymaids—thanks to the factories. Everything

would be worked by steam ; there would even be no horses

soon, for they were fast giving way to locomotive engines, and
in a few years flails would be regarded in the same manner in

which we now looked upon the stone and flint instruments

that were sometimes dug up in the country. They might
lament that the pisturesque of farming was past, but they must
KO with the times, for they could not help these changes.

Whoever now heard of four-year-old mutton ? Even in the

country milk was not what it used to be, and they would find

it difficult to take from one of those short-horns similar milk

to that which could be got from one of his friend Mr. Cox's

long-horns, or from an Alderney cow. Everything seemed
now to have to come to early maturity. There were no doubt

very great difficulties in the way of the farmers, and perhaps

the most pressing one was the price of labour. But farmers

were not singular in having to contend with this difliculty,

because in almost all the various walks of life wages and
salaries had very much increased. A clergyman told liim the

other day that even curates now asked for larger stipends, and
that those stipends had been in some cases 50 per cent. It

occurred to him (the Chairman) that the curates had better

take care they did not come under the notice of a certain bishop

who had advocated that agitators for a rise of wages should be

ducked in a horsepond. Tiiere were some people who in-

dulged in the most melancholy pretensions respecting agricul-

ture. Some said that arable land would be laid down for

grass ; some that everything would have to be done by
machinery ; some, even taking a more melancholy view, said

that large farms would have to be broken up, and that they
should have to return to the small farms, where the farmer and
his family would have to conduct the agricultural operations.

He (the Chairman) always gave his opinion upou these sub-

jects with the greatest timidity and hesitation, but he thought
that so far as regarded farming, they must look to making their

labourers comfortable, giving them good wages, and what he
would always advocate, the run of the milk of a cow, for his

belief was that such a practice was a good one for keeping
good labourers. The other day he was reading the evidence
before Committee of a noted agriculturist, Mr. llope of Eentou
Barnes, Haddingtonshire, who recommended and almost in-

sisted upon labourers having good cottages and a cow, and
said he could see by the look of the children whether the
labourer kept a cow or not. He had also read in evidence
before a committee that the counties in the north of England,
and in the Lowlands of Scotland, where the farm labouring
classes formerly lived largely ou milk and porridge, and had
since taken to tea, coffee, and other slops, they were no
longer of the same physical strength, and three men were now
required to do the work of two.

Mr. Coleman said many of them would be aware tliatthe
Earl of Harrington had olfered very liberal prizes for tlie best
managed farms. He held in his hand the award of the Judges,

which was handed to him by the secretary a few minutr^

previously. The first prize was awarded to a gentleman wli >

came out of one of the best farming counties (Lincolnshin j,

Mr. Samuel Robson, of Melbourne ; the second was given tn

Mrs. Adcock, of Barnes Heath. That farm he had the plea-

sure of going over some years ago, and he wished their noMr'

chairman would visit it, for he would see as clean a field ol'

tnrnips there as any in Lancashire. The third prize wms

awarded to Mr, Sybry, of Ambergate, to whom great credit

was due, for he farmed in a cold unkind climate, and in a

heavy country. Tlie Judges higiily commended Mr. Carring

ton, and commended Mr. James Thulston. The committi c

wauted to see the society go on and prosper, and in ordi r

that that may be done they must have the assistance of tin'

farmers of the district. They should try to get outsiders In

exhibit, lie agreed with gentlemen like Mr. Pole-Gell whu
did not want to keep the show for Derbyshire alone, but

should throw the show open to gentlemen outside to sec

whether they could send anything better than could be lui-

nishedby the county. With regard to the landlord and teuiui'

question, if they could get all landlords to be like tbi-

Cavendishes, and all tenants to be like those whose names 1 ;

had read over there would be no difliculty, but unfortunately

there were varieties of both landlords and tenants, and liiei.-

were some of the latter who would not do tiieir duty to the

land, and who had therefore no business with it at all.

Mr. T. W. Evans said the show was, he believed, above

the average, and there seemed to be a fair exhibition i.i

dairy stock. There were seven or eight entries, but he shoiill

have been glad if there had been more, because that el i--

was of great importance to this county. But that stock Iki I

been improved in quantity and quality, and the animals (x-

hibited were really fit for use. With regard to the otlui-

animals it would not be desirable that he should say anything-

as to particulars. He could not, however, avoid mentioniiu'

one animal, exhibited by Mr. Cartwright, which struck him
as one of the most beautiful and symmetrical that he had ever

seen either there or anywhere else.

Mr. W. T. Cox, said: It had been a great pleasure f >

him to rear the animals he had exhibited, and if they cui-

tinned up to the mark he intended to exhibit them at Ghri.' -

mas at Birmingham, and if he was successful there he shoul I

be gratified. He regretted to say that at Smithfleld the Lohu-
horns he wished to cuter were refused. He did not grumble'

at what the council had done, because in consequence ot s i

few animals of that class being bred in the country there;

were few sent to Smithfleld for exhibition, and therefore liie

prizes had been withdrawn for that breed.

At Huntingdon, Mr. Heathcote, the Chairman, said the

evidence before the Committee of the House of Lords showe.i

that three millions of acres of land had been drained in llus

country. Anybody who knew anything about the area of tins

county and the drainage that had been done could bear testi-

mony that the county of Huntingdon had performed a vi ry

considerable proportion. Then the Society had given sums i.f

money to labourers who had competed for prizes. In his o\Mr

district he knew a father and a son who had received £141) lor

prizes in the county. Three labourers had also taken JL'Jt.

If any one would take the trouble to search out what li:<d

been done, they might see how the Society bad
given an impetus to and improved the labourers of this

county. There were 27 sets of Smith's roundabout steam

ploughs and 8 sets of the double-ridge principle ploughs let

out in tlie county. He was inforiued that, in proportion to
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acreage, uo couuty iu Eugluud liad so many of that class of
ploughs. Tlicy wore all indebteil to those gpntlemca who had
taken the le:ul iu this work of improvement. He could not

leave out the feus. There was a uanie in wliich he felt that

the county had some interest, and that was Lord llussell. In

a book he liad lately published, lie alluded to the drainage of

Europe, and had instanced the drainage of Whittlesea Mere
and the Middle Level. The cups had all been given by the

Society, and every advantage that had been derived fromtliese

was derived from the Society. The area of competition had
been extended, and certain classes had been opened to all

England, and they saw what the result had been. Sir John
Packingtoii, the chairman of the Woreestersliire Agricultural

Sjciety, liad said that every labourer should have one or more
acres of land to enable him to keep a cow ; and Mr. Arch had
said if the hibourer had oue, two, or three acres of land it

would settle the whole question. He (the president)

had lately been to Scotland and Westmoreland, and
had taken the opportunity of looking into these things for

himself, and he must deny these statements. He believed

tliat these broad and unqualified representations were wrong,
iletiought they should do all in their power to improve the

1 ottages of the labourers, give them better water, and a better

< ducation for their families.

Mr. Fellows, M.P., said : No doubt iu the present day
occupiers of land will liave to dispense a good deal witli

manual labour, and must employ machinery in its place.

During the past eighteen months there had been considerable

CI liiculty anioQg labourers, and such difficulties might continue
i'lr a considerable time. It would be to the advantage of the

f irnier to use machinery: manual labour must also be used. They
I. new it had liad a good effect with regard to reaping machines,
and it might have the same effect with regard to other kinds
nf machinery. They wanted an improvement in the system
cif machine working, and so render themselves less dependent
ou manual labour. He did not want it to be supposed that
lii^ advocated any unkindness or harshness toward the labourer.

t):i the other hand lie thought he was to be pitied more than
li'.amed. He had been led away by noisy, chattering agita-

lo s, who had au object in view, and as far as he (the

^;i.niker) could make out these men had been leading a whole
class of people, and setting class against class. Nothing was
more comfortable for them to be told that they would earn
more wages, and have tiie land of England divided among
them. Those who knew that these things were wrang would
not be led away ; but unfortunately labourers had been misled

and had acted according to the orders of these men, instead of

Ijoking to the employers of labour, who had always been
their best friends. They had put the farmer to much incon-

venience, but he thought the latter should try to lead them
and not drive them: they were to be led by kindness, but not

driven by force. They had had to pay high wages during the

last eighteen months, but they would not mind that if they saw
bi'uefitial results ; but as far as his experience went he must con-

fess he had not seen the advantages one might have expected.

Tlie families of the labourer had not been better fed or

clo; bed, or the children sent to school more regularly. The
bills at the village shop had not been better paid. But he

lud found out that the brewers and the publicans had had the

benefit of the increase in the labourer's wages. Eor he found
that the excise duties exceeded several millions the amount
that had been received in previous years. That was a thing

much to be regretted. Unless they could persuade labourers

to leave off excessive drinking, he did not think their condi-

tion would be improved. As to the Farmers' Defence Asso-
ciation lately formed in Huntingdonshire, he approved of it as

it was a Society of defence and not offence. He did not agree

with unions, but as the labourers had joined unions the farmer
must protect himself.

At Kingsbridge Sir Massey Lopes, M.P., said he felt that

the agricultural members in the House of Commons had quite

enough to do, for, although he did not want to say one word
against the present Government, or any Government, yet if

he had any one fault to find with the present Government
it would be that it had too much ignored and too much neg-

lected the agricultural interests of the country. He had often

scanned the faces of the members of the present Government,
and had been at a loss to see among the whole front bench one
man who had the slightest sympathy, he might say, for the

agricultural interest. He saw that in the present Government

trade and commerce were very largely represented, whilst he

saw that the agricultural element was very carefully and

studiously eliminated. AVith regard to the Landlord and

Tenant Bill, he admitted that the principle was a just and

politic one, namely, that a tenant should have some security

for the capital invested iu the soil, and compensation for what

he left in it. But he frankly told them he was not prepared

to do away with the right of contract between landlord and

tenant. He thought it would be a great mistake. Such a

thing did not exist in regard to any other industry, and he

did not see why it should exist with regard to agriculture.

He was oue who at the Chamber of Agriculture first proposed

that six months' notice was too short, and that 12 months'

notice was the minimum any tenant ought to have. He was
happy to say that Mr. Read adopted that suggestion in his

Landlord and Tenant Bill. They hoped by and by this would
be made the law. Six months was too short a notice for any

man iu which to make business arrangements for quitting his

farm, whilst 12 months might be cons-idered reasonable, just,

and fair. With regard to the other question, the readjustment

of local burdens, it had now been admitted by the House of

Commons that agriculture had a grievance, and that was say-

ing a good deal, because it took a long time in this country to

ventilate a grievance, and unless they had public opinion at

their backs it was no use to bring anything before Parliament.

Local taxation reforms had two objects in view. The first was
to oppose in every possible way any addition to our local

burdens until they had got some readjustment of them ; the

second was to endeavour to transfer to the Imperial Exchequer
all those local burdens seeming to be national in their object,

and over which they had little or no control. Since 1868,
when the present Government came into office, though they

boasted of having reduced the imperial taxation by nine mil-

lions, yet he did not hesitate to say tiiey had increased the

local burdens by five millions. He did not think there was
ever any greater fiscal injustice perpetrated than that of im-
posing the education rate upon the owners and occupiers of

real property alone. Education was no doubt good, but he

did not hesitate to say that it was a national need and a

national responsibility. If national education was paid for by
the State in Ireland, why should elementary education in Eng-
land and Scotland be paid for by the ratepayers ?

Mr. Gamier agreod with the principle of the Landlord and
Tenant Bill, but disapproved of the 12th clause.

At Middleton, Mr. C. E. Cawley, M.P., the chairman,
pointed out the advantage to be obtained by the application of

mechanical appliances to agriculture, and urged farmers to

turn their attention to the production of beef and mutton
rather than corn. In certain districts of Europe and America
they grow corn superior to that which could be grown in

England, and they could bring it to English markets with
nothing more than the ordinary risk of carrying ; but they could

not bring fat stock with the same risk. The day might come
when preserved meat would be liked as well as fresh meat,

but at all events that day had not yet arrived. The high prices

of beef and mutton had not, he contended, been brought
about by the restrictions placed upon the importation of foreign

cattle, which had less to do with them than the greatly in-

creased consumption, which resulted from an increase of

population and the prosperity of the country. The relations

of landlords and tenants had greatly improved. In some parts

of the country an undoubted tenant right, which had been
created by custom existed, and he believed that such things

were brought about far better by mutual arrangement than

by legislation. He did not mean to say that there were not

certain things that could be advantageously altered by Parlia-

ment. Perhaps some modification of the existing law might
be wanted, but he was quite certain that no law which seri-

ously interfered with the right of free contract between man
and man could be for the benefit of the nation. He therefore

advised tenant fnrmers to trust far more to their own good
sense and judgment in dealing with their landlords, than to

Parliament, for any improvement of their position.

At Kettering, Lord Henley said as the farmers had some-
times good harvests and sometimes indifterent ones, so it was
with party politics ; and if the party with whom he differed

should again come into power they could not have a more able

representative than Mr. Hunt. It had often struck him that

a company like the present was better able to come to a
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correct condusiou on some subjects than the House of Com-
mons. Take the question of rating, for instance. There was
a great legal hiiiiiiiary who, when the rating of timber was
under discussion—a subject which had occupied public atten-

tion since the days of (Queen Elizabeth—said he thought a
large revenue might be derived from the tops of the trees

before they were cut down. His right hon. friend was able to

set that great legal luminary right ori that important question.
Not only had lie shown his great abilities iu the important
public offices which he had filled, but he and his colleagues
had done their best to perform their duty to the country. One
of the greatest difficulties of the day was the labour question.

Having seen a good deal of the British labourer, he was
satisfied that if he had a good house and garden at a moderate
rent, he would not be a difficult man to deal with. If land-
lords would think the matter over, and aiford their tenants
such accommodation as was given them by Mr. Hunt and Mr.
Sackville, the labourer would be found not only reasonable,
but friendly, to deal with, aud these would be found a ready
solution of that great difficulty.

Mr. Hu^^T, M.P., said that if the farmers had such a
proportion of bad times as the poor Conservatives, a great
many more firms would be in the market than tiiere were
at present. The labour questiou had been referred to. Last
year that was a subject of great plexity, for the emplovers of
labour did not know what demands might be made upon them
from time to time, and it was most discouraging for a
man not to know what would be his outgoing, when he
was not certain of his income. A great change had occurred
during the last twelve months, and he believed that
things were now settling down, and that the arrange-
ments between the employers and the men were be-
coming more comfortable. Wages, no doubt, were somewhat
higher, but there was a greater certainty of what a man had
to pay at the end of the week. No doubt it had been a hard
task for many to meet the demands made upon them by the
rise in wages, but he believed that, in the long run, the
employers would benefit to a considerable extent by the rise in

wages. The men would be able to keep their families in a
state of greater respectability, and they would rise in the
social scale, would attain a greater degree of self-respect, and
be less likely to come upon the rates than when they were
dragging on a miserable existence to make two ends meet.
Therefore, he did not think the rise would materially aifect

the employers of labour. A great deal of time miglit he well

devoted to questions materially allVcting the agricultural
interest. They had been too much neglected to afford scope
for sensational legislation, which might excite party feeling,

but did not effect so much good as* less exciting measures. For
instance, there was the question of local burdens. That was
not a party question ; it was one which remained to be settled

and would never be settled. Such measures were required as
would attract more capital to the cultivation of the land, but
in order to attract that capital there must be good security.

Parliament might usefully employ its time in considering a
quesiion of that kind, and great good might arise from any
step which could be taken in that direction. It had been said
that tlie soil of England did not produce half what it might
do. It had been said by good auhority (Lord Derby), but
not with sufficient consideration. He did not believe tliat it

could produce twice as much as matter of profit. No doubt
a larger produce might be derived from the laud if sufficient

capital could be attracted to its cultivation by more beneficent
legislation. A matter which had occupied his mind the last

two Sessions was the question of the Game Laws. That was
a very dilticult subject to deal with. It was his lot to preside
over the committee to inquire into the subject, and he hoped
he had not been too presumptuous in giving notice of his
intentions to introduce a Bill next S(ssion. He was not
without hope of producing a measure which might materially
benefit the cultivator of land with regard to the damage done
to him by the large quantity of ground game. A great deal
of the difficulty might he arrang.-d between landlord and
tenant, if they would consider tlie matter in a reasonable way,
and there would be little cause for legislation. He
thought it was possible to frame laws for those who were not
reasonable, and he should be glad to be the author of such an
amendment of the law. These social questions were of far
greater interest than great, blazing, burning (|uestions which
upset Governments.

At Aylesbury, Mr. J. K. Towler said ; It is all

very well to say that farming is growing a very val-

uablw occupation, and that the land of England will

always hold its own, but the land of England ought
to have its rights as much as the property of any other
portion of the community ; and I believe that if we
as agriculturists, and as residents in a great agricultural dis-

trict, were to look a little more after our own interests,

it would be better for us. The great towns of the North
take very good care to look after their own interests, the

great monied interests of the nation take care to do that too,

and I therefore think that we, as farmers and voters, ought, at

the next election, to show that the men we send to parliament

are such men as will represent the interests which they are

sent to represent. There are seme questions pressing heavily

upon us. The question of Local Taxation is one that must be

met. There is another question, the improved condition of

the working classes. That is a questiou that will not slumber
and ought not to slumber. There is another question which
requires careful watching, and it must be done by our repre-

sentatives, aud that is tlie working of the Contagious Diseases

(Animals) Act. There are many things of this sort that we
have a clear and legitimate right to ask our representatives to

do for us, and I hope and trust, and I believe that we are ex-

ceptionally well cared for in that respect, for we have amongst
us men who will look after the interests I have mentioned. I

cannot sit down without referring to another topic, and I am
sure you will bear with me for one moment while I say a few
words about the agriculturists and labourers. Now, a

great pressure has occurred on the agricultural classes iu

respect of that agitation, and th'.s great pressure has fallen

exclusively, mind, upon the tenant farmers of this country.

We farmers are entirely dependant upon supply and demand.
We have no power within ourselves to resist this new burden.

But though we have not the power, the landlords of England
can meet us and assist us by improving tlie resources of our
farms, by building cottages and by improving the condition of
the labouring classes to a very material extent. I know that

I am treading on very delicate ground, but if the law of
England will not permit the owners of estates to do this, it is

to these gentlemen, as members of the House of Lords and of

the House of Commons, to solve that difficulty in their legis-

lative capacity, and devise means by which the resources of
tills great country can be fully and legitimately brought out.

Mr. N. M. UE Rothschild, MP. : I must say that I do
dislike the spirit which seems to be more and more growing
up, that when any difficulty arises, people, instead of striving

to settle it themselves—such as this one between landlord and
tenant—immediately apply to Parliament and to the State to

help them, and to frame laws, which, I may remind you, are

easily framed, but are often difficult of execution. 1 always

have thought that landlords and tenants can get on very well

of themselves if they are on those friendly terms which ought
to exist between them, and that the less they appeal to Parlia-

ment to ln4p them in this matter, the better.

Mr. J. Treauwell said: I believe that this and many
other Societies do a great deal to promote agriculture. I am
myself essentially a showman. Agricultural shows have ad-

vanced me very much; have advanced my pocket, and I consider

Miat, as regards farming, that is advancing me. I prepare

stock for exhibition, and that leads me into careful breeding,

and into paying particular care to the whole of ray stock.

Were it not for the competition in the show yard, we should

f»ll away into a very poor breed of animals to those which wc
h ive now. It is the fashion, at the present time, to give the

1 irgest prices for what they call rent-paying animals. Now,
that theory would not answer long. I beUeve it would be

theory. I do not think the practice would hold out in the show -

yard. What do we learn in the show-yard ? We learn to

ijreed animals of the most perfect symmetry we can get.

Therein, I believe, lies the whole secret of breeding. Were it

not for the show yard we should go on breeding without a

system, but we see that the judges always give prizes to the

most symmetrical animals, to the animals which are the best

formed, the best fleshed, and which have the best aptitude to

get fat. That is the good of this agricultural association ; so

much for one point. Then another object of the association is

" to excite by premiums and otherwise the spirit of industry

and emulatioQ amongst all classes connected with agriculture."

I wish they did promote industry ; they ought to do so. I am
almost afraid, however, that that spirit is not being emulated
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much in tlic present day. I am almost afraid that high waKes
and liigli jireiniums do not tend to promote industry. 1 iini

almost atraid that tliey do the reverse. But there is another
oliject wliieli tliis association has in view, and that is lo pro-
mote the better construction and apiilications of iniplenieutain
agriculture. Now are we not coutributintj to do away with
the spirit of industry amongst the hibourint? classes, wlien we
aretryinjj all we can to do with implements what tliey are in

the luibit of doing- with their lianils and arms? I am not
H:oing to find fault witii the employment ol iuipleinents, because
I leel it is right. lu the judicious use of implements lies the
secret of being able to deal with the labour question. I be-
lieve that we, as agriculturists, shall lie able to deal, notwith-
standing Mr. Towler's remarks, with tiie labour difficulty by
introducinK a greater variety and a greater number of imple-
ments. I siiould imagine also, that the implements which we
have used of late years have done and are doing very much to-

wards helping us to pay the increased price of labour which we
have to pay. The increased value of labour has led us to do
with less labour, therefore we save money in wages. But what
is going to become of surplus labour ? We have heard a great
deal of emigration, and of Mr. Arch taking away hundreds and
thousands of men ; but we can spare thousands and hundreds

of thousands. With improved implements of husbandry, we
can cultivate our fields and get in our crops with half the la-

bour we used to employ ; tlierefore I do not think we shall

have any need to do as Mr. Fowler said we must—appeal to

our representatives in Farlianient to help us. I do no^ think

that our represen atives in Parlmment can help us in regard to

that question. There are, however, many questions upon
wliicli they could help us a great deal. Local taxation is press-

ing upon us now, we know not how fast. I myself am con-

nected witii a sanitary board in our district, and have been

looking at tiiat matter very closely of late ; and I can see that

if we don't mind our p's and q's we shall double our rates.

We must be very careful how v\e go into that question. It

is a measure the expense of which the legislature, in their

wisdom, thought fit to put upon us. It is paid for out of local

taxation, yet it is for the benefit of the whole nation.

Mr. E. M. M. Lucas agned with Mr. Treadwell about the

labour question, and congratulated the farmers upon tiie show
of roots ; and although tlie harvest prospects looked gloomy,

he was looking forward to a good seed time for the next crop.

The greatest difficulty the farmers had to meet was the liigh

price of store stock to be turned into meat.

SHEEP SALES AND LETTING S.

MR. RIGDEN'S SOUTHDOWN SALE.
This annual sale of ewes, and letting and sale of rams took

place at Hove. Mr. Kigden said at the luncheon
that the flock had been bred, bad been established for thirty

years, and this was about the 27th or 28tli annual sale. He
had never used a ram that had not a history. Mr. Deaw-
iSRlDGE submitted the following lots to competition :

Ewes.—Lot 1, five full-mouthed ewes, £8 each to Mr. Smith
(Paddockhurst) ; lot 2, five do., £6 5s.,to Mr. Taylor(Norwicli);

lot 3, five do., £6 15s., to Mr. Taylor, for Mr. (Jolman, M.P.
(Norwich) ; lot 4, five do., £4 lUs., to Mr. Taylor (Norwich)

;

lot 5, five do., £4', to Mr.Cheeseman (Biiling,Kent) ; lot 6, five

do.,£4 5s., to Mr. W. P. Goringe (Kingston) ; lot 7, five do., £-t

8s., Mr.Stenning (Godstone) ; lot 8, five do., £3 15s., Mr. Sten-

ning (Godstone) ; lot 9, five do., £3 15s., Mr. Stenniug (God-
stone) ; lot 10, five ditto, £4, Mr. Stenning (Godstone) ; lot

11, five ditto, £3 5s., Mr. Newington (Wadhurst) ; lot 12,

five ditto, £3 5s., Mr. Groom (Eolkington) ; lot 13, five

ditto, £3 10s., Mr. H. Campion (Danny) ; lot 14-, five ditto,

£3 5s., Mr. Newington (Wadhurst) ; lot 15, five fnll-mouthed

ewes, £3 5s., the steward for Earl Cowper ; lot 16, five shear-

ling ewes, £4 10s., Mr. Louis Huth (Fossingworth) ; lot 17,

five ditto, £4 5s., Mr. Louis Huth (Possingworth) ; lot 18,

five ditto, £4, the steward for Earl Cowper ; lot 19, five ditto,

£3 10s., Mr. H. Campion ; lot 20, five ditto, £3 5s., Mr.
Taylor (Norwich).
Rams for Letting.—Lot 1, three years old, by grandson

of Reserve, obtained the first prize at Plymouth and first at

Hull—44 gs., Mons. Delorme ; 2, three years old, by ditto,

obtained the second prize at Dorchester, Cardiff, Plymouth,

and Hull—46 gs., Mr. W. P. Gorringe ; 3, two years old, by

grandson of Archbishop, obtained the second prize at Dor-
chester—Not let by auction, but sold afterwards to Mons.
Delorme for 25 gs. ; 4, two years old, by ditto—72 gs., Mr.

Taylor, Norwich ; 8, one year old, by the first-prize ram at

Cardiff', obtained the first prize at Plymouth and first at Hull
—02 gs., Mr. Hart, for the Duke of Richmond ; 9, one year

old, by first-prize ram at Carditt'—47 gs., Mr. Smith, Paddock-
hurst ; 10, one year old, by a ram of Mr. Henry Webb's—Not
let by auction, but afterwards let to Mr. Saxby, of Firle, for

10 gs.; 12, one year old, by first-prize rara at CarditF—Not
let, but Mr. Pield took it, for the Duke of Portland, at 10 gs.

;

13, one year old, by Mr. H. Webb's ram—20 gs., Mr. Efowkes,

Blandford, Dorset ; 14, one year old, by ditto—£11, Mr.
Oldaker, Hereford ; 15, one year old, by Lot 13—20 gs., Mr.
Chappell, for Mr. W. Taylor.

Rams for Sale.—Lot 5, two jears old, by grandson of

Archbishop—Not sold by auction, but afterwards taken by

Mr. Oldaker at 11 gs. ; 6, t\V(j years old, by ditto—31 gs., Mr.
Wodehouse, AVoolmers Park, Hertfordshire ; 7, two years old,

by ditto—21 gs., Mr. Field, for the Duke of Portland ; II,

one year old, by Mr. Rigden's No. 13—30 gs., Mr. Stenning,

Godstone; 16, one year old, by a ram of Mr. H. Webb's

—

30 gs., Mr. Stenning, Godstone ; 17, one year old, by ditto

—

40 gs., Mr. Hugh Gorringe ; 18, one year old, by ditto—12 gs.,

Mr. Stevens ; 19, one year old, his dam a ewe of Mr. Gorringe's,

of Kingston—38 gs., Mons. Deturtre ; 20, one year old, by

ditto—11 gs., Mr. G. Hodson, Blatchington ; 21, one year old,

by ditto— 11 gs.. Earl Cowper; 22, one year old, by ditto

—

16 gs., Mr. Hodson ; 23, oue year old, by Lot 13—20 gs.,

Duke of Portland ; 24, one year old, by ditto—20 gs., Duke
of Portland; 25, one year old, by ditto—21 gs., Duke of

Portland.

THE HATTONS SHROPSHIRES.—At the first annual

sale. Lord Chesham presided at the luncheon, and the sale was
conducted by Mr. Lythall. Lord Bolton, a three-shear ram,

went to Mr. Eirmstone at 41 gs. ; No. 2, a two-shear, to Mr.
Marson ; at 61 gs. ; Sir Roger, a two-shear, to Mr. Avery, at 70
gs. ; Mr. Mansell's Major, tliough a first-prize Royal winner,

made only 16 gs., and another the same price ;the first shearling,

second at Hull, was knocked down to Mr. Foster at 200 gs.,

the highest sura ever paid for a Shropshire ; Mr. Harward
hired the next at 20 gs. ; Colonel Lane bought No. 8 at

35 gs. ; No. 9 fell to Mr. Lythall's bid of 60 gs. ; No. 10, re-

served until September 20th, made 65 gs., to the Earl of Dart-

mouth ; No. 11, 36 gs., to Mr. Lovatt ; No. 15, 33 gs., to Mr.
Knight; No. 18, 31 gs., to Mr. Firmstone ; No. 23, 30 gs.,

to Mr. Bate ; No. 27, 30 gs., to Mr. Clouston, Ireland ; No.
28 (let), 56 gs., to Mr. Bostock ; and many others made 26,

20, down to 11 gs., at which two only were sold, M. Tre-

honnais taking four neat sheep for France at 14 gs. each. The
lot of thirty-four averaged £33 14s. 6d. The first pen of

shearling ewes went at £14 3s. 6d. per head to Mr. Firmstone,

and others at £11 10s., £9 10s., and £8 10s., down to £6 per

head to Lord Chesham, Mr. Foster and others giving an ave-

rage of £8 10s. all round. One pen of very old ewes, includ-

ing some purchased ones, went at 105s.

THE PANTON RAM SALE.—These rams were

offered for sale by Mr. Calthrop, at Mr. Budding's place

at Pauton. The following is the result. Let : Lot

1, Mr. Botterill, 10 gs.; 2, Mr. Guest 12 gs ; 3,

Mr. Hesseltine, 65 gs. ; 4, Mr. Coats, 8gs.; 5, Mr.
W. Epton, 9 gs. ; 6, Mr. Botterill, 10 gs. ; 7, Mr. Turnbull,

140 gs. ; 8, Mr. Vessey, 35 gs. Sold : Lot 9, Mr. Russell (New
Zealand), 30gs. ; 10 Mr. Lucar, 45 gs. ; 11, Mr. Russell, 60
gs. ; 12, Mr. Russell, 46 gs. ; 13, Mr. Russell, 96 gs. ; 14, Mr.
Hesseltine, 60 gs.; 15, Mr. A. G.trttt, 26 gs. ; 10, Mr. R.
Howard, 28 gs. ; 17, Mr. Smith (Napier, New Zealand), 24
gs. ; 18, Mr. Russell, lOOgs. ; 19, Mr. R. Epton, 38 gs. ; 20,

M .Russell, 38 gs.; 21, Mr. Smith (Burlington, Yorkshire),

55'gs. ; 22, Mr. Pulley, 20 gs. ; 23, Mr. Lucar, 20 gs.;

24 Mr. Nelson (Kettlethorp), 31 gs. ; 25, Mr. Smith (New
Zealand), 26 gs. ; 26, Mr. Borman, 12 gs. ; 27, Mr. A. Garfitt,

36 gs.; 28, Mr. Miles (Bristol), 17 gs. ; 29, Mr. Floyer,30
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gs. ; 30, Mr. Tears (Ilacklhorne), 25 gs. ; 31, Mr. Parker, 16
gs. ;32, Mr. Miles (Bristol), IGgs. ; 33, Mr. McVicar, 14
gs. ; 34, Mr. Pulley, 21 gs. ; 35, Mr. Usher, 16 gs. ; 36, Mr.
Wood (Mansfield), 14 gs.

; 3?, Mr. W. Epton, 17i gs. ; 3S,
Mr. Robinson, 22 gs.; 3U, Mr. Russell, 21 gs.; 40, Mr. Rus-
sell, 45 gs. ; 41, Mr. Gunnell (Milton, C aubridgeshire), 25 gs.

;

43, Mr. Smith (New Zealand), 2? gs. ; 43, Mr. Smith, 20 gs.

;

44, Blr. Guunell, 13 gs. ; 45, Mr. Miles, 9 gs. ; 46, Mr. Parker
rinKoldliy), 15^ gs. ; 47, Mr. F. Swallow, 9 gs. ; 48, Mr.
McVicar, 17 gs. , 49, Mr. Trotter (Bedale, Yorkshire), 15 gs.

;

50, Mr. Lacey, 10 gs. ; 51, Mr. Scorer (Scarcliff), llgs. ; 52, Mr.
Botterill, 94 gs.; 53, Mr. Russell, 17i gs. ; 54, Mr. Borraan,
35 gs. ; 55, Mr. Parker, 16|gs. ; 56, Mr. Ivnapps (Barlings),

10 gs.; 67, Mr. Nelson (Appleby), 14^ gs. ; 58, Mr. Lill

(Hagnaby), 14gs. ; 59, Mr. Smith (New Zealand), 19 gs.;

60, Mr. Parkinson (Yorkshire), 13 gs.; 61, Mr. Vessey, 48
gs. It will thus be seen that the stock will be well scattered.
Mr. Russell, of New Zealand, who buys for Canterbury and
Auckland, laid oat about £500. Lot 7, which was let at 14
guineas, was by Old Panton, and was the prize sheep at two
successive Royal shows, 1872 and 1873. Lots 19, 55, and 58
were of the same strain. The auimals altogether fetched nearly
£1,800.

THE SCOPWICK RAMS.-The following is the result

of the Scopwick sale of Lincolns: Lot 1, Mr Burtt, 17|
gs. ; 2, Mr. Reynard, 13 gs. ; 3, Mr. Morris, 10 gs. ; 4, Mr.
Reynard, 9 gs. ; 5, M-. J. Byrou, 22 gs. ; 6, Mr. Slater,

11 gs. ; 7, Mr. Lamb, 27 gs. ; 8, Mr. Morris, lOJ gs.; 9, Mr.
H. Duddiug, 22 gs. ; 10, Mr. C. Going, 50 gs. ; 11, Mr. W.
Holland, 35 gs. ; 12, Mr. R. Howard, 15*^ gs. ; 13, Mr.
Lan.;dalp, 17igs.; 14, Mr. Harris, 15 gs.

J' 15, Mr. Riley,
61 gs. ; 16, Mr. Morris, 14^ gs, ; 17, Mr. Rawlinson, 17^ gs.;

18, Mr. Hunt, 13 gs. ; 19, Mr. Reynard, 10 gs. ; 20, Mr. Mel-
bourne, 124 gs. ; 21, Mr. Langdale, 30 gs. ; 22, Mr. Twidale.
17 gs.

; 23 Mr. Morris, 26 gs. ; 24, Mr. Woolhouse, 49 gs.
•'

25. Mr. Reynard, 20 gs. ; 26. Mr. H^ck.ll^ gs. ; 27. Mr. T.
Pears, 23 tts. ; 28. Mr. Reynard, 23 gs. ; 29. Mr. Wils.in, 13
gF.; 30. Mr. Chapman, 11 gs. ; 31. Mr. Bourn, 10 gs. ; 32.
Mr. Brocklesby, 94 ss. ; 33. Mr. C. Going, 90 gs. ; 34. Mr,
Grantield, 29 gs. ; 35, Mr. Stevenson, 14 gs. • 36, Mr. Mayne
124 KS. ; 37, Mr. Mayne, 94 gs. ; 38, Mr. Stevenson, 22 gs. '.

39, Mr. Holland, 13 gs. ; 40, Mr. Brocklesby, 10 gs. ; 41;
Mr. Bembridge, 9 gs. ; 42, Mr. Watson, 7| gs. ; 43. Mr.
Parr, 21 gs. ; 41, Mr. Barton, 14 gs. ; 45, Mr. Pears, 25 gs. •

46, Mr. Morris, 16 gs. ; 47, Mr. Langdale, 33 gs. ; 48, Mr'
Mayne, 174 gs.;49, Mr. Marsden, 15 gs. ; 50, Mr. Hack,
20 gs.

SHEEP SALE AT CORK.—Messrs. William Marsh and
Son have held their annual auction, when the following were the
prices obtained for Border Leicesters : Nine imported Border
Leicester shearling rams, the property of Mr. Hugh Irvine,
Frankfield, and which were bred by the Duke of Buccleuch^
brought from £6 to £10 10s. each. Four pure Leicester
shearling rams, the property of Mr. W. R. Meade, Ballymartle,
were knockel down at from £7 10s. to £12 5s. This lot got
second prize at the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland's
show at Waterford, beating all Irish exhibitors, and also got
lirst and second premiums at last Cork show. Nine pure-bred
shearling Border Leicester rams, the propertv of Mr. Robert
Briscoe, Fermoy, fetched prices varying from £7 to £9. This
lot, which were in splendid condition, took every prize they
were entered for. Two Border Leicester shearling rams, the
property of Mr. Thomas Forrest, Castleview, brought £5 10s.
and £5 15s. each respectively. Tiiirteen shearling Border
Leicester rams, the property of Mr. W. S. Hunt, DroradiaJi.
were disposed of at prices ranging from £5 10s. to £13 each.
Eight pure-bred improved Border Leicester shearling rams'
the property of Jlr. J. Geran, Broom Hill, Mitchelstowu,
went at prices ranging from £6 15s. to £12 15s. Five
shearling Border Leicester rams were disposed of for Mr J
Litton, of ArdaviUing, at from £5 10s. to £10 5s. A shearling
Leicester ram, the property of Mr. A. H. Smith Barry, Fota,
letched £6 5s., and two ditto belonging to Mr. Thomas
Franks, of Mallow, were disposed of at £5 5s. each. Eleven
Border Leicester shearling rams, the property of Mr A J
Campbell, Ferinoy, got chiefly by the second prize ram at

n?A ,?h'y
°^ ^*'^^> ^''^"^^^^ "'6 following prices: £11 5s.,

£ £7 10s., £6, £5 10s., £5 15s., £5 5s,, £8 5s , £6 5s. and
i.0 iOs respectively. Captain Brown, of MarmuUen, got 5Ss.
lor a two-shear Border Leicester ewe. Mr. Thomas Franks
received Irom 41s. to 50s. for a lot of forty Border Leicester

'

I stock ewes. From 41s. to 47s. each was had by Mr. J.»mrs

Tait, of Rostellan, for his lot of twenty Border Leicester

shearling ewes. For a lot of five aged Border Leicester ewes
44s. each was liad by Mr. A. H. Smith Barry, Fota. Mr
R. J. Martin, Carrigtwohill, received 40s. each for a lot of

fifty shearling ewes, bred in the county Tipperary. Thirty
pure-bred Border Leicester shearling ewes, the property of

Mr. J. P. Furlong, U'Loughtane, county Watertord, were,

knocked down at from 37s. 6d. to 45s. eacii. For a lot of

twenty Border Leicester shearling ewes 43s. each was received

by Mr. W. Irvine, Frankfield. Mr. W. Welland, Midleton,

got from 51s. to 57s. each for his lot of forty very prime
Border Leicester ewes. Mr. A. J . Campbell, Fermoy, received

54s. each for fifteen Border Leicester shearling ewes For a

lot of thirteen Border Leicester shearling pwes 59s. each was
received by Mr. C. O'Callaghan ; and Mr. Roche, of Mallow,
got 65s. each for his lot of thirty Border Leicester shearling-

ewes.—Shropsliires : Mr. Geo. Lo;;an, of Courtstown, got £5
10s. for a two-shear Shropshire ram, and four others of the

same description, belonging to the same gentleman, were not

sold. Captain Brown had six Southdown shearling rams,

which were also unsold. A pure-bred two shear Shropshire

ram, the property of Mr. II. Pratt, Carrigrohane, which was
bred by Mr. R. Nash, and got second prize at Cork cattle-

show of 1872, went at i'lO. Two two-shear Shropshire

rams, the property of Mr. J. Nash, Lake L-jdge, brought £5
each, and a third, belonffiug to the same gentleman, was not

sold. Three sliearlinf; Shropshire-down rams, the property of

Mr. A. H. Smith Barry, were sold at £5 15s. and £7 re-

spectively ; and seven others, of the same description, be-

longing to the same gentleman, were not sold. T iree Shrop-

siiire yearling rams, the property of Mr. Ryder Nash, Glan-
mire, were not sold ; but for thirteen others of a like descrip-

tion he got tile following figures : £5 15s., £5 5s., £13, £10
9s., £9 5s., £6 5s., £8, £10, and £5 5s. Mr. Thomas Pranks

had a lot of twenty shearling Shropshire-down rams, two
only of which were disposed of, and these two fetched £5 5s.

each. Mr. Samuel Nash, Lake Lodge, had a lot of seven
Shropshire hogget ewes, for which he received 56s. each.

Major Heard, of Rochfords'own, got from 48s. to 52s. each
for a lot of twenty pure-bred Shropshire ewes. Mr. R.
Barter, St. Auue's, got from 48s. to 58s. each for a similar

number of shearling ewes. Mr. A. H. Smith Barry, for

twenty shearling Shropshire-down ewes, received from 36s. to

85s. each ; the winner of the first and second prize at Cork
Agricultural Society's show, 1873 ; the winners of first prize

at Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland's show, 1873, at

Waterford ; and winners of Barter Challenge Cup for best

sheep at same sliow, were amongst this lot. Mr. J. Morgan
Smyth's lot of twenty pure-bred Shropshire shearling ewes
went at from 48s. to 54s. each. Mr. J. P. Furlong,

D'Loughtane, county W^aterford, got from 40s. to 55s. each
for his lot of thirty pure-bred Shropshire down shearling ewes.

Mr. J. Tait got 61s. each for a lot of five Shropshire-down
shearling ewes. Mr. W^. Barry had a lot of twenty-four

Oxford-down shearling ewes, which brought him from 49s. to

50s. a piece.

MRS. BEACH'S SHROPSHIRE SALE.—Mr. Lythall

conducted this sale, wiien the Royal second-prize shearling

made the highest price on record for a Shropshire. The sheep

were sold for France, Ireland, Wales, and several Euglisli

counties. Lord Bolton, a three-shear, the third prize at the

Royal show last year, and first at Bolton, Stourbridge, Bir-

kenheadand and Warwick, sold for 41 gs. to Mr. Fermstone.

The second-prize sheep at Stapleton was bought by Mr. Mar-
ston, at 61 gs. The two-shear. Sir Roger, sold to Mr. Avery
for 70 gs. Mr. Mansell's Wolverhampton Royal first-prize win-

ner, bought by Mrs. Beach at 50 gs., was sold for 16 gs. The
winner of the second Royal prize at Hull was bought by

Mr. W. O. Foster, M.P., at 200 gs. Four sheep were bought
for France atl4gs. each. The first pen of shearling ewes
went at £14 3s. 6d. per liead, to Mr. Firmstone, and others

at 230s., 190s., and 170s. down to 120s. per head, to Lord
Chesham ; Mr. W. O. Foster, and others, giving an average

of £8 10s. all round. One pen of old ewes went at 105s.

BISCATHORPE RAM SHOW.—At Mr. Thomas Kirk-

ham's sale, Mr. Heneage, of Hainton Hall, in proposing the

health of Mr. Kirkhara, stated tiiat 170 friends had subscribed

for the purpose of presenting that gentleman with his

portrait. Sixty- two shearlings were brought to the ring,

and sold for £2,160 18s., being within 3s. an average of
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£35. Seven two-shear sheep produced £266 l-ts., being an
average of £38 14s., and one three-shear sheep was sold for

£8i. The whole flock penned sold for £'2,511 12s., showing
an average of £33 17s. 7d. The highest price was givea for

No. 7, wliic'h vk'as boiiglit by Mr. E. J. Davy, of Owersby, lor

120 gs. ; Mr. llussell, of Aupklaud, New Zf^aland, purcliased

thirteen sheep tor +77 gs., being iin averasie of £38 10s. 6d.

each ; Mr. T. Caswell, of Pointon, purchased No. 5 for 92 as
;

Mr. Pears No. 12 lor 82 us. ; No. 16 fetched (iS^s., boiiebt

for New Zealand; Mr. II. Sliarpley got No. 25 for60gs.

;

Mr. J. 11. Caswell No 30 for 55 gs. ; and No. 31, Mr. May-
iield, for 60 gs. Several sold for from 30 to 40 ns. ; the lowest

figure given was 12 gs. A magnificent four-shear ram was
bougiit by Mr. Williams, of Carlton-le-Moorlaud, for 80 gs.

Mr. Kirkham liired this ram originally when a shearlin;^ for

50 gs. It then belonged to Mr. Clarke, of Scopwick, and Mr.
Kirkbam bougnt it in the following year for 150 gs.

IIUTTOFr RAM SHOW.—IMessrs. Mason and Sons offered

for competition 61 Lincolus. Among the shearlings.lots 7, 20,

10, "i, 9, S, 5, 6, and 13 realised the liighest prices, and were
hired for 37, 32, 31, 25, 23, 22, and 20 guineas respectively by

Messrs. H. Mackinder, S. Middletou (of Water Newton), R.

Needbam, E. Robinson, S. Mackiuder, William AUenby, an(.

Iliggins. Amuug the old sheep, lot 46 realised the highest

price, and was hired liy Mr. Win. lies for 60 guineas ; lots 47,

49, 39, 32, 36, 38, and 53 were liired by Messrs. R. Williams,

G. Grime, W. Chaiterton, J.Kirtiy, and Higjiiiis for 2S, 27,

25, 24, and 20 guineas respectively, and were among the next

best. Sixty-one raras were let, producing the avevafje of £18
Ss., being lu the aggregate the best that Mr. St. Peter Robin-
son ever had.

THE LATE MR. TABOR'S HAMPSHIRE FLOCK.—
This sale was held at Burden's liall, near Wilton. Mr.
Edward Waters conducted the sale, which commenced with

the full-mouthed ewes, Mr. Dear being the purchaser of lot 3

at 65s. per bead, and lot 4 at 62s. ; Mr. Mussellwhite also

securing lot 2 at 63s., and Mr. King lot 1 at 61s., the average ol

the whole being 6O5. lOd. The si\-teeth ewes were then offered,

Mr. Read purchasing lot 3 at 68s., Mr. Dear lot 4 at 64s., and
Mr- I'riend lot 1 at 60s., the whole averaging 61s per bead.

The four-teeth ewes then followed, Mr. Friend buyiu}; lot 3 at

74s,, lot 9 at 64s., and lot 4 at 63s. ; Mr. Harris loi 1 at 68s.,

and lot 6 at 65s. Mr. A. White lot 2 at 60s., and Mr. Flower

lot 5 at 65s., the average being 64s. 9d. The two-teeth ewes,

lot 5 at 81s., lot 3 at 77s., lot 2 at 73s., and lot I at 67s.—all

falling to Mr. Chisraan ; lot 7 10 Mr. Fleetwood at 72s., and

lot 4 to Mr. Higgins at 69s., the whole averaging 68s. lOd.

The chilver lambs, lot 5 purchased by Mr. Atlwater at 60s.,

lot 10 by Mr. Read at 52s., and lot 4 by Mr. Thatcher at 47s.,

who also bought other lots at 44s., 43s., 42s., 38s., 37s., &c.,

the average being 43s. 6d.

SALE OF LAMBS AT ST. BOSWELLS.—There was a

large number brought forward at this sale on Monday, and

considering that most of the lambs now exhibited lor sale are

seconds, the prices realised were considered good, and almost

equal to the tops a few weeks ago- Messrs. Swan bejjan

their sale with a lot of kyloes from theMarquis of Lothians.

The figures obtained I'or them ran from £25 to £30, other

cattle from £32 10s. to £30 10s. There were afterwards a

number of old sheep shown, and then came the lambs, wliich

brought fair prices. At Mr. Davidson's ring the demand for

lamlis was very active, and the prices realised exceedingly

satisfactory. The fat stock sold brought good fii;un s, and on

the whole was the best sale winch has been held lor some time

MR. HENRY SMITH'S SHROPSHIRE SALE.—Up-
wards of 40 rams and 65 ewes were submitted to compeiition

at the New House Farm, Sutton Maddock, by Messrs. Lythall

and Clarke. This sale commenced with a two-sliear ram,

Creole, which was let to Mr. T. Nock at 25 gs. ; another old

ram, by Corsair, rather crippled, going at 83 us. to Mr. Minor.

No. 3, a prize shearling, was let to Mr. E. Lythall, at 26 gs.

;

the next going to Mr. Pilgrim for the season at 12 gs. The
remainder sold at from 32, 30, 25, 20, down to 6 gs., the

average being slightly under £12. The principal buyers were
Messrs. Timinis, Bate, Massey, Brown (Brockton), the agent

of the Earl of Dartmouth, Mr. Yates, Mr. Hall (Barro-A-in-

Furuess), Mr. St(nlev,Mr. Hammond, Mr. Bowen, Mrs. Wad-
low, and Mr. Brisburn. There was a brisk demand for ewes
at from 11 gs. down to 70s. each, giving an average of

£5 7s. 6d. Mr. Firmstoue took two good pens at 220s. and
120s., Mr. Pulley one pen at I40s., Sir. Trehonuais another,

for France, at I6O3. ; Mr. T. Nock one pen at 115s., and Mr.

W. Yates four p us at from 8O3. to 92s. 6d. each. The weather

through ut ilie da) was most unfavourable, and the sheep were

sold in the InU' lieou tent.

THE ASHBY-UE-LA-LAUNDE RAMS.—At Mr. Chas.

Clarke's at Asliliy, on I'hursday, ftlr. Law let those penned
witli the appended result: Shearlings: Lot 1, Mr. Wag-
siatl'e, 16 (is. ; 2, Mr. Boswortb, 18 gs. ; 3, Mr. Mitton,

13 gs. ; 4, Mr. Snaith, 17 gs. : 5, Mr. King, 41 gs.

;

6, Mr. Thorpe, 14 gs. ; 7, Mr. Pepper, 17^ gs. ; 8, Mr.
King, 17i gs. ; 9, Mr. Paddisun, 35 gs. ; 10, Mr. J. II.

Caswell, 50 gs. ; 11, Mr. Garner, 25 gs. ; 12, Mr. Robert
Howard, 21 gs. ; 13, Mrs. Tonybee, 12| gs. ; 14, Mr.
Lister, 22 gs. ; 15, Mr.Mu'ter, 28 gs. ; 16, Rev. Mr. Uubber-
sty, 12 gs. ; 17, Mr. Smith, 30 gs. ; 18, Mr. Sills, 15 gs.; 19,

Mr. I'oynbee, 21 gs.; 20, Mr. W. Cartwright, 30 gs. ; 21, Mr.
Rudkin, 22 gs. ; 22, Mr. Needbam, 21 gs. ; 23, Rev. J. King,

14.^ us. ; 24, Mrs. Tovnbee, 16 gs. ; 25, Mr. E Smith, 16 gs.

;

26, Mr. H. Paddison,"l8 gs.; 27, Rev. Mr. Hubbersiy, 18 gs.;

28, Mr. Harris, 14^ gs. ; 29, Mr. Sills, 13 gs.; 30, Mr. Oliver,

18^ gs.; 31, Mr. Hubbard, 13,^ gs.; 32, Mr. Faulkuer, 11 gs.;

33, Mr. RolUnsou, 18 t;s.; 34, Mr. Boswortb, 17 gs. ; 35, Mr.
Caswell, 70 gs. ; 36, Mr. Stennett, 20 gs. ; 37, Mr. Baker, IS

us., 38, Mr. Oliver, 12^ gs.; 39, Mr. Phillips, 12 gs. ; 40,
Mr. Hubbard, 17| us.; 4'l, Mr. OHver, 10| gs.; 42, M. Forman,
7 gs. ; 43, Mr. Hunt, 10 gs. ; 44, Mr. Evison, 10 gs. ; 45,
Mr. 'I'rotier, 10 us. ; *6, Mr. Elwood, 10 gs. ; 47, Mr. Wag-
staff. , 12 gs. ; 48, M. Smith, lU gs. ; 49, Mr. Allen, 13 gs.

;

50, Mr. Pepper, 14 gs.; 51, Mr. M.itton, 12 gs. ; 52, Mr.
Harris, 13| as.; 53, Smith, 12 gs.; 54, Mr. Smith, 16 gs.; 55,

Mr. Sraitii, l'4gs. 56, Mr. Shaw, 21 gs. ; 57, Mr. R. Wyles,
11 us.; 58, Mr. Rohmsuu, ll|us. ; 59. Mr. Falkner, 12 gs.

;

60, Mr. Addison, ll^gs. Two-shear : 61, Mr. Phillips. 9| gs.;

62, Mr. Robinson, 9k gs. ; 63, Rev. Mr. Hubbersty, 8 gs. ; 6t,

Mr. Clay, 17 ys. ; 65, Mr. Bird, 22 gs.
; 66, Mr. Ealaod, 10

gs. ; 67, Mr. Robinson, 7^ gs. ; 68, Mr. Graves, 18 gs. ; 69,

Mr. Huood, llJ gs.
; 70, Mr. B. Tomlinson, 14 gs. ; 71,

iVlr Baker, 12 guineas; 72, Mr. Baker, 19 guineas; 73,
Mr. Tonilinsoii, 11 guineas; 74, Mr. Hardy, 11 guineas;

75, Mr. 11. Paddis(m, 9 guineas; 76, Mr. T. Lowe, 12 guineas
;

77, ditto, 13 gs.: 78, Mr. Foster. 17 gs.
; 79. Mr. Musson'

10 gs. ; 80, Mr. Lamb, 25 gs. ; 81, Mr. Watson, 9^ gs. Three-
shear : 82, Mr. NichoUs, 7-i-gs. ; 83, Mr. Bacon, 91 gs.; 84,

Mr. Clay, 6 gs. ; 85, Mr." J. R. Kirkham, 50 gs.
;"

86, Mr.
Rudkin, 18 gs. ; 87, Mr. Graves, 15 gs. ; 88, Mr. RoUinson,
9gs. ; 89, Mr. Widdowson, 6 gs. ; 90 Mr. v^''. Toralinsoii, 8

gs. : 91, Mr. Mitton, 8 gs.; 92, Mr. Elwood, lOJgs.; 93, Mr.
Gash, 10 gs. ; 91, Mr. Smith, 7igs.; 95, Mr. Elwood, 8it;s.

;

96, Mr. Everett, 8 ks. ; 97, Mr. W. Tomlinsou, iUh gs. Four-
shear: 98, Mr. J. F. Marston, 11 gs.; 99, Mr. Rolluiton, 7 gs.

;

100, Blr. Snodin, 92 gs. ; 101, Mr. Foster, 6 gs. ; 102, Mrt.
Toyubee, 7 gs. ; 103, Mr. Foster, 6^ gs. ; 104, Mr. J. H.
Caswell, 35gs. ; 105, Mr.Lacy, lOgs. ; 106, Mr. Rudkin, lUgs.

;

107, Mr. R. Lowe, 7 gs. ; 108, Mr. G. Bland, 8 gs. ; 109,
Mr. B. Tomlinsou, 7^ gs. ; 110, Mr. Lacy, 10 gs.

THE WOOTTON DALE RAMS.—This flock of Lincoln
rams, witli which Mr. Geo. Taylor Havercroft has been
so long associated, was on Saturday offered I'or competition.

Mr. Callhorpe was the auctioneer. The following were,

the prices obtained for the principal lots: Lot 1, Mr. C.
O. Peace, iO^us ; 2, Mr. C, S. Holgate, 20us. ; 3, 14gs.

;

4, Mr. Beulah, 22gs. ; 5, 18gs. ; 6, 13gs. ; 7, iMr.

Davy, lOgs. ; 8. Mr. H. Davy, 13gs. ; 9, Mr. Hopkin,
15ris. , 10, Mr. E. J. Davy, 32gs. ; 11, Mr. Thompson,
17|gs. ; 12, Mr. Gibbons (Howsham), 26us. ; 13,' Mr.
LHinmiug, 18gs. : 14, Mr. Wood (Brunibyl, 13-s. ; 15, lOgs.

16, Mr. J. Beulah, 15gs. , 17, Mr. W. J. Prankish, 12gs ; IS

Mr. K. J. Burkhill, 12igs.
; 19, Mr. Robert WAker (Somer-

by),22gs. ; 20, Mr. W. Marris' executors (Limber), 15gs.
;

21, Mr. Fieldseud (Kirmond) 19gs. ; 22, Mr. Hill (Po'jle-

thorue), 18igs.
; 23, Mr. Prankish, lOJgs. ; 24, Mr. R. Dan-

uatt, 11^-us ; 25, Mr. Brown (Butterwick), 9igs. ; 26, Mr.
Wood (Brumby), lOgs. ; 27, Mr. Young (Claxby), 13ius. ; 28,
Mr. Brown, ll.\gs. ; 29, Mr. Fieldsend (Hainton), Mi-'s.

;

30, Mr. William Wood (Habrough), 28gs. ; 31, Mr. VVood,
lOus. ; 32, Mr. Cartwriubt, lOigs. ; 33, Mr. Tiiompson,
15igs. ; St, Mr. Maw (Walk House), 12gs. ; 35, Mr. Baker
(Bcdale), lligs.; 36, Mr. W. J. Franki.sh, 18gs. ; 37, Mr. H.
Liversidge, llgs. , 38, Mr. E. Empson, 8gs. ; 39, Mr. Lam-
ming, llgs.; 40, Mr. Brooks, 10|gs. ; 41, Mr. Cartwright,
7|-gs.; 42, Mr. W. Brooks, 8gs.; 43, Mr. E. Davy, llgs.;
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45, Mr. W. Wood, Sgs. ; 46, Mr. Gooseman, SJgs. ; 47, Mr.
J. Brooks, jun., Sgs. ; Mr. J. Beulah, O.ygu. ; 5U, Major Up-
lileby, 9|gs. ; 52, Mr. J. S. Bygott, 14ga"; 53, Mr. i'leldsend,

lUps. ; 54, Mr. J. Beulali, r2^gs. ; 55, Mr. Empson, 11 gs.

;

56, Mr. Brown, lOigs. ; 51, Mr. F. Marshall, 16gs. ; 58, Mr.
W. Chapman, 8|gs. ; 59, Mr. Baker (Bedale), l^gs. ; 60, Mr.
W. Marris' executors, Sgs. Total amouut ol the sale, £791
14s., being an average of £14 3s. 9d. on the 56 sheep which
were sold.

SALE OF LAMBS AT HAWICK.—Messrs. Oliver
conducted their third sale of lambs for the season at
tlieir mart on Thursday. Tlie stock presented comprised
Cheviot, wedder, and ewe lambs (blackfaced and crosses),

half and three-parts bred lambs. The weather during Wed-
nesday morning was very wet ; the animals, as at last sale,

were " drooked" and draggled in appearance. There was a
large attendance of dealers and stockmasters ; the sale com-
menced at 10 a.m. and finished at 7 p.m.; the demand was
good, and the bidding spirited to the close. About 20,000
lambs passed through the ring. Quality considered, prices
were about the same as last sale, from 2s. to 3s. below last

year.

THE SHREWSBURY SALE 01 SHROPSHIRES, BY
MR. W. G. PREECE.—There was a large attendance of
dealers and other purchasers from all parts of the country,
and several parts of Ireland. Mr. E. lastone, Bourton Grange,
Salop, entered a two shear ram, whicii sold for 14 gs., and
four others at lower figures, the whole making an average of
about 10 gs. Mr. IMarson, Butterhill House, Stafford, sold
eight shearlings, all by Lord Dunstan ; one realised 30 gs.,

and the lot averaged 16 gs. Mr. Thomas, The Buildings
Earm, Bascimrch, entered 15, and all sold ; one brought 24
gs., another 20 gs., and the average was 10 gs. Mr. R. Ed-
wards, Udlington, Salop, sold five, the price being 19, 6^, 10,

7J, and 6| gs. Mr. J. Evans, Utfington, entered 15" and
tliey averaged 18 gs. each, the highest figure being 30 gs.

Mr. Mansell, Adcott, obtained 53 gs. for a sliearling ram by
Little Lu/d, and others were knocked down at 35, 25, and 20
gs. ; the average was IS gs. Lord Cheshara obtained the
highest bid at the sale for a shearling ram, th.; price being
15iJ gs. The other figures were 56, 45, 41, 40, 35, 33, 31,
30, and downwards. Twenty-two rams were entered and the
average was almost 34 gs. Mr. G. Allen, Kuiglitley Hail,
Ecclesliall, obtained an average of 8 gs. for 12. Some of Mr.
Crane's, Slirawardine and Eorton, were knocked down for 48,
31, 30, 22, and an excellent average was obtained. A shear-
ling of Mr. W. O. Foster's, Apley, was run up to 42 gs., an-
other to 38 gs., and another to 30 gs. Mr. F. Burd, Rickers-
cote Farm, Stafford, sold a ram for 9^ gs. ; Messrs. Fenu and
Harding's averaged about 9 gs. ; Mr. Hortou's, Harnage
Grange, 10 gs. ; Mr. Tanner's Frodesley, 10| gs. ; Mr. T.
Hurley's, The Fosse, Leamington, 6^ gs. ; Mr. C. Byrd's,
Littywood, Stafi'ord, 14 gs. ; Hon. E. Kenyon's, Masfen, near
Wbiichurch, about lO gs. ; Mr. B. Jones's, Ensdou House, 8
gs.

; Mr. J. W. Minton's, Forton, 19 gs. ; Mr. M. Williams's,
JJryton, averaged about 9 gs. ; Mr. B. Wainman's, Whitley
Manor, Newport, 7 gs. ; Mr. Calcott, Betton, sold one at 7
gs. ; Mr. W. r. Nock, Burlington, Shifual, three at 12, 10,
and 6| gs. ; and Mr. Cooke, Horseheath Park, six, the highest
price of which was 10 gs. Lord Chesham's ewts averaged 9
gs., the highest price for ewes, and those from other stocks,

5 gs., 4 gs., and so downwards ; upwards of 2,000 ewes being
sold.

THE SALE OF THE LOTHIAN RAM SOCIETY.—The
following IS a note of some of the principal lots disposed of,
and the average and highest prices obtained. By Mr. Oliver:
Mr. Ainslie, Hillend, 30 rams, average £6 14s., highest £9
5s.

; Mr. Bell Irvine, Whitehill, Lockerbie, 25 (long-woolled),
average £8 3s. 6d., highest £13 10s. ; Mr. Baillie, Fullerton
7 (half bred), average £3, highest £3; Mr. Jabez Crosby,
Kirkby Shore, 40 (long-woolled), average £6 Os. 6d., highest
£8 ;

Mr. Brown, Pentland Mains, 5 (Leicesters), average £4
Is., highest £5 5s. ; Mr. Miller, Downreay, Thurso, 11 (half-
bred), average £3 10s., highest £4. By Mr. Swan : Leicesters
—Mr. Hozier, Mauldslie Castle, 30 rams, average £6 Us. 4d.,
higliest £8 ; Earl of Southesk, 16, average £9 16s., highest
£14 28. 6d.

; Mr. Mather, Walerloot, 3, average £5 5s.,
higfiebi£5 10a.; Mr. Simson, Blainslie, 25, average £8 7s.
lid., highest £16 ; Mr. Carlowrie, 28, average £6 3s. 6|d.,
highest £10 ; Mr- Ferguson, Kinnochtry, 20, average £8 12s.
3d., highest £11 10s. ; Mr. Rae, Whitrigghill, 2, average £10

2s. 6d., highest £11 10s.; Mr. Melvin, Bonnington, 100,
average £9 4s. 6d., higlie.st £15 ; Mr. Lyell, Old Montrose,
40, average £6 10s. 8|d., highest £11 10s.; Mr. Hutchison,
Fosterton, 2, average £3 10s., highest £3 10s. ; Sir George
Dunbar, 40, average £4 19s. O^d., highest £6 ; Mr. Prentice,

Newbigging, 20, average £4 6s. 3^d., higliest £5 10s. Shrop-
shir^s—Mr. Hutchison, Fosterton, 1 ram, average £3, highest

£3 ; Lord Polwarth, 20, average £9 10s. e^d., highest £16
10s. ; Hugh Alexander, Denoon, 5, average £4 12s., highest

£5 10s. ; Lord Strathmore, 35, average £9 10s., highest £18
10s. ; ditto (gimmers), average £5 Os. 4Jd., highest £8; Mr,
Hood, Lenross, 20, average +3 19s. l^d., highest £5 10s.

PETERBOROUGH ANNUAL RAM FAIR.—There were
498 shrep penned, being 32 more than in 1872. The prices

ranged higher, and fewer were left unsold. The Pointon
rams, bred by Mr. T. Caswell, made the iiighest average ; Mr.
E. J. Howard, of Nocton Rise, a new comer to this fair, took

second place ; and Mr. Hack, of Buckminster, stood third.

In private sales Mr. J. Wilders, of Crosfou Kerriel, stood A 1.

The Buckminster rams, 28 in number, and bred by Mr. A-
Hack, were sold by Mr. Siiouler, of Melton, and averaged

£17 17s., tiie highest prices being given by Mr. Austin, £44
2s. ; Mr. Cant, £31 10s. ; Mr. Johnson, £25 4s. ; and Mr.
Moore, Eye, £24 13s. 6d. For the Croxton Kerriel rams, 21

in number, bred by Mr. J. Wilders, the highest price was £24.
Dowsby Hall rams, 54 in number, bred hy Mr. Dean,
and sold by Mr. Carter, averaged £12 12s. ; the highest

prices were £31 10s., £31 10s., £28 7s., and £22 Is.

Mr. Milling, of Creeton, 20, sold by Mr. Carter, averaged

£6 13s. 6d. The Pointon rams, 50, bred by Mr. T. Casswell,

and sold by Mr. Mason, Loutli, avi-raged £26 16s. 9d., and the

highest prices given by Mr. John B^ron, Kirby Green, £105
;

Mr. Coleman, £69 6s. ; Mr. Richan'son, Holdtrness, £03
;

Mr. A. Garfitt, £57 15s. ; Mr. Siiowden, £55 13s. ; Mr.
AVilders, Croxton Karriel, £52 10s. ; Mr. H. Sharpley,

Louth, £42; Mr. Savage, £32 118.; Mr. Turner, £32 lis.;

Mr. Edwards, Keswick, Norfolk, £29 8s. ; Mr. Bland, £29 Ss.

;

Mr. Martin, aud Mr. W. Giiliatt, Beverley. The Kirkby
Green rams, 35, bred by Mr. B\ron, and sold by Mr. Mason,
the average being £10 10s. ; higliest price £19 19s. Wel-
liugnore rams, bred by Mr. Woolhouse, and sold by Mr. Law,
of Sleaford, averaged £11, the highest prices being given by

Mr. Whitney, £16 16s. ; Mr. Whitehead, Thorney, £16 16s.

;

Mr. Baines, £15 4s. 6d. ; Mr. Yeoman, for Hon. G. W, F'itz-

william, £14 14s. and £]3 13s.; Mr. Bonser, Fothering-

hay, £14 14s. Willoughby Heath, 23, bred by Mr. Garner,

sold by Mr. Law, averaged £7 10s., highest price being £15
4s. 6d. For the Mere rams, 39, bred by Mr. Pears, sold by Mr.
Law. The highest given by Mr. C. Clarke, Asbby, was £63.
The Nocton Heath rams, 28, bred by Mr. R. Wright, sold by

Mr. Law to Mr. Wilkins, £52 10s.; Mr. Beharrel, Thorney,

£39 8s.; Mr. Horrell, £36 15s.; Mr. J. C. Humfrey, Clip-

stone, £26 5s. For the Laughton rams, 50, Mr. Casswell only

obtained nominal prices in comparison to last year. They were,

however, all sold. Creeton rams, 25, properly of Mr. C. W.
Nidd, sold by Mr. James Warwick, made a very poor average,

and several were leit unsold. Noctou Rise, 46, bred by Mr. E-

J. Howard, sold by Mr. Mann, averaged £18 16s. TheCran-
well rams, 24, property of Mr. F. Sardeson, sold by Mr. Law,
averaged, £15. Mr. Oakley's 15 yearling Southdowns were

sold privately : highest price £7.

LOUTH SEPTEMBEll FAIR.—There was a large show
of both beasts and sheep at the September fair on Friday,

which met with a ready sale at high prices. Messrs. Mason
and Sons sold US beasts, 3 horses, 517 sheep, and about 150

rams, which altogether realised about £6,364. The rams were

a very attractive feature in the fair, three or four lots being of

a very superior qualify. Foremost on the list were forty shear-

lings belonging to Mr. J. Clark, of Welton-le Wold. Mr.

Clark also exhibited about 150 ewes, which were much ad-

mired. About a score of these were ready for the butchers,

and perfect pictures tiiey were, and as examples of what a

sheep should be when matured and fe1,tliey were unique. Mr.
Clark's rtims made a good averape, the 40 realising £724 10s,,

or£18 2s. 3d. each. The Huttoft Grange rams, 24iu number,

the iiroperty of Mr. Needliam, averaged £13. The Belleau

rams, belonging to Mr. T. Y'oung, averaged nearly £12

;

20 belonging to Mr. lies. Wold Newton, £9 15s. 9d. ; 6 be-

longing to Mr. Sfrawson, Tetney, £11 Us.; 13 belonging to

Mr. T. Young, Covenham,£9 5f. ; and 5 belonging to Mr. J.

Parr, Binbrook, £8 5s,
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HAMPSHIRE DOWNS.—At Devizes, Mr. John Marsli
brought to the hammer the Clatford (lock, comprising l,3l)i)

sheep and lambs, tlie property of the Messrs. Gauntlett. 187
fiill-mouthrd Hampshire Down ewes made an average of 51s.

4d. per head; 161 six-teetli ewes 61s. iJrl.,171 four-toetli ewes
60s. 9d., 191- two-teeth ewes 56s.8d.,26Ucl>ilver lambs.'J'J^. 9d.,

and 2i() wether lambs 3Ss. 9d. The stock on Bourton Farm,
made the annexed prices : Full-mouthed ewes as lii^h as 68s.

a head, with an average of 58s. 2d. ; six-teeth up to 70s. a head,
with an average of 59s. 7d. ; four-teeth up to 80s. a head,

with an average of 66s. ; and chilver lambs up to 50s., with an
average 39s. 3d. Cart horses made extraordinary prices, one
being knocked down at £78 15s., another at £63, and another
at £52 10s.

R. M. WRIGHT'S SUROPSHIRES AT COPPEN-
HALL.—Low prices ruled ; 17 guineas being the top figure.

Two let sheep made 10 and 14 guineas respectively; others

12, 10, and 8, down to 6^ guineas ; the last ten rams being

withdrawn. The ewes were young, and sold much better at

from 57s. to 87s. 6d., averaging 70s. The principal buyers

were Mr. Salt, M.P., Messrs. Soloman Ashton, E. Weston,
Adamson, F. Keeling, Harris, Dean, Moore, Summers, Brown,
(Uttoxeter), Pilling (Lancashire). Lythall and Clarke, ol

Birmingham, were the auctioneers.

LINCOLNSHIRE LONG-WOOLS.—At the Caistor

September sheep fair 40 rams, bred by Mr. William Hessel-

tine, of Beaumont Cote, Barton-on Huraber, were sold by
auction by Mr. Callhrop at an average of ^£16 5s. Mr.
Turner, of Ulceby Grange, purchased No. 11 for 48 guineas

;

Mr. J. B. Swallow, of Horkstow, No. 13, for 43 guineas. Mr.
K. Abraham gave 38 guineas for No. 10, and Mr. Havercroft,

32 guineas for No. 19. Mr. E. Davy, of Thoresway, disposed

of 30 at an average of £12 6s. 6d. ; and Mr. Nelson, of

Kettleby Thorpe, sold 20 an average of seven guineas.

Shearling wethers were sold at this fair for 76s. and gimmers
at 56s., ewes from 52s. to 70s., and lambs at from 35s. to 47s.

THE CADEBY RAMS.—At the annual sale of these rams,

the property of Mr. J. W. Kirkham, forty-nine shearlings

were sold by Mr. Briggs, which realised £813 15s., being an
average of about £16 12s.

LINCOLN RAM FAIR.—The number of rams sent for

sale on Friday last was not so large as on some former occa-

sions, not more than five or six breeders offering. Messrs.

Richardson and Tateson sold sixteen shearlings, the property

of Mr. Lister, of Coleby Heath, which realized £155 Ss., or

an average of £9 14s. 3d. A very superior animal was bought
by Mr. Steeper for 20 gs., and another by Mr. W. Lamb for

28 gs. Mr. Rudgard's and Mr. C. Ward's were also sold by

Mr. Richardson, the sums obtained ranging from 5 gs. to 14 gs.

Messrs. Briggs and Son put up 30 >hearliDgs, bred by Mr.
I'addison, of Ingleby, and they fetclied good prices. The fol-

lowing is a list of the purchasers : Mr. Stafford, lot 1, 14| gs.

;

Mr. Fox, lot 2, 10^ gs.; Mr. Marfleet, lot 3, S gs. ; Mr. E.

Howard, lot 4, lOJ gs. ; ditto, lot 5, 27 gs. : ditto, lot 6, 28 gs.

;

Mr. Nicholson, lot 7, 15^ gs.; Mr. Horner, lot 8, 17igs.

;

Mr. Wright, lot 9, 38 gs. ; Mr. John Holmes, lot 10, 32 gs.

;

Mr. Little, lot 11, 33 gs. ; Mr. Mackinder,lot 12, 20 gs. ; Mr.
Downing, lot 13, 20 gs.; Mr. Trotter, lot 14, 25 gs.: Mr.
Walker, lot 15, 28 gs. ; Mr. Armstrong, lot 16, 9 gs. ; Mr.
Marshall, lot 17, 18 gs.; Mr. Braraley, lot 18, 16gs. ; Mr.
Knowles, lot 19, 20 gs. ; Mr. Little, lot 20, 22 gs. ; Mr. Cart-

wright, lot 21, 27 gs. ; Mr. Horner, lot 22, 20 gs. ; Mr. Bailey,

lot 23, 16 gs. ; Mr. E. Clarke, lot 24, 11 gs. ; Mr. Bailey, lot

25, 8 gs. ; Mr. Nicholson, lot 26, 9 gs. ; Mr. BuUivanr, lot 27,
13 gs.; Mr. Rippon, lot 28, 13 gs.; Mr. Hiekson, lot 29,

9 gs. ; and Mr. Sharpe, lot 30, 6 gs. Messrs. Briggs and Son
also offered 26 shearlings and 5 two-shears, bred by Mr. W.
F. Marshall, of Branston Heath. The following were the

purchasers—Shearlings: Mr. Newton, lot 1, 10 gs.; Mr.
House, lot 2, 7i-gs. ; Mr. Goose, lot .3, 62 gs. ; Mr. Piuder,

h>t4, 13gs.; Mr. Auckland, lot 5, 9 gs. ; Mr. Tyler, lot C,

7igs. ; Mr,Grabby,lot7,8igs. ; Mr. Headland, lot 8, 47 gs.
;

Mr. Thurlby, lot 9, 12gs. ; Mr. Armstrong, lot 10, 17 gs.

;

Mr. Barratt, lot 11, 15 gs.: Mr. Headland, lot 12, 30gs.

;

Mr. Hall, lot 13, 7^gs. ; Mi. Norwood, lot 14, 15^ gs.; Mr.
C. W. Ingall, lot 15, 14 gs. ; Mr. Pinder, lot 16, 15 jjs. ; Mr.
Greenham, lot 17, 9 gs. ; Mr. Clarke, lot 18, 8^^ gs. ; Mr.
Willett, lot 19, 12 gs. ; Mr. Ellis, lot 20, 13^ gs. ; Mr. Clarke,

lot 21, 16 gs.; Mr. Barratt, lot 22, 10 gs.; Mr. Grebby, lot

23, 7ig8. ; Mr. M. Hall, lot 34, 7i gs. ; Mr. Pinder, lot 25,

16| g8. ; and lot 26, 13 gs. Two-shears : Mr. Mawer, lot 27,

13 gs. ; Mr. Sergeant, lot 28, 8 gs. ; Mr. Hides, lot 29, 10 gs.

;

Mr. Marshall, lot 30, 15 •- gs. ; and Mr. Jarvis, lot 31, 7i gs.

PERTH RAM SALE.—The annual show and sale of rams

in connection with the live stock sales of Messrs. M'Donald
and Eraser, Perth, took place in their marts in Mill-street.

The number of Leicesrer rams submitted for sale w*s over

500 hfad, and included lots from some of the best Hocks in

the counties of Forfar, Perth, Fife, Kincardine, and Kinross.

The number would have been larger, but several pens which
were entered in the catalogue were detained on their journey

by the floods in the north, and the damage done to the rail-

ways. In Shropshire Down rams the number shown was 120,

and consisted of shearlings, two shear, and aged sheep. In

addition there was a fair turn-out of Leicester and Shropshire

ewes and gimmers. In the Leicester ram class a handsome
silver cup of the value of five guineas was offered for a first

prize, and a silver medal, value £2 2s,, for a second. Tlie

judges were—Mr. Fleming, Carrauirs, Falkirk ; Mr. Smith,

Castlemains ; and Mr, Simpson, jun., Blainslie, who awarded
both prizes to rams belonging to Mr. Ferguson, Kinnochtry.

At the conclusion of the awards the sale commenced, and both
rings had a good attendance of customers. The average prices

obtained for the best sheep were much the same rs last year
;

secondary lots were lower. A large part went to Argyleshire and
Tslay, while, in addition, there were numerous local and dis-

trict purchasers. Ewes and gimmers sold fairly. The arrange-

ments of the sale were excellent. The following were the

prices realised : Leicester rams—Mr. Ogilvie, North Powrie,

7, £2 15s. to £3 15s. ; Messrs. M'Glaslian, Clevage, 23, £3
10s. to £4 15s. ; Mr. Cowe, Balhousie, 1, £5 ; Mr. Blyth,

Colzie, 6, £3 17s. 6d. to £5; Mr. Smith, PittingaTdner, 6,

£3 5s. to £4 12s. 6d. ; Mr. Bell, Glentarkie, 1 1, £3 15s. to

£5 15s. ; Mr. M'Lean, Balnells, 10, £4 15s. to £7 15s. ; Mr.
Hart, Kirklands, 16, £4 15s. to £7 15s. ; Mr. Fyfe, Arlary,

6, £3 to £3 15s. ; Messrs. Playfair, Aberuthven, 6, £3 to £4;
Mr. Maxton Grahame, of Redgortou, 30, £4 15s. to £10 5s.

;

Mr. Muirhead, Durdie, 9, £3 2s. 6d. to £3 12s. 6d. ; Mr.
Lvall, Old Montrose, 25, £5 5s. to £12 ; Mr. Robertson,

Henhill, 17, £2 10s. to £5 ; Mr. Taylor, Redcastle, 20, £5
15s. to £12 10s.; Mr. Smith, Balmain, 11, £4 10s. to £5
10s. ; Mr. Ferguson, Kinnochtry, 35, £5 10s. to £8 10s. ; Mr.
Bogie, Balcanquhal, 30, £3 15s. to £4 10s.; Mr. Strorrar,

Rossie, 10, £4 10s. to £5 10s. ; Mr. Young, Lalhro, 7, £4
to £5 10s. ; Mr. Wedderspoon, Masterfield, 10, £5 10s. to £8;
Mr. Ferguson, Ballmie, 12, £4 to £5 ; Mr. Watson, Newton
of Coupar-Angus, 21, £4 10s. to £6 10s. ; Mr. Murray,
Muniston, 8, £4 to £4 7s. 6d. ; Mr. Rae, iun., Haddo, 15, £2
10s. to £3 7s. 6d. ; Mr. Richmond, Moneydie, 35, £4 to £7 ;

Mr. Whyte, Muirhead, 24, £4 to £8 ; The Viscount Strath-

allan, 16, £2 to £4 10s. ; Mr. Fenwick, Leadretty. 12, £4 to

£5 10s. ; Mr. Goodlet, Bolshan, 50, £5 to £10 5s. ; Mr.
Hamilton, Denmarkfield, 10, £4 to £7. Shropshire Down
lams: Mr. Bethune, of Blebo, 12, £2 to £2 17s. 6d.

;

Mr. Hood, Linross, 9, £3 10s. to £6 10s.; Mr. Crawford,

Pitlov»ie, 20, £5 5s. to £14 ; Earl of Strathraore, 8, £5 to £7.
Shropshire Down tup lambs sold at from 27s. to 52s., and
ewes and gimmers from 40s. to 77s. 6d.

THE EARL OF FIFE'S BORDER LEICESTERS.—
This flock was put to the hammer on the 13th inst, at Cor-
skie Farm, Banff. The flock consisted of exactly a
hundred head. The greater portion of the animals were bred

on the farm, though the flock is descended from a combina-
tion of the best blood of tlie country. From time to time

animals were introduced from the flocks at Millendean, El-

lingham, Kinnochtry, Keavil, and other places. There were
first sold a lot of twenty-two shearling tups, which realised an
average price of £7. The tup bought by Captain Warrand
at £15 10s. is the animal that carried the challenge cnp this

year as the best sheep in the Elgin Show. A full brother to

that animal, and the best shearling in the lot, was taken out
by Mr. Bruce, Buruside, at £10. Mr. Kitchin, Stroeherie,

bought for £7 the lamb of a first prize ewe at Aberdeen Show,
and Captain Garden Campbell of I'roup secured for 5 guineas
a shearling got by the first prize tup at the Highland Society's

Show at Perth. The pair of two-shear tups mentioned below
were respectively purchased at £40 aud £30 last year. Mr.
Murray's purchase was the winner of the cup at the tup sale

show at Perth, and was first in his class at Elgin Show this

year. Mr. Lipp's purchase was first at the Banffshire Show
this year, and was bred by Mr. Foster of EUingham. Seven-
teen tup lambs were sold, and the average price obtained for
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them was £4 9s. 5(1. The ewes aud giramers were sold in
pairs. Twenty-two ewes brought an average of £4 13s. 2d.
per hond. The \>-/\r sold at £13 to Mr. Andrew were a first

prize winner at Elgin last yr-ar, and one of the lot which took
llie cup at Aberdeen in 1872. The first two pairs, purchased
by Captain Warrand, were at CornhiU and Elgin tliis year,
one of tliem having gained a first prize at Aberdeen as a
giminer. The gimmers, thirteen in number, fetched an average
of £0 (Js. <Jd. Tlie ewe lambs, of wliicli there were twenty-
two, realised an average of £3 Is. 6d. The total sum realised
for the hundred sheep was £150 3s. After the sheep were
disposed of, there were sold a few pure-bred polled and some
cross cattle. The pure-bred stock included a pair of yearling
bulls of liigh breeding. Lot 1, Earldom, got by Lord
Ornocb (445), dam Balvenie, winner of the third prize at the
Kelso Show of the Highland Society, was knocked out at £16
to Mr. Gray, 131airfanld. The other bull. Knight of the
T'histie, by Palmerston (3/4), the first prize aged bull at the
Uum fries Show of the Highland Society, his dam Jenny, the
mother of the yearling heifer which was placed first at Coru-
luil, second at Aberdeen, and third at Stirling this year, was
knocked out to Jlr. Maclaggan, liirchwood, for £26 10s.
Three polled yearling heifers were sold. One was taken
by Mr. Kitchiii, Strocherie, for £21 10s., and the other two
by Mr. Adamson, Bakiuharn, at £17 and £15. Three pure
polled yearling slots were also sold. Two of them were pur-
chased by Mr. Adamson, one at £22 5s., and another at

^21 ;
and the third by Mr. Walker, Montbletton, at £20 10s.

Six cross cows were sold, the highest to Mr. Duncan, Ward-
end, at £28, the lovvest at £12 5s., and the average of the
lot was £23 Os. lOd. Six cross queys were sold, the highest
priced being £18 15s., the lowest £15, and the average price
£18 4s. 6d. Six cross yearling stots sold at high prices, the
top figure being £23, and the lowest £10, the average price
beins; £18 13s. 9d. Eleven cross calves realised from £5 to
£10 10s., the average price being £7 5s. 5d. The total sura
realised for cattle was £580 15s. The proceeds of the sale of
both cattle and sheep were £1,030 18s.

SALE OF MR. BURGESS' SOUTILDOWNS AT
TARRANT, NEAR BLANDFORD.—The flock consisted
ot 360 iull-mouthed ewes, 205 siii-tooth ewes, 320 four-
toolli ewes, and 325 two-tooth ewes; 178 four-tooth
wethers, 38 two-tooth wethers; 420 ewe lambs; 360
wether Imibs; 13 four and two-tooth rams; and 14 ram
lambs. The fuU-moutlied ewes were sold in lots of 50 each,
and the six-tooth, four-tool h, and two-toolli in lots of 20 each.'
The wethers were dispo-ed of in lots nf 20. Aged ewes sold
from 52s. to 55s. each ; six-tooth ewes realised "(rom 52s. to
56s., lour-tooth ewes from 50s. to 65s., and two-tooth ewes
from IDs. to 53s. Tiie weiher sheep sold high, and ewe lambs
sold from 33s. to 37s.

MR. BRADBURNE'S SHROPSHIRES AT PIPE
PLACE.—For the rams the demand ruled brisk throughout
at from 40, 38, 35, 28, 24, 20, down to 8 guineas. Only
three sheep made under 10 guineas, one of them being let,

and the average was about £17 each. For the best pen of
show ewes Mr. Firmstone gave 23 gs. each, Messrs. Webb and
Sons for the next 12 gs. per head, but two other ewes
made 17 gs. each. The ordinary draft of shearling and stock
ewes made from 60s. to 85s. per head, giving an average of
about 74s. Mr. Preece was the auctioneer.
TIIE IRISH RAM BREEDING ASSOCIATION.—This

ram sale was held at Maryboro'. Mr. Thomas Franks, of
Drnmraheen, Mallow, sold eight one-shear Sliropsliire rams .at

prices varying from 6 to 8 gs. He also sold a two-ihear ram
lor 5| gs., and a five-shear ram for 5 gs. Mr. William Young,
of Brockley Park, Stradbally, sold a lot of fifteen Border
Leicesfers at prices varying from 5i to 17 gs., and two one-
shear Shrops at of and 6 gs. The top price in this lot was
giv.-n by Mr. Stephen M'CuUoch. Mr. M'Naught gave tJie

12^ gs., the next highest figure, for oae of the lot. Mr.
Caleb Going, Traverston, Nenagh, sold a lot of twenty one-
shearling improved Lincoln rams at from lOf to 21 gs. Tlie
liigiiest priced ram in this lot was purchased by Mr. John-
ston Mr. West and Mr. Ridjjeway gave 20 gs. each for two
ot the lot. Mr. B. W. Towers, Castletown, Borrisokane,
sold a lot of Lincoln one-shearling rams at from 6 to 15| gs.Mr Johnston was again the purchaser of the top priced ram.
Colonel lisher, Castlegrogan, Rathdowney, sold a lot of seven
one-shear Border Leciester rams at from 3 to 5,V gs. He
sold an aged ram also for 6 gs. Mr. Robert F. Franks

Jerpoint Hill, county Kilkenny, sold two one-shearling Border
Leicester rams at 6 and 6J gs. Mr. R. F. Wolfe, Rockford,
Nenagh, sold a lot of seven one-shearling pure bred Lincoln
rams at from 10 and 7 gs. Messrs. Dutliie and Beat, Bally-

kilcavan, Stradbally, sold nine shearling Border Leicesters at

from 8i to 5| gs. Mr. R. G. Cosby, D.L., Stradbally Hall,

sold a lot of seven one-shearling Border Liecesters, at from 5^
to 7i gs. Sir Allen Wash, Bart., sold two purebred shear-

ling Leicesters at 5j and 5| gs., and a two-shear ram of the

same breed at 8^ gs. He sold three shearling pure-bred
Shrops at from 5 to 6 gs. Mr. Francis A. Leigh, of Rose-
garland, New Res'!, sold ten shearling Border Leicester rams
at from 6 to 10 gs. Mr. Humphrey Smith sold three one-

shear Border Leicesters at from 5 to 5j gs., and two one-shear
Shrops at 5 and 4 gs. Mr. Thomas Robertson sold a lot of

twenty one-shearling Border Leicesters at from 7 to 13 gs.

The highest priced ram in this lot was purchased by Mr.
Archibald. Mr. Robertson sold a two-shear Border Leicester

to Mr. Greene, Magauey, for 9 gs. A lot of 20 one-shear
Border Leicester rams, the property of Mr. M. Franks, West,
field, Mouatratb, were sold at from 23| to 10 gs. Mr.
Walker was the purchaser of the top-priced ram. Mr. Little

purchased a ram in tlie same lot for ISj gs., and Mr. Dutliie

also purchased one for 17$ gs. Lord de Vesci's lot of ten

one-shear Border Leicester rams sold at from 32| to 7^ gs.

The top priced ram was purchased by Mr. Alexander
Cornelius. This ram took first prize at the JIaryborough
show, and also at the Royal Agricultural Society's Sliovv at

Waterford. Mr. George Low, liurghtown, purchased a ram
in the same lot for 18 gs., and Mr. D. Rattree purchased
another, which was higlily commended at the late Dublin
show, and took second prize at Maryborough for 10 gs. A
ram in the same lot was sold to Mr. Perceval at 145- gs.

Tlie following are the average prices fetched by the rams sold

in each lot : Mr. Tiiomas Franks, Mallow, Shrops, £6 133.

Mr. William Young, Stradbally, Border Leicesters, £8 4s. ;

Shrops, £5 17s. 6d. Mr. Caleb Going, Nenagh, improved
Lincolns, £16 16 3d. Mr. Towers, Borrisokane, Lincolns,
£8 15s. 6d. Colonel F'isher, Border Leicesters, £3 18s. IJd.
Mr. R. F. Franks, Jerpoint Hill, Border Leicesters, £6 7s. 6d.

Mr. R. F. Wolfe, Nenagh, Lincolns, £9 3s. 2d. Messrs.
Duthie and Beat, Ballykilcavan, Border Leceisters, £6 6s. 8d.

Mr. Cosby, Stradbally Hall, Border Leicesters, £6 Is. 5d.

Sir A. Walsh, Bart., Ballykilcavan, Border Leicesters,

£6 8s. 4d.; pure-bred Shrops, £5 8s. 4d. Mr. Francis A.
Leigh, New Ross. Border Leicesters, £7 10s. 6d. Mr.
Humphrey Smith, Mouutmehck, Border Leicesters, £5 Is. 8d.
Shrops, £8 10s. Mr. Thomas Roberlsou, Narraglimorr,
Border Leicesters, £8 2s. M.itihew Franks, Muunlratli,
Border Leicesters, £14 6s. 9d Lord de Vesci, Border
Leicesters, £12 15s. About 171 rams were disposed of.

AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENQE,
FAIRS, &c.

HOWDEN HORSE FAIR.—This fair commenced on
Monday, Sept. 15. Tliere was a good show of horses of superior
class, but the aggregate supply was less than at many pre-
ceding horse fairs at Ilowden. The demand was active, and
high prices were obtained, the following being average selling

figures: Horses suitable for broughams and private carriage
purposes, 65 to 85 guineas ; and ditto, of high stamp, 100
guineas ; stout-built horses for vans and town work, 45 to 55
guineas; and aged and inferior ditto, 28 to 33 guineas; saddle
iiorses of good class, 50 to 75 guineas; and hunters 90 to

180 guineas
; riding cobs and clever roadsters, 30 to 40 gui-

neas
; cart horses of good stamp, suitable for London teams,

45 to 65 guineas ; and ditto for contractors and agricultural

work, 25 to 35 guineas. There were but few sales of blood
stock. The London horse dealers were large buyers of good
class harness and riding horses.—Tuesday : A great lot of

Irish horses (about 200) came iu on Saturday and Monday.
The show of horses in the .fair to-day has been large, and a

fair amount of business seemed to be doing. The trade in the

three years old coach iiorses, which was formerly the most
important feature of Howden fair, was to-day very slow, but

older stock, lit for immediate use, found ready sale at good
prices. There was a good demand for hunters, and those

possessed of any breeding. Good fencers and capital goers
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Were speoJily disposed of. Useful ridiug and lianiess horses

went off wpU also. Some of the older breeds of this cluss

are now rarely to be met wilh, the Cleveland bay and the old-

fashioned roadster especially being very scarce. The shortest

snpply is of strong agricnltural horses. Tiie greatly increased

demand for them for brewers' drays, rallies, vans, and large

town team work has completely ontstripped the supply, and

they are conseciueutly both scarce and dear. In fact, very lew

have been seen in the show to-day, anything in the neigh-

bourhood of this description, of good quality, having been

picked up by the dealers' agents before tiie fair began. The
prices of this class have morii than doubled in the last ten

years. Amongst our local br, cders Mr. John Wells, J. P., of

Booth Ferry House, Mr. Sykes, Mr. Dsles, Mr. Hodgson,
and Mr. Richardson have shown some excellent horses. The
Malton district is well represented by Mr. Barker, Mr. W.
Topham, Mr. II. Jewison, Mr. W. Brown, &c., witii hunters

which fully sustain the high reputation their neiglibourliood

has obtained in the sporting world. Mr. Robinson, of Ilnll,

sold three coach horses at £100 each, and others at less

figures. Mr. Firth, of Hull, sold three for A'iSo to Mr.
Francois, of Brussels. Mr. Hall, of Scdgefield, and INIr.

Garner and Mr. Sellers, from Lincolnshire, liad a lot of good

hunters. Mr. Blackman, Mr. Sanders, j\Ir. East, and j\lr.

Burton have been buying for the London market. Mr. Wiin-

bush, Mr. Withers, and Mi-. J. East, jun., all jobmasters, have

been extensive purchasers. Mr. East (Fliilips and East) buys for

the English Government and the army. Messrs. Fielder and
Shaw, of Bristol, and their local agent, Mr. T. Elam, have

bought and sent off nineteen fine horses. Mr. Wheeler, of

Oxford, has purchased several high-priced horses, giving as

much as £300. Amongst the other dealers attending the fair,

were Mr. Vowles, Bristol ; Mr. Sankey, Birmingliam ; Mr.
Jones, Cheltenham ; Mr. Holmes, Beverley; Mr. B. Channel,

Newmarket ; Mr. Abel, Norwich ; Mr. Bristowe, Basingstoke
;

Mr. Wolf, Reading; Messrs. Mackinder, Alford, &c. The
Irish dealers came out in strong force, and appeared to be

doing a brisk trade. One of them brought over forty liors??,

and had only three unsold. The number of foreign dealers

attending the fair was very small, including two French, M.
Francois, of Brussels, and another Belgian ; M. Gustave from
Germany, Count Valensin from Italy, and Mr. Olde from
Hamburg. It was expected that extensive purchases would

have been made for the French army, but none have been

heard of, the French dealers buying a higher class of horses.

Sales by auction were held by Mr. Caltbrop from Lincolnshire,

Mr. Taylor of Ilessle, and Mr. R. Brown of Howden, but the

quality offered was not such as to call for any special com-
ment.—Wednesday was the busiest day the railway company
has had for some years. The further arrival of horses at the

station included three special trains. The despatch of horses

bought by tiie dealers and forwarded to all parts of the coun-

try commenced yesterday morning. Four special trains o(

horse-boxes were sent off in addition to those forwarded by

ordinary trains. One of these contained 29 boxes, which in-

cluded the pick of the fair in style and breeding, for the me-

tropolitan market. The passenger trafBc was also very heavy.

The inn yards this morning were decidedly thinner, and num-
bers of men were busily engaged in sheeting and preparing

horses for despatch by rail. A large number of horses were

shown in the streets, consisting principally of second-class

harness and riding horses. Trade was good for seasoned stock,

but slow for other kinds, especially for three-year-olds, the

prices being so high dealers were afraid to operate, as many
people think the present exorbitant figures cannot long be

maintained. There were a few more agricultural horses shown
this morning, which were eagerly looKed alter, and commanded
ready sale if they hiid any quality about them. One of the

finest specimens in the fair—a splendid black cart mare—was
sold by Mr. W. J. Jewitt, of Breckenholrae, local farmer and
breeder, at over £100. Useful strong horses five to six years

old £60, two years old £50 ; but good horses of the heavy
class were never known to be so scarce. Mr. Cuthill, of Edin-

burgh, has purchased some carriage and riding horses and
ladies' hacks for the Scotch market. Several buyers were
looking out for horses for railway vans and omnibuses, and
one for bhck horses for hearse and mourning-coach work, for

which the prices were as high as £70 each. The foreign

dealers seem to have no extensive commissions, and have not

been large purchasers. Several strings of hunters and carrvage

horses were sent off to-day by the London dealers, and also by

Mr. Beivrt to Norfolk, and Mr. Chennell to Newmarket. In

addition to the dealers enumerated in the preceding reports

the following have also been at the (air: Messrs. Cheadle,

Franks, Dyer, Pearl, Bradley, Allen, G. Hatch, G. King,

Clougli, Goodbarn, and Miller, of London ; Blundell, Canter-

bury ; W. Shirley, Twickenham ; Cook and Son, Ilitchin ;

Wallace, Ely ; R. Beart, Norfolk ; R. Benton, Peterborough
;

Bramley, jSlottingham ; Williamson, Nottingham ; J. Cot-

terell, Ijirraingham ; Jones, Hereford ; Smith, Manchester
;

Pearson, SlieBielil ; Hornsby, Grantham ; Rubens, Talliugion
;

Ellis, Fordington, York; Cole, Thirsk ; Eland, Manchester
;

Tusting, Hull ; Stephenson, Cottingham ; Robinson, Manches-

ter ; Cuthill, Edinburgh; Denney, Paris; Ilickey, Ireland.

The business of some of the dealers appears to be of a very spe-

culative character, consisting of buying and selling a^ain as

soon as possible. Sometimes large profits are quickly realised,

as in the case of a man yesterday who sold a horse for £50
more than he had given for it the day before.

WILTON SHEEP FAIR.—This fair, which as regards

sheep rivals in importance those of Brit ford and Weyhill, has

just been held. The supply was 30,000 below the average
;

but it is difficult to state the precise number penned—pro-

bably from 200,000 to 300,000. There was a good attend-

ance, and a tolerably brisk trade was done, many of the lots

changing hands several times iu the course of the lair. Lambs
wtjre Gs. to 7s., and ewes from "is. to 5s. a head dearer than at

Brlcford. The advance was even higher in some instances.

The following were among the prices which were realised for

ewes : Mr. Newton, Dogdean (prize lot). Sis. ; Mr. Carpenter,

Lake, 72s. ; Mr. Gibbs, Chitterne, 72s. to 69s. ; Mr. Notley,

Codford, 67s. ; Mr. W. Dear, Imber (200), 663. 6d. ; Mr. H.
Woodcock, 66s. ; Mr. Ji-fferies, Knook, one lot at 60s., a se-

cond at 63s., and a third at 62s. ; Mr. Hooper, Imber, 63s.
;

Mr. R. Dean. 65s. 6(1.; Mr. AlUrd, Corton, 65s. 6d. ; Mr.

Wilce, Ileytesbury, 62s.; Mr. Lush, Lavington, 59s.; Mr.

Humming, 55s. 6d. ; and Mr. Cliisman, Codford (seconds),

55s. There were not many wethers on offer. Mr. Hulbert,

of Tilshead, sold 200 two-teeth at 65s. ; and Mr. Phillips, of

Charnage, made 56,s. The following were among the prices

obtained for lambs : Mr. Morrison, Fonthill, C3s. ;
Mr.

Charles Waters, Dunford, 63s. (purchasers Messrs. Marlovv,

Salisbury) ; Mr. Barnett, Chalke, 57s. ; Mr. Galuin, Langford

(300), 53s. ; Mr. J. Sutton, Dean, 523. ; Mr. G.' Sutton, Por-

ton, 52s. ; Mr. Paraett, Porton, 51s. ; Mr. A. Fntcher, Fovant

(600), 50s. and 48s.; Mr. White, Zeals, 5Is.; Mr. Mayo,

Ijnrcombe, 52s. ; Mr. Wilce, Ileytesbury, 52s. ; Mr. Ruddle,

Pentridge, 50s. Gd. ; Mr. J. Kendell, Teffont Magna (200),

51s. ; 200 seconds, 45s. ; Mr. Morris, Down Farm, 50s. ; Mr.

Sargent, Heytesbury (200), 50s. ; Mr. Pinniger, Coombe
(200), 50s.; Mr. Ruddle. Wliitsbury, 47s.; Mr. Brown,
Cholderton, 47s. ; BIr. J. Stephens, Chalke (400), 45s.; and

Mr. Read, Charford (third lot), 44s. The Earl of Pembroke
offered two silver cups, value £5 each, one for the best 100

ewes penned for sale, and the other for the best 100 wether

lambs. The competition for the former lay between Mr.

Newton, of Dog Dean, and Mr. Dibben, of Bishopstone
;

and a very close run it was—so close, indeed,

that a considerable time elapsed before the judges

could make up their minds- Eventually, the cup

was awarded to Mr. Newton, Mr. Dibben being " very

highly commended." Mr. Newton's pen went to Messrs.

Marlow at 4 guineas. Mr. Dibbeu had an offer of 80s., but

we believe it was refused. In the wether lamb class the

prize went to Sir E. Hulse, Bart., whose bailiff (Mr. Stan-

ford) must be congratulated on having brought one of the

best lots of lambs ever seen in the fair. Those of Mr. Charles

Walters, the only other competitor, were also of remarkably

good quality. The judges were Mr. Ford, Gussage; Mr. W.
Shiliiter, Salisbury ; and Mr. Monk, Portsmouth.—The sale

by auction by Messrs. Waters, Son, and Rawlence, of Mr.
Charles Waters' remaining young ram lambs from the Little

Durnford flock, brought very satisfactory prices. Lot 18 fell

to Mr. Flower, of Woodford, for 15 guineas, two other lambs

bringing each 11 guineas, two 9|- guineas, five 9 guineas,

three 8-^- guineas, one 8 guineas, four 7 guineas, and the re-

mainder 52- guineas and 5 guineas, &c-, the whole averaging

£8 lis. each. This clearing sale of young lambs drew good
attention. The additional size obtained by tiie late judicious

crosses with other noted ram-breeders, combined with the

well-known superior quality of the old Stratford-sub-Castle

flock, enabled these young lambs to appear in good form, and
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well supportftd the. Iiiglier average of prices ^aiued at tlie

August sale in Salisbury. Messrs. Ewer aud Winstanley sold

forty rams of tlie Improved Hampshire Down breed, the

property of Mr. E. Dibben, Bishopstoue, and the average

price obtained was £8 8s. Mr. Edmund Oldinpj had liis first

sale at tliis fair. Tourtpen ram lambs belonging to Mr. E.
CussR, of Winterborne Gunner, were disposed of at prices

which must have been satisfactory both to owner and auc-

tioneer. Tiie horse fair was more largely supplied than usual,

especially witii cart and nag liorses, the best of which realised

from 55 to 60 guineas. Useful Irisii nags fetched as much as

50 guineas. Ponies were equally dear, the price asked for
" Foresters" being from 12 to 13 guineas. There was a good
snpply of cattle, chiefly yearling heifers, whicli fetched from
£6 to £7 a head. Three-year-old steers mtJe £30, springing
heifers £16 to £17. Cows and calves £18 to £20, according
to age aud (quality.

REVIEW OP THE CATTLE TRADE DURING THE PAST MONTH.
The past mouth has been singularly destitute of any im-

portant feature in the cattle trade. The supplies of stock for-

warded to market have been about an average, but there h.as

been a comparative scarcity of really choice breeds. As re-

gards beasts, our own grazing districts liave contributed

to a fair extent ; hut the weight of the stock has been mostly

unsatisfactory. From abroad we have received considerable

assistance, notably from Tonning and Spam. As regards

business, there has been a fair aaiount of life in the trade.

Fur the choicest stock full rates have been paid, and as much

as 'js. 6d. per 8 lbs. has been obtained, although prices at

present are rather easier. Medium and inferior sorts have

however, been somewhat difficult of sale, and at the close of

the month tliere was a decided tendency to lower prices.

In the sheep pens the number of home-fed animals ex-

liibited lias been small, hut the condition generally has been

•rood. Prices realised for the best Downs have ruled very

hiu'h, 7s. per 8 lbs. being occasionally paid ; but 6s. lOd. has

been the gem r.il top figure. From abroad there have been toler-

ably good receipts, the condition of which lias been up to the

average of such descriptions. The business doing has been

moderately active, and prices have ruled steady.

The supply of calves has been moderate. There has been a

fair demand, and prices generally have been maintained.

In the pig market nothing much has been doing. The

supplies have been short and prices have been nominal.

The following table shows the number of stock imported

into London during the month of September compared with

the corresponding month last year

:

1872. 1873.

Head. Head.
Beasts 12,781 7,910
Sheep and Lambs 77,76i 53,790
Calves 1,812 2,706

Pigs 2,216 3,322

From our own grazing districts, as well as from Scotland

and Ireland, the receipts during September thus compare with

last year

:

1872. 1873.

Head. Head.
From Lincolnshi'-e, Leicestershire, and

Northamptonshire 8,700 10,400
Norfolk aud Suffolk 20 170
Other parts of England 2,195 1,950.

Scotland 52 —
Ireland 300 500
The total supplies of stock exhibited in the Metropolitau

Cattle Market in August have been as under -.

1872. 1873.

Head. Head.
Beasts 20,570 25,100
Sheep and Lambs 113,480 118,896
Calves 2,260 3,625
Pigs 1,100 775

Annexed is a comparison of the prices reahsed :

1872. 1873.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beasts 4 to 6 2 4 8 to 6 6

Sheep 4 to 7 2 4 8 to 6 10
Calves 5 to 6 2 4 4 to 6 2
Pigs 4 4 to 5 4 4 4 to 5 6

REVIEW OE THE CORN TPADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

For three weeks in September the wiather was rainy,

and very unfavourable to the completion of harvest,

aud much of the corn then standing out has had the

condition materially att'ected, some of the wheat having

sprouted, aud much of the barley being stained ; but the

last week was fine, and enabled farmers to get in their

produce in better order than at one time seemed possible.

Field work, too, can now be resumed, and there seems

every probability that autumnal sowings will be a success.

Much of the potato crop was, however, injured by

disease, and the keeping of the bulk through the winter

becomes a doubtful matter. But the meadows have quite

resumed their verdure, though there were but few cases

where a second cut was practicable. As our wheat prices

lately were constantly rising, on the fourth Monday
there was a reaction, but it has left the balauce in favour

of growers of Is. to 2s. for the past month. Though the

first samples were line, dry, and heavy, plenty have since

come to hand thin, light, aud damp. The Board of

Trade having furnished us with statistics, and much corn
in many counties having been thrashed, we are able to

make a probable estimate of the present yield, and are
sorry to find the result fully confirms the first reports of

a large deficiency. The quantity grown this year was

108,565 acres less than in 1872, the whole growth being

3,490,392 acres. This, taking the general yield at 3 qrs.

to the acre, gives 10,471,176 qrs., with 1 million qrs.

for seed it leaves 9,471,176 qrs. on the crop of Great

Britain, which, with a population of about 30 millions,

and a consumption of 6 bushels per head, requires 22-2-

millious ; we are likely, therefore, to need imports to the

extent of about 13 millions, which, with the possible

requirements of France of 4 millions more, will make the

wants of both countries about 17 millions. American

accounts state the crop there as about 29 millions ; we
therefore hope to get a large portion thence ; for

European statistics, from the lateness of the Northern

harvest, have not yet been supplied, while in Italy and

the South they note a deficiency. Southern Russia varies

materially, some localities being good, and others very

short. Hungary will have but little to spare, and Ger^

many does not report the usual surplus, and in Egypt

supplies come to hand very scantily, and give but little

promise. Enough warning has, therefore, been given of

the necessity of economy, and low prices are out of the

question, but Australia may again yield important help

as well as California and South America. As prices are

quite beyond speculation, we may expect fluctuations
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according to our supplies, but uuless the European
harvest turns out better thau it promises, towards the

close of the season we may see a material advance on
present rates. The following prices were recently quoted
at the places named : White wheat at Paris 71s. Gd., red

68s. ; JMarinaopoli at Marseilles G4s. 6d., native white

at Bordeaux 65s. ; at Antwerp 67s. was paid for red

Spanish, and 71s. 6d. for Australian ; native wheat at

Liege was 70s., at Maestrioht in Holland 6Ss. 6d. ; at

Zurich, in Switzerland, prime Hungarian was quoted at

76s., Italian wheat at Geneva was quoted 68s., Rostock
at Hamburg 70s., contract wheat for Nov. 56s. 6d., wheat
from Denmark 70s., cost, freight, and insurance ; at

Danzic and Kouigsberg the best high mixed l'2s., cost,

freight, and insurance ; Saxonska at Petersburg 58s.; at

San Francisco white was selling at 66s., cost, freight,

and insurance, at New York red spring at 56s. 3d. per

4801b3., cost, freight, and insurance.

The first Monday in Mark Lane opened on a mode-
rate supply of English wheat, with a good arrival of

foreign. The show of fresh samples on the Essex and

Kentish stands was limited—all new, and some not in

good condition. The best samples realised Is. more
money, but inferior were a very slow sale. There was a

good foreign trade at Is. advance on common qualities,

and 2s. on Australian and the finer sorts. Floating

cargoes sold pretty freely at full prices. With rain

frequently falling the country markets were but mode-
rately supplied, the condition of many samples having

suffered. Those that were dry w'ere generally Is. higher,

and many places were Is. to 2s. dearer, as Barusley,

Lynn, Birmingham, Louth, Spilsby, &c. Liverpool was
up 5d. per cental on Tuesday, with a further rise on

Friday of Id. to 2d. on red qualities. Both Edinburgh
and Glasgow were Is. higher for native and foreign.

Prices both of Irish and foreign at Dublin were the turn

in sellers' favour.

On the second Monday there was an increased English'

supply, and an immense arrival of foreign. More fresh

samples were exhibited from Essex and Kent than on the

previous week, but the condition of some was faulty.

The best dry lots still showed an upward tendency, and

made Is. more money, but damp and inferior samples

were difficult to move. Notwithstanding the unusually

large' supply o' foreign, there was a good busiuess trans-

acted, at fully Is. advance, and occasionally another shil-

ling was paid. With moderate arrivals off the coast,

prices improved Is. per qr., with a fair demand. With
the weather still very variable, the country markets were

but poorly supplied, and samples were deteriorated by the

damp ; but dry lots still maintained former i-ates, while at

some places rather more money was paid for them, as at

Birmingham and Brigg. Liverpool again noted an advance

of Id. to 3d. per cental on Tuesday, and another Id. was

made on Friday. Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Leith were

Is. higher for every description of wheat. Dublin, al-

though better supplied, found a more ready demand for

native and foreign sorts, at the prevous rates.

On the third Monday there was a better supply of

English, and large arrivals of foreign, chiefly from America,

Australia, and Russia. The show of fresh samples this

morning was small, condition still variable, and as the

weather had been finer at the close of the previous week,

and several of the country markets were only dull, there

was no aJvauce on English sorts of the primest quality,

and low samples were quite neglected. Though more was
asked early in the morning for foreign, and buyers occa-

sionally paid an extra Is., prices generally were much as

I)reviously, and less business was passing. With but few

arrivals off the coast, prices were fully maintained. With
better supplies this week at the country markets, they

were mostly dull. Several were Is, lower, as at Hull,

Bishop-Storlford, Newbury, Sleaford, St. Ives, Melton
Jlowbray; and at Wakefield, Norwich, and Colchester the

reduction was Is. to 2s. Liverpool was Id. dearer for

red on Tuesday, but on Friday white sorts were reduced

as much. Leith was firm, Glasgow was Is. per qr.

dearer for Russian sorts, and Edinburgh found sales slow

for all qualities at Is. advance. Irregularity in the new
samples at Dublin caused the same difference in prices,

but foreign in retail was 3d. to 6d. per barrel dearer.

On the fourth Monday there was a moderate supply of

English wheat, the foreign arrivals being rather less than
of late, though still good, being nearly half American,
and the remainder from Australia and Russia. The show
of fresh samples ou the Essex stands was limited, the

quality mostly poor, as well as the condition. The
fiuest samples went oft" slowly at Is. decline from the

previous Monday's rates, and the remainder was neg-
lected. The foreign trade was less extensive, millers

having lately bought freely during the rain, aud the best

parcels in granary were certainly Is. cheaper, and to sell

freely ex-ship it would have been necessary to accept a

reduction of Is. to 2s. per qr. Hull, Ipswich, and Leeds
were Is. to 2s. down, and Liverpool on Tuesday was Id.

to 2d. per cental lower.

The imports into London for the four weeks were

31,130 qrs. English wheat, 188,119 qrs. foreign, against

20,783 qrs. Euglish, 177,078 qrs. foreign for the same
period in 1872. The London averages commenced at

65s. 6d. and closed at 66s. 4d. The London exports

were 24,985 qrs. wheat, 7,527 cwts. flour. The im-

ports into the Kingdom for four weeks ending 13tli

September were 3,439,269 cwts. wheat, 325,856 cwt?.

flour, agaiui-t 3,346,946 cwts. wheat, 272,308 cwts.

flour in 1872. The general averages opened at 60s. 3d.

and closed at 64s. 7d.

The country flour trade has not materially varied dur-

ing the month, but rose Is. per sack on the first Monday,
and Town flour, which had stood at 54s. for a long time,

was raised to 57s. On the second Monday foreign sacks

aud barrels also brought Is. advance in the same
period, but the whole trade closed dull as the weather

became fine. The imports into Loudon for four weeks
were 62,848 sacks English, 22,552 barrels 15,994 sacks

foreign ; against 78,643 sacks English, 18,204 barrels

22,922 sacks foreign for the same period in 1872.

Of barley the receipts during the month have been
uncommonly light. High prices have been paid for really

prime English malting—say, to 50s. and more; but
the last market closed with a downward tendency.

French malting qualities have materially advanced, being

worth about 42s., and grinding foreign have risen 2s.,

the late great advance in maize helping the movemeul.
Scarcely any can now be had under 29s. to 30s. Though
much of the crop was stained by rain, there will be a fair

quantity of fine. The imports into London for four

weeks were 1,743 qrs. British, and 8,782 qrs. foreign,

against 1,845 qrs. British, and 27,110 qrs. foreign in

1872.

The malt trade has been very steady throughout the

month, with scarcely any variation in the rates, no new
having yet been sent to market, though there is already

some inquiry for it.

The London market has been almost exclusively de-

pendent ou foreign oats during the month, but there

have been liberal receipts, about three-fourths being from
Russia. The price has almost continually been advancing,

and the gain has been Is. 6l1. to 2s. per qr., from the

previous clearance of the granaries and the largeness of

the demand ; 381bs. Russian have become worth 23s. 6d.

to 24s., and 401bs. Russian 27s. 6d. to 28s., while stoul:

Danish or Konigsberg of the same weight has brought

30s. 6d. per qr., and quite extra prices have been made
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of the few Polands and potato sorts sent to market. As
our own crop has been hindered by the wet. imd new will

not come into iieiierhl use iinuiedialelv, we think it very

probable that full prices will be p;ii(l for sweet old corn

lor some time. The imports into London in the four

weeks were 3,396 qrs. English, 75 qrs. Irish, and

341,203 qrs. foreign, against 1,783 qrs. English, and

198,855 qrs. foreign for the same period in 1873.

Of beans the English supply has been limited, and
the foreign arrivals only moderate, with very few from
Egypt among them, such from scarcity being now worth

393. per qr. Prices have improved fully Is., new Maza-
gans of good hard dry quality being worth SSs. to 39s.,

and other qualities in proportion. The quality hitherto

seat up has been remarkably good, and unusually free

from the attack of fly. Supplies in Egypt have as yet

been scantv, and future rates will very much depend on

the supplies from that cnuntry. The receipts into Loiidon

for four weeks were 1,497 qrs. Iiome-growu, and 8,927
qrs. foreign, agaiust 1,368 qrs. English, and 5,346 qrs.

foreign last year.

The receipts of English peas during the month were

moderate, and so were the foreign arrivals, consisting

mostly of white qualities received from Canada. Prices

have generally improved Is. per qr., new duns being

worth about 38s., ma|)les from scarcity fully 42s., aod
white 383. to 423. The arrivals in four wt-eks were in

Eiisjiish sorts 2,135 qrs., and foreign 7,790 qrs., against

1,178 qrs. English, and 3,419 qrs. foreign in 1872.
Indian coru, which for some time had ruled very low-

priced, has during the past month risen fully 3s. per qr.,

with a good demand, line white being worth about 36s.,

and fine yellow 343. The advance has followed a great

rise in Italy, where the crops have suffered from drought,

and already some has been sent there from America for

the first time, it having been worth 38s. An advance
has also been announced in America, as well as in South-

ern Russia and Hungary. The month's receipts iu

London were 58,846 qrs., against 61,367 qrs. last year.

The linseed supply has been moderate, and the trade in

seed only dull though not cheaper, while a better demand
has lately sprung up for cake on improved terms. The
arrivals were 27,351 qrs., against 34,268 qrs. iu 1873.

Red cloversced during the month has improved iu

value 2s. to 3s. per cwt., in consequence of the wet
weather, while mustardseed has appeared iu quantity,

the best having brought 13s. per bushel, but lately the

toudency has been downwards. Winter tares have been
more in demand, at Os. to 7s. per bushel.

IMPERIAL AVERAGES
For the week ended SepD. 13, 1873.

Wheat 51,48ii| qrs. 64s. 7d.
Barley 3,859| „ 4.3s. 8d.
Oats 2,082| ,, 29s. Od.

COMPARATIVE AVERAGES.



THE ROYAL FARMERS' INSURANCE COMPANY,
3, NORFOLK STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

CAPITAL.—Persons insured by this Company have the security of an extensive and wealthy pvoprietajy

ae well as an ample Capital always applicable to the payment of claims without delay.

LIFE DEPARTMENT.—BONUS.—Insurers of the participating class will be entitled to four-fifth*

of the profits.

ASSIGNMENTS.—The Company grant Policies payable to the Registered Holdars, whereby much
xpeuse aud incouveaienee are prevented. Stamp Daty paid by the Office.

FIRE DEPARTMENT,—
1st Class—Not Hazardous ... ... ... ... Is. 6d. per Cent.

2nd Class—Hazardous ... ... ... ... ... 2s. 6d. „
3rd Class—Doubly Hazardous 4s. 6d. „

BUILDINGS and MERCANTILE Property of every description in Public or Private Warehouses.

—

Distillers, Steam Engines, Goods in Boats or Canals, Ships in Port or Harbour, &c. &c., are Insured in tiub

Office at moderate rates.

SPECIAL RISKS.—At such rates as may be considered reasonable.

FARMING STOCK.—5s. per cent., with liberty to use a Steam Thrashing Machine without extra

/iiarge. Nearly FIVE MILLIONS Insured in this Office.

SEVEN YEARS' INSURANCES may be effected on payment of Six Years' Premium only.

RENT.—The Loss on Rent while Buildings remain untenantable through fire may be provided against.

HAIL DEPARTMENT.—(Crops and Glass.)

Policies to protect pajties from Loss by the destruction of Growing Crops or Glass, by Hail, ai-e panted am
Moderate Terms.

LOSSES.—Prompt and liberal settlement.

AGENTS WANTED.
Apply to JOHN SHARP, Esq., Secretarj-.

THB

MARK LANE EXPRESS
AND

AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL

LARGEST AND THE LEADING FARMER'S AND GRAZIER'S NEWSPAPER.

PUBLISHED EVERY MONDAY EVENING, IN TIME FOR POST.

Office of Publication and for Advertisements, 265, Strand, London. May be had of all Booksellers an*

Newsmen throughout the Kingdom, price Sevenpence, or £1 lOs. 4d, per annum.



LONDON AND COUNTY BANKING
ESTABLISHED 1836.

COMPANY.

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL...£3,000,000, in 60,000 SHARES of £50 EACH.
PAID-UP CAPITAL...£1,196,880; INSTALMENTS UNPAID, £3,120 (£1,200,000).

RESERVE FUND (paid up)...£598,440; INSTALMENTS UNPAID, £1,560 (£600,000).

JTATHANTEL ALEXANDER, Esq.
1. TYRINGHAM BKllNAilD, Esq.
THOMAS STOCK COWIE, Esq.
FKEDEKICK FRANCIS, Esq.

Joint Genehal Managers-
CHIEF INSPECTOR.
W. J. NOKFOLK, Esq.

DIRECTORS.
FREDERICK HARRISON, Esq.
WM. CHAMPION JONES, Esq.
E. HARBORD LUSHINGTON, Esq.
JAMES MORLEY, Esq.

WILLIAM NICOL, Esq.
A. HODGSON PHILLPOTTS, Esq.
JAMES DUNCAN THOMSON, Esq.
FREDERICK YOULE, Esq.

"WILLIAM McKEWAN, Esq. and WHITBREAD TOMSON, Esq.

CHIEF ACCOUNTANT. SECRETARY.
JAMES GRAY, Esq. GEORGE GOUGH, Esq.

HEAD OFFICE, 31, LOMBARD STREET.
Manager—WIllTBREAD TOMSON, Esq.

|
Assistant Manager—WILLIAM HOWARD, Esq.

THE U)>t«ON AND COUNTY BANK opens—
DRAWING ACCOi'NTS with Commercial Houses and Private Individuals, either upon the plan usually adopted by

Other Kaiikers, or l)y charging a small Commission to those persons to whom it may not be convenient to sustain an agreed
Fermaueiii iialauce.
DWeoSlT AUwxUNTS.—Deposit Receipts are issued for sums of Money placed upon these Accounts, and Interest ia

allowed for such peri d . and at auch rates as m.ay be agreed upon, reference being had to the state of the Money Market.
OlHiULAIt NOTKS AffD LETTERS OP CRSDIT are issued, payable in the principal Cities and Towns of the Con-

(iuent, in Australia, t auada, India, and China, the United States, and elsewhere.
The Ageni-y oi Foreiiiii and Country Banks is undertaken.
The PiKCHASK aud Si lb of Government and other Stocks, of English or Foreign Shares effected, and Ditidbwss,

AstivniB^, &c , received for Customers of the Bank.
Great facilities are aUo afforded to the Customers of the Bank for the receipt of Money ftom the Towns where the Oom-

Itauy lias branches.
The OUicers ol the Bank are bound not to disclose the transactions of any of its Customers.

By Order of the Directors, WM. MoKBWAN, ") Joint (Jeneral
WHITBREAD TOMSON, f Managers.

IMPORTAI^T TO FLOCKMASTERS.
THOMA S BIG G, Agricultural and Veterinary

Chtmit-t, I'y Api'ointment to his late Royal Highness
iLe IriijLe Coutoii, K.G., Leicester House, Great Dover
Street, Boiougli, J.oniion, begs to call the attention of

Fairetis ai-d Giazieris to his valuable SHEEP and LAMB
DllPiNG COMl O^l'l'lON, which requires no BoUuig, and
may be uted with Warm or Cold Water, for effectually

dettio.N ii g the UicK, Lice, and all other Insects injm-ious to

the lit ck, prevfciiiiiig ibe alarming attacks of Fly and Shab,
and cltaubiiig and pui iljong the Skin, thereby greatly im-
proving ilie Wool, buiL in quantity and quality, and highly
(JontiiLuting lo ibe j^ti.eral health of the animal.

1 rtx ai eu only tj 'J'bomas Bigg, Chemist, &c., at his Manu-
facii.jy as above, ami cold as lollows, although any other
quanuij niay be had, il required:

—

1 lb. for 20 sheep, iDrice, jar included £0 2
6 1b.

8 lb.
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JAMES GIBBS & COMPANY,
VITRIOL AND MANURE WORKS,

NEAE VICTORIA DOCKS, LONDON, AND CATTEDOWN, PLYMOUTH.

OFFICES — leT^MAR K LANE, E. C.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

PATENT AM!illOiyiA-FIMiD GUANO,
Guaranteed to be made from the finest quality of Government Guano, as imported. Has produced equally as

good results as the unfixed Guano, and is SOs. per ton cheaper. Recommended for aU crops for which Guano is

used, and is found superior to it for Potatoes, Mangold, Beet Root, &e. In districts where the rain-fall is above

an average, we recommead it for turnips. It is not only cheaper, but also much more effective than Nitrate of

Soda, as Top Dressing, and its effects are more lasting, as may be seen by the after Crops.

Patent Ammoniated Phosphate. Dissolved Bones.

Superphosphate of Lime. Bone Manure for Turnius.

Blood Manure for Roots. Blood Manure lor Corn.

Special Manures for Mane^old, Barley, Grass, and Potatoes.

JAMES GIBBS & COMPANY have turned their attention specially to the manufacture of these Manures,

which contain all the elements necessary to promote the growth of Potato and Turnip crops. The results have

given universal satisfaction, and prove the Manures to be the cheapest yet sold.

The " condition " of the above is made a matter of special care. They are all sifted before deliveiy, to ensure

their being fit for the dry or water-drill.

THOMA S BIGG, Agricultural and Veterinary
Chemist, by Appoiutmtnt to his late Royal Hiphness

The Prince Consort, K.G., Leicester He use, Great Dover
Street, Boiough, London, begs to call the attention of

Farmers aud Giazierss to his valuable SHEEP and LAMB
DIPPING COMPOtlTlOK, which requires no Boiling;, and
may be used with Warm or Cold Water, for efltciually

deblro\iiJg the Tick, Lice, and all other insects injmious to

the Flock, iireventing the alnrmuig attacks of Fly and Shab,
and cleansing and jiurilying the Skin, thereby greatl.-\ im-
proving the Wool, both in quantity and quality, and highly
Contribuiiug to the t'eiieral health ot the animal.
Prepared only by ThomHs Bigg, Chemist, &c., at his Mann-

factury as above, and sold as lollcws, although any other
quantity may be had, if required :

—

1 11). for 20 sheep, price, jar included £0 2
6 lb. 30 „ „ „ 3
81b. 40 ,, „ „ 4
101b. 60 „ „ ,. 5
20 lb. 100 „ „ (Cask aad measari lo
30 lb. 160 „ „ included) 15
40 1b. 200 „ „ 10
60 1b. 250 „ ., ,

13 6
60 1b. 300 „ „ „ 17 6
80 1b. 400 ,. „ „ 1 17 6
100 lb. 600 ,, „ , 2 5

Should any Flockmaster prefer bi tiling tho Composition, it

will be equally etlective.

MOST IMPORTANT CFRTIFICATE.
From Mr. Ukbepath, the celebrated An.alytical Chemist :

—

Bristol Laboratory, Old Hnrk, January Isth, 1»61.
Sir,— Iha.ve submitted your Sheep Dipping (Jomposilion to

analysis and find that the ingredients are well blended, and
the mixture neutral. If it is used according to the directions
P^iven, 1 teel satisfied, that while it effectuallj' destroys vermin,
It will not injure the hair roots (or "yolk ") in the skin, the
fleece, or the carcase. 1 think it deserves the numerous
testimomals published. I am. Sir, yours respectfully,

William Hehapaih, Sen., F.C.S., Ac, &c.,
To Mr. Thomas Bigg Pro lessor of Cheiuistry.

Leicester House, Great Dover-street, Borough, Loudon.

He would also especially call attention to his SPECIFIC,
or LOTION, for the SCAB or SHAB, which will be found
a certain remedy for eradicating that loathsome and ruinous
disorder in Sheep, and which may be safely used in all

climates, and at all seasons of the year, and to all description*
of sheep, even ewes in lamb. Price FIVE SHILLINGS per
gallon— sufficient on an average for thirty Sheep (accordingf
to the virulence of the disease) ; also in wine quart bottles,

IMPORTANT TESTIMONIAL.
" Scoulton, near Hingham, Norfolk, April 16th, 1855.

"Dear Sir,—In answer to yours ol the 4th inst., which
would have been replied to before this had I been at home, I

have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficacy of
your invaluable ' Specific for the cure of Scab in Sheep.' The
600 sheep were all dressed in August last with 84 gallons of
the ' Non-poisonous Specific,' that was so highly recom-
mended at the Lincoln Show, and by their own dresser, the
best attention being paid to the flock oy my shepherd after
dressing according to instructions left ; but notwithstanding
the Scab continued getting worse. Being determined to have
the Scab cured if possible, I wrote to ycu for a supply of your
Specific, which I received the following day; and although
the weather was most severe in Februai y during the dressing,
your t?PBCiFic proved itself an invaluable remedy, for in

three weeks the Sheep were quite cure' I ; and I am happy to
say the young lambs are doing remai'i^ably well at present.
In conclusion, I believe it to be the saiest and best remedy
now in use. " I remain, dear Hir,

"For JOHN TINGEY, Esq.,
" To Mr. Thomas Bigg. ' " R. RBNNEY,
Itv Flockmasters Vkould be well to beware of such pre-

parations as " Non-pcisonous Compositions:" it is only

necessary to appeal to their goo<." common sense and judg-

ment to be thoroughly convinced that no " Non-poisonous"
article can poison or destroy insect vermin, particularly such

as the Tick, Lice, and Scab Parasites—creatures so tenacious

of life. Such advertised preparations must be wholly useless,

or they are not what they are represented to be.

DIPPING APPARATUS £li, £5, £i, & £3,
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PLATE I.

PRIZE PIGS.
DISTURBANCE AND DONCASTER.

The Property of Mr. G. M. Sexton, of Whekstead Hall, Ipswich.

" The hero of the Hull pig show was indisputably Mr.

Mumford Sexton, who made eight entries, and took four

first prizes, three second prizes and one commendation.

Moreover, in one class he was second to himself, and in

another second to a sow of his own breeding ; as in the

three classes of small blacks six out of the seven prizes

were bred at Wherstead. But even more still, in the

small white class, a boar of Mr. Sexton's, taking his

name, as all these Suffolk pigs do, from T/ie Racing

Calendar, and appropriately known as ' Disturbance,'

beat Peacock, who was first at Cardiff, and Hector, who
was second at Cardiff; since when Mr. Peter Eden has

sold Peacock for 120 gs. to Lord Ellesmere, probably the

highest price ever paid for a pig. Then there are few classes

show better than the small black sows, of which there

was a very strong entry here ; Mr. Knovvles winning

with one o*' Mr. Sexton's breed, and Mr. Sexton himself

running second and fourth, while the third prize was also

from Suffolk. In fact, the North country ' fancy' were

often well beaten in their own stronsrhold."

So runs ourreport of the Royal meetingat Hull. Disturb-

ance is a very pure specimen of the small white breed, with a

wide level top, long hind-quarters, and tail set on high

;

while Mr. Sexton considers the black boar, Doncaster, also

first in his class at Hull, the best pig he ever exhibited, hav-

ing a long, level barrel, a wide spring of the rib, heavy hams

and chops, and nicely covered with a long silky coat. Like

his namesake, Doncaster is a good doer, while he stands

well on his legs, and moves as freely as a race-horse.

The white pig, Disturbance, one year five months and

two weeks old at Hull, is by Peter, out of Commotion

by Suffolk ; and the black, Doncaster, one year three

months and a week old at Hull, by Adventurer, out of

sister to Reiue by Blair Athol—pedigrees which read as

if they had been drawn out by Messrs. Weatherby. Of

course, both these pigs were bred at Wherstead.

During the year 1872, twenty-one prizes were awarded

at the Bath and West of England, Norfolk, Snfi'olk, and

Royal Cardiff shows to Mr. Sexton's pigs ; and 150 young

blacks and whites (small breeds), were submitted to sale

by auction in September, 1872, when they realised up.

wards of £1,300, many of them fetching from 15 to 25

guineas each. These were distributed over England,

Scotland, and the Continent. Beginning to show in

1857, Mr. Sexton has taken close upon £1,500 in

prizes.

PLATE IL

CLEAR STAGE.
Gently, Will ! He looks like a straight-uecked 'un,

and with a clear stage and a fair start should give us a

run.

There has been a deal of hard threshing work amongst

Old Srries.]

the cubs iu the woodlands, so that foxes should be well-

tutored to get away. The game, too, is plentiful, as in

parts of Leicestershire there is quite a glut of foxes ; and

the season opens fdl of promise.

A A Vol. LXXIV.—No. 5.
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THE PRICE" OF PRIZE OX.

Notwithstanding the fact that a very bad harvest is now
indisputable, the supply of meat is still the great difficulty

of the day. Not merely have public meetings been held,

but the discussion Forums announce such subjects as the

following, as demanding the consideration of all classes

of the people :
" The scarcity of beef and coal ; and

sbould the Government be called upon to interfere ?" The
farmers themselves are of course alive to the demand, aud,

as Mr. Sewell Read put it a week or two since in Nor-
folk, they must think more of the stock-yard and less of

the barn-door. In such a need, or we had almost said at

such a crisis, our Agricultural Associations may be of

essential service, that is, if they " keep strictly in view

the object for which the Smithfield Club was originally

institutt-d, viz. : The Supply of the Cattle Markets oj

Smithfield nnd other places with the cheapest and best

meat." The Italics here, be it understood, are not ours,

but all due empbasis is given by the Council of the Club

to so leading a point when issuing its conditions and in-

structious. The Council of the Birmingham Agricultural

Exhibition says much the same : Judges are to bear in

mind when making their decisions, that " the object is to

encourage profitable aud not excessive feeding." And
again, especial weight is given to tbe chief regulations

by the management of the show.

And yet it is a question whether these Societies have not

of late been unwittingly doing much to defeat their own
object. The stock will this season, again, be prohibited

from travelling on from one show to the other

;

but the best beast exhibited at Islington may win £170
in prizes, and the best at Birmingham £1.35, together

with a challenge cup of another 100 gs. "to be won two
years successively, or any three years by the same exhibi-

tor." Thus, with such magnificent offers open, it is not

quite so clear that we shall in the way of example be pro-

ducing either the best or cheapest meat through the iu-

iluences of the Champion Plates or Challenge Cups. Let
us illustrate this by a case in point just at present before

the world.

There was, then, dropped at Ridlington, some five

or six years since, a Shorthorn bull-calf, which its owuer,
Mr. Edward Wortley, thought to possess the pro-

mise of a prize ox. Accordingly he was put up,

and in the winter of 1871 took a prize at Oakham,
and another in the Tenant Farmers' class at Birming-
ham. The steer, however, was pronounced good
enough to " go oh with," and instead of being sold to the
butcher was gent back to Uppiugham for another year's

high feeding. In 1 872 he had a very successful career about
the country, again winding up at Birmingham, where he
was the first of his class and the best of the Shorthorns,
when we thus wrote of him :

" This well-known ox has
not gone on in the way of making up, and we fancied him
less than when we saw him at Lynn in the summer."
In fact, he looked to have had enough of it.

His hour, however, was not yet come, for at four

years and seven months old The Count was purchased
for it is said 100 gs. by Mr. Senior, a Buckinghamshire
grazier, still to go on with ; and exhibited once more at

Kettering last week, where he was merely commended,
that is to say, as many as three other beasts were placed
above the 100 gs. ox. According to one of our best
judges, " he strikes you as htm^ tired of rich livipg, and
has lost that nice blooming appearance he ouce had. He
has grown patchy, and not put on his flesh at all level, par-
ticularly ou his back and shoulders." Can anything tell

a plainer story than this? At five years and a half old

the Shorthorn is not by any means so good as he was at

four off, as he has been decliuing for the last yeaU'

and a half, sick and surfeited with over feeding. Of
course the only reason for his being kept on further was

with a view to some of the champion premiums of the

year ; and at the Smithfield Club show he will probably

be exhibited—age 5 years aud 7 months—a very marvel

certainly of early maturity aud cheap meat, (A profitable

and not excessive feeding.

Let us assume that his breeder resolved to get the steer

up for show when he was somewhere about two years, or

two years and a half old, and he will so have been more
than three years in the stalls. Let us assume, further,

that his keep and attendance during that time have cost

somewhere about a sovereign a week. It might not be

quite so much at first, but it would be more towards

the last ; and there is not only the food to be con-

sidered but the constant attention demanded ; and

it requires the services of a really smart man to

ripen a show beast. And so by the time The Count comes
to Islington he will, what with his early rearing, have

cost the country some £200, and be exhibited, as very

possibly complimented, by a Society whose declared object

s the supply of the cheapest and best meat.

There can be no doubt but that a grave question

arises here, and one which will ask the careful con-

sideration of the Smithfield Club. Nearly sixty years

since, according to its own records, " the exertions of the

Club had tended materially to increase the supply of

animal food to meet our greatly increased population and

consumption ;
" aud such exertions just now are more

required than ever. In the case before us the animal

has consumed three or four times his actual value, and at

least another ox might have been "made up" since the

time this one was really fit to kill ; as but for his entry

in that absurd tenant-farmer class he would have been

slaughtered at three years and a-half old, after his first

aud necessarily only appearance in Bingley Hall. Have
the premiums grown too large to be ©factual benefit, or to

maintain the declared object ? As there are no longer

any working oxeu worthy of taking into account, four

years and a-half should be the limit at which an ox should

be qualified for show ? Or, further, is a revision of the

conditions necessary, as to the circumstances under which

an animal may or may not be exhibited? or, are the in-

structions to the judges sufficiently impressed on those who
undertake such a duty ? Let us repeat them h'-re :

" After

the animals shall have been classed and a number affixed

over each animal or pen, the judges (without knowing
the names of persons or places until after their decisions),

are to decide by the numbers, and adjudge which are the

best stock, having regard in forming their judgment to

quality of flesh, lightness of offal, age, and early maturity

in sheep and pigs, aud also in oxen that have not been

worked—and, in cows, according to the age and number
of calves; but the judges are requested to observe that

the prizes are offered without restrictions as to feeding,

yet the judges are to keep strictly in view the object for

which the Smithfield Club was originally instituted, viz.,

the supply of the Cattle Markets of Smithield and
other places with the cheapest and best meat." Age and

early maturity in oxen ! If the public does not cry over

such a state of things it will certainly laugh. A Short-

horn ox shall cost you some £200, and a Shorthorn cow
some £6,000. Surely we must be on the eve of a Meat
Panic !
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G A M E - L A W CASES.
The stroug feature of the Anti-Game-Law Circular

is the citation of cases. This is a Journal now of

some year or so's growth, issued once a fortnight

as the organ of the Anti-Game-Lavv League—a Society

which goes for the abolition of the Game-laws, because,

amongst other reasons, " they discourage the granting

leases, lessen the capital employed on the land, and
thus check the production of food." The committee in-

cludes just a dozen members of the House of Commons,
headed alphabetically by Mr. Jacob Bright and
fiuishing ,vith Mr. Peter Taylor ; while the number
is made up by Sir J. Cowen, Sir Charles Dilke,

and JSIessrs. R. M. Carter, James Howard, D. JIcLaren,

E. Miall, S. Morley, H. Richard, P. Rylands, and J.

W' hite. In the House these honourable gentlemen would
be regarded as taking rather extreme views on many
questions, and no doubt their organ over this matter re-

flects very closely the opinions of the committee. But
the strength of this publication, we repeat, will be found

rather in the cases of hardship which it reports than in

the arguments which it occasionally employs. Game
charges and Game convictions have almost always some-

thing awkward and unwholesome about them, what with

the clergyman on the bench, the evidence of the keeper,

and the ill-will which has evidently been so long festering

in the vicinity of a preserve. A commitment is

rarely made out or a penalty imposed, but this

is felt to be another nail driven home iu the coffin of the

Game-laws.

The last nnmber of the Circular gives two cases bear-

ing upon the same otTence—a very common one, that of

unlawfully shooting a dog. And thus the world gathers

that at the County Police-Court at Bolton Daniel

Curwen, gamekeeper to Mr. R. H. Aiusv;orth, of

Smithills Hall, was charged with an aggravated assault

upon a collier named Edward Roberts, residing in Scot-

lane, Blackrod. The complainant was crossing a field to

the farm of Mr. King, in order to destroy some rats.

He had three dogs with him, and on his way he threw up

a pigeon. Curwen then came up and said, " I have

catched thee now, have I," and told the complainant to

get out of the way, or he would shoot both him and his

dogs. Roberts pleaded for his dogs, but the defendant

shot the most valuable one, which was with pups. The
shot grazed the complainant's foot, which bled profusely

in consequence. Curwen then throttled the complainant,

threw him to the ground, and took from his pocket a

ferret, two purse-nets, and a couple of sovereigns. It

transpired that the defendant had beea committed at the

Liverpool Assizes for injuring a man named George Hart,

by knocking him down with a gun. Por the defence, it

was contended that the complainant was trespassing in

pursuit of rabbits, and that Curwen killed the dog in self-

defence, it having been hounded on to him by the com-
plainant. Complainant said his dog never ran rabbits

except at Ince. The magistrates considered the assault

an aggravated and nnjustitiable one, and fined the

defendant £3 aud costs, in default two months'
hard labour. All this is fairly and clearly put,

so that it Mr. Ainsworth should ever tire of his keeper

other game-preservers may know whereabouts to look

for a zealous servant, who in the discharge of his duty

shoots dogs and men, or under mure excusable

circumstances fells them with the butt-end of his

gun. This case speaks for itself, although it would have
been comparatively of little worth if names and places

had not been given. Nevertheless, on the same page,

there is a precisely similar story told, with every

name suppressed in order, as it would seem, that the

writer might so enjoy more licence in colouring or over-

colouringhis ])icture. We, however, shall carefully tone

this down, and let the facts, so far as they are furnished

again speak for themselves. Thus, a lady, accompanied

by a little girl, her niece, and a favourite little teriier

dog, belonging to her brother, was walking along a pub-

lic" footpath on her way home, when the dog ran on

ahead and passed through the next stile. Scarcely a

minute and a-half had elapsed when she heard dis-

charges of firearms and the scream of the dog, and on

arriving at the stile she saw two keepers and their master.

She said to him, " Have you seen our dog?" " There

is a dog which I have just shot," he replied ;
" he killed

this hare." Aud this English peer held up a dead hare,

saying, " You should keep your dog with you." She re-

tained her self-possession, and demanded his name. He
refused to give it on his own land, and he

tried to prevent her from obtaining his name, in which

he failed. He was written to by her brother. No reply

came, or apology, and a County Court summons was then

taken out. He did not appear, and the Judge expressed

much dissatisfaction at his absence. His keepers gave

evidence that the dog was in pursuit of a hare, and their

master shot the dog to preserve the hare's life. The

jury discredited this, and their master was sen tenced

to pay five pounds. What is more, the clerjiyman

of the parish asserted that eleven gentlemen in the

neighbourhood said they should have acted as Lord

did.

Now if the name of the keeper who shot the poor

collier's dog be published, why should not that of the

nobleman who shot the poor lady's dog ? The writer

of the letter, or the teller of the story, says that he

withholds these so that " the remarks cannot be attri-

buted to personal teeling." But that which we want is not

so much remarks as facts. Whereas the report of how an

anonymous lord shot an anonymous lady's dog on an

anonymous footpath which "leads to a place to which

nobody ever went from another from which nobody ever

came, " cannot carry much weight. A glance through

anuual registers or old Sporting Magazines will show hjw

people have been unlawfully shooting other people's dogs

for the last hundred years or so. Moreover, this is just

such a neighbourhood as needs showing up, for mark the

honesty of the good clergyman who boldly declares how

there are a dozen more game-preservers thereabouts w ho

would liave acted just as my lord did, that is, have des-

troyed their neighbours' property in utter defiance of the

law. Surely the Anti-Game-Law Circular can hardly be

in earnest when it publishes the names of ofi"ending

servants and suppresses the names of oft'ending masters.

To do good we must begin at the beginning.

Another of the League's complaints against the Game-

laws is that " they foster cruelty to animals;" but here,

we are happy to say, some reform is already observable.

Thus, downin the Eastern Counties dead-shots and heavy

preservers have come to conquer their keenness for sport

under the dictates of humanity. When a tenant sees

that he has more hares about his place than he

can keep any longer, he sends to his good land-

lord, who strai2;Ktway drives over, armed not with

breech-loaders but with game-nets, with which a field

is surrounded and the hares caught alive! The

next step should be a medal from the Society, or with

more showing iioo medals, the one for the farmer who so

A A 2
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hiiiiiauely fed the liares, aud tke other for his landlord

who so humanely refrained from shootina; them. Re-
garded, however, iu another light, as a merely commercial
transaction, to which game-preserving is said to be com-

ing, no doubt a live hare is worih a deal more than a

dead one ; and when a man does not shoot but net, the

question is whether he does not sacfiiice his fame as a

sportsman for his protits as a higgler.

THE AGRICULTURE OF IRELAND.
The Agricultural Statistics of Ireland for 1873

show a gradual increase of cattle and sheep, and
that the Irish farmers have at length discovered

that it is more profitable to breed and fatten tiiese

or to sell them lean than to grow wheat or potatoes.
The decrease of wheat is 56,850 acres, aud of potatoes

88,589 acres, whilst oats have fallen oflF 114,620 acres.

These three articles constitute a large portion of the
human food of Ireland, and this loss with a further

decrease of 735 acres of here and rye, will be
felt in the consumption. Then, the culture

of cabbage has fallen oft' 11,389 acres, and vetches
and rape 6,797 acres, all which, added to the foregoing
items, make the decrease in cereal and root crops amouut
to 278,991 acres.

The cereals on the increase are barley 11,175 acres,

and beans and peas 1,051 acres, making 12,226 acres.

The extecded green crops are, turnips 1,193, mangold
and beet-root 3,350 acres, and carrots, parsnips, and other
green crops have iacreased 418 acres, making an aggre-
gate increase of 4,961 acres of green crops. To these

must be added the increase of flax, 7,440 acres ; and of

meadow and clover, 37,210 acres. Compared
with the breadth of land sown with wheat in

Iieland, the deficiency is very great. In 1872 the acreage
was 225,294 acres; in 1873, it was only 168,433 acres ;

the falling off being within a trifle of one fourth of the
previous culture. It is probable that a portion of

the land taken from the wheat has been devoted to barley

from the high price that graiu has fetched for

some years, and that it is likely to maiutain its value. The
large increase in the culture ot cattle food with an increase

of upwards of 174,000 acres of grass land in 1873, proves
plainly what we have frequently referred to, that the Irish

farmers begin to see that grazing will pay them better than
growing wheat, for which the climate is too moist, whilst

the same circumstance makes it more eligible for grass
land and root crops. In fact, fully half the land under
culture in Ireland is in grass, and the pastures are the
finest of any country on earth, as is proved by the title

of T/ie Green Isle, given to it by common consent.

The number of horses has decreased to the extent
of 8,828 ; and of pigs (curiously enough) to

346,327, or one-fourth. On the other hand, cattle have
increased 83,003, and sheep 218,799, leaving a balance
of decrease of 52,553. In value, however, the result is

reversed ; the increased value of the cattle is £539,519,
and that of the sheep £240,679—an aggregate of

£780,198. The value of the horses decreased
is £70,624, and of the pigs £432,909 — an ag-
gregate of £503,533, leaving a balance of £276,665 in

favour of the increase.

It would almost seem that Ireland, with her lavish pro-
duce of green food, could supply the United Kingdom
with all the imported animal food required. The increase
in one year of more thau three-fourths of a million's
worth of cattle aud sheep shows what the Irish farmers
could do if they set about it, both iu grazing and breed-
ing; and the present hii^h price of meat is a powerful
iudueemtnt for them to go on.

A page is given to the emigration question, and the
result shows that the disposition of the Irish peasantry
to quit their native soil and transfer their labour and

their allegiance to a foreign country is rather on the in-

crease than otherwise. It appears by the returns thai,

whereas in 1872 the number that emigrated during the

first seven months was 54,995, in the same period of the

present year (1873) it amounted to 66,521, being an

increase of 11,526. The actual numbers are given month
by month, and it appears that April and May are the

favourite times of year for crossing the Atlantic Ocean,

the numbers this year in those mouths being respectively

19,266 and 18,856. The aggregate number is large

when we consider that in twenty-two years, up to the

31st July, there have emigrated 2,229,117, being

an average of 106,143 per year ; whilst during

the ten years from 1842 to 1851 inclusive the

number that emigrated was 1,600,000, or an average

of 160,000 per year. This makes an average of 119,660
for the 32 years from 1842 to 1873 inclusive ; and if the

loss by famine aud disease, namely, 630,873, be taken

into account, this raises the average of the 32 years to

139,562 per annum.
Labourers' dwellings occupy a short paragraph, which

whilst urging the importance of an improvement, complains

that " the number of fourth-class houses iu Ireland, most

of which had only one room for the entire family of every

age and sex, was very considerable." One room for a

family ! This alone would be an improvement, for we
have seen four families lodging in one room in Dublin,

each one occupying a corner by mutual consent. Having
therefore improved thus far, we may hope that the land-

lords may go further by adding a room or two to the pre-

sent or the new mud hovels occupied by their tenants.

These single-roomed tenements, the report states, harbour

half-a-miUion of persons.

Twenty -five pages of the Report relate to the preva-

lence of weeds in the fields and highways of Ireland.

The subject was brought forward by his Excellency the

Lord-Lieutenant at the meeting of the Royal Dublin

Society iu April last ; aud Mr. Donnelly, the Registrar-

General, has made great efforts to instil into the minds of

the local authorities in the several provinces the impor-

tance of enforcing, so far as they can, the destruction of

weeds by their tenants. Thistles and other weeds are so

numerous that the farmers at harvest pay 5s. per acre

for reaping a " dirty crop" of corn; and sometimes the

labourers' hands ai'c so festered and i^oisoned by the

thistles that they are compelled to give over work.

As for weeds iu a field of clover or other kind

of fodder crop, many of the farmei's consider a

good sprinkling of weeds rather a benefit than

otherwise. We ourselves, in travelling from Dublin to

Belfast, saw a field which, from a few heads of plants we
thought should have been clover, but these scattered em-
blems were so literally smothered with weeds that only a

practised eye could discover what the crop was to be.

We appealed to a farmer, who sat beside us, to tell us

why the owner of the field allowed the rubbish to cover

the field as it did ? His reply was that it would largely

increase the crop, and therefore was not injurious

!

Aud we gave up the argument. The Registrar-

General has recommended the masters of the

National Schools to impress upon their pupils the impor-

tance of destroying all weeds upon their fathers' Ian ds.

This appeal has been very generally responded to ; and it is
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to be hoped tLat the efforts of the magistrates and elerg_v,

who are called upon to use their iufluence with the

farmers, may abate if they cannot eradicate this destructive

evil. A long extract is given from a paper

by the late Sir Johu Sinclair, lirst president of ' The
Uoard of Agriculture,' who, from careful investigatiou,

came to the conclusion that the subject was worthy of

au Act of Parliament to enforce the destruction of

weeds everywhere. He refers to a statute of Alexander the I

Second of Scotland in the year 1220 directed against the

thistle only as the most peculiarly injurious ; and the Act

expressly denounces ",'« man as a traitor who poisons

the kinrjs lands tvith weeds, and introduces to them a

host of enemies. Bondsmen who had this weed amongst

their coru loere fined a sheep for each stalk." Indeed,

notice has already been given that a Bill against the

growth of weeds will be brought in next session.

ANOTHER "PROTECTION" CRY.
Half a century or so since there were some very strin-

gent laws in force, whereby amongst other matters

it was enacted that a duly-licensed stage-coach should

carry so many passengers inside and so many more
outside. But ia those good old times we heard of

no bills before Parliament, under which a Company
proposed to carry a public road or a right-of-way

through the heart of this or that line of country.

Any such step was left for a later era in our history.

But the stage-coach turned out only a slow coach

after all, and hence the Legislature in due season

saw the policy of encouraging the development of some-

thing which would go faster and better. The boasted ten

miles an hour of The True Blue was the pace of the

jog-trot farmer, while the E.rpress is as typical of the

modern agriculturist, who does his three stages for one,

or makes three times the return of his predecessor. And
yet half-a-century or so since there were no Railway

Acts, simply because there were no railways, the intro-

duction of the one creating the other.

So must it be with the progress of agriculture.

Why, ask some people, should there be any more
legislation about agriculture ? And, of course, the

very palpable answer is that there is more to legis-

late about. Nevertheless, this has been pretty gene-

rally the tone of the table-talk at the meetings of this

autumn whenever the Tenant-Right Bill has been

touched on. "No doubt," says the Chairman or the County
Member, " but the farmer is entitled to compeusation for

his unexhausted improvements ; but it would be a very

sad thing to interfere between man and man when making
their agreements, or to endanger that mutual good feeling

which should exist betv^'een landlord and tenant." A very

pertinent question at once arises here. How mauy land-

lords who at different periods during the last three

or four years have admitted that the principle

of compensation or of Tenant-Right should be

recognised, but that this should only be carried out by
private contract, have made it their duty to see that such

clauses have been inserted in the agreements on their own
estates ? We shall be bold to say a very small proportion

indeed. So much, then, for the extension of the prin-

ciple, so far, by agreement " between man and man."
Again, the claim can never come into action but at the

termination of a tenancy, that is, until precisely at that

period when the mutual good feeling may be assumed to

have also come to au end. We do not say that owner
and occupier invariably quarrel when they part, but any
very warm sentiment of one towards the other is still apt

to cool down, as it is only human nature that it should be

so.

At Oswestry the other day Lord Bradford, the Pre-
sident, asked " What landlord would ever dream of turn-

ing a widow out of her farm ?" Again, " Tenant farmers

were generally shrewd men, and both landlords and tenants

would be unwise to trust to legislative enactments to do
thfjt for them which thev could do much better for them-

selves." There can scarcely be anyone iu anyway versed

in agricultural matters who reads this but who could off-

hand cite a case of a widow having to leave her farm, often

enough at a thorough sacrifice of her husband's invested

capital, as this is one of the commonest evils of the present

system, or rather want of system ; although in the way of

exception Shropshire may be a very Arcadia, where the

widow and the fatherless are protected, if in the same
happy valley there are still " worse grievances than

rabbits." Further, Lord Bradford siys farmers are
" shrewd men." How comes it then that nine-tenths of

them enter into contracts which no other men of business

would look at ? The majority of the tenantry iu

this country hold on simply at the mercy of the

landlords, and the better they do by the land pro-

portionately the greater the risk they run. If

a man is " done" in a deal for a horse the law-

comes to his protection ; if the guardian keeps as his own
the property of his ward, the law comes to the heir's

protection ; but, familiar as the phrase is in his month,

the farmer's property has no protection.

"According to the present law of England, what-

ever a tenant puts into or upon the land becomes at

once the property of the landlord ; no matter to

what extent the tenant may have raised the value of

the estate he farms, the law takes no cognizance

of any claim to the property embarked." So says Mr.
James Howard in a paper on Farm Tenancies, which he

read at Norwich and which we give in full. And in this

address, the honourable member for Bedford has shown
how essentially well qualified he is for bringing iu such a

measure as the bill which bears his name. Possibly, from
his very position, there is something, as it were, judicial

and impartial in his manner. He might have spoken

much stronger, but he could have been hardly more
effective. He feels acutely the tenant-farmers' wrongs
without sharing them ; and, as himself mainly engaged

in other pursuits, he stands midway as moderator between

the landowners and the people. For to this phase it is

the question must come, as when his bill is brought under

discussion, it will command the support of the tov»n and
" outside" members, and encounter the blind opposition

of the Country Party. We say blind emphatically enough,

for much of the hostility to the English Tenant-Riglit

claim arises from sheer ignorance of its intention and

effects, as against such foes ]Mr. Howard turns the point

of his lucid, sound, and succinct address. He was agaiu

ably backed by Mr. Sewell Read, who brushed away ouce

more such a cobweb as the Lish being identical with the

English right, and repelled other wild theories which are

still often advanced. Then again, in Nottinghamshire,

Mr. John Hemsley lent Mr. Howard a hand,

trusting that " we shall not attempt to keep

back from others that which we ourselves possess
;"

just as Mr. Read said the same thing to the Lincolnshire

men when he found himself amongst them a week or two
since.
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THE IRISH DIFFICULTY,
In a discassion at the Leicestershire Chamber o

Agn'calture on the amonnt of compensation to be awarded
for beasts slaushtered under the Diseases of Animals Act,

Mr. Thomas TVillson, who introduced the question, said :

"Jn Norfolk the magistrates had treated the matter in a

Terr liberal spirit, and he hoped the Leicestershire magis-
trates would do the same. The Norfolk magistrates al-

lowed the salvage as well as half the loss. 'What the

Leicestei shire Chamber conld do in the matter was this,

they could appoint a deputation to wait on the county
magistrates and ask them to kindly consider the matter,

stating what had been done in Norfolk, and requesting

them to do the same." And at a meeting of these same
Norfolk magistrates, also within the last few days, Mr.
Sewell Eead called the attention of the Court to " the

unfortunate position in which Norfolk was placed by the

pleuro-pnenmonia Order not being extended to Ireland.

They were now importing cattle trom Ireland into Nor-
folk' at the rate of 3,000 or 4,000 a week; and as the

Irish people were generally pretty wide-a-wake, they

were sure to send all the diseased animals they had, so

that they might be slaughtered here and compeusated for.

He hoped the Court would memorialise her Majesty's

Goverumeut to at once put the Order into force in Ireland,

because it was a rtaily serious thing that in Norfolk they

should ha\e to slaughter animals that came there in an
undeveloped state of disease. If the Order was to

be effectual it mnst be simultaneously acted upon
. throughout the country." And the Court re-

solved accordingly, at the instance of Mr. Eead,
" That provisions similar to those of the Animals (Amend.

,

ment; Order of 1873, for the slaughter of cattle affected

with pleuro-pnenmonia, should be at once extended to

Ireland." It is very clear from this that when holding

up Norfolk as an example Leicestershire mnst go a step

further, and seek alike that disease should be kept
off as that compensation should he increased. Like
Norfolk, we will assume that Leicestershire, at least in a

degree, suffers from the importation of Irish stock " in

an undeveloped state of disease," and thus it is very re-

quisite that resolutions similar to those passed in Nor-
wich should be also " carried unanimously" at Leicester.

If, however, our memory serve us, at a meeting of this

same midland counties Chamber held some time since to

consider the subject a member openly stated that

he would prefer to have the disease, or to run the chance
of the disease, than have the Irish beasts stopped ; and
that, while very stringent measures were recommended as

regarded the reception of foreign stock, little or nothing
was said about the Lish trade. We pointed out at the

time the utter fallacy of such a course, as we protested
against proceedings of a like character held in other dis-

tricts at the suggestion of the Home Cattle Defence Asso-
ciation, a society whose line of action, at least of late,

has been one egregious and almost Itidicrous mistake.
With evidence crowding in from aU quarters to show that
Ireland was the chief source of contagion, as little as

possible was ever said or done about Ireland, while every
effort was directed against countries from which we were
comparatively safe.

On the very day of its appearance during last summer ,

of that official paper we said " the weakest part o( the
j

Report is towards the conclusion, where the Committee
does not speak with so much force as might have been
expected when touching on the Irish trade ;" and now
Mr. Sewell Eead, probably the strongest man on that

|

Committee, moves that Ireland shall be no longer exempt
from provisions which have been declared absolutelv re- !

quisite in other cases. Indeed, when we see the impotent

way in which the magistrates and others have been deal-

ing with disease in Ireland, one is iuclined to think that

the measures to he enforced there should be even more
stringent than elsewhere. But, as we said on first read-

ing the Report, the Committee was no doubt hampered by
the presence of the Irish members, one of whom actually

moved and two others supported a paragraph to the

effect that "it has been proved to the satisfaction

of your Committee that the cattle of Ireland are, as a

rule, singularly healthy." In support of Mr. Sewell

Read, Lord Kimberley said at this Magistrates' Meeting,

as we hope almost officially, " the most obvious measure

was to cut off the disease at its source. If pleuro-

pnenmonia existed in Ireland, and animals were con-

tinually imported into this country, he did not exactly

see what progress they could make towards the extirpa-

tion of the disease. We could to a certain extent cou-

trol at our ports animals imported from foreign countries,

but if we did not take steps also to control them within

their own dominions, he did not see that we were going

far towards the attainment of the object we had in view."

If, then, the Local Chambers of Agriculture claim to be

anything more than a rope of sand their pathway is clear

enough. They must take up the battle-cry which Mr.
Sewell Read has sounded in his own county, and move
at once against any particular privileges being continued

in a part of the kingdom so rife with disease as Ireland.

If they do not move in this direction the world will

hardly consider them in earnest over their compensation,

claims.

On Wednesday, Oct. 15, a singularly weak letter, fuU of

truisms and see-saw arguments, appeared in The Times,

under the title of The Futuee of Faejiixg, the point

of which was the scarcity of meat. The writer does not

give but the rather repels remedies ; as thus, with the

farmer, " the principal difficulty is the fact that he may
lay out a large amount of capital, sink it, and receive no
return for unexhausted improvements. This grievance

implies that if he could only employ a larger amount of

capital he could greatly increase the produce. To some
extent this is undoubtedly true, but only to some extent.

In the first place, there are already many individual cases

in which compensation is guaranteed, and what is the re-

sult ? These favoured persons do probably produce slightly

in excess of their competitors;" and hence we come to learn

that " questions of lease or yearly tenancy, of local taxa-

tion, compensation"—coupled with a terrible "&c."—are

all mere minor matter before the great national demand
for meat." If this be not sheer nonsense, it sounds very

like it, while The Times winds up a leader on its cor-

respondent's letter with this remarkable sentence :
" W*e

must look to the material conditions of the question, and
get the strength out of the ground in the best way we
can—that is, by the best industrial arrangements." Pro-
d'tgiov.s ' To descend for a moment to common sense,

we can surely not expect to obtain our fair supply of

home-grown meat so long as disease is systematically im-

ported ; as until we check this monstrous evil all other

questions about artificial manures, and so forth, are, as

The Times correspondent has it, " mere minor matter."

There are now imported to Norfolk three or four thou-

sand cattle a week, and " the Irish people are pretty sure

to send all the diseased animals they have." So says

Mr. Sewell Read, and as Mr. Read is pretty good autho-

rity Norfolk is already moving ; while of course the

danger extends equally to other districts through which

Irish cattle are distributed. What will they do with it

'
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MODEL MAN.
It vras once our good fortune to hear the late Richard

Tattersall opea the sale of a very famous racing stud in

this way :
" Gentlemen, these horses will be sold without

any reserve ; as you all know well enough, some have

proved themselves very good performers, and they are all

very well bred. What will aayoae give for L-jt 1, a bay
colt by StockweU'r" There was some subdued applause

at the good taste aud tant displayed by the auctioneer;

and at the great Xew York Mills Sale certainly not the

least striking feature in the proceedings was the admirable

manner in nhich the business was conducted. Thus

:

" For a rostrum, Mr. Page contented himself with the

stump of an old pump, aud dispeused with the hammer
which has u>ually beeu deemed indispensable from the

days of Robins downwards. Directly a lot was placed

in the pen, he started it at a certain figure, aud in the

briefest space knocked it do'.vn, indicating the fact of the

sale merely by a movement of his finger. So rapidly,

indeed, were the animals brought forward aud disposed

of, that in twenty-niue minutes more than £50,000 had

been realised." It is proverbial that slow salesmen make
slow sales, as the bidders know that auctioneers of all

kinds here in England will hang and potter and turn away
in make-believe consultation, and do anything to get

another guinea offered. It is not quite clear to us but

that Mr. Page, clearly a man of really original genius

in his way, '" made" the sale, as one almost shudders to

think how it might have been prolonged. And, further,

how capital is the notion of the lot being sold by " a

movement of the finger," instead of that absurd threaten-

ing, so continually repeated, to let the hammer drop, or

the yet more ludicrous business of setting the glass run-

ning. Again, " there was a stand-up lunch, to which all

and sundry were invited," in place of the ponderous

ceremonies so common here in England, wheie the chair

is taken by somebody, not because he breeds Shorthorns

or knows a Southdown from a Leicester, but because he

is a member for the borough, High-Sheriff of the county,

or the parson of the parish. And of course " the cus-

tomary loyal toasts" are given, aud the health of " our

worthy host," and of his " worthy wife," and of his " ex-

cellent landlord," and of the " able chairman," and of

the auctioneer, although everybody will hear quite

enough of him during the rest of the day. As we once

entered the luncheon tent in company with a famous

breeder of stock, he seized on a seat handy to the door,

saying, as he did so, " if we sit here we can get out so

soon as the speaking begius." Cannot all this sort of

thing be reformed, particularly when, with the auctioneer's

eloquence, people have often to run for it before the

business is over ': Bad things may take a deal of selling,

but good sell themselves, and when we come to really

crack cattle, let us take example from the stand-up lunch,

the stump of the old pump, and Mr. Page's fore-finger.

Naturally enough the English, after the " hang fire"

system to which they have been so long accustomed, were

somewhat surprised, aud one man straightway began

bidding in millions. Moral : whether he be offer-

ing au estate, a race-horse, a Shorthorn, or a sideboard,

a talkative " dwelling" salesman is a mistake. Time .'

NEW YORK MILLS
ME CABR'S EXPLANAIIOX.

SALE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MAEK LANE EXPRESS.

For lucky rhymes to him were scrip and share.

And mellow metres more than cent, per cent.

SiK,— It has been said that ^ great man struggling

with unmerited obloquy is a spectacle for the Gods. I

am conscious of being a very small man—so small, that

I marvelled to find myself a mark for " the slings and

arrows" of the agricultural press, and modestly concluded

that for me " to take up arms against a sea" of error,

with the sea between me and my assailants, would not be

an interesting spectacle even to mortals, who long before

my vindication could reach your columns would probably

have forgotten all about me and my small matters. So,

consoling myself with the reflection that half the wrongs

people do us are from ignorance of facts, and that, even if
|

the facts had been as supposed there would have been
i

nothing in them very discreditable to a Yorkshireman i

dealing with a Yankee, I took it easy. Bui, wretched i

man that I am, to what has not my supiueness led 'r I

have become an apple of discord to the Gods themselves,
j

who from pelting an insignificant mortal like me, have

turned to hurling thunderbolts at each other, and

Grappling in the central blue.

To put it in milder form, I see from a copy of your

journal that has been sent to me that I am the unhappy

cause of jars and gibes between the Ceres of Mark Lane

and the Iris of Catheriae Street. I feel it is not for me
to attempt to compose such strifes ; but a word or two in

explanation will show, I think, that the whole affair has

been a case of "Much ado about nothing." Themis-
apprehension of the circumstances has arisen in some
measure, I admit, from my slipshod way of writing, put-

ting things generally, instead of entering into particulars

which I thought would have no interest for the public.

I will explain the matter as briefly as I can. In reply to

about a score of inquiries as to when the second half of

my report on the New Y'ork Mills Herd might be ex-

pected, I scribbled from one of the American lakes an
offhand intimation that I should write no more, alleging

my reason for this decision—I forget in what terms—but

to the effect that I had been charged with having written

a cynical, detractory, and otherwise damaging account of

the Bates cattle. I thought it undesirable that so

erroneous an impression should obtain, so in proof that

justice to number one would deter me from doing injustice

to the Duchesses, I innocently referred to an agreement

(which I knew to be, under the circumstances, perfectly

justifiable) by virtue of which I was myself to have had
an interest to the extent of li per cent, in the proceeds

of the sale, in consideration of writing these articles, &c.,

&e. The duplication of an et ccttera surely means some-
thing, aud in this case it meant " the doing of many
other things," compared with which the writing of the

articles was as nothing, though they alone were specified

in my letter as forming then the only subject-matter of

discussion. But if I must, in self-defence, obtrude my
private affairs upon the world, be it known to all whom it

. may interest that the pecuniary quittance proposed (as
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the written proposal would show) was to be ia full satis-

action of all dues, not only for articles and paragraphs,

the preparation of catalogues and advertisements, and

the general supervision of the getting up of the aiiiiuals

for the sale, but also for half a year given up to assist the

owner with my sage counsel in the affairs of his herd,

tootling round with him in his buggy, hanging over

loose-boxes, moodily contemplating the ups and downs of

the Duchesses, and gloomily moralising at the same time

upon my own. Be it further known that shortly after

"locating" myself at Ne>v York Mills, I declined to ac-

cept any remuneration whatever far any slight services

I might render, and I adhered to this determiuation,

until finding that my doing so was not appreciated, nay,

misunderstood, the percentage was proposed and agreed

upon. At that time such a preposterous sale as the

recent one had never entered into any sane man's head

to conceive. Mr. Page's then estimate was 100,000
dollars, miue 130,000. Assuming that Mr. Page's valu-

ation was approximately correct (and no one could have

a more intimate knowledge of the herd than he had, or

have taken a fairer view of their value), my poundage
would have amounted to about 250 sterling, a sum which

in that expensive country would not nearly have covered

my disbursements. There are few, I presume, in these

practical times, with whom such mundane considerations

would have no weight. The age of chivalry is past,

when to barter time and toil for filthy lucre was a gro-

velling proceeding, humiliating to a man of honour.

Yet in openly avowing the existence of the arrangement

referred to I have been regarded as metaphorically doing

penance in a white sheet for " a misinterpretation of

honour's laws
!

" I wonder in what court of honour
since the days of Don Quixote I should have been con-

demned to this expiation for so rational and equitable

a compact.

There are times, sir, wheu a man may, without

egotism, speak up for himself, and I will make bold to

say that no one who has ever had dealings with me will

believe me to be a man with whom

The jingling of tlie guinea

Helps the hurt tliat honour feels
;

and that there is no friend of mine who does not know
that the fact of my having a pecuniary interest in the result

of the sale would make me doubly careful not to deceive

others for my own advantage. That it had this influ-

ence upon me is evident from the criticisms past upon
my article—that it was unnecessarily particular in its

revelations ; that there was an undercurrent of sarcasm

running through it ; that it must be taken as the pre-

judicial report of the partisan of a rival strain, who wrote

of the Oneida Duchesses as if they were prairie bisons,

&c. ; whilst in my undisguised inability unreservedlif to

champion the best of them I was facetiously compared to

David floundering in Saul's armour. One thing is

certain, " I'll not march through Coventry with them
"

again, that's flat. If ever I buckle on armour hereafter

it will not be to do battle for the Duchesses, but to give

their carcasses to the beasts of the field and the fowls of

the air. At present our noble Bcrotians—to travesty

the words of the immortal swan—throng who shall bny

first, as if these cud-chewers had been hallowed, and

brought a benediction to the buyer, but I venture to

predict

—

Divinare et enlm magnus mihi donat Apollo

—that the day is not far distant when " the divinity that

doth hedge a ' Duke' " will fail to inspire respect, and

men will profanely point to the upright shoulders, fiat

foreribs, hollow arm-pits, and gappy fianks, and exclaim

See'st thou what a deformed thief this Fashion ia ?

But now, write " Duke " upon the devil's horu, and men
will cry " How noble !

"
Yours obediently,

Wm. Cakk.
Comjdoti, P. Q., Canada, Sept. 26(h.

HEXHAM FARMER S' CLUB.
NECESSITY OF SECURITY FOR TENANTS' CAPITAL

At the first meeting of the season, Mr. C. G. Grey, of

DilstoD, in the chair, Mr. John Hope, jun., read the following

paper

;

The great importance of the subject for our discussion this

afternoon will be at once admitted by all who take any interest

in the progress or welfare of agriculture. In our opinion, a

satisfactory settlement of this question would be the inaugura-

tion of a new era, of wliich even the most sanguine would not
be likely to over-estimate its beneficial results. The stimulus

wliich free-trade gave to agricultui'e, by breaking up sleepy

monopoly and introducing increased and world-wide competi-
tion, lias entirely altered the character of our farmers and
farming. We believe that any trade thrives best when per-

fectly free and unfettered, and agriculture itself is a striking

proof of this principle, for the removal of the old rotten fabric

of protection has developed intelligent, practical, and scientific

application of labour and captial to our soil, and this increasing

production has been a blessing to our country. We propose
to consider our subject in the following order :

I. The present and future tendency of agriculture.

II. The national loss resulting from present system.
III. The urgent need of increased security for capital de-

monstrated.

IV. A brief examination of the remedies already proposed.
V. What yet remains to be done to obtain security for

tenants' capital.

1st. The Present and Future Tendency of Agri-
culture.—The increase of rents, the advance in the price of
labour, the multiplied use of expensive machinery, the indis-
pensable use of high-priced fertilisers, the increased consump-

tion of feeding cakes, the higher price of cattle, the necessity

for large increase of capital, the increased competition in the

supplies of foreign corn and live cattle and preserved meats,

make the science and practice of agriculture more than ever a

difficult, but also more than ever a progressive one. It is not

possible to retreat. To be a successful farmer it requires a

far-seeing, hard-headed, cautious, yet resolute and courageous

policy. You have crossed the Rubicon, and must go on to tlie

seven-hilled city. A manufacturer who does not keep up with t lie

times is left high and dry, while some youthful and intelligent

competitor catclies the flood that leads on to fortune. We take

it for granted, to save further discussion, that the only way to

bring about successful results is to endeavour to develop in-

creased production by increased fertility, and that increased

production and increased fertility are to be brought about by

the enterprising tenant exercising a liberal expenditure of

labour and capital, which as a matter of course under the exist-

ing order of things places the progressive tenant (who as long

as he is on his farm is a blessing to his neighbours and the

nation) in great financial jeopardy, should he be compelled to

leave his farm in some arbitrary manner ; the increased in-

vestment absolutely indispensable to his first-class fanning is

found to be of the most rii-ky, disastrous, and damagiiig cha-

racter, and may lead to his partial or entire ruin. We make
bold to say that the farmer, as compared with the merchant or

manufacturer, is in a most unenviable position, and his capital

scattered over his fruitful fields is by his successor caret ully

reaped, and thus other men enter into the sweets and rewards

of his own labour and capital. If any ask what we think of

this state of affairs (we speak of a system not of men) we reply

in plain English, and call it a system of robbery and spolisticn
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As we do not wisli to waste time we assume tliat h'I will admit
that the present and future tendency of agriculture is, aud
must be still more, one of progreisioa anil incrtasiug devo-
iopmeut.

SisD. The National Loss resulting from Present
SysiEir.—At the outset it may be urged by sime casuist that
tlie present system of nou-conipeusalon for unexhausted iiii-

proveineuts is not a national loss but a personal one, and tak-

ing a narrow view of this matter it is so. In so vital a point
of primary national wealth as the increasing and plentitul

supply ol food for our multiplying population we cannot afford

to be governed by so trifling a view, for the true essence of

the matter is not what the improvements at pres^ent are, but
what they might and must be. We feel tlie utmost difficulty

at this point to do the most remote justice to this department
of our subject as the probable, possible, unlimited, aud un-

known powers of God's laws in nature are so transcendant and
maguiticeut as to make us pause aud exclaim with Thomson,
"Let mute expressive silence muse his praise." It is not (or

men by unwise legislation to limit that wliich infinite Wisdom
has practically left aulimited for the benefit aud happi'iess of

llis children. In no respect whatever can this be called a

farmers' question, if any question can fairly be called other

than a na'ional people's question. It would ailord us pleasure

here to oiler some estimated calculation of national loss, but

we feel that figures would not give satisfactory ansvvers (al-

though amounting to antold millions), and to those who have

not closely studied the suliject would simply lay us open to

the charge of Utopian and Quixotical calculation. As it is,

geDtleiufu, caoital being insecure, it does not flow into agri-

culture as it would do and ought to do, aud consequently we
are as a nation farming far below our capabilities. Just stop

to imagine for a moment here, that by some unforeseen

calamity about eleven million quarters of corn from abroad

WaS stopped this season (which is about what we require in

additiun to our own produce), and then you will see the mag-
nitude of the question before us. Such a possible misfortune

might not be an unmixed evil, because instead of turning tlie

produce of our barley fields into what is so largely a cause of

poverty and crime, we would be compelled instead to make it

into beef or bread to be the food of our people. Under pro-

per security for capital emigration ought to be a thing un-

known so far as the necessity of it is concerned ; the stand-

still farmer would be quickly displaced by his go-a-lipad

brother, and employment and plenty for the prespui genera-

tion and generations yet unborn would be the result. There

is arising throughout three kingdoms a cry deep and unani-

mous from the tenant-farmers for increased security, and the

national prosperity thus imperilled demands that the needful

security must be had. In connection with the Koyal Agricul-

tural Society's show held at Hull this year, there were only

four competitors for the prize offered for the best cultivateiJ

farm in the county of Yorkshire. Such a small entry for so

large an agricultural county caused much surprise and dis-

cussion, and it came out that a prize offered by a local society

some time since was awarded to an excellent farmer ; but the

result was the landlord took advantage of his tenant's industry,

and raised his rent. Yorkshiremen are proverbial for their

keenness, and in this instance they proved it by declining to

compete, with the prospect of having their rent raised if they

got the prize. The fact is much of the backward condition

of the land is caused by what we are now contending for

—

security lor capital, and we are not surprised at it, as the ma-
jority cf farmers are afraid of farming too well. The low

wages to the labourers in the southern counties of England is

a matter for the deepest regret, and our subject touches the

root at this point also. We are told by gentlemen who have

resided in these counties that much of the land is most ineffi-

ciently cultivated, and we are also told that there are a large

surplus of labourers there, and being badly fed and with no
heart in them they are inferior workmen, which, of course,

might be expected. As labour is well paid here, and many of

the men well worthy of it, and more men being in demand, it

appears reasonable to fetch that part of the surplus labour

where it is wanted, and thus benefit all interested. Where
the necessity for concession to labour is proved, we think a

prompt and decided giving way on behalf of employers is

the uisest course, as well as the best policy. We approve

of the object Mr. Arch has in view in going to Canada

—

viz., the bettering of the condition of the South of England
labourer; but we don't approve of his method, for if

the subject before us to-day was settled satisfactorily,

there w.mld be no need for the 200,000 labourers

to leave th", country (as he .said tliey would if better wages are

not paid), as the Mimulus given to tlie labour market, by the

increased draiuing of land, and increased labour rtqnired for

cultivation of land, reilamation of waste lands, building

cottages, farm buildings, machinery, &c., directly and indirectly

would entirely meet ibe case. Erora the standpoint of poli-

tical economy we object to it also, and we hope that the neces-

sity for Arch's occupaiion will soon be gone. We should

bear in mind that the large supplies of gold from California

aud Australia have depreciated the value of gold as a purchasing

power, and this in combination with a plentiful supply of

paper has turned the tide ngainst all purchasers who have

limited iucomes, and it also largely explains the increasing

need and great urgency of security for ciipital invested inland.

The present state of matters is a great stumhling-block and

check on agricultural improvement. In the face of increasing

population (having about thirty-three millions of people to

supply with food), this subject is becoming the foremost ques-

tion of the hour, and will compel the gravest alteiilion on the

part of statesmen and philanthropists by virtue of its growing

urgency. Under wise legislation with proper security for a

plentiful flow of capital into agriculture,we are not at all gloomy

or desponding in the face of even the most marvellous increase

of population. We here give one fact to illustrate our views.

JMr. Coleman has taken up the proposals of Mr. Isaac Brown,

of Edinburgh, and placed some forty acres of his park

under a new irrigation system. Lead pipes, perforated with

small hides, are laid in parallel lines, sixteen yards apart,

and a twelve horse-power engine pumps at night from the

lake into these pipes, when an artificial rain is thrown over

an area ol an acre and a half, ten tons of water being ejected

in fifteen minutes ; and plots are taken in succession until the

whole area of six acres is irrigated during the niglit. On land

thus treated, a growth of grass half an inch to one inch per

day can be obtained ; and with a novel system of folding also

introduced at Stoke Park, the large number of 66 fatting

sheep per acre may be fed. The " folding" lo which we refer

is done by means of a double row of hurdles, made in the form

of a chevaii.c de frise, stretching across the pasture, with seven

yards between the rows. These hurdles, with three feet

prongs, are advanced four times per day, aud the sheep feeding

between the prongs, and with ample room for movement, have

at all times an abundance of strong, fresh, and excellent her-

bage, never foul their food, aud walk and tie only on what

they have already cro|)ped. It is claimed that, whereas under

the ordinary system the forty acres of Stoke Park pasture would

be over done with 260 sheep, under this double system of irri-

tiation aud folding the forty acres of the park will sustain

2 600 fatting sheep from April to October, which, putting on

one pound of mutton per carcase per week for twenty-eight

weeks will give the very respectable return of £60 per acre.

I'o supplement our position aud finish the cursory glance of

this heading, we beg to state that spade husbandry is in its

infancy, and alarmists need not shake in their shoes for cen-

turies yet to come.

3kd. The Urgent Need of Security for Cafitai,

Dfmonstkated.—Eor the sake of clearness, we here bring

before you a few practical illustrations of the dilficulties en-

countered on an arable and pasture farm taken by an active

and enterprising tenant with ea|)ital. lie is promised, ver-

i)ally, that alt land shall be drained that requires it, for which

he will have to pay the usual five per cent., which is well

worth paying, aud he may find himself exactly in the position

of a friend of mine, who is willing to pay the percentage and

iisks for the fulfilment of the promise, but nevertheless cannot

get the draining done, for reasons best known to those con-

cerned. He is told that increased buildings and other neces-

sary accommodation for cattle (ceding shall be put up, he

agreeing to pay the usual interest on such expenditure, aud lo

lead the materials, and he finds that the poverty or death of

his landlord prevents it being carried out, and as a matter of

consequence he loses rather over 25 per cent, on his cattle beinjr

exposed to the inclemency of the weather instead of heing

comfortably housed. A practical gentleman of standing tried

the experiment of exposure and non-exposure of feeding cattle,

and found that the loss on the exposed ones to be ovtr 25 per

cent, in the extra quantity of food consumed without any pro-

fitable result. There is a sad deficiency of good farm buildings

on many farms, so much so that the grain, &c., can hardly 1 e
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soundly housed. We know tenants who have actually had to

put up substantial buildings at their own cost, because they

could not get on without them, hoping that the tender

mercies of the landlord would allow them, to remain in un-

disturbed possession. He is told that the game will be kept

down within reasonable bounds, and then when his farm is

overrun, and he complains to his landlord thereof, he is

told that it is not possible to keep down the rabbits. In such
a case, we would say to the landlord, give the tenant the power
to destroy them, and, if your gamekeeper cannot put them
down, the tenant, we will be bound for it, will speedily do so.

While no reasonable tenant would begrudge his landlord a
fair day's shooting over his farm, yet for a rent-paying tenant,

to have his farm converted into a rabbit-warren is simply
downright injustice and absurdity, and cannot possibly be any
longer toVrated in this country. Those landlords who insist

on doiug so should farm their own lands, and breed rabbits

for the market, which, with first-rate fencing, may be done
probably with profit, or they must sell their lands and enjoy
themselves in some wild unpopulated country ; it cannot any
longer be endured in this country where there are so many
hungry people to be fed. The superior animal man must come
before the inferior animal rabbit. So desperately unpleasant
IS this game question to landlord and tenant that we know
landlords by overrunning their farms with game to their

tenants' injury (whether the fault of gamekeepers or their

own we know not) have, to save tliemselves unpleasantness,
actually sold their farms, and the tenant has lost his proper
and jiibt compensation. If the landlord would take a common-
sense view of the question he would think his vermin rabbits

dearly bonglit at the price of such unpleasantness and in-

justice. A gentleman in the South of England writing to a
friend here in August last, says, " We don't get any of our
farms let. It is drawiug very near to Michaelmas, and every
prospect of over sixteen tliousaud acres coming into our hands
more than the six hundred we have at present. The
landlord has made an arrangement for the tenants to

kill the rabbits eight months in the year and the hares
cue month. I don't think much of the plan : in fact,

I think it is a regular farce for a gentleman to be so much
annoyed by tliose vermin, at the same time paying men
as gamekeepers, I simply say to annoy him, and not doiug
what is wanted. They always say they cannot be kept down.
I only wish them put under my care for two years, and after that
time if there is any cause for complaint it would be a very odd
thing. Gamekeepers are the greatest nuisance I know of,

and I am sorry to say they don't always stick to the truth
;

they are one of the things that will eventually wear out." It

would be a grand thing if every tenant would act like a man
and speak in plain Saxon to his landlord, but there are too
many in the situation of a praiseworthy, industrious, and
skilful farmer, who dares not to speak out for nine reasons,
viz., a wife and eight children, and therefore it is needful that

the tenant should have the sjmpathy and active support of the
mercantile and all other classes of the community. Again,
he is told that his lease (if he is fortunate enough to have
one) will be renewed in good time, say four years before the
expiration of existing term, and he finds by some misadven-
ture that it is not attended to in time, and he is probably raised

in rent, taxed on his own improvements, or he sees his capital

ruthlessly taken from him before his eyes and he leit out in

the cold. Or, it may be, he enters into his farm, the lease not
being signed but conditions understood nevertheless, and he
linds to his disgust and horror that almost impossible condi-
tions have been inserted therein—conditions so favourable to

landlord and so unfavourable to himself that it makes him
stagger. At this moment we know two illustrations of this

position in our own county, but we are happy to say in both
cases the tenant had the pluck to say that he was not such a

fool to sign such conditions, and in botli cases the landlord,
probably ashamed, pressed the matter no further. " He that
would be free, himself must strike the blow." We also have
known instances where tenants have been, at lialf-year's

notice, turned off their farms, where it was held on the' good
faith of the landlord not disturbing a good tenant, and turned
away without any compensation for cake and fertilisers used
on the farm, and all other unexhausted improvements being
left to replenish the landlord's pocket at the expense of his
tenant. There are such thiugs as land sown away by landlord
not growing well, a source of loss, and also loss of way-going
crop, &c., but we content ourselves with attending to one

more subject that also immediately concerns the general pub-
lic as well as the landlord and tenant ; that is the sublimely

ridiculous and wholly unjust system of the law of landlord

and tenant, which gives tiie lan&lord the first hold over his

tenant in case of misfortune overtaking him (a thing not to

be snrprised at under such one-sided conditions), and the other

creditors standing by like jackals till the lion as had its fill.

It too o'ten happens that only the bare bones are left for the

plebeian creature, while the patrician fills his maw. This is a

spurious rendering of "to him that hatli shall be given, and

to him that hath not shall be taken away, even that which he

hath." You will please remember who made such a law (the

landlords themselves). This is class legislation with a ven-

geance. This is too hollow a device to deceive much longer

in a sifting age like the present. It also often happens that

an improving tenant in the neighbourhood of a large town is

prevented making the best of his hay and straw, while it is

often well known that he is leading to his farm town manure
iu large quantities. This is a remnant of feudalism ; at the

same time we are compelled to say we have no sympathy with

a hungering kind of tenant-farming, but as they are well

known no landlord should take them, there being plenty of

choice of good tenants. This law at present is damaging to

tenant-fanners' credit, and also leads landlords to accept a

weak tenant at a higher rent than a sound tenant with cipital

would give. While we would never in any agitation ask for

justice for one section of tlie community at the expense of the

injustice of any other section ; yet just to show yon the child-

like ridiculousness and absurdity of this law we ask you to

think for a moment what the landlords would say if a law was

passed that all other creditors should be paid before the

lamllord, which, nevertheless, would be quite as valid as the

exiitiug law. Other things of a kindred nature suggest them-

selves to our minds here, equally demonstrating the urgent

need of security fcr tenant capital, but the proper limit of our

paper forbids more, but we trust the discussion expected to

follow will bring them all out. To sum up, we say that too

many of the tennanl's conditions are compulsory, and too

many of the landlord's voluntary.

iTii. A Brief Examination of the Remedies already
PROPOSED.—All along we are presuming all just and generous

landlords are with us in this matter, and as the law is not for

the righteous but for the evil doer, so our remarks are for the

unjust landlord, and, by implication, to the praise of the land-

lords who do well. A good landlord deserves a good tenant,

and a good tenant a gooJ landlord, and under such an auspi-

cious union the security of capital will be mutually and care-

fully respected. A mutual good understanding between land-

lord and tenant is put forward by some as the best method.

We admit it a good thing, but not by any means the best, for

the landlord may die, and some Pharaoh come into power
who knows not Joseph. A good understanding and something

more will do, but of itself it will not do. Looked at under the

most favourable circumstances, this is a very risky and uncer-

tain tenure for any tenant to launch out his capital ; he should

remember that business is business, and to be carried on suc-

cessfully it must be conducted on sound principles. We know
the strength of a chain is the measure of the strength of the

weakest link, and by overlooking this we may build on a sandy

foundation. It is a matter of great regret that the present

position of agriculture as regards the custom of the country

so called is so very different in the several counties, nearly

every county having a different method, and there is a striking

absence of any leading well-understood principles to guide us

in the matter. What is wanted, and what would be most
useful, is a well-tried system, based on practical principles, so

as to be easily applied (o every case of change of tenancy,

reserving to both parties to contract the right of intelligent

arbitration, whether the remedy suggested be by way-going

crop or Tenant-Right or by compensation for unexhausted

improvements, or by long lease. On one point we are perfectly

clear, and wc say it without fear of iutelligent contradiction,

that it is neither wise nor beneficial to either tenant, landlord,

or nation that a farm, on the expiration ot its term, siiould be

exhausted, impoverished, or have its fertility and fruitfulness

taken out of it before it is handed over to the entering tenant.

Tlie true interests of tenant,landlord,and country are identical,

and our object is to try to make all blend and harmonise

together.

5iH. What remains yet to be done to obtain the
NECESSARY SECURITY TOR TeNANTS' CAPITAL.—We COnfesg
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this to be the most ticklish point lor palpable reasons. As a
fundamental principle every man ought to make the best con-
ditions he can in making a bargain, and any want of personal
ability is likely to be fatal to success. Ourelii'-f dilliculty here
lies in tiie probability of our being misunderstood, Tor it is our
deliberate conviction that trade of all legitimate kinds ought to

be free and unfettereil, and that coinbiuations, unions of joint-

stock limited liability, &c., are most certaiu to be left bebind
in the contest with enlightened individual enterprise. In view
of the facts advanced and enormous evils admitted as resulting

from the present system, we are compelled to ackuowlediie the
conviction tliat legislative action is required to mend matters,

jas the exceptional position of agriculture calls for and
ustifies that interference as the national well-being is bound
up iu the settlement of this question. A parallel case will

show what we mean, namely, the compulsory sale of
property required for railways, and the reasons that estab-

lish the equity of the one also establish tlie equity

of the other. The lease system liaving been alluded

to incidentally, and one of its weak spots pointed out, we
again allude to it, and just mention what a well-known
agriculturist says; "Tlie lease should be from 30 to 35
years, with conditions to sell at death of the husband or other

unforseen occurrence, and at the expiration of the lease not to

have more than one-half of the tillage laud in corn as a way-
going crop ; manure to he paid according to the value left in

the soil. Fixed machinery and way-going corn crop to be
taken at valuation by landlord. All unforseen rates or taxes

to be paid by landlord. All dilapidations to be made good by
tenant. Fences, &c., to be left in a teuantable state. Cr'^p-

ping of lands to be as free as possible, but not such as will

lessen the fertility of the soil." Auent farm agreements one
of our experienced and observing farmers writes as follows :

" The greatest impediment in tlie way of agricultural improve-
ment is, I have no hesitation in saying, the antiquated forms
of farm agreements. What is wanted is reasonable rents and
sensible agreements." So far as we have been able to get in-

formation, the best system for first-class farming now in opera-

tion is the Tenant-Right principle in Lincolnshire. This sys-

tem works well for landlord and tenant alike. A gentleman
well known on Tyneside, hut resident in Lincolashire, assured

us last week that the discontent and continual irritation so

chronic here are almost unknown there. The usual allowance

to out-going tenants for unexhausted improvements in North
Lincolnshire are much as follows : i' Bone dust and guano are

considered to last tor three years ; marl or chalk, seven years
;

lime, five years ; clay on sandy laud four years ; on some
estates seven years; draining with tiles, seven years; with

sods, or thorns, four years. The allowances (determined by
valuers) are calculated on a scale according to the proportionate

time during which the tenant has received benefit from the

improvement. Recently it has become customary to allow for

oileake given to the yard stock on the assumption that the
manure is improved to the extent of half the value of the caku
consumed. The allowance extends over the last two years, is

two-sixtlis of the cake used in the last year, and one-sixth of
tliat used in the previous one, making together the half of a
year's consumption. Oilcake given to sheep in the field is ex-
cluded." A little amateur farming ou the part of impracticable
landlords would be the best method of opening their eyes to

the true position of matters, as we do not know a more certain

or effectual method of dispensing capita' without always being
able to see where it has gone to. We consider all agri-

cultural success to be the result of careful training

and long practice and observation. Versoually speak-
ing, in our own limited experiment, although
always able to grow good crops, jet the expendi-
ture always seemed to swallow up the receipts, and under the
most powerful microscope we could never detect an atom of
profit. To conclude, we tliink wliat is wanted to meet the
case is some just and comprehensive measure that will clearly

define and secure the tenant's capital, and so framed as to

apply to the United Kingdom, and thus stop the siianieful

waste and national loss, and bring about an intelligent system
capable of universal application in tins country. It will be
necessary to appoint gentlemen as valuers, who are, by posi-
tion and education, entirely above the influence of either land-
lord or tenant, who would be able to curb the grasping land-
lord, and also be able to detect any unjust attempt to extort
money for worthless expenditure or so-called improvements,
and such valuers would be able to decide equitably by the
reasonable test of results patent to experienced eyes. In the
agitation necessary for the passiug of such a needful measure
the sympathies of all patriotic men are w ith you, and if the
tenant-farmers do not rise up to the requirements of this

contest they will expose themselves to the ridicule of the
other classes of the community. The mercantile classes prin-

cipally fought for tlie destruction of the monopoly in corn,
and as a matter of gratitude as well as justice you will not be
single-handed in the fight, but you may rely on tiieir help iu

seeking to abolish the absurb restriction arising from the
monopoly in land. You must, however, be the leaders in the
fray, and show that you are foeman worthy of your steel, and
in this righteous crusade allies with vigorous aid will be
united whh you, and again the citadel of monopoly will
crumble and fall before the repeated blows of the great hat-
tering-rara of public opinion, wielded by the hands of an in-

telligent and united people, and your needful and just demands
shall not much longer he withheld.

After a very brief discussion the consideration of the paper
was adjourned for a fortnight.

THE FARMER'S POSITION AND PROSPECTS

At the quarterly meeting of the Notts Chamber of Agri-

culture, at Eetford, Mr. Foljambe, M.P., in the chair,

Mr. Hemsley delivered the following address : Three
weeks ago, when Mr. Musters, at a Council meeting of tliis

Chamber, proposed for our discussion to-day, " The present

position and prosjiects of tenant-farmers," the Council agree-

ing with him that it would be a good and attractive subject

lor us, I seconded his proposition, not having then the most
remote idea of undertaking the important office of introducing

it myself, and 1 now express ray great regret that the able

gentleman then named by the Council to be invited to intro-

duce the subject to you, could not be prevailed upon to under-

take it—because he is in the habit of expressing himself in

the fullest and most guarded manner— certainly in a manner
that I cannot be expected to do, but the matter being left in

my hands I most reluctantly undertook the position, when,
unfortunately, from a number of engagements pressing upon
me, I have been prevented from paying the particular attention

I should have wislied that so wide and so important a subject

required. I beg therefore of more than your ordinary indul-

gence in laying before you a few points for discussion. There

are certain figures and statistics relating to the subject v.hich

I should have laid before you had time allowed. However,
I will endeavour to open the subject upon general grounds.

and at the outset I will observe that I do not feel disposed to

enter upon my task in a grumbhng gloomy spirit, nor do I

presume to stand here to teach my brother farmers in Notting-
hamshire. T need scarcely say to you that my personal feelings

are with the success of the landed interests in this country,

from my breeding and associations ; my most energetic days
having all been spent iu the cultivation of the land as a
tenant-farmer in this county. In prosperity, then, and in

adversity ray whole sympathies are with this important class.

I may say, in passing, that I think subjects such as

this are in their proper atmosphere in this Chamber; and,

perhaps, I may be allowed to look back with some slight de-

gree of satisfaction upon being one of a very small party w ho
took much time and interest, through evil report and good
report, in establishing the Central Chamber, and in later

years iu giving ray humble assistance in bringing our own
into working order. I believed, by these means, the advance-
.meut, iu some degree, of English agriculture practically and
politically, might be the result

;
politically, because the uiiUed

opinions of our part of the community were never before
thoroughly known. I regret and am disappointed that through
tiiese means there has not been more united action taken in
questions connected with agriculture by landlords, tenants,
and the agricultural labouring class. I wish now, if you
please, fir8t_ to proceed to touch upon, for your discussion.
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three main points counected with our present position : 1st,

Succession of adverse seasons ; 2ud. Cattle diseases; 3rd. In-

creased expenses. I will endeavour to be as brief as possible,

althoUf;li 1 am al'raid the latter point must necessarily embrace
several parts. 1 may first say tliut although every part of the

jiroduce of our farms is now selling at a liigh price, yet, from

a variety of circumstances, we are not able to congratulate

ourselves upou our preseut positions; and whilst almost every

other industrial class Las been enjoying almost unprecedented

success for the last six or eight years, that of the farmer has

beeu gradually becoming less remunerative, and we have

not partaken in tlie general success of the country duriug

tliat period. The fact that less than eight years ago

there were more larmers tlian farms for them, and at the

preseut time there are more farms than men can be found
with sufiicieut capital to farm tiiem, in many parts of the

couutry, seems to be one fact to establish tiiis point ; but I

believe it is not difficult to establisli another fact—that tlie

position of farmers generally is not so good in a pecuniary

point as it was six years ago. As to the difficulties and losses

arising from a succession of adverse seasons, such as we had
of late years, extremely wet or dry, and ungeuial, there is but

little lor me to remark upon. 1 should be sorry to set about
the task ot excusing farmers for taking a fair share in wiiat

is said to be a prominent habit in the English character— that

of grumbling. But few occupations of lite, 1 believe, expe-

rience greater disappointments Irom this cause, the farmer

frequen'.ly having to witness waste and havoc in his crops in

this variable climate, alter a whole year's care and anxiety,

and sometimes being brought to the verge of having that

beautiful assurance withdrawn, " that seed-time shall never

fail." Therefore in these extremities all the farmer's energies

and perseverance require to be brought into action to meet
tiie losses from this difficulty, which often involve ruinous
consfqnenccs, and winch are entirely beyond his check. I

might ask this practical question :
" If it would not be better

in these untortuuate seasons to follow up as far as possible

that course in farming which is lound to be the best in an
average of seasons, rather than, as I have observed is often

done, to be led away Irom one established course to another
because seasons happen to vary ? 1 will say a few words
upon the very serious losses wliich farmers have sustained in

most parts of this county from diseases amongst live-stock. I

shall only say as regards the cattle plague, as it was generally

called, riiat the losses from that alone so completely prostrated

many farmers that tiiey liave never overgotten it ; but even
last year, from reliable reports upon foot-and-mouth disease,

which I believe have never been contradicted, the

loss in Great Britain alone (not to mention Ire-

land) is estimated at thirteen millions from this disease. But
this dues not represent fully the loss to the farmer. We
know from experience that very frequently a wiiole sum-
mer's grazing is lost in consequence of this disease amongst
sheep as well as beasts. Tlie loss Irom cows casting their

calves can scarcely be estimated. Only last spring my own
flock of 500 ewes about three weeks before tliey commenced
lambing were attacKed by this disease. The loss was, of

course, very great, and the misery and disappointment to

myself I cannot describe. 50 per cent, of lambs, 1 know, was
sometimes lost, 100 lambs not unlrequently being lost in a
moderately- sized flock. The losses from pleuro-pneumonia
and other diseases of modern introduction liave acted, to my
knowledge, as a detriment in many cases to increasing so fast

as it otherwise would have done the live stock of this coun-
try. 1 may be allowed to allude to some rather buojant re-

mark made by a noble lord in North Leicestershire a lew days
ago—referring to the enormous prices laiely made by lasliion-

able high bred Shortliorns—these are not, by the way, rent-

paying stuck for tenant-farmers to breed—but amongst this

very class of stock the losses from foot-and-mouth disease

liave been very great. A friend of mine in the North of Eng-
land who owns one of the most valuable herds of Shorthorns
in the kingdom, last year lost the produce o fourteen of his

most valuable dams, and a very valuable sire lie was using,
from foot-and-mouth disease. I believe also that our worthy
chairman has sustained serious losses to his stock from
the same cause. In coming to the third point named—in-
creased expenses— I will first, under this head, allude to La-
bour. 1 believe few farmers indeed complain of the recent
rise in the value of labour— but of their inahilUy to meet it.

This increased expense has risen from 'Ih to 50 per cent, in

some districts, in money payment ou'y—and I am extremely

sorry to add that this does not include the wliole of the rise

upou this liead, to the farmer—but from the opinions ol some
larmers who pay daily and hourly attentiou to tlnir business,

that generally speaking I am assured there is a further rise of

from 20 to 30 per cent, from the less amount of work per-

formed to-day. Piece-work upon land being of such a differ-

ent character to what it is in a workshop or a mill, no similar

advance has also taken place from the fact of scamping it, to

a greater extent than formerly. Although I am compelled to

make this assertion, yet I should be unworthy of my position

and dishonest to myself, and be acting unfairly to that class

whom personally I hold in great respect, if I did not bear my
testimony to the good moral character and general respecta-

bility of the English agricultural labourer. To illustrate my
point as regards increased expenses under the head of labour,

I will take a farm rented at 30s. per acre, and take the la-

bour bill also at 30s. per acre. I will take the increase at an

average of 30 per cent, upon this head, and credit the advan-

tages of improved machinery with the rest, there will thus be

found to be a clear advance of 9s. per acre from labour only,

amounting to of course an addition equal to Ds. per annum of

rent. But I may be asked do our labour books show this P

I believe lliey do when the same amount of work is performed.

I am afraid the state of farms generally does not prove that it

is so, consequently I believe that three parties are suffering
;

the landlord in the condition of the estate, the tenant and the

public in amount of production. I have mentioned the ad-

vantages of improved machinery. This is undoubtedly con-

siderable upon large holdings, but I much doubt if it amounts
to the advantage credited to it upon small holdings, on account

of first cost and wear and tear. I may say a word or two
about the actiou taken by certain philanthropists, possessing

more enthusiasm than common sense, and I would ask if it

would not have been better and produced far more favourable

results, if they would have by some practical action encouraged
emigration in the kingdom rather than agitation and raising

up and fanning a bad feeling between employers and em-
ployed ? I am not alluding to supporters of the organ which
advocates " Beacon fires and midnight surprises ;" I will

willingly leave them to be dealt with by the common sense of

public opinion. In reference to the less amount of produce

in consequence of a shorter supply and an increased cost of

agricultural labour, it not only operates upon corn produce but

in my own and similar fagaos of clay land it will to some ex-

tent operate upon the growth of roots, and consequently the

production of meat. In consequence of the labour expenses

1 find it will pay me better to make a bare fallow upon my
clays rather than as I have previously done, grow turnips. I
shall thus feed this winter 400 or 500 less sheep than 1 have
belore done. One wiird respecting an experiment made by
the first commoner in the land. 1 believe that anything like

co-operation between a farmer and his labourers is a most
fallacious experiment, and that difficulties would arise ia such

a course from variable seasons and many other causes which
it would be impossible to overcome. And I believe it is very

unlikely that you could combine a good labourer and a small

farmer. I believe tliere would not be found to be that great

difference as is generally thought to be by the geueral public

between the town and country labourer in counties like

Notts if the advantages and disadvantages of both are under-

stood. I shall not attempt to go into the question of increase

of Local Taxation to any great length , the question has

been enlarged upou by Mr. Storer and others in this Cham-
ber, and I liope we may have that gentleman's ability brought
to bear upon this question again before long. Although
all these extra expenses coming out of local rating may
be said to fall eventually upon the property, yet we feel in

times of pressure they bear hard upon the occupier, and for a

lengthened period before they reach the owner. I would ask,

are you not immediately charged to the amount of something
like 10 per cent, upon your profits, for your durable improve-
ments upon land ? If so, I think it is a subject requiring your
attention as acting as a bar to that additional amount of capi-

tal so much required lor that purpose. I come to a point for

consideration ot great importance regarding our present posi-

tion—the shortueas of capital invested in the cultivation of

land in tliis country. But how is it, whilst English capital is

seeking invescraent in all parts of the world there is no attrac-

tion for it in the cultivation of land ; that is the production of

food within our own shores? There must be something radi-
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call)f wroujf. (Jiiu aothiug Ije done to make this iuvestraent
more profitable, and so induce capital to be increased to a
greater extent-iu this desirable channel ? The profits arising
from capital so invested arc, I believe, ridiculously low. Let
atarnier pay himself for liis services fairly what they are worth
in another position of life, aurl then see what per cent, per an-
num he makes of iiis capital. I shall be told that a farmer often
invests his capital on a greater number of acres than he is jus-
tified, which I must admit ; he is thus obliged to run the risk

of bad seasons over a large area, and then he is compelled to

run down his capital in a variety of ways for present relief be-
cause he has no reserve, at a sacrifice of his own interests and
loss to the public. Upon this point of capital, it is a very
common complaint that I hear made, that farmers do not get
the same amount of credit and accommodation from their
bankers that tradesmen and manufacturers do. But is not this

fact overlooked that their capital is so very seldom turned over
in their bankers' hands to what that of "a commercial man's
is ? I believe it would be found to be a fact that a banker
allows more credit to a farmer for the amount of profit he gets

out of him than he does to any class. I miglit here suggest
that a landlord would sometimes do great assistance to a de-

serving tenant, overcome by adverse seasons, if a longer credit

was allowed than is often given ; but we must remember whilst

credit and accommodation may be the soul of manufacture in

this country, it rarely happens that a farmer with a large

amount of burrowed capital makes head>vay. I will just allude

to authorities of high order that the land is capable of pro-

ducing double what it does. If this statement alludes to laud

only at present under cultivation, or even increased production

at a profit, i cannot agree with it. It does not appear to me
that, in a treacherous cliniate like ours, because £10 or £12
per acre may be made to pay better than £5 or i;6, that it

would follow that £30 or £24' per acre would pay. I am fre-

quently told that farmers are too extravagant iu their manner
of living, and outlive their position in lite in a way that farmers

used not to do, and consequently become short of capital. I

cannot agree with this statement either. Would it be thought
compatible in farmers of the present day, following up their

occupation as a science, to occupy one end of the table and
their plough-boys the other ? Or do they occupy relatively a

higher position in life than tradesmen an(i manufacturers
with a similar amount of capital? I do not think tiiey do.

I believe the relative position we occupy in a social point

of view, is not so high as our great grandfathers did

(as farmers) in the last two generations. My remarks
having taken so much more time upon our present

position than I expected, I will only shortly allude

to two or three points for your discussion upon our prospects.

Not having any pretension to the gift of prophecy, and changes
takina place quite unlooked for in this rapidly progressing age,

—cotton, coal, and labour famines following each other so

rapidly—yet with a limited area of land, an increasing popula-
tion and increasing wealth, and in a land highly favoured by
nature as regards mineral productions, surely there is every

probability of an increasing demand for food ; and, at any
rate whilst the present prosperity continues, it is unlikely that

the value of land will decrease, and that farmers can look to

any general reduction of rent. That rent of land in certain

localities is relatively too high is a point that will bear some
discussion ; but as landowners continue to have offers of present
rents from bona fide men for anything like good land, upon
what principle can it be said that rents are too high ? There
is also said to be much waste land in this country of an inferior

character that might be made available ; but I believe upon
even the best yet known principles of farming, these lands will

not return any paying interest upon the capital required to

bring them into cultivation. Much might be expected to be
said as regards our prospects upon grefter attention being paid
to the breeding and feeding of live stock—and I be.'ieve

greater exertions are being made to increase in considerable
numbers our head of stock, which probably in two or three
years, without the recurrence of fresh visitations of disease,

will greatly have been enlarged. Much has been said about
laying laud down in grass, and the wildest ideas about making
a grass fii-ld of England have beeu published. Tiiat something
more might be done by keeping suitable land under grasses for

two, three, or four years is worthy of consideration ; but what
would it mean to lay down the blowing sands of North Notts
and the heavy clays of the South in grass simply, to pay little

or no rent, and not one-half the amount of produce as at present

would be the result. Tiie prospects of a small occupier upon
heavy arable soils arc worse than the larger occupier of similar
lands, because he cinnot avail himself fully of modern ma-
chinery. The outlay in the first instance of sleara cultivating

machinery is too great to expect the same amount of return
for the outlay upon small farms as large ones, an 1 it appears
likely to be so, for the laudable attempt often made to intro-

duce a cheap set of steam tackle for small holdings has not jet
had a desired effect. £3 or £-i per acre added to the capital

upon a farm, say of two hundred acres arable land, is more
than the great majority of tenants can afford, nor is it quite

clear that it would be wise if they did find it. The price of
coal, however, is seriously affecting this operation with both
classes. 1 believe landlords woul.! confer a great assistance to

their tenants if they would facilitate, in everyway they can,
steam culture upon their estates. When we turn our thoughts
to foreign production— the vast steppes of Russia, and exten-
sive plains of central Europe ; or the grand prairie lands of
Wisconsin, Illinois, Micliigan, and other American states, and
to the splendid alluvial soils of Caliiornia, and see them with
the finest possible scope lor their agricultural machinerj-, as
good as ours; these couutrits, some of them are under more
favourable climates than our own for the production of bread-
stuffs, and now they are our competitors, and likely to become
more and more formidable ones daily, we must be struck with
the necessity of produciag our cereals at less cost than at
present. Under such prospects, I would throw out for your
discussion whether it might not be an advantage 1o increase
the size of our farms, in which I will term the outlying districts

of this country, and to increase th.e number of smaller occupa-
tions near the centres of the great populations

; by this means, I
believe, dairy and vegetable prodnce would be increased, and more
opportunities oflTereJ for deserving men to become small
holders, and stepping-stones to the hopeful and provident in-

creased. By the large farm system, labour of both horse and
man might be reduced to a minimum per acre, by the more
extended aid ot steam power. 1 would suggest that the pros-
pects of the farmer may be improved by landlords encouraging
by every means in their power steam cultivation, and by giving
increased security for capital invested, by erecting a suitable

quantity of comfortable labourer's cottages upon the estates,

with good gardens, conveniently situated, so as to make his

home more attractive. To execute upon fair terms with
tenants all permanent improvements, and make suitable farm
buildings, paying especiil attention to shedding for young
stock. I would here ask those farmers who have been com-
pelled to abandon dairying from the increased expense and
difficulty in procuring proper labour for the purpose, if that
difficulty might not be overcome by landlords foJowing an
example in a neighbouring county, and assist their tenants in
establishing on certain parts of their estates dairy factories

upon improved principles, where labour would be reduced to

the lowest rate per head. I shall not attempt to go into that
wide subject of Tenant-Right,the proper settlement of which
is of such immense importance to the farmers of this country,
and shall here only say that I believe if that same good feeling

existed throughout the country Between landlord and tenant,

with the same liberal system, or custom and therefore law,
which does exist in Nottinghamshire and Lincolnshire, there
would be very little necessity for a landlord and tenant bill in

this country. I am led to believe that when this bill aj^ain

comes before Parliament some of the more objectionable

clauses will be modified. I hope, therefore, this Chamber will

not attempt to keep back from others that which we already

ourselves possess. So much been said about the present game
laws of England as affecting the food question, that a word or
two may not be out of place. Leaving, then, rabbits out o
the question, I believe the total abolition of the game laws is

not desirable. I believe no law of trespass could prevent
annoyance and depredation to the tenant, nor stop the almost
entire extirpation of game in many districts by persons not
trespassers, leading to liabits morally hurtful. I also believe

there is a large amount of nutritious food produced without
any corresponding injury where game is kept within proper
limits. 1 do agree that over- preservation of game cannot be
too strongly condemned. But is there nothing in sport—manly
field sport—in itself worthy of consideration ? is there no-
thing in it tending to energise and invigorate young English-
men ? At the same time I may hope to be forgiven in saying
that I think no slang is too derogatory in condemning the
modern and effeminate battue system. Having dealt with the
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practical points connected with farming that I intend now to

allnde to, I now come to say a few words upon the action

taken by recent Governments in reference to agriculture. It

must be evident to all that manufacture, trade, and commerce,
have been encouraged and fostered to a greater extent than

agriculture. Admitting that the House of Commons represents

to a much greater extent the manufacturing population than it

does agricultural districts, it is surely the duty of every

Government to inquire into the condition of and legislate upon
e acli class equally. I think I may safely assert that that course

has not been taken by recent Governments. Agriculturistshave

sat still for years and witnessed the manufacturing and commer-
cial interests combine and bring theirpowerful influence to bear

upon legislature, and it is only within a recent period that

agricultural and lauded interests have taken any active step in

making their voices heard within the walls of St. Stephen's or

in exercising anj' practical influence upon current legislation.

Take the malt-tax, which is strongly felt by all farmers and the

agricultural world generally—and is especially of interest in this

country, where so much barley is grown. I believe even the

late Chancellor of the Exchequer admitted it to be an indefen-

sible impost. Time after time the repeal of t lis tax has been

agitated both inside and outside the House of Commons, depu-

tations without number have gone before various Governments,
but up to the present without success- If we compare this

action of various Governments with the line they iiave taken

witli questions connected with trade and commerce, we shall

see the claims of the agriculturists have not received that at-

tention they deserve in a country like this. Again, the de-

merits of the Government, as affecting the lauded interest,

upon the subject of local taxation, have Ueen matters of no-
toriety. So great was tliis tendency exhibited by the present

Government ihat the present House of Commons, representing

the opinion of the country, passed a resolution to put a check
upon the policy so long pursued of resting the great load of
taxation upon real property. I miglit refer to a number of
other questions, in regard to which there seems to have been
a tendency to treat the claims of, the agriculturists with in-

difference, if not with neglect. It appears to me that many
measures, although they seemed to be of minor interest, but
which afterwards affected materially the farmer in their work-
ing, do not receive in their passage through the two Houses
of Parliament that careful sifting that is bestowed upon mea-
sures alfecting trade and commerce. The question arises, how
can we obtain a better position and a better representation of
the feelings and iuterests oC agriculturalists in the Legislature?
One suggestion has been made from time to time to meet this

want, aud that is the appointment of a Minister of Agriculture.

At present, I believe, the position of agriculture in connection
with the Government is a very anomalous one—for instance,

what on earth can the Vice-presideut of the Committee of
Council on Eduoation have to do, properly speaking, with the
importation of, and prevention of foreign diseases in cattle ?

A question which we know to our cost, is one of the utmost
importance connected with agriculture. .Mr. Porster is a
man whose eminent abilities no one can doubt ; but it is mani-
festly impossible for him, trought up as a manufacturer, to
enter so much into the wants of agriculturists, as a man of
experience in country matters. Then again, as to the Board
of Trade, which is the other department ruling agricultural

affairs—is it likely that that body can be expected to give that
attention to agricultural matters that they are able to give to

trade and commercial questions ? These considerations, in my
mind, point, wiih great force to the appointment of a Minister of
Agriculture, and such an appointment would not be a novel
one, as I believe similar appointments exist iu France and
some other countries. The other means that suggests itself

tome to bring to bear with weight and effect agricultural
opinions upon the Government, is through the medium of
Chambers of Agriculture. We have all witnessed that this
has already been done to some extent, and I hope that united
action may be secured to a greater extent than hitherto. Gen-
tlemen, T have now gone through in a somewhat brief and
cursory manner some of the leading features which struck me
ia considering that wide and important subject—" The present
position and future prospects of tenant-farmers." My sole
idea has been to place before you some fair and adequate con-
ception of the diliSculties the farmer has to contend with in his
profession.

Mr. John Walker (Mattersea) felt the difficulties with
which the tenant-farmers of England had to contend, and was

also quite aware of those which fell to the lot of the small

holders, as he held both positions, and was consequently able

to judge between them. He often thought that. the lot of the

tenant-farmer was not so bad as that of the small holder, be-

cause, in the former case, some of the burdens were borne by
the landlord. The law, as at present constituted, he tliought

bore with much severity on the small holder, because there

were many burdens which the large landowners could easily

bear, which fell with peculiar severity on his poorer brother,

on men who had been able to purchase a bit of land, and who
expected that this would provide them with the means of sub-

sistence and comfort. The system of legislation, which at

present prevailed was founded on a bad state of things, for

burdens were most unequally placed on different classes, and

he held that tliis was utterly wrong. What was wanted was
that everybody should be made to pay fairly for all the taxes

that were required for the services of the State, and that then,

when everyone was placed on an equality in this respect, they

should take their chance. That disease could be prevented,

to a great extent, was incontrovertible ; but in this matter

alone lie woild reiterate wliat he had said years ago, when
the cattle plague first broke out, that farmers should be com-
pelled to pay an ordinary insurance for their stock, but that

for every animal which was slain by order of the Government
the farmer should have the full value. He himself took every

precaution which was possible in this way, and was never paid

one farthing for what he had to lose. He did not call this

fair or just in any sense. If this country was again visited by

the cattle plague, and it prevailed to any extent, they would

see that what he had said would come to pass. The tax should

be on the producer as well as on the consumer in such mat-

ters ; and until it was more fairly equalised, no good would

result. lie was prepared to uphold any statement wiiich he

had ever advanced before any set of men ; and could prove

every statement of his to be correct, and capable of correct

demonstration. 'J'here were some things, for example, wliich

had been charged only on the consumer; for instance, toll-

bars. In the olden time, any man who passed through the

toll paid for the accommodation ; but when railways were

made, the parishes were iutersected with roads leading to

them, and they were not made to pay while the others were

neglected. Years ago he had maintained that the roads of

England should be maintained on a general principle, but this

had not been carried out. If free tr.ide was to be the rule, by

all means let it be so ; but let them have it in its integrity.

He did not believe in free trade in one thing and not in

another, nor did he think it was just to cry out tiie principle

as suited particular sets of new or particular opinions. The
Malt-tax had been alluded to, and this was a glaring inslauce

of the truth which he had been advocating. Wliat he main-

tained was that the barley should be free from all tax of what-

ever kind ; if they did allow that, the principle of free trade

was right. If this was so, every old woman ia England would

be as free to sell beer as ginger-beer, and it would be found

that there would be less drunkenness than there was now,

when restrictions were placed on the article. Beer was the

fully manufactured article, malt was not; and if they

taxed the malt, they were putting a tax oa an article

which should be free according to all the laws of political

economy, if the principle of free trade was to be fully recog-

nised. He was a great advocate, too, for freedom of contract

between landlord and tenant. The tenant should be placed in

a fair position, and the obligations of both parties fully recog-

nised. He did not think the time was yet come when Eng-

land would be laid down in grass; for the spectacle of an

English " harvest home" would continue as long as tli« country

itself. But population was growing, and he did not think th.e

farmer would lose by wages getting higher. But if they did

rise, so long as it was not caused by combination, but by the

natural laws of cause aud effect, he had no fear even if they

went higher than they had yet done. If the Government of

the country had done their duty by putting the maintenance of

the poor upon the wealth of England instead of on the pro-

ducing power ; if these laws had been justly respected and car-

ried out, the nation would have been saved the spectacle of

those dangerous combinations whicli had done so much of late

years to foster discontent, to unsettle trade, and to beget bad

feelings among the several classes into which the community

is divided. Ten years ago, he said, too, that the moment the

railways became the carriers of the traffic of England, the

Government had a right, and they should have taken to the
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railways. Let the collection of the whole taxation of the

country—for this lay at the bottom of the whole argument—let

the taxes be collected like aa they would be in a gigantic club
;

let every man be a subscriber according to his degree and tiic

wealth which he possesses, from whatever source that wealth may
have been acquired, and there would soon be no need for the

workhouses ; lor men wouid soon take care not to allow others

to prey upon the rates which they had helped to pay, and
would see to it that the produce of the taxation of the country

was rightly and duly administered. All he asked was, tliat

Government should make bin pay, according to his iucome,

all the burdens he had to bear, that everybody should conform
to the same just and wise law, aud if this was done, he was
quite content to take liis cliance against the world.

Mr. GoDBERsaid, whatever differeuce of opinion there might
be amongst them on tliese questions or among the community
at large, bethought they would all agree upon one point, that

tlie land being provided and adapted by Providence for tlie sus-

tentation of tht; human race, the developments of its capabili-

ties for the accoraplishmeut of that end must ever be a question

of moment. The subject of discussion which had been so ably

and practically introduced by his friend, Mr. Herasley, touched

on so many points, and those points had had so many observa-

tions made upon them that he was ready to concur in the sug-

gestion made by their noble president, the Duke of St. Albans,

that the discussion of the question should stand ailjourned, in

order that the Chamber might pursue the matter further, and

if possible iuwardly digest the various points brought before

them, so tiiat it might result in some real good not only to the

farmers of England, but to the comrannity at large. He there-

fore had great pleasure in moving that tlie further discussion

of this important subject should stand over to au adjourned

quarterly meeting at Nottingham.
Mr. F. C. Smith, M.P., concurred in the suggestion made

by the Duke of St. Albaus in a letter, that the discussion should

be adjourned, partly because full justice could not be done to

it to-day, and partly because some of them had come from

some distance at the other end of the county and desired to

get back by an early train. At the same time there was no

need that discussion should be stopped at present. There had
been some points introduced which required the greatest con-

sideration, and others, such as Tenaut-llight, which had hardly

been touched upon. He therefore seconded the resolution

which had been proposed by Mr. Godber.

Mr. GoDBER wished to explain that he had not the least idea

of preventing any discussion tal-ing place.

Mr. Henry Gilbert said the subject which had been so well

introduced embraced so very wide a tield, that he quite con-

curred in the proposal to adjourn the discussion. Among other

subjects that might he gone into further, was that of local taxa-

tion. He believed the tenant-farmers paid an unfair share of

the local taxation of the country. The question therefore might

be gone into very largely^ and they might easily show, if time

allowed, that they paid the poor rates, liighway rates, sewerage

rates, and other rates, which ought to be more largely shared Ijy

wealthy people, the owners of personal property, quite as able to

pay as themselves. It appeared that so far irom being relieved

from their burdens, there were fresh calls being made upon them
in the shape ot sanitary rates, and education rates. Then there

was the; subject of that great monopoly—the malt; tax. It used

to be said thatfree trade was to be tlie order of the day, and no
monopoly. Having observed that they had a tax on their bar-

ley, of something like 50 per cent., he protested against such a

prohibitory duty, and appealed to all farmers to unite in pro-

curing its abolition. He did not think the manufacturing in-

terest would submit to such a thing interfering with their busi-

ness, but would bring the influence of their chamber of com-
merce to bear until they had obtained an alteration.

Mr. FoLJAMBE, M.P., said there were but few points in Mr.
Hemsley's paper in which he did not agree. There were one
or two subjects, however, to which he would first draw the at-

tention of the meeting. In the first place, he was sorry to hear

Mr. Hemsley allude to the work performed by the labourer on
increased wages. For his own part, he did not hope that that

difficulty in the increase of wages would have been met in some
measure by piece-work, and he had taken comfort to himself in

that respect by reading an interesting little book by jMr.

Brassey, son of the eminent contractor in which he retailed

some of his firm's experience. Mr. Brassey had paid men low
wages and high wages, and he had paid them in diilerent parts

of Europe and in the East, and his experience was that high

wages produced good work, aud, as a rule, cheap work, lie

hoped that this might be the ease with the agricultural labourer.

He could understand possibly, that in the change from low to

the high wages he now received, his energy and industry might

not have increased in the same ratio, but they must hope,

looking at the experience of so great an employer as Mr.

Brassey, that the agricultural labourer would be no exception

to the rule, but would throw his heart and soul and hisenergies

into the work set before him. As to the question of emigra-

tion, he thought it was not a matter that any government could

encourage, nor was it one that the agricultural community could

encourage either,asit sappedthevery life and soul from the coun-

try, and as a rule they lost their best men instead of idle ones.

Those who were likely to do good as emigrants would find

their own way out much better than they could send them

out. Mr. Hemsley explained that he had not recommended

emigration, but migration from one district to another. He
thoroughly agreed with Mr. Hemsley in that, and the advan-

tages of labourers migrating from districts wliere the supply

was greater than the demand, and the wages low, to places

where wages were higher. He believed a great deal had been

done in that direction already, more especially by the move-

ment set on foot by Canon Girdlestoue. With rel'erence to

the tax ol ten per cent, on durable improvements, referred to

by Mr. Hemsley, he thought that could hardly be called au

unfair tax, because everybody who had his property improved

was naturally and fairly expected to pay a higher rate.

Setting aside land, he could tell them from practical experi-

ence that when a house in London was improved or altered

to any great extent they were immediately charged with an

additional contribution to the local rates. He thought this

was not unfair, and it fell not only on land, but on houses.

Certainly, as a member of the House of Commons, he joined

a great many others in voting for inquiry into the incidence

of local taxation, believing, as he still did, that a great many
who ought to contribute to the local taxes now under the

present system escaped. That resolution was carried by a

very large majority. When the present Government, how-

ever, brought forrt'ard the matter in the shape of a hill, he

could not say that it came up to his expectations or hopes,

because those in whose hands it was were, unfortunately, not

men of any great experience in country matters, nor had they

been connected with local taxation. The proposals of the

Government were opposed by the country party in the house,

and were not accepted; and he might here mention what was

pretty well known, that although the great manufactures and

trade of the country were very largely represented in the

House of Commons, as they deserved to be from their im-

mense contributions to the taxation of the country, aud which

caused them perhaps to assume a greater importance in the

eyes of Government than agriculture, which did not contri-

bute quite so largely, although none had a higher appreciation

of it than he had, believing it perhaps to be the most impor-

tant, as developing the food of the people, although, as he had

said, agriculture was not so much thought of by the Govern-

nieut, perhaps it did not require so much care, and at all events

it was not trom any waut of being adequately represented in

the House of Commons. The majority of the House was com-

posed of country gentlemen and landowners, and that pre-

vailed to such an extent, that before now it had been a subject

of complaint. It had been said that the increased demand

for food would tend to increase rents, but he could not see that

unless the price of food also increased. He believed it was

possible, however, that the increased demand of food might

not increase the price, because in the vast plains of America,

there was a great deal of virgin soil. At present, however,

the growers of corn in those countries were heavily handi-

capped by the very excessive charges made by the railways in

conveying their corn to market. They considered themselves

near a market if they were within 150 miles, but no doubt as

railroads increased, and there was greater competition, Ameri-

can corn would come cheaper into this country. At present

prices we could scarcely complain of American supplies having

depreciated the prices of corn at this moment. Now, as tc

the Malt-tax, he believed the Chancellor of the Exchequer

had admitted that it was impossible to defead it, but he also

said, it was equally impossible to defend any tax, except on the

ground of political expediency. Mr. Walker said that the tax

was paid by the consumer. [Mr. Walker : I beg your par-

don]. Then he misunderstood Mr. Walker, but he thought it

was pretty well recognised now, that consumers did pay the
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tax, aud that tlierefore, tlie Malt-tax must be distributed very

widely throughout the country. Nothing entered into general

consumption so much, being more a luxury than a necessity,

as beer, and notliiiifj produced so much revenue as malt and

beer. How they were to raise an equal amount, of revenue if

the excise duties on malt and beer were taken off, he would
leave it to the gentlemen who would propose the repeal of the

Malt. tax to suggest. [Mr. Walker : It is very easy] Well,

he hoped to see his frieud Mr. Walker, Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer one of these days. He could not sit down without

expressing his opinion that they ought to accord Mr. Hemsley
their tliauks for his valuable paper.

Mr. Smith, M.P., said there were points in the paper, from
which he, perhaps, as a banker might take a hint. Mr.
Hemsley expressed the opinion that as a rnle bankers had not

been so willing to advance money to farmers as those follow-

ing trading pursuits. He (the hon. member) could not say

tkat his experience coincided with that. He did not suppose

that Mr. Hemsley had ever applied to his banker, he was
sorry to say he had not the happiness ol being Mr. Hemsley's
banker, but if such were the case, he should be glad to fall

into his views on the matter. Speaking of the position of the

tenant-farmer, the hon. member went on to say that they had
in Notts a tenantry, and more especially on the large estates,

where son succeeded to father generation after generation

with very litile change. This and the system (if Tenaut-
Right we had secured the Notts farmer, and what was wanted,

was a fair system of Tenant-Right, secured by law for every

county in England. Having briefly adverted to the advantage

of steam machinery upon large farms and relerred to the

testimony of Mr. Caird on that subject, Mr. Sinith said he
was agreeably surprised to fiud tiiat Mr. Hemsley liad not

indulged in that fjrumhling which he might have done.

Mr. Walker said that iiaving been referred to by Mr. Fol-

jambe, hesliould like to explain that what he said was that if

the tax was on beer, it would throw tlie burdens on the

consumer, and that the Malt-Tax ought to be taken off the

producer. He would undertake to show that tlie Malt-Tax
was a tax on production and labour. He must observe that

the same 100 members who defended the Government on Local

Taxation, had since put other burdens upon thern. He did

not object to a sanitary rate, if it was paid by tlie whole

wealth of the country, but he did object to a man who had a

large income in personal estate, paying on tlie rental of his

liouse. They said he had only one point—well, if he did not

sti'k to that paiut, he should never carry it. He maintained

that the poor-r.ite of England had been its curse, as it caused

the landlords not to build on their own estates, and let to the

ganging system. It was true that the country labour had
gone to towns, but he v»'as afraid that if trade should not be

so good, it might come back to them, and they might have the

poor and the labourer to maintain at the same time. What
he argued for was the general good of all, and in the matter

of the Malt-Tax, he insisted on free trade in its integrity.

The best thanks of the Chamber to Mr. Hemsley for his

valuable paper was put aud carried unanimously.

Mr. Hemsley, in reply, referred to various points which had
been raised iu the discussion. On the question of the food

supply and rents, what he had urged was that a probably in-

creased demand for food would prevent them asking for any
reduction of rf nt as a relief, and not as an increased demand
would be likely to raise rents. He had been challenged on
the question of labour, and in reply he had to say that when
he stood there he was obliged to speak of what he found to be

facts. He was prepared to state that the work done by four

labourers during the last four or five years three used to do—— [Voices : More tiian that.]

The Chairman : I did not dispute that. I hoped that their

energy would increase.

Mr. Hemsley : Through what is occurring daily to every

one of us engaged in farming I was obliged to make that

statement. I can only say that it was painful to myself to

make it, because I should have tliought, like our worthy chair-

man, that an increase of wages, which we are willing to give
so long as we are able to meet it, would have produced a dif-

ferent effect to what I have described. With regard to the
chairman's observations on improvements, he thought that
improvements in houses and shops could hardly be compared
with improvements in land. A man who spent £50 in im-
proving his shop would begin immediately to get back his in-
vestment ; but in putting a certain amount of money into his

land—and he had no wish to farm on the " pop-gun system"
—six or seven years had to elapse before be benefited by the

iinpro\ement. Mr. Hemsley then thanked the Chamber for

the way they had heard him, and for the vote of thanks ac-

corded to him, resuming his seat amid applause.

Mr. GoDBER then moved, and Mr. Smith seconded, that

the metting stand adjourned to Nottingham. Carried unani-

mously.

A vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Foljambe.

ROYAL HIGHLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.— Trial of Potato Ploughs : A trial of potato

raisers and diggers, which had been determined on at

the show in August, came off at Bromrigg, near Stir-

ling, where the land was billy. There were five compe-
titors, three of whom used the potato raisers manufac-

tured by Corbett and Peele, of Shrewsbury, and the

other exhibitors were J. Hunter, of Maybole, and P.

Wiuton, of Falkirk. The judges were Mr. Patterson

(Cardross) and Mr. J. T. S. Patterson (Plean), aud the

first, second, aud third prizes were awarded to Corbett

and Peele's plough.

DEATH OF CUPBEARER.—This famous SuflPolk

horse died, in the possession of Mr. Westhorpe, at Black-
moor, in Essex, on Friday, Oct. 10. Cupbearer won
niore in prizes and cups, in all £302, than any other

Suffolk, while he sold for more money, making
370 gs. <at the Butley Abbey sale, where Mr. Richard
.Garrett- bought hiln. Cupbearer was bred by Mrs. Sergent,

at Marlesford, iu 1864, and was by Crisp's Conqueror, dam
by Crisp's Prince; aud the late Mr. Crisp picked him up
as a foal at under £20. Cupbearer's stock are very good,

aud promise to resuscitate the repute of the Suffolk

horse. His portrait was given in The Farmers' Magazine
for Jlav, 1872.
A PROPOSED RED-POLLED HERD-BOOK.—A meet-

ing of breeders of the Norfolk and Suffolk red-poUed cattle

has been held in Norwich, Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., in the
chair, when it was resolved. That it is desirable to fix a
standard description of the red-polled cattle of the Norfolk and
Suffolk breed, and that such description should state the
essential points, a minimum standard, and the points of a
superior animal ; and that tiie colour be red, the under part
of the belly, the tip of the tail, and the udder only may be
white; with no horns, slugs, or abortive horns. Ic was also

resolved that the following be deemed the points of a
superior animal : Colour a deep red, with udders
of the same colour, but the tip of the tail may
be white

; nose not dark or cloudy. Form, a neat head and
throat; a full eye ; a tuft or crest of hair should haug over
the forehead ; the frontal bones should begin to contract a
little above t.ie eyes, and should terminate in a comparatively
narrow prominence at the summit of the head. It was then
resolved, " That the Royal Agricultural Society, the Smith-
field Club, the Birmingham and Midland Counties' Club,
and the local Agricultural Associations in the counties

of Norfolk, Suffolk, and Esses, be requested to give
their assent to ' The Standard Description of Norfolk and
Suflolk Red Polled Cattle,' now agreed upon by this con-
ference." It was likewise agreed that a Polled Herd Book
be forthwith established, in which only such animals as

answer to the " Standard Description " be registered. The
following were appointed as the Committee of Revision of
the Herd Book : Messrs. T. Fulcher, Hermann Biddell,

Garrett Taylor, and R. E. Lofft ; and Mr. Euren of the

Norwich Mercury was appointed as editor. It was resolved
" That any animal answering to the ' essentials,' and certified

to have been in existence on January 1st, 1873, may be
entered in the first issue of the herd book ; calves of the
present year, however, will only be entered with sire and
dam."
DUCHESS SALES.—Mr. Hegan paid £5,000 for his lo«,

and three cows were barren. He died iu 1865, and his herd
was brought to the hammer at Willis' Rooms by Mr. Strafford.

The females were sold in four lots, and were all purchased by
Mr. Betts, whose herd was sold off in 1867.
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THE NORTHERN COUNTIES PASTORAL SHOW CLUB

THE GAME LAWS.

At the meetiug at the Muir of OrJ, Sir Keuneth Mackenzie,
of Gairloch, iu the chair,

Mr. David Mu2^uell rose to move the first resolntion.
He believed that since sportsmen came among them rules

and conditions had been made iu reference to farms which no
man in his senses ought to have signed, and wliich had be-
come very oppressive. Sheep farmers and shepherds had just
become an obstruction to sportsmen. I'armers could not make
bricks without straw, nor pay liigh rents without having the
opportunity to use the land to the best advantage. On one
point, however, he maintained that to sheep farmers alone
deer forests were in one sense a benefit. Taking Lord Elcho's
low estimate of a half-penny per pound as the advance on
account of sheep displaced in the Highlands for deer, and say

tliat a man had 1,000 sale sheep, wedders weighing 60 lbs.

each, and ewes for breeding purposes worth nearly as much
;

tlieu that man would be upwards of £100 in pocket for every

thousand of sale sheep. He liad still hopes, looking to the

future, that the Supreme Lawgiver would so bring about
matters that the deer land now lying waste would be devoted

to the interests of the people. He moved the following

resolution :
" That tliis meeting having large practical experi-

ence on the subject, reg^irds the whole system of foresting as

a dangerous national waste, wliich cannot be justified, more
especially iu vievv of the vast deficiency in the tbod supply of

the country, of which complaint is at present so prevalent. It

further recognises the impracticability of in any degree im-
proving the agriculture or pasture of Highland districts, so

long as deer forests are untenced ; and therefore further re-

solves to claim from Parliament, as a public right, an immedi-
ate law for the compulsory enclosure of all such forests, by
suflicient deer and sheep fences, to be erected and maintained

by the owners of deer forests under legal supervision.

Mr. GoRDo:v (Udale) seconded the motion. It was once
the case that the great proprietors of the country who are

called our Highland cliiefs were considered iu relation to their

people as the fathers of their clans, the clansmen being re-

garded as their children, and the chief actiug in

tliat capacity towards them. They did not fear to support

the meanest of their clan when they were in tiie right, aye,

sometimes when they were in the wrong too. History records

that some of these same cliiefs were for rebellion outlawed iu

foreign countries, banished from their homes and their lands;

hut later, we find them gathering the clans about
them, and going out to fight the battles of this coun-
try in many climes, where tliey had been all but beggars.

Afterwards they came home, and the Government was proud
to give tliem back their homes and their lands, in acknow-
ledgement of the glorious services of themselves and their

clansmen. And how did these fathers of the clans behave to

those children who had helped to win them back their all by

the power of their own right hands—who fought and bled,

and even died for them ? The grass was hardly green on their

graves when many were turned out of their lioldiugs to make
way for sheep. The large sheep- farmers had been blamed for

this, but the blame lay at the door of the proprietors, for who
offered their lands for sheep but the proprietors themselves ?

Tiiey had heard said by the proprietors that the Law of

Hypothec would be a support to tenants in the day of ad-

versity ; but they too often saw tliat when the day of adversity

came it was no lielp or mainstay to them, but only a protec-

tion to the laird. Many of the proprietors thought and said

they could do as they liked with their land if they got a little

more money for it, tiiough some of them were converted, to

be sure, from the opinions they held at one time. He (the

speaker) and his forefathers were cradled among the Gram-
pians—he was a true Highlander from the Braes of Mar, and
when lie was told, as he sometimes was, that v.e must give

place to a new state of things, that the spirit of clanship was
dead, he felt that it was not so, for he felt it burning as

strongly as ever in his own breast, and he knew it was so with

many others. It was a new state of matters, certainly, when
they had to ask their chiefs uow-a-days to fence the forests,

in order to protect their clansmen against the incursions of a

new clansman whom they had adopted. He was glad to

think some of tlieni were willing to accede to even this, and

not to allow the last of thtir clansmen to be eaten up. The

chiefs ought still to take their true place at the head of their

clansmen, and act towards them in a paternal and considerate

spirit. They had been told all tlie sheep displaced was but

a mouthful ; but what were the gallant 78th but a mouthful

to the millions of India ? and yet see what they accomplished.

He urged tlie necessity of settling the questions at present

agitated between proprietors and tenants, and so restore former

relations. He spoke out his own mind honestly, and he was

not afraid to tell what he thought, but he would like to have

good feeling re-established, and he called upon those proprie-

tors who were doing the right thing themselves to put their

shoulder to the wheel, and assist in bringing matters to a

satisfactory conclusion. He hoped they would exert their

eloquence—for many of them had eloquence—to give to the

ploughmen of the country and the shepherd of the glens that

measure of suffrage which had been given to the working men
of the towns.

The Chairman said they had not come together to dicuss

the county franchise. He hoped the speakers would keep as

nearly as possible to the questions before tiiem, as there were

a number of resolutions to propose, and their time was

limited.

Captain Waru.vud (Ryefield) moved the following amend-

ment :
" That the owners of deer forests shall be bound to

fence, at their own expense, on the application of the occu-

piers of an adjoining farm, the common march of such farm

and forest." He thought that even went beyond the resolu-

tion on the other side.

Mr. Matheson, M.P., seconded the amendment. He con-

sidered that owners of deer forests should be bound to fence

them so as to protect neighbouring farmers. He was indebted

to Mr. Gordon for some information the other day, and begged

to tliauk him for it ; but he was sorry to tell him that otiiers

to whom he had spoken difl'ered in opinion on the question

whether sheep could live in places where deer could not live.

A very hardy sheep, perhaps, could, but certainly no Cheviot

sheep could live where a deer would live.

Mr. PuRVES : No one ever said that a Cheviot sheep could

live where deer could not. Blackfaced sheep Were always

referred to.

Mr. Sellar disapproved of the amendment, and would

rather adhere to the motion. The motion was modified from

that at Tain, inasmuch as they a^sreed to cut out, by way of

compromise, the reference to the " ultimate abolition " of deer

forests. In principle, however, they adhered to abolition, and

would not give up the reference in the motion to the dan-

gerous national waste caused by forest and the diminution of

the food supply of the country. It should be kept in mind

that deer came down the hills and consumed the arable far-

mers' turnips and grass.

The Master of Lovat did not see that it was practicable

to fence deer forests. Would they make it a sheep or a deer

fence ?

Mr. Sellar : A fence that would serve both purposes.

Mr. David MUiNDELL: Mr. Fowler has found it practicable

in the west. The fence is made of nine wires, is seven feet

high, and is found quite sufficient to keep the deer out.

The Master of Lovat did not see how tiiey could run a

fence of miles and miles round the tops of the iiills.

The Chairman pointed out that the first resolution spoke

of foresting as a national waste ; the second did not. That

was the difference between them, and he thought the amend-

ment was preferable.

Mr. David Mundell -. But deer foresting is a great

national waste. We won't give up thit. I am prepared, you

know, to argue it with any man.

Caduoll explained that the motion on this subject at Tain

was somewiiat similar to the present one, and it was rejected,

for one reason : there existed a dilferencc of opinion as to

B B
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whetlier anything was a national waste wliich produces a

large sum of money to the country. The forests brought in

an enormous mass of wealth to the Highlands. But
for that, they would not have all the roads, rail-

ways, and steamboats they had now. Last year the

forests were of the value of £l-i,000 a-year in Inverness-

shire, and £12,000 a-year in Ross-shire. Tlie increase of

rental by forests in the northern counties was very consider-

able. He maintained that proprietors had a right to do as

they pleased with their property so long as they did not turn

it to any obnoxious purpose. He also maintained that it was
disrespectful to Parliament to " claim" anything ; they had to

approach the Legislature with a humble petition.

Mr. David MuNDELL: We can claim humbly. I disagree

with Cadboll in one thing. Money is only one thing ; it is

not to be compared to the waste of laud and to the food sup-

ply of the country. The forests are a waste, and nothing
else. Surely half a million of sheep would do good in the
country.

Cadboll : I suppose when the sheep farmer takes his

stock to the market, he does think a good deal of money.
Mr. Sellar : The money realised in that way all comes

back to the country again.

Mr. Gordon (Udale) wanted to know if proprietors could
stock their lands with lions ana tigers—that is, when they
thought they could do what they liked with their own. At
any rate, they would surely have these wild animals caged.
Cadboll : Yes, we are agreeable to fence them in.

The motion and amendment having been put to the meeting,
only the hands of the few proprietors at the head of the table

were held up for the amendment, and the motion was carried
amidst loud cheering.

Mr. Sellar (liartfield) then moved the following resolu-

tion, which, he said, was shorter and more general than that

p:issed at Tain : "That this meeting, being convinced that the
modern system of preserving game is injurious to i;he national
interest, as it hinders to a great extent the agricultural and
pastoral development of the land, and is also the cause of
much social disturbance as well as crime, resolve to petition

Parliament for a total repeal of the existing Acts affecting

game with a view to the introduction of a reasonable aud
practical law, which shall give tenants an inalienable right,

jointly with proprietors, to all ground game, and which shall
afford reasonable protection to harmless game for the purposes
of sport and recreation, in such a manner as shall not inter-

fere with the production of food." He had no doubt all pre-
sent felt and agreed that it was for the interest rf pro-
prietors, farmers, and the public to provide every facility to

enable the greatest quantity of food to be produced from the
soil. This resolution was simple, was on broad principles, and
there was nothing in it in favour of the poacher. As for the
damage done by game on arable lands, they were all thoroughly
convinced of the extent to which it prevailed in many parts of
the country. What a dreadful thing was excessive game pre-
serving. It stops all chance of high-class arable farming, and
on sheep farms where hares and labbits abound, and where
deer are numerous, it was dreadfully destructive, especially
when this preservation had continued for any length of time.
He remembered the time when rabbits and white hares
were scarcely in any numbers in the northern counties,
aid did them, the pastoral farmers, no harm. That was
S) thirteen years ago in Sutherland, when if they felt

aiy annoyance from rabbits they had only to go to
the gamekeeper and have them at once shot. In half-a-dozen
years, however, the animals swarmed on the same land where
there were scarcely any. They had multiplied on an adjoin-
ing farm and came over to the land he occupied, and he killed

3,000 in one winter. Wliife hares have become frightfully
numerous since ground venison have been destroyed ; the
killing of 300 a day has not been uncommon in parts of
Sutherland, and in another part of Scotland where eame-
preserving began early, he had known 1,900 to be killed in
three days. The west coast sheep farmers had not suffered
as they had done in the east and north, because game-pre-
s Tving commenced earlier on the land of the latter, but he
wirned them that their time was coming, and that the same
f te awaited them. He had had considerable experience of
the west coast, and he was bound to tell the meeting that he
h id found white hares and rabbits to multiply quite as rapidly
tliereas on the east coast after the ground venison were killed.
Kelernug lo the evidence submitted to the Game-law Com-

mittee, he could not but allude to one matter. He had read
through with very great interest the evidence in particular of

Mr. Mundell and Mr. Purves in the Blue Book, and lie must
say that it was a valuable contribution to the settlement of
this vexed question. The evidence of Mr. Mundell for the

first day was most important and detailed. Of course the

best of men were liable to make slips, especially when they

were confronted under the circumstances with such gentlemen
as were on the committee, but many of the members of that

committee in criticising the evidence lost sight of a good
many of the most important points—the points which ought
to engage the attention of the country—and took up some
hasty expressions in the evidence which were of secondary

importance, and argued upon these so as to make capital out

of the little slips of errors of a witness. He (Mr. Sellar)

believed that hypothec was the key of the whole position as

regards this matter of the Game-laws. Many think there are

different interests to serve among the farmers—the interests

of the small farmers, those of the crofters, the sheep farmers,

and the arable farmers. He believed that the small farmers

were the greatest sufferers certainly, but their interests were
one and the same. He hoped the small farmers—many of

whom were acquainted with him - would believe it. Farmers,

on a whole, were an honourable and fair-dealing class.

Generally when a farm was put to competition, they never

competed against the sitting tenant—at least that was his

experience—he had never done so in his life. The small

farmers had no cause to be afraid of the larfjer arable and the

sheep farmers, who were acting as much for them and their

interests as for their own. The resolution to which lie spoke
would tend to the best interests of the country and of all

classes of farmers. They wished to make the land yield a
half more food than it did for the use of the people, which
they could not do if game were to be allowed to eat up so

much of their crop. In desiring this they were likewise acting

in the interests of the landlord, if they would only see it.

He had always liked to be fair and candid with all parties.

He had no feeling against the Inndlords, and desired no un-
fair protection for farmers. He hoped that he loved his

neighbours the farmers, and all his life through he had
stood up for what he believed to be right and just

for every one, irrespective of class and position.

He had petitioned for the repeal of the Corn Laws and had
advocated the removal of the prohibition on the importation

of foreign live stock at a time when he knew it was dangerous
to do so, when he knew it was against his

own interest ; but all the time he knew it was just and
right that the repeal should take place, and he had always J
found that good followed after justice. It was said at the
time that the repeal would produce great hardships, which it

undoubtedly did to the class to which he belonged ; but then it

forced tliera to greater exertion, to invention, and ultimately

to greater independence. He was delighted now-a-days to see

farmers becoming independent, and speaking their minds
frankly. They should appreciate independence and spirit in

those beneath them. He had employed as many labourers as

most perhaps in the north, and he always found that the man
who would bear any sort of injustice was not the man to be
trusted

;
you dare not let him out of your sight. In the

same manner, the independeut man was the best tenant—the

best for the land and the best for the laird—and he was a well-

conditioned fellow generally. Relerring to legislation on the

game question, Mr. Sellar said it was impossible to get them
all to agree as to the exact terms of an Act of Parliament

;

but the farmers had one duty to perform, aud would be called

upon to do it on an early day—to select members of Parlia-

ment who would endeavour to draw on practical laws which
would really benefit them—aud not themselves alone, but

which would promote the interests of the public. They
wanted neutral men who would do their duty to the proprietors,

the farmers, aud the public alike, and do it from their hearts.

If they could find good and true local men of this sort, by all

means take them ; aud if in some cases there was not such a

man to be found in their own districts, look elsewhere for him
with a candle by daylight wherever he was to be found. The
farmers should appoint committees in their respective dis-

tricts to whom they could delegate this work of procuring

suitable caudidates to represent them, and as sure as they did

so, as certain were they to find their man, and another thing

of which lie was equally sure—they could nut fail to carry the

man of their choice. Mr, Hope of Fenton barns, for instance
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who was formerly beaten Ijy Lord Eldio—but they must re-

member that that was before the ballot—was perfectly sure

uow to carry East Lothian if the electors only asked him to

come forward, and be hoped they would do so, for some such

men were much required in Parliament. Every time there

had been a contest since, the farmers had succeeded in carrying

their own candidate.

Mr. Adam Scott (Kingsburgb) seconded the motion. The
question affected the interests of the whole country ; it was
not merely a farmers' question. He who by the excessive

preservation of game decreased the number of quarters of

grain grown in this country, he held to be doiug harm to the

country ; and in the same manner he who could make two
eLrs of corn grow where one grew before, and who thereby
helped to increase the food supply of the people, he held to be

a public benefactor. There are a million of paupers in this

country, anJ upwards of two millions verging on pauperism,

and those who did anything to decrease the supply of food

were doing an evil to the country. It has been
said at this meeting and elsewliere that a man may
do what he likes with his own. Well, suppose that in Hol-
hmd a man bought 6,000 acres of land, and chose to let in

the sea upon it, would that be allowed ? He thou;;ht the

turning of our best lands into deer forests was something like

putting Holland under the sea. As a sheep farm the land

would produce mutton and wool, but as a forest next to no-

thing except a few lean deer. Sheep-farming, a great branch

of industry, had hitherto been carried on under very unjust

laws and the greatest restrictions, farmers, he contended,

wanted nothing but justice.

Captain Warrand was sorry that he was not better pre-

pared to move the resolution which had been entrusted to

him. He objected to the word " inalienable," and wanted
free trade in making bargains, as in everjthiug else. Depeud
upon it, do what they liked, the proprietors, if they chose,

would keep game as long as tliey pleased. [" Never, never."]

How could they prevent it ? [Mr. PuRVES : Abolish them.]
'J'lieu they must make tenants lairds and lairds serfs. He
tliought his resolution more moderate and retsonable, and one
that would commend itself lo the majority. It was as follows :

" Whereas excessive preservation of game has occasioned com-
plaints of injustice on the part of tenant-farmers, and their

liability under the existing law lo suffer such injustice, lias

given rise to considerable social irritation, this meeting re-

solves to petition Parliament in favour of the following

changes of the law—that game, when not specially reserved,

shall belong to the occipier, and that all reservations of game
by the owner shall be held as illusory and invalid, unless

specifying the amount of damage from game upon crops in his

arable land which the occupier is to look fur. That if the

damage exceeds the amount specified, the tenant shall have
power to call upon the landlord to appoint a valuator to meet
a valuator named by the tenant, to assess the damage alleged

to have been occasioned over and above the stipulated sum.
That the sheriff of the bounds shall have power, on the appli-

cation of the said valuators, to appoint a sworn oversman for

the purpose of fixing the excess of damage." I am
a tenant myself, and think these proposals are very fair indeed.

Mr. MujS'DELL : They are very fair on your part. No man
in the world can assess damages by game. They might try

it every week, and still they would not be able to come near

the mark.
Mr. Gordon thought it was for the proprietors' interests

as well as for those of their tenants that they should come
forward shoulder to shoulder with the " ignorant" sheep-

farmers and help thein to set matters right. They could not

even shoot a rook or pigeon in the fields. [Applause, and
" That is not the question."] The gun-tax and the dog-tax

was at the bottom of it all (disturbance). They were in such
matters jus"; taking the burden off the rich man to put it on
the poor. [Applause, during which the chairman and others

interposed, reminding the speaker that these subjects were not

before the meeting.]

Cadboll rose to say at this stage that he was glad to notice

present the honourable member for Forfarshire, who had framed

a bill which made some changes in the Game-laws. Though
he did not agree with those changes, he was glad that Mr.
Barclay had met them at Tain the other day in so cordial a

way, and explained some of the clauses of the bill. He thought

this meeting might very properly hear anything further Mr.
Barclay might have to say.

Mr. Barclay did not admit any defect of the kind that Mr.

Maclcod (Cadboll) seemed to imagine. Ho then explained some

points similar to those explained at the Easter Koss meetiua;,aud

continued : My anxious endeavour has been to reconcile, as

far as possible, conflicting interests, and I shall be very glad if

by any modification of the present bill I succeed in making

that bill more in accordance with my intentions. Three things

I have learnt here to-day. In the first place I am confirmed

in the impression that the question of the relations of landlord

to tenant is one of the " burning questions" of the day, aud I

have no doubt it will be found so at the next general election.

Tiie second point is the great damage done by rabbits and

white hares upon mountain pastures, and that is something I

am glad to have learned. It has been impressed upon me

both publicly and privately, and it shall have my best, consi-

deration ; now my bill shall be arranged to meet that evil. The

third thing I have heard is with reference to deer forests. I have

heard the process of converting arable or pa>^ture land into deer

forests defended on mere money grounds. I have been I must

say, exceedingly surprised to hear here in the Highlands from

the hps of " Highland chiefs" the statement that the whole

question is one of money— whether they can get a few pounds

more for land under deer than under men. I think this goes

very far towards a settlement of the question. I am fully per-

suaded—and I am sure the feeling of the meeting will bear

me out—that it will be a far more profitable thing for the

nation to buy out those Highland proprietors. In the name

of goodness let them have all the money they can fairly claim

for tlieir land. Let it be converted into what it was yeara

ago—men so far and sheep so far—and the nation will prufic

far more than by having mere money. It will increase its

mere material wealth, and that is, its population.

The motion was then put to the meeting, and carried una-

nimously, amid great cheering. The amendment by Captain

Warrand, not having been seconded, was not put from the

chair.

Mr. Purves (Rhifail) said he had been asked to propose the

next resolution :
" That this meeting agrees to petition Par-

liament in favour of the total abolition of the Law of Hypo-

thec." He laid stress on the arguineut put forward by the

proprietors that hypothec was maintained in the interests of

the farmers themselves, aud especially of the smaller tenants.

He thought the latter had too good reason to say, Save us from

our friends. They had for generations been made the hewers

of wood and the drawers of water, and more of the results of

their labour and the means had been confiscated in this country

by the proprietors than would pay off our national debt. He
was not there to impute motives, but this assumed interest in the

smaller tenants seemed to proceed from the circumstance that

the smaller the farms and the more the land was sub-divided

the higher rents were realised.

Cadboll interposed, and said that was not the case, quite

the opposite.

Mr. Purves said that was his experience in the north,

and that he himself held both arable and hill land, which was

cheaper per acre proportionately than the land rented by the

smaller tenants. He believed that more farmers had been

ruined in Scotland by hypothec than otherwise. They should

be put on equal terms with those with whom they had to bar-

gain. At present a tenant was in the position of a naked and

defenceless man, contending against a man clad in mail. The

landlord could select any man he liked for his farm—he could

take even a man of straw, for his rent was secure in any case.

He was suprised at hearing many of the landlords speaking

about what they supposed to be interests of the farmers.

Some of their large landowners were the most ignorant classes

of the community. A man makes an immense sum of money

as a cotton spinner, or say on the Stock Exchange, with which

he purchases land, getting an Ediuburgh lawyer lor his agent,

and his clerk for factor, and then his duties are ended. Tfiese

are among some of the men who say they wish to preserve

the Law of Hypothec in the interests of the farmers them-

selves. He would make some reference to the votes of their

northern members in the hypothec division, when

Mr. Matiieson interposed: I beg to say that I for on

never voted against the abolition of hypothec.

Mr. Plrves : I did not say so, but jou did not vote for it.

Mr. Matheson : 1 was not iu Lo' don at the time.

Mr! Purves : Just so ; it is convenient for members to be

absent occasionally. Every vote is of importance on meh
occasions ; and before next election, when we will have the

B B 2
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protection of the ballot, I trust we will show our power and
how we can exercise it. Many of the other counties through-
out ScotUind are showiug us the example. I need scarcely

allude to what happened so recently in Berwickshire ; we all

know how the other counties are going to act, and that many
of tliera will put forward and succeed in carrying farmers'
candidates.

Mr. Arras (Fodderty), in feconding the resolution, said he
had always been of opinion tliat the Law of Hypothec im-
posed restrictions on agriculture. He tliought that if tenants
were only backed up a little more by their landlords in many
ways, and had thorough security for the capital they put into
the land, with some certainty that the interest of those who
followed them would not suffer, and that their investments
would be returned to their families, then the progress of
agriculture in this country would be much greater than it is

at present. It has been said that tenants speak out somewhat
too strorigly alout such matters ; but he thought that when so
many Englishmen came from the south and uttered strong
language regarding them they could only expect to get the
same in return. Besides, it was quite impossible that strong
statements could be made in such a way as not to give offence
to some one.

The motion was then put from the chair, and carried
unanimously.

Mr. Tew (Newmore) proposed the next resolution :

—

"That a petition be drawn up in terms of the resolutions
passed at this meeting for presentation to Parliament." He
coasidered it an honour to have this resolution put into his
hands

;
it proved that the agricultural community in this part

of the country appreciated the views he long held, and which
he had expressed in a paper read at a meeting of the farmers
some time back. He had held these views long and studied
them thoroughly, and some of them he liad since modified,
while others were intensified, according to the change in the
circumstances of the case. At the Tain meeting one of the
clauses of Mr. Barclay's bill was characterised by one gentle-
mm as involving a principle that was " dishonest and im-
moral." Now, he was one of the first to suggest that the law
sliould step in and make it illegal for proprietors to insert
game reservation clanses in their lease, and that any tenant or
proprietor who did so should be held liable by the law and
treated accordingly

; and if the clauses in this bill were dis-
honest and immoral, then ten times more so was the Law of
Hypothec, seeing it protpcted one class of creditors—the
wealthiest class too, who least required protection—against
another class of creditors, who were less able to bear any pecu-
niary loss. The entail and laud laws were also immoral and
iniquitous, because they permitted the proprietors of an estate,
to eat up its actual value, and yet protect the properly intact
to the next heir. As for deer forests, he held it to be a crime
to make one when the land could be devoted to the produc-
tion of sheep, which were useful for the food supply of man-
kind. Those noblemen and gentlemen who can afford to pay
high rents for deer forests have the whole world open to
them if they choose, and could indulge in sport far more
manly and noble than that of killing a poor half-tamed stag.
The CiiAiEiiAN explained that he could not sign the reso-

lutions passed at this meeting, as he had been asked to do,
simply because he could not see bis way to agreeing with
them. He thought the resolutions started on rather high
aud broad grounds, and arrived at somewhat impotent con-
clusions. They said that the modern preservation of game was
injurious to the natioual interest, as it hindered the agricul-
tural and pastoral development of the land, and interfered
with the production of food. If that were so, the interests of
the nation required the extinction of the system, but all they
proposed to do was to transfer a share in the system from one
party to another. They started with the assumption that the
interests of the State required that game preservation should
be abolished, and yet, in their conclusions, they entirely avoided
the interests of the State, aud handed the matter over to the
farmers instead. If tliey could prove that the farmer was a better
trustee lor the nation than the proprietor, then there might be
some reason to show for it ; but they did not do so, and for
that and other reasons already stated be (the chairmau) could
not agree to the resolutions. If they had gone the length of
sayiug they would allow almost any one to extirpate game,
that It was to be the property of no one, he was not sure he
might nut almost have agreed to that. As it was, the tenant was
a human being like the landlord, and where he saw an oppor-

tunity of making £100 instead of £50, even by game, there
was little reason to suppose he would not take advantage of it.

After a reference to interference with the existing right of
contract, of which he disapproved. Sir Kenneth ohjected to

the " inalienable" right the resolution proposed to give to

tenants, and said he could not understand the reference to
" harmless game," as he did not believe such game existed.

Mr. Sellae : Partridges and the like.

The Chairman : But you still say you wish to give

protection to game " for the purposes of sport and recreation."

I think your resolution is somewhat contradictory in this

respect.

Mr. Sellae : Read on a little further—the resolution says,
" protection in such a manner as not to interfere with the

production of food." The farmer is the party to take care

that game does not destroy his crops. At present the game
is the landlord's, audit is fed off what the tenant produces.

The Chairman said that if his right to game were to be
cancelled altogether, aud what was now held as property con*

fiscatcd for the national interest, he might then see his way
to agreeing to the proposition, but he could not agree to hand
over his right and property to a third party.

Mr. Te"w, at the suggestion of some gentlemen beside him,
said that as the chairman was unwilling to subscribe to the resc«

lutions, he would add to the last resolution the appointment as

a committee of the gentlemen at who:e instance this meeting
was called, to prepare and sign thd petition in name of the

meeting for presentation to Parliament.

Mr. Gordon seconded this motion, which was put to the

meeting, and agreed to.

CABiiOLL rose to say that since the Tain meeting several

large farmers in Easter Ross, quite.as respectable as tlie gentle-

men now present, had told him t'ley were in favour of leaving

the law as it is, and that they could see no harm in it. Witli

reference to what Mr. Pnrves said about high rents paid by
small tenants, tiis experience was— and he had a good number
of small tenants on his estate—that they were usually rented

at a lower rate than the big tenants, and fur this reason, that

they had nut so many buildings on their holdings. He had
frequently been asked by the large farmers to take away some
of the small holdings and include them in theirs, but he had
always refused to do so. As to what Mr. Scott had said

about Holland, there was no analogy between the lands of

that country and those of Scotland. The whole country was
protected from inundation by a regular system of Government
engineers. There was a complete difference between the two,
Mr. Scott : I cannot agree with you, Cadboll.

Cadboll : Then, Mr. Tew had said it wasja hard case that

landlords should be allowed to turn out hares to feed on his

crops. What would you say, gentlemen, to tenants who them-
selves brought rabbits from a distance, and turned them out
on the landlord's land and left them there, as a legacy to the

landlords, in order to evince their neighbourly feeling, and
how much they detested all kinds of game aud sport—who
said to themselves, " We will be upsides with him, we import
tiiem from Morayshire; after having sharpened their teeth on
the sands there, they will be all the abler to do their work" ?

Mr. Tew : I beg to say distinctly that I never brought
rabbits from Morayshire ; not a single one.

Caduoll : I was told it on credible authority. I will

divulge no names, but I have every reason to believe the

correctness of my information. However, I will ask my in-

formant again. I mention this just to show that when gentle-

man who were once the worst of game preservers and tl;*?

keeuest of sportsmen change their views so suddenly, and go
about the country as public lecturers declaimiug against the

Game-laws, they sliould endeavour to he consistent in their

conduct. As a proprietor, I claim the right to be able to

make our contracts with our tenants, without the interference

of another party. I hold that the farmer is on an equal

footing with ourselves when we come to make a bargain

together. I ask you, gentlemen, to look at tliese gentlemen
over there (pointing in the direction of where Messrs. Sellar,

Purves, Tew, and Gordon were sitting) and tell me whether
they are not quite as independent as we are, and able to make
a bargain to advantage with any proprietor.

Mr. Sellar : We are quite as independent, Cadboll, but we
are i»ot on an equal footing. When the Law of Hypothec is

abolished we will be better able to meet you.

Cadboll said it was quite clear to him the farmers had
it in their power to agree or not as they liked to any
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bargain with tlie laudlord. If they disapproved of

8oms of the clauses iu a lease they had only to ask to shift

them or not close with the bargain, but it was absurd to pro-

fess ignorance of what they agreed to wi;li their eyes open.

They said tbey did not know what the eCfects of the condi-

tions imposed upon thciu might be during the currency or at

the termination of the lease. That was absurd.

Mr. Scott : We refer to the public laws which govern the

relations between landlord and tenant.

Cadboll went on to say tliat Mr. Tew, who had spoken so

strongly here and at Tain against the Game-laws and the

lairds, was once one of the greatest game preservers of all,

and his conversion was strange and unaccountable. The pro-

prietors, however, were able to defend themselves before any
coramuuity against his unjust aspersions. In this part of the

country lie believed they acted honourably by their truants in

every relation of lile. The law of hypothec was much misun-
derstood and much misrepresented. It is the only security

the proprietors get for their rents, and if it were done away
with there would be a constant shifting of tenants. If shop-

keepers and merchants cried out about it, and the movement
came from them and not from the farmers, he could under-

stand it.

Mr. Tew said that as he had been referred to persoually,

as turning down rabbits on the proprietor's land, he must ex-

plain that at one time he got a present of a pair of tame
silver grey rabbits, and finding they were useless, and not

knowing what to do with them, be turned them adrift to look

out for themselves. That was the entire foundation for

Cadboll's charge. He never bred rabbits or other game but

on his own farm, and on all the other farms where he had

rented shootings he allowed the tenants to do with the game

as they liked.

Mr. Barclay, with reference to the difficulties expressed

by tbe cliairman, said much stress ought to be laid on this,

that it was proposed to transfer the ground game from the

landlord to the tenant only in order that tbe tenant might be

able to keep it down, so as not to harm his crops, and thereby

interfere with the production of food. In many instances

game which was fed off the farmer's crops was sold to the

poulterer, Hiid the proceeds went into the landlord's pocket.

If a reversal of this process could be imagined tliey would

have the tenants shooting game in tlie landlords' covers

and going into the market to sell them. It was only

fair and just that the men who fed the game should

have the control over them. No practical farmer or agricul-

turist would think for a moment of keeping a single head of

game on bis farm to his damage and loss— indeed, they knew
it was impossible with such rents as they psid to breed rab-

bits and bares at a profit. Therefore, to keep ground game
within safe and proper limits, it was necessary to give the

control over them to those on whose lands they lived, and by

whom they were fed. lie stated most distinctly that he

should be no party to the transfer of game frora the landlord

to the tenant, simply in the interests of tbe tenant and to the

detriment of the proprietor, but ouly that the farmer should

have the control over them in order that they might not form

any practical obstacle whatever in the production of food, and

that the interests of the farmer and of the laudlord might he

made identical with the interests of the nation.

THE CONDENSED MILK MANUFACTURE,
(A Paper read at the Society of Arts, by L. P. Merriam.)

Milk, as an article of food, has been so largely discussed

during tbe past twenty years, and its value so fully recognised

by all eminent authorities on food, that it is not necessary for

me at this time to enlarge upon it. I would like, however,

this evening, before speaking of condensed milk, to call your
attention to the milk usually sold in large towns, not only in

England, but in other countries. According to Professor

Wanklyn pure milk should have an average specific gravity oT

1,030, and should consist of the following proportions :

Water 87-19

Solids 12-81

100-00

The solids consisting of

—

Butter 3-53

Caseine 3-74

Sugar of milk 4-75

Ash 0-79

12-81

MM. Ilenrie and Chevalier give the following as the con-
stituents of cows' milk iu the normal state :

Butter 3-13

Caseine 4-48

Sugar of milk 4-77

Ash 0-60
Water 87-02

100-00
Slight differences may be allowed on account of tbe variations

in the breed of cows, the pasturage, the food, the climate, and
the seasons of the year ; but there is a sufficient agreement
amongst analysts of milk to allow me to take Professor

Wanklyn's analysis as a standard, and especially in England,
where are to be found the best pasturages, the finest breed of

cows, and where the cows are less subject to violent changes

of temperature. The ordinary milk supplied to large towns,

and even to many small country villages, is, however, a very

different article from that which I have mentioned. 1\ r

many years it has been a matter of public notoriety that milk

has been almost universally impoverished, until it has come
to be accepted as a condition of life in towns that good and

pure milk cannot be procured at any price, excepting under

great didiculty. To such an extent has the impoverishment

been carriea, that it is estimated it amounts to an average of

at least 25 per cent., and in some cases it rcaclres as high as

50 per cent. Most of tbe impoverishment is done either by

adding water or by skimming off the cream, and sometimes

both are done to the same milk. Watered milk is acknow-

ledged as a regular article of trade by the milkman, under the

name of" Simpson." Milk that has been simply watered, or

skimmed, is described by scientific men as "sophisticated"

milk ; and " skilfully sophisticated " milk is that which is

both watered and skimmed, and atterwards treated to restore

its original appearance. Different substances are often added

for colouring, or for changing the flavour, in order to give a

fictitious appearance and a taste of richness. Lest it may be

said that tne foregoing statements are unfounded, and a

slander on the milk dealers, I shall refer to independent, un-

impeachable, and scientific testimony. In 1851 Dr. Hassell,

under the direction of The Lancet, made very careful investi-

gations as to the quality of the milk sold in Loudon at that

time. He obtained samples from the dealers under such pre-

cautions that it could be proved from whom they were pro-

cured ; these samples were analysed, and the results pablished

in The Lancet. It was shown that wliile some pujr? milk was

sold a large pioportion was impoverished by skimming or

watering, and iu some cases both were done to the same milk.

The names of the parties from whom the samples were ob-

tained were published, with the analyses of the samples.

Within the past two years Professor Wanklyn has carried out

a similar but more extensive investigation for the 3IUk
Journal, taking thousands of samples, and publishing names and
addresses of the partica. from whom tJie samples came, witli the

particulars as to the quality of each sample. Out of 256

names published la one year in the Milk Journal, only 25
were given as those furnishing genuinp milk, 230 being re-

corded as selling deteriorated milk, the Journal saying :
" The

names of large numbers of milk-dealers we are compelled to

supress, inasmuch as, although they are without exception

dealers in deteriorated milk, we have not the requisite evi-

dence of it against theiu." The fact that there had been no
action for slander against these journals by the dealers whose
Barnes were published as selling deteriorated lailk, proves that
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the statements were correct. la November, 1867, the Bri/ish

Medical Journal published an article on the same subject, and

its report of examinations of milk from dealers in ditferent

parts of London showed tliat little, if any, pure milk could be

obtained, and that some of the West-end shops sold a very

poor article at a high price. Other evidence as to the poor

quality of milk usually sold migiit be given from towns in

England, in France, iti Germany, in the United States; and

vrherever the matter has been taken up and investigated by

scientific men the result has been the same. Mr. llowsell.

Superintendent of Contracts to the Admiralty, last year made
a report on the supply of provisions to the workhouses of the

Metropolis, to the President of the Poor-law Board, which re-

port was published by order of the House of Commons. Mr.
llowsell made investigations of the quality of milk, amongst
other articles of food, assisted by Dr. Letheby and Professor

Wanklyn, one sample being furnished to Dr. Letheby and a

duplicate to Professor Wanklyn, for analysis ; and the report

says, " There is an agreeing ditference, usual in delicate scein-

tiftc examinations." The results of the examinations show
that these institutions are, if possible, more badly treated than
the general public ; showing, in several instances, that skim
milk was furnistied, diluted with twenty, thirty, thirty-five, and
forty per cent, of water ; and no less than seven samples of

"milk" consisted of railk and water, half-and-half. The re-

port justly says, " that dilution or adulteration with water

lias been carried on to such an extent as seriously to compro-
mise the character of the milk, and make it utterly unre-

liable as food for infants and aged persons." The contracts

called for pure and unadulterated milk, but evidently no atten-

tion was paid by the officers of these institutions to see that

the quality of the articles furnished was that contracted for,

they, apparently, only considering the price and promises inade

by the contractors. There is reason to believe that many of

the hospitals are quite as badly served. It is clear, therefore,

thutpure, genuine milk, almost the only article of food which
alone will sustain life for an indefinite period, is rarely sold

to consumers. While the public liave for a long time believed

this to be so, it is only within the past 25 years that it has
been scientifically demonstrated on a large scale. It was
hoped tiiat the new Adulteration Act would remedy the evil,

at least partially ; and several aieetings of milk-dealers were
held, at which it was admitted tliat the price of railk must be

advanced if the Act was enforced against them, and they
should be obliged to furnish genuine milk, but as they have not
advanced prices it is fair to presume they do not now fear its

enforcement. Prom the evil of adulterated milk there seemed
no escape, until condensed milk made its appearance. Let us

HOW see what condensed milk is, and whether it does furnish

the way of escape. Condensed railk, as it is now known, was
introduced to the British public in 1867—say six years ago.
Previous to that it had been prepared here in small quantities

for shipping, but it was not used to any extent for domestic
purposes. At first it naturally had a very limited sale, as it

was not only unknown, but the price was very high—about
double at retail what it is now. In America, however, it has
been in general use for over ten years, and the business there

has for a long time been of considerable magnitude. It is a

disputed point who discovered the process. Tiie Americans
certainly made some important improvements, facilitating the
working of the large quantities which are necessary to supply
a general consumption. Preserved milk in the form of a
powder has been prepared in England and on the Continent
for many years, for ships' use, and for export. This is known
as " desiccated " milk, but the manufacture of it has now almost
entirely ceased, as, apart from its high price, it is of inferior

quality, and was put aside almost as soon as the condensed
milk came into competition with it. The process of preparing
the desiccated railk breaks the butter globules, and seriously
changes the character of the milk. It can only be dissolved
in warm water, while the condensed milk dissolves readily in
cold or warm water. Condensed milk is somewhat explained
by its name, as it is pure milk as drawn from the cow, with
thtee-fourths of its bulk taken away by condensation. The
portion removed consists of water only. The remaining part
retains Ml the nutritive elements originally contained in the
greater bulk, and in an unchanged condition. The evidence
of this will be given later. The condensed railk may be made
with the addition of sugar or without. If it is desired to keep
it a long time, sugar must be added ; that without sugar will
only keep in good condition for a few days. The condensed

milk with sugar is that best known in England, and is

what is usually .sold by the grocers and chemists ; but in Ame-
rica the unsweetened is largely used. The process of con-

densing milk has been fully described in the puhlic journals

within the past three years, and there is not much for rae to

add that will be new in this respect. . I will, however, go over

the more important points relative to the collecting of the

milk, and the process after receiving it at the works, omitting

some of the particulars of treatment in wliich the public are not

specially interested. The method I speak of is that practised

at Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire, and Middlewich, Cheshire,

by the English Condensed Milk Company, with which I am
connected, and is substantially the same as adapted by the

principal Swiss Company and the best American establish-

ments. The starting point is with the farmers who furnish

the crude milk to the company. The farmers contract that

the cows shall be fed with nothing that will impart an in-

jurious quality or unpleasant flavour to the milk ; that no
milk from a diseased cow shall be sent in ; that the milk shall

be cooled immediately after milking, and kept cool ; that

everything connected with the milking and the utensils used

shall be perfectly clean ; that the milk shall be pure as drawn
from the cow ; that it snail be delivered at the company's

works in a perfectly good condition within a limited number
of hours after the milking. These conditions are not simply

rules to be broken, but are rigidly enforced. It is well-known

that milk is very likely to be tainted by the odour from ob-

jectionable substances when it is left near them, and men are

employed to examine each can of milk as it comes in from the

farmers, who look at, smell, and taste the milk, so that if there

is any (leculiarity of colour, odour, or flavour, it is immediately

detected, and it is rejected if there is any question as to its

condition or quality. By this daily examination the men be-

come experts in judging of the quality and condition ot the

milk, as tea-tasters do in judging of tiie quality and flavour of

tea. Creani tests are daily and carefully made, and frequent

analyses are also made, which demonstrate exactly the con-

stituent parts of the milk. As regards diseased cows, precau-

tions are taken so that the company will know if any farmer

attempts to send in milk from such cows. The milk is de-

livered at the works early in the morning by the farmers'

carts, and comes only a comparatively short distance. As soon

as it arrives, the milk of each ran is carefully examined, as

described before, a small portion being set aside for more cri-

tical tests than can be raade at the tiine. The milk is now
passed through fine strainers into a large tank, of which there

are several, one of them holding 1,500 gallons. The cans the

farmers send the milk in, before being returned to them, are

thoroughly cleansed at the works ; first, by washing in hot

water ; each can is then subjected to a powerful jet of steam,

which enters every crack and crevice in the can, and after-

wards it is rinsed in cold water, so that it goes back cleaner

than the farmer could possibly make it. No time is now lost.

That tiie cream may not rise, or any change take place in the

milk, it is heated as soon as possible preparatory to being sent

into the vacuum pan, which is done when the heat reaches a

certain point. The milk is kept in the vacuum pan at a low
temperature ; the vapour from it is condensed and taken away,

until the milk is brought to the proper consistency, and the

necessary quantity of sugar having been previously added, the

process is complete. The time occupied in condensing varies

according to the quantity of milk, and ranges from two hours

and a-half to five hours. The condensed vapour comes away
as colourless as water, showing that none of the nutritive qua-

lities are removed. After the process of condensation is com-
plete, the milk is drawn off and poured into the small tins,

which are immediately soldered up. These small tins are

packed in cases, iiolding 48 tins each, and are then ready for

the market. Once sealed up, there is no chance of their con-

tents being tampered with ; and as the tins are labelled witl^

the Company's labels, a consumer may depend upon receiving

the milk exactly as sent out by the Company ; and if the milk

from the farmers was in good condition, and the treatment of

it correct, no change will afterwards take place, excepting a

gradual thickening up with age. The process which I have

described sounds simple enough, but in practice it is a very

difficult one, and the utmost care and nicety must be observed,

from the beginning to the end, that the results may be suc-

cessful. The exact details of the process I do not propose to

enter upon, as tiiey are fairly the property of the proprietors.

Our works at Aylesbury have been visited at different times
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by a number of scientific and experienced men, who have wit-

nessed the entire process, and tlieir testimony lias been unani-
mous as to the care taken to get good milk from the farmers,

and to treat it properly, the cleanliness of everything connected
with the establishment being especially noted, one gentlemen
saying, " The lirst and last thing which strikes tlie visitor is

tlie excessive and almost amusing cleanliness which pervades
the whole estihlishment." Competition forces the large pro-

ducers of condensed milk to send out the best possible article,

and it must be good to keep we I and f.nd a ready sale. Tiiere

have been, since tho 8t;irting of the business a number of at-

tempts to prepare condensed milk by private paities and pub-
lic compaaies, wlio 1 icked the experience and knovrledge ne-

cessary for dealing witli so delicite an article as milk ; and
although they had good material to work with, their efforts

have resulted in failure and serious loss. The condensed milk
without sugar is treated in the same manner as that prepared
with sugar ; it is largely used in tlie principal American cities,

but possesses no advantage over the sweetened milk excepting

where sugar is not wanted. It has, however, the same advan-
tage of careful aud accurate attention, and of being prepared
in the neighbourhood of tlie farmers wlio produce the crude
milk, aud at some future period will undoubtedly be offered to

the public. We have seen what the standard of pure cows'

milk is, and we now propose to see what the quality of con-

densed raijk is, and how it bears comparison with the original

milk. In 1867 Baron von Liebig gave the following analysis

of condensed milk

;

Water 22.44.

Solids 77.56

100.00

He said of it :
" It consists of nothing but cow's milk and

the best refined sugar, and possesses all the properties and qua-
lities of a perfectly pure milk." T/ie Brilish Medical Journal
of the same year, and The Lancet, in 1808, both testified to its

purity and excellence. Again, The Lancet, in 1871, gave the

following analysis of it :

Moisture 25.10
Butter 11.73
Caseine 15.17
Milk sugar 16.24

Cane sugar 29.46

Ash 2.30

100.00
saying it " was perfectly sweet, sound, and free from lactic

acid." In September, 1873, one of the editors of the Liincet

visited the works at Aylesbury and examined the whole pro-

cess, aud spoke in the highest terms of the enterprise, giving a

new analysis, corroborative of tlie previous one. The British

Medical Journal also, in September, 1872, gave an analysis of

condensed milk, which was substantially the same as that of Lie-

big and the Lancet. In October, 1872, Dr. Hassall, in an article

published in " Food, Water, and Air," gave his opinion of

condensed milk. He made very careful investigations into

tlie matter, and saw the process, from the receiving of the milk
from the farmers, until it was soldered up in the small tins.

He said, " the milk used was whole milk, of the best and
richest description ;" and, referring to examinations of con-
densed raiik, made by him at different times, he says, " we
have always found it to be both genuine and in a perfect state

of preservation." The foregoing analyses and testimonies have
been confirmed in every case where a fair examination has
been made. Taking the condensed milk as having been re-

duced to about one-fourth of the bulk of the crude milk, it will

be seen that it contains, as nearly as possible, the original

elements of the original milk. Minus the water, condensed, and
plus the sugar, added to preserve it. It can be procured at any
time, in any grocer's shop, for testing. As regards its price, as

against the milkman's milk, it is not easy to fix an exact compa-
rison, as it would be unfair to place it on a level with what is

ordinarily sold as milk, but the fact that the public liave

quickly adopted it to a very large extent, and that there is a

steady demand for it, is the best possible evidence of the satis-

factory price at which it is sold. The demand is not princi-

pally for use at sea, as many suppose, but the milk is largely

used in families, and as food for infants, for which it is espe-

cially adapted. The trade has grown to such an extent during

the past sis years that it is estimated that from eight to ten

thousand gallons of crude milk are daily required to work into

condensed milk for consumption in England. The company
with wiiich I am connected iiave intentionally put the price of

their poducts very low in order to induce a demand, and
look to a large business with a minimum profit, instead of a

smaller business with a large profit. The sale is proportion-

ally quite as large in the poorer districts as in the wealthier,

and it certainly offers to the poor as well as the rich the ad-

vantage of a really pure article at a moderate price. This is

not possible with ordinary milk. The fact is, the company
starts with an important advantage over the milkman in the

quality of milk each obtains. Admitting that the farmer in

both cases sends the milk as drawn from the cow—and in our

case, as vre deal only with the best class of farmers, I am
happy to say we have very little cause to complain—the milk-

man cannot receive it in so good a condition as we do. The
milk for towns the farmer has to take to the station, to which
he may be obliged to hurry to catch the train ; it is then sub-

jected to a railway journey of greater or less extent, and after-

wards it is jolted over the pavements in the milkman's carts.

Tlie motion it receives on these several journeys amounts to a

partial churning, and, added to the exposure of the hot sun or

the rain, to which it is often subjected, seriously effects its

character. Besides, the milkman who distributes the milk to

families is not brought into direct contact with the farmer,

aud the question as to the responsibility of quality or condition

of the milk is not easily settled. The milkman who brings

the milk to your door says the milk is as he receives it from the

wholesale dealer. The wholesale dealer tells you the milk is

as he received it from the farmer. The farmer affirms he
sends nothing but genuine milk, aud where " the cow with the

iron tail" comes in it is not easy to decide. W^ith condensed

milk the quality and condition of the crude milk, as received

from the farmer is of vital importance, as the success of the

process depends largely upon the materials started with, and
any defect at the beginning would be financially fatal, as good
condensed milk cannot he produced from poor materials. The
companies, with their larger organisation, can aud do have
more careful and scientific tests and examinations of the crude

milk than the milkman does or can. Simple tests of condensed

milk can be made by dissolving it in water, adding three or

four parts of water, and setting it in shallow dishes to stand

ten or twelve hours, when the cream wiU rise. Also, by mix-

ing with water, and churning it at a temperature of 70 degs.

Fahrenheit, and butter will be produced, showing clearly that

the butter globules are retained and unbroken. Milk in the

condensed form will not convey contagious diseases, as crude

milk does. It has been clearly shown, and especially by Dr.

Ballard, of Islington, that scarlet and other fevers have been

disseminated by crude milk, which has been left to stand in the

houses of dealers where disease prevailed. With condensed

milk this is not possible, as neither at the farmers nor at the

works is it brought in contact with disease, aud after it leaves

the works, nothing can come in contact with it in the tins.

For infants it is the most natural aud uniform food, excepting

mother's milk, and it is even preferable to that, if the mother

is not in good health. Care must be taken, however, that it is

not given too rich—that is, it should be diluted with seven or

eight parts of water. The summiug up of the disadvantages

of the ordinary milk as supplied to consumers, and the advan-

tages of the condensed milk as sold in the shops, are shown, I

think, to be as follows:

The disadvantages of ordinary milk are

—

1st. It is of a very uncertain quality, and is usually im-

poverished to a great extent.

2nd. It is materially injured on the journey from the farmer

to the consumer.
3rd. If delivered sweet, it remains in that condition but a

limited period, as it is well known milk changes from hour to

hour.

4th. For infants' and invalids' food it is not a uniform or

regular diet, on acount of the rapid changes which take place

in it.

5th. Little care is taken by the milkmen to get milk in

prime condition, and from healthy cows ; and a great deal of

milk is sold from cows kept in unhealthy sheds in tiwus.

6th. It is not so convenient to use, as every family must
wait for the milkman for their breakfast.

The advantages of condensed milk are

—

Ist. That it is pure—what it pretends to be—and of uniform

quality.
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2nd. It ia condensed in the country, near the pkce where
it is produced, and receives no injury in transportation.

3rd. It does not change, but keeps sweet any length of time,

even if the tins are opened.

4th. For infants' and invalids' food, and for domestic pur-

poses, it is regular and uniform, always to be depended upon
from one day to another, or from one week to anothar, as pos-

sessing the same qualities.

5th. Great care is used to obtain from tlie farmers the milk
not only of good quality but in good condition. After it is

sent out by the company, it cannot be tampered with, as the

tins are hermetically sealed.

6th. It is convenient, always at hand at any hour of day or

night, and available for all domestic purposes.

In connection with condensed milk, a combination may also

be prepared of cocoa and milk, and of coffee and milk, both of

which are ready for immediate use, and need only boiling water
to make a cup of either.

Mr. A. Eames said this was a very important question to

him, as he had the conduct and management of a very large

public institution (Royal Naval School, at New-cross), with
about 300 inmates. It struck him that a little more infarma-
tion with regard to liquid milk would be serviceable—for in-

stance, as to how it could be obtained. He had endeavoured to

secure such an unadulterated article, but had always found a
difficulty in applying a test. He had used a lactometer, but it

was by no means an infallible test. He had also tried the
condensed milk, and found it exceedingly useful when ordi-

nary milk could not be obtained. He should like to be in-

formed, however, what quantity of condensed milk represented
a given quantity of liquid milk, and the relative expense of the

two.

Mr. BoTLEY said he was somewhat surprised to find fully

one-third of the paper taken up with strictures on the qua-
lity of ordinary milk. He did not think adulteration was
carried to so great an extent as was stated. With respect to

the trade done in condensed milk it was now from 8,000 to

J0,000 ijallons. Tliat did not seem a very large quantity.

Mr. Mereiam : 8,000 to 10,000 gallons daily.

Mr. BoTLEY said it was not a large quantity, even daily.

With regard to cleanliness, dairies, both at Aylesbury and
elsewhere, were always remarkable for cleanliness. He could
not agree with the paragraph in the paper which stated that
condensed milk was the most natural and uniform food for

children.

Mr. Sjiartt thought it might he possible to supply this

concentrated milk at a less price than ordinary milk of equal
quality, since it could be brought from districts where rent

was much lower than in the vicinity of large towns. The
process of evaporation had not been fully explained. He asked
whether it would not be possible to prepare it in large quan-
ties, and place it in large receptacles, so that dealers might
obtain it in that way, and reduce it to the sliape of ordinary
inilk, and then supply it retail.

Mr. Duncan inquired at what temperature the milk was
condensed, and what was the quantity of cane sugar intro-

duced ? If the temperature were raised above a certaiii point,
the albumen of the milk would be coagulated, the sugar of
milk would be changed, and a great disturbance would take
place in the quality of the milk. Cane sugar was very objec-
tionable in milk, as some persons could not digest it, and he
would suggest that glucose might be advantageously subsifuted,

for it.

Mr. Wentworth Scott said, as he had acted as analyst
to a large manufactory of condensed milk, he felt some in-

terest in the subject, and should have been glad if Mr. Mer-
riam had given some further information with regard to the
inodes of testing the milk as received from the farmers. This
he might fairly have done without trenching upon any of
those trade secrets to v/hich lie had referred. He himself was
tolerably well acquainted with the practical difficulties attend-
ing this portion of the subject, and it would be very useful if a
general list of the methods or tests which the milk had to under-
go before it was passed by the company's officers, was given. One
very simple test, in the hands of educated workmen, which he
had introduced, was the examination of the milk with a com-
pound lens of no very great power. If the animal from which
it was derived were unhealthy, the globules, more especially their
edges, would present an abnormal serrated appearance, which
a tolerably practised eye readily perceived. He had also been
inuch struck with the large portion of cane sugar added to the

milk, and he was anxious to learn whether any precautions

were taken to prevent the undue excess of that substance. He
had found, in in some samples which hehad analjsed,nolessthan

37 per cent, of cane sugar, which was of a liiglier proportion

than that mentioned in the paper. He doubted if the odour
of milk, wheu cold, was any test of its genuineness, or of the

health of the animal ; though, if the milk were warmed, with a
small portion of alkali, and then compared with genuine milk,

the test might be regarded as reliable. The suggestion made
that retailers of milk should be allowed to sell this milk in a

diluted form at their own discretion, would be nothing more
nor less than tlie legitimation of adulteration on a very large

scale. There was no sufficient means of establishing a standard

of strength or quality of condensed milk, on the one liaud, or

pure milk on the other. The suggestion that glucose should

be substituted for cane sugar did not meet with his approval,

because he had occasionally found traces of glucose, and some-
times more than traces, in condensed milk, which was not of

good quality when prepared, or which had undergone some
detrimental change in the preparation. He had thus a means
of testing tlie condensed milk, and, especially in his professional

capacity as a country analyst. He should be very sorry if any
means such as this of testing the quality of the milk were taken

from (hem, by glucose being generally introduced, especially

as, in the case of milk, there were very few reliable tests of its

quality.

Mr. DiPNALL said there was no doubt that adulteration of

ordinary milk was a very prevalent practice, and though he
might doubt whether the best way of introducing a lecture on
condensed milk was to give such a lengthy criticism on the

milk generally supplied, still he was much pleased with the

account which he had been given. He hoped the company,
therefore, would proceed in its course ; and if, as was stated,

the milk was properly selected, they were doing a good service

by supplying a wholesome article of food.

Mr. Newman said he found that the system was first in

troduced by Mr. House, in 1857, though he did not bring it

prominently forward until 1859, when he went to America,

where improvemrnts on the process were made by Mr. Bor-
den, and that gentleman became the great manufacturer there.

In America, prisons and hospitals used the condensed milk,

which was delivered daily, and it appeared to him there was
much less waste labour there than under the English system,

where the milk was delivered twice a day. If the hospitals

in London could, in like manner, be supplied with unsweetened
milk, he thought they would find an advantage in it. He
knew of several casses of illness in which condensed milk had
been used witli success.

Mr. CowPEE thought a very hard-working and industrious

class of persons (the milkmen) had been somewhat harshly

dealt with, and that they were not so bad as had been repre-

sented. The milk was doubtless useful as a substitute for the

fresh article, but it had an unpleasant taste. A« in the case

of tinned meat, he thought the article was spoilt by the pro-

cess of preservation. He did not consider the condensed milk

any cheaper than the ordinary milk, even supposing the latter

had some water added to it.

Mr. Merriam, in reply, said the tests employed by the com.-

pany to secure good quality in tlie milk were all that were
known. In the first place, tasting—and although an ordinary

person would not detect any difference in different kinds of

milk, those who were constantly employed became so expert

that he was sure they could detect blindfold the difference be-

tween the milk of different faimers, or from different soils.

The milk arrived in large tins, or churns, and on taking off

the cover any objectionable quality could be detected by tlie

odour. Then, again, they set a small quantity and raised the

cream, which was a very good test of the quality, and if any
doubts were entertained, a portion was analysed. On several

occasions farmers who liad not sent good milk had been dis-

missed, so that there was no doubt of the tests being rigidly

carried out. The microscope was also used, though not so

largely as Mr. Scott had suggested. The lactometer was also

used, and, thougli it was not a perfect test, it answered very

well when the milk had simply been reduced by the addition

of water. Analysis, of course, did not show the condition of

the milk, but it was decisive as to its quality. The state-

ments he had repeated, with regard to the adulteration of

milk, were not his own—they were all taken from other and
higher authority, and he had never heard them disputed. Ifc

had been said that all dairies were clean, aj.d so they were, tij
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a certain extent ; but the process of eoudeusation required

required absolute aud perfect cleanliness, and it was, there-

fore, always insisted ou. Then, again, if the fluid milk came
clean from the dairy, it very often became contaminated with

dust aud smoke in transit on the railways, so much so that a

large dealer informed him he was sometimes ashamed to send

it out. With regard to the estimated quantity of 10,000

gallons per day, supplied by the various companies, he thought

it was very satisfactory iu so short a time, considering the

difficulty there always was in introducing any new article. A
remark had been made as to the original cost of milk being

low in the country, but practically it was regulated by the

price of butter and cheese, iuto which it was converted if

there was not a good market for it in the crude state. The
milk was evaporated i/t raciio at a temperature never exceed-

ing I-IO degrees Fahr., so that there was no opportunity for a

film to fonii upon it, nor did he think any change was effected

in the constituents by the temperature. Witii regard to the

quantity of sugar introduced, there was no uncertainty about
that ; the milk was measured or weighed as it came in in the

morning, aud the sugar added in an exact proportion accord-

ingly—in fact, it was not to the interest of the company to

increase the quantity of sugar, for practically the product was
sold by the bulk, and the addition of sugar only added 6 per

cent, to the bulk, whilst it raised the expense by 25 per cent.

They would prefer to reduce the sugar, if it could be done

with safety. T/te Lancet and Dr. Hassall gave the proportion

of cane sugar at 29 or 30 per cent., which was not quite so

much as stated by JMr. Scott ; but he understood from analysts

that there was a great difficulty in separating sugar of milk

from the cane sugar which was added, and possibly slight

variations might be accounted for in that way. As to the

proportion of water, there was quite suflBcient competition to

make all the companies supply a good article, or they would
immediately loose their connection. If the milk were set for

the cream to rise, it would be so changed in character that it

would not keep when condensed.

Mr. CowrER said he wished to know if condensed milk at

tlie present price was cheaper than ordinary milk with say 25

per cent, of water added.

Mr. Merriaji thought it would be, but the ouly way would
be to get a tin and try it. Taking ordinary milk at 4d. a

quart, and condensed milk at 8^il. a tin, he thought the latter

would be the cheaper. It appeared so by tlie constantly in-

creasing sale, even iu the poor districts. He considered a tin

represented about two quarts of ordinary Loudon milk. There

was no doubt that the process of condensation did impart a

slight taste to it, though he believed it was not perceptible in

coifee or in cooking. In tea, however, some found it object-

ionable, though others did not. One gentleman said he pre-

ferred pure milk, and so would most people, but the difliculty

was to find where it could be got.

Mr. B.VRTLEY, the chairman, in proposing a vote of thanks

to Mr. Merriam, said he was glad that gentleman had ack-

nowledged there was one failing in the condensed milk, because

he was always suspicious of any article which was described as

faultless. lie should have liked to have heard more of the

details of the process, and not quite so much of the panegyric,

as it was the more general custom in the Society for members
to form their own opinion on the merits of what was brought

before them after hearing a full explanation of its properties.

All these matters, to a great extent, depended on price, and if

a tin cost 8^d., and two quarts of milk could be bought for

8d., he saw no advantage in it. He lived near a dairy, aud
bought perfectly pure milk at 4d. a quart; and he was able to

speak with some authority, having kept cows himself. It was
a pity to advocate anything to an extreme, aud he regretted

that it had been stated that condensed milk was superior to

human milk for infants, which was absurd, though, no doubt,

if it could be produced at a cheap rate abroad, where pasture

land was abundant and cattle plentiful, it would be of great

service in aiding the supply of milk to the metropolis.

The motion having been carried,

Mr. Merriam, in acknowledging the compliment, said he
had not represented the condensed milk as better than natural

milk, but as superior to that ordinarily procurable in towns.

The chairman might be unusually fortunate, but he could only

repeat that the statements he had made as to the prevalence

of adulteration were not his own, but those of men whose
testimony was unimpeachable.

THE MADRAS EXPERIMENTAL FARM.
THE CHOPS.

CAROLiNi Paddy.—No experiments were made with Caro-
lina paddy last season on this farm, as previous experiments

have indicated in a sufficiently conclusive way the conditions

which are necessary for its successful cultivation in this dis-

trict ; but a quantity of seed was sown on the Model Farm as

an ordinary field crop, and, as in reporting on the Model Farm
it is inconvenient to deal with details, I will briefly narrate

here the general results of these sowings. The total quantity

of seed sown was 300 lbs., and the yield of grain was 2,929 lbs.,

but this was not the full out-turn, for a considerable propor-

tion of the growing paddy was cut for fodder, as its appear-

ance was not such as to justify me in keeping it for the pro-

duction of grain. About the time the Carolina paddy was
sown, we sowed on some adjoining land of a similar kind

350 lbs. of country (chumba) paddy. This received the same
treatment as the Carolina. It grew very satisfactorily, and
yielded 7,002 lbs. of grain. Of course, these results afford no
evidence as to the comparative merits of the two varieties of

paddy ; for the Carolina paddy was sowu under unfavourable
circumstances, the physical condition of the land being at the

time very unsatisfactory. This, I trusted, would to some extent

be remedied under the influence of A.faroiirahle season. How-
ever, my hopes of a favourable season were not realized, for

the excessive rain of November greatly increased the dis-

advantages under which the crop laboured. I report these

results, as showing how the one variety of paddy will grow and
even thrive under circumstances that to the other would be

highly prejudicial ; but from this, we are not to infer that the

former is the better variety of paddy, though for such specially

wifavourable circumstances it is uudoubtedly the best. It is a

well known fact that there are many districts in England in

which the highly-bred Shorthorn cannot maintain itself with-

out the aid of artificial keep, where Irish and other unim-

proved breeds of cattle will not only maintain themselves, but

even thrive, yet no one infers from this that unimproved cattle

are superior to Shorthorns. The fact is, unimproved varieties

of plants, like unimproved breeds of animals, suffer less when
opposed by unfavourable circumstances than do the more highly

developed. Carolina paddy is an improved variety of paddy,

which has been carefully reared on the rich virgin soils of

South Carolina. Our last year's experience on the Model
Farm proves, not only that remunerative crops of country

paddy can be produced on a soil that altogether fails in pro-

ducing a fair crop of Carolina paddy, but also that a soil which
one year produces good crops of this grain may, in the next

year, not be able to produce even half a crop. Thus, soils

which in 1870 produced as much as 40 bushels per acre of

Carolina paddy yielded last season only half as much, though
equally as well cultivated and manured, but the explanation of

this is simple ; the soils which produced such good crops of

Carolina paddy in 1870 were in a fresh state at the time the

paddy was sown ; they had not been under wet cultivation for

several years, while those sown last year with this paddy were
under wet cultivation in the previous year, and had become
more or less reduced, by the stagnation of the irrigating water

in the sub-soil, to the conditiouof the more inferior description

of paddy land, or, in other words, to a sour, unhealthy, soapy

condition, in which atmospheric agencies could have no effect

for good, in which plant food is either locked up aud rendered

inert, or forms combinations more or less injurious to vege-

table life, but whose surface to a depth of two or three inches

is more or less healthy and capable of producing plants of a

low type. It is easy to understand why, on a soil in this con-

dition, Carolina paddy seldom does we.U, while country paddy
may thrive. The former feeds deep down in the soU ; it has
long deep roots, varying in length, under average circumstances

from four to six inches, while few of the rootlets are hori-

zontal. It is very different with the roots of country paddy
;
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nearly the whole of its rootlets radiate over the surface of the

ground at right-angles to the stem ol the plaut. They are sel-

dom more than two or tliree inclves iu length, and are so inter-

woven as to form a sort of nelv/ork well suited for supporting

the plant on the sem.'-liquid raud in wiiich this paddy deligiits

to grow. Hence a soil m a Imd physical state, if it only has a
healliiy surface two or three inclies in depth, may produce fair

crops of country paddy, though it will entirely fail in producing
a crop of Carolina paddy. On such a soil the Carolina paddy
would start, as well as the country paddy, and would continue
to grow as well, uhIU its roots be(/'ui to pencrafe Jjclow the
(liirated soil, when its growth would be cliecked, and it would
gradually turn yellow and sicken. The fact is, Carolina paddy
cultivation helungs to a higher condition of agricultural prac-
tice than has yet been reached in this country. I believe that

those who have suggested that paddy land should be subsoil

drained have common sense on their side. We do not require

to make our lands into swamps, to enable ns to get good results

from irrigation, unless, indeed, we wish to confiue our practice

to the culture of low types of agricultural plants. Merely pour-
ing water into apaddy field, floored with an impervious sub-
soil, is not making the best use of irrigation. The water must
pass tfirough, and not merely into the soil. We want perfect
filtration, in which the water will pass dovrn through the soil,

and away by subsoil drainage, either artificial or natural. Uutil
we possess this, we cannot hope on ordinary wet land to grow
high types of plants. I form these conclusions not solely on
the necessarily limited number of experiments that have been
conducted on the farms under my charge, but on observations
made over a wide area of Southern India, aided by a know-
ledge of the results of hundreds of experiments made in Caro-
lina paddy cultivation during th ' past few years in all parts of
this Presidency. Opmions have been expressed that Carolina
paddy will deteriorate in this country, but this need not neces-

sarily follow. Carolina paddy, whicb has been grown in this

country under suitable circumstances, is in no way inferior to

the seed imported from America. One of the best ciops I

grew last season (2,000 lbs. per acre) was from seed in the
third generation since imported, and I have just issued a fine

parcel of grain (the fifth generation) the product of seed,

which formed part of the yield of that crop, and this was quite

equal to the seed we imported from America. Deterioration
does undoubtedly take place when the crop is grown under
very unfavourabble circumstances ; but it roust be remembered
that the finest of our wheats and barleys deteriorate in the best

wheat and barley- producing districts in England, if sown at

the wrong season on exhausted soils imperfectly cultivated.

But deterioration is lesss to be feared than the loss of purity

in the sample. Ifully 50 percent, of the samples of country-
grown Carolina paddy that have been forwarded to me con-
tained indigenous paddy, varying in amount//om 10 tobO pjer

cent. The presence of this country paddy amongst the Caro-
lina grain is altogether due to the late period in growth at

which ryots harvest their paddy. They generally wait until

the crop is dead ripe, when from 10 to 15 per cent, of the
grain is invariably shed by the wind ; and, in harvesting the
crop, the result beiug that, after the removal of a crop of country
paddy, the soil generally is sufficiently well seeded for another
crop. When it is intended to grow Carolina paddy on old

paddy land, the soil should be invariably watered and stirred

a few days before the day fixed for sowing. The seed already

in the soil will thus be induced to germinate and can be
ploughed in and killed. In preparing rice from ordinary Ca-
rolina paddy, by means of the pestle and mortar, in the usual
manner adopted by natives, the following results were ob-
tained :

Clean rice 67.24-

Small rice S.-tS

Tour 524
Husks, &c 19.01

100.00
Tapioca.—A piece of land, measuring about 1,200 square

yards, was planted with tapioca cuttings. The experiment
was suggested by His Highness the First Prince of Travancore,
to whom we were also indebted for the cuttings. The laud
planted was a piece of poor sandy soil, of which we have sitcIi

a considerable area on the western side of the Experimental
Farm. A stiffer soil could have been provided, had this been
thought necessary, but the small experiments made in previous
years on moderately heavy soil seemed to indicate tliat a stiff

soil was not the most suitable ; while it is a well-known fact

that starch is developed more freely in tubers, bulbs, and fleshy

roots when the soil in which they are growing is free and tho-

roughly aerated than when it is stiff and compact, and the

commercial part of tapioca chiefly consists of starch. The soil

was naturally a very poor one, and coutained fully 90 per

cent, of sand, but, to some extent, we compensated for its po-

verty by giving it a heavy dressing of foldyard manure. The
laud" was first thoroughly ploughed, grubbed, and weeded. It

was then raised in ridges about 30 inches apart by the plough,

and the manure was spread in the open furrows between the

ridges The plough was then passed along through the centre

of the ridges, throwing the soil over the manure on each side,

thus raising a new ridge immediately over the manure. The
cuttings were planted on the l/th of July on the ridges, in

pairs crossing each other obliquely, each pair being planted

about three feet apart ; the ground being exceedingly dry at

the time, the cuttings were twice watered (with chatties).

They were afterwards left entirely to the weather, and received

no other attention, except a slight weeding. The plants grew

well and vigorously, and look promising, but they are cer-

tainly too heavily covered with leaves, for such a light soil as

that iu wliich they are growing ; a very slight storm would

prostrate them. The sandy soil seems suitable, but we have

evidently used too much foldyard manure (box manure rich in

nitrogenous, or leaf-producing matters). Had we used less of

the foldyard manure, and with it a small quantity of some

phosphatic manure (bone dust, or animal charcoal) a good

result would, I fancy, be more certain. Unfortunately my
worst apprehensions were realized, for, during the cyclone

which broke over this district in the early part of May, the

whole crop was prostrated, and nearly the whole of the plants

were permanently injured. I had, therefore, no alternative

but to gather the crop. The tubers weighed 656 lbs. ; but,

as they were not matured, they possessed no commercial value.

Areca-jvuts.—A quantity of areca-nuts were obtained

from the western coast. A few were injured by heating on the

way here, but most of them germinated. Tiiey were planted

out on a piece of open ground, which had been well cultivated

and manured, haviug a good drainage, both surface and sub-

soil. They 7.'ere watered when necessary, and the soil about

them was kept open aud free from weeds. For the first few

months they appeared promising ; after this they gradually

turned yellow and sickened, and one by one died off: only a

few plants have survived, and they are sickly-looking. I am
inclined to think that, had we planted under shade, we would

have had more satisfactory results, as the plants exposed to the

full glare of the sua suffered most; and 1 have since learnt

that, on the western coast, where the climate is more moist

than here, it is usual to plant areca-nuts under the shade of

plantains, but whether or not the scorching weather ex-

perienced here for six months ia the year is against their

general cultivation in this district, I am decidedly of opinion

that they need too much attention to make them a remunera-

tive crop where the labour required must all be hired.

Prairie Grass (Bromus unioloidus )—The prairie

grass referred to in my last report has not turned out satis-

factorily. It grew fairly during the cold weather, but gradually

died off, as the temperature increased. It stands long and

severe droughts in Australia in districts where the tempera-

ture is reported at times to rise nearly as high as it does here
;

but the grass evidently cannot withstand the effects of the

dry scorching weather experienced in this part of India during

the months of April, May, and June.

Guinea Grass.—We have considerably extended the area

of land under this valuable fodder plant. The better I be-

come acquainted with guinea grass, the more I value it. Many
erroneous ideas are prevalent regarding guinea grass and its

habits, most of which have originated with superficial obser-

vers, whose experience has been confined to the cultivation of

small plots of the grass in kitchen gardens. When I com-

menced to grow guinea grass I had unfortunately no otiier ex-

perience before me, and when I penned my report for 1870,

having then but a very short personal experience in growing

the crop, I unfortunately fell into the error of promulgating

these mistaken ideas ; however, it is still said that guinea grass

must be irrigated, not only at the time it is planted, but

regularly at stated intervals afterwards ; that it must be taken

up and be replanted on new ground at the end of every two

years at the furthest, and that the fodder is not a suitable food

for stock, and can only be used iu small quantities for such a
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purpose. Now, my experience in growing guinea grass during
the past tliri'e years leads me to form very diU'crent conclusions.

I have very tine crops, which never were irrigated. I have a

field of two acres better now than ever it was, which was
planted nearly four years ago ; while some of the best results I

have obtained in fattening stock were obtained with guinea
grass. It is perfectly true tliat, if guinea grass is planted in

the hot season, or durinjj dry weatlier, when the soil contains

scarcely a particle of moisture, and the sky is clear and bright,

tiiat the plants will fail completely if not watered a few times
;

but there can seldo n be any necessity for planting utifler s/w/i

circumstances. In the dryest parts of the country there is

always a time when the sky is cloudy and the weather
showery, and, if such opportunities are properly utilized for

planting the roots can be established sulhciently well without
the aid of irrigation. But to obtain the best results the

land must be well prepared. The following is the practice

we pursue : Plough, scarify, and weed the land thoroughly;
harrow, roll, and pulverize to a line tilth ; then ridge with
the plough, making the rijges at distances of about two feet.

Manure is tiien spread in the open furrow between the ridges.

The plough is then passed along the line of the ridges, split-

ting them in the centre and throwing the soil over the manure
on either side. The chain harrow or the roller is then passed

along over the surface of the ridges to consolidate them, and
the plants (obtained by dividing into several parts old

tussacks from another field) are planted on the ridge on the

first showery day afterwards, care being taken that they are

planted uniformly at a distance of two feet apart in each
direction ; thus admitting of the plough being used between
the lines of plants and across these lines at right-angles. The
after-cultivation is simple ; little weeding is required if the

crop V. as well manured at planting, but it is advisable to pass

the plough or cultivator occasionally through and across the

crop, as tlie absorptive powers of the soil can in this way be
kept up. This ploughing or cultivating should be repeated at

any rate once after the removal of each cutting. A dressing

of foldyard manure should be applied between the plants and
ploughed in at least once a year. Before the end of the second
year the plants from frequent cutting will have formed large

tussacks. These must be reduced by simple chopping with a

spade, hoe, or mamuttee. We find it best to make two cuts

across the tussacks at right-angles to each other, thus dividing

it into four parts. Of these, three are removed, and form
excellent bedding for the cattle stalls, the fourth remaining to

perpetuate the crop. In this way there is no necessity to re-

move the plants to other ground, but care must be exercised

to see that the soil is properly manured, as a crop which
yields such larr/e returns must necessarily make large demands
on the soil. The fodder can be used.for all kinds of stock ; at

first, it seems to disturb the digestive organs of some animals,

but this is only temporary. I have fed cattle and sheep on it

e.cchisiuely for nionihs, not only without any ill effects, but

with the most satisfactory results. I have found our guinea-

grass field a capital place in which to graze our working cat-

tle during the hot season, and for the ewes with young lambs,

I could scarcely desire a better pasture. It produces such an
abandant How of milk in the ewes, without, what is common
in such cases, disturbing the health of either mother or

lamb.

Chinese Suga.r-cank (Sourhum SACCH.'i.RATUM).—This
crop, which we introduced from Sydney in the early part of

1870, has now established itself here as one of our regular

cold-weather crops. A large quantity of seed has been dis-

tributed over the country, and satisfactory results have been
obtained in most instances. From Bangalore the reports are

very encouraging ; the crop seems specially suited to the more
temperate climate of Mysore. We liad a considerable area of

land under sorghum last season. The general results were
satisfactory, but not equal to those obtained in the previous

year. This is chiefly to be attributed to the long drought
which prevailed during the two months preeeeding the har-

vesting of tlie crop. Sorghum can be grown as readily and
with as little skill as the ordinary cholums of the ryot, though
unlike our cholums, goad results cannot be ohlninedfrom hot-

weather sowings, I have tried sorghum over and over again

in the hot season, but every time with the same want of suc-

cess, even when the crop was occasionally irrigated. The
seed always germinated well, and there were plenty of plants,

but they were invariably sickly and stunted, and we never.

even in the most favourable circumstances, ohtained more,

than one-fourth of an average coU-weather crop. This is very

different from our cholums, which with water will grow well

at any time of tlie year and frequently better in the hot weather

than in the cold season. This is a drawback to the utility of

sorghum as a fodder-producer (or ycneial use ; however, I am.

not without hope of being able to establish a variety of sorg-

hum, which will grow in the hot weather ; accident will often

effect what skill cannot, excepting at the expenditure of a

considerable amount of labour and a great loss of time. Thus,
in the last hot season, I noticed growing amongst our cumboo
crops some fine sorghum plants, which had been produced

from sorghum seed brought to the field in the manure from
stalls in which the cattle had been fed on sorghum fodder.

The plants were allowed to mature their seed, which was care-

fully collected, and will be sown again jn next hot season.

The produce will again be carefully collected for hot weather
sowing, until this peculiarity of the plant is established. It

was in this way that the English farmer established his spring

wheats and winter wheats. It will be a fortunate occurrence

if we succeed in establishing a hot-weather as well as a cold-

weather sorghum. We usually put in our sorghum crop in a
very simple way. The land is first ploughed, scarified, and
weeded, and then the manure is broad- casted over its surface.

This is then ploughed in, and the land is harrowed along the

lines, the plough travelled (not across, as the harrow would pull

up the manure). It is then rolled, and the seed is sown with the

seed drill (the country bamboo drill answers admirably) at dis-

tances varying from 13 inches to 18 inches, according to the

richness of the soil, at the rate of from 12 to 15 pounds per acre.

We have occasionally steeped the seed before sowing it,

but I find tliat in dry weather the seed is more liable

to suffer injury, by being steeped and softened before being

sown, while in damp weatiier there is no necessity for steep-

ing it. We have also sown sorghum on ridges, and this is

the best way to get a large crop, but it is rather a tedious

process in a hasty season, and cannot always be adopted.

The land is prepared, as for sowing, on the fiat up to the time

it is pulverised and cleaned ; it is then ridged up by means of

a plough in ridges about two feet apart. Manure is spread in

the furrow between the ridges, and is covered by passing the

plough along through the drills. The ridges raised over the

manure are either rolled or harrowed, and the seed is sown
along their tops. When the plant is grown under irrigation

the practice just detailed is followed, and the water is al-

lowed to flow between the the ridges on which the crop is

growing. It has been suggested that transplanting might
suit the habits of the sorghum plant, but it is seldom in this

country that this can be done without great expense and
seriously delaying farm-work. Transplanting may answer
well enough for planting a few square yards with sorghum in

a kitchen garden, but is altogether unsuited for operations in

the field, excepting perhaps under irrigation.

Country Paddy as a Fodder CRor.—A considerable

area of land was planted vritli country paddy for fodder. The
general results of the experiments were highly satisfactory.

The crops were grown in the usual way. Some were pro-

duced from seeds, and others from transplanted seedlings.

As a general rule the best results were obtained from seed

which had been sown broadcast. The fodder was harvested

when the plants were in the shot blade, just before the ear

appeared. The following are the results of three small ex-

periments made in growing paddy fodder :
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may be taken as the average cost per acre incurred in pro-

ducing the results just reported :

RS. A. p.

Ploughing, &c 3

Seed and sowing 18
Manure 3 8

Watering 7
Weeding 2 8

Harvesting and bringing to stackyard 1 12

Other expenses 12

Total 20
The fodder is thus produced at the rate of 929 pounds per 1

rupee, or at about Rs. 2-G 7 per ton. These results are in no

respect exceptional. It is in the power of every ryot who
owns ordinary paddy soil with a moderate supply of water to

produce similar results, while those who can apply the irri-

gation water by gravitation can produce it at a much lower

cost. There are few districts in which the stock-owner can-

not aflford to give 5 rupees per ton for such fodder, and this

price would leave the ryot a profit of upwards of 20 rupees

per acre—a much better result, I fancy, than he generally

obtains by allowing the paddy to mature its grain, and he can,

under average circumstances, grow three crops of the fodder

in the time he would grow two crops of grain. Owners of

horses could eifect a very considerable saving in the cost of

their stables by substituting paddy fodder for a portion of the

grass now supplied by grass cutters. At the rate of wages
usually paid to these people, this grass seldom costs less than
12 rupees per ton. The nutritive value of the fodder will

much depend on the condition of the soil which produced it.

A soil that is naturally rich, or that has been highly manured,
will yield a more nutritious fodder than a soil in a more or

less exliausted condition. To test the nutritive values of

paddy fodder we have tried it against grass (ordinary grass

supplied by grass cutters, the best standard we possess) pro-

duced on a soil of a similar character, and in each instance

the animals experimented upon were full grown. The follow-

ing are some of the results obtained. A pair of working
cattle were selected (of course similarly worked) ; one animal
was fed on the grass before alluded to, and the other on paddy
fodder. Each forage was given at the rate of 30 pounds per

animal, and each animal received in addition four pounds of

oilcake. They were weighed at the end of every seven days.

The following are the details :

One pair of Fed on paddy „ ,

working cattle. fodder.
'^^'^ °° ^rass.

1st weighing 7841bs 8701bs.

2nd weighing 8261bs 870Ibs.

3rd weighing 8361b3 SlOlbs.

4th weighing 8461bs 8351b3.

5th weighing 8501bs 8421bs.

6th weighing 8601bs 8681bs.

7th weighing 8541bs 8521bs.

8th weighing 8831bs 8641bs.

9th weighing 8761bs 8611bs.

10th weighing 8701bs 859Ib3.

A similar experiment was made on sheep. I'our full grown
store sheep were selected ; they were placed in two pens, two
in each. Those in pen No. 1 received daily 151bs. of paddy
fodder, 21bs. of oilcake, and 21bs. of tour ; those in pen No. 2
received daily 151bs. of ordinary grass, 21bs. of oilcake, and
21bs. oftour. The sheep in both pens were weighed at the
end of every seven days. The weighings are as follow :

Two sheep. '^^

mT.'^'^^ ^^^ °° S^^^«-

1st weighing 1721bs 154Ibs.

2ndweighing 180Ibs 1661bs.

Srdweighing 1851bs 1661bs.

4th weighing 1861bs 166lbs.

5th weighing 1781b3 1671bs.

6th weighing 1771bs 1551bs.
7th weighing 1791bs IfiOlbs.

Sthweighing 1781bs IGOlbs.

9thweighing 1861bs 1631bs.
lOth weighing 1881bs 1671bs.
Other experiments were made, the results of which agreed
generally with those of the two experiments just reported.
The results appear to be slightly in favour of the paddy fodder,
Dut 1 am not inclined to attach much importance to this, as,

with the greatest care, these weighing experiments are never

perfectly accurate. They are liable to be influenced by the

peculiarities of the constitutions of the animals fed. One
animal may assimilate its food very thoroughly, and its

powers of digestions may be very active, while another may
have a weak imperfect digestion, and may digest its food very

slowly, but making allowance for these differences, which
cannot be controlled, weigliiug experiments in testing tiie

feeding values of different fodders, provided the animals have

beeu selected with due regard to age, sex, &c., are sufficiently

accurate for all practical purposes, and the conclusion I arrive

at on the foregoing results is that paddy fodder, grown under

average circumstances, is, weight for weight, as nutritious as

the grass, which is almost universally in this part of India

used for feeding horses. Paddy fodder can be made into hay, for

which purpose it is as well suited as the oat, which in some
countries is so largely used in making hay. It is perhaps

rather too coarse a food for horses, excepting for those only

employed at slow work ; but for cattle either for draught or

for dairy purposes, a better food could not be desired.

Of course, the distance from a market will limit the remune-

rative cultivation of paddy fodder to but a small area of the

land now under piddy, still there is no doubt but that near

our larger towns, within a distance of six or eight miles, a

large proportion of the land might profitably be employed in

growing fodder, not continuously, but in alternation with a

crop of grain; and certainly during seasons of long drought,

when cattle are starving and the ryot and his people idle, the

drop of water available, though it would not nearly suffice to

bring a crop of grain to maturity, might be turned to account

in growing a crop of paddy fodder. It is lamentable at such

times, when large tracts of country are lying idle and cattle

dying off, to see here and there a few feet of water in the

tanks left unused, because there would not be enough to ma-
ture a crop, when it might suffice for raising a crop of paddy

fodder ; but if a bad season comes, the ryot seems quite

without resource ; he folds his arms and blames his unfortu-

nate fate.

Cotton.—The field of western cotton, referred to in para-

graph 174, page 23 of my last report, yielded l,7()6lb3. of

seed cotton, equal to 3o51bs. per acre ; and this, it must be

remembered, was in addition to a crop of maize, which was
grown in alternate rows with the cotton.

Markiiam's Yca Valley Cotton.—This valuable species

of cotton continues to thrive here, but so far it has not yielded

as well as I had hoped it would. The quality of the cotton is

certainly all that I could wish ; indeed, [ do not think that

better cotton was ever produced in this country. Samples of

the produce have been submitted to professional examination

by his Grace the Secretary of State for India. The following

is Dr. Forbes Watson's report, through whom these valuations

were obtained :
" This cotton was submitted to, and valued at,

from lOd.to lOjd. per pound by the Cotton Brokers' Associa-

tion in Liverpool. It was likewise valued by a firm of brokers

in the same place, and at the same time, at from lOd. to lid.

per pound. It is considered to be similar to Peruvian cotton,

and the prices named are nearly identical with those quoted

for the best qualities ('good and fine') of Peruvian cotton at

the same date, and it ranks higher than good ' Egyptian,' as

will be seen from the subjoined table, which gives the means
of comparing the value of the Yca valley sample from Madras
with that of similar samples in the Liverpool market during

the week ending 28th September last

:

Classification and Value per Pound.

Cotton from the Yca Valley

seed grown in Madras 1871,

value lOd. to lid. per pound.
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Samples from tlie same bulk were also forwarded to England
by Messrs. Arbuthnot and Co., of Madras, who kindly under-

took to submit them for professional valuation. 1 am indebted

to these g-entlemen for the following report on these samples :

" The samples of cotton have reached us, and have been care-

fully examined. There can be no doubt but tliat this is most
excellent cotton, by far the best we have seen from your Pre-

sidency. It is a good deal mixed both as regards cleanliness

and staple, the latter being far from even throughout the

sample. We enclose a detailed report and valuation, to whicii

we may add that if, as we hope and believe, it could be used
for mixing with wool, there would be a very ready sale for it

at high prices ; but this a point wliich it is dilliimlt to ascer-

tain without a sufficient cjnautity of the cotton to admit of llie

experiment."

New Orleans Cotton.—This cotton has been very suc-

cessfully gro'-zn on these farms during tlie past year. One
experimental plot, measuring 5,600 square yards, was sowu
with this cotton and Australian maize in September last. Tlie

land was prepared in our usual way for maize—first, well

ploughed ; then harrowed, rolled, weeded, &c. ; afterwards

ridged at distances of 30 inches apart ; in the furrow between
these ridges farmyard manure was applied at tiie rate of 20

loads, or 8 tons per acre ; the ridges were then split through
the centre with the plough, one-half being cast over the

manure on either side, thus raising new ridges over the manure

;

the ridges were then harrowed with tlie ciiain harrow to con-

solidate them, and maize and cotton were sown along their tops

in alternate rows ; the chain harrow followed and completed

the work. After the crop was a few inches high, a showery
morning was selected, and the top dressing was broad-casted

over the surface of the drills, and hoed in, with the hand-hoes
and bullock-hoes, while engaged in cleaning the land. The
following is an estimate of the cost per acre

:

RS. A. P.

Ploughing, pulverising, and cleaning the land 3

Ridging 8

Eight tons of manure 12
Carting and spreading manure 2
Splitting ridges 8

Chain-harrowing 2
Seed and sowing 10
Chain-harrowing 2

ArTER CULTIVATION.
Hand-lioeing and bullock-hoeing 10
Top-dressing and cost of application 18 8

Harvesting maize, including reaping, removal to

yard, shelling, winuowiug, &c 4 10
Gathering cotton, ginning, &c 10

Total 62 G

RETURN PER ACRE.
GGllbs. of seed cotton^l891bs. clean cotton, at

120 rupees per candy 45 5 9

472lbs. of cotton seed 4
l,7931bs. of cob3.=7501bs. maize, at 451bs. per

rupee 16
l,043lbs. cob stalks, skins, &c 3 8

3,8891bs. of straw 15

Total 83 13 9

The results of this experiment in high cultivation are satis-

factory. The crop has already returned Rupees 21-7-9 per

acre in excess of the cost of production, while the value of

the plants now standing for next year's crop, with the ferti-

lising qualities of the manure yet in the soil, will be worth, at

the least 15 rupees per acre more, making a total return of
Rupees 36-7-9 per acre, to pay rent, interest on capital, cost

of supervision, &c. Though the total cost of production is

high, it must be remembered that with the exception of the

cost of the top-dressing, the whole of the expenditure is for

ordinary farm labour and for manure produced on the farm
itself. It will be seen that the farmyard manure applied was
sold to the crop at Rupees 1-8-0 per ton, which is so much
additional profit, as the manure was chielly made by tlie

working cattle, whose labour in producing these results had
been charged for at full rates without any allowance for the

manure they made. It may be objected that in many parts of

the Presidency straw is not a marketable commodity, and

therefore should not have been valued, but the agricultural

practice of that district must be poor indeed in which one
rupee cannot be made from 2501bs. of straw, either by being

used as food for stock or for manufacturing manure ; but

against even this there is the fact tliatiu many districts laoour

and cattle food are far less costly than here, while there are

few soils under arable cultivation so poor as the soils that

produced these results, an average analysis of which is given

under the head "Tobacco." The result of the experiment is

instructive in proving that even the poorest soils under culti-

vation can, under a judicious system of manuring, be made to

produce remunerative crops. Tlie cotton was ginned at the

farm by one of Emery's gins containing 13 saws, made by

Burgess and Key, worked by manual power and by cattle

power ; the latter we found produced by far the best results,

thus :

{a.) Six men working 7i hours, ginned 1351bs. of seed

cotton. In a full working day they would gin

1631bs. and their wages would amount to Rupees
1-2-0, or Rupees 3-7-6 for every candy (5001bs.)

of seed cotton they ginned.

(i.) Two men, with one pair of cattlt working 7i hours,

ginned 2621bs. of seed cotton. In a full working
day they would gin 3151bs., and their wages and
the hire of cattle would amount to Annas 14, or

Rupees 1-6-3 for every candy (500Ibs.) of seed

cotton they ginned.

These experiments were made simply to test the relative cost

of ginning by manual power and by cattle power. To ascer-

tain the actual expense incurred in ginning a certain quantity

of cotton, it will be necessary to add a certain sum to the cost

of each day's work to provide for wear and tear, interest of

capital, oil, &c. ; but under ordinary circumstances these items

need not exceed Annas 8 per day.

—

From Mr. Ruberlso?i's

Report.

THE CHEESE SHOW AT CREWE.—The staple pro-

duct of the county was represented by seventeen entries of

large and fi?e of small cheese, exclusive of cheese from dairies

where Sunday work is dispensed with. Three-fourths of the

whole was very good, and the remainder rather poor in

quality. Mr. Comes, of Hurleston, who took the first prize

at the Manchester and Liverpool Show, as well as at the

Tarporley Show, for small cheese, was in this instance the

most successful exhibitor of large cheese. It has been noticed

that latterly he has dispensed with the use of annatto, and

that it is attended with two advantages—first, the cost of pro-

duction is lessened, and second, that the cheese presents none

of those blotches which sometimes disfigure the coloured

cheese, fn that, for instance, | which was cut for luncheon,

made by Mr. John Beckett, of Lawton, the colour was bad,

and the. flavour was not by any means unexceptional. It was

a good meaty cheese, and its market value would be about 77s.

per cwt. How it fell out that this cheese was cut for tasting

and not Mr. Cornes's, to which the cup was given, was at

first quite incomprehensible, but we believe that the explana-

tion will be found in the fact that when the judges were

asked by one of the stewards to give a cheese for luncheon,

they had not at that time awarded the champion prize. In

fact, there is reason to thmk that they believed Mr. Beckett's

was the best, but that subsequently they corrected their judge-

ment. In the local department, Mr. lloUinshead, of Mins-

hull Vernon, who was highly commended in the open class,

took first prize and cup for large cheese, with a neighbour,

Mr. Prescott, second, and Mr. Finchett, of Rushton, third.

Another MinshuU Vernon farmer was a prize winner in the

class of small cheese, Mr. John Hornby. Of the butter very

little need be said. It is rather curious that while in the open

class there were only seven exhibitors, in the local class there

were more tlian double the number. In the former, Mr.
Cowap, ot Riddall Heath, Tarporley, got the first, and Mrs.

Willis, of Clotton, the third prize ; while Mr. I3eckett, of

Hartford, who took first at Tarporley, was only highly com-

mended. In fact, the butter, with the exception of that taking

prizes, was not remarkable for flavour, and if good in flavour

was very salt, and such as no housekeeper in the midland

counties would consider good. The judges were Mr. E.

Wliitworth, of Withey-grove, Manchester, and Mr. Bowles,

of Suow-hill, London,

—

Chester Chronicle.
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THE LONDON MARKETS.
The regulations at the Foreign Cattle Market at Deptford

are most difficult to comprehend. A cargo of animals being

landed there, many of which are often found to be suffering

with disease of some kind, the owners or persons to whom
they are consigned naturally desire to have them all slaugh-

tered at quickly as possible to prevent further contagion ; but

the inspector says—No ; if the animals in which disease

shows itself are unfit for food, or are suffering with cattle

plague or pluro-pneumonia,they can and must be slaughterd at

once in the couueraued slaughter-house, but the remainder of

the cargo are compelled to remain in quarantine for the twelve

hours, waiting for disease to break out or to be contaminated
with it, instead of being taken to the slaughter-houses at once,

and, in accordance with tlie wish of owners, saved as food.

But why these restrictions at all, except in cases of cattle

plague within the walls of the market, seeing that no animal
can leave the market boundary ahve ? Tliere is a system
which made great progress last year in the foreign trade, that

should be fostered and encouraged ; it is the consignment of

live animals direct from the feeder to the person who may be
described as salesman ciK'case htitclier. He is a salesman in the

Meat Market, has a slaughter-house at the Foreign Cattle

Market, and the animals are consigned to him for slaughter

and sale as meat. Thus consigned from the feeder, avoiding

the dealer or jobber, on the Continent, and the live salesman
liere, their charges and profits, amounting to at least 15s. per
beast,are saved, independent of which great risks of contagion
are avoided, by animals coining direct, instead of standing, as

large numbers now do, in various markete abroad prior to ship-

tnent to tliis country.

Bend Si/pjjiy.—The Metropolitan Meat and Poultry Market,
in Smitlifield, was constructed under an Act of Parliament
obtained in 1860, wherein the Corporation of London was
empowered to borrow and raise on the tolls Jk335,000 for the

purchase of laud for the site of the market, and market places,

and of the approaches thereto. And " to borrow and raise on
the rents of the said market the sum of £200,000 for the

erection and construction of the said intended market
and market places." By a second Act passed in 1861,
the Corporation was empowered after five years to

increase the tolls and by a third (the Western Ap-
proach Act, 1862), provision was made to charge the

cost of constructing the street as defined in the ISth
clause of the Act of 1860. Thus it will be seen that under
these three Acts of Parliament the Corporation was em-
powered to raise moneys and charge the toils and rents as
follows : Purchase of lauds and buildings, £235,000 ; con-
struction of market, £200,000 ; western approach, £75,000

;

total £510,000. Tolls O^d. upon every 21 Ihs., rent Id. per
foot super per week. And on these estimates the Corporation
obtained power to carry out this public improvement. From a
report presented to tlie Court of Common Council on the 1st

of July, 1869, it appears they had expended a sum exceeding
£1,080,000, or an amount in excess of their Parliamentary
powers to borrow, of ^£'70,000, and the whole of this excess,

with the exception of £80,000 on the construction
account, must fall upon the tolls of the market, and
to meet this the toll must be increased at the
end of the five years as specified by the Act. Poor
deluded public ! there will always be a tax on your meat.
Markets are supposed to be established to make food cheaper,
not dearer ; but as the Metropolitan Meat Market is con-
structed and managed, large profits are made by persons who
render no service to the public as purveyors, by fore-stalling

and jobbing meat, and large quantities of meat are prevented
coming to London for food by the market tolls that are
charged. It is not to be supposed that the Corporation or any
other public body should be called upon to construct food
markets at a heavy loss to their corporate funds, but there
should be no (ax on food. In the meat market some re-

arrangements of space are glaringly necessary, and a more
elastic rent charge than tiie hard and fast Id. per foot for all

positions, and in lieu of the toll the charges of the markets if

any loss should exist, after they have all been put into credit-
able and proper order, should fall on the whole metropolis,
the same as with all other metropolitan improvements. The

Corporation should not be gainers, neither ought they to be
out of pocket. The trade should take up this question of the
toll, not only in their own interest, but in that of the public.

Tlie cost of collecting the tolls, some £16,000 per annum, is

about £3,000, or 18 per cent. The obstruction to business is

immense. It has been given in eviuence before committees of
the House of Commons that the average profit of a person

who purchases animals and slaughters them for maiket
does not exceed 2s. 6d. per beast. Any charge that takes

away one-third— lOd. or Is.—of his small profit must natu-

rally affect his sending his meat for sale to a toll- charging

market. It is no use cryiug over spilt milk, or it might be
useful to comment on the great error committed by some per-

son or persons in designing the market with one main aveuue.

There should have been two. Greater frontage would iiave

been obtained, and that is what is most wanted in all food

markets. The couuting-houses would not have been so dark,

considerable saving in gas won d have been ensured, smoke and
dirt largely avoided, and betterhealth and more comfort secured

for the toiling clerks, who are now compelled to sit in very

many cases from four o'clock in the morning until three, four,

and even six o'clock in the afternoon, without for one moment
being able to perform their duties by the daylight that God
gives His people. It is a weary, miserable life, and the views

and feeling of this class can hardly be those of tliankfulness

and gratitude to the Corporation who sanctioned such plans.

From the public papers it appears that seizures of meat are

contiuually being made in the market, from persons who are

said to have shops, and are supposed by the public to be Cor-
poration tenants. Upon inquiry it will be found that this' is

not so; but that in the majority of instances they are men of

no character or means, who have been enabled to secure sup-

plies by sending high-ttown circulars into the country, with
proiiises to return excessive prices for meat that may be con-

signed to tliem ; and they inform the poor country dupe that

they can sell any quality or description of meat, and thus in-

duce confidiug men, under the impression that, as their circu-

lars are headed, viz., "Avenue H., No 460, Metropolitan

Meat and Poultry Market, Smitlifield, Loudon," they are

tenants ol the Corporation, and the Corporation should liave

none but those who are co npetent and respectable, to whom
meat can be safely sent for sale. But what happens ? The
meat comes, is sold, or, if not, it seized. In the one case the

sender does not get liis money, and in the other his name is

given by the would-be salesman to the inspector, and the man
who has been induced and drawn on to send the bad meat to

London is prosecuted and imprisoned, while the villain of the

plot goes free to commit further depredations on the public.

Ten£.nts of the Corporation of London in any of its markets,

who permit persons to sell at their shops, should be held re-

sponsible for all meat sold there, and for all acts done by them
in the conduct of such business. It is equally necessary for

the Corporation to be very careful as to the persons to whom
they let shops ; for if it is found that knaves are tiiere, or if

these are permitted to remain when once discovered, great

blame will, and very properly, rest upon them. There should

be no doubt on the minds of consigners as to their being

honestly dealt with and of getting their money. Such doubts

do now exist, and though such things occur only to a very

limited extent, still the fact that they do take place has a very

damaging effect on the success of the market. These things

should be dealt wi: h by a very strong hand. It does not fol-

low because a gentleman makes application for shop space in

the market that it would be either to his own advantage or

that of the Corporation or public ; and, in justice tothe Markets
Improvement Committee, it must be stated that, out of some
320 applications for space in the meat market, only about 167
obtained shops, and from what is known the committee mut.t

have had some difficulty iu filling all the positions. Well-
accredited philanthropists, supported in some instances by the

public press, were for some years (and it crops up now spas-

modically at times) advocating the establishment of wholesale

markets at the termini of the difi'erent railways running into

London, with a careUil study of the dilferent sources of sup-

ply. Tliis view could not be maintained, inasmuch as the

supply by no railway would feed a market in all seasons, or iu
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fact in any part of the year. In October, November, Decem-
ber, Jnnuary, Febiuary, aud IMarcli the meat supply comes
from all parts. Every county, almost without an exception, in

tlie three kingdoms, contributes its t^uota. In April aud May
a special supply "t early lamb and veal comes from Coruwall
and the Isle of Wigiit ; cliickens and dairy-pork from Cam-
bridgeshire and Norfolk ; in May, June, aud July the West of

England sends three- fourt lis of its annual supply of all kinds
of meat, iVc. ; in June, July, and August more than two-
thirds of the supply of beef and mutton is town-killed, Scot-

land sending during these months comparatively nothing. And
so the millions of London are fed. But a far more important
element in the consideration of this question is tlie time ai the

disposal of the retail man, through whom the public are sup-

plied. He now goes to the one central meat, poultry, game,
aud fresh butter market; the baeou and chese factors are now
also surrounr'ing it iu large numbers, and he obtains, in three

or four hours in the early morning, everything he requires that

there is in London to supply his customers with for their

meals in that day. If it were necessary for him to drive

to Paddington aud Waterloo for West of England goods,

to Camden Town, King's Cross, and the Great Eastern for

Scotch ami North aud Midland Counties supply, would it

be possible for him to have his articles so purchased home
for that day's consumption ? Independently of which, there

would be a want of the great desideratum in all markets—

a

competition. The ditferent classes and quality of articles

brought into competition with each other, together with the

buyers in each class, will only bring about a true market-value

of au article, governed by the only known basis—supply aud
demand. A circumstance may ba quoted as establishing this

principle. At tlie time of the outbreak of the cattle-

plague, the salesmen of English cattle at the Isliugton

market were loudest iu their demand for the establishment

of a separate market for foreign animals in London. On
the opening of the Deptford Market, it was discovered by the

English salesmen that they could not sell their unimals; there

was no competition. The buyers would look at their auimals,

liave doubts as to their true value, and then run down to

Deptford to see what there was there, and what the prices.

Sometimes they returned, in which case they found the Eng-
lish salesman tired out, and ready to take any price rather than

turn them out. All classes of salesmen and buyers will now
say we must enly have one market. Place what restrictions

on us yon please ; establish the cordon around London again

if you like, but we must all be together, or there cau be no
competition, and no ascertained market-value. There have
been Royal Commissions and Committees of the Hoase of

Commons on Cattle Plague, Foreign Importations, and Cattle

Diseases Prevention, but no steps have been taken by the

Government, Parliament, or public bodies to investigate this

question of " Food Supply." There are thoughtful and prac-

tical men in every branch—breeders, graziers, dealers, sales-

men, butchers, fishermen, smack-owners ; in fact, valuable in-

formation could be obtained from all classes engaged in the

trades, which, if the question could be looked into by a lloyal

Commission, would be of Immense advantage in euabling the

public and those whose duty it is to promote their welfare to

form a just opinion on this subject. Public writers from time
to time make statements, as facts, that are, to those better in-

formed, perfectly absurd. Some say, " It would be wrong to

grant leases to persons holding stands in any of the wholesale

markets, for you would be creating a monopoly ;" while
another states broadly, " Tiie trade is all banded together

—

breeders, feeders, salesmen, and butchers—to rob the public
;

for," says he, " I sent my servant out, the other day, for a
rump-steak, and was charged nine-pence for half-a-pound."
This gentleman should goto the Meat-market, and purchase
a rump of beef at Is. per pound (for that is the price for a
prime one), and deal with it as a butcher—that is, cut it as

follows: The rump of beef weighs ISlbs., costs 18s. There
will be 31bs. of suet at 6d. per lb.. Is. 6d. ; 31bs. of bone, at

O^d. per lb.. Of d. ; 21bs. of tops of rump, and 21bs. of fillet,

41bs. at lOd. per lb. (sold for steak-pies and puddings), aud
81bs. of prime steak, at Is. 6d. per lb., 12s., making 16s. lOfd.,
or say 17s. Having done this, lie will not be found writing

such nonsense in future ; in fact, the ramp-steak and mutton-
chop customer is the one that the retail butcher gets nothing
out of. If the purchaser took away nothing else, the rump-
steak would have to be Is. 9d. per lb., and the mutton-chop
Is. 3d. Again we read, " Hundreds of tons of good, whole-

some fish are thrown on the land on the sea-coast for manure,

and vast (luantilies of fish arriving in London, are kept for

condemnation, rather than that the |)lentiful supply thould in-

terfere with artificial markel-iirices." llandom statements like

these are very alarming to the public mind, and demand a

thorough inquiry. It is true that the public pay an artificial

price for various articles that they consume, but it does not

arise from a combination, but rather irom an excessive and un-

healthy competitiou. Iu meat the supply is limited. It is

never excessive. There are too many useless and unnecessary

persons obtaining livelihoods between the jiroducer and con-

sumer. An animal fattened in Norfolk frequently passes

through three or four markets and sales before it gets to the

Cattle-market in London, aud there often sold twice or thrice,

is then slaughtered, and sent to the Meat-market in Smithfield,

where the carcase is sold and resold by the jobbers, and at

last finds its way into the shops of the retail butcher: half-a-

dozen profits, where in the true interest of the consumer,

three of tour of them could and should be dispensed with.

The salesmen compete most keenly in obtaining the best

price they can in the interest of their consignor ; and, of

course, he who is enabled to return the best price has

the largest quantities of meat for sale. This is done
by various processes. The first necessity is capital : large

credits are given. Frequently, money is found for persons

in the country to purchase the meat and animals, and
send to London. It is commonly understood in the markets
that the retail men who can pay ready money for their

articles can purchase Id. or IJd. iu the btone of 81bs. cheaper

than those wno take credit. Where one pays cash, five are

credit purchasers. This does not arise because the butcher

has not a fair amonnt of capital to -larry on his busir.ess, but

because in some districts the retail tradesmen take all ready

money, while in others hardly any person pays his tradesmen

oftener than once a-mouth, aud in some instauces the butcher

would lose his customer if he asked for mouey more frequently

than once a year. The first thing necessary to bring about a

more healthy state of things is, that the public should pay cash

on delivery for their food ; less capital would be required to

carry on the trade, and a more direct control over house-

keeping expenses would arise, a matter very necessary in these

days of higli prices. The butcher then would be euabled to

pay cash. The Corporation, or whoever the market authority

may be, ought not to let the shops to persons who are mere

jobbers. Tlie term jobber is not meant to include that useful

and necessary man, the culting salesman, viz., the man who
purchases whole carcases, takes them to his shop, cuts them
into quarters or joints, aud disposes of them to the butchers

and others from all parts of the metropolis. In the pork

trade, for instance, comparatively few of the pigs leave the

market whole. The retail pork butcher wants some pigs ia

the carcase, but he also requires legs, hands, and heads, for

sausage-making and brawn. The cheesemonger and poulterer

require a few small legs and loins of crackling pork, and the

cookshop and eatinghouse-keepers take various joints, but

could not dispose of the whole pig. The same may be said of

every description of animal that comes to market. Prime

joints, such as rumps and loins, and fore-ribs of beef, and the

best boiling parts find their way into, as they are called, " swel[

neighbourhoods" while thin and thick flanks, shins and legs,

and clods and stickiugs are taken for consumption to Golden-

lane, llatcliif-highway, and suchlike localities where the poor

do most congregate. These cutting salesmen are a necessity,

but not so the man who simply purchases the carcase, causes it

to be taken to his shop in the market, perhaps sells it to another

of his own class, or to a cutting salesman, or a retail butcher,,

lives out of the business he does, and does no good to any one

but himself, for the consignor only gets what he gave the sales-

man for it, and the consumer has to pay more, in consequence

of the existence of this drone in the hive, as an unhealthy aud

unnecessary competitor with the proper purchaser and pur-

veyor, the retail butcher. Fue-and-thirty years ago there

was an ad valorem duty on wheat up to 72s. per quarter, at

which the duty ceased, and it was permitted to come in free.

This was done to prevent bread getting to a starvation price,

through the speculations in grain that then went on, and en-

able the poor man to get a loaf. This was in an article of food

that could be stored, aud would not perish. Flesh foods will

perish, and must be obtained of the purveyor daily, to supply

his customers, hence it is that the jobber is enabled so much
more readily aud expeditiously to make his profit, as the article
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he deals in is wanted and mnst be obtained at whatever cost

that day. The day cannot be far distant when London and

Other large towns will be supplied entirely with conutry-killed

meat. Large landed proprietors in feeding districts should

establish slaughter-liouses for their tenants on their estates.

It is compnted that a fat bullock will waste two stone, or IG

lbs., in its transit from its pasturage to the slaughter-house in

Loudon, each sheep 3 lbs., calves 8 lbs., and pigs 6 lbs. A re-

port of the Cattle Markets Committee, dated February lOtli,

1870, gives the average number of animals coming to London
as beasts, 272,807 ; sheep, 1,664,356 ; calves, 26,571 ;

pigs,

19,555 ; so that the loss of food to the community of London
amounts to 9,337,875 lbs. weight of meat per finnum, repre-

senting over one-third of a million sterling. There is also a

loss of fodder that these animals consume in tlie week that

elapses from the time they leave the homesteads until tliey are

slaughtered, whicli may be estimated at nearly as much in value

as the waste of meat. This waste is so great a fact that, when
members of the trade are spoken to on the subject, it is ad-

mitted, and astonishment expressed, that some means are not
devised to remedy it. If next session's Government were to
propose to tlie House of Commons and carry a scheme to save

this loss to the public, and at the same time get rid of schedule

D of tlie lucome-tax, there would be no doubt about their

supporters being returned in the metropolis. The more the

public mind is enlightened on this subject, the more will it

become apparent that there is no monopoly in the meat trade,

but on the other hand too keen a competition. What is

wanted is competition in supply, but there is a limited supply,

and a craving demand, and much as public feeling in this

country is opposed to any interference with the most perfect

freedom of trade, still it is a question worthy of the considera-

tion of the best intellects in our country, and not contrary, so

far as appears, to the sound principles of political economy,
that the State should take cognizance of, and interfere in, so

vast a question as the jjeris/iaMe food supply of its people.

—

The Ciiy Press.

THE HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND.

THE TRIAL Of REAPING MACHINES.

This competition came oflf at Stirling. On the occasion of

the recent show a number of the reaping machines exhibited

were recommend for trial both by the judges appointed by the

executive and also by the local committee of the Society. The
competition was carried on in a field of oats, on the farm of

Mr. Peter Dewar, of Kiug's Park. Owing to the variable

nature of the weather during the last few weeks, the ground

was in an exceedingly heavy condition, so much so that it put

e^ery muchine to the severest test. There were fourteen ma-

chines on the ground, divided as follows : Self-delivering

reapers, recommended for trial by the local committee—Side-

deliverers : Samuelson and Co., Banbury ; R. Bickerton and

Sons, Berwick ; Brigham and Co., Berwick ; J. and E.

Howard, Bedford ; W. A. Wood, London ; Kemp, Murray,

and Nicliolson, Stirling ; Cathcart, Ayr. Back-delivery : Dou-

glass, Allan, and Sons, Dunkeld; Bisset and Sons, Blairgow-

rie ; and Doe, Errol. The following were amongst the imple-

ments selected for trial by the judges of the Society on

machinery : Howard's self-delivery " European," Wood's

manual-delivery, Wood's combined reaper and mower,

and also their iron-framed mower ; and Bickerton's ma-

nual delivery machine. Jack, of Maybole, brought for-

ward one of the Howard's " European" self-delivery ma-

chines for competition in the first-class (that of the local com-

mittee), but, although shown at the recent exhibition of the

Society, it had not been entered in the catalogue, and there-

fore could not compete. Another condition of the competition

was that no exhibitor could compete with two machines,

although of different construction, in the same class. At an

early hour in the forenoon heavy rain fell, and lasted for some

time ; in fact, at one period so unpropitious did the weather

appear that it was thought that the competition would have to

he indfinitely postponed. Happily, liowever, the rain clouds

cleared off, and the remainder of the day was altogether fa-

vourable for the proceedings. Moreover, the crop was, if any-

thing, rather green, and at a few places pretty well laid, which

rendered it f^U the more difficult to cut. Generally the ma-
chines worked very well, and altogether it was a very exhaus-

tive test. Operations were not only confined to the Crop of

oats, but each machine nas tried for sometime on beans. The
prevailing opinion amongst those present seemed to be that

the side-delivery machines weie superior to the back delivery

and manuals. The former are peculiarly suitable for carse

ground, because of the great drauglit power which they pos-

sess ; and, further, by means of their mode of delivery they

can go on clearing their own track independently of tlie binders.

This, of course, facilitates the field-work to a great extent

;

and as might be easily conceived tliis object is of the utmost

importance, for owing to the variableness of our climate the

sheaves should be lifted as early as po.'sible—although they

are none the worse, in a good day, of lying for a little time.

Notwithstanding the fact that each machine present performed
its work well, yet the superiority of the self-delivery ones vvas

manifest, not only by the expeditious style in which they per-

formed the work, but also, as compared with the mauuels, fliey

saved the labour of a man. In the opinion of the judges there

was not an inferior machine on the ground, the entire lot being

both of exceedingly good workniansliip and ingenious in con-

struction. At the conclusion of the competition Mr. Meuzies
announced the result to be as follows : Local Committee
selections.—Side-delivery reapers: 1, Howard's "Interna-
tional ;" 2, Samuelson's " Royal" self-raking ; 3, Wood's
"Champion;" commended, Brigham and Son, of Berwick.
Back delivery reapers : 1, Bisset and Son, Blairgowrie ; 3,

Douglas, Allan, and Son, Dunkeld. Recommended by the

judges of the Highland and Agricultural Society to be tried

and reported upon : Howard's " European," very highly

commended; Wood's one-horse reaper, commended; Wood's
combined reaper and mower—commended reaper, and very

highly commended mower ; Wood's mower, very highly

commended. The high opinion of the judges regarding

the first awards was because of their very superior cutting,

but more especially their first-rate action in throwing otf

the sheaves. The judges were: Mr. Erskine, of Cardross

;

Mr. Patterson, of Cardross; Mr. Buchanan, Whitehouse ; Mr.
Campbell, Dunraore; Mr. ]?aterson, Plean; and Mr. Ballingall,

Blair-Drummoud.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS OF IRELAND, 1873.

—The crops which have increased this year in extent, are barley

beans, peas, turnips, mangel, beet-root, carrots, parsnips, and
other green crops, flax, meadow, and clover ; making a total

increase of 61,837 acres. The crops which have decreased

this year in extent are wheat, oats, here, rye, potatoes, cabbage,

vetches, and rape ; making a total decrease of 278,991 acres.

There is thus a decrease of land under crop of 217,154 acres.

Compared with 1872, wheat shows a decrease of 56,859 acres,

oats of 114,622 acres, here and rye of 735 acres, potatoes of

88,589 acres, cabbage of 11,389 acres, and vetches and rape of

6,797 acres. In barley there is an increase of 11,175 acres, in

beans and peas of 1,051 acres, in turnips 1,193 acres, mangel
and beet-root 3,350 acres, carrots, parsnips, and green crops,

418 acres, flax 7,440 acres, and meadow and clover 37,21U

THE HORSE SHOW AT NORTHALLERTON.—There
were upwards of 300 horses, and the ^'25 cup given for tlie

best hunter led to some close competition between Mr. Mus-
grave's Marmalade, Mr. Bruntou's Joe Bennett, and Mr.
Metcalf's First Lord, and was ultimately decided in the order

given, Mr. Hutchinson's Jester, which has been so successful

this year at Harrogate and elsewhere, beiug quite out of it.

The judges were, for hunters and roadsters, Messrs. C. Wood,
South Dalton ; T. EUerby, Wliitvvell; J. Hall, Sedgefield. In

the hackney class Mr. Stephenson, of Cottiugliara, was first,

and Mr. Matthews' Ozone second. The prizes in the other

classes were very paltry.
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CONSULAR REPORTS UPON AGRICULTURE.
No. I.

Although the reports of Her Majesty's consuls are

mainly concerned with matters aflfccting the interests of

British commerce abroad, yet a very fair proportion of

the attention of those gentlemen has been always devoted

to the agriculture of the localities in which they reside.

It often happens that the chief and most prominent

articles of export, such as cotton, sugar, currants, silk,

wine, &c.,are the leading feature in the agriculture of the

country. In such case we cannot look for any better

source than is supplied by Her Majesty's consuls, who
are selected on accoant of their superior intelligence and
powers of observation, and who combine with those

qiialities the advantages of au official position, which

always gives them ready access to the best available

sources of information. Under such circumstances we
think we cannot do better than furnish our readers with

extracts from certain of the most recent reports which

seem to possess any peculiar interest.

According to the report of Consul Rogers, our repre-

sentative at Cairo, there are now under cultivation in

Egypt 5,450,000 feddans of laud, as compared with about

four niillious in 1867, the increase having been produced
by improved irrigation, and by new canals, which have

brought under cultivation much land formerly lying waste.

Last year, it seems, the Egyptian government issued a pro-

clamation to all laud holders that if they would consent

to the immediate payment of six years' taxation in cash,

they should henceforward be relieved of half their annual

taxation. Thus a landowner whose land was taxed at

100 pias per feddan, on paying the sum of 600 pias per

feddan, should thenceforward only pay 50 pias per feddan,

or the six years' tax might be paid by instalments, in

which case, however, the benefit accruing to the proprie-

tor would only be proportional. It was left nominally

optional with the landowners whether they w^ould pay this

six-fold tax or not ; but under the conviction that those

who rejected it would incur the displeasure of the authori-

ties, the majority of the landed proprietors acceded to

the proposal, excepting those under European protection,

or who had sufficient influence to enable them to resist it

with impunity. After notice of this six-fold tax had
been published, the value of land was sensibly depre-

ciated. Many of the poorer class of natives, calcu-

lating what they could obtain from the produce of the

land sufficient to pay the increased demands, otforel their

lands gratuitously to any person who would relieve them
of it, and pay the newly-imposed tax. Some wealthy

persons accepted the lands of their poorer neighborjs on

these terms ; others paid nominal sums of £1, £2, or £3
per acre for it. The Nile, during the year 1872, had
been a very good one. It rose to its maximum height

early, and remained at its maximum for a longer term
than usual. The crop of cotton had also been exceedingly

abundant. It is calculated th;it the yield will be much
more than 2,000,000 of kantars. Of late years it

appears the Viceroy has directed his attention to the

cultivation of the sugar-cane, and to the establishment of

sugar factories, furnished with machinery in the most
approved principles for pressing, desiccating, crystallizing,

and refining the sugar. It is in Upper Egypt that this

cultivation is carried on, and the factories are built in the

plautations, as near as possible to the banks of the Nile.

The sugar season lasts about three months. There are

about thirteen factories at work, while others will shortly

come into operation, since the buildings are in course

of construction, and the machinery is already in

Egypt. A very large number of camels is employed

in transporting the cane from the fields to the

mills, and in some places tramways have been

laid down for facilitating the transport of the cane

to the mills. It is said that a larger number of smaller

mills, judiciously distributed about the plantations, would
be more profitable to the Viceroy, as in that case each fac-

tory would use the cane in a limited area, which could be

more easily, more expeditiously, and consequently more
economically conveyed. There are no sugar factories in

the hands of private individuals, but there are a few small

presses for making treacle. Upwards of 100,000 feddans

of land are devoted to the cultivation of sugar. The
feddan is little short of an English acre. The kautar is

about 100 lbs. One feddan produces about 30 kantars of

sugar. The cost of the cultivation of sugar-cane, includ-

ing ploughing and irrigation, is about £8 per feddan.

During the year 1872, the Viceroy's daira had exported

upwards of 2,000,000 kantars of sugar.

Consul West mentions that, although the environs of

Suez ofl^er no field for rural pursuits, it is nevertheless a

fact, that an attempt has been made of late years to cul-

tivate a small tract of land about a mile and a-half west

of the town, where there is a slight depression of the sur-

face of the desert, covered with about 100 acres of

alluvial deposit, which appears to have been washed down
by rain torrents from higher land north-west of it. This

land, as well as others adjoining it, is cultivable with irri-

gation, part being only a few feet higher than the water

in the fresh-water canal. Since the completion of the

raihvay a not altogether unsuccessful attempt has been

made to cultivate tiiis part of the desert, the water being

raised for the purpose from the cut connected with the

canal, by two movable steam engines. This cultivation

is being elTected for a member of the Viceroy's family,

under the direction of the Governor of Suez. This

cultivated space, although yet devoid of trees or shrubs,

forms a pleasant oasis, and last year yielded a tolerable

crop of barley, Indian corn, and clover. The Suez mar-

kets are fairly supplied with corn, meat, poultry, fsh, and
vegetables, though at prices somewhat higher thau those

of Cairo. According to a calculation made in 1870,
wheat of the same Egyptian kind as then quoted at 39s.

a qr. in London, cost at the rate of 503. a qr. at Suez,

against 45s. at Cairo. The present rate at Suez is equal

to 443. a qr., at Cairo 41s. a qr. Flour made from Egyp-
tian wheat at Suez sells by retail at 3d. a pound ; but tlour

from Egyptian wheat will not serve for tine bread, which
is made at Suez or elsewhere in Egypt of European flour

—cheifly Hungarian—which is imported in barrels of

290lb3. each, and sold by the barrel at Suez for rather

less than the country flour. The reason why the other

is dearer is that the customary demand is for small quan-

tities of it, and that the people of Egypt usually take their

own corn to the mill. For legs and shoulders of mutton

grazed on the desert, large-boned and lank, but of fair

flavour, the rate paid is Is. per lb., against 72d. at Cairo;

for fowls, of which a person with a good appetite would

eat two at a sitting. Is. each ; for turkeys, good, lOs. to

15s. a-piece; geese maybe bought for 3s. Of vegetables,

French beans are lOd. a pound, against 6d. at Cairo;

cauliflowers as high as Is. each; potatoes from Marseilles

and -Malta, by the canal, 4d. a pound, about the same
price as iu Carlo. The Red Sea abounds in fish, many
remarkable for size, teeth, and voracity ; some interesting

to the naturalist onlv) others a good acquisition to the

C C
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table. Of the edible varieties the price of the better

sort is about Is. a pound. Among the best is the rock-

cod (Arabic konsJier), resembling in taste and surpassing

in delicacy, but not in firmness, its namesake of the At-
lantic. A flat fish called the moorgan, and grey mullets

are also of good quality. Prawns, much exceeding in

size the English variety, being from Is. 3d. to Is. 8d. a

pound, and crabs about the size of a lady's hand, long-

legged, with light-bine tinted shells, are to be had for

a shilling a dozen. A fish called by the French the
borade, a sort of bream, brou'.jht by railway from the
Lake Timsah, where it is plentiful, is also obtainable at
a shilling a pound. Turtle soup might also be occasionally

tasted at Suez if there were culinary " artistes " there to

cook it. Soles are rarely seen. At Suez also may be

occasionally obtained gazelle, hare, quail, desert grouse,

and royal curlew, as also, but very rarely, the ibex or

mountain goat ; and teal, wild duck, and even snipe,

brought in from Cairo during the season, are all occasion-

ally obtainable at prices greatly raised since the introduc-

tion of European cookery. The public improvements in

and around Cairo which have been eoncieved and carried

out by the present Viceroy are such as to merit the

highest admiration and praise. His Highness has pro-

bably done more for the improvement of his capital

during the last four years than was ever done before in

so short a space of time. Gas has beeu laid down in all

the principal streets of Cairo, and they are now better

lighted than are those of many of the capitals in Europe.
New streets of considerable width have beeu opened
through the most densely crowded quarters, where for-

merly the alleys were so narrow that the projecting

lattice windows from opposite sides nearly touched each
other, and where, owing to bad ventilation, an epidemic
once occurring was not eradicated till the population was
decimated. A magnificent iron bridge has lately been
erected over the Nile. On the right bank it is situated

near to the palace called Kasr ed Dnbbara, and on the

left bank it lauds at Gezirah, a small district which was
formerly an island, but which was last year joined to the

mainland by the artificial filling up of the left branch of

the Nile. It has now been found that the water of the

two branches, by being diverted into one bed, has caused
damage to the banks, the quays, aud to some houses,

amongst which is the Boulac Museum. It has therefore

been decided to re-open the former stream. Another
bridge has been constructed on dry land at a convenient
spot to connect the future island with the mainlaud
again, and the canal will be dug and made to pass under
this uew bridge. A carriage-road connects these two
bridges, which road leads to the pyramids in an almost
direct line, aud there is a cross road connecting the

palaces of Ghizeh and Ghezirah. Altogether there are

about 750 miles of railroad now working in Egypt.

The report by Lieut. -Col. Playfair npon the resources
of Algeria describes that country as being essentially

pastoral and agricultural. Even agriculture is, however,
hardly out of its infancy. In England the average pro-
duce of land may be taken at 25 bushels an acre ; in

Erance it is hardly more than 14 ; but in Algeria, in

spite of the natural richness of the soil, the average yield

under Euro])eau culture is only 8 or 9, while the x\rab

cultivator rarely obtains more than six times the amount
of the seed-corn. The reason of this is that the land has
never bccu deeply ploughed ; it is not manured, and
little or no care is taken to free it from the noxious weeds
which choke the corn and exhaust the soil. In the Tell,

the portion of Algeria most favourable for cultivatiou,
there are not less than 30,000,000 acres, of which
hardly more than 10,000,000 or 13,000,000 are
planted with cereals. The total production of the
colony in ISGl, an average year, was about 12,500,000

hectolitres of grain, namely, wheat 5,000,000, barley

7,000,000, Indian corn, &c., 500,000. Sometimes
the yield is a little more, but often less ; thus

the years 1865 and 1866 were most disastrous, owing
to the want of rain in both years, and to the invasion of

locusts in the latter. This was the second plague of

locusts during the French occupation. The first took

place in 1845, and did considerable damage ; but as

European cultivation was then in a much less advanced
state, its effects were not seriously felt. The second left

deeper traces for several years, both from the immense
quantity of insects which remained, and from the per-

manent injury they had occasioned to vegetable life, wliicli

has bticn estimated at £800,000 sterling. The crops of

1863 were about the best on record : 25,000,000
hectolitres of grain were produced ; but the agricultural

results of other countries were equally good, aud prices

went down so much that Algerian cereals were unsale-

able, save at a loss ; very little were in consequence ex-

ported. The wheat of Algeria, and especially the hard

wheat, which is so valuable for the manufacture of

maccaroni, vermicelli, and oiher putes, is much esteemed

in European markets. The gluten, which constitutes the

essential element for the transformation of this wheat into

maccaroni, exists in greater quantities than in tiiat of

other countries, even in that of Taganrog and Sicily.

The variety of barley cultivated by the natives, and which
the Europeans have generally adopted as the most pro-

ductive, is the Norcleiuii noxasticum ; but other species

have beeu sown with success. It is principally used as

food for mules and horses ; but the poorer classes eat it

too. It is also grown as forage, either to be cut green,

or made iuto hay. Algerian barley is considci ed well

adapted for the manufacture of malt liquors. One of the

great sources of wealth to this colony is its sheep, which
are bred on the high plateau, where agriculture is an

absolute impossibility. Before the conquest, the Arabs
I'eaped hardly any advantage fi'ora their Hocks, save their

own subsistence, as they were to a great extent cut otf

from a market on the sea-coast by the rapacity of the

intervening tribes. For some years after the conquest

2s. or 3s. was considered a fair price for a sheep. Even
five or six yeais ago one could be purchased at the mar-
ket of Bon Farik, close to Algiers, for from 9s. to lis.

;

now, a similar beast fetches from 10s. to 203. ; and when
sent to Paris by rapid steam transport, it realizes frona

32s. to 42s. ; and in summer more than 20,000 sheep are

thus sent to France every month. Another important

production is a natural one—alpha fibre or Sparta grass,

which covers immense spaces on the high plateau. It is

cut down, and renews itself annually, without any culture.

A very reckless system, however, is pursued, and, unless

proper steps are taken to restrain the collection of it to

proper seasons, there is a chance of its becoming as rare

here as it now is in Spain. The forests are very valuable,

though much injured by the great fires of 1865 aud 1871,

as well as the periodical conflagrations caused by the

Arabs for the sake of obtaining better pasturage. They
produce several species of oak, especially cork, the

Aleppo pine (from which resin is extracted), the cedar of

the Atlas (a most valuable timber for building and

cabinet-making), the thuja (celebrated even in the times

of the Romans as an ornamental wood), ash, elm,

lentisque, aud wild olives. Those cover an area of about

3,500,000 acres, or nearly one-tenth of the Tell, where

alone timber exists in any great quantities. Of these,

376,355 acres have already beeu conceded to private in-

dividuals, and 200,000 have beeu given up for the use of

the private population ; but it is happily determined iu

future no forest land is to be alienated from the State.

Lieutenant-Colonel Playfair thinks tbe world owes a debt

of gratitude to France for having converted a country—
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which on the sea-coast was a nest of jiiratcs, the terror of

the Mediterranean, and in the interior a chaos of anarchy
and civil war—into a colony, not yet, indeed, as pros-

perons as its rich soil and uucqnalled climate ought to

make it, but requiring only tranquillity and population to

make it again what it once was—the granary of Southern

Europe.

Consul White, the British representative at Tangier,

says that the export trade of Morocco consists principally

in grain, wool, almonds, gums, hides, goatskins, slippers,

oil, and wax. Owing to an unfortunate prejudice on the

part of the Sultan of Morocco a prohibition is imposed
upon the exportation of wheat and barley. This pre-

judice probably originates in the fear lest the greater part

of the cereals produced in the country should be pur-

chased for foreign countries, and the people of the coun-

try should suffer from the consequent high prices which
would rule in the market. A famine having occurred the

year after the late Sultan allowed the exportation of wheat
and barley, the priests and bigots about the court main-
tained that it was a manifestation from God for having

sent the wheat of the true believers to feed the infidel.

In ordinary years, maize, beans, peas, and millet are ex-

ported in considerable quantities. During the year 1871,
upwards of 152,000 qrs. of maize and 41,000 qrs. of

beans were exported, and during the year 1872 the ex-

portation of grain, especially of maize, greatly surpassed

that of the previous year It will perhaps be asked how
it comes to pass that, although so richly endowed by

nature, and so admirably situated geographically for pur-

poses of trade and intercourse with the chief commercial

nations, Morocco stands so low in the scale of trading

countries. The reply to this question is to be found in

system of government in Morocco, which is most de-

plorable. It would be difficult, indeed, to devise a system

more calculated to impoverish a land, and to deprive it of

all elements of prosperity. With the single exception of

the administrator of customs, all officials, whether juli-

cial or administrative, are unpaid by the State. The
consequence is that corruption and venality are rife

amongst the judges, and peculation and extortion amongst
the governors and other persons in authority. A governor

who should neglect to receive for himself the good will

of the Ministers and court favourites by frequent pre-

sents would speedily be dismissed, and replaced by one

who gave promise of greater profit. To provide them-
selves with the means of bribiug their patrons at court,

and at the same time to fill their own private coifers the

governors or kaids are almost compelled to plunder the

people committed to their rule. Thus, over and above

the regular taxes which the peasantry are called upon to

pay to the State, they have likewise to satisfy the ex-

tortionate demands of their rulers. The rich man must
bribe the governor or sheikh to save himself from spolia-

tion, and even the little the poor man is possessed of is

taken from him. It is in vain for the farmers and peasan-

try to rear flocks, or raise large crops, when by so doing

they attract the attention of their rulers, and become
marked out for spoliation, and can only save themselves

from ill-treatment and oppression by the voluntary sur-

render of the greater part of their profits. They have

thus no incentive to toil, and the spirit of industry is

crushed within them. Under these circumstances it is

impossible that agriculture or commerce should flourish,

and for this reacou Morocco, which, ii it were wisely

governed and its resources developed, might become rich

by means of its trade, exporting in vast quantities grain,

wool, hides, skins, oils, and other produce, is

actually amongst the poorest and most backward of

nations.

Consul- General Jones, writing from Tabrcez, ascribes

the chief cause of the inelastic nature of the Persian

trade, to the want of staple exports. On this account

the heavy balance against Persia must be paid in specie,

and the country is thus becoming rapidly drained of

money in every form. The distances to be traversed are

so great, and the mode of transport so tardy and ex-

pensive, that, with the exception of silk, few Pcrsiaa

products can be profitably placed in European markets.

It is only in the neighbourhood of the chief towns or the

caravan roads that the peasantry grow more corn

than is absolutely necessary for their own consumption ; and

it not unfrequently happens that, in exceptionally fruitful

seasons, the proprietor only reaps what he requires for

the wants of his household, and allows his cattle to feed

on the remainder, as he can find no market for the

surplus crops. What is even of higher necessity on this

arid land, so frequently desolated by famine succeeding

drought, is a more copious water supply, and a more
economical system of irrigation. The traveller in Persia

sees on all sides the remains of the canals which formerly

irrigated these lands, once so fertile and well-peopled,

now so barren and desolate. The restoration of these

watercourses would speedily change the face of the

country, as wherever water is present in Persia the soil,

so apparently sterile, becomes all at once covered with

the most exuberant vegetation. To increase the foreign

trade of this country it is first of all necessary that the

welfare and prosperity of the people should be attended

to, and no measure would be succeeded by more profitable

results than those mentioned. The Persian, like the

Arab, is by nature a trader, and from the earliest times

this class has been held in high honour in the East, and

favoured with many privileges. The shifty and tricky

character which the native trader bears seems more cha-

racteristic of the Turk of this province (Azerbijan) than

of the real Persian. Neither, however, have heen slow

to learn from the example of Europeans—many holding

high and responsible positions in the country—how to

defraud their creditors with impunity. Bad faith and

venality so pervade all classes of Government officials

that merchants would rather forfeit their claims than

seek the assistance of the local authorities to enforce

them. Both these causes tend to check enterprise on

the part of the European merchants, few of whom
extend the sphere of their operations beyond Tabrerz,

where they confine themselves to the whole; ah
sale of goods they import, receiving the

value in specie or in silk from the Caspian

provinces. No European trader is to be found

except in those cities where a consul resides, namely,

Tabrecz, Tehran, Resht, and Bushire. All Persians con-

cerned in the advancement of their country have to

struggle continuously against the opposition of a bigoted,

iuttrested, and po>verful faction. Whether it be the

improvement of the currency, the importation of grain,

the introduction of European cnpital for local improve-

ments, it is sure to meet with the organised opposition

of a certain class, supported generally by the priesthood,

who foresee that the contemplated measures will curtail

indirectly their peculations for the future. The prospects

of the country seem at present more hopeful. I'he chiefs

of the present administration, warned by the terrible

mortality which followed three consecutive years of

famine and pestilence, have at length turned their atten-

tion towards improving the means of communication be-

tween the dift'erent provinces of the kingdom, and pro-

viding a more abundant supply of water. Casting aside

the timid and jealous prejudices which have hitherto

characterised every measure emanating from the Persian

court, they have accepted the assistarce of Eurojieaii

capitalists, and consented to allow the country to be ^aved

by strangers.
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GEOLOGY.
At the meeting of the British Association at Bradford,

Professor Philltps said that more than half the life of an

octogenarian separated us from the birthday of the British

Association iu Yorkshire, and few of tliose who helped to in-

augurate the great scientific power could be there that day to

estimate the work it had accomplished and the plans whicli it

proposed for tiie future. The triumphs of the Association,

achieved for the most part by voluntary labour, and the results

of its discoveries, were written in the prosperous annals of

our native industry. V.'hat a change had happened within

forty, nay, twenty years, in the ironworks of the country !

Long before the foundations of furnaces were laid in Middles-

brough, the ferruginous bands in the Yorkshire clilTs had been

often explored by geologists, and wailed only for the railway

to yield millions of tons of ore. To deteiraine the extent of

the British coal fields, and the probable duration of the trea-

sures wliich they yield, and to discover, if possible, other

fieldsquite undreamed of by practical colliers, areproblems which
geology has been invited to solve, and much progress has been

made in these important inquiries by private research, and the

aid of a public commission. The questions most interesting

to the community—tlie extent to wliich known coal-fields

reach beneath superior strata, and the situation of other fields

)uvving no outcrop to the surface—can often be answered on
purely geological grounds, within not very wide limits of pro-

bability. If, for example, he said, we ask liow far to tlie east-

ward the known coal- strata may extend under the Vale of

Y'ork, a reasonable answer is furnished by Mr. Hull and the

Government Commission. The whole great coal deposit, ex-

tending from Bradford to Nottingham, passes ander the mag-
nesian limestone, and may be found for at least a lew miles in

breadth within attainable depths. It passes under a part of

the Vale of York, probably south of the city. But before

attempting to give a practical value to this opinion, it may be
well to remember that, fully tried, the experiment would be
too costly for individual enterprise, while if successful it

would benefit more than a county—and that not only a large

outlay must be provided for it, but arrangements made for

persevering through several years in the face of many
difficulties, and perliaps eventual disappointment. Still,

sooner or later, the trial raust be made ; and geology
must direct the operation. Turning, however, from tliese

topics, which involve industrial interests, to other lines of

geological research, we remark liow firmly since 1831 the
great facts of rock-stratification, succession of life, earth
movement, and changes of oceanic areas have been established

and reduced to laws—laws, indeed, or phenomena at present,

but gradually acquiring the characfer of laws of causation.

Among the important discoveries by which our. knowledge of

the earth's structure and history has been greatly enlarged
within forty years, place must be given to the results of the
labours of Sedgwick and Murchison, who established tlie Cara-
bro-Silurian systems, and thus penetrated into ancient time-
relics very far toward the shadowy limit of palaeontological

research. Stimulated by this success, the early strata of the
globe have been explored with unremitting industry in every
corner of the earth ; and thus the classification and the
nomenclature which were suggested in "Wales and Cumberland
are found to be applicable in Eussia and India, America, and
Australia, so as to serve as a basis for the general scale of
geological time, founded on organic remains of the successive
a;es. This great principle, the gift of William Smith, is also

employed with success in a fuller study of the deposits which
stand among the latest history in our time, and involve a vast
v:iriety of phenomena, touching a long succession of life on
the laud, changes of depth in the sea, and alterations of
climate. Among these evidences of pliysical revolution,
wliich, if modern as geological events, are very ancient if

estimated in centuries, the earliest monuments of man find
plice—not buildings, not inhabited caves or dwellings in diy
earth-pits, not pottery or fabricated metal, but mere stones
sliapea iu rude fashion to constitute apparently the one tool
and oue weapon with which, according to Prestwieh and
Evans and Lubbock, the poor inhabitant of northern climes
had to sustain and defend his hfe. Nothing in my day has
had such a decided influence on the public mind iu favour of

geological research, nothing has so clearly brought oat the

purpose and scope of our science, as these two great lines of

inquiry, one directed to the beginning, the other to the

end of the accessible scale of earthly time ; for

thus has it been made clear that our purpose can be nothing

less than to discover the history of the land, sea, and air, and
the long sequence of life, and to marshal the results in a
settled chronology—not, iudeed, a scale of years to be mea-
sured by the rotations or revolutions of planets, but a series of

ages slowly succeeding one another through an immensity of

time. There is uo question of the truth of this history. The
facts observed are found iu variable combinations from time to

time, and the interpretiitions of these facts are modified in

different directions ; but the facts are all natural phenomena,
and the interpretations are all derived from real laws of those

phenomena—some certified by mathematical and mechanical re-

search, others based on chemical discovery, others due to tlie

icalpel of the anatomist, or tlie microscopic scrutiny of the bota-

nist. The grandest of early geological phenomena b.ave their

representatives, however feeble, in thp changes wliich are now
happening around us ; the forms of aucient life most sur-

prising by tlieir magnitude or singular adaptations can be

explained by analogous tliough often rare and abnormal pro-

ductions of to-day. Biology is the contemporary index of

palaeontology, just as the events of the nineteenth century

furnish explanations of the course of human history in the older

times. To forget, in referring to tlii« subject, the name of

our great and veteran leader. Sir Cliarles Lyell, would be

difficult for any who have profited ly the perusal of liis mas-
terly works, and is impossible for those who, like me, have
been witnesses of that life-long zeal and energy which carried

him to explore distant regions and make friends for English

geology in every quarter of the globe. Keeping our atten-

tion on pleistocene geology, we may remark that the famous
cavern of Kirkdale, with the equally celebrated rockden of

bears and hj»nas at Torquay, receives no small help towards
clearing up the history of mammalia in Britain from the ex-

plorations now going on in the limestone cliffs not far from
this place of meeting. In Kirkdale Cave no trace of human
art appeared ; Kent's Hole has given proofs of the presence

of man from the earliest period characterised by tlie rsmains

of the great bear ; and both there and in the Victoria Cave
near Settle, at much later periods, domestic occupation is

fully established. It will be readily conceded that for gather-

ing good information regarding the aborigines of oar laud the

British Association has wisely appropriated some portion of

its funds
;
probably we shall agree in thinking that the addi-

tional data which may be expected are worthy of further ex-

penditure and the employment of valuable labour. And this

leads me to remark how real is the obligation of this Asso-

ciation to some of its members who have directed these re-

seatches, and how large a debt of gratitude is due to one in

particular, who, not content with turning every day his intel-

ligent eyes on the remarkable phenomena disclosed by exca-

vation iu the Torquay caverns, has with lijs own hands cleared

and washed thousands of bones and teeth, studied, labelled,

and arranged them, and year by year has delighted this section

with careful narratives of what he and Mr. Vivian, following

the steps of MacEnery, liave surely observed and recorded.

Labour of this kind the Association cannot purchase; nor

would the generous spirit of my friend consent to such a

treaty. I may, however, use the privilege of my temporary

office, and suggest to you to consider whetlier the time is not

come for the friends of the Association, and especially the

members of this section, to unite iu a general effort, and pre-

sent to Mr. Pengelly a substantial proof that they highly

appreciate his disinterested labours in their service, and the

ample store of new knowledge which he has had so largs a

share in producing. During the long course of geological

time the climates of the earth have changed. In many
regions evidence of such change is furnished by

the forms of contemporary life. Warm climates

have had their influence on the land, and favoured

the growtli of abundant vegetations as far north as

witliiu the Arctic circle ; the sea has nourished reef-nnaking

corals in Northern Europe during Palfeozoic and Mesozoic
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ages ; crocodiles and turtles were swimming round the coasts

of Britaiu, among islands clothed with Zamire and haunted
by UKirsiipial quadrupeds. How have we lost this primeval
Wiirnitli ? Dues tlie earth contribute less heat from its inte-

rior stores? does tlie atmosphere obstruct more of tiie solar

rajs or iiermit more free radiation from tiie land and sea ?

has the suu lost tlirougli immensity of time a sensible portion

of his beneficent inflvience ? or, dually, is it only a question

of the elevation of mountains, the course of oceanic currents,

and the distribution of land and sea? After further consi-

dering this portion of his subject, the Prolessor said that a

distinguishiu"; feature of modern geology was the great deve-

lopment of the doctrine that the earth contains in its burial

vaults, iu clirouological order, forms of life characterii^tic of

the several successive periods when stratified rocks were de-

posited in the sea. But what, he remarked, brought the

succession of different races iu something like a constant

order, not in one tiact only, but one may say tteuerally in

oceanic areas, over a large portion of the globe ? Life unfolds

Itself in every living thing, from an obscure, often undistin-

guishable cell germ, in which resides a potential of both phy-
sical and organic change—a change which, whether continual

or interrupted, gradual or critical, culminates in the production

of similar germs, capable, under iavourabk conditions, of

assuming the energy of life. How true to their prototypes

are all the forms with which we are familiar, how correctly

they follow the family pattern for centuries, and even thou-

sands of years, is kuown to all students of ancient art and
explorers of ancient catacombs. But much more tlian this is

known. Very small differences separate tiie elephant of India

from tlie momraoth of Yorkshire, the Waldkeimia of tlie

Australian shore from the Terehrahda of the Cotswold oolite,

the dragon-fly of our rivers from the Lihellida of the Lias,

and even the Rhytichonell<e and Lingiila of the modern sea

from the old species which swarm in the Pakeozuic rocks.

But concurrently with this apparent perpetuity of similar

forms and ways of life, another general idea comes into notice.

No two plants are mure than alike ; no two men have more
than the family resemblance; the offspring is not in all re-

spects an exact copy of the parent. A general reference to

some earlier type, accompanied by special diversity in every

case (" descent with modification") is recognised in the case

of every living being. Similitude, not identity, is the effect

of natural ageneies in the continuation of life-forms, the

small differences from identity being due to limited physical

conditions, in harmony with the general law that organic

structures are adapted to the exigencies of being. More-
over the structures are adaptable to new conditions ; if the

conditions change, the structures change also, but not

suddenly ; the plant or animal may survive in presence of

slowly altered circumstances, but must perish under critical

inversions. These adaptations, so necessary to the preserva-

tion of a race, are they restricted witiiin narrow limits .f or

is it possible that in the course of long-enduring time, step by
step and grain by grain, one form of life can be changed
and has been changed to another, and adapted to fulfil quite

different functions? Is it tlius tliat the innumerable forms of

plants and animals have been " developed" in the course of

ages upon ages from a few original types? Tliis question of

development might be safely left to the prudent researches of

physiology and anatomy, where it not the case that palseonto-

logy furnishes a vast range of evidence on the real succes-

sion in time of organic structures, which on the whole indicate

more and more variety and adaptation, and in certain aspects

a growing advance in tlie energies of life. Thus at first ouly

invertebrate animals appear in the catalogues of the inhabi-

tants of the sea, then fishes are added, and reptiles and
the higher vertebrata succeed ; man comes at last, to contem-
plate and in some degree to govern the whole. The various

hypothetical threads by which many good naturalists hoped to

unite the countless fact of biulogical change into an harmonious
system have culminated in Darwinism, wliich takes for its basis

the facts already stated, and proj;oses to explain the analogies

of organic structures by reference to a common origin, and
their ditlereuces to small, mostly congenital, modifications

which are integrated in particular directions by external phy-

sical conditions, involving a " struggle for existence." Geo-
logy is interested in the question of development, and in the

pirticular exposition of it by the great naturalist whose name
It bears, because it alone possesses the history of the develop-

ment in time, and it is to mcouceivably long periods oftime.

and to the accumulated effect of small but almost infinitely

numerous changes in certain directions, that the full effect of

the transformations is attributed. l''ur us, therefore, at present

it is to collect with fidelity the evidence which our researches

must certainly yield, to trace tlie relation of forms to time

generally and physical conditions locally, to determine the

life-periods of species, genera, and families iu difl'ereut regions,

to consider the cases of temporary interruption and occasional

recurrence of races, and how far, by uniting the results ob-

tained iu different regions, the alleged " imperfection of the

geological record' can be remedied. Tlie share whicii the

British Association has taken iu this great work of actually re-

constructing the broken forms of ancient life, of repeopling

the old land and older sea, of mentally reviving, ohe may
almost say, the loiig-forgotteu past, is considerable, and
might with advantage be increased. We ask, and wisely,

from time to time, for the combined labour of naturalists

and geologists in the preparation of reports on particular

classes of families of fossil plants and animals, their true

structure and affinities, and their distribution is geo-

logical time and geographical space. Some examples of this

useful work will, 1 hope, be presented to this inettiug. Thus
have we obtained the aid of Agassiz and Owen, and have wel-

comed the labours of Forbes, and Morris and Lycett, and
Huxley, of Dawkins, and Egerton, of Davidson, Duncan, and
Wright, of Williamson and Cairuthers and Woodward, and
many other eminent persons, whose valuable results have for

the most part appeared in other volumes than our own.
Among these volumes let me iu a special manner recall to

your attention the priceless gift to geology which is annually

offered by the Pakeontographical Society, a gift whicli might
become even richer than it is, if the literary and scientific

part of our community were fortunate enough to know what
a perpetual treasure they might possess in return for a small

annual tribute. The excellent example set and the good work
recorded in the Memoirs of the Society referred to have not
been without iniluence on foreign men of science. We shall

soon have such memoirs from France and Italy, Switzer-

land and Germany, America and Australia ; and I trust the

effect of sftch generous rivalry will be to maintain and in-

crease tlie spirit of learned research and of original observa-

tion which it is our privilege and our duty to foster, to stimu-

late, and to combine. On all the matters, indeed, which have
now been brought to your thoughts the one duty of geologists

is to collect more aud more accurate information ; the one
fault to be avoided is the supposition that our work is in any
department complete. We should speak modestly of what
has been done ; for we have completed nothing, except the

extinction of a crowd of errors, aud the discovery of right

methods of proceeding toward the acquisition of truth. We
may speak hopefully of what is to be accomplished ; for the

right road is before us. We have taken some steps along it;

others will go beyond us and stand on higher levels. But it

will be long before any one can reach the height from which
he may be able to survey the whole field of^research aud col-

lect the results of ages of labour,

. . . . primaque ab origlue mundi
Ad sua perpetuum dedncere tempora carmen.

Mr. R. Russell read a paper on The geology of the

country around Bradfoid. Tlie country which he pro-

posed to describe lay between the river Warfe and Calder

on the nortti and south, the towns of Leeds and Halifax on
the east and west, having Bradford in the centre. The
measures included within this area belonged the carboniferous

series, with a few patches of drift, clay, and gravel. The
rocks consisted of arinaceoua and argillaceous beds, carbona-

ceous layers such as black shales and coal seams. Though
the coal beds could be followed throughout the whole district,

and very rarely did not, there were many examples of both

the thickness, quality, aud nature of the same seams under-

going changes. He then described the lithalogical character

of each bed or group of beds in chronological or order. The
lower part of the middle grits consisted principally of shales

alternating with bands of sandstone, some of which, near the

middle of the series, formed good massive rocks, the whole

being about 1,000 feet thick. The upper division of the

middle grits was mostly sandstone, with thin bands of shale

intervening, the lowest rock making one of the gran lest

features in the scenery of the neighbourhood, viz., llkley

Crags and Otley Chevin. Tiieupper grit was a coarse-grained

sandstone, and varied in thicknes irarn 80 to 100 feet, and fur-
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Dished a good and durable building material. The soft bed coal

maintains a tliickness of 1ft. 6in. and 1ft. iin., but it diminished
to eight inchesnorth of the Aire at Horsfortli, and eastwards
beyond Leeds it was only a few inches thick. Hard bed coal

•varied in thichness from 2ft. Sin. in the south to lit. 4in. in the
north, thinning out eastwards to a thin band. Tlie quarries of

flagstone around Northowram and west and north of Badford
were extensive and numerous, and the Halifax flags were known
for their excellent quality. The 60 yards rock at Thornton
seemed to unite with the sandstone above, and form the thick
sandstone bed at Gaisby Hill, north of Bradford. The better

bed coal was one of the most important beds of coal
in the series, and attained a tliickness of Sft. at Horton, but
was much less at Beeston and Parnley, thickening again at

Leeds to Ifl. 6in. Much value was set upon this coal in the
ironworks district. After speaking of the thick stone and the
black bed coal, he referred to the crown coal, or li yards band,
which was of a superior quality, and was much used as a house
coal and a soft gas coal, the Gasworks at Leeds being supplied
from the collieries which worked that seam at Black Bank,
Leeds. Beeston bed coal was the representative of an inte-
resting series of coals inasmuch as they furnished an instance
of several coals uniting in a thicker and more important seam
of coal than they formed when each coal was separated from
the others by some thickness of intermeaiate shales. The
ChurweU thick yielded a good engine coal. The Cromwell or
Middleton main was a coal of great value, but at Birstal and
Batley part of it was found to have been converted into canuel.
Mr. Russell then referred to the crown metal series, a group
which was made up of tliree coals lying pretty regularly over
the area south of Bruntcliff'e. At Dewsbury there were three
distinct coal seams which appeared to be represented by the
two yards coal, and a coal band 1 foot 3 inches thick lying 11
feet 5 inches below it. The three coals were also found at
Bruutclifi'e. The Flocton thin or Adwalton black bed was one
of the most con?tant coals both in quality, thickness, and re-
gularity of occurrence in this coal field. The Haigh Moor
coals were both workable around Ossett, and were separated
by about 10 yards of shales. Northwards the lower seam be-
came deteriorated, and the upper coal was valuable both as
house and engine coal. Mr. Russell then explained the dia-
grams of the area between the Calder and the Wharfe, and
dilated on the various coal and stone to be found therein. He
next adverted to tiie area on the north-east side of the Bailiff
Bridge fault, and south of the Bradford southerly fault, and the
fault through Harper Gate and Tong. The Low Moor coal
came to the surface in various detached places from Horton
Bank by Bowling to Harper-gate. He next described the area
between the edge of the coal measures and the Bradford
southerly fault and the Harper-gate and Tong fault, and
concluded by speaking of the Rawdon outtier, which was
connected with the main portion of the coal measures by the
belt between the Bradford northerly and southerly faults. The
middle grits, he remarked, which rose to the surface north of
Yeadon and Rombalds Moor formed the continuous escapement
from AddinghamCrag by Ilkley Crags, Hanging Stones, Cow
and Calf Rocks, and the ridge of Otley Chevin, to Bramhope
Bank, giving a grandeur to that portion of the Wharfe valley,
which, in scenery of tliat kind, was not to be surpassed.
A paper was next read by Mr. John Brigg, of Keighley,

entitled, " Geological Sketch of Bradford and Neighbourhood."
He said that his notes were on such of the industries of the
district as belong to the geological formation, and were sub-
marised under sandstones and flags, calliard stones, water supply,
fire clay, thin or grit coals, Halifax coal, copperas manufacture,
potteries, ancient, blooraeries, and Low Moor iron and coal.
The strategraphical position of Bradford was very nearly at
the base of the true coal measures, and is placed in the north
west corner of the Yorkshire coalfield. Alter describing the
various stones and substances above-mentioned and the pur-
poses for which they were used, Mr. Briggs said that in con-
sequence of the high price of coal considerable attention had
lately been directed to the seams of coal which are known to
exist below the rough or farewell rock of the mines. Many of
these were worked 30 years ago, but were not followed to any
great depth, the development of tlie southern coal fields putting
an end to the consumption of these coals. Latterly several of
' '«^e ssams have been re-examined, and it seems piobable,
although the middle grits are not so regular and consistent in
character as to be easily recognised, yet, by the help of these
se^ms, their classification may be much simplified ; and, should

Goal continue dear, all the details of the geology of the mill-

stone grit would be known so far as they were worth noting.

Pits were worked at Morton Banks, near Bingley, up to 1856,
and coal was sold there at from 4s. 9J. to 5s. 6d. a ton, but
the coal was not good for furnaces, the quantity of cinders and
ashes left bein^r great, and besides it made a great quantity of

smoke. The Stanbury bed is several hundred feet below the

rough rock, and agrees exactly with it in the character of its

coal. The best coal fetclies 15s. a ton for domestic use, and
leaves a handt-ome profit. He then described other coal seams,

at Thwaites, and at Bradley, near Skipton, and borings at

Cowling to obtain coal. The two beds of coal known as the

Hahfax hard and soft beds are worked in many places to the

north and west of Bradford, at a distance ol three to eight

miles. The pecten papyraeeus and the goniatites eisterii, whose
presence was once considered as the special mark whereby the

Halifax hard bed might be identified, have been found in several

places among the shales of the millstone grits, and even in the

Yoredale rocks (at flashy), thus further identifying, if neces-

sary, the conditions of existence from the true coal measures

all through the millstone grit. In some parts of the Halifax

hard bed large quantities of iron pyrites are found. Mr. Brigg

gave several other interesting details, including a brief notice

of the Low Moor and Bowling iron works and the source of

their supply.

THE METRIC SYSTEM.
The Report ol the Metric Committee was read at an.

other sitting. It pointed out that the hopes once enter-

tained of the early attainment of a uniform system of

weights, measures, and coins had been somewhat disap-

pointed by the action of adverse political events and the

tardy concurrence of the Government. The importance of

such uniformity to science, commerce, and international in-

tercourse was everywhere appreciated. Some time had elapsed

since the Government had expressed their readiness to legis-

late in a comprehensive manner on the weights and measures

of the country, and they were led to expect that the metric

system would ere this have been placed on an equal footing

with the imperial weights and measures. But pressure of

work in the House of Commons and a multitude of Govern-
ment measures had frustrated their dealing with weights and
measures. It was to be hoped that the Government would no
longer trifle with the question, but that next session they

would bring in a bill to amend the present Metric Act, which
was simply nugatory, and facilitate the ultimate adoption of

metric weights and measures. Already the system was
making rapid strides ; and where the use of it was not com-
pulsory, it was at least permissive, and every country was
taking steps to secure metric standards constructed with the

greatest precision. Last year an international metric com-
mission sat in Paris for the purpose of agreeing on the best

method of constructing such standards, and it was attended by
representatives from 79 different countries, Britain being

represented by Sir G. Airy, K.C.B., the Astronomer Royal

;

Sir H. Miller, professor of mineralogy at Cambridgeshire

;

and Mr. H. W. Chisholra, warden of the standards. The
commission was entirely of a scientific character, and certain

practical conclusions had been come to in regard to the con-

struction of the metric standard. What was required now
was legislative action for the verification and stamping of

metric weights and measures in use, and the issue of compa-
rative tables among all the inspectors, showing the relative

value of every unit, fraction, and decimal parts of imperial

and metric weights and measures. It was thought that the

publication of such tables would be of great educational

value. As regarded the coinage, a general accord had been

arrived at for the adoption of gold as the standard on the

abandonment of the double standard of gold and silver, and

for the use for coining purposes of 9-lOths fine and 1-lOth

alloy.

Mr. S. Brown, President of the Society of Actuaries,

thought the time had arrived for coming to some definite so-

lution of this important problem. The advancement of science

depended a great deal upon the means of obtaining knowledge
from all parts of the world, and there was no greater means of

comparing knowledge of all kinds than that of having uni-

formity of weights and measures, if not of coins, all over the

world. The metric system would aff'ord the means of com-
paring with facility and accuracy the results in different

coaotries of experimeuts iu chemistry, mechanical improve-
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raents, and everjtliiiii; going on in the arts and sciences. lie

moved tlie adoption of tlie report, which had been prepared for

presentation to the General Committee.
Mr. F. F. Fkllowks, in seconding the motion, observed

that while the committee were unanimous in their views with
respect to the application of the metric system to weights and
measures, they were not agreed as to the mode in whicli coins

were to be decimatised, tiiougli tliey were all of opinion that
some system of decimal coinage siiould be adopted. The com-
mittee generally were in favour of the compulsory introduction

of the metric system, but he had never gone beyond recom-
mending that it should be made permissive in the same sense
that the imperial weights and measures were permissive.

Tliough some years ago a bill was passed to make the metric
weiglits and measures legal, they had never been legalised in

the same sense that the imperial weights and measures were,

because provision had not been made for metric standards or
for the verilicHtion of the standards in different towns, and it

was illegal to sell by them in shops or to make use of them in

public markets. What was wanted was that the Government
should make provision for verifying metric weights and mea-
suresia the sime way as the standard weights and measures
weje verified, and then he should be quite content to let the

metric system fight its own way. One advantage that the

metric system had over all others was not merely that it was
decimal, but that every measure of lengtli, capacity, or weight
was decimally relative the one to the other, so that in mea-
suring i bridge and the size of its girders the weight might
be ascertained at the same time.

Mr. W. BoTLY referred to educational and other mea-
sures to show that for any new scheme to be successful it must
be compulsory, and therefore supported the views which Sir

Jno. Bowring and other members of the committee had held

upon the metric question.

Mr. J. IIevwood had heard that it was intended in Section

G to fran e some resolution on this subject, and thought that

an opportunity should be afforded for a conference of the two
sections in order that there might be common ground of action

between them.

Col. Strachey mentioned that though metric coinage

had beeu nominally introduced into India, whatever mea-
sures had been taken on the subject had been in the way of

preventing the law from coming into operation. He entirely

dissented from the view which he understood had been taken

by the Government in the matter of not allowing the law
which was passed in his time to operate, lie hoped they

would think better of the course they should take.

Mr. W. E. FoRSTER, M.P., the President did not deny the

great importance of the question, and both as regarded weights

and measures and coinage, he should only be too glad if we
could suddenly jump from our present system into the metric

system. There was a practical illustration of the defects of

the system in their own trade in the exceedingly great differ-

ence of measures of wool. Manufacturers bought in the

country by one measure, they had their invoices generally

made out by a second, and in their books for their own con-

venience the entries were made by a third. As to the sug-

gestion of compulsory action, this was eminently a question

in which they 30uld not go before the wishes and desires of

the people. They might to some extent lead them, but they

could not drive them, and to attempt to force the metric system
into use would lead to almost certain failure. It was not

compulsory in Germany in the ordinary sense of compulsion.

He had just come from Germany, and while there was as

much perplexed with their coinage as before. All that had
been done was to make the metric coinage legal tender.

Mr. Browjj observed that the system had been adopted in

Germany completely as far as weights and measures were con-

cerned.

The President was not aware of that, but a great amount
of despotic power would be required by the Ministry before it

could be enforced here, and it would also be necessary that the

Metric Committee, who were the leaders in the matter, should

be agreed among themselves.

Mr, Bkown : We are agreed.

The President : Not as to the coinage, though he hoped

by next year they would have come to an agreement upon all

matters. As to the statement that the Bill which had been

passed on the subject had failed to carry out its object, ajjrima

facie case had been made out for consideration, whether fur-

ther legislation should not be entered upon. But he must

remind those who thought the Government ought to take up

the matter that the Government, like that section, had but a

very limited time at its disposal, and he did not know that a

much more important committee could be formed by that

Association than a committee to consider how the time which

the Government and Parliament had at their disposal might

be used so as to facilitate legislation, especially with reference

to tliose most important but comparatively small measures

which were not great party measures, and which were often

shoved into a corner, not from any personal disinclination

on the part of the Government to deal with them, but be-

cause they could not get the House of Commons to entertain

them. The motion was carried.

COTTAGE COOKERY.—At the Orsett Labourer's Friend

Society Dr. Hardwick had prepared a pot of soup— fourteen

quarts of good nutritious soup out of Slbs, of beef, and with

vegetables and herbs—portions of which were handed round

at the close of a lecture, and be found nicely flavoured, and
healthy, and produced at a cheap rate. The Doctor gave a

descriptive account, a la Mr. Buckraaster, of the many ways
in which poor people might, by the aid of superior knowledge,

provide much better food for their families at the same cost

which they now incurred in producing inferior meals. He
produced a parcel of odds and ends of meat and a few bones

which he had purchased at a butcher's shop on his way for

8d., and which he said with a few carrots, parsnips, and a

few herbs, and proper seasoning would make a large pot of

soup, if the whole were gently stewed for about three hours,

care being taken to skim off the gross fat, which was of little

value, and whicli caused the soup to have an unpleasant taste

and appearance. Better still was it to follow the French
fashion of keeping the pot always on the hob by the side of

the fire, into which all the bits of bones and scrags of meat,

which would often otherwise be thrown away—could be put,

and every particle of nutriment stewed out of them. He
also pointed out that much beef was not absolutely the best

feeding and strengthening article of diet, bread, "the staff of

life," and other vegetable products abounding in the flesh-

forming materials found in bread, being more serviceable. To
those who could keep fowls, eggs, and the flesh of fowls, were

of course most valuable, and the cottager's pig was one of the

greatest sources of profit. Cheap bought bacon, however, he

reminded his hearers, was an expensive article, as it contained

so much water ; if they purchased bacon at all it should bo

good and well dried. F'or children especially he recommended
milk, and where it could not be got fresh, the prepared, con-

densed milk, which was now provided in great quantities and
of pure quality, was a capital substitute. Corn flour he re-

commended especially, when made from pure maize, but there

were spurious kinds which had very little if any more value

than simple rice starch. The lecturer had for the most part

an uuappreciative audience, many, both men and women, pro-

testing that they could make soup as well as Dr. Hardwick
if they could only get the wherewithal to make it of.

THE WILD BIRD PROTECTION BILL.—The Select

Committee appointed to inquire into the advisability of extend-

ing the protection of a close season to certain wild birds not

included in the Wild Birds Preservation Act of 1872 have

issued their report. The following are the recoramenda-

tiens whicli they have agreed to submit to the House of Com-
mons: I. That the protection of certain wild birds named in

the schedule of the Wild Birds Protection Act of 1873 be con-

tinued. 2. That all other wild birds be protected from 15th

March to 1st August, provided that owners or occupiers of

lauds, and persons deputed by them, have permission to des-

troy such birds on lands owned or occupied by them. 3.

That one of Her Majesty's principal Secretaries of State should

be empowered to except, in any particular district, aay bird

from the protection afforded, either by the Act of 1872 or by

the proposed Act, if he think necessary to do so. 4. That
for the sake of giving better protection to the swimmers and
waders, no dead bird, if such birc" is mentioned in the Sea
Fowl Preservation Act, or the Wild Birds Protection Act of

1872, be allowed, from 15lh .March to 1st of August to be

bought and sold, or exposed for sale, whether taken in this

country or said to be imported from any other country. 5.

That any violation of this proposed Act, or of the Wild Birds

Protection Act of 1872, be punishment by the payment of

costs alone for the first offence, and the p lyment of costs, and
a fine not exceeding 5s., for every offence alter the first.
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COURT OF COMMON COUNCIL.
Thursday,

PRIYATE SLAUGETER-HOUSES.

The Court proceeded, at the instance of Mr. J. C. Davis,
chairman of tlie Cattle Markets Coniiuittee, to consider a re-

port presented to them by that committee on the 28th of July
last, on the reference to consider what provision should be

made for the slaughter of animals in the metropolis upon the

closing of slaugter-bouses under the provisions of the 7th and
8th Victoria, c. 8i, and recommending that additional slaugh-

ter-houses should be constructed by the Corporation at the

Metropolitan Cattle-market, and that the committee should be
authorized to obtain plans and estimates for the purpose. The
committee state that there are upward* of 1,300 slaughter-

liouses in the metropolis, in addition to 30 within the City

boundaries, 9 at the Islington Cattle-market, and 28 at the

Deptford Cattle-market. Of these about 130 belong to or are

used by carcase-butchers. The bill introduced into the House
of Commons by Dr. Brewer for excluding slaughter-houses

from the operation of the Act in question having been with-

drawn, the larger portion of the existing slaughter-houses will

be closed in August next, and unless some measures are

adopted by tlie Legislature in the meantime the provision for

the slaughter of animals required for food in the metropolis

will be very inadequate for the purpose. They had carefully

watched the proceedings of the Select Committee of the House
of Commons appointed to consider the question of slaugiiter-

houses, by whom much evidence had been taken, and although
that committee had not yet made a report upon the subject,

the Cattle Markets Committee had a very strong impression

that they would ultimately recommend the establishment of

public slaughter-houses or abattoirs. They had very fully and
carefully considered the wbole question, and, having regard to

the inquiry lately in progress before rarliament, they were of
opinion tliat the Corporation sh luld express their readiness to

carry out such arrangements as Parliament might consider

desirable in relation to the slaughter of animals in tlie metro-
polis. They also thought it desirable that further slaughter-

house accommodation should be provided at the Metropolitan

Cattle-market, and they recommended that they should be au-

thorised to obtain plans and estimates lor the construction of

additional slaughter-houses there, and to lay the same before

the Court.

Mr. VVooDLEY moved, as an amendment, that the report of
the committee be reierred back to them for consideration, as-

signing various reasons for that course.

He was supported in that by Mr. Deputy HoRA, who
argued, in effect, that the report was conceived under the erro-

neous supposition that the slaughter-houses in the metropolis

were to be abolished next year ; and he argued that if private

slaughter-houses were abolished the result would be that the
breeding and feeding of tlie cattle which at present supplied

the greater part of the London market, so far from being

augmented, would be diminished, an3 the poorer classes would
be debarred from oblaiuing, as heretofore, tlie butchers' offal.

He hoped, too, that the Corporation would not interfere further

with the supply of meat to the metropolis.

In the discussion that followed, Mr. Knight defended tlie

action of the committee, and urged that the wisest tiling the

Court could do was to adopt the recommendation to utilize

the vacant land of the Corporation in connexion with the

Metropolitan Cattle-market in tlie erection of slaughter-

houses, believing, as he did, that, as far as practicable, cattle

should be slaughtered where they were sold.

Mr. R. F. Potter, speaking from practical knowledge, also

urged that if slaughter-houses could be eiected in the imme-
diate localities where animals were sold they would be a great

public benefit, and would, moreover, improve the quality of

the meat.

Mr. Bone opposed the report of the committee, contending,

on the experience of upwards of thirty years' residence in the

immediate neighbourhood of a great meat market in the

metropolis, that slaughter-houses, instead of being detrimental,

were advantageous to the public health.

Mr. Pricker approved the report of the committee, inas-

much, he said, as he was at one with that of the House of

Commons, and as it would tsnd to do away with the driving

of large numbers of cattle through the public streets.

Mr. Game, who is practically connected with the trade of

the meat supply, suggested that it would be wise in the Court
to pause before it adopted the recommendations of the com-
mittee, seeing that in the new foreign cattle market at Dept-
ford, after all the money expended there in arrangements for

slaughtering cattle, the result at present was insufficient to

pay the wages of the officers.

Mr. RcDKiN, chairman of the Markets Committee, con-
tended that a vast amount of meat was wasted by the animals

being driven through the streets from the railway stations

and markets to the slaughter-houses, and said it was calcu^

lated on excellent authority that an ox coming from Aberdeen
to London, and being thence taken to the slaughter-houses,

lost three stone in weight, which was equivalent in value to

18s. It had also been stated by a writer in The City Press

that the weight of meat lost in this manner was no less than
ten million pounds per year, of the value, in round figures, of

£750,000. He argued, from these facts, that it was essential

that the animals should be slaughtered as near as possible to

their pasturage.

The discussion was continued by Mr. H, A. Isaacs, Mr. J.

T. Bedford, and Mr. Lusher.

In the result the Court, by a large majority, adopted the

report of the committee.

MARK LANE AND THE MARKETS OF THE WORLD.
In the discussion of the ^rain transportation questions, and

the many suijordinate issues that it involves, we find, among
a very large class of persons, not so much a misconception as

a lack of conception of some of the most important elements
in the problem. A correspondent asks, " Why is it that the
farmers must suffer ? I had always supposed that in the eud
it was the consumer that had to pay all costs and charges,
and do not understand why it is that we, the consumers here
in the East, are not compelled to pay such a price as will pro-
jjerly remunerate the farmer and at the same time pay all

freight and other charges." If our correspondent, and those
who are in his position—and their name is legion—will look
across the water, and take iato account the influence of the
English market, he will comprehend the situation more
clearly. " We, the consumers here in the East," to use our
correspoudeal's words, are nut of the importance or weight as

an element of the grain market that he seems to imagine.

We are simply one of the many elements that Mark Lane, the

centre of the London grain trade, takes into consideration

when figuring what is to be the price of corn, wheat, and
other cereals in England. That price regulates the price of

grain upon the seaboard here ; for should rates here advance

beyond the figure at which, with ocean freights added, grain

can be laid down in London or Liverpool, and come within

the limit set by Mark Lane, the export of grain would at once

cease, and remain suspended until, owing to an accumulation

here, the price should again fall to what may be called the

"shipping point." This, then, is the farmer's position;

Mark Lane limits the price which England, the great con-

sumer of the surplus cereals of all grain-growing countries,

will pay, and virtually limits the price at all other points.

Tiie price of graiu in Boston or New ^ork is, virtually,
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the Miirk Lane price less the cost of removal from
Boston or New York, as tlie case may be, to London

;

and the same is true of Ciiicago and all other grain centres.

Hope of relief in tiie matter of "price there is none; for the

markets of the world, of wliich ilark Lane is the mouthpiece,

forbid. The other controlling intluence is the railroad mono
poly. Tlie grain cannot he marketed save by the agency, in

whole or in part, of tlie railroads ; the producer must market
his crops, and must, therefore, accept such terms as the mono-
poly is willing to give. The terminal price being fixed, and
known to the roads, it is their cstum to so arrange their

freight tariff that it will pay the farmer a liitle better to har-

vest and ship his crop than to let it rot in the field ; for did

tliey put it above this limit, they would destroy their own
source of proRt, the carrying of the grain. Another point

whicli needs to be tlioroughiy understood is what might properly

be called tiie limit of distance. To explain. Transported over

ordiuary waggon roads, experience has shown, and it has come
to be accepted as a standard, that grain will cost for carriage

twenty cents per ton per mile. Now, corn being computed at

fifty-sis pounds to the bushel, it will be found that, taking

seventy-five cents, per bushel as the price, it can be moved one
hundred and twenty-five miles before consuming its whole
price in transportation : that is, the producer, teaming his

grain to the point of sale, can move it one hundred and twenty-

five miles, at which point it ceases to have any real vahie to

him, because it has cost him in transportation charge just

what he will realize for it. Should he seek to move it farther

than this limit of distance, the result would, of course, be a

loss. Railroads have, of necessity, enlarged the circle witlrn

which cereals can be moved and still remain of value to their

owners. Supposing that grain can be transported by rail at a

cost of one-and-a-half cents, per ton per mile, corn, supposing

it still to be worth seventy- five cents, per busliel, can be moved
sixteen hundred miles before the " limit of distance" is reached.

The cost of transporting grain from the producer to the nearest

grain centre, say Chicago, is a very important element in the

farmer's calculations, as the reader will readily see who com-
prehends what we mean by the limit of distance.

This portion of its journey must be by rail. It

is estimated tiiat the average distance of the producers from
Chicago is two hundered and fifty miles. If, upon these feed-

ing roads, the price per ton per mile is raised, as it always is

when the amount of grain coming forward is more than the

railroads can conveniently handle, the result is that the "limit
of distance" is lessened, and that all who find themselves

beyond it can better all'ord to let their grain lot in the field,

or use it for fuel, than to sell it for a pittance that will not
pay for the labour of carting it to the station. If, on the con-
trary, the price is lowered, this " limit of distance" enlarges in

proportion, and fanners that were before shut out can get

more or less for their crops, according to their distance within
the limit. We come back now to our starting-point. Mark
Lane fixes the terminal price of both corn and wheat. Ocean
transportation charges, iusurance, commissions, sliriiikages,

and other costs, are things wliicli cannot be changed. Charges
for transportation to the seaboard are in the hands of great
and powerful corporations, which insist upon prices which will

give handsome dividends, not only upon tlie true cost and
value of their roads, but upon an equal or greater amount
created by the modern art of " stock watering," in which none
have proved themselves more skilled tliau the managers and
directors of the trunk lines to the West. The roads which
feed the grain centres are not disposed to give way save for

their own advantage, and the result is that when Blark Lane
puts down the price of grain, perhaps because of favourable
crop prospects at home, or of a greater surplus than usual in

Hungary or Hussia, the movement is comiuunieated along the
whole line ; but the farmer, hke the last billiard ball in the
row, feels and takes the shock, while the others retain their

places. Something must give somewhere. Mark Lane can-
not, and the transportation companies will not ; and thus it

happens that prosperity among grain producers in Europe may
produce disaster among farmers here, the railroads meanwhile
doing a handsome and paying business, and " we, the con-
sumers here in the East," paying but a few cents less per
bushel than if the farmers were fairly remunerated.

—

The
Boston (American) Commercial Bulletin.

DEVON CENTRAL CHAMBER OF AGRICULTURE.

TENANT RIGHT.

A meeting was held at the Townhall, Newton Abbot. The
Rev. Prebendary Hawker in the chair.

Mr. H. II. Wat.son said: The fact of the form of inquiry

he had laid on the table being filled up as it was could

hardly be considered satisfactory or crRditable to the agri-

culturists of the district. It showed that the farmers

displayed a want of appreciation of their own interests, as

well as of the interest of the public, inasmuch as tiiey had
failed to establish, as had been done in other parts of the

country, anything like a custom which was recognised as

giving a legal or equitable claim to compensation for unex-

hausted improvements where there was no specific agreement.
He believed tliat agreements in some form or other were the

rule and not the exception in the district, but any provision

for compensation for manures and purchased feeding stuffs

used on the farm during the latter years of the occupation was
the exception and not the rule. In some of the largest estates

in the county a form of agreement had befn introduced, con-
taining a graduated scale of compensation for improvements
and for purchased manures and feeding stuffs, extending back
to the last five years of the tenancy. That recognition of the
simple justice of the outgoing tenant's claim to compensation
by the leading landowners should be speedily adopted by the
others. Instead, however, of legislation, he thought that it

would be more satisfactory for owners and occupiers to settle

these matters upon a basis of justice and equity, keeping in

view also the interests of the public, which demand that there

should he no unnecessary obstacle placed in the way of a
steady increase in the produce of the land. If legislation

siiould eventually be found necessary it would be owing to the

refusal of land jwners to follow the example set by some of

their class. lu order to be effectual such legislation must be

of a compulsory character, and would be of very little use

uuless it contained a piuvisiun similar to clause 13 of the bill

introduced last session. Landowners generally seemed to be
alarmed at this clause, as interfering with the right of private
contract ; but it was felt by agriculturists and the public
that any legislation without this safeguard would be inopera-
tive and comparatively useless, and therefore landowners who
objected to such a clause should hasten at once to follow the
example of those who were taking the most effectual means
to render legislation unnecessary. He had a strong convic-
tion that the stewards and responsible agents of the land-
owners had strong infliience in these matters, and that the
admission of the justice and fairness of the outgoing tenants'
claim, to which he had referred, was due to the fact of its

having been fairly laid before the owners in all its bearings,
whether as tending to better cultivation and increased pro-
duce (now so necessary), or to gradual increase in the value
of the land, or to the increased property of the occupier. Ou
the other hand, many landowers were induced to refuse any
concessions of the kind by the deliberate advice ol the agent.
It was impossible to review the question of the obstacles to

increased productiveness of the land without taking into con-
sideration the question of compensation for damage to crops
by rabbits and hares. There was in some parts of the country
a strong demand for the repeal of the Game-laws ; but the
landowners had the power to effectually stop the mouths of
those who were agitating the question. But if they persisted
in withholding -from the occupier the right to destroy the
rabbits on his own farm, they would add strength to the de-
mands of those who believed that the Game-laws were
abused to the injury of the community. In many cases
tenants had permission, but not the right, to kill rabbits, this
permission being accompanied by liumiliatiug restrictions, not
the least of which was the exasperating interference of the game-
keeper, who had always an interest in the multiplication of
the detestable vermin. He hoped the effect of the report
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would be to render special legislation unnecessaay, but it

rested mainly with the owners and their agents. The occu-

piers in tills district were at least powerless m the face of the

severe comprtition which existed ; but if tlie former refused

to recognise iu the agreements the claims of the latter to such

compensation as would make it his interest to improve his

cultivation, and increase his produce up to tiie time of his

quitting tlie farm, iliey would have to face the question of

legislation on tiie subject, and would have to fight it out with

the consumers, who were becoming impatient at the high

prices which they believed were highly increased by un'air

impediments to good cultivntion, ana might be decreased by
their ren:oval. lie expressed his agreement with the

opinions of Mr. Ward Hunt on the question.

Mr. NoRTiicoTE quite concurred in the opinion that the

Game-laws were extremely harsh and unjust, but did not

think that the select committee would have expressed its

opinion so strongly. He did not think, however, that hares

and rabbits had much decreased, for, iu his opinion, it was
quite the other way. He strongly deprecated the destruction

of weasels, and held that if they were allowed to do their

proper work there would be no need of the Game-laws, and
the rabbits would soon assume their proper position. He
highly valued having manure on the farm, and he would
sooner have an empty pocket witli plenty of manure on his

farm, rather than a moderately full one without manure, for

he liked to be free of weeds. Gamekeepers were a pestilence much

worse than their masters, and some of tlicm were bad enough.
An honest gamekeeper he thought an utter impossibility •,

he had never seen an honest one, but would be glad to. They
annoyed the tenants, and were an annoyance between land-

lord and tenant. The Game-laws were the cause of more
than 25 or 30 per cent, loss to the commonwealth, as far as

regarded the produce of the laud. A man who kept rabbits

on his estate did not love his neighbours very much.

Mr. UrcoTT deprecated so much power being vested in the

hands of stewards.

Mr. W. Harris complained that where in many instances

rabbits had decreased, rats had disagreeably multiplied.

Mr. Stookes contended that when a man took an estate

he should have proper security for the money he invested, and
not be left at the caprice of the successor of his landlord

;

and the tenant farmers should have power to destroy hares

and rabbits on their grounds. They should have the power
to trap, net, or destroy them iu the best way they could.

Mr. SowTON also advocated the justice of giving compen-
sation for unexhausted improvements.

The Chairman agreed that an arbitration should be called

on to decide on questions of damages. The tenant farmer

should have security and compensation for unexhausted im-

provements. If the landlords of England were not as good
as they are, and did not treat the tenants in a good spirit,

they would have disturbances like they had in Ireland.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
ADJOURNED TRIAL OF POTATO PLOUGHS AND DIGGERS.

These trials took place at Boothferry, near Howden

;

when there were classes for ploughs for raising

p )tatoes, and for machines or diggers for raising potatoes.

The postponement of the trials was a necessity, as no potatoes

could bo had sufficiently advanced for affording a practical

test. In the district between Howden and Goole potatoes are

the staple crop of the locality, and the place where such ma-
chines can be tested fully. Mr. Wells' plot of between 30

and 40 acres afforded every opportunity that could be desired,

but the attendance of farmers on the ground was verj small,

and the meeting altogether of the least possible interest.

For the plough prize (class 32) there were six

entries, but three implements only competed, viz. :

Corbett and Peele of Shrewsbury, potato-raising plough,

price £7, and another, price £8 ; and Hanson's Patent

Potato Digger, price £17, shown by Coleman and Morton,

Chelmsford. Corbett and Peele's plough has a single

mould-hoard, and has a revolving disc composed of several

teeth or tines, which by a simple attachment is fixed to the

handles of the plough, and works just behind the mould-

board, catching the furrow as it is moved by the plough and

tearing it in pieces. As it is fixed to work at an angle to the

mould-board and to the furrow, the potatoes are deposited on
the surface of the pulverised land, and very few fall into the

furrow sole, where they would be covered by next ridge unless

gathered immediately after the plough. By this single mould-
board two-thirds, or nearly all the ridge, is turned over and
broken up on the mould-board side, and the furrow sole left

has scarcely a single potato in it. The revolving disc, acting

on the whole furrow, at once produced a fine level and broad

bed for the potatoes to fall upon. This plough was put to

work upon regent potatoes, the tops of which were ripe, and
made capital work. A few potatoes were buried by the mould
thrown up by the disc, but there was r>o scratching at

all for the gatherers, and they could gather much more rapidly

than after the ordinary plough used in the district. A great

merit of this principle is that it is adaptable to any ordinary

plough at a cost of £3. The plough with the rotary disc is

here shown as one implement, but virtually the invention con-

sists in an apparatus to be attached to a plough, and forming
part of its fittings or furniture, like the share or the coul-

ter, but only to be used for special purposes. It will, how-
ever, pulverise land winter ploughed in ridges, or at the
time of iiloughing, most efficiently. The £8 plough was next
tried on the same plot of regents, and made satisfactory work.

There was little difference between the two implements

hut in price, and the judges awarded the first prize

to the £7 plough. The £S plough is a double mould-board
plough, with two revolving discs working one on each side

close to the mould-boards, in the same manner as in the other

plough. These discs, with radiating arms, octopus fashion,

effectually disintegrate the ridge after it is split by the plough,

which in this case cuts the ridge in the middle, and divides it

in two small equal portions. In practice the single mould-
hoard plough seemed to have the advantage of less draught,

less cost, and rather better work, the potatoes being not quite

so likely to be covered, and being more together. Coleman's
Anglo-American Digger is an extraordinary-looking machine.

It has a large wheel, with fingers six inches long, radiating from
the periphery at an acute angle—a double mould in front and
a single mould on each side of the wheel. The front mould
opens the ridge, the side moulds hold the soil together for the

wheel to act upon, and as it revolves it dashes the ridge in

pieces. The idea is ingenious, but iu practice, especially

where the potato shaws are,large, it blocks up the distance be-

tween the two guide-wheels in front, the first mould being

short. The above three ploughs were tried also at the other

end of the field upon potatoes with fresh and large tops, the

crop being an enormous one, one calculated at from 80 to 100
tubs per acre, or from 10 to 12 tons per acre. Here Corbett and
Peele's ploughs both did excellent work, and the American came
to a standstill, being clogged up by the mass of potato foliage and
soil rolled up in front. Messrs. Coleman also worked Han-
son's Patent Potato Digger, which is a well-known machine.

Its costs is £17- It effectually shakes out the potatoes, but

throws them too far, has no convenient mode of regulating

speed, and consumes much power. It must be said for it that

it made the most perfect separation of the potato of any ma-
chice on the ground. By its excess of power it, on the next

turn, covers a few of the potatoes thrown out in the previous

round. It is a most complete cultivator of the soil, and leaves

the ground level and easily prepared for seed. Hunter, of

Maybole, Ayrshire, showed a digger which did not

expose all the potatoes. It got quit of the shaws by

a novel method. It has shares and fork tines, and is

suspended on wheels, and easily put out of gear. A con-

cave guide-wheel gathers the shaws straight on the top of the

ridge, and the implement does not block. Some of the finest

potatoes were wounded by this machine. The judges made no

award in the class of diggers ; as the competition was so

slight, it would not have been wise to have put the seal of the
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Societj's approval on any iinpleuirnt not entirely fulfilling tlie

requirements. The foUowinii' is the ollicial award ;

Trials or I'otato rLOUiiiis and Diggers.
C/iisxes 'd'2 (ind 33 of the IhiU Prize sheet.

Prize of £10 to Messrs. Corbet and Peele of Per-
severauce Ironworks, Shrewsbury, for single luould-board

potato plouj^li, fitted witli Litllc Wonder revolving fork.

—

Article No. '2S5S. Highly Commended : Messrs. Corbett and

Peele's double mould-board potato plough, fitted with two

L ttle Wonder revolving forks.—Article No. 2S57.

T. C. Booth.,„. , , C T. C. BooTi
(Signed.)

I j_ llEjiSLEY

MIDLAND FARMERS^ CLUB.
THE USE OF SEWAGE.

A meeting was held in Birmingham. After the

transaction of some routine business, the members
present were conveyed by omnibus to the Corporation
Sewage Farm ind Works, at Saltley, the inspection of which
was the principal object which had brought ttiem together.

On their arrival, the visitors were met by Mr. Alderman
Avery, the chairman, and a number of the members of the

Sewage Committee, and under their guidance went over the

land and works.

At the luncheon, Mr. Avery said they were em-
barrassed by the consciousness that in reality they had
very little to show the Club, and that such operations

were so encumbered by sanitary obligations, by Chancery
injunctions, and other difficulties, that they were not and could

not be considered as fair illustrations of the merits or deme-
rits of sewage farming. The ancient principle of the water

to the rivers, and the sewage to tb.e laud, was worthy of all

acceptation, and was in accordance with unerring and unalter-

able natural laws ; but the case was altogether different when
it became necessary to apply the sewage, either in a wet or

dry state—either as an effluent or as mud—to laud at tim^s

and in seasons when the crops did not require it, and in quan-
tities which the land was totally unable to absorb and convert

into vegetable matter. There could be no doubt that in the

sewage of large towns there was a vast source of national

wealth undeveloped ; and the time would ultimately come
when some means of conveying these valuable products in a

cheap and efficient form to the land would be found, and
when they would receive their natural wholesome applica-

tion, instead of corrupting and .'polluting our streams. In

the meanwhile, however, there was an ugly chasm to be

passed. Chancery injunctions of the most stringent kind

were now imposed upon large towns, and it was found that

the only conditions under which sewage could be applied

in great cities were excessively unfavourable to the profit-

able cultivation of land. If they were to deal with the

sewage themselves it would be necessary to acquire land at

extravagant prices—at prices which would altogether pre-

clude any profits. They could only grow particular kinds of

crops, for which there was not sufficient demand to take in

any very large quantities ; aud it was the contention of the

committee having charge of these works in Birmingham
that such matters were beyond legitimate corporate opera-

tions, and that the true principle was to devise some means

—

whenever the time came—whereby that sewage could be

placed, either in a liquid or dry state, in the possession of

farmers, at times and seasons and in quantities when the cul-

tivation of the soil required such application, and when they,

as practical cultivators of the soil, were of opinion that it

could be conveniently and profitably used. When that time

arrived—and arrive it ultimately would—then would be dis-

covered an enormous augmentation in our national wealth which
would be as advantageous to the country in an imperial sense

as he believed it would be a substantial advantage to the indi-

vidual cultivator. In the meanwhile what they had to do was
to discharge the sanitary obligations imposed upon them, which
were of a most oppressive kind, and which were surrounded

by formidable difficulties. Birmingham was a macadamised
town ; the roads were comparatively soft and broken to pieces

by the heavy traffic ; and large quantities of the surface of the

roads, notwithstanding active scavenging, were constantly

washed into the sewers. Birmingham was also in some of

its incidents a midden and water-closet town ; and the mud of

the street sweepings mixed up with household refuse consti-

tuted together vast masses of sewage sludge. During the

last forty-four days they had intercepted in ttie tanks at Salt-

ley no less a quantity than S,37S tons, being at the rate, as

nearly as might be, of 230 tons of sewasje sludge for each

working day of the vveek. Now, whether the soil would take

it or not, that quantity—that vast mass— had to be dealt with

as a daily exigency—a necessity which the Court of Chancery
insisted should be disposed of day by day. It was not suffi-

ciently dry to be applied to the land, and it was not sufficiently

liquid to be treated as an effluent ; but was in the character

of sewage nnid, with which they had two means of dealing.

One was the old barbarous plan of putting it in reservoirs

where it accumulated month after month, sometimes year after

year, emitting a poisonous aud deadly effluvium. The only

other possible way of dealing with it was to cover it with soil

and that was what they did, first impregnating it with lime

which partially deodorised it, and prevented decomposition
;

so that there was au end of the nuisance, and the thunderbolt

of the Court of Chancery was arrested, before it roached their

unfortunate Birmingham craniums. His object in making
those remarks was to show that they did not pretend to afford

a very satisfactory example of sewage farming ; but they did

contend that, surrounded by so many difficulties, the crops

they had to show ilustrated in the most striking and convinc-

ing manner possible the enormous advantages of sewage ap-

plied to land when it could be controlled by reason and dis-

cretion, and not surrounded by so many sanitary obligations

and so many requirements on the part of the Court of Chan-
cery. They bad, during the last few months, cultivated many
kinds of crops—peas, beans, lettuces, kidney-beans, potatoes, and
onions—all singularly free from disease. He believed that in the

potatoes which they had sent to market for several weeks there

was not a trace of disease in a single tuber. But these crops,

though luxuriant, had not proved equally productive with rye-

grass and cabbage ; and he believed it was the intention of

the committee henceforth mainly to cultivate those two great

products on the farm. On a field of four acres they had pro-

duced six cuttings of the grass, the first five of which produced

altogether ninety-four tons. From another field of two acres

they had four cuttings, which produced forty-seven tons ; and
taking the whole area at present employed in the cultivation of

rye-grass—twenty-eight acres—they had produced and sold

310 tons; the price having ranged from 14s. to £1 a ton.

They had also supported from the same area of land about 30
cows—23 milking and 7 barren ; and it was not too much to

say that they had consumed, including t'le horses kept on the

farm, quite as much rye-grass as they had sold ; so that that

would give as nearly as might be from 650 to 700 tons of rye-

grass produced on about twenty-eight acres of land, about

one-third of which they only planted in rye-grass last April.

The cows which the Club had had an opportunity of observing

had been fed nearly exclusively but not altogether on rye-

grass. They had also had chopped hay, a little cotton cake, and
very few grains ; but at least seven-eights of the staple of

their food had been rye-grass., and everyone could see by
their appearance how healthy they were. There was not the

slightest symptom of disease of any kind among them. They
sold as nearly as possible from fifty-five to fifty-eight gallons

of milk daily ; and, as soon as some singular letters appeared

in the newspapers, their Medical Officer of Health (Dr. Hill),

who had the eye of a lynx for the slightest vestage of anything

dangerous, immediately took several gallons of milk and sub-

jected it to scientific investigation. Part was kept for 60
hours, and it was perfectly sweet at the end of that time.

Another portion was made into butter, and day after day he
had had the pleasure of consuming it at his table at the ex-

pense of the Corporation of Birmingham. It was exceedingly

sweet, excellent in colour and quality, and he only hoped he
might have as good butter every day. So gentlemen might
determine for themselves from these facts whether there was or
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could be any trutli, that because land was richly manured, tlie

plants grown from it or animals fed from such plants must
necessarily be unhealthy. He ouj,ht to say he believed

that in no single case had they ever applied sewage to

growing crops. It had always been applied to the laud

before the crops were grown ; and with that reasonable

precaution—a precaution perfectly well-known to farmers,

and sewage farmers in particular—it was the wildest

romance and folly ever indulged in to imagine that the

slightest unhealthiness could exist. Let anyone go and look

for himself at the different kinds of crops to be seen on that

small farm, every acre of which had had at least from 1,000
to 1,200 tons of sewage sludge dug into it during the last

twelve months, and then determine whether there was or

could be the slightest injurious element in any of the con-
stituents which were employed. It had been his duty and
privilege, to some extent, on the part of the committee, to re-

present those facts to the Club; and that visit of inspection

with which they were favoured by the Club afforded them the

gr'eatest pleasure. He was rather alarmed at hiniselt in pre-

suming to speak on agricultural subjects before so many ex-

perienced gentlemen. But what he had had to do was not to

indulge in theories and doctrines, because they might have
been presumptuous. What he desired to do was to set before

the Club in that plain way what they had done, and why they

had done it ; and, although he was afraid tiiey might be con-
sidered as " apron farmers," as they sometimes were termed,
it must be recollected that they were not occupying that land

for the purpose of producing crops, but were occupying it

sjlely and only to discharge their sanitary obligations. The
necessity was imposed on them as the authorities of the town
of so dealing with their sewage that they should promote the
health, as far as they could, of their own inhabitants, and that

they should not bring any nuisance on their neiglibours.

They were trying to do that, and the ancient nuisances had
now, to a very great extent, if not altogether, disappeared.

They were executing, with very great progress, works by which
he believed they would be enabled to remove anything objec-

tionable which remained ; and he lioped what tiie gentlemen
had seen would demonstrate in a very clear manner that sew-
age properly treated was a great advantage when applied to

crops ; that they, struggling through so many difficulties, had
accomplished much ; and that they should as strenuously try

to do still more until their duty was effectually and completely
discharged, and all nuisance removed. Then they might pos-
sibly direct their attention exclusively to those fertile and pro-
ductive crops, and high pedigree animals, which a farmer most
delighted to observe.

Mr. G. Wise had had the pleasure of going with some of
the members of the Club to visit three very large sewage
farms. The first was that of Lord Warwick, at Leamington,
the second at iilerthyr Tydfil, and the other the one at

Saltley they had seen that day. All were conducted on
different principles, and individually he must say he
thought the plan carried out by Lord Warwick of

putting the sewage direct on the land was far the

best. But of course at Saltley that was, he knew, simply an
impossibility ; and he thought the gentlemen connected with
those works had done the very best they possibly could under
the trying difficulties in which they were placed. He thought
they would all agree with him that the crops they had seen
that day were most promising, though he could not agree with
Alderman Avery about the potatoes, for he was sorry to see a
few of the tubers diseased. Still, considering the amount of
disease prevalent in the country, they looked remarkably
healthy. The rye-grass looked well ; and he never saw a finer

lot of cabbages or tasted better celery. But he was sure that

ou a sewage farm rye-grass and cabbages were the most paying
crops, because they all knew those crops required and took an
immense amount of manure. He was pleased with the healthy
state of the stock, and never saw cows look much better. One
difference between Lord Warwick's cows and the cows there

was that the former were never allowed to go out, while at

Saltley, he understood, they were allowed to go out for about
six months in the year. They certainly were a very healthy
and very fine lot; and he should say from what he knew of the
long time that milk from Lord Warwick's cows had been sup-
plied in Leamington, the nonsense talked about cows fed on
sewage grass affecting the milk was simply sheer absurdity.

Mr. Houghton about eiglit years ago was permitted to

introduce the question now under discussion at a meeting of

the Club—at which time Alderman Sadler and others sud-

ported the adoption of wliat he regarded as one of the wildest

schemes that could be imagined. It must be understood that

he gave those gentlemen credit for haviug the best intentions,

as he did Alderman Avery and the committee tliat day ; but he
believed the introduction of the qnestion at tlie time referred to

had the elfect of preventing great loss to somebody, wlioever it

might liave fallen upon. As a ratepayer, he felt that they owed a

debt of gratitude to the present committee for haviug at least

effected one object—that of silencing the complaints of the

Gravelly Hill relators. He thought the Sewage Committee
had pretty clear ideas respecting the matter they had in

liand, and that their only difficulty was not having sufficient

povver to carry them out. He was sure that the great

body of the town would be tpiite willing they should have

such powers. Sewage utilisation in the sense of recovering

the value of the sewage manure which was in the sewage

was one of the greatest shams of the present day. The
Sewage Committee iiad a disposable quantity of ma-
uurial power equal to all the sheep kept in the

county of Warwick, and that was at present disposed of

on about 150 or 200 acres of laud. The worst of it was that

the more they extended it the more difficulties they got into
;

and lis believed the only plan of effectually grappling with

the difficulty was to liave a meeting of the ratepayers in the

Townhall in favour of interception. It must come to that at

last. The only other way of grappling with it was to deal

with the water-closets and that sort of thing separately from

the rainfall. If that had been assented to in the House of

Commons, 10s. on each water-closet would have paid for

dealing with them so. No practical farmer would complain

of anything that came off the roads, or even from many of

the manufactories, but the great thing was, the manure was
mixed up with other matters.

Mr. Councillor Lowe said the system adopted here was one
which of necessity applied only to large towns ; and he there-

fore cautioned his brother farmers not to be led away with it,

because if they were, he shought they would find themselves

in this difficulty—that it would not pay. The plan adopted

there was one of sheer necessity. They were driven under
special circumstances to do something to remedy the annoy-
ance of the river, as it ran from there to Tamworth ; and lie

believed they had adopted the only means under those press-

ing circumstances which could be discovered. At the meet-
ing of the Club to which Mr. Houghton had referred he

either proposed or seconded a resolution to the elfect that the

sewage of this town, as sent forth, was not at all suited for

the purpose of irrigation ; and he entertained the same
opinion now. It was impossible for farmers profitably or

wisely to use the system of irrigation with the sewage so

thoroughly mixed up with solid and other substances ; but

the case was otherwise with those farmers who lived in the

neighbourhood of small towns, where the sewage was in

something like a limpid state, and little more than dirty

water. In such cases irrigation with that class of sewage, he

believed, might be wisely and profiiably used. He believed

that by the present system they would succeed in avoiding the

injunction, and, altliough they had not altogether solved the

great problem of the sewage difficulty, they had, so far as

large towns were concerned, at least, got the only system

which could be employed beneficially and safely. The system

would not apply to small places, because their circumstances

were altogether different, and u different article had to be

dealt with. He believed there was some little risk in feeding

milking cows entirely upon sewage grass or cabbage ; and to

avoid it, he advised additional food in the shape of linseed, or

cotton-cake or meal.

ESSEX AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.—At a meeting of

the general committee, the president. Sir Thos. S.

Western, Bart., in the chair, the following resolution was put

and ultimately withdrawn ; " That in the opinion of this com-

mittee it is no longer desirable to exclude members living out

of the county from competition for the general prizes of the

Society ." It was decided tliat lor the challenge cup there should

be no separate entries, but that all first prize animals might

compete. [This determination consequently does away at last

with " the Book of Numbers."]
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STAINDROP FARMERS' CLUB.
THE MANAGEMENT OF A MIXED FARM.

At the last raRp.ting, Mr. W. T. Scartli in the cliair, Mr.
Samuel Powell, of Siimmerhouse, read the foUowia^ paper :

I propose to take for example a farm of 500 acres, say one-

half grass and the otlier half arable, diviijed as follows : 100
acres of second-rate grass, suitable for breeding and rearing

purposes ; 150 first-rate for feeding ; 150 acres of turnip and
barley soil; and 100 of wheat and bean land. This, I think,

may be taken as a fair specimen of a first-rate mixed farm,

and also as one likely to meet the reqnirements of the present

day, as you invariably see that if one kind of produce fails

one or more of the others are almost certain to prove remu-

nerative. After taking such a farm, the first question a

person would naturally ask himself would be the amount of

capital he would require ; and the second, how this capital

should be laid out. This I will do my best to answer. A
farm of this kind should maintain at least 160 head of cattle,

350 hoggets, 100 ewes, with their lambs, along with 10

liorses. necessary for purposes ot husbandry, which would
cost (taking the present high rate of prices into consideration)

about £5,000. This sura I would expend as follows : 80
head of cows, heifers, or steers, averaging £18 each, capable

of making themselves fat in the summer months, total £l,4i0
;

20 steers for winter feeding, after taking the jilaces of the

previous lot, in the better land, as they are disposed of, also a

similar number of heifers, for a like purpose, the two lots

combined probably casting, in the spring, £15 each, £600
;

20 yearlings, to follow in rotation, averaging £10 each, £200
;

15 Sliorthorned heifers, with calves running with them by a

pure-bred bull, £1S each, £270 ; 5 cows for dairy or house-

hold purposes, £22, £110 ; 350 hoggets, £2 15s., £962 10s.
;

100 ewes with their lambs, at £1; each, £400 ; 10 horses at

£55 each, £550; implements might be set dovi-n at £100;
total, £t,932 10s., or in round numbers, £5,000. If to

this we add £1,000 as a working surplus, we shall have the

total capital required, £6,000. Having made an estimate of

the probable outlay (and I think I am quite within), I will

briefly review the most important branches of farming, which
I propose to consider under the following heads. First : The
breeding, rearing, and feeding of cattle and sheep. Second :

The horses and implements. Third : The turnip and barley

soil. Fourth : The wheat and bean land. Before proceeding

further I may state that I have by no means endeavoured to

exliaust the subject, but rather have jotted down a few ideas

which have occurred to me during my short experience, with

a view of, as I said before, haviug them thoroughly discussed

by the experienced agriculturists of which this club is com-
posed. Following out the plan I have adopted, we must deal

with the cattle and sheep first. You would probably notice that

in the list I compiled of stock required, mention was made of

15 heifers with calves at their feet, a number I think by no
means too many. Now I am strongly of opinion that this

system of allowing calves to run with their mothers will be

carried on at no distant period to a very great extent, owing
in a great measure to the scarcity of female servants to attend

to the cows and calves, as in days gone by, and partly tlirough

the high price of store stock. The latter defect I think may
be remedied to a certain extent by every farmer breeding a

number corresponding with the size of his farm, taking great

pains in the selection of his heifers and bulls, as it is a well-

known fact that an animal well bred can come nearer per-

fection at two years old tlian one of a commoner breed
can at three years. I shall now, without further com-
ment, proceed to discuss the feeding of cattle. Now
in this branch too much care and judgment cannot
be used in the selection of the animals, as it is a matter of

great importance, seeing the increasing population we have to

feed, and the foreign supply greatly reduced in point of num-
bers, through the restrictions put upon them on account of

the numerous and often fatal diseases, which they iiave from
time to time introduced into this country. Although I have

no doubt the quality of cattle imported I'runi abroad is, and
will continue to be improved by our bulls being crossed with

their cows ; at the same time I think the meat-producing
community have no reason to fear the foreigner, on account of

the difficulties of transit, therefore, it behoves us to produce

the greatest possible amount of animal food in the least possi-

ble time, both for our own interest and that of the population

at large. In selecting cattle for immediate feeding, I should

recommend a middle-sized animal, of good age, and true shape,

as they require less time, and are sooner ready for the butcher.

But if for a long keep, you cannot have too much substance

combined with quality, for by giving them a sulhcient length

of time, it allows them time to fairly develop tlieir large

frames, and I have known cases where an animal of this kind
actually left more profit in a year, than an ordinary animal is

worth at tiie age of tliree years. There are certain seasons of

the year which an experienced grazier will never fail to pro-

vide for. At these times although the cost of feeding may
never be fairly estimated, yet owing to the fickleness of

climate, and the wants of our beef-loving population, we are

enabled to command nearly our own price. The seasons I

allude to are in the months of May and June, and again in

December and January. In making a few general remarks on
sumr.ier feeding, I may state that I would never put many
sheep amongst the herd of cattle intended for immediate sale,

as they seem to crop the best feeding grasses, and thereby pre-

vent the cattle from doing as well as tliey otherwise would do.

In the secondary class of land I strongly advise a growing

and improving stock, so that they may partly take in rotation

the places vacated by those in advance, and by so doing may
seem to creep up, and, so to speak, grow out of the land. As
regards winter feeding, Mr. Kowlaudson read a very lucid and
interesting paper on this subject, therefore it would be out of

place for me to dilate much upon it. However, I will merely

express my opinion that cattle cannot be kept too clean,

must be properly and regularly fed and housed, cows and

heifers in byers, and bullocks in sheds. I may also mention

that too many turnips may be given to cattle, and also I am
of opinion that the greater the variety of food, such as cotton-

cake, pure linseed-cake, meal, and hay or straw, the better for

the stock. I generally give my cattle in the most advanced

stages per day, 2ibs. each of cotton-cake, linseed-cake, and

meal, all mixed together, along witli the usual quantity of

turnips and straw, aud I am so far satisfied with the result

that I shall continue to do so, till convinced to the contrary.

Having briefly touched upon (as far as my space and I liave

no doubt your patience will permit) some of the principal

points connected with the breeding and feeding of cattle, I

will now pass on to sheep. But as this also is a subject whicli

has been fully exhausted by a valuable paper read by Mr.

John Hawdon, little may be deemed necessary on my part. I

will therefore summarily dismiss this important branch of

agriculture, merely bringing before your notice an idea of ray

own to which I attach some importance. And that is, the

necessity of providing something, such as rape, clover fog, or

the second growth of the best grass, for the finishing of sheep

in the autumn. For I have often observed that sheep if

allowed to run on into the winter, unless very expensive keep

is resorted to, make but slight improvement, or even posi-

tively go back in condition. It also seems a common prac-

tice on many farms to allow store lambs to take care

of themselves during the autumn months, and then when
summer sets in, to force food upon them when their

stomachs are totally incapable of digesting it. Hence
arise great losses. This I think might be remedied, by

giving them a few early soft turnips, along with a por-

tion of peas-sheaf hay, or cotton-cake, on over-eaten

fog, say in Oc ober. So much for sheep. Now in dealing

with agricultural horses I have not much to say ; therefore I

will content myself witli merely observing that power com-

bined with quality is about all that is required. Of course

too much attention cannot be paid them, for the fickleness of

horseflesh has almost passed into a proverb. Even after the

greatest attention has been paid, losses will ensue : therefore

1 should recoiuinend every farmer to breed at any rate a

number sutticient to meet his own requirements. For, on the

one hand, even an ordinary working horse cannot be replaced

by purchase, except at a serious expense ; while on the other.
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should fortune favour, a good strong cart liorse is always sure

to command a liigli price. As to hacks and hunters, I will

leave them to tlie consideration of those who can afford to

keep thera. With regard to implements, it is necessary to

have those that are least complicated, but at the same time

most efficient, so that the labour may be reduced, and ex-

penses thereby curtailed. Great care should also be taken to

guard against having frivolous and almost useless articles, as

they are all to keep in repair, and very often to no purpose.

As I am now dealing with this branch of the subject, I may
as well offer a few remarks on steam cultivation. Now I

consider that if a certain number of horses and men, equiva-

lent to the expense incurred by steam cultivation, can be

dispensed with, steam cultivation would be a great boon. If,

on the contrary, no saving is thereby affected, then I cannot

see the benefit to be derived from it. Still there is no doubt

cultivation by steam can be done to greater perfection, as far

as depth is concerned, than by horse-power. There ari like-

wise especial times of the year when it may be employed to

advantage under any circumstances, providing the weather is

suitable—for instance, when preparing land for turnips in

the spring, or when subsoiling in the autumn. It next be-

comes my duty to notice the turnip and barley soil- As I

have made my ideal farm to contain 150 acres of this class,

we may take it as a basis of operations. This, according to

the general system of cropping, might be divided into four

courses, averaging nearly forty acres each, as turnips, barley,

clover or peas, wheat or oats, in the order named. As to the

proper mode of procedure to be adopted in the preparation of

turnip-land, there is great diversity of opinion. All, however
will agree that land sliould be ploughed or digged in the

anturan, but it is in the spring where the difference of opinion

exists : some advocate plougiiing at this season, whilst others

are content merely with dragging. But, for my part, I should

adopt the ploughing system, especially if the land be infested

with annual weeds or quickens, for by so doing you are en-

abled to cut it from the bottom, and with the assistance of

the Scotch drag and clod-cruslier you easily prepare the land

for furrowing and drilling. In rearing turnips I am a great

advocate for frequent scuilling, particularly in the early stages,

as 1 contend that it checks the weeds and loosens the young
plants, as well as because it is probably the cheapest mode
we liave of cleaning the land. After turnips, barley inva-

riably follows, and as it requires a smootii and fine surface,

care should be taken to have the land ploughed as early as

possible, so that it may be pulverised by the spring frosts.

The other courses connected with this branch may be dis-

missed with little comment from me. Of course it is known
to every one that if you prepare a clover stubble or seed pas-

ture for wheat, it should be made as firm as possible, to pre-

vent the wireworra from following the ridges, or the frost

from leaving the land too light, which often results in the

total uprooting of the plant. In order to check these evils, I

should press the laud when ploughed, and drill it crosswise,

even in preference to sowing broadcast, for the reason that

the wireworm is most likely to follow the corn in the pressed

furrow ; whereas, if it is drilled, its ravages may not be to so

great an extent. Perhaps I may be allowed to make a few

remarks on the sowing of clover. In this part of agriculture

I should recommend a drill with coulters, so as to deposit

the seed immediately below the surface ; or if this be not

practicable, an excellent substitute may be adopted by

rolling with the Cambridge roller, and sowing the

seed broadcast. Then I would brush or chain-

liarrow, and finally roll with the common roller ; a system I

have myself tried with a fair amount of success. Now, gen-

tlemen, a few words as to the wheat and bean land, and then

I shall soon cease to trouble you. There seems to be a system,

which is becoming very general, of sowing this class of land

with turnips, but which, I think, must be anything but a pro-

fitable one, taking the labour question into consideration,

together with expensive manures, and the prospect of an

average crop about once in five years. Even supposing you
get an average crop more frequently, the land becomes trodden

through carting the turnips, which, of course, acts very inju-

riously on the following corn crop. The courses I should
adopt on land of this nature would be first, fallow ; second,

wheat; third, beans, peas, clover, or tares; fourth, barley or

wheat ; and so fallow again, except a little of the best whicii

might be made to grow a few early or soft turnips. If the
soil should become clover-sick, I should advise sowing tares

to be consumed by sheep, as I consider this is one of the

cheapest, most profitable, as vi'eil as the best mode of improving
strong land. I should likewise recommend barley to be sown
instead of wheat after tares, as it acts as a change for the

land, and serves to prepare it for the next wheat crop. There
are, no doubt, a great many important points connected with

the management of a mixed farm, which might have been
advantageously discussed, had the subject been in more com-
petant hands than ray own. However, mine has been an
honest attempt, to the best of my ability, to offer a few general

remarks on tlie principal matters connected with farming, to

an audience far beyond me in practical knowledge and expe-

rience. Gentleman, there is a very important question or two
to which I wish to call your attentiDn

;
questions, although

not immediately bearing on the management o( a farm, yet at

the same time which must and will be inquired into at no
distant date. One to which I allude is the labour question

;

in itself a subject worthy of a separate discussion. The little

experience I have had would scarcely warrant me in offering

an opinion, but I feel it my duty, placed as I am, to lay it

before you, so that it may meet with the attention it deserves.

Since I consider that this and meetings of a similar cliaracter

are the places where we should let our grievances be known,
in order that we may be prepared to combat them in their

infancy, and use remedial measures likely to cure the evil, or,

at all events, to arrest its progress. The price of labour lias

increased, as we all know, to an alarming extent within the

last six or eight years. The reason is obvious. The gradual

development and present extraordinary prosperity of our trade

and commerce has caused an extra demand on labour, hence
the increased rate of wages. This to a certain extent may be

a little reduced, should a stagnation in trade take place, but

still even then I do not think the British labourer would
submit to return to bye-gone days, as he has resources at his

command, such as emigration, &.c., whicli he would undoubt-
edly take advantage of, seeing that he is being educated, and
likely to become more so. Now, as there seems to be but
slight grounds to hope for any appreciable reduction in wages,
I ask what must be done to meet tiiis, coupled with annually

increasing local taxation, the bad seasons we have lately ex-

perienced, and in many cases advanced rents? If I might be

allowed to offer an opinion, I would suggest the following

remedies : better education, hence more intelligence, greater

security of tenure, and also reduced rents, especially upon
strong-land farms. Now, I am convinced if rents are not

reduced the day of reckoning is at hand, and it would not

surprise me to see one-half of the poor-land tenant-farmers

in this country brought to a state verging on insolvency.

This yon may probably think rather a wild prognosti-

cation, but I am afraid it may come sooner than we ex-

pect. If any gentleman could suggest or devise any means
likely to remedy this disaster (supposing you agree in the

main with ray remarks) I think he would be conferring a very

great boon on a large and deserving class in this couutry.

However, 1 will leave it in your hands, hoping that it, witii

other topics, may lead to a discussion from which we may
derive some practical benefit.

The Chairman thought it very necessary, and would pay
to breed cattle, as stock was scarce and dear to purchase,

though rearing should not be carried too far. He did not

think any land should lie idle; but must be pioducing some
crop for man or beast, as the rent was to be paid, and labour be-

ing so high, it would only be a bare living. But increase the

produce, and induce men to put more capital into the manage-
ment of the land.

Mr. Bell found it very difficult to follow the things men-
tioned in the paper. Thought fifteen cows with calves and
five milkers plenty, and purchase others ; but they were diffi-

cult to meet with now. No particular breed of sheep was
named. Supposed it was intended to have that the most

suitable to the district. Certainly a mixed farm w;s the

pleasantest to occupy. Had seen more land sown this season

in a dirty state than ever before. It arose, he supposed, from

the difficulty of getting labour to clean it. Land requires

working according to its kind. No doubt manure would make
any land grow some kind of crop.

Dr. Mackey had no doubt if Mr. Powell's ideas were fol-

lowed up tiiey would be successful, and thought the paper

highly creditable to that gentleman. He himself could not

presume to make any remarks.

Mr, Powell could not begin to praise the writer as others,
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he beinp; liis brothor. Could not afjren in the melanclioly viev/

taken of the labour question. Tliought anytliing to raise the

moral tone of the working classes was a beuelit to tiie cora-

rannity at large.

Mr. John ILvwDor* agreed about rearing young stock,

lloine-c.ilves made tlie best animals, and be thought it paid

well. Lambs were neglected in the autumn by not being kept

growing, and were ol'ten put too late upon turnips, which
caused great losses, that might be avoided by better manage-
ment.

Dr. Brunskell tliought the Club did good in bringing out

young men to write such papers as the one he had just heard.

When the plougliing land was near the boraestead it

was the best attended to. Land should be made to grow
sometliing. lie approved of raising young stock.

Mr. M. Raw, Jun., thought bringing up calves cost a great

deal, and the dam did not do so well to feed, as the calves took
great hold of the cows. The return was not great when all

was taken into consideration,

Mr. Cathrick thouiiht breeding was a good thing on Mr
Powell's farm, but it would not do on his own.

Mr. Bainuridge tliought ten horses too many on a farm
of 250 acres of ploughing. Bringing up sucklers pays. One
cow might bring up four or five, letting each suck eight weeks.

Strong land should grow cabbages, and not turnips. Better

tlian hybrids—don't scour, and hares do not eat them so much.
Mr. Jackson thought strong land should be sometimes

fallowed to keep it clean, and it wants ploughing. Not too

much dragging, or it will run wild.

Mr. BoLAM thought tlie labour question a serious one.

Poor land was much neglected, as there was less intelligence

and capital needed therein than on better descriptions.

Thought by sowing it to grass would be an improvement.

People iiad themselves to blame, as they did not attend such

clubs as this one as they should.

Mr. IIawdon said this Club need not fear going down when
they had young men to bring such papers forward as the one

he had tiien heard. Tliouglit BIr. Powell had perhaps too

many horses to work the farm he mentioned. IGO liead of

cattle were too many for tlie size of the occupation. It would
require a good deal of extra food to keep them. Some of the

stock should be bred on the farm, and the others bought in.

On good land it may be best to buy all in. Poor land should

be in fallow every eight years. As to get a green crop off,

it very often poached the land, and caused it to grow a small

crop of corn. Labour was a difficult question at present.

The better' food the men can get, the better workers tliey

should be; but the employers must be masters, or all would
be thrown out of working order.

After a reply from Mr. Powell, the meeting closed.

BLANDFORD FARMER S' CLUB.
The winter session of this club has commenced,

under the presidency of Mr. 11. Pookes. Tiie subject

brought before the members by Mr Trask, of Norrington

Down, Alresford, was " The Great Importance to every one
of thorough Union between Landlord, Tenant, and Labourer."

Mr. Trask said : I have selected this suliject thinking it to

be particularly suitable and applicable for discussion at the pre-

sent time, and I have used the words "great importance to

every one" because, with present high prices of both meat and
bread, it must not be of an individual, but of a national import-

ance tiiat there should be no hindrance, and no deterring canse

on the part of either landlord, tenant, or labourer, whereby
the utmost amount of produce, both animal and vegetable,

should be made available for the use of the increasing popula-

tion of the kingdom. If there is to be union there must be

confidence; and I will first speak of union between landlord

and tenant, then between tenant and labourer, and sum up
with the necessity for joint union between landlord, tenant,

and labourer. Tiie first part has been talked of and written

about over and over again, and, consequently, there must be

diihcnlty in saying anything new. I mean to be as brief as I

can, altliougli I am far from believing that, notwithstanding so

much has been said and written, the necessity is at all generally

recognised, or if recognised acted up to, of increased confidence

between these classes. A first cause why there is now more
reason than formerly that there should be greater confidence is

that the necessity is imperative on the part of the farmer that

he should possess a much larger capital to manage his business,

and with more capital there must be more risk, and with more
risk there ought to be greater confidence. The landlord should

on his part, in order to meet his tenant, be more liberal in the

covenants of his lease, and less arbitrary in many of the

restrictions ; he should never avail himself of the power to

move a tenant at the expiration of a six months' notice to quit,

unless such be absolutely necessary, and he should do all in

his power to provide iiis tenants with all necessary cottage

accommodation for the labourers close to their work on the

farm, the tenant of course paying a fair percentage if asked.

The landlord should also be careful that his land steward and
adviser is a practical man, bred to his business, and not a
professional gentleman of a nondescript character ; and he

should be careful to have as much ground game on his estate

asis compatible with no damage being done to the crops of bis

tenants, and that the gentleman {quondaia keeper) in charge

of this game shou'd not in any case be an authority between

himself and bis tenants on any matter. It must be borne in

miud that the profit accruing to the tenant, beyond a low
interest for his capital, bears no proportion to the amount of

capital and extra capital now required, and it is probably

the knowledge of this f#ct which deters men of business from

taking many of the large stock holdings which have been, and
are, offered numerously for hire. The tenant has a doulile

duty to perform—he holds the middle place, and, if lie bo true to

himself, he will have to pay a due fealty to his landlord ; and
he might so farm his land that at the determination of his

holding it is left without deterioration, and in a fair state for

an incoming tenant. He also must take care that the honest
labourer is not defrauded of his hire, but that he receives a fair

wage, punctually paid, according to the value of his labour.

The labourer has a capital, in right of his own labour, and he

is quite at liberty to use that right as he may think best, so

that he does not abuse the rights of those above or around
him. And it is very important if it can be shown how this

part of the mutual capital of landlord, tenant, and labourer

can be best taken care of for the advantage of the tenant, the

benefit of the labourer, and the almost certain ultimate benefit

of tiie landlord. I have said that the labourer has a capital in

right of his own labour ; he has also a duty to perform, not
only as a citizen, but as a recipient of every Ireedom which, in

this of all countries, is accorded to capital. It is equally his

duty, with the tenant, to act so that it may not be laid to his

charge that he has by any act of his contributed to lessen the

value of the land for producing its utmost for the nation's be-

nefit. Perhaps it is not very reasonable for us, as farmers, to

expect that we shall be able greatly to lessen our ex[ euditurd

for manual labour; we shall most likely have to do our work
with fewer hands, and to substitute more and costly machinery
in place of them. The hard work of the farm will thereby be
made easier, harvest-time shortened, and, as Mr. Disraeli, I

think, in one of his speeches not long ago, said, " We shall be
able to humanise their labour." I believe every landlord and
tenant having their mutual interest at heart will endeavour to

make each other, as well as their labourers, contented and
happy ; and if this be so, how little heed need be paid to the

doings of those itinerant agitators, most of them too lazy to

work, who go about, perhaps more especially in the south and
west of England, endeavouring to stir up strife and to set land-

lord, tenant, and labourer together by the ears ! Tiie failure

of the Rev. G. Rodgers' scheme for founding a Yeovil colony,

and—if the accounts recently published in the daily and agri-

cultural papers be correct— the still more disastrous failure of
the Brazilian emigration movement, ought to set people think-
ing, and there is little doubt but that a Samuel PlimsoU is

very badly wanted to look after the doings in this way of se-

veral gentlemen, more or less honourable and more or less

reverend. On this matter the intelligence of the landlord and
tenant may be of benefit to the labourer. They should endea-
vour to show him that as regards migration to other countries,

where the weekly wage is nominally higher, the work is such
as in many |cases tend to shorten life, 'and the value of the
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cheap cottagfi and garden will then be appreciated, for it is not

to be had. I hope, and I am inclined to think, that there has
been some good resulting from the great amount of mischief

accruing from the late agitation ; it made all of us think, and
use our wits a little more, and, for the labourers' own sake, I

hope that when they return—and return I believe three-

fourths of them will to their homes, from which they have
been seduced by visionary promises of harvest without
seed time and labour, and payment without work—they
will not find their places filled by others, and the ingenuity
and skill of the mechanic having devised means for les-

sening the necessity for their employment. The application

of steam-power to cultivation is destined, I believe, to work
something of a revolution in farming ; if a farmer can do with

a pair of engines and a cultivator worked by only three men,
with perhaps a boy, the same amount of work, and that at

the proper time, as can be accomplished by from 20 to 30
horses and the necessary accompaniment of carters, under-
carters, and boys, who every year fancy somehow or other that

they must have more money, depend upon it the needful w.ll

somehow or other be found, and the necessity for so much
manual laljour will be proportionately lessened. Here, too, is

a point where the landlord must step in and help ; he should
see that tiiere is in hilly districts a fair supply of ponds or
tanks for water, and he should not object to the removal of
old, worn-out, crooked, and useless fences, and he should take

care that when the tenant is requested by the steward to ask

the keeper about the removal of an old iiedge—as happened
within my knowledge not very long ago—the so-called steward
should be sent about his business. During the past session of
Parliament legislation has been attempted between landlord

and tenant, and no doubt very many are sorry that the antici-

pated discussion on Messrs. Howard and Read's bill did not

come off. My own opinion is this—that if the landlords do
not meet the tenants in a way shadowed out in the various

clauses of the bill, the increasing numbers who have to be fed,

pay or no pay to the tenant, will insist on the bill being
Carried, twelfth clause and all. I hope none of this will be
necessary ; I think the landlords are beginning to be awake,
that the tenants are awake, and there is little doubt but that
tlie labourers are wide awake ; and if there be a mutual desire

to do their duty each to the other there will be no need for

legislation. I have not taken np much of your time, but I

have touched upon the leading points and reasons why there

is a greater necessity for thorough unity of feeling between
landlord, tenant, and labourer. It is impossible for the agri-

culture of this kingdom to be what it ought to be—viz., pro-

ductive to its fullest extent, more especially in meat, for we
can get bread—if the landlord so uses liis right as to abuse
the rights of the tenant, or if the tenant, from want of capital,

or want of knowledge of his business, fails to produce from the

land for the employment of the labourer and the feeding of

the many the greatest possible amount of produce ; and it is

equally impossible if the labourer so behave himself that when
his services are of the greatest importance—viz., in haytime
ind harvest—be stands up, looks his master in the face, and
says that be dare not work any longer, because his other

master, the manager of a labourer's union, says tiiat he must
not. Such cases, I believe, are rare ; but there have been
such cases, and it is not impossible that they may increase ; if

they do, we, as farmers, must look our position straight in the

face, and hope for the goodwill of our landlords to help us.

I believe the labourer, as a rule, is well and fairly paid, that

he generally has a happy and well can-d-for home, and I hope
he will be wise in time, and not risk his all for that which
will most likely end in nothing.

It was unanimously resolved that the meeting fully con-

curred in the remarks contained in the paper, and con-

sidered it of the greatest importance that every tenant should

be provided with ample cott.ige accommodation for his la-

bourers, close to their work on the farm.

PENRITH AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The Shorthorn classes, as usual at Penrith, were well

filled, and included most of the animals which go from

show to show, gathering trophies in all quarters. There
were eight old bulls. Flag of Britain being placed

first, and Mr. Bousfield's which was second last

year as a two-year-olJ, next. ilessrs. Hudson's Shap
winner occupied the same position in the two-year-cld class

here ; and JSIr. Davidson's Luck of Edenhall was the

prize-taker in a good lot of yearlings. The show of

cows and heifers was strong, both as to number and
quality. The two-year-heifer class was keenly contested,

and the decision occasioned the talk which usually follows

a surprise ; Mr. Richardson, 's Rosebud, which was first

at Templesowerby, being placed before the Errand Girl

of ilr. Davidson which had so many admirers at Alston,

leaving Mr. Kirkbride's Duchess, which cost 125 guineas

at Colonel Towneley's sale, with a card of commenda-
tion. The President's Cup for the best amongst the

prize animals went to a white. Pure Gold, helouging to

Mr. Parker, of Acorn Bank. The private competition

hetween the pick of the occupants of the respective byres

of Mr. J. C. Boustead and Mr. R. Thompson excited

great speculation. There were several interesting sweep-

stakes, that for the best heifer- calves producing a capital

class. The agricultural horses were numerous, but on
the average the judges thought there was a want of syste-

matic breeding. The light horses were neither a large

entry nor very noteable in excellence. The hunters'

prizes were both carried off by l\Ir. Fearon, of White-
haven, with horses repeatedly beaten in better company.
The sheep were an improvement upon last year, where Mr.
Bell, of Scale Hill, carried off most of the Leicester
prizes

; and Mr. Fraser got all the Border Leicesters. The
]>ig classes were well filled, but the show of butter was not
large. No prizes were given for implements.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.

—

Shorthorns, and Pigs : G. Drewry, Ilolker

;

T. Willis, Carperby ; J. Unthank, Netherscales. Leices-
ter, Border-Leicester, Longwool, and Down Sheep:
H. Borton, Barton ; S. JeflTerson, Presfon Hows. Hunting
AND Harness Horses: P. Anderson, Gillespie ; J. Black-

stock, Hayton. Agricultural Horses : A. Milne, Levens
Hall; J. Little, Fauld, Longtown. Blackfaced Moun-
tain Sheep, and Farm-roots : W. Bownass, Kirkby
Lonsdale ; S. Downham, Sedbergh. Butter : D. Kirk-

bride, Penrith ; J. Steat'raan, Shap.

CATTLE.
Shorthorn bull.—First prize, £8, J. C. Bowstead, Hack-

thorpe Hall ; second, £4, J. Bousfield, Soulby. Highly com-
mended : Sir R. C. Musgrave, Bart., Edenhall. Commended :

W. Ellwood, Melmerby.
Shorthorn bull, above two and under three years old.

—

First prize, £5, Messrs. Hudson, Whale Moor ; second, £2
10s., J. Lamb, Burrell Green. Commended: Cookson and
Stricklaud, Kirkbythore.

Shorthorn bull, above one and under two years old"—First

prize, £5, J. Davidson, Greengill ; second, £2 10s., J. Relph,

Fog Close. Highly commended : Sir R. C. Musgrave, Bart.

Commended : A. McDougall, Penrith. '

Shorthorn cow or heifer.—First prize, £4-, J. Lamb ; second,

£2, J. Hutchinson, Brougham Castle. Highly commended

:

Sir R. C. Musgrave, Bart.

Two years old Shorthorn heifer, in calf or in milk.—First

prize, £3, J. Richardson, Culgaith ; second, £2, J. Davidson.

Commended : J. Kirkbride, Plurapton.

One year old Shorthorn heifer.—First prize, £2, J. Lamb ;

second, £1, J. Close, Lingstubbs. Highly commended : J.
Davidson.

Three dairy cows of any breed, iu calf or in milk.—First

prize, £2, Sir R. C. Musgrave, Bart. ; second, £2, J. Close.

Highly commended : J. Nicholson, Kirkbjthore Hall.

Bull-calf under twelve months old.—First prize, G. Smith,

The Luham ; second, II. Thompson, Maiden Hill. Com-
mended : J. Davidson, and Sir il. C. Musgrave, Bart.'
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Heifer-calf under twelve months old.—First prize, J. Close

;

second, W. Savage, Hanging Bank. Highly commended : J.

Davidson. C.'ommended : J. Davidson ; R. Thompson,
Inglewood Bank.

Bull-calf under six months old.—First prize, J. C. Toppin,
Skelton ; second, J. Lancaster, Skygarth. Commended : H.
Thompson.

Heifer-calf under sis months old.—First prize, J. Davidson ;

second, J. C. Toppin.
Bull of any age.—First prize, F. Parker, Acorn Bank

;

second, J. C. Bowstead.
Pair of Shorthorn heifer-calves, under twelve months.—First

prize J. Davidson; second, J. C Skelton.

Ten Shorthorn cattle.—First prize, silver cup, value five

guineas, J. Davidson ; second, Sir R. C. Musgrave, Bart.

Commended : J. Nicholson, Kirbythore Hall,

Privatk Matches.—Aged buU, two years old hull, and
bull-calf, between J. C. Bowstead, Hackthorpe Hall, and A.
Graham, Yanwath Hall—J. C. Bowstead. Ten Shorthorns,
between E,. Thompson, Inglewood Bank, and J. C. Bowstead

—

11. Thompson. Eight Shorthorn females, between R. Thomp-
son, and J. C. Bowstead—R. Thompson. Pair of two years

old bullocks, between J. Tinniswood, Greystoke; J. C.
Toppin ; and J. Lancaster, Dolptienby.—First, J. C. Toppin

;

second, J. Lancaster.

Best Shorthorn in the jard.—First prize, The President's

Cup, value ten guineas, F. Parker (Pure Gold) ; second,

.1. C. Bowstead (Flag of Britain) ; third, J. Lamb (Laurestina
2ud).

HORSES.
rOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES.

BrooJ mare in foal, or with foal at foot.—First prize, £4,
Colonel lligg, Crossrigg Hall ; second, £2, H. X. Fraser, Hay
Close. Commended : G. Davidson, Greenways.
Two years old gelding or fiUy.—First prize, £2, Colonel

Rigg ; second, £1, W. Clark, High How. Highly com-
mended : J. Speak, Penrith. Commended: Colonel Rigg.

One-year-old gelding or filly.—First prize, £3, J. Nicholson
;

second, £1, G. Carruthers, Gale Hall. Highly commended : J.

M. Crosby, Tymperon Hall. Commended : T. D. Graham,
Mellguards.

Pairs.—First prize. Colonel Rigg ; second, G. Davidson.
Highly commended: H. N. Fraser. Commended: J. C.
Bowstead ; J. Davidson, and Messrs. Hodgson.

Sweepstakes for three-year-old gelding.—First prize, F.

Williamson, Steadman House ; second. Colonel Rigg. Highly
commended: J.R.Thompson, Eden Grove.

Sweepstakes for foal.—First prize, J. C. Toppin ; second,

Bird, Kirbythore. Highly commended : J. Fenton, French
field.

Sweepstakes for mare or gelding of any age.—First prize.

Colonel Rigg ; second, J. C. Bowstead. Higlily commended :

J. Relph, Fog Close.

Private Match for agricultural mare, between R. Tinniswood,

Salkeld Dykes, and J. Watson, IN unwick Hall—R. Tinniswood.
FOR HARNESS.

Brood mare, in foal or with foal at foot.—First prize, £3,
Admiral Elliott, Appleby Castle: second, £1 10s., G. Nelson,

Great Salkeld.

Two years old gelding.—I'irst prize, £1, J. Workman, High
Rigg ; second, 10s., General Brougham, The Leathes. Com-
mended : J. Dent, Edenhall Grange.

Two years old filly.—Prize, £1 IDs., J. Bell, Scale Hill.

One-year-old gelding.—Prize, £1 10s., W. Longrigg, Grey-

stoke.

One-year-old fiUy.—First prize, £1, Cookson and Strick-

land, Low Abbey ; second, IDs., R. Thompson.

HUXTERS.
Brood mare, in foal or with foal at foot.—first prize, £3,

J. Bell; second, £1 10s., J. Nicholson.

Two years old gelding.—Prize, £1 lOs., J. C. Bowstead.
Two years old filly.—First prize, £1 lOs., J. Spencer,

Murrah Hall ; second, lOs., W. Bowman, Askham.

One-year-old gelding.—First prize, £1, J. Birkett, Broom-
rigg, Aiustable ; second, lOs., T. Little, Lazouby.

One-year-old filly.—First prize, £] , Albert Bell, Kewbiggen
;

second, 10s., I. Watson, Watermillock.

Three-year-old gelding or filly, by a thoroughbred horse.

—

First prize, J. Hayton, Field Head ; second. Major L. Harri-

son, Penrith.

Cob.—First prize, J. Pattinson, High Dyke; second, C
Bird, Thorpe. Highly commended : Major L. Harrison.

Hackney over IH. but not exceeding 15^ hands in height.—

First prize. Major L. Harrison ; second, J. Fearon, French-

field ; third, W. Bowness, Ullswater Hotel.

Pony, not exceeding 13^ hands, not less than three years

old.—First prize, J. Thompson, Low Dyke ; second, J. Bir-

kett, Broomngg. Commended : G. Graham, Newton.

Sweepstakes for foal by a thoroughbred horse.—Prize, J.

Nicholson, Kirkbythore Hall.

Sweepstakes for hunter.—First prize, J. Fearon, \\ hite-

haveu ; second, J. Fearon.

SHEEP.
LEICESTERS.

Ram of any age.—Challenge cup, value five guineas, J.

Davidson, Greengill.
.

Tup being an approved stock-getter.—First prize, £2, J.

Bell ; second, £1, J. Bell. Commended : J. Hogarth, Julian

Bower.
One-shear tup.—First prize, £2, J. BeU; second, £1, J.

BeU.
Pen of three ewes.—First prize, £2, J. Bell ; second, J.

Hogarth.
Pen of three gimmer shearlings.—First prize, £2, J . BeU ;

second, £1, J. Bell. Higlily commended: R. Thompson,

Inglewood Bank.
Sweepstakes for tup lamb.—First prize, J. Hogarth ; se-

cond, J. Dent, Edenhall Grange.

Sweepstakes for pair of gimmer lambs.—First prize, J.

Dent ; second, J. Hogarth.
BORDER LEICESTERS.

Tup being an approved stock-getter.—First prize, £2, H.

N. Fraser, Hay Close ; second, £1, Colonel Rigg. Com-
mended : H. N. Fraser.

One-shear tup.—Prize, £2, Colonel Rigg.

Pen of three ewes.—First prize, £2, H. N. Fraser ; second,

£1, H. N. Fraser.

Pen of three gimmer shearlings.—First prize, £2, J. Thom,
Kirkbythore; second, £1, J. Thom. Commended: H. N.

Frazer.

Sweepstakes for tup lamb.—Prize, H. N. Fraser.

Sweepstakes for pair of gimmer lambs.—Prize, H. N.

Fraser.
LONGWOOLS.

Tup being an approved stock-getter.—First prize, £1, J.

Hogarth; second, 10s., W. Savage, Hanging Bank. Highly

commended : Cookson and Strickland.

One-shear tup.—First prize, £1, W. Savage ; second, 10s.,

Cookson and Strickland. Highly commended '. J.Hogarth.

Pen of three ewes.—First prize, £1, Colonel Rigg ; second,

10s., W. Savage.

Pen of three gimmer shearlings.—First prize, £1, Colonel

Rigg ; second, 10s., W. Savage.

Sweepstakes for tup lamb.—Prize, W. Savage.

Sweepstakes for pair of gimmer lambs.—Prize, W. Savage.

DOW>'S.

Tup being an approved stocK-getter.—First prize, £1, J.

Fenton, Frenchfield ; second, 10s., H. Newby Fraser. Highly

Commended : W. Hesketh, Plumpton Hall.

One-sheer tup.—First prize, £1, and second, 10s. W. Hes-

kett. Commended: T. Todd, Newbiggin.

Pen of three ewes.—First prize, £1, G. Middleton, Clifton

Hall ; second, 10s., Earl of Lonsdale, Lowther Castle. Highly

Commended: T. Todd.

Pen of three gimmer shearlings.—First prize, £1, Earl of

Lonsdale; second, 10s., J. C. Bowstead. Commended: J.

Hogarth.
Sweepstakes for tup lamb.—Prize, A. McDougalJ, Penrith.

Commended : J. Fenton.

Sweepstakes for best pair of gimmer lambs.—Prize, J. Fen-

ton. Commended : G. Middleten.

BLACK-FACED IIOUXTAIN' SUEEF.

Tup being an improved stock getter.— First prize, £2, C.

Armstrong, Ashgill Side, Alston ; second, £1, J. Dargue, Cow
Hall. Commended: H. Sayer, Close House.

Sheariing ;tup.—First prize, ^£2, J. Dargue ; second, £1,

H. Sayer. Commended : C. Armstrong.

Pen of three ewes.—First prize, £2, G. Carruthers, Gale

Hall : second, £1, C. Armstrong.

Pen of three gimmer shearlings.—First prize, £2, G. Car-

ruthers ; second, £1, C. Armstrong.

D D
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Sweepstakes for tup lamb.—Prize, C. Armstroag. Highly

Commended: G. Carruthers. Commeuded: J. How, Ousby.
Sweepstakes for pair of gimmer lambs.—Prize, C. Arm-

strong. Highly Commended : G. Carruthers. Commended :

J. How.
PIGS.

First prize, £2, Earl of Lonsdale ; second, £1., J. C. Bow-
stead. Commended : Earl of Lonsdale.

Breeding sow, to have produce withing three months of the
show.—First prize, £2, J. Taylor, Ireby Mill, Wigton ; second,

£1, J. Collin, Penrith. Commended : J . Wood, Strickland.
Fat pig, under 18 months old, the propertyjof an agricultu

ral labourer, or cottager, working for wages.—First prize, £1

lOs., and second £1, G. Peacock, jun., Edenhall; third, 10s.,

G. Loclf hart, Penrith.

ROOTS.
Collection of farm roots.—First prize. Sir R. C. Musgrave,

Bart., Eden Hall; second, T. M. Elliott, Calthwaite Hall.
Commended : J. Fenton.

BUTTER.
Firkin.—First and second prizes, Mrs. Fenton, Frenchfield.

Commended : Mrs. Green, Motherby.
Basket containing lOlbs.— First prize, Mrs. Lancaster,

Dolphenby ; second, Mrs. Green. Highly Commended, Mrs.
Dent, Edenhall Grange. Commended : Mrs. Brunskill, Mar
dale.

BOROUGHBRIDGE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

LARGE AND SMALL FARMS.

At the forty-eighth annual meeting, at Boroughbridge, Mr.
Jabob Smith, of Humberton, in the chair, Mr. Dent Dent,
M.P., was elected president of the Society for the ensuing year,

and Mr. Scott was re-elected secretary and vice-president.

At the dinner, Mr. J. FoRD,Tancred, Whixley, read the follow-

ing : Among the different aspects of the Land Question in which
the community at large is interested, and which agriculturists

are in the habit of discussing, whether it be of the laws of
primogeniture and of entail, the transfer of land. Tenant- Eight,
leases, or) game, that which it becomes us attentively to con-
sider is the oft-mooted question, Large or small farms ? It

has never, I think, been contended that the great desideratum of
a nation's bread would turn on the solution of this ciuestion,

nevertheless it is a matter of interest to us; for, between one
and the other, small farms or large ones, there can be no doubt
that the production of a large amount of food must depend.
In the mere production of bread we shall never be very de-

pendent upon ourselves, for we have seen during the last year
that tlie most violent disturbance of our insular production,
caused by an unprecedented deficiency of our home-grown
breadstuflfs, and a harvest (1872) subsequent to which it has been
said over and over again that there was no English wheat fit

to be ground into flour—we have seen such conditions pow er-

less to infuse any vigour or vitality into our markets ; and it

may be remarked in passing tha' as we grow older, it will pro-
bably be found that we shall become year by year less de-

pendent on our home-grown bread-producing crops. The
granaries of the world are open to us, facilities of transit will

increase, steam will be brought into greater use, both on land
and sea ; freights will lower, and Englisii customers and En-
glish gold will bring to our shores the produce of soils that are
yet virgin, of districts not yet half cultivated, and of bound-
less tracts of prairie and of forest, as yet unassailed by the
hands of the " reclaimer," but whicii will most assuredly be
called upon to do their turn for the world's weal, and to yield

up treasures of food that have for ages been accumulative—

a

storehouse of sustenauc3 for generations yet to come. It is

not simply, however, as a bread-producing country that we
have to regard our own land. There are other productions of
our soil, and other considerations attaching to the question
before us, which become of infinite weight while endeavouring
to solve this question of large or small farms ? Beef and mut-
ton are daily becoming more essential as the habitual food of
nearly all classes. Beer seems to be more than ever consi-
dered necessary to wash it down, and the excise returns tell us
that its manufacture and consumption exceed what has ever
hitherto been known, igain, there is the question cf capital
necessary adequately to farm our lands according to modern
notions and modern requirements, closely involved in the pre-
sent inquiry

; for it is tolerably evident that with small hold-
ings you will frequently have small men with small ideas and
small capital, and sucli are not the material for our future agri-
cultural prosperity. I may as well at one declare that I am
not in favour of small holdings, and any arguments contained
in this paper are adduced with the view of demonstrating that
it is not for the welfare of agriculture, or for the landowner,
or for the occupier, or for the labourer, or for the production
of food, or for tlie benefit of tlie nation, that small holdings
should become the rule in this country, to the exclusion of
large ones, corabint-d with capital aud a'cullivated intelligence.
Although It may be admitted as an axiom that all farms need

not necessarily be " large," yet it will probably be found in the

future that they should be for the most part sufficiently exten-

sive to admit of men with ample capital to invest, and with

ideas corresponding to the improved ways and usuages of our

day. And again, while it may not be desirable for an entire

estate of considerable extent to be laid out in large holdings,

but to contain farms suitable to the means of some shrewd and
industrious men, but of limited capital, who are usually to be
found in every district, it is equally in contradistinction to the

small peasant proprietorship, the " petite culture" of France
and other continental nations (a system which has many advo-

cates in this country), as it is in opposition to the supporters

of a general system of small holdings that my remarks are

directed. And it will be seen on reflection that intimately

associated -vith this idea is the present tendency of legislation

with regard to the land laws. For if the laws of primogeni-
ture and entail were abolished, we should soon find that our
ancestral properties would undergo an operation of extensive

subdivision ; estates would be cut up and inheritances divided

with a result I much fear very prejudicial to the progress of
our agricultural system. This, however, is a branch of the

subject demanding separate inquiry. I have said that it is

not for the benefit of agriculture that small holdings should

generally obtain. Small holdings should be divided into fields

commensurate with their extent. Holdings of from 50 to 100
acres cannot well contain fields of greater size than from 6 to 12
acres. Here then is found a large proportion of land occu-

pied by fences and their attendant ditches, and the waste land

corners inseparable from such a subdivision, entailing more-
over a large amount of labour and expense for the maintenance
of the hedges, the scouring of ditches, keeping gates in repair,

also loss of time in cultivation by frequent turnings, an item of

loss not half appreciated, but when multiplied by a day's

labour, and by a large number of small fields, must be some-
thing enormous. All this is a direct loss to agriculture, but

the indirect loss is to my mind much larger, for such small

farms are generally held by men with indifferent capital, and
but too frequently by slothful and unintelligent tenants, who, if

they contrive to make ends meet at the close of the year, are

innocent of any higher aims or aspirations. Such men invest

nothing in permanent improvements, their farms and premises

are but too often a slough of despond, their land yielding a

minimum of production. When small holdings can be judici-

ously thrown together into medium-sized farms of from 300 to

500 acres in extent a very great saving of money must accrue

to the landowner ; not only are his farm buildings reduced in

number, but the superfluous residences are done away with,

and thus a large item of expense for their constant repair and
support is saved to him. But presuming that a |landowner

should prefer to retain one or two, or more, small farms on his

estate (" home farms" and tiie small occupations of gentlemen

who farm for amusement or occupation are not included in this

consideration), it will always be to his advantage that the

majority of his farms should be large enough to attract men
of superior capital and intelligence—men who, while in all

likelihood they are extracting much more from the land than

the tenant I have previously instanced, are at the same time

putting more into it, are improving the yearly value of their

farms, are investing money in permanent improvements, and

generally raising tiie character of the estate on which they

reside. When such a farm comes into the market it is
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readily let, in all probability, at au increased rental, for

who would not ratlier follow such a man than the tenant I

had previously described. The buildings and premises are

well cared for, roads kept in order, hedges neatly trimmed,

and the fertility of the land increased. Not only is the

landlord receiving a better rent for such a farm, but hia

expenses are materially less upon a given acreage and witli

an improving tenant, than if divided into smaller holdings

with unenterprising tenants. Tlie larger tlie farm the less ex-

pense per acre in buildings of whatever character. Good
farm buildings cost £6 or £7 per acre, and houses £i or £5

;

bat as farms increase in size the ratio decreases. The quantity

of roading necessary upon farms, an item wliich usually falls

upon proprietors, is probably decreased in proportion as farms

incrpase m size. Drainage operations can be conducted more
efficiently when upon a uniform clan for each good sized farm,

or, in fact, upon a whole estate. But most of all, and what I

wish to repeat, is that in the hands of au enterprising tenant

and man ot capital such as would be attracted by a fair sized

holding, the landlord's property is increasing in value ; the

tenant will leave it better than when he found it, and thus not

only the landowner but the State are gainers. But if it is

advantageous lo a landlord that his estate should be for the

most part laid out in good-sized farms, it is no less so for an

occupier, where suflBcient capital can be brouglit to bear upon
the subject. The same arguments that have been aduced in

support of large holdings as contrasted with small ones, as of

benefit to agriculture generally, apply with equal force to the

well-doing of the occupier. By laying out his farm in fields of

from 20 to 30 acres he gets rid of a quantity of superfluous

fences, occupying a large space of ground ; the same may be

said of ditches, and probably of hedge-row timber. Not only

is the reclaiming of so much ground a clear gain to the culti-

vator, but he gets rid of the labour and expense which would
otherwise be entailed upon him for their sucport. Light and
air, and vetilation are let in upon his fields ; there is less

waste from corners and hedge-sides, and scope is given for more
efficient systems of drainage. The great loss of time from
frequent turnings, to which reference has been made, is

got rid of, and by straight, well-trimmed fences cleaner culti-

vation is ensured. More weeds and tilth are generated in old

hedge-rows and their attendant banks or corners than probably

in any other place, while couch grass is continually running
out from them into the body of the fields. But not only is

there saving in this respect. In farms of such a size as I

advocate a sufficient force of labour is concentrated as will en-

sure the work necessary for the various operations of the year

to be more briskly and more efficiently performed ; and the

labour to be organised is on a more economical system than
when left to the desultory performance of perhaps the tenant

and one assistant on a very small farm. And in estimating

what may appear to some as the fiifling gain derivable from the

various small arguments from which my deductions are drawn,
it is not to the results of an individual farm that we must look

for its confirmation, though doubtless that would exhibit a

very appreciable item of saving, but to the results obtainable

from such systems as generally practised over whole districts

—

counties—nay, even over the whole country. Thus we are able

to form a better notion of the saving obtained by a properly

organised system of farm management ; indeed, it is sure then

to be a matter of national importance, esjiecially when we con-

sider the probability of each year finding labour scarcer and
more difficult to obtain. Besides the above, the capitalist with

a large farm now enjoys advantages which are out of the reach

of his neighbour Jwho farms on a small scale, for in steam cul-

tivation and in the power of steam generally, as applied to

agriculture, a great aid and impetus is afforded. You cannot

well take steam machinery into small enclosurers, certainly not

to employ it profitably ; but I think it is no figure of speech

to say that steam, as applied to the purposes of agriculture,

is yet in its infancy, and it is hardly too much to assert that

we may any of us live to see the day when steam will become
au indispensable and necessary adjunct to the ordinary culti-

vation of all well-managed farms. The farmer witli well laid

out and large fields, and with capital at his back, will enjoy im-

mense advantages over the tenant of an occupation where
steam cannot be profitably employed, besides being able to a? ail

himself of the use of any of those improved mechanical

appliances that are almost daily being produced for his benefit.

Finally, as affecting the tenant to farm on such a scale as I

have ventured to advocate, and with capital to aid hira, he

occupies a better and a higher social position than his poorer

brethren ; he has more scope and opportunity for doing good in

his generation ; he has the means at hand for bringing up his

family with a sound education, and if not to follow in his ov,u

professional footsteps, at least to make them useful members
of society. Thus the soil is doing a higher duty, land

is ameliorating and improving the race, the old elements

of feudalism and bondage, and of ignorance, at

one time inseparable from the land (and I regret to say at

present too often associated with it) rapidly fall away and dis-

appear, and a higher order of society in connection with it is

established. Regarding the labourer, many of the arguments

that have been advanced reflect upon his condition, but it

would take too long a time, and not perhaps be quite to the

point, to trace liis upward progress in connection with the

land from the feudal ages to the present day, suffice it to say

that, along with a progressing art, he has also advanced, and
that generally he now occupies a much better position as a

labourer than did the villains, or, as we now call them, the

occupiers or tenants, in the middle ages. Thanks to the em-
ployment of capital, and to the pioneers of agriculture, where
the labpurer is now found on well conducted farms, he is for

the most part, whatever may be said to the contrary, well housed
;

for, receiving as much, or, perhaps, rather more than the agri-

cultural interest can afford to pay, he may be trusted to look

alter hin'self ; he has the means at hand for a fair education for

his children ; his hours of labour are not oppressive ; me-
chanics are continually lightening his severest toil, and many
advantages are now thrown in his way which may do him
good if he will but use them. All this is far more intimately

connected with large and well-ordered farms than is to be

found in the uncertain and precarious labour incidental to

small holdings ; for, whereas labour is only occasionally re-

quired on such farms, it is constant all the year round on
larger ones. It is now generally found that from the require-

ment? of attendance on stock, &c., labour is as valuable in winter

as in summer, and quite as remunerative. When in former

days winter was approached by the labourer with apprehension,

he can now meet it confidently, well knowing that liis earnings

will not be diminished. In conclusion, it will be seen that the

further development of British agriculture will greatly depend
upon a more liberal application of capital, and a higher eiuca-

tion to direct it. It is unlikely that such a combination will

in the future be found associated with very small tenures, but

it will rather seek for that scope and latitude for its profitable

employment which can only be found in a well organised and
extended system of agriculture.

Mr. Bennett considered thai; the great curse of this

country as regarded agriculture was that of very small

holdings in a badly cultivated district. No persons could be

placed in a worse position than the small farmer who had not

capital enough to cultivate even his limited extent of holding,

as he was entirely dependent on the season for the payment of

his rent, and he had to work much harder than if he was
merely an agricultural labourer, besides which he had to endure

anxiety and harass of mind. In addition he had to

pay at a higher rate for what labour he employed. The holder

of a large farm was less dependent upon the weather and upon
the labourer. He had to employ a large number of men, and
as sometimes labourers were awkward, and two or three might
leave their work, yet the extensive farmer would be able to

carry on with the labourers that remained, whereas if the small

holder lost tiie services of a man or two he would be quite at a

standstill. He quite agreed with all that Mr. Ford had said,

and was much pleased with his paper.

Mr. Clvrk said from the practical knowledge he had gained

of the agriculture in Shropshire and the district around, lie was

enabled to say that he endorsed the views taken by Mr. Ford

in his lecture. He condemned small holdings, and showed that

there was often a difficultv in getting a little farm made into

one of considerable or even moderate size. As in trade and

commerce so in agriculture, machinery must be brought be

bear in the management of a farm, and they might depend upou
it that the time would come when it would be found that only

men of capital and intelligence would be able to carry on their

farms with advantage to themselves and benefit to the country.

Landed proprietors must have on their farms men
of capital and sound judgment, a matter of more importance
than the amount of rent paid, as men without capital left

their farms in a worse position than that in which they found

DD 2
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them. The excellent paper of Mr. Ford would add to the

reputation the Society enjoyed.

Mr. Scott, the vice-chairman, said that as applied to our corn
and root-growing districts, he quite agreed with Mr. Ford's
advocacy of large farms, the advantages of which were so

numerous. Witii large holdings men of higher social stand-

ing, superior education, and more eligible in every way were
engaged therein, and more intelligence and capital were
brought to bear upon the cultivatiou of the soil ; hence a
greater amount of produce to the public. Large farms were
managed with much less trouble to the occupier, inasmuch as

upon them there was a classification of labour and a compe-
tent head of each department, so that the work proceeded
more regularly, and was accomplislied in more perfect order.

Mechanical appliances and all the most efficient machinery and
implements as they were introduced were made available upon
large undertakings, but which were bejond the reach of the

small farmer. The former, too, could to a certain extent com-
mand a suitable season for the various field operations by con-
centrating his forces, horse and manual, upon one part of the

farm, and so was enabled to dispose of work rapidly. It was
admitted that England was annually becoming less dependent
upon herself as a corn growing country, and that farmers in

their own interests would do well by studying to increase the
supply of animal food. They must not confine themselves to

the arable lands only. Now, he was of opinion that with
moderate sized grass farms a greater amount of animal pro-
duce was raised than upon very large holdings, and tliis he
attributed to some extent to the greater care and attention

bestowed on the herds and flocks in the former than in the
latter cases. Nor did he think there was any benefit in large

grass fields. They all knew the comfort which a good fence

afforded to stock at all seasons of the year, whether during
the heat of summer or the inclemency of the colder months.
With moderately sized fields there was the advantage of classi-

fying the stock according to their several stages, and they had
large fields by throwing ofi" the gates. Mr. Ford had only
dealt with the naturally fertile districts, and with his remarks
they all agreed. As the superior land would take care of
itself, he thought the inferior land demanded attention, and
more especially the pastoral lands of the high districts, whicii
contributed a great portion of the young and grazing stock
to be matured on the better soils. Upon such they would find

that the greatest amount of this kind was raised upon small
farms, just large enough for the man and his wife to be able

to do all the necessary work upon them. Then again they
must not forget that they were called upon to provide for the
miUions butter, cream, cheese, poultry, and eggs. If, there-
fore, there were no small farmers, they must import most of
these articles for the requirements of the people.

Mr. Dent, M.P., considered that there was a good deal of
truth in what Mr. Scott had stated, and he endorsed his views
in the matter ; whilst at the same time he quite agreed with
many points put forward by Mr. Ford in his paper. If old
fences and hedge-row timber were stubbed up, and fields made
of larger size, there would then be a diminution in the amount
of protection for the stock in consequence. In the next place
men who undertook to farm 500, 600, or 1,000 acres, were not
generally those who reared a great number of calves ; and he
found that the rearing of stock in his district had very much
diminished. He spoke of farming not being profitable for

small holders, owing to the difficulties they had to encounter
with regard to the labour question and other matters, includ-
ing the large additional capital that was now required to carry
on a farm successfully. Increased prices had now to be paid
for everything, and nearly double the capital was now needed
to what was the case formerly in taking a farm. A tenant
taking a farm of from 500 to 700 acres, required a very con-
siderable capital to enable him to stock it properly, and there-
fore it was not so easy to find the right sort of men ready to
embark their money in agricultural pursuits. After contend-
ing that owners ought to be very careful in throwing farm to
firm, as some of them had been inclined to do, he stated that
there was a feeling amongst the labouring classes and their
friends that very small holdings of land were the greatest
happiness that a man could have, and a very clever writer had
said that a man who was settled upan five acres would be able
to work and assist the adjoining farmer in the spare time at
Ins command. How very little must the writer know about
country people to suppose that this would be the case, as to
rely upon it they must give up farming altogether. He,

however, did think, and had always thought, that it was a great

encouragement to the hard working and deserving labourer to

offer him a holding, not a large one of course, when he had
an industrious family to assist him. Without the exertions of

himself and of his family such a man would be always in

trouble and difficulty. Although he was inclined to large

farms, yet he should be sorry to see small farms done away
with, because there were some men with energy, perseverance,

and a laudable ambition, who rose from being small holders and
became large farmers. Upon small farms there was a much
greater proportion of stock raised than upon large ones, and
also more eggs, butter, and milk, as well as poultry, produced.

These articles, and also beef and mutton, had reached a very

high price, and they were more profitable than the growing of

corn. Large farmers grew corn, and small farmers in a pas-

toral district reared calves, aud produced eggs, butter, and

poultry, which were of importance in a social point of view.

The Rev. C. H. Sale said that he was inclined to large

holdings against small farms of from twenty to thirty acres

up to one hundred acres. It was a very favourite idea of

some of the philosophers of the day that it would be well if

we had peasant agriculturists the same as they had in France,

but he considered that this would be ruinous to our country.

In his opinion very small farmers were much more likely to

be reduced to labourers than be able to raise themselves up to

the position of large farmers. There might, however, be ex-

ceptions. They heard it sometimes said that it would be a

bad day for England if small farms were done away with, and
all that sort of thing, but he was quite sure that large farms

were better cultivated, there was a higher tone amongst the

labourers, and he believed that the time was fast passing away
for the existence of very small holdings.

Mr. Brogden said that his sympfithies were with the large

holdings, they being in his judgment far preferable to small

farms. He believed that the day would come when cold clay

lands would be laid down to grass, as they would be more
profitable than at present.

Mr. Calder said that they were much indebted to Mr.
Ford for his paper, aud he was in favour of moderate sized

farms of from 400 to 800 acres, the holders of which were
generally in a good position, and tlie proprietors of the estates

received greater benefits from tliera than from a number of
small holders. He had made a rule, without inflicting in-

justice and harshness upon small holders, to get: rid as far

as possible of miserable, wretched homesteads. Small farms

were generally let for more than their value, and the tenants

having only a very limited amount of capital, were always
going on from hand to mouth. They worked harder than
when they were labourers, and there was the wear of mind to

boot. He should like to see large fields better arranged, but

he was in favour of leaving a good old hedge as a protection

for the stock agaiust the summer's heat and winter's cold. He
would not advocate pastures being made very large and left

entirely without affording any shelter.

Mr. Jacob Smith, the chairman, said that he agreed, for the

most part, with every thing that had been said by the various

speakers. He believed that large farms produced more food

in proportion at a less cost than small holdings. A good
sized farm was better managed than a small one, aud more
economically. On a large farm there were men for each de-

partment, but this could not be so on a small farm, as the ten-

ant could not afford it. There were now far more cattle bred

on large farms than formerly, and this he considered a good
sign. W^ith regard to labourers leaving their service and
taking small farms, they generally found themselves in a worse
position than before, as they had little or no capital, and had
to pay high rents. He considered that small paddocks were
very useful immediately adjoining homesteads, and he was in

favour of grass fields of fair average size for cattle. He
proposed the health of Mr. Ford, and thanks to him for his

excellent paper, which had called forth an interejting dis-

c'lission.

Mr. FOKD, in ackowledging the compliment, stated that

large farms were advisable in this country, and that was the

question on which the whole scope of his paper hinged. The
largest amount of food ought to be secured out of a given

number of acres ; and, as the larger farms could produce more
in proportion than the smaller ones, then large farms should

have the preference. He advocated a proper system of Tenant-

right, urging that if occupiers of land had due security for
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the investment of their money, there would be uo lack of

capital, and enterprising men would go into farming. He
read a letter which he had received from Sir G. O. Worabwell,
wherein the lion, haronet stated that he was in favour of

large farms ; but at the same time he thought that on all

large estates it was desirable to have a few small farms to en-

courage a good labourer to save, with a view some day of

taking one and becoming a farmer, and thereby raising his

position. Sir George had adopted this plan on his estate, and

found it to answer,

FARM TENANCIES.
The following Pajier loas read by 3Ir. James Howard, M.P., at the Social Science Congress, at Norwich,

on Monday last, October 6.

lu discussions upon the subject of Tenant-Right at

farmers' clubs and chambers of agriculture, it is generally

assumed to be a question entirely between landlord and
tenant, whereas it will not be difficult to show that the

interests of every class of the community are affected

thereby. It is therefore well that the discussion of the

question is no longer confined to agricultural circles, and
that the Press and the general public have of late mani-

fested an interest in its solution.

The question of Tenant-Right in England is not, as

many suppose, a new one ; nor is it an outgrowth of the

Irish Land Act. In consequence of the subject being

agitated at the time of the repeal of the Corn Laws, the

late Philip Pusey, backed by the late speaker of the

House of Commons, made great efforts, from 1847 to

1850, to pass a bill for improving the law of landlord and

tenant in England and Wales. From that time to the pre-

sent the subject has been discussed more or less frequently

at farmers' clubs and agricultural meetings; indeed, public

opinion may be said to have been constantly growing, until

at length there appears [to be a general concurrence of

opinion that an outgoing tenant has a just claim to any

property he may have to leave behind upon the farm.

The demand for Tenant-Right resulted from a radical

change which took place in the system of farming in

England. Very soon after the inauguration of what
came to be known by the term " high farming," there

arose a claim for compensation for unexhausted improve-

ments. Formerly, and indeed within a comparatively

recent period, English farming was conducted upon an

exhaustive system—a system which required but little

capital—the farmer brought nothing upon his occupation

in the shape of manures or feeding stuffs, he fed his

animals on food produced entirely upon the farm, and

the only manure he applied was that thus produced. As
soon, however, as the practice was introduced of buying

costly fertilizers to raise root crops, oil cake and corn for

making beef and mutton, when expensive pipe draining

began to be resorted to for taking away stagnant water

—

then the demand for Tenant-Right for compensation for

unexhausted improvements became more general.

As long ago as 1848 a prize was offered by the Wen-
lock Farmers' Club for the best essay upon the subject of

Tenant-Right. This was gained by Mr. Corbet, the

able and well informed Secretary of the London Farmers'

Club. In this essay Mr. Corbet conclusively showed
that a well considered Tenant-Right Act was not only

required as a matter of justice to an improving tenant,

but that it would add greatly to the value of the land-

lord's property ; and result in a vastly increased produc-

tion of food for the consumer. Had the late Mr. Pusey

succeeded in his efforts I verily believe that the wealth

of the country would, by the present time, have been

greater by scores of millions.

The subject certainly has not diminished in importance

through lapse of time, for it should be remembered that

since that period the population has vastly increased,

that it is progressing at a rate unparalleled in the annals

of the nation, and that the demand for food has increased

in a still greater ratio.

Great efforts have been put forth, during the past

generation, by the English farmer to meet the pressure

on the productive power of the land. The annual value

of the produce of our fields and homesteads has reached

£250,000,000 sterling, and by some is estimated even as

high as £300,000,000 ;
yet this enormous production

does not sufTice to feed the population. Last year food

to the extent of about £80,000,000 had to be imported.

With such huge figures before us the inquiry may well

be propounded. What are the impediments which prevent

our farmers from obtaining out of their land that amount
of food, the deficiency of which abstracts from the

national pocket so large an amount ? Doubts, for some
time past, have been expressed whether much advance in

farming is being made at the present time, and a general

impression prevails that the spirit of progress, so observ-

able a few years back, has declined, and that the agricul-

ture of the country is just holding its own or in statu quo.

Notwithstanding the undoubted excellence of a good deal

of the farming in England and Scotland, there can be no

question that the produce of both animal and human food

could be immensely increased. Opinions, expressed by a

certain eminent statesman to this effect, have so oftea

been quoted, that the public must be weary of their con-

stant reiteration. In support however of the opinions

of Lord Derby, I would refer to the views expressed by

another noble Lord. There is no landed proprietor, perhaps

no agricialturist in the United Kingdom whose opinions

upon agricultural topics are entitled to more weight than

those of the Lord Lieutenant of this county of Norfolk,

The Earl of Leicester, in addressing a meeting of Norfolk

farmers some two years ago, remarked, " Since I last met

you I have travelled through much of England and through

parts of Scotland, and taking into consideration the whole

of the land I have seen under cultivation, I think I may
safely state that the produce might be nearly doubled

under a more perfect system of agriculture." Knowing as

I do the greater part of the agricultural districts of England

and Scotland, I concui-, though perhaps not to the full

extent, in the opinions expressed by the noble Lords

:

that our productions are susceptible of prodigious increase,

no practical man can for a moment doubt. If we
estimate the possible increase at only one-third, our fields

and homesteads would yield more than they do by

£100,000,000 a year. Surely then this is a subject worthy

of the gravest consideration of a Government, for what

an enormous influence would so much extra wealth,

raised from the soil, exert upon the interests of farmers,

labourers, and landlords, and not only on these, but on

the trade, the commerce, and the general prosperity of

the whole nation 1

The price of meat is a question which comes home to

every household ; indeed, the high price of animal food

is one of the most pressing domestic questions of the day.

From an examination of the books of a lai-ge country

butcher, (which I thought more reliable than quotations

from market reports), I find that in 1852 prime joints of

beef and mutton were charged at 7cl. per lb., at the present

time the prices are lid. per lb. ; the advance at each quin-

quennial period having been Id. per lb. To show what
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cau be done in the production of meat by farmers of

capital, I may instance the fact that a leading farmer in

this county of Norfolk, who is in the enjoyment of

security of tenure, realised in the past two years by the

sale of beef, mutton, and pork, no less a sum than

£40,000, which was an average of from £15 to £16 per

acre of his occupation. Deducting from this sum
£28,000 worth of animals bought iu, there remains a

net meat production of about £5 per acre ; and this is

by no means an uncommon instance. Upon my own
farms, and upon those of my brother, Mr. Charles

Howard, Biddenham, about the same amount is raised

;

and some farmers I have corresponded with exceed even
this rate of production. A farmer in the adjoining

county of Suffolk, who also enjoys security of tenure,

informs me that his net sale of meat reaches £7 per acre

per annum. Were the whole country brought up to the

standard of the Norfolk farm I have named, the produce
of meat alone in Great Britain, to say nothing of Ireland,

would amount to £150,000,000 to £160,000,000 a year,

a quantity which, if the population could buy, it would
find no little difficulty in consuming.

Seeing that there is no possibility in this sea-girt isle

of adding to its area a single acre, the question is being

forced upon us, how the production of our fields and
homesteads can be stimulated so as to meet the growing
necessities of the population.

Intelligent and sagacious agriculturists have long held

that if we are to look for a further development of our
resources, more capital must in some way or other be
attracted toward the land. Farming differs in no way in

this respect from other business pursuits
;
greater returns

in any trade invariably require a corresponding increase

of capital ; this is so obvious that I should not for a
moment dwell upon the point, but for the opinions en-

tertained by many, including some landlords, that farmers
have only to be plodding, frugal, and industrious to se-

cure success. Mr. John Wilson, of Edington Mains, an
minent Scotch farmer, in a letter on the law of hypothec

to Lord Airlie, and published in "Kecess Studies," puts
this point very forcibly :

" One of the strongest objec-

tions to hypothec is that it has given countenance and
currency to the delusion that farming is a business in

which a man may safely engage with the very slenderest

means, if only he be steady and industrious, and have a
knowledge of the business. It is saddening to think of
the multitude of such men who have lost every shilling

of their hard-earned stores. The truth is, and it cannot
be too often insisted upon, that there is a certain indis-

pensable amount of capital, proportionate to the size of
the farm (whether 10 or 1,000 acres), without which no
man, be he ever so industrious, prudent, and skilful, can
farm land with advantage to himself or anyone else."

The law of hypothec in Scotland and the law of dis-

traint in England do unquestionably often lead landlords
to accept tenants with inadequate means ; these laws,
which give a preference to the landlord's claim over other
creditors, are injurious to the public interests, and should
therefore be repealed.

How more capital is to be attracted to the land is the
great problem to be solved, and looking to the signs
of the times, the outcry at the price of meat, and
the uneasiness manifested in what is popularly called
the land question, I think it desirable that no more
time should be lost, no more hesitation, but that
the difficulties should be looked fairly in the face
by the Legislature, and every obstacle to increased
production removed; for in the event of a reversal in
the tide of the nation's prosperity, it is possible that
these questions may be solved for us in a rougher fashion
than any wellwisher of his country would desire. There
can be no stronger incentive to discontent and disorder

in troublous times than difficulty iu obtaining the neces-

saries of life. Much good would unquestionably ensue

from amendments in our laws with respect to ownership,

devolution, and transfers of land, but no changes in this

direction would, in my opinion, have so great and imme-
diate an influence in encouraging the higher cultivation

of the land as an equitable law, securing to the tenant an

interest in the outlay of his capital. As to the Lords

Committee report upon the improvement of land, whilst

there can be no question that " limited owners" should

have more power, I would remark : Let the landowner

who has not got the capital needed for the improvement
of his [estate, consent that adequate security shall be

given for the capital of others, and it will be forthcoming

—and this without the aid of those special legislative pro-

visions which Lord Salisbury's committee seem to consider

absolutely necessary.

According to the present law of England, whatever a

tenant puts into or upon the land, becomes at once the

property of the landlord ; no matter to what extent the

tenant may have raised the value of the estate he farms,

the law takes no cognisance of any claim to the property

embarked ; on the other hand, if a tenant should by im-

proper cropping or niggardly management reduce the

value of the farm he occupies, the law gives the landlord

the power to sue at law for dilapidations or deterioration.

'Tis true the right is not often enforced, but so long as it

remains, the condition of the law is onesided and unjust.

The capital of the tenantry of this country is indispen-

sable to the cultivation of the soil ; the landed propi-ietors

could no more do without the tenantry than could the

farmers dispense with the labourers. Is it therefore wise

that the State should ignore the property of so indispen-

sable a class, and permit a law to remain which allows

the landowner to appropriate to himself the improve-
ments and property of his tenants without acknowleg-
ment or compensation ? So long as such a law ramains wUl
the application of capital to farming be checked, and as

a consequence the production of the food of the people

curtailed. Capital is proverbially shy ; every mercan-
tile man, every man on 'Change, knows full well, that the

primary condition in every undertaking to which it is

sought to attract capital, is security.

The question may be asked, is legislation after all ne-

cessary ? Will not a good understanding between land-

lord and tenant accomplish all that is desired ? At all

events, should not the landlord and tenant be left to make
their own agreements ? or are not leases the proper

remedy ? To such questions I would simply reply, that

these are the very arguments which have been used

for a generation past, and yet three-fourths of the land

of England continues to be held subject to a six months'
notice to quit, and in the great majority of cases without

any claim to compensation for either permanent or un-

exhausted improvements. That the farmers of England
and Scotland deem legislation important may be judged
from the fact that during the present year the central

chambers of England and Scotland, and some forty dis-

trict chambers of agriculture have passed resolutions

affirming the necessity. Again, is it not a fact that capi-

tal, which flows so plentifully into other branches of in-

dustry, and into enterprises of every kind, both home and
foreign, still remains unattracted towards agriculture;

and that not one-half the capital is employed in the cul-

tivation of the land which its development requires ?

I would also call attention to the fact that the advan-
tage of a legal Tenant-Right law can be estimated by an
example already existing in this country. The flourish-

ing condition of the agriculture of Lincolnshire is prover-

bial. In no part of the world has agriculture made greater

strides than that county. In no part of England or Scot-

land is there to be found a more wealthy and prosperous
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tenantry ; nowhere are the agricultural labourers better

off; and in no county have the estates of the landlords

beea so enriched by the outlay of the tenants' capital.

In Lincolnshire, and parts of one or two adjoining coun-

ties, a Tenant- llight custom, by no means perfect, has

grown up during the past two or three generations. Under
this equitable system, which has the force of law, the out-

going tenant has the right to claim for improvements he

has made ; and I learn from valuers of great experience

in the county that it is seldom the arbitrators have difTi-

culty iu settling the amount due to outgoing tenants.

Customs, however, are of slow 'growth, and notwith-

standing the acknowledged advantages of the Lincolnshire

customs, and the effort to establish them in other parts,

they have scarcely extended beyond the limits ofthat county.

It is clear that nothing short of an Act of Parliament

will bring the whole country under the beneficial opera-

tion of a custom which has proved so advantageous to

all classes concerned.

The suggested remedy of leases may be dismissed with

a few brief remarks. Leases have unquestionably

some advantages over yearly tenancies, but the ques-

tion of leases is one with which the State cannot

interfere. The State cannot say to the landowners.

You shall grant leases; but it is quile within the

functions of the State, that whether land be held under

a lease or a yearly tenancy, the owner shall be

liable to the tenant on his quitting, for the property in or

upon the land he may have to leave behind him. There

are certain disadvantages in the system of leases which
are well known, and they are forcibly described by Mr.
M'Neel-Caird, in an address to the Scottish Chamber of

Agriculture. Mr. Caird says :
" On a seven-course farm,

held on a nineteen years' lease, you may reckon that the

last five years will be a period of reduced expenditure by

the outgoing tenant, and of exhaustive cropping. Then
the first seven years of the new lease will be a period of

liberal expenditure and gradual restoration of productive

power. For the next seven years you may expect the

farm (unless it had been greatly reduced) to be in full

fertility ; and then begins again the evil cycle of exhaus-

tion. You will have on the individual farm seven years

of Egyptian fatness, alternating with periods of compa-
rative leanness; hut the lean years will be in the p'opor-

t'lon of twelve to seven." Mr. Caird (a brother of James
Caird, C.B., of the Inclosure Commission) shows most
conclusively how much the country suffers, even under the

Scotch system of leases, by the absence of a legal Tenant-

Right. I am therefore disposed to ask with Sir John
Pakington :

" Why, under a well-regulated system of

land tenure, should we not allow Leases and Tenant-

Right to go together?" but by Tenant-Right I do not

mean what the honourable baronet means, something

permissive, but a right secured by law, and not dependent

upon the will of another.

As to the question propounded and which is often

asked. Should not landlord and tenant be left free to

make their own agreements ? I am fully aware how much
is to be said against over-legislation and in favour of the

principle of freedom of contract ; but I hold that so far

as the hiring and letting of land is concerned, the expres-

sion "freedom of contract," like many other comprehen-

sive brevities, is simply a figure of speech. The land of

England is circumscribed, the farmers are many, and the

race is prolific ; the landowners are in possession of a

monopoly (I do not use the word in an offensive

sense, I simply use it to describe a fixed and limited

quantity), and as a rule can and do dictate their own
conditions, and which conditions are not infrequently

injurious to the public interest. Every man who has to

hire a farm knows full well that he is not on equal con-

tracting terms with the owner. The freedom he enjoys

is, mainly, that of refusing the farm, of which, after

great efforts he may have succeeded iu obtaining the

offer, and which perhaps a score of his neighbours stand

ready to take, no matter what are the conditions imposed,

if the rent is not too exorbitant. A well-known and

most intelligent Norfolk farmer, Mr. Thomas Brown,

of Marham, when speaking on this subject last

November at the Central Chamber of Agriculture,

well expressed the position of the tenant. Mr. Brown
(as a delegate from the Norfolk Chamber) said

:

" He had listened attentively to the speeches which

had been delivered, and had heard various remarks out-

side, and had noted the stress which appeared to be laid

on the point as to ' freedom of contract.' They had been

threatened with revoludon in the relations between

landlord and tenant if they presumed to interfere

with freedom of contract ; but surely they were not

going to be frightened by such a bugbear as that. Why
the Legislature had, in various interests, already inter-

fered with freedom of contract. He presumed that

freedom of contract presupposed equal power betweeu

the two contracting parties. He vjoidd be a bold man
who would say thai there teas equal contracting power
between an ozvner and an occupier of land. But sup-

posing equal power, then the question would lie in a

nutshell, for if it could be shown that the parties con-

tracted toe/ether to the injury of the nation, then he held

that the State had not only the right, but was in duty

bound to interfere. He was at a loss to conceive why a

landlord should object to an equitable system of compen-

sation for unexhausted improvements, because for one

application for an impoverished farm there would be ten

applications for a farm in good condition. Again, this

system of compensation had been in operation in Lincoln-

shire ; but he had yet to learn that in that county there

were more frequent changes of occupancy, or that land

let for less money than in any other county."

It would not be difficult to show, apart from the Irish

Land Act, how often the legislation has in a variety of

ways interfered, and that wisely, with freedom of con-

tract, and how the law, in cases where the parties are

not on equal terms, restrains the stronger from securing

an unfair advantage ; but to enter fully into this question

would swell my paper to undue proportions. Suffice it

to say, that the people have a right to demand that the

land is used in a way to provide to the fullest extent for

the public wants, and that no laws should remain which

stand in the way of the accomplishment of this end.

Jcannot but think that the majority of landowners

and many land agents take an eri'oneous view of the effect

of Tenant-Right, and that much of the feeling. displayed

upon the subject of the bill I introduced last session was

wholly unnecessary, and resulted from ill-founded

prejudice or from ignorance of its provisions. One
of the oldest and largest tenants in North Lincola-

shire wrote to me last spring as follows :
" I cannot

for the life of me think why landlords are against

your bill, with the provisions it contains they would,

as a rule, get their laud improved without any

cost to themselves." When one of our largest landed

proprietors expressed to me fears as to the operation of

the compensation clauses, I asked him how many tenants

on his gi-eat estate, of 50,000 acres, he parted with in a

year. He at once saw my point, and replied, " Why,
now you remind me, the fact occurs to me that I hardly

ever "have a farm to let." Another owner of 20,000

acres said to me " When is that revolutionary Bill of

yours coming on ? " I replied, " You may be quite easy,

it wont revolutionize your estate." " Why not," he

enquired, " Because you keep your tenants." " To be

sure," was his reply, " I don't know what the luxury is

of having a farm to let." To both I dwelt upon the fact
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that the bill affected only outgoingtenants, and that the
amount of compensation they might be called upon for, as

compared with their rentals, would be infinitesimal ; whilst

every tenant on their estates would be encouraged to

spend money in improvements. This would follow from
the sense of security which would result, and which at

present does not exist, because every tenant, however
favourably placed, and however great his confidence in his

landlord, now feels a want of absolute security, and knows
that through affliction, death, change of ownership, and
many other causes he may have to relinquish his farm
without having any legal claim to compensation for his

improvements. That the effect of this legal security would
lead to a greater outlay of the tenants' capital upon the
great bulk of the estates throughout the Kingdom, no
man of experience for a moment doubts. The labourer

would be the first to feel the benefit of such a change, for

higher farming would lead to a greater demand for his

labour. From years of thought and observation on the
subject I am convinced that the landowners would derive
far greater advantage from the change than the tenant.

I would, however, observe that it is not upon the
ground of justice to the tenant, nor of advantage
to the 'landlord, that I advocate legislative inter-

ference, but upon the broader ground of the public

good. To my mind the case stands thus : We have
a limited area on which to raise the food of the
people. We have a population fast growing in

numbers and in purchasing power. Our fields and home-
steads do not yield the amount of food of which they
are susceptible. The chief impediment to increased pro-
duction is want of capital. To attract the necessary

amount of capital, security is indispensable. Judging by
the experience of the past, and the stagnant condition of

much of our agriculture, this can only be accomplished
by the State stepping in and recognising the c'aim of the
tenant to the property he may have put into or upon the
land of another, and which he may be called upon to

leave behind him. If we find a difficulty in feeding

30,000,000 of people, does it not behove us to ask how
are the wants of 50,000,000 to be suppKed ? a popula-
tion which we may expect, at no distant day, will have to

be provided for.

Mr. F. Hill said he presumed to rise early iu the discussion

because the subject was one upon* which at one of the meet-
ings of the association some years ago he had had the honour
of reading a paper—at a time when there was a prospect of
an Act being passed by the Legislature to regulate land tenure
iu Ireland. He thought they must all agree in the great ob-
ject which the writer of the present paper bad in view, but he
ventured to differ from Mr. Howard in regard to the mode in

which that object should be carried out. He thought that iu

the absence of any lease or special agreement where a farmer
had so managed his farm as to deteriorate its value, the land-
owner should have a claim upon him to the extent of the dete-

rioration; but on the other hand if by skilful management
and the outlay of capital the tenant had succeeded iu improv-
ing the value of the farm, then the improved value should
belong to the tenant and not to the landowner. Tliis was the
proposition contained in the paper M-hich he had read at a pre-
vious meeting of the Congress. JNor was it a mere tlieoretici.1

matter. On the contrary, it had long been tlie practice and
was actually the law in the island of Madeira.

Mr. T. Brown, Q.C, the Chairman, asked if tlic principle
of leases was recoguised at all in Madeira?

Mr. Hill said he believed that in point of fact that there
were no leases there; but there was no necessity for leases

under such a rule of law. Justice was secured to all, while
freedom and vigour were given to the tenant. He should
regret to see the right of contract invaded in England. He
thought the contracting parties must know what was best for
them much better than the Legislature. He greatly lamented
to see that in Ireland the right of contract had been invaded,
and he trusted that in England the same precedent would not
be followed. It was said that the landlord and the farmer

were not in an equal position, but he believed that an Euglish
farmer was able to stand by his own. He denied that there

could be such a thing as monopoly in land, and remarked that
with a sufhcient araouu*^ of money in his pocket he could buy
all the amount of land he desired.

Mr. Heron, M.P. for Tipperary, observed that a great deal

of what Mr. Howard had advocated had been in legal opera-

tion in Ireland for the last three years, and both in the north
and south of Ireland it had been of the greatest advantage to

society at large. No lawyer would advocate any interference

with the rights of property, and he as a lawyer and an econo-

mist was of opinion that our laws should be consistent

with the safety of the people, and should give the utmost
freedom of contract between landlord and tenant. It was diffi-

cult to prophesy iu either political or legal matters ; but he
considered it perfectly certain that, under a system of fair and
reasonable compensation to tenants for improvements, witii

security to a certain extent against compulsory eviction, leases

would almost entirely disappear. He was glad to think that

Ireland was somewhat in advance of this coimtry with refer-

ence to the reasonable and just measures advocated by Mr.
Howard, always presuming that there should be no interfer-

ence with the rights of property or the freedom of contract.

The question was whether, in the absence of special contract

the tenant should have the benefit of any improvement that he
effected in the soil by the expenditure of labour and capital.

In Ireland the result of the late Act had been an increased

disposition on the part of the tenants to spend every farthing

of their capital upon their farms, feeling sure that their rights

would be protected. The value of land had thus increased all

over the country. In a case where a tenant had by continuous
top dressing changed a quantity of bog into good pasture, the
valuers, capitalising at 35 years' purchase, decided that the

tenant was entitled to eight years'' purchase on the increased

value and the landlord to the remainder. The same principle

had been carried out in other cases. He agreed with Mr.
Hill, and strongly denied tliat there was any such thing as a
monopoly in land. There were still hundreds of thousands
of acres in England unutilised, and the terra was wholly in-

correct. He added that the Irish Land Act bad hitherto

worked successfully, but that instead of introducing new law
it had simply converted into law and legalised the Tenant-
Right customs of the province of Ulster.

The Chairman asked how compensation was awarded to the
tenant under the new Act?

Mr. Heron stated that compensation between landlord
and tenant in Ireland was given in the first instance, by a
County Court Judge, acting alone and without a jury. There
was, however, an appeal from the decision of the County Court
Judge to a court consisting of the Lord Chancellor, the Lord
Justice of Appeal, and some of the Common Law Judges.
There was no compenation given by a jury, but the question

of compensation only arose in a case where there had been a
disturbance of the tenancy by the landlord.

Lord Houghton inquired if there had been many cases of

appeal P

Mr. Heron said there had been a few appeals upon differ-

ent questions of principle, mainly connected with the Northern
Tenant-Right customs. There had been comparatively very

few appeals upon questions of amount of compensation.
Sir E. Boileau said the subject was one in which he bad

taken great interest. He had sat with Mr. C. S. Read upon a
committee appointed to prepare a model agreement for the

county. Mr. Read would bt; aware that he had not entirely

agreed with the report of the committee, but in the main he
did so. He admitted generally the right of compensation, but
he could not allow that was absolutely indefeasible, because it

was just possible that the impruveinent had taken place under
a lease, which required a very low amount of rent to be paid,

or that the lease was in the nature of an agreement between a
landlord and tenant who were opposed to a system of ultimate

compensation. In some cases the low terms of the lease would
amply compensate the tenant for any outlay of capital in im-
proving the farm. At the same time he certainly agreed, in

the abstract, in the general principle that in certain cases com-
pensation at the conclusion of the lease should be an absolute

and indefeasible right. He thought there were reasons for

immediate action in the matter. Lord Leicester had stated,

as the result of his experience, and there was hardly any one
who was more capable of forming a correct opinion on the

subject, that probably the produce of the land might be nearly
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doubled if some arrangement of the nature proposed were
generally introduced in tenancies. Indeed it was said that the

increase would amount to one-third, which would be equiva-

lent to one hundred millions increase in the production of

Great Britain. This was such an astounding fact that it must
be considered the time had come when the ipestiou siiould be

fully looked into and some crucial remedy applied. The price

of meat was one of the burning questions of the day. They
were well aware that many of those who had never been in tiie

habit of consuming meat were now beginning to do so, and it

was advocated by political economists and medical men that

meat should form part of the staple food of the people of these

islands. These were reasons which called aloud for a change,

if it could be shown that a change would be advantageous.

The great requisite to good farming was capital, and soraetiiing

should be done to invite meu of sufficient means to cultivate

the land, so '.,hat it might be rendered as productive as possi-

ble. He did not believe that the law of hypothec operated

against the attraction of capital to laud. That was a creditor's

question entirely. It was said that the landlord's rights were

rarely enforced. This was partly from good feeling, and partly

because of the unwillingness of landlords to put themselves

into the hands of a jury of tenant-farmers. It was not

sufficient that a good understanding should exist, and he

thought it was time that the legislature should interfere to

secure to tenants the benefit of unexhausted improvements.

He concurred that there was no such thing as a monopoly in

land, and that the landlord had no power to enforce condi-

tions. But lie believed that the principle of compensation

was a fair one. He had been under the impression that Mr.
Howard meant to propound a form of lease, and he should have

been prepared to oppose that. There should be every security for

compensation to the tenant for his improvements in the land,

but the scale of compensation ought not to be too heavy.

Lord Houghton said he was a landlord in Lincolnshire and
Yorkshire, where the custom ofthe country worked satisfactorily

where the farming was excellent, and the farmers, although

only a few of them enjoyed leases, were on such satist'actory

terms with their landlords that a change of tenancy was ex-

tremely rare. For his own part, he admitted that he never

approached this subject without infinite admiration for that

system of confidence between man and man which had grown
up under the yearly tenancies of this country, and the large

amount of capital which, under those tenancies, was invested

and administered witii singular prudence and generosity. At
the same time it could not be denied that the system was liable

to abuse if it should continue to be the law of the land. It

was this consideration which made him doubt whether a BiU
such as that proposed by Mr. Howard was really required. No
doubt it was desirable to attract capital to the

land. That was, above all things, the interest of

the landlord ; but, at the same time, it was above

all things the fact that the proprietor of the land would

be the direct gainer. He was sorry to say that the impression

made upon the committee, which lately sat on the improve-

ment of land in the House of Lords, of which he was a mem-
ber, was not satisfactory upon this point. The report of the

committee, which he would seriously recommend to the perusal

of every person interested in the land question in this country,

went to the conclusion that with the present various employ-

ment of capital in this country, the large development of in-

dustry of every kind, the investment of a very large amount of

capital in the production of the soil could not be reasonably

expected ; drainage and other mechanical appliances, w hich

were at one time considered to be almost an infinite source of

valuable reproduction, had turned out to be hmited in their

beneficial operation. The duration of the good eflfects

of drainage did not last very long. The old notion

that the country was to be changed by drainage

and other mechanical appliances ; that all inferior soils were
to be turned into superior ones, had, he was afraid, entirely

collapsed. Therefore, Mr. Howard must not remain under the

conviction that there was any intelligent landlord who would
not be ready to make a considerable sacrifice in order to in-

duce persons of capital to cultivate the land. He disliked ex-

tremely the notion of any interference with contract, but he
would be ready to submit to it if it could be shown that there

was any prospect of a satisfactory result being arrived at. He
thought Mr. Howard had failed to show that there woidd be

very considerable practical improvement from the passing of

his measure. If he could have brought forward any important

series of cases, or even any single case, to show that injury

had been inflicted upon any person who had invested his

capital in the land, or that any farmer had been capriciously

turned out without receiving fair compensation, or had lost in-

stead of being benefited by "his occupation of the land, then he

(Lord Houghton) thought the case would have been a very

strong one. But one of the strongest parts of Mr. Howard's

argument was that there did exist tenant-farmers who, during

the last few years, had made enormous sums of money by the

application of capital to the land.

Mr. Howard remarked that the question he had dealt with

was one of produce and not of profits.

Lord Houghton thought that the argument of Mr. Howard
would be very much stronger if there was any general impres-

sion of injury having been done to the tenant-farmer by the

present system. The more rigid introduction of legal obliga-

tions into these matters would in his (Lord Houghton's)

opinion carry with it almost the necessity of less agreeable and

less pliable relations between landlord and tenant. It was,

above all things, important to mdiutain the relations between

landlord and tenant, and there should be something beside the

mere money obligations. There was, perhaps, too little of

these relations at the present moment. They knew how scru-

pulous a landlord was in turning out a tenant. The gain,

therefore, to the tenant by the introduction of strict legal ob-

ligations would be less than it was under existing relations.

If a more rigid form of relations were introduced, he certainly

could not help thinking that it was not the tenant who would

be the immediate gainer. He believed the landlord would be

inclined to look much more closely than he now did to the

conditions under which the land was farmed, and would be

inclined very often, in the case of a tenant at will, to exercise

his right of ejectment where he thought that the tenant was

putting capital imprudently and unwisely into the land, and

where, although the tenant might be of opinion that the capa-

bilities of the soil would be improved, the view of the landlord

might be exactly the contrary. The strict enforcement of any

such obligations must lead to the necessity of exercising super-

vision, and to a treatment of the land by the owner which he

(Lord Houghton) did not think would be agreeable to the

tenant. If some arrangement could be made such as that

which was contained in the proposition of Mr. Hill ; and if,

through the means of Chambers of Commerce and otherwise,

its general adoption throughout the country could be secured,

he thought the establishment of some system of equitable ar-

bitration would enable them to do without the interference of

ParHament in the matter. Mr. Howard, he thought, would

find that he would best enforce his arguments upon Parliament

and upon the country by showing, as strongly as he could, how
more capital would be attracted into the occupation of land by

his measure than at present. There was yet another point of

view which could not be altogether left out of consideration

—

namely, that the tendency of a measure of this kind must be

strictly towards the giving of land almost entirely to large

capitalists. He thought it would very seriously affect one

class of persons who could not be left quite out of the ques-

tion—namely, the small owners. They had very little capital

to bring into the land, and under present arrangements no

landlord could ever be supposed to take, advantage of what

capital they might invest in it. But if they came to these

strict business regulations, that class of persons would, he

thought, be considerably diminished ; and this, although it

might be a pecuniary advantage in the country, and the cause

of a larger amount of production, would yet, nevertheless, in-

crease wliat he believed to be the only poUtical danger in this

country in connection with the land— namely, the holding of

large portions of land in a very few hands. He did not think

that this evil had reached to any great extent at the present

moment, but he should certainly regard with great jealousy

any measure that would have a tendency to increase the num-
ber of large owners or tenants of land, and to swallow up the

smaller tenants and proprietors.

Mr. IIoLL.\ND said it had been remarked by one of the pre-

vious speakers that a feeling of confidence had grown up be-

tween tenant-farmers and their landlords, and that the former

were satisfied that they would have the full benefit of their

capital which they had invested in their landlords' property

secured to them. To that statement he begged leave to demur.
Unfortunately no such feeling of confidence between tenant-

farmers and their landlords existed. It was just because there

was a want of confidence between them that there was a de-
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mand for a change in the present law relatinsc to agricultural

tenancies. It was because the tenant-larraers had no confi-

dence that tliej' would benr-fit from investing their capital in

the land that tliey refrained from making such investments.

It was for tlie association to consider whetlier it was not pos-

sible, without doing injustice to the landlords, to effect such a

change in the law as would induce the tenant-farmers to in-

vest their cipital in the impiovement of their farms, and give

them the same security for the capital so invested as if they

were themselves the owners of the land. It was of course im-

possible that our tenant-farmers should be the owners of the

soil, but it was by no means impossible that they should ob-

tain tlie virtual possession of the laud. In the North of Eng-
land a custoTi prevailed under which building land was held

as securely as if under a perpetual lease and the landlord was
a perpetual mortgagee. Under this system the tenant was per-

fectly secure so long as he paid his rent. This system had

come into operation not by force of law but by agreement, and

he saw no reason why tlie system which was applicable to

building land should not be equally applicable to farms. He
could not understand why our present stupid system, under
which both the tenant-farmer and the landlord were injured,

was persisted in, uuless it was because we did not like to alter

the laws of our ancestors—laws which showed not the wisdom
but the folly of our ancestors. If the tenant-farmer could be

made confident that his capital when invested in the land would

be secure, there would be no need to change the law ; but if

he had not the confidence which it was said he had, why not

make such a change in the law as would give it him ? Where
could be the harm of passing such a law as would give the

tenant-farmer that security for his capital which it was said

he now possessed ? If the tenant-farmer liad a legal securicy

for his capital, instead of looking outside his farm as he did

now, frequently to his cost, to make investments, he would in-

vest his money in his land, which he would regard as his

savings' bauk, and jio investment could be more profitable

than tiie improveraent of his farm. And why was it that they

did not invest, their money in their farms now? It was be-

cause they did not get the value of their iuvestraents relumed
to them. It was their landlords and not themselves who reaped

the benefit arising from the iaiprovement of their farms. Were
there not miles of ground in the county of Norfolk which were
lying uncultivated in consequence of farmers being unwilling

to risk their money in improving it ? The fact was that the

landlords reaped where they had not sown. It was a comfort

to know that robbery never succeeded permanently. If the

landlord was allowed to rob, the tenant met the difiiculty by re-

fusing to invest.

The Chairman remarked that it was extremely desirable to

avoid the use of strong expressions as lar as possible.

Mr. Holland had no desire to use more forcible language
than occasion justified, but wished to show that in consequence
of the present state of the law relating to agricultural tenancies

the towns were crowded with persons whose habits unfitted

them for a town life, while a large number of our best agricul-

tural labourers were driven abroad because they could not get

employment. He did not object to natural emigration, but he
strongly oijjected to unnatural forced emigration which was
brought about by the landlords' stupidity and shortsighted-

ness.

The Chairman complained that some portions of the lan-

guage used by Mr. Holland were too highly coloured.

Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., said he could not allow the observa-
tions of Mr. Holland to pass altogether unchallenged. When
Mr. Holland said that the landlords of this county and of others
made it a system to rob their tenants, he (Mr. Read) emphati-
cally denied that there was any foundation for the assertion.

On the other liand, he entirely endorsed what Mr. Holland
said, that if the landlord felt inclined to rob his tenants he had
not as good a chance as he would otherwise have, because from
the simple fact of there being no security of tenure the tenant
did not put as much into the land as he would otherwise do.
He thought that the language of Mr. Holland upon the subject
was hardly justified by the state of cultivation in the county of
Norfolk, and by the good understanding which existed between
the great msjonty of owners and occupiers of the soil through-
out Knglaiid. He (Mr. Read) therefore took the earliest op-
portunity of protesting against it. He certainly thought that
the arguments brought forward by Mr. Howard had been en-
tirely unanswered by the last speaker. Mr. Howard said that
it was their duty to take some step in the matter. He quite

concurred with his hon, friend, and although in many of their

opinions upon political questions the hon. member for Bedford
and himself disagreed, upon this subject of Teuant-Right they

were cordially united. And he thought they proved their case

by showing that the land of England was not properly farmed,

and that the main reason for its not being properly farmed was
that the tenant-farmer had no security for his capital. Lord
Houghton seemed to think that his hou. friend (Mr. Howard)
should have come there prepared with a list of cases in which
cruelty and injustice had been inflicted. Now, his hon. friend

had simply come there to read a paper on farm tenancies and

to discuss principles, and not to ask their consideration to the

matter from any personal point of view.

Lord Houghton remarked that what he had meant to say

I

was that no cases had occurred, or at any rate had been brought

I

forward, which showed that public opinion had been shocked

, in such a way as to authorise them to believe that any serious

' injury had been done under the existing state of things.

I

Mr. Read claimed this for the farmers, that they were long-

I

suffering, kind, aud confiding. If Lord Houghton would

j

only go to the Chambers of Agriculture and the market
' tables he would find that there were a great number of

! exceptions from the general rule which he had enunciated.

I

It was not uncommon for landlords to die ; landlords un-

fortunately sometimes overran the constable and their

' estates passed into other hands, and it was in these cases,

i and in a great majority of instances, that injustice

occurred. He contended that the land of England was not

I

properly cultivated, and though he was of opinion that they

could grow as mucli more if they iiad security for the tenant-

farmers' capital, he quite agreed with Lord Houghton that too

much ought not to be expected from this. Earmers would al-

ways die poor. They were never likely to have very large re-

' turns in this couutry from investments connected with the land,

I

whether they were made by owners or occupiers. It might be a
: very pleasant employment, but they must never expect a very

I
large return for the capital employed. It was much easier to

raise land to fertility than to maintain it. No great increase

of produce had taken place of late in Norfolk, and he did not

believe that in the last ten years they had grown as much corn

as they did formerly.

Lord Houghton asked what was the state of affairs in regard

to turnips P

Mr. Read did not believe that the crops of turnips grown
now were as good as they were formerly. They were more
subject to disease. This was partly due to high farming

and a frequent repetition of the same crops. The higher

they farmed the more their crops were likely to be affected

by disease. It was quite possible to do loo much in

farming, and it was only by the observance of due moderation

that farming was converted into a success. Lord Houghton
had referred to certain cases of high firming, and had pointed

to one in which a tenant realised £15 or £16 an acre from the

meat produced upon his farm. He spoke of it as an instance of

the enormous profit which the tenant realised. He (Mr. Read)

however, assured him, that every pound of meat grown upon
that farm was an absolute loss as far as regards the production

of meat, hut he looked for his remuneration to increased corn

crops. If he had been turueJ out of his occupation at the end

of a tenancy of six months, he would have lost the profit which

he expected to make from his increased corn crops. Mr. Hill

had said that he did not wish lor any interference with the free-

dom of contract, yet the very proposition he made was an

interference with the freedom of contract, for he suggested a

valuation at the commencement or at the end of the tenancy.

The same thing was involved in another way by the bill which
his hon. friend the member for Bedford, and himself (Mr.

Read) introduced into the House of Commons last year. Mr.

Hill suggested that when a mm entered upon a farm it should

be valued, that at the end of his tenancy it should be re-valued,

and that all improvements which had been made should be

compensated for.

Mr. Hill said that his proposition was that in the absence

of an agreement, the tenant should receive the benefit of any
increase in the value of the land which had not been effected

by any outlay on the part of the landlord. He did not suggest,

however, that there should be any compulsory arrangement.

Mr. Read said that was exactly what the bill introduced by

the hon. member for Bedford and himself did, but in a

more practical way, because it specified what were to be

considered improvements and what were not. It was not
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intended to give the tenant the henefit of au increase in the

value of the land in consequence of a railway being carried

through it, or of a manufacturing town springing up in the

neighbourhood of it. In the bill itself certain improvements
were specified which tliey showed to be generally necessary,

and which involved a real bond fuJa invest ment on the part of

tlie tenant. They did not say that the farmer should be paid

for all he had done, but simply for the substantial improvements
which he had effected and of which he had not been allowed to

reip the benefit. If the farmer had made improvements for

which he had been properly compensated then of course it was
not suggested that he sliould receive further compensation.
He desired now to say one or two words in reference to the ad-
vantages of the Irish Laud Act which had been referred to and
explained by his hon. and learned friend the member for Tip-

perary. Whai was it that they really meant by English Tenant-
Right? They certainly did not mean perpetuity of tenure.

Nor did they desire an extension of that very silly and imprac-

tical custom—the Ulster Tenant-Right—which was simply and
solely payment for goodwill. They did not wish to establish a

principle of compensation for eviction, but what they did mean
was simply this, that when a man had been dispossessed of the

land which he had occupied he should receive full compensa-
tion for the uneshansed value of the land. The Ulster Tenant-

Right sometimes amounted to £iO per acre for the goodwill,

and frequently more. This was what the fariners fancied they

wanted for the cultivation of the land, and consequently every

man in the North of Ireland who sought to cultivate his land

well must go in with double the capital that was neces.sary

here. It was certainly not payment for unexhaused improve-

ments. Indeed, he had seen land foul and undrained in Ire-

land and in a most disreputable condition where the tenant

had been paid £5 or £10 per acre for the goodwill. They did

not require in this country any extension of a custom of that

nature, and he wished to tell his hon. and learned friend the

member for Tipperary vihat his hon. friend had not told the

meeting, namely, where it was that the Irish Land Act failed. It

failed in this, that where a man had a farm above £50 in value,

the landlord was able, under the Act, to contract himself out of

all the provisions of the measures. The result was that all

the great landlords of Ireland, in all their new leases and
agreements had put a clause of this nature. He referred par-

ticularly to the farms held under the Duke of Leinster.

Under the new leases of those farms the tenants could not,

under any consideration, receive any compensation whatever.

Under the Irish Land Act compensation was allowed for evic-

tion and for disturbance below a value of £50.
Mr. Heron said that in every case the tenant could claim

compensation on eviction.

Mr. Read contended that the landlord had full power to

contract himself out of the obligations of the Act, and in the

case of the great landlords they had taken advantage of it.

Mr. Heron admitted that the landlord could contract him-
self out of the Act.

Mr. Read said that in the result the landlords had done so,

which was the worst part of the matter. Personally, he (Mr.
Read) should care very little if they had not done it. There-
fore when they said that there should be no interference with

the freedom of contract, they seemed to forget that in almost
every Act of Parliament which was passed in these days there

was an interference with the freedom of contract. Take the

most recent of the Acts passed by Parliament. A poor man
must get all the beer he hked to drink before eleven o'clock

at night, and the publican could not make an agreement to

serve him afterwards. Then, again, the legislature of the

country said that ignorance was a sort of crime, and it made
education more or less compulsory. The Ballot Act afforded

another instance. They could not contract with a man to

vote for them openly. They must not do it ; it was against

the law. Then again there was the Ten Hours' Bill, and the

bill for the Regulation of Coal Mines, by which employers
and employed—able-bodied men—were not allowed to make
free contracts, but must perform their work in a certain way
and be paid in a certain way. The Truck Acts and others

afforded similar instances. Therefore he contended that all

Acts of Parliament involved to some extent an interference

with the freedom of contract. He admitted that if they could

not prove their case, they ought not to go to Parliament to

ask for an alteration of the law, but what he really did con-

tend was that the law as it stood was all on the side of the

landlord. He asked the Parliament of England whether it

was right that the tenant's money, which, while it was in his

own pocket, was entirely his own property, should when it

was put into the land, for the good of tiie nation and of the

landlord, pass into t!:e pocket of the landlord, and no longer

be his.

Dr. De Meschin contended that it was to the interest of

all classes that capital siiould be largely invested in land.

Large capitalists could protect themselves, and make their own
terms. It was the small farmers especially who required pro-

tection.

Mr. Saunders thought there were very few landlords who
would object to an Act giving tenants the right to compensa-

tion for unexhausted improvements ; but any further interfer-

ence with tlie freedom of contract was wholly unnecessary.

The difficulty would adjust itself. Earms were not so easily

let as were supposed. Lord Portsmouth, a most popular land-

lord, had now on his liands three farms in Hampshire which
he could not let. What was suitable for Norfolk or Bedford-
shire might not be desirable for other places, and no special

form of agreement therefore could be adopted for the whole
of England:

Mr. Dix said he felt great difficulty in offering any remarks
on this subject, but at the same time lis could not allow the

discussion to close without stating his agreement to a large

extent with the principles laid down in Mr Howard's admir-
able paper. It was, in his opinion, only just that tenant-

farmers who invested capital in their land should receive com-
pensation when they left the farm. When a tenant-farmer

first entered under a lease he was willing enough to spend his

money in improving his land, because he knew that he should

obtain a return for it ; but it was equally natural that he
should fear to invest his money with the same object towards

the expiration of his tenancy, lest he should be unable to ob-

tain compensation either from his landlord or from the suc-

ceeding tenant. He thought that the provisions of Mr.
Howard upon this point were very just and sound. With re-

gard to large occupations, he thought if they were adopted to

too great an extent they would have a most injurious effect,

iuasmuch as they were calculated to destroy the attachment
of the agricultural labourer to the soil. He should prefer

seeing a number of small farms, and in some cases of even
very small farms, which might act as stepping stones to the

agricultural labourer who was intelligent and anxious to get

on in life. Such farms gave the agricultural labourer a stake

in the country, and what was more, it gave them the prospect

of having a stake in the country. He knew of seven or eight

individuals farming small farms, every one of whom he recol-

lected as agricultural labourers. Had it not been for these

small farms, those men who possessed more than the ordinary

run of intelligence would have emigrated, aud their

services would hive been lost to the nation. It was
men of that kind who improved their farms, and
who, moreover, gave stability to the country. One
of the men to whom he referred had entered into farm service,

and, having saved a few pounds, had bought a drilling ma-
chine and let himself and his machine out. He had afterwards

bought a thrashing machine, aud eventually had taken a few

acres of land. Another person whom he also knew very well

thirty-five years ago as an agricultural labourer had now risen

by means of the stepping stones afforded by small farms to

the position of a farmer farming 90 acres of land, aud, having

purchased many agricultural implements, was about, next

Michaelmas, to take a farm of 140 acres. These instances

served to show the advantages that accrued to tlie agricultural

labourer from a prospect of rising being held out to him, and

such a prospect, lie need scarcely say, attached him to the

country, to the great advantage of the latter.

Mr. Richardson was of opinion that the tenant-farmers

were in an unfortunate position, and that they required legis-

lative protection.

The President thought that the discussion was one of the

most valuable and inte-esting which had arisen during the

congress, and he hoped it would do a great deal of good when
it appeared in the newspapers. As a lawyer, he would only

say he hoped if any alteration were made in the law to give

tenants the right of compensation, it would be accompanied

by provisions which would constitute a tribunal like the Irish

tribunal to assess the amount ; for a jury consisting ot tenants

would not be fair to landlords, while, on the other hand, a

special jury would be considered unfair to the tenant. As to

the interference with freedom of contract, that principle was
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already acknowledged iu regard to the deduction of property,

tax from the rent by the tenant, the Act stating, " Any agree-

ment to the contrary shall be null and void."

Mr. Howard, in reply, said that Mr. Hill had commenced
his observations by stating that he agreed with him as to

the principle he had laid down in his paper, that the tenant-

farmer ougiit to be compensated for the investments he had
made in the land, but differed as to the mode in which that

principle should be carried out. In his opinion the difference

between Mr. Hill's proposal and his own was narrower than

the former appeared to think. If his proposition were carried

out the landlord's right to compensation where the farm was
deteriorated would be made reciprocal, and the tenant farmer

would obtain the value of his improvements on quitting the

farm. Under the present system of law the landlord was ex-

posed to much prejudice in the locality if he attempted to en-

force his legal rights, and it was often difficult to get a jury to

agree even where the evidence was incontestably in the land-

lord's favour. In the bill which he had, in conjunction with

his honourable friend, laid before the House of Commons, he
had proposed that all these questions should be settled by arbi-

tration, exactly in the same manner as to the amount of com-
pensation to be awarded to the tenant for unexhausted im-

provements was to be ascertained, without loss of time, trouble

or unnecessary expense. Sir ¥ Boileau had said that men of

capital would not take the land to farm, to which he might
reply that there must be legal conditions existing which pre-

vented men of capital from entering into that business, or else

they would have come forward readily enough. He knew of

a case in the county in which a tenant farmer of large capital

had been repelled from taking a farm, in other respects

most eligible, because of the condition that the game was
to be reserved. The tenant farmer having already had bitter

experience of such a condition, said he could have nothing

whatever to do with the farm under such circumstances. He
beleived that the reservation of game without any compensation
being made to the farmer from the loss he thereby sustained,

was a very fruitful source of objection to taking farms by men
of capital.

Lord HoxJGUTON remarked that Mr. Howard's bill had not
proposed to deal with the question of the reservation of game.

Mr. Howard said that the bill did not touch the question nf

game. The hon. baronet had also referred to the question of

the law of hypothec. In reference to the remarks made by the

hon. baronet with regard to that law, he begged to explain

that he had not brought forward this subject in his paper as a

tenants' grievance merely, but as one in which the public were
interested, inasmuch as the public interest was damaged through
the law of distraint in this country, and the law of hypotliec

in Scotland, which induced landlords to accept tenant farmers

who had not sufficient capital to work their farms to the best

advantage. With reference to other observations that had been

made, he wished to explain that he could not, in the brief time
to which he was limited by the rules of the association, go into

every detail of the sabject, and that he had therefore contented

himself with dealing with its most salient points. He hoped,
however, that next year he should be able to go deeper into the

subject before the committee of the House of Commons, which
would consider the question next year. With respect to what
had fallen from Lord Houghton, he wished it to be perfectly

understood that it had by no means been liis intention to bring

a bill of indictment against the landlords of this country. In
dealing with the facts of the case he had endeavoured to avoid

using any expressions that could be regarded as being disre-

spectful to them, and he had merely endeavoured to lay before

the department the facts of the case in as concise a form as

possible. He was fully sensible of the great number of land-
lords in this country who admirably fulfilled the duties their

position entailed upon them- In reply to the noble lord's

remark that he had not cited cases of individual hardship
which showed the necessity that existed for making a change
in the law, he begged to state that he had met that objection
by anticipation in his paper by quoting the opinions of prac-
tical farmers and those of the Central Chambers of Agriculture
iu England and Scotland, and of some 40 other Cliambers of
Agriculture. When it was recollected how large a number of
landowners were represented in these Chambers of Agriculture
through their agents, it was very surprising that so large a
number of tenant farmers should have been bold enough to
state their opinion that legislative interference on the subject
was necessary. It was to be reeretted that the Lords' Com-

mittee, which had recently been sitting, liad not heard

the evidence of more than two or three tenant farmers on the

question, one at least of which was an agricultural agent, and

of course naturally took the landlords' view of the subject.

Had the House of Lords' Committee heard the opinions of the

London Farmers' Club probably they would liave arrived

at a different conclusion from what they did. The com-
mittee of that club, which consisted of land agents of

noblemen and tenant farmers, having discussed his bill,

passed a unanimous resolution in favour of legislation to secure

compensation to the outgoing tenant for unexhausted improve-

ments. His lordship had appeared to believe that landlords as

a rule were willing to give compensation to the outgoing

tenants ; but he was sorry he could not agree with that view.

Tenant farmers as a rule were tied down by the most absurd

restrictions in the conduct of their farming operations, and

they knew nothing whatever of the freedom of cultivation.

He had yet to learn that any large number of landlords in that

country liad yet followed the example that had been set them

of granting freedom of cultivation. His lordship remarked

that he had given no instances of individual oppression on the

part of the landlords.

Lord Houghton had merely wished to know if any such

cases had come before the courts of law.

Mr. Howard was sorry to say that such cases did not come
before the courts of law, but they did exist nevertheless in great

numbers, and he could give instances almost without number
where there had been great injustice. At the London Farmers'

Club it had been stated that a farm in the Eastern Counties

had been re-valued three limes within twenty-one years, and
that on each occasion the rent had been raised. It was not

the rent of the indifferent farmer whose rent was raised, but

that of the intelligent man who employed his capital iu im-

proving his farm. At the same time, however, he must admit

that the number of cases of oppression were very few as com-
pared with the total number of tenant farmers. The worst

point about a case of oppression was the wide distrust it gave

rise to- When the Duke of Rutland, himself a very good land-

lord, sold part of his estate, his tenant, who had large ex-

perience of steam ploughing and who had enormously increased

the value of his farm by ploughing it three times as deep as

usual, received six months' notice to quit from his new land-

lord, who pocketed every shilling of the value of the improve-

ments which the teuant had made. Cases of that kind spread a

feehng of distrust over a very wide district. And if the noble lord

would seek for evidence on the point, he would find that great

distrust existed on the part of the tenant farmers generally.

As regarded the law of contracts, in the first place any bill to

deal with the question of compensation for improvements must
be founded on the principles of justice as between the landlord

and the tenant, and also upon general principles which were
not injurious to the public interest. That the bill which had
been referred to had been framed upon these principles, he
might state that the agent of a noble proprietor in that county,

in adverting to the measure at the London Farmers' Club, had
said that there was nothing in it that he should object to insert

in any agreement between his principal and the tenant farmers

on the estate. The same gentleman had also said that any Act
which enabled the landlord to contract himself out of the Act
would not be worth the paper on which it was written. In
that opinion he entirely concurred.

The Chairman remarked that had it not been for the pro-

vision in the Property-tax Act, that provided that any agree-

ment under which the tenant was to be liable for the I'roperty-

tax should be void, the courts of law would have held that the

tenant would have been bound to pay the tax out of his own
pocket.

Mr. Howard said it was not difficult to cite instances in

which the Legislature had interfered with the freedom of

contract. There was the Truck Act and the Licensing Act for

instance. If we were to have perfect freedom of contract, the

law against growing tobacco in this country must be repealed,

and the compulsory sale of land to railway companies must be

put a stop to. Clause 4 of the Irish Land Act at one sweep

brushed away the general principle of freedom of contract.

By the Merchant Shipping Act, again, shipowners could not

contract to carry as many passengers as chose to risk their

lives on board their ships. The Factory Acts again inter-

fered with the freedom of contract on the part of women and
children, and there were a number of other instances in which
freedom of contract was interfered with, so numerous indeed
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that he could almost write a book on the subject. It was
therefore not opposed to, bat iu accordance with precedent

that landlords should be prevented by express legislative enact-

ment from misusing the advantages which their position gave
them, and to compel them to act justly.

On the motion of Lord IIOUGIITOX, seconded by Sir F.

BoiLE.vu, a vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Howard for

his able paper, and the discuosion was brought to a

close.

THE TREATMENT OF SEWAGE.
At one of the recent meetings of the British Association

Mr. R. B. Grantham, C.E., brought \ip tlie Report of the
Committee on the Treatment of Sewage, re-appointed at

Brighton. It consisted of Mr. Grantham, Trofessor Uorfield,

Dr. Gilbert, Mr. VV. Hope, and I'rofessor A. W. Williamson,
who had attended the meetings ; and Mr. Bailey Denton, Mr.
J. T. Harrison, Lieut.-Colonel Leach, and Dr. Voelcker, who
had not attended. The committee had continued that part of

the inquiry for which it was more particularly appointed

—

namely, the examination of the typical case of sewage farming

at Breton's farm, near Romford. An analysis of the soil of

the farm showed a considerable increase in the amount of

nitrogen and phosphoric acid. Further examination had been

made of the sewage farm at Ear'swood, with more satisfactory

results than formerly. Whitbread's process had been considered.

It is being carried on largely at Enfield, where there is an ex-

cellent opportunity for further investigation. The committee's

funds beinsr nearly exhausted, they present a rt'siinie of the re-

sults of their labours, prepared by Professor Corfield. The
Parliamentary return relating to sewage farms would be valu-

able if exact, but it does not separate capital from working
expenses, nor the cost of land from that of works.

Mr. Hope presented the Report on Breton's farm, Romford,
and stated that the systematic observations hitherto carried on
had been continued and summarized in similar tables, bearing

the same numbers as last year. Many of the results, thus con-

trasted, are very instructive ; but tables, although themselves

only summaries, are so voluminous that it is impossible ade-

quately to describe them. The point of chief importance was
that efHuent water was slightly purer, thus exploding the idea

that land becomes " sick " of sewage. An analysis of samples

of the soil taken in April, 1853, at the same part of the farm
as the samples were taken for analysis in 1870, prior to the

application of any sewage, showed very appreciable quantities

of phosphoric acid, ammonia, and nitric acid, which valuable

manures were almost, indeed practically, absent in the same
soil in 1870. The committee also found that the population

of Romford had been largely overstated by the Local Board,

and that, instead of between 7,000 and 8,000 persons feeding

the sewers, there were only about 4,600 persons in all. This,

of course, gave a very difi'erent complexion to the agricultural

results, and among other things gave the important and new
fact that in the case of this town the sewage of the popula-

tion, including, of course, kitchen and warehouse slops, and
that due to horses and to live stock on market-days, contained

131b. to 141b. of nitrogen per head per annum. Professor

Corfield recapitulated the contents of all the reports which had
been presented by the committee, and said they had come to

conclusions, which were substantially as follows : First, All

conservancy plans, including heap and cesspool systems, dry-

ash and dry-earth closets, pail closets, &c., are quite incompe-
tent as solutions of the general question of the removal of the

refuse matters of a population ; they only deal with a small

part of the liquid manure. Towns which resort to one of

them require to be sewered, and the sewage requires to be

purified. The manure produced is in all cases (excepting that

of simple pails or tubs, where no extraneous materials are

added) poor, and will only bear the cost of carriage to a short

distance, that produced by the dry-earth system being, even
after the earth has been used three times over, merely a good
garden mould. Moreover, these plans all violate one of the

most important of the sanitary laws, which is that all refuse

matters which are liable to become injurious to health should

be removed instantly, and then be dealt with afterwards. With
all these plans it is an obvious advantage, on the score of eco-

nomy, to keep the refuse about the premises as long as possible,

and the use of deodorants of various sorts, or even of disin-

fectants, proves that this is the case, and that these systems all

depend upon a fallacious principle. They should therefore he
discouraged as much as possible, and only resorted to as tem-

porary expedients or with small populations in very exceptional

instances. Second, The water-carriage system, on the other

hand, is based upon the sound principle of removing all the

refuse matters at once and in the cheapest possible manner by

gravitation, and ought to be resorted to in all but the most
exceptional cases. The opinion of the committee that all

sewers should be made of impervious materials, and that sepa-

rate drains to dry the subsoils should be constructed where
necessary, has already been most emphatically expressed. The
freest possible ventilation of sewers, house drains, and soil

pipes, in order to prevent accumulations of foul air, is also

essential. With regard to utilization of sewage, the committee
has come to the conclusion that the precipitation processes

which it has examined are all incompetent, and necessarily so,

to effect more than a s^p.iration of small parts of the valuable

ingredients of sewage, and that only a partial purification is

effected by them. Some of them may, however, be useful as

methods of eflfecting a more rapid and complete separation of
sewage sludge. The upward filtration process only effects a
clarification of the sewage, and is therefore no solution of the

question. Weare's charcoal filtration process, as carried on at

Stoke-upon Trent workhouse, did not give satisfactory results,

the effiuent water being in effect weak sewage ; an opportunity

will, however, soon be given for an examination of this process

in a modified form on a much larger scale at Bradford, and
under more favourable conditions. Intermittent downward
filtration through soil has been shown at Merthyr Tydvil to

afford a means of purifying the sewage under favourable con-

ditions, but it cannot be said to be a method of utilization,

except to a partial extent, as the investigation made by the

committee showed that the effluent water contained as much
nitrogen as was originally in solution in the sewage, but

mainly as nitric acid, instead of as ammonia and organic ni.

trogen ; and there can be no doubt that the process will prove
useful, as an adjunct to irrigation cannot conveniently be got.

By properly conducted sewage irrigation a solution is afforded

to the question of sewage utilisation. It has already been
stated that a precipitation process or some clarifying process

may be found useful in all instances. It is essential that the

land should be well underdrained, and that the sewage should

all pass through the soil and not merely over it, otherwise, as

has been shown, it will only occasionally be satisfactorily puri-

fied. The catchwater, or, as the committee term it, the " su-

persaturation " principle is not defensible, either on agricul-

tural, chemical, or sanitary principles. An irrigation farm
should therefore carry out intermittent downward filtration on
a large scale, so that sewage may be always thoroughly puri-

fied, while at the same time the maximum of utilization is

obtained. It is certain that all kinds of crops may be grown
with sewage, so that the farmer can grow such as lie can best

sell. Nevertheless, the staple crops must be cattle food, with

occasional crops of corn ; and it is also certain, from the an-

alysis of the soil, that it has become very much richer, and

that the manurial constituents of the sewage accumulate in it

Cattle should be fed on the farm, which leads to a vast increase

in the production of meat and milk, the great desiderata of

the population producing the sewage. Thus the system of

farming must be specialized and capital concentrated, the

absence of which conditions his proved a great barrier to the

satisfactory practical solution of the sewage question. The
committee has not bees able to trace any ill effects to the

health of the persons living around sewage farms, even when
badly conducted, nor is there any proof whatever that vege-

tables grown thereon are in any way inferior to those grown

with other manure. On the contrary, there is plenty of evi-

dence that such vegetables are perfectly suited for the food of

man and beast, and that the milk given by cows fed on sewage

grass is perfectly wholesome. Thus Mr. Dyke, medical officer

of health of Merthyr Tydvil, states that since the abundant

supply of milk from the cows fed on irrigated grass the chil-
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dren's mortality has decreased from 48, 50, and 52 per ceat. of

the total deaths to only 39 per cent., and that, so far from

diarrhoea having been made more prevalent by the use of

sewaged cabbages, "last year the Registrar-General called

attention to the fact that diarrhoja was less prevalent in Mer-

thyr tlian in any i-laee in England and Wales," and he expressed

his belief in " the perfect salubrity of the vegetable food so

grown." With regard to the assumption which has been made
that eutozoic disease would be propagated by irrigation, all the

evidence that the committee has been able to collect, and more
especially tlie positive facts obtained by experiments, are against

such an idea, and the committee is of opinion that such disease

will certainly not be more readily propagated by sewage irriga-

tion than by the use of human refuse as manure in any other

way, and probably less if the precaution be taken of not

allowing the animals to graze, but always having the grass cut

and carried to them.

Mr. M'GoWEN, Town Clerk of Bradford, read his paper.

He urjed that the difficulty consists in perplexity as to the

proper course. The growth of population and the evils

arising from neglect of sanitary requirements compelled the

Government some 30 years ago to take action, and led to the

establishment of Lord Shaftesbury's Board of Health, followed

by the Public Health Acts. A system of drainage for towns

was found indispensable, and the natural watercourses afford-

ing the readiest available means of outlet, they were allowed

to be used for that purpose. The quantity of fluid refuse being

thus discharged direct into the streams, they became polluted,

and owners of property affected sought protection from the

Courts of Equity. In vain the local authorities pleaded their

difficulties; tiiat what they were doing was sanctioned, if not

ordered, by tiie officers of Government ; that if the outlets of

the sewage were stopped there would be pestilence in the

towns. The courts looked only to the case of the complain-

ant, and uniformly enjoined that the sewage should not be so

discharged as to injure the property in question. The defend-

ants are left to their own devices, and if after etforts honestly

made under the best advice, and regardless of expense, thg

remedy they adopt fails, some other remedy has to be sought

for. In the case of Birmingham, the complaint of one owner
of property brings an injunction, and the complaint of

another owner of properly (Sir R. Peel) induces Parliament

to refuse the means of relief. One owner of property will exer-

cise considerable forbearance, another none. Some land-owners

admit that as their estates have been immensely augmented in

val'.e by the growth of neigiibouring industries, the inconve-

nience of having a Sitream spoilt must be accepted by way of

set-off. Others are willing to receive all the advantages, at the

same time claiming protection against any inconvenience ; and
one Corporation is thrown into Chancery, while another re-

mains undisturbed, though equally offending. The Home
Office appointed a Commission to inquire and report. The
modes of purification adopted soon fell into the systems of

sewage farming, of precipitation, of irrigation, or a combina-
tion of them, and the commission found some experience

ready to its hand. It had collected a valuable body of inform-

ation when difficulties arose among tlie members, and they

were superseded, but not until they had parcelled out the

places inspected by them into natural watersheds, which they

suggested should form separate districts or be grouped together

for sewage management. A second commission reviewed the

same field of inquiry. The chairman, Sir William Deuison,
did not live to complete his task, but reports were presented,

one of which embodied a series of recommendations intended

to form a standard of purity for rivers and streams ; this stan-

dard being comprised in nine propositions now humorously
known as Dr. Frankland's " Cat-o'-ninetails." The Commis-
sioners' leaning was in favour of irrigation, but they contented
themselves with a suggestion that sewage should be sent over
the land, and with working out an opinion expressed by the
first Commission in favour of preventing solids and pollutions

from getting into the streams at all. This plan was based on
the assumption that the manufacturer could comply with the
recommendation by appliances to be used at his own premises,
an assumption perfectly correct as to some instances, but ve-

hemently denied as to many of the largest concerns in the
country. The president of the Local Government Board
sought, in 1872, to give effect to the report by his Public
Health Bill. Tlie bill dealt with the sewage difficulty in a
summary manner by forbidding any solid or liquid sewage
matter, or any filthy or noxious water, or washings of manu-

factories, or other polluting liquid, to flow or be carried into

any stream or watercourse. This was simply impossible of

execution, and a saving clause provided exemption in respect

of excessive rainfall and storm waters, or where the best prac-

ticable means of prevention or purification had been used, or

where the nuisance was trivial or inappreciable. After dis-

cussing some of the clauses of the bill affecting manufac-
turers, Mr. M'Gowen remarked that in some instances the

parties discharging enormous quantities of refuse had no
room for purifying works on their premises. At Bradford,

Messrs. Arraitage use SBi.OOO gallons of water daily ; Messrs.

Ingham, 500,000 gallons ; Messrs. Smith, 788,000 gallons;

Messrs. Ripley, 1,300,000 gallons ; Messrs. Lister take
104i,000 gallons of water daily from the Corporation, be-

sides the water from their own wells and the catchment from
II acres, their works being yet unfinished. None of these

firms have vacant space on which to purify such enormous
quantities. Mr. Crookes proposed to deal with cases like

these by requiring the parties to combine and carry off their

refuse waters by artificial means to some other suitable place,

and there to purity. It was difficult to see that any advantage

would be gained by that arrangement over that which was
suggested by the Conservancy Bill ; and there were these im-

portant disadvantages : Firstly, the above works are situated

at different parts of the borough ; next the water-takers below

the works where Mr. Crookes vifould draw off would lose the

water by having it abstracted from the stream ; and, thirdly,

the cost would be found exceedingly oppressive on individual

proprietors. The towns in question are dependent for their

prosperity on the success of manufactures, and therefore ought

not to object to provide the latter with every reasonable facility

for carrying on business. After discussing a local scheme,

Mr. M'Gowen said ; Those who are earnest in the matter, and
are animated by a desire to- promote the public health in

preference to the success of any pet doctrine, should bear in

mind the responsibilities they incur in pressing forward im-

practicable measures. Admitting the fitness of sewage farming

properly conducted, for suitable places, there must remain

enormous districts in area and population where the liquid

refuse must be cleansed within a short distance of the outfall.

To work out this task effectually mechanical appliances are

indispensable. But it is to the chemist we must look for the

perfection of the undertaking, especially as enabling the opera-

tion to be conducted inoffensively, so as to destroy smell

;

effectually, as to speedy consolidation of products, so as to

admit of removal profitably, so as to concentrate the fertilising

agents ; and satisfactorily, as to effluent waters. If sewage
farming on a large scale is the proper thing, we may fairly

ask why the Board of Works has not carried out the famous
Essex reclamation scheme ; or, if precipitation or filtration

be good, why they have not applied it round Abbey Mills, at

Plumstead Marsh, with aU the advantages incident to having
the highest engineering, mechanical, chemical, legal, and
scientific skill ready at command ? The fact that no attempt

is made by such a powerful authority, under such favourable

auspices, to ascertain whether mere domestic sewage on a large

scale can be successfully dealt with so as to yield profit and
avoid fouling streams, is an argument, not that other towns
with infinitely greater difficulties should go unchallenged, but

that they should be treated with reasonable consideration
;

that rash interference should be avoided ; that due regard

should be paid to the manufacturing interests ; and that, as

attempted by the Aire and Calder Conservancy Bill, the Go-
vernment should endeavour to promote amicable co-operation

among the parties interested, in preference to legislating reck-

lessly or harshly, or thrusting down the throats of honest

people dogmas which, after enormous expenditure and infinite

discomfort, may prove to be erroneous.

Mr. Stanpord had tried the process of filtration through

charcoal many years ago, and was compelled to give it up.

He found that the charcoal absorbed very little nitrogen, and

that he could not make the process pay. He was very glad

that the Committee of the Association had been so far

educated that they had now recommended a previous precipita-

tion, instead of throwing the sewage upon the land at once.

He was only sorry that, having arrived at this result, they

were about to close their labours.

Mr. HoLLOND said the towns were in the position that they

could not keep the sewage out of the rivers, and they must

not put it into them. It was not fair that a town should not

be able to divert any of the water passing through it. The
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landowner not only claimed the water which was put into the
river, but claimed also that it sliould he pure.

The Lord Provost of Glasgow agreed with Mr. M'Gowen
thatnothiug had so puzzled local authorities as this question.

Two tilings seemed to he proved by their discussion—one was
that the same system would not suit every place, and the
other was that there was no probability of auy system being a
financial success. He asked whether the committee had come
to any connclusion as to the quantity of sewage required per
acre in their scheme.

Mr. B. L.VTHAJi said one of the tilings they had been told

was that drainage should be carried out in every irrigation

soil, but this liad been proved a complete failure in no less than
six cases to which he could refer. The Committee had made
a great mistake in laying down any rule from the experience
of a single farm.

Mr. Hope said if drainage was necessary in ordinary land
it roust be necessary in clay lands, and he felt that if Mr.
Latham's drainage had failed it was because it was done badly.

In the Parliamentary contest it was for no public reason that

the Sewage Bill of Birmingham failed. Witli regard to the

statement that 10,000 acres would be required for the sewage

of Bradfard, he thought it was a pity tliat such statements,

were made, as they were (jiiite vague. He was sure it was

only by irrigation that they could solve the difficulty.

Dr. GiLEERT said it had been stated that the manurial

proiierties weee retained in the solid state, but he found that

not one-fourth was retained in tlie manure precipitated.

With regard to the three-fourths left, the only way ta purify

it was by irrigation.

Dr. CoRBOLD denied that the Committee had ever suggested

that effluent waters sLould be thrown on the land ; on the

contrary, they had suggested tliat percolation was the best way
of applying it.

Mr. M'GowEiM said he agreed with Mr. Latham that the

only way was to wait, and not rush precipitately into schemes
because they had very sanguine men to support them. He
hoped the idea would be given up of expecttng to make sewage
farms pay.

It was then proposed and carried that the section recom-
mend the continuation of the Committee for another year.

T H E SEWAGE OF TOWNS.
At a meeting of the inhabitants of Basingstoke, held at the

Corn Exchange, to take into consideration the question of

sewering the town, in consequence of the very tlueatening

attitude recently assumed by the Local Government Board to-

ward the sanitary authority of Basiugstoke on account of the

alleged necessity of taking prompt action under the Health of

Towns Acts, and also inconsequence of certain legal proceediugs

with which the sanitary authority are threatened, ihe mayor,
Mr. Wallis, was in the chair.

The following report was read by Mr. Bayley : On
the 1st of August a deputation visited Banbury. On
our arrival we were met by Dr. Grunley, who first con-

ducted us to the sewage works, and introduced us to Mr.
Garrett, the engineer to the Local Board of Health. Mr.
Garrett explained to us tlie system which he had adopted, and
which was found to work well, and to the satisfaction of the

inhabitants of Banbury. The works stand on about thr e-

quarters of an acre of land, and in the yard is deposited all

the sweepings of the roads, and the dust, ashes, &c., collected

at regular periods from the houses. The engine-room and
various sheds occupy another portion, and in the middle of the

yard are several covered tanks sunk into the ground. The
whole of the sewage flows through one large culvert on en-

tering the works, and, by means of an arrangement of flood

gates, the sewage can be directed from one tank to another.

There are two sets of tanks ; in the first is deposited the heavy
portion of the sewage, while the second tank contains the

lighter deposits. After the sewage has passed through the two
tanks the water passes into a reservoir, from wliich it is

pumped by means of an eighteen horse-power engine, making
twelve strokes per minute, and raising sixty gallons per stroke,

on to a farm one-eighth of a mile distant from the town. The
solid matter, which accumulates at the bottom of the tanks, is

removed periodically, and whilst one tank is being emptied the

other tanks are receiving the deposits. This solid matter is

mixed with the road sweepings and dust and sold for manure.
The price given for it in tiie place is lid. per ton. The
annual accumulation of this manure is about 1,000 tons.

After inspecting the works we (accompanied by Dr. Grunley
and Mr. Garrett) walked to the farm. The farm consists of

238 acres, which was purchased by the Local Board for

£23,000. One hundred and twenty acres is under irrigation,

of wlucli seventy-seven acres is grass, and forty-three acres is

ploughed land, growing oats, rye-grass, roots, &c. The rest

of the farm is let. The crops looked very flourishing. The
grass is cut twice during the season, producing nearly four tons

per acre. We noticed the mangold was reraarably fine. The
effluent water passes into the river. At this point we could

detect no smell, neither was the water discoloured so as to be

noticeable. Having made a careful inspection of the farm, we
walked back to Banbury and had an interview with Mr. T.

Pain, the town clerk. In the plan adopted at Banbury, the

same drains which carry otf the sewage also take the storm-

water. The gratings in the town are carefully trapped and

ventilating shafts applied. The storui-water, although it is al-

lowed freely to mix with the sewage, passes off through an
overflow pipe into the river, and consequently is not pumped
on to the sewage farm. This overflow is regulated by means of a

flood-gate, which allows the water to pass off when, from any
sudden storm, it rises above a certain line. An objection

might be raised to this plan, inasmuch as the overflow water
contains a proportion of sewage water, and consequently, by
this means, the river becomes polluted ; but practically this is

not found to be a nuisance, because it does not pollute the

river any more than if there were a separate drain to take the

storm-water, which vvould carry down with it the washings of

the roads, gutters, &c. Mr. Garrett, who is a gentleman of

large practical experience, considers there is a decided advan-
tage in catching all the storm-water and carrying it through
the sewers. The whole of the tanks contain about 200,000
gallons. The cost of the drainage works, exclusive of the

tanks, yard, and farm, cost about £7,000. The population of

Banbury and the district which is drained is 1:),000. The
whole rate for repairing, lighting, watering, scavenging, and
draining, including the redemption of borrowed capital,

amounts to 2s. Id., except the redemption of a provisional mort-
gage on the farm, which cost £23,000, of £17,000, but it

includes the interest paid on the provisional mortgage. Pre-

vious to the drainage being carried out the death-rate was
twenty-two in the 1,000, and since the town and district have

been drained the death-rate has averaged fifteen in 1,000,

which shows a diminution of eighty-four deaths per annum,
i'hese statistics include the deaths at the workhouses, which
receive inmates from fifty surrounding parishes. The water-

works belong to a private company, who receives £50 per an-

num from the Board of Health for the water supply, the price

being fixed at 9d. per 1,000 gallons. The town clerk in-

formed us that they liave a highway rate extending over the

whole area, and a special district rate to cover the drainage,

watering, lighting, paving, &c. The committee, in conclusion,

woald specially direct the attention of the Council to the fact

that at Banbury the local board first tried to carry out a sys-

tem of filtration, but fouud this a failure ; t.ien the adopted a

plan of deodorization ; this also failed, and finally they adopted

a system of irrigation, which has proved, in every respect, a

success.

Mr. LODWIDGE said that the Canal appeared to be the great

difficulty, and he did not hesitate to say that, in common sense

and equity, those gentlemen who had polluted the water in the

Canal ought to remove the offensive matter which they had

put into it. He was told that the Board had no power to

compel them to do so, but he knew that, not very long ago, a

deputation of the Corporation and a few of the Pavement
Commissioners sat as a nuisauce committee at the Town Hall,

when they had a long list of nuisances submitted to them, and
all complaints were removed. The fact was that all who had
taken sewage to the Canal had violated the Pavement Laws,
and lie suggested, and those present agreed with his suggestion,
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tliat they should indict the Mayor and Corporatioa for a

nuisauce. They did so, upon which the Mayor and Corpora-
"

tion, too, complied with their wish, but large ratepayers failed

to do so. The parties first referred to were small ratepayers,

and if they had power to compel the large ratepayers to do

that which they had compelled the smaller oues to carry out

it would be only fair, for he did not see why the same com-

pulsion should not be applied to the one as to the other class.

Mr. Downs thanked the Town Council for the present

opportunity which they had afforded the residents of the town

1o express their individual and collective opinions upon tiie

([uestion of sewerage. He believed that he was regarded as a

man who had always been opposed to sewerage. That was

tlie first public meeting wliioh he had attended on the subject,

liut he had, as a Pavement Commissioner, always used his in-

lluence in opposition to any scheme of sewerage, and should

continue to do so until some scheme which was, iu his opinion

clficient, had been developed. He held the same opinions

still. Upon a recent occasion he was in the witness-box, and

a very clever counsellor cross-examined him, and asked—
" What is your hobby about sewerage ?" He replied that it

was a hobby which he had not mounted, for in his opinion

the proper mode of sewerage had not yet been discovered. He
liad taken some pains in this matter, and had visited the

sewerage meadows of Edinburgh and Carlisle, the sewerage

works of Eton, and the sewage farm of Chelmsford, and he

had seen, a day or two ago, the sewage farms of Leamington

and Banbury. He would not set his opinion against that of

scientific meu, as he was not a scientific man, but his opinion

was supported by the opinion of scientific men. His opinion

was that, at first, sewage farms might answer very well; but

that when the soil became saturated with sewage matter they

would not be as successful as when the soil was in a virgin

state. It was easy to talk about sewage farms, and to say

how well they were succeeding. The report read by request

of the Mayor respecting the state of Banbury was all very well,

and no doubt very correct, except the last part, where it stated

that in every respect it was doing well. Mr. Garrett, who

was a straightforward, intelligent gentleman, told him that it

would not pay. The only useful and available application of

sewage was to rye-grass, cabbage, or roots, but not to pota-

toes, nor corn, nor anything of that kind. At Banbury they

had grown large quantities of rye-grass, which had been sold

at ±'11 to £12 per acre only. They had a capital crop of

mangolds, but they were farming that entirely at the expense

of the local sanitary authority. One point he could not

arrive at, but he felt certain there was something wliich would

bear further explanation ; for the farm cost £23,500, tliey had

been at a great expense in laying down their plant, had in-

curred great expenditure in a former experiment, and yet they

were told that a rate of 2s. Id. cleared all. He could not be-

lieve that, with a population of 12,000 people, with a charge

upon the land, that the system could be carried on with a

rate of 2s. Id. in the pound. At Leamington the sewage farm

belonged to the Earl of Warwick, who gave £500 a year for

the sewage of Leamington, and it was, in his opinion, a dear

bargain. The sewerage works cost £100,000. They first

tried the A. B. C. system, which was highly spoken of by a

deputation from Southampton and at other towns—not by a

deputation from amongst the ratepayers. He thought there

were great doubts as to whether a sewage farm would answer

for many years, yet he was aware that scientific meu would

tell them different. Dr. Letheby says that it won't answer
;

but, on the other hand. Dr. Carpenter asserted that it was the

finest system that could be adopted. These were opinions

diametrically opposed to each other, but the grand point for

consideration was the disposal of the sewage. Where were

they going to carry their sewage matter ? Till that point was

settled no engineer could give a satisfactory opinion. It was

quite clear that as Lord Bolton was opposed to the sewage

which entered the Loddon through Mr. Portsmouth's mea-

dows there was no outlet in that direction, and to obtain laud

a special Act of Parliament must be obtained. No landlord,

however, in the neighbourhood of a town would part with his

land, except at a very high price, as he regarded it as building

land ; but he (Mr. Downs) thought the time would come when
they should have legislative enactments which would avoid all

this expense, and if sewerage were absolutely necessary they

would be able to obtain land at a cheaper rate than at present.

They were told that the Local Government Board were urging

on the sanitary authority at Basingstoke the immediat „ com-

mencement of sewerage works. Now, there were two or three

parties aggrieved. That the Canal was a nuisance no one

could doubt; but if the two nuisances referred to were re-

moved he held that the crying evil of Basingstoke would be

removed also. He did not doubt therefore that upon a proper

representation to Lord Bolton he would, at all events for a

temporary purpose, allow the sewage to be carried on to some
of his land, and if the Local Government Board were inter-

viewed they might do something with the central authorities.

With that view he had prepared a resolution to submit to the

meeting. It was as follows :
" That a deputation, consisting

of three members of the Town Council and three persons ap-

pointed by this meeting, shall wait upon the (.!entral Sanitary

Authority and explain tlie general condition of the town with

regard to its sanitary and other aspects ; and seek the forbear-

ance of tiie Central Board until the best mode of the appro-

priation of the sewage of towns shall be determined by legis-

lative enactment, as in the present state of things no disposal

of the sewage can be effected without a special Act of Parlia-

ment for every town." He thought, with the great majority

of the inhabitants, that there was no fault to find with the

upper part of the town, but they had to deal with the general

question. He would now leave the resolution he had brought

forward iu their hands. All they had to do was the best they

could fur the town, and to improve it in every way must be

the aim of every citizen, whether he inhabited a large house

or only a cottaLce.

Mr. Cii-VNDLER most heartily concurred in the observations

made by Mr. Downs, whose resolution he now seconded, feeling

that it was exactly suitable to the present dilemma in which

they were placed ; for the proposition tended to avert that

which would be almost a calamity to the town. He did not

see anything iu the present state of Basingstoke which called

for such a large measure as was now discussed, for it had al-

ways been considered a most healthy place, and they had ample

powers to get rid of the nuisance entering the sewers at the

present time. The stream was impregnated with offensive

matter, and it was no wonder that Dr. Millard complained of it.

People had literally drained their water-closets into the sewers,

and such matter might fairly and legitimately be kept out, for

it was not a necessity, as it might be kept in dead wells and

cesspits upoa premises, and this would obviate any difficulty.

If they were to adopt sewerage they would be introducing in-

to the town a system which would be attended with extra-

ordinary expense, and they would be imposing a burden upon

the inhabitants which would lastjfor many years. His object

in speaking was to suggest whether the sanitary authorities

could not apply themselves to reduce, obviate, or remove all

the offensive matter which now found its way into the sewers.

The Pavement Commissioners never intended that such matter

should flow into them, and if this were not permitted now
there would be no necessity for any extensive scheme of the

kind proposed, or it might be delayed, at least for a time.

Mr. James Smith said he rose to put before the meeting

some information which might encourage them to hope they

would obtain some delay. He had written to five or six towns,

and he would read their replies to his inquiries. All the in-

habitants of Basingstoke deeply regretted the sad condition of

things by which they were surrounded, but their chief regret

(he thought) was to feel (hat some of their own townsmen
should have communicated with the Local Government Board

respecting the state of the town, and he believed that this had

been the sole cause of the coercion exercised over that agricul-

tural place, which was " nothing more than an overgrown vil-

lage." The population of Farnham was about equal to that

of Basingatoke, and he asked whether drainage of that town

had ever been contemplated. He was told that plans had been

prepared three years ago, but since then the subject had not

been discussed by any public body. Why, then, should Bas-

ingstoke be coerced, and Farnham not? At Marlborough

where there was a college for the education of gentlmen's sons

second only to Winchester—a place where the public health

would be considered a matter of the utmost importance, as

any adverse sanitary influence would powerfully affect the

institutions established there—the town had been surveyed

sometime since for sewerage, but the public voice exclaimed

against it till the business was suspended. There the death-

rate was 20| in the 1,000. At Andover, the drainage had

been carried out under the Pavement Act, but what the Urban

Sanitary Authority might now do he could not ascertain. The

death rate was 19,5 in the 1,000. At Alton, where sewerage
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liad been established several years, it was 20, and the rating
was 6s. 4d. in the pound. As to Basingstoke, last year it was
under 12; but, tasing the average of seven years, it was about
18, and the whole rates only amounted to about 3s. 7d. last

year. If the town were unhealthy the poor-rates would be
increased. Mr. Smith spoke of the difficulty now experienced
by many to pay the rating, and said if the rates were doubled
it would be a very serious matter.

Mr. Fencott's opinions with respect to sewerage were
well known to all, but he must admit that, after listening with
pleasure to the observations made by Mr. Downs and also to

those of Mr. Lodwidge, as an old Pavement Commissioner he
did not think they carried out their duties as they ought to

have done. This was, however, because the Town Clerk told

the Commiisioners that they had no powers of compulsion.
The Mayor and Corporation had remedied the state of things

at the Town Hall and Corn Exchange by providing cesspits.

He agreed with Mr. Downs's proposition, and hoped there

would be no delay in taking action upon it, as November would
soon be here, lie suggested that they might adopt the Italian

tank system, by means of which sewage matter could be stored

up and afterwards removed, in open day, without creating any
nuisance, but he neither feared the action of the Local Govern-
ment Board, nor the letter which Dr. Millard had sent to the

Corporation.

i\Ir. SoPER said he was a drainage man, and therefore he
could not run away from his colours. He would hold up his

hand against any proposition to spend money uselessly, but he
considered this was a poor man's question. It was to get the

filth removed from the poor man's residence in the low-lying

districts—to preserve his health, which was his wealth, from
the attacks of disease caused by impurity. He had come to

the conclusion tliat there was a settled system, wliich, if care-

fully and properly carried out, would be very beneficial, and
that system was irrigation. Mr. Soper proceeded to argue that

the earth was the natural receptacle and deodoriser of excreta,

quoting the Mosaic law upon the custom of the Jews, v/hich

was carried out in the wanderings of the children of Israel

through the Wilderness, and he asked why the inhabitants of

the upper part of the town should be permitted to send their

filtli to the lower part, to the injury of the inhabitants? As
long as the present system was in operation he would raise his

voice against it. He urged that the cesspit system was ob-

jectionable, because they kept a volcano pent up in every

dwelling which adopted it, and that sewerage was the cheapest

way to remove such matter, as there were expenses incurred

by individuals which would not arise if the refuse were re-

moved in a collective manner. He cited Merthyr Tydvil as an

example where sewerage had been successfully adopted, after

they had tried filtration and the A.B.C. system, and last year

they cleared from some portions of the sewaged land £24' an

acre. He read extracts from the report of the Medical Oificer

of Health, published this year, and gave some other statistics

of the profits realized at Merthyr Tydvil, which were not only

received with disapproval, but with disapproval in the form of

hissing. He agreed with the resolution proposed by the

Mayor; and therefore seconded its adoption.

Mr. Allen said that the meeting well knew that he did

not approve of sewerage, holding that no system at present

known had proved to be satisfactory and complete. No sys-

tem had maintained its ground for any lengthened period. He
knew the sewage farm at Tunbridge Wells. There the works

had cost £2Q0,000, and the population was 20,000, which

would give an average cost to each individual of £10. At
Reading, something like £60,000 had been expended, and the

people of Reading could not tell how much more it was Mkely

to cost. With these facts before them he thought they should

take every precaution not to allow it to be done at Basing-

stoke, if they could possibly prevent it. He should support

the resolution of Mr. Downs, as he thought it might be the

means of putting off the system of sewerage, for which the

time had not arrived, and he felt that the Corporation would

be too pleased to act upon the suggestion in the resolution,

and upon whatever decision that meeting might arrive at.

The Chairman after appealing to his seconder, withdrew

his proposition, leaving Mr. Downs's the only one before the

meeting. This was carried by a very large .'majority, and the

Chairman then offered one or two suggestions which were

necessary to carry it out, and which were accepted, after

which Messrs. H. Downs, J. Smith, and S. Chandler, were

appointed as representatives of the ratepayers on the com-

mittee from the meeting, to act in accordance witli that

resolution.

AGRICULTURAL TABLE TALK.
At Newcastle-under-Lyme, Sir C. B. ADDERLEY,the chair-

man, said: I believe this Society has existed thirty-one years. It

was started at a moment of greatest interest to agriculture, and
therefore, through agriculture, of the greatest interest to tliis

country, in fact of vital interest. It was just the moment
when protection was being struck from under the arms of

agriculture, and some of the most foremost men of the day

took part in establishing societies like this throughout the

kingdom to enable the great interest of agriculture to assume
safely its new position—no longer supported on artificial

crutches, but having to take its part in self-support with the

other manufactures and arts of the kingdom. Among the

most eminent men who supported that movement was one of

whom this county might well be proud—the late Earl Talbot

—lor we recollect that no men took more part than Lord
Talbot and Sir Erancis Lawley in establishing tiiis most suc-

cessful and permanent institution. I maintain, with the rest

of the Party to which I have always belonged in Parliament,
that the protection which was given to agriculture at that time
was given simply on tlie ground that land had to bear the

principal part of the taxation of the country. The support

of protection was taken from tlie farmers, but the burden of

the main portion of the taxation of the country still remains
upon their shoulders. Nevertheless they have gallantly en-

deavoured to discharge, as all Englishmen do, the duty which
has been cast upon them. The support of protection was
taken from them by the Party who were the first to call for

it when tl\ey wanted it themselves, but they have ever since

stoutly and successfully maintained their position in the face

of the broad principles of free trade and no favour. They
have assumed to themselves the position of any other manu-
acture in the country, and have supported themselves by me-
chanical skill, economical production, and by all the means of

advancing agriculture in the country that science and skill

could givethem. Theyhavedoneso successfully. Weseenowthe
results, and I believe that during the thirty-one years of this

Society's existence therehas seldom been a more promisingexhibi-

tion than the one of this year at Newcastle. Agriculture has

now taken its place among the manufactures of the country. I

recollect that at tlie time I have just spoken of agriculture

was supposed to be antagonistic to the other manufacturing

interests. It was supposed that there were two hostile inte-

rests in the country—agriculture on the one side and manu-

factures on the other—wliereas we now find them side by side,

not only not hostile but absolutely, mutually interdependent—

of equal importance—and viewed as nothing more than dif-

ferent branches of the same art and industry in the country.

It istruethatagriculturemayhavediiriculties ofitsown, different

to and in some respects greater than those of other arts in the

country. Theunseasonable rains whichhavefallenfor some weeks

must remind us that farmers have to contend with the most

difficult and variable of all things, the weather, especially in

the most variable climate in the world. I often think that

the farmer ought to be the best Christian in the world, be-

cause he certuiuly has his temper tried. He labours through

twelve months to prepare for a great harvest, and sees the

result of his labours and patient waiting in a magnificent

harvest ready for the sickle, when down comes a deluge of

rain for six weeks in successoin, destroying before him the

hopes of the last six or eight months. I must say myself—for I

have gone a good deal about the country during this very

difficult harvest—that I have been excessively struck by the

good heart and the good feeling of the farmers who have been

suffering through this anxious time. They really do seem to

feel what they ought to feel—that these things are in the

hands of a higher Power, and that when we have received the
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worst we have received a great deal more tlian we deserve, and
that we should be thankful for what we get, and make the
most of things. Still it is a trial, and, after all, what is tlie

world for but a trial? and farmers, if tliey benefit from their

trials, will, as I say, be the best Christians in the kingdom.
After all, too, the followers of other arts liave tlieir trials. If

farmers have to cope with a variable climate and the vicissitudes

of the weather, manufacturers have to deal with what are
equally variable—the vicissitudes of fashion. I say it in the
presence of the ladies here—I venture to their faces to tell

them—that variable as is the weather and fickle the climate,
they do not exceed the fickleness and variableness of the
fashions which the ladies rule and govern in this country.
Many a manufacturer, after laying in his stock for the season,
finds that by some wholly unexpected and wholly inexplicable
caprice of fashion, his stock is as much thrown on his hands
as many of the wheat crops which have been thrown on the
hands of the farmers this year. I am sure, too, that in a
raining district they have vicissitudes to go through. They
liave accidents to go through most destructive of their art, and,
I may say, almost equally independent of the control or even
foresight of man. As to commerce, though perhaps that is

not so much part of the interest of tliis county—we know
from Shakespeare that in the case of the merchant, " every
wind which cools his broth blows him to an ague when he
thinks what harm a wind too great might do at sea." So we
have all our vicissitudes, and I believe that no members of
Parliament have better opportunities than the members for
Staffordshire of seeing the corelative interests of the different

arts of agriculture, manufactures, and mining in this country,
and ought to be so well aware of their independence and of the
difficulties under which they labour. But there is one diffi-

culty which we all suffer under equally, and now more than
ever. Greater than the caprices of the weather, the caprices
of fashion, and the accidents that mining is liable to, is the
caprice to which all these industries have been liable—more
especially of late—and that is the caprice of labour. We
have suffered severely from that caprice of late, and what I
would say of it is this—I do not think there is a man present
among all the great employers who sit round these tables who
would dpny to the working classes an equal right of combina-
tion for their own interests as the employers have maintained
for themselves. The employers may combine and the working
classes may combine, but both should combine on legal and
rational terms. There should neither be the tyranny which
lias been exercised by some of the working classes over their
fellows, nor should there be that hostility between the two
classes—the workmen and their employers—which has been
produced by the intense ignorance of the democrats who have
harangued the workmen on. They may combine on both
sides in order to arrive at the point which both should seek
to reacli—viz., the proper balance between demand and supply,
which ought to regulate prices on the one hand and wages on
tlie other—but tliere should be none of that bitterness of feel-
ing and none of that ignorance wliich has led the working
classes to take the hostile part which they have lately taken,
and by which they have lost many of their best friends among
the employers of labour. The fact is they have been liaran-
gued into this by ignorant men, for iu cases like tliis it is the
boldness of ignorance which leads the right astray. They
have shown their ignorance by the mode in which they have
made their claim. These agricultural labourers suddenly
come forward—taught by one or two demagogues who have a
smattering of political economy—and ask for what thev call
the inarket price of tlieir labour. They quite foreret that up
to this moment they have not been living on market prices,
but on artificial bounties. There is not one of them who asks
for the market price of his labour who recollects that he is

having his cottage at a rent about 60 per cent, under its value.
There is not one of them who recollects that he has been sup-
ported by the employer in his clubs, and in a variety of arti-
ficial means of support. This bounty he entirely forgets, and
he thinks that he is to liave one-half of the problem of free
trade without the other half—that he is still to remain sup-
ported by the artificial bounty of his employer, with the pros-
pect of eventually coming upon the rates of his district, while
at tlie same moment he claims on the abstract principles of
free trade the market price of his labour. I say that none of
us deny their right to combine fairiy to get a fair price for
their labour

: on the contrary, we wish them to do so. In no
country lu Europe is labour nearly so highly paid in propor-

tion to the prices of the necessaries of life as it Is in England,
but yet we are far from denying any class the right to combine
in order to maintain a proper price for their labour ; only let

them understand the terms on which they are dealt with. I

believe it would be a much sounder principle if the market-

price principle was carried out, and labourers were given to

understand that they must pay the fuU rent for their cottages,

and not rely on the bounty of cliaritatle clubs but on their

own resources. This would be a much fairer, sounder and
much better principle for the country to go upon, but we have
not arrived at that state of things yet. I wish we had. At
this moment it is more important than ever that the employers

and labourers should come to fair and sound terras as to their

relations one with the other, which ought to be amicable re-

lations, because they are dependent one upon the other, and
would endeavour to secure each other's prosperity if they were
only to understand each other upon firm and legitimate ground.

At no former time was the proportion of the population de-

pendent on wages so large as it is now, and the proportion

will increase more and more, while the number of capitalists

will decrease, for it has become uneconomical to make small

investments in any interest. But there will be no harm in a

state of things in which a great population is dependent on
wages and capitalists decrease proportionately in number if

only the relations between the two are sound and good. How
is this to be brought about ? Let me implore every employer

of labour to recollect that by the labouring classes becoming
better educated they would understand better their real in-

terests and their relations with their employers. I do not

want an artificial education, a mere show of education in

schools for the labouring classes : but I want a sound educa-

tion for them, not an education which would take them out of

their place, but one which would enable them to take their

proper places as labourers in the country. What would be

the first result of making them a more intelligent class, under-

standing their own interests ? It would, I conceive, be to

make them a saving instead of a prodigal class. Where are

the working classes now who lay by their money as they might
do ? What are they doing now ? They are receiving enor-

mous wages, but are they laying by any part of them ? Are
they not drinking their earnings—spending all in present en-

joyment, instead of laying by and thus making capital for

themselves ? I want them to receive such an education as will

lead them to study their own interests, and thus when they

get £1 or 30s. a-week they will lay by a portion, and gradually

become a capital class themselves, so that there will not be
two separate hostile classes, but the labouring class by frugal

habits will gradually pass into the other and dovetail the two
classes, making thera really and truly what ihey are naturally,

interdependent on each other. Such is the education we ought
to secure for the labouring classes—not a great amount of book
learning, which is not suited to their condition, and which
they will not be able to acquire in the limited time they can
be kept at school, but an education which will teach them self-

restraint and exert an influence which will prevent nine-tenths

of them becoming paupers in their old age. That is what we
ought to aim at above all things, for I repeat that there is

nothing of greater importance than that the working classes

of this country should be intelhgent and understand the

mutual interests of capital and labour, since they are daily

becoming more numerous and more powerful in proportion to

the entire community. I recollect that at one of these great

meetings in this very county, when, after inspecting the various

mechanical implements, and observing how scientific agricul-

ture had raised the labouring classes more than the Privy

Council and the School Boards are now doing, and looking

upon the immense advance in the productive powers of the

country, as evidenced by the stock and the crops exhibited, a

geutlemanpresentat one of these dinners, nowSir William Jack-

son, observed, "Gentlemen, Iwilltellyouabetter crop than any of

which you have been talking about. I will name a crop even
more profitable than sheep or cattle, and that is a class of

agricultural labourers intelligent, knowing their own inteiests,

self-dependent, acquainted with sanitary laws, which shall raise

them into a much more vigorous class than they have yet

been, acquainted, too, with their own position, and able to

co-operate with you, the employers of this county, in main-
taining the prosperity of the country at large."

At Broughton, the Bishop or Manchester said there

was only one class amongst us to whom there seemed to be
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denied a share iti the general prosperity of the time ; and
when they were thinking of the blessings of a good harvest,

it would be unsympathising and ungenerous if they forgot

those by whom the harvest had been gathered in. He had,

ever since he became a man until within the last three or four

years, lived in agricultural parishes, among farm labourers, and
he bore his glad and willing testimony to their many virtues.

They were not the ignorant clodhoppers that supercilious

townsfolk were sometimes inclined to imagine them to be. They
had notions of their own, which they expressed in their own
homely phrases, indicatingconsiderableshrewdness and consider-

able intellectual activity. But the thing which used to strike him
most was their patience, their contentment, and their honesty.

No one was so much at the mercy of his servants as a farmer,

but lie had hardly ever known a farmer robbed ; aud yet if

ever tiiere was a temptation to servants to be dishonest, it was
wlien a nan had been aud felt that his labour was underpaid.

But with all that temptation and aggravation, the agricultural

labourers of England were, as a class, singularly and markedly

honest men. Tbey had lately been bestirring themselves, as

other classes, to get what they thought, and thought justly,

were their dues. They had brought their cases before the

public with singular moderation. There had been no violence

worth speaking of, so far as he knew, in any of the counties

ttiat had been the scene of what had been called the agricul-

tural agitation ; and he hoped that there was a good time

coming for the agricultural labourer. He hoped that the day

of comfort and general well-doing wliich had reached the

artisan and mill hand would before long reach the labourer

upon the land ; and that it would be reached not under the

operation of a social revolution, but by national, economic

laws, which laws were as much God's laws as the laws which
governed the movements of the planets in the firmament. It

seemed very hard that the profit of the earth, which the text

said was for all, should be denied above all to those by the

sweat of whose brows it had been garnered in. He was no

revolutionist, and he did not yearn for violent social changes,

still less for changes whicli were to us impossible ; he had

read treatises upon the land system in England, describing it

as the worst of all possible systems, and contrasting it in an

unfavourable light with the French and Italian systems. He
did not, however, wish to see those systems introduced among
us. He believed tliat under our existing system—which,

whether it was the best or not, was a very fair system when
fairly worked—if men would only act one to another upon the

principles of equity and generosity which Christ's gcspel

sanctioned, a far greater and wider degree of comfort and

happiness might be brought about in the condition of the farm

labourer than was the case now. Such a change would at

once be recognised as beneficial by every one, and although it

might be brought about without any violent disruption, or

anything of a revolutionary character, it could only be ac-

complished by fairly recognising that every man had his rights.

The agricultural labourer in his present condition could not

keep.pace with the tim?s. He was left behind, aud was not

sharing as he ought to share in the sunshine of prosperity.

He for one hoped that the moderate efforts of the farm

labourer to improve his couditiou might be crowned with suc-

cess. It was quite possible to conceive a state of things

healthier than that in which we lived, in which all classes

—

consumers and producers, landlords, tenants, and labourers,

customers and tradesmen, manufacturers and exporters, he

that soweth and he that reapeth—should rejoice together

in a prosperity which would be the gift of God, and
which would indeed be a true prosperity, because every

class would share in it.

At Penrith, Mr. Hodgson, M.P., the chairman, said : He
could not say that much had been done for agriculture in the

last session of Parliament. But perhaps they had reason to

be thankful that things were not worse. They had
many good friends in the House of Commons, who exerted

themselves to obtain an amelioration of the burdens to which

he had referred, and he hoped that they would continue to do

so, aud that at length the agricultural body would receive the

justice to which they were entitled. But though not much
had beeu done for them during last session, there was a hope

of belter things in the future. Looking over the notices

already given, he observed that one honourable gentleman had

given notice of his intention to bring in a BiU for the extir-

pation of thistles and for the promotion of tidy farming. He

did not know in what way the honourable member proposed to

reduce the crop of thistles ; whether he intended to bring in

a Bill to prevent the growth of thistles or in what way he

proposed to reach his object, he (the Chairman) could not

tell; but with regard to "tidy farming," he thought the

farmers of Cumberland cleaned their land and kept their

farms as tidy as those in any other part of the country. They

needed no further proof of the advantages of these societies

than was supplied by an inspection of the show on the ground

to-day. Their Shorthorns were magnificent, and the other

classes also called forth the warmest expressions of admiration

from every one he had heard speak of it. In this district,

therefore, it was obvious the association had been of great

benefit,iaud he hoped it might long continue to prosper. He was

very glad to say the entries to-day were more numerous than

in any previous year, and the receipts at the gate amounted to

£10G, against £65, the largest sum ever taken before. He
for his own part was always in favour of free discussion—for

it was in that way that the truth was generally elicited. At
thes'i meetings he had always endeavoured to keep in the

background any subject which might create angry feeling or

irritation, and to speak of nothing save what he believed to be

beneficial to agriculture. He should shortly do so on the

present occasion, and if he said anything from which any

one present differed, he hoped he would not hesitate to express

that difference of opinion. Looking back over a few years,

we could not but see that the cultivation of the farm, not only

in Cumberland, but throughout England, was very much
changed. The farmer was not so anxious as he used to be

for the cultivation of cereal crops, and was turning his atten-

tion more to breeding cattle and sheep. Probably that arose

from two causes. Take the article of wheat ; the price of

wheat now was very much the same as it was 20 years ago ; but

it was obvious that wheat could not be grown at the same cost

as it could twenty years ago, owing to the great rise in the

price of labour and in the price of iron which went so largely

to form their implements of cultivation. The decrease was
probably owing to these causes ; though he should be glad if

we could grow as much wheat as we consumed, without being

dependent on tiie foreigner. But its cultivation having dimin-

ished in these islands, the farmers naturally turned themselves

to other objects, the great purpose of farming being to in-

crease the produce of the farm, so as to put as much money
as they could into their own pockets and to pay their rent.

For some time accordingly they had been turning their atten-

tion to breeding sheep and oxen, which were easily reared in

comparisoa with some other animals—the horse, for instance.

The farmer got £18 or £20 for a bullock, when it was three

or four years old, without any condition being stipulated as to

its soundness or freedom from lameness. The butcher or other

buyer took it as it stood, and there was no fear of a letter sent

next day threatening an action because the animal had turned

out unsound. Therefore the rearing of oxen aud sheep had

been more readily fallen into by the farmers than the breeding

of horses. But he did uot know, considering the prices to

which horses had risen at present, whether it might not be to

the advantage of the farmers to turn more of their attention

to horses. According to the evidence of Mr. East, before the

committee of the House of Lords, the price of liorses had

risen 30 per cent, in the last three years, and within a few

months at the beginning of this year it had advanced Tj per

cent. Auotlier gentleman, Mr. Greene, M.F., a master of

hounds, stated that formerly he used to mouut his men on

horses which cost him on an average £10 a-piece, but now he

was obliged to give £65. Ihis being the case—and it was

established beyond doubt before the committee— it was well

worthy the attention of the Cumberland farmers, who had

special opportunities, arising from the quantity of common
land attached to many farms, for the rearing of young horses.

He thought, therefore, that all who had the power should

encourage,the breeding of horses as much as they could; and

he was happy to be able to tell them that, with this aim, the

Lord Lieutenant had authorised him to announce that at tlie

Penrith show next year it was his intention to give a prize of

£10 for the best thoroughbred stallion serving in the district.

Lord Lonsdale had also requested him to state that he had

hired the services of the celebrated staUion " Stafford," from

the Glasgow stud. This staUion was the winner of the Alex-

andra Plate at Ascot last year. Further, he had now at

Lowther the stallion " Bickerstaffe," famous as a Welter race

horse, he having won several races, carrying list 71b., and
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beating large fields. With such horses as these amongst
them, he hoped the farmers, yeomen, and gentry of the dis-

trict would not miss the opportunity of turning their atten-

tion to the breeding of foals. He believed it would result

more profitably than many of them supposed ; and whether

they cultivated cereals, whether they followed the rearing of

oxen and sheep, or whether, now more particularly, they gave
themselves more than hitherto to tlie breeding of liorses, he
lieartily wished them success in their undertakings.

Mr. Parker (Acorn Bank) said : The tenant farmers

were beginning to feel the want of the great herds which were
formerly kept in the district by gentlemen of independent
means. Most of the best Shorthorns showed to-day belonged

to tenant farmers, who had very much to rely on themselves.

He was glad to see Sir tt. C. Musgrave's animals in the show
to-day, and he lioped tliey were tlie commencement of a large

herd, such as they used to see at Lowther Castle, at Kirkos-
wald, and at Nuuwick, the want of whicli was much felt by
the tenant farmers.

The Vice-Chairiia:\' proposed the lieallh of the Chairman,
who, he said, did not spare himself in the public service, and
was respected and esteemed by all.

The CiiAiRMAi>f responded, assuring them that it always
gave him the highest pleasure and satisfaction to be able to

serve in any way he could the inhabitants of this county.
Mr. John Nicholson thanked Lord Lonsdale for the way

in which he was attempting to improve the breed of that
" ignoble animal," the pig, which he believed the farmer who
properly attended to it would find the most profitable ot all

his stock, and they also owed a debt of gratitude to his lord-

ship for his efforts to promote the breeding of horses in this

county, as his grandsire did in the case of Shorthorns, many
of those on the ground to-day tracing their pedigree from the
herd kept at Lowther many years ago.

At Kendal, the Earl of Bective said he should like to ex-
press his opinion with regard to one bill which had been
brought before the House of Commons during the last ses-

iion ; it was a very good bill, and he was sorry that in the
hurry of Parliament it had dropped out ; he alluded to the bill

brought in by Mr. Head and Mr. Howard, the Landlord and
Tenant Bill. He knew there was a vast diversity of opinion
upon the merits of that bill, but he believed the principle of it

was just and good, and if it were carried out great benefit

would accrue to the agricultural interest. At the same time
he did not approve of many of the details, but should it be
brought forward again he should feel himself conscientionsly
bound to vote for it. He knew that the county of Westmore-
land was celebrated for its good landlords, and for the kindly
feeling that existed between landlord and tenant ; but it was
no reason because they were very well off that they should be
like the dog in the manager and object to anybody else being
as well otf as themselves. He knew that in many parts of
England benefit would accrue by compensation being given
for unexhausted improvements. There was one clause in the
bill which he did not think could possibly be left in with ad-
vantage—the 12th clause—by which it would be enacted that
any tenant who had made a contract with his landlord by
which the act was to be evaded, that that contract would be
null and void. That he thought was unfair ; and the freedom
of contract was a thing which ought always to be jealously
guarded. He thought most tenants in England, and espe-
cially in Westmoreland, were quite " cute" enough to drive a
good bargain with their landlords, and if they were not the
landlord ought to have the benefit of it ; at the same time,
where there was no agreement of any kind whatever the bill
in question proposed that the legislature should step in and
protect the tenant.

Lord Lonsdale, the chairman, could not agree with Lord
Bective about the Landlord and Tenant Bill. Without going
into details of the measure he thought it would be very foolish
hecaue there were some bad landlords and some bad
tenants that they should have government interference. He
thought that if they liad government interference it would do
away with that confidence and that social feeling which
existed at present, lie could only say that those relations
had existed not only with liim, for he had only been a short
time m possession, but with his uncle and his grandfather
before him; and that brought him to a subject which was
somewhat connected with farming, and that was game. There
was a great outcry about game in many parts of the country.

So far as liis own property was concerned he had laid down
rule which prevented him having any difficulty with any of hi^

tenants (though they had always been very glad to assist him
when he went over to shoot), and that was, he preserved

nothing but winged game, and did not allow a rabbit to exist

on any part of his property. He had given instructions that

the tenants might kill the rabbits as they pleased, and that

they were at liberty to destroy them absolutely. He did not

as a rule approve of giving shooting to farmers, for he thought

that in many instances they kept the stock for their amuse-
ment, instead of thoroughlj destroying it. There was another

subject which he was afraid would cause a great deal of trouble,

and that was labour. In all parts of England there was now a

great distress of labour (it was not the case in that county), but

there was one cause in some of the midland counties, and
that was they would not allow the farmers and labourers to

settle matters between themselves. Men were going about the

country sowing discord between farmers and their labourers ;

they did not benefit the labourers and they did not benefit the

farmers; they merely put money into their own pockets.

At the dinner at Narberth, Mr. Gwyn, one of the judges,

said he had no hesitation in expressing his opinion that

no county in the kingdom could show such hunters as had
been shown that day ; and in saying this, he was only endor-

sing an opinion expressed by the judges at Camarthen.

Those gentlemen had told him that they had been in the

habit of attending shows in all parts of the country for a great

number of years, but that they never saw such two and three

and four year olds as they saw at Camarthen last year. He
was sure they would have as much pleasure in hearing that

as he himself had had, because they contributed so very

materially to the show at Carmarthen. And he must express

the hope that they would continue to do so. The Pembroke-
shire farmers had taken a great number of prizes at both

Camarthen and Cardigan, but lie must warn them that there

were a great many young men ia the former county who were

determined to beat them next year. He sincerely hoped they

would, not that he had any stronger feeling for Carmarthen
than for Pembroke, because he could assure them he had
not. He was as much pleased to see them in Pembrokeshire
take a prize, as he would to see his own county. He did not

however, like to see the same man taking the same prize year

after year. It would appear according to the report of the

House of Lords that the breeding of horses was not in the

ascendent. Indeed it was a fact that the number of horses

in the United Kingdom had decreased. He knew it was the

opinion of many people that breeding horses did not pay.

When lie first had the pleasure of starting the United Coun-
ties Hunters' Show, he wrote to all the landed proprietors in

Carmarthenshire and the neighbouring counties, and many of

them replied, declining to support the show, because they were

thoroughly convinced that breeding horses was not remunera-
tive. He had not time to write to all of them in reply, but

his own private opinion was that they were not right. The
question of profit depended upon circumstances. If a man,
for instance, kept half a dtzen mares specially for breediug

purposes, and took his chance of five or sis of them being

barren, he would very probably bleed at a loss. But a prac-

tical Pembrokeshire man like his friend Mr. Powell would not

keep mares for breeding purposes specially, for he would very

well know that breeding mares could do a great deal of work
in the few months previous to foaling, not only with profit to

the owner, but with advantage to herself, besides which she

would bring forth a better foal than she would have done if

she had been kept idle. Many men would start a theory and

write imposing articles in some of the sporting papers that

enormous fortunes were to be made by breeding horses at the

present high prices, and an enthusiastic man might say on the

strength of those articles. " I will go in for breeding and
make a fortune." Many men ran away with the idea after

reading these articles that breeding would pay, but he main-

tained that it would not unless they gave their breeding mares

some other useful work in spring and winter. If, however,

men could get breeding mares which could work on the farm
it would pay. He advised them to go in for substance and

power, and said that in awarding prizes the view tliey had
taken was to give them to those animals that would fetch the

best price in the market, for it was the object of every farmer

to breed that which he knew would pay him best. It had
been said by Mr, Scourfield that in some countries beef and
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mutton paid better than horses, anil he (Mr. Gwyn) believed
tliat it would be given up to a much greater extent than it

had been if it liad not been for the good sportsmanlike faeling

that existed in their minds. Every man tliere was a born
.sportsman, and if he had £300 or £-iOO a year, would hunt
iliree or four times a week. 15ut if lie had not the money, and
could not afford to hunt he of course bowed to the dispensa-
tions of Providence. The strong feeling of a sportsman was
so inlierent in the minds of the farmers in the three counties,
that they would rather breed a good colt, even if they lost £5
by doing it, and so long as they contributed to the Carmarthen
Hunters' Sliovv, he was sure that good feeling would never die

out.

Mr. Jenkins, another of the judges, expressed his convic-
tion that good breeding horses would pay well. His own
o|)iuion was that all of them knew a little about cattle and
sheep, more so than about liorses, of which many of them were
indifferent judges, and that therefore they knew how to make
cattle and sheep profitable. These were the bread and butter

of farming, whilst horse breeding was a luxury. Let them by all

means get as good horses as they could possibly produce, but
let them not neglect stock. Nothing could be better than
breeding from good brood mares, and he advised them to aim
at getting such, but still he repeated that the best elements in

farming were the sheep and cattle.

Mr. W. H. Shield (Gilvach) at one time was fond of horses

as most men, but as he became older he became wiser, and
turned his attention to cattle and sheep, which was more
profitable than breeding horses. He thought that the great

thing wanting in that diiitrict was a better stamp of cart

horses, and he believed these horses would earn their money
better than thoroughbreds.

At Llandilo, Mr. J. Jones, M.P., said: I was very much
pleased to see the number of colts in the show, and I only hope
that this is a happy omen of the extension of the breeding of

horses .in this country, for at the present high prices I am
sure that will be to the interests of the farmer. I should be

very glad to see some of the prizes at present given to un-

profitable stock transferred to stallions.

At Ballinasloe, Mr. DurEY said, having travelled a good deal

through the district, he was enabled to state that he found the

harvest and the tenants in a far better position than they were

the year before last.

Mr. D.VNCER said the want of thorough drainage in the

country was destroying the poor man. As long as the country

was undrained the occupants of the land could not prosper.

Mr. Nesbitt said it must be admitted that there were very

many who were not lending farming a helping hand. Could

they say of the man who always had his land under grass that

he was helping forward the prosperity of his country ? Could
they say that the universal grazing system now adopted was
not an evil to the country, and that it did not deprive the

hungry children of the bread which their father ought to be

permitted to earn ? It put a stop to reclamation and farming

improvements, as any one could see every day. It was the

duty of all agriculturists to discourage the universal lazy sys-

tem. Were it not for the grazing system which had been

pursued in Galway, the Ballinasloe Society would receive a

larger and more extended measure of support, the result of

which would be not only to benefit the tenant but the landlord

classes. It was to be regretted that the oldest agricultural

society in Ireland should be treated with such indifference.

He could not help referring to a rule recently adopted by the

Society, excluding a farmer from obtaining a prize for his

holding for two successive years. What system of equity, he

asked, called for such an arrangement ? If a farmer was
capable of carrying off a prize for one year, and thereby

showed an example to those residing in his district, why pre-

vent him from doing so on the following year ? The idea, to

his mind, was ridiculous.

Major Darcy desired to commend to their attention the

common sense observations which liad been just addressed to

them by one of the judges. He (Major Darcy) believed firmly

himself that the enormous grass farms which were being estab-

lished were an injury to the country, and even to the parti-

lar individuals who had them in possession. The keeping of

great grass farms was, sure enough, an idle system of farming,

and any man who reflected on the subject must be satisfied that

1,000 acres in grass compared with 1,000 acres, divided, say.

into 50-acre farms, fell far behind in the lasting benefit which

would be conferred upon the country by the increase in a popu-

lation of honest, firm, independent yeoman, and their contribu-

tion towards the profits arising from every exciseable com-

modity to the State, thus relieving the general burden of taxa-

tion, and aiding the stability of the nation. Prom his inter-

course with the people he knew well that an opinion existed

in the minds of many of the small farming classes that such

societies as this were sometimes set on foot, and that landlords

lend them countenance, with the object of literally extermi-

nating the middle class of such farmers out of the country.

For his part, he never thought so, and did not think so now.
If ever he believed that such a purpose was contemplated, no

matter how remotely, he would not have connected himself

for one moment with farming societies. But he knew and
felt that the greatest happiness of a good landlord was to see

his people prosperous and happy ; and the object of this

society, and societies like it, was to show small farmers, by
actual specimens, what might be done in the rearing of good
stock and in the cultivation of good crops, and he hoped those

present would continue their peaceful emulation with renewed
ardour.

Mr. Mitchell Henry, M.P., said there were forty-six

millions of acres of land devoted to agricultural purposes in the

United Kingdom, and it was computed that the capital in

these millions represented a landlord interest of about £30
an acre. It was easy thus to calculate the mere amount of

money invested thus in agriculture in these kingdoms. The
sum was positively stupendous, and one which the ordinary

mind was almost incapable of grasping. Then he came to the

class with whom he sympathised more than he did with the

landlords—the tenant class, and it was calculated that the

tenant interest invested in those acres amounted to an average

of £5 an acre, or 330 million pounds sterling of money more,

making a total of 610 millions sunk in agriculture alone in

Ireland, England, and Scotland. All the other interests in

the country— manufacturing, and what they were—were as

nothing compared to this ; and the success almost of them all

depended, in each year, very much upon whether or not the

Almighty blessed the people with an abundant or a poor har-

vest. It was wonderful to reflect how, when the farmer cast

his little seed of wheat into the ground, he watched it from day

to day for the expected return of 50 or 100 fold, upon which

much was ultimately staked in this empire. They saw, too,

what was deserving their attention in the wonderful prolific

capacity of some plants, which did much injury, as weeds

—notably in that locality the poppy, one seed of which was

capable, it was said, of producing in a year no less than thirty

thousand young seeds. This was an important consideration

for the small farmer. Another important matter was the

subject of waste lands. He did not know whether these

would ever receive the care necessary to make them produce

the crops for which God intended them, nor whether in the

United Kingdom the people would ever produce food for more

people than they did now. At present they depended upon

other places for much of their food, and the importation of

breadstuffs, as they were called, would, it was supposed, be

required to the extent of about twelve million quarters of corn

before the next harvest. Some people predicted that they

would not get this for less than 80s. or lOOs. per quarter. But

rejecting this as an extreme price, and taking the calculation

at 60s. a quarter, they had represented still the expenditure of

a sum of 36 millions of money necessary to keep them alive

until the new grain comes in. Much of this was caused be-

cause their harvest was not this year favourabb here. Oats

in this country were on the whole good, but it was otherwise

in Scotland; barley was not at all a good crop, and wheat

had suffered greatly. If now they could but make two grains

of corn grow where but one grew before, this enormous outlay

of raonsy would not be needed. The sum might be kept in

their pockets. They would have plentiness in their homes

and no complaining in their streets. He had himself an in-

terest in the West, where he spent much time and money in the

reclamation of waste lands ; and while he hoped these would

yet be a profit to him, he was happy to see those about him

to whom he was enabled to give employment—those with

whom he was associated in work, for he did not consider that

they worked for him anymore than he worked for them—he

was glad to see both had one common interest, and he was

pleased when he could look at them contented and well off.

When he saw those people in the ho\ir of their depression and
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sorrow, whea he saw them depressed on account of family and
other circumstances, he sometimes was reminded of the words
of tliat eminent French writer, Alphonse Karr, who said

:

" And when I thought of all the riches which God has given

to the poor, of the earth with its mossy and verdant carpets,

its trees, its flowers, its perfumes ; of the heavens with aspects

so various and so magnificent ; and of all those external splen-

dours which the rich man has no power to augment, and which
so far transend all he is able to buy, I think of the nobility of

the profession of the agriculturist." He was interested to

hear from Major Darcy the condition to which this country

would be placed if reduced to a grazing farm. Ireland was
formed for a better purpose than that of rearing beasts. It

appeared to him that Ireland was designed to rear man in the
image of God's likeness—to be an example to all the inhabi-
tants of the earth for order, regularity, and religion. For his

own part, lie could never believe that any country was truly

prosperous which had lost three millions of its people within a
space of twenty years ; nor could he ever believe that a coun-
try was prosperous in which the tilled land was rapidly di-

minishing.

At Portlethen, Mr. M'Combie, M.P., said: Mr. Walker is

our oldest breeder of the native breed of polled cattle. His
herd is one of the oldest, if not the oldest, in this country. It

would be impossible for me to enumerate the many prizes that
Mr. Walker has obtained at local, national, and international

shows. I would never attempt such a thing, they are so many

;

but this I do say, that if Mr. Walker had never bred any other
animal except Fox Maule, that animal was quite 'enough to

establish his herd. I have inspected the stock to be exposed
here to-day, and they are of the very highest order. I think
there is no one will challenge the purity of Mr. Walker's stock,

as they are the oldest in this country ; and I have no doubt
by our bidding at the sale ring we will show the respect in

which we hold Mr. Walker, and the value of his stock. I

cannot let off this opportunity of congratulating the tenant-
farmers and the electors of Kincardine upon the selection of
their representative in Parliament. I was very anxious at the
time of tlie election that a tenant-farmer should have been re-

turned to represent Kincardineshire. We have all some selfish

spirit, there is no doubt about it. I deeply regret that my re-

spected friends Mr. Taylor of Cushnie, Mr. Alexander, Bent of
Halkerton, and Mr. Salmond, Nether Balfour of Durris, did

not come forward. There is no doubt, speaking of the far-

mers of Kincardineshire, you would have returned one of them
at once ; and I should likewise say they would have been a
credit to your county. Any of them would have been a credit

to your county if you had elected him, as I have no doubt
there are other gentlemen of whom T do not know who would
have been a credit to you if they had come forward. It is only
justice to state that no other member of the House of Com-
mons has been more anxious to discharge his duty to the in-
terest of the tenant-farmers than Sir George Balfour. There
is no other gentleman in the House of Common knows his
sentiments better tlian I do, because I was in daily communi-
cation with him. I should be very sorry, for my part, so long
as I have the distinguished honour of a seat in the House of
Commons, if I should lose his valuable and his able assistance.
Now, I would take the liberty of telling the tenant-farmers
of Kincardineshire that they will never send a member to Par-
liament more devoted to their interest than what Sir George
Balfour has been ; and no tenant-farmer could have been
more anxious to discharge his duty to the tenant-farmers than
what Sir George Balfour has been. And if Sir George Bal-
four should again come forward and wish to represent the
tenant-farmers of Kincardineshire, I think they will see the
great propriety of returning Sir George Balfour again witliout
opposition ; and I have no doubt that the tenant-farmers of
Kincardineshire will to a man stand up for Sir Gearge Bal-
four. And I can assure the tenant farmers of Kincardineshire
that if I did not think that it was all true that I have said I
would be very sorry to have said it here.

At Guildford, Lord Chief Justice Bovill said there had
been unfortunately some serious discontent recently manifested
by agricultural labourers. He had that morning, in distri-
buting the prizes, endeavoured to point out to the labourers
that they had great reason to be thankful for the exertions
made on their behalf, and he trusted that what he had said
would bear fruit in the parish of Worplesdon, He had told

the labourers that they were all engaged in one great union

for their benefit. He would now urge on the large body of

farmers present how much there was to induce them to look

more closely after the interests of the labouring population.

He believed if they afforded them comfort in their cottages,

and promoted the different institutions which were started in

every parish for their benefit, there would be little cause for

that discontent which it was to be regretted too generally pre-

vailed. Farmers, in common with their landlords, invested

their capital in a pursuit that returned a less profit in this

country th'an any otlier occupation in which they could en-

gage. It behoved them to improve the condition of the

labourers, to improve their farming, and to give rewards for

long service. It was essential for them to study every im-

provement introduced to further agriculture, which had a

great struggle all over the world. In some places the laud

could be had without rent ; in other places labour could be

had at a small cost ; but agriculturists would find it was diffi-

cult to maintain the position they had hitherto held. He
had seen in the daily papers a statement made that by fatten-

ing stock a profit of £5 per acre could be realised. This

showed that if farmers desired to make a profit it must be by

the application of capital, as well as of the highest skill. He
ventured to say if this were done—lie meant by skill and the

adoption of every modern improvement—the farmers of Eng-
land would be able to hold their own against any other nation

in the world.

Mr. CuBiTT, M.P., said : They had heard from Lord Chief

Justice Bovill a lively picture of the prosperity of the parish

of Worplesdon, and from Mr. Furnivall, the secretary, they

had heard of the improvement in its agriculture. Tlierefore

he could not help believing but that the Society was effectually

carrying out the aim and object for jvhich it was established.

He was sorry that he could not also congratulate them in

thrashing out a very great grain crop, for he was sorry to hear

on all sides that the harvest generally was a poor one ; but

though not so large as could be wished, it was gratifying to

know that never had the harvest been gathered in with a

greater amount of good feeling between the employers and the

employed than had happened this year. Neither on the side

of the employers nor on that of the employed in that county

had there been any ground for complaint, and the attempts

which had been made to sow dissension between the labourers

and their employers had been unsuccessful there, as, he was
happy to say, they had been in many other counties. A»
members of Parliament they were sometimes told they had done
very little work, and by others that they had wasted a session.

but which of these two was the correct one to apply to the

past session was too much of a controversy to be entered into

that night. If there was one danger in the present House of

Commons it was a tendency not only to make laws but to go
too much into details, and if this were to be continued he
thought the Senate of England would degenerate into some-
thing very like a vestry, a result which was not at all desira-

ble. He congratulated them on the good work done by this

society, and also on the establishment of a Chamber of Agri-

culture, the discussions in which by practical men led to much
good.

Mr. Lee Steere, M.P., said that anything proposed in Par-

liament for the benefit of the agriculturist had been outvoted

;

all that members like himself who had their welfare at heart

could do was to prevent anything very wrong being done to

them. Whether, looking forward to tiie chances and changes

that happen in life, and particularly in political life, the present

minority in the House would be turned into a majority before

long, was for time to solve.

At Lincoln, Lord Caen A.RVON said : The present state of

things seemed to be transitional, and if met wisely and fairly

would soon be for good. Never before had there been anything

calculated to do so much harm as labourers' unions, and still

he wondered how few evils, comparatively speaking, had re-

sulted therefrom. There were three parties to consider—the

labourer, the tenant farmer, and the landowner. First, the

labourer who had the most powerful voice in the matter, and
he (Lord Carnarvon) was not insensible to his lot. The
labourer, he thought, would in time distinguish his real from
his professed friends, and not be led away by idle dreamers
and bad advisers. Wrongs had been done him by those who
had caused him to emigrate to Brazil and Paraguay. _Sorae

of the emigrants had returned in a beggarly condition. He
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pointed out last year in tl e House of Lords the cruel results
that would occur in one instance, and of course was much
denounced

; but now it was seen who was right in the matter.
As regarded the tenant farmer, they had been most unjustly
ridiculed and denounced. In days of yore the labourers
worked with the farmer, ate at his board, and they were, in
fact, members of a common family. Tlie old patriarchal con-
ditions had passed away, and it would he idle now to regret
them, but he should like to see a better system of supervision
formed than is often the case. Then, as to landowners. If
the tenant farmers were constantly liable to misrepresenta-
tion the landowners came in for a large amount of blame.
He did not regret it, however, for it kept them up to the mark-
In sanitary reforms the landowners liad great difficulties to

overcome. He suggested that landowners should provide
good cottages for labourers, with suitable allotments of land

attached, and if besides these a limited number of small hold-

ings, the occupation of which the labourers could acquire,

were set out, much could he done towards improving their

position. The landowner would receive a due return for this,

and retain some of the better class of workmen and intelligent

spirits that were now attracted to the large towns.

At Iverk, Kilkenny, Mr. Fisher said ; I consider the efforts

made by Lord Bessborough to retain upon his estates the

farmers and the labourers, and to improve the condition of

both, are deserving of the highest praise, if it had been fol-

lowed all over Ireland I think we should not have witnessed

the appalling lads which meet our view. One of them is re-

corded in the agricultural abstracts issued a few days since by

Mr. Donnelly, and it is this ; Notwithstanding the depletion

which has been going on for years in Ireland, notwithstanding

the myriads of human beings we have exported, there was in

the first seven months of this present year an emigration of

61,000 persons. Try and picture this to yourselves ; it is

nearly 9,000 persons every month, or 300 every day. This

drain is going on
,
your ports are busy, not exporting the pro-

duce of human labour, but the labour itself. There is not a
single one of these emigrants but has cost your country some-
thing. I have seen it estimated at £100 each, and at that rate

your export of human beings, your kinsfolk and friends, costs

Ireland £30,000 every day, and that is going on still (Oh, oh !)

.

I am not surprised at your crying out " Oh, oh !" but what
are the effects ? I will tell you. Your chairman has recom-

mended a system of mixed tillage, and I fully agree with him.

Bat it cannot take place without human labour. Yet it is

being exported in vast quantities, and your land is going out

of tillage. The area under tillage this year is less by 217,000
acres than the year before (Oh, oh I and sensation). I ask you
is this a siga of prosperity ? Is your country thriving when
this state of tilings exists ? (No, no). God gave you the land,

and he gave you arms and limbs to till it. Tliis dear old land

of ours is fertile ; its climate, though humid, is favourable for

agriculture. It used to produce abundance of food for its own
people. In IS'tl it had a population of 8j millions, and fer-

tile Ireland fed them all ; nay more, out of her abundance she

exported nearly three million quarters of grain annually, or

sufficient to feed three miUioiis more people. Now what is her

condition ? Her people are compelled to gs to foreign lands

for grain, and to depend upon them for their daily bread. I

read lately an article in "Tlie Dublin University Magazine"
in which the writer alluded to the state ot Irish agriculture,

and I examined into the facts, and you will perhaps be sur-

prised when I tell you that the value of the cereals imported

into Ireland in tlie one year, 1872, was £10,500,000, while the

value of our cereal produce exported was £1,5'J0,000, so that

we had to pay in cash for cereals no less a sum than £9,000,000

in that one year, and yet we are told that Ireland is pros-

perous. That sum is more than the entire receipts from the

exports of live stock. I remember the time when one firm of

millers, tenants of my Lord Lismore, used to ship from

Waterford 4,000 sacks of Irish flour every week, yet now we
are obliged to import wheat and flour, and are told that we
are prosperous ! i'et our land lies untilled and our people

are emigrating. I say, my lord, while tliis state of things

exist Ireland is not prosperous, and those who say it is are

either knaves or fools. I confess I have but little patience

with the bastard political economy which is being forced

down our throats, and I pray God to enlighten our rulers to a

true sense of our state. I fully agree with the remarks

which fell fiom Mr. Malcomson, they were pregnant with

sound sense, and showed that he is now, as always, animated
with a strong desire for the good of his country. He puts

this question on its true basis, that each farmer should en-

deavour to compete with himself and increase the produce of

his holding year by year. That idea is consonant witii such

small farming as exist in this locality, but is it being carried

out on a larger scale ? If it was we should not have the

dismal record of thousands and tens of thousands emigrating,

and of hundreds of thousands of acres of land going out of

cultivation. Our noble chairman has called our attention to

the fall in the price of cattle arising from a glut in the

market, and Ireland, which some silly speaker once spoke of

as " the mother of flocks and herds," will suft'er, as there will

be a loss upon her live stock. Indeed, my lord, the spurious

political economy which is forced down our throats asserts a

paradox of the most unpalatable character. God gave the land

as a trust to produce food, clothing, and other comforts for

His people, and the truest use of it is fulfilled,|wlien by the appli-

cation of labour its produce is increased, and all these articles

so needful for existence are abundant. But a false political

economy is taught, which brings everything to a test of price,

and it becomes the interest of farmers to limit the supply of live

stock ; to lessen the produce of the land ; to diminish the
quantity of food for God's creatures, and thus to violate the

very conditions or trusts for which the land and the labour

are alike given in order that they make a profit and in order

that they may obtain high prices. It is my lord, sad indeed,

to find that the interest and the duties of the whole agricul-

tural class are at variance, and in order to farm profitably it

IS almost necessary to create an artificial farm. It was well

said, " They that are whole need not a physician, but they

that are sick." The first thing we want is sufficient insight

into our condition to see that we are sick, before we can apply

the cure, but alas, our rulers go on crying "you are well and

prosperous," when we are sick and languishing ; when the

depletion of our wealth and strength is going on continually.

There are our lands rich and fertile ; there are our people able

and willing to work. Why then does emigration go on?

Why are we blesding men and women from our ports ? It is

not by quoting hackneyed verses from Moore's poems that we
can achieve the desired results. We must go to work seri-

ously, honestly, and assiduously ; we must apply to the laud

which God has given us the labour He has created, and we
shall thus find wealth and abundance.

At West Hallam, Mr. Rowland Smith, M.P., said, he was

pleased to observe that Mr. Ward Hunt had given notice that

he would bring in a bill next session, if there was another

session of the present Parliament, embodying in some form

the conclusions he had arrived at on the game question, from

what he had heard as Chairman of the Committee. He had

not stated what would be the purport of his bill, but he had

said, and he (Mr. Smith) quite agreed with him, tliat it would

be far bstter for the landlord and tenant to settle the game
question themselves. And no doubt they did so whenever

they were reasonable men, but as unreasonable persons were

sometimes met with, Mr. Hunt thought it right and good, and

would introduce something of this sort, that compensation

should be given to occupiers of land for damage done by

game. Taxation still occupied the attention of ttie House of

Commons, and although nothing had yet been done with re-

gard to the question, he thought if something of the nature

of Financial Boards were established, it might meet with the

approbation of the majority of the public.

Sir Hekry Wilmot, tiieciiairman, in proposing Success

to the East Derbyshire Farmers' Club, was struck in the

show with a terrible failure in the hackney and hunting class

of horses. He thought that was a thing which the farmers,

under the present high prices of horses, ought to look at more

than they did, because tliey might depend upon it it would re-

munerate them to breed hackney and hunting horses, for no

class would fetch higher prices, or were so scarce. Probably

the dilliculty of obtaining good sires was the obstacle, and he

hoped that before next year the County Agricultural Society

would devise a plan by which that would '.le oviated. Last

year he had lo condole with them upon the existence of the

foot-and-mouth disease, which had entailed serious inconveni-

ence and loss on the farmers of this part of the country.

Happily this year there was an entire absence of it. Looking

at the wet autumn they had experienced and at the spring
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prospects, he thought they had come out of the corn harvest

better than they expected, althougli he did not say that the

crops would not liave been better if we had had a fine autumn.

Still, in February it was not thought that there would be such

a good harvest as there had been. Although there had been

an enormous quantity of grass, it had not possessed such

nourishing qualities, and been of such service to the cattle as

might have been expected.

SALE OF THE NEW YORK MILLS SHORTHORN HERD,

The Property of the Honourable Samuel Campbell, ox Wednesday, September IOtii, 1873.

BY MR. J. R. PAGE, OF SENNETT, NEW YORK.

The buyers and spectators present numbered several

thousands, including a large number of ladies, who occu-

pied a grand-stand specially fitted up for their accommo-
dation. Among the English Shorthorn fanciers were

Lord Skelmersdale, who came to purchase on his own
account ; Mr. Berwick, agent for Lord Dunmore, but to

purchase for Lord Bective ; Mr. Richardson, agent for

Sir Curtis Sampson ; Mr. Holford, of Market Harbro'

;

Mr. KeUs, agent for Mr. R. Pavin Davis, of Horton, Glou-

cestershire, and others. There were several well-known
fanciers from Canada, among whom were Messrs. Beattie,

Cochrane, and Christie ; and Kentucky, Ohio, and Illinois

were also represented. The gross amount realised was
380,890 dollars, being thus divided : Twelve cows of the

Duchess family 238,650 dollars, one bull of same 12,000
dollars, seven head of Oxfords, all females, 31.600 dollars,

^J the residue making up the entire sum named./ The origin

of the herd is thus traced : In the year 1850, Col. S. G.

Morris, of Westchester County, N.Y., purchased in Eng-
land, from the Marquis of Exeter, the bull Romeo ; also,

at the Bates sale, in the same year, the Oxfords 5, 6, 10,

and 13. Again, in 1853, Col. Morris bought, in company
with Mr. Becar, at Earl Ducie's sale. Duchess 66 and
Duke of Gloucester, and it is believed that it was the ad-

mixture of the blood of the bull Romeo that so materially

improved the herd. In 1856, Col. Morris, then sole pro-

prietor, sold fifty head of this strain of blood to Mr.
Samuel Thorne, of Duchess County, N.Y., who had also

purchased at Earl Ducie's sale in 1873 the cows Duchess
59, 64, 68, at which period Mr. Bolden paid for the bull

Grand Duke the sum of £1,050 sterling, at that time con-

sidered a large price. In 1857 Mr. Thorne sold his herd
to Mr. J. O. Sheldon, of Geneva, ^.Y., who, ten years
after, in 1867, sold the herd to Messrs. Wolcott and
Campbell ; Mr. Campbell becoming sole proprietor in

1872, to sell again in 1873.
Amongst the chief lots the three-year-old bull Duke of

Oneida sold for 12,000 dols. ; but First Duchess of Oneida
made 30,000 dols. from Lord Skelmersdale ; while even
this price was exceeded by that of the Tenth Duchess of

Geneva, which fell to Earl Bective, of Underley, at

35,000 dols., upon the bid of his agent, Mr. Berwick.
This, again, was exceeded by the price of Eighth Duchess
of Geneva, which will also come to England upon the bid of
Mr. R. Pavin Davis, of Gloucestershire, which reached to
the unprecedented figure of 40,600 dols., to which point
he was closely pushed by Mr. A. J. Alexander, of Ken-
tucky. Four cows made an average of over £6,600.

5 dols. 30c. are equivalent to a pound sterling ; and
naturally an element of confusion was causeil by the
prices being calculated in dollars instead of pounds.
Occasionally a perplexed bidder inquired how much the
dollars offered for a lot amounted to in English money?
The auctioneer, as quick at accounting as at selling, an-
swered in a moment, and before the bidder had time to
ponder what he was about the lot was sold. One instance
may be mentioned. The representative of an English
breeder was authorised to give £2,500 for a cow of a
specially high class ; but in the excitement of the contest
for the animal, he actually offered 40,600 dollars (£8 120

sterling). Amongst other incidents was one in which

Mr. Holford and an American gentleman were contending

for a cow. The American claimed the beast as his pro-

perty, whereupon a dispute arose, which was settled, ou

the suggestion of Mr. Campbell, by its being put up

again, the bidding went up as far as £3,000, when the

American gave way ; but Mr. Campbell insisted on Mr.
Holford taking the cow at the price at which she was

first sold.

Before the sale there was a " stand-up" lunch, to which

all were invited. The auction was conducted with un-

wonted expedition, and there was in many respects a

marked contrast to the manner of conducting stock sales

in this country. Mr. Page's smartness was exceedingly

characteristic, and frequently struck with astonishment the

Englishmen present. For a rostrum, he contented himself

with the stump of an old pump, and dispensed altogether

with the hammer. Directly a lot was placed before him,

he started it at a certain figure, and in the briefest

space knocked it down, indicating the fact of the sale

merely by a movement of his finger. So rapidly, indeed,

were the animals brought forward and disposed of,

that in twenty-nine minutes more than £50,000 had

been realised. The aniuials purchased for Eogland will

come over under the care of Mr. George de la Perrell,

shipping agent at Liverpool.

COWS AND HEIFERS. Dols-

Louan 17th, roan, calved April 3, 1860 ; by Duke of

Airdrie, out of Lduau 3rd by John O'Gaunt
Mr. H. Lux 105

Mazurka 9tb, red roan, calved May 13, 1860; by 3rd
Duke of Airdrie, out of Mazurka 5th by Duke of

Airdrie Col. W. S. King, Minnesota COO
Lady Newham 2nd, red and white, calved June 25,

1861 ; by Belmont, out of Lady Newhara by Belville

Mr. J. Mix, Ohio 205
Wild Flower, red, calved July 28, 1862 ; by Clifton

Duke, out of Miss Wiley 9th by Fotdham Duke
Mr. Groom, Kentucky. 400

8th Duchess of Thorndale, roan, calved September 11,

1862; by 3rd Duke of Airdrie, out of Ducbpss of

Fordhara by Duke of Glo'ster...Mr. C. F.Wads«orth 450
2nd Maid of Oxford, roan, calved October 22, 1862

;

by Grand Duke of Oxford, out of Oxford 20th by
Marquis of Carrabas...Mr. A.W. Griswold,New York 6,000

Lady Bates, roan, calved February 2,1863 ; by Duke of

Airdrie, out of Lady Bell 3rd by El Hakim
Mr. C.F. Wadsworth 305

Alpha, roan, calved February 3, 1863 ; by Grand Turk,
out of /Vguos by Lord of Braw itli ...Mr. L. F. Allen 300

3rd Maid of Oxford, red and white, calved September
21, 1863; by Grand Duke of Oxford, out of Oxford
20th by Marquis of Carrabas

Messrs. Warwick and M'Gibbon 1,000
7th Lady of Oxford, red and white, calved November

2, 1863 ; by 6th Duke of Tliorndale, out of 2nd Lady
of Oxford by 2nd Grand Duke Mr. £. Cornell 400

Berlina, wliite, calved December 7, 1863 ; by Lord
Mayor of Oxford, out of Bertha bv Duke of Tborn-

dale Mr. Caleb Haley, N.Y. 325

Rosamond 4th, light roan, calved February 10, 1864 ;

by Iron Duke, out of Rosamond 2nd by Belmont
Mr. Jos. Mix, Oliio 550
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Moselle, red roan, calved May 28, 186i by Lord of the Dols.

Alley, out of Mazurka 13tli by Dake of Airdrie

Mr. A. W. Griswold 1435
Buttcrdy Bell, red roan, calved September 24, 18G4 ; by

Imperial Oxford, out of Miss Butterfly by Master
Butterfly2nd Mr. A. W. Griswold 875

Pair Maid of Hope, white, calved February 4, 18G5
;

by General Hopewell, out of British Maid, by
British Prince Mr. 11. Lux. 90

12lh Duchess of Tliorndale, roan, calved October 13,

18G5 ; byCth Duke of Tliorndale, out of 5th Duchess
of Tliorndale by Imperial Duke

Mr.A.B.jConger, N.Y, 5,700
Adalina, red and white, calved March 28, 1866 ; by

6th Duke of Thorndale, out of Anges by Lord of

Brawith Mr. A. B. Cornell 500
Vacuua, roan, calved May 25, 1866 ; by 9th Duke of

Thorndale, out of Votary by Grand Turk
Mr. J. Mix 475

8th Duchess of Geneva, red and white, calved July 28,

1866 ; by 3rd Lord of Oxford, o\it of 1st Duchess of

Geneva by 2nd Grand Duke
Mr. 11. P. Davies, Gloucestershire, England 40,600

2nd Countess of Oxford, red, calved December 22,

1866 ; by 2nd Duke of Geneva, out of Gem of Ox-
ford by 2nd Grand Duke

Mr. A. W. Griswold, New York 2,100

13th Duchess of Thorndale, red, calved February, 25,

1867; by 10th Duke of Thorndale, out of 10th

Duchess of Thorndale by 2nd Grand Duke
Mr. A. B. Conger, New York 15,000

Rosamond 5th, red, calved April 13th, 1867 ; by 3rd

Duke of Geneva, out of Rosamond 4th by Iron IDuke

Messrs. Warwick and M'Gibbon, Kentucky 700
Empress ofAcomb, rich roan, calved April 18, 1867 ; by

Lord Blithe, out of Empress of the Sea by Knight
ofWarlaby Hon. D. Christie, Canada 525

10th Duchess of Geneva, roan, calved May 15, 1867 ;

by 2ni Duke of Geneva, out of 5th Duchess of

Geneva by Grand Duke of Oxford
Earl Bective, England 35,000

Fidessa, roan, calved May 23, 1867; by Duke of

Gwynne, out of Mrs. Flathers by Earl of Dublin
Mr. J.P.Fisher, Kentucky 555

Bloom 2nd, red and white, calved June 9, 1867 ; by

4th Lord of Oxford, out of Bertha by Duke of Thorn-
dale Mr.J. B. Fisher 800

Victoria 7th, red, calved July 30, 1867 ; by 6tli Duke
of Thorndale, out of Victoria by 2nd Grand Duke

Mr. A. W. Griswold, New York 1,525

Lady Bates 4th, red roan, calved October 2, 1867 ; by

11th Duke of Thorndale, out of Lady Bates by Duke
of Airdrie Mr.E. G. Bedford 3,250

Hercow-calf Mr. W. G. King, Minnesota 1,600
Roan Duchess 3rd, red and white, calved October 3,

1867; by 11th Duke of Thorndale, out of Roan
Duchess by Woodburn Duke Mr. G. M. Bedford 1,025

Butterfly Beauty, red, calved October 12, 1867 ; by 2nd
Duke of Geneva, out of Butterfly Belle by Imperial

Oxford Mr. A. W. Griswold 270

Arabella, red, calved October 27, 1867 ; by 10th Duke
of Thorndale, out of Agnes by Lord of Brawith

Mr. A. B. Cornell 425
Lady Newhani 4th, red, calved December 17, 1867

;

by Weehawken, out ot May Queen by St. Nicholas

Mr. J. Mix 250
Lady Bates 5tli, red and white, calved February 20,

1868; by 11th Duke of Thorndale, out of Lady
Bates 3rd by Imperial Oxford

Mr. G. M. Bedford, Kentucky 1,100
Baron Oxford's Beauty, roan, calved March 11, 1868;

by Baron Oxford, out of British Beauty by Britisli

Prince Messrs. Bush and Hampton, Kentucky 1,500

Hercow-calf Mr. B. F. Vanmeter, Kentucky 500
My Lass 2nd, red roan, calved March 25, 1868; by

General Napier, out of May Lasi by May Duke 2nd
Messrs. Hughes and Richardson 800

Lady Knightley, white, calved, April 5, 1868 ; by Lord
Oxford 2nd, out of Columbia, by Bull's Run

Mr. B. Holden 160
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Ararainta, red roan, calved April 7, 1868 ; by 10th Dels
Duke of Thorndale, out of Alpha by Grand Turk

Mr. A. B. Cornell 500
Water Lily, red and white, calved May 13, 18GS ; by

Breastplate, out of Watercress by Dr. M'Hale
Messrs. Busli and Hampton 1,125

Rosamond 7th, red roan, calved May 26, 18G8 ; by
Weehawken, out of Rosamond by Quarringtou

Mr. W. R. Duncan, 111. 700
War Trophy, red roan, calved May 31, 1868; by

Cherry Prince, out of Warlike by Breastplate

Mr. B. B. Groomes, Kentucky 250
Lady Worcester 4th, rich roan, calved June 3, 1868

;

by 2nd Duke of Wetherby, out of Lady Worcester
by Charleston Mr. Holford, England 3,000

Her bull-calf Mr. S. Beattie, Canada 450
Sidonia 2nd, red, calved August 6, 1868 ; by Didmar-

ton Duke, out of Sidonia by John O'Gaunt
Messrs. Hughes and Richards 800

Lady Kuightley 2nd, roau, calved October 11, 1868;
by 3rd Duke of Geneva, out of Dewdrop by Prince
of Saxe-Coburg Bedford and Thomas, Kentucky 3,100

Mistress Ford, roan, calved Dec. 15, 1868 ; by Lord
Lyons, out of Mrs. Quickly by Prince of Windsor

Mr. S. Beattie, Canada 500
Cherry Constance, roan, calved Oct. 10, 1869 ; by 4th
Duke of Geneva, out of Constance 5th by 7th Duke
of A.irdrie Mr. John Gibson 1,100

Peri 4th, red and white, calved Oct. 26, 1869 ; by 10th
Duke of Thorndale, out of Penance by 2nd Grand
Duke Col. King 1,700

12th Lady of Oxford, red and white, calved Dec 15,
1869 ; by 10th Duke of Thorndale, out of 7th Lady
of Oxford by 6tK Duke of Thorndale

Mr. Holford, England 7,000
1st Duchess of Oneida, red and white, calved January

24, 1870 ; by 10th Duke of Thorndale, out of 8th
Duchess of Geneva by 3rd Lord Oxford

Lord Skelmersdale 30,600
Lady Newham 5th, red, calved April 12, 1870; by
Weehawken, out of Lady Newhara 2nd by Belmont

Mr. J. Mix 450
Magnolia, red, calved May 4, 1870 ; by 4tli Duke of

Geneva, out of Moselle 5th by 2nd Duke of Geneva
Mr. A. W. Griswold 225

Atlantic Gwynne, roan, calved June 10, 1870 ; by
Grand Duke of Lightburne, out of Orange Gwynne
by 5th Grand Duke Lord Skelmersdale 2,000

Lady Newham 6th, red, calved September 4, 1870 ; by
Royal Briton, out of Lady Newham 2nd by Wee-
hawken Messrs. Hughes and Richardson 775

Adeliza, red and wliite, calved November 14, 1870 ; by
4th Duke of Geneva, out of Adalina by 6th Duke of
Thorndale Mr. A. B. Cornell 400

Brenda, roan, calved November 27, 1870 ; by 4th Duke
of Geneva, out of Berlina by Lord Mayor of Oxford

Col. L. G. Morris, Fordham 2,500

Lady Valentine 3rd, roan, calved January 1, 1871 ; by
4th Duke of Geneva, out of Lady Valentine 2nd by
Duke of Airdrie Mr. James Mix 525

3rd Duchess of Oneida, roan, calved March 19, 1871;
by 4th Duke of Geneva, out of 8th Duchess of
Thorndale by Srd Duke of Airdrie

Mr. Holford, England 15,600
Alphea, red, calved March 27, 1871 ; .by 4th Duke of

Geneva, out of Alpha by Grand Turk
Mr. A. B. Cornell 500

Lady Worcester 5tli, red, calved April 20, 1871 ; by
4th Duke of Geneva, out of Lady Worcester 4th by
2nd Duke of Wetherby Mr. Holford, England 2,000

Lady Newham 8th, roan, calved May 21, 1871 ; by
Baron of Oxford, out of Lady Newham 2nd by Bel-
mont Mr. A.B. Conger 1,100

3rd Countess of Oxford, red, calved July 3, 1871; by
Baron of Oxford, out of 2nd Countess of Oxford by
2nd Duke of Geneva Mr. Conger 9,IC0

Lady Knightley 3rd, roan, calved July 28, 1871 ; by 2nd
Duke of Tregunter, out of Lady Knightley 2nd by 3rd
DukeofGeneva Col. Morris 5,000
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Rosamond 10th, red, calved October 13, 1871 ; by 4th Dels.

Duke of Geneva, out of Rosamond 4th, by Iroa Duke
Mr. W. R. Duncan 2,050

Victoria 9th, red, calved October 20, 1871 ; by Roynl
Briton, out of Victoria 7th by 6th Duke of Thorndale

Mr. A. B. Cornell 800
Arminta, roan, calved November 21, 1871 ; by 4th

Duke of Geneva, out of Ararainta by lOtii Duke of

Thorndale Mr. A. B. Cornell 435
White Empress, white, calved December 6, 1871 ; by

Royal Briton, out of Empress of Aconib by Lord
Blithe Blr. S. Beattie 1,000

Rosamond 12th, red, calved December 27, 1872; by
4th Duke of Geneva, out of Rosamond 4th by Iron

Duke Mr. A. Griswold 525
Wilda, reil, calved January 6, 1873 ; by 4th Duke of Geneva,

out of Wild Elower, by Clifton Duke
Messrs. Hughes and Alexander 950

4th Ducliess of Oneida, red, calved January 17, 1872
;

by 4th Duke of Geneva, out of 13th Duchess of

Thorndale by 10th Duke of Thorndale
Mr. E. G. Bedford 25,000

BerUnda, roan, calved March 21, 1872 ; by 4th Duke
of Geneva, out of Berlina by Lord Mayor of Oxford

Col. Morris 2,300

Bloom 4tb, red and white, calved April 14, 1872 ; by

4th Duke of Geneva, out of Bloom 2nd by 4th Lord
Oxford Mr. A. B. Cornell 1,000

Lady Bates 6lh, roan, calved April 15, 1872 ; by 4th

Duke of Geneva, out of Lady Bates by Duke of Airdrie

Mr. G. M. Bedford 2,300
Alcyone, red and white, caked April 15, 1872 ; by 4th

Duke ol Geneva, out of Alpha by Grand Turk
Mr. A. B. Cornell 700

Beautj's Pride, red, calved April 27, 1872 ; by 4t)i

Duke of Geneva, out of Baron Oxford's Beauty by
Baiou Oxiord Mr. A. W. Griswold 1,725

Cherry Constance 2nd, red, calved May 6, 1872 ; by

11th Duke of Geneva, out of Cherry Coustance by
4th Duke of Geneva Mr. E. J. M'Gibbon 1,725

Butterfly Bland, red, calved May 9, 1872 ; by 4th Duke
of Geneva, out of Butterfly Belle by Imperial Oxford

Mr. A. B. Cornell 825
Lady Bates 7lh, red, calved May 17, 1872; by 4th
Duke of Geneva, out of Lady Bates 5th by 11th

Duke of Thorndale Mr. A. B. Cornell 1,600
Lady Newham 9th, red, calved May 20, 1873 ; by 4th

Duke of Geneva, out of Lady Newham 2Dd by Bel-

mont Mr. A. B. Cornell 400
Moselle 6th, red, calved July 2, 1872; by 4th Duke of

Geneva, out of Mazurka 9th by 3rd Duke of Airdrie

Mr. W. S. King 800
Lady Kaightley 4th, red, calved July 30, 1872 ; by 4th
Duke of Geneva, out of Lady Knightley 2nd by 3rd

Duke of Geneva Mr. A. Griswold 4,060
7th Duchess of Oneida, red and white, calved August

3, 1872 ; by 2nd Duke of Oneida, out of 1st Duchess
of Oneida by 10th Duke of Thorndale

Mr. A. J. Alexander, Kentucky 19,000
Lady Newham 10th, red, calved August 4, 1872 ; by

4th Duke of Geneva, out of Lady Newham 4th by
Weehawkeii Messrs. Hughes aud llichardsou 525

Peri 5th, red and white, calved August 13, 1872 ; by
2nd Duke of Oneida, out of Peri 4lh by 10th Duke
of Thorndale Mr. W. S. King 1,300

12tii Maid of Oxford, rich roan, calved October 18,

1872 ; by 4th Duke of Geneva, out of 2ndMaid of
Oxford by Grand Duke of Oxford

Mr. L. G. Morris 6,000
Armentine, red, calved October 22, 1872 ; by 4th Duke

of Geneva, out of Acfiminta by 10th Duke of Thorn-
dale Mr. A. B. Cornell 500

8th Duchess of Oneida, roan, calved November 18,
1872 ; by 4th Duke of Geneva, out of 10th Duchess
of Genera by 2rid Duke of Geneva Earl Bective 15,300

Lady Newham lltli, red, calved January 22, 1873
;

by 2iid Duke of Oneida, out of Lady Newiiam 5th
by Weehawken Messrs. Hughes and Richardson 405

9th Duchess of Oneida, roan, calved March 2, 1873
;

by 2nd Duke of Oneida, out of 12th Duchess of
Thorndale by 6lh Dake of Thorndale Earl Bective 10,000

Victoria 10th, red and white, calved March 19, 1873 ;

by 2nd Duke of Oneida, out of Vignette by 4th

Lord Oxford Mr. A. B. Cornell

10th Duchess of Oneida, red and white, calved April

7, 1873 ; by 2ud Duke of Oneida, out of 8lh Duchess

of Geneva by 3rd Lord Oxford Mr. A. J. Alexander

Miss Gwynne, roan, calved April 11, 1873 ; by 2nd
Duke of Oneida, out of Atlantic Gwynne by Grand
Duke of Lightburne Mr. W. S. King

Bloom 5th, red and white, calved April 29, 1873 ; by

2nd Duke of Oneida, out of Bloom 2nd by 4th Lord

Oxford Mr. C. M. Clay, Kentucky
Sidonia4th, red, calved May 11, 1873; by 4th Duke

of Oneida, out of Sidonia 2nd by Didmarton Duke
Messrs. Hughes aud Richardson

Lady Newham 12tli, red, calved June 27. 1873 ; by

2nd Duke of Oneida, out of Lady Newham 6tli by

Royal Britain Messrs. Hughes and Richardson

BULLS.
2nd Duke of Oneida, red, calved August 3, 1870; by

4th Duke of Geneva, out of 13ih Duchess of Thorn-

dale by 10th Duke of Thorndale
Mr. M'Gibbon, Kentucky

4th Duke of Oneida, red and white, calved January 10,

1871 ; by Baron of Oxford, out of 8th Duchess of

Geneva by 3rd Lord Oxford Mr. A. B. Cornell

Alderman, red, calved March 7, 1871 ; by 4th Duke of

Geneva, out of Arabella, by 10th Duke of Thorndale
Mr. A. B. Cornell

Advance, red and white, calved October 16, 1871 ; by

4th Duke of Geneva, o'.it of Adaiina by 6th Duke of

Thorndale Mr. J. Mix
Wild Oats, red and white, calved January 15, 1872;

by Royal Dulie of Oxford, out of Wild Flower, by

Clifton Duke Mr. W. R. Duncan
7th Duke of Oneida, red, calved January 24, 1872 ; by

4lh Duke of Geneva, out of 12th Duchess of Tlioru-

dale by 6th Duke of Thorndale Mr. A. W. Griswold

Waterman, red, calved May 1, 1872 ; by Royal Briton,

out of Water Lily by Breastplate ...Mr. B. ¥. Golf

Eidalgo, red, calved August 10, 1872 ; by 4th Duke of

Geneva, out of Fidessa, by Duke of Gwynne
Mr. W. R. Duncan

Prince Alfred, red, calved September 25, 1872 ; by 4th
Duke of Geneva, out of Victoria 7th by 6th Duke of

Tliorndale Mr. T. Dunn, Ohio
10th Earl of Oxford, red, calved October 18, 1872 ; by

2iid Duke of Oueida, out of 12th Lady of Oxford by
lOtb Duke of Thorndale Mr. A. B. Cornell

Roderigo, red, calved January 4, 1873 ; by 4th Duke of

Geneva, out of Rosamond 5th by 3rd Duke of Geneva
Mr. C. M. Sansing, New York

6th Lord Oxford, red and white, calved February 15,

1873 ; by 2nd Duke of Oneida, out of 3rd Maid of

Oxford by Grand Duke of Oxford
Mr. S. Beattie, Connecticut

Rufus, red, calved April 1, 1873 ; by 2nd Duke of

Oneida, out of Roan Duchess 3rd by lllh Duke of

Thorndale Professor Miles, Michigan

Baron Bates 5th, red, calved April 14, 1873 ; by 2nd
Duke of Oneida, out of Lady Bates 5th by lltii

Duke of Tliorndale Mr. A. B. Cornell

Bright Butterfly, red, calved April 10, 1873 ; by 2nd
Duke of Oneida, out of Butterly Beauty by 2nd Duke
of Geueva Mr. A. B. Cornell

Mill Boy, red, calved September 18, 1872 ; by 2nd
Duke of Oneida, out of May Lass 2nd by General

Napier Mr. Palmer, Virginia

Dols.

500

27,000

1,700

900

530

305

12,000

7,000

250

180

160

4,000

325

275

600

2,500

200

1,300

350

335

200

390

SALE OF EARL OF ELLESMERE'S PIGS.—At the

Home Farm, VVorsley Hall, Manchester, sixty-five pure
bred prize pigs were sold by auction by Mr. Dodds.
The pigs had been bred and selected from the stock of

Mr. Peter Eden and other noted breeders, and were principally

descended from the celebrated boars. Peacock, Old Prince,

King Lear, King of the West, and Old Longback. The top

price was for Lady Betty, middle-breed sow, at £17, and the

average £8 8s.
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SALE OF CAPT. BLATHWAYT'S AND MR. JOHN THOMPSON'S SHOR'l'HORNS.

At Dyriiam Park, on Tuesday, Septemuer 23.

[Those marked * are Mr. Thompson's lots.]

BY MR. JOHN THORNTON.

A glorious day, a popular squire, lovely scenery, and a

goodly type of cattle, such were the eleineuts that went
together to form what we must consider a successful

Shorthorn sale. Conjoined with the Captain's was a

small herd belonging to Mr. Thompson, of Badminton,

who had succeeded in producing a number of animals

of a very level aud uniform character, and who
was consequently well rewarded. His (lot 8) Jolie

Pille amongst the cows, and her son Joel (lot 66)

amongst the young bulls, were especially deserving

of commendation. The waggons aud rostrum were

conveniently arranged in proximity to the yards

where we found a number of Robinson Crusoe.-like

sheds, so cheaply built and so thoroughly comfortable for

the stock as quite to run off with our admiration.

Simply, fir poles for pillars, fir poles for rafters, on which

a solid triangle of fir branches was built up, thickly

thatched with straw. Cool in summer and warm in

winter, the temperature being moreover regulated by

simple, long, deal box ventilators, which could be shut or

opened at will, they constituted a range of animal habita-

tions which make the shapely stock within them look all

the more beautiful by contrast. Herein we found and

inspected the bulls and calves, and then adjourned

to a high pasture, where the main part of the

herd were gathered ; a good useful lot of milking cows,

possessed of quality which would indicate their fattening

rapidly when dry. There were amongst them half a

dozen stars, but not of the fashionable pedigrees which

now obtain, although as delightful as need be to the eye.

An unambitious beginner might have picked up at this

sale some half-dozen cows of a uniform low and lengthy

type, full of substance and quality, and of very sweet cha-

racter, which had he taken home to wed with Joel

or, still better, Fulgens, would have amply repaid

the outlay at no distant day. The plums of the

sale, to which owner and auctioneer doubtless looked for

the average, were the Fuchsia aud Charmer tribes, which

had been done right well, and were placed in a small pas-

ture by themselves : an assemblage of the most creditable

Shorthorn specimens. Fuchsia 9th was a won-
derfully thick and yet mellow animal, only wanting a trifle

more length of neck to complete her elegance. There

being doubts about her breeding, she was reserved by

Capt. Blathwayt, and will form the nucleus, we trust, of

another herd ; without which, no doubt, the owner of

that right old English home cannot long abide to grace

these picturesque slopes, upon which it is now intended

that only deer and horses shall range. The old love is

not so easily stamped out, especially when a man succeeds

so well in the art of breeding as Capt. Blathwayt has done.

Fuschia was the best female in the sale to our mind ; and

next to her we preferred Graceful 2nd who was

thick through the heart as a Barmpton Rose, and

only a little deficient in coat and about the region of the

tail, where we ourselves must always prefer to note an

ample hollow for the inlaying of steak-meat to osseous

configuration of any sort, whatever may be the disputed

cause of such growth. Very apt to be hereditary is it

;

this very cow owing much therein to her mamma. But

these Charmers and Fuchsias were all good cattle, and

well repaid their owner for his judicious rearing. We
heartily wish him luck in his horse speculation, but sus-

pect very much, notwitiislandiiig, that he won't long be

ofi' with the old love. That hour of reconciliation we shall

welcome. Of the bulls, Duke of Albany (25931), out of

old Fidget 4th, reserved to keep company, we trust, with

Fuchsia 9th by Seventh DukcofYork (17754), was alengthy

animal of good quality, and has a considerable look of his

sire about him, especially about the head. Lord
Darlington 3rd, the prize bull at Badminton
Agricultural Show, was even and tubular, and
exhibited much quality. His horns were outstand-

ing, and caused remark, the fact being that

they are of true old-fashioned Shorthorn Teeswater cha-

racter, even if undesirable in the show-yard. His colour,

or rather his want of colour, made him fall ridiculously

chenp into the hands of Mr. Baird. " White," the igno-

rumus says—sometimes, but very seldom, the skilled

breeder
—

"white, I can't have white." Why, calmly,

my dear friend, let us discuss this question. Have not

almost all the best show-yard animals been white ? Arc
not some of the most celebrated fashionable bulls in exis-

tence now white ? Don't the white sires usually throw

you rich roan youngsters ? and don't a roan papa quite

often have a snow-white babe ? Such plain facts consider,

and let logic guide your conclusion. For ourselves, we
are thankful that we have a young white one coming on

(out of a ricli roan dam) ; but of course we shall be glad

and ready to hear the defence. Lord Treguuter had a

capital back, but thin thighs, and a general ox-like look

about his head which is unworthy of his ancestry. We
suspect he has been used too early. Greediness in that re-

gard will undoubtedly ruin a bull's claims to masculine

grandeur. Experto credc. Fulgens, lot 68, a splendid

calf for quality, coat, and general contour, fell to the bid

of a popular aud spirited tenaut-farmer for 175 gs. Good
uck attend him

!

COWS AND HEIFERS.
Lucinda by Priam (18567), out of Coral by Cardinal (11246).

—Mr. H. J. Sheldon, 170 gs.

Flora by Diophantus (19570), outof Flora by Viceroy (13911).

—Mr. J. YaliauJ, 34 gs.

Rosalie by Diophantus (19570), out of Rosebud by Mosquito

(14931).—Mr. J. Philips, 61 gs.

Sweetheart by Diophantus (1957U),out of Sweetbrier by Vice-

roy (13944).—Mr. J. H. Dunning, 46 gs.

Florentia 9th by Seventh DuKe of York (17754), out of Flo-

rentia 2nd by Arcliduke (17316).—Mr. J. Davis, 53 gs.

Clierry by Monarch (16575), out of Cherry Blossom by Mos-
quito (14964).—Mr. M. Alway, 41 gs.

*Ma Belle (Mr. Thompson's) by Henchman (21918), out of Me-
lody by Strpphou (17051).—Mr. J. H. Uuuniiig, 40 gs.

*Jolie Fille (Mr. Thompson's) by Kelstern^Grand Diike(22024),

out of Joan by Second Duke of Cambridge (12713).—Mr.
A. Parncll, 43 gs.

Jade by Manfred (24522), oit of Jewess by Monarch (16575).

—Mr. J. Philips, 53 gs.

Lily by Manfred (24532), out of Ladybird by Monarch
(16675).—Mr. J. Yalland, 31 gs.

Ivyberry 'oy Seventh Duke of York (17754), out of Mulberry

by Archduke (17316).—Mr. J. Yalland, 41 gs.

Roseberry by Manfred (24522), out of Rosebud by Musquito

(14964).—Mr. J. U. Dunnmg, 40 gs.

Sweetbrier 3rd by Manfred (34533), out of Sweetbrier 2nd by

Lord Liverpool (33168).—Mr. 11. Harding, 40 gs.

Jemima by Manfred (34523), out of Jewess by Monarch
(16575).—Col. Luttrell, 52 gs.
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Challenge (Mr. Thorapsoa's) by Heir of Wetherby (24126)

,

out of Caroline by Young Favourite (19739).—Mr. J.

Smith, 45 gs.

Cowslip by Manfred (24522), out of Wild Cherry by Monarch
(16575).—Mr. C. R. Gatley, 38 gs.

*Candace (Mr. Thompson's) by Duke of Hazlecote (25969),
out of Comely by Juggernaut (20035).—Mr. S. Bailey,

44 gs.

Fuchsia lOtb by Grand Duke of York (24071), out of Fuchsia
7th by Earl of Gloucester (21644).—Mr. J. W. Larking
410 gs.

Cherry Ripe by Cardinal York (25719), out of Cherry by
Monarch (16575).—Mr. J. Philips, 55 gs.

Sweetwater by Cardinal York (25719), out of Sweetheart by
Diophantus (19570).—Mr. H. Harding, 36 gs.

Housemaid by Cardinal York (25719), out of Housemaid by
Monarch (16575).—Mr. J. Mullins, 36 gs.

Fuchsia 11th by Second Duke of CoUingham (23730), out of

Fuchsia 6th by Earl of Glo'ster (21644).—Earl of Dun-
more, 320 gs.

*My Pet (Mr. Thompson's) by Grand Duke of York (24071),
out of Ma Belle by Henchman (21918).—Mr. T. F. Camp-
bell, 64 gs.

*Coryphee (Mr. Thompson's) by Count Bickerstaffe 2nd
(25838), out of Claribel by Juggernaut (20035).—Mr. H.
Harding, 44 gs.

Graceful by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Lucinda by
Priam (18567) ; and her red cow-calf.—Mr. J. Philips,

310 gs.

Pink by Cardinal York (25719), out of Flora by Diophantus
(19570).—Mr. A. Hopkins, 28 gs.

Mermaid by Cardinal York (25719), out of Milliner by Man-
fred (24522).—Mr. C. R. Gatley, 41 gs.

Milkmaid 2nd by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Milkmaid
by Diophantus (19570).—Mr. J. Gill, 46 gs.

Crocus by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Crocus by Man-
fred (24523).—Mr. G. W. Daniell, 30 gs.

Florence by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Florentina 9th

by Seventh Duke of York (17754).—Mr. T. F. Campbell,
45 gs.

Cherry Bud by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Cherry by
Monarch (16575).—Mr. "W. Marshall, 36 gs.

Pansy by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Flora by Diophantus
(19570).—Mr. J. Yalland, 42 gs.

Sweet Apple by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Sweetbrier

3rd by Manfred (24522).—Mr. J. Gill, 37 gs.

*Mavourneen (Mr. Thompson's) by Count Bickerstaffe 2nd
(25858), out of Malibran by Juggernaut (20035).—Mr. J.
Gill, 47 gs.

Lavinia, by Duke of Albany (35931), out of Lilac by Man-
fred (24522).—Mr. W. Martin, 53 gs.

Jessamine by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Jemima by
Manfred (24522).—Col. Luttrell, 80 gs.

Graceful 2nd by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Lucinda bv
Priam (18567).—Mr. G. Fox, 325 gs.

*Crytheia (Mr. Thompson's) by Duke of Albany (25931), out
of Challenge by Heir of Wetherby (24126).—Mr. J. H.
Dunning, 36 gs.

Flower Girl by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Florentia 9th
by 7th Duke of York (17754).-Mr. F. Dodd, 61 gs.

Fuchsia 12th by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Fuchsia
10th by Grand Duke of York (24071).—Earl of Dunmore,
450 gs.

Fuchsia 13th by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Fuchsia 9th
by Grand Duke of York (24071).—Earl of Dunmore,
450 gs.

Sweetheart 2nd by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Sweet-
heart by Diophantus (19570).—Mr. W. Martin, 30 gs.

Sweetbrier 4th by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Sweet-
brier 3rd by Manfred (24522).—Mr. J. C. Croom, 31 gs.

Snowberry by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Ivyberry by
Seventh Duke of York (17754).—Rev. C. Holbech, 36 gs.

*Carlotta (Mr. Thompson's) by Duke of Albany (25931), out
of Caudace by Duke of Hazlecote (25969).—Rev. C. Hol-
bech, 31 gs.

Graceful 3rd by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Lucinda by
Priam (18567).—Mr. F. Tagart, 200 gs.

Cherry Pie by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Cherryripe
by Cardinal York (25719).—Col. Luttrell, 40 gs.

Clematis by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Cowslip by
Manfred (24522).—Mr. F. Tagart, 40 gs.

Jael by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Jade by Manfred
(24532).—Mr. J. H. Braikenridge, 65 gs.

Cherry Cheek by Duke of Albany (35931), out of Cherry by

Monarch (16575).—Mr. J. W. Philips, 44 gs.

Sweetbrier 5th by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Sweet-

brier 3rd by Manfred (24522).—Col. Luttrell, 22 ps.

Laurel by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Lily by Manfred
(24522).—Mr. J. C. Croom, 20 gs.

Miranda by Lord Tregunter, out of Mermaid by Cardinal

York (35719).—Mr. J. C. Croom, 16 gs.

Crocea by Lord Tregunter, out of Crocus by Duke of Albany
(35931).—Mr. J. C. Croom, 16 gs.

Parlourmaid by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Housemaid
by Cardinal York (25719).—Mr. W. Price, 17 gs.

BULLS.
Duke of Albany (25931) by Seventh Duke of York (17754),

out of Fidget 4th by Fourth Duke of York (10167).—Mr.
J. W. Larking, 80 gs.

*Lord Darlington 3rd (Mr. Thompson's) by Lord Red Eye*
2nd (24460), out of Darlington 16th by Grand Duke of

York (34071).—Mr. A. Baird, 55 gs.

Lord Tregunter by Second Duke of Tregunter (26023), out

of Fidget 4th by Fourth Duke of York (10167).—Mr. J.

W. Philips, 195 gs.

Juniper by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Jemima by Man-
fred (24522).—Mr. G. Anstey, 20 gs.

Marquis of Claro (Mr. Thompson's) by Grand Prince of Claro

(38781), out of My Pet by Grand Duke of York (24071).
—Mr. W. Martin, 29 gs.

*Lord Darlington 5th (Mr. Thompson's) by Duke of Albany

(25931), out of Darlington 9th by Marmaduke (14897).—
Mr. J. Treadwell, 82 gs.

Littleton by Duke of Albany (35931), out of Lavender by
Manfred (24533).—Mr. J. Yalland, 28 gs.

Gladiolus (Mr. Philips') by the Duke of Devonshire's Bolton

(25650), out of Fuchsia 8th bv Earl of Glo'ster (21644).—
Mr. T.F.Campbell, 59 gs.

Rob Roy by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Roseberry by
Manfred (24522).—Mr. D. J. Taylor, 22 gs.

*Joel (Mr. Thompson's) by Duke of Albany (25931), out of

Jolie Fille by Kelstern Grand Duke (22024).—Mr. F.

Tagart, 60 gs.

Ivan by Duke of Albany (25931), out of Ivyberry by Seventh
Duke of York (17754).—Mr. T. Coulter, 15 gs.

Fulgens by Mr. Bowley's Third Duke of Clarence (23727),
out of Fuchsia 10th by Grand Duke of York (24071).—
Mr. S. Savage, 175 gs.

White Heart by Lord Tregunter, out of Cherrybud by Duke
of Albany (25931).—Mr. W. Price, 21 gs.

*Lord Darlington 6th (Mr. Thompson's) by Col. Kingscote's

Duke of Hillhurst (28401), out of Darlington 16th by
Grand Duke of York (24071).—Mr. J. M. Harding, 51 gs.

SUMMARY.
£ s. d. £ s. d.

55 cows averaged 87 1 6 4,789 1

14buUs „ 66 18 936 12

69 head „ 82 19 7 £5,725 13

IMPORTATION OF LIVE BULLOCKS.—The ship-

ments of live oxen from America, vvhich were commenced
about two months ago, have now become quite an established

item of import to the Clyde per the New York steamers.

About the end of July Henderson Brothers, the owners of the

Anchor Line of Clyde and New York traders, brought over in

one of their steamers tvvo of these bullocks, which were
landed safely at Glasgow. These were succeeded by two in

each of the two following steamers, and all met with a ready

sale. John Bell and Sons early in August began to import oo
their own account, and brouglit over six in almost each of

the steamers arriving that month. This month the numbers
have increased to ten per steamer, and the Olyrapia, which
arrived on Friday, brought over 12. The total import of

bullocks in July numbered 4, in August 38, and this month
72 bullocks have already been landed at Glasgow from New
York.

THE VIENNA HORSE SHOW.—Beyond a couple

of Norfolk cobs, and these are both exhibited in the Aus-

trian Department, there are no English horses here, but

English blood is continually quoted iu the pedigrees given.
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SALE OF LORD FITZHARDINGE'S SHORTHORNS,

At Berkeley Castle, on Wednesday, September 24.

BY MR. JOHN THORNTON.

" Evidently to be a good sale," we mutually remark to

one another, as we approach the field where, beside the

elms and across the road from the workshops and farm-

yard, we find a few connoiseurs already engaged iu

criticising the cows. They were a far better and
more level lot than we had expected to see, and
proved well on inspection. We had next a long inter-

view with the Grand Duke of Waterloo (28766), to whom
the cows and heifers were mostly forward in calf. He is a

wonderfully thick animal, rich roan, full of hair and quality.

His upstanding Wharfdale style of neck makes him look

more hollow than he really is behind thejwithers; and that,

coupled with a slightly greater thickness of bone below

the knee and hock than we would sketch were we engaged

with an imaginary bull upon canvass, is about all that

the most captious could condemn. But then weigh-

ing over a ton, he must require some timber to support

him ; and as regards the hollow, it is a fault of which we
know that popular idol, Mr. Bates, had he been alive and
present, would have made comparatively light. In walk-

ing he went away gaily, getting his feet well under him,

and really is, to our fancy, a most taking beast, although

some would censure his rumps and some again his head.

His exceedingly long quarter and great depth make him
look shorter than others of the fashionable sires of the

day. We can only say that, Lord Ktzhardinge being

none the worse, we should only too gladly own and use

him. The young things we saw (he excels in bull-getting

evidently) had received a strong impress of his own
valuable type, being thick, upstanding, mellow. His

dam, in a yard close by, is a short-legged large-framed

cow of great quality, and has an excellent calf coming on.

The cows we need scarcely dwell on, as the best part

of the herd is retained. The Musicals were elegant and

fleshy, and duly woke the echoes of the ring ; and the

Bracelets fetched goodly prices. There was some saw-

dust in the honey which fetched full market price ; and

the Star of Eve, set with a brilliancy which can be attri-

butable only to the esteem in which his Lordship's

anxiety to improve the dairies of the sticky vale is held.

Ragman (lot 41) was a bull of great promise, and speaks

volumes for his sire's worth. It was a much higher

average than last time, aad will encourage breeding at

Berkeley. Then there was another treat in the inspection

of his hunt stables ; with a " musical " chorus from the

kennel as we approached, and some darling puppies

looking out at the window of their schoolroom. Next we
took a ramble through the grounds and bazaar ; lingered

a moment beside the dancers, by way of contrast ; visited

the scene of the King Edward's so cruel murder, and
then made off homewards past the field where the Tort-

worth Duchesses caused an excitement, by recent com-
parison so small, just a score of years ago, and laid our
head finally on the pillow, reflecting that fortunate are

they who possess already a symmetrical herd of the true

"blue blood."

COWS AND HEIFERS.
Bracelet 3rd by Touchstone (20986), out of Bracelet 2nd

by Seventh Duke of York (17754) —Mr. U. J. Sheldon,

90 gs.

Ursula 16th by Seventh Duke of York (17751), out of Ursula

12th by GiMieral Canrobert (12927).—Mr. W. llorswell,

50 gs.

Wallflower 10th by Grand Duke of Wetherby (17997), out

of Wallflower 4th by Viceroy (13915).—Mr. G. Baker,
30 gs.

Musical 3rd by Seventh Duke of York (17751), out of Min-
strel by Nundi (94.53).—Mr. 11. E. Oliver, 50 gs.

Betsy 3rd by Wellingtou (21090), out of Betsy 2nd by Cap-
tain Jones (15735).—Captain Winuall, 50 gs.

Cowslip by Grand Duke 7th (19877), out of Cowslip 5th by
Chieftain (10018).—Mr. 11. J. Sheldon, 70 gs.

Star of Eve by Seventh Duke of York (17754), out of Semi-
ramis by Cupid (11359).—Mr. J. W. Wilson, 150 gs.

Musical 11th by Seventh Duke of York (17754), out of Harp-
sichord by Earl of Walton (17787).—Mr. J. D. A. Samuda,
M.P., 100 gs.

Pearl of Peru by Grand Duke 13th (21850), out of Peru by
Cupid (14359).—Mr. W. Lawrence, 44 gs.

Maid of Tyre by Grand Duke 13th (21850), out of Queen of
Tyre by Archduke (17316).—Mr. 11. W. Beauford, 80 gs.

Ursula 29tli by Grand Duke 13th (21850), out of Ursula
12th by General Canrobert (12927).— Mr. T. E. Walker,
57 gs.

Severn Countess by Third Duke of Clarence (23727), out of
Sabrina by Marquis of Oxford (18339).—Mr. R. E. Oliver,
65 gs.

Joan ot Arc by Duke of Brailes (23724), out of Johanna
Southcott by John O'Gaunt (16322).—Mr. G. Fox, 115 gs.

Rose of Tyre by Second Duke of Collin<jham (23730), out of

Queen of Tyre by Archduke (17316).—Mr. W. Wilson,
100 gs.

Emily, by Second Duke of Collingham (23730), out of Star

of Eve by Seventh Duke of York (17754).—Rev. J. Swar-
brick, 66 gs.

Water Lass 2nd by General Napier (24023), out of Water
Lass by Oxford 2nd (18507).—Mr. G. Fox, 125 gs.

Priucess Cleopatra by General Napier (24023), out of Cleo-
patra 10th by Lord Oxford (20214).—Mr. W. Hoskin,
87 gs.

Sanguine 3rd by Third Duke of Claro (23729), out of San-
guine by Cupid (14359).—Mr. E. Bowly, 40 gs.

Lady Scar Hill 3rd by Duke of Fawsley (28387), out of Wall-
flower 11th by Second Earl of Walton (19672).—Mr. J.

W. Wilson, 35 gs.

IVisk by Lord Wild Eyes 5th (26762), out of Freedom by
Grand Duke 7th (19877).—Captain Winnall, 55 gs.

Minstrel 2nd by Lord Wild Eves 5th (26762), out of Musical
11th by 7th Duke of York "(17754) .—Mr. J. D'A. Samuda,
M.P., 175 gs.

Peruvian Maid by Lord Wild Eyes 5th (26762), out of Pearl
of Peru by Granl Duke 13th (21850).—Mr. E. W. Cliur-

ton, 45 gs.

Minstrel 3rd by Lord Wild Eyes 5th (26762), out of Musical
3rd by Seventh Duke of York (17754).—Mr. T. WJviteside,

66 gs.

Raspberry 5th by Eighth Duke of York (28480), out of Rasp-
berry 3rd bv Lord Liverpool (22168).—Mr. C. A. Barnes,
33 gs. •

Raspberry 6tli by Eighth Duke of York (28480) out of Rasp,
berry 4th by Earl of Gloucester (21644).—Mr. C. A. Barnes,

35 gs.

Water Lily by Grand Duke of Waterloo (28766), out of

Water Lass 2nd by General Napier (24023).—Col. Kings-
cote, 150 gs.

Thisbe by Grand Duke of Waterloo (28766), out of Maid of

Tyre bv Grand Duke 13th (21850).—Mr. J. W. Wilson,
32 gs."

Judith by Grand Duke of Waterloo (28766), out of Joaa
of Arc by Duke of Brailes (23724).—Colonel Kingscote,
105 gs.

Eugenie by Grand Duke of Waterloo (28766), out of Emily
by second Duke of Collingham (23730).—Mr. J. W. Wil-
son, 40 gs.

Bracelet 8th by Grand Duke of Waterloo (28766), out of

Bracelet 3rd by Touchstone (20986).—Mr. G. H. Bracken-
ridge, 80 gs.
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Ursula of Ozlewortli Srd by Grand Duke of Waterloo (28766),

out of Ursula of Ozleworth 2ad by Lord Red Eyes 4tli

(26730).—Mr. H. W. Beauford, 46 gs.

Undine by Grand Duke of Waterloo (28766), out of Ursula

29th by Grand Duke 13th (21850).—Mr. J. G. Curtler,

30 gs.

Sphinx by Grand Duke of Waterloo (28766), out of Sanguine

3rd by Third Duke of Claro (23729)-—Mr. Shoreland,

33 gs.

Wildflower by Dukr of Fawsley (28387), out of Wallflower

10th by Grand Duke of Wetherby (17997).—Mr. T. G.

Curtler, 25 gs.

Cashmere Rose by Grand Duke of Waterloo (28766), out of

Cowslip by Grand Duke 7th (19877).—Mr. G. H. Bracken-

ridge, 70 gs.

Lady Scar Hill 4th by Grand Duke of Waterloo (28766), out

of Lady Seal Hill 3rd by Duke of Fawsley (28387).—Mr.

J. W. Wilson, 20 gs.

BULLS.
Duke of Berkeley 2nd, by Third Duke of Clarence (23727),

out of Dora by Second Duke of Airdrie (19600).—Mr. J.

Marsh, jun., 61 gs.

Pirate by Grand Duke of Waterloo (28766), out of Pearl of

Peru by Grand Duke 13th (21850).—Mr. Marshall, 32 gs.

Duke of Berkeley 3rd by Third Duke of Clarence (33727),

out of Dora by Second Duke of Airdrie (19600).—Mr. J.

G. Attwater, 46 gs.

Pizarro 2nd by Grand Duke of Waterloo (28766), out of Maid
of Peru by Second Duke of CollingUam (23730).—Mr.
Bradford, 24 gs.

Ragman bv Grand Duke of Waterloo (28766), out of Rasp-
berry 4th by Earl of Gloucester (21644).—Mr. T. G. Curt-

ler, 150 gs.

SiTMMAEY.
£ s. d. £ s. d.

36 cows averaged 7115 2,583

5 bulls „ 65 10 5 327 12

41 head £71 £2,910 12

EXTRA STOCK.
cows AND HEirERS.

Vitula 2nd (Mr. Hobbs').—Mr. G. Baker, 41 gs.

Musical 2nd (Mr. Hobbs').—Mr. Stevens, 33 gs.

Raspberry 2nd (Mr. Hobbs').—Mr. G. Baker, 33 gs.

Her roan cow-calf.—Mr. G. Baker, 9 gs.

Raspberry 3rd (Mr. Hobbs').—Mr. G. Baker, 43 gs.

Musical 3rd (Mr. Hobbs').—Mr. E. W. Churton, 34
j

Musical 4th (Mr. Hobbs').—Mr. A. Dobson, 27 gs.

BULLS.
The Shah (Mr. Robinson's).—Mr. Bennett, 28 gs.

Baron Renter (Mr. Robinson's).—Mr. Bear, 36 gs.

Jack Frost (Mr. Rolfs). -Mr. G. Baker, 31 gs.

SALE OF MR. WILEY'S HERD AND FLOCK,

At Wakren House Farm, Brandsby, York, on Friday, September, 26th, 1873.

BY MR. THORNTON.

We gave last week a summary of this sale, which

was £68 9s. 7'1. for the Shorthorns and £10 2s. 9d.

for the Leicester ewes. The first rumour of the sale

came out at the Royal Show at Hull, where it was an-

nounced that Mr. Wiley intended to give up his Warren
House Farm, sell his stock, and retire from business

within three years of five score. Names and places be-

come familiar sounds, and to the old as well as the young
breeder, whether he be of the stud, of the herd, or of the

flock, the names of Sir Tatton Sykes and Sledmere, as of

Mr. Wiley and Brandsby, are "as familiar as household

words." Years gone by The Druid gave the world

graphic stories of these old Yorkshire worthies -. one has

departed, the other still is among us, and green in the

freshness of his ripe old age. The herd dates from Comet
(155), the flock from the Collings and ilason ; but herein

consisted the difference between them : The herd had

been reared on no very fixed principles, and the York dairy

cows were at one time a great hobby of Mr. Wiley's,

when the pigs, too, were in great force. Income of his

oldest and best tribes had long since departed, and the re-

putation of his|farm and stock brought visitors from Home
counties, enterprising colonies, and foreign lands. His best

he would sell at a price, and many a good Shorthorn has

gone to York for distant shores with one, two, and even

three hundred guineas on its head. It had never either

been kept as a large herd, and the present stock, calves,

old hired bulls, and all told, mustered but 41 head, and
this on a very large farm. None of the tribes could go

back more than a thirty years' residence, and the longest

of all was from old Grauters, a gift cow from Mr. Hun-
ter's stock, who was put to Belshazzar (1704), which he
hired from Lord Carlisle, and produced Hypolita, who
in her turn, when allied to Buckingham (3239), hired

from Mr. Booth, brought Hermia. For the " rival

houses " Mr. Wiley has little choice, his leanings were,
however, to the old types he learned and loved so well in

the days of the brothers Colling and Mason ; the long
quarters, the round ribs, and the shoulders were points

he would never lose. Zetland brought him, through Third

Duke of York, a little Bates blood, and the excellence of Sir

Chas. Knightley's stock in the old days, before the Princess

and Rose strains were brought iu, tempted him to hire

Grey Friar, whose sons and grandsons he used. Aylesby,

where true types are only cultivated, set him right once

more with Breast Plate, whose heifers were quite the
" feature of the sale." The cows were largs, not coarse,

mostly good milkers and broad well-formed cattle. Several

of them were really splendid in hair, quality, and great

substance, particularly Zephyr and Lady Hopeful, whose
types are so rarely found now-a-days. Zephyr's calf was
quite the old man's choice ; for years he said he had never

bred such a one, for perfection of hair, quality, and
symmetry. It had been quite a bull-breeding stock.

Many breeders and farmers in the county had come to

him for a bull, as for a tup, so that the sale contained

ten bulls over a year-old ; Earl of Derby 2ad was among
the number. He had won a few prizes, and was much
fancied at Hull. Led in with a rope, he was walked
round the ring, a model of elegance, style, and substance.

Then the rope was thrown over his neck, and he stood

perfectly docile, and the perfection of form. How
languidly the bids rose ! He only hckeifashionable blood,

in these days of fancy, not judgment, so he goes to an old

Aberdonian breeder, Mr. W. S. Marr, and follows Heir
of Englishman, another bull known for his perfect

symmetry and quality. Mr. Lace took most of the best

lots to the Isle of Man, after strong opposition from Mr.
Robinson, of Leyburn. Lord Feversham and Major
Worsley got some very good animals ; two or three go
into Lincolnshire, Northumberland, and Berkshire, but

the majority remain in the county. The average went
quite beyond what any one had anticipated, and had not

seven of the best cows and heifers slipped calf from foot-

and-mouth disease last summer it would doubtless hstve

been much higher.

Much as many admired the Shorthorns, the Leicesters

were more fancied, and no one picked a fault with them.
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Purity of blood was one great boast, true to Colling,

Mason, Burgess, Buckley and Stone ; and iu-aud-iu for

the last thirty years, but size, quality, and abundance of

wool were their outward and visible sigus. The first pen

ofgimmers, handsome and even as shillings, put up at

10 gs., ran quickly to 13jgs. to Mr. F. S. Jordan, who
also got another lot. Lord Feversham got the next pen

at 16 gs., and then his lordship opposed Mr. Cresswell

for lot 3 until the latter had to pay 21 gs. each for the

five giiumers, and he in his turn made Mr. Brown pay

the same price for lot 10, the pick of the ewes. After

this they declined in price, and several of the last pens,

which were then not in such good condition, went cheap.

The pigs had lost their great merit, and made only secon-

dary prices , still the sum total of the sale came within

a little of £4,000, with this average :

£ s. d.

^

£ s. d.

29 cows 73 13 7 2,136 15

12 bulls 55 18 3 670 19

41gimmer3 68 9 7 2,807 14.

99 ewes 10 2 9 1,003 16

Not by far the least pleasant part of this bright day's

business was the appearance of the old gentleman in his

landlord's, Mr. Cholmeley's carriage. A fortnight before

he had a severe fall, and was somewhat disabled. The

company began to assemble by ten o'clock, and soon after

eleven, when Mr. Wiley drove up, he had quite a levee till

lunch. Lord Feversham arrived soon after twelve, and

after iusnecting the stock took the head of the table,

supported by Sir Geo. Wombwell, Sir John Lawson,

Major Worsley, and many other Yorkshire squires and

well-known breeders. Mr. "Wiley sat at his right. The

tent, holding 500, was full, and hundreds outside. Lord

Feversham had all the heart of the company when, in

eloquent language and measured tones, he gave the health

of Mr. Wiley. This was cheered again and again, and

louder still they rang when Mr. Wiley himself rose, hale

and hearty in his 97th year. With audible voice, he

thanked the company for their attendance, spoke of his

stock with becoming pride, and, with all the old life still

within him,'urged them to " bid freely and well up." He
drank then to their good healths, hand and glass firm

and steady still. At the ring he sat inside for an hour,

then retired to the carriage, and witnessed nearly the

whole of the proceedings, which were over before five.

So ended his Jhst sale, bright, cheerful, and more than

satisfactory.

SALE OF MR. DOWNING'S SHORTHORNS,
At Ashfield, Fermoy, on Wednesday, Oct. Ist.

BY MR. THORNTON.

With the exception of Mr. Wilsted's annual autumn
bull sales at Ballywalter, Mr. Downing's auction was the

first held in the County Cork for some years, and the

repute of the stock drew together, what is considered in

Ireland, a large company. Several years ago, before

Mr. Downing came of age, he succeeded in winning
a prize at the county show, and this " fired his youthful

desires " to more ambitious things. He got some of the

late Mr. Coppinger's stock, then a few from Mr. Jones,

afterwards several from Mr. Kearney of Miltown, County
Meath, and from the same county he purchased the late

Mr. Barnes' favourite bull. Royal Duke (25014), who had
the cross of Mr. Bolden's Grand Duke, 3rd on the pure

Mantalini tribe. This bull left only a few things, but

two or three of them were good ; indeed Royal Rose, lot

21, a very fine roan heifer, won with Verbena Royal, by
the same sire, the Purdon Cup for the best pair of heifers

at the Waterford Royal Irish show this year. At the

Westland and Castle Grove sales several of the best lots

went to Ashfield, and gave the herd quite a distinction in

the South of Ireland. Royal Duke however, died, and his

place was filled by Lord Stanley (24466), also bred by

the late Mr. Barnes, from the Mantalini tribe, without
the Grand Duke cross, and formerly used at Lord Fitz-

william's CooUattin farm. Several nice calves were left

by this sire ; but he, too, suddenly passed away, and his

place has been filled by Messrs. Fox and JeS'erson's Vain
Hope, bred by Mr. R. Booth at Warlaby, from the

Vivandiere tribe.

Some of the Ashfield Shorthorns found their way to

Dublin and the Royal Irish meetings. Eight medals and
several cups, have, in their turn, been added to Mr.
Downing's sideboard, as well as some thirty to forty

prizes. One of these too came from this side the channel,

for at the Manchester and Liverpool meeting at Chester

last month, lot 21, Royal Rose, was sent over, and run

Mr. Hutchinson's heifer remarkably close for the first

place. A small portion of the farm being given up, it

was found necessary to reduce the herd, and forty head,

comprising five entire tribes, including two or three other

animals, principally bulls, were catalogued. They were
shown in the pastures, which, although in the Blackwater

Valley, were not of the best quality, the land beiug very

mossy in places. The cattle were, however, in good
breeding order, and the Rose family, originally from West
Rasen, Lincolnshire, and then passing into Mr. Torr's

hands, were the most sought. One of this tribe had come
out at the Castle Grove sale, and realised 305 gs. They w^ere

animals of nice frame and substance, and realised the

best prices. Mr. Campbell, of Fermoy, whose marvellous

book-keeping is the talk of the district, bought the oldest

cow, Young Moss Rose, cheap at 47 gs. Her prize heifer.

Royal Rose, accompanied her dam into the ring
;
put up

at 50 gs., she went at 10 gs. bids at once to 100 gs.,

when 5 more secured her for Mr. Thom's herd at Birkacre,

Lancashire. A pair of twin heifers from Rosette, lot 8 (which

Mr. Gumbleton keeps in the county at 66 gs.), were pur-

chased by Messrs. Fox and Jeff'erson for their herds at

Whitehaven, Cumberland. Lot 30, Rose of Spring, a

most promising calf, was bought by Mr. Humphrey
Smith, of Mount Mellick, as well as several other good
lots. He also got the red yearling bull. Conqueror, of

the Fame tribe, at 115 gs., but the purchase was onlyjust

in time, for a telegraphic message arrived as the sale

finished to purchase the bull at an advanced figure ; though

Mr. Smith, with much wisdom, preferred keeping

so valuable an animal for his own herd. Lot 4,

of the Sylph tribe, was starved as a young animal, and
never regained her condition ; Mr. Maxwell Gumbleton
bought her (33 gs.), as well as her twin calves at 24 and
33 gs. respectively. The day was fine, though remark-

ably close. The country is in many parts under water,

and harvesting operations, are still very backward. At the

lunch Mr. Welsted, who was justly styled the " father of

breeders in the county," was in the chair.

Summary.
£ s. d. £ s. d.

31 Cows averaged 40 17 8 1,267 7
8 Bulls „ 34 2 6 273

39 head 39 10 £1,540 7
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SALE OE THE LATE MR. T. GARNE'S SHORTHORNS.
At Bourton-on-the-Water, on Tuesday, Oct. 7.

BY MR. THORNTON.

The remaiuder of the old Broadmoor herd was now
brought to the hammer, the first portion having

been sold on the 23rd of May, at an average of over

CO gs. for the 41 head. As on the former occasion, so

now, the cattle were brought down from the hilly farm
at Broadmoor to the meadows beside Bourton-on-the-

Water station, where they were sold. Showery and un-
favourable as the spring day was, the autumn was even

Avorse ; a gentle rain gradually became a heavy down-
pour, and continued until nearly the last lot was sold,

when the clouds dispersed, and a bright evening set in.

The company was not so numerous as before, neither

were foreign purchasers present, as last time, when six lots

went out of the country ; indeed, the stock was just to

exporters' minds. Mr. Gai-ne bred his cattle solely

for their profit at the dairy and the shambles, and
to withstand his climate, theii constitutions were
strong and robust. In May several animals were
sold in show condition ; this time, except perhaps lots

40 and 41, none of them were in anything like

show order, though they all had an abundance of thick

good heavy flesh, and were in good breeding order. Being
brought from the comfortable old homesteads and shel-

tered fields at Broadmoor the day before the sale, they
missed their customary hite, and diiuot take to the water,

so that they looked hollow and dashed even before the

rain set in ; but when that came down and matted their

long hairy coats, they looked anything but blooming.
Some thought they were not so good as the last,

but there could be no doubt to a practised eye that

they were an evener and generally better lot of cattle.

Show condition will gull the public, and many of

the heifers sold on Tuesday would have fed into as level

and as fine specimens as those sold in May. The Pinks
or P tribe, tracing through Lord Sherborne's from Lord
Spencer's stock, were the most looked after, and were
doubtless some of the best animals, although lot IS,

Nina, and lot 19, Nickle, were hard to beat, and these

came from a much shorter line of blood. Narcissus, too,

of this line, at the last sale was an extraordinarily good
animal, and went into Ireland. There could be no two
opinions that Royal Benedict had greatly impressed the
Warlaby stamp of Shorthorn on the Broadmoor stock

;

the typical character was so distinct that one breeder re-

marked on going through the herd, he had picked every
cue by Royal Benedict out, except in two cases, where
the animals had not done well from calf-hood, and were
rather thin and under-sized. This is not singular, for
this bull was put upon cows, where Mr. Peel's Gondomar
and Cynric were previously used. These bulls, bred from
Warlaby females, had admixtures of Bates blood, and left

some remarkably good cattle, though there was not that
impress as in the case of Royal Benedict, through the
strength and fixity of type occasioned by the close "breed-
ing. Let every adherent for crossing or in-breeding have
his say, argument could point clearly a case for each in
this herd, for some went so far as to declare that Bucca-
neer, another Knowlmere bull, was as good a sire as
Royal Benedict. Three or four of his produce were cer-
tainly splendid, particularly lots 40, 41 (a very extra
calf), and the bull lot 54, Parallax, an animal that
everybody admitted was of extraordinary excellence.
This calf made the top price of the sale, 200 gs,
to M. Brassey, and Buccaneer's produce were younger

than Royal Benedict's, whose eighteen offspring aver-

aged £06 17s., against £58 8s. 6d. for Buccanere's

fourteen. Although two or three were very fine, yet

they were not so uniformly good as Royal
Benedict's. Furthermore, let Buccaneer's pedigree be

analysed, and it will be found fuller of Booth blood, and
with less Grand Duke crosses than any previous bull

bought of Mr. Jonathan Peel. Ranger, the last bull used by

Mr. Game, came from Mr. Pawlett's stock, where again

a little infusion of fresh blood was found in his dam's
sire Fitz-Killerby, who was from a Charmer cow. He
had grown into a very fine young bull, and his calves

gave great jiromise for him as a sire : although young,

they averaged over 32 gs. each. He goes into a large and

good herd. Sir Anthony Rothschild's, at Aston Clinton,

Bucks.

The competition for the cows was fair, though none of

them were very old. Lot 3, a very fine Cynric-Pink cow,

went to Mr. George Game for 100 gs. Madeira, an ex-

traordinary milker, carrying an enoimious vessel, went for

52 gs. : she had bred well. Maid of Honour, from her,

at the last sale fetched 135 gs., and doubtless Madeira
would have made more now, only she was unserved and

blessed with anything but a mild and gentle disposition,

such as might be expected from the daughter of Monk.
Parade, also a good cow, went cheap at 51 gs. to Mr.
Coleman. Pink 8th, another Monk cow, was much in

demand, and quickly reached 100 gs. ; Mr. Bate, however,

got her at a 10 gs. advance. Lot 16, Mercy, the first by

Royal Benedict, was one of the picks of the four years

old. John Ward bid well for her until Mr. Robert

Game, of Aldsworth, got her at 120 gs. Her half—and

something more— sister. Pink 9th, an equally good heifer,

although red, and not quite so forward in calf, goes to

Mr. Cope, in Ireland, for 96 gs. John Ward took the two
nextlots, comparatively cheap at66 and 69gs. Lot20,Rose
of Warlaby, out of Ruberta's dam, a very fine red heifer,

went to Mr. Stowell Garnett, of County Meath, at 71 gs.,

as well as Red Breast, Macon, and See Saw, all Royal

Benedict in-calf heifers to Ranger. Many fancied Bene-

dicta (71 gs.) and Penance (100 gs.) as the two best;

they were nice roans, in-calf, and both go to Mr. Cole-

man, of Stoke Park. It was somewhat amusing to see

the Game family bidding against each other, as well as

their kinsineu, the Hewers. In one instance the uncle

had run up the nephew, and the nephew got the worst

of it ; the uncle exclaimed with a laugh, " There's no

kin in dealing," and so it turned out. The herd had

to be realised, and those of the family who wanted the

old man's cattle had to pay for them as any of the public.

Several lots were secured by the relatives, but not the

cream of the herd. Lot 35, another nice Pink heifer, and

one of the last by Royal Benedict, went to Mr. Mounsey,

Herts, at 54 gs. Dr. Cheatle takes Mountain Rose 3rd,

quite a show heifer, into Lincolnshire, at 40 gs. ; but

Peony, a remarkably handsome yearling, was bought by

Mr. J. H. Braikenridge, of Chew Magna, for 115 gs.

The bull-calves considering the season, sold well.

Parallax, for heavy flesh and substance, was extraordinary.

His fine masculine character took everybody's eye. He
was put in at 100 gs. John Ward and Hewer bid against

each other up to 185 gs., when 200 gs. secured him for

Mr. A. Brassey. This is the beginning of Mr. Brassey'a
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herd, ami he starts well with a 2;ootl bull. He took
the chair at the luuch.

A few white pigs were sold after the cattle at fair

prices.

Taking; the two sales together, the entireherd of 101 head
realised within a tritle of.16,000—no mean sum—and that,

too, for a herd where no cow had been bought in for the last

forty yeai's, and where never more than a hundred guineas

had iuVL'sted in a bull. Certain it is that merit, apart

from fashion, will be appreciated, and herds, such as the

Broadmoor, will do much towards increasing and im-

proving the stock of the country, and the production of

good beef and butter.

Summary.
£ s. d. £ s. d.

50 cows 5i 3
in bulls 62 18

2,704- 16

628 19

60 average 55 11 3 3,333 15

SALE OF MESSRS. J. and S. CANNING'S SHORTHORNS,

At Makkaway, Snitterfield, Warwick, on Monday, Sept. 22nd, 1873,

BY MESSRS. LYTHALL AND CLARKE.

This sale opened the week in which no less than five

Shorthorn sales have been held. Messrs. Canning, espe-

cially Mr. Samuel, have ever been devout adherents to

the late Mr. J. C. Adkins' blood. Taken throughout,

the cattle were even and good, breeding well, in natural,

healthy coudition. The cows had mostly descent to

favourite tribes. Sir Chas. Knightley's Rosy and Walnut
taibes vere represented, also the Bell-Bates Craggs family,

aud a large number went back to Dido, a tribe highly

esteemed by the late Mr. Adkins, and cultivated by him
just prior to his death. Animals of this strain were cer-

tainly much in demand and sold well. There were
several other outside tribes from tlie late Mr. Mann, Mr.
Harrison, and other breeders in the district. The sires

were principally of Milcote blood. Mr. Adkins' Standard

(22963), of the Sylph tribe, and Nobility (26965), Mr.
Jonas Webb's Comet (19484), Lord Exeter's Uni-

versity (27693), Mr. Graham's Liddington (24334),

and Messrs. Leney's Cardinal (27612) ot (he Charmer
branch of the Sylphs occurred mostly throughont the

catalogue. Several were however by Standard Bearer

(25221) a son of Standard aud Lucy Long, by Duke of

Gloster, but they were not the pick of the herd. The
Rev. John Storer presided at the lunch, and, like a good

chairman, set an excellent example by buying lot 1,

Galleon, of the Rosy trible, newly calved aud fresh look-

ing, although 15 years old, for 40 gs. ; her calf went for

35 gs. The following lots of the Knightley blood went
thus: Lol20,roxglove2ud.,42gs.(J.Cross); 27, Geranium,

80gs. (W.Wakefield); 28, Gillyflower, 92gs. (CM. Hamer);

32, Alice, 53 gs. (Longman); 43, Actress, 55 gs.

(Longman) ; 81, Garnet, 80 gs. (F. Dunn) ; lot

10, bull, Capt. Knightley, 52 gs. (N. Stilgoe.)

The nineteen members of the Dido realised good prices, as

follows : Lot 4, Turvev, 75 gs. (J. Pulley) ; lot 8, Crocus,

32 ^s. (Johnson) ; Iot"l5, Eva, 75 gs. (Pulley) ; lot 23,

Eva 2nd, 77 gs. (Pulley) ; lot 24, White Clover, 32 gs.

(Longman) ; lot 26, Crocus 2nd, 54 gs. (Robinson) ; lot

33, Eva 4th, 110 gs. (Pulley) ; lot 39, Damask, 72 gs.

(Cobb) ; lot 47, Emmeline, 52 gs. (Finlay Dun) ; lot 54,

Eva 5th, 62 gs. (Robinson) ; lot 55, Columbine, 31 gs.,

(Robinson) ; lot 60, White Lily, 30 gs. (Hamer) ; lot 69,

Empress, 27 gs. (Pulley) ; lot 70, Eva 6th, 61 gs.

(Pulley) ; lot 73, Kitty Clover, 36 gs. (King) ; lot 77,

Effie, 30 gs. (Robinson) ; lot 79, Ella, 105 gs. (Pulley)
;

lot 4, bull, Statesman, 46 gs. (Watkin) ; lot 7, bull, the
Sh:.h, 42 gs. (Biddle). The Craggs tribe were also in

good demand, as the following figures testify : Lot 2,

Lady Stuart, 56 gs. (Bickford) ; lot 18, Miss Stuart,

47 gs. (Robinson) ; 31, Janie Stuart, 73 gs. (Robin-

sou) ; 48, Mary Stuart, 32 gs. (Robinson) ; 65, Elsie

Stuart, 60 gs. (Colonel Kingscote) ; 67, Maggie Stuart,

45 gs. (Brown) ; lot 6, bull, 41 gs. (R. Cowper). Mr.
Longman purchased quite " the belle of the sale," in the

fine red heifer-calf. Blue Belle 3rd, of the Barrington

tribe, at 105 gs., and Mr. J. Wilson Wilson gave 75 gs.

for Larkspur 3rd. Taken throughout, the sale was good,

exceeding the anticipations of both sellers and friends.

The cows, as usual, slightly exceeded the bulls, and the

92 head averaged about £48.

SALE OF LORD FEVERSHAM'S SHORTHORNS,
At Duncombe Park, Helmsley, on Thursday, September 25.

BY MR. STRAFFORD.

Yorkshiremen had a double day at the ring-side this

week. Lord Feversham offered a strong draft from the

celebrated old herd at Duncomhe Park, the day before

Mr. Wiley's sale atBrandsby, consequently a large number
of breeders from the East Riding came np, as well as

many others interested in the fashionable Oxford blood, in

which strain his lordship invested a thousand guineas in

the purchase of a white bull, the 20th Duke of that ilk.

One of the thickest and handsomest calves at the

Holker sale, 1871, he has grown into an even

fine bull, possessing many excellent points, but who
might be still more developed in his hochster and ribs.

His fine character he apparently imparts to his stock,

though there were too few offered by him to judge en-

tirely of him as a sire. Three out of the six were white,

and Col. Duncombe got the best, a white yearling bull

from Belle of Ryedale, at 70 gs. Mr. W. Ladds also

bought a fair good calf, rather high at the tail, by the

same sire, at 40 gs. The stock generally were low in

condition, and had evidently not been made up for sale;

moreover, several of them were not in a satisfactory

breeding state. The young stock might certainly, looking

at the richness of the district and capabilities of the

establishment, have been shown in better condition. The
absence of bloom tells on prices, and must account for

some of the following low figures, for animals that

should have realised more, especially those-|of the Knightley

blood. Lot 2, Hollyhock, of the Furbelow tribe, 31 gs.

(Tebbutt) ; her daughter Honeydew 51 gs. (Fox). Lot 8,

Polygeneva, of the Rosy tribe, 80 gs. (S. Fex) ; her hei-

fer Geneva Knightley, very thin, 57 gs. (Fox). Lot 23,

a calf of the same tribe, 72 gs. (Fox). Lot 6, Oxford
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Knightley, a bull 56 gs. (Coates). Lot 3, Severn Lady, of

the Seraphina tribe, oue of the best cows and down-

calving, went to Mr. Cock, of Bamet, 72 gs, and her

heifer to Mr. G. Drevvry, the Duke of Devonshire's agent,

at 80 gs. The following lots were of the old Duncombe
blood : Leoline 34 gs. (Peacock), Clementine 35 gs.

(Ladds) Ceres 70 gs. (Sir G. 0. Wombwell),

Belle of Ryedale 51 gs. (Captain Duncumbf),

Duchess of Cleveland 52 a;s. (Hall), Lady of Rye-

dale 3rd 37 gs. (Hall), Festival 60 gs. (Tebbult),

Lozenge 72 gs. (Rocket), Lady of Ryedale 4th 36 gs.

(Hodgson), Bloom of Ryedale 36 gs. (Capt. Duucouibe'.

The bulls sold as follows : Lot 1, Nawton 33 gs. (Coates),

Knightley Honour 36 gs. (Littleton). Second Duke of

Ryedale, a poor, though very good red and white bull,

reserved at 100 gs. Colonist 4th 51 gs. (Hall), Oxford
Bright Eyes, a calf of tie Wild Ejes strain, 36 gs.

(Leatham) ; Earudale 21 gs. (Hepworth). The sale re-

sulted in an average of £48 12s. for 25 females and £45
for 8 males, or a general average of £47 15s. for the 33
liead. Some extra lots were offered, the property of

different owners, some of which were not sold. The
Leicester rams went from 5 gs. to 8^ gs., and were not in

great demand.

SALE OP SIR J. WHITWORTB'S SHORTHORN HERD.
At Stancliffe Hall, Matlock, on Thursday, October 2, 1873.

BY MR. STRAFFORD.

Few people who were present at the May-day sales in

1867, at Preston Hall and Havering Park, will have for-

gotten Sir Joseph Whitworth's purchases, especially those

from Mr. Mcintosh. He had previously had a few

Shorthorns from Mr. D. Reynold Davies, of Mere Old

Hall, Cheshire, and other breeders ; hut the herd,

alihough well looked after, was not brought out promi-

nently either by local exhibitions, by occasional invest-

ments of other good animals, or by a high-priced bull.

It was kept pi incipally for the dairy in certainly one of

the best of dairying districts, but, iu consequence of Sir

Joseph's failing health, the farming operations were
reduced, and the Shorthorns came into the market, not

fed up in any way, but in ordinary condition. The
Bakewell show, being held on the same day, withdrew all

the " local talent," and there was comparatieely a small,

but a very good company, many influential and well-

known Shorthorn men being present. Mr. Chandos
Pole Gell, who resides and keeps a very choice little herd

at Hopton Hall, in the neighbourhood, presided at the

lunch. The catalogue comprised several fashionably

bred lots. These excited keen competition, and were
the means of pulling up the averatce : they were of the

Wellingtonia or Waterloo, and the Rose of Raby, of

Bates' blood, and the Leiuiy, a rather outside but pure

Booth tribe. Lot 3, Mildred, the first of the Lennys,

being a doubtful lot, as well as Wellingtonia 6th, went,

the former at 45 gs. (H. C. Pole Gell), and the latter at

43 gs. (Ashburner). Lot 6, Maid of Lorn, bred from
the Rose of Raby tribe, one of the handsomest families

at Holker, a good roan in-calf cow, ran quickly up and
finally down to Mr. Ashburner for 215 gs. Her heifer-

calf, lot 40, by an indifferent sire. Baron Wellington,

was purchased by Mr. Drewry, the Duke of Devon-
shire's agent, at 185 gs. ; and Mr. Hall took her

son, Duke of Lorn (25985), by Grand Duke 16th,

at 71 gs. Gladstone 2nd, a nice red yearling

bull from the same dam, made 105 gs. (Middleton), the

top bull price. Lot 9, Mildred 2nd, a strong mixture of

Bates and Booth, and in calf since March, was purchased
by Mr. Henry Dudding, for 65 gs. ; the charms of her
daughter Minnie, a light red yearling (lot 31) were too

potent for the young Pantou Squire, and she too goes into

Lincolnshire, for 43 gs. Lot 11, Duchess of Wellington
by the loosely-descended Garibaldi 2nd, was out of a pure
Wellingtonia dam, and a good roan cow. She topped the
sale, realising 330 gs. from Mr. Lodge, Yorkshire, who
also bought her heifer-calf, of August last, for 125 gs.

It was difficult to see how her own sister, and a year
younger, besides being iu calf, could only draw 150 gs.

(Earl of EUesmere), whilst her calf of March last by the

Duke of Lorn, cost -Mr. Lodge 310 gs., and although a nice

animal, seemed rather dear at the price. Mr. Ashburner,

as usual, got a well-bred lot in Duchess of Wellington 3rd,

three years old, at 70 gs. Lot 3, Baron Wellington, the

only other animal of the tribe, was not handsome, and

fetched only 50 gs. (B. Lucas). Lot 35, Mildred 3rd,

a roan calf by Lady Pigot's Valorus, from Mildred,

went to the Chairman, after some competition from her

Ladyship, at 86 guineas. The Lady Valiants, purchased

at Havering, and descended from Raine's old Sally blood,

made the nest best prices, but in comparison with the

others they were very low. Lot 1, Lady Valiant 3rd, 26 gs.

(Meakin) ; lot 2, Lady Valiant 4th, 29 gs. (Hubbersby)

;

lot 8, Lady Valiant 6th, 40 gs. (Davies) ; lot 12, Lady of

the Vale 2ad, 45 gs. (Cope) ; lot 16, Lady of the Vale

3rd, four years old, 23 gs. (H. Dudding) ; lot 18, Lady
of the Vale 4th, 54 gs. (B. Lucas) ; lot 22, Lady of the

Vale 5th, 23 gs. (Blackwell) ; lot 23, Lady of the Vale

6th, 50 gs. ; lot 28, Lady of the Vale 7th, 52 gs. (Fox)

;

lot 29, Lady of the Vale 8th, 24 gs. (Stopard) ; lot 34,

Lady of the Vale 9th, 19 gs. (Newton) ; lot 36, Lady of

the Vale 10th, 26 gs. (H. Fawcett) ; lot 41, Lady of the

Vale 11th, 12 gs. (Davies). A bull-calf of this tribe went
for 8 gs. to Mr. Neild. The other lots made only a trifle

over ordinaiy prices, indeed some of them hardly going at

good marketable value, the three and four-year-old heifers

being cheap, and ranging from 18 gs. to 29 gs. each. The
yearlings and calves were also low-priced, and there was
little demand for the bulls. The entire sale, however,

realised just over £3,000, the 43 cows averaging £62 2s.,

the 10 bulls £38 8s. 7d., and the 53 head a general ave-

rage of £57 12s. 7d.

SHROPSHIRES AT SHREWSBURY. — At Messrs.

Ljthall and Clarke's annual sale, in" the Smithfield,

Shrewsbury, Messrs. Morris's lot of twenty-eight rams
ranged from 6 to 11 guineas; Mr. Tanner's (one of
which was let) from 6 to 30 gs., averaging 17 gs.; Mr. W.
O. Foster's, from 6 to 14 gs., averaging slightly under 10 gs.

;

Mr. Firmstone's, 6 to 7 gs. ; Mr. W. Yates's, 7 to 9 gs. ; Mr.
Nock's, 6 to 20 gs., averaging 11 gs. ; Mr. R. Wright's, 6 to

15 gs. ; Mr. E. Lythall's, 7 gs. ; Mr. Bowdage's, 5 to 7gs.

;

and Mr. H. Smith's, 6 to 35 gs. ; the latter, the highest price

of the day, being paid by Mr. Hoyle for California, the ten

averaging close upon 13 gs. Lord Willoughby de Broke's

made 6 gs. each, and several other lots about tlie same figure.

Only a few good ewes were shown. One pen of two-shear»,

bred by Mr. Pulley, and sent by Mr. Nicholson, made 8 gs.

each ; and the rest ranged from 76s. per head down to 50s.,

the general run being about 63s,

1
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SALE OF SHORTHORNS FROM MR. J. FAWCETT'S HERD.

At Scaleby Castle, Carlisle, on Thursday, October 9, 1873.

BY MR. STRA-FFORD.

This is the third draft sale since the year 18G8 from
the Scaleby Castle herd, one of, if not the oldest, in the

North of England ; for its owner was a pupil of the late

Mr. Bates, and "being so fortunate in early life as to be

a good deal associated with this eminent breeder, affording

him great advantages which his more matured ex-

perience had fed him to highly value." So
said the catalogue ; also that " for more than

fifty years Shorthorns have been carefully bred at Scaleby

Castle and the flue old Princess blood long cultivated."

But the pupil does not appear to have been thus far so

successful as the master. Although large sums have of

late years been invested in fresh purchases both of male

and female, and bulls used of the Oxford blood (Fonr-

teeuthh Duke, 21605) from Holker, the Cambridge Rose

tribe (Royal Cumberland, 27358) from Killhow, and the

Duchess strain (Eighth Duke of York, 28480) from

Wetherby, yet the 57 head now sold (three lots being

withdrawn) only reached a trifle over £40 average. This

was an increase on the two previous sales ; in 1868 71

head averaged £29 6s., and in 1870, when the sale was

postponed on account of an attack of foot-and-mouth dis-

ease, and the cattle sold later in the year much reduced in

condition, the 48 head averaged £24 8s. The stock were,

however, more blooming this time than we have ever seen

them, and contained several good-looking animals,

especially the two first cows, a white Diana
cow (lot 7), and two or three of the Butterfly

Princess tribe. The afternoon turned out cold and wet,

and this, coupled the recent dates of service of many of

the cows, had no doubt an effect on some of the prices,

the highest of which was 125 gs. A dozen made
50 gs. and upwards, but a large number went at 30
gs. and under. The Seraphinas fetched the best prices.

Mr. Foster bought Seraphina 19th, a very well-bred lot,

at 125 gs., and Mr. Robarts her daughter by Roynl Cum-
berland at 80 gs. Mr. Foster also purchased lot 28, with

a pure Scaleby pedigree. Butterfly Princess 21st, at

100 gs., and Mr. G. Fox got her nearly full sister at

10 gs. less. Lot 6, Princely, of the Knightley Furbelow

trib'e, went to Mr. George Robinson, of Bucks, at 61 gs. ;

he also took ber dauu;hter. Princess Royal, at 50 gs., as

well as Diana at 80 gs. Lot 27, Princess Victoria,

another Knightley, also Waterloo Princess, lot 21, and

Roan Matchless 17th, were withdrawn. The other best

prices were lot 13, Molly Bawn 2nd, 39 gs. (Mr. lleskett)

;

lot 43, York's White Rose, 58 gs. (Sir W. Lawson) ; lot

38, Thorndale's Cambridge Duchess 2nd, 50 gs. (Captain

Briggs). It was gratifying to see two of the old Scaleby

blood fetching 90 and 100 gs. each, though the others did

not make great prices. Messrs. Dalton gave 48 gs. for

Butterfly Princess 23rd, Mr. J. Hetherington 36 gs. for

lot 20 (Camilla), and 41 gs. for lot 24 (Butterly Princess

19th}, Mr. De Vitre 35 gs. lot 9, Mr. G. J. Bell 36 gs.

lot 31, Mr. Huggup 42 gs. lot 34, and Rev. J. Swarbrick

34 gs. lot 42. 'I'he bulls sold only fairly. Lot 1, Holker,

two years old, bred from the Cleopatra tribe, made only

21 gs. (Mounsey) ; Diomedes, a nice roan yearling from

Diana, went to Mr. R. Graham for 40 gs. ; and Mr.

Littleton gave 36 gs. for a very good young bull in Duke
of Ulleswater. Lord Bective sent two highly-bred bull-

calves, both by Mr. Slye's Grand Duke of Kent

2nd. One from Duchess Gwynne made 40 gs. (Rev.

J. Swarbrick), and the other from Winsome 8lh

(one of the Wild Eyes purchases from Holker), a young

white calf went to Mr. R. B. Brockbank for 50 gs.

Royal Cumberland was the sire of the larger number of

the animals, eighteen by him making nearly £45 each

:

those bv Fourteenth Duke of Oxford went for nearly £10
less; and the fourteen by Eighth Duke of York (28480),

who was purchased two years ago for 106 gs, although

chiefly spring calves, showed much style, and averaged

£32 6s. 6d. The sale, however, being only a draft, these

cannot be taken into account as his value as a sire, a large

number of animals being retained, many of which are

of more fashionable pedigrees.

SALE OF THE SPEAKER'S SOUTHDOWNS AND SUSSEX HERD.

At Glynde Mr. Drawbridge submitted the full-mouthed ewes,

of which there were two lots ot five, and nine of ten each. Mr.
Grant, for Mr. Ricketts, Easthoatbly. bought at 633., 60s.

(two lots), 58s., 57s., and 51s. Dr. Taylor at 60s. and 58s.

Mr. Wilson, Whiligh, at 60s. and 57s. The six-tooth ewes
numbered two lots of five, and eight of ten each. Mr. Abbey,
Maresfield, bought at 693. and 60s. Mr. Grant at 68s., 66s.,

64s., and 57s. Mr. F. Tuppeu at 65s. and 61s. Mr. R.
Brown at 65s., and Mr. G. liolmden at 58s. The four-tooth

ewes were divided into two lots ot five, and eleven of ten each.

Mr. Pennington Gorringe bought at 88s. and 68s. Mr. Grant,

at 67s. (two lots), and 66s. Mr. Hart at 673. Mr. Praed,

Mickleliam Downs, Dorking, at 68s., 64s. (two lots). Mr.
Ilnmewood (two lots), and Mr. Tuppen, 61s. (two lots). Tiie

two-tootlied ewes were divided into two lots of five, eleven of

ten, and five of eight. Lord Fitzhay bought of 86s., 84s., and

80s. Mr. Praed at 76s., 75s., 70s., 66s., 64s., and 63s. Mr.
Grant at 68s. Mr. P. GorrinKe at 653., and Mr. Mockett, jun.,

62s. (two lots) and 59s. The stock ewe-lambs numbered
twelve lots of ten. Mr. Mannington, Battle, bought at 42s.

(two lots), 41s., and 38s. Mr. R. Brown at 42s. and 40s.

Mr. Newington at 43s. Mr. Webber at 40s. and 39s., and

Mr. Mockett, jun., at 39s. and 38s. (two lots). Of rams there

were six four-tooths. Mr. Grant bought at 19 gs., llj gs.

and 7 gs. Mr. Praed at 10 gs. Mr. Page at 6^ gs., and Mr.
Sfratton, Wiltshire, at 6 gs.

The Sussex cows, with tlie numbers given from the Sussex

Herd Book, were sold as follows : Laura, nine years old (1064)

—Mr. Wood, Ifield Court, 41 gs. Favourite, eight years old

(1051)—Captain Wheatley, Plurapton, 27 gs. ; her bull-calf-

Mr. Hodson, 15 gs. Berry, eight years old (1030)—Mr. Man-
nington, Battle, 28 gs. Dairy Maid, seven years old (1112)—
Mr. Smith, Paddockhurst, 51 gs. ; her heifer-calf—Captain

Wheatley, 19 gs. Ladybird, seven years old (1119)—Mr.
Claude Hylton, 50 gs. Young Bentley, seven years old (1093)

—Mr. Alfred Agate, 49 gs. Bridesmaid, sis years old (1204)

—Captain Wheatley, 32 gs. Buttercup, six years old (1155)

—Captain Wheatley, 21 gs. Jessie, six years old (1178)

—

Captain Wheatley, 25 ^s. ; her heifer-calt^—Dr. Taylor, 20 gs.

Becky Sharp, five years old (1201)—Captain Wheatley, 27 gs-

Juha, five years old (1217)—Mr. P. H. Ellis, Clavton, 41 gs.

Naiad, five years old (1226)—Captain Wheatley, 26 gs. Ca-
nary Bird, four years old (1242)—Mr. E. W. Waterman (for

the Hon. Mrs. J. C. Talbot, Falconhurst Court), 32 gs,

Jewess, four years old (1267)—Mr. Claude Hylton, 41 gs.

Lady's Maid, four years old (1270)—Mr. Mannington, 23 gs^

F F 2
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Dora, three years old (1310)—Captain Wheatley, 27 gs. But-

terfly, three years old (li!96)—Mr. Turvill, Alton, Hainp-
sliire, 37 gs-

Two-vear-old heifers.—Patience (1431)—Mr. Turvill, 35 gs.

Dove (1496)—Captain Wheatley, 31 gs. Jessamine (1418)—
Captain Wheatley, 27 gs. Fortune (1409)—Captain Wheat-
ley, 25 gs. Elfin (1407)—Mr. Siiiith, Paddockhurst, 30 gs-

i'ancy (1408)—Mr. Alfred Agate, Horsham, 39 gs.

Yearling heifers.—Patty—Mr. Turvill, 22 gs. Placid—Mr.
Agate, 23 gs. Pippin— Hon. Mrs. Talbot, 23 gs. Popjiy

—

Mr. Catt, Clayhill, for Sir Thomas Aeland, 21 gs. Prudence

—Mr. Catt, for Sir Thomas Aeland, 21 gs. Pansy—Mr. Tur-

vill, 19 gs.

Heiier-calves.—Ritchy—Mr. Catt, for Sir Thomas Aeland,

15 gs. Rambler—Mr. Catt, for Sir Thomas Aeland, 10 gs.

Ruby—Mr. Turvill, 20 gs. llow^ena—Mr. Turvill, 25 gs.

Ringdove—Captaia Wheatley 8 gs. Bachel—Mr. Turvill,

Ifi gs.

Bulls.—Invincible, two years old (186)—Mr. Grant, 30 gs.

Ball-calf—Mr. P. Gorringe, 23 gs. Bull-calf—Mr. Farn-

conibe, 25 gs. Bull-calf—the executors of Mr. John Verrall,

2G gs.

OUTGOING Sale at egmere.
The largest sale of farming stock-in-trade that has ever

been held in the county of Norfolk took place at

Egmere, on the farm of Mr. Robert Overman, by whose di-

rections all the live and dead farming stock were disposed of,

without reserve, by Salter and Simpson. Having farmed Eg-

mere for 21 years under the Earl of Leicester, Mr. Overman
declined to renew his lease, which expired at Michaelmas, and

this was the cause of his leaving his farm, which he has vastly

improved during his long occupation. The attendance both

of buyers and those who came out of respect to Mr. Overman,

was very great, there being not fewer than about two thou-

sand people, from all parts of the Eastern Counties.
The sale commenced with the farming stock and imple-

ments, carriages, and harness, of which there were no fewer
than 425 lots. The incoming tenant, Mr. George Tingey, of

Rudham, was amongst the purchasers, and secured a good
share of the stock-in-trade, which was all iu first-iate condi-

tion. Immediately after the sale of the implements came the

luncheon, provided by Mr. Overman. The chair was taken

by Mr. Simpson, the auctioneer, who said that however inucli

they deplored the circumstances under which they met, no one
regretted Mr. Overman's leaving his farm more than did the

Earl of Leicester, the owner of the soil. Mr. Richard Eng-
land proposed the health of Mr. Robert Overman, who had
for a long series of years set them as farmers an example as a

man of business, as a gentleman, and an honest man. Mr.

Overman, who, on rising, was received with warmth, briefly

replied.

Houses.-First team : 72 gs., 67 gs., 72 gs., 59 gs. Second

team: 76 gs.,56 gs.,75 gs.,72 gs. Third team: 48 gs., 74 gs., 75

gs., 61 gs. Fourtli team : 44 gs., 70 gs., 53 gs., 54 gs. i'ifih

team : 62 gs., 52 gs., 70 gs., 28 gs. Sixth team : 56 gs., 26

gs., 30 gs., 35 gs. Seventh team : 53 gs., 36 gs., 29 gs., 35

gs. Eighth team: 23 gs., 19 gs,, 19 gs., 17 gs. Ninth

team : 25 gs., 13 gs., 26 gs. Nags : 47 gs., 47 gs., 35 gs., 46

gs. Colls : 53 gs., 57 gs., 27 gs.

Cattle.—Shorthorn cows and heifers : Phillis, 27 gs. ; bull

calf, 7 gs. ; Daisy, 19 gs. ; Handsome, 17i gs. ; Lily, 20 gs.

;

Jessie, 29 gs. ; bull calf, 13| gs. ; Princess, 34 gs. ;
heifer

calf, lOi gs. ; May Day, 27 gs. ; Phillis 2nd. 24^ gs. ; Daisy

2nd, 23i gs. ; Handsome 2ud, 26i- gs. ; Daisy 3rd, 20| gs. ;

bull calf, 9 gs. Heifers in calf : Lilly 2nd, 30| gs. ;
Phillis

2nd, 30 gs. ; Phillis 4th, 30 gs. ; Handsome 3rd, 17 gs.

Young stock : heifer, 24 gs. ; ditto, 19 gs. ; ditto, 26 gs. ; ditto,

25 gs. ; ditto, 15 gs. ; two steers, 30 gs. ; two yearling steers 20

gs. ; two heifers and one steer (weanlings), 22J gs. ;
Shorthorn

bull, 29 gs. ; ditto, 23 gs. Twenty fat Shorthorn oxen

average £31 each. Ten grazing Shorthorn steers made £2G
each.

SuEEF.—The sheep consisted of 1,730 Oxfordshire, Down,
and half-bred ewes and lambs. They were sold in pens of ten

in each, and found ready purchasers at prices ranging from

50s. to 96s. per head.

TJie total amount realised by the sale was £9,840.

THE HORTON HERD.
MR. PAVIN DAVIS' SHORTHORNS.

Sweeter circumstances, from an agricultural point of

view, than we have experienced during the last few fresh

mornings of this heavenly autumn weather is beyond a

rustic's imagination. Only thiuk when you jump up aud
draw the dark curtain to obtain a first anxious look-out

as to the prospect of the day, how delightful—nay, how
past all conceivable measure is it enjoyable to view, all

fresh feeding within bow-shot of your window, a lustrous

lot of the red, rich roan, and white, which no mortal far-

mer who can afford it would henceforth consent to be

without! And the reason for our enthusiasm ? We give

it, cold, callous questioner. Has it happened, amidst the

exercise of the various studies which have made you so

wondrous v\ise, that you have read the grand Platonic

theory as to inborn or rather innate ideas ? Can you not

tell us why it is that upon a certain successful view being

obtained of any object in its perfection the mind of the

looker-on is intensely gratified, or, to speak more
philosophically, satisfied ? It is assuredly according to

the teaching of that gifted interpreter of nature that an
end naturally intended has been obtained. From the

commonest to the highest object in the creation the same
law obtains. Why does the oval figure delight the gaze ?

Why the landscape tints blended through the law of
prismatic harmony? The most uneducated cau ex-

press delight when they view a glorious horse»

having its strength duly with beauty combined,

and why ? Because the outward palpable object

answers to and exactly fits ihe imvard mental

mould. So too of every object presented to the view.

Even the child's marble. There is an idea of perfection

therein which is acknowledged in every playground,

when, as that most gifted of men so many long centuries

ago showed, the sensible object wanted is caught, and
fits exactly into the cup set by nature for it in the mind.

Every wild bird and animal in full fair growth is ad-

mirable ; a hybrid at once annoys the sight, and is repul-

sive. Intensely high art is it then to recover the cow
from it unfairly compounded condition (and what else

can the main constituent type of the common farm herd

be called ?) up to the pitch of that artistic effort which
bears the title of pedigree Shorthorn breeding. Are we
wild, or enthusiastic ? Not unreasonably so we may fairly

contend. What did Richard Booth—most glorious

breeder and genial hospitable companion that he was—say

and do out of mere contempt and pique, when having

dispersed his Studley Herd he was twitted with the

remark that Othello's occupation was gone ? He knew
better, and smiled bitterly, but did more, as we can

gladly record. He gathered the best of available ele-
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ments in his neighbourhood and herd. He rebuilt und

restored the type, which, but to loolc on is to aeknow-

ledge the worth of. The veriest ii;uorainus in cattle

breeding could never contemplate the ])rinie efforts of

that able breeder's ])roduction without iuvuhintarily ac-

knowledgina; at ouce its overwhelming absorbent beauty,

because, beloved reader, and for the simple reason that

he had presented to the sight that object which answers

to the menially innate idea of the Sliorthorn cow.

Why did ladies even involuntarily ])aLise with de-

light before that exquisite white heifer, which even

Punch's poet wrote of with delight, and which

the wizard Culshaw had sent to win all the prizes and

admiration at the Christmas Exhibition of the metropolis?

Simply because with artistic skill he had compounded
an animal which fitted the mental mould of the beholder.

A hundred argunieuts to advance our theory we might

easily set forth, but it comes simply to this, that in the

contemplatiou of the right elegant " blue-blood" Short-

horn of highest lineage there is experienced a delight

which simply indicates the fact that the iniud of the be-

holder is satisfied at once naturally as fully.

Such a delitrht we have experienced upon each of the

last three mornings, when, not between sleeping and wak-

ing, as the Irish song has it, but between sleeping aud shav-

ing, we obtain a long-sustained view of some grand cattle

feeding hap|>ily within a stone's thi'ow. There they are

now, first lied Rose 3rd, of a tribe that will be famous and

coveted, having, as we found later on in the day, a most

velvety touch, and meaty the whole length of her chine,

a property we can seldom record, even of very celebrated

cattle. Particulars we have in our note book. Of this

herd we made our own lengthened inspection, which was

subsequently infused with the comments of an acknow-

ledged judge. Red Rose 3rd may be small and a trifle

Ayrshire looking in front—the Scotch grass may
have affected her— but she is low on the leg, and

has, we repeat, a beautiful head and meaty back, and

is a little lady throughout, although for grandeur she

has her superiors in the herd ; and that is sayiug much
for a thousand-guinea cow. Beyond her at this moment
grazes the superb, as regards mould, touch, and gait.

Sixth Mai 1 of Oxford, the ridiculously cheap, according

to the modern tariff, purchase at Towneley. Her white

bull-calf, by the 1,650-guiuea Eighth Duke of Geneva,

who would not gladly use ? Next in order behold the

Dunmore Marchioness of Oxford, which, exceeding our

expectation, has grown into a long, tubular, very stylish,

and in the future massive cow, her horns only being a

little irregular, also nursing a splendid white bull-calf by

Mr. Davis's own Second Duke of Gloucister (28392).

Unfortunately the Grand Duchesses ai e not here, the cow
being on a visit to Mr. Leney's Eighth Duke of Geneva

;

but for their excellence Mr. Mac Intosh's reput:itioii is a

sufficient guarantee. But next in the quartette is Wild
Hose of the Wild Eyes sort, at ouce grand and beautiful,

a dark red and white, short -legged, thick heifer, just due

to calve. Close adjoining is P^ince^s Claro, of the

W'aluut tribe, with a true Bride-Elect dewlap, very

stylish in character, thick-fieshed and mellow, with

plenty of beefsteak, plenty of the round, and plenty of the

fore-flank loo. It is only a pity that Mr. Davis has

just sold her to Sir Talbot Constable. She should never

have left our herd. But it is to be remembered he re-

tains her dam and sister.

Alongside is her sister, also a thiek-fleshed good heifer,

sold also to the enviable Sir T. C. But the calves are

turned out ; and here comes, to make acquaintance with

the matrons, a level, shapely, deep heifer of the Darlington

sort—Darlington 20th, and ichit/;, as of course most of

the shapeliest are. There are several maidens in her

company, but we can dvTcllonone only, and that is the rich-

haired Kirklevington Duchess 12th : a grand calf, lus-

trous in coat, and refmed throughout, with an abundant

promise of meat. Our first view of these was during

the usually abominable period of dressing, but our early

view wc "took the first opportunity of improving after

breakfast, and upon the more intimate acquaintance at-

tained thereby the above description rests. A brook we

cross, and the main herd we advance upon. Roughly

sketched, they areas follows ; the description, if rough,

being accurate as we could make it, and checked by the

remarks of two clever companions.

Kirklevington 13th is a good framed cow, rather

low in flesh, but haviug a rounded form to build

beef ou, and quite Shorthorn all over. Kirklevington

14th has somewhat coarse horns, and is rather

uneven over her back, but has a sweet head, and

is own sister to Lord Dunmore's Kirklevington 12th.

Kirklevington 18th is sweetly femiuine, aud has a grace-

ful <^ait. Her picture has recently been taken wit h justice

for°the "Herd Book," by Mr. Strafford's direction.

Duchess of- Kent, a wonderful milker, has a good touch,

and a speakiug eye, is a substantial cow too in friine, and

is further recommended by an excellent and stylish bull-

calf. Second Earl of Horton, whom we subsequently met

within doors. Here comes Kirklevington Rose, due to calve

in December, so much run after that we fear she will go

a right true Shorthorn all over, having a sweet head, and

soon, the roundest rib of the lot. But if she go, for it is

best after all to pluck and sell roses in their bloom, she

will yet leave behind her the heifer we noticed above.

Next Kirklevington 19lh, a long low cow, having a

springing rib. Then Kirklevington Duchess (for our

paper wanes, und we are bound to be quick), a long, low

cjw with a beautiful front. Next the thorough-bred

lookiug Kirklevington Duchess 2nd, having a capital

touch. Then Kirklevington Duchess 3rd, got by 3rd

Duke of Waterloo, owu brother to the dam of Lord Fitz-

hardinge's grand bull, should have come on by the cata-

logue, but that she is away for service at Kingscote. She

is said to be the best Kirklevington on the list. Then

Kirklevington Duchess 4th, somewhat on leg, but having

a good frame and head. Then— when will they end?

—

Kirklevington Duchess 6th ; another owning the

Delhi cross, and the sweetest of heads, and by the

2nd Duke of Claro, who is in use at Wetherby now.

And then ever so many more, of most excellent

quality, of which we have not space to speak. Kirklev-

ing Cherry, it would be a siu to omit, and we must hasten

to the bull:^. The youngsters, by Second Duke of Glouces-

ter, are thick, deep, and promise well ; two or three haviug

that soupson of tightened girth by which the 2nd Duke

of Collingham was distinguished; but which, we believe,

will mainly disappear with age. The old bull himself has

a thoroughly Bates head, aud is very lengthy, perhaps a

trifle short-quartered, but our eye may be deceived by

his general length : handles well, and in another year will

make a right good one all over. He is exceedingly like

his famous sire, the 7th Duke of York, in front and about

his head. At first we did not like him so much as we

did upon a second and lengthened inspection.

Such is the herd to which one of the American

Duchesses may be added—though is as yet uncertain—

at the apparently frightful price of £7,200. But,

after all, when we remember that her calf was

sold for £5,400 at the same sale, and that she is

in calf to a £2,400 bull, and that if she arrive and

breeds—being the purest Duchess cow in existence—her

calves -will each be worth thousands, and that Shorthorn

cows breed up to 20 years, we cannot think that at last it

will be an unprofitable speculation, even though Mr.

Davis' commission has been for some yet unexplained

cause very considerably exceeded. There is a certain

amount of risk we must allow, but not more than is rnt\

in the mercantile world every day and hour. Vigil.
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THE NEW YORK MILLS
[Special.]

THE TRIBES AND FANCIES.

SALE.

The Duchesses absorbed all the preliminary conversa-
tion. The Oxfords got little talk and the rest were no-
where. Tenth Duchess of Geneva, a six-year-old roan
cow, and First Duchess of Oneida, a red three-year-old
heifer, with a patch of white over her hind quarters, were
the two leading favourites, and for these several breeders
were inclined to give 20,000 dollars each. Now a dollar
is iMie hundred half-pennies, called cents ; divide them,
and you have 50 pennies, or 4s. 2d. English coinage

;

multiply the dollar by five, and twopence short of the
English guinea is the result. The currency of the States
is paper, varying from a slip worth fivepence to green-
backs worth their thousand dollars each. Gold is at a
premium, and on this particular day was 114, that is

for every hundred sovereigns you would receive in value
one hundred and fourteen pounds in greenbacks. Deduct
this fourteen from the hundred cents., and you have 86
left, or 3s. 7d. as the value of the greenback dollar
bill. But as the gold rate changes daily, it is better
for all future purposes to quote the accompanying prices
in the dollar, calculated at five to the guinea.
Much conversation look place regarding the order of

sale. The arrangement of the catalogue, according to age,

was completely broken, and a sile and service list substi-
tuted. This list was headed byLady Knightley 2nd (lot 43),
and Ladies Knighley 3rd and 4th ; these preceded Tenth
Duchess of Geneva, the animal par excellence of the sale,

who stood fourth. Then came Fifteenth Duchess of Ge-
neva, Eighth Duchess of Oneida, and Rosamond 7th, of
Mr. Mason Hopper's blood, with which the New York
Mills herd was first started in 1860. Oddly enough,
Eighth Duchess of Thorndale, the oldest and certainly not
the worst of this ducal line, ended the list, to which a sup-
plement of six hopeless breeders were added. But what was
more remarkable, as Mr. Page raised his hat, in walked, not
the matron of the herd, but a bull.—Tiic next lot broui;ht
in was First Duchess of Oneida, followed by Seventh
Duchess of that line and Tenth Duchess of Geneva.
It was pretty generally understood that several coalitions
had been formed. The English party kept well to them-
selves, and occasionidly, bid against each other,
all except that indomitable Mr. Kello, the lion of the
day

; Kentuckian neighbours combined ; New Yorkers
also, and others, but no one came forward to join Col.
King's proposal to buy every breeding Duchess and Ox-
ford. Thus, there was some truth in Mr. Page's remark
that it took three men to make a bid.

When Mr. James 0. Sheldon's stock, of which the
New York Mills herd consisted, was purchased about three
years ago by Messrs. Walcott and Campbell, one part
belonged to Mr. Campbell, and the other to the firm.
Separate, very elaborate and handsome stabling
was fitted for the reception of these animals,
but ere long the firm gave up their portion and the
responsibiliiy of the entire herd fell upon Mr. Campbell.
The Duchesses had a stable to themselves, but one or
two lots were missing. In the houte they looked
well, but the crowd surging up and the excitement be-
coming so intense, it was difficult to judge of them in the
ring. The cheers that resounded when the
Second Duke of Oneida fell to Kentucky, and on First
and Tenth Duchesses going to England, were stimulating
xnthe extreme; but the bounds seemed reached when

Eighth Di'chess fetched the unprecedented sum of 8,120
guineas, and the buzz of surprise seemed to subside into

breathless astonishment. Mr. Kello evidently bid on the

First Duchess of Oneida an d Tenth Duchess, and apparently

on others, but with a pertinacity on the Eighth Duchess

of Geneva which was simply unconquerable. After Tenth
Ducliess she was the most attractive and valuable lot and a

healthy good breeding cow, thoughlargeand plain coloured.

It is a singular fact that as all Mr. Bates' Duchesses

were descended from Duchess 1st, bred by Mr. Charles

Colling, and sold at Ketton in 1810, for 186 gs., so all

those at New Yoik Mills were descended from Duchess

66, sold at Earl Ducie's sale in 1853 for 700 gs. This

heifer was the daughter of Duchess 55th, one of the best

cows at Kirklevington, where Earl Ducie purchased her

in 1850 for 105 gs. She was by Fourth Duke of Nor-
thumberland out of a Duchess cow by Mr. Whitaker's

Norfolk, her dam was by Belvedere of the Princess blood,

from Duchess 19th by Second Hubback, of Robert (3ol-

ling's Red Rose tribe. Now Colonel Powell gave this

country some of the best Shorthorns from Mr. Whita-
ker's stock, and it was a standing joke against Mr. Bates

that his three best cows, at that period, a Duchess, a

Blanche, and a Waterloo were all by Mr. Whitaker's

Norfolk. Much as he may have despised Burley, there can

be no question that some of the finest Shorthorns, either

England or America p-ssess were from Mr. Whitaker's

herd Few cows in the catalogue were finer than the fat

and hopeless breeder lot 15, Fair Maid of Hope, and
she was originally from Mr. Whitaker's. It is to this

strain also that Mr. Abram Renick, one of our most
skilful breeders, is indebted for the excellence of his Red
Rose tribe, of which Lord Dunmore has so largely im-

ported. Having stated that the Duchesses were all de-

scended from Duchess 66th, bought at Earl Ducie's sale

by Messrs. Becar and Morris, it is necessary to add that

many other well bred animals were imported about this

time, and these finally became Colonel Morris' sole pro-

perty. A few years later the Colonel sold his herd to

Mr. Samuel Thorne, who, finding the farm at Thorndale

Dutchess County, unsuitable for stock breeding, sold the

herd to Mr. Jas. O. Sheldon, of Geneva. Early in the

year 1869, domestic circumstances led Mr. Sheldon to

contemplate disposing of his entire herd, and it was ru-

moured that it would come to auction. Mr. Cochrane's im-

portation of Duchess 97 for one thousand guineas, gave a

fillip to the cause, and Mr. Sheldon had many applications

for the private purchase of his stock. Towards the close

of the year, however, half of the Geneva herd, number-

ing 32 head, aud including six Duchesses and six Oxfords,

passed over to New York Mills, where the few cows of

Mason Hopper's blood had been just before added to by
the purchase of several animals from Mr. T. C. Booth,

of Warlaby, Mr. How, of Broughton, and other breeders.

Mr. Sheldon had many overtures for the remaining half

of his herd, which he had increased by the importation

of some eight or ten heifers in 1870, but scarcely another

year elapsed before the entire remainder left the green

banks of Oneida lake for the rich pastures by the Mo-
hawk river. Mr. Campbell, a native of Scotland, had

settled at Utica, neaily forty years before, where his per-

severance and energy established the largest cotton mills

in the States, and his fellow-men had elected him as their
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representative at Washington. As a jileasant recreation

in the evening of life this stock was laid in, but the New
York market did not hesitate to speak of it, because of

the prodigious cost, as a speculation. The onerous duties

and proper management of so large and valauble a stock

became at length loo burdensome for i\Ir. Camjibeli, and
during the summer months the herd was somewhat
suddenly announced for unreserved and public sale.

In 1867, Mr. Page took over to England two Duke
bulls, one Duchess, and six Oxford heifers ; these were
sold at Windsor at more than £400 aveiau'e. When Mr.
ThorutoQ visited America nearly three years ago he

v;iinly bid Mr. Campbell 3,000 gs. for 'Teulh Duchess of

Geneva, and the rising averages at all the great sales, in

both countries, since then only too plainly indicate the

extent and demand for this blood. Still, judged

according to other animals in the sale, few admitted the

great superiority of either the Duchesses or

Oxfords to many of the best of the other tribes,

moreover, some of them must be classed as shy breeders.

First Duchess of Oneida produced a good red and white

heifer-calf last August twelvemonths (purchased for

3,800 gs. by Mr. Alexander, Kentucky, the owner of the

Airdrie Duchesses), and was due to calve September 19th

to Second Duke of Oneida, her former spouse. A good

looking animal she is, and probably as cheap as any at

the 6,120 gs. Lord Skelmersdale gave for her: especially

as she has since produced a heifer-calf. It ought

to be mentioned that some of these Ducheises were free

from any other strain than the Oxford, being kept to the

same blood they were last crossed with twenty years ago

at Kirklevington. Col. Morris bred Oxford 5th which

he bought at Kirklevington, 1850, to Komeo '(13619),

a very handsome, massive, but loosely-bred bull from

Lord Exeter's herd. She produced a heifer whii:h when
bred to Second Grand Duke brought Gem of Oxford, a

beiutiful animal full of rich roan hair, and mellow handle :

not a large, but a sweetly-made cow, roughish

quartered, and unfortunately sold tor beef at the close of the

sale. From this cow sprang bulls that were used upon
the Duchesses, and in 1867 exportation the Duchess
bull and heifer both had this strain ; the excellence of

Mr. Leney's and Mr. Mcintosh's stocks is some justifica-

tion for its introduction. First Duchess of Oneida was

free from this cross, but the Tenth Duchess of Geneva
owned it through her sire. Second Duke of Geneva, who
inherited it through both his sire and dam. This cow
was the handsomest and evenest fleshed of any : full of

soft roan hair and good in form and quality, she was
a breeder. Her bull-calf of 1871 was exported to

Mr. Leney early this spring, and her last calf, a lovely

roan heifer, a picture of health and symmetry, born in

November, was by Fourth Duke of Geneva. Lord Bective

got this calf at 3,060 gs., and its dam at 7,000 gs., due

to calve early in January to Second Duke of Oneida.

Thirteenth Duchess ofThorudale, seven years old, was free

from a direct Oxford cross or any other bull than a Duchess
sire. She was the dam of Second Duke of Oneida, calved

ia August, 1870, a fair, good bull, rather disfigured

by flat, straight horns, and his barrel niitht have been

rounder. Still, he was a good sire, and bore out the old

adage—that a light cow often breeds a heavy bull. Her
last calf, a red yearling heifer, own sister to the bull,

was bought by Mr. Edwin G. Bedford, of Kentucky ; and
we doubt whether she will compare with the fine Loudon
Duchesses and Coras which give such repute to his herd.

Although her blood be more fashionable, she is cast in a

ditlereut mould to those thick, massive heifers that graze

round Woodland Villa. Thirteenth Duchess was served

July 8th by Fourth Duke of Oneida, and looked upon

with some doubt, so that Mr. Conger got her at 3,000

gs. She looked like milk, especially about her neck and

fore quarters, and may breed again, for since the sale

that good judge,, Col. Morris, has repurchased her as

well as the Third Countess of Oxford from Mr. Conger.

Eighth Duchess of Geneva, without the Romeo cross,

has just passed her seventh summer. Large, good, but

plain-coloured cow as she is, she begets her kind regu-

larly. First Duchess of Oneida, of whom we have

written, was from her. Lot 2 bull. Fourth Duke of

Oneida, was also her son by Baron of Oxford. He
fetched 1,520 gs., in certainly no condition for sale, for

he was said to have ringworm, and was not in good

shape cither. But her heifer. Tenth Duchess of Oneida,

for which Mr. Alexander gave 5,400 gs., was quite a

beauty, although but an April calf; and the dam was in

calf again to the same sire since June 1st. May she

bring, on your Gloucestershire hills, another C.C. for the

8,120 gs. left in exchange for her. Lot 16,

Twelfth Duchess of Thorndale, eight years old,

was not easily found. Several sought her prior to the

sale, but she came to the ring in due course, slavering

and ill-looking, undersized and indifferent. Through

her dam's sire she got a dash of the Kuightley blood, and

through her sire a minute portion of Booth ; these had evi-

dently ruffled the " virtuous current of her life," and

whether it be blood or whether it be keep, she never grew

into what her fashionable breeding ought to have made her.

She was put to the Second Duke of Oneida April 17, and

providing she bring a calf, 1,140 gs. may not be, as times

go, over dear. Her heifer-calf of March, by the same

sire, brought 2,000 gs. (Lord Bective), and her yearling

bull, an indifferent animal, by Fourth Duke of Geneva,

800 gs. from Mr. Griswold. Lot 5, Eighth Duchess of

Thorndale, a good ten-year-old cow, with the Airdrie or

Lord George, a Booth cross, served August 14, was hopeless

as a breeder, and went for 90 gs. ; but her heifer. Third

Duchess of Oneida, was suspected of having been running

to the bull, and so made only 3,120 gs. ; her last service

was July 3, and the herdsman felt convinced of her breed-

ing. Lot 53, Fifteenth Duchess of Geneva, was evidently

a non-breeder, and withdrawn, whilst Fifth and Sixth

Duchess of Oneida were both dead.

It was thought by two or three that the Oxfords

would run up very close to the Duchesses in price ;

most of them were good, and their purchase was

considered a safe speculation. Lot 62, Third

Countess of Oxford, with the Romeo cross, a thick

good level-framed heifer, was about the " choose,"

and in calf since May 24. Mr. Conger paid 1,820 gs.,

and afterwards tranferred her to Colonel Morris. Her

dam, a good milker and a little questionable as a breeder,

nevertheless served June 29, brought but 420 gs., and she

too has been handed over to Colonel Morris. The Colonel

himself bought quite the best Oxford in the one-year-old

calf. Twelfth Maid, with the Carrabas cross, for 1,200

gs. Oddly enough, Mr. Griswold gave the same price for

her dam, a great fine cow due to calve the end of

September. These were two very good animals. Lot 9,

Third Maid of Oxford, although own sister to the Second

maid, was quite the opposite in appearance to her, and be-

ing served so lately as August 18, realised only 200 gs. Her
bull-calf was fair and promising, and goes to Mr. Coch-

rane, Canada, for 260 gs. Lot 10, Seventh Lady

of Oxford, as pure as the Oxfords can be, having

but a slight strain of the Grand Turk or

Booth cross, was a doubtful breeder, and Mr. Cornell got

her at 80 gs. Her heifer, the Twelfth Lady, in calf since

March 11th, a good breeder though up in her back, goes

to Mr. Holford, England, for 1,400 gs. There were but

few who thought her bull-calf of October '72 was the

cheapest sold, Mr. Cornell getting him at 500 gs.

After a few minutes' breathing time, the order of the

sale was taken up according to the sale and service list.
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and in walked Lady Knightley 2ad, first prize yearling

heifer at the Royal Agricultural Society's meeting at

Ost'ord in 1870, where she was purchased by Mr. Gibson,

sen., for the firm, at 500 gs. She had grown into a large

good cow, and heavy in calf for the third time, having

previously produced two heifers. And here it may be well

to remark, what was pointed out at the ringside by some
of the learned, the crosses of Booth blood that ran in

most of the remainder of the stock. Lady Knightley 2nd,

bred by Mr. Mcintosh, was by Third Duke of Geneva,

(with the Romeo blood) from Dewdrop, bred by Her
Majesty the Queen (by Prince of Sase Cobourg, a son of

Mr. Booth's British Prince), out of Duchess, a daughter of

Sir Charles Knightley's Coldcreara, of the Purbelow

tribe. She goes into Kentucky for 620 gs. Prior to

being imported she was sent to Siddington for service by
Mr. Bowly's Second Duke of Tregunter ; she brought a

tine roan heifer, which being in calf since May 28, went
to Colonel Morris for 1,000 gs. Her yearling heifer, by

Fourth Duke of Geneva, a very nice one, was bought for

800 gs. by Mr. Griswold. Taking the sale through there

were few better animals than these Lady Knightleys. Lot

36, of the same blood, imported from Messrs. Leney's

herd in 1869, was another good specimen, though useless

as a breeder ; whilst lot 25, Fidessa, combining the Gwynne
and Rosy tribes, became Mr. Fisher's property at 111 gs.

The Rosamonds and Lady Newhams had never passed

through Mr. Sheldon's or Mr. Thome's hands. They were

bred from two cows imported for the firm by Mr.
Brodie in 1860, and produced thick good fleshed hairy

cattle. Mr. Duncan gave 410 guineas for a strong tore-

quartered two-year-old heifer, Rosamond 10th. Lady
Newham 8th, another two-year-old, brought the secoud

best price, 220 guineas, from Mr. Conger. The fourteen

of this tribe averaged about 127 guiue;is.

The Bloom family was esteemed next of merit ; there

were six of them springing from imported Bloom, bred by

Messrs. Emmerson, by Mr. Booth's Sir Leonard, (10827).
All of this line had four or more good Duke or Oxford
bulls as their last crosses. Colonel Morris knew the

value of the tribe, and gave 500 guineas for Brenda, a

three-year-old down calving heifer, and 460 guineas for

her own sister Berlinda, a good roan, though a rather

short-quartered strong headed yearling. Mr. Cornell

paid 200 guineas for another yearling, and the six made
1,763 guineas, nearly 300 guineas each. Another tribe

springing from a Booth blooded cow followed. This was
the Mazurka; starting from imported Mazurka, bred by
Mr. Smith, by Booth's Harbinger, out of a Baron of

Ravensworth cow, of Mr. Loft's old Lincolnshire blood.

This family has frequently been in the market, has pro-

duced premium cattle at our fairs, and emptied many a

full purse. Many breeders possess it, and Mr. Alexander
owns several of the best. "'There were only four of them
at the sale. Colonel King bought the old cow, twelve years

old, and full of calf, for 120 guineas. Lot 13, Moselle, a

good, but low loined cow, fine hair, and mellow touch,

made the best price of this sort, Mr. Griswold giving 285
guineas for her. The two Peris were somewhat similarly

bred to the Blooms and Mazurkas, as they sprang from
Pink, by Second Duke of York, out of Marigold, by Mr.
Booth's Raspberry. Colonel King took both these,

mother and daughter, for 600 guineas the pair.

At this period of the sale the Lady Bates tribe came
in, for each of these outside tribes were divided by
animals of Bates' blood. For instance, in the " Sale

and service list," the First and Seventh Duchesses of

Oneida came between the Rosamonds and Blooms.
After the Blooms, it was first arranged to sell the seven
Oxfords, to be followed by the Mazurkas and Peris, but
this order of sale was not carried out, the Duchess aad
Oxford taking precedence. The Lady Bates tribe came

originally from Mr. Robert Bell's Filbert
;

]ierhaps,

better known on your side as the Fletcher tribe.

Filbert's daughter, Lady Bell, was by Mr. Alexander's

El Hakim, (a son of Grand Duke, and Mr. Booth's

Fame by Raspberry), put to Duke of Airdrie, the

finest Duke sire used on this side; Lady Bates came, and
she gave birth by Eleventh Duke of Thorndale to Lady
Bates 4th, lot* 28, a hue red roan lengthy cow, almost a

Duchess ill looks and character ; keen was the bidding for

her, but Mr. Edwin Bedford took her to Kentucky at

650 guineas. Mis brother I\Ir. George Bedford, owner
of Fourteenth Duke of Thorndale, gave 220 guineas for

Lady Bates 5th, a plainer cow by the same sire. She had
bred, however, a capital bull-calf, which made 105 guineas,

and for her yearling heifer iMr. Cornell stood 320 guineas.

Lot 74, by Fourth Duke of Geneva, out of Lady Bates,

a tall thin-fleshed yearling, ran np to 460 guineas, and goes

south with Lady Bates 5th. These five females made an

average of 342 gs.—the best priced tribe after the Lady
Knightleys and Lady Worcesters.

The Mason blood then came forward. The Victorias

and Miss Wiley's represented this sound old element.

Wilda, a good heifer-calf of the Miss Wiley sort, fetched

190 guineas, and Victoria 7th made the running for the

family by bringing 305 guineas. Since this good old sort

left Ireland—for Mr. Alexander gave 275 guineas for im-

ported Victoria 20ih, at Holmes' sale 1853,—they have

not improved ; their fine fore-quarters are retained, but

they have lost their grand loins and lengthy rumps.

The April Daisy tribe, originally from Messrs.

W^atson, of Hull, and thought highly of in Mr. Crosbie's

herd near the Killarney Lakes, were not eagerly sought

;

still most of them made 100 gs., aud one yearling

heifer by Fourth Duke of Geneva, weak-loined, fetched

140 guineas. Lot 52, Atlantic Gwynne, out of imported

Orange Gwynne, 250 guineas at Mr. Howard's sale,

although a nice hairy young thing, had not quite fullilled

the promise of her calfhood. Mr. Whitman owns the

dam, and Mr. Parks aud Mr. Cofliu also hold the tribe,

which I understand is greatly appreciated in your country,

particularly in Cumberland. They spring from the Prin-

cess family, but carry more substance than the members of

that tribe do in our States. Lord Skelmersdale takes back

Atlantic Gwynne at 400 guineas, and Col. King gave

340 guineas for her heifer-calf.

The Blanche tribe had its representatives here through

Mr. Wetherell's imported Roan Duchess, the dam of Col.

Towneley's Royal prize cow. Roan Duchess 2nd. Good
animals they were both at beef and pail. Lot 29, Roan
Duchess 3rd, was the ouly female, and Mr. Geo. Bedford

took her to Kentucky for 205 guineas; her bull-calf

brought 70 guineas.

Lot 34, Baron Oxford's Beauty, was looked upon to

bring more than 300gs. Few have forgotten the grand

yearling she was at the Royal Manchester show, where

she was exported for 500gs ; she has grown into a large

heavy cow. Her heifer-calf made lOOgs., and her red

yearling, a very good one, though slightly slanting behind,

went for 345g8. to Mr. Griswold. Lot 35, May Lass 2ad,

imported from Mr. Cheney's herd as a yearling, and now
grown into a strong useful cow, brought 160gs. Lady
Worcester 4th, another imported yearling from Mr.

Harward's herd, had given birth to a heifer, and

though a good animal of much substance, somewhat

wanted the elegance and style of the Wild Eyes tribe.

Mr. Holford takes her back to England as well as her

heifer (two-year-old), both being in calf. It was over

this heifer that one of those disputed bids arose. Col. King

was making the pace, aud she was " wiped off" at 400gs.

to Mr. Holford. Col. King claimed, Mr. Holford advanced,

and finally got her at the cost of her dam ; Col. King

with his customary etiquette, bowing and begging My
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Lord lo take her. But here Mr. Campbell stepped for-

ward and begged Mr. Ilolford to aceepi her at the price

she was origiually knocked down. Lot 42, Sidonia

2iid, IVoiu Mr. Dowiiiug's herd, who aceoinpanied

Lady Worcester 4th across the Atlantic, had thickened

and I'lirnished well. She and her caU' both go to Ken-
tucky for 266gs. Cherry Constance (lot 45) and her

bull-calf descended froiu the Farnley herd, joins

others of the same tribe, for 220g3., at Minneapolis.

A hairy, sound, good tribe it is ; her heifer, a red year-

ling, with none too clean a nose, goes south to Kentucky, at

345gs. The Booth portion of the sale consisted of a few
outsiders, ^Ir. Cochrane having cleared the best half-

duzen of these some time previously at the tune of 3,000
gs. Lot 23, Empress of Acomb, from the Jolly tribe,

made but lOSgs., and her white heil'er by lloyal Briton,

was bought by Mr. Simon Beattie, for 200gs. ; both go to

Canada. Mr. Torr's Water Lily, imported when a year-

ling, and now full of calf, brought 225gs., and her young
bull 65gs. Mistress Ford, purchased at the Osberton sale

(1870), and in a doubtful state, althonsih served May 19th,

was also bought by Mr. Beattie, for lOOgs. Six cows,

Fair Maid of Hope, Jiouau 17th, Lady Knightlcy, also

'I'hird Duchess of Thorndale, Gem of Oxford, and Sixth

Duchess of Geneva, were added as a supplement, and sold

as beef cattle, aud these concluded this most wonderful

sale.

There was talk of in;iny commissions from England being

unexecuted, and Sir Curtis Lampson's agent, Mr. Kidiard-

son, who was sent over exjjressly, went empty handed
away.

Alhmiij, U.S.A., September 30/A.
Tiie to lowing is the aulliorised Summary of the Sale :

Duchesses.
Dollars. Dollars.

13 Cows and heifers... Average 19,93? Total 239,250
3 Bulls „ 7.866 „ 23,600

15 „ 17,523 „ 262,850
Oxfords.

Dollars. Dollars.

7 Cows and heifers... Average 4,514 Total 31,600
2 Bulls „ 1,900 „ 3,800

9 „ 3,933 „ 35,400
Otuer Shorthorns.

Dollars. Dollars.

73Cows and heifers. ..Average 1,079 Total 78,825
12 Bulls „ 317 „ 3,815

85 „ 972 „ 82,640
109 Animals. ..General Average 3,494 Total 380,890

STOCK SALES.
THE KIER CATTLE SALE.—Tlie annual sale of

Shorthorn cattle, Leicester sheep, a;id horses, at Kier, tlie

property of Sir William Stirling-Maxwell, Bart., took place

ou Thursday last, beside the Home Farm. The weather was
excellent, and there was a large attendance of breeders of

Shorthorns. The sale was conducted by Messrs. Mac-
Donald and Fraser, of Perth. For sheep there was a fair sale

at much about the same value as last year, and for well-bred

Shorthorns there was also a good competition. The prices

realised were perhaps the best that have ever been obtained at Kier

annual sales. Most of the animals were reared chiefly from
the Bootiis and Butterfly tribes. The lots submitted to com-
petition were excellent, and exhibited all the distinguishing

traits of the pure bred Shorthorns. Horses comm'*uded high

figures, as will be seen from the list subjoined. Sheep : Lei-

cester tup lambs ranged from £1 5s. to £7 5s., ewe lambs
from 22s. 6d. to £3 10s., cast ewes from £3 53. to £3 10s.

Fancy tups fetched from £1 17s. 6d. to £2 13s. 6d. Short-

horns : Bulls—Banner Boy, red, calved 1st July, 1872, 96gs.,

Mr. Simpson, Blainslie ; Cornet, roan, calved 14th September,

1872, 40gs., Mr. Allan, Kinning Park, Perth ; Baron, red,

calved 3rd December, 1872, 38gs., Mr. Graham, Stirling';

Banneret, roan, calved 27th February, 1873, 30gs., Mr. M.
Graham, Redgorton ; Roman Eagle, red and white, calved 17th
May, 1873, 26gs., Mr. Binning, Home ; Daruiey, red and
wliite, calved 23rd May, 1873, 29gs., Mr. Smith, VVhitting-

harae; Red Duke, red, calved 32nd March, 1870, 60gs., Mr.
Thomson, Newseat. Cows and Heifers : Christmas Duchess,
red, calved 25th December, 1867, 44ss., Dr. Reid, Moness

;

Sonsy Sally, roan, calved 1st July, 1862, 28gs., Mr. Chrystal,

Cheapside, Stirling ; Spring Duchess, red, calved 30tli April,

1872, 58gs., Mr. Cruickshanks, Sittyton ; Morning's Pride,

white, calved 18th September, 1873, 34gs., Mr. Ure, Morn-
ingside ; Roseleaf, roan, calved 3rd October, 1873, 40gs., Col.

Williamson, Lawers ; L'>.dy Lake, roan, calved 3rd October,
1873, 90gs., Colonel Williamson : Flower Maid, white, calved
3rd February, 1873, 38gs., Mr. Hope ; Dairy Lass, roan,

calved 9th February, 1873, 45gs., Mr. Hope ; Fawsley, red,

calved 19th March, 1873, got by the Earl of Dunmore's cele-

brated bull 2nd Duke of Collingham, 91gs, Mr. Simpson.
Other cows were sold at from £17 5s. to £24. Young horses

ranged from 27 to lOlgs.

UPPERMILL SALE OF SHORTHORNS.—The annual

sale of Shorthorn bull calves at Uppermill, Tarves, Aberdeen-
shire, belonging to Mr. Marr, took place at Uppermill,

in fine weather, and in presence of a large gather-

ing of agriculturists. The young bulls oDFered on Thursday

were by the old hull Heir of Englishman, of the Reavil
stock, who is yet in the nerd bloommg and useful,

though almost nine years old ; while the four-year-old roan

bull recently securtd for Mr. Marr at Mr. Wiley
Barnhy's sale in Yorkshire for 130gs., was shown.
Though the bidding was a little slack, the sale passed success-

lully, the average for each animal bein^ close on £30. Re-
sults : Minstrel, roin, calved May, 1872, Mr. Allan, Drum-
nioadreach, Ross-shire, 39gs. ; Comet, red and white, calved

July, 1873, Mr. Duruo Jackson, 34 gs. ; Cromwell, roan,

calved June, 1873, Mr. Marshall, Skiemange, 27gs. ; Clurap-
ion, roan, calved October, 1872, Mr. Duthie, Gollyuie, 52gs.

;

Bandy, roan, calved September, Mr. Garden, Ylhsie, 23gs.

;

Edward, roan, calved January, Mr. Duncan, Newseat, 3Uf^s.

;

Leopold, red, calved January, Mr. Cruickshank, Ladysford,

25gs. ; Harold, red, calved January, Mr. Hall, Bruzie, 35gs.

;

Alexander, red, calved February, Mr. Morgan, Lochend, 25g9.

;

Marmaduke, red, calved February, Mr. Bruce, Cowbill, 27gs.

;

M'Donald, roan, calved March, Mr. Thomson, Newseat, 5Ugs.;

British Prince, roan, calved March, Mr. Burness, Boghead,
46gs. ; Gladstone, roan, calved March, Mr. Reid, Tillycairn,

34gs. ; Marquis of Lome, roan, calved March, Mr. Strath,

Coldhome, 26 gs. ; North Duke, red and white, calved Febru-
ary, Mr. Donaldson, Anchip, 25gs. ; Lorraine, red and white,

calved March, Mr. Robertson, Mains of Annachie, 22gs. ; No
Wonder, roan, calved February, Mr. Allan, Drummondreach,
31gs. ; British Baronet, red, calved March, Mr. Carabell, Kin-
nellar, 36gs. ; Scotsman, roan, calved April, Mr. Argo, Crich-

milade, 2Ug3. ; Monarch, red, calved April, Mr. Strachan, In-

verebie, 26gs. ; Caledonia, red and white, calved March, Mr.
Maitland, Balhaggardy, 2lgs. ; Ruthven.red, calved May, Mr.
Ray, Nethermill, 21gs. ; Shah, roan, calved May, Mr. Jamie-

son, Ellon, 22gs. ; Carabineer, roan, calved May, Mr. Garland,

Ardlethen, 20gs. ; Mike, red, calved March, Mr. Walker,
North Mains, 15gs ; Maxwell, red, calved ilay, Mr. Hector,

Collyhill, 2(Jgs. , Christopher, red, calved June, Mr. Bruce,

Broadland, 31gs.

SALE OF POLLED CATTLE.—Mr. William M. Skinner,

Drumin, factor for the Duke of Richmond, ofi'ered for sale by
public roup, a selection from his herd of black polled cattle.

The Drumin stock of cattle, as is well knovrn, is an old esta-

blished one, and that it has long ago reached a very high state

of perfection is strongly illustrated by the most prominent po-
sition which some of its branches have occupied at national

and other shows almost every year for a considerable time
back. To those of the agricultural community who have been
watching the proceedings at the various cattle shows in the
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north for the past few years, several of the names in the list of

cows sold will be familiar, such as Beauty, a great sliowyard

heroine, and Pride. Gemaud Beauty were by far tiie best cows.

The former being the best aniiual sold, tlie corapetitioa for her

was very keen. i\ancy, which was takeu out for Mr. M'Corabie,

is a very (ine beast, as also is Prudence. The whole ol the ani-

mals exposed were bred at Drumiu, with three exceptions, viz.,

two cows— Pride and Uandy—which were bred by Mr.

M'Combie, MP., Tilljfour, aud a yearling hi'ifer—Music—
which was bred by Sir George Macphearson Grant, Bart., of

Ba'liudalloch, representatives of whose celebrated herd of

polled cattle have more tlian once met in friendly contesis with

members of one which forms the subject of our remarks. It

is evident that a good deal of trouble and expense had been

spent in the establishing and bringing to perfection the Drumiu
polled herd, and that uo little skill and care have of late years

been bestowed in maiutaiiing its standard. The attendance

was very large ; bidding was very spirited, and prices ruled

high. Mr. Mitchell, St. John's Wells, Fyvie, was auctioneer
;

and Captain Smith, Minmore, acted as judge. The following

is the list of sales :—Covrs : Dairymaid, calved 18(56, the Earl of

Sealield, 37 gs. ; Flora, calved 1869, Mr. Fordyce, M.P,, 43

gs. ; Gem, calved 1869, The Maripis of Huntly, 70 gs.;

Beauty, calved 1867, The Marquis of Huntly, 61 gs. ; Ara-

bella, calved 1863, Mr. Green, lluthrie, 27 gs. ; Pride, calved

1866, withdrawn. Emily, calved 1870, Sir G. Macphersou

Grant, Bart., of Ballindalloch, 43 gs. ; Dandy, calved 1860,

Mr. Brow, Westertowu, Fochabers, 33 gs. ; Fairy, calved 1866,

Mr. Gordon, Tullochallum, 31
;
Queen, calved 1864, Mr. Fal-

coner, Kinnerraony, 30 gs. Two-year-old heifers : Mary, Mr.

Grant, Methlic, 42 gs. ; Nancy, Mr. M'Crombie, M.P., 41 gs.;

Dinah, The Earl of rfeafield, 40 gs. ; Nell, Captain Smith,

Minmore, 63 gs. ; Anne, Captain CampbtU-Macphersou

Campbell, oiBatliemore, 36 gs. One-year-old heifers : Music,

Mr. Coutts, Sandlaw, Banff, 23 gs.; Patience, The Earl of

Fife, 40 gs. ; Kindness, Sir G. Macphersou Grant. 39 gs ; Cow-
slip, Mr. Coutts, Sandlaw, 30 gs. ; Prudence, Mr. M'Combie,

of Easter Skene, 33 gs. Heifer calves; Lot 1, calved 4th

Jm. , 1873, Mr. Bennet, Deskie, 23 gs. ; lot 2, calved 14th

Jan., 1873, W. J. Tayler, of Glenbarry, 33 gs. ; lot 3, calved

1st. Feb., 1873, The Farl of Fife, 20 gs. ; lot 4, calved 14th

Feb., 1873, Mr. M'Combie, of Easter Skene, 35 gs. ; lot 5,

calved 1st June, 1873, Mr. Fayler, of Glenbarry, 17 gs. Bull

calves : Lot 1, calved 6th Feb., 1873, Mr. Petrie, Glencorry,

31 gs. ; lot 2, calved 1st April, 1873. The Earl of Sealield, 27

gs. ; lot 3, calved 7th Jan., Mr. Stewart, Thain, Glenlivet,

18 gs. ; lot 4, calved 1st May, 1873, Mr. Stewart, Balgreen,

King-Edward, 32 gs.

NORFOLK RED POLLS.—A draft from the herds of

Norfolk lied Polled cattle on the Elinham estate, bred

by Lord Sondes, or by some of his tenauts, was offered by

public auction at E.ist Dereham. A heifer, Minnie 3rd, which

won the second prize at the Lynn Show last year, and the

first both at the Thetford Show and the Hull Royal this year,

was started at 30 guineas, and at 43 guineas Mr. R. E. Lofft,

of Troston Hall, Bury St. Edmund's, becdine the purchaser.

For the next lot, also bred by Lord Sondes, Mr. H. Smith, of

Melton, was the last bidder at 39 guineas. The next twelve

lots—in-calf heifers—realised a total of 208 guineas, the top

price being 20| guineas. Three of these were purchased by

Mr. W. D. Everington, for Mr. Faber, of Patterson, Putman
County, New York. He also purchased for the snme gentle-

man, who is about to form a herd of Norfolk and Suffolk Red
Polled Cattle, a bull calf,; by Mr. B. Brown's Norfolk Duke,
dam Strawberry, in Lord Sondes' herd. Lot 14, a yearliug

heifer, ny a Hero bull out of Minnie, 1st, went for 23 guineas

to Mr. J. J. Colinan, M.P. Two cows, from the Elnibam
herd, produced a total of 34 guineas. A two-year-old bull,

from the Eaton herd, sold for 22 guineas, to Sir Willoughby
Jones. A bull yearling, of the Hero stock, fetched 17 guineas

;

and a bull calf, of the same stock, 10 guineas. The total

amount realised was 386 guineas.

SALE OF SHORTHORNS AT GORDON CASTLE.—
The Duke of Richmond has held his annual sale of

young pure-bred Shorthorn bulls, cows, heifers, and Leicester

sheep on the Home Farm of Gordon Castle, Fochabers. The
number of bulls catalogued for sale on this occasion was thir-

teen, all of which were yearlings, bred without exception at

Gordon Castle. Eight of the thirteen bulls had for sire the
fine five-year-old bull Baron Calling, purclmstd from Colonel

Towneley. Three of the lot were after Royal Hope, bred by

Mr. Pawlett, Beeaton ; and two after Baron Gordon, a two-

year-old, bred at Gordon Castle, and from Baron Calling.

There were only four cows on offer, two aged and two three

years old. The luUowing.s the list of sales :—Bulls: Red, calved

9th Deceuiber, 1872—Mr. Adam, HiUhead Birnie,23gs. ; roan,

calved 26tli December, 1872—Mr. Walker, North Mains,

52 gs.; white calved 5th February, 1873—Mr. Hunter, Dipple,

29 gs. ; white, calved 6th February, 1873— Mr. Watt, Stynie,

24 gs. ; white, calved 9th I'ebruary, 1873—Mr. Hay, Trochel-

hill, 40 gs. ; roan, calved 14th F'ebruary, 1873—Mr. Smith,

Leichestowii, 21 gs. ; red, calved 24th February, 1873— Mr.

Robertson, Auclii nraith, Enzie, 16 gs ; roan, calved 1st March,

1873—Mr. Cruitkshank, 23 gs. ; red, calved 24th March,

1873— Dr. Ross, Liiiksfield, 40 gs. ; red, calved 26lh March,

1873—Mr. Wilson, Aucliindachie, 26 gs. ; red, calved 12th

April, 1873-Mr. Scott Byres, 30 gs. ; red, calved 18th April,

1873—Mr. Mackenzie, Elgin, 27 gs. Cows : Lustre V.,

calved 5th June, 1861—Mr. Calder. Muirton, 29 gs. ; Songs-

tress III., calved 26th March, 1868— Mr. Walker, North

Mains, 31 gs. ; Flirt V., calved 12th January, 1870—Mr.
Mackenzie, Elgin, 24 gs. ; Delusion II., calved 1st Juue, 1870
- Mr. Barclay, Braes, 29 gs. Heifers : Dora, calved 25th

April, 1871—Mr. Smith, Minmore, 39 gs. ; Bloom, calved

25th May, 1871—Mi. Bruce, Newton of Struthers, 28 gs.
;

Bell Flower, calved 26th May, 1871—Mr. Bruce, Newton of

Struthers, 38 gs. ; Destiny II., calved 4th December, 1871

—

Mr. Mackenzie, 29 gs. ; Beauty II., calved 7th January, 1872

—Mr. Milne, Clean hill, Cullen, 28 gs. ; Rose, calved 29th

Febrnaiy, 1872—Mr. Mitchell, Burnside, Enzie, 32 gs.

;

Molly, calved 4tli March, 1872—Mr. Mackay, Burgle, 32 gs. ;

Kitty, calv.'d 5th April, 1872—Mr. Mackay, 33 gs. ; Bloom
II., calved 1st May, 1872—Mr. Reid, Mains of Orton, 24 gs.

Two yearling bulls, belonging to Mr. Balraer, commissioner to

the Duke of Richmond, were sold, one to Mr. Turner, Arra-

doul, at 23 gs., and the other to Mr. Reid, Mains of Orton,

for 25 gs. Sixty Leicester ewes, in lots of five, averaged

about £2 15s. ; forty ditto gimmers, also in lots of five, ave-

raged £3 10s. ; fifty-five shearling Leicester tups, £7 38.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP.—Tiie largest sale ever held in

Birmingham was that in Bingley Hall, when Messrs Lythall

axid Clarke offered nearly 30U rams and 1,100 ewes, with the

following result for ram sales and lettings

:

Head. Owners. Highest price. Average.

20.—Mr. E. Lythall £17 17 £10 15s.

10.--Mr. T. Nock 52 10 16 gs.

20.—Lord Willoughby de Broke. 8 8

16.—Mr. W. Yates 21

12.— Mr. Pilgrim 15 15

16.—Mr. H. J. Sheldon 9 9

10.—Lord Wenlock 24 3

11.—LordSudeley 10 10

27.—Mr. J. Pulley 53 11

9.—Mr. Firmstone 11 11

4.—Mr. Picken 5 15
8.—Captain Hatherall 11 11

2.—Earl of Zetland 12 12

3.—Sir R. Peel 7 17

8.—Mr. T. Jowitt 11 11

9.—Mr. E. Glover 5 15

9.—Mr. S. Ashtou 14 14

3.—Mr. Marris 7 7

11—Mr. Tidy (ram lambs) 6 16

About seventy others belonging to Mr. D. R. Davies, Mr.
Round, and others, went at lower figures, a few being with-

drawn. There was a good demand for ewes, Mr. Yates's lot

making 175s., 130s., down to 80s.; Mr. Nock's, 175s., 100s.,

106s., to 96s.; Lord Willoughby deBroke's 110 ewes, 63s. to

73s. ; Mr. E. Lythall's forty, from 74s. to 78s. ; Mr. Pilgrim's,

13Us., 101s., 100s., 908., down to 77s. ; Mr. Sheldon's, 65s.

to 70s.; Lord Wenlock's, 145s., 135s., 125s., 110s., down to

80s. ; Mr E, Glover's, 65s. to 84s. ; Messrs. Tolefree's, 678.

to 90s. ; Mr. Pulley's, 17i gs., 13| gs., and 12 gs. ; Mr. Tidy's,

74s. to 923. 6d. ; Mr. D. G. Round's, 71s. ; Mr. Ashton's, 65s.
;

Mr. Jenkin's, 69s. to 86s.; Mr. D. R. Davies, 69s. to 7os.;

Mr. Marris, 80s. to 90s. ; Mr. C. 0. Eaton's, 64s. to 69s. ; Mr.
Graham's, 63s. ; Mr. T. Watson's, 67s. to 76s. ; Mr. J. Wat-
son's, 64s. to 75s. ; Mr. Owen's, 75s. ; Mr. Wakefield's, 57s.

;

Mr. White's, 59s. ; Mr, Chattock's, 73s. to 80s. ; Mr. Bug-
gins', 57s. to 60s. ; Mr. Birchley's, 56s. to 60s.

16
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MR. BRIGHT ON THE LAND QUESTION.
There can be do doubt but at this moment Mr. Bright

is the most popular man of his Party. Ill health has,

almost fortunately, for some time past kept him clear of

public life, and he is thus in no way associated with the

many mistakes, the humiliating exposures and the undig-

nified disturbances in the Government. In fact, Mr.

Bright is proportionately popular as his colleagues are un-

popular, as he occupies very much the position now which

Mr. Gladstone did when he came into office ; that is to

say, he has not yet disappointed the great hopes enter-

tained of him. Moreover, Mr. Bright is something more

than a mere member of a Governmint; being, as he long

has been, the champion of a very large outside Party,

which hitherto has had little or no sliare in the adminis-

tration of State affairs. Whereas, Mr. Bright is sure to

take a prominent place in the transaction of any business

upon which he engages himself, and hence more than ordi-

nary interest was attached to the address he delivered on

the re-election rendered necessary by his acceptance of

office. Still further, Mr. Bright has earned a reputation

not only for eloquence but for courage, the very twin-

sisters of success for a speaker in a mixed company, and

thus the expectations raised and the arrangements made
for sending his words broadcast all the woild over.

But, however, well this may have told in Biugley Hall,

a more careful study of the speech shows how there is

rather an affectation of boldness than any very decisive

declaration in much of that which Mr. Bright uttered.

He hints rather than defines his proposals, and it is often

difficult to understand whether he implies Reform or Re-

volution. This ambiguity ot phrase and expression is

perhaps more especially noticeable when the right honor-

able gentleman comes to touch upon the Land Question
;

and, as the passage is of no great length, it may be as well

to give it here again in full :
" It was the opinion of my

dear friend Mr. Cobden, that the freedom of the land

would be as great a boon to the country as of freedom in

the produce of the soil. It is a question of the iuteusest

interest to the working classes throughout this country.

I am delighted—asl hopethousandsand thousands who have

no immediate connexion with them are—I am delighted

tp see some movement and stir amongst the class of agri-

cultural labourers. But bear in mind that it is not in ths

power of that organisation, especially of a scattered class

as they are, permanently and greatly to raise the rate of

wages. "What the agricultural class in this country re-

quires is that the land should be made absolutely free
;

that there should be steps by which the best, cleverest,

most industrious, most frugal of the agricultural labourers

could gradually make their way to a better and a higher

social state. That can never be with land laws such as we
havi, land laws which tend everywhere to great estates

and great farms altogether beyond the reach of the ex-

pectation or dream of the agricultural labourer. That is

a question which will have to be dealt with very soon.

Last lession a bill was introduced by the present Lord

Chancellor with a view of making more easy and more

cheap the transfer of land—of course I mean by sale and

purchase. Other bills before long must be introduced on

this question. It cannot sleep, and it is as necessary for

the landowners themselves that it should be dealt with as

it is for the agricultural labourers in their poor and abject

condition. Then there are other laws which affect land

—

the law of landlord and tenant and the question of game.

That is a matter which will have to be dealt with, and

with some degree of force, before long. It seems to me
monstrous that tenant-farmers should occupy land, paying

a rent for it, and that they should not have abso-

lute property in all that lives upon the soil."

If Mr. Bright simply means that measures should

be taken for making the sale and purchase of

land a less cumbrous business, there is nothing very

novel or startling in the proposal. As he himself tell*

us, our great lawyers are moving in this direction

;

whilst it is an honest twenty years since the Central

Farmers' Club declared that the diflicnlties attending the

transfer of land demanded the serious attention of the

Legislature with a view to their removal, and that the

effect of these difficulties was in " the highest degree" in-

jurious to the owners, the cultivators, and the public.

So fur, Mr. Bright has the country with him ; but it is

evident enough that he does not stop with sale and pur-

chase: "Other bills must before long be introduced on

this question." The exact nature of these bills is not ex

plained, but their object is more clearly gathered from

certain sentences or half-sentences scattered through the

speech. Thus, these " other" bills are not more necessary

for the landlords themselves than for " the labourers in

their poor and abject condition." And, again, " the land

should be made absolutely free, that there should be steps

by which the best, cleverest, most industrious, most
frugal of the agricultural labourers could gradually make
their way to a better and higher social state." If this

means anything it means that the land should be made so

free that the labourer could step into possession of it oa

far easier terms than could be effected by facilities of sale

and purchase : for, as the context shows " other laws"

are required beyond the simplification of a merely commer-
cial transaction. Mr. Bright does not say that he goes

as far as the Stuart Mill school: neither does he imply

that he does not. In any case he stauds committed to
'

this—that facilities of transfer or freedom of land by

freedom to sell would not be sufficient, as it would be well

if he had gone on to say what he wanted more. Is the

"increment" to be calculated, and the land to be handed

over to a Co-operative Company, through whose agency

we should obtain larger and cheaper supplies of food ?

Experience tells us, to take the thing in its most tangi-

ble form, that in a country like this there can be no

greater mistake than the attempt to turn the labourer into

a petty farmer. The peasant proprietors or occupiers of

other nations live when the English labourer would

starve ; and pinch and screw and save, with climate and

other advantages in their favour, where the Euglishmaa

would get into difficulties, or drag on, at the best, but a

miserable existence. A small farmer almost as a necessity

signifies a small capital, and thegreat need of the land is and

long has been the investment of more money in its culti-

vation. There is a majority of landlords so hampered

that they cannot move in this way, and no question but

that the sooner they are relieved of their responsibilities,

and their " talent" delivered over to men with more

means to use it the better for all. But to reform so far

as to cut up the country into allotments upon which a

man and his family might just live by their own labour

would be a still greater mistake, as under such a system

there would absolutely be no field for the full employ-

ment of capital.

Over the Game evil Mr. Bright was more explicit, as,

in fact, his course of action here as a public man has long

since been determined on ; but he touched briefly and

gingerly enough on the law of Landlord and Tenant, which

he dismissed in half a sentence, although the framer of

the Tenant-Right bill was prominent amongst his sup-
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porters in Biiigley TIall. And here we are almost tempted

to ask the question : Did the sonorous hear, hear, of the

honorable memher for Bedford come as "ready chorus"

to the nicely-modulated cadences and well-turned sen-

tences of the Right Honorable John Bright? And if

so, cau some one really in the secret of the Party kindly

sTiow how a bill to encourage the investment of more
capital in land and " other bills " to put the labourer in

jiossession of the hind will work together ? Such a ques-

tion is certainly sufficiently opportune when we see Mr.
Bright and Mr. Howard on the same platform. But iu

any case, an attack against the extensive occupation of

land comes with a singularly bad grace from the Man-
chester school, who, what with their mills and factories

and crowds of hands, do more to centralise or monopolise
a business than any other class in the State. And yet,

if " more bills " were introduced, with the object that

the operative should go share for share in the cotton

trade, or with the aim of a large one being multiplied into

a uumber of small mills, the probability is that Mr.
Bright would be amongst the first to ridicule so romantic
and impractical a theory; as his own peasant-farmer
theory is quite as manifest an absurdity.

THE ROYAL DUBLIN SOCIETY.
In a report on the last spring show, which appeared

in the " British Farmers' Magazine," the following

passage occurs, viz. :
" The judges had a most arduous

and tiresome task of it, and it is no wonder if they made
an occasional mistake after four hours speut selecting,

going hither and thither ; retiring, advancing, handling,

and debating. Fair play, we must confess, was not given

the chief judges, for the other judges and officials over

the miscellaneous cattle, pijiS, and poultry, having got

through their light labours at an early hour, crowded into

the Shorthorn ring ; although same of the self-same

judges and others were actual exhibitors of Shorthorns.

Such a display of bad taste would never for a moment
have been tolerated, if even attempted, at any meeting in

England ; and the very badges these intruders wore should

have taught them better behaviour." Mr. Cannon sent

the extract aa above quoted to Mr. George Diewry, one
of the judges of the class of Shorthorns, with a letter,

of which the annexed is a copy :

AL;ricultural Department, Royal Dublin Society,

Kildare street, 25th Sept., 1873.

'

Dear Sir,—My attention has beau directed to a report

of the last spring show of this Society, published in the
" British Farmers' Magazine," and at which you kindly
gave the Society the benefit of your experience as the senior

juds<e of Shorthorns. If the terms of that report

—

extract of which is herewith enclosed—were true, they
would seriously and deservedly reflect upon the conduct of

the stewards, viz., Mr. Naper and myself, in permitting
any interference with, or intrusion upon their judges,

while engaged in the discharge of an arduous and difficult

duty. I fail to recollect any " crowding" in the ring

during your (the chief judge's) adjudication of the Short-

horn class, and it would have been imperative on the

stewards to ask intruders to withdraw. I think it right

to add that when your adjudication of the Shorthorns had
closed, you and your fellow-judges, iu conjunction with the

judges of the other prize-cattle, attended by theirstewards,

])roceeded to award the " Chalouer Plate" (value £155)
to the best bull of any breed, over two but not exceeding

six years of age. I am, under these circumstances, and
in the absence of Mr. Naper from Ireland, induced to ask

to be confirmed by a communication from you, that you,

Mr. Bland, and Mr. Aylmer received " fair play" at

your stewards' hands, and that the charge of misbehaviour

alleged against the " other judges and officials" are un-

founded. I am, dear sir, faithfully yours,

(Signed) Charles Cannon.

P.S.—I post, also, a catalogue to refresh your memory.

Holker, Clatke-in-Cartmel, Lancashire,

Sept. 27th, 1873.

Dear Sir,—The extract from the " British Farmers'

Magazine," which was enclosed in your letter, surprises

me quite as much as it does you. I am not
aware of any one entering the ring or interfering

with the judges, and if anything of the kind had taken

place, I would have been one of the first to complain of it.

When the animals came in to compete for the " Chalouer
Plate," the other judges of cattle came in, but not

before. Indeed the work was then virtually over, as there

could not be two opinions as to the winner of it. If we
made any mistakes—and what judges do not—we have no

one to blame but ourselves.

I am, dear sir, yours very truly,

Geo. Drewry.
To Charles Cannon, Esq., J. P., &c., &c.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE DURING THE PAST MONTH.
There has been no feature of importance in the cattle trade

during the month. Oar leceipts of beasts have been rather
more liberal, but there has been a marked scarcity of prime
breeds, both from our own grazing districts as well aa from
ahroad. Liucolnshire grazers can iiardly be said to have
cume up to the average this season, so far as condition lias

been concerned, a number of halffed beasts having been pre-

maturely forced upon the market. Some Welsh runts and
Herefords of good quality have been received, but they have
been lost in the general secondary appearance of the stock
exhibited. From Scotland only 14 beasts liave arrived. Their
condition has been excellent, and if they are to be regarded
as a fair sample of future receipts Scotch graziers will be able
to prove that there has been no deterioration in their system
of rearing and fattening tlie cattle. The show of Irish "stock
has been ratlier large, but it has been chiefly composed of old
cows, only a few fat beasts coming to band. The Continent
has contributed rather freely to our support. From Tonnin^r
alone about 6,000 head have been received, and there have
al.so been fomc arrivuls from Spain, Germany, and Holland.
The condition of the Tunning stock has, oa the whole, been

satisfactory, but that from other quarters has been rather

indifferent. Tlie Tonniag season will shortly be brought to a

conclusion. For prime stock there lias been a fair demand,
and the best breeds have made 6s. 4d. perSlbs. Other breeds,

however, have been irregular in value.

The sheep pens have been fairly supplied ; but the show of

EngKsh breeds has been limited. Foreign receipts have been

good, and some of the Dutch sheep have been in excellent

condition. For prime Downs and halfbreds there lias been a

good demand, and 7s. per Bibs, has at one time been paid, but

rather less money has since been taken.

A larger supply of calves has been offered than usu:d.

Choice Euslish breeds have been steady in value, but Irish,

which have been rather plentiful, have been unsettled.

The pig market has been wiliiout feature.

The total imports of foreign stock into London last month
have been as under : Head.

Beasts 12,897
Sheep 4.8,690

Calves 3,465
Pigs 3,435
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The arnv.il of beasts from our oivn grazing districts, as well

as I'roju Scotland uiid Ircliiiil, thus compare with the four

previous years : Oct. Oct. Oct. Oct. Oct.

ISG'J. 1870. 1871. 1873. 1873.

From Liacoliishi''e, Leices-

tershire, aud Nortliamp-

tonsiiire 9,350 8,690 0,200 9,300 11,530

Other parts of Eughmd,
incUidiiig Norfolk atid

Suffolk 1,637 3,300 1,100 1,500 4,730

Scotland 33 635 25 308 14

Ireland 1,400 1,300 350 1,740 1,000

Our aiiuexod figures show the total supplies of stock ex-

hibited and disposed of at the .Metropolitan Cattle i\larket

during the month ;
Head.

Beasts 33,370

Si.eep 112,910

Calves 3,450

Pigs 1,480

Beasts have sold at from 4s. 4d to Os. 4d. ; sheep, 4s. 4d. to

7s. ; calves, 4s. 4d. to Os. 2d. ; and pigs 4s. Od. to 5s. 8d. per

81bs., sinking the offal.

CowPATiisoN OJ Pricks.

Oct., 1869. Oct., 1870.
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were in such poor condition that they could only be

cleared on lower terms, and Birmingham and Gains-

borough, with some few other places, noted a decline of

Is. to 2s., but generally dry samples about maintained

the previous currency. Liverpool was cheaper Id. to 3d.

per cental on Tuesday, but recovered Id. to 2d. on Friday.

Leith and Edinbro' reported no change, but some dul-

ness in wheat, and Glasgow noted a decline of Is. per qr.

Dublin was rather easier for samples of home-growth,
and foreign was decidedly 6d. per brl. lower.

On the third Monday the English arrivals were mode-
rate, and again large on foreign sorts, being chiefly from

America and Australia, with a fair quantity from Russia.

But few fresh samples were exhibited on the Essex
and Kentish stands, some in fair condition and some not.

Those that were dry were not cheaper than on the pre-

vious Monday ; the rest were dull, and of uncertain

value. As regards foreign, though there was not an
active demand, there was a better feeling, and more con-

fidence ou the part of holders, especially for red Ameri-
can, the last advices being 2 cents, per bushel dearer.

With limited arrivals off the coast, there was no change
in prices. This week there was a firm feeling generally

in the country, Louth, Canterbury, Norwich, and a few

other places being Is. dearer. Liverpool on Tuesday
noted an advance of 2d. to 4d. per cental in foreign

qualities, which was fully maintained on Friday. Ediu-
bro' was firm, and Glasgow recovered the decline of the

previous week, say Is. per qr. L'ish wheat was in im-
proved demand at Dublin, and foreign steadily maintained
its value.

On the fourth Monday the English supplies were
limited, and the foreign very liberal, nearly two-thirds
being from New York, and much from Dantzic and Ade-
laide. The show of fresh samples was very moderate,
and much but in poor condition. The best dry lots were
held at Is. advance, but they only sold slowly, and in-

ferior qualities were quite neglected. The foreign trade

was moderate, but holders generally were firm, and prices

both of white and red qualities rather against buyers.

The arrivals for four weeks into London were 20,026
qrs. English wheat, 194,619 qrs. foreign, against 27,442
qrs. English, 164,741 qrs. foreign for the same time last

year. The London exports were 18,167 qrs. wheat,

3,366 cwts. flour. The imports into the kingdom for

four weeks ending 18th October were 3,296,174 cwts.

wheat, 505,114 cwts. flour, against 4,884,836 cwts.

wheat, 501,779 cwts. flour for the same period in 1872.
The London averages opened at 66s. 3d., and closed at

62s. 9d. The general averages commenced at 64s. 2d.,

ending at 60s. 2d.

The flour trade has been very quiet through the month,
and in the early part of it, to sell freely, it would have
been necessary to accept lower rates, though prices were
nominally the same. On the fourth Monday, however, a
somewhat better feeling sprang up, and the tendency
was rather higher, notwithstanding the more plentiful

arrival of foreign. Town millers have made no change,
the top price remaining 573., Norfolks 44s., country
household 47s., and the best American barrels 32s.,

extra State at New York 27s. The receipts for four
weeks in London were 86,978 sacks of English, 42,578
sacks 23,220 brls. foreia;n, against 98.327 sacks Endish,
19,557 sacks 20,328 brfs. brls. foreign in 1872.

The barley trade has fluctuated. Secondary maltiug
opened and kept dull, at a decline of Is. to 2s. for the
first fortnight, but on the third Monday became more
in demand, and all malting qualities closed fully Is.

dearer on the last market, though foreign grinding quali-
ties, being plentiful and in fair stock, were no dearer,
and only found a moderate sale. The present high price
of oats is, however, calculated to prevent much decline.

though maize is relatively cheaper. Prime coloured

English and Scotch malting would still bring 51s. to

52s., and secondary sorts from 40s. to 46s., grinding 29s.

to 33s. High as these rates are, they have been over-

passed at Hambro' for fine Saale qualities, so little has

ap])eared, and so active has been the demand. The
arrivals for four weeks in London have been in British

qualities 15,857 qrs., foreign 69.882 qrs., against 7,893
qrs. British, 73,562 qrs. foreigu in 1872.
New malt being plentiful on the first Monday gave

way Is. to 2s. per qr., though there were free sales at

the reduction. Since then the market has been steady
;

best quality about 77s., extra one or two shillings more.

The oat trade has further advanced upon the high rates

previously paid. The foreign supplies having fallen very

short of expectation, and unless they materially increase

before frost closes the Baltic, there is every probability of

a further advance and high rates all through the winter.

It is useless to talk of the goodness of the English crop,

this generally being required by the wants of farmers and
the local consumption, and we have long found that with-

out large foreign arrivals, the Loudon demand cannot be

met. The rise cannot be estimated at less than 2s. per

qr. on the month; low soft and light Orel have be-

come worth 24s., 381b. Russian 26s., and 401b. Peters-

burg as much as 30s., and still more with a greater weight.

Scotch and prime English have become fancy articles, and
quite difl[icult to procure. Some afloat, from Prince

Edward's Islaud, sold by the cargo at 22s. 6d., very light.

All the foreigu sources of supply also quote high values,

with the knov^ ledge that Great i5ritain is in need. The
imports into London for four weeks were, in English sorts

10,718 qrs., Irish 790 qrs., Scotch 722 qrs., and foreign

121,178 qrs., against 3,825 qrs. English and 239,755 qrs.

foreigu in 1872; so our present receipts are about half

what they then were, with a stock of 500,000 qrs. iu

granary ; while stocks now are brought down to 100,000
qrs., or about a fortnight's consumption.

Beans have been firm through the month, and are very

likely to be enhanced by the price of oats, as they have
weight for weight become relatively cheaper. Good new
harrows, weighing 631bs. per bushel or more, beingquoted
42s. Ticks and Mazagans 40s. Egyptians havebecome very

scarce, and as very short supplies have yet reached Alexan-

dria, we depend on Sicily, France, Morocco, and Smyrna
for the usual imports. The arrivals for four weeks in

London were 4,343 qrs. English and 9,013 qrs. foreign,

against 4,645 qrs. English and 8,299 qrs. foreign last year.

Maize at the opening of the month gave way about
Is. per qr., but the tendency lately from the high prices

of oats and grinding barley, has been upwards : extra

white is worth 35s., fine yellow 33s. The imports for

the month were 46,647 qrs., against 65,944 qrs. iu 1872.
While the supplies of English peas have not been large,

foreign have much fallen off, and as those that arrive from
abroad are nearly all white, this sort has advanced about

2s. per qr., good boilers being worth 45s., duns 38s. The
supplies sent to London in four weeks were 3,527 qrs.

English and 1,595 qrs. foreign, against 2,907 qrs. Eng-
lish and 5,058 qrs. foreign last year.

The arrivals of linseed have been moderate, yet the

trade has been dull, with rates unchanged. This month's
receipts were 24.557 qrs., against 28,923 qrs. last year.

The cloverseed trade has remained, as yet, without
interest, the few flue parcels of new arriving being held

too high for speculation, and old foreigu not in much re-

quest ; but if, as some believe, scarcely .inything will

come this season from America, we may see it dearer

when jeal business begins. Winter tares have been quite

a drag, and fallen to 5s. per bush.

Printed by Watson aud Hazell, 265, Strand, London, W.C.
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PLATE I.

VIVANDIERE.
A PRIZE SHORTHOEN COW; THE PROPEETY OF ME. JOHN OUTHTVAITE, OF BAINES3I. CATTESICK.

Vivandiere, a roan cow, calved 4th of June, 1868, is

by Brigade Major (21312) ; her dam Rosamond by Apollo

(9899), out of Rush by Albert (7767)—Rachel by Noble

(4579)—by CoreUi (3483)—by Wauldby (2818)—by
Son of "Wonderfnl (700).

Brigade Major, bred by Messrs. Booth, and the pro-

perty of Mr. J. B. Booth, of KiUerby, a roan bull, calved

July 1, 1863, is by Velasco ri5443) ; out of Soldiers'

Nurse by Crown Prince (100S7), her dam Vivandiere

by Buckingham (3239)—Minette by Leonard (4210)—
Moss Rose by Young Matchem (4422).

1870.—At the Ripon Society's show, Vivandiere took

first prize, £5, for Shorthorn heifers under three years

old; at the Durham County, at Sunderland, the first

prize, £10, and also the silver cup value £25, for the

best Shorthorn in the yard ; and at the Richmondshire

Society's show, at Leyburn, the first prize, £5, for heifers

under three years old.

1871.—At Ripon Vivandierewon the first prize,£10, for

cows or heifers over three years old ; at the Lincolnshire

Society's show at Brigg, the special prize of £25, as

the best cow or heifer in the show ; at the Dur-

ham County show, at Hartlepool, first prize, £8, as the

best COW; at the Northumberland Society's show, at

Alnwick, first prize, £8, for the best cow, and silver cup,

£21, for the best of all the cows and heifers ; at Keighley

the first prize, £5, for the best cow, and was

also one of three animals which won the special prize of

£50, given for the three best Shorthorns belonging to

the same owner ; at the Worcestershire Society's show,

at Malvern, won the first prize, £25, for the best cow

;

at Birkenhead, the first prize, £5, for the best cow, and

at the Manchester and Liverpool Society's show, at Li-

verpool, first prize, £10, for the best cow, and also the

special prize of £30, for the best cow or heifer.

1872.—At Keighley, Vivandiere won first prize, £5,

for the best cow, and was also one of three animals which

took the special prize of £30 for the three best Short-

horns belonging to the same owner ; at the Richmond-

shire Agricultural show, at Richmond, first prize as the

best COW; at the Durham County show, held at Durham,

first prize, £8, for the best cow ; and at the Manchester

and Liverpool Society's show, at Bolton, first prize, £10,

for the best cow, and also the special prize of £10 for the

best cow or heifer.

1873.—At the Royal Agricultural Society's show, at

Hull, Vivandiere won the first prize, £20, for the best

COW; at the Lincolnshire Society's show, at Gainsborough,

the special prize of £25 for the best cow or heifer ; at

the Gloucestershire Society's show, at Stapleton, the first

prize of £10, for the best cow, and the challenge cup, value

100 guineas, for the best animal in the show-yard ; at

the Yorkshire Society's show, at Harrogate, the first

prize of £25 for the best cow, and the silver cup, value

£25, for the best cow or heifer in the show ; at the North

Lancashire Society's show, at Chorley, first prize, £5, for

the best cow ; and at Keighley, first prize, £5, for the

best cow, and was one of three which won the

special prize of £20 for the three best Shorthorns be-

longing to the same owTier, this being the third year in

succession which Vivandiere has been one of the three.

The judges at Hall write of the Shorthorn cow class

as " Although small in numbers, remarkably good in

quality. Seldom are there six such fine animals in one

class;" and where "we had no difficulty in selecting the

first, but we joined issue in placing second and third."

PLATE II.

LANGUISH.
PROPEKTT OF HER MAJESTY.

m sing about my little dog.

And make him as fat as a little hog,

As the painter-poet once sung of his pet; and certainly

Languish does credit to her belongings, being in quite

Old Sbribs.]

show condition. Beyond having been selected some

seasons since from Her ^lajesty's kennel, the portrait

has a further interest as an especially good illustration of

the late Abraham Cooper's style.

G G Vol. ULUY.—No. 6.
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LOSSES BY LIVE STOCK.

CLUB.

The first meeting after the summer and autumiml recess,

was held on Monday evening, November 3rd, at the Club

Rooms, Sahsbury Square, the Chairman of the year, Mr.
John Thompson, of Badminton, Chippenham, presiding.

The question appointed for consideration, to be introduced

by Mr. J. J. Mechi, was thus stated on the card :
" Are

not most of our Losses by Live Stock preventable?"

The Chairmajs said : Gentlemen, before the business of

the meeting commences, I vrish to express the pleasure that

I feel at meeting you after the long vacation, and at seeing

so good an attendance. It has been customary for the Chair-

man, at the first meeting of the season, to take a retrospect

of the period that has elapsed since the last meeting of the

Club ; but as the late session has not been a very eventful

one, I feel that I need not dwell upon it long. I am sorry

that I cannot congratulate you upon the late harvest; but I

hope that the deficiency will not prove to be so great as it lias

beeu computed. Perhaps the present state of tlie corn trade

tends to this conclusion. From my observation of the part

ot the country with which I am most acquainted, I was up to

the second week of August of opinion that we should have a

full average liarvest ; but the wet weather which succeeded so

materially injured the crops, and the damage was so very

various in degree, that it was very difiicult indeed to calculate

what the deficiency would be, aud I believe that was the case

all over the country (Hear, hear). I am very glad to be able

to say that the agitation which prevailed in the labour market
about the time of our last meeting has considerably abated,

and I hope and trust that a better feeling has now been created

between employers and employed (cheers). With the excep-

tion of a few parts of the country, where cattle disease I am
sorry to say still exists, I think we may congratulate ourselves

upon the general liealthiuess of our herds aud flocks during

the past season ; but as that remark brings me to the subject

of this evening's discussion I will say no more, but call upon
Mr. Mechi to introduce tlie question—" Are not most of our

Losses by Live Stock preventable?" Gentlemen, this is not

the first time that Mr. Mechi has come forward to give the

Club the benefit of his experience, aud I am sure you are all

pleased to see him looking so hearty (cheers).

Mr. Meciii tlieu read the following paper : Are not most
of our losses by live stock preventable ? I think that they

are. It is an old adage that prevention is better tliau cure ; I

therefore speak only of prevention , aud not of cure, for I leave that

to our able veterinarians, foremost among whom stands Pro-

fessor Simonds, whose numerous, profound, lucid, and instruc-

tive papers in the Roya Agricultural Society's Journal on the
various diseases to which our animals are suliject, 1 strongly

commend to juvenile agriculturists. The subject for discussion

this evening is so large in all its proportions, and so important,
that I can only deal with it generally and referentially, but

will give you the results of my 30 years of observation,

inquiries, readings, and experience, for I have been all my
life a learner, believing thnt knowledge is power and ignorance
weakness. I know that most of the older members of this

Club are " well up" in the business of stock-keeping, but this

paper and its references, with the discussion arising upon it,

may, through the medium of our valued agricultural Press, be
useful to young beginuers in .'agriculture, who have to gain,
or perhaps purchase at a very heavy cost of sad experience,
the knowledge of proper live stock management. No doubt
the more we become book-farmers, uniting " practice with
science," which has beeu the motto on the title-page of the
Royal Agricultural Society's Journal ever since 1810, the
more we shall know of the causes of disease (for every eff'ect

has its cause), and thus prevent rather than remedy. When
I refer to any subject in those 33 volumes of the Journal, and
get the benefit of the brains or experience of the most able and
intelligent agriculturalists and philosophers (too many of them,
alas ! now no more), I feel grateful that they have bequeathed
to us so much valuable information. One of the best
evidences of the value of prevention will be found in that
admirable and instructive paper, " A Practical Essay on

the Diseases of Sheep," by Mr. Henry Cleeve, Royal

Agricultural Society's Journal, vol. i., p. 339. He
says :

" After thus enumerating, at greater length than I at

first intended, the ordinary diseases of sheep, I will beg the

attention of the sheep-master to some precautionary rules,

which at first sight may appear commonplace, but which ex-

perience daily tells me are too much forgotten in practice. The
object of the former ought to be to grow as many sheep on his

farm as is consistent with the feed it supplies, aud if he ex-

ceeds or falls short of this just proportion, he will either way
be a loser. This is too obvious to require much illustration,

In the former case, the sheep are starved, and will neither do

justice to the land nor pay when sold to the butcher; in the

latter, much valuable food is wasted, and his profit, as a mat-

ter of course, diminished. Another point of consideration is

the sudden change of food to which some subject their flocks.

The majority of the diseases that I have mentioned in the

preceding pages proceed from a sudden cliange from a scanty

to a luxurious diet. It is no uncommon occurrence to see a

flock or herd, which has been nearly starved during the winter,

suddenly turned into abundant pasturage on the approach of

spring , or others, which during summer or autumn have re-

ceived little attention and been hardly folded, abruptly put

into coleseed or turnips. Diseases arising from indigestion

and repletion soon follow, and tie fanner is astonished at the

extent and rapidity of bis losses. Ail this might have been
avoided by making the transactions a little more gradual. At
night the sheep should be removed from their new feed, good
sweet hay should for a time form a considerable portion of

their diet, and, by slow degrees, the flock might be initiated,

as it were, into the full enjoyment of their rich succulent

provender. Again, a farmer sometimes attends a fair, and
purchases a lot of sheep tliat have been driven a long distance,

and for several days have had little better grazing than they
could pick up by the side of the driftway. Wlien he gets

them home he immediately turns them into his best grass, and
by this imprudent act introduces fever or dysentery into the

flock. Had he, on the contrary, placed them on a siiort cool

pasture for a few days, their condition would have improved,
and the tone of their stomach and bowels liave gradually risen

to the due strength for the reception of richer food. The
fanner on purchasing his stock would do well to inquire into

the description of the soil to which the lot had been previously

accustomed, aud also in their previous habits, as whether they
had been folded, &c. If the sheep had been bred on land
much superior to his own, he would be wise to reject them, for

they are unlikely to thrive on inferior pasturage. It' they have
come troni inferior soils he must be very careful in preparing
them by gradual indulgence for the richer feed to which they
are aboutJo be transferred. I will add but one more obser-
vation. A wise farmer will never confide his flock to the
exclusive and unwatched care of his shepherd, how-
ever clever or trustworthy that servant may be."
His conchisions would apply equally to other animals, especi-

ally where he says: "The majority of the diseases tliat I have
mentioned proceed from a sudden change from a scanty to a
luxurious diet." How much is our annual pecuniary loss by
live stock ailments and accidents ? According to the latest

return (1873-73) we liave in the United Kingdom, on our
47,000,000 of acres-

Horses. Cattle. Sheep. Pigs.

Great Britain ... 963,84.0. ..5,96t.,54.9...29,427,635. ..2,500,259
Ireland 532,146... 4,143,400... 4,482,053... 1,042,244

—or, number to every 100 acres under crops, fallow, and
grass :

Horses. Cattle. Sheep. Pigs.
About 4 ... 20 ... 73 ... 8

If we take the value of these at £450 per 100 acres, it will
give for our 47,000,000 of acres returned to the Board of
Trade £308,846,000 as the total value of farm live stock and
farm horses in the United Kingdom. This estimate is framed on
the present greatly enhanced prices. Our average consump.
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tiou of home-grown meat is estimated at £76,000,000, or 33s.

per acre. Shall I be wrong in estimating the loss at 3 per

cent, per annum, or a total of ^6,265,380, or in estimating

the loss by horse stock alone at Is. Gd. per acre ? Many a

worthy agriculturist is made unhappy or ruined by losses of

stock, and I observe that nearly every candidate lor relief

from the Royal Agricultural Benevolent Institution quotes

losses by stock as oue prominent cause of his misfortune.

Animals are, physically, like luiraau beings, aud, like us, their

health depends on proper and properly prepared food aud

drink, regularly available or supplied, and a comfortable dry

resting-place, an equable temperature, absence of draughts,

but, when housed, ample ventilation and circulation of air.

Unfortunately most of these rules are too often violated or

neglected, especially in tlie transit of cattle, either from Ire-

land, from abroad, or even from place to place in our own
country, thus creating and spreading disease most extensively

and ruinously. On this subject I would refer you to Mr.

Jenkins' able and exhaustive paper in vol. ix., p. 1S7, Ro_v;il

Agricultural Society's Journal (new series). What would be

the consequences to ourselves if we were kept without lood

drink, or repose, for a day or days? At one time packed

closely and sweltering in a superheated and pestilential atmos-

phere, aud afterwards suddenly whirled though a cold blast at

the rate of 20 or 30 miles per hour, excited, and deprived of

our food, rest, and tranquillity, of course we should many of

us become ill or diseased, and probably spread the post among
our friends and neighbours. Overcrowding aud want of ventila-

tion in the horrible Blackhole at Calcutta killed three-fourths of

our immured countrymen in one night. Let public opinion,

acting through our Government, put an end to such cruel aud

unprofitable practice, for be the cost of change what it may,
agriculture and the public at large would thus he considerable

gainers. Already a more stringent supervision in our ports,

markets, and farms has done much good, but a more uniform

severity is required to keep iu order obstinate, negligent,

or reckless and greedy unprincipled stockholders and deal-

ers. Animals cannot, like us, express their feelings,

wants, and sufferings iu words, therefore we must

learn them from their looks, movemeUoS, demeanour,

and appearance. Unless a stockman has a quick eye

for any indication of pain or uneasiness, vain must be

our expectation of profitable results. Sudden changes of foo.l

or of temperature are prolific causes of disease, and so is the

practice of alternate over-feeding or starving. We know that

the discomforts, exposure, and irreg;d.arities of campaigning

engender and greatly increase disease and mortality, both in

men and animals, therefore the opposite of all this must pro-

mote health and prevent loss. I am often reminded of this

when I see animals iu mid-winter standing imploringly at the

gate, or nibbling at frozen turnips or on bare pasture, or lying

on wet ground, with rain or sleet above. Land undraiued,

either naturally or artificially, is a prominent cause of ill-

liealth or disease to man and beast. On that point there can

be hardly a difference of opinion, for the evidence? are abund-

ant ; besides, we know that on the chalks, limestones, and

other self-drained aud dry lands flocks, herds, aud plants thrive,

and are free from disease. The wet season aud wet land of

last year were, in my opinion, fertile sources of foot-and-

mouth disease (fever iu fact). A damp bed is injurious alike

to men and animals. The proper variety, admixture, and
preparation of food prevents much loss. How beautifully

this exennplified in a good natural pasture ! There you have

a great variety of plants ripening at different periods, and
possessing various properties and flavours (see Professor Way's
admirable paper " On the Relative Nutritive and Fattening

Properties of Different Natural aud Artificial Grasses"—So-

ciety's Journal, vol. xiv., p. 171). Not only is there a due

provision of all the elements of the natural body, but likewise,

at a proper stage of their growth, a due proportion of water,

say about 76 per cent., jnst as it is in our own or our ani-

mals' bodies—viz., 76 per cent, of water to 24 per cent, of dry

matter. Careful housewives little think that in a pound of

lean beef they purchase three-quarters of a pound of water.

No wonder that the agricultural labourer finds bread and

cheese his cheapest and most nutritive food. So, when we
give to our animals good hay and cake, and a moderate sup-

ply of roots, the dry and wet proportions are fairly distributed.

The best papers ever written on dairy farming and stock-

feeding are those by the late Mr. Horsfall, in vols. 17 and 18

of the Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, for there cause

and effect are duly exhibited, practically and chemically.

Agriculturists are gradually finding out that, by the mixing of

the too watery pulped turnips or mangold with the too dry

hay and straw cliaflf, they have attained to the happy medium
of suitable fool. Many flocks are injured by not giving water

when the sheep are on very dry grass in hot weather, or when
they have dry corn and cake. Animals, like ourselves, should

always have access to water, and their own instinct will teach

them the need or non-need of it. Much loss occurs, especially

o breeding flocks before parturition, by an over-supply of

cold and watery turnips, for they contain 90 per cent, of water,

and, unless supplemented by dry food (hay, cake, or corn),

they are unfit food for the formation and development of the

unborn animal. Diseases are, as it were, bred by improper

conditions of the human or animal system or its surrounding

ufluences. The food may be too rich or too poor, to cdry or

too watery; I lie atmosphere and water too impure; the

climatic influences too much disregarded or neglected.

My Losses by Diseased Stock.—I have as a farmer been

rather fortunate in avoiding losses, for I have escaped rinder-

pest, and, with trifling exceptions, pleuro-pneumonia, foot-and-

mouth disease; small-pox, scab, rot, foot-rot ; also heaves and

measles in pigs. Although I have in 30 years sold nearly

i*30,000 worth of fat stock, my loss has been under £300.

Horse stock has not fared so well, for the loss amounts to two-

thirds as much as that on all other stock ; and yet I am told

th 't I have no reason to complain, as we work our horses so

severely. I attribute ray exemption from loss to the following

causes :

Shelter, ventilation, and circulation of air.

Well drained land and deep cultivation.

Avoiding as much as possible purchases in fairs and markets.

Breeding our own sheep.

Rearing calves (until the cattle plague).

Isolation from contact by folding sheep, and by shedding cattle

in covered, enclosed, and well ventilated yards.

No roaming at large for either sheep or cattle.

An ample and regular supply of various kinds of food, inter-

mixed and properly prepared.

Good water, always available.

A very scanty supply of turnips (never mangold) to breeding

animals prior to partarition, preferring cabbage aud kohl-

rabi.

A strict observance of the quaUty of cake, whether linseed,

rape, or cotton.

An avoidance of hard dark cotton-cake, containing too much
of the bark or husk of the cotton-seed.

Avoiding mustardy rape-cake.

The use of a small proportion of condimental food for fatten-

ing animals.

I attach the utmost importance to shelter for hairy animals,

especially to protect them from the east or north-east winds.

Professor Simonds attributes many evils to the east wiud',; and

no doubt there is a sound reason for the old adage

—

" When the wiud is in the east

'Tis neither fit for man nor beast."

An easterly wind brought us the cholera of February, 1832. How
difl'erent are our i'eehniis with a south or west wind, coining to

us over 2,000 miles of water! whereas from the east it passes

nearly all the way overland. Professor Simonds justly says

" the air may be vitiated by an admixture of various matters,"

and Professor Tyndall has enlightened us to that fact. The

chill caused by an easterly wind is disagreeable and imme-

diately perceptible ; an easterly wind once caused me the loss

of several healthy calves, and we know that it, covers our

hedges with caterpillars, our beans with the collier, and our

peas with the green-fly. I have seen even sheep afl'ected by

it. I never turn out hairy animals, except occasionally in the

suramor months ; my losses have almost almost occurred to

out-of-door hairy animals, or from draughts of cold aii.

RiNDEPEST AJ>fD Pleuuo-Pneumonia.—We know how

to stamp out rinderpest, which does not appear to be indi-

genous to this country, but I have not heard that inoculation

has been tried as a preventive, nor would it be desirable ; but

the lung complaint is familiar to us, and is we know, produced

in man and beast by various obvious causes. I have long been

assured and believed that inoculation is a certain preventive

of the disease, but it is only recently that this disputed ques-

tion has been set at rest by the extensive and almost general

practice of inoculation in Australia, the details of which you

G g2
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will find in The Veter'manan, or copies from it in recent num-
bers of our weekly agricultural press. It does not appear to

have been indigenous there, but was first brought to the colony
by a cow frocn England in 1858. The loss to the colonies by
its spreading was ruinous, and estimated at £8,500,000. At
length, in 1862, inoculation was tried, and soou became almost
general, aud thus the spread of the disease was arrested. I

trust that in this country we shall no longer doubt that it is

highly infectious, and guard against its spread accordingly.
The letter T allude to is from Mr. Alexander Bruce, inspector
of sheep. New South Wales, and is too long to read this

evening, but it is highly important and instructive, and also

suggestive of the danger we have escaped by stamping out the
rinderpest. No doubt it will be generally sought and read.

I trust that rinderpest may never reach Australia, or it would
be ruinous. An attempt to stamp out the pleuro in the first

instance was defeated by the roaming at large of cattle, which
rendered unavailing all future similar attempts at checking the
disease. Inoculation was found to be the only preventive. I
wish the letter had stated the best means of performing the
operation, which we require to know here. At p. 201, vol.

xviii., Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, Professor Siraonds
says :

" Pleuro-pneumonia has prevailed mostly in those locali-
ties and places where secondary causes are in full openition
to predispose animals to its influence ; hence its continuance
in the ill-ventilated, overcrowded, and badly-drained cowsheds
of the metropolis and other large towns, and on the ' cold,

retentive soils' and unJrained farms in the country, especially
such as lie in exposed situations." Mr. H. S. Thompson, in

a foot-note on the same page, expresses his belief that it is

not infectious (there he is wrong), but he adds, " I could
generally trace the outbreak to the prevalence of cold fogs, or
to rapid alternations of temperature, especially if occurriui;
in spring or autumn." I concur in this opinion, and I attri

bute my general freedom from cattle diseases to the fact of the
animals being always during those seasons in covered and en-
closed places, properly ventilated, but free from draughts. In
June, July, and August there is little risk in turning out, but
it is otherwise in early spring, chilly autumn, and winter, as
I have found by experience. It is a melancholy fact, and a
national disgrace to our rich, wealthy, country that some three-
fourths of our wet land are .still undrainetl. I know, from
experience, that non-drainage acts most injuriously on both
man and beast. A neighbour of mine, who came from Lanca-
shire, was obliged to remove his children until the land around
his hotise had been drained ; after that their health was good.
The drainage of this neiglibourhood has rendered it very
healthful. Dairy farmers and cowkeepers are often great
sufferers from pleuro-pueumonia It is, however, proved to
be preventable by inoculation. A large and successful cow-
keeper (Mr. Hall, of Navestock, near Romford) was induced
to practise it on the recommendation of a milk supplier, who
had made a fortune aud retired, and who had always practised
it, and avoided losses. Whenever Mr. Hall purchases a cow,
he makes a very deep vertical incision with his small pocket-
knife in the second joint of the tail near the rump, cutting
down to the boue, and into the opening inserts a piece of the
decayed luug of a bullock or cow, binding it firmly in its place.
Inflammation soon takes place, and in some instances the cows
lose their tails, but they are ever after safe from the disease.
The loss occasioned by this process is about three in every
hundred so operated on. He tells me that the main point is

to obtain from the slaughteriag butchers a portion of diseased
luug iu its early stage. This is most important. S )me of the
large and successful cow-owners in FrancR practise this system.
The following is from the North British Agricutturist of Octo-
ber 16: Inoculationfor ttie Prevention of Pleuro- Pneumonia.—I have waited to see if Mr. Brace's letter on pleuro-
pneumonia, contained in your impression of the 3rd
ultimo, produce, any article or comment. Having sustained
much loss from this cause I consider the subject of vital im-
portance, and hope, if Mr. Bruce has not left the country, he
will publish any further conclusions he may arrive at on the
point. I would like also some detailed explanations of the
proper manner of taking and using the 'bright sort of virus,
and properly conducting the process of inoculation, for, whilst
very forcibly dwelling on the ill effects of improperly perform-
ing the operation, Mr. Bruce leaves us without much infor-
mation as to what is the real experience the colonists have so
pauilully acquired.—J Southern Farmer. [Mr. Bruce will
doubtless publish the results of his investigations regarding

inoculation for the mitigation and prevention of the conta
gious pleuro-pueumoma of cattle. A. good many of the Lon-
don dairymen have for years pursued the plan of inoculating

every fresh acquisition to their stock, md can afford interest-

ing facts and figures respecting it. The growing favour in

whicii the practice is regarded by intelligent dairymen, and
the more extended adoption even in the country, afford prac-

tical evidence of its value. On the Continent the operation

\vxi always been more approved of than in this C(mntry, where
it was discouraged by Professor Siraonds, and also by the late

Professor Dick and Mr. John Barlow. There is not much
difficulty in securing suitable matter for inoculation. The
lymphy fluid or exudate should be taken from the lungs of

animals iu the second stage of pleuro ; blood and pus, and
especially malignant cases, should be avoided. For immediate
use the lymph may be taken direct from the diseased lung on
the point of a lancet, or some threads of cotton saturated with
it can be used as a seton. For keeping for future use it may
be stored in tubes, or between flat pieces of glass, like vaccine

lymph. Tenor twelve inches below the arch of the tail is the

spot usually selected for operating ; a scratch is made through
the skin without drawing blood, and the lymph gently rubbed

into the absorbing connective tissue ; or a seton soaked in the

exudate is drawn underneath the skin. If the inoculation

takes, the wound usually swells up a little. For a few days

the animal is feverish, but soou gets all right. Occasionally,

considerable local inflammation occurs, sometimes terminating

in sloughing of the end of the tail. It is the risk of such
degenerate inflammation extending into vital parts that justifies

the tail being selected for inoculation."

—

Vet. Ed.]
Sheep, being well protected by woolly jackets, are less sub-

ject to external climatic influences than hairy animals, but

when shorn too early they should be sheltered. We have every

day proof that certain conditions encourage or produce dis-

ease, both in men and animals. The Irish famine caused

much loss of life by generating typhoid and other diseases,

and we need not wonder that the nearly starved store cattle

sent to us from Ireland are just iu that condition which en-
dangers health, especially under adverse conditions. Profes-

sor Simonds, in his exhaustive and able paper on " Animal
Respiration and Circulation" (Society's Journal, vol. x., p.

601), justly remarks: "Whether an epizootic be or not a
contagious disease, its victims are rendered susceptible of re-

ceiviuif the malady by the operation of secondary causes

This predisposition, as it is called, may be in-

duced from a variety of circumstances, aud a mere
alteration in the food will be occasionally sufficient to

produce it. A want, however, of nutritious diet, exposure

to the changes of the weather, pasturing on wet and cold soils,

neglect of a proper ventilation of the buildings the animals

occupy, inhalation of olt'ensive gases from accumulated ma-
nure, the fatigue of being remove J from one locality to another

are the genpvnl predisposing causes of jileuro-pneumonia and
similar rtiseises. Care should, therefore, be always taken by
a better system ot management, feeding, &c., to avoid everything

which lends to bring the system into a conditiou favourable

for the reception of the special cause of an epizootic, aud more
especially when such is raging in the neighbourhood. All

these means will, however, fail when the disease is purely an
infectious one, from a neglect of isolation, or the removal of

the healthy from the diseased. It is a well ascertained fact,

that infection has its limits ; and although these may ever re-

main undefined as to their extent, still daily experience proves

that thj removal of animals but a short distance from each
other, aud the prevention also of indirect coramunicatiou be-

tween them, will at once put a stop to the spread of the

malady." We can guard against contamination, but not in the

open fields on the roaming-at-large principle. My animals

escaped the rinderpest, which destroyed ray neiglibours' cattle,

because I did not permit any of them to roara at large in the

fields. A white frost is often a costly affair where animals

are in open fields. Landowners who desire that their tenants

should prosper will do well to consider the changes and ,new
requirements of modern and intensified farming. Suitable

buildings for costly machinery, pedigree stock, and for shelter-

ing increased numbers of feeding stock have become a necessity

for modern agriculture. Increasing rents will cover such ad-

ditional investments.

A Hospital for the Sick is essentially necessary. The
moment an animal shows signs of discomfort, it should be

separated from the rest. If from over-feeding, stop the sup-
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plies, but let it have free access to water and u lump of rock

salt ia the rainger. A. clear-out by an aflericut dose is gene-

rally a good beginning. I knew a ship captain who, if lie met '

with an accident, at once took an ounce of Epsom salts to '

prevent inllammatory symptoms. Au angling friend of mine,
|

who was very stout, was suddenly struck down by my side by
|

paralysis. I asked the medical man, who was soon in attend-

ance, what was first to be done in such cases, and he at once
replied, a " clear-out." A farmer told mo he always used cold-

drawn linseed oil as a safe and elFective aperient, and another

said for the throat-worms in young calves he used Linseed oil

and turpentine—the linseed oil, of course, cold-drawn. In

reply to my question, a medical man assured me that the

stomach would safely receive much turpentine, and the bowels

(by injection) even more— Hinted, of course. I knew a farmer

who had a penchant for gin, and as he was 10 miles from the

county town, and bis bottle too often empty, he used to have
recourse to tlie turpentine bottle, and made shift with certain

•trongly mixed tumblers of turpealine grog without inconve-

nience. He lived to be nearly 80. Turpentine ii>, I am told.

fatal to internal worms. Hot lime-wash is a most wholesome
and valuable preventive and cleanser of our stables and sheds.

So uncostly a substance should be occasionally used, for want
of cleanliness is the cause of much disease in man and beast,

and so is dampness. The ground on which buildings arc

erected should always be well and deeply drained, if not natu-

rally porous and filtvative,

Food, and the Mode of Administering It.—Irregu-

larity in feeding acts injuriously on stock. Like ourselves,

animals (not on pasture) look for their food at the appointed

periods. We know practically that the omission of one's meal

at the usual time causes flatulence, dyspepsia, and uncomfort-

able feelings. An inattentive and irregular stockman should

be got rid of without delay. The proper quaUties, quantities,

and admixture of food have much to do with the health and
progress of animals. The carbonaceous^aud nitrogenous should

bear due proportion to each other. Science has enlightened

us in this matter, thanks to our agricultural chemists. Food
may be too rich, too nitrogenous, too glutinous, too laxative,

or too astringent. Dressed wheat will kill a hor«e, but if he
eats it as it is grown, with its chaff and straw, no damage en-

sues. A neighbour lost five horses which ate freely of dressed

wheat in a barn. Rank, young, rapidly-grown grass will often

kill animals ; so will too much bean meal, unaccompanied by
more carbonaceous, succulent, or oleaginous food. A certain

plain farmer fed his cattle on bean meal mixed with linseed

oil, made into balls, in addition to other food. He was a

philospher. The oil was carbonaceous and laxative, the bean
meal nitrogenous and astringent. His beasts were a picture.

I dare nn^ fold my lambs on young Italian ryegrass forced by
a dressing of Peruvian guano washed in by our jet, but can

safely do so when the grass is produced by the bullock manure
from under the sparred floor, washed in by hose and jet. The
Peruvian guano was disportiouately nitrogenous. I seldom lose

8 ewe or lamb in parturition, for they are fed on the mixed
food principle, and I carefully avoid giving them mange! before

lambing, and only a very small quantity of turnips, but I much
prefer cabbage, both before and after lambing. I often hear

of very heavy losses of ewes and lambs at lambing time, when
they are fed entirely on turnips, especially if those turnips have
beea forced to a lu.turiant growth by superphosphate of lime
or guano. As turnips contain 90 per cent, of water, they are

clearly unsuited (as a sole food) to form in the breeding ani-

mal a well-developed lamb, calf, or pig. On this subject let

me quote the following passage from a paper which 1 read be-

fore the Weniock (Salop) Farmers' Club,in Apnl, 1866, " Onthe
Cultivation of Green Crops, and the most economical way of

consuming them," which you will find at p. 46 of my book
entitled Profitable Warming :

" It may appear strange that

while 71bs. of barley, beau meal, or oilcake will make lib. of

meat, net butchers' weight, it takes 150 to 3001b. of turnips

to produce a similar result. In one case we must give water,

as well as other food, with the meal or cake ; in the other they
are obliged to take 90 per cent, of water in the turnips, or

631b. (8 galls.) of water to every 71b. of meal or cake. It ap-

pears absurd to propose to do tliis, but it proves that turnips

alone are not proper and profitable food for animals. Beware
of too succuleut and unripe food, especially for young and for

breeding animals before parturition. Young washy tares, young
rank growing grass and roots, especially mangold, forced to a

rapid growth by high farming, and artificial manures, are all

likely to produce scouring or iuflainmation of the stomach ;
so

are mildewed turnips ami rapt, and green rape after frost.

Male sheep, especially rams, suffer much in the urinary organs

from the salt and alkalies in mangold wurzel, especially if con-

lined ; when permitted to range- the fields there is less danger.

The ash of globe mangold bulbs contains 2H per cent, of salt,

the ash of their leaves 38| per cent. ; long red mangolds con-

tain in the ash of their bulbs 14-^ per cent, of salt, and in the

ash of their leaves 29| per cent. ; swedes and carrots only con-

tain in the ash of their bulbs 6 per cent, of salt. All these toots

contain in their ashes very large quantities of potash and

soda. More than 50 per cent, of the ash of the mangold is so

composed. For breeding animals, both before and after

parturition, cabbage may be very safely given alone or passed

through the pulper and mixed with chaff. If we ask why, the

analysis of the ashes at once explains it. In lieu of the 50

per cent, of soda and potash, and the 30 per cent, of salt, the

ash of cabbage has less than 5 per cent, of salt, and 30 per

cent, of potash and soda, but it has (which is very material)

20 per cent, of lime and 5 per cent, of magnesia (Globe Mangold

has in its ash only 2 per cent, of lime and magnesia). The

ash of cabbage has also 12 per cent, of phosphoric acid, mfjngold

only 4.^ per cent. It is thus easy to understand why cabbage,

abouuding in flesh and bone forming substances, is so innocu-

ous and so suitable for animals in breeding condition ;
kohl-

rabi has much the nature of cabbage ; carrots are safe food,

having only 10 per cent, of salt. From Way's Analysis of the

Ash of Mangold, vol. viii., p. 157, Royal Agricultural Society's

Joi'rnal, it appears clearly that when we give our cattle 3

bush., or 150 of mangold roots, they not only got 13^ galls, of

water with only 15 lb. of dry food, but they also get in that

dry food 6 oz. of common salt, 6 oz. of potash, H oz. of soda-

Can we wonder that such a dose of salts daily scours them or

loosens them too much, and does it not prove the necessity for

giving them much dry food as a neutraliser ? Undecorticated,

dark, dry cotton-cake, which would probably injure an animal

fed on dry food, would neutralise the relaxing mangold. A
gnizier told me that last season his neighbours' beasts pro-

gressed more rapidly on hard undecorticated cotton-cake than

his own did on linseed-cake, the animals being always on

pasture. The reason w as obvious ; that very wet season the

grasses were not only often wet outwardly, but were un-

usually succulent and laxative. The dry cotton-cake remedied

this defect, while the slippery linseed-cake rather increased it.

It is probable that the dry cake might be useful in correcting

the laxity caused by a large consumption of fresh mangold or

turnips. Whenever we deviate from the natural state of food

for animals, say three-fourths water and one-quarter dry

matter, we must control the deviation rather by more dry food

or more water. Dry cotton-cake is rendered more safe by

being soaked in water for 12 hours. It will absorb a large

cjuantity. Soaked and softened beans are more safe than dry

ones in certain cases. Meal is of a dry nature, and is best

mixed with chaff and pulped roots."

EwES AND Lambs.—A teaspoonful of castor-oil in a little

warm milk given to a newly-born lamb saves many lives by

removing the sticking contents of the bowels. I rarely give

roots to my breeding animals before parturition ;
they contain

so much common salt, potash, and soda. Cabbage is a much

safer food.

Salts in Roots.—Twenty-eight pounds of turnips with

their tops on contain half an ounce of common salt (the topi

alone contain 1;^ oz. in 28 lb.) ; 28 lb. of mangold with their

tops on contain \\ oz. of salt ; 28 lb. of mangold leaves contain

2^ oz. of salt. Both turnips and mangold have also a larg«

quantity of potash and soda.

Effect of Salt in Turnips on Breeding Ewes.—

In vol. viii., p. 190, Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, Mr.

Robinson, Veterinarian (Royal Agricultural College), says:

"When lambing ewes are allowed a lar e quantity of turnips,

with a small amount of other food through the winter, abortion

is a frequent occurrence, their supply of milk is very deficient,

and their lambs are dropijed of very various sizes, and far from

healthy. The mortality of the lambs in these cases may, I

think, be fairly attributed to the amount of salt taken by the

dam in the turnips." This applies with still greater force to

raangold-wurzel, which contains more salt than turnips, and is

dangerous for breeding animals generally. I have a strong

conviction that my exemption from loss in sheep

or lambs is owing to my giving them at all times

mixed food. When on pasture, clover, or roots, we always
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keep our lambs in a fattening condition until 12 months old,

when they are sold as fat mutton (this year at 73s. each). They
are half-bred, by Lincoln tup and blackfaced Down ewes. Our
loss is seldom so much as 2 per cent, from the time of lambing,

and rarely 1 per cent, in ewes. Fat sheep make fat crops.

Low Pastures and the Rot.—We know that the insect

tribes abound in pasture. Watch the habits of birds and

poultry, aud you will soon be convinced that sheep and cattle

must partake largely of the eggs of insects, if not of the insects

themselves ; and hence arises the question, Can those eggs or

juveniles exist in the animals ? And there also arises another

important question, Can these insects live in either stomach

when the grass or green food is mixed with corn, cake, meal,

malt combs, bran, and straw chaff? My experience leads mc
to believe that sucli admixtures are fatal to insect development

within the animals. I heard of a case where sheep fed on cer-

tain low meadows became always affected with rot or liver-

fluke. The farmer gave his sheep daily one pint each of barley

(value Id.), and at no time after were the flocks so treated

affected. Undrained swam]»y land encourages the liver-fluke.

I recommend a perusal of Professor Simonds' able paper on
Rot or Liver-fluke in the Royal Agricultural Society's /o«r«rt^,

vol. xxiii., p. 6i.

The Fly.—When I wish to skeletonise a fish or a bird, I

place it in a box with carrion gentles, and they will soon leave

it a perfect skeleton. So it will be with your sheep if you ne-

glect them. The fly is sagacious, and lays her eggs where and
when there is moisture as well as food. Sheep that scour, or

get a warm shower upon them, are immediately struck by the

fly, which deposits its esgs, and in an hour or two, more or

less, thousands or millions of juvenile gentles commence de-

vouring the sheep, growing every day larger iu size aud con-

sumption until full grown ; then they become chrysalis, and
afterwards a fly, so that we may safely say that the neglected

sheep, mhiHS its bones aud skin, has taken flight. A goad
shepherd will at once detect by the sheep's manner that it has been

fly stricken, aud apply the proper dressings. Warm, showery
weather demands anxious and constant supervision. In a very

dry time my shepherd was surprised to find some of our sheep

fly-stricken. It appeared that some children had amused
themselves by sprinkling ^water on the sheep's backs while

drinking, and the fly availed herself of her opportunity.

Foot-Rot gives strong evidence of the necessity for drain-

ing and an occasional dry bed for the animal ; for if the horn
of the hoof is kept constantly soaked, it softens and rots.

Sheep will always choose a dry resting place if they can find

one. Our best flocks came from the chalks and limestones,

and love dry sand or land naturally filtrative and dry—not
from the swamps or cold and undrained clays. It is of no use

dressing the sheep's feet unless they are immediately after-

wards placed for a time under cover on dry straw or ground.
Every shepherd ought to know how to cure foot-rot.

Pigs are interesting animals, for so many people keep a pig.

In my early farming days I used to keep a good many, having
had 360 or more at one time (good Danish barley was then
18s. 6d. per qr.), aud my knowing friends said that I should
certainly breed disease, having so many and so closely packed,
but I was singularly fortunate. The fact is that pigs have a
habit of " close packing," or huddling together, so that the
air around them becomes putrescent and unhealthy. That is

why reedy wheat-straw, frequently changed, is considered more
healthy than soft barley-straw. The former permits of more
circulation of air under the pigs. In ray case they were
always placed on sparred floors, with a space under them from
1 to 5 feet deep ; therefore the air, heated by their breath and
bodies, was carried off by circulation under and around the ani-
mals. Fat hogs, in hot weather, often get fever ; not so on
the sparred floors. Pigs generally excrete in a corner, away
from their beds. The openings between the boards or spars
may be narrower or wider, according to the size of the pigs.
In all cases the floor should be firmly supported, and Iree
from elasticity. Tnose who prefer it, and in cold weather,
can place a little clean straw on the floors ; as the urine passes
down through tlie openings, a thin straw matting might answer.
Mine had no straw. For breeding sows and small pigs the
openings should be only half an inch. A projecting shelf,
about 9 inches wide and 6 inches from the ground, would pre-
vent the sow overlaying her pigs. It is a general practice in
Essex to keep fattening calves on sparred floors; that is,

boarded floors with an opening between each board, and a
space between the boards and the floor, spreading straw over

the boards. They say calves would not otherwise do so well

Why it has seldom or never been extended to cattle, sheep, or

pigs I do not know. In hot weather I used to turn the jet of

water upon them, and after a few dressings they enjoyed it.

Their skins became as clean as the back of one's hand, and they

progressed rapidly without fever. One great advantage of

sparred floors is, that the pigs cannot burrow or bury them-

selves in holes, or in hot manure ; for if they do so, and come
afterwards into cold air, they get heaves or lung complaint

from the sudden change. In winter, draughts should be pre-

vented, as they have no wool and very little hair to protect

them—not like a Russian or wild pig, with its thick and long

bristles. A cooling aperient dose either before or immediately

after parturition would in the case of sows as well as cows

spare many a death by fever. It is desirable to avoid high

and rich feeding some time before and after parturition. I

have observed that with brewers' grains breeding sows do well.

Blangold or roots are objectionable. Millers' middlings and

toppings are a useful cooling food, and good for juvenile pigs.

For fattening pigs, two-tiiirds barley meal and one-third pea

meal make excellent pork, especially if aided by milk. Barley

meal or bean meal alone are too heating for young pigs. Beans

will give pigs cramp when not at large. A good pasture ad-

joining the piggery is useful for breeding sows and their young.

Farm Horses.—This is a tender and all-iraportaut sub-

ject; a farmer, especially a small farmer, is soon broken up if

he is unfortunate with his horses. They are the motive-power,

the main spring of arable land ; a strain, a kick, or other

accident, irrespective of disease, may cripple this important

power. Besides now it is a question of £60 or £70, or even

£80, for a good heavy land fou'-year-old horse. And this

more and more strengthens ray conviction that agriculture

must look to steam rather than to horses for cheap and effec-

ti^ve culture. A steam horse costs about £35 per horse-power

;

in my case a fixed steam engine, 26 years old, is still good.

We always grind our corn for horses, and cut all the hay and
straw into chaff. They are manger fed ; the dry chaff being

watered by a watering-pot, so that the meal adheres to it.

Clover, Italian rye, and tares are all passed through the chaff-

cutter. In autumn and winter each horse gets a bushel of

pulped mangold ; when our horses are very severely worked, we
add 31b. of linseed cake a day to their other food. Our horses

are always stabled at night in stalls. Loose boxes are better.

A city contractor, who furnished carriage horses, assured me
that by preparing the food by chaff-cutting, &c., he saved £8
a week in food, and £-4 a week in losses of horses. Many of

his coachmen gave up their prejudice in favour of long hay,

but one refused to " fall in," aud was discharged. Mouldy
hay (unless steamed) will kill horses. Cold water, when
horses are heated, often produces flatulence and death. In

the great breweries a steam-pipe keeps the water always warm,
so that the horses drink when they please without injury.

Cold milk will scour and kill very young calves. It should be

as warm as the mother's milk. Hoar frost on green food or

roots kills many animals. Inflammation is so rapid in horses,

that immediate remedies are desirable. A clyster pipe and
bladder should be always at hand, also a box of Day, Son, and
Hewitt's medicines. A fatal kick sometimes costs more than
a new set of stalls or loose boxes. Riding heated horses into

cold ponds should be strictly forbidden. It appears unreason-
able to cause a horse, after a hard day's work, to walk about

for hours to crop his food ; it should be prepared and brought
to him. Farmers as a rale prefer open yards for their horses,

because in their unventilated stables they would be unhealthy.

The late Mr. Watson's plan of ventilation is the most perfect.

His successors reside at Halifax, in Yorkshire. A London
firm fed their great horses on oats, beans, and the best clover-

hay, and they were often unlucky with them. A friend sug-

gested that the food was too rich, aud advised mixing a
portion of straw-chaff with the cut clover. This sets matters
right. Pea straw is very dangerous for horses, especially the

straw of green peas picked for market. A farmer lost nine

horses from eating pea-straw, and I lost one, my ploughman
having, contrary to my orders, got some from a heap intended
for the cattle. The four-stomached animals (sheep and cattle)

eat it safely. The London Omnibus Company, who have
thousands of horses, always prepare the food for them. Mr.
Church, Secretary to the London Omnibus Company, stated

in his evidence before the House of Lords Horse Committee
that they purchased about 2,000 horses annually ; in 1863
and 1864 the price was £33 ; in 1872 it was £32 17s. 8d.
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per horse. Tlieir horses last on an average about four and a
half years, and sometimes as many as five years. Most of

them then go to the knackers at £,-Z 5s. each. Farm horses
last mucli longer, especially if they have not much road v^ork

or subsoil ploughing.
Dangers of London Manure.—Nine cattle in Hertford-

shire and six in Susseic were this spring lead-poisoned by feed-

ing on pastures dressed with London mauure, which included,

among other rubbish, tiie scrapings from old paint-pots.

More than 50 were injured by it.

An Iron Will is a valuable preventive, for unless you are

firm and determined your instuctions or orders will sometimes
be evaded or negligently carried out. I have seen too much
of that.

Time works many Changes.—I have lived when there
was no gas, no railways, no electric telegraph, no ocean
steamers, no cabs or omnibuses, no policemen, no penny post.

No watchman now in our wakeful moments calls the hours or

describes the weather. We no longer smell, after midnight,
the cesspool carts, for the food blood of the nation now flows

wastefully to the rivers. How sad—how rai.scalculating !

—

how nationally suicidal ! In this Club, thirty years ago, I

was derided because I recommended the use of straw as food,

rather than as litter ; but a great change has come over the

agricultural mind on that point, and there is a greater con-

sumption of chaff than ever. So it has been, and will be, with
many of my other recommendations.

In Conclusion, I feel that I have given a mere outline of

a great subject, one well worthy the study of intelligent agri-

culturists, and deeply affecting their pecuniary welfare. I

repeat that in the journals of our four great agricultural socie-

ties, and in our current agricultural literature, will be found

an immense mass of valuable information, almost demanding
that we should, as agriculturists, read, mark, learu, and in-

wardly digest it. My time is getting short, but I see clearly

that if I could come again in 50 years a mighty change will

then have come over our national agriculture as regards landl

owners, tenants, and labourers, in their relation to agricultural

progress, intelligence, and improvement. Our landowners of

that period will consider it no disgrace to understand the

business and requirements of agriculture, and tenants will no
longer sneer at science and theory. Education and intelli-

gence will tlieu have taught agriculture to adapt itself to

mighty steam as a source of increased production, economy,
and profit. As this may be the last paper I shall ever read to

you, permit me before I sit down to congratulate you and the

country at large on a happy change which has taken place

within the last thirty years. I remember that many years

ago (IS-IQ), when dining at the first formation of the Birming-
ham Cattle Show, Mr. Muntz, M.P., said in dolorous mcod
that he believed that a manufacturer ate a farmer for supper

every night—and this sentiment was greatly applauded. Now,
no longer are town and country supposed to have separate

interests, no longer are manufacturers and agriculturists be-

lieved to be pecuniarily antagonistic. How delightfully has

the amiable and talented author of "Talpa" (published '21

years ago) anticipated this result ! He says, at p. 56 :
" O

ye who tilled these fields and dug these marl-pits, in tlie days

of narrow lanes and pack saddles, what would you have said

to the mail-train, that was flying like a meteor through the

night, upon its track of polished iron, annihilating distance

yet leaving space undiminished, turning the wide-spread coun-

try abodes of men into one vast metropolis of human society,

mutuality and intelligence, not choked and^ deadened by long

rows of bricks and mortar, like the dull, changeless, man-
manufactured town, but open, and free, and independent as

ever, with earth, and air, and sky unpolluted, undesecrated by
the throng, yet man united, by tlie closest intercourse and
sympathy, with the marts of aggregated skill and progress in

each art and science that instructs, enriches, and ennobles ?

Despise not the town, O man of gaiters, corduroys, and short

cutaway, whose face is stereotyped into perpetual jollity by
Nature's wholesome, merry hand—whose talk is of swedes,

superphosphates, and red Lammas ! Nor do thou despise the

country, O frock-coated, sleek-hatted, umbrella'd town denizen,

whose face is blanched and thoughtful, and, mayhap, a little

vrrinkled, and whose talk is of prices-current, scrip, cargoes,

and consols. For you are each other's customers and brothers

;

the iron artery of locomotive traffic, and the electric nerve of

flying thought have brought you into a new and closer bond

of reciprocity and fellowship. It matters little at which end

of the wire your place and life-task are ajjpointed : your hearts

and heads were cast in the same human mould, and it is hard

but such a tie as now unites their throbs and thoughts shall

strike out some results and combinations tiiat you scarcely

dream of yet. from the twin realities of agriculture and com-

merce."

Mr. J. K. Fowler (The Prebendal Farm, Aylesbury) said

he was sure he expressed the sentiments of every gentleman in

that room when he said how pleased they were with the able

paper which had just been read by their excellent friend Mr.

Mechi (cheers) ; opening up, as it had done, most important

questions as to the way in which diseases might be averted

from their flocks and herds, and he might add from their horses

and their live stock generally (Hear, hear). He had waited

in vain, however, to hear some remarks on the important sub-

ject of imported disease, and, perhaps, Mr. Mechi's city pre-

possessions accounted partly for his avoidance of that topic.

He (Mr. Fowler) had not tiie slightest doubt that foreign im-

portation Had decimated their flocks and herds for the last 20

years (Hear, hear). Notwithstanding all that had been said by

learned veterinarians, experience, he believed, proved that the

prevalence of such fearful diseases arose in a great degree

from foreign importations ; and while farmers were willing to

submit to the constant supervision of the police and of the

county authorities, they had a right to demand from the Le-
gislature that the restrictions imposed on tenant-farmers in

England should be applied indirectly to producers abroad. It

liaJ, he thought, been proved iucoatestably that this country

hal suffered far more by foreign importation than from any

indigenous source of disease. Let it not be supposed lor a mo-
meut tliat he was advocating—and he believed his brother-

farmers did not desire it—a return to what was called pro-

tection. Having, however, travelled through a large part of

Europe, he had paid the greatest attention to the condition of

the live stock in various countries. A few years ago, while

travelhng by railway in Holland, he observed that many of

the cattle were covered with a sort of cloth, and on inquiry he

discovered that what he noticed was in fact canvas, with

which their bodies were covered, to protect them from

damp when they were lying down. This indicated the

nature of the ground on which they were pastured,

and it was not surprising that cattle placed in such a posi-

tion had been instrumental in introducing pleuro-pneumonia

into this country. The Vale of Aylesbury, in which he resided,

had suffered very greatly from pleuro-pneumonia. Within a

couple of miles of his house ten oi twelve animals had been

affected within the last few days, and the most stringent mea-

sures had been adopted for stamping-out the disease. He had

come to the conclusion that the regulations with regard to

importation ought to be as strict for Ireland as they were for

foreign countries (Hear, hear). Mr. Mechi had remarked

that the east wind brought with ^it all kinds of ills for man
and beast. That wind blew over the eastern steppes of Tar-

tary and Hungary, and the great corn-producing districts of

Europe, and brought with it to England diseases which were

indigenous to those regions ; while no such diseases were

wafted over the balmy waters of the Gulf Stream. That sub-

ject opened up a wide field for conjecture ; but let them all

when they went home to their respective parishes see if they

could not assist in devising some means by which the demon
of destruction might be met half-way before its attacks had

become irresistible. Before sitting down he would remark

that it might be interesting to many present to know that one

fertile cause of disease, .namely, the exposure of cattle in rail-

way trucks, was likely to receive a considerable amount of at-

tention in connection with ,the approaching cattle show at

Islington. He had the honour of being one of a number of

gentlemen who had undertaken to inquire into the important

question of improved cattle trucks for the conveyance of ani-

mals by railway in all parts of the United Kingdom, with a

view of seeing if some system could not be adopted which

would afford much greater security than had hitherto existed;

and he hoped that eventually any improvements which might

be devised would extend to the Continent (Hear, hear).

Mr. H. Neild (The Grange, Worsley, Manchester) wished,

before making any remark, to ask Mr. Mechi for a little ex-

planation. He understood that gentleman to attach, as pro-

bably most of those present did, great value to the access of

cattle to rock sa'.t, while he went on to remark rather strongly

on the quantity of salt contained in swedes and mangolds, as

being in many cases deleterious. He should be glad if Mr,
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Mechi would explaiu his meaning a little on that point. In
connection with the subject, he thought the attention of the

owners of landed property ought to be called to the condition

of many of the homesteads. In Lancashire and Cheshire
many of the homesteads were deplorably defective, and a

casual view evinced serious neglect of what everyone must
admit to be requisites. lie did not wish to make any reflec-

tions, or to indulge in any hard remarks upon particular laud-

lords—far from it ; but as regards the general agriculture of

this country, tiiey were now awakening to a sense of the im-
portance of the motto urged upon their attention by The Mark
Lane Express that " Property has its Duties as well as its

Rights" (cheers). After the visitation of two or three suc-

cessive bad seasons, and of great losses in stock, there had
cropped up this important labour question, and, amid such
difficulties, it was no easy matter for the occupying farmer to

lijld his own, while it naturally suggested the necessity of a
readjustment of matters with the landlord. It was no use
blinking the fact that, generally speaking, farmers had not
held their own for the last two or three years. As for the
labourer, he was quite right in seeking to improve his condi-

tion ; and he (Mr. H. Neild) did not grumble or murmur be-

cause those whom he employed asked for an advance of wages
(cries of " Question") ; but all such things militated against

the occupying farmer, and proportionately increased his diffi-

culties. While Mr. Mechi was speaking of condiments for

stock, he could not help regretting that he made no mention
of the value of the farmer's own legitimate condiment barley-

malted (a laugh). lie could well understand that hearty

laugh from Mr. Leeds, because that gentleman was a grower
of tine barley ; but tliere were hundreds of farmers who grew
an inferior kind of barley, and who would be very glad of an
opportunity of making it into a good mash for their animals.
As regatds Irish stock, those who had witnessed the manner
in which cattle were brought over in vessels, as lie had done,
could not be surprised at the spread of the lung disease from
animals so imported. Pleuro-pneumonia could hardly be ex-

pected to cease or materially diminish while that state of
things remained unremedied. In conclusion, he would ex-
press a hope that their esteemed friend would live for years to

read many such interesting papers as he had read that evening
(cheers).

Mr. J. Treadwell (Upper Winchendon, Aylesbury)
said Mr. Mechi had raised the question whether or
not most of their losses by live stock were preventable.
He (Mr. Treadwell) beheved that they were, and he believed
that one great means of prevention was not to keep nearly so
many animals as they did. Mr. Mechi said that live stock
was the thing that paid best. He thought so too, some time
ago, but he had recently come to the conclusion—and he knew
many farmers agreed with him—that they had latterly been
keeping too many animals, keeping them too thick on the
ground, and that that was one great reason why they had lost

so much of stock. He spoke on that subject as a practical
farmer : he was no man of theory. As regarded condiments,
he agreed with Mr. Neild that the Government ought to allow
farmers to malt the barley for their animals free of duty, and
that that would tend more to keep their animals healthy than
almost anything else. He himself had a licence from the
Government to enable him to use his own barley (converted
into malt) in feeding his stock. Of course, he was
constantly subject to the supervision of the exciseman,
but he was confident that where that difficulty could
be met the use of malted barley would prove most
valuable as a preventive against loss from disease. He
was at present losing a considerable quantity of lambs, and
had great difficulty in accounting for that loss. He had done
his best as regarded the changing of food : he had given
turnips as soon as he could get them, cake, corn, and other
things. There was only one tiling, he thought, that he had
not done, and it was something mentioned by Mr. Mechi.
He had not housed his sheep, and he would like to know
whether Mr. Mechi housed his breeding ewes all the year
round P

Mr. Mechi : We fold them closely.
Mr. Treajjwell said, then, in his opinion, Mr. Mechi was

a very lucky man—folding his animals closely—in not sus-
taining greater loss than he appeared to have done.

Mr. F. Street (Harrowden, Bedford) said some years
since his horses were afiFected with gripes or colic through
giving short cut chaff with their dinner meal, which they

could not digest on an empty stomach. An old farmer recom-
mended him to give a piece of hay first ; he had done so ever

since we'tli good results. Mr. Mechi had slated his losses in

liorses were greater than from any other kind of stock, and he
(Mr. S.) thought that was through using rather too much
chaff. As regarded pleuro-pneumonia, he hal been a

great sufferer, having already lost 23 head of cattle, and
he was still losing from that cause. What they had
chiefly to aim at was prevention, and he thought
the new act which came into operation on the 1st of
September was more likely to frustrate t hat object than to

promote it. When animals were affected, unless full and
ample compensation was to be given to the tenant-farmer, it

was not very likely that the existence oi disease would be made
known. The first animal attacked would in all probability be
sent to the nearest butcher, while the remainder would be

sent to market, and thus serve to spread the disease. He certainly

thought that if the owner conscientiously went to the inspec-

tor and proclaimed that which was necessary for the public

good,heoughtnottobeasuffererif the animals were slaughtered
in consequence (Hear, hear). Laws made within brick walls

might appear very nice indeed, and yet when ap-

plied throughout the length and breadth of the land they

might be found very inadequate for their purpose ; and he did

hope that some expression of opinion would emanate from that

Club, which would induce the Government to propose an
alteration in the Act to which he had referred. For instance,

animals might be lying in a meadow and be affected by dis-

ease, wiiile other animals might he lying close to them in an
adjoining meadow, being separated from them only by a gate,

the one lot of animals were slaughtered, while the others, though
in close proximity, went scot free. A well-known member of

Parliament remarked to him that he would rather have a case

of cattle plague tiian one of pleuro-pneumonia, because in the

one case the disease was sure to be stamped out, while in the

other the work would not be done effectually. Was it likely

tiiat in cases in which animals were worth from forty to fifty

pounds each the owner would proclaim the existence of dis-

ease when all he would receive would be twenty pounds ?

(Hear, hear.) He was for giving greater discretionary powea
to magistrates as regarded stamping out ; but, on the other
hand, when a man conscientiously declared the existence of
disease, he ougnt not to be a loser by that declaration.

Mr. C. M. Caldecott (Holbrook, Rugby) said he
should like to know how Mr. Street obtained the animals
among which disease prevailed to such an extent.

Mr Street said he had not a single animal on his farm but
what had been there more than a twelvemonth.
Mr. Mechi : Is your land drained P

Mr. Street : Thoroughly drained.

Mr. Caldecott said he had had something to do in

Warwickshire with the administration of the law with regard
to cattle plague and other aiseases. He could not agree with
Mr. Mechi that pleuro-pneumonia was indigenous to this

country ; on the contrary, he believed almost every case that

he had met with was traceable to foreign importation.

The last speaker was in error if he supposed that the magis-
trates had anything to do with the slaughtering of cattle

affected with pleuro-pneumonia. The matter rested entirely

with the inspector, who had power to have slaughtered what-
ever animal he thought it expedient to condemn. For some
weeks past a number of cattle of one herd had been slaugh-

tered one after another in the neighbourhood of Banbury

;

and he must say that in his opinion it would have been
a far better and safer course if all had been slaughtered at

once. The executive committee and the magistrates had,
however, nothing to do with the slaughtering.

Mr. Street explained that what he intended to say was
that the magistrate and the inspector were at present tied

hand and foot, and though they knew that other cattle were
affected besides those condemned, could uot have them
slaughtered.

Mr. T. DucKHAM (Baysham, Ross) must confess that he
shared in the disappointment of Mr. Fowler, that Mr. Mechi had
passed so slightly over that very destructive evil foot-and-mouth
disease. The Chairman in his opening address congratulated
the meeting that the losses from that disease this year were
less than those of last year. He (Mr. Duckham) thought that
there were very few stockholders who suffered severely last

year but what had suffered considerably this year. He had
I'ound in his own experience enormous difficulty in getting rid of
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secondary symptoms among his flocks and herds, and he believed
]

that the esperieuce of many others had been similar to liis own.
|

ConsiiJeiiug the enormous importation of diseased animals ,

from foreign countries which was goinff on year by year, he
!

was certainly surprised tliat Mr. Mechi had not said something
very strong on tliat point in connection with the subject.

Last year tlie official returns of the Veterinary De-
partment published by the Government showed that between
seven and eight thousand head of stock were brought to this

country wiiile sufiferiug from foot-and-mouth disease, and the

same vessels which brought tliose animal to our shores re-

turned to bring fresh cargoes (Hear, hear). No doubt that

had been a fruitful source of disease in this country. He did

not think llie cattle traffic in connection with Ireland was at

all what it should be. He knew on good authority that the

cattle-trucks and other means of traD<!it in Ireland were in a

most disgraceful state. How, then, could it be wondered at

that the Irish cattle which came to this country were frequently

landed in a state of incipient disease, and that tlie English flocks

and herds had in that way been exposed to serious losses ? That
part of their losses had been passed over too briefly by Mr. Meciii

,

and he (Mr. Duckham) trusted that every agriculturist in the

kiugdoiu would unite in impressing on the Government
the ruinous consequences of the present state of things

to farmers, and its certain tendency to keep up the pre-

sent high prices of food, of which there were such loud com-
plaints on all sides (Hear, hear). A good system of transit for

stock would be as beneficial to the farmers of Ireland as to the

farmers of England. He quite agreed with Mr. Mechi as to

the advantage and necessity of isolating stock as a means of

preventing disease. There could be no question that isolation

was in all cases of disease most valuable. That pleuro-pneu-

monia was not indigenous appeared to him beyond question.

When Yciuatt wrote his treatise on cattle in 183.5 it was not

known in England. He mentioned it as a peculiar disease,

confined to a certain district of France, called Franche Comte

,

since tliat day the English losses from that cause had been

enormous, amounting to many millions.

Mr. J. Brown (Elwyn Orchard, March) said he happened to

be a member of a local committee which had considered the ques-

tion whether or not pleuro-pneumonia was contagious. One of

the members of that committee was strongly of opinion that it

was not, having received bis impression from his experience

with regard to a stall where an animal had died from pleuro-

pneumonia, animals who had been in the same stall and were
afterwards removed escaping attack. In his opinion, the

remedies in the way of prevention lately issued by the Privy

Council would be ineifectual for stamping out the disease if it

were contagious, and if not, the counties would be put to an

unnecessary expense. The only efifectual remedy was, he

believed, to deal with those in contact as well as the animals

affected.

Mr. T. Briggjs (The Homestead, Richmond, Surrey) advo-

cated the repealing of all laws which prevented the farmer from
etercising his vocation in the most beneficial manner for him-

self and the community.
Mr. Pell, M.P. (Hazelbeach HUl, Northampton) wished to

say one or two words with regard to the difficulties of dealing

with pleuro-pneumonia. For agriculturists the first question

was, whether it was contagious ; and the second, whether,

supposing it to be contagious, the spread of disease could be

prevented. Having sat upon a committee of the House of

Commons which had deliberated on that subject, he was bound
to say that, after listening to the evidence, he had arrived at

the conclusion that they might get rid of that terrible

disease if they could bat discover it directly it broke ont, and
killed the animal affected. In the remarks which had been

made about the value of liberal and generous treatment he

fuUy concurred, though even in that respect they must act with

caution. As to inoculation, although Mr. Mechi had spoken
of it in that confident and cheery manner which characterised

him, he could not agree with him. He had tried inoculation

and had not experienced the benefit which Mr. Mechi
appeared to regard as certain to follow, and he for one

would say, keeping closely to the question before them, that

he believed the spread of pleuro-pneumonia to be

preventable, but that the way to prevent it was to kill an
animal immediately it showed the slightest symptom of the

disease, and to keep other animals as free as possible from con-

tact. He agreed with Mr. Treadwell that in their efforts to

keep a large amount of stock, farmers had made the disease

less preventable than it was before. He (Mr. Pell) had found

that directly a man attempted tj keep a larger number of

calves or of la ubs than he had kept before, the per centage

of loss had become higher (Hear, hear). Farmers must con-

tinue to keep a large number of animals. How, then, were
tiiey to prevent disease from spreading ? On that point he
wished to make two or three practical remarks, based on his

own experience, with regard to young animals. If they at-

tempted to keep and rear a quantity of calves upon the plan

laid down by Mr. Mechi, including expensive buildings, costly

food, and so on, the return might not be at all adequate to the

outlay ; and it seemed to him, therefore, best to follow nature

and to keep the ammals chiefly in the field. Again, he would re-

commend gentlemen who were engaged in rearing animals not
to hurry calves up with a dog. He had found that nothing
was more injurious to calves than to flurry and excite

them ; and he would add that if he found a young
animal suffering from filaria, instead of sending at once for

a doctor he had given it dry food. As to Mr. Mechi's
prescription of turpentine as grog, he would recommend that
the bottle should be well shaken before tuat article was ad-
ministered otherwise the animal might within five minutes
after drop down dead. In dealing with his cows he had followed
the advice of Mr. Horsfall, given some years ago, to give, for

pleuro-pneumonia, cocoa-olein, but he had not found
any benefit. Mr. Mechi said that an iron will was a
great thing in the treatment of cattle and slieep. There
was an old proverb in the East of England, that it

required a hard heart to keep a flock of ewes, and he
believed that by treating the animals very liberally you
often did mischief (Hear, hear). You injured animals by
overdoing the thing as well as by under-doing it, and you
were certainly not likely to prevent disease iimong your flocks

by being excessively generous, especially if your generosity

took the form of giving turnips too early. At the present

moment they were suffering in the midland counties from
filaria among lambs, and from black-leg among calves. For
the latter he had given his calves three-quarters of an ounce
of saltpetre every fortnight, and that had stopped it.

Mr. R. H. Masf£n (Pendeford, Wolverhampton) said he
thought Mr, Mechi underrated the average loss per annum
from disease. In his opinion the estimate of £6,000,000
might be safely multiplied by sis—at least as regarded the last

10 or 15 j'ears. He was very sorry to hear that their friend

Mr. Steer was so great a loser. It was all very well to call

upon men to make known that they were unfortunate enough
to be visited by that fearful disease pleuro-pneumonia ; but un-
less a more liberal inducement was held out to men who were
in that position to give information, it would, he was afraid,

be a long time before the country got rid of the evil. Two
years ago, in a neighbouring county to that in which he risided,

the inspector heard by accident of the existence of pleuro-

pneumonia on a particular farm. He was a veterinary of good
position in the county, and went to the farm and said he had
thought it his duty to go there to ascertain the truth for him-
self. The farmer was a man occupying five or six hundred
acres of land. The inspector said " I have heard that you
have got pleuro-pneumonia ?" The reply was, " Nothing of

the kind." " Why," was the rejoinder, " you lost a bullock

three weeks ago." " Yes," was the answer, " I did, because
it was harvest time, and we neglected it." " W^ell," the in-

spector said, " I see some animals under cover, and I should
like to look at them." He went there, and out of seven bul-

locks he found three to be suffering from pleuro-pneumonia

;

one of them died within a very short time, and the others

were killed. There was an instance in which a man, because

he would receive insufficient compensation, went on running

the risk of losing all his animals. He shrank from the idea

of slaughter, because he would perhaps only obtain a moiety

of the amount to wliich he was fairly entitled (Hear, hear).

He quite endorsed what Mr. Pell said about the danger of in-

creasing the number of animals kept beyond a moderate ex-

tent. As regarded lambs, they all knew that if they put them
on old field pastures beginning to start again immediately
after they were taken from the mothers the almost in-

variable result was that numbers of them got husky
and bad, and loss followed. Tiie same remark applied to

calves. He wished to mention something that happened
within his own experience. About ten years ago he lost in

one week two or three calves, one after another, and in the
last case the animal died within about five minutes after it
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was first noticed to be unwell. Tlie veterinary surgeon

wliom lie cousulted said there was nothing apparently the

matter, and recommended him to have all his calves setoned.

He did so, and followed up setoning afterwards, and, thougli he

had iiad hundreds of calves since, he had never lost one. He
had never despised science, but, on the contrary, had always

felt the greatest respect for those who made science their

study, for the benefit of others, but he held that an ounce of

practice was of more value than a pound o^' theory. He felt

perfectly sure that a great deal of the disease which prevailed

was preventable. Much of this disease was attributable to the

manner in which animals were driven about for sale, and
treated afterwards. Animals were driven to a fair, and, after

being purchased by a dealer, were driven, perhaps, a consider-

able distance. They were then placed, possibly on a cold

November night, in a damp field, without a bit of anything

wholesome to eat, and the next morning they were again

driven forth to their destination, and became the means of

spreading disease among other animals. He recollected going
alon? a road with a dealer to meet some cattle which were
coming to the place, and which the dealer thought would suit

him. They met them steaming in such a manner as to create

quite a mist, and he need scarcely say what vvas the natural

tendency of such a state of things. The effects might uot

be immediately seen in young animals ; but he had no doubt
if the subsecjuent history could be traced it would be found
that they would suffer as cows.

Mr. T. CoNGREVE (late of Warwickshire), said that

that although Mr. Mechi had said a great deal about the pre-

vention of disease, there was a terrible complaint which he

had scarcely touched upon, viz., foot-and-mouth disease. If

anyone would tell him how to preveut that, he would feel

greatly indebted to him, as he had himself been a considerable

sufferer. As to curing that disease, he believed that nothing

could be done, but nature must be left to take its

course.

Mr. T. HORLEY (The Posse, Leamington) thought that if

pleuro-pneumonia must be stamped out the Privy Council and

the executive authorities ought to take a lesson from what was

done at the time of the cattle plague. It was well known that

until the tenant farmers of Eagland came forward to declare

that their stock was affected the disease could not be arrested.

Until proper compensation was offered men were naturally

frightened at the process of stamping out, and he could not

help thinking that if the diseases referred to that evening were

to be stamped out, men ought to be thoroughly compensated.

It was not likely that farmers would declare valuable cattle to

be affected when the utmost amount they would receive in the

event of slaughter would be about £30.

Mr. T. WiLLSoN (Biggin Grange, Oundle) observed that

in Northamptonshire the proportion which compensation bore to

value was greater than that which had just been mentioned.

Supposing an auiraal to be worth £2i the salvage came to £16,

and if the county gave £4, the actual loss was only £4.

Mr. J. Tr.\SK (Orcheston, Devises) said the question had

been raised wliether pleuro-pneiimonia was contagious or not.

His experience tended to show that it was contagious, and

that there was no satisfactory cure for it. Having bought

four beasts some years ago, at Chippenham market, he had

them taken to Yeovil by rail. About seven or eight weeks

after, it was found that one of them was suffering from

pleuro-pneumonia. He at once consulted two or three vete-

rinary surgeons, who could do no good and only increased his

loss. The disease continuing to spread amougst his herd, he

sent the Inngs of one of the animals to Professor Simmonds,

who gave him this advice :
" The treatment for cure would

be so tedious and expensive, and the result after all so

doubtful, that I should recommend you in preference to have

any animals affected with the disease slaughtered." I, how-

ever, treated some of the animals and succeeded in curing six

or seven. But he still thought it the best course to follow the

advice of Professor Simmonds, particularly as it was well known
that if animals were slaughtered in the earliest stage of the

disease they were not at all unfit for human food. It was most
painful to think that although sixteen years had since elapsed,

veterinary science appeared to have made no progress as regarded

the cure of that disease. They were still in the same position

as they were a long time ago, and all they could do was, it

appeared, to have animals that were affected slaughtered and
make the best of them. As regarded foot-and-mouth disease,

Mr. Mechi seemed to think it would be a sufficient security if

they reared their own stock. He (Mr. Trask) bad reared his

own stock, and yet had not escaped. He had understood that

foot-and-mouth disease had found its way to a farm belonging

to Sir Thomas Aclaud, on the borders of Exmoor Forest,

where tliere was no possibility of contact with other animals,

and no railway or public roai being near it. Pleuro-pneumonia
was a much more serious disease, and partly for this reason

that a bullock might have the seeds of disease for two months
before they showed themselves outwardly. He had lost six-

and-twenty head of cattle, and was £1,000 worse for the

disease, and he repeated all that veterinary science could

suggest to him or any one was to slaughter.

The CiiMRMAN said that, in closing the discussion, he did

not think it necessary to detain the meeting more than a mo-
ment. He would ouly say that he was very much pleased with
tlie interesting paper read by their friend Mr. Mechi, and with
the very excellent discussion which had followed.

Mr. Mechi then replied : As regarded salt and the question

l)ut to him in reference to it, he had only to observe that, in the

case of animals which were being fattened, it was not at all

unusual for an animal to consume 1501bs. of turnips a day, and
as that quantity contaiued a pound of salts in one form or other,

there was, he believed, danger to health in the case of breed-

ing animals. With respect to losses from disease, he had
found, in reading the history of agriculture in this country,

that at ancient periods one-third at least of the animals had
been lost within a year, owing to bad or insufficient food, and
otlier causes. As to the packing of animals closely together,

the same principles applied as in the case of human beings,

whoHsorae air and ventilation were as essential in the one case

as in the other. He had been in the habit of keeping three

or lour hundred pigs without suffering from disease among
them, and he attributed his immunity to the fact that the ani-

mals were placed upon open floor boards, that there was con-

stantly a good circulation of air, and that by his iron

fold hurdles on wheels, sheep did not remain on the

same ground for more than twelve hours at a time.

He was sorry to find that some gentlemen present who
had suffered great losses did not agree with him with regard

to inoculation. He must say it appeared to him that that

question was no longer open to doubt but had been settled by

actual experiment. He had, indeed, given authorities for the

opinion which he expressed. (A voice :
" What about import-

ation?") He had distinctly intimated that he thought the

regulations with regard to foreign importation ought to be
more stringent than they were at present.

On the motion of Mr. J. Tra.sk, of Northington Down,
Alresford, seconded by Mr. T. Owen, of Clapton, Hungerford,

a vote of thanks was given to Mr. Mechi for his paper, and

the meeting then separated.

At the meeting of the committee, on Monday, November 3,

Mr. E. M. Major Lucas, Mercer's House, Aylesbury, was

elected Chairman of the Farmers' Club, for 1874.

A vote of thanks was passed at the same meeting, to Mr.
C. S. Rend, M.P., for his presentation to the Club of a por-

trait of the late Earl of Leicester, and a similar vote t Mr.
Rr. Leeds, fer a portrait of the present Earl of Leicester.

SENDING DISEASED MEAT TO LONDON.—At
Guildhall William Stevenson, described as a meat
factor of Leicester, was summoned by Mr. James Newman for

sending the carcase of a sheep to market for sale as human
food, the same being unwholesome. Mr. Baylis prosecuted ;

Mr. Hubbard appeared for the defendant. Mr. Baylis said

that in this case the defendant bought two sheep for 30s., and

sold the skins and plucks for 1-ls., so that the two sheep cost

him but 16s. One of them he sent to market to be sold. The
inspector saw the carcase and seized it, and had it condemned.

The sheep weighed only 431b. and were in a most inflamed

and emaciated state. Three times had the defendant been

summoned on account of similar offences. On the first occa-

sion his daughter swore that she had eaten some of the meat,

and that her father did not know that the meat was sent, and

the summons was dismissed; but on the next occasion he was

fined £10, and on the next was sent to prison for one mouth.

He had also been three times fined at Leicester—the first time

40s., the second time £10, and the third time £30. Evidence

in support of this statement was adduced. Cross-examined :

Mr. Newman said he thought he seized the meat about eight
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o'clock iu the morning, and Mr. White, one of the firm of

Bousor and Sous, to whom the sheei) was sent, would not

swear positively that it was one of those sent up by the de-

fendant. In reply to the Alderman he said tliat the ticket

No. 10 was inside the sheep, and that iudicated it was the

defendant's. He had sent the condemned note down to him,

and he had made no demur. No one else had made any claim

for a sheep. Mr. Hubhard contended there was no evidence

that tlie slieep was one of those sent by the defendant. On
the contrary, Mr. Newman had stated that he seized the

sheep at about eight o'clock. He held in his hand a telegram

from Mr. White to the defendant on the same day, stating that

tlie meat did not arrive until 8.-i5. Alderman Owdeu inti-

mated that he was quite satisfied as to the identity of the

meat. Mr. Hubbard then called Lewin, the butcher wlio

killed the meat for the defendant. He swore that he packed

10 sheep for him and sent them to Mr. Bonsor's on tlie 16th

ult. They were all sound and healthy. Fourteen were

Cheviots and two Southdowns—all small sheep, averaging

about 451bs. each, the largest not weighing more than 501bs.

Alderman Owdeu considered that it was a very bad case, and
sentenced the prisoner to two months' imprisonment.

THE PRIZE SYSTEM AGAIN.
It is now some years since we were present at one of

the weekly meetings of the Society of Arts, when a

speaker was put up to ridicule the system of offering

premiums for anything, pointing his argument as he did

by the prize-lists of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England. His audience, including some of our leading

implement makers, seemed pretty generally to approve of

this doctrine, and, with the noted Mr. Cole in the

chair, the prize system certainly threatened to come to an

untimely end—at any rate so far as the Society of Arts

could set the example. And on Wednesday last there

was the general meeting of this same Society in the

Adelphi, when, as we gather from the address of the

President, Major-General Eardley Wilmot, backed by the

announcement of sundry awards, nothing would now
promise to be so popular here as doing good through the'

agency of the prize system. Thus: "The growing im-

portance of economy in the use of coal led, during the

last session, to the placing in the hands of the Council

the sum of £500 iu aid of the solution of this question.

A list of premiums in connection with it has been pub-

lished, and the Council are expecting a large number of

stoves and grates for the competition." Again, there

have been offers in the same direction of money prizes and

medals for the production of fuel from peat ;
while the

Society offers the Howard prize of £25 or its gold medal

still in connection with this subject for the production of
" a traction engine of moderate power, capable of being

employed as a substitute for horse-power on tramways
and in the streets of cities and towns. The engine to

form one structure in combination with the tramway car-

riage. The power may be generated by any means,

provided that noise, noxious fumes, and the discharge of

refuse into the air or on to the road-surfaces are avoided."

A second gold medal is also offered for the discovery or

manufacture of a means for safely and economically gene-

rating power suitable for use in place of steam. Then,

the Council offers " an important prize, £100, for the head-

master of that half-time school, of mixed physical and
industrial training, which showed the best results at the

least annual cost per head, and the least total cost for

primary instruction ;
" and the Swiney prize of £200 for

the best work on jurisprudence. Further, still, there is

another £100 premium for the best essay on the " Ad-
vantages which would be likely to arise if railway com-
panies and limited companies generally were each to

establish a savings'-bank for the working classes in their

employ ;" and £25 for the best system of Hall-marking,

in competition for which "several essays have been
received." So much for the future, as during the past

year premiums have been awarded for carriage-building,

cotton manufacture, steel manufacture, and for the best

two-wheeler and four-wheeler cabs. This is tolerably

well for a Society of scientific people, who were ready

enough but a few years since to laugh at the farmers who
persevered so seriously in giving prizes for cows and
horses, and ploughs and reapers. Indeed, we are not

quite so sure but that what with its endeavours to

economise the use of coal, to improve our traction engines,

and amend our horse-power carriages, the Society of Arts

is rather cutting the ground from under the Royal Agri-

cultural Society. Another Society— for the Prevention

of Cruelty to Animals—offers a series- of £100 premiums
for new cattle " refreshment trucks ;" and again this

movement sounds as even still more directly within the

scope of the Royal Agricultural Society.

For the few last years, however, the Council, or a

Special Committee, has at its sittings in Hanover Square
thought fit, at least iu one branch of its business, to drop

away from the prize system, although, strange to say, this

furnished a very attractive feature in the programme.
Many of the very best papers written for the Journal
were provoked by premiums, and for some Numbers now
there has not been a prize essay published under the

countenance of the Society. The reports on the farming

of counties, so generally good as to well warrant collect-

ing, were written for the most part by the best men of

their several districts, like Mr. Sewell Read, Mr. Samuel
Jonas, Mr. Robert Baker, and others, under the stimulus

of open competition. But somehow or other the system

went out of favour, and the consequence is one of the

most melancholy Parts which a member of the Society

ever hid away on his book-shelves. It may be said,

though, that the system had worn itself out, that it was
impossible to create creditable competition, and so forth

—a plea which we shall not for a moment admit. In the

report of the proceedings at the November meeting it

was stated that ninety-two essays had been sent in to

compete for the prize of £100 offered by Lord Cathcart

for the best essay on the potato disease—a premium be it

observed offered not by a body, but by an individual, so

that whatever good may come of this the Council can

claim little or none of the credit.

It may be well to try the Journal a little further by
the last Council meeting. In our own report published

on the Monday after the Hull Meeting we protested

against the absurd secrecy attempted over the farm

awards—a secret which has, moreover, not been kept, and
so rendered the whole thing "partial rotten and indefen-

sible." During the implement trial week a man might

readily avail himself of a duU, uninteresting morning's

work to run over and have a look at the prize farm, al-

though he could seldom afford the time afterwards. And
now the Society's own report has broken down, so that

it may be a year or two before we have out anything

officially on the farming of the district. Then, the

Society's own reporter only returned from Vienna at the

end of July ; but " he had forwarded to the Editor his

report on the Exhibition, and was engaged iu preparing

his report ou the agriculture of Austria and Hungary."
Then, why by all that is reasonable did they not pub-

lish the account of the show, and let the agriculture of

the country follow ? In these days when we have a

Russell, a Wood, or a Woods, when the history of a war
will be told from the field, even farmers wUl scarcely care

to wait twelve months for an official description of a
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foreign stock show. Although we say it. The Mark Latie
Express was enabled to publish a really admirable report

of the Vienna cattle show at the earliest possible date

—

that is, within a week of its opening, and from the pen
of a gentleman who makes no pretence to professional

literature. Whereas your "Special Commissioner" would
write a history of Hungary in a fortnight, to be followed
by that of Austria in the course of a post or two.

The Council or the Jojirnal Committee of the Royal
Agricultural Society clearly requires stirring up, for it is

getting as slow as a stage-waggon. Let ttem throw out

fresh grappling irons in the way of premiums ; and as the

next show is fixed for Bedford, let a good round sum

—

say, £100 or £200—be offered for the best essay on the

pr scut condition of farming in Bedfordshire, or in the

Midlands, or on the improvement effected in the farming

of the district since the establishment of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society. We could, offhand, name half-a-dozen

good men equal to writing such a prize paper.

THE CATTLE MARKET AND SLAUGHTER HOUSES IN PARIS.

A work recently published in France by M. Ernest
Thomas, furnishes some interesting details as to the
regulatioas, arrangements, and facilities of the Great
Central Cattle Market and slaughter-houses of Paris,

which at the present time are curious in comparison with
our own. The historical account given of the butcheries
and slaughter-houses is not the least interesting part of
the work. The first butchery in Paris was situated near the
church porch of Notre Dame, close to the church of St.

Pierre-aux-Bocass, which was so designated by Pope
Innocent II., in a bull dated 1136. The second estab-
lishment of the same kind was installed later in face of
the Grand Chatelet, and it was in consequence of this

that the neighbouring church received the name of
St. Jacques de la Boucherie, and on the site of which
now stands the Tower of St. Jacques.

In 1416, the great butchery or shambles was destroyed
in consequence of the disturbances in which Cabouche
and the butchers of Paris took part, and replaced by four
others, that of the Cloth market, St. Leufroy, the Petit
Chatelet, and the Petit Pont. In 1418, the King
authorised the community of butchers to reconstruct
their market destroyed two years previous. In 1540, by
a Parliamentary decree, others were constructed in the
Rues St. Martin and St. Honore, and the Place Maubert.
From 1661 to 1800 their number increased proportion-
ally to the augmentation and wants of the population.
Up to that date Paris had no official or public slaughter-
houses ; the butchers killed their beasts in the several
localities where they had shambles. In 1810, the estab-
lishment of five new public slaughter-houses was ordered,
three on the right side of the Seiue, and two on the left

bank. There were at that time 150 private slaughter-
houses, and 498 shambles.

The construction of new abattoirs at Montmartre,
Menilmontant, Greville, Roule, and Villejuif was com-
menced, but arrested in 1813. They were proceeded
with in 1815, but only completed and opened 16th
September, 1818. These five abattoirs cost the city of
Paris £720,000. They covered an area of 165,300
yards, of which about 44,000 was buildings, and 125,300
open courts. The stalls could shelter 1,400 cattle, 1,800
calves, and about 8,000 sheep. There were eight tri-

peries, 240 boilers, and 28 taUow-melting houses.
There were in 1818, 387 slaughterers at the abattoirs,

121 at Montmartre, 104 at Me'nilmontant, 67 at Greville,
50 at Roule, and 45 at Villejuif. In 1857, the last year
in which the butchery trade was subject to official regu-
lations^ there were 501 butchers in the capital. In 1860,
the annexation to the town of the district comprised
within the circle of fortifications, added to the number
of abattoirs, those of Batignolles, Villette, and Belleville.

In 1859, a decree gave authority to acquire the neces
sary land for building the central cattle market and the
general public slaughter-houses at Villette, and in 1864
a second decree ordered the establishment, on public
grounds, of a branch railway connecting the cattle market

with the circular railway. These improvements have now
become established facts in the edifice known for the

last six years as the cattle market of Villette. On the

2l8t September, 1867, the Prefect of the Seine suppressed

the cattle and meat markets of Sceaux, Bernardins,

and La Chapelle, which, on the 21st October, were trans-

ferred to the general market of La Villette. Poissy alone

was provisionally retained as a meat market. The market
of Villette occupies a superficies of about 23 hectares (46
acres), the buildings occupying a surface of 49,000 yards.

'L'hese extensive arrangements permit of the assemblage
ul' all the French and foreign beasts brought to market,

without any inconvenience, for the locality is so well

chosen, and the arrangements so excellent, that the ani-

mals are brought directly by the railway into the market,

which abuts upon the slaughter-houses ; and the same
railway which brought them alive conveys the meat to all

quarters of Paris.

The administration of the market of Villette is con-

ceded for a term of fifty years. The tariff of stall-tolls

fixed by the regulations of the 1st of July, 1872, are for

each bull, ox, or cow, 3 francs ; calves and pigs, I franc

;

sheep, 30 cents. These dues are levied every time the

same animals are offered for sale. There is also demanded
for each night of lodgment 50 cents, per head of

oxen, 20 cents, for calves, 10 cents, for pigs, and 5 cents,

for sheep. The administration of the market is placed

under the control and superintendence of the Prefecture

of the Seine. The market is open every week day for

sales, under the following regulations : For bulls, from six

in the morning to six at night ; for calves and pigs, from
half-past ten to two o'clock ; for oxen, herds of cows,

and milch cows, teu till half-past two ; and for sheep,

from twelve till half-past three. The location for animals

is determined by lot, the drawing taking place at seven

in the morning. There is only one auctioneer, who
receives 1 per cent, on all sales. Of this commission,
he has to give one-eighth to the city of Paris.

There are an unlimited number of factors, who have
the right to charge three francs per head on cattle, two
francs on calves and pigs, and thirty centimes on sheep.

There are two abattoirs, or slaughter-houses, those of

Villejuif and Crenelle, which are not yet transferred to

the general market. The provinces which send the most
oxen to the Paris market are Normandy and Nivernet, in

July and November ; Limousin and Le Marchais, in

December and April ; those from Cholet-Amoi, in April

and July. The cows are chiefly sent from the depart-

ments of Eure-et-Loire, Aube, Seiue- et-Marne, Loiret,

Seine-et-Oise, Limousin, and Auvei'gne, The sheep

arrive principally from the departments of Seine-et-

Marne, Seine-et-Oise, Allier, Indre, Vendre, Vienne,

Nord, Pas-de-Calais, and Aisne, besides some which are

sent at certain seasons of the year from Gascony, Berry,

and Cologne. Pigs come chiefly from Sarthe, Marne-et-
Loire, Vendre, Dordogne, Mayenne, Normandy, and
Picardy. The supplies of live stock for Paris are
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also supplemented from the following countries

:

cattle fi-om Hungary, Roumauia, and Algeria, the latter

after being fattened in Italy ; sheep from Prussia

and Hungary ; and pigs from Switzerland. Out
of 48 buildings whicb form the 'great market, 32
are completed and in use, the other eight are not yet

finished. When all the buildings are constructed there

will be 64, covering a superlicies of 82,200 yards. We
cannot enter into the general details and arrangements of

this vast market, which is unequalled anywhere, suffice it

to say that the sewers and drains extend over

six-and-a-quarter miles. Lastly we come to the

slaughter-houses for pigs. Until the year 1848
these were situated in the Rue du Cherche-Midi,
the Quai Jemappes, and the Faubourg dn Roule.

But in that year, in virtue of an ordinance of

May, 1847, two new slaughter-houses were espe-

cially erected at Chateau Landon and Forneaux, whicli

c»ver a space of about 23,300 yards, and cost nearly

£50,000. These belong to the city. Mr. Thomas fur-

nishes statistical tables showing the number of animals

of various kinds brought into Paris annually since 1801,
also of the octroi duties received on live stock and on the

meat from the abattoirs. These are too voluminous to fol-

low. The meat killed in the abattoirs of the city and sold

at the Halles, pays a tax of 8 fr. 85c. the 100 kilo-

grammes, plus one decime per franc, and two centimes

per kilogramme of meat for the slaughter rate. Meat
coming from the provinces pays a higher duty of 10 fr.

55c. the 100 kilogrammes, plus one decime per franc.

In a consideration of the supply of butchers' meat for

Paris we must not omit the large quantity of horse-flesh

now consumed. The French are not particular in these

dear times—cow beef, '' cat's meat," or horse beef, all is

saleable. There are forty or fifty butchers' shops in

Paris legalised for the sale of horse-flesh : 6,000 to 7,000
horses are annually turned over to the butchers in Paris

;

whether any of the 2,000 horses which were brought to

the knackers' yard of Belle Isle to be killed, and of the

5,760 dead ones received there last yeai", were passed on
for food is not stated. But it is very probable, for M.
Decroix, chief veterinary surgeon at Paris, an enthusiast

on the subject, asserts that they are equally wholesome,

whether diseased or not. For the last ten years he states

he has eaten with impunity the flesh cooked of all animalt

that have died within his reach, no matter from what
disease, glanders, or farcy, and found no evil results

to his health. He groans over the loss of good animal
food arising from prejudice. There are, he states, about

3,000,000 of the equine race in France, and the mean
duration of life is, say, twelve years ; hence the number
of animals that might be handed over to the butchers

(even deducting one-fourth for unhealthy animals) is

nearly 200,000 annually ; which, taking the average

weight of meat at 440 lbs., would give about 88,000,000
lbs. of food. Half this gross amount of horseflesh has

really been eaten in the city of Paris in the last six years.

And we wish them joy of their food, and would caution

visitors to hotels and restaurants to look suspiciously on
French beef of all kinds.

HOW NOT TO DO IT.

There can be no question but when Mr. Mechi spoke

at The Farmers' Club as to the prevention of

diseases in animals he disappointed some, at least,

amongst his audience. Almost utterly disregarding

the now conventional form of argument, he neither ran a-

muck against the foreign trade nor abused the home
Government. The Alderman, the rather, endeavoured to

show^ how much every man might do for himself, and

thus the address turned mainly on such points as Manage-
ment, Shelter, and Food, with the effects of Inoculation

and other preventives. As a consequence, when one of

the earlier of the succeeding speakers, Mr. Henry
Neild, took up his favourite topic, and went directly

for the repeal of the Malt-tax, he was found to be quite

in order ; or, as another member of the Club, Mr. George

Smythies, put it at Hereford the other day, " in the

rearing of young stock as a substitute for milk, he had

never found anything better than barley, especially for

lambs and calves. In that respect it would be of im-

mense advantage to farmers to be able to manipulate

their second-rate barleys, so as to turn them into the

nutritious food they were calculated to make." And,
again, " there was nothing more useful to the farmer

than malt in the general feeding of stock. He did not

speak so much of malt by itself, as mixed with or added
to other feeding stuffs." Precisely so : malt acts not

merely as a tonic, but gives a zest, and is thus calculated

alike to keep beasts in health and to push them along.

The great cry of the time is for beef and muttou, and
thus the repeal of the Malt-tax becomes more and more
a national question. It was so, very becomingly, taken

up again at the meeting of the Central Chamber of

Agriculture on the following day, and another deputation

appointed to urge the subject on the consideration of the

Chancellor of the Exchequer. It is only to be hoped

that this deputation will go straight for lepeal, on

the grounds of justice to a class and advantage

to the public, instead of attempting to shift the pea from
one thimble to another, or put about such old obsolete

pleas as that the farmer deals with his men " in kind," so

that the more beer he " pays out" to his labourers the

more tax he pays to the State. If anything would
threaten to retard the repeal of the duty it would be the

absurd and suicidal endeavour to uphold or encourage the

tally system.

If left to itself and properly worked, there is really

just at present a promise of at least partial relief ; as

with a general election approaching, the cry is peculiarly

well timed. In fact, as Mr. Turner put it at the Cham-
ber meeting :

" For the last 20 years agriculturists had
been demanding the repeal of the Malt-tax without any
result ; and the last time the Council sent a deputation

to Mr. Lowe it was received in an insulting manner, and
the members of it were told that they did not understand
their own business or interest. Common sense told them
that when a system had been tried for a long time and
had failed, some other system should be tried ; and what
he would suggest was that if they meant to go in for the

repeal of the Malt-tax they should enter into the matter

seriously and earnestly, and should take a leaf out of the

manufacturers' book. If the manufacturers had acted as

mildly and temporately when they wanted the Corn-laws
repealed, as farmers had acted in reference to the repeal

of the Malt Duty, the Corn-laws would never have been
repealed." Fas est et ab hoste doceri ; and the Anti-Coru-
Law League looked up every vote in the country and
every member in the House. Further, Mr. Neild, with
his Lancashire experiences, was yet more in earnest :

" It

was for those who were sent to Parliament to devise

pi'oper means of raising the necessary I'evenue ; and it

was for the electors to speak out their minds plainly on a
question like that." But very infinitesimal good can
come to the tenant-farmer from the agitation over Local
Taxation, nor do we believe the Central Chamber of Agricul-
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ture works with much heart at Tenant-Ri^ht; but it has the

opportunity of now doing yeomau service in forwarding the

repeal of the Malt-tax. The means to the end are of

coui'se self-evident, or, as Mr. May, also speaking in

earnest, pointed out, "farmers ought to let candidates

for a seat iu Parliament know that they would not vote

for them unless they pledged themselves to the repeal

or modification of the Malt-tax." The last deputation

was received " in an insulting manner," says Mr. Turner
;

and nearly twenty years since, we saw the same Chancellor

of the Exchequer with whom another deputation is now
seeking conference smile almost iu pity as he replied,

" Gentlemeu, I am sure that I have been very glad to

hear all you have had to say, but I must tell you fairly

ia the outset that you have no Party or no strength iu the

House of Commons," inferring of course that the

repealers would have to give way to other claimants

better backed. Accordingly on Tuesday, as our report

runs, "a proposal was made by Mr. T. Willson, seconded

by Mr. Herman Biddell, to the eilect that Colonel

Barttelot, M.P., be requested to place a motion ou the

notice paper of the House of Commons early next

session, and that the secietary of the Central Chamber
wi'ite to the secretaries of the several local chambers

urging them to call upon the members of Parliament iu

their lespective counties to give it their support."

Nothing could be more in place than this, as the Chamber
of Agriculture was instituted to look to measures before

Parliament affecting the farmer, with a view to their

being carried in accordance with his views and
interest. And Messrs. Willson and Biddell having

duly moved thus much, we will leave the

report to tell the story out :—-" The Chairman con-

demned the proposal as an unprecedented and objection-

able attempt to coerce members of Parliament, and con-

tended that it would be better to let the question stand

upon its merits. The Chamber concurred iu this view,

and the motion was thereupon withdrawn."
Oh lame, Oh impotent conclusion ! for with a vote of

thanks to the Chairman the meeting terminated. Con-
demned without even a division ! And for what had Mr.
Turner from Kent, and Mr. Neild, and Mr. May been -

talking so bravely and earnestly but to admit that asking a

member of Parliament or a candidate to pledge himself to

repeal was an act " without precedent," which in plain

truth it is not. They should have foi'ced a division even

if they stood out as five against the majority, which Messrs.

Beach, Jenkiuson, Pell and other honourable^ gentlemen

might have been able to command.
What a lamentable exhibition the picture presents I

and how it goes to confirm the vulgar notion that a

tenant-farmer dare not speak, think, or wink in the pre-

sence of his landlord ! He does speak here certainly, but

he does nothing else, and the business of the meeting
opened with an announcement that there were " a great

many arrears of subscriptions."

THE COLLECTION OF CUSTOM.
Mr. Caldecott said that witli respect to the question of

compensation for unexhausted improvements, he under-

stood that the Central Chamber Committee report on the

Agricultural Customs of England was not ready.—Mr.

Horley hoped it never would be ready.—Mr. Caldecott

thought the return for this couuty should be supplied.

—

Mr. Horley said but three or four counties had supplied

the return; the great bulk of the information now
solicited was contained in Parliamentary Blue-books.

—

Mr. Caldecott: You have not got the Agricultural Customs

of each county in them.—Mr. Horley : Yes, we have.

We take the report of this briel but very significant

discussion, or rather conversation, from the proceedings

at the recent meeting of the Warwickshire Chamber of

Agriculture ; aud we do so as aflFording a very good

illustration of the way in which the question promises to

be taken up at the instance of the Central Chamber. Of
course, auy man like Mr. Caldecott, who apparently

knows little or nothing about the matter, felt justified on

the face of it in assuming that we have not got the

Agricultural Customs of England already collected under

the authority of Parliament ; or why should the Chamber
of Agriculture ever set to work to collect them again ?

Here we have a gentleman clearly willing enough to talk

about Teuant-Right, although lamentably ignorant of tbe

mass of information already collected, as he probably is of

almost every other phase of the subject. Not got the Agri-

cultural Customs ! when between fifty and sixty of

the picked men of England, landlords, tenauts, and
agents, have spoken at length before a House of Com-
mons Committee to every county and district which pos-

sesses anything approaching to a definite custom. Not
got the Customs of Country 1 when these have been alpha-

betically arranged from the Blue Book into a more handy
volume. Not got the Customs ! wheu barristers like Mr.
Wingrove Cooke and Mr. Hall Dixon made the enume-
ration of customs leading features in their works on agri-

cultural tenancies aud the laws of the farm. Not got the
Customs ! when it is but two or three years since that

the Journal Committee of the Royal Agricultural Society

of England took much pains to have the customs, as

collected by Mr. Pusey's Committee, brought down, or

amended, to the present day. Not got the Customs !

Why, where have the Rip Van Winkles of Warwickshire
been dozing away for the last ten, twenty, or thirty years ?

But, of course, the false move of the Central Chamber
is at the bottom of this exposure, as it only leads

the benighted deeper into the mire. For, why should

the Central Chamber of Agriculture appoint another

Committee to collect the Customs of the Country ? The
answer is sufTiciently manifest. Why does the House of

Commons so frequently appoint a committee to go into a

question? Simply, and in so many words, to shelve it.

i'rom the first, the Central Chamber, over-ridden as it is

by a short-sighted landlord interest, has fought shy
of Mr. Howard -. and his bill, and, after passing

resolutions which only went to contradict each other, has

now slunk away under the cloak of a Committee, whose
meetiugs nobody attends, while it befools the country

into calling other meetings, with the object of discussing

reports which never arrive. Still, on Monday week a

report was presented from " the Committee of Unex-
hausted Improvements"—was there ever so cumbrous or

suggestive a title?—And this said report is a long

melancholy rigmarole proclaiming failure in every line of

it. Harvest has been about, or the local Chambers have
not responded, and the information obtained has beeu
" limited;" aud then certain particulars are giveu of the

customs in three or four counties, which information as

compared with that already at our hand is as a mummy
to Hyperion, and a very miserable, dried-up mummy, too.

But alas ! more is to follow no doubt for the edification

of Caldecott and Co. ; and then we echo the wish of so

true a friend to Tenant-Right as Mr. Thomas Horley, aud
devoutly pray that the Report of the Committee of Un-
exhausted Improvements of the Central Chamber of

Agricultpre—Julia, Wilhelmina Skeggs
—" never will be

ready,"
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The arrears of subscrlptiou to the Centual Chamber ',

are " very heavy ; " the Chancellor of the Exchequer i

declines to name a day for receiving a deputation from !

the Central Chamber about the Malt-tax, though no M.Ps '

are to be called upon to interfere ; and in some, thanks
j

for all the nonsense uttered and variety of topics touched I

upon, the StatYordshirc Chamber at its meeting only the
i

other day passed the following resolution :
" That it is

desirable that the Council of 'the Central Chamber should

confine its discussions, as far as possible, to questions

bearing upon agricultural interests. That the subject

introduced by the Rev. C. W. Everett and Mr. A.

Startin involves a national question, and not one bearing

specially upon agriculture." This is certainly rather a

facer ; but though the subscriptions are much in arrear

another committee is sending round the hat again, over

another national rather than agricultural question.

Within a day or two after the last meeting in Salisbury-

square T/ie Times said, with a curious admixture of right

and wrong, how " the farmers grumble the most, but

the true sufferers are the landlords, who have been com-
pelled to accept a lower rent than their land would

otherwise have produced." Of course, as every man who
can see an inch before him knows. Local Taxation is

maiuly a question of rent and for landlords ; but as to

the farmers grumbling the most, TAe Times must surely

have been passing the aulumn with some Rip Van
Winkle in Warwickshire. The landlords from the first

have led the cry, and, as we can say to our sorrow, the land-

lords and county members have fairly stifled the farmers

of late with their long dull addresses about Local Taxation

and unity of interests. But the subscriptions are in

arrear, and the landldds ask for more money on behalf of

themselves as " the true sufl'erers."

OUR NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.

" For a long time Mr. Stevenson held the Highland
and Agricultural Society—and especially its late secretary,

Mr. Hall Maxwell—up to what may almost be called de-

testatiou. About a dozen years ago, in fact, Mr. Steveu-

son's trenchant attacks on the Society and its then secre-

tary created almost a revolution in the affairs of that So-

ciety." So says Mr. Thomas Reid in a letter to TAe
North British Agriculturist when noticing the death of

the Editor of that paper. And within a week or so of

the decease of Mr. Stevenson a public meeting was
held in Aberdeen "to consider in what way the use-

fulness of the Highland Society might be extended;"

the inference of course being, as indeed one of the resolu-

tions carried distinctly stated, that " the time had come
when the Society ought to make new and more energetic

efforts for tbe development of Agriculture."

Are our national agricultural Societies really in danger,

or do they merely require stirriug up ? The main com-
plaint in the outset against the Highland Society is that it is

saving too much money ; whei-eas the Royal Agricultural

Society of Ireland hastoolittlemoney. Andforeitherofsuch

good and sufficient causes the members of these two bodies

have taken. Knot to actually quarrelling, at any rate to se-

riously differing one with the other. The Royal Agricultural

Society of England is suffering from no such disturbances,

but in tbe enjoyment of peace and jileuty has just put

into circulation the weakest number of its Joiiniat

which has been issued for a long day. At the same
time there can be no doubt but the Scotch attempts to do

more in certain directions than its younger sister in Eng-
land. Thus, one of the resolutions passed at Aberdeen
recommends that more encouragement should be given

to the local shows, whereas the Hanover Square Council

in no way recognises the local shows. Again, in Scot-

land the conditions of the competition for labourers' cot-

tages require, it is said, revision ; whereas the Royal
Agricultural Society of England places no such premiums
on its list. Further, Mr. MeCombie said " the plough-

ing medal given by the Highland Society was greatly

valued, and had doue much goodj" while the honorable

gentleman went on to suggest " that, as the interests of

the landlord, tenant- farmer, and farm-servant were bound
up together, the Society should take cognizance, in a

tangible form, of the efforts of the landlord who erected

most labourers' cottages^ and of the tenant who provided

the best accommodation for his labourers, and gave prizes

or medals throughout the different districts to general

efficiency among the farm-servants. Let them give, for

instance, premiums for essays written on agricultural sub-

jects by bonafide farm labourers, and encourage in every

possible way the acquisition of skill in the working of

machinery." Then, another farmer-member, Mr. Bar-
clay, moved " that experimental stations should be estab-

lished in different districts of the country, under a com-
petent person, whose attention should be devoted to agri-

cultural science." There is much here of which our Eng-
lish direction has never yet dreamed, the energies of our
executive being chiefly directed to the show and
the Jouinal, although in one respect the English Society

now far exceeds the Highland in utility, and as an agent
for protecting the farmer's interest. Strange to say, the

most important of all the resolutions proposed at the

Aberdeen Conference found no seconder, but fell dead to

the ground. It was, " That the Society should make
more strenuous exertions to put down the sale of spuri-

ous manures and feeding stuffs, either by assisting local

analytical associations or by lowering to members
their scale and fees for analysis of these substances, and
have at the end of each year all the analyses made under
the auspices of the Society tabulated, printed, and a copy
supplied to every member along with the Transactions."
Now, there can be no possible doubt but that by far the

best movement of late years amongst agricultural bodies

has been the Royal Agricultural Society's analyses of

manures and feeding stuffs, backed by the publication of

these under authority in the newspapers and in its own
Journal ; as nothing has conduced more to maintain its

popularity than the action which the Society fought and
lost at Leeds. Labourers may exhibit their acquire-

ments in essays or their tidiness in cottages, but so far

as the development of agriculture be concerned, a deal

more may be accomplished through the researches of

Dr. Voelcker or Professor Anderson. It is by such

means that papers in the Journal and the Transactions

become so valuable.

At a meeting of the Council of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England, on the first Wednesday in March,
it was resolved " that a grant of £300 be placed

at the disposal of the Journal Committee to obtain a
report or reports on the agricultural portion of the

Vienna Exhibition ;" and on the first of May the Vienna
Exhibition opened, as on the second of November
it closed. On the first of November, just six

months since the opening day at Vienna, the Journal
of the Royal Agricultural Society appears, but without
one word in it on "the agricultural portion of the

Vienna Exhibition," or, as the resolution ran on, " the

special features of agriculture in the A ustro- Hungarian
Empire." However, it is only fair to say that another

number of the Journal will probably be published in the
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course of anotlier six months or so, when the members

will, no doubt, find something about Vienna and the

Austro-Hungarian Frnpire. The subject is a wide one,

we admit ; but surely one branch of it miglit have been

taken up—as in the interim an expenditure «f £300, with

nothing to show for it, will look rather out of place in the

next balance-sheet. The worst of it is, the number

just out is really in want of an article with

some back bone about it : Messrs. Lawes and

Gilbert come first vrith a paper on growing barley for

twenty years in succession, necessarily, like all these con

tributions, somethiug of an advertisement. Then there

are three articles in successiou on Irish agriculture, two

from the same pen, which would have looked far better

blended ; while Professor Browne has also two articles

following each other: his history of Foot-and-Mouth

Disease being about the best thing in the number, and

the other merely a reprint from the report of the Vete-

rinary Departmeut for 1872. Professor Siinouds, again,

has a useful letter on the Health of Animals, which we give,

while Doctor Voelcker writes on feeding pigs with mutton

soup ; the remainder of the number being devoted to the

usual reports on the last show, but with the most interest-

ing of these, that on the Farm Competition, omitted, from

the indisposition of the judge, who undertook to also act

as reporter. The Fates have evidently not been propi-

tious, and the Part will in no way compare with the

three or four which Lave immediately preceded it
;

the very Summary of Contents showing what

Falstaff would call "a damnable iteration."

MR. CARU'S AGREEMENT.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Dear Sir,—It is not without regret that I feel it my
duty to address the following communication to you in

relation to the so-called percentage scheme of Mr.

William Carr.

I am constrained to this course not only because Mr.

Carr has thought proper to give this matter publicity,

but because I am urged by correspondents on your side

of the water to give the facts, in order to correct the

apparent impi'ession that this proposition originated

with me.

A very brief statement will place the subject in its

true light before the public. The matter commenced
with a verbal communication, proposing that Mr. Carr

should sell my herd of Shorthorns for a commission of

five (5) per cent., said to be the price paid in England.

This proposition, for obvious reasons, I declined to enter-

tain. This was soon after followed by another pro-

position in writing, which I have in my possession, and

from which I will give a few extracts, as follows :
" If

my words carry their usual weight, the Shorthorn

breeders in England would be swayed to a man by the

opinions I might express of the animals in your herd,

and the commissions given to their agents would be based

upon my report ; and as I should, of course, write in

as favourable terms as possible of your herd, there is

every probability that I should enhance the proceeds of

your sale some thousands of pounds." He also proposed,

in addition to writing for the press, to prepare the

advertisements, also the sale catalogues, with preface,

&c., and continued, " I would submit to you that for

these services I should receive one-and-a-half (1|) per

cent, on the gross proceeds of the sale."

He requested an early answer, because if I declined his

proposition, he said, he intended to undertake other tasks

(specified in his letter) that might prove highly remune-

rative to him. This communication remaining un-

answered, still another note was sent to me late in the

evening (and at a time when I was quite unwell), urging

an immediate reply, as he intended to leave in the early

train next morning.

Under these circumstances, in a note written hurriedly,

and without due consideration, I partially conceded to his

request, which, on mature reflection, I seriously regretted,

and felt that his proposition was incompatible with my
idea of business propriety, and took the first opportunity

I had of an interview with Mr. Carr to say so, not only,

but also to terminate our business relations.

Again regretting the necessity for this communication,

I remain, yours respectfully,

Samuel Campbell,

Office of Walcott and Campbell, New York Mills,

Oneida County, N.T., Nov. m, 1873.

GARDENERS' WAGES.—Gardeners' wages are not sub-

ject to any such rules as prevail in other industries. In a fac-

tory where hundreds or Uiousands of operatives are employed,

they may be classified and a rate of wages agreed upon for the

several classes. But gardeners are employed separately, or in

comparatively small numbers together, and as regards relative

talent, character, and physical powers, there may be as many
grades as there are days in the year. The stable-boy who
calls himself a " gardener" because he digs the curate's pota-

toes, may be happy on tliree half-crowns a week, as his

master may be " passing rich on forty pounds a year." On
the other hand, the head man in a big place may properly ex-

pect to be able to live in comfort and keep a cellar of wine,

and send his children to as good a school as the tradesman
who makes a clear profit of five hundred a year. To estab-

lish anything like a tariff is impossible, and in every case the

circumstances of the bargain will regulate its terms. It is

well that this view of the case should be generally accepted,

because it is impossible lor gardeners to operate in bodies as

engineers, smiths, masons, and many other handicraftsmen do.

Nevertheless, gardeners have an equal right with these to a

participation in these advantages that result from a proper

vindicatiou of the " rights of industry" and, generally speak-

ing, the wages of gardeners have risen, as the wages of other

workers have risen, in about an equal ratio. It will be ob-

served, liowever, that while gardeners are at a disadvantage

because of their being isolated, and therefore incapable of

united action, except it may be at great cost of time and
trouble, they have peculiar opportunities for improving their

position, and their fortunes are much more in their own hands
than is the case with the members of a trades union. Indeed,

the more perfect the organisation of the union, the more com-
pletely is the individual lost in it, and the " free citizen" who
claims the rights of membership becomes in so doing a mere
unit, and perhaps the slave, of the majority. The gardener,

keeping his individuality intact, is free to rise, if he knows
how and has the industry to tread the path that leads to for-

tune.

—

T/i-e Gardenefs Maffazine.
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THE HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND.

MEETING OF THE NORTHERN MEMBERS.

At a meeting of members of the Highland and Agricultural
Society of Scotland, in Aberdeen, called with a view to

consider certain resolutions to be presented to the So-
ciety, the Marquis of Huntly was in the chair.

The Chairman said he had received letters of apology for

absence from the following gentlemen : From the Earl of Kin-
tore

; Mr. Irvine, of Drum; Mr. Duff, M.P. for Banffshire;
Mr. Scott, Glendronach ; Mr. Goodlet, Bolshau ; Mr. Leslie,

Warthill ; Sir Alp'.ander Anderson ; Colonel Ferguson, Pitfour

;

Mr. Walker, Altyrc; Mr. Hannay, Gavenwood ; Mr. M'Combie,
Easter Skene; and Mr. Geddes, Orbliston. The meeting was
called to consider tiie position of tlie Highland Society, and
to carry it forward in its career of usefulness. The So-
ciety during its existence had done good, and he believed it

would do good in the future, and it should be their object to

help it, and not to recriminate. There may be, he said, in the

course of our proceedings to-day, exception taken to the powers
which the Highland Society possesses under the charter that

life subscriptions must go to the capital account, while the in-

terest upon this capital only is to be used for the purposes of the

Society. 1 should venture to suggest that if, in order to stock

experimental farms, or in any way to increase the usefulness of

the Society, in accordance with the wishes of its members, the

Society would have to draw upon its capital, it should be pre-

pared to go forward and apply for a supplementary or a new
charter. With the linnited area of land in this country, foreign

competition, and a rising labour market, the mass of farmers

in Scotland were unable to go into experiments to test high-

class farming, and it was the duty of the Highland and Agri-

cultural Society to help them in experiments by which their

farming might be improved. He had written to Mr. Menzies,
secretary of the Society, asking certain questions. In reply

he found tliere was a general decrease of grants to local socie-

ties, and that of the sums offered in prizes considerably less

had been awarded, which Mr. Menzies had ascribed to the pre-

valence of cattle disease, in consequence of which the prizes

had not been competed for. His own belief, however, was
that the diminution of the grants arose from the fact that they

were not appreciated according to their value. In the chemi-
cal department he found the expenditure had steadily increased

since 1861, tiie highest amount reached being in 187^, when
the total expenditure was £4'39. In speaking on agricultural

chemistry as connected with this, the Marquis said, I must
allude to a criticism which appeared in a northern journal, for

I certainly demur to the statement that model farms could not

be maintained without iiivolving a loss. The writer, in his

caustic criticisms, goes on to advise that the home farms on
each estate should be made model farms ; that recommendation
is tantamount to advising the proprietors, according to his own
showing, ito incur an annual loss, because he begins [by shovc-

ing that model farms will be a loss, and tlien he asks the pro-

prietors to undertake them. Although I do not wish to make
my model farm pay, I do not wish to have a great loss upon it,

and I must say I object to the question being shelved by the

proprietors being asked to incur a great loss by keeping up
model farms. I certainly think, however, that the Society

should try something in experimental farming. Tliat is my
view of the question. He went on, however, to advise the

meeting not to ride the chemistry hobby too hard. As to the

amounts given by the Society for medals and premiums and
reports, he found they had fluctuate;!. For papers, for instance,

£630 were offered in 1873, while only £193 was awarded.

Some of those offers must be very absurd, when they did not

get competitors to come forward an» compete for them. He
argued that the Society ought to offer a less sum, and spend
the money in other ways. As to the premiums and medals at

the annual show, there had been a small increase during the

past ten years. In 1861 at Perth £l,35'i was given away in

premiums, in 1873 at Kelso £1,853 was given ; and at Stirling

this year £1,773 was given ; and this includes the premiums
both in money and medals. He suggested that the money prizes

should be increased by a gradual scale in such classes as

Polled, Siiorthorns, Clydesdale horses, or any class where real

merit was brought lorward. As to Ihe directors, he should like

to see more gentlemen among them who were exhibitors them-
selves, and that the district from which they were taken should
be enlarged. In conclusion, he considered they had done their

duty in calling attention to the mission of the Highland and
Agricultural Society, leaving it to the directors of the Society
to determine how far the changes proposed should be carried

out.

Lord Aberdeen moved the following resolution : " That
this meeting heartily acknowledges the benefits conferred in the
past by the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland upon
agriculture in Scotland." In asking the meeting to agree to

the resolution, it would not be necessary to speak in an argu-
mentative strain, because all present were well aware of the
beneficial effect of the operations of the Society. The present

scope of the Society was best illustrated by the premiums
offered not only for live stock, but all kinds of produce and
implements, the encouragment of cottage building, forestry, the
reclaiming of land, as well as the literature of such subjects.

Mr. Copland (Mill of Ardlethen) seconded the resolution

and in doing so referred to the beneficial effects the Highland
Society had exercised on the agriculture of the country, through
medals, premiums, and prizes offered to students of agriculture.

The Society had also brought chemical science to bear on agri-

culture, in the analysis of manures. In furthering the benefits

of the Society, he thought no greater boon could be conferred

upon agriculture than by having small model farms, and getting

analytical chemists settled here and there. He did not think
the directors of the Society would shrink from the expense, and
he hoped the meeting, by moderate demands, and firm and
united action, would remove the Society out of the grooves in

which it had run for nearly 90 years.

The resolution was unanimously agreed to.

Mr. M'CoJiBiE, M.P., moved, "That, looking to the amount
of capital, and of annual revenue, which the Highland and
Agricultural Society of Scotland now has at its command, the
time has come when it ought to make new and more energetic

efforts for the development of agriculture." He said the stock

of the Highland Society, including buildings and fnrniture, was
£63,055 3s. 9d., and the revenue about £4,000. With such a
capital at its disposal it ought to appoint a Committee of its

ablest members to seek the best means of expending the funds

at its command, directing its attention to the scientific develop-

ment of agriculture, and to the amelioration and advancement
of farm servants and labourers. If it did not do so, it would
be alienated from the sympathy and support of ihe farming in-

terest. Among the many ways in which the Society could be

made more useful was by giving aid in the development of

steam cultivation, by supplying steam ploughs, &c., on certain

conditions ; and it might be considered whether encouragement
should not be given to root growing associations. The ameli-

oration of the condition of the farm servants had been too long

neglected by the Highland Society, by the local societies, and
by themselves. As a result, the most ellicient servants were
emigrating, and they could only get a parcel of beardless boys

instead. It would be, therefore, important if the Highland
Society and local societies could devise a scheme to induce even

a part of their best servants to remain in the country. The
Highland Society had given a plough medal, and tliat had
done good, but something more was required, such, for ex-

ample, as inducements for the safe building of crops, as it was
difficult to get good builders. He would suggest that prizes

and medals be given to the most efficient servants in Jic differ-

ent districts in the several departments of farm labour ; and

prizes for the best essays on agricnltural subjects by bond fide

farm servants. Also that the gold medal of the Highland
Society be awarded to the proprietor who had proviiied the

best cottages for farm servants, labourers, and crofters ; and to

tenant-farmers who had provided the best accomodation for

married and unmarried servants.

Mr. Ferguson (Kinmudy), in seconding this resolution,

wished to give some idea of the position of the Highland and
Agricultural Society. After showing that the Society was not

tied up to alter its charter so much as the noble Chairman had

indicated, he remarked that, with regard to the position of t'le

H
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Society, he fouud that the value of the securities held in 1869
was £57,097, aud since then they have heen gradually

increasing, until in 1872 they reached the sum of

£63,055 ; £56,'1-16 of vi'liich was in investments, £1,639 in

buildings, and about £1,000 in furniture. £63,000 was, lie

was quite sure, a sufficient sum to accumulate for equalizing

the expenditure of the Society. The income of the Society in

1869 was from interest of that fund £3,189, and last year it

rose to £2,393. The annual subscriptions in 1869 amounted
to £760, and in 1870-71 they rose to £780. Payments for life

commutations rose from £738 in 1869 to £926 iu 1872, and
he fancied it would be pretty safe to conclude that the revenue
from this source would be £900. The other receipts swelled

the income very considerably. Taking the four years togetlier,

from 1869 to 1873 inclusive, lie averaged the income of the

Society to be £1,363. During those jears the life payments
amounted to £3,427. It would be seen that the investments

were larger than the life payments. In 1859 there was a bal-

ance of £3,783, and of that sum they invested £3,050. In

1870 the balance was £1,076, and iu 1871, £619, and last

year there was a balance of £678. If the Society bad gone
strictly according to the terms of the charter, the only sums
they were entitled to invest in capital was £3,437 received from
life commutations, but they invested £5,050, so that they took
from their ordinary revenue £1,633. The premiums during
these years included those of the general shows, and the dis-

trict shows amounted in 1869 to £3,254, in 1871, £3,220, and
in 1872, £2,289, so that in these three years it might be said

the Society expended annually about £3,200. The conclusion

he came to was that, at all events, one-half of the life pre-

miums might safely bs added to the expendable revenue of the

Society, and he thought that altogether there might be, over
and above their expenditure, something between £800 and
£1,000 a year available for the purposes of the resolutions

which were to follow. He was not quite sure but that some
economical reforms might not be carried out in the establish-

ment. He was not prepared to go into details at the present

moment, but without touching that even, there could be £800
or £1,000 a year, he thought, reasonably asked of an increased

expenditure. He begged to second the resolution.

The resolution was unanimously agreed to.

ilr. FoEDYCE, M.P., moved: "That greater liberality

should be shown to exhibitors at the annual show by reducing
the charges for stalls ; in supplying, free of charge, sufficient

grass and fodder to the animals at the show ; and by in-

creasing the number of money premiums in the principal

classes of animals shown ; and also that more provision should
be made for the accommodation of attendants on stock." He
said it would be quite unnecessary for him to trespass at auy
length upon the time of the meeting, as the resolution spoke
for itself, and also, he believed, expressed the unanimous
feeling of the meeting. He was surprised, on asking his

cattleman the other day (who had been at the Stirling Show),
how tlie attendants on the stock had been accommodated, to

receive the answer, " Oh, sir, we just lie with the beasts."
That being the case, he thought the matter justly required
the attention of the directors of the Society ; and, while sym-
pathising with the movement inaugurated that day, it was
his thorough conviction that the views expressed at the
meeting would receive due cousideration from the directors
of the Society. And not only so, but he belived the resolu-
tions before llieni expressed the views of the members of
the Society throughout the North of Scotland. Up to the
present time the Highland and Agricultural Society had
directed its ell'orts to the promotion of the proper breeding of
cattle, but the meeting evidently thought the time was now
come wheu the scope of its efforts should be enlarged. There
were many considerations which might be adduced in supnort
of the resolutions of the meeting; but, speaking for himself,
the resolution which most commended itself to him was that
which referred to the necessity of providing increased means
of skilled technical education in agriculture. As Lord Huntly
had well remarked, agriculture was becoming more and more
a skilled art

; but such a knowledge as is required could not
be gained without great expense. If a farmer wished to
bring up his son a good agriculturist or factor, or a lauded
proprietor his son so as to etiiciently manage his property
when able to take possession of it, how difficult such a traiu-
ing was to be had in this country, as coaipared with Germany
and France, where there were model farming schools, and for
tlie moderate sum of £S or £10 a-ycar the pupils were trained

in the practical and scientific principles of agriculture. He
could not help thinking that the Highland Society might do

something in that way, or if that was too expensive a plan,

another good way would be to send a competent person to

give lectures on the most recent methods snd the newest im-

provements in agriculture. If a competent man were sent

down to the most populous localities for this purpose, fully

illustrating his subject, and speaking of the nature of the soil

and subsoil, and the action of the different manures upon

them, he had no doubt whatever but that the very best results

would follow. He had been told that when the Fordyce

lecturer on agriculture—their friend, Mr. T. F. Jamieson,

whom he was glad to see present—had gone down and lec-

tured at Longside, a very good impression had been effected

in the district, and very satisfactory results followed. In a

similar manner might the Highland Society extend its opera-

tions very much. He cordially eudoised the remarks made
by Mr. M'Combie, regarding the utility of helping local

societies in the purchase of machinery, for instance, steam

cultivators and ploughs, or traction engines, on the plan that

the principal and interest might be paid back in a few years.

He would only further add, in proposing the resolution, that

it was his thorough conviction that the views of the meeting

would be received with every attention and respect by the

directors of the Society.

Mr. Cochrane (Little Haddo),in seconding the resolution,

said there ought to be a graduated scale of say four premiums
iu important classes of stock, and a commendation as a fifth,

in the shape of a medium or minor gold model. Certainly

the silver medals given at present were not of great value,

being worth about a couple of shillings each. [Mr. Coch-
rane extracted one of the medals from the small box and
padding in which they are carefully transmitted to the winner,

and exhibited it amid some merriment.] He was in favour

of the animals sent forward for exhibition getting plenty of

fodder from the time Ihey entered the showyard till they left.

The expense at the present time for fitting up elaborate stalls

for the horses was about £1,600. And if the Society would
not remit the whole charge to exhibitor, he thought it might
be reduced by one-half. The stalls for the cattle were not
nearly so expensive as those for the horses. The charge for

the horses' stalls was £1, while the cattle ones only cost 10s.,

and too high proportionally. Then, as they were all aware,
there was no aecoramodatiou for the attendants on tlie stock,

who had, as Mr. Fordyce liad told them, to lie with the beasts

or in an extra stall for which the animal might not have been
sent forward. He believed that the Highland Society at one
time fitted up for the servants' accommodation a booth on the

ground, but a few drunken fellows took possession of it, and
no one would go in amongst them who wanted quiet and rest.

A small booth for each class, he believed, might suit for the

attendants ; in fine dry weather he believed they would prefer

to lie near their beasts, but in cold wet nights some comfort-
able place should he provided for them. He had inquired of
the attendants how they got on, and they had all told him
that they did not grudge a place to sleep in so much as the
difficulty they experienced in getting victuals. In the morn-
ing they perhaps got a sandwich and cup of coffee, but
through the d-iy the refreshmeut people were so busy with
visitors that they seldom cuuld get anything more from them.
He thought the directors should give due consideration to

what, he was sure, was the wish of the men, viz., having a
refreshment booth or room for the servants only at the end of

the yard, where they could get a good substantial breakfast

and dinner at a reasonable price. The men agree that there

should be no spirits sold in their booth, because if that were
the case they would get nothing for the crush about the
lace.

Sir J. ELPiirNSTONE supported this resolution, but re-

marked that it was very distinctly shown by Mr. Ferguson
that there would be only something like £1,000 a year to

expend upon the objects of these resolutions. Excluding the
first and last resolutions, he would ask them to consider what
was asked. Mr. Cochrane thought the Society should bear
half the cost of erecting the stalls, and that would be
half of £1,500, which of itself was nearly £800.
lie had seen several model farms in England, and
none of them came to any good. He had also visited

model farms in India, where the state of agriculture

was very low, and the result was the same. If the Highland
Society were to build sullicient accommodation for the men
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who go with cattle to the shows, such as proper cooking places

and proper huts, which could be very easily knocked up, and
supply the ordinary accommodation which is necessary for a

mau to maintain his health and protect him from the weather,

they will probably expend all that it has been shown they can

expend ; but if all the points mentioned in the able paper read

by his friend, Mr. M'Combie, were gone into, they would re-

quire to recollect that the Highland Society was not for the

purpose of giving such assistance as was called for. The So-

ciety was for the purpose of watching over the agriculture of

Scotland, and maintaining a correspondence with men of dis-

tinguished agricultural ability and position all over Scotland,

and which was supplied in tiie books of their Transactions.

And he thought if the members of the Highland Society were
aware that they could be supplied with tliese documents on
application, they might supersede in a great measure the ob-

ject of this meeting. He supported with great cordiality the
proposal made in the resolution, but he did not support that

part which called upon the Society to supply fodder. It was a

pity that the secretary, Mr. Menzies, had not been invited.

The Chairman said that he had been invited to come.
Sir James Elphinstone was sorry he had not attended, as

there were many points which had been raised which could

have been explained by him much more clearly than could be

done by themselves.

Col. Farquharson (Invercauld) moved :
" That greater

encouragement should be given to local shows.' He thought
this resolution would receive the favourable consideration of

the directors of the Highland Society, because it could not be
denied that the local shows ought to be the source of the So-

ciety's great shows, and every encouragement given to local

shows would tend in a certain way to the success of the Society.

It had been suggested that this motion should have been put

in a more defiuite manner, but he thought it would be sufficient

to call the attention of the directors to the matter without
going into detail. He thought the Highland Society had done
a great deal of good in the past, and, as the chairman had re-

marked, it promised well for the future. He could not help

thinking that they had accomplished much good in offering

prizes and bringing such eminent breeders as Mr. M'Combie,
Mr. Campbell, Mr. Kinnellar, Mr. Martin, and others, who
produced such magnificent animals ; and it was but right that

encouragement should be given to those smaller breeders who
had not the means to send their beasts to large shows.

Mr. Campbell (Blairton) seconded the resolution. He
argued that the objects of the parent and district Societies

were the same, and that if the funds were more liberally given,

the best results would follow,

Mr. Barclay, M.P., moved :
" That the Society's present

mode of conducting investigation in practical agricultural

science might be improved so as to yield greater results, and
that experimental stations should be established in various

districts of the country, under the care of a highly-cpalified

person, whose attention should be devoted to agricultural

science." In supporting the resolution at great length, Mr.
Barclay said he looked forward to the time when agricultural

science would be so much developed that the food of the plant

would be put into the land with as much precision as they

now supplied food to animals, and it would be a great advant-

age to farmers were they acquainted with at least the ele-

ments of the sciences of chemistry, physiology, and mineralogy.

In this view he called attention to the fact that the Science

and Art Department of the Government gave eiicouragement

to the teaching of these sciences, and tlie results had been
very gratifying. The result to himself of attending one of

these classes was a saving of not less than from £50 to £100
in the selection of suitable manures. He impressed on School
Boards the desirability of opening such classes, and said the

Highland Society might very properly co-operate with the

Science and Art Department by providing higher classes for

instruction in agricultural science than could be communicated
generally at the national schools. But beyond this there was
a wide field for the Society's operations in investigating the

science of practical agriculture, and the facts and principles

connected therewith. Into this subject Mr. Barclay entered

at considerable length. He urged the importance of correct

conclusions as to value of certain classes of manures, and their

adaptability to various soils and under different conditions.

Experiments in these matters by voluntary effort could scarcely

be relied upon ; nor was the system of scientific investigation

and inquiry pursued by the Society eatisfactory, and the in-

formation from the Transactions of the Highland Society

was very small. What he believed to be necessary was the

provision of experimental stations. The expression " mode
farms" in the printed resolutions had been withdrawn, as it

was open to misconstruction, and in considering as to model

farms in Aberdeenshire, the first difficulty would be to find a

superinfeudeut who could cultivate a farm, so as to be a model

to at least a dozen other farms. By experimental stations, he

meant a few acres of land in various parts of t!;e country, the

essential point respecting the land selected being tiiat it was

as nearly as possible a fair average of the soil of the district.

The results secured from each experiraeutal station would give

the farmers in the district, including the same kind of soil,

some guidance for the selection of manures, and other particu-

lars. But it was essential, in conducting thrse experiments,

that they should have the services of a scientitic gentleman of

a standing as nearly equal to Professor Anderson as possible,

who would devote his whole time to the business of the So-

ciety in the direction of scientific investigation aud the eluci-

dation of agricultural principles. But there was another great

field for the scientific investigator which he desired. If, he

said, we know the character, liabitat, and uatural conditions,

together with the mineral constituents of those plants which
grow naturally upon our soils without being sown, it is very

obvious that we shall arrive with very considerable confidence

at what is the character and conditions of the soil in which
the plants grow. If, in addition, we were also furnished with

the character of the cereal, root, and grass crops we desire to

grow, with an analysis of the mineral constituents of which
they are composed, we should, by comparing the two classes

of plants, arrive, with considerable precision, at a knowledge

of the manures which it was necessary to supply to the soil,

in order to furnish the elements of plant life deficieut. The
investigation of such subjects as these would occupy the time

of the Society's scientific officer, and the result would be that

they would be supplied with a body of inlormatiou available

in the practical operations of every intelligent farmer, confer-

ring benefits, the amount of which experience only would be

able to realise.

Sir John P. Clark was sorry to admit that the attempt to

provide scientific knowledge in agriculture, by lectors or by

chairs, generally throughout the aistricts of Scotland, as a

means of acquiring a knowledge of chemistry, would certainly

be premature until the elements of natural philosophy, which

lay at the bottom of the science of chemistry, had become

more a branch of ordinary education. He could not help

thinking that there was room for a central school for teaching

chemistry. With the encouragement which had been given

by the bursaries of Dr. Neil Arnott, established in all the

four Universities, and with the desire which now prevails

in all classes, he thought a School of Agricultural Chemistry

would find support. He begged to second the resolution.

Sir James ELriiiNSXONE said he would, in one word, ad-

vert to the extreme inconvenience of calling a meeting of tlie

Highland Society, at which the prepared set of resolutions,

which they had had the benefit of studying for the past fort-

night or three weeks, were to be submitted, aud theu, when
they came, there was a diametrically opposite set of resolu-

tions. But what he meant to say was that the whole of the

information which was desired by the hon. member for For-

farshire, was already within the reach of every member of

the Society, if he only chose to lay out the trilling sum which

would enable him to obtain the requisite books. In these

books, he would find the component parts of every weed and

cereal grown. In regard to the contemptuous manner iu

which the Transactions of the Highland Society had been

dealt with, all he could say was, let any gentleman use his

power of calling upon the Society to send him regularly tliese

Transactions, and he would find that the papers were signed

by men of the highest scientific capacity in the country, aud

to hold these Transactions in contempt was a most extraordin-

ary proceeding.

Mr. Johnstone (Overtown of Auchnagatt) said that as the

members were very much scattered throughoutthe country he

would like to call the attention of the meeting to the fact that,

in so far as the soils were concerned, there was great diversity,

and what might be good for one, would in all probability be

quite unsuitable for another, so that it was of the greatest

importance that a farmer should know what manures would be

best suited for the soil he cultivated and the crops he reared.

Although Professor Anderson and his staff of assistants were

H h2
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set down in any place in the north with all their appliances, a

farmer who had cultivated the soil on which they were to

operate for many years would probably succeed even better

than tliey could in raising crops, from long experience ; hut
Professor Anderson would certainly have the advantage of the

farmer in regard to the analysing and selection of his ma-
nures, lience the necessity of the Highland Society giving

assistance in that direction. Hitherto the Society had done
little in that respect in comparison with what they might do.

It would be of little consequence whether soluble or unsoluble

phosphates were best if tliey were mixed with 30 per cent, of

sand, so that it would be of great importance for the High-
land Society to make every exertion to get their manures
genuine. He would therefore move, " That the Society

should make more strenuous exertions to put down the sale of

spurious manures aud feeding stuffs, either by assisting local

Analytical Associations or by lowering to members their scale

of fees for the analyses of these substances, and have at the

end of each year all the analyses made under the the auspices

of the Society tabulated, printed, and a copy supplied to every
member along with the Tra/isac/ioiis."

Mr. Macdonald (Cluny Castle) thought it would be well
if the members of the Highland Society in the North of
Scotland could secure a professor of chemistry, having a
position such as that of Dr. Dewar at Edinburgh. He also

mentioned a great obstacle there had been in the way of in-

troducing machinery, simply owing to the ignorance of the
farm servants in the use of the machines. He moved—" That
greater efforts should be made to diffuse a more practical

knowledge of agricultural chemistry and mechanics, &c., by—(1) The appointment of an agricultural chemist for the
North of Scotland, similar to the appointment recently made
in Edinburgh

; (2) That facilities should be given for carrying
out field experiments simultaneously in the v: est, soutli, and
north of Scotland—one-half of the expense in each case to
be paid by the Highland fc'ociety, and the other half by the
parties interested in the seTeral districts

; (3) That the High-
land Society should apply to the Committee of Council on
Education for the art aud science department to have the prin-
ciples of agriculture added to the list of subjects toward which
aid is given by the department, and that the same encourage-
ment should be given towards the advancement of agriculture
as the interests connected with shipping, railways, and mines
now received from the department." Mr. Macdonald pointed
out that while the science and art department gave scientific

instruction as applied to mining, navigation, the steam engine,
mechanics, and even the laying of rails, it did notiiiug to
promote such instruction in agriculture. He was glad to
see members of both Houses of Parliament present, and
hoped this very important matter would receive their attention.

The Chaiujian thought it would be sufficient for Mr.
Macdonald's purpose that he had called attention to this
matter. It was hardly a subject they could bring under the
notice of the Highland Society, but was rather a matter for
tlie consideration of the Government.

Mr. Bakclay explained that the remarks he made with
regard to tlie Transactions of the Society did not apply
to Professor Anderson's reports. He had come to the con-
clusion, after reading the reports in the Transactions for
several years, that they were of very little use to the practical
farmer, whatever names were at the foot of them. He was
not in favour of the appointment of a local chemist, but they
ought to have one capable professor with a scientific know-
ledge of agriculture to make tlie investigations at these
various stations, and the supervision to be trusted to a com-
petent man at a reasonable sum of money. It would be
far too expensive to keep a professor down here near Aber-
deen. On the subject of a chemist valuing manures, he held
that their value could only be ascertained by experiment,
and a chemist was utterly unable to value manures in a
reliable manner.

Lord Saltoun suggested that the next three resolutions
should be withdrawn, but the suggestion did not meet ap-
proval.

Mr. Scott (Brofherton) moved the next resolution. He
said that many members of the Society from various parts of
the country were gathered together on the occasion of the
annual show, aud no other such opportunity existed for bring-
ing matters such as had just been occupying tlieir attention
under the notice of the directors and members in general,

U« moved :
" That a General Meeting of the Society should

be held at the time and at the place of the Annual Show."

Mr. Bkown (Westertown, Fochabers) seconded the resolu-

tion.

Lord Saltoun, referring to his previous remarks, urged

that such was the pre-occupation of the officials, directors,

and members of the Society at the time of the annual show
that business could not be advantageously transacted at a

general meeting of the Society. He therefore moved an

amendment to the effect that the resolution be not adopted.

Colonel KiNLOCii, as an old member of the Society, seconded

the amendment.
Colonel Ramsay concurred in the remarks of Lord Sal-

toun.

Mr. M'CoMBiE, M.P., did not see why there should not be

a meeting of the directors the day before the annual show,

when every exhibitor was present, and there was nothing else

for them to do. He was very sorry to differ in opinion from

other members of the Society on this point, but his long ex-

perience convinced him that a meeting should be held on the

day before the show.

Sir Jas. Elpiiinstone appealed to Lord Saltoun to with-

draw his amendment.
Mr. Barclay, M.P., did not think it was intended that any

important ordinary business should be conducted at this meet-

ing under the great pressure of business, but he thought it

desirable to have a public meeting at that time—possibly the

last day of the show, or thereabout—to give members an op-

portunity of stating any grievance which might occur to them
at the time of the show. It would form a sort of safety-valve

for bringing forward any complaint with the management of

the Society or tlie show.
Lord Saltoun theu withdrew his amendment, and the

resolution was unanimously agreed to.

Mr. Tayler (Glenbarry) moved the next resolution :

" That in order to secure a wider and more general repre-

sentation in the management of the Society, provision should

be made for electing directors by signed lists forwarded to the

Secretary, and that the necessary expenses in going to and
returning from the meetings be paid out of the funds of the

Society." Mr. Taylor shortly enforced the necessity of ex-

tending the basis of the Society in the way indicated in the

resolution, and enabling members in all parts of the country
to vote in the election of directors. Neither was it desirable

that the direction should be confined to people who could
afford to attend the meetings and pay their own expenses.

There were many practical farmers who would make good
useful members of the direction, but who could not afford to

go to Edinburgh to every meeting. One gentleman had told

hira that his expenses last year as a director had actually

amounted to £25.
Mr. Uyce Nicol (Ballogie) seconded, and in so doing,

while expressing his confidence in the healthy influence likely

to be exercised by such meetings, expressed his fear that if the

expenses of the directors amounted to anything like £25 a-year

each, and were paid by the Society, it would swallow up the

whole of the surplus funds.

Sir James Elpiiinstone remarked that the number of

members north of the Tay was 600, and south of the Tay were
3,600. They ought to have six of the thirty directors, while
they only had two north of the Tay. There was a vacancy in

the Directorate,' however, by the death of Lord Majoribanks,
and he thought if their noble Chairman were put in his

place it would be perfectly satisfactory. He strongly objected

to sending up signed lists for the election of directors. There
were only 600 members north of the Tay, as against 3,600
further south, and the consequence of an election conducted
in that way would be that, instead of having two directors

from the north as at present, they would have none at all.

The tiling would be to withdraw the resolution and lay the

facts before the Society, and he was perfectly certain they

would take measures to remedy the complaint.

Lord Saltoun thought the meeting had no right to interfere

with the constitution of the Society by such a resolution, which
would be brought forward more properly at a general

meeting of the Society, and would propose the rejection of the

resolution.

After some discussion as to whether Mr. Nicol had seconded

the resolution in whole or in part, or if Lord Saltoun's amend-
ment was seconded, the resolution was agreed to.

Mr. Hj^rris (Earnliill) moved : " That it would increase
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confidence in the decisions at the General Shows if the judges
were selected from various parts of the country, and were well

known by the majority of exhibitors to possess knowledge
requisite for the proper performance of tlieir duty." He said

the question was a delicate one, but did not in the remotest
way throw the least slur on the gentlemen who had previously,

acted iu the capacity of judges, because lie knew tliey were
gentlemen of skill, honour, and ability, and any error in their

judgment might be attributed to other causes. Yet there was
such a thing as judges coming from the south, for example
and giving their decision as if everything good was there, and
nothing good elsewliere.

Mr. Walker (Portlethen) seconded in a single sentence.

Mr. M'CoMBiE, M.P., said he agreed with Mr. Harris's

statement as to the appointment of judges. Uuwittingly to

the directors, gemlemen had been appointed who never should

have been appointed judges—that never should have acted in

that capacity ; and, as a consequence, exhibitors in a great

many cases liad got great injustice.

Tlie resolution, on being put to the meeting, was cordially

agreed to.

Lord Aberdeen then moved :
" That a deputation, consisting

of the Chairman and the proposers and seconders of tlic

resolutions, be appointed to lay their resolutions before tliu

directors of the Highland Society at the next general meeting',

and to support the views of tliis meeting."

Mr. Ta\ler (Glenbarry) seconded, and the resolution was

unanimously agreed to—the names of Lord Saltoun and Sir

James Elphinstone being, on the suggestion of Lord Huntly,

added to the deputation.

On the motion of Lord Saltoun, a vote of thanks was

accorded the Marquis of Huntly for his conduct in the chair.

DEVONSHIRE CHAMBER OF AGRICUTURE.
The quarterley meeting of this Chamher was held at Exeter

Lord Poltimore in the chair.

Rev. W. H. Kakslake was to liavc read a paper on Local
Taxation, but the illness of his son prevented his being pre-

sent. In the absence of the rev. gentleman, the paper was
read by the Secretary, Mr, B. J. Ford. The writer said the

circumstances of his life had led him into contact with the

details of local taxation, and therefore lie thought his ex-

perience might be of some use. The first thing required was
the simplification of the areas of local government and local

taxation, this simplification being the necessary prelude to

relief. In the last forty years the boundaries had been greatly

changed. County boards had been overstepped by Poor Law
Unions, and the hundreds were almost obsolete and the

parishes were divided in all ways. As matters at present stood

the parish found its poor in the charge of one set of men, its

roads in that of a distinct body, and the rates were collected

with much unnecessary confusion, trouble, and expense.

These chaiges were attended by one evil—great variety and
uncertainty of existing areas ot local government and local

taxation. This seemed to him to be capable of remedy with-

out much inteference with those feelings which Englishmen
cherished. It seemed to him that the poor law union and
parish must be maintained, but all other areas must be dis-

pensed with. He much regretted that the bouudaries of

counties were disregarded. If the boundary of tlie union and
county were recognised as one, all [other arrangements would
be easy ; then the liighway district might be based on the

poor law unions. With regard to cities and towns of suffi-

cient size and importance to form a poor law union of them-
selves, no inteference should of course be attempted. But in

the case of small places no distinction should be made between
them and the counties of which they formed a part. The
multiplicity of jurisdictions caused the utmost inconvenience,

especially with regard to police, lunatics, and highways, and
the newly-formed sanitary authority. Public health was
most important, yet the responsibility was divided in such

cases between the urban and rural authorities, producing

jealousy and unnecessary expense and difficulty. Then as to

lunatics, the borough was exempt from the cost of buildiug,

whilst at the '^same time it could not provide accommodation
for itself. As to the police, those with whom they had to

deal—criminals—were mainly resident in towns, and their es-

cape was greatly facilitated by the number of separate juris-

dictions. Concerning local government, it was plain they

could not have that without Local Taxation. How could it

be best levied and collected ? He thought there should be
very few, if any, exemptions, and one system of valuation

should be substituted for the many now in force. Considera-
ble progress seemed to have been made towards this end by
the bills introduced last session, but, further, he would suggest

the abolition of overseers of the poor and the substitution of a
number of well-qualified persons [who should discharge the
duties now devolving on the overseers, but which duties were
in reality generally discharged by a paid assistant ; the pay
now given to the latter would remunerate the new officers'

As to the rating, considering parishes were so mixed up, the
valuations for Local Taxation should become union instead of

parochial. The union rating should be settled by the assess-

ment committee as at present, but the valuation of the counfy

should be determined by a county committee elected partly by

Quarter Sessions and partly by the assessment committees, in-

stead of the whole being elected, as they now were, by tlie

magistrates. The assessmeut committees should take various

steps which the paper detailed to ascertain the real value of

property and to let all persons interested know of any altera-

tions, and the county committee should have all papers laid

before them that could give them any information. Loc:il

taxation should only be had recourse to for such purposes aa

really required local control and management, and the one

should bear a just proportion to the other. The maintenance

of the poor and highways required the strictest local control.

The Poor Law commenced in ISSI; had, on the whole, beoii

fairly carried out, and had done good service to both the poor

and the ratepay ers ; these remarks, however, did not apply

to pauper lunatics, and considering the number of very prop( r

regulations required and the amount of interference exercised

by the State in county asylums, he thought the State shou'd

contribute a considerable share of the expense of these regu-

lations. The whole of the county should form the lunacy

union. The cost of maintenance should become a charge, not

on the union, but on the county rate. As to cases of admis-

sion, they were at present confined to the paupers, and owin.;-

to this and the great difference of charge made between couni

y

and private asylums, a large number of the lower middle class

lunaiicswere practically excluded from any proper place for

mental disorder, and much sufl'ering and inconvenience was
the consequence. As to idiots, it was well worth considering

whether the time for providing separate asylums was not

come, that class being on the increase. Their now being kept

in the workhouses presented a serious obstacle to the en-

forcement of indoor relief so largely as it ought to be ad-

ministered. The existing high rate of wages ought to be

taken advantage of for the restriction of out relief and the en-

couragement of a sense of the independence so loudly deman-

ded by the wage-earning class, but of the extent and obliga-

tions of which they had as jet but a very insignificant

appreciation. The next point was the maintenance of high-

ways, including turnpike roads. Owing to the extension of

railways, roads were not so much looked after. This was a

very serious matter to the public who had not the benefit of a

railway in their neighbourhood, and it would also be a serious

matter iu case the country were invaded. It was altogether

opposed to the interests of the country that highways should

degenerate. Before long the abolition of turnpike trusts

would throw the care of all roads upon the highway boards.

There were defects in the present highway districts and regu-

lations, and endeavours should be made to improve them.

The influence of the nobility and gentry co.ild do much to

secure this. The district surveyor should be made personally

responsible to the public and highway board for the due
performance of his duty with regard to the roads. The whole

work should be overlooked by a county surveyor. Much
money spent on highways was misapplied, and the step*

above suggested to remedy this would secure advantages at

small additional cost. The largest item in the county ex-

penditure was the maintenance of the police—amountinff,

even after the deduction of the Government allowance,, t®
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more than all the other items put together. The paper then
j;roccecls :

" And yet the so-called county police are already

in only a small sense the subjects of local government. With
the Court of Quarter Sessions, indeed (but subject to the

iipproval of the Home Secretary), rests the appointment and
dismissal of the Chief Constable, the fixing the number of

constables, and the pay of their respective ranks. The county,

too has to provide and maintain out of money exclusively

raised by local taxes police stations throughout its extent.

But with the regulation, discipline, and allocation of the

constabulary the justices have literally nothing to do. It does

not appear desirable that they should, but then, and as a con-
sequence, it does seem unjust tliat local funds should be
saddled with an object which needs not, but would rather be
damaged by, local government. With the abolition of parish

constables was swept away the last vestige of the ancient

principle thai; each locality should provide for the preservation

of its own peace. The time then has surely come wheu this

—one of the first duties of any Government—should not only

be openly taken in hand, but maintained likewise at the direct

expenses of the nation from imperial as opposed to local re-

sources. There may be, and no doubt is, much jealousy of
the county felt by boroughs and other special jurisdictions,

and at any rate, so far as police matters are concerned, much
evil arises therefrom ; but this spirit would be greatly

softened, if not altogether quieted, by the amalgamation of all

existing police forces into one general national police force.

There must of course still be police districts, and the counties
would probably form on the whole the best bases for such
districts, but all should be organised from one common centre,

and be prepared to act in concert and to take advantage, in

their constant warfare against crime, of what is now literally

electric communication. The county, perhaps, sliould still

provide and take charge of all buildings required for judicial

and police purposes, because such buildings do require local

supervision, but it is strongly contended that the county
ought now to be relieved from all other police expenses.

Any paper on local government at the present day would be
imperfect if no notice were taken of those two large additions

which have been made, within the last three or four years, to

the range of subjects committed to its charge by the Elemen-
tary Education Act and the Public Health Act, 1872. The
first of these measures, however, is made the battle-field of so

much party strife— is the crater, as it were, through which is

vomited so much of the bitterness of sectarian rivalry—that
it seems wisest to avoid all unneccessary remarks on so exci-

ting a topic, especially as the compulsory clauses of the Educa-
tion Act are by no means in such full operation as to entitle

it, at present, to be regarded as one of those subjects of local

taxation from which there is no escape. The masses must
henceforth be educated in some sense and in some way ; but
the method and the kind of education is still, happily, left

much to the judgment of public opinion. Whilst this is so,

I avoid embarking on these troubled waters beyond ventur-
ing the remark that school districts as already formed are
adding a fresh complication to local government areas, and
throw a considerable obstacle in the way of any simplification

of these areas, either as suggested in this paper or as recom-
mended, I see, by the Select Committee, whose report, and
the evidence upon which that report is founded, have only
reached me within the last few days. The Public Health
Act, 1872, however, is very definite in many of its require-
ments, and professes to have inaugurated a totally new system
on a most important subject, and to Iiave applied itself to

tiie whole country through its urban and rural authorities.
And vet tiie real and vast importance of the subjects of which
it takes cojjnizancc is, perhaps, hardly felt or acknowledged
by large numbers. Very many, again, are not agreed as to

the remedies for those evils against which this Act is directed
;

and, generally, this is a question on which, as regards
country places especially, legal enactments have shot ahead of
public opinion. It is sought by the Public Health Act,
1872, to elfect a most extensive change in the habits and
conditions of the people, such changes as we can only hope
to see realized by the united and persevering energy of the
ihinking and educated portion of the community. Yet the
Public Health Act, 1872, shrinks in itself from the character
of a great measure of reform; can only be brought into
operation, if at all, by reference to a large number of desultory,
partial, and, it is feared, often conflicting Acts of Parliament.
In short, the more attentively I look at this Act the more in-

adequate and ill-adapted does it appear to the purpose at

which it professes to aim, and T cannot but hope that before
the close of another session time may be found to pass a com-
prehensive measure which shall render it more possible than
at present to provide, in a reasonable and efficient manner,
for attention to such matters as may, under God's blessing, re-

duce to the smallest limits the existence and spread of pre-

ventible sickness, misery, and death."

Mr. HOLLEY pointed out that whilst giving much attention

to details, Mr. Karslake had but slightly touched the two
great principles that interested them—first, equity, and equali-

zation of local taxation; second, centralization. At the
adjourned discussion he hoped these two points would be
entertained.

Sir T. D. AcLAND, M.P., should be very sorry if the idea

went forth that a great deal of what was suggested in the

paper had not been lor many years working in the minds of
the industrious public servants of this country. By this he
did not mean Liberal or Conservative Governments, but the

permanent servants of the Crown, who perhaps were but
little known to public fame, because there were more workers
than talkers. Tor ten or twenty years those men had been
earnestly labouring and striving to work out many of the very

problems which Mr. Karslake had put before them, and he
was rejoiced to see such a body of men as were around this

table assembled to help on this work. It was a work upon
which the best intellects of England had been engaged for

many years, only they had been hindered by the excitement
raised around other questions more easily talked about and
worked out than this. He did not wish to offer anything
like opposition that day, but he had heard, with regret, the

carefully-framed sentences of t.ie last part of the paper con-

demning the Health Act. Mr. Karslake had a much larger

experience on these local questions than he had ; still he (the

hon. baronet) had not been an inactive looker on, but a
worker and one who had taken an active interest in these

subjects. He believed that the Health Act was the most
useful and sensible Act of Parliament passed for many a long
year. He said useful because it was really beginning to put
into the hands of the people themselves the means of working
out that which theorists. Governments, Government depart-

ments and inspectors, and many earnest men had been work-
ing at for years. It was a very sensible Act, sensible for this

reason, that it did not wait to consolidate all that mass of

complicated law which had been alluded to, but it left the

1 eople to work out their own health arrangements before

entering upon a codification and consolidation of the law.

He knew that the bill was very good ground indeed to fight

upon, aud there was grumbling because the Government did

not embark in a Consolidation Act, those who were on the

other side knowing very well that if the Government did

embark upon it they would not have time to finish it.

Major Porter rose to order ; if the whole discussion was
to stand over it should not be commenced now.

Sir T. D. AcLAND remarked that it was not yet known
wl. ether the discussion was to be adjourned. What he wished

to do was to express a hope that the censure which had been

cast upon this Public Health Act would not deter sanitary

authoriiies from continuing their most useful and earnest en-

deavours to do their best to use the powers which the law had
put into their hands to the best account to which they could

be most usefully applied.

Rev. J. Ingle said of course in this adjournment it must
be understood that they did not commit themselves to even a

single opinion expressed in the paper. He thought the ob-

servations made by Sir Thomas Acland germane and quite

fair.

Sir T. D. Acland suggested that means should be taken t°

circulate either a report of the paper or the paper itself among
the members. The matters dealt with were those that re-

quired honest work without any distinction of party.

The motion for adjournment was carried, and Sir T. D.
Aclaud's suggestion adopted.

TENANT-RIGHT.—The Notts Chamber of Agriculture

has rescinded a resolution against the further consideration of

this question.
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THE PRmCIPLES UPON WHICH LOCAL TAXATION SHOULD BE LEVIED.

At the Social Science Cougress at Norwich, Mr. J.* J.

CoLMAN, M.P., read the fullowiu^ paper ;

I have been iuvited by your Society to offer some remarks
upon Local Taxatiou,a subject which has recently engaged the

attention of the Parliament and people of tiiis country, and
has grown to buch importance that it cannot much longer re-

main unsettled. Hitherto opinions have varied respecting it,

as they always do upon great public topics. I trust the atten-

tion which is now being given to the matter, and the discus-

sion of to-day, may result in the elucidation of certain points

on which tliere is at present no general concurrence of opin-

ion. The difficulties attending not only the settlement of a

question of this magnitude and intricacy, but even the right

apprehension of its principal bearings, are exceedingly great

;

and you must be good enough to pardon me if 1 seem to

address myself to the subject in a manner which betrays the

influence of local circumstances, for, in the first place my in-

vestigations tend to show that Norwich is exceptionally

burdened, and in the second place the only statistics I have
found attainable, which approach nearly to the completeness

desirable for guidance in discussion, are those of this city.

Tliey will be found in a table marked (E), now in your hands,

and thej embrace details of the separate branches of our local

taxation, with a summary which shows the total of the heavy

load which INorwich ratepayers have to bear. Before asking

your attention to any details, it may be desirable to look at

the general outline of the local taxation of the United King-
dom. The local expenditure of the United Kingdom during

1868, the year on which Mr. Goschen's report was based, was
for England and Wales, thirty millions ; for Scotland, three

millions ; and for Ireland, three millions ; maKing a total ex-

penditure in round numbers of thirty-six millions sterling.

This is a heavy amount, and demands our consideration. But
we are not in a position to deal with the whole, for our infor-

mation, which is imperfect with regard to England and Wales,

is still more so with regard to Scotland and Ireland. To
simplify matters, we must therefore treat of English local ex-

penditure alone, and this amounts, as I observed, to thirty

millions. We find that £16,000,000 are raised by rates, being

direct taxation ; £4',350,000 are raised by toUs, dues, and fees,

being indirect taxation ; and the remainder by loans, or Go-
vernment subsidies. Of the aggregate receipts of thirty mil-

lions, the manner in which the disburements are made is as

foUows : Thirteen millions are spent in distinctly urban dis-

tricts, five millions in distinctly rural districts, nine millions

in districts partly rural and partly urban, and the remainder,

nearly three millions, are expended by maritime authorities.

When we examine this account we shall find certain items that

may be considered as non-remunerative, which have become
to a great extent fixed charges, and are scarcely capable,

under the most sanguine estimate, of any reduction in amount,
although there is an urgent need that an alleviation of the

pressure be in some way devised. The heaviest charge is for

the poor, and amounts to seven-and-a-half millions ; lor police

we spend three millions ; our highways cost one-and-a-half

millions ; and then there must be added sanitary rates, light-

ing and watching, fire brigades, vaccination, &c., all of which
make up a total, in round numbers, of fifteen or sixteen mil-

lions. It must be borne in mind that these items which I

have enumerated constitute what may be called the dead weight
of our local charges. Tlie next category contains harbour,
pilotage, light-house, and market dues, turnpike tolls, bridges,

and ferries, making up together three aud-a-half millions in-

direct taxation, which is of a remunerative character. To
these must be added the sums raised by loans, Government
contributions, and from miscellaneous sources ; and thus we
have the total of tliirty millions. Eespecting the loans, which
of late years appear to amount to something more 'than five

millions per annum, I would remark that they are simply a
means of carrying forward a large liability which the rate-

payers must ultimately meet ; so that the present rate of tax-

ation, heavy as it is, does not represent fully the amount of
expenditure. And it must not be forgotten that the recent

Education Act will entail an additional burden of considerable

magnitude upon us, but to this I shall allude presently. There
exists a general conviction that our rates, nationally, have

been growing at an accelerated pace. In order to ascertain

whetlier this is the fact we must revert to a former period for

the sake of establishing a comparison, and we find that since

ISil tliere has been an increase of eight millions. This large

amount comprises the police rates which liad then commenced,

and additional rates, since imposed, to the extent of five mil-

lions. We must also bear in mind that, excluding tliese new

rates, the rateable value of property has increased at an

almost identical ratio with the taxation. The comparison

stands thus

:

The rate in 184.1 was 3s. 7d. in the pound.

1868 3s. 4d. „
being a difference of 9d. in favour of 1811.

Excluding new rates

:

The rate in 1811 was 2s. 7d. in the pound.

1868 2s. 6id.
being a difference of Jd. in favour of 1868.

Novv, although this msy seem to show that our present taxa-

tion, compared with that of former years, is not exceedingly

burdensome, yet our experience in Norwich, and that of some
other boroughs of similar extent, which I have brought into

comparison in tlie printed tables, proves that it is intolerably

heavy in some towns. And we have no reason to believe the

causes fo be temporary or exceptional, but, on the contrary,

we may fairly assume them to be examples of vvhat is likely

to be the general state of the taxation of towns throughout

the country for many years to come. So heavy is the pres-

sure, that it becomes a matter of momentous importance to

initiate some plan by wliich a more just incidence may be

secured, together with tiie re-arrangement of areas, and pro-

bably some additional aid from the national exchequer, so as

to afford a measure of relief. It; is an undoubted fact tliat the

greater portion of the recent increase of rates has fallen upon

the towns. The population has collected in certain localities,.

and of necessity this has entailed a large outlay for sanitary

purposes, which item first made its apjiearauce in 1851, has

continued to the present time, and must always remain a cause

of heavy expenditure, and 1 fear will for some years be unre-

muneraiire. It appears that of the increased eight millions of

rates, tvfo millions are due to Poor-law expenses, and five mil-

lions to sanitary and district expenses. And tliis increase has

fallen in the proportion of five millions on the towns, one

million on the rural districts, and two millions on Poor-law

unions partly rural and partly urban. Having thus taken a

liasty glance at the general aspect of the question, it becomes

necessary for us to consider the question of incidence. The
broad contention of those who are satisfied with our present

system of local rating I take to be the following—that real

property having borne the burden liitherto, having in many
cases been bouglit subject to this burden, and (as it is main-

tained) being relieved from taxes of other kinds—it and it

alone should continue to be the basis on which our Local

Taxation rests. Moreover, it is urged tint the value of re:!l

property has increased, that new property has been creati d

in the form of houses, railways, Jcc, and that the rates are

really not more oppressive than formerly, garticularly when
the increased and increasing value of laud is considered. I

shall concern myself, in the remarks I am about to make,

chiefly with the state of the case as regards town populations,

and it will be admitted by all, that town rates are very much
heavier than rural ones, and show a steady tendency towards

increase. Taking Norv^ich as an example, I find, as regards

excess, that while the average poor-rate of England and

AVales, for the year ended Lady-day, 1873, was 2s. 5d. in the

£, the rate in Norwich was 4s. 6d. ; and that while in 1SG8

the average of all rates was 3s. 4d. in the £, the total in

Norwich was 7s. 2d. Then as regards increase, tliat while

the total charge in the £ for all Norwich rates in 1851 was

5s. 7jd., it was 6s. l^d., in 1871 ; and this, notwithstanding

an important decrease in the poor-rate, owing to better

administration under a new local Act. During the

last two years this ratio of increase has been quite

distanced by the heavy impost rendered necessary to

provide for the execution of the new sewage works.

Neither the excess nor the large rate of increase are peculiaa-

to Norwich. It is true the sewage works which have btcn
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constructed here have cost an enormous sura, on account of
their experimental nature, and the unexpected difficulties

whioh had to be encountered; but the towns generally are
being compelled to adopt sonae plan for the disposal ol their

sewage, and all tiie modes hitherto devised have boon costly,

causing considerable additions to tlie rates. Taking then the
indisputable fact of the higher rates which towns are called

upon to bear, there is something /*«'/«« /ac/i? unjust iu the
way in which they are apportioned, unless it can be shown
either that the towns have an exceptional ability to bear the
burden, or gain exceptional advantages iu return. I admit
that there is an apparent ability in urban populations to bear
their heavy rates. Trade, commercial enterprise, and numbers
centre in our larger towns. In them you iiud the banker, or
at least the banking establishment, the merchant, the manu-
facturer, and prosperous professional men, and in some the
stock exchange, where transactions of enormous amount are
daily carried on. The income tax returns, assessed taxes ac-

count, &c., show that the wealth is there. But when the
question comes. How do you get at this wealth for local

taxes? the reply must be that every test of ability

is ignored except the single one of rental, and it is my object
to show that this is a fallacious one. Apart from the ques-
tion of the relative shares of taxation to be borne by houses
and land, there presses npon our attention the consideration
that the incidence is entirely upon one description of pro-
perty, and this means a heavy burden upon industry. The
income derived from real property has been variously esti-

mated at from one-third to one-seventh of the total income of
the nation, and it has been said that upon this small propor-
tion the whole burden of local taxation falls. These estimates
luive been disputed ; and I am not prepared to insist on de-
tails, but it is an unquestioned fact that the income from per-
sonalty, entirely untouched for local purposes, is greatly in
e^;cess of that from real property. It is, I know, contended
by some that local rates do not press on the owners of real

property, but that in the case of houses the rates are paid by
the occupier ; and that as to business premises, the tradesman
recoups himself from his customer. Without entering at the
moment into this question, it is sufficient to observe that, as a
general rule (with the exception of some parts of London and
a few other towns, built on leasehold property), owners and
occupiers, as well as tradesmen and consumers, reside toge-
tlier, and the whole community feels the infliction. The pro-
portion in which the occupier and owner bear the burden does
not therefore, for my argument, enter into the account : they
live mainly together ; and if the taxes are unduly heavy, they
all suffer. The real fact is, however, that taxes press ou both
owner and occupier, though the latter feels the charge the
more keenly, for, to use the words of an able writer, " taxes
have a tendency to remain with those on whom they are pri-

marily imposed ; or in other words, an ulterior effort must be
made by those who have already paid them to shift them on
to others"—an effort which, I must add, is by no means al-

ways successful. The struggling tradesman, to whom large
business premises may be a necessity, has to pay heavily

;

while a professional man or capitalist, whose offices or busi-
ness occupation may be comparatively small, pays a propor-
tionately small amount, although he earns a larger income

;

and a man who has realised a fortune, which is invested in
personal estate, escapes with a fractional payment, because
his requirements are limited to a private residence. This
surely cannot be just. With reference to poor-rates, the
principle asserted in the Act of Elizabeth was, to charge a
man according io his ahiliti/ to pay, and our object is to devise
a plan by which this principle may be adapted to the circum-
stances of the present time. It is true that some rates exist
mainly for the benefit of real property, and it is just that real
estate should bear that burden, but this is by no raeana true
of all the rates, and I am of opinion that before the incidence
can bj properly adjusted personalty must in some way be made
liable. It may be thought that to do this effectually, as was
suggested in the evidence appended to the Liverpool Report,
it will be necessary to adopt at least in part the macliinery of
the income tax. In the present state of public feeling it may
be safely predicted that the income tax will be materially mo-
dified, and I think if it were made to contribute in aid of local
taxes the opposition to it would be considerably abated. In
the btate of New York a suggestion has been made of a mode
ol meeting the difficulty, and without committing myself to
the details, which may not be applicable to this country, I

think it may afford an indication of one way of dealing with

tlie matter. To revert then to the question, " Should rental

be the test of ability to pay local rates?" My emphatic

answer is, It is not fair in principle, and it is most unsatisfac-

tory in its working. This will be best illustrated by some
examples, not of exceptional cases, but such as occur iu every

town in the kingdom. A. is a tradesman occupying shop and

premises at i;'250 per annum, but in addition to this rent the

local tax-gatherer requires another £70 or i'SO. B. is his

customer, but lie happens to be a private gentleman, and oc-

cupies a house of £50 per annum. Ilia net income is perhaps

just the same as that of the tradesman, but he pays simply ou
Ills £50 rental, or one-fifth of A.'s amount, lie may even

have a much larger income, which it may be his taste or po-

licy to invest in pictures or plate. He will then require even

more of police service for watching his valuable portable pro-

perty than the tradesman; and although his pictures may
have a constantly-increasing value, eventually yielding a large

profit on original outlay, he contributes nothing on their ac-

count to local taxation. C. we will call a capitalist or finan-

cial agent, or stockbroker, who- can conduct liis business

in a small room, and if he have a sufficient business to require

offices of £50 per annum you may generally assume that he

has an income vastly in excess of the tradesman rated at £259,
D. vre will call a banker, and if the rateable value of his pre-

mises be £500 per annum you may be sure his is a large busi-

ness, and a profitable one too. E. is a merchant, often having

very little stock requiring any premises for stowage, but if he

does requires it, with premises at £500 a year rental, still with

an income far inferior to his banker, nevertheless he contri-

butesjustthe same to local rates. E. is a manufacturer re-

quiring large factories and heavy motive power or macliinery

fixed to the freehold ; if so, the local authorities do not forget

him, and he has to pay possibly four or five times as mucli as

the banker or merchant. Philosophers or political economists

will perhaps say " this is all delusion and nonsense ; it is not

the manufacturer or tradesman who pays, he is simply the

medium of collection ; it is his customer who pays, and if you
tax the professional man and capitalist iu local rates, you would
have to pay it back, as they would simply charge it in some
shape to their clients and customers." It may be very logical

to argue thai; rates fall on the consumer, but practical experi-

ence, I think, shows that the burden has a tendency to stop

where first imposed ; and at all events I am entitled to ask
whether this roundabout way of collection is the most econo-
mical, or whether the amount of a man's rent is the fairest

test of ability to pay. Let us now consider the question of

area. So far as the towns are concerned, we see that a con-
siderable part of the poor-rate fairly belonging to contiguous

land is borne by house property iu the towns themselves. Very
generally tlie parishes of a large town are formed into a union,

for the p irposes of poor relief, and this union becomes liable

to poor-rate charges in respect of the sickness, disability, and
I believe, to an appreciable extent, of the lunacy of persons
employed on these lands, but resident in the town^. This fact

furnishes a strong plea for the enlargement of the area for

taxation of towns, and it may be considerably strengthened by
the further consideration, that the value of land is very greatly

and continuously increased by contiguity to a large town. It

may, then, legitimately be expected to bear a portion of the

burden necessary to the existence of the town which contri-

butes so largely to the increase of its value. There have not
been wanting advocates for the eulargemeut of area, so far as

poor-rates are concerned, to the extent of making it national
;

but taking poor-rate expenditure as a whole, I think it has

been conclusively shown that such an extension would be un-
desirable, because it would open the door to considerably in-

creased, not to say extravagant, local expenditure of imperial

funds ; although I am strongly of opinion that the permanent
poor, by which I mean those wtio, from age or physical dis-

ability, must always be recipients of relief, should be main-
tained from the national exchequer. Nor do T see (hat there

can be any reason why the charge for pauper lunatics should
not be met in the same way. In both cases it is unjust to

make a local charge of an outlay which is necessitated by no
clearly definable local circumstances, and for which the whole
nation is as responsible as for any other branch of national

expenditure. Having mentioned the subject of imperial aid,

I may remark, it appears to me that the vaccination and re-

gistration is of a national character ; and that the expenditure

for police should be a national charge to a much larger extent
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tliau is recogoised by the present treasury repayments. I can-

not understand why real property should be called upon to

bear the bulk of the latter charge, for liouscs and laud do not

iu themselves invite the depredations of thieves, whilst personal

property does ; nor do tiiey incite to the perpetration of offences

against the person. Tiie police item siiould, then, be contri-

buted in whole or in greater part from the national escheeiucr,

due care being taken, by efficient auditing and inspection, to

secure an economical administration. To these may be added

the prospective expenditure under the Education Act. I do

not wish to raise any debateable quest,ion in this section with

reference to the principle of tiie Act, and whatever old-fashioned

views I may hold of Government education in the abstract

this is not the place to discuss them. I may, liowcver, remark
that the effect, or at least the tendency, of better education

amongst the people will be to increase tlie cost of manual or

unskilled labour, and to diminish that of skilled labour, parti-

cularly such as tiiat of clerks and shopmen. A moment's re-

flection will show this, for in a few years we shall have a mucli

smaller proportion of workers who, from want of education,

are compelled to accept manual or monotonous labour, wliile

on the other hand we shall have a largely increased number of

those whose education will enable them to perform the less

laborious kinds of work which now command higher pay. I

am not complaining of this for a single moment as it is for the

good of the country at large, but I liave a right to say that

what is for the good of the country at large should be borne

by it as a whole, and not by a part, as it obviously is when any
material portion is raised from local taxation in the present

mode. Instead, however, of a direct contribution from the

National Exchequer, there is an alternative mode of relief for

local tax-payers, viz., the transfer to the local authorities of

those imperial taxes which are mainly local in their rharacter,

such as the assessed taxes and house duty. Tiiere is I think

much to be said in favour of this, and it has the advantage

not merely of relieving local burdens, but also of being in its

nature such as would naturally come under local cognizance.

Another aspect of local taxation in this connection is that

which is very disagreeably forced upon our attention in Nor-
vfich by the central authority, which seeks to compel us to

build a large and costly Lunatic Asylum, in lieu of one which,

as we prove by results, is suited to our requirements and not

lacking in that which is needful for the elticient treatment of

the inmates. In such a case as tiiis, where central

authority seeks to direct the expenditure of local taxes, it may
in all fairness be required to contribute a portion of tlie funds;

and if that were a condition we should hear less of the pro-

ceedings of Lunacy Commissioners. In the matter of police

administration this principle is admitted and acted upon ; we
have inspection and control by a central autiiority and an im-

perial contiibution contingent upon elliciencv. Let us now
briefly consider the question of administration. It may be

remarked that one effect of charging all rates upon occupiers

has been to diminish, in some cases almost to extinguish, the

interest of the owner in questions concerning local administra-

tion and government. Without discussing the justice of Mr.
Goschen's proposal to divide the rates directly between the

owner and occupier, it has the recommendation that it would
awaken the active interest of both parties in the local expen-

diture, so as to secure the advantages of the leisure and edu-

cation of a higher class in the administration of local flnance.

The question of local administration has received considerable

attention from Jlr. llathbone, the member for Liverpool, and
in the course of his investigations he examined tlie system in

force in Holland, which has some features of great excellence,

into the details of which I cannot now enter. The cost of

the maintenance of the poor is avery serious item ; and respect-

ing the administration of the poor-law in other countries, much
important in''ormation is found in a work published under

the care of Mr. Eastwick, M.P. for Falmouth, entitled, " Poor
Relief in Different Parts of Europe ;" being a series of essays

translated from the German, containing the most complete in-

formation that has yet been comprised in so small a compass.
Mention is made there of a system adopted at Elberfeld, a

manufacturing town in Prussia, which appears to have accom-
plished all that human ingenuity can do in the relief of poverty

and distress, and at the same time to have fostered the spirit

of thrift and independence among the people. In our own
country an example ot a low rate of pauperism came under the

notice of Mr. Doyle, which lie comments upon in the last

report of the Local Government Board. It appears that iu

four unions iu the county of Brecknock the rate iu 187^ wa*

Is. 3.(d. in the pound, and the rate of pauperism to the popu-

lation was fifty-six per thousand : whereas, in four unions iu

the county of Shropshire the rale was only 4|d. in the pound,

and the per centage ofpaupeiism to the population was twenty-

seven per thousand. Tliis shows a remarkable disproportion iu

the pauperism and expenditure. Mr. Doyle is unable to ac-

count for it; by any difference in the condilion of tiie two

localities, but I presume it must be due to belter administra-

tion of relief. Could, however, the circumstances be tiioroughly

ascertained, aud should they be found to be applicable through-

out the kingdom, a vast saving would be effected, and we
should apparently have arrived at the perfection of I'oor-lavv

relief. The desirability of consolidating local rates lias fre-

been insisted on, and I coincide with that view, for the saving

in tlie cost of collection would be consideraljle. Moreover the

total of local taxation being periodically brought under the

ratepayers' notice, would not ojly dissipate the va^ue notions

often entertained about the amount imposed, but would elicit,

in a definite shape, a considerable degree of special interest

which would be devoted to intelligent criticism, with a view

to better administration. This plan might be so shaped that

a uniform mode of assessment and system of accounts should

be adopted, and we should then have at our command accu-

rate data for comparison and legislation, as we now have in

the details of our national finance. Here I may remark that

the tables which have been placed in your hands, have been
prepa.ed in order to furnish some data for the discussion of

the items which go to make up the total of our local receipts

and expenditure, and I shall be glad if they are found useful

for that purpose. Where practicable, the rate in the £ has been
shown ; but my investigations have led mo to the conviction

tliat the diverse modes of assessment used in various districts

make it desirable to calculate the rate per head of the popula-

tion, and you will find that this has accordingly been done.

The conclusions at which I arrive, as you will have gathered

from my remarks are these ;

That some plan should be devised to secure an equitable in-

cidence of local taxation between real estate and persoualty,

so as to relieve the present excessive charge upon industry ;

That iu relation to poor-rates, at least, there should be an
enlargement of the area of urban unions

;

That the national exchequer should be made largely, if not

wliolly, responsible for the support of the permanent poor
and pauper lunatics ; for the maintenance of the police and
the administration of justice; for vaccination and registra-

tion charges ; and for tiie expenditure under the Education

Act

;

That the administration of local affairs should be left to local

authorities, maintaining the well-established principle that

taxation and representation should go hand in hand ; but

that the whole system should undergo revision with a view

to the establishement of a single rating authority in each

area
;

That the interference of a central authority should be per-

mitted only to prevent local authorities from doinij or per-

mitting anything injurious to the neighourhood, as in the

case of sewage nuisances ; or to secure the execution of

such national laws as the Education Act; or where any
brancli of expenditure is subsidized from Imperial taxa-

tion, such as the maintenance of police and the administra-

tion ol justice.

The Budget night in the House of Commons has ever been

lo )ked forward to with interest, and tlie discussions on im-

perial finance have been productive of much good. The facis

relating to it have not been suffered to lie buried in Blue
Books, but have been brought to the light of day, aud thus

weak places or extravagances have been exposed in free and
open debate. I cannot but think the country is far too ignor-

ant on the subject of local finance, and that discussions might
be carried on respecting it, of much more interest and im-

portance than many which now occupy the House of Com-
mons. The reports of the newly- constituted Local Govern-
ment Board, of which two have been issued, are doubtless of

great value ; but a public and authoritative statement of the

salient facts of local finance, and a oiscussion respecting them,
would be of still greater value. It would give the oppor-

tunity for pointing out with impartiality the districts where
rates are well managed, and where they are ill-managed

—

where tiie burdens press lightly or heavily—comparisons which
' must be productive of good results. In conclusion, allow me
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to meet one olyoction which is sometimes urged against the

views I have advocated. It is said, that to ask aid from tiie

imperial treasury, is to ignore the advantages of local self-

government. I venture to say that I value most highly the

Ireest exercise of the power of a community to tax itself, and
to govern itself too ; and if this were once conceded, and the

incidence and area defined fairly, both for towns and their

neighbourhoods, and for counties, our demand would be met.

The hardship consists in this, that self-government is a name
and not a reality. We are not allowed to assess taxes for

local purposes, according to ability, but must simply charge

them on certain descriptions of property. The imperial tax-

collector gets at the wealth of all, but for local purposes we
are allovi-ed to touch only a particular kind of wealth ; and
until this injustice is abolished, I see no adequate reply to our
request for help from imperial funds. I have put forward to-

day views which I know are liable to criticism by some whose
judgment I highly respect. Whether they are sound time

only can prove, but I trust in the discussion both here and
elsewhere the subject will be elevated to some higher region

than that ofclass or party. If those ofns who desire alteration

in the incidence of local taxation are deluded by any fallacious

theories ol our own, there are statesmen and writers engaged
in the consideration of this question able to expose and con-

fute them. But if, on the other hand, the grievances of

which we complain be real and pressing, [ hope they will be

frankly recognised. I do not think so ill of any class of my
countrymen as to suspect that they desire either to impose or

leave burdens which belong to themselves on others less able

to bear them. When it is demonstrated, beyond the possibility

of doubt, that taxes v/hicli are for the general good of all the

population are paid only by a part, or which are required for

the protection of all property are levied only on a portion of

it, I think a clear case of hardship has been shown. This is

what we endeavour to remedy, and when the mists which so

often cloud the vision in our political struggles have cleared

away, I believe a solution may be found which will be fair and
equitable, and which will not leave in any man a sense of in-

justice or wrong.

THE WEST COUNTRY LABOURER.
At the forty-first anniversary of the Crewkerne, Chard,

and Ilrainster Labourers' Prieud Society, there was a

numerous attendance of the clergy and gentry of the district,

besides about two hundred of the labourers and their wives..

The National School-room, in v/hich the meeting was held,

also contained a show of vegetables and flowers exhibited by
the cottagers. Conspicuous on the platform was a specimen
" cottage oven," brought from Devonshire by the chairman,
which attracted much attention. It was made of potter's clay,

and dome shaped ; its cost, 7s. 6d. Mr. H. Helyar, of Coker
Court, also sent a monster gourd, weighing 140 lbs. The ex-

liibition was set off v.ith flags and banners, " Unity" and
other mottoes adorning the walls.

Mr. Spauks, the Chairman, opened the proceedings with
the following address : There were no allotment gardens in

1831. The cottages were in a very unsatisfactory condition,

and sanitary matters had hardly been thought of. The ques-

tion as to the best mode of improving the condition of the

labouring classes was at that time brought more immediately
under the notice of landowners by a gentleman (Mr. Perry, I

think), who represented a London society. Owners of laud were
led to see the importance, indeed the duty, of supplying the

labourers in their several parishes with field gardens, and the

consequence has been that at the present time the Chard,
Crewkerne, and Ilminster Labourers' Friend Society em-
braces thirty-seven parishes, in whicli there are more than
1,303 allotment tenants, &nd, if you estimate the number of
each family at five, you will have at least G,000 individuals

directly benefited by the system which we are this day met to

encourage. 1 wish I could say that all the allotment tenants
were good managers and good cultivators ; but we have, never-
theless, this fact to-day—that amongst the tenants of the dis-

trict there are 203 who, by their good cultivation and good
characters, are entitled to prizes. The society does not, how-
ever, confine itself to promoting the allotment system. It also

gives prizes to those labourers who have brought up large
families without parochial assistance. There is only one to-

day to recieve such a prize ; I wish there were more. Then,
again, the Society gives prizes lor long and meritorious service
under one master, or, in the same family, of ten years and up-
wards. Since the formation of the Society great improveraants
liave been effected in the dwellings of the poor, but much
remains to be done. As a rule agricultural cottages do not pay
financially, but they are nevertheless indispensable on an estate,

and ought to be well kept up. I think it will bo found that a
labourer who [occupies securely, under a good master, a com-
fortable cottage, with suitable out-buildings, will hesitate before
he joins a union and puts undue pressure on his master. Every
lubourer is entitled to a fair day's wage for a fair day's work

;

but it should not be forgotten, as it often is, that the master
is equally entitled to a fair day's work for a fair day's pay.
There must be reciprocity on both sides. This Society takes
character into account as well as good cultivation, and a few
tenants have this pear, as in former years, been excluded by
the minister's certificate. I know that the clergy would be

much better pleased to be able to certify favourably of all who
are recommended by the inspector for prizes. As au inspector

I should say the allotments are not this year generally in so

good a condition as in previous years, which may be accounted

for from the circumstance that the wet weather in tlie early

spring interfered with the occupiers getting in their crops at

the proper season, and the continual rains and consequent

lengthening of the harvest-time ii.teri'erBu considerably with

the proper management of the field gardens. Private gardens

show this to some extent. You have before you a specimen of

a cottage oven much used in Cornwall, and, I suppose, in

Devon also. Being at Boscastle, in Cornwall, in August, I

saw a number of these ovens exposed for sale, and on inquiry

I learnt I could see them in use there. I visited the cottage

of a labourer, from whom I obtained the information I

wanted with respect to these ovens, and saw one in use.

I was told they baked well and last many years. They are

heated as a common brick oven would be, with fuel, not coal.

They are easily fixed in a cottage, by the side of the fireplace.

They are sold at Is. 6d. per " peck," the usual size being five

pecks, which is 7s. 6d. They are made by Mr. Pisliley, of

Premington Barton, North Devon. I intend to introduce

them into some cottages of my own, and I hope the tenants

will use tiiem constantly. Well-made home-baked bread is,

I think, far preferable to much of the bread which is bought.

It has been suggested to me by a brother inspector that the

prevailing habit of over-cropping tlie gardens with potatoes

might be effectually checked by insisting on the tenants only

planting early sorts. They would then be enabled, as the

potatoes are taken up in June and July, to fill the ground with

autumn, winter, and spring crops, and so be able, almost at all

times of the year, to get some useful vegetables out of the

garden. AVhen late potatoes are planted the allowed quantity

is sure to be exceeded, and second crops cannot be successfully

grown. General attention is now being directed to improving

the sanitary condition of our towns and villages. New main
sewers are being formed, new house drains laid down, and steps

are being taken to obtain a better supply of water ; but much
may be done irrespective of what I have said by individuals to

promote health by greater attention to cleanliness, and by a

freer admission of pure air into the dwellings.

Mr. C. J. Elton (Whitestaunton) read the annual report

:

Your committee feel great pleasure in presenting to you the

yearly report of the Chard, Crewkerne, and Ilminster La-
bourers' Priend Society for 1873, and are in hopes that it may
receive your approbation. The Society, now in its 41st year,

continues to flourish and gradually to extend the area of its

operations. The number of parishes ia which our allotments

are situated is now 37, and the committee are glad to announce
that the large parish of Combe St, Nicholas is now included

in the Society's district. The number of acres under cultiva-

tion by our tenants is as nearly as possible 150 actes, distri-

buted among nearly 1,300 tenants. Tlie Society is this year

able to present the sum of £64 9s. in prizes, distributed as

follows: Por good cultivation of gardens, 198 prizes, amount-
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ing togetlier to £5G lOs. ; for long service, nine prizes, amount-
ing to £{) 15s. ; and for the person who lias best brought up his

family without receiving parochial relief, a prize of 15s. The
Society, as the chairman has already mentioned to you, lias to

regret the loss of the valuable services of their secretaries, the

Rev. \V. T. Elton and Mr. H. Hoskins, who have now re-

tired, after having for so many years sustained the action of the

Society by their kind co-operatiou. In the course of the past

year the Society has also had to regret the loss by death of

several kind friends and subscribers, and in the present year

several new subscriptions have been lecieved. Your commit-
tee have received many kind notices of the satisfaction which
has been given by the care and diligence which the Society's

inspector's have shown. Only in one instance was any com-
plaint made regarding the method of inspection, and in that

case your committee satisfied themselves that the fault lay, not

with the inspectors, but with the^tenants of several allotments

which had been very badly cultivated. In such a state of

affairs it was hardly to be expected that the inspector's report

would give satisfaction to the parish. The comraittcee would
call the particular attention of all the tenants to the rules of

the Society, which are not yet observed with suflicient care.

In particular, the numbering of the allotraeuts has been found

defective in two many cases, and the labours of the inspectors

have thereby been unnecessarily increased. The tenants of an
allotment field hold in a kind of partnership, where the fault

of one man may injure the profits of many. A careless person

may fill the gardens of his industrious neighbours with weeds,

and be the means of bringing discredit upon his parish. Your
committee have felt so strongly the importance of enforcing a

proper attention to the rules that they have determined to dis-

tribute a printed copy of the Society's rules to every cultivator,

with the intimation that they will in all cases be strictly carried

out. They would also recommend that a copy of the rules,

framed and protected from the weather, should be posted pro-

minently in every allotment field. Since your Society was first

established there has been a very great improvement in the

condition of the labouring classes, and there is every reason to

suppose that this improvement will continue. While the work-

ing classes in the towns and in the mining and commercial
districts are increasing in prosperity, it is to be hoped that the

meritorious class of agricultural labourers will have a fair pro-

portion of benefit. Although prices are rising to an unex-

pected degree, the rise does not so much affect the articles

which are mainly purchased by the labourers. We have had a

harvest, much below the average, and have been less

harassed by the potato disease than has been usual of late

years. The crop of apples, which is of peculiar importance in

this district, has been unusually good, so that upon the whole
your committee look forward without much apprehension

to the coming winter season. The labourers are, however,
aware that their prosperity does not so much depend upon the

accidents of the seasons as upon the qualities of prudence, in-

dustry, and thrift, which it has been the main object of this

Society to promote among them. A man who will not work
to the best of his abilities is of very little use here, and will

make a still more complete failure if he should emigrate to

those manufacturing parts of the country where high wages
are given and a high class of work is expected, or to those colo-

nies where prosperity can only be ensured by obstinate and
persevering toil. Tlie public mind has of late been directed

to the subject of emigration, and no doubt its advantages have
been much discussed among many of those who are here to-

day. This Society, however, is not inclined to recouiraeud

further emigration from the district. In former times there

have been too many men to do the work required, and the

standard of wages inevitably remained so low as to make it

very difficult for a labourer to maintain his family respectably.

J3ut the facilities of railway communication, and the increased

demand for labour in the towns and in the commercial districts,

have already removed in most parts of our neighbourhood the

redundancy of labour. And there is, we are sure, an increasing

aesire among the richer classes to make life comfortable for the

labourers who remain to do the work. The evils of the past

take long to remedy. But a great deal is being done for the

improvement of the cottages. As you, Mr. Chairman, have
already mentioned, provision is being made under the new
sanitary laws for the supply of wholesome wafer, the checking
of the spread of fevers and other contagious diseases caused by
imperfect sanitary arrangements, and for the proper repairing

of all dwellings in any way unfit lor habitation. The law pro-

vides very stringent and summary remedies, and if defects are

not made good by the owners the local authorities may do the

work themselves at the expense of the owner, or prevent any

further use being made of the property. There is reason to

suppose tliat the condition of the labourer will be much im-

proved by the operation of these laws. Another benefit which

the labourers have received of late years is the establishment

of the Fost-office savings banks and of the system of Govern-

ment annuities in small sums, in the purchase of which the

labourer may invest his savings with perfect security. The

necessary information on these points can be obtained on de-

mand at every Post-office ; and further information may be

obtained iu an easy and readable form from the sejies of Pro-

vident Knowledge Papers, written by Mr. George Bartley, and

published by Messrs. Chapman and Hall, at the price of Id.

each. They can be obtained from any bookseller. In a speech

made some years ago by Sir Stafford Northcote we find the

following remarks upon the proper means for arousing such a

spirit of competition and self-reliance among the labourers as

should help them to emancipate themselves from the reliance

upon Poor-law relief which has kept them down :
" Such eman-

cipation," he said, " is not visionary. The machinery of the

Poor-law must of course be retained ; there will always be

plenty of cases of unavoidable suffering to be relieved by it.

But if the labourer be trained iu his youth to recognise the

duty of laying by a provision for his old age, and if he has the

means of investing his savings with perfect security, a great

step would be taken in advance. And if tiie employe be brouglit

to see the wisdom of so regulating his wages as to enable him
by additional labour to earn additional pay, the heavy weight

of pauperism which now oppresses the energies of our people

might to a very great extent be shaken off." Your committee

are glad to observe that this last recommendation is being fol-

lowed to a great extent, the system of payment for piece-work

having rapidly extended into many departments of agriculture.

What the labourer requires is the stimulus of hope; and your

committee think that there will be little lack of labourers if

they are offered the chance of increasing their earnings by an

increase of work, and saving a little for the future out of the

produce of a good garden or other piece of land in the posses-

sion of which they can feel secure. This Society has devoted

itself to providing allotments for the industrious labourers,

with complete security of tenure [so long as the rules are ob-

served. The allotments are not intended to supersede the

necessity in the rural parishes of providing a good garden for

every cottage, but mainly to meet those cases in which such

provision has hitherto been neglected ; and it is the good for-

tune of the Society to have been the instrument of calling

general attention to the necessity of meeting the requirements

of the labourers iu this respect.

The Hon. Colonel Hood, M.P., moved the adoption of the

report.

The Rev. J. S. Stubbs, vicar of Crewkerne, seconded the

motion. He was very glad to hear it stated that the rise

in prices did Kot so much affect the articles mainly pur-

chased by the labouring classes, viz., the necessaries of life.

lie only wished it was true with regard to the things re-

quired by them, the poor clergymen. However, if it was only

the luxuries of life which were raised in price, he did not think

they had much reason to be sorry ; because in this luxurious

age he thought nothing would be so beneficial to the country

as to check that tendency which undoubtedly prevailed, aud
which had increased so much of late years. They had also to

rejoice iu the improvement of the condition of the labour-

ing classes, and the report added that there was a very

general desire among their richer neighbours that that

improvement should go on and increase. At the Church
Ceiugress last week the Bishop of Oxford said Christian

unity might be a most diflicult thing to effect, but if there

was only a desire for Christian unity, then all might be

well. So he (the vicar) would say, if there was only that

desire to improve the condition of the labouring class then
depend upon it all would be well, their condition would be im-

proved, as it had been improving of late years ; for "Where
there's a will there's a way." No doubt the dwellings of the

poor had for many years past been a disgrace to this country
;

but now, thank God ! those evils are being gradually remedied.

Talking of salutary laws, there was one which w'as put into

his hands only the day before - yesterday, viz., "An Act to

regulate the employment of Children in Agriculture." That
Act would come into full operation on the 1st of January,
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1875, but its provisions should be complied with during 1874,
and he would show them that mueii depended on their doing
so. After the 1st of January, 1875, no employer or his agent

might employ any child under eight years of age in agricul-

tural labour, unless he were its parent or guardian and on land

in his own occupation. He must say he rejoiced to hear tiiat,

for if there was any class of children he had pitied it was those

poor little things who were sent out into the fields to the

neglect both of their secular education aud religious instruc-

tion. After 1st January, 1875, no child over eight aud under
twelve could be so employed, unless the parent or guardian
could produce a certificate to the following elFect : If the child

were over eight and under ten he must liave completed 250
school-attendances within the twelvemonths immediately pre-

ceding the issue of the certificate. In plain language, if they

wanted to have the benefit of their child's labour in 1875 they

must see to it tliat that child attended school during 187-t. If

the child were over ten and under twelve he must have coai-

pleted 150 attendances within the same period. Every em-
ployer or agent guilty of an offence against the Act was liable to

a penalty of £5, and any other person offending to a penalty of

£1 ; but no penalty should be inflicted for employing children

above eight in hay.harvest, corn-harvest, or the gathering of

crops. Parents were earnestly advised to send their children

at once to school, that they might complete the proper number
of attendances, otherwise while they were under twelve they

could not be employed in agriculture alter 1st January, 1875.
Tiiose were some of the great improvements with regard to

the condition of the labouring classes ; and before he sat down
he would allude to one other, and he did so more especially as a

clergyman. He trusted tliat whilst great interest was felt in

the temporal affairs of the working classes, they should not

overlook that more important duty still, the caring for their

spiritual interests. And he could not but observe with great

thankfulness that there was not only a growing desire and an
increasing effort to attend to the temporal wants of the labour-

ing classes, but that also the desire was growing and efforts

were being increased with regard to their spiritual interests.

What he referred to was this—and though it might not be a

very welcome subject, still he felt it his duty to refer to it

—

tiiat facilities were being given to the poor to attend their

parish church, viz., that tiiose who were building churches in

these days were making those churches free and open churches.

He lioped this would be the case, that every parish church in

the kingdom would be, as it was intended to be, for the use of

the poor as well as for the rich ; so that rich and poor might
meet together, lie knew there would ever be distinctions in

society ; there always had been distinctions, and if they could

all be made equal and on one footing to-day, there would be
distinctions to-morrow ; but one thing, he thought, they should
always strive after—that when they came to the House of God
they should forget those distinctions just as they should forget

them in the grave. It was well said in the report " The evils

of the past take long to remedy ;" but wliere they were assured

there was a desire to remedy them, and steps were being taken
to do so, then lie said they might well be content to wait for

them and to be thankful.

The report was uninimously adopted.

Mr. II. W. llosKiNS moved "That this meeting highly ap-
proves the field-garden system, as supply ing the labou rer with oc-

cupation and additional means of subsistence for himself and
family, and also as giving him an increased interest in his native
soil." Most of the ladies and gentlemen present had attended
previous meetings, and must have observed the contented and
satisfied expression on the countenances of the prizemen. If
that did not show their appreciation of the system, nothing
was shown ; and he was sure it was enough to bring home the
truth of the resolution to all of them. But he might go
further and say the committee had not contented themselves
with one view only of their institution. I'rom time to time
they had taken up any point which appeared to bear upon the
interests of the labouring man. Some ten or twelve years ago
they gave a handsome prize for the best sanitary and most
comfortable arrangement of a labourer's cottage, und it was a
most interesting competition. On another occasion the quali-
ties of Australian meat received a great deal of their attention,
and specimens of it, cooked and uncooked, were brought to
the meeting. He need not touch upon other points, but he
inust^say tliat if the attention aud zeal of the committee year
after year produced no great and immediate results, he was
convinced that such results were arrived at in the course of

time. With respect to tlie sanitary part of the coftage ques-

tion, even in this little angle of Somerset they had contributed

in their small way to help form public opinion. The aggre-

gate agitation of individuals and small societies began to form

public opinion, and by and by public opinion brought its

pressure to bear upon the Government of the day ; so tliat

tliey might congratulate themselves, perhaps, in having had
an infinitesimal part in the action of last session. Returning
to tlie resolution, lie thought they had not yet sufficiently con-

sidered the question of proximity of the allotment fields to the

labourers' cottages. Of course when the society was founded,

and for many years afterwards, the great point was to get a

field at all in a parish, and they were only too happy to get it

anywhere. Well, time had run on, the society had been very

successful year after year, and he thought if they considered

the generally approved truth that a labourer ought not to be

tar from his farm work, it must also be a great convenience

to him not to be far from his work on his own little farm,

when he came home in the evening. He hoped the attention

of the committee would be directed to those parishes where
the allotment fields were situated somewhat inconveniently,

and that they would use their influence, according to circum-

stances, to effect a change. That was the only point that oc-

curred to him, and he hoped they would be successful in it.

The Rev. W. Vassall, rector of Hardington, in seconding

the resolution, thought it would commend itself to all present;

and he said that although he must confess he was not an

enthusiastic believer in the benefits that these societies con-

veyed. He thought the work had to be done, after all, by
each of them individually in his place and calling acting ac-

cording to. his lights and doing the best he could in the things

that came before them. Even this society was not a panacea
for all the social ills the labourer was liable to, but it tended

to a good work as far as it went ; anf he quite agreed with
what Mr. Hoskins said as to its indirect results. It held up
a good standard before them as to what they should try and
do individually. In his own parish there was a small glebe

field let out in allotments when he went there, and he found

the competition was so keen for those lots every time one
was vacant, and very often before it was vacant, that he
felt it must be a good thing for the labourer to be so much
appreciated, and as soon as another glebe field came into

hand lie added it to the number of allotments. He
was glad to say that Lord Portman had also lately

allotted two other good-sized fields in the same parish.

And he was sure it had been with a good result. At the

present time he did not think there was a man in the

parish, certainly not a married man with a family, who
had not " a bit of ground." It was surely a good thing that

the labourer should be supplied with occupation and subjects

of interest in his spare hours. It had been often said tiie

great obstacle in the way of his improvement was " the

drink." He (Mr. Vassall) quite agreed with what Mr.
Newell stated the other day before the Archidiaconai Con-
ference—that the population about here did not compare un-
favourably with the population of towns, and of many other

parts of England, with regard to sobriety. 13ut, although

there was not so much of noisy, troublesome drunkenness,

there was a great deal more drinking amongst the labourers

in our villages than was good for them, or than they could

afford. He believed that was the great drawback to improve-

ment of their condition. This society helped very. much to

counteract it by pioviding something to interest the labourer,

something he could look forward to after he had done his

work ; and it helped to keep him from that sort of chronic

thirst which there seemed to be amongst his class—a craving

for the " half-pint ot cider," always a half-pint of cider. He
had a great horror of that half-pint of cider. He would
rather that the labourer after he had worked in his garden

should have his pint of cider at home with his supper—which
one would like every man to have who cared for it. He be-

lieved, too, that by providing the labourer with this means of

interest, occupation, and wholesome harmless recreation and
amusement, they should do more than could be done by tee-

total societies to wean him from the love of the half-pint.

Not tliat the allotment system was quite enough of itself.

He wished very much that there was a working men's club-

room in every parish—a bright and cheerful room—"a pub-
lichouse without the drink." With regard to the land, which
also was mentioned in the resolution, he could not say what
the labouring man thought of it, and he was not quite sure
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whether the lahouring man himself kuew. He had a very

good opinioa of the intelligence and common sense of the

labouring man ; he did not at all hold with the articles they so

often saw in tiie newspapers, comparing the labourer to the

clod he walked upon ; he believed he had a good deal of good
sense and good feeling. It was not to be wondered at if tiie

labourer could not always express himself upon those sub-

jects of social interest wiiich he had not had tlie opportunity

of being informed about; it would be very strange if it were
not so. Some of them were led away when meu came
amongst them with a good voice and considerable gilt of

talking, and promised them they were going to be made rich

all at once, and to have all sorts of blessings and advantages,

by a sort of hocus-pocus; but lie did believe in the long run
they came back to what was the sound and right view of the

matter, and they did not really believe, if you carae to know
what they thought, that they could improve their condition

very much or grow rich by any other way than hard work
and steady, tiirifty conduct and habits. He believed this

system of allotments was a great help to making them con-

tented and happy. Now lie did not want to say a word
against the tenant-farmers. He lived amongst tenant-farmers

entirely, and he hoped he had lived amongst them pleasantly

and on cordial terms; and he was sure lie liad received from
tliem more kindness and consideration a great deal than he

deserved. But he ventured to think they were a little mis-

taken in looking with suspicion and rather shyly, as it was
well known they did, upon the allotment system and upon the

work of this society. He wished more of them would come
to the meeting, and that there were more of their names
amongst the society's supporters, because he believed tliey

would find out soon, if they did not know it already, that it

was for their own interest that the labourer should be con-

contented, and should feel that his employer had his best in-

terests at heart. And if tbe farmers had a suspicion, as he

supposed they had, that the labourer rather husbanded liis

strength for working in his own allotment, and it made him
too independent, he (Mr. Vassall) could not say that he had

seen that was the case at all. He did not believe tiiat a man
who had an allotment worked a bit worse, hut rather better,

tlian the man who was idling and wandering about in his

spare hoors. He believed that if the tenant-farmers and em-
ployers of labour would only show the labourers that they

liad their interests at heart, and did not wish to keep tliein

down—which he believed they did not—then the labourer

would be much more likely to give, as the Chairman had so

well said—what he was sure they all wished to give—a fair

day's work for a fair day's wage.

The Chairman exhibited a basket full of large red potatoes,

weighing 2Ulbs., which he said liad been grown from one
potato, cut in three parts, of the " flour ball" sort.

Viscount SiDMOUTii moved " That this meeting renders its

best thanks to the secretaries, treasurer, and inspectors (or

their valuable services, and hopes they will kindly continue

them." When his valued friend and relative, Mr. Henry
Hoskins, asked him to attend this meeting he felt at first that,

coming from a distance, it was hardly fair to call upon him to

mix himself up in the affairs of an association with which he

was not connected. He thought that in this district, where
the society had carried on its operations for so many years, the

gleariing of the grapes of East Somerset was better than the

whole vintage of East Devon. But when he again reflected

he thought this was a time when those who had been em-
ployers of labour, and who were interested in the public affairs

of the country, should show as much as they could the interest

they took in the affairs of those who were less fortunately

situated than themselves. Now, addressing the labouring

men, he did wish to tell them how glad he and his friends

were to come amongst them and hold out the right hand of

fellowship to them. He rejoiced in any opportunity of mixing
with his fellow men, of whatever grade they might be. He
saw that other persons had come from a distance and had
spoken to them—he need not say to what effect ; suffice it to

say that he entertained different opinions to those he alluded

to. He also carae from a distance, and he represented the

feeling of employers of labour at a distance, and he told them
this—that far from objecting to see the labourer put in a proper

position, they felt the time had come (and they rejoiced that

it had come) when the voice of the labouring man was making
itself heard ; when, using legitimate means, the labouring

man was bettering his position—not seeking as had been said,

to rise above the position in which God had placed Iiim, but

seeking to use not only his bodily but iiis mental powers for

the improvement of his social condition. Well, he looked up-

on those he saw around him as & proof that that feeling was
not only felt here, but was producing practical effect. They
seemed to him, as far as he could judge, coming from a more
sterile soil, to be very well provided by nature with the means
of jjroducing vegetables and flowers. By the fragrant smell

of that delicious onion which pervaded the room it appeared

that tliey were not wanting in a condiment for their dinners;

and he rejoiced also to see the flowers, which be thought must
liave been arranged by female fingers. Now that showed him
that men and women were trying to make their homes happy,

and he was sure nothing could be more beneficial to the con-

dition of the labourer than an improvement of his home. They
all of them, rich and poor, had the same feeling for tiieir wives

and children ; and if the labouring man would make his liome

what it might be made—what it might be made by abstaining

from an excess of drink, by producing food for his family and
beautifying the ground around him with flowers, and by culti-

vating the affection of his neighbours—his home might be

just as happy as the homes of tliose in higher stations. An
allusion was made by a previous speaker to what fell from the

Bishop of Oxford. He (Lord Sidmoutli) confessed he was
touched to the heart by that: he felt tiie truth of it; he felt

that truer words had never been spoken. There were efforts

going on all over this country now to separate class from class.

They told them (the labourers) (hey should agitate, and agitate

to raise themselves, to get into the positions of others. He
wonld warn them. "Don't believe one word of it. Let us

pull together ; that is the way we shall all get on iu the world.

Let us feel that God has placed us in our several stations, that

those who have not to work witli their hands are bound to

work with their heads, and that it is no disgrace to a man if

God has placed him in a position to work with his hands. Let
him so work and gain his living in that way, and let the man
who has independent means hold out the right hand of fellow-

ship to that man." In saying these few words, as a stranger

Lmongstthem, he wished to show that those kind friends here,

who lived in the neighbourhood, were not alone in wishing

well to their poorer neighbours. That feeling, he firmly be-

lieved, pervaded this country—and they must not believe what
they heard and read to the contrary—it had been the main-
spring of England's prosperity for centuries. He had travelled

a great deal abroad and had seen the condition of the labourers

in other countries. The effect of revolutions there had been
to dissociate class from class further than ever. The upper

and lower classes in France and other continental countries

were not bound together in the way they were here; there

was far more of aristocracy in France than in England. And
it had been so, believe him—although there had been seasons

of change—for centuries in tliis England of ours, all

classes had gone together hand in hand.

The Rev. V. S. S. Coles (Sliepton Beauchamp), seconded

the resolution, and remarked that, as he was a secretary and
inspector, he was thanking himself. It was a pity that when
they went about from one allotment field to another they

should find such a great difference iu the condition of those

allotments. One might almost suppose there were a certain

number of allotments allowed to compete for prizes and a

certain number not allowed. Perhaps four or five were credit-

ably cultivated, showing signs of care and industry and pride

on the part o( their occupiers, and all the rest of the field

was left without any such signs at all. Now that was not
only a pity for the sake of the allotments themselves, but

he ventured to think it pointed out one great failing which
stood in the way of the prosperity of the labourer and the

efforts of his friends in his behalf. When in any society of

men one ventured to say a word on behalf of the labourer

—

when speaking to men better qualified than oneself to form an
opinion on the subject of his hardships, his enforced ignor-

ance, the difficulty lie had in turning to the best account the

mani'old machineries for good which were placed in his way
in this generation—the answer which shut one's month _was

this : That the labourer was not as yet sufficiently generous

and loyal k) enable his friends to do their best for him with
thorough confidence. It seemed to him there was wanting, in

their class as in other classes, a spirit of generous enterprise

without too much reference to immediate gain, which, if they

could cultivate it amongst them, would help them more than
anything else in the world to make the best use of what they
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had, and to be able to rise to a use of more than they had at

present. It was the want of that same spirit which induced

a man to say, " If I am not certain of a prize I shall not take

a ftreat deal of trouble," and whicli stood so much in the way
of the improvement of the labouring class. Was it a fact or

not that the work which was done by piece-work—and he vf&s

glad to think more and more was being done in that way

—

was done so much better than tliat which was performed by

day-work, that the farmer felt at once that the labourer was
merely working on a money basis, and not in a spirit of gener-

ous co-operation? They had heard from the report that there

were hopes of admitting the labourers on farms to a sliare of

the proiits. [Mr. Elton : No, that is not in the report.]

He understood the report to say so. [Mr. Eltom : That is

what has been recommended by the Speaker of the House of

Commons.] Yes, the Speaker of the House of Commons they

knew had attempted that. But whether that would be an

advantageous tiling or not he ventured to say they could not

expect employers to take up that or any other measure for

their benefit nntil they (the employers) saw something in their

conduct beyond a mere reference to the money they could put

iu their pockets as soon as possible. They wanted more gene-

rosity, more loyalty, more determination to do their best, without

reference only to the immediate wages. That was shortsighted-

ness ; because this principle was true, not only as a matter of

duty, but in the end of self-interest
—" Whatsoever thy hand

fiudeth to do, do it with all thy might." It was a pity that

tnere should be such things to be heard of in this part of the

country as this—that when men were binding corn at so much
per acre tliey did the work too fast for the reaping machine,

bat when they were doing it by the day the machine had to

wait for them. He saw by their faces they did not consider

that was a cruel accusation, but that it was true. Now, if

they could only wipe out, in the different classes of society,

the spirit of selfishness and shortsightedness which caused

such things as that, they should be able to enter upon the

consideration of questions which met them in these days with

more freedom, more hope of success, more love for each other,

and a better prospect of coming to real good for all classes.

They might depend upon it, as their wages had now risen,

this was an extremely critical period lor the labourer ; because

the way in which they used the slight increase that had come
to them would be setting a precedent for their conduct, and
the conduet of generations to come after them. Tliosa papers

to which Mr. Elton referred in his report—those Provident

Society manuals—were extremely valuable. He was able to

read some of them the other day to some friends of his of the

labouring class, and he showed them one fact, which lie should

like to state plainly to this meeting. It was a fact with re-

gard to the Government Savings Banks wliich had lately been

instituted in connection with the Post-oftice. If a man would
begin at 19 years of age to put by 8d. a week—he saw they

were laughing at the idea, but wait a minute !—when lie came
to be 60 years old he had 5s. a week secured to him by the

Queen's promise. He could get that money whicli he was lay-

ing by if lie were sick at any time ; he could draw it out when-
ever he liked ; or if he died it went to his friends. But if he

felt he could not afi'ord 8d. a week, and if he were inclined to

forego the advantage of being able to draw the money or give it

to his friends when he died, for 5d. a week he could secure the

same 5s. weekly after he was 60. Now that system was
drawn up on tlie supposition that the men for whom it was
intended received 15s. per week. Lots of those now present

would tell him they do not get 15s. per week ; but lie wanted
to know what their wages would be if they took their harvest

money, piece money, and all that a man could earn who worked
as hard as he could all the year round, and who never Hked to

have a whole day or two on which to grumble at the want of

work and at the same time enjoy himself at the beer-house ?

If they added up the most that a man of that kind could get,

and divided it by the number of weeks in the year, he believed

that in many cases it would not fall short, and in a great many
cases it would surpass 15s. a week. He had it on authority he
could trust, and lie believed that though it was not true in
everjT case, it was true in a far larger number of cases than
they were ready to admit when they spoke of the lowness of
wages. At any rate, where a man was able to earn 15s. a
week he had this scheme of Government aid put before him, and
it was most important that every man should ask himself whe-
ther his son (or himself, if he were a young man) could not
afford to begin laying by money on that principle. It would

give him the thought of independent support which should
come to him in his old age and save him from the parish, and
it would help to cultivate in him the spirit of generous enter-

prise, free from selfishness and inordinate desire of an immediate
leturn, which he believed was in their class, as in all other

classes, the great thing they had to aim at.

These two resolutions were also carried.

The Chaiuma-N then addressed the labourers as follov! s

:

We are glad to see you liere to-day iu such large numbers.
It shows that you at least have adhered to the society's rules

with respect to the cultivation of your gardens. You, I am.

sure, are gratified at the interest taken in you by the sub-

scribers and friends of the society. You, I doubt not, will be
stimulated to still better cultivation in the future ; to a closer

observance of the rules, and if possible to be even more regu-
lar in your attendance at your usual place of worship, for the

society does not interfere with the conscience of any one. We
wish to encourage in you a feeling of independence, by which
I mean that you should do your best to keep away from the
union pay-table and the union house ; that you belong to a
well regulated friendly society, and so secure for yourselves sick

pay and medical attendance. We wish you to be thrifty in

your households—to avoid waste of every kind, even to the

unnecessarily paring of your potatoes. That you may recol-

lect there are savings banks within easy reach of all of you,

where you may deposit your savings in safety ; and what able-

bodied man in full work is there who cannot save something ?

There is certainly less excuse than formerly for not saving for

old age. The French are a striking example of thriftiness in

their households and as a nation. The peasant makes the
most of everything, and the middle classes have lately shown by
their contributions to the public loans, to pay the £200,000,000
to Germany, that they annually lay up in store a considerable

portion of their incomes for a rainy day. Each of you, my
friends, do the like as far as you possibly can, and recommend
your neighbours to follow your example. Then, with re-

spect to your dwellings, it is in your power to aid your land-

lords iu their efforts to render them healthy and comfortable.

It is of no use to have windows with casements if they are kept
close—a constant supply of pure fresh air is indispensable to

health. Every morning your bedroom windows should be
opened. The vitiated air will then become purified, and your
rooms rendered wholesome. Do not lose sight of the impor-
tance of ventilation, especially in your bedrooms. Periodical
whitewashing is another means of keeping your dwellings
healthy, and this should be invariably done after epidemic disease.

If the landlord provides limfi, the occupier should do the work.
Cleanliness is of great importance. The floors of your cot-

tages, both upstairs and down, should be scrubbed oftener than
they usually are. The decks of a man-of-war are scrubbed
every day. I was lately told this hy an oflicer of one of our
big iron-clads. See that the traps of the drains near your
cottages are kept 'supplied with water, especially in the sum-
mer. One word to the wife. She should do all in her power
to make the cottoge comfortable, for she ought to know that

nothing is more likely to drive her husband to the public-house
than an uncomfortable home. Hemove all refuse from your
premises to your allotment gardenss frequently. And last,

though not least, send your cliildreu to a day-school and
Sunday-school—you will never repent doing this—and enforce

on them punctuality in attendance, which is highly important.

The proceedings concluded with the distribution of prizes.

WETHERBY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. — At the

show the prizes for Shorthorns were thus awarded

:

All-aged bull, first and second prize. Col. Gunter, Wetherby.

Yearling bull, first prize. Col. Gunter ; second, C. Wright.

Three years old or aged cow in milk or calf, first and second

prize. Col. Gunter. Two-year.old heifer, first prize, Col.

Gunter ; second, C. M. Swarbeck. Yearling heifer, first prize,

Col. Gunter ; second, C. Wright, Oglethorp. Fat beast, first

prize. Col. Gunter ; second, J. Knowies, Wetherby. It is to be

hoped that Col. Gunter will take to showing more

generally.
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THE CONDITION OF THE LABOURER.
At the Social Science Congress at Norwich, the Rev. T. Y.

Stratton read a paper ou " What principles sliould Friendly

and otl\er kindred societies be based, and is Government con-

trol of them desirable? " lie noticed the distinction between

friendly societies and trades unions, and co-operative and
building societies ; and he showed tliat the attractions of a

friendly societies consisted mainly in a common bond of union

which united men of like occupation |for the purpose of

mutual assistance. The principles on which the socfity might

be based with advantage to the community as well as to the

members was described and shown to be easily capable of

misapplication, but, on the wliole, Mr. Stratton considered

that friendly society were beneficial. The improvement of

such institutions called for the attention of the philanthropist

and the Legislature. The benefit wliich it was in contem-

plation to grant the public by means of the Post-office, was
described, and its superiority to a mere deposit in a Savings'

Bank was m Mr. Stratton's opinion undoubted. Friendly

Societies of the ordinary description were sufficient to

secure to the members (provided tliat they had a proper re-

turn for their money) a better provision than that dragged

out of the fund of the poor-rate. A strict administration of

the latter, while calculated to benefit the labouring classes,

would not necessarily compel tliem to join friendly societies,

inasmuch as they might continue (as was the case in some
parts of England) to maintain themselves without having

recourse either to poor-rates or to the friendly society.

Supervision of friendly societies by the Government was in

Mr. Stratton's opinion necessary, but he did not advoeate any

control of friendly societies. The supervision of the Govern-

ment should provide for tlie protection, both of the members
and managers of friendly societies. There should be a system

of public audit and a periodical valuation of assets and lia-

bilities, on whicli a registar's certificate should be given.

Thus the registrar's certificate v/ould be made what it is now
commonly, but erroneously, supposed to be, a badge of

solvency. The rate ou which contributions might be settled

might also be approved. The establishment of a system of

insurance for sick and burial money through the Post-office

—a propossl which met witli general approval at the con-

gress of the association held last year, and had elicited

powerful support—was next alluded to, and one or two ob-

jections against the system were briefly dealt with, and nota-

bly the misapprehension that such insurance would be made
the means of a charge on the revenue, the funds of the in-

surance being the sole means of providing for all c'aims. In
summing up his opinions, Mr. Stratton advocated the better

supervision by all existing friendly societies and the estab-

lishment of insurances suited to tlie labouring classes under
Government, leaving to the insurers the choice of joining

those under Government, or of improving and remaining in

their own.
Mr. E. W. Beaerook, Deputy-registrar of Friendly

Societies, also contributed a paper upon " Friendly Societies,"

with more special reference to the co-operative laud move-
ment. The heads of his paper were read by the Chairman.
It appeared that thirty societies had been registered for the

purpose of buying and selling land under the powers of the

Act of 1871. The gross value of buildings, fixtures, and land
belonging to Co-operative Societies was in Lancashire,

i!'i98,985 ; in Yorkshire, £247,265 ; and in other counties,

£181,943. When we saw to what large results the benefit

building societies which were little clubs in 1836, when an
Act to encourage them was passed, had now attaiiu-d, and
how utterly incalculable had been the public service tiiey bad
rendered, we should hardly be surprised if in a few years
these Co-operative Societies should carry on their trade of
buying and selling land to an extent whicli miglit have a
marked influence on the material comfort, the self-respect, and
the consequent social value of their members.

Mr. W. H. C. Hakdy said his experience of friendly
societies as a friendly society trustee, dated from 1827. He
was not in favour of too much Government control. We had
been obliged to go to the Governments for Acts of Parliament
to legahze friendly socities, but the signature of Mr. Tidd
Pratt to the rules of friendly societies had often induced au

undue confidence in the rules of such societies, although Mr.
Tidd Pratt might have notliing to du v.'ith such rules. He
did not tliiuk tliat the Government had acted quite fairly to-

wards friendly societies. In 1827, the Government offered

£4 lis. 3d. per cent, per annum upon friendly societies' de-

posits, but in 1851 this was reduced to £3 Os. lOd. per cent,

per annum, the reduction ultecting of course the calculation of

friendly societies. He thought the machinery of the Post-

office was hardly applicable to friendly societies ; the

machinery of the poor-law system was also inadequate for

the purpose. The only thing Government coukl do bene-

ficially with regard to friendly societies was to carry out a

periodical compulsory valuation of assets and liabilities.

Sir W. Jo?JES said one of the difiicultics of friendly

societies was the migratory nature of labour. Calculations

which met the requirements of healthy Norfolk labourers,

were quite useless when applied to members of Norfolk
friendly societies who migrated to the north and became em-
ployed in coal pits, &c., where there were numerous accidents.

He strongly supported the adoption of a Post-office insurance
system for sickness and old age among the working-classes.

In England it should be remembered the Government meant
tlie nation, and there would never be unfairness. He did not
agree witli Mr. Hardy as to Government unfairness towards
friendly societies ; on the contrary, it appeared tliat from 1827
to 1851, the Government had treated friendly societies too

liberally. He hoped before Mr. Gladstone abandoned the

ship to another crew he would carry out a Post-office insurance

system for sickness and old age.

Mrs. King said some friendly societies had failed from
incompetency of managers ; in other cases managers were
competent but only took care of themselves. She did not see

how Government could teach incompetent managers. As re-

gards frauds in friendly societies, they might be punished in

the same way as frauds in joint stock companies should be
punished. She tliought friendly societies should be left as

much as possible to manage their own affairs.

Mr. Kapek thought a little more intefereuce on the part

of the Government with friendly societies was quite permissi-

ble, since the Government really meant the nation. He did
not believe there were more accidents in the north of England,
but unfortunately there was more drinking and cousequeutly
more weakened health. He thought there should be a
Government audit of accounts, and that friendly societies held
at public-houses should not be registered.

Mr. Hancock also objected to business meetings of friendly

societies being held in public houses. Secondly, he objected
to the useless multiplication of lodges of friendly societies,

since they were merely got up sometimes for the benefit of
public-houses. He thought a judicious audit of accounts and
a periodical publication of balance-sheets would be very bene-
ficial. The au3it might, however, be carried out by local

men of standing and respectability.

Mr. SouTTER, a working-man, said he should be prepared
to accept Government registration of friendly societies.

Mr. W. Smith spoke upon th3 importance of building

societies not meeting at public-houses. He liad, however,
attended occasioually at such meetings for the purpose of
paying his subscriptions ; and in fairness he must say that he
had generally found the members sober. As regards local

Friendly Societies, he thought that they had generally been
well conducted.

Sir W. Jones read a paper on the bestpkn of constructing
and arranging an agricultural labourer's cottage. He said a
labourer's cottage in the rural districts ought to face the
south, and they should be built in pairs. The walls ought to

be 14 inches thick, and two windows large to the soutii and
small on the north side. The large windows to let in the sun
need be no additional expense, as wood and glass are cheaper
than wall. The small windows on the north side keep out the
cold. The walls ought to go up to the ceiling of tiie upper
floor rooms; and no lucarne wiudowsor any break in the roo',

involving gutters and thereby expense of construction and
repairs, ought to be allowed. The chimney shafts should all

be in the partii;iou wall, so that any fire burning will tend to

warm both houses. The cottages should have each three bed-
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rooms, one sitting-room, and one kitchen and wash-house. If

the third bed-room is got by subdividing tlie space over one of

tlie groimd-floor rooms, the two bed-rooms so got are always

too small for health or comfort, the smaller of the two being

generally not more than six feet in its narrowest measurement,

in looking over sixty plans sent in lor Mr. Pratt's prize at the

last show of the Norfolk Agricultural Society, three-quarters

of those sent in had this defec'ive arrangement, and were at

once disqualified in consequence. The third bed-room there-

fore must be external to the shell of theliouse, and the question

is where it can best be put. Two plans suggest themselves

—

1st, to build an external shed or wash-house.^and carry it up to

the first floor with a bedroom over ; or, 2ndly, to put the bed-

room on the ground floor. The plan selected for the prize, of

which I produce a copy, had the bed-room on the ground- iloor.

Atthe end of each cottage a lean-to was constructed, divided

by a partition ,wall into two portions. Of this, the half facing

south was the bed-room, the other hall the shed for fuel, tools,

and other articles, a necessary adjunct to every cottag;e. The

advantages of this plan are great. The bed-room, which has a

large south window and a boarded floor, is a comfortable little

apartment opening into the sitting-room. It. is manifestly

very valuable in case of illness, or of a woman lying in, the fire

in the sitting-room warming it, and the person sitting up at

the fireside being in immediate communication with the bed-

room, without having to carry things up and downstairs.

When not wanted for an invalid, the ground-floor bed-room is

very convenient for the boys of the family ; and, lastly, when

not wanted by the family, the ground-floor bed-room enables a

lodger to be taken without injury to the privacy of the house.

This last consideration was very important. Out of considera-

tion for the morality and decency of families, lodgers are pro-

hibited in many cottages, and refused in others. This results

in young men being compelled, when they leave their family

home, either to marry at once or else to lodge at a public-

liouse. The wretched discomfort of this last alternative drives

decent young men into matrimony when hardly out of their

teens, and before they have saved any money to begin life

with. II they could as lodgers help the family expenses of

some respectable small family, and at the same time not to be a

unisauce and an injury to their hosts, the benefit in every way

would be great ; and this the tliird bed-room on the ground

floor makes practicable. The staircase in such C(jttages

should be alongside of the fireplace in the front sitting-room,

hence the only access to the back bed-room, where the

daughters of the family are supposed to sleep, would be through

the bedroom of the master and mistress of the liouse. Under
these circumstances, any evil result from taking a lodger seems

to be effectually provided against. I have long felt the great

value of the ground-floor bed-rooms, and several pairs of

cottages on the plan exhibited have been built in years past on

the Cranmer estate. Experience has justified the high

opinion I have formed of the plan. If the third bed-room be

obtained by building an external shed, and carrying up the

walls to the top of the cottage, the advantages I have shown
to belong to the ground floor bed-room are lost ; while the

expenses of construction, owing to the extra joists lor the floor

and the increased cost of a high pitched roof, is considerably

greater. The increased expenditare of such an arrangement

was calculated by Mr. Boardraan, the able and experienced

architect who assisted Lord Walsingham and myself in deciding

upon the best among the many plans sent in to compete for

Mr. Pratt's prize, as at least £20. The cost of these prize

cottages we could not exactly state in the present unsettled

cost of labour and materials ; but the plan being simple and
cheap, they ought not to exceed from £330 to £350 the pair,

thoroughly well built with brick or concrete, or clay lump faced

with brick walls. The two latter description of walls are

warmer and dryer than brick, owing to the porous nature of

Norfolk brick, which even in a fourteen-inch wall lets through

a great deal of damp on the east and west gable ends. The
object of this paper being to lay before the section what
seemed to me to be a convenient, economical, and simple

solution of the problem how to coustsoct a labourer's cottage

with three bed-rooms, I will not now discuss the other plans

submitted or the objections we found to them. To do so would
require a vast number of diagrams which I do not possess, and
would tend, by a variety of plans and details that we con-

sidered objectionable, to diminish the clear apprehension of

the arrangement I wish to support, and to which I am desirous

to give publicity.

THE CASE OF THE LABOURER.
At the dinner of the Great Braxted Agricultural and La-

bourers' Friend Society, The llev. A. Snell said : It might

sometimes be asked, why is the health of the ministers of reli-

gion connected with gatherings of this kind ? He thought it

was a wise thing ou this ground, that there were some subjects,

Ihey all knew, which in the activities of daily life they were all

too apt to forget, and he thought it was a good and happy

thing that there was a body of men set apart whose duty it was

to remind them of those great unseen realities which in the

bustle and anxieties of daily life, whether agricultural or

otherwise, they were everyone of them apt very much to forget.

They were kind enough to notice especially in the toast the

officers of the National Church, and he took it as a kindly re-

cognition on the part, at any rate of some present, of this great

principle, that so necessary was it that the inhabitants of

England should be reminded of the unseen realities and the

nature of religion and its duties, that it was desirable to have

a national system tliat should bring forward into every

corner of the land the great realities of religion and the

duties of the unseen life. Every clergyman and every man
who had a heart must feel a sympathy for the labouring man.

He believed that the farmers of England were as strong friends

of the labouring man as anybody else, but, as everyone knew,

there were certain collisions of interest which sometimes came

into play in the different avocations of life, and a temporary

feeling of estrangement was engendered by those collisions of

interests which they much regretted, and which it was the duty

of ministers of religion, as far as they could, to malie as small

and to attenuate as much as possible.

SirT. S. Western, the chairman, believed that the labourer

was perfectly entitled to get that amount of wages to which he
considered his labour entitled him. lie (the chairman) would
go further and say, that if a man with a large family saw a

means of increasing his wages, so long as he had not been

misled—so long as he had given proper consideration to the
new sphere to which he was going, he did not think that any-
one of those present would have any right to prevent him
going into that new sphere. At the same time he thought
the labourer should weigh well the circumstances under which
he was making this move—wliether, when he had moved his

family at a great expense, he would find his situation as

favourable and happy as that in which he had been born and
bred, where he was among his friends and relatives, among
liis mates, and where he had people to come and see hira iu

sickness and distress, because they must remember that when
they got up in the North there would not be kind friends to visit

and minister to them in their misfortunes—they would find a
great competition of labour, and they would lose many of their

advantages ; but, at the same time, if, from the correspond-

ence lie had received from that part of the world, he could

depend upon earning at the present time, when the cost of ne-

cessaries had so much increased, more wages than he could
obtain here, he (the chairman) did not think they, as em-
ployers, would be justified in refusing or in any way censuring
him for so doing. Certainly they could not carry on the cul-

tivation of the land without labour. It was no use their say-

ing to the labourer " We don't want you ;" well, then, what
were the duties of the employers, if the labourers had these
opportunities of increasing their wages ? They must un-
doubtedly cut their cloth according to their measure. They
must give up some of their luxuries, they must cultivate the
soil in a higher style, they must have more machinery and
larger fields, they must see that their land was properly drained

;

they of the upper class must economise, they could not live as

the country gentleman used to do, they must curtail some of
their luxuries, and by these means have the satisfaction of
helping the labouring classes to better their position.

Mr. Wakelin : How about the rents ?
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The Chairman did not consider the labourers were so won-

derfully clamorous ; it was iu no bad spirit that they had con-

ducted their proceedings ; they only asked for more wages in

a respectful and (juiet way ; tliere had been no great agitation

araoug them ; the men seemed to liini to have been upright,

and honest, and straightforward ; and only asked very modestly

for an increase, lie (Sir Tiioraas) thought they ought to do

something to keep them at home. If tliey could not afford to

give them better wages, they might endeavour to give tiiem

comfortable aud clean cottages, and to let tliein have a piece

of laud. Let them if possible enlarge the allotment system.

There were a large number of people wlio could afford well to

see that tlie labourer had a piece of land of his own, by which

means he would become more domesticated, and tliere would

then not be the same inducement for him to go to the public-

house. He (the Chairman) also thought that a man could

not do his duty eitiier to his physical constitution or his

master who liad to walk a long way to his work.

Mr. Wakelin : They want some more cottages built close

by.

The Chairman did not know whether what he was saying

was popular or not; but lie was satisfied that when a man had

made up his mind on any subject he ought to say what he

believed to be right, whether he got popularity or unpopularity.

He believed the chief cause of the recent agitation was the

progress they were making, the torrent of civilization, the

immense strides tiiey were making ; and they could not stop

it ; but it was their province—it was in their power to turn

these changes in such a way as to bring not only the labour-

ing classes, but also landlords and tenants, to live in the har-

mony and peace wliich it was their duty to cultivate and pro-

mote. They must all do what they could to make the homes

of the labouring men comfortable ; they must go and visit

them and do their duty each according to his capacity. They
were now passing through a crisis, a time which, whether by

legislation or by individual exertion, they must meet ; then let

thera all lend their hands and hearts and see what they could

do to soften down those great difficulties and give satisfaction

and justice to those who were in their employ. As to the

proposed extension of the franchise to tiie agricultural labourer

the question must soon come more prominently before the

country, and he would not now give any opinion on it, but he

thought it would do very much to increase the independence

of the labouring man. This was another reason why they

should try to soften down tlie difficulties that existed. He
knew he was on delicate ground ; but the agricultural labourer

was perfectly entitled to sell his labour in the best market,

in the same manner as any of those present would their

produce.

Mr. Wakelin : We were taught that when we were very

young—to go to the best market.

Mr. J. Round, M.P. was looking at some statistics the

other day and observed that there were 5,000 less indictable

offences in the year 1872 than the average of the previous ten

years. This he thought was most satisfactory. If they only

went a short distance from Braxted to the county town and

asked the Chief Constable of the Gaol, he would tell them that

the prison was never so empty as it had been this summer,

which was very satisfactory to hear, and judging from the

very frequent occurrences of Judges and Recorders receiving

white gloves at Sessions and Assizes, he thought some of them
mnst be getting up a very good stock.

Mr. Wakelin : Iliad a sheep stolen last week.

Mr. Round was afraid they should never be entirely free

from crime, but at the same time it was very satisfactory to

find that the number of offences was greatly diminished. Then
as to the state of the workhouses, he found from statistics

that there were 100,000 less paupers iu their workhouses at

the present time than there were two years ago. That was
most satisfactory. In fact, the master of a workhouse near

him told him the other day, with quite a grave face, tliat he
had not enough men in the house to do the work of the house.

But of course there was a dark side to the picture, and one
thing which he and all of them regretted, living as they did in

a corn-growiug county, and that was the lightness of the

harvest. No doubt Mr. Mechi would give them some reasons

why they had had such a light harvest, but there was one
thing they might rejoice over, viz., that they had not had a

recurrence of the hail storm that had such a devastating effect

last year. That storm was attended with very serious conse-

quences both to landlords and tenants.

Mr. Wakelin ; How about the mildews and frosts ?

Mr. Round said he spoke most feelingly in reference to the

serious consequences of that hail storm, and he trusted they

should never have a recurrence of it. He had omitted, when

speaking of pauperism, to refer to one point which must fill

them all with alarm, and that was the great increase in the.

number of lunatics in the present da; . A mathematician

had calculated tliat the number of lunatics in proportion to

sane people was so great that in a certain number of years, if

tiiey went on increasing at the present rate, it would be the

sane people who were shut up by the lunatics. The Chairman

had alluded to the labour question, which was a very delicate

subject. No one could deny that the labourer had a right to

combine for his own advantage, but no labourer could expect

the unions he had joined to do him good unless their affairs

were conducted on proper principles. He supposed there

were good agitators—men who sincerely had the cause of the

labourer at heart—and also a bad class of agitators, and if

the labourer listened to the evil counsellor the unions that

had been formed would surely result iu no blessing to him, but

if the landers of those unions, and they were generally

managed bv a few men, were actuated by a spirit of moderation

and right feeling, if they limited their endeavours to assist the

labourer by only asking fcr what was fair, or by assisting

labour from over-stocked parishes to other parishes where

labour was more scarce, then he thought they should not regret

the movement. But if the doctrines that he bad seen publicly

preached in the union newspapers— such doctrines as liberty,

equality, fraternity, the rights of man, and the State taking

the land— if these sort of doctrines got into the labourers'

head, aud they tried to carry them out, the certain result would,

be that they should all be bombarding one another just as they

were doing in Spain at the present moment.

Colonel Brise, M.P., thought they would all agree with

him that a more eventful year for all connected with the land

had not passed over their heads than the year that had passed

since they met there last year. They had had oue of the most

extraordinary years that he ever remembered. They had a

very wet autumn and winter, and a most ungenial spring ;
they

had from the 1st of June to the end of August three of the

finest months he ever remembered, and the most suitable to all

engaged in agriculture—refreshing rains, sun not too hot, just

what they wanted. Everything looked beautiful and progress-

ing, and they began to think that the crops would recover the

rough usage they had in the autumn and spring, but unfortu-

nately, when they went into their fields before harvest they

found that that rough usage had left ito mark, and that the

iieads of the wheat were not only defective in places, but alto-

gether defective on one side of the head. This was a very

serious matter for all ofthem—for the consumers, and especially

for the oecupiers in this part of the country; for he believed

the injurious effect of the weather had been felt more in that

part of Essex than anywhere else, and he heard most sad re-

ports of the yield of tlie wheat crop in that particular locality.

Mr. Wakelin : Quite right. Colonel.

Col. Brise : But tiiis was not the only eventful part of last

year. They had not been aUogether so nappy as they might

have been in their relations between employer and employed.

They had heard from the chairman some very excellent re-

marks upon the labour question, and he was going to say but

very little upon that subject. He was sure they all agreed

with the chairman that the labourer had a perfect right to do

what he could in a legitimate way to improve his condition,

but he was sorry to say that in some cases harsh measures had

been used, and old associations and feelings of affection and

esteem had in many cases been violently rent asunder. They

did not blame the men—it was not the fault of the men, who

were misled aud deceived. The men had found this out—their

expectations had not been realised, and he believed they had

learnt a lesson, and that for the future they would be more

contented and happy : they had discovered that almost the only

men who had made a good thing out of this agitation were

tliose who had harangued them and been the leaders in making

them discontented. He did not believe that the rise iu tlie

price of labour had altogetlier been caused by unionism. He
believed it had had very little, if any, effect in raising the price

of labour, and that there were other causes, such as the large

extension of commercial enterprise, the great influx of gold into

the country, the opening up of new countries, and tiieir im-

mense commercial prosperity. He did not think they had any-

thing to fear from unionism in the future. Those who had

II
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been advocating that system had found out that they could not
put the screw on the community without limit—they had been
teaching others as well as themselves the value of association,
and the consequence had been tliat everything had risen in
price, and by the time the wheel had gone round nobody was
much better off than he was before. The working man had
found out that he was a consumer as well as a producer, and
that he was a member of the community as well as a working
man. He did not wish to say one word in antagonism to
unionism if properly conducted and carried on in a proper
spirit, but he protested most strongly against the principles
that had animated many of the loaders of this recent agitation.
He maintained that many of those leaders had been guilded by
no principle of justice, fairness, or common sense, and he was
sure that if Mr. Cobden had been alive—and he, as they knew,
sometimes said some hard words about farmers, but he was an
honest man—he would have denounced the measures adopted
and the opinions uttered by the agitators connected with the
Agricultural Union. Mr. C'obdeu, over and over again, said
that the value of wages or the want of employment among tlie

labouring classes was in no way the fault of the employer of
labour, but of the agricultural classes. Supply and demand
were the only means of raising or lowering the value of labour.
This might not always have been so, for not long ago he was
reading a debate on the Corn-law in 1814, and he was surprised
to find that both sides of the House of Commons agreed in the
proposition that the value of labour in agricultural districts was
to be measured only by the price of provisions. He was par-
ticularly struck with what lie read in that debate, for their
chairman's noble ancestor (Lord Western), who was then a
representative for the county, took a prominent part in it, and
expressed those very opinions. Mr. W. E. Forster spoke very
fairly the other day of the position of the agricultural labourer
and employer—he had sympathy for both, aud he suggested
that it would be very valuable to the country if there could be
a little inquiry as to rents, and how far this affected the price
of labour. He agreed with Mr. forster, although perhaps not
in the same spirit that he meant ic—he fancied not—but he
should like to see a full and fair inquiry into the rental of the
country, for he was quite sure that it would he found that there
was no class of men who invested their money for so small a
rate of interest as the landowners.

Mr. Wakeli^i : You mean the tenants, don't von ?

Col. BrasE knew it would be said, " Oh, but they have
privileges

; there are privileges connected with the laud." He
should like to know what those privileges were ? He admitted
there were some, but they could be taken at a money value,
and even adding that on to the interest already received, where
would they find any men who would invest tlieir money in the
same way and for so small a rate of interest as the owners of
land ?_ They had privileges which were shared in by the
occupiers, and the greatest privilege they had as owners and
occupiers, was the privilege of living happy and contented
with a very small rate of interest for their money. Coming to
the legislation of the past year so far as it affected agricul-
ture, he was sorry tliat he could not congratulate them on
having obtained any relief from the burdens on which they
had long felt aggrieved. It M'as not, he thought, very re-

spectful of the Government to have taken no notice of a reso-
lution carried by a majority of 100 members in the House of
Commons. He thought something ought to have been done
more than had been done which had been called mere playing
with the fringe of the subject. Since he had had the honour
to represent them, £1,500,000 had been added to their local
taxation, and they were justly entitled to expect some relief
during the past year. As to the Valuation Bill, he was sure
tiiat he should meet with their approbation when he stated
that he should have given it a most decided opposition. The
object of that bill was to place local and Imperial taxation on
the same basis, and goodness knew that the real property of
the country was already sufficiently iiighly assessed to Imperial
taxation. They did not complain of that, but they contended
that before any further taxation was put upon them, other
people should pay on what they had, and that some means
should be taken for obtaining fair returns from other classes of
the community. They were also to have had under the bill
the introduction of the surveyor of taxes in reference to their
local taxation ; but he thought they would all agree with him
that they had been bullied enough in reference to their Impe-
rial taxation, and that they did not want any more buUying in
reference to their local taxation. The Eating Bill that was

introduced was a very good one as far as it went. It was
somewhat a slap in the face for tlie owners of land who had
been agitating the local taxation question, and it was not ex-

actly the answer that they expected. But taking it altogether

it was a very fair bill—it was intended to relieve the occupier

at the expense of the owner, and he thought it spoke well for

those who represented the landed interest in the House of

Commons that they worked hard and did their best to make
that bill a useful one and did not offer any opposition to it.

The bill was full of anomalies and as one of those who took
a humble part in it—he did not think he missed a single dis-

cussion while it was in Committee, but did liis best as they all

did, to make it a useful measure—he regretted rather that it

had not become law ; but the House of Lords, in spite of aU
tlie hours that had been spent over it, thought right to throw
it out. He did not think they were altogether to blame, though
he, like many others, felt rather annoyed ; but a bill of the

Government ought not to have grappled merely with the

fringe of the subject, 'and they had no right to have intro-

duced a measure of that importance at so late a period of the

Session. Towards the end of the Sesssion a bill was coming
under discussion—an annual Bill—called the Turnpikes Act
Continuance Bill, and, judge of their surprise when, one
morning, they found that an amendment was to be moved by
a noble Lord who sat behind the Treasury benches, making
Highway Boards compulsory. Whatever their feelings might
have been about Highway Boards and Highway Districts,

they felt that the amendment ought not to have been intro-

duced in such an underhand manner, and that the country

should have had some information upon it and the constituen-

cies an opportunity of expressing their opinions upon it.

Therefore, about 50 of them said that -the amendment should

not pass and should not become law. Tliey sat up till 4
o'clock on two successive occasions, dividing the House in

order to prevent the amendment being carried, and he was
happy to say they were ultimately successful. They said over

and over again that they would keep on dividing the House
and would not go to bed for a week rather than it should be-

come \a.\\. He was not opposed to Highway Districts, but he
believed a large portion of his constituents were. As far as

his experience weut, as Chairman of a Highway Board, the

system worked very fairly, but his honest opinion was that it

was very little if any better than the old system. In many
parts of England, and he could prove it, for he had had the

facts laid before him, there had been morejobbery, worse roads,

and higher rates under the Highway District system than
there ever was under the old parochial system. He did not
think it was right that at the end of a Session such an amend-
ment should be introduced without notice. Some people

said that permissive legislation was objectionable, and that

the Highway Act never ought to have been permissive, but
compulsory. He differed from them entirly. He should have
been very sorry to see the Highway Act made compulsory—it

was much better to have had it permissive for a time and see

how it worked. He believed that the Highway District

system was not perfection, and that a better one could be found

and it would be wrong, therefore, to say that as it now stood

it should become the compulsory law of the land. Some of

the leading men who sat on the front benches had better ideas

connected with this subject than the present Highway system

—in their opinion a County Highway Board in connexion

with a County Einancial Board with district Inspectors and
parochial Surveyors and supervision would be an improvement
on the present Highway Acts.

Mr. Wakelin : We don't require any inspectors at all.

Col. Bkise said otherwise it was easting a more invidious

duty upon the magistrates ; and he added that if they had had
inspectors to Lay information against those parochial surveyors

who neglected their duty they should never have had the pre-

sent system of Highway Boards introduced. He was happy
to know that in that neighbourhood the difficulties he alluded

to just now had been met in a noble and manly spirit, and that

they had not retaliated upon the labourers, but that the well-

wishers and supporters of the Society had determined that

whatever might happen, they would show nothing but kind

and good feehng to the working men of that Great Braxted

district.

The Rev. C. B. Leigh was aware that the tUlers of the soil

at this moment were in a very unsatisfactory state, which was

attributed by different persons to different causes, many think-

ing it was the relations existing between employers and em-
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jiloyers. lie eutiri-ly differed from Uicm. lie believed it

existed because it bad pleased Providence to send them two
very bad crops of corn, and that the laud was iu an uusatis-

factory state iu consequeuce. lie bad never taken a despond-

ing or timorous view of the labour question. lie believed it

would right itself. Tlie more they talked upon it the worse it

would become. The crisis was now r.carly over. The question

was righting itself, and he heard that iu some places labour

was a perfect drug, and men were walking about unable to get

employment.
Mr. Wakelin : lam very sorry, but I believe it is so.

Mr. Leigh abhorred unionism because he believed it was
more prejudicial to the labourer tiian to the farmer. They
might make up their niiuds to this,—that the price of labour

throughout the country would be increased and equalised iu

ditTereut districts ; and that as the labourers' wages iucrease,

so would he consume more meat aud more bread, and be (Mr.

Leigh) was sorry to say a great deal more beer ; and farmers

would therefore have more custom for their produce.

ilr. Mecui pointed out that in these days the question of

farming was how to iucrease the produce, aud, at the same
time, decrease the labour. To effect this, he looked to steam.

lie was aware that iu that neighbourhood some of them had
tried steam, and had counted it a failure ; but that was merely

because they did understand it. They must have just the same
regard for steam they liad for tlicir horses, aud, indeed, where
the one was substituted for the other, the comparison ought to

be between the work of the horse and the work of the steam-

engine, aud not expect that, where the horse bad been plough-

ing 4-| inches, the steara-engiue should plough 6 or 8 inches.

Then, again, they would not think of putting a horse in the

charge of a man who knew nothing about it. And it was the

same with steam ; if tbey wanted to make it pay tliey must
have some one who knew how to manage it. They must not

esjiect it to do impossibilities. When they made the railway

they spent sometiiing like 500 million of mouey in adopting

tile circumstances to the machinery ; and if they wanted to

use mighty steam for farming they must also be prepared to

make a little alteration in the circumstances, they must square

tlieir fields and give up great liedgerows and large

timber tree, and straighten their roads. It was no question

of what it would cost, but would it pay ? The people of Col-

chester, he remembered, had a raile-and-a-lialf to walk to their

station because they said the smoky aud noisy railway should

not come near them. Very much behind-hand the employ-
inent of steam agriculture was compared with every other

braucli of industry, a fact which he attributed to the isolation

of agriculturists ; but they might depend upon it if they

wanted more profit they must get it oat of diminished horses

and manual labour.

Tiie Rev. F. Watson drew attention to Mr. Read's Agricul-

tural Childrens' Bill passed last session, which he considered

an excellent measure.

Mr. Hall said the drilling was done exceedingly well,

better, if anything, than previous years ; stacking was not

done very well, but thatching was much improved ; roots were

quite as good as tbey were generally ; and the ploughing was
better than he had even seen it in Braxted before, although

he had been a judge from the commencement.

At the Margaret Rodiug Labourers' Friend Society, Mr.
Perhy-Watlington, the President, said : I came here with

the hope that the Society was not holding its last meeting, but

that many years of usefulness were betore it. It vi'ould be ab-

surd to pass by the reason why another idea is entertained iu

this neighbourhood. We all know very well that it arises

from the fancy that iu consequence of the operations of agri-

cultural unions tlie relation between master and man is to

assume a very different form from what it has done— that

that relation, which has hitherto been marked by kindness
and consideration, shall now be characterised only by harsh-
ness, aud perhaps by strife and contest. That is the idea

which has prevailed ; but I ask is that the case in the Rod-
ings ? It has certainly not arrived at that point at present.
from what Mr. Shepherd has said it is apparent that a very
different slate of things exists altogether, and that there is

still a good understanding between master and man, wliich I

trust will still long continue, aud this Society will endeavour
to further it by its meetings. There is one thing wliich I

wisli to say upon this matter. We live in times, indeed, of
great chang"? and in times of great invention, but we have

not yet arrived at such a change as that to which this excite-

ment points ; and, whatever happens, we can never arrive at

this change—a ciiange of the principles of right and wroDg ;

we can never arrive at an invention which will secure for us

happiness iu any better way than tiiat which is pointed out in

the gospel. Now one of the wisest philosophers of the pre-

sent day—I mean one of the wisest political philosophers of

tlie time— ;i gentleman who has not been very long dead, a

man whose talent everyone admired, aud whose power of in-

tellect some people almost worshipped, that man set himself

to inquire and investigate as to the most useful rules for

securing tlie happiness of mankind. This task he performed

iudepend( ut of all considerations in connection with the Bible,

because he did not hold that t!ie Bible is the book we think

it is, otherwise, probably, he would not have indulged in the

investigation at all. Now at what did he arrive P Why he

arrived at this : Lately, in his published work does it appear

that the most useful of siicli rules—or, as he termed it, the

" perfection of utilitariau morality "—was to be found in the

golden rule of Jesus of Nazareth that we should love our

neighbours as ourselves, and do to others as we would have

the'm do to us. You and 1 worship Jesus of Nazareth

as God, aud we can well understand that should be the

case, but 1 am sorry to say there are many who do not

bold with us, and who would rather take the advice

of Mr. John Stuart Mill—for that is the name of the philoso-

pher to wliom I have referred

—

tliau the Apostles of the New
Testament. Now apply tliis philosophy to the proceedings of

the Agricultural Union. I say we hear a great deal about the

rights of labour, but we hear very little about the duties of

the mastei to his servant ; we hear a great deal about the ne-

cessity of considering the workman, but we hear very little

about considering the need of the master : in fact, it seems to

me that the leaders of the union have adopted this as a prin-

ciple, that the interests of the labourer require tliat the master

should be cried down, vilified, and abused. Well, then, I ask

where is that love which the political philosopher, as the

Christian philosopher, says is necessary for conducting our

affairs? It is gone; it is vanished altogether. The unions

have departed from the creed of those meu who lead them,

aud therefore I say that those associations as at present con-

ducted are not to be trusted. Do not misunderstand me.

I am not saying now that union is altogether wrong,

but that union as at present managed is not to be

relied upon, and therefore you are better out of it than in

it. It seems to rae that since we abolished what were called

the moral prizes, the Society has mainly worked for three ends

—almost entirely for three ends : first, for the purpose of en-

couraging agricultural skill in the labourer ; next, for the pur-

pose of addiug to the interests of his life by the competitions

for prizes which it affords in the various classes ; and thirdly,

for securing one annual holiday at Itast, such as that which we
have enjoyed to-day. Now it appears to rae that the need of

these three things has not ceased. Is there no need still of

agricultural skill in the labourer ? Is there no need still to

add to the interests of his life, if possible ? Is there no need

still, and no room, tor one more annual holiday for him if we
can possibly secure it ? 1 believe the Society bus worked well

in the direction of these objects. I believe that these objects

ire still desirable, and I trust therefore that the Society will

loutinue to work and endeavour to promote them. It would

:ertainly appear to me that as unionism aud strikes are not

.orbiddeu by the law of the land, so neither are they forbidden

3y any moral or religious. If masters are hard, then

surely men have a right—and are perfectly justified—

•

to combine in their owu defence. I will go even further.

I would say if masters are indifferent, careless, or

turn a deaf ear to the remonstrances which the men
may think fair and reasonable, surely then men are justi-

fied in combination ; or, still further, even supposing this

state of things do not exiit with regard to the masters, we
should uot find fault with meu for combining merely lest such

things should arise. But, at the same time, like everything

else, all snch movements are liable to mischief : they are liable

to this sort of mischief, that the men who combine may them-

selves become tyrannical and unreasonable ; the movement

itself may develop leaders who, either from their own natural

disposition or from tlie efl'ects of ambition or excitement, are

perfectly wanting in that fairness of mind without which strikes

cannot do any good, or rather must be accompanied with a

great deal of harm. Inasmuch, therefore, as I see in the course

I i2
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of those who are leading in this matter in our own county that

they are led away, as it strikes me, by blindness and passion,

and not being able to see tliat fairness of mind which is es-

sential in such leaders, I have no hesitation in sayint; to the

labouring men, as unions are conducted now, I advise you not
to belong to them. 15ut if they say they won't take my advice,

what course should 1 take then with the labourers I am em-
ploying mysell ? Well, I should make no difference in my
treatment of them. It seems to me that, if the unions were in

themselves wrong, then membership of a union would imply
mischief, but as it is it only implies error, and I should tliere-

fore be inclined to treat the men just in the same way as if

they did not belong to the unions at all, or had taken my
advice. Now, gentlemen, I feel sure tliat tlie course we ought
to follow in this matter is a course of kindness and great con-

sideration. A labourer naturally desires high wages—as natu-

rally as the farmer desires high profits and the landlord high
rent—and, naturally desiring them, he will naturally seek to

obtain them in every way open to him. If, therefore, in his

efforts to obtain thern, he sometimes transgresses in matters
upon which we differ from him in opinion, I say that very

great allowance should be made for him, not only on account

of the temptations to which he is exposed, but also, it seems
to be, on account of the very great difliculty there is inherent

in the question as to what is really just and right in the matter.

Who is to say what is a fair wage for a given amount of work ?

It is one of those extremely dilHcult questions which I do not
think we shall ever arrive at a solution of. Pilate asked, What
is truth ? Sir Robert Peel asked. What is a pound ? And if

we ask what is fair wages, the only reply will be, with a grave
shake of the head, " Well, that is a very difficult question to

answer." I say I am convinced that the only course we ought
to take is one of the greatest possible gentleness, forbearance,

and patience. I would leave no stone unturned to produce
kind feeling among neighbours, and that is one of the reasons

why I should extremely regret the ceasing of the existence of

this Society, because I believe it does somewhat to effect this.

The Rev. T. B. Shepherd said it is rather difficult to

predict, after what Mr. Perry Watlingtou has expressed, what
is likely to be the future of this Society. As the chairman
has said, it has worked well in past years—foi' over 30—and
I think that is a guarantee that it miglit work well, with
union in our camp, for a good many years to come. You will

excuse very plain speaking on my part to-night. It is a time
when plain speaking ought to be used, and it is a time when
I can use it, for I have had an interview with almost every

subscriber to this Society this year, and I can tell you the

result of that. I have found very great lukewarmness among
some who were ardent supporters of the Society a few years

ago, and I have found a great deal of extra enthusiasm among
those who wers lukewarm in former years. Now how is the

balance to be struck? I don't know. If those who were
hearty in their endeavours to promote the success of tliis

Society tnru their backs upon us and withdraw, 1 am happy
to say that we have others who never were subscribers who
are coming forward to take their places. There have been
five new subscribers this year ; only two have left us, and so

I do not see why we should all of a sudden terminate tlie

usefulness of a society that has existed among us so many
years. I think it is a very good omen for the life of this

Society that where indifference did exist there is new enthu-

siasm—that although the spark of vitality lay dormant, yet

now it is bursting forth and throwing some life and light and
warmth into our Society. I see nothing whatever, except it be

a determination on the part of the masters to thwart the men
in any just views they may have about wages, that will swamp
the Society and bring it to nothing. I said to you in the

field what I have been told by nine employers out of ten, or

perhaps even a greater proportion than that, that the labour-

ers have not been that trouble to them in this neighbourhood
which might liave been expected seeing that they have been
surrounded by districts wliere agitation has been going on and
an ill-feeling has been kept very much alive among employers
and their labourers. That feeling may have been heard of in

this district, but it has never been brought into operation yet,

and I think from what I know of the kindly feeling of the

employers of labour in this neighbourhood that it will be
many years to come before there is a feeling of animosity on
the part of the masters against those whom they employ.
It is but reasonable when a labourer who has been earning
10s. or lis. a week sees that everyone around him is

getting 12s., 13s., or 14-s., that he should ask his master
to give him a little extra too. There is a very good
market all round this neighbourhood for labour. If

the men did but choose they could better them-
selves, at all events for a time ; but they do not

choose to leave their old masters if those masters will give

hem a little more. I have had a good deal of talk, too, with
he labourers. Certainly, they are in a far better position

han they were two or three years back, financially, and per-

liaps some of the employers think that because they are better

off by a shilling or so a week they are trying to be masters

also. I don't think it is any such thing. I don't think any
employer in this room can stand up and say, " My men have
struck, or I have been obliged to dismiss them." [A Voice :

Not one.] I don't think there is one who can get up and
say his men ever tried to take an unfair advantage of him. It

certainly has been the case that employers in this neighbour-
hood have paid a little more for their harvest than they might
have done if they liad waited a little longer. But that is not

the fault of the men, and it paid the masters to get the crops

in when they did. I see no reason for ill-feeling in this

neighbourhood, except it is that the masters themselves begin

the movement and try to what is commonly called " snub"

those whom they employ. Now, as far as I have been con-

nected with this society, now for some 13 years, T have always

been delighted to give my time and my energy and what little

influence 1 had to the well-being of it. But the Society goes

on increasing every year. There is more and more work
thrust upon one pair of shoulders, and as the work iuerea..''S

I think the responsibility of carrying out the Society ought to

increase too, and that I ought not to have all the work thrust

upon me when there is not anyone who will come forward and
take his fair share of it. I should always be willing to take

my fair share of the work, and do what I can for the Society,

but I must positively decline any longer taking the sole re-

sponsibility of the working of this society. It is a society

that ought to be supported by, and ought to owe the continu-

ance of its existence entirely to tiie fanners of the neighbour-

hood—not to the landlords, not to the clergy ; and, although

there are two or three farmers who work well with me and
for me, yet the bulk of them—I say it to your faces—when I

go to tliera sometimes meet me with a shrug of the shoulders,

and say, " Oh, we know what you want—you want money."
Well, it is very unpleasant to be told that you go like a bailiff

to a man's house to take possession of his goods, and I cer-

tainly do decline, because it is so irksome to one's feelings to

do with those things. I think if this Society were carried on
by a good working committee there would be renewed life in

it, and it would continue to exist. What little energy I have
left I am willing to throw into the service of the Society,

and I hope it will long continue in its work of usefulness. I

hope that many and many a year will pass before our Roding
holiday comes to its last anniversary. I hope also tiiat many
and many a year will pass befire the employers of labour

think we do not want to encourage excellence of work in our

labourers.

Mr. Tippler thought that this of all others was the very

time when the farmers should take the Society up and throw
all the strength they could into it. With regard to the agita-

tion, in his own parish of Roxwell very little had been heard of
it. The great Mr. Jay did come to Roxwell on one occasion,

but he was met by some women, relations of labourers, who
had had to trudge their way back from the North of England,
and he had to drive away.

Mr. BoTT said he had now had 19 years' experience as a

farmer, and never had more kindly feelings been shown to

him by his labourers than during the past year. In the 19
years the cost oflabour on his occupation had varied from 30s.

to 35s. per acre. This year it would approach SSs., but it had
approached it before. He never had his work done more
satisfactorily than this year, and he never had less trouble.

The best thing for the farmer to do, he believed, was to give

his men opportunity to earn money, by piecework and by extra

hours, for this encouraged them and made them perfectly

satisfied to stay with their masters. The old system of day

work appeared to liim to be exploded. It was certainly dis-

couraging to a man if he was not allowed to earn more than

10 or 12s. a week. Ten weeks before harvest he had a gang
of men who earned £1 a week by piecework—good labourers,

and precisely the men he would be sorry to lose. His opinion

was that farmers had nothing to fear if they gave their men an
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opportunity to earn money. He liopeil that this society would

continue, that it would assume still more the character of an

agricultural society ; and lie expressed liis williness, for one, to

render what help he could to the secretaiy in collecting sub-

scriptions.

Mr. GooDAY re-echoed the speech of Mr. Bott. He had

paid a man as much as 20si, 30s., and 35s. in a week, and he

paid one man £53 in one year. Tlie cheapest men, he found,

were tiiose who earned most wages, and the man who took 20s.

a week was far more profitable than the one who took only 10s.

The man with the high wages, too, was always the most civil

and obliging, and the least prone to discontent. He complained
of farmer, giving a mau '2d. or a pint of ale for three or four

hours overwork at labour which made the sweat run down his

face. Why not give him a shilling? he asked. Turning to

the relations between landlord and tenant, instead of raising

the rents landlords would liave to be content with about '2s.

an acre less. They might do great good, too, by providing

machinery and allowing their tenants the use of it at a mode-
rate price.

At the dinner of the Waltham Cottage Garden and Plough-

ing Society, the Rev. J. P. Tweed referred to the Agricultural

Children's Bill, and, as it was only passed on the 5th of

August last, perhaps some of those present were not fully

acquainted with it. Tiie object ot this bill was so to regulate

the employment of children engaged in agriculture as to give

them the means of attending school within such limits, he

humbly believed, as would not interfere with agricultural ope-

rations. Education was a subject upon which they must all

expect to have differences of opiuiou, but in this happy and
free country we must be content to agree to differ for some
time to come, upon a subject of such importance. But pro-

bably there would be no differeuce of opinion as to this Act,

for when the Parliament had once considered a subject and
passed a law upon it, the people would feel bound, as law-

abiding subjects of the Queen, to conform to its provisions.

Still there were some who held very strong opinions upon the

subject of education. There were those of the old school,

who were now rapidly passing away, who believed that educa-

tion was rather a curse than a blessing, and that it had only

worked evil among the working classes. Tliere was another

extreme party, represented in Parliament by Mr. Dixon, the

member for Birmingham, and about a hundred others, who
were advocates for carrying eJucation to the utmost lengtii.

These men, if they could have their way, would have intro-

duced compulsory education into the rural districts in such a

form that even the Legislature itself could not have been able

to enforce compliance with the provisions of tlie Act, for

there were limits even to tlie omnipotence of Parliament. The
Act was brought in by Mr. Head, the member for Norfolk,

who was closely identified with agriculture, being a large

occupier of land ; and the bill was introduced with the full

approval of the Central Farmers' Club. Its provisions were
to the effect that no child under the age of twelve should be

employed in agricultural labour who had not in the previous

year attended a certain number of times at school, lietween

the ages of eight and ten a child must have attended 250
times in one year before he can be employed in agricultural

operations during the next year, and between the ages of ten

and twelve he must have attended school 150 times in one
year ere he can be employed during the next year. The Act
did not come into operation until a year and a quarter from
this time, but no child could be legally employed in agricul-

ture in the year 1875 who in the year before had not complied
with the provisions of the Act to which he had referred.

Therefore it was well the persons concerned should be warned
in time. He had no doubt there were many present who
could remember the time when, as Shakespeare said, they were
to be seen "crawling like snail unwillingly to school," and
perhaps 250 attendances in one year might seem very formid-

able to those whose school days were very remote ; but some
of them might not be aware that the National schools were
open between four and five hundred times a year. He saw
from the books of the school in his parish tiiat the school was
open 432 times in a year, and, therefore, 250 attendances was
only really half time ; therefore, between the ages of eight

and ten, it would be possible for children to attend school half

time—for morning and afternoon attendances counted sepa-

rately—and yet be employed in any of those agricultural ojie-

rations which were suited to their age ; and from ten to twelve

years the Act only required 150 attendances, which might be

completed in 75 days. The provisions of the Act were to he

enforced by penalties both on the employer and on the parent

who should, iiy anv false ceitificatcs, cause children to be em-

ployed illegally. He tliought tliat it must be acknowledged

by all tiiat the Legislature had taken a middle course in this

matter, and taken care, while providing opportunities for the

education of children in rural places, not to interfere uriduly

with the intere^ts of agriculture or the interests of agricul-

turists. And he felt sure that they would all, as law-abiding

Englishmen, see that it was their duty to carry out the pro-

visions of the Act, and that they would feel that Parliament

had acted wisely and in the interests of the whole com-

munity.

Mr. GoODcniLD was sure no one could have gone through

the tent that day and seen the .splendid display of produce

without feeling a pride in the Society, and they must all wish

it every success, for though acts of Parliament were very good

in their way, these societies tended to teach the labourers what

they most required, the importance of self help. Anything

which would teach the labourer to help himself, to take a

pride in his cottage and his garden, was to be very much re-

commended indeed. And by the aid of these societies they

hoped to raise tlie labourers to a better position. Personally

he was much interested in this matter, because as the medical

attendant upon the poor he knew that if they were more

thrifty and prosperous they liad less sickness, because they

were better fed. He had himself been in the neighbourhood

for the last eighteen years, and he had observed a great im-

provement in the condition of the poor, their cottages, and

gardens, a result which had been mainly arrived at through

the efforts of the squires of Langley, and their surroundings

naturally helped to increase the intelligence and self respect

of the labourers themselves.

Mr. TuFXELL, the Chairman, said : I must say it was with

some interest that I inquired some time ago whether there

was any probability of our meeting taking place. All over

the county we hear of meetings having been held to decide

whether any prize lists shoidd be offered this year in places

where societies had been established for a great number of

years. Take, for instance, the Freshwell Society, the Dunmow
Society, the Braintree Society, and last, though not least, the

Rou;i£c Society. The first three I have mentioned are entirely

suspendtv! this year, and I believe this year is to be the last

meeting of tu^ Roding Society. Therefore, I say, it was with

some anxiety that I inquired with respect to the Waltham
Society, and truly happy I was to hear that it was just as

lively as it was on the day it was born, that the baby had made
great progress, and was growing very successfully. I think it

ratlier a pity at such a time as this, when an agitation is going

on with the object of setting labourers against their masters,

that the opportuuity should immediately have been taken by

the masters in those districts where the societies that I have

mentioned are established, to show their spite, as it were,

against the men, by giving up the small amounts they had
previously subscribed to provide prizes for distribution by these

societies. I cannot help thinking it would have been far

better to have gone on as usual. I cannot help thinking it

would have been, as we are told in the Bible it was in the days

of old—it would have been like heaping " coals of fire on their

head." The men would then have seen that the masters were

utterly indifferent to what proceedings they took, and they could

have said directly, " Well, we have, perhaps, been rather hasty,

and our masters are now going on towards us in the old way,

getting up these little contests and awarding us prizes, and

we will not listen any more to what these demagogues who
come among us have to say, but we will try and settle down
into the old happy relationship which formerly existed between

us." Well, now, I am afraid it will be some time, gentlemen,

before that old happy feeling does exist in many places. A
spark once lighted is very easily fanned into a flame, and made
to spread very fast ; and although I myself hope that the

disaffection is not spread so far as at one time I anticipated it

would iiave been, still the feeling of agitation is not yet dead.

Of that 1 am quite certain. It is only, I think, the very

serious failure of the crops in a very great portion of the

country which will show the labourers this year that they have

little to hope for in the way of any increase of wages. Prom
all that one hears, more particularly from the north and from
the west, most lamentable accounts are coming in as to the

state of the crops. I think I may appeal for confirmation on
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this poiiit to our friend Mr. Cobb, who has recently been
visiting a portion of the country in the midland counties, and
who can tell you a good deal more than I can as to the state

of the crops in those districts.

Mr. Cobb said it had been very gratifying to hear from the

judges that this was the best cottagers' show they had ever

held.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
MoxTHtY CotwciL, IFediiesdat/, Nov. 5.—Present

:

Mr. Holland, President, in the chair ; Earl Cathcart,
Lord Chesham, Lord Kesteveu, Sir A. K. Macdonald,
Bart.; Mr. Barthropp, Mr. Booth, :Mr. Bowlv, Mr.
Cantrell, Mr. Davies, Mr. Dent, :M.P. ; Mr. Druee, Mr.
Edmonds, Mr. Evans, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr.
Hornsby, Colonel Kingscote, Mr. Leeds, Mr. M'Intosh,
Mr. Masfen, Mr. MOward, Mr. Pain, Mr. Randell, Mr.
Ridley, M.P. ; Mr. Eigden, Mr. Shnttleworth, Mr.
Statter, Mr. Jabez Turner, Mr. Wakefield, Mr. "Welbv,
M.P. ; Mr. WeUs, M.P. ; Mr. "Whitehead, and Dr.
Voelcker.

The following were elected members :

Astley, Sir John Dugdale, Bart., Elsham Hall, Brigg.
Cleeve, Henry Lacy, Bradley, Alresford.

Cook, Edward John, Kingston-upon-HuU.
Daniels, Philip Joseph, 5, Fenchurch-street, E.G.
Elder, TVilham, Tweedmouth, Bernick-onTweed.
Hart, Henry, North Luffenhara, Stamford.
Holiler, Henry B., Eowkhara Manor, Dartford.
Beynolds, Matthew, Old Warden, Biggleswade.
Eich, Edmund, WiUesky, Tetburj-.

Robinson, Eichaid Cardwel), Albert "Works, Preston,
Smith, Francis Nicholas, "Wmfield Park, Eipley, Derbyshire.
Spence, Peter, Pendleton, Manchester.

On the motion of Sir. J. D. Dent, M.P., seconded by
Earl Cathcart, the secretary for the time being of the
Yorkshire Agricultm-al Society was nominated a member
of the Society.

Finances.—Colonel Kingscote, M.P., presented the
report, from which it appeared that the Secretary's re-

ceipts during the past three months had been duly ex-
amined by the committee, and by Messrs. Quilter, Ball,
and Co., the Society's accountants, and found correct.

The balance in the hands of the bankers on October 31
was £1,242 16s. 6J., and £2,000 at deposit. The
quarterly statement of subscriptions and arrears to Sep-
tember 30, and the quarterly cash account, were laid on
the table. The arrears theu amounted to £1,590. The
Finance Committee desired to recognise the services
rendered to the Society by Mr. Tiffen as Steward of
Forage at HuU, and requested his acceptance of £20 as
an acknowledgment thereof. This report was adopted.
JovEXAL.—Mr. J. Dent Dent, M.P., reported that the

Committee recommended payments to be made to the
amount of £728 7s. Id. for the last number of the
Journal, as compared with £723 los. 9d. this time last

year. The delay in the issue of the Journal had arisen
from the dijficulty experienced iu procming and illustrat-
ing the reports on the implements tried at" Hull. There
were about 300 implements entered for trial in 33 classes,
in addition to stacking machines and miscellaneous im-
plements. Two days before the trials commenced, Mr.
Algernon Clarke, who had been engaged as reporter, was
taken ill, and Mr. Coleman aud Mr. Roberts, who con-
sented to undertake the work at a moment's notice, were
unable to complete their reports so speedily as had been
hoped. Unfortunately also, Mr. Stephenson, who had
undertaken to write the report on the farm competition,
had been hitherto prevented by illness from completing
his paper. It was further reported that Professor "Wright-
son had returned from Austria, having been occupied
there from the end of May until the end of July, duriu"
which time he visited sixtv estates. He had forwarded

to the editor his report on the Exhibition, and was en-

gaged in preparing his report on the agriculture of Austria

and Hungary.—This report was adopted.

Chemical.—Mr. Vi. "Wells, M.P. (chairman), re-

ported that the Committee recommended that the balance

of the costs of the actions tried last year at Leeds be now
paid. They also recommended that. Lord Cathcart hav-

ing brought before them a specimen of disintegrated iron

slag. Dr. Voelcker be requested to examine and report

upon its value, if any, as an agricultural agent.—This re-

port was adopted.

Gexerai Bedpokd.—Earl Cathcart (chairman) re-

ported the following recommendations of the Committee :

(1.) That Mr. Stephenson, of "Woburn, Beds, be appointed

Steward of Forage for the Bedford Meeting; (2.) that

the sm'veyor be instructed to meet the representatives of

the local committee and the Midland Eailway at Bedford
;

and (3.) that the secretary be instructed to communicate
with the railway companies with a view to the issue of

joint tickets available for admission to the show. It was
also reported that a well had been sunk by the local com-
mittee, and that an ample supply of water to the show-

yard was expected.—This report was adopted.

liiPLEiiE.XT.—Mr. T. C. Booth (chaii-man) reported

that the committee had drawn up conditions of trial, and
arranged points of merit for the Bedford meeting. They
recommended that a class for turnip drills on the ridge

without manure box be added to the list of prizes. This

report was adopted. On the suggestion of the Implement
Committee it was proposed by Mr. Booth, seconded by
Mr. Milward, supported by Lord Cathcart, and carried

unanimously, " That the thanks of the Society be accorded

to Mr. John Wells, of Booth Ferry, Howden, for the use

of his growing crop of potatoes, and other facilities, con-

nected with the trials of potato raisers."

Showyakd Contracts.—Mr. Eandell, (chairman) re-

ported that thesm-veyor had certified the balance due to

Mr. Penny on the showyard works at HuU to be £538
14s. Mr. Penny had applied to the committee to take

into consideration the advance in the price of materials

aud labour since the commencement of his contract.

Having done so, the committee recommended that the five

per cent, be not, as heretofore, deducted from the amount
of his account ; but that this concession is to apply to this

year only, and not to work done for exhibitors and purvey-

ors. The surveyor had. reported to the committee the

result of his visit to the show of the Yorkshire Agricultural

Society, and the committee regarded some of the sugges-

tions in that report as deserving of future consideration.

The committee further recommended that the plan for

showyard works at Bedford be reduced to the dimensions

of that at Cardiff ; that the horse rins:s be two, viz., one
400 feet by 200 feet, and one 200 feet by 120 feet—the
stand to be placed opposite to the larger ring, aud to be of

the same size as that at Cardiff ; that a space in the

centre of the implement portion of the showyard be

allotted to the prize implements ; and that the surveyor

be instructed to go to Bedford to confer with the local

authorities as to the draining, leveUiag, making of roads,

providing supply of water, and other works to be done by

them. A conditional promise having been made to the

Hull local committee tbit the Society would contribute

£100 towards the cost of the execution of certain works,

their liability to do which was questioned, the committee.
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under all the circumstances, recommended the payment of
that sum. This report was adopted.

Joint Botanical and Journal.—Mr. J. Dent Dent,
M.P., reported that uiuety-two essays had been sent in

to compete for the prize of £100 ollered by Lord Cath-
cart for the best essay on the potato-disease and its pre-

vention. These essays had been examined by the con-
sulting botanist and the secretary, who had made a list of

them, stating the number and motto of each essay, the

cause assigned to the potato-disease by the author, and
the nature of the prevention suggested. Several miscel-

laneous essays, which did not comply with the rules, had
also been sent in. The committee recommended that

Mr. C. Whitehead, Mr. John Algernon Clarke, Mr. Car-
ruthers, and Mr. Jenkius be appointed judges of the

essays, and that they have power to report to the Council

as to the advisability of a grant being made for further

investigations into the incidence and prevention of the

disease.—This report was adopted.

Stock Prizes.—Mr. Milward reported that the com-
mittee had drawu up a prize-sheet for live stock, which
they recommended for adoption for tie Bedford meeting.

It included a large number of prizes for horses, of the

nature of those which had hitherto been given by local

committees, but arranged in a systematic manner ; also

two new rules with reference to disqualifications and dis-

puted certificates. This report was received, and the

proposed prize-sheet was ordered to be printed and sent

to each member of the Council previous to its discussion

in December.

Education.—Mr. "U'ells, M.P., reported the recom-

mendation of the committee that the present scheme of

educational examinations commenced in 1870, be con-

tinued; and that the education grant for the year 1874
be renewed on that basis.—This report was adopted.

It was then proposed by Mr. WeUs, M.P., seconded by
Mr. Dent, M.P., and carried unanimously, " That the

education grant be renewed for the year 1874."

Selection.—The report of this committee, presented

by Colonel Kingscote, C.B., M.P. (chairman), having

been received, it was moved by Colonel Kingscote, C.B.,

M.P., seconded by Mr. J. Dent Dent, M.P., and carried

unanimously

:

"That Mr. Thomas Horley, Jan., of The Fosse, Leamiug-
ton, be elected a member of the Council, to fill the vacancy

caused by the resignation of Mr. Sauday."

Earl Cathcart, "Mr. Randell, Mr. Dent, and other

members of the Council testified to the loss which the

Council had sustained by the resignation of Mr. Sauday,

and expressed their great regret at the cause which had

led to his retirement.

On behalf of the stewards of live stock at the Hull

meeting, Mr. Milward reported that Mr. Jevvison, the

owner of " Landscape," No. 185, had been repeatedly

requested to prove the correctness of his certificate of

entry of that horse in Class 21. No answer having been

returned to these applications, the stewards recommended
that Mr. Jewison be not permitted to show again at the

Society's meetings until he has proved the correctness of

his certificate of entry of "Landscape" at Hull. They
also reported that " Novelty," No. 227, in Class 23, was
objected to on account of his having a four-year-old

mouth though shown in a three-year-old class. On ap-

plication to the exhibitor, he stated that his groom had
removed his teeth, so as to give his mouth the appearance

of that of a four-year-old ; and he produced a certificate

from the breeder as to the age of the horse. As, how-
ever, "Novelty" was entered as "breeder unknown," the

stewards were of opinion that this certificate cannot be

recognised, and that the horse is therefore disqualified

from receiving the prize which had been awarded to him.

—This report was adopted.

Committee of Stewards of Live Stock, Imple-
ments, Finance, and the Honorary Director.—
Mr. Milward reported that the committee had considered

the case of the bull Thormanby, Class 28, No. 2'J3, ex-

hibited by Mr. Statter, sen., at the Hull meeting, and

that they were of oj)inion that, inasmuch as Mr. Statter

had furnished a certificate from the breeder of the animal,

showing that the entry made by him is correct, he is only

responsible for the present entry, and not for those made
before the bull came into his possession by purchase from

his sou ; and, therefore, Mr. Statter, sen., is exonerated

from all blame in the matter.—Mr. Statter expressed his

astonishment that the Society's judges should have de-

parted from the usual practice so far as to order his bull

out of the ring without any inquiry into the merits of

the case, and thus put him in the wrong before the eyes

of the world for a considerable period. He looked upon
the judges as the servants of the Society, and upon the

Society as responsible for their acts. He therefore ex-

pected that the Society would exculpate him fully, and iu

such a manner as would neutralise the efi'ect of the action

which had been taken by the Society's judges.—Lord
Cathcart protested against the Society's judges being re-

garded as servants ; he contended that they were assessors

called in by the Society to exercise their independent
judgment.—The President then pointed out that what-
ever mistake the judges may have made by departing

from the usual procedure so far as to order Mr. Statter's

bull out of the ring, the Council had immediately rectified,

as far as it was possible, by ordering the whole class, in-

cluding the bull in question, to be rejudged.—Ultimately

Mr. Statter stated that he was quite willing to accede to

the report if the Council thought that it met the require-

ments of the case.—The report was thereupon adopted.

The Secretary was instructed to send the usual letters

relative to the country meeting of 1S75 to Bath, Dor-
chester, Exeter, Salisbury, and Taunton, being the towns
selected by the Council to represent District C, which
includes the counties of Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, Somer-
set, and "Wilts.

Mr. Milward stated that he had been asked by several

gentlemen to move the resolution of which he had given

notice, namely, " That there shall be a show of foxhounds

at the Bedford meeting," but that, after consultation

with several members of the Council, he had decided to

withdraw it.

A letter was then read from the honorary secretary of

the National Canine Society, containing a proposition for

a dog show in connection with the Bedford meeting, and
the Secretary was instructed to state that the Council

could not accept the proposal of that Society.

A letter was also read fi-om "\'iscount Portman, pro .

testing against a dog show as foreign to the objects, and
derogatory to the dignity of the Royal Agricultural So-

ciety.

A. letter from the Under-Secretary of State for Foreign
Aftairs, enclosing copies of a despatch from the acting

British Consul at Leghorn, on the use which is made in

Tuscany of night soil as a manm-e, was referred to the

Jom'ual Committee.

A letter was read from Mr. James Howard, M.P., sug-

gesting that the Society should discourage the practice of

smearing or colouring the wool of sheep intended for exhi-

bition, and the following rule of the Society in reference

to this practice was also read :

13. Sheep unfairly prepared for show by oiling or colouring
may be disqualified on the recommeuda.iouof theluspectors
of Shearing.

It was therefore moved by Mr. Eandell, and seconded
by Mr. MUward, that the word " shall " be substituted

for the word " may " in the foregoing rule. An amend-
ment was then moved by Mr. Rigden, and seconded by
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ilr. Masfen, " That the rule remain unaltered." On
a division the amendment was carried by 11 votes

against 8.

A- letter was read from the Secretary of the Lincoln-

shire Agricultural Society in reference to the investiga-

tion into the lamb-disease {Stronyyhis iilanci), which had

been undertaken by Professor Simonds on behalf of the

Royal and Lincolnshii'e Agricultural Societies.

A ommunicatiou was read from the Statistical and

Commercial Department of the Board of Trade, enclosing

a copy of the programme of the International Agricul-

tural Exhibition to be held at Bremen in June next.

The date of the general meeting to be held in De-

cember was fixed for the Thursday in the week of the

Smithfield Club Show, namely, December 11th, at 13,

noon.

The Council then adjourned until Wednesday, Decem-
ber 10th, at noon.

HIGHLAND AND AGEICULTURAL SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND.

The first monthly meeting of the directors for the season

was held at George IV. Bridge, Edinburgh ; Professor Wilson
in the chair.

The following letter from the Board of Trade, in reference

to the memorial adopted at the last general meeting, was read :

Office of Committee of Privy Council for Trade,

14th August, 1873.
Sir,—I am directed by the Lords of the Committee of Privy

Council for Trade to acknowledge the receipt of a memorial,
signed by the Marquis of Lothian, as chairman of the Highland
and Agricultural Society of Scotland, praying for the appoint-

ment of a commission to incpiire into the cause of the potato

disease. In reply, I am to state that the Board of Trade,
while not contesting the value, under certain circumstances, of

incjuiries of this nature instituted by Government, are unable,

after obtaining the best advice in their power, to see that a

Government inquiry would add to the knowledge now pos-

sessed on the subject of the potato disease. I am to add that

it is understood by this board that the Royal Agricultural

Society is about to obtain essays on the subject, which will no
doubt be available to the public.—I am, &c.,

(Signed) W. R. Malcolm.
The Secretary Highland and Agricultural

Society of Scotland.

The letter, as well as a communication from Mr. Milne
Holme on the subject, was remitted for the consideration and
report to the special committee on the subject of agricultural

epidemics.

Kelso Show, 1872.—The following transferences of pre-

miums were reported : The Shorthorn cow, Daisy, belonging
to Mr. Browne, Bank House, Acklington, which won the
third prize, having failed to produce a calf within four months
after the show, in terms of the general regulations, the pre-

mium has been transferred to Mr. W. A. Mitchell, Auchna-
gathle, Whitehouse, Aberdeen, for liis heifer, Lady Porbes.
The Galloway cow. Maxwell, belonging to Mr. Cunningham,
Tarbreoch, Dalbeattie, which carried the first prize, not
having proved in calf, the premium has been transferred to

Mr. Cunningham for his cow, Jane, which stood second ; and
the second and third prizes have been transferred to the Duke
of Buccleuch, for his cow. Handsome, and to Mr. Biggar,
Chapelton, Dalbettie, for his cow, Claret 2nd.
Inverness Show, 1874.—It was remitted to the Commit-

tee on General Shows to consider and revise the increased
scale of premiums as formerly arranged, and adjust the re-

gulations for the show to be held at Inverness in 1874.
Proposed Snow at Glasgow o 1875. — Requisitions

addressed to the directors to hold the general show at Glas-
gow in 1875, for the district comprising the counties of Lanark,
Ayr, Argyll, Renfrew, and Bute were submitted, and it was
remitted to the General Show Committee to prepare the
classes of stock for which premiums sliould be offered. The
following correspondence was read to the Board :

3 George IV. Bridge, Edinburgh, Oct. 23, 1873.
Dear Lord Huntly,—I am glad to say I am now able to

send you answers to the queries you forwarded to me. I have
given full details, as I am sure tlie directors would wish you
to be in possession of all the information you wish. I have
put a note at the foot of the answers to two of tlie queries, as
I think it right you should know that it is not the want of
offering premiums which has left us so scant of awards. I also
think it right to inform j'ou that, before any agitation took
place in Aberdeenshire, the subject of increasing our prizes
was considered, and that likely when the General and District

Show Committees meet next mouth a large addition will be

made to both the number and value of the premiums.

I am, dear Lord Huntly, yours truly, P. N. Menzies.

Aboyne Castle, Aberdeenshire, Oct. 25, 1873.

Dear Mr. Menzies,—I have to thank you very much for

the information you gave me, and the answers to the ques-

tions which I sent you with regard to the Highland Society.

They were of service to me at the meeting yesterday, and I

only hope that the resolutions passed at the meeting will assist

the directors in carrying out the objects of the Society.

I am, dear Mr. Menzies, yours truly, HuNTLY.

3 George IV. Bridge, Edinburgh, 28th October, 1873.

Dear Lord Huntly,—I see from a report in the Aberdeen
Free Press of a meeting of members of this Society " in the

north of Scotland," held at Aberdeen, that, in answer to Sir

James Elphinstone, you state " that I had been invited to

attend the meeting." As no invitation was ever sent to me,
and as the advertisement invited members in the north of

Scotland only, there must be some mistake, and I will be

greatly obliged by your explaining to me the grounds on
which you made that statement. 1'he impression conveyed by
your answer to Sir James is, that I had been specially in-

vited to the meeting, and had neither attended or sent an ex-

cuse. I feel sure you will not allow me to appear to the pub-
lic to have been guilty of such great discourtesy, and I trust

that you can send me an explanation that I may send to the

newspapers.—I am, dear Lord Huntly, yours truly,

P. N. Menzies.

Aboyne Castle, Aberdeenshire, 30th October, 1873.
Dear Mr. Menzies,—Your letter of the 28th reached me

last night. As near as I can recollect what occurred at the

meeting of the members of the Highland and Agricultural

Society with reference to you was as follows : Sir James El-
phinstone regretted that you were not present, as you might
be able to clear up certain points on which there was a differ-

ence of opinion, and was sorry that intimation of the meeting
had not been sent you. As chairman, I was bound to inform
Sir James that notice of the meeting, together witli copies of

the resolutions to be moved, had been sent to you. I do not
know whether Mr. Yeats formally invited you, but I certainly

thought that the mode in which the notice was sent you was
in the form of an invitation to be present, if you so desired.

I certainly never thought for a moment that you were guilty

of any discourtesy, and only regret that we had not the plea-

sure and advantage of your presence at the meeting.—I am,
dear Mr. Menzies, yours truly, Huntly.

P.S.— You may make what use of this letter that you think

proper.

The letter referred to above from Mr. Yeats, sending six -

copies of the resolutions, is in the following terms :

Aberdeen, 20th October, 1873.
Dear Sir,—In case you may not have seen the advertise-

ment in the newspapers, I beg to enclose a few copies of the

resolutions which are to be submitted to a meeting of the

members residing in the northern districts on Priday next.

—

I am, yours faithfully, Alex. Yeats.
P. N. Menzies, Esq.

3, George IV. Bridge, Edinburgh, 31st October, 1873.
Dear Lord Huntly,—The Aberdeen Free Press distinctly

reports that you stated that I had been invited; and certainly

the circulars sent me did not even give me an excuse for going,

as they were addressed to members in the North of Scotland.

I have a meeting of directors on Wednesday next, and will

lay the matter before them and be guided by their advice. I
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must say that T feel that I have not been well treated in the
matter.—I am, dear Lord lluntly, yours truly.

F. N. Menzies.
Aboyne Castle, Aberdeenshire, 3rd November, 1873.

Dear Mr. Meuzies,— I am sorry to see by your letter ot the
31st ultimo that you thiuk you liave not been well treated as

regards the late meeting of members of the Highland Society
at Aberdeen. If you wish our correspondence and an ex-

planation from yourself to appear in the newspapers, you may
certainly send it. I am sorry that a mistake occurred in the
matter ; but I must say that I fail to see the force of your
argument that the circular was only addressed to members of
the Highland Society in the Noiih of Scufla/ul, as your being
the leading otiicial of the Society would surely warrant your
attending a meeting regarding tlie Society wheth.er that meet-
ing be held in the south or north of Scotland.—I am, dear
Mr. Menzies, yours truly, Huntly.
The directors approved of the conduct of the Secretary in

the correspondence wliich has taken place between the Mar-
quis of lluntly and himself in reference to the meeting at

Aberdeen on the 2-lrth October. The directors considered that

no part of the proceedings could be contrued into an invitation

to the Secretary to be present.

The Secretary submitted a copy of the piogramme
of an International Agricultural Exhibition to be held at

Bremen, from the 13th to the 21st of June next,

when prizes to the amount of about £5000 will be awarded.
The Secretary reported that the first or preliminary exami-
nation of students for the Society's veterinary certificate,

under the new regulations, took place on the 15th and 16th

July, when twenty-six students presented themselves, and only

one failed to pass. The Secretary reported that he
had received a circular from Mr. Harris, town -clerk,

stating that he was directed by the Lord Provost to send

copy of a letter from the late secretary of the Society to the

Secretary of State, dated 7th July, 1858, and adding that the

reasons urged in that communication against the establish-

ment of a new veterinary college in Edinburgh that year ap-

plied with undiminished force to the application which has
now beea made with a similar object. Tlie Secretary stated

that being aware that the said letter had been cancelled by the
following resolution moved by I'rofessor Syme, and carried at

the general meeting of the Society held on 2ud February,
lS5y, he considered it iiis duty to bring the subject before the

Board :
" That the teaching of veterinary surgery in Scotland

should not be restricted to one school, since advantage may be
expected from competition in this no less than in other de-

partments of education." And that at a meeting held on the

ytii February, 1859, the following resolution was adopted :

" That a copy of the resolution passed at last meeting relative

to veterinary surgery be transmitted to the Secretary of State

for the Home Department." The Secretary was instructed to

send a copy of the above two resolutions to the Dick Trustees,

and to state that the directors considered they should have
been consulted before the late secretary's letter was circulated.

A letter from the Kev. Professor Macgregor, and relative

statement, in favour of the institution of a chair of Celtic

languages and literature in the University of Edinburgh, were
submitted and postponed to the directors' meeting in

December.
A specimen and description of a perforated drain pipe, by

Colonel William Ross King, of Tertowie, Aberdeenshire, was
referred to Mr. tlunter, of Thurston, chairman, and the society's

Machinery Committee.
A letter was read from Mr. James Howard, M.P., stating

that he found a good deal of interest springing up in Scotland
in reference to steam ploughing ; that many tenants who want
to possepj their own, and who will not think of two engines,
would like to see a public trial of the various apparatus—not
a competitive one—and offering to send tw o or three sets, if the
society would inaugurate such a trial next spring or summer
The letter was favourably entertained, and remitted to the
special committee on steam cultivation—Mr. Glennie, Ferny-
flatt, being added to the committee.

It was remitted to the committee on office-bearers to suggest
the list for 187-1 ; to the committees on district shows, and on
cottages to revise the awards for 1873, and consider the appli-

cations which have been lodged for 1874 ; and to the commit-
tees on premiums for essays and reports to read and report on
the papers lodged in 1873, and to revise the list for 1874.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF IRELAND.

At the last monthly meeting of the council, held at the

offices. Upper Sackville-street, Dublin, S;r George Uodsou,
Bart., in the chair.

The Chairmajj said the first business before the council was
the notice of Major Borrowes, proposing to introduce cirtain

words into rule 22.

Sir Allan Walsh asked if the council was the proper place

to make rules for the Society.

Major Borrowes replied that if his motion was adopted, it

could be brought forward for approval at the next half-yearly

meeting. He proposed that the words "or introduced " be

inserted after the word "discussed," in rule 22 of the consti-

tutional rules of the Society.

Colonel Vesey was in favour of having the rule modified, so

as to enable them to discuss matters of public interest. It was
somewhat remarkable, some years ago they were precluded

from considering the cattle plague and other agricultural sub-

jects because of this rule, and Major Borrowes wanted to make
it more stringent.

Sir Allak Walsh thought the rule at present too strin-

gent, and it would be injudicious to make it more so. As had
been stated by Colonel Vesey, they were precluded from dis-

cussing the cattle plague at the meetings of the council ; the

consequence of which was that they had to bear hard things

being said, because they had acted in obedience to the rule.

Major Borrowes suggested that they ought to exclude the

latter part of the rule altogether.

The Chairman said that could not be done without notice

of motion.

Major Borrowes observed that his object in bringing for-

ward the motion was to guard against politics being intro-

duced at any of the meetings of the society. The insertion of

these words would prevent the introduction of scenes which
had recently caused so much unpleasantness.

Colonel Vesey insisted that the rule was stringent enough

already ; in fact, he believed there was no society in the three
kingdoms where such a rule was in force. For "his own part,

he would like to see the latter clause of the rule struck out
altogether.

Sir Allan Walsh observed that if the latter clause was
struck out, lie did not think there would be any olijection to

introduce the words alluded to ; but until that was done he
would vote against any modification of ttie rule.

Major Borrowes intimated that he would hand in a notice
of motion to omit the last clause of the rule ; but he would
not be able to attend the next meeting of the council as lie

was going abroad. Some other member, however, might
bring forward the matter in his absence.

Mr. MacFarlane remarked that if there was any possi-
bility of the resolution being passed, he would move as an
amendment that the qnestion should not be entertained. Un-
fortunately, by an accidental occurrence, there was an infringe-
ment of the rule at the Waterford dinner, and they all knew
what the consequences were that followed. He would be
sorry to suppose that the rule required to be made more
stringent, and he hoped there was no necessity for altering it.

Major Borrowes, at the suggestion of several members,
withdrew his motion, on the understanding that at some future
meeting of the council a resolution would be brought forward
to expunge the last clause of the rule.

The following deputation was appointed to visit Wexford,
and report to the council on the suitability ot the accommoda-
tion required for the show of 1874 : Sir A. Walsh, Bart.

;

C. U. Townsliend, Dawson Milward.
The Chairman stated that he had received the accompany-

ing letter from Mr. Smythe :

Irish Beet Sugar Company (Limited), Temporary Ofllces,

39, Dame-street, Dublin, 30th October, 1873. Sir,—Not
being able to attend to-day, as a member of the Royal Agri-
cultural Society, at the meeting of the council, I write to in-
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form you that the directors of the Irish Beet Sugar Company
have resolved to ask the council to take charge of 100 guineas,

to be given in prizes in 1874, for tlie best crops of sugar beet

grown in the neighbourhood of the factory about to be erected

at Sallins, in quantities of from 3 to 5 Irish acres,—I am,

your obedient servant, W. B. Smythe, Chairman of the Irish

Beet Sugar Company.
The letter was referred to the premium sheet committee, and

the secretaiy was directed to thauk Mr. Smytlie for his offer.

A communication was received from Dr. Cameron, intima-

ting that he would be happy to read the essay on the Growth
of Beet, and the Composition of Irish-grown Beets, if it met

the approval of the council, and that they selected a place

where he would do so.

It was agreed tliat Dr- Cameron should be afforded an oppor-

tunity of reading his essay on a suitable day during the coming

show of the Royal Dublin Society.

Sir Allan Walsh brought up a report, in which he made

several suggestions as to the future management o( the Society's

shows. At the annual shows, he observed, much time was

lost in considering objections which, in his opinion, might be

decided by the steward of the section. (No, no.) He would

leave it open to the objector, if he thought fit, to appeal to the

council.

Mr. Robertson, in order to save time, recommended that

the report should be referred to the premium committee.

Sir All.vn Walsh said lie had no objection to do so, inas-

much as he perceived that the majority of the members were

opposed to the first part of the report.

The following letter was received from Lord Lismore, presi-

dent of the Society, in reply to the charge made against his

lordship of having violated one of the fundamental rules of the

society, in alluding to subjects of a political character, when

proposing the toast of " The Lord Lieutenant, and prosperity

to Ireland," at the banquet of the Society in Waterford :

Shanbally, Clogheen, Ireland.— Sir,—I learn with some sur-

prise, from the report of your last meeting, as published in the

Dublin papers, that some remarks which I made in proposing

the health of the Lord Lieutenant at Waterford have given

offence to several members of the Society. I fully approve of

the rule of tbe Society—that politics are not to be introduced.

In what I said at the Waterford dinner I merely meant to al-

lude to au historical fact—that the Lord Licuteuant's vice-

royalty had been marked by the passing of two great measures

which must affect the social condition of Ireland, and the

effects of which are not yet fully developed. I did so without

expressing any opinion for or against them, and without any

intention of hurting the feelings of any man. I shall feci

obliged by your laying tliis letter before the council at their

next meeting.—I beg to remain, truly yours, Lismore. Septem-

ber 29, 1873.

The answer of his lordship was deemed highly satisfactory,

and was ordered to be inserted on the minutes.

Letters were also read from Sir Robert Bateson and Sir

George Hodson.

A letter was received from Sir John Marcus Stuart, Bart.,

withdrawing from the Society, in consequence of the Lord

Lieutenant being allowed—without protest from any member

of the council present—to violate one of the fundamental

rules of the Society, in making a political speech in support of

the Gladstonian government.

The council decided that the appointment of a manag-

ing committee would have the tendency of usurping the powers

of that body.

The Rev. R. W. Bagot said he would give notice that che-

mical and implement committees be appointed.

The council, having disposed of some routine business,

adjourned.

THE CLOCKMAKER.—The following scene occurred at

the dinner of the Tunbndge Wells Agricultural Association :

Sir John Bennett, at the request of the Chairman, the Ho-
nourable I'. G. Molyueux, rose to propose the next toast, but

was met with unmistakeable signs of unpopularity. One
gentleman rose from his seat, and said, " If this is a political

club, I retire :" whereat John Bull laughed, did he. The
Chairman then rose, as the din became greater, and said that

every Englishman was bound to listen to any man who was
called upon by the Chairman to propose a toast, but this re-

mark was probably not heard, for the noise not only continued

but increased, and in the midst of it Sir John stood " as cool

as a cucumber." As, however, the worthy knight of the

clock saw that he must either speak or sit down, he com-
menced with a shout, " 3Ir. Chairman .'" but imme-
diately a chorus shouted equally loud, " Sit dow/i

!

Chair, chair!" Quicker than an auctioneer's hammer
goes down on the rostrum, Mr. Richardson uprose and es-

sayed to speak, but only partially succeeded—far enough,
however, to make his voice heard, in the slight lull that en-

sued for one moment, appealing to tbe audience for fair play.

No sooner had he resumed his seat than the noise continued,

and when the Chairman again rose to appeal for order his

voice was drowned. Mr. George vV^are next tried, and
shouted, "Hear the Chairman, gentlemen !" but the cries of

"Order!" Silence!" "Sit down. Sir John P were too great

for any ordinary voice. Sir John happens to possess an ex-

traordinary voice, and with a pleasant smile he thus com-
menced his speech :

" Wliatever our political"—and used his

lungs with great effect, but there appeared to be a determined

refusal to hear him. However, he tried once more—" Wliat-

ever our political" but the storm only rose higher. Mr.
Russell then tried the office of mediator in a quiet sort of

way, and this, combined with the Chairman rising again,

produced silence. In a few appropriate words the Chairman
appealed lor a fair hearing, ami added that unless silence was
resumed he should be under the painful necessity (although

God knew it was a very poor threat) of breaking up the meet-
ing. Mr. Richardson also beffged that Sir John might be

given an attentive hearing, whether his sympathies were for

them or against them. (A Voice :
" Tne Labourers' Union.")

If they did not accord iair play he should seriously consider

whether he ought not to retire from his ofiice. Sir John
was then allowed to proceed, and he commenced his speech by
saying that whatever city men might think of city life they

often yearned for tlie old haunts of their early days, and anoa
found tliemselves in the midst of a little farm and brought to

bear upon it tlie powers they possessed, whether of capital, of

enterprise, of scientific knowledge, or of energy, and did what
they could to be as successful in fanning as they had been in

commercial pursuits. Some of the first of our great land-

owners had said that they had never met among their tenants

more successful farmers than men like himself (laughter and
" Oh, oh"). He appealed to farmers among whom he moved
for saying that not only was his land better, but his labourers

also, and the farmers about him had felt the good of his

labourers amongst them (" No, no"). He liad the honour to

propose a toast. (A Voice : Propose it then.") He would if

they would listen, as he himself had done to other speakers,

and he asked them to treat him in the same way. He him-
self had been an exhibitor among them that day. Unfortu-
nately, though he was convinced his cart mare was the finest

specimen of tlie true breed, the judges thought otherwise.

(A Voice :
" Troposc the toast—we don't waul to know ahout

your tnare ; your mare") He told them what he was.

He never failed—it was never his misfortune to fail in his

produce. His produce of hops (confusion)—his produce of

hops had been a success. Sir John then changed the subject,

and in a few really appropriate word.s proposed the toast en-

trusted to him by the Chairman, which was " The Magis-
trates." Mr. J. S. Turner, of Chyngton, in responding for

the judges, said be thought the show that day was the best

the association had had. Alluding to the scene it was what
he termed a bear garden, but it was not out of disrespect to

the Chairman. There must certainly have been reasons for

receiving vSir John Bennett in the way he had been received

to-night. Now he had always understood that a house divided

against itself could not stand. Tlien there was another thing

that any person who set the servant against the master did an

infinite deal of mischief in the county in which he resided,

and then there was another thing. The man who had been

successful in making clocks and watches, who turned farmer,

and sowed the seeds of discord among the labourers, would
have a bad harvest (Hear, hear, and confusion). The
Chairman called upon Mr. Turner to withdraw tlie last re-

mark, but on account of the uproar which followed the remark

was not withdrawn, and Sir John Bennett said that whatever

his opinion might be of the agricultural labourer question, he

had not alluded to it that night.
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SMITHFIELD CLUB.
At a meeting of the Council, held ou November 5th, pre-

sent Col. Loyd Lindsay, V.C, M.P., Vice-Presideut, and
President-elect, in the chair; Col. Kingscote, V.P. ; Marquis
of Exeter, A'. P.; Messrs. Hugh Aylraer, Jno. Beasley, C. S.

Beggc, T. C. Booth, J. Uruce, W. i'ookes, J. Greetliani,

Joiin Giblett, Braudrcth Gibbs (lion. Sec), W. Heath, C.
Howard, T. Jiorley, J. W. James, II. Leeds, E. W. Moore,
T. L. Senior, H. Trethewy, J. S. Turner, and Henry Webb,
the minutes of the lust Council meeting were read and con-
finueil.

Authority was given to the Hon. Sec. to take any steps that
may be necessary in reference to holding tlie Show in con-
formity with the Orders of the Privy Council.

A Committee was appointed to make the usual arrange-

ments as to disinfecting cattle conveyances, &e.

A letter from His Grace the Duke of Sutherland was read

respecting the animal entered at the last Show in his Grace's

name by his agent, and which animal was afterwards disquali-

fied . His Grace's letter expressed his acqu iescence in the decision

of the Club, and the Hon. See. was authorised to express the

feeling of tiie Council that his Grace's letter was most satis-

factory.

A communication from the Rutland Agricultural Society

was laid before the meeting, reooramendin_a; that the rule of

the Club prohibiting animals exhibited at other agricultural

shows witliin a mouth previous to the 5th December being

shown at the Smithfield Club Show be rescinded. It was re-

solved, " That it is too late for any alteration to be made for

the present Show ; but that the application of tiiis rule for

the future will be considered by the Council at its meeting in

February next."

The House-list of 16 names was prepared for recommenda-
tion to the general meeting, from which to select 8 to replace

the 8 Members of Council who will retire by rotation, and
are not eligible for re-election for one year.

The lamented death of tlie Earl of Hardwicke, the senior

Vice-President of the Club, was announced, and it was re-

solved to postpone filling up the vacancy till the general

meeting in December.
The following report of the Dinner Committee was read

and adopted : "The Committee beg to report their opinion

that there are so many meetings of various sorts usually held

during the show-week, tliat it does not appear likely that a

sulDcient number of the general members of the Club would
attend either a dinner or luncheon to make it expedient for

either to be held."

The Committee having been called together to report on
tlie foregoing, avail themselves of the opportunity of drawing

attention of tlie Council to the following subject :
" The

Committee, whilst fully recognising the very great hospitality

exhibited by some of the Presidents in recent years in inviting

the Council to sumptuous entertainments, and without wishing
in any way to interfere with the free action of tiie President,

would venture to suggest to the Council whetiier it is not too

much to expect from the Presidents of the Club ; and, indeed,

whether, if such entertainments given at the President's ex-

pense, should become a recognised practice it might not in

some degree embarrass the general meetings nf the Club in

filling up the Presidency at the annual elections, and lessen tiie

compliment intended to be conveyed in nominating the promi-
nent supporters of the Club for that important oftice.

Authority was given for the prize cups to be ordered on the

usual conditions.

Various cases of qualifications .were decided.

It was resolved to have 9 judges of cattle and 9 for sheep
(in sets of three), and the divisions which they are to judge
were arranged accordingly as follows :

—
Three for Devons, Herefords, and Sussex. •

Three for Shorthorns, Irish, and cross.

Three for Norfolk or Suffolk, Scotch, and Welsh.
Three for Leicesters, Cotswolds, Lincolns, Kentish, and cross-

bred longwools.

Three for Southdowns, Hampshire, Ryelaud, &c., and Moun-
tain, &c.

Three for Shropshire, Oxfordshire, and cross-bred shortwools.

The following were duly elected members of the Club :

His Grace the Duke of Bedford, Woburn Abbey, Beds.
Rt. Hon. Lord Leigh, Stoneliegh Abbey, Kenilworth.
Edwd. J. Coleman, Stoke Park, Slough.
Fredk. Freeman, Speedwell, Woburn.
Hy. Jas. Sheldon, Brailes House, Sheptou-on-Stour.
Thos. Pears, Hacktliorne, Lincoln.

Oriel Viveasli, Compton Bussett, Swindon.
J. K. Read, Manor Farm, Chicklade Hindon, Salisbury.

Robt. Thos. Martin, Hailsham, Sussex.
Matthew Savidge, Sarsden Lodge, near Chipping Norton.
Wm. Jones Loyd, Langley, Bury, Watford.
Thos. Banyard, Poplar Hall, Horningsea, Cambs.
Jonathan lligg, Wrothara Hill Park, Sevenoaks.
Charles Child, Park House, Slinfold, Horsham.
Charles Thos. Macadam, 109, Fcnclmrch-street, E.C.
Riclid. Fowler, Broughton Farm, Aylesbury.

On the motion of the Marquis of Exeter, V.P., the best
thanks of the meeting were voted to the Chairman for his

able conduct of the chair.

THE SMITHFIELD CLUB CONDITIONS.
At a meeting of the Leicestershire Chamber of Agriculture

at Leicester, the Vice-president, Mr. W. Wright, in the chair,

Mr. Painter said the meeting had been called at his re--

quest, to endeavour to remove the restrictions imposed Ly the

Smithfield Club upon cattle exhibited at other sliows, which
were now under a quarantine of twenty-eight days. This

specially affected Oakham and Birmingham shows, the first

of which was held on November 27th, and the other in the

first week of December, the Smithfield Club show being the

week alter. Sincilar meetings had been called in other places,

and had adoped resolutions against the regulation. He was at

the meeting of the Rutland Agricultural Society the other day,

and they adopted a resolution against it. He had prepar2d a

resolution to this effect :
" That it is the opinion of this

Chamber that the cattle of the country being now happily

almost free from the foot-and-mouth complaint, there seems

no good and suflicient reason for the Smithfield Cattle Club
retaining the restriction, which prevents sheep and cattle

being shown in their next exhibition, after they have been

exhibited at any other show within one month, and that the

Council of the Smithfield Cattle Club be requested to take

measures for the removal of that unnecessary and obnoxious
restriction." He begged to move that.

The Chairman suggested that the resolution would not do
in that shape.

Mr. WiLLSON thought they would take as much notice again
of petitions from agricultural societies, and suggested for the
motion, that a petition be sent to the Council of the Smithfield
Cattle Club, asking them to reconsider the rule which ex-
cludes all cattle that have been exhibited at local shows
within twenty-eight dayg, as the country is now in a healthy
state.

Mr. Painter adopted Mr. Willsou's suggestion as his mo-
tion ; and it was seconded by Mr. Simpkin.
_Mr. T. Wrigut said, he could not bring his mind to agree

with the last part, because he had recently p^one over a farm
where a man had lost a number of beasts from pleuro-pneu-
monia.

Mr. Heygate doubted the advisability of arriving at a
conclusion in such a small meeting, which might be thrown in
their teeth afterwards.

Mr. GuAJjfx said, individually he was not interested in tli
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the agriculiural shows, he did not see any reason why these

restrictions should be carried out any more there than at the

metropolitan cattle market. That market was now entirely

open and tree. If cattle came IVom half-a-dozen markets

they could go in provided they weru tree from disease. Wliy

should not these shows be put upon the same footing P espe-

cially as it was a fat show, and the heasts were slaughtered

afterwards.

Tlie Chaikman said, the case were not parallel, because if

they were fat cattle many would go on for another twelve

months.

Mr. SiJinciN thought these prize animals were not so liable

to have pleuro-pneumouia as stock usually brought to a fair.

They had thousands here yesterday which were sent all over the

country.

Mr. T. Wright could not adopt the ta^t sentiment in the

resolution, though he agreed that there was no reason why
the Smitbfteld Show should not he as free as the market.

Mr. Heygate entertained the same views, and did not like

the Chamber to pledge itself to the heathiness of tlie stock in

the country.

Mr. Painter thought the resolution of no use without that

statement.

Mr. Croft said, the cattle exhibited at the country shows

had been examined, and certificates given of their health, and
lie did not see why the Smithfield Show should be the only

place from which they were excluded. He did not think, how-
tver, that they could exactly say that the country was in a

healtliy state.

Mr. WiLLSON said, the main question they had to decide

before petitioning was whether it would be beneficial for the

public, or even for any of themselves. The time was also so

short that every person must have made up his mind before

this whether he would exhibit in London or tlie country.

He thought any resolution they might pass would be futile,

because he had no doubt the Council of the Club liad made up
theirrainds notto listen to anything of the sort solateinthejear.
He thought also it should have come from the Leicestershire

Agricultural Society and not from the Chamber, because a
good many gentlemen in the Council were not favourable to

agricultural chamhers.

The motion was put, and negatived.

Mr. WiLLSON said he had received a requisition to call a
meeting on the subject of the contagious diseases regulations.

As regarded pleuro-pneamonia, now it was the duty of the per-

son who had the disease on his farm immediately to give notice

to a constable ; the constahle had to give notice to

an inspector ; and the inspector was then bound to go and
examine, and to order the cattle to be slaughtered if affected.

He had then to report to the Clerk of the Peace the number of

cattle so slaughtered, and the value of the carcases, where they

were purchased, and whether the owner had complied with the

law ; and the autiiorities might pay such sum, not ex-

ceeding £20, and not exceeding half the value of the cattle

slaughtered, as they thought tit, but nothing if the owner had
not complied with the law. The law was silent as to the sal-

vage, and who was to receive the benefit of it. In Norfolk the

authorities had treated the matter in a liberal spirit, for in

cace of compulsory slaughter they had allowed the owner to

benefit from the salvage of tlie carcase, in addition to paying

the half value. He thought what the Chamber could do was
to appoint a deputation to wait upon the magistrates, and ask

tliem to kindly consider what had been done in Norfolk, and
to do tlie same.

This was agreed to, and a deputation appointed at tlie

meeting of the magistrates on the same afternoon, which repre-

sented the views of the Chamber, but the magistrates declined

to adopt any " hard and fast line " in reference to the matter,

and decided to take each case as it came before them for com-
pensation on its individual merits.

CENTRAL CHAMBER OF AGRICULTURE.
A Council meeting was held on Tuesday, November 4,

at the Salisbury Hotel, the chair being taken by the Pre-

sident, Sir M. H. Beach, M.P. During the preliminary

business, in reply to a remark of Mr. T. Willson, with respect

to the state of the funds,

Tlie Chairman said he believed there was money enough

to pay the cheques which were required that day, but that

there were as usual a great many arrears, and he hoped they

would come in.

Alter the election of one new member Mr. Pell, M.P., pre-

sented the annual report of the Local Taxation Committee,

which was as follows :

fti presenting their annual report the Local Taxation Com-
mittee can point with much satisfaction to the position now
occupied by the question of local taxation reform, to the gene-
ral concurrence of all parties in the necessity for remedial
legislation, and to the success which in the past session has
attended their resistance to the imposition of new burdens on
ratepayers. The failure, however, of the Government either

to give effect to the decision arrived at by the House of Com-
mons on the motion of Sir Massey Lopes in 1872, or to offer

any equally effective relief, is a matter of general regret.

Although professing two years ago to be in full possession of

every necessary information, and anxious for immediate
legislation, her "Majesty's Ministers suffered the early part of
tne present session to pass without taking any action what-
ever to redeem the promise given in the Speech from the
Throne. Onco more, therefore, the chairman of the Com-
mittee found it necessary to give notice that he would recall

1 he attention of Parliament to this question. The pressure
thus applied compelled Mr. Stansfeld to fix a day for i he intro-

duction of his long-promised bills. Before the Ministerial

scheme conldbo unfolded it became apparent, from the Bud-
get, that the Government intended to disregard the reuolu-
tion of the House, which sanctioned the employment of Im-
perial taxation in relieving ratepayers from certain excep-
tionally national charges. Clinging, nevertheless, to the
liope that some other adequate form of redi'ess might be of-

fered, and desirous as they have ever been to avoid even the
appearance of factious opposition, the Committee anxiously
awaited the alternative proposals of the Government. Their
surprise and disappointment when the nature and extent
ot these were made known has been shared by all ratepayers.
'I'he Committee issued without delay an analysis and criti-

cism of Mr. Stansfeld's bills, and exisosod the policy of

evasive postponement ofsubstantial relief which so evidently
characterised the Ministerial proposals. While protesting
against the order in which the Government approached the
question, the Committee still endeavoured to mould into a
really effective form the proposals submitted for subsidiary
reforms. They were, however, unable to remove the perpe-
tuation of the privileged exemption of personaty with which
the Government persisted in coujiling their petty extension
of the rating area. The final rejection of this measure by the
House of Lords afforded an emphatic condemnation of the
attempt to substitute legislation on matters of detail for that
general solution of the question which ratepayers had de-
manded and which Parliament had approved. The action
of the Government having thus debarred the owners and oc-
cupiers of lands and houses from any prospect of effective

relief during the session, the Committee prosecuted with re-

newed vigilance their opposition to all proposals tending to
augmentexisting local taxation. In this they have to report
a still greater success than in former years, and they are glad
to note, as the result of their labours, a growing reluctance
both in and out of Parliament to the imposition of anj- new
charges on the rates. The measures to which their attention
has tliis session been directed are

:

1. The Pi'ison Ministers Bill (withdrawn).
2. The Parliamentary Elections Expenses Bill (defeated).

3. The Registration of Births and Deaths Bill (withdrawn).
4. The Juries Bill (vv'ithdrawn).

5. The Municipal Corporations (Borough Funds) Bill

(withdrawn).
6. The Fires Bill (withdrawn).
7. The Habitual Drunkards Bill (withdrawn).
8. The Pubhc Health Bill (withdrawn).
9. The Roads and Bridges (Scotland) Bill (withdrawn).

10. The Turnpike Trusts Continuance Bill (instruction with-
drawn).

11. The Revising Barristers' Bill (amended).
12. The Elementary Education (1870) Act Amendment Bill

(reduced and passed).
13. The Rating (Liability and Value) Bill (rejected by

House of Lords).
IJ'. The Valuation Bill (withdrawn).
15. The Consolidated Rate Bill (withdrawn).
16. The General Valuation (Ireland) Bill (withdrawn).
17. The Poor-Law (Scotland) Bill (lost).

18. The Public Prosecutors Bill (withdrawn).
19. The Local Taxation Accounts Bill (dropped).

The Prison Ministers Bill proposed an increased charge on
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the rates for prison oflicials, to be apnointed at the discre-
tion, not of the local authority, but of the Homo Secretary.
This measure, despite the decision of the House of (loin-

mons on the 16th April, 1S72, was aiinuuuced by Mr. Glad-
stone to have the support of the Government. Sutlicient op-
position was, however, accorded to it to ensure its with-
drawal. The Parliamentary Elections Kxpenses Bill embo-
died the proposal, successfully opposed in previous years, to
charge ratealile property with the necessary costs of Parlia-
mentary elections. Ratepayers may, however, be conf>:ratu-
lated on the very large majority of ill by which the bill was
on this occasion rejected, and on the admission of Mr. Bruce
that the Government could not support such a proposal in
the present position of the question of local taxation. The
Registration of Births and Deaths Bill proposed to increase
the Uabilities of ratepa.yers for an essentially national respon-
sibility. Notice of opposition to its second reading having
therefore been given by Mr. Pell, it was withdrawn by the
Government. The Juries Bill, besides continuing the charges
on the rates connected with the summoning of juries, would
have added a now obligation for the remuneration of affi-

cials engaged in preparing the lists. Exception being taken
to this, the measure was arrested, and although ulti-

mately the Government conceded a proposal to place this

new charge on the lixcheiiuer, the delay incurred proved
fatal to the bill ; and another indication of the just
strength acquired by the Committe's persistent o]3position

to new charges was thus afforded. The Municipal Corpora-
tions (Borough Funds) Bill was an attempt by the
Government to lessen those safeguards of borough
ratapayers against the arbitrary expenditure of their

funds, which the Committee were instrumental in

securing in the previous session. The prompt opposition
with which this bill was met resulted in its with-
drawal. The Fires Bill resembled the previous measure
objected to by the Committee as adding to the existing obli-

gations imposed on rateable property. Ameadments were
proposed to remove this objectionable feature, and in conse-
quence of these and other opposition the bill was again
withdrawn. The Habitual Drunkards Bill was regarded as
tending to the increase of existing charges, and it was also
withdrawn. The Public Health Bill proposed to enact some
sanitary regulations which were eliminated from the Govern-
ment Bill of last session. Being necessarily opposed—as in-

creasing rates, no matter for however laudable an object,
while the grievances of ratepayers remained unredressed

—

this measure was also withdrawn. The Roads and Bridges
(Scotland) Bill was met on its second reading by a general
motion deprecating the attempt, under existing circum-
stances, to throw on the rates the cost of maintaining turn-
pike roads. The measure, which had the support of the
Government, succeeded in passing this stage by the narrow
majority of 9. It was, however, subsequently withdrawn.
The Turnpike Trusts Continuance Bill wa* opposed as im-
posing new charges on ratepayers. An attempt made, with
the approval of the Government, greatly to enlarge its scope
and alter its character, by an instruction which proposed to
make the formation of highway districts at once compulsory
throughout the country, necessitated a protracted resistance.
This opposition proved ultimately successful, and the endeav-
our to effect a change of such serious magnitude in so uncon-
stitutional a manner was frustrated. The Revising Barris-
ters' Bill proposed to increase the rate-borne cost of registra-
tion by payments for the rooms in which revision com'ts are
held. By the action of the committee the excision from the
measure of this proposal was secured. The Elementary
Education Act (1870) Amendment Bill proposed the paj'meut
by guardians of the school fees of non-pauper children out of
monej-s provided for the relief of the destitute. It also
created a further compulsory charge for the education of out-
door paupers, imposing thus a new condition of relief and
inevital jly increasing its cost. The Committee deemed it their

duty to invite Boards of Guardians to petition against this
rapid enlargement of the liabilities imposed on ratepayers by
the Education Act of 1870. Their apeal met with a ready
response, and the Government withdrew the projDosal to
apply the Poor-rate to the iiayment of the fees of non-
paupers. An emphatic protest was made in Parliament by
the Committee against the enactment of the remaining por-
tions of the measure, and, although this was not equally suc-
cessful, the thanks of all ratejjaj-ers are especially due to

those members of |Parliament who by their votes supported
the chairman of the Committee in resisting the new burden
thus imposed. The Rating (Liability and Value) Bill having
already undergone a full analysis at the hands of the com-
mittee, its character is well known to their supporters. Its
avowed object^the extension to metallic mines, woods, rights
of sporting, and Government property, of that exceptional
liability to rates to which other real property is subject—was
expressed in terms both faulty and insufficient ; while it was
coupled with a peinsetual exoneration of personalty from
direct contribution to local rates, although offering no com-
pensation whatever to rateyayers

, for this anomaly. Local
taxation reformers, who have all along advocated the re-
moval iu their proper order of all exemptions from rating,

succeeded in remedying to some extent the radical defects of
the measure as originally introduced. The bill, however,
only reached the Upper House in a still imperfect form within
a few days of the close of tlie session. Debarred by privilege
from amending a measure—even had time admitted of the
process—which substituted such unsatisfactory legislation for

real relief, the peers i-ejected the bill, and exposed the futility

of any attempt to deal with this great c[uestion which ignored
the cardinal grievance complained of. The Valuation Bill

—

another portion of the Government scheme—has also been
separately dealt with Iiy the Committee. Its tendency unfairly

to force up the valuations of real property for imperial as
well as local taxation, its making rental the minimum of
gross value, and more especially the position it as.signed
to the surveyor of taxes, have already been condemned.
Suggestions for its amendment were made by the Committee
in the shape of proposals to exempt the increased value of
agricultural improvements (as the Government proposed in
the case of Ireland) from immediate liability to local charges,
and in the substitution ofsome other machinery—such as a local

rating officer in place of the tax officer of the State—for tho
purpose of obtaining equitable uniformity of assessment. The
bill was, however, withdrawn before any discussion on its

details could take place. The Consolidated Rate Bill did not
reach a second retding. The minor administrative altera-
tions of detail which it proposed had the general approval of
the Committee, and will no doubt form a subsidiary part of
any measure of reform. The General Valuation (Ireland)
Bill excited attention in so far as it contained the proposal of
the Government just referred to for exempting from assess-
ment for seven years the increase of value resulting from
agricultural improvements. The opposition, however, to the
general tendency of this measure to increase the liability of
real property in Ireland bo'h to imperial [and local taxation
ultimately necessitated its withdrawal. The Poor-Law
(Scotland) Bill attracted the favourable notice of the Com-
mittee in so far as it followed the resolution of last year by
proposing to charge on the exchequer half the cost of pauper
lunatics. Other portions of the measure excited, however, a
large amount of opposition ui the House of Commons, and
the bill was rejected. It ought, however, to be noted that
during the discussion no objection was taken on the part of
the Government to the particular provision of which the
Committee approved. In the Public Prosecutors bill the Com-
mittee were glad to find definite proposals to remove from
the rates directly to the Treasury the costs of criminal
prosecutions. Although time did not admit of the
measure passing into law, the Government, it may
now be hoped, recognise and propose to remedy the evil
involved in those arbitrary disallowances bj' the Treasury
which the Committee have so frequently condemned.
The Local Taxation Accounts Bill was reintroduced by the
Committee early in the session, and succeeded in passing,
with the assent of the Government, through committee. Its
further progress was, however, arrested by the reluctance of
certain municipal authorities to comply with some ot its pro-
visions, and it had ultimately to share the fate of many
private legislative efforts by being dropped for the session.
While ratepayers generally, both in town and c juntry, will
regret the failure of this attempt to compel by legislative
enactment the annual ijresentation to Parliament of a clear,
uniform, and comprehensive account of the receipts and ex-
penditure of local authorities, they will be glad to know that
by means of a series of returns moved for by Mr. Pell on the
part of the Committee, a very close approximation to the
result aimed at will be accomplished. By these returns, the
publication of which the Committee anxiously await, all

available information as to the income and expenditure of
rate-disbursing a'lthorities will be obtained in a form similar
to that suggested by the proposed bill, while the irregulari-
ties and deficiencies of existing returns will be made so ap-
parent as to insure Government legislation, and a variety of
much-needed data as to form, date, and audit of local ac-
counts will be brought under the notice of ratepayers. The
Committee gladly note the increasing interest of the public
in the question with which they have dealt, as evidenced by
the position assigned to it at the recent Social Science Con-
gress at Norwich. The very interesting papers read on that
occasion by Mr. Colman, M.P. for the city of Norwich, and
by Mr. Dudley Baxter, furm a valuable addition to the litera-
ture of local taxation reform. Mr. Colman, viewing the
question from a strictly urban point of view, arrives at con-
clusions so similar to those of the Committee as greatly to
strengthen their hands. The able refutations of the conclu-
sions of Mr. Goschen's recent Report which characterized
Mr. Baxter's paper, and his clear statistical proofof the much
greater jiroijortion of the aggregate taxation (imperial and
local) which is borne by rateable than by other property
must influence future legislation, while the general tone of
the whole discussion was acknowledged to be strongly
favourable to the views of local taxation reformers. The
Committee feel it to be their duty at the i^resent juncture to
remind ratepayers of the constitutional opportunity soon to
be afforded them of determining the character of that tribunal
which can alone redress their wrongs. They would earnestly
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press on all their supporters the urgent necessity of exerting
every influence they may possess to insure tlie return to a
new parliament of representatives prepared effectively to
remedy their grievances. During the past four years the
Committee have succeeded in thoroughly arousing puljiic
opinion to the necessity of local taxation reform. Theu' con-
stant vigilance has arrested the continual imposition of fresh
charges on rateable property, no fewer than thirty out of
thirty-six rate-imposing measures having been defeated by
their efforts. They have exposed the futile and inadequate
natm-e of the proposals for relief with which the Government
has met their complaint. Although refused that independent
inquiry which they strenuously demanded, they have j-et
obtained from Parliament an emphatic acknowledgment of
the reality of their grievance. Compelled by the failure of
the Ministry to offer any real redress, they have indicated,
with the approval of the House of Commons, one simple and
feasible mode of lightening the most exceptionally national of
the ratepayers' bui-dens. While committed to no exclusive
preference for this particular remedy, and willing to consider
any fail- and practicable method of substantial relief, they
have successfully shown that, at all events, no increased
centralization could follow from the course suggested by
them, which simply took the existmg degree of control as-
sumed by the State over certain expenditm-e as the measure
in which the entire communitj' might fairly be called on to
contr'lsute thi'ough the national exchequer. If, however, the
ground already won is to be held, if ultimate success is to
crown the labom-s of the Committee, and if the battle of the
ratepayers against privileged exemption is to be fought out
to a triumphant issue, this can be achieved only by a conti-
nuance of tuat united support they have received in the past,
and by j et more energetic personal aid in the future. In
conformity with the decision come to in March last, the state-
ment of accounts appended to this Report embraces a period
of twenty months. The expenditure has been kept down to
the lowest point by the exercise of the utmost caution on the
part of the ex,ecutive committee in the apphcation of the
funds entrusted to their care, and by the strictest economy
under every head. The time, however, has now arrived
when the effective prosecution of their labours will necessits.te
greater expenditure, and when a more liberal use of the funds
which may be placed at their disposal must be resorted to.
The Committee confidently appeal, therefore, for such further
help as may enable them to extend their organization, and,
by still further diffusing information, expose the injustice and
anomaUes of the present ratal system. Final success or
failure must depend on the individual support which rate-
payers will norr afford them. They trust, therefore, that
both occupiers and owners of land and houses in town and
coimtry. will, hand in hand, by one united effort aid the
Committee to secure the triumph of those principles of fair
and equal taxation for which they ha-\'e so long contended,
and to obtain that justice which has been so long denied,

LOCAL TAXATION FUND.
Statement of Accounts for Twenty Months to Oct. 31st, 1873.

Receipts. £ s. d.
Balance in hand at 1st March, 1872 308 19 5^
Subscriptions dm-ing twenty months,

to 31st October, 1873 £196 4
Receipts from Sale of Papers and mis-
cellaneous soiu'ces 68 11 9

561 15 9

£873 15 2i
Expenditure.

On Printing, Parliamentary Papers, and Postage 191 5 Hi
On Rent of Offices .and Office Expenses 116 13 10
On Secretary and Travelling Expenses 317 11 4
On Local and Misccllancous^xpenses 22 3 9

Balance—In Bank Account £224 17 8
In Secretary's hands , 12 8

617 11 IQi

226 1

£873 15 2i-

Mr. Pell, in moving the adoption of this report, said he
regretted that lie had liad to present it in the room of Sir

Massey Lopes, wlio was prfivenlcd from being tliere by tlie

holding at that period of t!ie annual meeting of the agricul-
tural society of his own district. The Committee thought it

desirable to make another special appeal for what, in the
conduct of all such business as theirs, was essential, namely,
funds, and had prepared a circular for that purpose. Sir
Massey Lopes had renewed liis ample subsctiption, and added
to it the sum of £50, tlie Chairman had contributed
the same amount, and he liiniself had given a smaller sum.
He need hardly say how desirable it was that that appeal
should be responded to ; for thougli the Committee liad done
a good deal of useful work, and had met with considerable
success, much still remained to be done. The question had

as yet only just been brought, as it were, to the front, and
now that its importance was so generally recognised it would
not do to starve the work for want of funds. The lion,

gentleman added that in March the balance in hand
Wis £383, and that the subscriptions during the last 20
months amounted to £496.

Mr. WiiiTTAKER, in seconding the motion, observed that

the subscriptions from the counties generally had been la-

mentably small, the amount in some cases being as low as

£5. He was proud to say that his own county, Woicester-

shire, stood higher tlian any other.

Sir G. Jenkia'son, M.P., said the firatparagraphof thereport

expressed regret at the failure of the Government to give effect

to tlie resolution passed by the House of Commons in 1873.

He felt sure that tlie Council would cordially endorse that.

When he saw a Government which affected to represent the

feelings and interests of the whole country treating a resolu-

tion passed by a large majority of the representative assembly

superciliously, he really did not know what word to use in re-

ference to such conduct, except the word " impertinence"

It was an almost unparalleled thing for a constitu-

tional Government to act in such a manner. It bthoved the

chambers of agriculture to unite in order to force tlie Govern-

ment to introduce some measure next Session; and if that were

not done, the Local Taxation Committee sliould have some
measure ready to be submitted to Parliament. He believed

that even the present House of Commons would be found

ready to support an attempt to render personal property equally

subject with other kinds of property to the burden of local

taxation. He did liope that efforts would be made to get that

question settled before the present Parliament was dissolved.

Mr. H. Neild trusted that the voters of every county and

every borough would do their duty with regard to that ques-

tion in connection with the general Election. He could assure

them that light had broke in at last upon Lancashire, and
when Lancashire was once moved in the right direction, some
result was almost sure to follow. He hoped the words of Sir

George Jenkinson would go home to the heart of all tiie

members, and that the sinews of war would be increased.

The motion was then adopted.

Mr. G. P. MuNTZ presented the following report of the

Committee on " Compensation for Unexhausted Improve-
ments :"

In accordance with the resolution of the Council of the 4th
March, your Committee report that, after having met to con-
sider their powers, and to determine the extent to which
their inquiries might range with advantage, they determined,
as a first step, to ascertain by systematic inquu-y in all parts
of England and Wales what are the existmg established
customs, if any, in the difference of agreements, omitting all

reference to the practice on paiticular estates, and excluding
mere opinions as to what ouyht to be the custom or the law,
believing tliat this important labom', when completed, will

be of the greatest value as a foundation on which to base im-
provements in the letting and hiring of land, whether by
legislation or otherwise. After having generally discussed a
variety of customs, both ancient and others more or less re-

cently adopted, they found the different conditions of tenure
and diversity of existing modes of effecting a retui-n to oc-

cupiers of the value of their improvements so numerous, that
no practical results could, in the opinion of your Committee,
be accomplishecl bj' the i^roposed inquiry, unless the detailed
information arising from several sources could be brought
into one form, such as would admit of a ready and correct
comparison. Thia being the unanimous opinion, your Com-
mittee proceeded in the first place to draft the requisite forms
and schedules, the arrangement of which became necessarily
elaborate on account of the great variety in the many exist-

ing customs. The preparation of these blank schedules had
the careful attention of your Committee, and occupied some
considerable time, so that it was not until June last that
they were sent to the diflerent localities. These forms, with
examples, have been forwarded to all chambers in associa-
tion, to all the members of the Central Council, to the mem-
bers of the Committee, and to all the gentlemen appointed
by the chambers to assist them. The Council will bear in

mind that a resolution was passed on the 4th March, invit-

ing associated chambers to recommend one of their mem-
bers best calculated to render assistance to your Com-
mittee. Accepting this invitation, and responding to a
circular issued by the secretary, gentlemen have been
recommended liy the following chambers—viz., Notting-
ham, Hampshire, East Suffolk, Staffordshire, Northampton,
Worcester, Newbmy, Swindon, Gloucester, West Gloucester,
County of Devon, Central, Ripon, South Wiltshire, Surrey,
Norfolk, Hereford, Warwickshhe, Cambridgeshire, and Che-
shire, and other chambers have appointed committees or
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fiu-nished inrovmntion Ibroucrh their secretaries or through

membors LvspccuiUy cloputod. Several peiUlciueu have at-

tended the iiicetiim's ofyour Committee, anil have ah-eady ren-

dered very vahiablc ass'istance in promotingtho jiroKressol the

work, which obUgatiou yom- Committeo desire to aclcnow-

ledge. Since the date ot the issue of the schedules, as the

Council is aware, aurricultarists have been closely engaged

with harvest operations, and little attention has been given

to other matters ;
gentlemen appointed to assist your Com-

mittee have intimated that their chambers have not held

any meeting since the schedules were received, and that un-

til a meeting had taken place the returns cannot bo made.

Notwithstanding, ho\vever, these unavoidable hindrances to

the progress of their work, your Committee have had the sa-

tisfaction of receiving schedules containing returns froru a

number of widely-separated districts, which afford valuable

information, but which ai-e at present chictly of use for the

Ught they throw upon the existing state of tenure m this

country, incUcatin- that a greater importance attaches to a

thorough investigation ot the subject than has probably

hitherto been recognised. The limited information which your

Committeo are up to the present lu possession of,^ has been

obtained from Surrey, Kent, Oxford, Berkshu'e. Gloucester,

Cirencester Chamber, Wiltshire, Cambridgesire, West and

North Ridings of Yorkshire, Cheshire, Devonshu-e, North

Hampshire, Norfolk, Staffordshire, and Worcestershire.

Upon comparing the returns already received^ the farst

thing which strikes attention is the marked difference in

several locaUties [in the amount of compensation whicU

custom secures to tenants for capital invested, and the won-

derful variety of modes by which it is made. In some

districts capital invested in one kind of article or improve-

ment aopears, as far as compensation for unexhausted por-

tions is" concerned, to be by custom provided lor, while m
another district the same thmg seems to be entirely over-

looked. Your Committee being impressed with the im-

]iortance of the subject before them, the magnitude ot

which, as it is developed by investigation, is daily forcing

itself upon their notice, find that it is not yet possible to pre-

sent more than a general report of their work, and, at a

meeting held on the'7th October, they resolved " that, before

the schedule forms are summarised, they shall be exammed
by the Committee, and the items classified, as far as practi-

cable, as established or recently adopted customs." It was
also decided that the secretary apply for information through

members of the Central Chamber who are residingm districts

where there are no local chambers. Having stated the course

they have hitherto pm-sued, your Committee propose, after

having received the remaining schedules issued, to prepare a

digest of the whole for ready reference, to make a careful

comparison of the many customs existing, and, as far as it is

possible, to compile, from the retm-ns containing the experi-

ence collected from the several sources, such schedules as

will record all customs considered valuable, and which may
be deemed hkely to be applicable to other plans. In this part

of their work, your Committee are pleased to be able to report

that they have reason to expect the co-operation of able men
from all parts of the country, well versed in agriculture and
experienced in adjusting agricultural values. Referring to

the retm-ns already received, it appears that in Surrey and
Gloucestershire temporary improvements are recognised, and

in these compensation extends in Surrey in some cases over

the last two years of tenancy, but durable and permanent
improvement seem to be generally overlooked. In Kent,

some temporary improvements are allowed for, and, among
the durable, in some instaocas allowance for compensation

extends over four vears, and for some permanent ones, over

ten years. In Newbury district (Berks) the customs appear

to recognise scarcely any compensation ; while in the

Wisbeach district (Cambridgeshire) and in Staffordshire,

considerable allowances are made on temporary, durable,

and permanent improvements. In the West Riding

of Yorkshire, the returns show a custom for com-
pensation in nearly all classes of improvements,

excepting for farm produce consumed on the farm, and
which is also onaitted in the schedules of allowances received

from every other district excepting Surrey, and appears to

be allowed for there only by being considered to some extent

in valuing manures left by out-going tenants. In Cheshire

there is a fail- compensation for a considerable number of

durable and permanent improvements, but nothing for feed-

ing stuffs; while in Worcester, North Hampshire, Norfolk,

and Devonshire, there appears to be no custom for afiording

compensation worthy of mention, beyond allowances for

crops and cultivation, and this remark applies equally to the

returns received from the North Riding of Yorkshire, al-

though the West Riding retirrns show a customary compen-
sation, apparently equal in value to any other county from
which your- Committee have received information. At this

early stage of the inquiry your Committee feel that it would
be unwise to enter more minutely into the question, believing

it to be of the first importance that the documents contain-

ing the information upon wliich their full report will be

founded shall hays the authority of the respective Chamber
of Agficulttu-e of each particular locality, as a body repre-

senting the agricultural interest of each district. Altliough

your Committee have reason to believe that more time anil

labour are involved in the work than was at first anticipated,

the are sanguine as to the benefits to be eventually obtained,

and are led to believe, from the facts already collected, that

they results will lie found fraught with even more important

consequences to agricultui-ists, and to the country generally,

than have hitherto been estimated.
(Signed) G. F. Mtjntz, Chan-man.

On the motion of Mr. MuNTZ, seconded by Mr. Caldecott,

this report was adopted.

Canon Brereton presented, in the absence of the Chair-

man, Colonel Paget, the first Report of tlie Committee " On
Middle-Class Ed'iicauon in Rural Districts." it was as fol-

lows :

The views which have been expressed by various Cham-
bers of Agricultiu-e on the urgent need of further provision

for middle-«lass education hi rural districts, testify to a want
which has long been felt, and has been recently brought into

more prominent notice by the extension of the system of

elementary education. For the result of this extension may
very shortly bo to provide, mainly at the public expense, a
better education for the children of labourers than can be
obtained, even at considerable cost to then- parents, by the

chikb-en of the middle classes. It is no answer to this to

urge that the fiatioual elementary schools are open to all

classes, and that farmers' children may avail themselves of

their advantages at will. It is impossible in this country to

ignore the existence of social distinctions, and the reluctance

with which many parents look on any system proposing to

associate their ciiildren with those beneath them in jjosition.

Y''oiu- Committee are, therefore, of opinion that the time has
fully come for the adoption of a system for the education of

the middle classes as complete as that already provided for

the children of those above and below them ; but they be-
lieve that such a system may be better, and more cheaply-

provided, and more effectively carried on by a provincial

organisation based on the county area, than by any direct

aid and control from the central government. It has been
suggested that the means for the establishment of an organi-

sation of this kind might be found within the limits of each
county, by a combination of voluntary- sirbscriptions, and the
existing endowments for secondary education. Examples
already in existence show, that middle-class schools, if

• roperly conducted, would pay a commercial interest on the

apital and endowments thus applied to them ; and under such
an arrangement the interest of an endowment w-ould not only
continue to be enjoyed by the locality which the founder in-

tended to benefit, but might be greater than that at present

realised. The whole might be confided to the joint manage-
ment of representatives of the subscribers, and of the trustees

of endowments, and some ultimate control might form one of

the many useful functions to be conferred upon a county-

board, in the direction suggested in the report of the Schools
Inquu-y Commission. The regulation of examinations might
properly bo provided by the Universities, and certificated

masters might be obtained from the same som-ce. Your
Committee, without expressing any final opinion upon tho
uggestions, or attempting at present to deal with points of

etail, would recommend them to the careful consideration of

the Council, and submit the desirability of circulating the
preliminary report through the Associated Chambers, with a
view of eliciting their opinions on the main principle contained
in it. The subjoined scheme has been laid before your Com-
mit'^ee by one of their number, in illustration of one mode in

•n-hich these principles may be carried into effect, and the

Committee invite other suggestions and iw-oposa^s from
members of Chambers who may be specially interested in the

subject. (Signed) Michael E. Hicks Beach,
The Salisbury Hotel, Chairman.

Oct. 28th, -1873.

[1. Putting aside, for simplicity of calculation, the metropolis
and the great towns whose population exceeds 100,000,

there remain for England generally about 14000,000 inhabit-

ants.
2. These might be grouped for educational pui-poses into

four provinces, each with a university centre. For the
eastern and western provinces, Cambridge and Oxford would
be obvious centres ; London might serva for the southern,
and perhaps York, or some other important place, might be
selected for the northern province.

3. Each of these provinces might consist of three main
divisions of from nine to twelve counties each, within which
first grade middle schools might be administered by suitable
governing bodies.

4. These divisions again wouldbe further divided into three
sections, consisting of single counties, or of two smaller
comities acting together if necessary, within which the second
gi-ade middle schools would generally range.

5. And lastly, an educational rrnion generally continuous
with the poor-law union, and averaging twenty to a county,
woukl be the area for the third grade schools, or those imme-
diately above the parochial or elementary schools.
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6. lu OrJer generally to determine the grade of the schools,
the university local examination might be extended froni a
dual into a triple system. At present they are divided inl.o

"junior" and "senior." If a further sub-division of '" pre-
liminary" wei'e added, the "senior" would supply a test

generall.y for the first grade, the "junior" for the second,
and the "preliminary " for the third, according to the pro-
portionate number of candidates for the several examina-
tions which each school would show itself able on the aver-
age to furidsh. These examinations might still be generally
conducted by the iiuiversities, though they would more
largely avail themselves of local assistance in their conduct.
An average fee of £1 for senior, 10s. for junior, and 5s. for

preliminary, would amply sustain them.
7. The system would mainly depend for its success on the

qualification of its masters ; and there can be little doubt that
these, as in the case of the elementary schools, ought tu be
trained for their work and publicly certified. But the olijec-

tion to the elementary training colleges is that they are not
only extravagant as depending on Government support, but,
being isolated institutions, they do not give the masters that
general education which can only result from contact with
students of other ranks and other professions. It is, there-
fore, much to be desired that the training college.^ for middle-
class masters should be placed within the tiniversities, and
so enable the future masters to become imbued with wider
influences than could possibly be met with in any purely
local or isolated institution.

8. It has been estimated by the Schools Inriuiry Com-
mission that the middle-class schools should ultimately be
expected to contain sixteen boys to every 1,000 of population
(of course, though perhaps more remotely, the same estimate
would apply to girls). Assuming that of these sixteen boys
two would belong to the first grade, seven t_> the second, and
seven to the third, and that half of the first grade, three-
sevenths of the second, and one-seventh of the third, would
ref(uire boarding schools ; and assuming further that the
average capital of boarding schools would be in the respec-
tive grades £100, £70, and £.50 per boy, and of the day
schools £iO, £15, and £10, the total capital required would
be £500 per 1,000 of population, or 10s. per head. This esti-

mate will afi'ord an easy scile (and probably not a very in-

accurate one) of the ultimate requii'ements for England, or
any of its subdivisions. Thus, an average union of 15,000,
having six in 1,000 third grade day boys and one in 1,000
borders, would require a capital of £2,160. A county with
370,000 having three in 1,01)0 second grade borders and
four in 1,000 third grade, would require a capital of £100,000.

9. It may, perhaps, be assumed that one-third of the required
schools are already fully etjuipped and at work. And if for
the remaining supply, as it should bo demanded, one-half of
the capital were provided on the prospective principle in or-
dinary shares and one-half from the capital of the local en-
dowments, the amount that would be required from the latter
source would not be very large, and the income that the en-
dowments at present receive from that capital might be
guaranteed to them. Whereas the schools being by suppo-
sition self-supporting, would in fact be able to jjay on their
capital an average dividend of 5 per cent.

10. It may be roughly calculated that for boarding a gene-
ral charge of £52 in the first grade schools, £32 in the second
grade, and £16 in the third grade schools ; andfor day boys,
£12 10s. in the first grade, between £7 and £8 in the second
grade, and £3 to £l in the third grade schools, would be
sufficient, after defraying all cost of board and tuition, to
pay an average gross dividend of 10 per cent, on the capi-
tal expended, of which 5 per cent, would be a sufficient re-
serve for repairs, maintenance, &c."]

Canon jBrereton, iu moving the adoption of this

report, expressed his gratificatioathat it was at last recoguised
that system was necessary in regard to middle-class education.

He was not so anxious fortlie adoption of any particularsystemof
education as for the carrying out of some system ; and he was
satisfied that when the middle classes generally felt the im-
portance of system, both the elementary and the higher educa-
tion would be considerably modified. In Devonshire it had
been proved by experience that for £30 a year you could give

an education which was almost beyond second rate, and after

paying all expenses there was during a period of 10 years an
average dividend of 3^ per cent, for the money invested by the
founders.

Mr. BuowN (Essex), in seconding the motion, said the
question had been asked, what chambers of agriculture had
to do with middle-class education, and it was remarked that
they had quite enough to do in connection with elementary
education for the poor. He did not share in that objection to

any action in the matter. In many places the old foundation
schools were almost useless, and when a good middle-class
school had been newly established there came down a revised
scheme for a grammar school in the district which subjected it

to injurious competition. That alone was a sufficient ground

for action on their part. The CommiHee thought that the

combining of the commercial with the rural element would
produce a good elTfct, and that some portion of the large en-

dowments might be usefully applied for middle.class education

in counties.

Mr. H. BiDDELL doubted the wisdom of adding that to the

number of irons which they already had in the fire. He ap-

prehended that farmers who had sons to educate were in no
worse position than other men who had sons to educate. It

was not as if all sons of farmers were intended to be farmers ;

many of them had to be prepared for other occupations.

Canon Brereton, who was well up in that matter, had told

them that theprovidingof agood education wouldpay a fair rate

of interest. If that were so let the matter be left to those who
had money to spend on private enterprises. Ihe county of

Suffolk had a krge county school which was founded as a

memorial to the Prince Consort and cost £20,000, the object

being to provide a good middle-class education suitable for the

sons of farmers. The master who was there for the first five

or six years was as good a master as could be obtained ; his

successor was also, he believed, the right kind of man ; and no
fault could be found with the quality of the education. But
what was the result ? The school was not, and never had
been, full, and advertisements appeared in the newspapers solicit-

ing parents in neighbouring counties to send their sons to that

establishment. The conclusion which he drew from that was
that fanners generally were inclined to select schools established

by private enterprise in place of county schools (l^ear, hear),

lie held tliat that was a matter which ought to be left to private

enterprise, and he did not wish to see it mixed up there with
the special sulijects iielonging to agriculturists.

Mr. i^'owLEPv, (Dorsetshire) said there had been a good
county school in Dorsetshire for several years, but he be-

lieved it was not very successful.

The ('IIAIRMAN observed that there was nothing in the

report which would pledge the Council in matters of detail;

while the only principle involved in it was that some-
thing should be done in reference to the great question of

middle-class education, anl that the county was the best area

for doing it. The other matters in the report were inserted as

suggestions for the consideration of the associated cham-
bers.

Mr. WiilTTAKER thought that as the report had only just

been seen by the Council it ought not to be adopted.

Mr. G. F. MuNTZ concurred in tliii view.
After some discussion on this point, Mr. D. LoNG moved

and Mr. Caldecott seconded an amendment to the effect that

the report should be received and circulated instead of being
adopted and circulated , and this amendment was carried

unanimously.

The Council then proceeded, in accordance with the agenda,
to consider " Poor-law Relief, including Classification of Pau-
pers, Separate Schools, and Industrial Establishments."

Mr. Gardner (Wisbeach) resumed the adjourned discus-

sion upon the following resolution, moved by the Rev, W. C.
Everett, and seconded by Mr. A. Startin at the June meeting

:

" This Council believes that the present system by which old

and young, good and bad, are sent into poor-houses without

any discrimination as to character, is fruitful of evil, and is of

opinion that abetter system may be adopted by a more judi-

cious classification of those who, from very varying

circumstances, are reduced to the necessity of applying for

relief." He said he was the chairman of the Wisbeach Board
of Guardians, whose jurisdiction extended over 22 parishes,

and they were of opinion that the more you give in in-door

relief tlie less will be required, and the more you give in out-

door relief the more will be required. Experience showed
that one case of injudicious out-door relief created another.

An illustration of this rectntly came within his own experi-

ence. A poor woman applied to the Wisbeach guardians for

money to provide clothes for her son to go into farm service,

and when he told her that that would not be a proper applica-

tion 'of public money, she replied that she would not have

asked for the money if a neighbour of hers had not had
money for that purpose. He concluded by moving as an

amendment :
" This Council having considered the subject of

Poor-law relief, the classification of inmates of workhouses,

separate schools, and industrial establishments, is of opinion

that the existing Poor-law, and the regulations of the Local

Government Board are sufficient, if properly administered, to

provide for the wants of the destitute poor."
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Tlie amend racnt having been seconded,

Mr. Stoeer (Biugliaiu, Notts) said tliat the whole
amount of expense in his union during tlie past year was 8d.

iu the pound, and i:e did not see any likeliliood of a further

diiniuution to arise froai a cliange ot adininistratiou.

ilr. T. UucKiiAJi (llerefordsiiire) said the amendineut was
quite in accordance with tlie views of his own Chamber.

Sir G. Je:<kinsox, M.i'., was strongly of opinion that one
great evil of the present administration of the Poor-law lay

iu not giving medical relief more liberally on the first out-

break of sickuess. lie believed that in niue cases out of ten
the necessity for subsequent relief might be avoided by a small

additional outlay for tluit purpose.

Mr. Rl'SSELL (Worcestershire) considered the scheme of

Mr. Everett totally impracticable. Mr. Everett said the

present poor-houses would be available under it to a certain

extent. What was to be done with those which were emptied
under the proposed system ?

Mr. Neville (Statfordsliire) condemned the devoting of so

much time to a discussion of that kind, aud referred to a

resolution of his own Chamber blauiiug the Business Com-
mittee for its introduction.

The Chairman said that it was not the Business

Committee that decided what subjects should be introduced,

but the Council, and expressed a hope that alter the miscon-

ception on the part of the Staffordshire Chamber, Mr. Neville

would take care to explain that.

Mr. Masesn said that the motion sanctioning the

introduction of that subject was not passed by the Council
unanimously.

Mr. Yallani) (Bristol) said that was a ratepayers'

question, aud not merely an agricultural one. He thought
some improvement in classification was absolutely necessary,

for under the present system paupers produced paupers from
generation to generation. He had long thought that if

children were entirely removed from the pauperising influences

to which they were nowsuljjected, that change would produce

a most beneficial effect. In his own union they had adopted

the boarding-out system, and the children were visited by a

number of ladies. He could not help saying that he thought
the thanks of the Council were due to Mr. Everett for intro-

ducing that important subject.

Mr. H. Biddell concurred in the views of the last speaker.

The adoption of Mr. Everett's scheme would create a brick-

and-mortar revolution, and the matter must perhaps rest for

some years to come ; but he could not shut his eyes to the

fact that a better classification was needed—that there were a

great many persons enjoying a comfortable home iu work-
houses who ought not to be there, while on the other hand
there were many others there who deserved a better home.
Great numbers of the poor had no feeling of degradation with

regard to pauperism ; they were born paupers aud would die

paupers. They had been brought up in a workhouse, and, if

they left, it was well known that they would return. The
time might not have come for any great change to be made,
but he could not on that account ignore the fact that there

was a great blot in the system as regarded classification.

Mr. G. Tuii:!JER (West Kert) said every one must admit

that that question was not so pressing as some others.

I ;Mr. WiXTLE (West Gloucestershire) said it was very evi-

dent that if there was to be any radical change the law must
be altered, and he did not think that was the proper body to

suggest an alteration of the poor-law ; he thought that should

come from the poor-lavv guardians. He believed that proper

classification might be secured with the existing means. A
classification which involved the building of additional houses

could never be carried out. There was classification already

•^males were separated from females, and children from adults.

Mr. Pell, M.P., fully concurred in the amendment, which
appeared to him a very sensible one. In the union with
wiiich he was connected the children had recently been en-

tirely separated from the other paupers, a paid official attend-

ing upon them instead of an inmate of the hoase, and there

was a marked improvement in their appearance and behaviour.

He did not concur in the opinion just expressed with regard

to the conduct and character in after-life of children who were
brought up in a workhouse. He had had in his service five

persons who were previously children in a workhouse, and he
was bound to say that not one of them turned out bad after-

wards. They had proved quite equal to most of those

who were brought up outside the liouse, and a little better

than some. (A Voice :
" Are tliey indoor servants ?") One

of them had become a journeyman baker. The master of his

union on being questioned ou tliat subject, a«d who had occu-

pied the post for over 13 years, said he had never known an

instance in which a person who left after having been brought

up as a child had returned as a pauper. He (Mr. Pell)

thought, therefore, there was good reason to hope that proper

classification under tlie present system, and with existing

powers, would be followed by good results.

Mr. JosErii Smith (Essex) said that in the district with

which he was connected the guardians did not iiud one iu

twenty of the children returning to the poor house in after-

life. He sliouli object to much extension of classification as

a dangerous thing, which must rest on the ijisa (U.vil of some

one who might not be a good judge in the matter. Paupers

were already divided into five or six classes. What was es-

pecially needed was some means of enabling persons to rise

from the condition of paupers. Benefit societies had in many
cases failed to do what they were intended for.

Mr T. Willson (Lsicestershire) said he had been a

guardian of one union for twenty-five years, and of another

for thirteen, and having taken several boys out of the poor-

houses of his union, he was happy to say that they had all

turned out well, and none of them had returned to pauperism.

Mr. Fowler (Dorsetshire) said that in his union provision

was made for 11 classes of paupers, and he was happy to say

that one class had been entirely got rid of; the runaway

scamps x^ho were in the habit of going from union to union

had now no representative there. The guardians were now
actually obliged to employ persons to do the house cleaning,

and two or three divisions of the house were empty.

The amendment was then put and carried.

The next thing on the agenda being " to consider and re-

solve upon action to be taken with respect to the Malt-tax,"

The Secretary read resolutions recently passed by several

chambers in favour of action.

Mr. G. Turner (West Kent) said for the last 20 years

agriculturists had been demanding the repeal of the Malt- tax

without any result ; and the last time the Council sent a

deputation to Mr. Lowe it was received in an insulting

manner, and the members of it were told that they did not

understand their own business or interest. Common sense

told them that when a system had been tried for a long time

and had failed, some other system should be tried ; and what
he would suggest was that if they meant to go iu for the re-

peal of the Malt-tax they should enter into the matter

seriously and earnestly, and should take a leaf out of the

manufacturers' book. If the manufacturers had acted as

mildly and temporate'.y when they wanted the corn laws

repealed as farmers had acted in reference to the repeal of the

malt duty, the corn laws would never have been repealed.

That question was much nearer to the quart pot than many
of them appeared to suppose. When they showed the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer that the Malt-tax was a tax of 70 per

cent, on the food of their cattle, he paid no heed to them ; but

if the public generally once realised the fact that in conse-

quence of the Malt-tax they paid 4d. a quart for that which
without such a tax could be had for 3d., repeal would very

soon follow. It was constantly thrown in Iheir teeth that

£7,000,000 of public money could not be spared. He replied

that they did not ask for the whole at once. Let the bulk

be broken and the cargo would soon follow. He be-

lieved that many persons would much ratlier pay the in-

creased lacome-tax than liave the malt duty couliuued (cries

of" No, no "). There were many persons in his neighbour-

hood who would. Was it not possible, however, to put part

of the duty on something else? He again asked them to go
into the matter with some intention of winning.

The Cuairman : Do yon make any proposal ?

Mr. Turner : No ; I merely throw that out (laughter).

Mr. H. Neild said no Government that could be formed in

the present day would venture to propose such a tax as the malt-

duty, supposing it not to exist already. If a similar

tax were levied in the wine-growing countries abroad
there would be a revolution ; and, the Almighty having made
beer tlie natural beverage of man, it was an abuse of the powers
of the Legislature to subject it to such a heavy impost. So
long as the law remained in its present shape, beer-houses

would continue to be scenes of drunkenness and debauchery,

and he believed that the evils which such places inflicted ou
the country more than counterbalanced the receipts from the
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malt-duty. Ou the other haad, as regarded cottage-

brewing, the statistics of Lancashire and Yorkshire showed
that there were 8,000 dwellings where such brewing was
carried on, and tlie police had never known a single case of

complaint. If there were nothing else than raalt upon which
the necessary amount of revenue could be raised, let the tax

be transferred to the beer that was traded in. It was for those

who were sent to Parliament to devise proper means of raising

the necessary revenue ; and it was for the electors to speak
out their minds plainly on a question like that. It was much
to be regretted that no member of Parliament introduced that
subject in the last session. The prototype of the Chancellor
of the Exchequer to whom they were now going acquired im-
mortal fame by getting bread untaxed ; and beer would, like

bread, be sweeter when its consumption was no longer attended
with injustice.

Mr. May (StaCfordsliire) believed they had no support to

expect either from the publicans or the great brewers. In his

opinion, farmers ought to let candidates for a scat in Par-
liament know that they would not vote for them unless they
p-ledged themselves to the repeal or modification of the malt-tax.

Sir G. Jenkinson, M.P., complained that Mr. Neild had
censured some members of Parliament rather unfairly in refer-

ence to that question. There was a notice on the paper on
that question during the whole of last session ; and everyone
knew that when one member had been chosen to introduce a
particular question, etiquette prevented any other member from
introducing it.

Mr. Stoker did not anticipate a much better reception from
the present Chancellor of the Exchequer than from the last

one, he being the same man that refused to hear them at all.

Mr. Neville said Mr. Cobden declared that, in his opinion,
if free trade were established in corn, the malt duty must be
abolished ; and, therefore, they might fairly claim the support
of Mr. Bright as a follower of Richard Cobden (laughter).

Mr. Neild proposed a resolution, which, after some dis-

cusion as to its wording, assumed the following form :
" That

in the opinion of this meeting the agricultural interest is en-
titled to relief in the matter of the malt-tax, either by com-

mutation, or by immediate reduction, with a view to ultimate

repeal ; and that a deputation be appointed to urge this on the

immediate consideration of the Chancellor of the Exchequer

early in the coming year."

This resolution having been seconded, a desultory discussion

ensued with regard to the proper time for an interview, some

members advocating one before Christmas, and others as early

as possible after. The resolution was, however, ultimately

adopted in the above form.

In accordance with a general opinion that it would be best

to have a small deputation of practical agriculturists, and only

one or two Members of Parliament, the following gentlemen

were chosen to form the deputation : Messrs. Biddell, Neild,

Storer, May, Turner, Neville, W. Brown, T. Willson, Arkell,

Hodsoll, and Jasper Moore, with the addition of Mr. C. S. Read,

M.P., and the Chairman, Sir M. II. Beach, M.P.
A short discussion ensued on a proposal of Mr. T. Will-

son, seconded by Mr. Biddell, to the effect that Colonel

Barttelot, M.P., be requested to place a motion on the notice

paper of the House of Commons early next session, and that

the Secretary of the Central Chamber write to the Secretaries

of the several local chambers urging them to call upon the

members of Parliament in their respective counties to give it

their support.

The Chairman condemned the proposal as an unprece-

dented and objectionable attempt to coerce members of Par-

liament, and contended that it would be better to let the

question stand upon its merits.

The Chamber concurred in this view, and the motion was
thereupon withdrawn.

" The report of the Select Committee of the House of

Commons on the operation of the Contagious Diseases (Ani-

mals) Act of 1869, with the existing orders of the IPrivy

Council for the regulation of the cattle traffic of Great Britain

and Ireland," was next appointed as the subject for considera-

tion at the meeting of the Chamber in the Cattle Show week
in December.
The meeting terminated with a vote of thanks to Sir M.

Beach lor presiding.

THE VIENNA EXHIBITION.
CLOSE OF THE SHOW.

THE IMPLEMENTS.

By our Special Correspondent.

The Vienna Exhibition closed on Sunday, November 2nd
Although the existence of the Exhibition at

Vienna has been universally known and remarked
upon, yet_ for certain reasons it has not entered
into the minds of very many amongst us to pay that
exhibition a visit. The number of Englishmen of all

classes, high and low, who cross the Channel, as the re-
cords of the steamboat companies will tell, to start off

and roam about the Continent may be calculated as legion.
The fear of extortionate charges—a well-grounded
apprehension it is true, but inseparable from'all such
gatherings—the long journey by day and by night much
beyond the beaten track, and lastly the dreaded appari-
tion of cholera just at the critical season for travel—all

these things, reported about at the commencement, and
starting up suddenly at the conclusion, have combined
together to deter the generality of persons from including
Vienna within the circuit of their summer tour. It was
a common expression among the few Englishmen whom
we met that this Exhibition had not been properly ap-
preciated at home— at least, by the itinerant portion of
the public. The advantages offered for opening
out an entirely new connection in some cases,
or extending it in others, had not, however, been over-
looked. The requirements of different countries, the
|u,.iiha-it;re ;t;7' L,;;:-f\,i- if'-i'smhlisLod customs oftt;

iided upon the circu'.^

stances of climate, cannot be correctly learned in a short
space of time. Manufacturing firms who desire to reap
any great harvest of success must turn their attention to
matters which appear trivial in themselves, but which can
only be ascertained by continued residence in the
country and daily intercourse with the people. That they
have done so already is apparent by the branch establish-

ments and native agents established, and the many
examples in the adaptation of their manufactures to the
wants of the localities. In the English Agricultural
Department several days were passed often in company
with gentlemen whom we found were resident in the
country, well acquainted with the language, and
thoroughly appreciating the duties of their position, as
well able by their intimate knowledge, not confined to
such large places as Vienna and Pesth, but extending over
the villages throughout the Austrian Dominions, to give
an opinion upon the condition of the country, and more
especially the prospects of the branch of business in
w^hich they were engaged. If our casual observation
and acquaiulance be any criterion, we think that our Eng-
lish employers may consider themselves well served in
those they had selected to represent them upon this oc-
casion. It was evident that all had determined to

make the best use oP the. opportunity, ainl from whrt
>vo "^ -i'' -.!' ;•;. ...vv- '^ p-.i(ierfd that 1 1^1- ,"

^^^;dtd SUCCCoo,
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We had deferred our intended visit until tiie close of the

Exhibition, in order that we might by personal inspection

and intercourse with the members of the trade better as-

certain what had transpired throughout. We found each
and all williug to aiford every possible information ; the

large firms of course were all fully represented, and their

implements were selected with a view to meet the require-

ments of the country. The managers or representatives

of the several firms were constantly in attendance, and
conversed freely iu German, which is an indispensable

accomplishment. The catalogues were distributed in

French and German, more especially the latter, and
for such there was a constant demand. The most nume-
rous purchasers of implements had been from Bessarabia

and other parts of Southern Russia, from Galicia and
Hungary, and there is no doubt a sufficient number of

implements have been sold to infiuence the produce iu

future years. The present purchasers will, it is believed,

be the means of inducing others to follow their example
when the benefits to be derived from improved ma-
chinery can be seen and appreciated. Although there

are large tracts of fertile laud in this part of Europe,

there is at present a great lack of machinery. The
land is principally in the hands of very large proprietors,

and these with the larger farmers upon their estates have

been the best customers. The small cultivators are

few in number and too poor to buy implements or

make experiments. The great proprietors reside in

castles in a semi-feudal style, the farmers inhabit good
brick houses, and the peasantry have very miserable

quarters covered with thatch, and little better accommo-
dation than cattle. Steam thrashing Jmachines have been

sold to all parts, as well as crushing mills, and horse

gears, hand thrashers, hay makers, and horse rakes.

The principal crops grown in Austro-Huugary are wheat,

maize, oats, barley, rapeseed ; and there are many
thousand acres of pasturage. We were told that one

proprietor, and not of the largest, stated that he had

50,000 cwts. of hay upon his estate this year. Through-

out these extensive plains there is one peculiarity in the

manner in which the hay was being gathered. Instead of

being left upon the ground in cocks, it is twisted around

poles about 13 feet in hieght, which system of hay-

making gives a singular appearance to the fields. The
country denotes prosperity, and the farm-houses and ad-

joining premises are large and tolerably well built. There

were always a number of people of different grades ex-

amining the implements, and the remarks made by some
showed clearly enough that they were entirely unac-

quainted with any kind of agricultural machinery what-

ever.

One of the most prominent objects was Messrs.

Eowler's mammoth steam plough, which has been pur-

chased by the Archduke Albert for his estates at Un-
garish-Altenburg. The advantage of such an implement

upon great stretches of land is obvious enough, and

Messrs. Fowlers are equally confident about the use of

this implement for small enclosures, but in such case it

would require a joint-stock association of small pro-

prietors. At the outset the outlay must be

considerable, but in estimating the expense of

steam -cultivation, it is necessary to take into considera-

tion the great change that it affects in the character of the

soil, both as regards the drainage and the cost of

after-tillage. When the land has been once tho-

roughly broken up by steam, every succeeding oper-

ation requires less power ; and experience has shown
that but one-half the number of after-operations are

required, mainly because the work is more eff'ectually

done in every way. Several operations can be performed

by this implement without much alteration being made.

By removing the ordinary mouldboards used for surface

ploughing, and substituting short ones or " digging

breasts," a tillage can be effected quite equal, if not

superior, to sjiade husbandry. The fact that from

30 to 50 acras regular work per day, in the

lighter class of soils, can be accomplished, is a

strong argument in favour of the use of this

gigantic class of machinery for which Messrs. Fowlers

are so justly celebrated. Upon this occasion the diploma

of honour has been awarded the firm by the Vienna Com-
mission, and it seems probable that the experiment about

to be made by the Archduke Albert will be followed by

other owners of landed property.

Messrs. Clayton and Shuttleworth exhibit seven

portable steam engines, varying from 4-horse up

to 20. These, with the thrashing machines, are now
fitted with breaks for use in hilly countries, such as

Bohemia, a decided novelty, and very useful in their ap-

plication. The engines, fitted with wrought-iron travel-

ling wheels, are specially adapted for climates of extreme

temperature, whether hot or cold. The object of the

firm has been to keep all the working parts as simple

and as easily accessible as possible, which has ^always

been the leading feature of their engines. Each engine

is fitted with a second locked safety valve, also a steam

pressure gauge and signal whistle, and supplied with

a waterproof cover of ample dimensions for covering up

and protecting the engine from weather or dirt ; fixing

tools,, oil-can, a complete set of wrenches, screw-hammer,

and spare gauge-glasses are supplied in addition, free of

charge. These engines are either fitted with variable ex-

pansion or reversing gear. The firm have tested every

description of expansion gear, and the plan they adopt

is acknowledged by practical engineers to be the only

perfect mode of securing expansion by simple means. It

can be readily adjusted to cut off the steam at any desired

point of the stroke, and so regulate the power according

to the work to be performed ; as a consequence the

engine runs more evenly, with a considerable economy in

fuel. Messrs. C. and S. exhibit an improved traction

engine, which was brought over to the Exhibition at the

request of the Commission, although no sale was antici-

pated for it. Of the portable thrashing machines there

were five exhibited, from 3 feet G inches broad to 5 feet,

and one fitted with Wilder's patent, Many previous

attempts have been made to diminish, or altogether avoid

the risk of accident caused by persons employed feeding

steam-power thrashing machines ; but the means pro-

posed have either hindered the proper feeding of the

raachine, or, if self-feeding, the great bulk, weight, and

cost of the apparatus, has precluded the adoption thereof.

In this machine the feeding apparatus can be instanta-

neously stopped, by shifting the belt on to the loose

pulley, for which purpose there is a handle within easy

reach on either side of the feeder. At the price of £15
this machine, which entirely prevents the loss of human
life, can be applied to any thrashing machines which are

already made. This seems a most desirable apparatus for

use in countries where machines of all kinds are a novelty,

and the labourers are stated to be especially stupid and

clumsy. Of the thrashing machines the double blast

class B has been found to sell best. This machine has

been found to dress and finish the corn in a very superior

manner, and Messrs. C. and S. do not hesitate to recom-

mend it as the most perfect machine which has been con-

structed up to the present time for the purpose of

thrashing all kinds of corn, and dressing and finishing it

for market at a single operation. The " Stacker," which

was introduced some years ago to supply a want which

had been long felt at corn and hay harvest when labour

is scarce, has been introduced this year for the first time

into Austria, where several examples have been sold, and

thus a beginning has been n;ade. The firm have branch
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establishments iu Vieana, Prague, Pesth, Lemberg,

Odessa, Gaklz, aud Bucharest ; they have the advantage

of being brought into direct connection with their cus-

tomers, by which means they are enabled to modify and

adapt their engines and machines to the peculiarities of

the respective districts. The first engine was sent by

this firm into Hungary iu 1852, since that time they

have sold over 2,400 portable engines and machiaes in

Austro-Hungary and the Principalities, more thau 300

sets of which were sold in 1872. The demand in these

quarters for their engines and machines is yearly in-

creasing, and we feel sure the firm are well deserving of

all the encouragement they have received, both from the

public and the Vienna Commission.

Messrs. Ransomes, Sims, aud Head, of Ipswich, another

large firm with branches likewise in the country, exhibit

largely in all kinds of implements. More notably, and

perhaps one of the chief attractions of the implement

department, is their patent portable steam engine.

In this invention the firm were assisted by a

Russian engineer, who has contrived by this means to

burn any description of fuel, such as straw, reeds, cotton,

sugar-cane refuse, aud consequently steam can now be

used as a motive power iu countries where vegetable

products abound, but where coal and wood are not easily

obtained except at a very high price. The apparatus for

feeding the eugiue with straw, &c., is self-actiug, and

driven from the engine by means of a strap. It can be

easily disconnected from the boiler, aud the ordinary

fire-door substituted in its place, in cases where it may
be expedient to burn wood or coal. Steam may be got

up with straw as easily as with any other combustible, by

attaching a handle to the feeding rollers aud turniug

them by hand instead of steam-power. One m.m only

is necessary to feed the straw into the machine, and an

engine of this description does not require any more
men to superintend it than if coal or wood were used as

fuel. The average consumption of straw is about four

or five times the weight of that of coal, aud according to

experiments made about ten to twelve sheaves of straw

are require! to thrash one hundred slieaves of wheat.

Another successful application of machinery by this en-

terprising firm may be seen in their steam thrashing ma-
chines. These are constructed according to the experience

gained of the requirements of different countries. There is

one class intended for hot countries, where the grain has hi-

therto been trodden out by the feet of either horses or mules.

When the machine is at work, the wheat, barley, or oats

to be thrashed are placed iu at the top of the machine in

the ordinary manner, and the grain conies out of the

other end into the straw chopper, which reduces it into

small pieces, perfectly separated and softened, in the

same way as when trodden out by cattle ; in addition to

which the straw thus chopped up is entirely free from

dirt, dust, or dung. The practical results have shown
that these machines are much more economical than the

old system of treading out the grain. The farmer is

enabled to thrash a large quantity of grain in a short

space of time, aud without tlie immense loss which has

always attended the method hitherto employed ; in addi-

tion to which he obtains a better price for his grain,

owing to its being perfectly clean, and of au uniform
sample ; and the cattle also thrive better on the straw

chopped by the machine on account of its freedom from
dirt. The firm exhibit another class, which hold a very
high reputation in the extensive coru-growing districts

iu the South of Europe, Hungary, North aud South
Russia, &c. ; aud some of them working on the Danube
have been known to thrash 1,200 bushels in a day of
twelve houis in a perfectly satisfactory manner. The
grain thrashed by these machines also is quite clean, and
well suited for exportation, aa4 they are specially

adapted for all countries where it is necessary to thrash

a large quantity of grain in a short space of time, and

with great economy of fuel. Messrs. R., S., and H. are

exhibitors likewise of horse-rakes and haymakers,

double aud single bullock-ploughs, especially adapted for

the large corn districts of Eastern Europe. Altogether,

we can scarcely speak in too high terms of praise of

^Messrs. Ransomes' machinery ; and, looking through the

Agricultural Hall, and then contrasting its contents with

what may be seen iu the foreign departments, the supe-

riority of the British implement makers is conspicuously

apparent.

JMessrs. Robey, of Lincoln, exhibit portable, vertical, and

horizontal engines, thrashing machines, with iron frames,

steam elevators, corn grinding mills, wood-sawing ma-

cliiuery, &c. IMessrs. Garrett, of the Leistoa ^Vorks, ex-

hibit portable steam-engines and thrashing machinery,

corn-drills, horse-hoes, manure distributors, &c. Messrs.

E. R. and F. Turner, of Ipswich, show some excellent

machinery. They claim especial attention to their ex-

hibits of portable steam-engines, with self-acting expan-

sion gear. Messrs. Samuelson and Co. exhibit some grass

mowers, and two patent '' Royal" reapers, for which they

claim particular advantages, as well as their patent ori-

ginal self-raker. This latter implement has been success-

ful iu gaining prizes at Berlin, Paris, Holland, Denmark,

aud other localities. Messrs. Nicholson and Son, of the

Trent Iron Works, exhibit their patent double-action hay-

making machines, with forward aud reverse motions,

which have 'gained prizes at several exhibitions ; also

their lighter hay machines. In these latter there is an

absence of all complication, besides every convenient

arrangement for putting the machine in aud out of work
quickly, aud of alteriug its height from the ground with

equal expedition. The firm exhibit several new patent

horscrakes, which have been greatly improved iu antici-

pation of this exhibition, and which are considered very

simple and efficient. Not only is the labour of a man
and boy to lead the horse dispensed with, but the difll-

culty of delivery on foot, aud stepping over the windrow,

or the mass accumulated by the modern capacious

teeth, is entirely obviated. Nicholsons exhibit also

turnip-cutters and root-pulpers for cattle, as well as oil-

cake breaking machines, chaff-cutters. Their vertical

steam-engines recommend themselves on account of their

economy for use on a farm where fuel is dear, and its

transport dilficult. They are applicable to chaff-cutting,

root-pulping, corn-crushing, pumping, hoisting, as well

as for driving machines at manufactories, breweries, &c.

Messrs. Barrett, Exall, aud Andrews, of Reading, exhibit

several fixed and portable steam-engines of the tirst-class,

the value of which have been tested on former occasions.

To the Reading Iron Works credit is due for being the

first ready among all the exhibitors in the British section

of the machiuery hall. On the 1st of May, as we were

informed, their fixed engine could have been worked had

the steam aud water been supplied by the authorities.

Messrs. Horusby & Sous, of Grantham, who have

branch establishmeuts at Vienna and Posth, where they

are ably represented by their manager, Mr. Manistre, make
an ample exhibit of machiuery. Our attention was par-

ticularly attracted to their portable steam engines, which

are decidedly handsome pieces of workmanship, and do

credit to their establishment, if only for their external

finish and neatness. The firm exhibit three of respectively

8, 10, and 20 nominal horse-power, the two smaller sizes

with single cylinder, and the 20-horse fitted with two

cylludcrs aud link motion reversing gear. All these en-

gines are constructed on a patent principle of placing the

cylinder inside the steam-chamber, aud iu direct contact

with the steam in the boiler. This system is effectual in

preveuting all coudeusatio-'' of steam iu the cj'liaders, and
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cousequeiitly of ccouoiiiisiiig fiiul—a point of which all

the makers sclmu very wisely to have dircclcJ their alteu-

tiou—and inereasiui; the eli\;ctive power of the engine.

One of these engines has been kept in operation since the

opening at the exhibition workshops, so that agoodoppor-
tunily has been aftordcd of testing its qnalities. Our at-

tention was drawn to two highly llnished specimens of

thrashing machines, for which, in conjunction with the

steam-engines, this firm is deservedly known in this part

of the Continent. The testimony of nsers is that, not only
do these machines show their superiority when thrashing

grain which is dry and in good condition, but also when
the grain is wet and consequently more ditlicult. Great

attention has been paid to details. The cranks are made
in separate parts, case-hardened, giving durability, and in

case of accident enabling a farm-labourer to replace auy
portion without necessarily an entirely new crank.

i\mongs( the other implements exhibited by Messrs.

Hornsby & Sons jiiust be uoteda])retty little horse mow-
ing machine, the cutter of which, revolving rouud a cylin-

der, may be raised or depressed to any angle for the pur-

pose of trimming hedges, or mowing the grass in ditches.

The driver, comfortably seated behind, holds the reins in

one hand, while with the other he directs its movements
by means of a couple of levers. The other implements

exhibited, are rotary screens, drills, six ploughs, an ex-

cellent turnip-cutter, and some very eflicient washing,

wringing, and mangling machines,

^lessrs. Eurgess and Key exhibit a reaping macliine for

two horses, invented by Mr. McConnick, of the United

States, and made by them, which delivers the corn, when
cut in sheaf, cleu' of horses' feet ; these machines are

also adapted for light horses or bullocks. IMessrs. Ruston,

Proctor, and Co. exhibit amongst their other machinery a

portable steam-engine with single cylinder, and fitted with

variable expanse excentric. They supply large num-
bers of these engines for use in every country in the

world, for thrashing, grinding, pumping, sawing, and
every conceivable purpose requiring steam - power.

Messrs. Woods, Cocksedge, and Warner, of Stow-
market, claim especial excellence for their iron horse-

power, which is at work upon the Sandringham estate.

These are made in various sizes, from pony power to six

strong horses, in the strongest and most compact manner.

Messrs. Coleman and Morton, of Chelmsford, exhibit

cultivators for light, mixed, and heavy soils, corn screens

for separating grain; potato digging machines, manure
and water-carts, &c.

Messrs. Howard, of Bedford, are conspicuous for that

very useful and primary implement the plough. This

being the speciality of the firm, they have given

great attention to the manufacturing of a plough de-

signed for Trance, Germany, and other countries, where

wider furrows are ploughed than in England. The
"Anglo Saxon" ploughs are fitted with a single swing-

wheel carriage, which renders the turning of the plough

at land's end so easy that the strength of a boy only is

required. The beams are of wrought-iron, and double

throughout, and these ploughs are as free from complica-

tion of parts as it is possible to make them. They are

light and simple, and will plough from 5 to 10 inches

deep, so that they are fitted for general purposes. The firm

have studied the requirements of different countries ; for

instance, in ploughing light land in England the custom
varies from that in force upon the Continent, owing to

causes probably controlled by the climate. In England,

the slice is turned over without breaking it, whereas on
the Continent the reverse is the desideratum. The far-

mer endeavours to plough and pulverize at the same time.

In Austria the climate is apparently much the same as

in England, but the nights are cold, and the middle of

the day's exceedingly hot, and the air is much drier. By

breaking the soil in the autumn the self-sown seeds spring

up again, and the land is then harrowed ; and the

weeds are in that way destroyed, so that when the

crop is sown after the harrowing the land is in a

state that little cleaning of the crop is required during

its growth. The experience of the Austrian farmers lead

them to interfere as little as possible with the crop whilst

growing, as by so doing they save labour. Messrs.

Howard's " Bessarabian" jjlough, which is drawn by six

or eight oxen, is an implement that will stand a great

deal of rough usage, very necessary where the people

are exceedingly clumsy and ignorant. It is made of

wrought-iron and steel, with wronght-iron wheels. This

plough is intended for deep ploughing, and is suitable for

the Southern provinces of Russia and the Principalities.

Experience has taught the firm that ditlerent implements

are needed in difl'erent countries. This dovible- furrow

plough is coming into use very slowly owing to the pre-

judice of the farmers, who believe that their horses are

too light for the work. They do not ajipear able to appre-

ciate the fact that a double-furrow plough requires less

draught than two single ploughs. It takes four horses

to draw two single ploughs, and three to draw a double-

furrow, by which lattei- meaus the labour of a man and
a horse is saved. The Austrian farmers seem at once to

be startled at the weight of the implement, but over-

look the fact that this renders its working more steady.

Messrs. Howard's patent haymakers are used in countries

where the want of labour is felt as much as in England.

These implements have been constructed with the greatest

care; and as every part of the machine is liable to straiif

it is made of wrought or malleable iron. They may safely

be removed any distance without fear of breakage, and

without the necessity of taking them to pieces. As the

hay harvest in these countries is of the greatest import-

ance to the farmer, the value of a first-class haymaker
not liable to get out of order can hardly be too highly

valued. In many cases, its use in a single season more
than repays its cost. Their patent self-acting horsc-

rakes are sold in great numbers to the largest pro-

prietors, whilst the patent lever horse-vakes liave found

their principal customers amongst the smaller proprietors,

on account of their cheapness.

In the machineiy department we also observed that

Messrs. Sutton and Messrs. Carter, our noted seedsmen,

had two really splendid trophies, composed of vegetables,

corn, grasses, and seeds, and at the time of our visit they

were doing a brisk trade at their stands. There were

other exhibitors whose names attracted our notice,

amongst which we can mention Messrs. Gibbs', celebrated

for manures ; Huntley and Palmer for biscuits ; Batty

for pickles and preserves ; J. and J. Colman for mustard,

starch, and corn-flour; the English Condensed Milk

Company, and the Anglo-Swiss Company, whilst many
others equally excellent in their several departments doubt-

less escaped our notice.

THE EOREIGN IMPLEMENTS.
THE CORN AND ELOUR TRADE OF HUNGARY.
The extent to which agriculture, forestry, and cattle-

rearing are followed in Austria may be understood from

the space that is allotted to their entries in the Exhi-

bition itself, and their importance in a country where one-

third of the population are engaged in either one or other

of these pursuits. The immense number of articles col-

lected together furnish an unraistakeable criterion of the

resources of Austria and its neighbours, and an opportunity

for observation that may not be realised again. Leaving

the British Implement Department, with just a

passing word for Down's Earmcrs' Eriend, who has been

doing as well here as a farmers' friend should do, and

so going along the great Machinery Hall, which
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nearly equals the main building in length, we find
a space called the Ackerban, where there are separate
erections, each illustrating by its contents either
agriculture, horticulture, or 'forestry. In one of
these buildings, constructed in a fanciful manner, with
a garden and fish-ponds attached, are the products of the
Schwarzenhurg estates. We are here introduced to a
miniature representation of the Princes' domains in

Bohemia and Syria. Facing the door, you get a glimpse
of the forests, with the foliage of the trees, the animals,
birds, and insects, arranged together. In the centre of
the room are the different kinds of corn and grasses,
showing them in the stalk, the kernel, and the seeds

;

and you can learn at a glance what are the staple crops of
the country. The show of cereals is good, the hops are
splendid, the wheat is bearded like barley, and there are
nine or ten different samples of Hour. Upon the walls are
maps of the farms, plans of the farm-houses, buildings,
and labourers' cottages, portraits of the animals, as we
noticed particularly the merino sheep with their fleeces

beneath and the weights of the wool taken off the backs
of each animal. There are samples of the root crops,
beetroot and the sugar produced, cocoons and the produce
of the silkworm ; the oils and oilcakes made upon the
estate

; the poppies are also turned to account, and the
various nuts. There are the pieces of timber showing the
wood, the models of the rafts upon which the timber is

floated, and the tools in use amongst the woodmen and the
labourers. Besides, there are the products of the mines,
the blocks of marble, ii'on, coal, plumbago, and specimen
boxes of lead pencils. Near the Schwarzenhurg col-

lection is placed that of Prince Lupert of Saxe-Coburg
Gotha, which, following out the same idea, intro-

duces us to the productions of Hungary, where
his domains are situated. In the government
pavilion of agriculture is shown an historical array of
ploughs, from the rudest wooden instruments to the most
finished English models of Howard and Ilausome-
The visitor cannot fail to observe one plough, which was
handled by the Kaiser Joseph in 1769, whom we presume
in those days was a great patron of agriculture, backed by
portraits of the ploughman and his wife, both honest-
looking folks.

In the Eastern Agricultural Hall are the implements
of the foreign exhibitors, which we do not wish to disparage
their productions, but so far as our observation went,
they appeared to offer a marked contrast to those we had
noticed in the British department. The Prussian ini-

])lements are chiefly remarkable for their clumsiness, and
in most instances are but inferior imitations of our Eng-
lish makers. The chaffcutters exhibited by the firm of
Lanz, at Munich, were, however, decidedly good copies of
Richmond and Chandler's. Mr. J. D. Garrett exhibits
implements made by foreign workmen at Pesth, where
they turn out 150 sets annually, their foremen being
English, but the workmanship is not of a highly finished

description. They may have somewhat to recommend
them in price, although labour is not by any means
abundant, and the large number of men that are required
for the military service necessitates the employment of
women. This is the bane of all Continental nations, and,
•although a misfortune for the people, still it is an
inducement for employers to purchase machinery.
Clayton and Shuttleworth are exhibitors of implements
in the foreign department made at their factory at Vienna.
Anton Burg and Son, of A''ieuna, displayed some
good implements upon their stand. Hofherr, of
Vienna, exhibit thrashing machines and reapers, which
look like copies of Ilansome and Samuelson. We can
speak very highly of Anton Wiesner's moveable cellars
for keeping beer, which might, we should think, be gene-
rally introduced into England with advantage. Brewing

is an extensive business in Austria, and the beer is de-

cidedly of a most superior character, and assisted greatly

by the mode in which it is cellared and supplied to the

public. The lower barrel remains in ice, whilst the con-

tents are drawn from the upper by a syphon tap. This im-
parts animation to the beer, which is always cool, and only

those who have tasted a boch of the Viennese can duly ap-

preciate the admirable qualities of their malt liquor, which
seems to be free from intoxicating ingredients and reason-

able in price. The Russian implements, although not what
an English farmer would care to purchase, are creditable

for such a backward country. Robey, of Lincoln,

shows implements made in Hungary, but although

exact copies of their own, they are very inferior to

their exhibits in the British department. Keer and

Shorten, an English firm, who have been established for

many years at Pesth, where they have acquired an inti-

mate knowledge of the wants of the country, are

exhibitors of agricultural implements. Kiihne, of

Wieselburg, does a large trade in implements ; and we no-

ticed some good copies of Garrett's drill. Sigel and Co.,

of Vienna, Neustadt, and Berlin, are locomotive builders

upon a very extensive sale, and implement makers besides.

Julius Carow, agent for Hornsby and Sons, exhibits

hand and horse thrashing machines, and clover thrashing

and dressing machines, made at their factory at Prague.

In the French department there was a machine which at-

tracted some attention, called the Trieur, exhibited by
Lullier. This implement is considered very successful in

effecting the object of clearing off the black portions

from the grain, which seems peculiar to the produce of

the country. Jos. Oserat Reams, in Lower Austria, ex-

hibits a collection of stones for the corn mills. The ma-
nufacture of flour is almost a speciality of the country,

and the export has increased in spite of the badness of the

seasons, so that in 1872, 72,406, OOOIbs. were sent from
Trieste to Great Britain, whilst a further quantity of

20,000,OOOIbs. were sent to Eastern countries, besides

consignments in casks to the Brazils. Between Comorn
and Pesth the Danube is covered with small floating

mills, grinding corn, that are driven by the stream ; and
at Pesth we were informed that mills were at work with

from 20 up to 120 pairs of stones, driven by steam, and
manufacturing some of the best flour in the world. This

trade seems to offer very good prospects for the Hunga-
rians ; and the bulk of the produce exported to Great

Britain is shipped to Liverpool, although some finds its

way to London. The prices of the best quality ranged

last year, for abagof 2001bs., from 25fl. 55kr. to 28 95kr.,

and the millers were enabled to retrieve, in part or en-

tirely, the losses suffered in previous years.

The chief agricultural resources of Austria are to be

found in Hungary, Bohemia, and Galicia. The farmers

in Upper Austria have the reputation for being the best

in Germany, but nowhere does the land produce in pro-

portion to its natural advantages. The appliances are

often of the rudest description, and even in such a simple

matter as the barrow the construction has remained so

faulty that the whole weight, when moving the load of

earth, is thrown upon the shoulders of the man who
wheels it. The best breeds of cattle are reared in Hun-
gary and Styria. The pastures of Eastern Hungary
support immense flocks of sheep. The importance of

this province has become more apparent since the interests

of the empire have retrograded from Germany and Italy

and tended towards the East. Unfortunately there have

been a succession of bad harvests for four years, coupled

with extensive inundations in the Banat, by which means
many hundreds of thousands of acres of corn-growing

land have been rendered useless. These disasters, with

others known to the commercial world, have been suffi-

cient to cloud for a time the prospects of all classes, and
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to create a feeling of dislnisl with regard to the future.

The govcruraeut of au empire fornicd of such hetero-

genous races is a task of no sliglit dilticuity, one portion,

that is Austria Proper, inclines towards Germany, wliilst

another portion refuses to be Germanised upon any terms,

and hence the chance of a rupture, in which some of the

states might form themselves into a separate federation.

The internal communications are in course of improve-

ment both by railway and canal, and the great stream of

the Danube must always serve as tlie main artery for the

conveyance of produce. Hungary, with tlie Banat, has

G32 market-places, at all of whicli fairs arc held tliree or

four times in the year, and it is computed that on each

day of the year uo less than eight markets are held in

the country. The four annual fairs of Pesth may be said

to possess European importance. Next after them rank
the fairs of Debreczin. Szegszard is famous for its horse

and wine market, Raab for corn and horses, Oldenburg
for its cattle fair, Keskemcs for sheep, Nagy-Koros for

swine, Miskolz for horses and cattle, Losoncz and
Tyruan for wool, Grosswardein for cattle. Tlie fairs

of Arad are important in all respects. In au agricultural

point of view, the weekly markets are of even greater

importance than the annual fairs. The number of places

where regular markets are held exceeds two hundred.

From these places the corn is sent by road, rail, or canal

to the various stations along the Danube, and thence by
the K.K. Douau Dampfsehilf Gesellschaft, or a Hungarian
Com|iany, to Pesth, wiiich is the great corn market

for this part of Europe. In 1S6S, previous to the

bad harvests, the supplies of corn received at the Pesth

market amounted to 13,025,000 pecks, and the quantities

exported to 11,235,000 pecks. In 1873 the amounts

were relatively 9,323,000 and 1,110,000 pecks. The

price in tlie latter year averaged G il. 58 kr. per peck. The

Wallachian corn sometimes tinds its way hither, but

usually goes to Galatz. Since the opening of the Sulina

mouth of the Dauube, Indian corn has been cultivated

largely for export to England, and the crop has of late

been in every respect satisfactory and the quality excellent.

The city itself, the centre of this traflic by rail and river,

which, with all its suburbs, now contains a population

estimated at nearly 350,000, has of late years surpassed

every other European capital as regards rate of increase

and developnient. Large sums are being expended in the

construction of public works necessitated by the demands

of commerce. Tiie shores of the Danube are being lined

with a handsome embankment ; extensive docks ind a rail-

way bridge in the vicinity of the Custom-house are to be

conunenced forthwith. Much of the poorer portion of

the town is being opened out by new streets, handsomely

paved with granite, and intersected by tramways. Most

of the English engaged in the corn trade are residents at

Pesth, and consider that its position will sooner or later

make it the rival of Vienna. Tliose with whom we con-

versed spoke also in the highest terms of the Austrian

Emperor, the Archdukes, the Austrian Government, and

of the demeanour of the people towards them. With the

prospect of an expanding market for British wares, there

seems au opening for intelligent, enterprising, young

men, who are willing to begin a career beyond the paternal

homestead. In Hungary there is a strong feeling of

friendship for England, with a recollection of sympathy

in former times, and this may go far to account for the

hospitable manner in which English visitors are welcomed

by this handsome race of men—and women.

BOTLEY AND SOUTH HANTS FARMERS' CLUB.

FREEDOM OF CONTRACT.

At the iait meeting at Botley, the preiideut, Mr. W. Warner,
in tiie chair,

Mr. W. C Spooner said he should not be at all surprised

if many persons in taking up tlie notice paper and reading the

subject would say, What a simple man this must be to propose

such a very simple question, requiring such a very simple

answer ! lie would not be at all surprised at that being the

opinion of many of them, because they miglit say tliat freedom

of contract had been familiar to them since their school days.

They knew what freedom was, and they knew what a contract

was ; they sometimes found it out to their cost. They all had
a great respect for freedom, and were accustomed to consider

that this is a free country, in which everything ought to be,

in which everytliing should be, free. But he did not thiuk that

was always the case, especially as regarded freedom of contract,

for the more they looked into the title the greater anomaly
would they find it. This was a free country, it was true, but

where was perfect freedom ? They must look back to the time

when " wild in woods the naked savage ran." No sooner did

societies form, uo sooner did numbers increase, than the ad-

vantages of civilisation were sought, each man was prepared to

give up some small portion of Ids freedom, and just in pro-

portion to the large number assembled in certain places, was
the amount of freedom each person was called upon to give

up. lie did not know who originated the title, freedom of

contract. It was a very tlatterinR and taking term, and one
people might be calculated to believe in, but if they examined
it they would find thai it was a myth, that it was a riddle, a

conundrum, a difficulty that required a good deal of explana-

tion ; it resembled tvi o chemical bodies simple at a distance,

destructive when united. Freedom got on very well, and con-

tract got on very well ; but once get them together and tlie

moment the contract was signed the freedom was lost. Most
of the farms taken in this country were under some form of

aftreement or other, and did they not frequently find that free-

dom of contract had altogether destroyed freedom of cultiva-

tion, and he said unhesitatingly that it was of the greatest

interest to the agriculturist and the public at large ; and if

one must fail and not the other, then lie said let freedom o

contract fail, and let freedom of cultivation prevail. They all

knew perfectly well that no subject had been discussed through

the length and breadth of the land so much as this and the

other various points taken up by Mr. Howard and Mr. C. S.

Read in the Commons|_House of Parliament. Twenty or more

years ago a somewhat similar bill was brought in by Mr
Pusey, and was neutralised and destroyed, whereas^ if it had

been carried they would have had a larger production in th

country, and there would not liave been that scarcity of mea
such as was experienced at present. It was only necessary

compare farms conducted in a spirited manner witli farms

equally good, but neglected. He alluded to the different prac

tices observed by two farmers, and which would make au

enormous difference in amount of food, and go very far towards

supporting the surplus population of this country. The bill

to which allusion had been made consisted of a great many
clauses, and a great deal could be said of the whole of them.

—thirty-four, besides the schedule. It would be quite unne-

cessary to go into these, now indeed, quite impossible, but it

was a fact that large numbers of the landowners were favour-

ably disposed to the bill except upon one point, which could,

lie thought, be got over. Without going into the merits or

demerits of the bill or of the 12th clause, if they could get

something substantial, or something to make the bill be in

force, which would get it introduced in such a state as to afford

satisfaction to all parties, was all that was required. The
short 12tli clause read thus :

" Any contract made by a tenant

after the passing of this Act, by virtue of which he is de-

prived of his right to make any claim which he would other-

wise be entitled to make under tiiis Act, shall, so far as

relates to such claim, be void both at law and in equity."

That was an important point. Those who would advocate the

bill said that unless they passed that, or some clause similar

to that, it would be uo Act of Parliament at all. Against that

some reasoned, " Would you do away with freedom of con-
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tract, or would vou prevent two parties Loth understanding tlie

business in which tliey were engaged, from entering into au
arrangement mutually satisfactory to both P" But did tliey not

know tliat tliere were many farms which were not carried on

satisfactorily under such arrangements? They must remember
also there were landowners who bore excellent characters as

landlords, who objected to this. Among others there was Sir

John Pakington, who bore an excellent character as a landlord,

as also Lord Portman's son who recently made a speech in

Dorset ; and Mr. Neville could not be excelled as a landlord,

and yet opposed the clause. But because a man was clever or

successful was it essential that they should adhere to his doc-

trine, although he thought there was a good deal in tlie argu-

ment ? When this bill was coneoted, and this clause intro-

duced, they considered the Lincohishire agreement was the best

iu the country, and no other was required. They had every-

thing favoumble under this arrangement; therefore, it was
thought that this 12tli clause would provide for all other

cases. Now he thought the great point was to consider how
this was to be done, for unless it was done they could not

carry that bill. If they objected to this 12th clause, and say

the other ])arts of the bill were good, and it was perfectly fair

and right that compensation should be given for unexhausted
improvements— if they believed the bill to be sincere and not

liypocriticaL they ought to supply the deficiency which was
apparent without this 12th clause, for they could not carry the

bill without something of the sort. They could have this

proviso not as a 12th clause but in the preamble or any proper

place, so that the provisions of tlie bill shall show that this

shall be the law of the land in all cases, wiless there is a con-

tract or agreement giving substantial compensation. Some
people thoughi this was vague and indefinite, but he did not

tiiink there were any two valuers but would agree that it

was substanti:il. Take the case of oil-cake feed, from which
the outgoii-g tenant has received no sort of advantage whatever.

It was a frequent thing to reckon one.third, and if that was
so it would be substantial compensation ; if one-half, it would
be substantial, or even if one-quarter, but if it was a compensa-
tion which would prove a myth, such as one-tenth or one-

eighth, this would not be substantial, then the supplying of

these words would be sufficient to secure compensation for im-

provements. It was right to say they supported this, or else

they were adverse to the bill. They might say that they must
not upset a contract, but he would answer there were thousands
of such precedents in the country. There was the power
given the tenant to deduct income-tax from his landlord's

rent, and if that power had not been conferred the tenant
would have had to pay the landlord's taxes as well as his own.
Tliero were thousands of examples, also, to show that this law
of contract, as it at present stood, was a myth, and there was
no necessity for the needless and absurd alarm endeavoured to

be excited upon this subject. A short time ago, speaking with
a land valuer on this question, he said it must not be done,

—they must not disturb the law of contract—and he looked
very solemn when he said tills, as they all do; and even al-

though they othervvise supported the bill. The objection to

this bill made them look back to the days when there was a
superstitious regard for certain things. It put liiniiu mind of
the Veiled Prophet in Moore's Lalla Ilookh

—

The veil, the silver veil, that he had llung

In mercy there, to shield from mortal sight

His dazzling brow till man could bear the light

;

and who then raised a large army, and got consequests ; but
the time came when the silver veil was removed, and then it

was seen the ugliness of the face. So with freedom of con-
tract. It only wanted to be torn off—to be unveiled—and
then they would see how little respect it really deserved. He
had delayed the company some time, but would not do so very
much longer, because he saw those present who would add
very much to the interest of the subject by taking part in the
discussion. He would merely reiterate the points, and ask them
to bring themselves to look at them in their proper light. He
would not ask them as Lord Houghton (Milnes Monckton
tliat was) asked Mr. Howard at the Social Science Meeting,
if there were any cases to show that the tenant was forced to
leave at six months' notice, leaving behind him these different
improvements, and upon which money had been expended,
with the intention of carrying on the farm. Now he (Mr.
Spooner) thought it was so palpable, so well known, that Mr.
Howard was perfectly right m not entering into the question.

Although Lord Houghton was a very clever man he must have
been in one of his dreams, which had been formed in his

poetical mind wlien he propounded this innocent question.

Mr. Howard told him there were many examples, and they

knew there were thousands of instances where fatmers had
been deprived of their farms without any compensation. There
was one other point, and that was that although it appeared

to be mainly a question between the outgoing tenant and the

landlord, yet in point of fact in nineteen out "of twenty cases

it is between the outgoing and the incoming tenant. The land-

lord stood by in most cases, and lie w ould impress this especially

upon their minds, where eight-tenths of the tenants were
asking this they were as likely to be incoming tenants as out-

going tenants. For instance, when a farmer had sons to put

into farms, and would be willing to allow the outgoing tenant

his just rights—he urged this by way of argument—a land-

lord having doubts should give the tenants tiic benefit. He
said the principle was a wise thing, and that beyond the argu-

ment as between landlord and tenant there was the argument
in favour of the people. The population of this country was
increasing, and the people must be fed, and was it right that

persons holding property in this country, by improving which
the food of the population could be increased, and while enjoy-

ing this property, should refuse the means by which it migiit

be improved ? Was it prudent, and was it well ? It might be

asked if there were not peculiar privileges. It might be said

that the owner gets only 2| or 3 per cent., but why was this ?

Because of real or fancied privileges on the land. Mr. Spooner
proceeded to point out that the landlord had the first claim

on the tenant's capital. Supposing the tenant was in difficulties

and owed his landlord £200 for rent, and owed another per-

son £200 for that which had been applied for improvemeuts.
The landlord got his money, but the other creditor nothing.

The latter might have been careless about the matter and have
thought that the landlord would have looked to this, and not

have lent him credit by hoisting him into a good farm without
his having capital. He said this because he had a riglit to

point out the great advantages the landlord possessed, in com-
mon with duties generally so well performed, and so possessing

these advantages it became his duty to himself, to the tenant,

and to his country, to give the bill sufficient support to pass

it through the Houses of Parliament. It was no small thing

that the minds of agriculturists had been directed to this for

the past twenty years ; that there was no subject on which they

had been so well agreed, and upon which they had been so

thoroughly satisfied as to its juscice. He hoped they would
allot them take a free part in this discussion, and at the con-

clusion he would be happy to give any further explanation.

Jlr. J. BLU^'DELL said this was a subject which had been
thought over by the most practical men in the country, and
he took it freedom of contract was introduced when Mr,
Howard introduced this bill. Parties who agreed with the

principle of granting compensation for unexhausted improve-

ments, and yet, when it was wished to make it compulsory
that tenants should not grow crops which would benefit them-
selves, the landlords, or any other persons, objected to such a

course being adopted, could not be agreeing to this principle.

It was the duty of the Legislature to carry out this measure,

but really, from the opinions of some, oue would think they

were called upon to inflict some serious injury. But what
was it that this hill called upon them to do ? To make it

compulsory for the landlords to carry out for their benefit,

their tenants benefit, and for the public benefit, those excel-

lent measures which were in force in Lincolnshire. It was
said if they put a restraint upon the landlord they would
interfere with freedom of contract ; but what did that mean P

Had not freedom of contract been so abused, so scandalised,

that it was an extortion in various ways upon the tenants of

this country ? and it was of this abuse they complained.

What was all this excitement about, and what were agricul-

turists agitating upon P It was all taking place- under free-

dom of contract ; and if that was so, what made them so

scared, and wiiy should it be so inviolable ? It was not to

the credit of freedom of contract that they should have all

the abuses in this country relating to land property. He
would show them how difficult it was for landlords or tenants

to carry out their intentions. A person inherited £100,000,
and puts £50,000 of it into 3 per cent, consols. That always
came iu very readily, without any trouble, and then he puts

the other £50,000 into landed property. Then came the

serious question, and those getting their dividends from the 3
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per eeuts. kucw notliinpc of tlie responsibility as to laud.

Tliey expected to get tlieir 3 per cent, the same as tliey got
ill consols, and that was all they cared. Tlieir lands were put
in the hands of the laud agent, and he gets all the old leases

renewed withont any of tlie privileges which it was necessary

should be extended to the tenant, and hence all the disasters

that tlipy complained of, game included (A Voice : So it is).

This r2lh clause was the compulsory part of the bill so-called,

and it might be compulsory, but it was a restraint upon
landlords and tenants, and he also said that all the laws of the

kingdom put a restraint upon somebody. The reason why
these restraints were found necessary was because society got

into a very complicated state, and they knew very well that

the reason for restraining persons was because the greatest

abuses were practised in freedom of contracts. How was it

with the Merchant Shipping Act ? There was freedom of

coniract, but the Government restrained shipowners from
taking emigrants in their ships packed like herrings in a

barrel, and there was scarcely another Act but had the same
elTect. Let them look at the Bills of Parliament respecting

the drainage of towns and other sanitary matters, which were
all restraints, and would they then repudiate this gigantic

Act, as he called it, which was important to the welfare of

the whole country ? It was most important in various other

ways. The objection of many was, although they agreed with

the principle of the bill, that they could not agree to tlie 12lh

clause, because it interfered with freedom of contract. It was
just as with a train that when on the main line shunts off

into a siding without rhyme or reason. Again, it had been

asked why this was not applied to mercantile affairs as well

as in agriculture. It was really astonishing that men should

be so iguorant and yet be returned to the House of Commons.
AVliat they had to complain of chielly was the insecurity of

the tenants' capital, and as long as the tenants' capital was
insecure it could not, would not flow into the cultivation of

the land. He did not hesitate to say that millions of money
were at the present time ready to be invested in the cultiva-

tion of the soil as soon as they had security for capital so

invested, but as long as there were such restrictions in the

laws under which they existed, it was not encouraging to

men to spend more money. The next thing was the game
question, and he wanted to know whether that was not one

of the most serious reasons why capi'tal did not flow into the

cultivation of the land. He knew at that moment men with

excellent capital of seven, eight, or nine thousand pounds,

who declared that if they could not get game and sport upon
their own property they would not invest in the land. Per-

haps they would tell him the tenant must be a fool to take

the farm with these restrictions, but he would say there was
not one farm in five to be had free of game or tree of these

serious and damaging restrictions ; and if that was the fact

how could they ask the tenant why he took the farm under
such circumstances. Was that any excuse ? (No.) There
was no clause in the Act compelling the landlord lo let the

farm, but under this 12th clause it must be under certain

restrictions tliat he lets the land, and therefore he (Mr. Blun-
dell) assumed that the 12tli clause was a proper thing to

introduce into this bill, and he supported it in all its in-

tegrity.

Mr. Cauey (Croft House) remarked that when this ques-

tion was introduced at the last meeting a great many said

they were ignorant of the subject, and he felt so himself. He
did not see how they could consider the question clearly

placed before them. The question was " Freedom of contract

:

What is it? " and he could not see how he was to understand

it, as the great point did not seem to him to be quite ex-

plained, at least, not in a way to be satisfactory. Three

points had been brought before them. First that by which the

landlord by a sort of power by law has an undue right over

the tenant, and therefore liberty of contract is violated. Then
there was the question of tlie unexhausted improvements, and
then the right of the landlord to obtain money above any

other creditor. Those things were agreed upon now, but

might never be agreed upon if the contract was interfered

with. The tenant knew these things were to be in the eon-

tract. The law as to the landlord's having the right of first

payment was, he thought, rather in favour of the tenant, for

supposing it did not exist what the landlord would do would
be to compel his tenant to pay him six months in advance. In-

stead of that being looked upon as a violation of freedom of

contract, it simply affected the power of the landlord over the

tenant. 11: did not think the arguments used showed that

the contract could be made bindiug in a way unjust to any

party.

Mr. James Witiieus said Mr. Spooner had expressed his

views exactly, and lie could not add much to it. He must

confess lie had been a farmer thirty to forty years, and had

heard a great deal about freedom of contract during that

time, but could hardly tell what it meant. He could say

from experience that freedom of contract had failed to do its

work, and therefore they should have legislative enactments,

which should back them up in doing that which freedom of

contract had failed to do. Freedom of contract was an ir/nis

fidiois, which very few had caught, and he thought they

should go in for Messrs.. Howard and Read's bill. They
heard sometimes that capital was wanted to put into the soil

and increase its productions, but these men who had the

capital wanted some inducement held out to them, and until

that inducement was afforded they never would have the

capital for the cultivation of the soil. Nothing was wanting
but that safety for the cultivator, and when it came the

capital would flow into the soil. He was thoroughly con-

vinced that nothing would make the land more productive

than this. It would be better for the landlord, and in the

end the tenant would benefit by it. The bill without the 12lh

clause would be something like the Game-laws in which, he
pointed out, there were so many anomalies. It was like

giving with one hand and taking away with the other.

Nothing would make the land more profitable to the landlord

or tenant than this bill, if passed in its entirety.

Mr. CLEiiENT MiLW^viiD, Q.C., stated that he did not

know that he could throw much light upon the matter. He
quite agreed with Mr. Carey that the question, so far as it

had been presented, had grown very much wider, or, in one
sense, very much narrower, than one might suppose from the

terms in which it had been put down for. If they had taken

that notice in its abstract couditiou they would scarcely have

confined themselves to Mr. Howard and Mr. Head's bill, but

he took it that the object in taking up tlie subjeet was to have

the opinion of the club upon this bill. Now what, he would

ask, was the object in regard to the question of the value of

contract between parties ? Of course it was that they should

bring fair play into operation between the parties contracting,

and at the same time to cause the subject-matter of the con-

tract to give to the community at large all that could be

derived from the land of the nation, and out of the labour

and the capital of the parties employed on that land. Such
clearly would be the legitimate object of the contract affecting

land between the landlord and the tenant. It seemed to him
an important question for consideration how far such a con-

tract or arrangement should be framed as to afford to both

parties perfect fair play, and at the same time to ensure that

the land, which was a limited gift to the country, should be

available to the fullest possible extent. That it was the duty

of landlords to make iheir land as jiroductive as possible for

the interests of the country uo one, he thought, would doubt
;

and although it might be well and proper that landowners

should have the enjoyment of their estates, or portions of them,

for pleasure purposes, nevertheless it was their duty to enable

their soil to contribute as much as possible to the sustenance

of the over-teeming population of these islands. Then came
the question if this duty was imposed, how was it in practice

to be carried out ? He used the word practice advisedly, be-

cause, as a matter of theory, lie must say that to have any
bargains at all forced upon the parties by the stringency

of an Act of Parliament was highly objectionable. Any in-

terference between two men contracting upon a matter, ia

regard to which it must be assumed both knew full well what
they were undertaking, must be to a certain extent wrong in

theory, but, coming to the practice, he was not prepared to

say it might not be successful in its result. In four out of

five eases, they found clauses put into agreements between
landlords and tenants which clearly ought not to be there, and
they found that the tenant, if he did not choose to submit to

those clauses, must give up the opportunity of taking the

land, and, in point of fact, as things existed in this country,

must give up being a tenant-farmer at all. In theory, the

tenant might say he would not submit to those clauses, but, in

practice, he was bound to do so. If, then, the result was that

ihey could not get between the landlord and tenant a fair

and equitable agreement, then he took it that it might be,

and probably was, the duty of the Legislature to step in and
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to provide some means by which the greatest produce of which

they were capable sliould be derived rioiii tiie farms. There

could be no doubt tliat the lands of the country were capable

of producing very micli mere than at present, and there couhi

be an application of mucii larger capital to tlie cultivation of

the soil. Tlien the question arose. Was there capital avail-

able for that purpose ? He thought no one could go iuto a

market or fair witliout being immediately satisfied that there

was no lack of money among them if there was any object

upon which it could be laid cut. The bill which had been

the subject, practically, of their discussion would only establish

a fair custom in the country, and make it binding on all par-

ties. He should be perfectly satisfied, speaking from a land-

lord's point of view, to have the l'2th clau\e remain part of

the hill, provided always all the otlicr and earlier clnuses in

the bill were carefully planned and so put as to amount only

to a fair contract between landlord and tenant, and to secure

to the tenant a certainty of a return for his money.

Mr. James Withers explained that this clause in Mr.

Howard's and Mr. Head's bill, and which they wished to in-

troduce, was the special custom in Lincolnshire, which system

was much liked, while the land was the best cultivated in

England, producing most fool for man, and being also high

priced land.

Mr. lIoLDAWAY said he was obliged to Mr Spooner for the

way in which he had brought the matter before them. Mr.

Carey said he came to learn what the ([ueition meant, and he

would state that he (Mr. Holdaway) knew what it meant.

It meant that lie sliould make a fair contract with iiis land-

lord ; and he thought if he was capable of making tlie agree-

ment, and the landlord also was capable, whatever contract

they made should be binding. He did not think an Act of

Parliament should step in and say, " You shall drain land

whether you like it or not." Draining and other things

sliould not be compelled by Act of Parliament. Still, the

public had the right to say that the laud shall produce a cer-

tain amouut of food, so much as it was capable of producing,

for the landlord only held the land in trust, and was bound to

produce as much as possible for the benefit of the public at

large. There were difficulties in talking of an Act of Parlia-

meut, however, for, take the Game-laws, which said the tenant

should have the game, but when he comes to take the land the

owner says. " I shall reserve the game." It would be fair for

the landlord to have the winged, and the tenant the four-

footed game. The public certainly had a right to inlerfere,

although they were not in tlie contract, in order to make the

laud produce such food as the population required, and were

entitled to. On this latter ground he should have no objection

to the bill.

The Chairman thought this a very simple question,

whether it was necessary that there should be any legislation

upon this subject or not. He belicvid from what he had

heard from even the opponents of the bill that if was neces-

sary to have some legislation upon the subject. He then read

the opinions of I\lr. Howard, Sir John Pakin^ton, and others,

illustrative of this necessity, and continued to say that he

thought where a fair agreement existed, and there was a

mutual confidence between the landlord and tenant, a law

passed confirmed and strengthened that confidence, and showed

that both landlord and tenant in their transactions with each

other were actuated to do that which was light and fair be-

tween themselves, and the law would not create ill feeling, but

rather strengthen the good feeling in existence. It was evi-

dent that while the tenant was subject to six months' notice

to quit without any compensation, it must deter liis putting

a large amount of capital iuto the soil. He quoted the opinion

of Mr. Pratt, of the Devon and Cornwall Chamber of Agri-

culture, and said it appeared to him inconsistent to approve

of a law not giving compensation. He did not think the ob-

jections would hold water at all, and tliey ought to be much
obliged to Messrs. Howard and Rfad for bringing forward this

bill. He woald take this opportunity of noticing something

said about Mr. Clare Sewell Read, and to say that he was one

of the best tenant-farmer representatives in the House of

Commons, lie was a credit to his constituency, and a credit

and an ornament to those whom he represented.

Mr. Blundell : I wish we had a liundred such men.
Mr. W. C. Spooner, in reply, said in the observations made

by Mr. Carey and Mr. Milward they conveyed the impression

as to the arguments he had used not having to do with the

subject, but he contended that they were all more or less con-

nected. At agricultural discussions, speeches were delivered

by gentlemen who were favourable to the subject of the bill,

but objected to interference with freedom of contract, but

none of them had stated what they meant by freedom of con-

tract. In naming this title, he did not think they would ex-

pect that it would represent the germ of the future, or all the

ramifications and every particular afterwards to be adduced.

He thought it better to take a phrase, and show that it was a

myth and a delusion, and he fancied he had succeeded in doing

so", lie could not agree with those gentlemen who said there

was no objection to the 12lli clause, hut what objection there

might he could be easily obviated. He would not advise that

the agreement between good landlords and tenants should

be upset by the bill, but would let every contract stand upon its

merits, where the compensation provided was equitable and sub-

stantial. They wanted nothing fanciful, but that which was

legal and substantial, and when not sufficiently good let them

have something which would make it good. He knew that

neither Mr. Howard nor Jlr. Read wished to stick to the exact

terms of the 12th clause, but would be willing to modify it.

Mr. Bi,UN])iii,L said he did not see the necessity of passing

a resolution. Let the discussion stand for what it was worth.

Mr. W. C. Spooner thought they had better express their

opinion in a resolution, and proposed "That it is the opiuion

of this meeting that no landlord and tenant hill will be of

practicable utility unless it provides that equitable and sub-

stantial compensation shall be paid to tlie outgoing tenant

lor his uuexhausted improvemeuts ; while at the same time

the landlord should be paid for dilapidations and deteriorations

beyond fair wear and tear."

This was put to the meeting and carried; and a vote of

thanks to Mr. Spooner was also carried.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF STOCK.—Oa Sun-

day the 2iid inst., the Canadian, from Quebec, reached

Liverpool, having on board some of the animals recently

sold at Mr. Campbell's sale at New York Mills, and.pur-

chased for English breeders. They were landed at the

Wellington Dock by special Government order, and, after

undergoing the customary twelve hours' quarantine, were

passed by veterinary inspector, and allowed to

depart. A cow and two heifer-calves were de-

spatched to Underley llall for the Earl of Beclive.

The cow is the Tenth Duchess of Geneva, a six years

old, in calf, and her yearling lieifer, the Eighth

Duchess of Oneida, also a roan seven-months-old heifer-

calf called Ninth IHichess of Oneida ; all three animals

are of the fashionable Duchess tribe, and were landed at

a cost of about £10,000. The other animals consisted of

one cow and two heifers for Mr. Ilolford of Northamj)-

tonshire, viz.. Lady Worcester 4th, a roan five-year-oId

of the Wild Eyes tribe, and her red two-year-old heifer by

the Fourth Duke of Geneva. Lady Worcester 4th

was bred by Mr. Harward in England, and

exported to i\merica in 1869. The other heifer

was the Third Duchess of Oneida, roan two-year-old of

the Duchess tribe, an exceedingly good heifer. Unfor-

tunately the Twelfth Lady of Oxford died on the voyage

after being five days at sea. A young roan bull, Airdrie

Geneva, accompanied these animals. He was bred in

Kentucky, from Mr. Reuick's Red Rose tribe, his dam
being purchased and imported by Lord Dunmore last

spring. He is bought by Mr. J. W. -Philips, of Hey-
bridge. The other animals pui chased in America for

English breeders are reported to land at Liverpool next

week. The Denmark, which sailed last week from London
for Havre and New York, took out 126 Shropshire sheep,

purchased by Mr. J. B. Hoyt for Messrs. Hoy t and Pierce,

of California. They were selected from the flocks of

Messrs. Ilorton, Mansell, Minton, Smith, Tanner, and

Lord Chesham.
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CARMARTHENSHIRE FARMER S' CLUB.
THE TENANT-llIGIIT BILL.

At tlie quarterly meetiujj, the raflle resulted as follows :

Patent corn-mill, Mr. R. Lloyd Jones, Carmarthen ; chain-
harrow, Mr. Lewis, Glandulais ; cart liaraess, Dr. Norton,
Nantgla. A set of whippletrees, four hay knives, three dung
forks, and three spades were also distributed by lot.

Mr. Brodie, the chairman, said his next duty was to in-

form them that a few days ago he received a letter from Lord
Emlyn, in which his lordship stated that he was sorry he was
not able to attend this meeting to hear the discussion on tlie

Landlord and Tenant Bill. He should have made it a point

to attend the meeting had he been in the country
; but he

should be in London for sometime. The cliairmaa continued

to say that he was glad to liear the remarks which had been
made by Viscount Emlyn at the agricultural dinner at Llan-
dovery. They really did his heart good, to find that his lord-

sliip was not frightened at the Tenaut-Riglit Bill. It was a

very important subject, aud he would now propose that the

discussion upon it be prolonged to the February meeting at

Llandilo, and he hoped that as many of those present as could

leave home would attend that meeting in order to continue the

discussion.

Mr. Buckley said he had much pleasure in seconding this

proposition, lor by the next meeting they would all have an
opportunity of looking into the Landlord and Tenant Com-
pensation Bill, which would probably be introduced into Par-
liament in the next session.

The Chairman said he had also received a letter from the

Rev. Mr. Cautley, stating that he was not able to attend the

meeting ; and said he entirely agreed with the principle of the

Landlord and Tenant Bill. He now called upon Mr. Davies,

of Troedybryn, to read liis paper upon the Landlord and
Tenant Compensation Bill.

Mr. Davies said : I think you will agree that the relation-

sliip existing between landlord and tenant is one of great im-
portance, not only to themselves, but to the community at

large ; and a good deal of the success and well-being of nations

depend on the due performance of the duties assigned to each.

I ndeed, so nearly connected are tiie links of relationship that

t hey may not inaptly be compared to two different functions

in tlie same body, which incorporation is developed, succoured,

and maintained in proportion as its different members con-

tribute to its healthy organization. Although the majority

may agree with the above statement as to the intimacy and
gravity of the relationship that should naturally exist between
landlord and tenant, yet, when either of them fail to fulfil their

normal duties, there is a very great discrepancy in the public

mind as to where the disease lies, and how best to treat it, in

order to establish a healthy eqnihbrium between the several

points in the said relationship. This subject is as important
as any that has been submitted to the deliberation of this

Club, and when it is considered that the committee fixed the

subject and asked me to introduce it, I claim to a greater de-

gree than usual your kind forbearance and sympathy whilst I

am endeavouring to do justice to a question which is, from its

very nature, shrouded in a variety of intricate problems.

Having such difficulty staring me in tiie face at the onset, I

should have felt very diffident, indeed, in treating on a subject

of such magnitude, had I not been propelled by a sense of

duty to give expression to the experience gained in passing

from the different positions of tenant, agent, to that of laud-

lord ; so I possess the peculiar advantage of comparing my
recorded facts from the three stand-points of landlord, agent,

and tenant. The question of Temut-Rigbt is on old one, and
it has often been discussed from the time that Mr. Pusey be-

gan to agitate it in 1847 ; but at no period has it enlisted

such a universal cry for a settlement as at present, when the

demand for human food so far outstrips the home supply as

to call for a radical change in the mode of farming, whereby
the tenant, in order to develope tiie resources of ins farm, is

obliged to invest larger capital than of yore under what we
may call the exhaustive system. Now, Messrs. Howard and
Read promise to assist this development by an enactment

called Landlord and Tenant Act, the provisions of which we

are here to discuss, I trust, in a fair and temperate manner.
The 1st clause entitles the tenant at leaving, from whatever
cause, to compensation in respect of improvements, whether
temporary, durable, or permanent. I quite coincide with this,

and I think that most landlords of -.ny acquaintance practise
it, provided the improvements have been done with their con-
sent and to their satisfaction. The 2nd clause explains what
is understood by temporary, durable, or permanent improve-
ments—namely, temporary improvements shall extend to any
outlays elfectuaily aud properly incurred in the purchase and
application of manures, or fertilizers to other than corn crops,
or in tlie purchase of corn, cake, and other feeding stuffs con-
sumed by live stock on the holding. " Durable improvements
sliall extend to any outlay effectually aud properly incurred
by a tenant in subsoiling, getting up, and removing stones,
liming, chalking, marling, claying, boning with undissolved
bones, laying down permanent pasture, or in any other improve-
ments wliich iiave a durable effect in amending or deepening
the soil." I propose that liming be classed with the temporary
instead of with the durable improvements, and I think I may
be supported in this by most tenants in this country. Per-
manent improvements shall extend to any outlay effectually

and properly incurred by a tenant in reclaimimg, levelling,

warping, planting (other than ornamental), draining, making
or improving watercourses, works of irrigation, ponds, wells,

reservoirs, fences, roads, bridges, or in the erection or enlarge-

ment of buildings on the lioldin;?, or in any other improve-
ment of a permanent nature. Works of a permanent nature

belong to the province of the landlord, and should not be un-

dertaken by tlie tenant without the consent of the landlord,

and it is in every respect more satisfactory that such works
should be done under the superintendence of the landlord or

his agent. The 3rd clause enables arbitrators to ascertain

the amount of outlay for temporary improvements in the last

four years of the tenancy, and to frame their awards, against

which there is no appeal ; but, in making their calculations,

due regard must be paid to tiie general state of the holding,

and, in case of any hay or straw being sold, a proper deduction

shall be made from the amount of the said award. This clause

looks very smooth, but I fear that there exist under the surface

a great many asperities, which in practice would interfere

very materially with the satisfactory working. Eor instance,

the parties may agree to a single arbitrator, whose decision

shall be final ; but what guarantee has he that the very

vouchers he has allowed have not been cooked to extort money
from an iunocent landlord, or from a plodding incoming tenant,

whose position is too much neglected by this Act ? I maintain

that no allowance should be made for cake or artificial manure,

unless the voucher is accompanied by an analysis, and a

guarantee that they have been applied without any waste.

But suppose the parties do not elect a comraaii arbitrator,

and that their respective arbitrators fail to agrej—who is to

decide P An umpire appointed by the luclosure Commis-

sioners, who would most probably be as ignorant of our

customs as he would be of tlie language ? I ask you solemnly,

is it fair ? Is it justice H Is it in accordence with the laws of

our country that tlie decision of such an umpire shall be beyond

appeal ? I must say I am in favour of a county board formed

of equal numbers of ex-officios and tenant-farmers, not only

to be a board of appeal, but also to undertake the work of the

county finance committee. The 4th clause enables arbitrators

to assess durable improvements for teu years previous to the

end of the tenancy, provided such improvcniRnts add to the

letting value of the place, and provided that they are not exe-

cuted after receiving notice to quit, or in case of a lease within

two years of its expiration, the arbitrators taking into con-

sideration any benefits which the tenant may have received

from the landlord. The period of ten years may be shortened

to seven years, and even in that case who would be the wit-

nesses that the improvements had been executed, or what sort

of documents could be laid before the arbitrator to help him
to form his award? By the 5th clause, the arbitrators have

the same powers to assess for permanent improvements as for
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dur'iLle, witli this diifereuce, tliat vhe period of compensaliou

extends to twenty years instead of ten years, and tliat no outlay

made without the consent of the landlord in writing, or his

agent, shall he allowed, save the outlay for effective draining

and open watercourses, which the landlord had refused to exe-

cute after proper notice : the claim for compensation to be

always subject to any benefit the tenant may have derived

from such improvements. I consider that the tenant should

not undertake any works of a permanent nature that would

not repay him in li years. With regard to the period of

compensation, I would suggest to shorten the time in tem-

porary improvements from four to three years, in durable ira-

proveraents from ten to seven years, and in permanent, from

twenty to fourteen years. Tiie clauses 6th, 7th, Sth, 9th,

10th, 11th, are fair and equitable. The 12th clause has

afforded more discussion than probably the wliole of the others

put together ; and, if this bill fails to become law, I fancy that

it will be owing to the very strong and conflii ting opinions

that are held on tliis clause. At post prandml effusions,

gentlemen of high standing, and whose integrity we have no

cause to doubt, have stoutly maintained that this clause inter-

fered with the law of contract, and tlierefore as such should

be discarded. Mr. C. b. Head, M.P., says that most enact-

ments interfere with the law of contract. I personally dislike

meddling with the law of contract, hut, at the same time, am
convinced that if this bill be passed without the 12th clause

the whole will be inoperative, except as a supplemental act,

viz,, to have effect only when no agreement or lease exists.

Mr. Lewis Piiilipps: Better read the 12th clause, so that

we might know what it is.

Mr. Daa'ies : The clause provides that landlord and tenant

shall not contract outside tiie Act. But I will read the

whole clause :
" That any contract made by a tenant after the

passing of this Act, by virtue of which he is deprived of his

right to make any claim which he would otherwise be entitled

to make under this Act, shall, so far as relates to such claim,

be void both at law and in equity." But there are other

clauses further on wliich provide that a tenant can make a

contract if he agrees with his landlord to execute a lease for a

period exceeding twenty years.

The CnAIRJI.v^' : But the 12th clause prevents a tenant
from making any contract outside the Act.

Mr. Davies continued : Some argue that land is a mono-
poly, and that tlie landlord and tenant have not the same
contracting power, consequently this clause is essential to

protect the tenaut. Others believe that the contracting

parties must know what would be best for them better than
the Legislature. My experience is, that the rumour of a farm
in the market is circulated with almost incredible quickness,

and the owner or his agent is favoured with a score or more
of applicants ; under these circumstances is it reasonable to

believe but that the landlord can, to a great degree, dictate

liis own terms ? Althougli few are the landlords who dictate

conditions which are iujurious to the public interest without
injuring their own. According to the 13th clause, the land-

lord can, after six months' notice, appropriate suflicient land

to build cottages, with or without gardens, on payment of
surface damages and an abatement in the rent in proportion

to the value of the land. I see no olijection to this. The
ll'tli clause confirms all existing agreements and leases. But
T say leases, as generally worded, are too long, and contain
clauses which are more applicable to the state of farming a

century ago than the present. All that would be required is

to prescribe a feeding course of farming for the last four

years or so of the lease ; for restrictions have seldom con-

verted a bad tenant into a good one, but, on the contrary,

they have often soured an enterprising one. Mr. Grey, of

Dilstou—a great autliority in the North—says, that he was
unable to make a form of lease which should be sufficiently

stringent to restrain an evil-disposed tenant without being

too severe on a good one. I am of opinion that the bad
farmer is always overpaid when quitting, while the good
farmer is fnquently paid too scantily. Mr. Stephens, in
" The Book of the Farm," under the article lease, says that

the Scotch have less trust than the English in their landlords,

so having demanded leases under such mutual mistrust, the

land is let much dearer. Notwithstanding the great advan-
tages Scotland has derived under leases, they have their dis-

advantages, as Mr. McNeil Caird has very strongly said,
•' On a seven course farm held on a nineteen years' lease, you
may reckon that the last five years will be a period of reduced

expenditure by the out-going tenant, and of exhaustive crop-

ping. Then the first seven years of the new lease will be a

period of liberal expenditure and gradual restoration of pro-

ductive power. For the next seven years you may expect the

farm to be in full fertility; and then again tlie evil cycle of

exhaustion. You will have on the same farm seven years of

Egyptian fatness, alternating with periods of comparative

leanness ; but the lean years will he in proportion of twelve

to seven." Such cycles of leanness and fatness would not

happen if the good tenant had a fair agreement ensuring full

compensation for every kind of improvement that would add
to the letting value of the farm. The 15th clause curtails

the operation of the 12th to leases under twenty years, so if

landlord and tenant agree to a lease longer than twenty years,

they are at liberty to adopt any mode of contract, but the

tenant, nevertheless, shall be entitled to compensation in re-

spect of any temporary improvement. The 17th clause en-

ables landlords at any time during tenancy under a lease of

tiventy years and upwards, to claim compensation in respect

of dilapidations on, or deterioration in the soil. At letting

time it would be very advisable to have a full and careful re-

port of the state of the holding. The 18th clause shows the

powers vested in arbitration of which we complained under
the 3rd clatise. The 19th clause puts unbounded powers
in the hands of the Inclosure Commissioners. I fear

this would create an enormous supply of inexperi-

enced inspectors and untried arbitrators, whose in-

fluence would tend more to estrange landlords and
tenants than to conciliate them. Why not have a minister of

agriculture with County Boards, as before suggested? The
20th clause is commendable, for it proposes to extend the

notice to quit from six months to twelve months. The 21st,

22nd, 23rd, 24th, and 25th clauses explain the power invested

in limited owners, who are entitled to grant leases not exceed-

ing 20 years, previous powers not interfered with—and with
the consent of the Inclosure Commissioners to saddle the

estate with a rent charge of 5 per cent.—terminable in 35
years—for every £100 expended to the approval of the said

Commissioners. The limited owner, unless very vigilantly

watched by the aforesaid Commissioners, may foolishly or

maliciously encumber the estate to the detriment of his suc-

cessor. But of course this will depend on the ability and
integrity of the inspectors. The 26th, 27th, 28th, 29th, and
30th clauses entitle landlords to borrow from the Public

Works Loan Commissioners the whole or part of the amount
of compensation due to tenants at quitting ; thereby the In-

closure Commissioners shall declare that such holding is sub-

ject to an annuity at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum,
terminable in 35 years. The 31st, o2nd, 33rd, and 31th
clauses are definitions which call for no comment further than

to state that this Act does not apply to any holding that is not

agricultural or pastoral. Having hastily revised the whole of

the clauses of the bill, I must say that I agree with the objects

in view, but at the same time very much doubt, if it should

pass into law, that it would confer all the blessings its most
sanguine supporters promise. For whatever is done by the

Legislature, a good deal will remain for the landlord, agent, and
tenant to perform before the resources of our laud are doubled,

as some high authorities maintain they are capable of. Before
there can exist a proper relationship between landlord and
tenant the landlord ought to be well informed in the theory

and practice of agriculture in his youth, or failing this he
should, when settled in life, or when he retires from some
arduous appointment, or when he becomes possessed of an estate,

to keep a farm in the vicinity of the mansion under the man-
agement of a tried and successful bailiff, who should be
instructed to farm as an enlightened rent-paying tenant may
be expected to do. Minute and clear accounts should be re-

corded of every transaction, and at the end of the year a

balance-sheet made for the combined benefit of landlord

and tenant. The tenantry should be invited io examine
the workings of the farm, as well as to scrutinize the items in

the balance-sheet. Tliis would tend to dispel the misgivings

which tenants are often labouring under with regard to high
class farming. This plan would teach the landlord to under-

stand the effects of bad seasons on the produce of the earth,

and it would help the agent to account for the amount of

arrears in the rent book ; and to show the propriety of return-

ing a per centage to the tenants, or of laying out an equivalent

in permanent improvements if necessary. The said home farm
[

should be stocked with selected and rent-paying animals of every
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descriptions. Male animals of undoubteil pedigree and blood

should be kept for the benefit of llie tenantry, upon payment of

reasonable remuneration. The implements should be chosen on
account of tiieir suitableness and economy. On this farm there

should be a portion of land allotted for carrying out experi-

ments of every nature in keeping with the progress of modjrn
agriculture, under the superintendence of the estate agent

;

and connected therewith, there should be a m'lseum where

geological, botanical, and other specimens might be preserved,

and where adulterated seed and spurious feeding stutfs depo-

sited to undergo the microscopical and other investigations,

which might be thought necessary in order to divulge fraud of

whatever nature. The good effects of such a procedure would
soon tell on the tenantry, wlio should know how to transact

the business of their farms, who have the means of doing it,

and who have the willing ardour of performing the duties.

But no qualification on the part of the tenant will avail in the

absence of security, which must be admitted to be the founda-

tion of good farming, and unless such is fortlieoming, the

tenant vvill be hampered to a confined circle, the landlord

damaged in his property, the public despoiled in their inlierit-

ance to the produce of the earth, the labourer robbed of his

just patrimony, and the flow of capital will be stagnated at its

foundation head.

Mr. Warren said : There are certain broad principles of

justice and good faith in"olved in the everyday transactions

between one man and another, that are equally applicable to

the landlord and tenant, and indeed even more so than to men
under almost any other condition of things or circumstances of

life. This is evident from the mode in which the tenant

farmer is obliged to spend his money—because of the nature

of the investment of his capital, lean quite understand tiiat

when a man invests his capital in the soil, the benefit of that

investment should be secured to him. As to the terms under

which a man should hold his farm, an agreement for that

purpose cannot be applicable to every case. There are such a

variety of farms that it is difficult to conceive ^anything like

a classification, audit is almost impossible to catalogue them
and to put them under one agreement or one set of terms. The
main object of the Legislature, as I tliink, should be]to abolish

and do away with any grievances or hardships that exist in tlie

relationship between the landlord and tenant. Tliere is an

old axiom, tliat the tenant's right is the landlord's wrong.

But the landlords are beginning to see that the tenant's right

may be the landlord's rights as well. 1 will merely add that

in consequence of the enormous rise in the price of all kinds

of food, no time should be lost in urging upon all persons who
may be holders of land to devote all their time and skill in

such a manner that at all times during their holding the land

shall be made to produce as much as it possibly can for the

benefit of themselves, the landlords, and the commuuity at

large.

Mr. BoARDJiAN (Manorabon) said he might be able to

say something at Llandilo as to tlie principle of the bill. He
quite agreed with it. He thought they could not get a greater

production from the laud until they gave proper security to

the tenant, so that he might consider himself safe in investing

more capital in the land. That could not be done under the

present system. They must have the Legislature to interfere

so that the tenant on leaving his farm might be secure of

proper compensation for unexhausted improvements. There
should, he thought, be a short lease, say for twenty-one years,

and a compensation clause in tlie lease to prevent the tenant

running out the laud at the end of the term. That alone

would do for some persons in England where they farm broad
acres; but in Wales the holdings, as a rule, gwere very

small ; and perhaps this bill would not have the same effect

there as in England, where there were large corn growing
districts. But he was sure they wanted something in this

country to give an impulse to agriculture, for at present it

seemed to be sleeping. This bill, he hoped, would give the

landlords, the farmers, the labourers, and the community at

large a greater interest in agriculture, for the price of food at

present was a matter that affected them all. And he was quite

sure, if the bill passed in i*s present form, the result would
be to throw small holdings into larger holdings, and as a con-

sequence they would get men of greater intelligence and larger

capital ; and that was as much wanted in this country as any-
thing. He hoped to see in a few years a great change in this

direction. They scarcely saw any artificial manures used in

that country. Perhaps this might arise from a great portion

of the land requiring draining. However, he hoped that this

Landlord aud Tenant Compensation Bill would pass, and that

tliey would soon find the land in a better state of cultivation

than at psesent. lie preferred leaving any further remarks
until the meeting at Llandilo.

Mr. Buckley said : I am very much in the same position

as every gentleman who has spoken before me—I want to

acquaint myself more intimately with the bill before I feel

qualified to go into the question and to pass my opinion upon
it. I remember that the bill was published, at the time it was
brought forward by Messrs. Howard aud Read, in The Mark
Lane Express, and the reading of the paper to-day has recalled

a great deal of it to ray mind. I agree with the preamble of

the bill, which states that the object is to enforce the granting

to tenants of compensation for all unexhausted improvements.
These improvements are classified, as wc have seen. Some
are temporary and some are more durable improvements, and
it is proposed that they shall all be secured fairly and rightly

to the tenant. I say they ought to be secured. They are due to

them ; they are the tenants' property. The preamble of the

bill expresses in elTect that this security being ensured, there

would be a greater.improvement of the land, and as a conse-

quence a larger production of food would be realised ; because a
tenant, when he knows that in a few years he will have to

quit his farm, or should he receive an unexpected notice from
his landlord, that he will be paid for what he is doing during

the last tlirj;e or four years of his tenancy, he will take care to

keep the land in a productive state up to the time of his

leaving. He knows that what remains in the shape of unex-

hausted improvements he will be paid for, and tlierefore he
does not impoverish the land. So that this bill is not only a

tenant's right, but a landlord's right as vt'ell. It is as advan-

tageous for the landlord as for the tenant, and it keeps the

land continually in a good and improving cultivation. I was
very glad to read in the papers a statement of Lord Emiyu—

-

I think it was at Llandovery—that he was not at all afraid of

Tenaat-Right. If the Tenant-Right question be properly

considered, it will, as I have said, be found that what is called

Tenaut-llight is as advantageous for the landlord as for the

tcnauD ; and the security given will enable the farmer to

produce a greater quantity of food for the people. Why
should the man's landlord or anybody else be afraid of that?

I would not let a farm without an agreement, without what is

called a Tenant-Right, because I know it is as advantageous

to me as it is to the tenant. Under the Tenant-Right Bill

the incoming tenant will have to pay for unexhausted improve-

ments, but it is as advantageous for him to pay for them,

because he will thus be able to realise in the first year of his

tenancy the same benefits as if he had been carrying the farm

on for several years ; whereas under the exhausting system he

would be in occupation for three or four years before he would
get the land into a fairly productive state, and to go on properly

with bis work. I therefore say that I am for the principle of

the Act, and with the preamble of the Act I certainly fully

coincide. There is one thing which I think very necessary to

consider. It was intimated by Mr. Davies that if this bill is to

become an act, or anything like it, some changes are very

desirable. I don't believe it will become an Act as it is, be-

cause it would entail upon the incoming tenant a great deal too

much to pay. Unless the bill is shorn of those cumbrous pro-

visions I don't think it can pass. It is too cumbersome. I

should very much rather have the thing free, so that free

agreements might be made between landlord and tenant. That

is becoming a great deal more usual of late. The landlords are

now beginning to see a great many things by making them-

selves Hiore acquainted with the agriculture of the country.

They are beginning to see that it is their interest to grant the

Tenant-Right, because by so doing they will keep up the land.

But I prefer to see the thing free, and I do not see why this

Tenant-Right should not be left to free agreements. When
we look to other counties—Worcestershire, for instance, and

many other counties in England—we see that these agreements

have been in existence from time immemorial in those counties

;

and they secure to landlord and tenant everything that is

attempted to be secured by this bill. If that is tiie case, then

it certainly must follow that free agreements which will secure

to the tenant all his unexhausted improvements are what the

tenants in this country require. I think there is no doubt that

Tenant-Right may be secured by free agreements here as in

other places. I hope I shall be able to attend the next meet-

ing. I will take care before that time to read myself well up
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in the Act. There is one thing more. If the hill be-

comes law, or anything like it, I think it should be provided

tliat before an in-coming tenant enters upon a farm, and before

he enters into an agreement with tlie old tenant or

into a new agreement with the landlord there should be

what 1 may call a fair stock taking of the farm. This should

be fairly gone into, otherwise they cannot know what the un-
exliausted improvements might be. The old tenant might be

able to bring in a very long bill for improvements, whereas
wiien he entered upon the farm there might have been greater

improvements than those for which he brings in his bill. So
Ihat before agreements are entered into, the landlord, or his

ajent, and the in-coraing tenant should take a view of the farm
id its present state, and contrast it with what iiad been done
daring the previous three or four years, according to the bill

presented by the outgoing tenant.

Mr. Morgan (Llwyn) said, as everybody had acknow-
leged, this was a most imnortant and ticklish subject. It

was in fact such a ticklish subject that it required gentle-

men of considerable ability and considerable courage to

speak upon it. From the wording of the bill, as it

was put before them to-day, it was a Landlord and
Tenant Compensation Bill. By that wordmg, he supposed
there was to be a mutual advantage—that each party was to

be benefited. For without that it was no use to introduce the

bill into the House of Commons or any other assembly for

deliberation. Mr. Davies, who had so ably introduced the

subject, had told them that the relationship between landlord

and tenant required some radical change. Now, for himself,

lie would say that if there was to be any change at all, be did

not care whether it be Conservative or Radical. Because he
believed that on each side of House were to be found men
equally ready and willing to do all in their power for the well-

being of the country. He did not know how many clauses

were contained in the bill ; but he thought there were quite

sufficient for them to read between this and the next meeting.

He sincerely hoped they would read, mark, and inwardly

digest. Mr. Davies was not a tenant-farmer. (Mr. Davies : I

am.) Then Mr. Davies Jsailed in tlie same boat as himself.

Mr. Davies had thrown out suggestions as to what landlords

ought to do. He ought to keep a home farm, and a bailiff to

look after it, and he ought to keep the best pedigree stock, &c.

Then the accounts were to be kept true and clear. No one
could find fault with that. Then the tenants were to have an
opportunity of overlooking those accounts ; and Mr. Davies
liad also suggested a museum. I'ancy themselves going to

Vienna or London, when they could get their little amusement
here in the shape of a museum. Mr. Broadman had said that

security should be given to the tenants. F'or himself, he had
yet to learn that that feeling of security did not already exist,

in the generality of instances, between the landlords and the

tenants in that country. He believed that the landlords of
that country had from the very earliest ages proved themselves

worthy of the honour and respect that had always been shown
them, and if there was oue class of men in that country who
deserved to be beloved and revered more than another, and
whose conduct would bear the test of daylight, tliat class com-
prised the English and Welsh landlords. What had they done
during tlie period in which the rinderpest reigned in that coun-
try ? Not in one, or two, or ten instances would they find it

mentioned, througii the medium of the press, that such and
such a landlord had allowed ten and fifteen, aye, and even
twenty per cent, off the rent as some compensation for the

losses sustained. If they got meddling between the landlord

and tenant they would do the tenant more liarm than good
;

because, if the relationship between them became a matter of

hard lines and hard contracts, should such an infiiction as the

rinderpest again take hold of any district, how could the

tenants ask for those special favours which the landlords

before now had shown to their tenants? Mr.
Buckley had said that the bill was too cumber-
some. He was of the same opinion, and the great fault

in the leases was their extraordinary length—the great

multitude of words introduced into them. As to agreements,
if there was to be an agreement made between man and man,
it was necessary that the terms should be laid down by some
one who knew the requirements of tlie particular district of
country. How couhi auv person iu St. Stepiieus presume to

lay down any defiuite rule that could apply to all parts of the
country ? IVo landlord could say to all bis tenants, " Here is

a lease which you must all sign." The cond^tious that would

be applicable to a hill-farm would not be suituble to the

low lands. Opium was given to make persons sleep,

and it was adapted for that purpose ; but it was found

to agree with one coustitution and not with another. To
speak of drainage. He would defy any gentlemen present to

give them a cut and dried rule as to how deep their drains

ought to be, or how far apart, because so much depended up-

on circumstances. Tlierefore he maintained that it was almost

impossible for any number of persons, let them be ever so well

versed in the agriculture and requirements of their own locality,

to bring In a cut and dried measure that would not on the one
side be too lenient to the landlord, or on the other side too

lenient to the tenant. He quite agreed with Mr. Buckley that

the bill in its present form ought never to have been introduced

[A voice :
" He never said so."] Well, that was his own

opinion, and every gentleman was supposed to have an opinion.

For the purpose of aiscussion this Club was intended. He
was glad to see so many gentlemen keep their powder dry for

another occasion. Mr. Lewis of Gurrey, and several others

had promised them something respectable. He should be sorry

himself to attempt to settle the relationship between landlord

and tenent. So far no fault had been urged by the landlord

against the tenant, or by the tenant against the landlord, as a

class.

Mr. Arthur Rees (Diflyn) said the subject was a very

important one, and he hoped it would be considered and dis-

cussed thoroughly before the bill again went into Parliament.

As regarded the upper part of this county, he could speak as

landlord and tenant, and could assure them that in the disitrict

of Llandovery the utmost confidence existed between landlord

and tenant. This was clearly shown lately by the tenants who
competed for Mr. Campbell Davys's prize, offered for drainage.

The yearly tenant-farmers felt as secure as if the soil belonged

to thera, and did not wish to be interfered with so long as the

present feeling existed. Agreements were now drawn out for

the mutual benefit of landlord and tenant, and both parties

knew what they were doing. As to yearly tenancy, although

the landlord had the power to give his tenant six months'

notice, that power was seldom abused. If there was to be an
act of Parliament on the question, he lioped the interests of

both parties would be fairly attended to, and that good results

would follow what had taken place.

Mr. J. Lewis Piiilipps said before he sat down he should

liurt their feelings. He was a tenant as well as a landlord,

and should speak what he felt, whether it was against their

interest or his own. As far as he was concerned, as far as the

tenants were concerned, they might put the bill into the fire.

It was a bill intended to interfere with fair and equitable con-

tracts between landlord and tenant. It also assumed that the

landlord and tenant could not properly enter into an agreement
that would be beneficial to the tenant. It assumed that there

was too much intelligence on one side, and too much ignorance

on the other. He contended that the tenant-farmer of that

county, when he took a farm, was as intelligent in a business

point of view as it was possible for any man to be. And if

there should be a difficulty there was the agent to interfere in

tlie interest of both. Because, they should remember that it

was not the interest of the landlord to have a tenant who had
not the ability or the capital to carry on the farm properly. It

was the interest and the wish of the landlord and his agent to

iutroduce the best tenant into the farm ; because they found

that the more intelligence and the more capital a tenant had
at his command the better was the farm cultivated. Seeing

that, he contended that it was only fair that the landlord

should give fair play to the tenant to farm in his own way,
and to lay his capital out to the best advantage. A tenant

ought to be allowed to exercise his own judgment and skill,

so as to produce as much as possible out of the money invested

iu the laud. It was pretended that the bill introduced was
applicable to the landlords and tenants throughout the

country. That could not be so. Look at the tenant-farmers

iu England, where they had large holdings. What was
applicable to thera was not applicable to this part

of the country, where the holdings were small, aud the

tenant-farmers as a rule men of small means. Mr. Boardmaa
had talked of throwing small farms together and making large

holdings ; but tbey could not find tenants to take large hold-

ings ; and hence the landlords tried to farm the small holdings

as best they could. They would not find the big farmer with

his large capital coming into that country. He would not be

satisfied with the small return that satisfied the small farmer.
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The largo farmers must have large return^, lie would there-

fore say, let the small farmers of that country have fair play

as against the large farmers of England ; and that they would

not have under this hill. To talk about permanent improve-

ments, they did not intliat country want clauses in an Act of

Parliament to settle tlie question of permanent improvements,

because every farmer knew that if he laid out his money in a

fair and proper manner he would reap tlie benefit, lie knew
that he would receive compensation for the money laid out in

liming and manuring, and draining, because he knew that lie

could live upon the farm as long as he ciioosed. The tenant

knew tliat lie could remain on the land as long as he pleased

if lie farmed it properly. Tiie landlord was as proud of bis

tenant as the tenant was of his landlord ; and he miglit ven-

ture to lay out hi? money in liming, in manuring, and in tilling

the soil to the extent necessary in order to cultivate the farm

for profit. lie need not he afraid to lay out his money in

order to have a fair retarn, for in nineteen cases out of twenty

he would do so if he farmed properly. As to drainage, it was

a moot point as to who ouglit to do the drainage works. He
would say to any tenant-farmer, that if the land required it,

and be had tlie means, lie should not hesitate to drain tlie whole

of his holding, lie bad a holding himself, and if necessary he

should not be afraid to drain it at bis own expense, for be

knew tliat in tlie course of years be should reap the benefit of

the outlay, lie would do so without liesitation, and should

nst ask his landlord to give him anything towards draining.

But if they were afraid of their landlord, tliat was another

thing. Besides, to expect the landlords to drain the whole of

their holdings was to expect more than they ought to. There

was such a diversity of soil, and such peculiarities in some of

the land in this country, that to drain some of it would be to

throw away their money. There was so much rain in that

country that in some places the stones and other things would

be carried into the drains, so that it would be impossible to

keep them open. The drains would be choked up in three or

four or five years at most, so that practically it was impossible

to drain that land. There were some things which could not

be done in that country, but which could very well be done in

England. He therefere warned tbein that if the Tenant-

Eight Bill became law they would be tied hand and foot.

The landlord would have an opportunity of coming forward

and saying that this farm must be laid out in such and such a

manner ; and the tenant would be hampered and damaged by

restrictions and obligations. Let the landlord, his agent, and

the tenant go over every farm, and examine every acre, and

then they would know exactly what ought to be done upon
that farm. Let them agree to do what ought to be done so as

to improve the land for the benefit of all parties. He would defy

any man to introduce clauses into an Act of Parliament to suit

every farm in the country. That was why he did not agree

with the bill.

The Chairman said : In the first place I have to thank Mr.
Davies for his able and carefully got up paper ; and in the

next place I must congratulate the Club upon having such a

lively discussion. There has been more diversity of opinion

than I anticipated. However, there is no barm in that. I

have made a few notes, chiefly upon yearly tenure, and 1 will

read them to you. I have always looked upon yearly tenure

as a great barrier to the improvement of land, and now cir-

cumstances have so changed that without compensation it is

quite incompatible with irodern farming. How is it possible

for a man without fear and trembling to lay out his money in

improving a farm, when he knows very well that should his

landlord die, it may pass from his hands, and should his own
death occur it may pass from his family ? The six months'

notice to quit appears to me to be worse than the sword that

was hung by a single hair over the head of an ancient flat-

terer, the fall of which would only have ended one unworthy
life. Whereas this six mouths' notice is like a great ex-

tinguisher, that would blot out a whole family, break up a

home and many ties, and,, if the tenant was worth his salt,

absorb a considerable portion of his capital in the unexhausted
value of improvements. And what may bringdown this ex-

tinguisher besides the last enemy ? A political vibration, the

untimely death of a hare or a pheasant, or it may be the

caprice of some go-between. To expect a yearly tenant to

f'.i;n u|) to the tiriir", to sny tiio Ic"'.;'* of it, i-i i-xpecting- a man

.f lli.:^X.'.d !• i.up ..la. u.ii.ii L-iiM3 liciwteu

iaualord and tenant. I have often thought a good landowner

the best specimen we have of humaniiy—one of the noblest

works of God. The pity is that such good men die ; but in

general the old poet has truly said, " 'Tis vain to seek in men
for more llian man." I would like to ask any owner of land

whose heart is in its rigiit place, Is this six mouths' notice

without compensation not likely fo stereotype a property, and,

what is worse, tend to cramp the energies of the tenants?

Does it give the t( nauts a fair chance of becoming better

farmers, or of rising in the social scale ? As far as 1 can get

information, landowners need not stand in fear of this bill, but

may safely act on the golden rule and accede to such a measure

at once. The property would to a certainty be raised to and

maintained at a higher value. It would attract more cajiital

to the soil— a thing mujh wanted. The land in this part of

the country wants protection from out-going tenants. There

appears to be almost no check to exhaustive cropping. On
these occasions 1 have no hesitation in saying that bad tenants

will stand in much greater awe of arbitration by practical

men than they now do of owners or their agents. Then what
good reason can there be for refusing such a small boon to the

farmers ? Let them have it, poor fellows ; their capital returns

but a poor per centage. They are no destructives, no demo-
crats, do not mean mischief, and are generally willing to please

the laird. Moreover, they are indispensable to fill the land-

ford's coffers, and should be placed in a position to enable

them to make the most of the land, and have absolute security

for their outlay. I am sorry to think there are some even

in this country who would still like to block every ball and
never make a run themselves. They have had a long, pleasant

innings, and should now carry off their bat; else I hope Mr.
Howard will bowl them out next over. Mr. Morgan and
others have found fault with the bill ; they seem to think that

there is a plot in it. It is, perhaps, an unfortunate day, but I

don't think Guy Fawkes has had anything to do with the

framing of the bill ; it seems to me that it would do the land-

lord as much good as the tenant. I can only tell you that in

Ireland a similar act has been found to work very beneficially

—the land there is rising in value, and the tenants are going

on much more comfortably.

The company then dispersed.

THE GUINEA FOWL.—Objections are found in the stray-

ing proclivities of this fowl; its disposition to lay away, by
which many eggs are lost ; and its pugnacious habit of beating

other varieties of poultry. But for this latter trick it would

long since have been naturalised as a game bird, having been

fumed iuto covert with perfect success ; but it was soon found

that the Guinea fowls drove away other descriptions of game
to such an extent that the birds had to be destroyed on tliat

account, the pheasants being most valued. As a domestic bird,

however, these bad qualifies are susceptible of much ameliora-

tion, provided the treatment be kind and good. It is almost

hopeless to commence a stock with adult birds ; directly they

are left at liberty they are " off," and probably never return.

But by setting eggs under common hens, and rearing them at

home, they grow up much tamer, and will flock round the

person who feeds them, and even allow themselves to be taken,

up and petted, like other poultry. When reared thus kindly

and secluded nests are provided, they will generally lay in the

house ; and if perches are placed high for them, and they are

regularly fed every night, will roost at home also. So far do-

mesticated they will pay to rear, in places where they can have

ample range, for their flesh alone, which is most delicious,

resembling that of the pheasant. The hen lays from 60 to

100 eggs per annum, tlie eggs being rather small, very pointed

at the end, and of a dark cream colour. These eggs are of

beautiful flavour, and there is considerable demand for them in

London, where we have often seen them exposed for sale in

little baskets lined with green moss. Mr. Hewitt kindly adds

a few remarks which places their utility in what we must con-

fess is to us a novel light, and which it may be well to " make
a note of." He writes :

" As to Guinea fowls, if allowed to

breed wild and berome numerous, they will invariably displace

all the pheasants in any covert they may take to, if not inter-

fered with; and as when thus wild thev "ill run lir 'ore dogs

with all tb- '..tie

more game-like than ordinary,

partridge than the pheasant.

becoming

Although

,,ij . -4 ov.u,aua
more like that of

thus unsuitable
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for sport, it must be constantly borne in mind no birds are

better house-guards, if allowed constantly to roost iu bigh

trees (which they will always do if they can) near the resi-

dence of their owners. It is with tiieiu, as with Spanish

geese
—" nothing can stir about in the night without their

becoming aware of it ;, and they as invariably give notice of it

by their restless cries, so that to be forwarned of danger is half

the battle.' Such were the remarks written to me by a friend

long since dead, ann who added, ' I am sure, Mr, Hewitt, in

all these years I have rested safely, without any robbery,

though our place is desolate enough to invite pilfering, well

knowing my Spanish geese and the Guinea fowls were the

best watch-dogs in tlie neighbourhood ; in fact, the dogs

almost invariably give us only the second notice of coming
danger—indeed my impression certainly is the dogs themselves

as confidently rely on the geese and Guinea fowls as we our-

selves do.' "

—

WrifjMs Book of Poiiltnj.

FARMERS AND FARMERS' CLUBS IN AMERICA.

An agitation lias for some years been spreading among the

farmers of the Western States of the American Union, and

has gradually been extending thence to the South aud East,

until it has now assumed proportions so imposing as to

challenge for it attention in this couutry. For a long time

the agitation attracted little notice even in the United States

outside the agricultural classes. Suddenly, however, it dis-

played its power in an act so signal as instantly arrested atten-

tion from the Atlantic to the I'ucific Oceans. The Chief-

Justice of the Supreme Court of the Slate of Illinois displeased

the farmers of his Slate by a judicial decision. It was not

pretended that the decision was contrary to law, or prompted

by unworthy motives. It was simply distasteful to the

farmers, aud they resolved to unseat the Chief-Justice for

rendering it. As it happened, his tenure of office was on the

point of expiring, and they accordingly looked out for a candi-

date to oppose to him. It was not easy to find one. The
Chief-Justice was widely respected personally, and he liad

presided with dignity over the highest court of the State.

Besides, it was felt by every one uot blinded by partisanship,

that the course the farmers were about to embark in was one

destructive of the indepeudence of Bar and Bench alike, and

therefore fraught with peril to the best interests of the com-

munity. The farmers, however, persisted ; they found a candi-

date, and they seated him on the Bench iu place of the ob-

noxious Chief-Justice. There could no longer be a doubt that

they were in earnest, nor that, unless they could be managed

or pacified, every institution in llie land was at their mercy.

In all countries the Bar is a powerful body, which it is seldom

safe to attack, or even offend, aud it is not less powerful than

elsewhere in those Western States, where there is no aristoc-

racy, nor so much as a wealthy hereditary class, and where

consequently it is almost essential to success in public life to

be a lawyer or a journalist. Yet this powerful class the

farmers attacked and overcame with eate. More than this,

they quarrelled with the Bench only because they believed it

to be lavouring the railways. But the railways in the United

States have hitherto found parties, legislatures, and govern-

ments, their very obedient servants. It has often been said

that the railways had succeeded to the authority ouce wielded

uy slavery, aud that their hold upon the nation was even more

irresistible. But the farmers grappled with the railways and

the lawyers in combination, and overthrew both. They did

this, too, in a quarrel where they were manifestly in the

wrong, where their conduct was condemned by tiie impartial

public opinion of the Union, and where it seriously alarmed

capitalists. Clearly, then, these farmers were becoming

roused to that pitch of excitement that might easily grow
dangerous ; and when one of tl:eir most trusted leaders began

talking of " riding corrupt politicians out of the State on

rails," aud of causing " the trees to bear liuman fruit," it be-

came increasingly evident that a little provocation might sug-

gest to them measures as revolutionary as any in favour with

the reddest populace of the reddest City in Europe. A little

more than a quarter of a century ago the vast region that

stretches south of the British provinces between Lake
Michigan on the east aud the Bocky Mountains on the west,

and covers an area exceeding in size that of the great empires

of Germany and Austria together, with the Bepublic of France

added, was an almost unknown wilderness. It supported a few

scattered tribes of savage Indians, who maintained themselves

by hunting, and fiercely resisted the encroachments of the

white man by a merciless warfare. Mixed up with these were
here and there a handful of half-breeds, descended from the

marriage of squaws with French hunters and fur-traders of
the times when Cauada and Louisiana were possessions of

the French crown. But white settlers had hardly penetrated

beyond the eastern rim of the great valley until the failure of

the potato in Ireland, and the frightful famine which it occa-

sioned, sent huntlreds of thousands of men aud women in yearly

flight across the Atlantic in search of new homes. After

these the collapse of the revolutionary movement on the

Continent in 1848 sent a stream of German emigration, which,

gradually growing broader and deeper, has at last come to

surpass in volume even the Irish exodus. The poorest and
least adventurous of the immigrants sought employment iu the

eastern cities, the hardier and bolder spirits pushed on into

the interior, and joined the native frontiersmer, who were

gradually carrying civilization farther and farther into the

wilderness. They found the soil of the Upper Mississippi

valley as fertile as any the world possesses, needing, in fact, to

be only scratched to yield returns in abundant measure. But
their plentiful liatvests failed to make them rich. They
secured them in full the bare necessaries of life, but as there

was no market for their surplus corn aud cattle, the finest

crops and largest herds secured them little more. They deter-

mined, therefore, to have railways to bring them into direct

communicatiou with the Atlantic seabord, and having no
capital themselves to build them, they said in effect to those

who had, JN'ame your own terms, but construct railways for us.

Aud they were taken at their word. The farmers in their State

legislatures, in county, in town, in village, and even in hamlet
conventions, voted enormous subsidies in aid of the railways.

But having no funds of their own, they were obliged to go to

New York, London, and Frankfort for loans, and these were
advanced only on the security of state, county, town, village,

and hamlet taxes. In several instances Congress also gave
aid, and immense grants of land were also given, which made
over to the companies in absolute ownership stretches of

couutry extending five, ten, fifteen, and sometimes even twenty

miles at either side of the line in alternate sections ; that is to

say, for every mile of line constructed, from five to twenty

square miles of land immediately adjoining were granted, now
on the right hand and now on the left. Aud these grants and
subsidies were followed by charters, which practically allowed

the companies to charge what fares they pleased, and, indeed,

generally to do what they liked with the lines. The result of

this lavish policy was a railway mania somewhat similar to

that which prevailed here at home nearly thirty years ago
;

and as in our own case, so in America, the mania ended in a

crash. The shares of the Western lines first became unsale-

able, and then were disposed of for almost nominal prices.

The railway charters had reserved to the States no rights of

legislative iuterference, and the shares had now ceased in great

measure to be owned by Western residents; the farmers,

therefore, saw themselves without any means of controlling

the lines they had built with so many sacrifices. But the

liabilities they had incurred on account of these lines remained

weighing upon them. While the high prices of the war con-

tinued they thought little of the burden ; but as soon as the

prices of all agricultural produce fell, while the high protec-

tive tariff kept up manufactured gooas, aud the inconvertible

paper currency caused an artifici?l scarcity of money, it be-

came difficult for them to meet the railway bonds. Taxation

of all kinds had increased so exorbitantly within a few years,

that the taxation they had imposed on themselves for the ad-

vancement of their own special interests grew almost intoler-

able to them. They attempted, therefore, in a number of

catps, to get rid of it. In plain English, several of the towns

aud counties repudiated the debts they had contracted, on

onerous terms it is true, but still with their eyes open, and to

the great improvement gf their properties. The measure le4
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to litigation, which ia tlie great majority of instances was ad-

verse to the repudiators. But tliere are districts where even
yet, we helieve, the taxes to pay the interest on tlie railway

bonds are not collected ; and there are others in which they
are levied only hy process of law. The eli'ect of the great ex-

tension of railways to which they had so largely contributed

was such, it must he confessed, as might well disappoint tlie

Western farmers. It seemed only to increase competition
among themselves, witliout sensibly reducing the glut of farm
produce. The railways opened up vast regions before inac-

cessible. Tliey thus rendered possible the iuimeuse European
emigration of recent years. They helped to assuage the
horrors of the Irish famine, and to postpone, if not to prevent,

revolutionary outbreaks in Germany. Where within the
meraoiy of men still young there used to be only a iiandful of

Indians and half-breeds, there is now a quarter of the popula-
tion nf the United States. lu this way it would be diflicult

to exaggerate the benefits these lines conferred upon Europe
;

and in another way still their benefits were not less. Although
the population of this region is only one-fourth that of the

Union, it raises considerably more than half the total agricul-

tural produce, and the annual value of its exports of all kinds

to other parts of America and to foreign countries is estimated

at little less than the entire French indemnity. Without
the riihvays this exportation could not have been carried on

;

and the great increase in the cost of living which has recently

taken place among us would consequently have been more
rapid and more excessive than it has been. But these were
advantages to the outside world, not to the Western farmers.

To them every new settler was a competitor, whose industry

kept down the price of meat and grain. Moreover, marvellous

as has been the increase of population, that population is still

only about a tenth part of that of the three countries with

wiiich we have compared this region as to size. So sparse a

population is clearly not one to give rise to a very profitable

railway trafiic, and as matter of course, therefore, the railways

have had to impose heavy charges. They do so as a general

rule, that is ; but there are cases in which they adopt a con-

trary course. Most of the railways open up the West
centre in Chicago. Eastward oi that city there is eifective

competition, for Montreal, Boston, New York, Philadelphia,

and Baltimore are all bidding for the Western trade. But
beyond Chicago the field is to a great extent close. There
are, however, exceptions. St Louis is competing with

Chicago, and wherever lines from these two cities meet, there

competition is real. It is also real where two lines from
Chicago, but with termini in rival ports, come near one
another. From these points goods are carried at immensely
reduced rates, and the same is done where the distance is so

great that otherwise goods could not be sent at all. To make
up for these reductions fares are proportionately increased

where competition does not exist. And thus it often comes
to pass that a farmer 400 or 500 miles from Chicago is able

to send his corn to market cheaper thau another not a fourth

of the distance from the city. The latter in this way finds

liimself confronted with the paradox that his comparative

nearness ',to market is an actual disadvantage to him, and
leads to his being undersold by a man hundreds of miles

farther off. It is easy to understand the Illinois farmer's sense

of injustice, though it is difficult to see how the railways could

act otherwise under a system of competition. But there are

other practices whicli have no such justification. The story

of the Erie Railway has made us all acquainted with the fact

that, to use the appropriate Americanism, railwajs in the

United States are liable to be " captured by rings." These
rings use the lines for their own personal purposes, and one of

commonest practices is to " water the stock ;
'' in other words,

to issue fictitious shares, which represent no capital, and have
never been paid for. These fictitious shares they and their

accomplices receive dividends upon, as if they were hotia fide,

or they sell them for the purpose of raising fuuds to carry out

one ol their customary " raids." Directly, of course, it is the

hoiia fide shareholders who are injured by these fictitious

issues, but indirectly the public suffer. A profit which, if the

capital were acknowledged to be, say, only £1,000,000, would
appear so excessive as almost to compel a reduction of fares

and an increase of accommodation, would seem moderate
when the capital was doubled. In this way the farmers suiter

from " stock-watering," as well as from the waste, extrava-

gance, and peculation of which the " rings " are guilty. And
in another way they sutfer also. The " rings " are in alliance

with certain of the great corn dealers, and these they favour

with facilities as well as reduced charges, which they refuse to

farmers themselves, even when they combine together to send

tlieir produce in large quantities. Owing partly to the im-

mense distances to he traversed, partly to faults of manage-
ment, and partly to downright dishonesty, the cost of carriage

is thus rendered so exorbitant that only a small portion of

tlic AVestern harvests finds its way to I'Jurope or even to the

Atlantic seabord. J5ut there is one other circumstance still

to be mentioned which adds very coiisidi'rably to this exces-

sive cost. The high protective tariif raises the price of every

article used iu the construction and the working of a railway,

and therefore increases tlie fares ciiarged on the goods the

farmer sends to market, as well as on those he fetches home

;

it increases the price of these latter goods—his tea, coffee,

sugar, clothing, and the like ; and lastly it increases the price

of liis farm implements. Thus, while the tariff adds to the

cost of carriage, and thereby reduces the price of stock and
grain, it raises the cost of working his farm, as well as of

everything the farmer buys, and therefore in both ways makes
him poorer. And the inconvertible paper currency adds to

his dilliculties by limiting the quantity of money in circula-

tion, and thereby producing a stringency in the discount

market when -harvest comes round, and large advances are

needed to buy up and export the crops. An example has just

been furnislied to us of the derangement of business and the

extreme suff'ering caused by the periodic crisis which this

inelastic currency occasioiis. The tale of the farmer's grievan-

ces against the railways is not even yet complete. The
story of Erie, to which we have before referred,

has made it notorious that the railway " rings " are in

the habit of bribing the State legislatures wholesale, and of

retaining judges to issue injunctions when needed, just as

railway companies among ourselves retain counsel. But
Messrs. Fisk and Gould, though the most notorious offenders

in this way, were by no means the only ones. The Western
farmers see special laws passed for the assessment of the

railways at merely nominal sums, while their own farms are

assessed at their uttermost value ; they see their legislatures

degraded into mere tools of the railway " rings ; " aud they

see their courts used to cover injustice with the gloss of

legality, and their long-sufTering is at length worn out. The
reader will now, we hope, be able to understand the causes of

that costliness of carriage of which the Western farmers

complain. But to these farmers costliness of carriage meins

poverty in the midst of abundance. From the last American

census it appears that in Kansas and Iowa about one person

out of every five—men, women, and children—residing in the

two States, is engaged in agriculture. The proportion is not

quite so high in Illinois ; but generally it may be said of the

whole West that every family has a member engaged in cultiva-

ting the soil. I'ractically, therefore, the population is almost

exclusively agricultural, and of course unless it can find abroad

a market for its surplus produce which does not exist at home
it must go without most of the comforts and conveniences of

life, as well as the luxuries. Another fact will show this very

clearly. Seven of these Western States grow more than one-

third of all the wheat grown in the Union ; that is to say,

seven of the newest States grow more than half as much wheat

as is grown by the remaining thirty'States and by all the Ter-

ritories. And tiiey raise a still greater proportion of all the

Indian Corn. Again, to put these facts iu a somewhat dif-

ferent form, six of Uie Western States produce per head of the

population fifteen times as much grain as do the six New
England States. Of course, the complete remedy for the far-

mer's grievances would be the growth of a large population

not occupied iu agriculture, and doubtless some day this will

happen. But in the meantime the farmer sees himself sinking

hopelessly into debt, with a superabundance of all the necessa-

ries of life around him, while he is aware that great multi-

tudes in Europe are hungering for the food he cannot dispose

of. It is little wonder, therefore, that he turns angrily upon

the railways. In the northern part of Illinois, in the district,

that is, in which Chicago lies, he finds that it costs him three

bushels of corn to get one to market. The result is that he

barely gets back what he has expended on actually growing

the corn ; but he receives no payment for carriage ; he obtains

no interest on the price ol his farm ; no profit out of which

to make good the wear and tear of machinery ; and no money

to pay his taxes. " One forenoon," says the leader of the

farmers' movement iu Illinois, " a man went past here with y,

I. L
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load of sixty bushels of corn. He said that he had come a

long distance ; had started at four o'clock in the morning.

As he returned in the afternoon, I asked hira how much he

had got for his load of corn. He held up two pairs of boys'

boots, and said that his sixty bushels of corn and a dollar in

cash liad just purchased theni." The case of the Iowa farmer

is no better. A corn-broker in iNew York writes to one of

the papers in tliat city that five truck-loads of maize liad been

consigned to him from Iowa. It was of prime quality, and
fetched the highest price—2s. 4d. per bushel. Tlie cost of

carriage from Iowa to New York was 2s. The consigner,

therefore, received just "id. In other words, the railways re-

ceived for carrying the corn from Iowa to New York exactly

six times as much as the farmer who grew it. And before

that corn could reach the Enixlish consumer it would have to

be carried all the way across the Athmtic. It is not sur-

prising therefore, that these farmers are unable to dispose of

the greater part of their crops, and tliat they find it more eco-

nomical to burn tlieir corn as fuel than to buy coal or wood.

The result of this state of things to the farmer is that they

are becoming hopelessly encumbered. "The majority of the

farmers of this State," says their leader in Illinois, " have hard

work to support their families. Year by year new mortgages

are given to pay new debts, and it is the exception rather than
the rule for a farmer to be saving anything. At least one-

half of the farms in this part of the State are mortgaged fur

money borrowed at ten per cent, interest, and the miijority of

them will never be redeemed." Tliis is the burden of the

statements heard in all parts of the West. After a gloomy
picture of the condition of Iowa, the same able correspondent

who reports the conversation just quoted from observes :
" No

one can ride across this State without observing, even from the

window of a railway car, a painful contrast between the rich-

ness of the fields and the poverty of many of the liomes. I

don't believe there is a better farming country in the world

than the Des Moines Valley, with its beautiful rolling prairie

lands, and it everywhere shows the evidence of good culture.

And yet the owners of these farms live too often iu little

cramped-up unattractive, and in many cases uncomfort-
able houses." Here, again, protection and the political

corruption which prevails in the United States come into the

disadvantage of the farmers. To encourage banking, bankers
are permitted to retain as reserve Government bonds which
bear interest at six per cent. : they are paid, that is, for using

the public money in their own business. Out in the West,
needy accomplices of the " rings " in power are fond of ob-

taining bank charters, and witli them deposits of bonds. And
they use the public moaey thus advanced in lending it to the

farmers at an interest, as we have just seen, of ten per cent.

It is not to be supposed that the farmers, seeing themselves
growing poorer and poorer, while the country generally was
advancing rapidly in wealth, would sit down quietly under
their misfortunes. But for a long time they were at a loss

how to set about helping themselves. The story is that the
suggestion on which th3y acted came from a woman. A Mr.
Kelley, it is said, was one day repeating the stock complaints
of his class, when a lady suddenly cut him short by asking why
the farmers did not protect themselves by combinations, as

other trades and professions were doing. The idea was
instantly caught up by Mr. Kelley, and he resolved to devote
himself to its realisation. From State to State he travelled,

preaching to the farmers tlie necessity of union ; but at first

he met only disappointments. His family and friends en-
treated him not to ruin himself in a chimerical pursuit ; but
he was not to be diverted from his purpose, and at length he
set a movement going whicli to-day threatens to envelop the
whole Union. It was at St. Paul, in Minnesota—the lar-

distant prairie town near the head-waters of the Mississippi,
from which a few years ago we used to receive our intelli-

gence of the doings of the Red River insurgents—that success
first crowned his efforts. He got a number of farmers to form
a kind of club, to which he gave the name of Grange. And
from this remote spot he continued his missionary labours with
renewed hope. For yet a little while, however, liis success was
slow. But about three years ago the movement received a
sudden impetus, and spread over the West with great rapidity.
Granges were formed in several States; these were linked
togetlicr iu Slate Associations of Patrons of Husbandry, and
the State Associations ultimately combined to form a Grand
National Association. The movement is still spreading , it

has eveii penetrated into Canada, aud scarce a day passes in

which new Granges are not formed. To estimate their number
with any accuracy is therefore impracticable. But so long ago
as last June, the single State of Iowa had over 1,700 Granges

;

seven States liad between 200 and 500 Granges each ; and
ten States had over 100. These figures no longer represent

even approximately the number of Granges. In a single

mouth 700 new ones have been formed. But it is certain that

these clubs dispose of no small proportion of the voting as well

as of the fighting power of the Union. It must be understood,

however, that the Granges are professedly non-political.

When they were first fo\inded the Civil VV^ar was still recent,

the reconstruction of the South was still uncompleted, and
many other burning questions were still unsettled. It was
obviously necessary, therefore, to taboo political discussion if

the men were to be got to act togetiier wlio regarded tlie sub-

jection of the South as patriotic and who looked upou it as a

wanton aggression, as well as those who fought for the Union
under Grant and for the Confederacy under Lee. Again, the

members of the Granges belong to different races and con-

flicting creeds. Por example, there is no mistaking the na-

tionality of the founder of the Association, Mr. Kelley. If

his countrymen were to co-operate with sceptical Germans and
Puiitauical New Englanders, it was manifestly desirable that

no disputes should be permissible about the confessional or the

temporal power of the Pope. Religious discussion, accord-

ingly, is strictly forbidden by the rules, as well as political.

The Granges have been likened to Masonic lodges, and in

some respects they bear them a resemblance. Their proceed-

ings are conducted in secret, admission is accompanied by
initiatory rites, and the members are classed in orders, such

as labourer and maid, cultivator and shepherdess, harvester

and gleaner, husbandman and matron. But in most other re-

spects they differ widely. For example, both sexes are admitted

to membership on a footing of perfect equality. There is an
entrance fee, which fur men is a little less than £1 sterling,

and for women is about lis. Subscriptions are also paid,

amounting for both sexes to about fivepence a month. The
degrees are seven in number, the highest being given in the

National Grange only, the second and third iu the State

Granges, and the remaining four in the district Granges. And
each degree, as may be seen above, has two corresponding

titles for men and women respectively. The aim of the Grange
is to improve the condition of the farmers : its first object,

therefore, is to bring them together, to instil into them a

spirit of fellowship, to supply them with libraries and reading-

rooms where they may learn what is going on all over the

country, and to furnish them with assembly-rooms where they

may meet to consult, to discuss questions of interest to them,
or to I'sten to lectures. Its second object is to get rid of mid-
dlemen. With this view the State Granges act as great co-

operative societies. By purchasing machinery and farming

implements direct from the manufacturer, the Iowa Granges
last year saved for their members as much as £100,000, and
the Granges are also endeavouring to get rid of the corn-dealers

by exporting corn themselves direct. But there is another

fuuction performed by these Granges which will appear strange

to the English reader. In these distant Western States popu-

lation is scattered so thinly over great areas that neighbourship

hardly exists, and society is unknown. Tbe men and women
who settled these States felt the waut but little. Tliey had
escaped from a life of privation and toil, unsweetened by plea-

sure, aud they regarded the rude plenty of the prairie as a kind

of paradise. But it is different with their children. Physical

waut these latter have never known ; they have received a

certain anionut of education ; they read the newspapers, and

through these the echoes of the great world, its doings, its

aspirations, and its controversies, reach even to them. Tlie

young men are fascinated by the tales of great fortunes sud-

denly won, of dazzling chances open to all. Tli3 girls envy

their more fortunate sisters who can pass their evenings at

balls, operas, or plays, or can listen to the wordy duel between

Mr. Eroude and Father Burke over the wrongs of Ireland, or

can assist Dr. Tyndall's experiments in light. And to multi-

tudes of both sexes the dull monotony of the farm becomes

so intolerable that they crowd to the great cities in search

of the fortunes and the ideasures of which they have dreamt.

Nay, even the pack of the travelling pedlar, or the fool's cap

and bells of the itinerant show, seem to many among them a

welcome escape. The third object of the Granges is, then, to

satisfy this craving for social intercourse. Ceremonies of in-

iticttioii have accordingly beeu devised to amuse the fancy, and
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are accompanied by music, siugiiig, and "llic expression of

exaUed sentiments." Processions take place whenever an op-

portunity offers, picnics are got up vvlieu the weatiier is favoiir-

al)k', and wiieu it is not, fancy (airs, amateur concerts, or

dancinj; parties are substituted. In i)hiuning and preparing

for liiese amusements, as well as in decorating; the Grange-
halls, they furnish the young people witli numberless pretexts

for meeting together, and thus help to kill the ciiiiid so con-

stantly pressing upon them. In sliort, the Grantees in their

broad features are a revival, under somewhat siaiilar condi-

tions, of the old medi:fval trade guilds, without the mediteval

association with religion, and otiicrwise adapted to modern
ways of thinking. But useful as the Granges proved them-
selves in the several ways we have been pointing out, it soon

became evident to the farmers they were get ing no nearer to

the solution of the problem that was vexing them. They be-

came convinced then that political action was necessary for the

attainment of their purpose. As the civil war receded farther

and farther into the past, and the questions it lelt open were
settled one after anotlier, while the rings which were preying

upon the country flaunted their corruption with shameless

etfroatery in the public eye, the conviction gained strength,

and the farmers came more and more to regard their own class

interest as the guide of their conduct. At first they met in-

formally outside the Granges to talk over the political topics

of the day, and the bearing upon the question tliey had them-

selves in hand. These meetings soon grew regular, and after

a time Farmers' Clubs were constituted by the side of, yet dis-

tinct from, the Granges. These clubs were originally inde-

pendent cue of another, but twelve months ago a Mr, Smith
invited the several Illinois clubs to send delegates to a conven-

tion which he cp.lled. The delegates answered the sum-
mons, and the clubs united to form a State Association.

Other States followed the example of Illinois; and now
there is also a National Association. Thus it will be

seen there are t«'0 Farmers' Associations, both constituted

after tiie same pattern, and both consisting of almost the same
members, but one avowedly political, the other not. Before

this stage of development was reached, however, the Illinois

farmers had already taken action against the railways. Three
years ago they were sufficiently strong to insert a clause in the

reformed constitution of their State, asserting the right of the

State to interfere in the management of railways. In 1871
the legislature, in virtue of this clause, passed an Act imposing

a maximum of fares. The railways refused to obey, and last

winter a case came before the Illinois Supreme Court. The
Chief-Justice decided that the Act was unconstitutional, and
he lost his seat in consequence, as we have already stated at

the beginning of this article. Meantime the legislature

amended the Act, declared that fares should be " reasonable,"

and that t!ie same rate should be charged for long as for short

distances, and appointed a commission to enlbrce the Act. The
railways have submitted so far, but they have raised the fares

generally, aud are carrying out the Act in such a manner as

practically to close Illinois against the States more westward.

The Act evidently must be repealed, or it will shatter the

Farmers' Association to pieces ; and it is clear enough that

the leaders of the movement are utterly at a loss as to the next

step. Proposals are, therefore, put forward of the wildest

kind, some being for confiscation hardly concealed, and others

utterly impracticable, as, for instance, that railways should be

declared public highways, and that every person who chose

should be allowed to run his own carriages along them on rea-

sonable terms. But we have not space here to- state, much less

to discuss, the various projects that have been put forward.

Nor would it, indeed, repay the trouble ; for it is abun-

dantly evident that the farmers do not know their own minds

yet. It is of more interest to inquire what is the tendency of

the movement in which they are engaged. Many keen ob-

servers in the United States are of opinion that the agitation

has been got up by the " politicians." Some time ago Con-
gress decided that no more public lands should be granted in

aid of public works. Were this decision to be adhered to, one

source of corruption would be stopped. But the politicians

are anxiuus, for this very reason, that it should be adhered to ;

and, with a view to getting it set aside, many think that they

have fanned the undoubted discontent of the farmers into a

blaze, intending by-and-by to come forward and propose addi-

tional comrauuication, managed in such a way that the farmers'

corn and cattle should be carried to market for next to nothing.

In support of this view^ we are reminded that several months

ago the President recommended to Congress a scheme of canals

from the Atlantic to the South and West on a scale so prodi-

gious that their construction would seem beyond tiie ability of

any country. This, we are assured, was one of the moves of

the game. When Congress meets again, the proposal will be

renewed, and will then be backed up by a popular demand
which will be simply irresistible. We should be sorry to deny

for one moment the plausibility, or even probability, of this

theory. Of the President's personal probity, indeed, we have

not a doubt ; aud therefore we are satisfied that in making the

recommendation alluded to he was actuated by no sordid mo-
tives. But it cannot be denied that he is not always well ad-

vised in the bestowal of his confidence: undoubtedly, too, there

have been politicians taking a very prominent place at some of

the farmers' meetings, dressed up in " hickory" trousers, with

hay-seed in their hair, and their toes showing through their

boots, whose interest in the farmers may be asserted, without

any want of charity, to have been measured exactly by their

hope of getting sometiiing out of them. But, after all, it is

by no means uncommon for clever demagogues to set an agita-

tion on foot which tliey are afterwards unable to control, and
this may well prove to be a case in point. When we bear ia

mind from what classes the ranks of these farmers are recruited

—Irish peasants bred in 'latred of government and even of law
itself, Germans who had taken part in the revolutionary strug-

gles of 1848, or who since left their country to escape military

service, and emigrants from the eastern cities deeply tinged

with socialism—when we bear this in mind, we shall be pre-

pared to find these farmers of a very difi"erent temper from
those who in Europe are the mainstay of Conservatism. We
have alluded at the beginning of this article to a threat, uttered

by one of the most influential leaders of the movement, to the

effect that the trees would be made to bear liuman fruit. The
threat was softened in a subsequent speech, but even in its

corrected form the harangue was violent enough. Nor is tiiis

tlie only indication that influences are working among these

farmers which prudent men would willingly let sleep. A sig-

nificant example occurred only the other day at one of their

State conventions. A landowner of considerable wealth was

proposed as chairman, but he was instantly rejected by the

farmers, and the significance of the incident lies in the fact tnat

he was rejected on the express ground of his wealth. But
perhaps the most remarkable feature of the whole movement is

the hope avowed by more than one of its leaders that in the

course of a few years it may be made the means of realising a

social ideal. Great social palaces, " like the famous one at

Guise," are to form the centre of agricultural districts culti-

vated on the most scientific piinciples, and through the varied

economies resulting from combinations, all the luxuries of life

as well as all the conditions of the highest culture are to be

secured to every one willing to labour half the hours the larmers

now do. In spite of these symptoms, it may, of course, be that

the great body of the farmers are as moderate as their compeers

in Europe. 13ut, at any rate, it is certain that one of their

most influential leaders—the organiser, if not the director, of

the movement in Illinois—is in a frame of mind which cannot

be described as less than dangerous, and his most inflammatory

harangues are cheered to the echo by his audiences. Other

leaders are dreaming of making the combination of the agri-

cultural classes a means, not of ameliorating their lot merely,

but of equalising their condition, of getting rid of poverty, and

of placing all capacities on the same footing by employing

them in the occupations they are fitted for. And, lastly, in

one State at least, the mere possession of wealth by a farmer

makes him an object of suspicion and dislike to his class. It

is manifest, therefore, that the leaven of revolution and so-

cialism is working among the mass. How deeply it has pene-

trated we do not undertake to say. But, upon the other hand,

it is characteristic of the class, and constitutes its weakness,

that one of the reasons why rich farmers are disliked is that

they help to keep up wages. Though struggling, these farmers

are all employers of labour, and consequently, as yet at least,

are generally opposed to trades-unionist demands. This is ap-

parent in many ways, but more particularly in their uncon-

cealed repngnanceto the Eight Hours' Bill. The progress of

the movement may give the communistic party amongst thera

the ascendancy, and may thus overcome this feeling. But up

to the present neither socialistic tendencies, nor republican in-

stitutions, nor the levelling nftuenccs of a brand-new country

have been able to eradicate from the minds of the majority

class antipathies or class selfishness.

—

The Cornhill Magazine,

ll3
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THE LANDLORDS AND THE LABOURERS' COTTAGES.

A meeting of the Devon and Cornwall Chamber of Agri-

culture was held at Launceston, when Mr. W. Perry, of Lew-

down, read a paper on Labourers' Cottages; Mr. liashleigh,

of Menabilly, the President of the Chamber, in tiie chair.

Mr. Perry said it would be readily agreed that labourers'

cottages were not what tliey should be. These cottages were

often spoken of as mud hovels, as though mud walls must of

necessity be bad and uncomfortable. But such was not the

case. True, they were not so desirable as stone buildings, but

they were drier, and with their thatched roofs, as were gene-

rally seen, a more regular temperature was preserved. On the

whole a mud-walled house, with its thatched roof, plastered

and whitened \A alls, its creeper about the doorway, its bees

playing in the garden, its flower plants about the house and

window, and its tidy and tlirifty occupants might represent

civilization and comfort as much as a house built with any

other materials. Stone-built houses were not alvi ays desirable,

an instance of this being a house built fifteen years ago, in

which there was now rot in the woodwork and damp admitted

through the roof. He did not say that mud was the best for

walls, but the scarcity of other material might prevent any-

thing else being used. A family of tidy liabits would make
almost any kind of house to look comfortable, whilst a

slovenly family would make the best kind of house appear

wretched. Cottages should contain sufficient space to promote

liealth and preserve morality, and also secure convenience.

He proposed putting cottages into three classes : first, with two

rooms under and three over ; second, with one room under and

two over ; and third, with one room under and one over—all

with suitable appurtenances. He thought the two former those

to be considered as for use by the labourers, the third class

being set aside for couples with no families. Cottages were

requently overcrowded by children who ought to be getting

their living being kept home, or by too many lodgers being

taken in. Sites should be chosen where a good supply of

water was at hand and well situated for drainage. The free

circulation of pure air should be considered, and the site

should be as far as possible within easy distance of the

labourer's employment. It was a pity and a loss for a man to

waste his powers by having to walk any great distance to and

from his work. His men resided from a quarter to half a mile

from his house—a good arrangement. It was a bad plan to

have the labourers too near the farm-houses as means were

thereby furnished for gossiping with household servants,

which often occasioned inconvenience and unpleasant-

ness in various ways. As cottages could not be built ex-

cept on land, the owners of that land were in a great

degree responsible for their not being what they ought to

be. They should meet that responsibility by building a suit-

able supply of cottages, or by disposing of their land to others

for that purpose on reasonable terms, which would be an

inducement lor them to build. Land was held too tightly

in this country, as though it were a sacred trust not to be

disposed of, thus alieuating the feelings of small capitalists,

who would like to have a bit on which they might build a resi-

dence for themselves. It would be wise of, and would pay land-

lords to make liberal concessions on this point. If the people

could obtain land on simple commercial principles they would
house tiiemselves, relieving landowners of an immense amount
of responsibility. Further, he thought they would join with

the landowners in a patriotic feeling, which would be beneficial

nationality. He asked for forty yards of land for a cottage

—

about ten yards for house, yard, and pigsty, and thirty yards

for garden. If a few yards could be had for a pig plot all the

better, for every labourer should be able to keep a pig. Thirty

yards of garden was as much as a man could cultivate in his

spare time. If the Enclosure Commissioners had authority to

set apart building allotments for tiiose who miglit claim them
in all and future enclosed lands at a fair and reasonable price

to the owners of the soil, it would have a beneficial elFect. Two
things acted as a check to the investment of capital in tiie

building of cottages. If a man improved a bit of .land by
building on it, or in any other way, he was rated or taxed for

the maintenance of public highways, poor, police, lunatics, for

education, sanitary purposes, vaccii ; 1)( ji.aud registration, and

he did not know what else. This was a tax on labour of tlie

humblest class, whilst the higher class of labour was untouched.

Local taxation was based on such anomalous grounds that re-

adjustment and relief in some way must be shortly conceded.

Trades unions and strikes, he considered, also acted as a check

to the building of cottages for the poor, because they prevented

a man ever knowing what would be the cost of his under-

taking, or when it would be accomplished.

Sir, II. Cl.vrk said he regretted the small attendance.

Landowners would, no doubt, in time regret not having at-

tended these meetings, and met tenants and men of the middle

class who could give information on every subject, llow could

landlords build cottages unless they heard from their tenants

the best means by which this could be done ? He hoped they

would never see mud-walled cottages again, but that the best

of materials would be used in construction. Common decency

was wanted for the inhabitants of cottages, and common-sense

provision for health. What was the poor lodger to do if he

could not go to the cottages ? It was absolutely indecent for

children of both sexes to be allowed to sleep in one bedroom,

and it was desirable that there should be rooms for the parents

and girls and boys. There should also be a second room on

the ground-floor for the lodger. If not he would be driven to

the public-house—the worse possible place for him—or else

do the most improvident thing of getting married at an early

age. Seventy per cent, of the land in this country was held

under settlements, which prevented a man improving or building

on his estate. If the owner of an entailed estate, with a son

and five daughters, built cottages, all the advantages went to

the son, whilst the daughters lost by the expenditure of the

money, which would otherwise have come to them. Land-
owners were always ready to do what they could for the bene-

fit of the labourers ; but in some cases it was quite impossible

for them to act by reason of their limited income.

Mr. B. IIuELL said that the great question was, Who would
occupy the cottages if built? Pephaps the labourers were
better Joff now than before, but when u man was in a smaller

house than the ones proposed to be built, he felt that he could

not alTord the extra rent, or buy the better furniture for the new
house. To build a fuur-roomcd cottage would cost £150,
wliilst the ordinary rental inhis locality was from £3 to £3 a year.

This was not sufficient, and the great thing would be to put the

labourer in the position to pay rent which would give at least

i per cent, for the cottage, which would be a greater induce-

ment than anything else for cottage building.

Mr. C. GuRNEY said the whole questioji of the invest-

ment of money depended upon the supply and demand, and if

the landowner and occupier had sufficient accommodation they

secured the attendance of suflicient labourers, and thus created

the demand. Wages of labourers would increase, there would
be a greater demand for cottt,ges, and the supply woufd come
in some shape or other. The bugbear of entail was got over

by an Act of Parliament, which allowed the owner of an en-

tailed estate to borrow money for building cottages and ex-

tend payment for a number of years, so that his son might
join in the cost. The great objection to building cottages

was the eiuestion of Local Taxation, which would come upon
the man who invested £100 in building a cottage, and did not

touch the man who invested in the funds. How was it possi-

ble that commercial enterprise in tiie building of cottages

could take place as long as exclusive taxation was placed ou
particular property ?

Mr. Prout contended that the cottages were unduly assessed

and the local authorities here made a mistake. Mud hovels

were in some cases rated at the same amount as their rental,

whereas they should be rated at their value. The landowners

were not only those who should build the cottages. The
middle-class should assist in promoting the welfare of the

working classes. Co-operation might be brought to bear on
this subject, and by this plan they would be more likely to

effect tlieir ends than by leaving it to landlords or chance.

Garden ground was most essential, and enough should be

given in which the man and also his family could work.

Failing anything else Parliament could be applied to to help in
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the purchase of land, for it would be no use for a raau to

build on leaseholds.

Mr. VosPER said if consideration was given for the horses

and bullocks and farm—which there was—he did not see why
the landlord and tenant together should not consider the
question of providing cottages for tlie labourer. Respectable
cottage accommodation was one of tlie best means of obtain-
ing a hold upon the labourers. Wages must ceitainly be
higher, and the men could pay greater rent now than they
could before.

Mr. Clark remarked that he knew owners of entailed

property could be assisted to build cottages by borrowing
money, repayable over a term of years, but this plan involved

so much expense that it would not be often tried.

Mr. Teejia.ti<e said two means had been suggested whereby
this want of cottages could be supplied. The first was by
means of societies on co-operative principles, but that would
never by any possibility answer, because it would not pay.

The other suggestion was tliat landlords should supply the

cottages, and he, as a landlord, fully admitted his respon-

sibility, and the responsibility of Ins class, for such provision.

In considering what class of cottages they should provide,

the number of sleeping rooms would be the test of respect-

ability. The landlord would inevitably come to the conclu-

sion that the only class ol cottage lie ought to build were
those in which there would be suflicieut sleeping rooms,
according to the requirements of his estate. In Cornwall and
Devon, more especially in the North of Devon, the cottages

were a standing sliame and disgrace to society. They found

in them no possible consideration fur health, sleeping room
was deficient, and without that cubical space which the

simplest intelligence would show was absolutely necessary for

health ; and husband and wife, grown up children and smaller

ones of both sexes, slept in the same room, or in rooms with
insufficient partitions, which made the commonest decencies

of life outraged. Therefore it vv-as absolutely necessary that

there should be at least three sleeping rooms. He had for

years adopted the plan of building cottages with all the neces-

sary requirements, with three sleeping rooms, and found that

the least cost was £150 each. Even with the present high

rate of wages to labourers, he could not let them for more
than £3 a year, and when the repairs were put down to the

landlord, all the bloom was taken off the percentage for his

outlay. He did nDt think any co operative society would
undertake to build cottages with the prospect of such per-

centage as that. Bnt the landlord had other interests than

the money received direct on his outlay. His property being

improved by the cottages he could make more rent of his

farms, and the tenant could get more work out of his men if

the cottages were so situated as to be near their employment,

thus preventing them spending part of their energies in long

walks to and from work. Another consideration for the

landlord was that in building these cottages he knew he was

doing his duty in trying morally and socially to elevate the

labouring classes coming under his especial control and pro-

tection. By these means the landlord, instead of having

under him men whose total time was spent in hard work, and

whoso whole future would be the workhouse, was raising up

labourers of better condition, giving them the comforts of a

home—than which there was no greater antagonist of the

beershop—and finally he was not only doing his duty as a

landlord, but as a Christian.

The Chairman endorsed all Mr. Tremayne had said about

the responsibility of landlords providing cottages for the

labourers, and the first thing he turned attention to on coming
into his property was putting the cottages on his estates in

proper repair. All cottages should have at least three bed-

rooms. Tenants had a duty in this respect as well as land-

lords, and it was a great neglect of duty on their part that

whilst seeing thsre was proper accommodation on their es-

tates for their cattle they did not see that there was necessary

accommodation for their labourers. In the future they would

have to see tliat the labourer had no cause to complain of his

cottags accommodation. The reason so little notice had been

given to this matter hitherto was that in some counties the

labourer lived in villages. But larmers now saw where there

was no such accommodation it was necessary to build cottages

in order to get better labourers. It was impossible for high

farming to be carried on successfully unless the labourers were

properly housed and cared for. There could not be a more

wretched feeling than for a landlord to know he was living

amongst labourers badly housed, whilst on the otiier hand

there could be no more pleasant feeling than to know they

were properly housed and cared for, where they could carry on

a more moral life, and have those home comforts which land-

lords and tenants valued so much themselves, and whichit

was the wish of all landlords that everyone connected with

the estate should enjoy also.

On the motion of Mr. NoRTiiEY a resolution was passed

declaring that it was for the benefit and advantage of owners

and occupiers of the soil that sufficient cottage accommodation

should be provided for the labourers at the expense of the

landlord.

Mr. Perry was thanked for his paper, and the chairman

for presiding.

SHORTHORN LITERATURE.—Mr. Edward Bowly,

of Siddiugton, writes thus to Bell's Weekly Mcssewjer :

" I am sure no right-minded Englishmaa can approve the

spirit in which certain newspaper editors have endeavoured

to ridicule those v/ho had the pluck to purchase the

Duchesses in America. Editors do not write critiques on

those men who almost daily give enormous suras for pic-

tures, precious stones, relics, objects of vertti, and such

like, although the cause of their great value is the same

in each instance—namely, that there are only <i certain

number of them in the world, and the effect is that those

who possess them must pay large sums to do so. I

believe and hope that the purchasers of the Duchesses

will find them a very profitable investment, and they w-ill

certainly have the satisfaction of benefiting their country,

and every generous and unbiassed mind must greatly

admire their patriotism in bringing them to our shores."

Whatever right-minded Englishmen may think of these

newspaper editors, they cannot but approve of the spirit

in which Mr. Edward Bowly writes, viz., with the object

of puffing off animals in which he is or was concerned.

The last paragraph of his letter, which we do not give,

and which should surely have appeared amongst other

such disinterested " critiques" in the concocter's column of

our contemporary, is made to turn ingeniously enough on

the merits of a certain Duke bull, of which it appears

Mr. Bowly was once part proprietor, and some of whose

sort he may still have about. But it may be worth

while to look for a moment more to the general

argument in this " critique." The Duchesses, it seems,

are to he prized as relics and objects of vertu ; and lai'^c

sums must he paid for them because they are scarce.

Precisely so ; and because from experience they promise

to be scarcer. What comes of the " patriotism" of Mr.

Ilegan and Mr. Betts, but the possession of a number of

barren beasts at the then highest possible prices ? as it is

)nore than suspected there were many shy breeders in-

cluded in the Sale of the Century. We once saw a

Cochin China sold for a hundred guineas, but as good a

bird now may be bought for as many shillings, simply be-

cause they have increased and multiplied. On the same

showing, the Duchesses should be cheaper instead of

dearer, unless, as Mr. Bowly puts it, they are " relics"

and " objects of vertu." Was there ever such an argument

strung together as all this talk about "generous and

unbiassed minds" and "patriotism" and " benefiting the

country" ? although the point of the story is pertinent

enough, as " every intelligent and practical farmer" knows

of course what a wonderful bull was that which Messjp.

Bowly and Co. purchased " some years since."

True patriots we, for be it understood,

These puffs are published for the owners' good.
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THE DISEASES OE STOCK.
At a meeting of the Baubury district Chamber of Agricul-

ture, the Secretary read the tollowiug corresponOence :

Henley-on-Thames, October 27, 1873.

Dear Sir,—At our annual meeting on the 4th of Novem-
ber, the slaughter and burial of cattle affected with ijleuro-

pneumonia indiscriminately, is down for discussion. From a

letter I read of yours some few weeks since, but which I can-

not now lay my hand upon, I conclude that the power to relax

this rule lies in the local authority, viz., the magistrates ; un-

fortunately, at tlie present time the disease prevails extensively

in the ueiglibourliood of Banbury, and one farmer in particu-

lar, Mr. Goldsmith, has been a very heavy loser thereby. Tlie

practice has been as soon as the disease developed itself to kill

and bury the beast, and several of £20 value have been thus

treated. Last week the police instructed Mr. Goldsmitli to

have eight healthy beasts and one which had the disease killed

and sent to London market. I saw the diseased carcase hang,
ing in Banbury; the meat looked perfectly good, but tlie

veterinary inspector appeared afraid to send it on until he had
consulted one of the medical men of the town on the subject,

and whether they did send it or no I cannot say. From your
letter, I gather that in your district you have agreed to kill the

beast ami make the most you can of it for human food. Will

you kindly tell me whether, before coming to this conclusion,

you had any opinion as to the wholesomeuess of the meat, and
if you can give me any other information to bring before our

meeting I shall feel obliged.—Faithfully yours, Charles
Simmons.

Iloninghara, 28th October, 1873.

Dear Sir,—The local authority for the county of Norfolk
is a committee composed of half magistrates and half farmers,

elected by the Board of Guardians ; they have appointed a

sub-committee, three justices and two farmers, and they really

do all the work. We have made some salvage of all beasts we
have yet killed. The average cost to the country for the first

30 cattle slaughtered was under £5 per head ; we give the

salvage to the owner, and yjaj/ hhn half h'ls loss. I am confi-

dent tbat in tlie early stages of the disease the meat is per-

fectly good and wholesome, and I consider burying tlie carcase

of such cattle is simply a wicked waste of good food. By
giving liberal compensation and all tbe salvage to the owner,
it is to his interest to give early notice of the disease, and as

the contagion can only be communicated by the hreatli of lite

living animal, it is of the utmost importance to kill the diseased

bullock at once. The carcase can't spread the disease, why
therefore bur)/ it ? If you don't like to eat it, wliicli I have
often done, surely the owner ought to be allowed to make the

most of the body for other purposes. 1 am speaking thus
positively, not alone from my own experience, but from tlie

evidence given by the highest veterinary authorities before the
Contagious Diseases (Animal) Committee of last sessions.

—

Faithfully yours, Clare Sewell Head.
Mr. Goldsmith (Mollingtou) said the first thing they

should consider was the best mode in which to carry out the
order of the Privy Council. It should be carried out iu the
same manner in all the counties, and he believed the farmers
would, for their own interest and that of their neighbours, be
only too pleased to do everything they possibly could to assist

the authorities to carry out the order. Tiie manner in which
the order was carried out in different counties varied con-
siderably. He had had the misfortune to have diseased animals
in three counties. In Warwickshire and Oxfordshire they
buried the animals after they had killed them, but in North-
amptonshire it was not so. He had been at more expense in

connection with four beasts in Northamptonshire than with
forty at home. He believed it was wise and right to slaughter
beasts whenever they showed symptoms of the disease. Oa
Saturday he reported a diseased beast at Grirasbury, but the
inspector could not go to see it, as he said it was t(jo late. The
inspector went on tbe Monday, but he would not order the
beast to be killed ; he said it was valued too high, and that he
would see it again. Now he (the speaker) had men there to
Icill and bury the beast, and he did not think that he should be
put to needless expense in the matter. The disease was in-
fectious, and a home-bred beast of his had it. Iu Oxfordshire

the inspectors, who were the police, did their work thoroughly,

and whenever a beast showed the symptoms they killed it. If

there was any doubt they telegraphed to Mr. Wadlow, who
ordered thein to be killed when iu the early stage of disease.

Northamptonsjiire ordered them to be killed and brought to

Baubury, and sent to market if tliey were fit for food. He
would not risk sending an animal to market, and he wanted to

know at whose risk it was sent. In valuing the animals the

law should be carried out strictly. His cattle had been very

unfairly valued in Northamptonshire, having been valued for

much less money than lie had sold them for. They were

valued as they stood, after having suffered from the disease,

and not at what they vi ere worth previously.

The CHAiRMAJNf : Wlio is the inspector for Northampton-
shire ?

Mr. Goldsmith : Mr. Page. I should have been perfectly

willing to kill the animal without any compensation, for the

safety of the others.

Mr. TA^VNEY said that at the meeting of the Council it

seemed very feasible that something should be made of the

carcase, and he mentioned it to the Committee at Oxford. He
was told that when the order was issued, the matter had been

very well considered, and, having got the best veterinary opi-

nion, the Committee came to the conclusion that the best way
—and the only satisfactory way—to settle the business was to

bury the animals at once. There was another meeting called

ten days ago in consequence of a sort of half-private letter

iiaving been received from the Privy Council, stating that they

could do what they thought would be for the best. The question

was discussed again, but the old resolution to bury the animals

at once was adhered to. There were manifest difficulties in

the way of selling the meat. Who was to he responsible for

it ? The owner did not like to run the risk, and the veterinary

inspector did not like to run the risk. It was awkward for

them to risk being accused of sending bad meat to market. As
far as they had heard from Mr. Goldsmith, it seemed the sys-

tem was better carried out in this county than in Northamp-
tonshire. In Norfolk they seemed to manage the matter bet-

ter, but the constitution of the Committee was different.

Tlie Chaikman did not think that private letters should be
sent from head-quarters ; they should let the whole country

know what was to be done.

Mr. Tawney said that one of the committee had consulted

some of the practical men in Oxford market, and they were of

the unanimous opinion that the beasts should be buried at

once. The veterinary surgeon consulted by the county would
not say that the disease could not be conveyed by other means
than breatliing, such as by the meat and skin.

Tlie Secretary did not think the meat was unfit for

human food in the early stage of disease.

Mr. Brazier could not see how the meat could be in a
healthy state when the lungs were bad. If there was disease

in the beast it must be aflected all over.

Mr. Goldsmith said that as soon as animals were found to

have the disease, an arrangement should be come to to slaugh-

ter tlie whole of the healthy ones. If they wish to " stamp
out " the disease this should be done, and if it had been done
the loss to him and the counties would not have been one-

tenth what it has been. He was afraid lie should lose every

beast he had got; but if he could get a licence to remove the

animals at Grimsbury to the home farm, so that he might keep
them warm, he believed they would do very well. They re-

mained in the field wet and cold, and every beast would die he
thought. He dare not remove them. He had slaughtered
eight healthy beasts, and lost about half their value. They
were in good store condition, and they sold at 33. 4d. per stone.

In reply to Archdeacon Holbech, Mr. Goldsmith said they
must get permission to kill the healtliy animals, and have the
police present, and a veterinary surgeon to see that the ani-

mals sent to market were sound.
The Rev. G. Miller asked if the inspector ordered an

animal to be killed, and it was found to be suffering from
the disease, was he in any way liable for ordering it to be killed ?

Mr. Goldsmith : He might be.

Mr. SCRiVEN said the animals insured iu the Mutual Cattle
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Assurance Associ itioa that died from pleuro were sold, and
they never heard of the officers of that society getting six

mouths for it. Mr. Brazier sanctioned it himself when in office.

Mr. Brazier moved that when a hoast was suffering from
pleura it should be killed and the carcase buried.

Mr. Stilgoe : Wjiat will you do witli the healthy ones ?

Mr. Brazier: That will be a sejiarate motion.
A desultory conversation ensued, and some members were of

opinion that animals should be buried at once, and others that
they should only be buried if the disease was of long standing.
The latter was the prevalent opinion.

The Secretary said if the animals were slauKlitered di-

rectly they fell with the disease, he did not think the disease

would spread.

Mr. Grikfin : We shall never get them slaughtered in the

first stage of the disease until the responsibility is removed

from the inspectors.

Archdeacon IloLBECii moved: "That when beasts show the

first symptoms of disease, they shall be immediately slaugh-

tered and sent to market ; but if the disease has been allowed

to make serious advances, then in such cases they shall be

slaughtered and buried."

Mr. ScRivEN seconded, and the motion was agreed to.

THE IRISH CATTLE TRADE.
[The result of the following appeared in the 3I.L.E, of Mon-

day, November 10.]

A deputation of the Northamptonshire Chamber of Agricul-
ture waited upon his Eacellency Earl Spencer, at the George
Hotel, Northampton, on Satuday week, to express the opinion
of the Chamber that the recent Order in Council, under this

Act, should be extended to Ireland.

Mr. Albert Pell, M.P., who headed the deputation, said

he had been requested to usk his Lordship, as far as he was
able to do, to assimilate the law with reference to the removal
and importatioii]of cattle from Ireland into England to the recent

change that had been made by tiie Order in Council with re-

gard to pleuro-pueumonia in England. They were aware that

his Lordship's was a separate department of Government with
reference to cattle and entirely independent of the English
one, and that the rules were not invariably the same as those

which guided the traffic in this country, and it was the desire

of those present, representing the Northamptonshire Chamber
of Agriculture, that if possible they should be assimilated, and
indeed he might say that that was the wish of the Central

Chamber of Agriculture, as passed in a resolution some time
1 ist winter.

Mr. WiLLSOX, a member of the deputation, noticed that

more cattle dealers had been convicted under the Act in the

neighbourhoods of Liverpool, Bristol, and otlier ports where
Irish cattle are landed than in the rest of England. Their de-

sire was that the Order of Council as regarded pleuro-pueu-

monia should be extended to Ireland, because they found that

that disease was being imported into this country by Irish

cattle.

Mr. Oldacre said they desired that the restrictions should

be general throughout the United Kingdom of Great Britain

and Ireland.

Lord Spej^ter in reply said : ilr. Pell has rightly observed

that the Orders of Council in Ireland are not under the same
regulations as those in England. They are separate, and are

under the supervision of the Irish Government and the Irish

Privy Council. We have, I need hardly s.ay, very different cir-

cumstances existing in Ireland to what exist in this country.

And one of the principal differences in the management of

all matters of tliis sort connected with cattle disease in Ireland

is this—that we have no local authorities, properly so called,

in that country as you have in England in the management of

cattle. The whole of the orders, theaefore, and the adminis-

tration of these cattle orders, depend upou the central

Government. There are a great many disadvantages, though
there may be some advantages connected with that system.

We have uot the assistance, as the Government and Privy

Council of England have, of a body of gentlemen like you with

regard to carrying out and enforcing the orders, and we ha'* e to

depend a great deal upon Government officials ; and there is

in Ireland—I hope it is curing itself—rather less inclination

to carry out the law than there is in this country, and there-

fore we have a different system in regard to all matters of
this sort than you have here. Since I have been there we have
made considerable advance in respect to tlie orders with regard
to disease in cattle. When I first went there there were liardly

any orders, except very general orders, relating to cattle disease,

and we passed several orders in the years 1869 and 1870 to

assimilate, as far as possible, the orders of the two countries in

this matter. But 1 assure you there has been considerable

difficulty in getting public opinion to support those orders ; and
it is quite a new thing—it has only happened once before—to

have a deputation waiting upon me to urge greater stringency

in this matter. I have received many influential deputations

in Dublin, urging the relaxation of all cattle orders carried out

in that country, and I have always told such deputations that

I could uot agree with their views, because I felt, so long as

the ratepayers in this country were subjecting themselves to

considerable restrictions in order to prevent disease, it was

ris;ht we should do the same in Ireland. I have always, there-

fore, urged in their interest, as well as the interest of those in

England -.nd Scotland, that they should agree to have orders as

nearly as possible alike in those countries, and 1 believe we have

done so to a considerable extent until very recently. But you

must remember there are considerable difficulties in the way of

Irish cattle. In travelling they are subjected to all the dan-

gers of the road, and they are considerable, as we all know.

They have also the longest distances to travel, and besides

that have to go tlirough the serious hardships of a sea journey,

1 believe many of the imputations against Irish cattle dealers

and breeders are very unjust. I will not say they are all with-

out foundation. We have known of gentlemen in England

sending cattle to market about which there has been a sus-

picion of disease. I have heard of such cases, and of course

there may be some cases like that in Ireland. I believe the

reason so much is said against Irish cattle is that the serious

hardships of the sea voyage makes them liable to disease, and

when landed at the different ports they are put into a common
place where animals atftcted by disease ni'iy liave been herded

before. Allowing for that, I do not believe there is very much
more disease in Irefand, or any greater wish to evade the laws,

than in England. This morning I received the last returns ou

the subject of cattle disease from the central office, and I find

in the whole of Ireland the week ended the 25th of October,

1873, there were only 77 farms under restriction ; the week

ended November 1st there were three less—7-1. and of that

number in the last week—ended November 1st—there wereonly

six farms under restriction for foot-and-mouth disease, the re-

maining 68 being for pleuro-pneumonia. i. think that is a very

satisfactory return with regard to cattle disease in Ireland at this

moment, and taking the whole number of cattle I tliiak it is

a very small number, and much smaller than in former years.

Having referred to that, I wish to state the position of the Irish

Government. I have told you we have endeavoured as far as

possible to assimilate the Irish orders to the English orders

ou this subject. I have referred to the orders with regard to

to the foot-and-mouth disease and pleuro-pneumonia, and to the

state of the vessels and railroads on which cattle travel. We
have a difficulty with regard to railroads which we have not

here, in that Irish railw'ay companies are much poorer than

English railway companies. But I think the orders

as a rule are similar to those in this country, and

f believe have always been fairly carried out. When,

last session, the committee of the House of Commons^

to which reference has been made, recommended that the

orders affecting foot-and-moutli disease should be relaxed, ana

that the orders affecting pleuro-pneumonia should be rendered

considerably more stringent, 1 was myself most anxious at once

to carry out the recommendations of the committee. They

recommended that the same orders sliould be enforced in Ire-

land as in England and Scotland, and also that portal inspec-

tion should be made in Ireland. But we have this difficulty.

Here you have no Government inspectors of cattle, each local

authority settles or arranges its own internal management.

Mr. Pell : We have some few.

Lord Spencer : But all the cattle have not to go through the

hands of the inspectors here. What I have always advocated
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is that Irisb cattle should he treated the same as English

and Scotch. Oa accouut of the difficulties about shipping

we liave established postal inspection, and I think it is a desi-

rable thing; but you must not lay too much stress upon it,

because it is a difficult tiling to carry out. Ou the Sih of Oc-
tober, just after my absence from Ireland, although I was cog-

nizant of it, and took part in it, the order was passed that

cattle leaving Ireland for Great Britain should be inspected by

a Government inspector, and, if necessary, branded ; and we
have carried out that recommendation of the committee as far

as we could. Now I come to the more important point—that

is with regard to pleuro-pneumonia. We were most anxious

to carry out the same regulations as in England, and I held a
great many meetings of the officials on the suhjejt, and we
were in hopes that we should be enabled to do so. But I re-

gret to say legal difficulties have arisen, which at this moment
the Irish Government are considering how they may get over.

We have power to raise local rates to pay inspectors, but I am

afraid it will turn out we h^ive no power to pay local compensa

tions for the slaughtering of cattle. I nieuiion this because

it is probably uotkuowu to the public. But that really is the

reason why the order we should be glad to pass has not been

put into execution in Ireland. I need not say the Irish

Government Wnl do all they can to carry out the order which has

been passed, and enforce the regulations which still exist for

isolating cattle and isolating farms on which pleuro-

pneumonia exists. But as to giving compensation I am
afraid there will be considerable difficulty in the way. I do

not say it may not be overcome before tlie next session is

passed; but I am afraid before we can deal with it there will

be some legislation required oa the subject. I do not know
that I can add very much to what I have said. I am ex-

ceedingly glad to liave heard your views, and coming from

such an important body they will have great influence with re-

gard to what we do in the matter.

THE MALT-TAX.
At a general meeting of the Herefordshire Ciiamber of

Agriculture, Mr. Patesh\ll, the Chairman, said this ques-

tion had for some years engaged the attention of agriculturists

throughout the country, and there had, as tbey knew, been a

general desire expressed to get rid of it. Deputations had over

and over again waited upon the Governments of the day, and
by them, whether Liberal or Conservative, it had been generally

admitted to be a tax that operated injuriously upon a certain

section of her JIajesty's subjects. Of course he meant chiefly

the growers of bailey. In tact, even the late Chancellor of the

Exchequer, from whom nobody expected much in the way of
concession, expressed an opinion that the tax was perfectly

indefensible. Nevertheless, the expected relief hai not yet

come ; and it was with a hope that eventu illy, if nut imme-
diately, the representations of the agricultural body would be
listened to that they assembled that Chamber to express its

opinion upon the subject, and thus give its support to the

operations of the Central Chamber. In coming to a decision he
was glad to say they would have the assistance of practical

agriculturists whose opinion was entitled to much respect, and
he was glad to say that the subject would be introduced by no
less an authority than Mr. George Smytliies, of Marlow.

Mr. Sjiytqies said that, having been ask.^d by the Chair-
man to introduce this subject, in doing so he was alraid that he
should not be able to say anything new upon it, because it had
for so many years been under discussion, and upou it had been
delivered many very able papers and speeches. In coming
before them to open this matter he had, nevertheless, some
hesitation, because lie had an idea that the Herefordshire
farmers were a little lukewarm upon it. Some may perhaps
not be very large barley -growers, and may therefore think that
the subject not very mucli aff'ects them. Others might fancy
that a liberation of malt from the present oppressive tax would
interfere with the cider trade in which the county was so largely

eagaged, while others might be away at Worcester engaged in
tryiag to dispose of their hops. Notwithstanding the paucity
of numbers present, he really hoped that they should have
some discussion, aud that they should be able to show that this

was not simply a barley-growers', but a national question. If

there really was great lukewarmness felt by Herefordshire
farmers in tliis and such-like questions, he hoped they should
be able to break through it, and show them that as barley-
growers and hop-growers—and they were certainly largely
engaged in this occupation—this was a subject of great
consideration. With their permission he would give a few
reasons why he thought that if the Malt-tax were taken off it

would be an excellent thing for the farmers of this country
generally. In the first place, it had often struck him that the
inferior, or second-rate barleys, did not now find so ready a
market, or fetch such prices as they ought to, and as he thought
they would if the farmer was allowed to treat them in the way
lie thought best ; and hence that the growers of the best sorts
and the best-harvested crops enjoyed a sort of monopoly, as
the large brewers would not look at indifferent or second-rate
samples. Therefore, was not a larger price obtained for first-
class samples than would be if the second-rate samples
were permitted to come into competition with them ? It could

not, he thought, be denied that, from sundry causes,

Herefordshire did not grow so large a number of first-rate

samples as some better-suited counties of England, aud

therefore it would be to their advantage to get the t:ix

abolished. Tbere was also very little doubt, that if the

tax were taken off a larger breadth of barley would be grown
thaa at present, and the consumption would also be much
greater tiian at present, especially for exportation. In this

direction he had no doubt the increase would be to an enor-

mous extent. That would naturally entail a much larger

consumption of hops, which would undoubtedly be an advan-

tage to the county of Hereford. Hops were, indeed, the

staple growth of the county, for although Worcester enjoyed

a great reputation for its hops, it was nevertheless an import-

ant fact that a very large proportion of such hops were grown
in the county of Hereford. There was another point which
should not be lost sight of, and it was this—that a great deal

of land was now sown with turnips instead of wheat, which

j
would not be the case if farmers were able to grow and
dispose of barley without being taxed. As a breeder of

Hereford cattle, he had often had to complain of the small

quantity of milk given to the quantity necessary for the

rearing of young stock ; aud as a substitute for it he had
never found anything better than barley, especially for lambs

and calves. In thst respect it would be of immense advaa-

tage to farmers to be able to manipulate their second-rate

barleys so as to turn them into the nutriiious food they were
calcalated to make.

Mr. Carpexter asked Mr. Smythies if he meant to give

it spurted. They ,all knew that malted barley was a good
feeding stufi".

Mr. Smythies replied that not only spurted and malted

was it valuable, but in its raw state. He was reminded that

the present Prime Minister had made a certain concession to

the English farmer in this respect, but he (Mr. Smythies)

thought the way in which they were permitted to use un-

marketable barley much too complicated to be generally

adopted. Common malted barley would, he thought, be made
great use of not only as a substitute for milk in bringing for-

ward young stock but as a general feeder. Again, a greater

consumption of barley would cause a greater consumption of

hops, especially in the brewing of beer for exportation. Now,
of the beer exported a return was made to Government for the

purpose of duty, but what with the maltster's profit, the

brewer's profit, and the Government tax, the export must be
much restricted. If the maltster charged his percentage

—

and it would certainly be over ten per cent.—the brewer would
have to pay so much more for his barley, and, to secure him-
self, put on a profit greater than was returned to him when he
exported his beer. It was also well known that in all manu-
factures prices were regulated by taxation, and that all articles

were materially cheapened by the reduction or abolition of
taxes affecting tiiem. They made malt by certain rules and
regulations ; and it could not be denied that barley, like other

products, was improved by manufacture, or the process it went
through for the purposes for which it was required. Beside
the fact that malt, or barley that had gone through a certaia
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process, tieing an excelleot substitute for milk ia the rearing
of young stuck, there was nothing more useful to the farmer
in the general feeding of st jck. He did not speak so much of
malt by itself, as its useful charactJr when mixed with, or

added tj, otlier feeding stuffs. Tliere were many articles of
great value for feeding, but they were not of themselves suffi-

ciently palatable to induce animals to eat a suliicient quantity
to produce any appreciable increase of bulk. Rapecake
and oilcake, for iustinoe, were highly nutritious, but one of
them was extremely bitter, and consequently unpleasant when
newly made, and animals would not eut enough to make them
fat, but, when mixed with malt, a pleasant flavour was im-
parted to the whole that cattle ate it with avidity, and they

soon put ouHesh. Mr. Smythies then proceeded tj show that

for some time immense quantities of sugar had beet used in

the brewing of beer instead of malt.

Mr. \VATKINS demurred to the proposition, and asked if a

greater price was paid for sugar as a consequence.

Mr. S.MVTHIES could not say that the price of sugar was
increased in consequence of its consumption in brewing of

beer, but this he knew, that a great deal more was used now
in beer-making than used to be.

Mr. Watkins said it depended upon the price of malt.

Mr. S-Mi'THlES would take it tliat sugar being more used
than formerly in the manufacture of beer, it was consequently

made dearer for the consumer. He had not gone ia:o the

statistics of sugar, but he would take it that demand increased

the price of an article. He would strongly recommend anyone
who took an interest in the matter to study Mr. Everett's tract,

from which much valuable information would be gleaned.

The CiiAiKMAN quite apprehended Mr. Smythies' argument
to mean th's—that of mall could be used to mix with rapecake
it would make it palatable, and thus increase its value as a

feeding product.

Mr. Watkins asked if Mr. Smithies, as an agriculturist

and large feeder, considered rapecake, as a feeder, superior to

cotton-cake.

Mr. Smytuies did not consider it superior, but it was very

much lower in price. The best rapecake he believed to be

better than undecorticated cotton-cake. He should reckon it

equal to decorticated.

Mr. Watki>'s said it was generally admitted that decorti-

cated cotton-cake was equal to oilcake ; bat they must not put

rapecake against undecorticated.

The discussion then turned upon the comparative prices of

different fp«ding-stuffs ; and the question at issue was again

brought to the front by Mr. S. Ballard asserting that he had
generally found master maltsters arguing against the repeal of

the tax.

Mr. SiiYTHiES said Mr. Everett put the question plainly

and concisely thus : Barley sold for malting is consumed by

the public in the shape of beer, and the price of the article was
greatly increased by the tax. The legitimate materials from
which beer is brewed are malt and hops. The tax, with the

maltster's profit upon it, adds 50 per cent, to the joint value of

these. The brewer, like the maltster, has to make a profit

upon this artificially added value, as well as upon the natural

price of the article he uses, and the publican the same. So
the price of beer is increased by the amount of the tax, the

maltster's profit upon it, the brewer's profit, and to retail con-

sumers by the publican's profit upon it too. As a necessary

consequence consumption was diminished, and the demand for

malt lessened.

Mr. Watkixs replied that he did not admit the proposi-

tions of Mr. Smythies, and he therefore did not attach the

importance to it that he seemed to, nor indeed apparently did

the farmers of Herefordshire, for out of about 320 members of

that Chamber only 13 or 13 were present. Among the sug-

gestions thrown out to account for this small attendance was
the idea that Worcester hop market had interfered with a de-

sire to be present ; but there were but very few of them who
had not sold their hops. Even last week there were only a very

few persons present from this county, and this week, the at-

tendance being naturally smaller, there was no ground for sup-

posing that they were at Worcester when they ought to have

been at Hereford. There was, however, a lukewarumess, and
he was not surprised at it. There were not, he thought, many
persons who knew the real bearings of the tax, and Mr.
Smythies, he contended, had proceeded upon wrong premises.

He had assumed that this was a tax upon the barley ; but that

was not admitted. It was, however, admitted by most of those

who thought very much npoa the subject, and more especially

by .those who consume, that it was a tax upon the consumer,

and consequently a tax upon the brewer. Miny people fancied

some years a?o that if the hop in'y were reuioved a great boon

would be conferred upon the growers, but the fact was that

since thst time hops had not been worth so much money, and

consequently that the brewers had put so much money in their

pockets ; but the truth was that he now paid £200 a year in

the shape of hop-tax. Consequeatly the tax had never been

repealed, but only shifted from the shoulders of the farmer to

the brewer, and then really on to those of the consumer. And
whatever the Chancellor of the Exchequer might be induced to

do with regard to the Malt-tax, they might depend upon it he

would only perform a somewhat similar operation—he would
never abolish it, for where was he to find a substitute for such
an enormous loss of revenue ? He might shift it from the

maltbier to the brewer, and then on the public. It would be
making the system most unfair and obnoxious towards the

manufacturer, who, before he could send his article to the public,

he had to submit to levies which brought tlie manufactured
article up to its present price. Since tlie abolition of the duty

on beer, the trade had gone on steadily increasing until it now
yielded an enormous revenue ; but if this thing tiiat they asked

for was to take place, nothing would be more calculated to

injure the trade than shifting the imposts from the maltster to

the bre^ver. Mr. Smvthies bad said that many persons now
sow spring wheat instead of barley, but he (Mr. Watkins) ap-

prehended tiiat in nine cases out of ten the farmer was com-
pelled to do so, because he had to adhere to the four-course

system of farming. But was he not also compelled to sow
barley ? To show the fallacy of what Mr. Smvthies said about

the depreciation of certain qualities of that grain, he (Mr.

Watkins) was a miller as well as a maltster and brewer

;

and he had this year ouly bought one sample, ex-

cept a bit of old barley, under -tOs. a quarter.

That would, he thought, show that the grower of

barley was not suffering from the lililt-tax on superior quali-

ties interfering with the sale of the lower qualities. Then,
Mr. Smythies had made some observations with regard to the

use of sugar; but if the Malt tax was abolished, and farmers

and private individuals were allowed to malt their own barley,

nothing would tend more to reduce the consumption of beer

as the reduction of malt from that quality in which it was
now found, from the skill employed in making malt from the

finest qualities of grain. Mr. Watkins then adverted to the

sugar question in reply to Mr. Symthies' statement that its

consumption had been largely increased by the brewers using

it instead of malt, and further noticed the observations about

the consequent depreciation in price by observing that in con-

sequence of barley being so useful as a feeder there was never

any fear about it realising its value, as was seen now, for it

stood above most other cereals in the market. As to the re-

mark about the increased quantity of sugar used by the

brewers in the manufacture of beer, it could not affect the

public, as the commodity used by the public was a very ditFer-

ent article to that consumed by the brewer ; and many sugar

growers were engaged in nothing elst than the manufacture of
" grape sugar," such as was used extensively in bitter and

pale ales. Now, although he malted from 15,000 to 16,000

bushels of barley last year he did not malt more than three or

four quarters of French. His opinion was that they should

never have greater compe'ition from that source than tliey

had now ; and as to drawbacks, he never heard a brewer who
exported say he did not get one equal to the payment of his

duty. First of all, he got an extension of six months for the

payment of the duty, giving him ample time to get a return,

and then he got the drawback, so that he had no cause for

complaint upon that head. Lastly, he wished to reply to Mr.
Smythies' remarks as to the substitute of malted barley for

milk in rearing young stock. There could be no doubt that

the consumption of several sorts of cake had enormously in-

creased of late, and he had never experienced any difficulty in

inducing his cattle to eat it. For this purpose there was no-

thing cheaper than good cake at £6 per ton.

After some conversation, in which it was stated that the
opinion of this Chamber was asked to fortify the Central

Chamber in their efforts to obtain an abolition of the Malt-
tax,

The Chairman" observed that of course Mr. Watkins put
himself before the meeting as a miller and brewer, and treated

the question from that point of view.
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Mr. Watkins : As a farmer also.

Mr. Caepein'ter, after listeniog to Mr. Sraytliies—though

not quite prepared with ligures—thought the malt duty some-

tliing like five or sis millions a year to the National Es-
cfecjuer.

Mr. Watki^'s said it exceeded that considerably, having

teen over seven millions last year.

Mr. Smytiiies : That was the gross sum, but a portion was
remitted after its reductiou. The duty is allowed as a draw-

back on all malt exported, and also on the estimated quantity

of all ale exported. In 18G3, IMr. Everett said this drawback

was allowed on upwards of 1,800,000 bushels. Ou that por-

tion remitted there was of course the cost of collection, which

was a financial loss. How monstrous then it .seemed that,

while the duty on an article of our own produce is remitted to

the foreigner, it is retained to the home consumer.

Mr. Watkins had only one more word to say upon this

aspect of the question. It was certain that if the Malt-tax

was abolished the whole system of indirect taxation would go
;

and no doubt the exciseman would be abolished too. It was

the only thing worth the while of the Government to keep

him for.

Mr. Davtes : I think we should like it better.

Mr. Carpentkr observed that Mr. Smjthies had set forth

the Malt-tax as injurious to the farmer, but he (Mr. Carpen-

ter) had failed to hear one word which could bring conviction

home to his mind that such was really the case, lie there-

fore regarded it as a sort of fiction, and was inclined to con-

tend that the tax was not felt by the farmer more than by the

general consumer, llevenue must be derived from some source

or other, and if this tax was removed it would be imposed upon
something else. So long as the population went on increas-

ing, so would the demand for beer, the tax upon which did

not, he thought, represent more tlian a penny per gallon ; and

it must be quite a connoisseur to detect eleveupenny from

shilling beer. Of course he should like the abolition of all

duties, if possible, but if this duty were taken off who would

benefit by it ? Would it not be like the hop duty—the growers

would put it into their own pockets ?

Mr. Davies : I do not thiuk we did.

]\[r. Carpe:nter was of opinion that if the tax was removed,

they should have to pay just as much for barley as they had

now. With the increase of population would come increased

demand, and there would not be any appreciable difference in

rates. Mr. Smythies had touched at length upon the question

of comparative values of barleys, to show that inferior samples

suffered from what he called the present restricted competition

with superior growths, but his (Mr. Carpenter's) experience

went to show that the choice samples went to the great

brewers, and that the second and third-rate samples went into

Wales (at good prices) to make Welsh malt for the thirsty

colliers. Again, Mr. Smythies said malted barley was a useful

thing for feeding purposes—but taking the breadth of tiiis

country the statistics did not credit it with more than nine per

cent, of the feeding of the country ; and hence in the charac-

ter of a leeder it could not have a very large attraction for

the farmer. And so long as we had the exciseman perambu-
lating the country it was much easier to collect the tax as now
than in any other way he had heard suggested. Tliey could

excise the maltster, and tell how many quarters of barley he

had malted, but it would be much more diliicult to excise tlie

brewer, for who could tell the quantity he would draw from a

given quantity of malt and hops.

Mr. Watkiijs said the brewers were as 17,000 against

18,000 raalsters.

Mr. Carpenter would beg to refresh the memories of

gentlemen present of a resolution passed by that Chamber,
which was to this effect :

" That this Chamber use its utmost
endeavour to oppose any fresh imposition of local burdens

until a full iuquiry into the whole incidence of taxation

has taken place." In the face of this resolution the

question may surely be asked—" If you take off these seven

or eight millions now levied as Malt-tax, what are you going

to put on in its stead ?" He thought that as long as they had
that lesoluiion upon their minutes they could not, as a Cham-
ber, very well support Mr. Smythies, who said that the Malt-
tax was a grievance to the farmer, and which, if taken off

one thing, would certainly have to be reimposed upon some-
thing else.

Mr. DucKHAii said that their friend Mr. Watkins in com-
mencing his speech alluded to the lukewanuuess felt by some

and the opposition showa by others respecting this tax. He
only wished Mr. Watkins had had a little more experience of

the proceedings in that room; he would too frequently have

seen opposition not only upon that but upon other subjects

which were of importance to them. The small attendance on
tliat occasion was no indication as to the feeling of the

majority of the farmers of the county upon the question of

the Malt-tax, and it was a pity people would not throw off

tiiat lukewarmness which kept tl)em from that Chamber when
they ought to be there stating their grievances or supporting

those wiio were using their best efforts to ameliorate their

condition. Now, Mr. Watkins had told them that the repeal

of the hop duty had caused the substitution of a tax of three-

haUpence or tvvopence in the shape of a licence upon the

barrel of beer to keep up the income of the country. That
showed that it was possiole to find a substitution for the Malt-

tax. Then their friend Mr. Carpenter said they could not

excise the brewer.

Mr. Watkins : That has been done already. It has been

done and abolished.

Mr. Carpenter: I meant to say thai, you could not

excise the brewer with the same accuracy as you could the

ma'tster.

Mr. Duckham thought it could be done with very much
less convenience by persons employed in the manufacture.

Mr. Carpenter and Mr. Watkins :
" No, no."

Mr. DucKiiAM begged to differ from Mr. Watkins although,

of course, he had not had so much experince in the matter as

that gentleman. They had, as those present knew, for many
years an excise upon beer, and he had it from the lips of a

manufacturer that the greatest source of loss was that sus-

tained by the restrictions upon malt conseciuent upon its being

over-sprouted in warm and under-sprouted in cold weather.

Mr. Watkins never knew an instance.

Mr. DucKiiAM was glad to find that Mr. Watkins's ex-

perience in the manufacture of malt had been so successful.

Mr. Watkins said the ditficulty might have been ex-

perienced by little maltsters, who did not understand their

business very"well.

Mr. DucKiiAM replied that the enormous monopoly now
exercised by the great maltsters, had rendered the smaller

ones, that they used to find in most districts, now nearly ex.

tinct. There used to be good businesses carried on by little

maltsters in town and country, but they were like many other

things, only things of the past, and that was no doubt the

result of the enormous amount of capital required to carry on
the gigantic businesses of the great public brewers ol the

present day.

Mr. Carpenter doubted whether that was tlie only cause,

Mr. Duckham said they could take it for what the

Chamber tiiought it was worth. His friend Mr. Carpenter

seemed anxious to interrupt him, but he was anxious not to

interrupt him when he told them just then that a duty of 29.

9d. upon the barrel would only make a penny per gallon differ-

ence in the price of beer. If they would look, he thought

they would that a 2s. 7ad. duty upon what cost 5s. was some-
thing more than 50 per cent, upon the prime cost.

Mr. Watkins said that was entirely another question, and
depended upon the strength of the beer.

Mr. Duckham replied that common sense showed them
that an increase of 30 per cent, upon the raw material must
make a great difference in the price of the article. Then as

regarded what Mr. Smythies said of malt or sprouted barley

for the feeding of cattle there was no doubt whatever that as

an adjunct it was extremely valuable. Mr. Carpenter had told

them when speaking upon that head that Herefordshire was
only credited with 9 per cent, of the feeding done in the coun-

try ; but he must not forget that there \vas plenty of mutton
made in the county which was not calculated, and that there

was nothing so good for lambs as barley, especially when there

was a tendency to scour. It was not to fill the milking pail,

but when they had lost a ewe from her lamb or a cow from
her calf, that they found manufactured barley of such immense
benefit. In all things he tiiought it better to exact money
from the manufacturer of an article than from the raw ma-
terial; and he had no doubt that a tax so levied upon an

article was something like a snow ball, every time it was turned

round it increased in value. It was so with malt. Added to

the first cost was the maltster's profit and the brewer's profit,

and who had to pay them ? Then as to Mr. Carpenter's re-

marks as to the penny per gallon.
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Mr. Watkins appreliended tliat was with rcferpnce to

labourers' beer, which Mr. Cirpi liter said was about four

bushels to the hogshead.

Mr. DucKiiAM had no doubt that upon that question Mr.
Watkins was a better authority tlian he was. The tiling had
been discussed over and over again by those wlio understood

the question in all its bearings, and with a similar result. The
tax amounted to seven millions upon paper, but he believed it

was very much more, and that t.vo-thirds of the amount weut

into the National Exchequer. An enormous trade was now
being done in beer for exportation, and upon tliis the brewer

got a great drawback, while th=! home consumption was not

more than two-thirds of the seven millions now paid as duty.

Mr. Watkins said it was tax taken in another form, which

fell upon the consumer.

Mr. Smytiiies disputed what Mr. Watkins said when he

kold them it was not a tax upon barley, for it was levied upon

that article.

Mr. Watkins said the tax (vas taken in the cistern, and

hence it was a Malt-tax and not a Barley-tax.

Mr. Smytiiies considered it to all intents and purposes a

bariey-tax. Who paid it ? The farmer was both a grower and

a consumer ; and as such he said that excessive taxation

lessened their trade. They grew barley but they could not do

what they likfd with it even in feeding their stock, nor could

they make malt for their own laijourers' use unless they paid

an obnoxious tax, which of course greatly hampered tiieir

operations. In reply to Mr. Carpenter that the great bulk

of second-class barleys went to make beer for the colliers, he

did not think so, but if the tax was off more barley would be

used than at present, and then no doubt much of tiie second-

rate samples would be purchased for the manufacture of cheap

beer. The farmer paid his income-tax as other people. It had

been shown that the tax upon one of the articles they grew

added 50 per cent, to its value. If the tax was—say, £000,000,

tliat added to £12,000,000, the cost of the material, would
make £18,000,000. Mr. Everett asked to be allowed to call it

£20,000,000, and the beer brewed from the quantity of raw

material stated became of the value of £00,000,000. However,

all they asked was to be placed on the same footing as the

producers of other articles.

The discusoiou was prolonged for some time, but the

Cliamber ultimately carried, without opposition, the following

resolution: "That in the oinnion of this Chamber tlie imposi-

tion of the Malt-tax restricts the cultivation of the laud, and
prohibits the growers of barley from using it in a manner most
beneficial to themselves."

At a meeting of the Staffordshire Chamber'of Agriculture,

Mr. G. A. May proposidthe following resolutions :
" 1. That

in the opinion of this Chamber the malt tax is oppressive and
unjust to the British farmer. That it is desirable to urge

upon the Government the duty of applying the surplus revenue

of the country to the reduction and total extinction of the tax.

3. That the Central Chamber of Agriculture be requested to

take every opportunity of showing the unjust bearing of this

tax upon the agricultural interest in these days of free trade,

and of urging upon the Government the uecessity of its total

repeal." Mr. May said he had great pleasure in bringing

forward this subject because he had always considered the

Malt-tax to be a most oppressive and unjust burden upon ag-

riculturists, lie confessed that at present very little had been
done towards remedying the evil. It rested in a great measure
with the farmers whetlier the tax was removed or not, and he

must say that they were not united in tlie matter, and did not

go to work as if they intended to carry out their object

Were they to unite as one man, there was no doubt that they

could make an impression, but for thirty-five years in his own
recollection a great number had held aloof, leaving the agita-

tion to be carried on by a few earnest men. This ought not
to be. Farmers should unite as a body to impress upon the

Government and upon Parliament the great injustice of the

tax, and the necessity for its total repeal. In some districts a

good impression had been created, and he noticed that at tlie

recent Social Science Congress at Norwich it was stated, and
he tliought very wisely, tiiat if the tax were repealed and beer

became one of the ordinary beverages of life there would be

more temperance than at present, lieer would be cheaper and
better, and persons, instead of looking upon it as something
of which they must take as much as they could when they

had the opportunity, would regard it as anyo ther beverage, to

be taken regularly and with moderation. If anyone would

refer to tlic S/,r//onh/tirc' Adveiiiscr he would find tliat out of

47 returns which had been sent in of the yield of llie crops

in this county only two reported the barley crops to have been

gathered free of wet and undamaged. Various estimates were

given of the amount of loss whicli had been sustained, and

every farmer mus^t bo aware what a serious mat-

ter it was to have his barley so stained that it

would not do for malting. The loss might be put

at 15s. to "Os. per quarter, for when barley was so

damaged that it could not be used for even the lowest kind of

malt it necessarily went into the grinding class, its value being

thus depreciated some 50 or 00 per cent. If tiiey took the

case of a single farm, growing GO acres of barley, producing

ibur quarters to the acre, they would find that the loss was
not less than £180. Were it not for tlie Malt-tax the loss

would be considerably less. What lie was saying was old

stuff, but the grievance was old, and he wished the public to

know what an unjust burden the tax was upon farmers, and

how seriously it interfered with tlie conduct of their business.

Mr. Madan seconded the resolutions.

Mr. Neville, the Chairman, said it should be borne in mind
that, though nominally a Malt- tax, it was really a tax upon bar-

ley. The duty was charged upon the barley when it was put into

the cistern, and before it was wet ; it was the barley which was
measured, not the malt. He had no doubt that if the tax had
really been upon the malt it would have been repealed long

ago ; but it being upon the barley, and there being a con-

siderable outcast in every class of malt made, the maltsters

really derived a great profit from the tax. Therefore the

maltsters did not feel the oppressiveness of the impost. Some
few were with tiie farmers in this matter, on account of the

interference with their business which the levying of the tax

occasioned ; but the great body of the maltsters held aloof,

because they actually made a profit on the tax. He really

felt that tills was a point which had not been brought before

the public mind suiiiciently. In conclusion, the Chairmaa
said he was convinced that if the farmers would only unite

earnestly to press the repeal of the tax they would eventually

attain their object. He did not say that any Government

could repeal the tax all at once, but certainly with surpluses

such as those which the Chancellor of the Exchequer had had

of late years the impost might be totally abolished in the

course of two or three sessions. They might soon accomplisih

their desire if the great body of maltsters were to support

them. However, the farmers were determined to press the

question upon Government, and the tax musi eventnally be

repealed. He thought that if the Government had gradually

repealed the tax during the last two or three sessions they

would have doue more good than by frittering away the

surplus revenue by reducing the sugar duty, from which none

had received any benefit whatever.

The resolutions were then put and carried unanimously.

EEEE TRADE IN LAND.—Mr. Bright, M,P., writes

thus in explanation of some ambiguities in his Birmiugbara

speech : I have often explained in my speeches what is in-

tended by the term " free laud." It means the abolition of

the law of primogeniture, and the limitation of the system of

entails and settlements, so that " life interests" may be for

the most part got rid of, and a real ownership substituted for

them. It means also that it shall be as easy to buy or sell

land as to buy or sell a ship, or at least as easy as it is in

Australia and in many or in all the States of the American

Union. It means that no legal eucouriigement shall be given,

to great estates and great farms, and that the natural forces

of accumulation and dispersion shall have free play, as they

liave with regard to ships, and shares, and machinery, and

stock in trade, and money. It means too that, while the

lawyer shall be well paid for his work, unnecessary work shall

not be made for him, involving an enormous tax on all trans-

actions in connection witti the purchase and sale of lauds and

houses. A thorough reform in this matter would complete,

with regard to land, the great work accomplished by the Anti-

Corn Law League in 181-0. It would give an endless renown

to the Minister who made it, and would bless to an incalcul-

able extent all classes connected with and dependent on honest

industry.
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THE TENURE OF LAND.
At a general meeting of the Surrey Chamber of Agriculture

at Guildford, Mr. G. Cubitt, M.P., ia the chair, ut the

appointed hour but three or lour were present, but tbe

numbers gradually increased to soinethiu;^ approaching

twenty.

Tlie Chairji.vn supposed they would take the report of the

Council as read, because tliey had all no doubt received a

printed copy, and had all read it. He took the opportunity of

saying, as a matter of form, that the report of the Council was

presented to the Chamber, to be received or not received, as

they thought lit. They could not go through it and amend it,

and although it was quite competent for any member to demur

to any part of it and to move any resolutiou, tbe report must

be received or not received, as the case might be, as the report

of the Council.

Tiie following report was then presented :

In pursuance of the resolutions passed at a general meeting

of the Surrey Chamber of Agriculture, ).eld at Guildford, on

the third day of December last, your council have considered the

subject of the tenure oflandiuthis country, in connection with

Surrey valuations, and report as follows ; On the 14tli day of

December last we appointed a committee to obtatu information

on the subject. This committee, on tbe 1-tth day of June,

sent us their report, which, with the documents referred to

therein, are appended to this report. We join in tiie regret of

the committee at the small numljer of answers returned to tlie

questions sent out. We report that the result of the answers

and examinations obtained are as follows :

Tiie Tenure of Land.— 1. Please state the nature of the

holdings in your county and neighbourliood ; whether under

leases or agreements for a term of years, or a yearly tenancy,

and what notice to quit is required by or from either party.

Eesult of Answers.—The holdings are—First: Lease for

seven, fourteen, or twenty-one years ; or twelve, sixteen,

twenty, or twenty-four years, with one or two years' notice to

quit at the end of each terra. Second : Agreements for two

years, with one or two years' notice. Third : Agreements

for one year, with one year or six months' notice to quit.

We suggest that the notice to quit should not be less than one

year, but, as a general rule, we consider two years preferable.

2.—Please state shortly tbe terms and conditions of such

holdings, and the nature of the soils respectively.

Result of Answers.—T'he soils are very various. The
usual course of husbandry is the four-course system. We
think this system should be continued, subject to alteration

under a high system of farming, and with ri'gard to the quality

of tlie land.

3.—What repairs are usually done by landlords, and what by

tenants ?

Result of Answers.—Landlord generally finds the male-

rials, the tenant tiie labour. It has been suggested that all

buildings should be inspected once in two years. We think

this suggestion a good one.

4.—Are permanent improvements, such as draining, the

erection of new buildings, &c., &c., done by the landlord or the

tenant ? and if by the former, does he charge the tenant with

interest on the outlay ? and do you think such improvements

should be made by the tenant without the consent of the

landlord P

Kesult of Answers.—Permanent improvements should

be done by the landlord, and not without liis consent. It

has been suggested that parties and their solicitors should

consult valuers or land agents in making their leases and

agreements. We think the adoption of this suggestion would
be most beneficial.

5.—Do the leases or agreementsunder which farms are held in

your neighbourhood contain clauses which secure compensation

to tenants making permanent improvements as above, and to

recoup him the unexhausted value of feeding stufl's or manures
used by him, other than the natural produce of farms ; also

clauses to secure the landlord's interest on his outlay for per-

manent improvements made by him, and compensation from
the tenant for leaving the farm in bad condition ?

IIesult of Answers.—In some cases, leases or agree-

ments do contain clauses to recoup the tenants and protect

the landlords, but generally not. It is suggested this should

be the subject of agreement. We commend this suggestion

to the special notice of our members, as we think a clear and
definite agreement on or before entry, providing for the in-

terests of both tenant and landlord, would be most conducive

to good husbandry and the consequent increase of production.
6.—Are farms in your neighbourhood when held for a defi-

nite term materially exhausted at the end of the tenancy (even

in cases where by the terms of the tenancy the tenant is bound
to keep the farm in good condition), and, if so, what in your
opinion is the cause of such exhaustion ?

Kesult of Answers.—Farms are often exhausted at the

end of the term. The causes are various, some attributing it

to want of compensation, others to the poverty of the tenant,

and others to bad industry. No doubt all these causes ope-

rate, more or less, to produce this result. We think the sug-

gestion in No. 5, if acted upon, would tend to prevent this ex-

haustion.

7.—When at the end of a term a farm in an improved con-

dition is re-let to tbe same party, is the adjustment of rent

made after taking into consideration at whose cost (landlord's

or tenant's) such improved condition has been made?
Result of Answers.—Five answers say the adjustment

of rent is not made after taking into consideration at whose
cost (landlord's or tenant's), the improved condition of the

farm has been made, seven answers say that it is, and three

answers say that this is the subjeet of agreement. Our ob-

servations in 5 and 6 a|iply equally to this.

8.—Can you suggest any alteration in, or additions to all

or any of the above subjects, which would in your opinion be

beneficial ?

Result of Answers.^TIib suggestions made are : 1.

Landlord to pay for all real unexhausted improvements, and
tenant for deterioration. 2. To do away with half-fallows

and half-dressings. 3. To make two years' agreements, and
special arrangements on entry as to permanent improve-

ments. 4. A thorough reform of the Surrey farming cus-

toms and the addition of a reasonable compensation to out-

going tenant, and protection to landowner. 5. Landlords

to select good tenants from their own neiglibourhood, at

moderate rentals and liberal covenants. 6. A well considered

lease or agreement the best mode of securing good farm-

ing, and consequent increase of production. Landlords

sliould not let to tenants who have not sullicient capital and
knowledge of farming, and tenants should not take farms

without the same.

Valuations.— 1. Please state the nature of the valuations

made at the end of tenancies in your neighbourhood, havinj;

regard to the kind of farru, nature of the soils, &c., the

custom of the country, the mode in which these valuations

are made, and the sulject matters of the valuations, respec-

tively.

Result of Answers.—Valuations generally comprise liay

and straw, at fodder, or fodder and dung value (dung sometimes

valued, sometimes not), work done on fallows, with, in some
cases, rent, rates, and tithe ; and in some cases lays, lialf-

fallows, and half-dressings.

2.—Do you consider that tlie incoming tenant obtains by

such valuations " value received" for his money ?

Result of Answers.—Opinions are much divided ; many
maintain that the incoming tenant does not receive value for

his money, and as many maintain that he does, in some in-

stances very strong evidence has been given that the incoming

tenant did not receive valire for his money. We think all

parties have been too remiss in this matter, and that more care

and time should be taken in ascertaining quantity and quality,

aud more regard given to results.

3.—Can you give any general principle by which fallows are

valued ?

Result of Answers.—Fallows are valued by the work
done, or professed to be done upon them.

4'.—Do you think such valuations are an incentive to good

or liad fanning ?

Result of Answers.—Seven answers think Surrey valua-
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tions are au inceutive to bad farming, and five answers to

good.
5.—Can you suggest any improvement in such valuations ?

Eesult or Answers.—The suggestions made are : 1. That
valuations should be made according to tlie real state and con-
dition of the land, a fair compensation secured to the tenant

for uuexhausted value, and the same to the landlord for dete-

rioration. 2. To do away with payment fur lays, half-fallows,

half- dressings, rents, rates, and titlips, and instead of comiien-

sation for unexhausted value of feeding stull's, &e., pay the

outgoing tenant a fair market value fur all the last year's hay
and straw, fallows to be made under the direction of the in-

coming tenant, and outgoing teuant not to be allowed for more
ploughin^s, &c., than are consistent with good husbandry
during tiie whole of his tenancy. We recommend that the

valuation of fallows be made according to the actual condition

of tlie land at the time, and not by the work professed to have
been done.

These ref ults show much difl'erence of opinion as to the pre-

sent state of farming in Surrey, and under these circumstances

it is impossible to lay down any general rule for all cases ; but

we think that if our suggestions, and the suggestions and hints

in the annexed documents, are acted upon and applied (as far

as applicable) in each case of letting and taking farms as it

arises, the result will be a great improvement iu husbandry,

aud a consequent iiicrease of production. We cannot conclude

without thanking those gentlemen who, feeling the interest

and importance of agriculture, have given us so much valuable

information on the subject, and we hope that their labours and
ours may not have been in vain.

Mr. Chandler said that he should like to say a few words
explanatory of the report, which was founded upon the

evidence contained in the answers to certain questions which
were put forth. The report purported to be a report embody-
ing these answers. It did not purport to be the report of

anybody's individual opinions whatever, but it gave them the

substantial result of the inquiries they had instituted. The
report was a mere condensation of opinions that had been

expressed, but the words whicli were printed in italics were
the suggestions which had been made by the Council. As a

member of the Council and one who had taken an active part

in the deliberations on this subject, he did not think it would
be right for him to propose any resolution; but if anything

arose in the discussion upon which he could give any infor-

mation or express an opinion, he should be happy to do so.

He would, for liis own part, much rather listen to that which
others might advance, and he hoped they would discuss the

report, and pick it to pieces most completely.

On the suggestion of the Chairman, Mr. More-Molyneux
moved, and Mr. Street seconded, the reception of the report.

Mr. Whitehead said that before the question was put to

the meeting, he begged to express his dee;i disappointment at

the result of the report, although that the inquiries had been
most anxiously made and most faithfully communicated, he
could not doubt for a moment. But the report disappointed

liim, because it seemed to him that the Council had bagged the

great question for whicli that Association was originally

formed. If he understood why that Association was called

into existence, it was for the purpose of improving agriculture,

and thereby increasing the food supply of the people. Now,
the means pointed out in that report with reference to the in-

creased production of food were meagre, in his conception —
meagre in fact beyond conception. There was nothing stated

as to what was the deficiency in the food supply of the people,

or how it might be remedied either by our own farmers and
agriculturists, or in other ways. It was a report upon arrange-

ments which might be very beneficial between landlords and
tenants, but which had very little reference to the main point

of interest, which was how the people might be better fed.

He considered that the increase of the food supply of the

people was the main question for which tiiat Association was
formed. The home produce for the supply of the people was
insuflicient both in corn and cattle ; our importations were on
a very large and a very increasing scale, and yet there was
nothing proposed by that Association by which such a state of

things could be obviated. He therefore expressed his great

disappointment at the result of the report. He did not at

present move for the rejection of the report, because he felt

that the report contained much valuable matter ; but on the

whole, it disappointed him excessively in not carrying out the

main object for which that Society was formed.

Mr. Chandler said Mr. Whitehead would excuse him for

calling attention to the resolution, whicli had resulted iu the

report now presented. The idea of the promoters of that

resolution had been most faithfully carried out.

Mr. Whiteiikad said he was sorry that owing to the im-

jirrfection of the hall he had not beard what Mr. Chandler

had said.

J\lr. (.'handler repeated that wliat the Committee was ap-

pointed for was to inquire into the tenure of land, and the

valuations connected therewitli. He believed that tlie report

dealt fully witli these two questions.

Mr. WuiTEiii'.AD said that in answer to the reply of Mr.
Chandler he would say that the report contained nothing
with regard to the tenure of land ; he meant as to the

I'rinciple of how the land is held. The occupiers of land

might be freeholders of it, or they might be tenants in entail.

This was a most important thing.

Mr. Chandler said that what they meant by the tenure of
land was that part of the tenure which was secured by leases

between the landlord and tenant. There could be no doubt
about that.

Mr. Baker said that if Mr. Whitehead knew the trouble

that Mr. Chantller ana one or two others liad taken, he be-
lieved he would somewhat hesitate before he recommended an
inquiry which would embrace the tenure question in the
wliole of the counties of Fngland. They did not pretend to

take the public under their wing altogether, for they had
found the public by no means slow to urge matters forward
for their own benefit. Their object was to benefit themselves,

and the indirect effect of that improvement would be that the

general public would reap a portion of the advantage.

Mr. LuE, the assistant-secretary, said that it was with con-
siderable regret that he had heard the Chairman rule that the

details of the report could not be gone into. [The Chairman:
The report may not be altered.] There might be a great

number present who to a very great extent agreed with the
suggestions and opinions contained in the report, and who
might agree with it in chief, but on the other band there

mii^ht be some portions with which they raigiit not agree,

and they were thereby placed in a difficult position if they

were bound either to accept or reject the report. If they

agreed with three parts out of four it was a difficult thing to

decide on rejecting the whole. In some portions of the report

the facts of the case were evaded in every shape and way.
The speaker went on to instance question four, which, he
said, did not seem to be answered at all. The answer to

question four was, " That permanent improvements should be
done by the landlord, and not without his consent. It has
been suggested that parties and their solicitors should consult

valuers or land-agents in making their leases and agreements.

We think the adoption of this suggestion would be most
beneficial." Now lie (the speaker) was of opinion that in

some cases permanent improvements should be done without

the consent of the landlord if necessary. Suppose the land-

lord should refuse to find drain tiles; the tenant should be

entitled to drain, and entitled to compensation for so doing.

He might difl'er with the Council on othc- matters beside

question four, and he exceedingly regretted that the report was
not open to criticism and amendment.

The Chairman again pointed out that any member might
read a resolution, but the report itself could not be altered.

Mr. Lee said there were many things in the report with

which he concurred, but he was not able concur with them as

a whole. It was a difficult thing for men to be unanimous in

respect to matter which had been gathered from a great num.
ber of sources. With some tilings he agreed ; others he dis-

approved of ; and he was exceedingly sorry that the report

could not be amended. It appeared to him that if they did

not agree with the report in all its provisions, they had no
other course open to them but to reject it.

Mr. Chandler said he thought they would all agree with

him that the questions were plainly enough put, aud if any
of the questions had been evaded, it was not the fault of the

Council, but of the people who sent the answers. The qiief-

tions were sent to 86 people, and he was sorry to say that out
of that number they only got twenty answers. He hoped
that the saddle would be put on the rig'nt horse, for he would
repeat it was no fault of the Council, but of those who sent

evasive replies. The Council had laid before the meeting the

result of their inquiries to the best of their ability. The
speaker supported the suggestion made by the Council in
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answer to question four, tliat tlie parties should consult with

their land agents in drawing up leases or agreements.

Mr. Harrison said, that as one of the few, and he re-

gretted there were not more, who answered the questions, he

perhaps niiglit be allowed to put in an apology, or a plea, for

those who did not answer tliera. They were doubtless all

acquainted with the remarkable questions iu the Church
Catechism, hut he thought the questions sent out by the

Council would puzzle any one eveu more than the peculiar

questions of the Catechism. The questions submitted were,

he thought, some of tlie most remarkable that could have

been brouglit forward, aud how such a body of men as com-
posed the Council of that Chamber could put such questions

before tiiera, he was at a loss lo conceive, lie imagined that

all the members did not attend, and especially the practical

members of tlic Council, lie should like, before the meeting

separated, to propose a resolution, tliat their secretary favour

them at the next meeting with the number of attendances at

the Council. He was sorry that the proceedings of that

Chamber were bound down so tightly by rules and techni-

calities which were, iu his opinion, somewhat out of place at

a farmers' meeting. Sometimes farmers came to express

their opinions, but owing to these rules and technicalities,

they found tluit they were debarred from doing so. He and

some of his neighbours would have been glad to see some
allusion to a question of great importance to landlord and

tenant— he referred to a question of ground game. Tlie

Council might have given them an opportunity of expressing

their opinions on that subject. There was one thing in the

questions which he did not admire, and that was the " private

and cou&deutial " way in which they were sent out. A law was
passed some time ago by which hares and rabbits were taken

out of the game list. He would appeal to any gentleman

present whether the law was not to a certain extent put aside

by agreements between landlord and tenant, by which ground

game was protected. That was one of the points iu which the

tenant should be protected. At their last meeting a gentleman

objected to the IStJi clause of tlie Landlord aud 'I'euant's Bill,

but when they saw the law evaded, as it was in this matter ot

hares aud rabbits, it was time that they had some protection

when laws were made.

The Chairman said that a question arose in the Council

about ground game, but there was a strong feeling among the

members that the question was too large to be included iu the

scope of the inquiry.

Mr. P. Arthur objected to the report on the ground that

it omitted any mention of the question of ground game.
The Chairjian said that it had been agreed that the ques-

tion should shortly be brought forward.

Mr. Hewett : It will be considered at the next general

meeting.

Mr. Baker said he remembered asking Mr. Arthur at the

last meeting whether he would introduce tlie subject of ground

game.
Mr. Street expressed his regret that such an im-

portant subject should not have brought together a

larger assembly. He thought that the gathering would

have been more extensive if the object had been

brought more prominently before the public, and if this

had been so, they would have had the benefit of many
valuable opinions, which they did not now possess. Matters of

this kind, he could not help thinkiug, should be made as

public as possible, for every landlord and every farmer in the

county had an interest in the question. He thought that at

any rate everyone should have a knowledge of what was

transpiring. On the whole he thought the result of the

inquiry was in favour of the plaintilf, although the evidence

was very strong in favour ot the defendant, which he took

t) be the old Surrey customs. He sliould like to ask the

question whether or not tliere had been a single instance,

during this last autumn, in which the tenant had been charged

with deterioration of the soil. [A voice: "Yes."] He spoke

of the dillioulties arising on the valuation, and mentioned an

instance in point. He knew of a farm which changed hands

this autumn for the fifth time in seven or, at the most, eight

years. This last Michaelmas the outgoing tenant offered the

whole of liis interest in the farm, live and dead, for £600.
Mr. Haumswortii : Was it a large farm ?

Mr. Street said it would not be fair for him to go into

minute details. A stranger came forward and refused to give

£600 and insisted on a valuation, with the result that instead

of paying £600 he had to pay £900. He thought, probably,

when he drove over the farm that there was nothing to pay
for except a little labour, but the result showed that he had to

pay for it. There was no doubt that tlie defendant had robbed

not only the public, but it had robbed the land and ruined

many families, and he should, therefore, be glad to see it fall

and got rid of in the way suggested. The speaker concluded

by reading a set of answers which he had prepared to the

questions sent out by the Council.

The Chairman (to Mr. Street) : Might I ask you if you
have favoured the Council with those replies ?

Mr. Street : No, I have not.

The Chaiuman: It would have been more iu order if you
had.

Mr. Street : I had no paper sent to me. If I had replied

before I should not have done so novv.

The Chairman : I do not wish to prevent the Council

from having the benefit of your replies, and I deplore that the

Council had not the opportunity to send you a paper.

Mr. j\[oRE;MoLYJSEUX said that at the last meeting he

somewhat timidly suggested that as he was just about to let a

farm it would be a very good opportunity to put in practice

and introduce some new iulusion into Surrey valuations. He
suggested further that that would be a good time for any

practical people to make suggestions for what he might term a

model agreement, which might be carried out on that farm.

Howeve-, that came to nothing. The speaker went on to

suggest that if a meeting between some 20 or 30 of tiie laud-

surveyors and valuers of the district could be organised some
valuable results might be obtaued, with a view to the altera •

tion of the present system. He had just let a farm on 16 years'

lease, and nothing could be more deplorable than the state in

which that farm was, as the farm had been very much worked
out by three tenants in succession. It was very much like th<'

farm mentioned by Mr. Street, only iu this case the tenant.'

were three instead of five. The new tenant, to judge by his

manner, vi'as desponding, and he (the speaker) had told him
that unless he had capital, and even if he had, he could not ex-

pect to get good crops, and arrive at a comfortable aud happy
issue till three or four years had elapsed. He saw many able

men going on just the same syst;ra as their fathers had 20 or

30 or 40 years ago, but who yet deprecated that system, and
held it up as injurious on every account. A word with regard

to the first question. It was quite notorious tiiat tenants going

to farm out were not going to give oilcake and corn to their

cattle in their yards the last year or the last year but one, and
it could not be expected that they would do so, for of course

unless they had corapensatio.i for it they would not do it. The
Council, with reference to the question, had susrgested two

years' notice as preferable to one. Now, he wished to point

out that if they agreed to two years' notice instead of one, the

farmers would have an extra year to farm out in. If they

considered this matter in relation to the food supply, they

would see that by this course the food supply would be

lessened.

Mr. Isaac Ellis said that when he came to that meeting

he did not understand that the members of the Chamber were

not at full liberty to discuss it or move any amendment on the

report or any portion of it which might present itself to their

minds as desirable. If such were the case he would say no

more on the matter. As regarded (he question of one or two

years' notice, he would not give Mr. Molyueux the credit of

being the most practical man iu farming, but he, at any rate,

knew something considerable about it. But if a man in farm-

ing thought that he was goiug to farm out better in two years

thau he could in one, he made a great mistake. If a mau
fanned out for one year, he would find that he had got a very

bad iarra for the second. One year was quite sufficient for a man
to do all he could in farming out profitably to himself. He
might farm out more thorouglily in two years than he could in

one, but not to do himself the least good, and he should advise

hira never to attempt it. There was one great thing to be

taken into consideration. Farms were not very plentiful in

the market, and farmers liked to have a good time, at least two

years to look out for a fresh holding, and he did not think any

farmer would attempt to farm out a farm in moderate condition

iu two years.

Mr. MoLi'NEUX said the question was not altogeilier what

a farmer would take out, but what he would leave in. It was

all very well for a farmer, v. lieu leaving, to take the thatch off
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an old bara aud throw it into the yard as manure, but it did

uot make very good manure.
Mr. Chandler again rose. He said that if agriculturists

whether laudlords or tenants, would take tlie questions and
apply them to themselves, and tail to find sometiiing tiiat

would suit them, then agriculturists were in a much worse state

than he gave them credit for. Circumstances in agriculture

dift'ered widely ; there were ditferences of cultivation, dilferences

of soil, aud variations of climate. In reply to their questions,

the Council got a great variety of suggestions and a great

variety of answers. Some of tiiese suggestions aud answers
were very valuable, aud lie might say that for his own part he
got a great many useful hints that he was not already ac-

quainted with from them. Landlords and tenants must form
their agreements on the particular circumstances of the case.

Mr. Whitehead said he should move an amendment as

follows :
" That the report simply dealing with the arrange-

ments between landlord and tenant, aud uot I'.avjng regard to

the way in which an increased supply of food for the people

may be obtained, tliis being the object for which this and

similar associations have been formed, cannot be received on
that account." As far as the report went it was merely a

matter between landlord and tenant. To use the recent lan-

guage of a Parliamentary man, it was "merely touching the

fringe of the question." Sir John Pakington had said that

there were three things necessary for the improvement of agri-

culture, and they were, " skill, capital, and security." Now, if

that association had gone into the matter and leported how
" skill, capital, and security" could be obtained, they would
have afforded some useful information, not only to the members
of that Chamber, but to the nation at large. That report was
hardly worth the paper it was written upon for general infor-

mation. He admitted that the gentlemen who had put

forward the questions and obtained the answers upon which
tliat report was based, had shown a great deal of skill and
industry, but they had missed the point.

The Chairman said that as a matter of order he ought not

to have allowed the gentleman who had just sat down to make
another speech, but as he tliought it was the wish of the

Chamber that a considerable latitude in the matter of discus-

sion should be allowed, he had permitted Mr. Whitehead to

move his amendment.
Mr. Harrison said he should be decidedly happy to second the

amendment, for he liked to see fair play ( a laugh). He believed

there was a great deal of sense in what Mr. W^liitehead had
said. He would make one remark on what Mr. Molyneux had
said. If two years' notice gave a less supply of food to the

people, it gave the landlord an opportunity of putting a little

more capital into his pocket.

Mr. Baker said it had been stated that the reason why
more money was not put into the laud was the want of security

for the tenant's capital. He agreed with this to a certain ex-

tent, but he did not agree with those who believed farming
could be made such an extremely lucrative business ; that in-

stead of their getting, as some of them did, 2^ per cent, for

their money, they might obtain 50 per cent. He entirely de-

murred to that, and he said it in the presence of farmers who
liad had a great deal more experience than he had, and who had
farmed high and utilised a good deal of capital. He told them
that the man who attempted to make farming a great deal

more lucrative business tlmn it was at the present day, had a
great deal to contend with in regard to the introduction of a
large amount of capital into this particular kind of business.

In the county of Surrey a man miglit employ his capital and
expend his time in tlie business of farming, but if a man of

ordinary abilities did so, he was embarking in a bad business,

although it might be a healthy one, and one in which there was
a certain amount of pleasure. The report, perhaps, did not

soar quite so high as some of them wished. There
were some things about Surrey valuations that gave the land-

lord a double protection, which he did not tliink necessary.

He offered the remarks that he liad done because the Council,
of which he was a member, had been severely criticised, and he
was very glad to think that it had been so criticised. He very

much regretted that when a public meeting liad been called to

consider so important a question there should be so small an
attendance ; aud he was particularly sorry that the tenant-

farmers, who were supposed to be chiefly interested, did not
coine forward in greater numbers and give them the benefit of
tiieir opinions. He had heard remarks such as this from
teoaut.farmers, " J^ow Saturday is coming we shall have all the

brains of West Surrey before us ;" but it was a great pity that

they declined to attend such a meeting as that, at which they
sought to approach the question iu a practical spirit. He was
not going to sing the praises of the landlord—he was not going
to sing the praise of any man—but he would say, as a tenant-

farmer, that the landlords had met them from time to time and
listened to what thry had to say. If suggestions could be made
for the benefit of the tenant, which would not injure the land-

lord, it would be ultimately for the benefit of the public at

large. It was for the tenant-farmer to meet the landlord and
show him by the force of argument wliat changes were neces-

sary. That was w-hat the farmer might hope to do by attending

such meetings as the ones they Wore now engaged in. Did
tenant-farmers think that Parliament was going to rectify

their grievances if they did not meet and make them known?
Before he sat donn lie would ,'inake a suggestion, which he
thought would not be w ithout its value. The Chamber was in

possession of some funds, and if these funds were sufhcient, lie

would suggest that a premium should be offered for the best

lease that could be produced for light laud and heavy land. If
such a lease were produced, then laudlords could consult their

agents- and see'if anything better could be devised- They
might depend upon it that till farming could be made a more
profitable business than it was at the present day, something
more tliau Acts of Parliament would be required to cause that
large overflow of c.ipital on the land of which they constantly

heard.

Mr. Whitehead said he was as much distressed as anyone
present to see such a meagre attendance.

The Chairman said that before he put tlie amendment he
would say that he very much doubted whetlier it was a proper
one, but taking a broad view of the matter, and not wishing
to cramp the action of the Chamber, he thought it would be
better to give the meeting an opportunity of voting upon it.

The Chairman then put the amendment, Messrs. Whitehead
and Harrison (mover and seconder) aud Mr. Lee (assistant

secretary) voted fur it, and five against it.

The Chairman then gave the meeting an opportunity to

speak to the resolution. No one taking advantage of the

opportunity, the resolution, moving the reception of the report,

was put and carried.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE ROOT SHOW.—This annual
exhibition was held in Gloucester on Nov. 10. The silver

cup, value 20 guineas, given by the county for five acres of
swedes, was taken by Mr. Thomas Morris, of Maiseraore, with
Wheeler's Imperial swede, sown in May. Mr. Morris also

took the five-guinea cup for two acres of mangolds ; and the

silver cup, value CO guineas, for t^velve of Wheelers' Impeiial

swedes. The other winners of cup^s were Mr. J. II. Tyler,

Tytherington, silver cup, value five guineas, given by Messrs.

Proctor for five acres of swedes grown with their manure only
;

Colonel Kingscote, M.P., a silver cup, value five guineas,

given by Mi. Minett, Wootton-under-lidge, for four acres of

swedes grown with Varrington, Hingstows, and Co.'s manure
;

also a silver cup, value five guineas, given by Bruton, Knovvles,

and Bruton, for five acres of turnips. Lord Ducie took the

silver cup, value ten guineas, given by ^Vheeler ; nd Son for

twelve of Wheeler's Golden Melon Mangolds. It was con-

sidered to be the best root show the Society has ever held.

THE MALT TAX.—The attempt of the Central Chamber
of Agriculture to seek an interview with Mr. Gladstone has
met with the following reply : Downing Street.—Mr. Glad-
stone desires to say, iu reply to the letter of the 5th inst.

written on behalf of tlie Central Chamber of Agriculture, that

as far as he knows, it is quite unusual to enter upon oral dis-

cussions of particular taxes at this period of the year, and he
thinks that perhaps the Chaaiber will be good enough to post-

pone tlie expression of their wish until the usual time, when
the session has opened.

THE IRISH CATTLE T HADE.—Purchasers of store

stock at Bristol market must not suppose that because we do
not hear so much about the Irish cattle being diseased that

therefore they are all sound. The fact is that a subject is

taken up by tlie papers, and an immense fuss is made for a
few weeks, a great displ.ay of whitewash takes place, and then
the panic subsides, and all things go on as before. It is, there-

fore, just as well that purchasers should be niiide aware that a
considerable amount of pleuro-pneumoniais coming from Ireland
just now.

—

Wil/s and Gloucestershire Sfarif^ard,
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THE HEALTH OF ANIMALS OF THE FARM.

BY PKOrESSOR J. B. SIMONDS, TRINCirAL OF THE llOYAL VETEriNAKY COLLEGE.

lu llie interval wliicli has elapsed since my last report, both

cattle ami sheep have heen le^s affected by diseases of an

ordinary type than is usually the case in the early part of the

year, notwithstanding tlie coldness of the weather which has

prevailed, and the general backwardness of the season. Special

diseases also have been less rife, and notably the one com-
monly known as " foot-and-mouth disease." Early in tlie year

this malady began to decline, both in severity and extent, in

many parts of Great Britain and Ireland ; and since then,

with few exceptions, tlie decrease has been fully maintained.

Legislative measures may possibl) have contributed to this

desirable end ; but the history of the affection, as belonging

to this country, clearly proves that, independently of any such

means, " foot-and-raouth disease" has been for long periods of

time together so little prevalent as to attract scarcely any

public attention. Tiie outbreak, the decline of which we now
record, commenced in the summer of 18G9, and extended on-

wards to 1870-'71 and '73. Doubtless it has proved a most
severe visitation; but those who are familiar with the extent

and malignancy of foot-and-mouth disease in 183'J-'40 and
'41 recognise a parallel instance of its duration, acme, and

decrease when no Legislation existed with regard to it. Cattle,

sheep, and pigs, as is well known, are the chief victims of

foot-and-mouth disease, but an opinion has recently prevailed

that hares and rabbits are also the subjects of tlie malady.

To test this belief soine experiments were had recourse to at

tlie College in April last. In the first instance two rabbits

were inoculated with the contents of a vesicle which had
formed in the mouth of a cow, and the detached epidermoid

covering of a second vesicle, with a quantity of saliva, was
also placed in their mouths and retained for a time, ]\o

elfects followed. In the second instance, in addition to a

similar inoculation of two other rabbits, the contents of several

vesicles were well rubbed into the thin skin between their

toes, but also without effect. Another contagious disease has

also been made the subject of experiment, viz., the small-pox

of sheep. The facts prove beyond all doubt that some Saxony-

Merino or German sheep, bought by a butcher, gave indica-

tions of variolous disease prior to being slaughtered. A very

small piece of skin, on which one or two minute vesicles ex-

isted, was forwarded to tlie College by a drover, who declined

to give full information with regard to it, or from whom it had
been procured. An examination satisfied me that the vesicles

were those of variola, nevertheless it was determined to have

recourse to the crucial test of inoculation. The vesicles were
too far advanced, besides being remarkably small, to yield fluid

virus, and consequently the inoculation was made with a

jninute portion of their epidermoid covering. The subject

was a lamb ; and four punctures were made—two on the inner

side of each thigh. Two of the punctures took on Va&fouiih
day. The local effects continued to increase until the seventh

day, when the animal sunk from the constitutional disorder

which accompanied the development of the local symptoms.
The inoculation was made on April .30th, since which time

anxious inquiries have been instituted for the purpose of as-

certaining whether sheep-pox had again obtained a footing in

the country, but happily to this time the inquiry has had a

negative result. This case is probably but one of many which
occur among German sheep, and it shows the absolute neces-

sity of the greatest care being observed with regard to these

animals when imported. Bought for slaughtering, the risk is

reduced to a minimum ; but no farmer should venture to buy
these or other sheep for feeding which have been imported
from Central or Eastern Europe.
Cattle Plague.—Since the introduction of this most

malignant disease last year, by Russian and German cattle ex-

ported from Cronstadt and Hamburg, no case has been de-

tected by the inspectors at any of the ports ; nor is it known
that the malady has penetrated further westward than Bo-
hemia and Silesia. Eastern Europe has, however, continued
to suffer to a great extent for many consecutive months, and,

according to information received through ofBcial sources,

Poland, Galicia, Hungary, and Ijower Austria have not been

free from the disease this year. The risk of the introduction

of cattle plague is doubtless increased in proportion to its

extension westward ; but experience has shown that the

greatest danger belongs to the direct importation of Russian

cattle, or those which are brought via the Baltic into Western
Europe.

Pleuro-tneumonia.—The accounts which come to hand
from time to time with reference to pleuro-pneumonia would
seem to show that the provisions of the " Contagious Diseases

(Animals) Act," as administered in many parts of the country,

have done little or no good in keeping the disease in check.

To exterminate pleuro-pneumonia, not only more stringent,

but more united, measures must be employed, and it is not

unlikely that one beneficial result of the labours of the com-
mittee now sitting to inquire into the working of the Act
will be the adoption of such measures, or the better adminis-

tration of those now existing. Pleuro-pneumonia may pro-

bably not be found in more counties than at the beginning of

the year, but recent information proves that the cases are in-

creasing in number, and consequently the centres of infection

augmenting.
Scrofula.—Judging from the number of specimens which

have been forwarded to the College by veterinary surgeons

residing in counties far distant from each other, this

hereditary but non-contagious malady would appear to be

not only wide spread, but also on the increase. One
cause of this is doubtless a want of care in select-

ing animals which are to be used for breeding purposes.

No animal which shows the least evidence of the disease,

or which belongs to a family known to be affected,

ought to be used as a stock animal. Scrofula can frequently

be detected by the existence of tumours in various parts of

the body of cattle, but they show a greater preference to form
about the throat and sides of the face than elsewhere. These
tumours, especially such which are hard or nodulated to the

feel, and only slightly painful, cannot be completely dispersed

by any kind of treatment, but after a time they often yield to

a degenerating process, and discharge a purulent-like fluid

from sinuses which are formed wilhin them. The disease is

met with in all kinds of cattle, but prevails to the greatest

extent among those which are known as our improved breeds,

or pedigree stock.

Splenic APorLEXv.—During the first months of the year

very few cases of this disease came to our knowledge, but
recently our attention has been called to two or tliree rather

serious occurrences of the malady. The last of these took

place in the neighbourhood of Hitchin among some heifers

which were being grazed for the butcher. Several died very

suddenly, and without any indications of ill-healtli being pre-

viously observed ; others sunk after an hour or two's illness.

The veterinary surgeon at first suspected that the animals

had been either accidentally or intentionally poisoned ; but

an examination of the viscera, abdominal and thoracic, which
were forwarded to the College, clearly sliowed that the animals

had died from that remarkable blood affection known as

splenic apoplexy. It is a singular fact that although some
bullocks were being grazed in the same pasture, and separated

only from the heifers by an iron fence, not one of them was
attacked by the malady. A change of food and in the system,

of nianngcment, and the exhibition of antiseptic agents, such
as tlie hypho-sulphite of soda, acted quickly in arresting the

further progress of the malady.

Lead Poisoning.—On two occasions within the past few

weeks tlie assistance of the College has been required in con-

sequence of the serious illness of two herds of cattle, and the

death of several in each instance. One of these cases

occurred in Hertfordshire, and the other in Sussex. In tlie

former, the herd numbered forty-one animals, all of which

gave indications of disease, and nine of them died. In the

latter, the herd consisted of twenty-three animals, out of

which five died. An investigation was made on the farm in

each case, the Herefordshire one coming first under notice.

The symptoms presented by the animals were those which
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belong to poisoning by the compounds of lead. It was found
that the animals had been put to pasture on May 3rd, and
that their illness was observed on the 12th. One died on
the 13th, and the death of this was quickly succeeded by the
others. Further investigation, and a visit to the field, showed
that a portion of it had been manured in March with so-caUed
Loudon refuse raannre. The grass had grown more luxuri-
antly on this part, and the animals liad sliown a preference to
feed upon it. A search for deteterious matters resulted in
finding large masses of dried paint among dirt and rubbish of

all kinds, the clearing out of London ash-heaps. The Sussex
case was precisely ot the same kind, but in this instance the
manure was not put on so early, and the animals were not
turned out until May 33rd. At tlie end of nine days, several
were ill, and three died ; a fourth died on June 12, and a fifth

on June M. Tlie opinion arrived at as to the animals being
poisoned by the old paint received a full confirmation by a
chemical analysis of the contents of their digestive organs, the
compounds of lead being found in great abundance.—7%«'

Journal of the Royal Ayrieultmal Society.

MANAGEMENT OF DAIRY STOCK.
BY " THE NORTHERN FARMER."

No. III.

Assuming that an attempt has been made to provide

house-food during the summer months, and that the sup-

ply has fallen short, and has to be discontinued either for

an interval of a few weeks or for the remainder of the

season, the flow of milk will be found to become slightly

less about the third day, and the very first churning

show a marked decrease in the weight of butter. It is

specially remarkable that when once allowed to recede

from lessened food, no matter although it is at the very

best part of the year, no after treatment, however liberal,

wiU bring the produce of the same number of cows,

either in quantity of milk, or money value of produce

—

the surest test of all—to what it was on the day the cut

food was withrawu. To look at this matter in another

light, it is extraordinary how the excessive interest which

is invariably felt in the well-doing of highly fed cattle de-

clines at the sight of empty troughs and racks, in the

absence of bustle and activity in getting forward the

food, and vigorous pushing on the part of the animals

themselves, as they eagerly press forward to get not only

their own share, but a goodly portion of their neigh-

bour's if at all possible. The visits of the farmer to his

staUs become vastly lessened, as he almost instinctively

marks the air of loneliness which pervades the stalls and

yards when the stock have been tied up to be

milked, and misses the pleasure of seeing them fill them-

selves to repletion, and lie down perfect pictures of con-

tentment and ease. The continual aim in every butter

dairy should be to increase the quantity and enrich the

quality of the cream, and this can only be accomplished

by bountiful feeding. Rich lands in the valley of a river,

or otherwise favourably situated for the growth of rich

and succulent grass, will unquestionably give a maximum
return from the pastures alone, quite as good in fact, and

often better than can be wrung from light dry land under

the most liberal management ; but as rich land is the

exception and not the rule, it is absolutely necessary that

every appliance which intelligence and experience can

suggest should be used to keep moderately good land up

to the paying point. When cream has been rendered so

rich by abundant food of good quality as to yield a re-

turn of half its own bulk in butter, perfection has been

reached, and nothing more remains to be done with re-

gard to feeding, further than keeping it up to this point.

Rich pasture will do this without assistance, and in the

case of land less favoured by Nature, vetches and the

autumnal cut of clover will be found to give the most

substantial cream ; and, as a natural consequence, the

heaviest product of butter. No cow should be kept m a

butter dairy which gives thin milk, however considerable

the quantity, as however profitable such an animal may be

when milk is sold by the gallon, her produce falls sadly

short when converted into butter. As a rule, faulty cows

should be got rid of on the first favourable opportunity.

there being no difficulty in parting vrith them at any time of
the year if always'well fed, as they'will then invariably be in
good condition, and readily find purchasers, the price re-
ceived probably being sufficient with a very slight addition
to put young, thrifty, and in every way suitable animals in
their place, if it is found necessary to purchase. It is

not good policy to be looking too long at the same faces,

as cattle soon become old, and however good may be the
milking quality of particular animals, the depreciation in
value after passing the prime of life becomes too serious
a matter to be overlooked, the actual loss in monetary
value amounting to several pounds each year. Thus "a

seven-year-old cow, newly calved, and valued at (say)

£27, will be found in the course of three years, if parted
with in the same state and condition, to have lost not less

than one-third of her former value, i educing the return re-

ceived in each year for her produce by the large amount
of three pounds. The young cow, on the contrary, when
introduced to the milking stock on her first calf, is gra-
dually improving in value for at least three years, such
ncrease forming a very handsome addition to the annual
receipts, and in itself forming a powerful argument for

the continual introduction of young cows of good pro-
mise, breeding, and stamina, and clearing out those
which have reached their prime, always if possible be-
fore they have become anything lowered in value. In
addition, young cows are much easier kept in condition
than older cattle ; and although possibly the yield of milk
may not be so large in some instances, it is yet so rich
as to amply make up for the slightly.diminished supply.
The calves of young cows are remarkably sound of con-
stitution, easily reared, and in every way highly satisfac-

tory to manage during the early months of their exist-

ence—a point of very great importance, as it is extremely
mortifying, after considerable expenditure of time,
trouble, and money, to find calves pining away through
inherited delicacy of constitution, neither skill, medicine,
nor liberal treatment being of the slightest avail in

making them useful or profitable animals. When the
object of the dairy is to make butter and rear young
stock, from the middle of March to the first of May is

decidedly the most suitable period to have the calves

dropped, as they are then strong for the grass, and pre-
serve an undeniable superiority over those born but a
few weeks later, quite throixgh the season, and indeed in

many cases the difference in age is well defined until well

on in the second year. It is very necessary, if it can be
accomplished, to have the bulk of the cows in full profit

for the beginning of May, as that month is the best of

the whole year for the make of butter, the grasses on the
pastures and all cut food being so extremely succulent as

to force the collective produce to its utmost limit. On
the other hand, cows calving in any quantity during the
dead of winter and early spring, if fed only on the ordi-

M M
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nary crops of the farm, roots and hay, give but a miser-

able return in milk and butter, scarcely paying the cost

of the food, and offering no inducement whatever to have

them come in so early, unless it be the extra value of the

calf, which is a consideration when the stock is particu-

larly well-bred. To breed cattle successfully and
profitably, it is imperatively necessary to begin at

the very fountain-head, and lay the foundation for the

production of useful animals by a judicious selection of

pare'hts. This done, calves possessing bone, substance,

and sound constitutions, and in every way worth rearing,

may be reasonably expected. A calf uoticeably deficient

in these points is uot worth the trouble and expense of

rearing ; and if at birth there is a doubt of its sound-

ness, it should be got rid of at once, rather than take

the chance of loss and the intense annoyance
invariably caused by the presence of a wretched

ill-thriven creature amongst a lot of healthy well-fed cat-

tle. The necessity for liberality as a prominent feature

in the treatment of calves is now even more urgent than
formerly, as at the very outset the cost of production is

greater, the expense of attendance is increased, and the

value of well-bred stock vastly over what it was at any
former period, at whatever age they may be offered for

sale. Milk as drawn from the cow, without the slightest

admixture, may with great propriety be given for a

lengthened period, with an excellent prospect of being

amply repaid for the outlay involved. During the first

week or ten days it is highly necessary to exercise con-

siderable caution with regard to the quantity of food sup-

plied, as if a calf is allowed to drink so heartily as to over-

load the stomach, a surfeit is the certain result, and the poor
animal will not touch milk for some days, the check given
to the system being frequently so severe as to permanently
retard growth. So as uot to clog the appetite, it is a

very safe plan at all times to give the food in small quan-
tity at each meal, but giving it often, so as to resemble
nature as nearly as possible. The rapid growth of calves

thus treated, and the almost total exemption fi-om illness

or death, will tell very forcibly that this is a step in the

right direction, and the owner will be well paid for the

slight amount of extra trouble. When tlie new milk is

being partially withdrawn, it is well to give each calf a

small quantity of linseed-meal porridge, or other prepara-

tion of linseed, ground oilcake steeped in boiling water
being a very good substitute. This not only strengthens
the frame and lays on fiesh, but it also helps to pre-

serve the stomach and bowels in healthy condition, check-
ing the tendency to excessive looseness so frequently dis-

played by calves, and materially aids in warding off

diseases of a more serious or fatal character. To prevent
the disgusting habit of sucking the ears, navel, and scro-

tum, inherent to all young calves, separate accommodation
should be provided, the pens being railed off, so that the
occupants, while prevented from contact, can yet see and
enjoy each other's society. This arrangement greatly
facilitates the feeding of the calves, one person being able

to go over a large number very quickly, and the eager
and quick drinker gets no more than its allowance, hav-
ing no chance of robbing its less robust neighbour. It is

important that calves shall have been accustomed to the
pastures, so that when the milk is finally withdrawn, they
will be able to sustain themselves without either losing
condition or becoming checked or stunted in growth.
It frequently happens that calves are well attended to
during the first six months of their life, or say, while still

in the hands of the mistress of the establishment and her
assistants, and then, when turned over to the care of the
herd or stockman, are left pretty much to shift for them-
selves. Such easy management is scarcely creditable to
the farmer himself, and is a sure source of heavy pecu-
niary loss, as the calves' flesh so elaborately and expen-

sively laid on, peels off very quickly, leaving the animak
actually in a worse state than if they had been reared from

birth under less favourable conditions. The herbage on

which they are put when finally dismissed to the pastures

should, while not being too soft, be yet abundant and

succulent, so that the young animals shall have no trou-

ble in filling themselves with food of an easily digested

and nutritious quality. A running stream of easy access

is of great importance, but if this is not available, water

should be provided, and a little attention given at first to

see that tliey drink it. A drink of milk diluted with water,

given for a few days is of great assistance in teaching them
to drink, and is worth attending to, in a dry season

particularly, or when the drinking place is remote, as they

may be some time before they find it out. It is a great

saving of condition to give night shelter early in the

season, not waiting till a certain period, but being guided

by the state of the weather. Sharp frosts are not nearly

so injurious to young stock as cold drenching rain and
cutting wind ; hence, if the weather breaks rather early

the calves should be housed at once. Whatever the

character of the season, to give calves justice they should

be sheltered at night early in October, receiving a little .

sweet hay in racks, and a few white-lleshed turnips sliced

and placed in the troughs, goiug out to the pastures

again by day, if a fair bite of grass is still afforded. In

a short time they will get accustomed to the turnips and

eat them up clean, when they may at once receive full

winter treatment. If success is desired in bringing them
through the succeeding six months, oilcake will be given

with unvarying regularity, to the extent of not less than

one pound every day. With as many turnips as they

can eat, and a reasonable quantity of hay or newly-

thrashed sweet straw, the young stock will grow rapidly,

and reach the month of May in blooming condition, a

source alike of pleasure and profit to their owner, and a

credit to his management. It is difficult to state exactly

the probable value of a herd of yearling cattle properly •

nourished from birth, as so much of their value depends
._

upon the breeding in the first instance ; however, from ;

twelve to fifteen pounds may be taken as a very safe ap-
*

proximation if all the conditions necessary to their well-

doing have been faithfully fulfilled. The best proof that

this has been done will be the sale of the bullocks to the

butcher after they have been a couple of months on the

grass, an altimatum in the breeding, rearing, and feeding

of stock which leaves nothing to be desired, aud may be

considered perfection. However desii-able it may be to

keep a heavy stock and rear a large number of calves, it

is not good policy to keep too many over the winter,

uuless food, accomodation, aud other essentials are un-

usually abundant. The worst should be picked out and
sold in September, when they will be eagerly picked up
at from six to eight guineas each, a price which makes a

handsome addition to the cash receipts of the dairy. The
demand for weanlings is always good, as a well-brought-

out calf is much more likely to turn out a profitable in-

vestment than a middling yearling, inasmuch as growth
having never been checked in the calf, it may, by liberal

treatment, be kept progressing from the day of pur-

chase, and be forced into a first-class animal, whereas an

ordinary yearling, although having the advantage of age,

takes some time to start, aud if it has at any time been

neglected, scarcely ever gives a sulHcieut return for the

food consumed. The same rule applies to yearlings and
two-year-olds, and with equal force, the former, when
wintered as they ought to be, frequently making more
money than the latter, when sold in spring and summer,
eveu although at the time they may not be so weighty,

the promise of quick growth, and greater ultimate deve-

lopment turning the scale in their favour. Abundance
and regularity of food to the cattle, both in field and
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stall, is a great encouragement to those who have the

management of the dairy, the productive powers being

fully sustained during the height of the season, whatever
the character of the weather, thus giving them a fair op-

portunity of showing a maximum return for each cow
when the books are balanced at the close of the year.

The cattle receiving a full supply of wholesome and
nutritious food tnere should be no difficulty expcrieuced

by the dairy manager in turning out butter of lirst-class

quality, and having her department distinguished for ex-

cellence of management generally. Whatever the style

of the building used as a dairy, whether elaborately

ornamented, or covered with humble thatch, the

same general principles must be kept in view,

these being perfect drainage, and thorough draught,

thus maintaining a pure, cool, and yet dry atmos-

phere. This being maintained continually the milk will

be as sweet, the cream as delicious, and the butter as

temptingly appetising in the dairy which cost but twenty-

five pounds in its erection, as in that which cost ten

times the amount. Thorough, nay almost excsssive clean-

liness of habit and person on the part of the assistants of

the daii'y, and of every vessel required in its management,
from the milking pail to the churn, together with floors,

tables, and shelves, is absolutely imperative, and does

much in promoting success even with inferior arrange-

ments. The mechanical details of buttev-makiug, when
once understood, are easily mastered in practice, and no

excuse in regard to its difficulty should ever be accepted

as a plea for non-success. It is extraordinary what dif-

ferent theories are held, with regard to dairy management,

by different people, and possibly each party may be un-

doubted adepts at the business. For instance, one party

holds that the milk should be " set" iu the pans as soon

as drawn from the cow, never deviating in a single in-

stance from this course while another with the most

extraordinary pertmacity declares that it is ruinous to

finally "set" the milk until it has been cooled in a large

tub kept for that purpose, and the whole of the froth

raised by the process of milking completely subsided.

Both modes of management seeming to be cqvially suc-

cessful, it just follows that begintiers may safely choose

the method whicli, in such a case as this, they may find

most convenient. During the principal part of the

churning season there is required a continual effort to

lower the temperature while the process is going on, to

prevent the butter from forming too suddenly. The free

use of freshly-drawn spring water is the only available

remedy, and should be largely used overnight in the

churn and round the vessels containing the cream. It is

difficult to make hrm butter for marketable purposes from

very fresh cream, therefore it is always advisable to let it

remain in the crocks after being skimmed until it has

become thick and sour. This in no way injures the

quality, and vastly improves the texture of the butter.

Slow and regular churning is imperative during the

summer months, quick or irregular motion being de-

structive to the whole contents. When it is found by

the motion jof the churn that the cream is beginning to

" crack," the addition of a few pints of cold spring water

will lower the temperature by several degrees, materially

aiding the separation and collection of the butter. In

preparing for the market it is necessary to avoid over-

salting, popular taste requiring it to be mild of salt, and

if a quarter of a pound of powdered loaf sugar is added

to every twenty-five pounds of butter, an article will be

produced that will sell in any market, and be fit for the

table of the most fastidious epicure. The oak casks in

which the butter is packed should be scoured inside and

out until nearly white, so that they may, by their de-

lightfully clean and fresh appearance, aid in forcing the

article to the highest figure obtainable iu the metropo-

litan or other markets. The continually increasing de-

mand, and consequent high value of dairy produce,

whether sold as drawn from the cow, or converted into

butter and cheese, or employed to rear calves, offers ex-

cellent encouragement to all farmers favourably situated

to include a select number of milch cows amongst their

stock, as if properly attended to, they can scarcely fail to

prove commercially successful.

BATES' BLOOD IN AND OUT OF AMERICA.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—It is a long time since I wrote you on cattle,

and in that period I have probably seen more of the

breeders of the United States than any other person, from

Vermont to Texas. I have met them at their establish-

ments, in the show-ring, and at auctions. I have served

on many committees at the different State fairs (shows),

and also in Canada. Last fall, when in my seventieth

year, I served on the principal classes at the Great Exhi-

bition at St. Louis—herds, sweepstakes. Shorthorns,

and Herefords—where I, unfortunately, after getting

through my duties, fell and broke my hip bone near to

the socket. This kept me on my back eighteen weeks.

As soon as I was able to be propped up in bed, I com-
menced a criticism on that highly-flattering production of
" Bell, on Bates," which I considered as great a

burlesque on breeding as ever came ^before the public,

half of which was published in TUe MieMgan Farmer, and
the other half was consumed in that uu fortunate fire

which destroyed the office and its contents.

Men with more money than brains were awfully led

astray by this flattering production of Mr. Bell. When
some men adopt a hobby, they know no bounds, and when
rich, they domineer, do what they please, taking it for

granted that they are privileged for their greatness—at the

same time have not room in their minds for more

than one idea. Such men can be softly smoothed
over with caresses and flattery by others who have won the

confidence of speculating operators. It was through
them that the Bates farce began, and it was this Bates
firebrand that set breeders by the ears. Show me,
among so many wealthy aspirants for notoriety, one
modest, unassuming, practical breeder, who dares to

produce his balance-sheet on these fancy cattle, now called

Bates. I never saw one of his breeding from that he
called the " Duchess tribe " but was long in the legs,

coarse in the bone, light through the waist (lady-like), with
bare, prominent, ragged shoulder-points, very light neck-

vein, a heavy paunch, which strongly condemned them
in my opinion. It is astonishing to hear the various

opinions of merit and demerit of the Duchess tribe, even
by their mo%tfanclfnl supporters. The Messrs. Collings

are frequently quoted as the main originators : we will go
back to them. They, in connection with Bates, were
the originators of the Herd Book, and converted the
coarse, over-grown, inferior quality of " Durhams " into
" Improved Shorthorns." How this imjirovement was
made is still a myth, and how Shorthorns were converted
into a race is still more mysterious. Tell me, ye men of
Bates, whether you ever saw unity of colour, quality, or
sti/le in the breeding of Bates ? The only uniformity I

M M 3
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could discover was thin skins and flabby handling, with the

above points, as I have described them, continually crop-

ping out. We all know that Mr. Bates advocated soft,

flabby handling under a thin hide, and called it quality

.

I contend that such handling can never get ripe. I have

never been deceived by the original Bates blood from

these familiar characteristics, and for which I condemned
them, as lacking in quality, symmetiy, and constitutiou

;

requiring constant care and condiments to keep

up appearances, for no other purpose but to lead the in-

experienced breeder astray ; and you are aware, Mr.

Editor, that there are now more artificial men of wealth

who call themselves breeders at the present day than ever

before. The generality of these have the absurd idea

that by giving visionary and extravagant prices for

fashionable fancy tribes they are made breeders at oace;

hence consequence and prodigality assume power over

sound judgment ; thus notoriety is established, witb the

addition of well-paid puflPs in the partial press. I have

always said, both by tongue and in print, that the

Shorthorns have been puifed far beyond their merits,

more especially the Bates sort. I think no

one can deny, but I have given a true description of

Bates' breeding when in his glory. Now, tell me ye

fancy men of fashion whether those cattle now called

Bates sort at all approximate to the same character.

The best I ever saw called Bates blood was the heifer

bred by Mr. Alexander, of Kentucky, and purchased fo.i

Lord Dunmore for eight thousand dollars. The West
Highland cross was plain to be seen in her under the

eye of a practical judge. She had the thick hide, long

hair, short legs, straight underline, well-covered shoulder-

blades and point, with a Scotch head and horns corre-

sponding, all characteristics of the West Highlanders
;

but the Duchess-like, slender waist cropped out. How
much more slender this would have appeared in fair breed-

ing condition would have been hard to tell. I also saw

the second heifer bought for his Lordship for ten thousand

dollars ; she was a year younger, and own-sister, and

much of the same character. I examined the heifers pur-

chased for his Lordship of Mr. Abraham Reuick at three

thousand dollars each ; although not ofpure Bates descent,

they were better than the two other "bargains." Subse-

quently, I visited the herd of Hon. Samuel Campbell, and
here I found the best of the herd of a similar character,

generally carrying a little more pauuch, with the Duchess
slender waist. What claim the 8th Duchess of Geneva
(the cow sold for forty thousand six hundred dollars) had

to superiority is totally beyond my comprehension. She
had the long coat of the West Highlander, I admit, the

thick mellow hide, but some other points went back to

the Duchesses. The name, I suppose, fascinated moneyed
men, who considered it one grand step into the ranks of

aristocracy, by gaining a Duchess with a sweet counten-

ance—one so lovely that price was no object ; notoriety

111 gaining such a prize was beyond price. Mr. Killo

announced that he should have the honour of introduc-

ing this fashionable 8th Duchess of Geneva, born in the

State of New York, July 28th, 1866, and so now in the

eighth year of her assumed title, to the rich commoner on
the Cotswold Hills. Whether this charming Duchess
will ever realise the estimate put upon her by this gentle-

man remains to be proved. It may be the means of pro-

moting him to a title for his gallant bravery, and he may
»ovv be placed at the head of fashion in price, the

1 eader of the Bates tribe, though I have an idea that Duchess
men here, although but few of them, are aiming at a

knilar honour ; but the title cannot extend further than
Wie bull or the cow. Fashion is the leading star here,

»tyle is an object, and he who outbids the whole in ex-

travagance is the shining light. How many have been
ruined by the tempting snares this monster fashion has

laid in the Shorthorn ring ! Most breeders generally be-

lieve their own the best, and those who make breeding a

hobby for the sake of notoriety are guided by the wealth

they possess, and give idiotic prices for advertisements to

attract the novice ; and by so doing outshine the prudent,

practical breeder. I think you are aware, Mr. Editor,

that this has long been the aim of those who have bred

(orfashion, style, and sweet heads. A man who lays

great stress on a fashionable pedigree, and rests his faith

upon it, in my opinion, wiU never make a breeder, and

nine times out of ten is deceived in his purchases, more
especially in males. Let me ask why the Shorthorns are

called a " race." Have you not gone into many of the

most fashionable herds in Great Britain, and found some
of the best all white in colom* but their red ears ? Where
did they spring from? I think the proprietor of Chilling-

ham Park might answer. How were the long horns of

the old-fashioned, coarse, unsymmetrical Durhams made
shorter, except through the Galloway heifers and the

West Highlanders? All who learu and inwardly digest

the art of good breeding must admit that the thick mel-

low hide and long hair now fashionahle in Shorthorns

came from Scotland. Listen, ye practical, thinking men,

can a race of animals be established out of such breeding ?

Can symmetry, quality, and compactness on short fine

legs be derived from long-legged, coarse-boned, tight-

hided, hard-feeding animals by " in-and-in" breeding ?

Name me a practical man who will answer this question

in the affirmative. Many of the fashionable novices in

breeding may attempt it ; and Bates, wiio. Bell says
" always spoke of the Galloway cross with the greatest

abhorrence," still admits that his cross with the West
Highlanders was a great improvement on the Shorthorns,

and more profitable

—

See Bell on Bates. Did not this

valuable discovery lead him to a cross with the Duchesses

in the dark ? How was it with his friend Colling, with

whom he was then so intimate as to present him with a

heifer of his own breediug from this favourite cross, and,

according to his own knowledge, was she not registered

in the English Herd-Book. Might not a hidden cross

have been taken from this heifer by Collings, whom the

editor of the American Shorthorn Herd-Book says in

the preface of his second volume was a closet man ?

Was not this long hair, thick mellow hide, and short legs

derived from such a cross, adding another improvement
on to the produce of Hubback ? Nor could any of those

fanciful men, with Mr. Bates as leader, persuade me to

believe but Hubback had a cross of West Highland blood

in his veins, and, judging from his previous history, it

seems reasonable that his dam " caught him on the high-

way," which was her daily pasture. My impression is,

that this is the origin of her sou's fame in the history of

Shorthorns. Now, Mr. Editor, let us think a little, study

Hubback's character, and then tell me whether this does

not appear more like truth than the imagined pedigree

placed to his credit in Herd-Books. If " like produces

like," was there a trace of the coarse original

Durham in him? I should pronounce Hubback's
descendants and the produce of the cross-bred West
Highland heifer, though alloy on alloy, one of

the most promising features in establishing the
" Improved Shorthorn," where the Galloway cross did

not interfere. That cross, all must admit, did much
good in shortening the horn, giving quality and consti-

tution, and increasing the capacity to better stand the

hot sun or face a storm. Add all these facts together,

and then tell me how we are to get at these hidden mys-
teries.

Now let us take a look at the sale at New York
Mills. The general impression of it in America is, that

it beats all creation, and that the lords and rich com-
moners of England are the fast boys well adapted to
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buy beef aud veal |at the same price per pound as gold,

and to teach rich men here how to squander money on
hobbies ad libitum. I do not know but the next hobby
will be to throw clia(f against the wind, forced by
bravado. It was fully understood here that the contest
was to be—now John Bull, now Jonathan—now Jona-
than, now John Bull—before the pointed finger decided
the exalted happy buyer. The battle at Earl Ducie's vas

compared to Bunker's Hill ; but what we are to comjjare
the sale at New York Mills to is a question hard to

answer. Some say that " fools and their money are soon
parted." Others point the finger of scorn, and say it

was worse than "pool selling" on a race course. Ano-
ther will triumph over the sagacity of Mr. Campbell for

laying a bait so tempting for John Bull, and glory in

the fact that he travelled a long journey to catch it with
his specie treasure. Mauy say they can go to England
and purchase fifty better animals for the cost of the 8th

Duchess of Geneva, aud I believe there is much truth in

this. A good exchange in favour of Jonathan certainly.

The Editor of the National Live Stock Journal gives

a description of the farcical biddings, and the peculiar

style of each individual, and after the disposal of 8th

Duchess of Geneva, he closes by saying, " When she was
knocked off to Mr. Kells for Mr. Pavin Davis in Eng-
land, there was one long breath, then the cheers went
up, and the thousands there seemed fairly beside them-

selves, and the extravagant things that were said and

done would fill a volume. A few minutes were giveu to

allow people to recover their senses." An automaton
auctioneer could have pointed an artificial finger at the

final bid in such extravagant madness ; but will not the

finger that wrote the warning on the wall haunt the ima-

gination should the sweet countenance of Her Gmce
the Duchess change, that bright eye become dim,

that sweet head hang, that feverish tongue and breath

become oifensive so peculiar to this tribe after

winning such glory at similar sales ?—The one at

Willis' Rooms, London, for instance, with the famous

Duchesses two hundred miles away. At that time I

pronounced that sale a farce, and predicted in your valu-

able paper that half of them would die in less than a

year, one half of the remainder would produce abortions,

or prove hopelessly barren ; my predictions proved true,

of which you, Jlr. Editor, are aware. Such sales are got

up purposely to gratify the foibles and follies of rich

men, either with or without a title, and inexperienced

men attend them who have not the slightest knowledge

of the true merit of an animal, or they send a deputy to

represent them, and all for the sake of notoriety in buying

a fashionable Shorthorn at an enormous cost. At the

sale at Willis' Rooms the wine was produced to in-

ci-ease mirth ; before the sale commenced this merriment

increased, aud when all vrertjollg, the battle began. At

New York Mills wine was forbidden, and the sale in this

respect was strictly temperate. Although I was not

there, I had a tolerable examination of the herd about

three months before it took place. It was fully my in-

tention to have been present, but after shipping a car-load

of Herefords which I had purchased for a friend in Colorado,

T was just too late to meet the last train froni Detroit.

Many things are said about this wonderful auction, more

especially among Shorthorn breeders, who are jealous of

each other, and often quiz themselves out of their com-

mon sense at such meetings, frequently outstretch their

wits, and make skeletons of themselves, plainly showing

the old adage, that " wealth and wisdom cannot dwell

together," which was plainly visible at the auction at

New York Mills. From all accounts I hear of this sale,

and from reliable sources, it seems that the bidders on the

Duchesses acted like men just released from Bedlam.

The throwing up of hats, and the hideous noises made,

more resembled the acts of idiots than of practical men of

business, and this is the light in which this farcical t-ale is

generally viewed. Ihave a good tale to tell of the auctioneer's

confessions, in connection with Strafford and Thornton,

and the comparisons he made between the Shorthorns at

the provincial show at London in Canada and those he

sold at New York Mills, and the true value he placed on

the Eighth Duchess of Geneva in the eighth year of her

reign, "but this will suffice for another article when more

facts are brought to light. One more thing I will say,

it is a grand operation for this country that so many

called jmre Duchesses are going out of it, and better

coming in: it gives Jonathan an opportunity to boast

over John Bull in good sober practical judgment.

Wll. H. SOTHAM.

Cass Hotel, Detroit, Michigan.

THE PAST HARVEST AND OUR FUTURE PROSPECTS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

SiR^-—When I wrote you at the end of September on

" our other crops," a very small proportion of the potato

crop had been got up, but the whole of it has now been

secured, and a record of the past harvest would be incom-

plete without a closer estimate of the produce than has

yet been made.

The early liftings in August showed that the yield was

everywhere over an average, and though the disease set in

with great virulence about the end of that month, and has

continued with more or less severity up to the present

time, it was materially checked by the ten days' brilliant

weather at the end of September ;
soon after which the

greater part of the crop was well got up, and the outcome

is now known to exceed any that has been obtained since

the great crop of 1845, which immediately preceded the

general blight and Irish famine of 1846.

The loss this year from disease in the ground, and from

its continuance since the crop was taken up, has probably

reduced the marketable produce by three tons an acre ;

but there is little room to doubt that a full average

amount of sound ware remains.

Several crops which I have seen taken up in Essex

and Bedfordshire have yielded 10 tons an acre, and from

information received from correspondents in other coun-

ties, and in Scotland and Ireland, I learn that in numerous

instances the produce has reached 12 tons. Fortunately,

too, where the crops have been heaviest they have

suffered least from disease.

From experiments I have found that an excess of

ammoniacal manure conduces to the disease, and to an

excess of haulm, without a corresponding increase of

tubers, and that the corrective for this is an application

of mineral manures, as advised by Professor Voelcker,

namely, bone dust or superphosphate of lime.

In endeavom-ing this season to preserve my potato

crop after lifting, I stored several heaps on the bare ground

in an open shed, some on a wooden barn floor, and others

in ordinary pits, weU thatched and earthed over. The

potatoes under cover have been twice picked over, but

they continue to become tainted, and are dry and

shrivelled in appearance 5 whereas, those in the pits
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have not decayed to the same extent, and are much more
marketable in appearance.

Taking, then, the produce of 1,417,906 acres, the area

under potatoes in the United Kingdom, being nearly

50,000 acres less in Great Britain and 90,000 in Ireland

than last year, and estimating the sound produce at five

tons an acre, we have, in round numbers, 7,000,000 tons,

or IJlbs. per head per day throughout the year for a

population of 32,000,000 of people.

Last year I estimated the produce of 1,555,870 acres

at 3,000,000 tons, and we imported in 1872 and 1873
about 300,000 Ions, at a cost of £2,758,093 ; we shall

thus now have of our own produce 3,700,000 tons more
than the total consumption of last year, including im-
portations.

This ought to be adequate for our domestic consump-
tion, but foreign potatoes having now found their way
iu such abundance to the English market, they are again

pouring into London from Belgium, Holland, Fiance, and
Germany by thousands of tons weekly ; and the growers,

like the Americans with their cheese, appear to have
found out the sorts best suited to our taste, and are sup-

plying ware of the best quality.

Until last season the imports of foreign potatoes never
exceeded 31bs. per head per annum, when they at once
rose to seven times that amount, or 211bs. per head !

As potatoes are agriculturally an impoverishing crop,

and, like milk, when sold wliole and not converted into

cheese or butter, leave nothing restorative behind, it

would be a national gain to us if the foreigner would in-

crease his supplies, and allow the land now appropriated

to their growth to be devoted to the production of food

for the maintenance of live stock. We have no virgin

soil or vegetable mould to draw upon, the maintenance of

ive stock and subsoil cultivation are, therefore, now
Ihe only means we have of checking the waning fertility

tf the old arable lands of the country.

In regard to our wheat prospects, the foundation is

now laid for a good crop. Six weeks ago both light

and heavy land had become too dry and hard for work-

ing, but rain came opportunely, and the intended breadth

has now generally been well got in. This is as fortunate

for the consumers as it is for the cultivators, for while

our wants areincreasing, and required £140,000,OOOworth
of foreign food last year to supply them, our rate of pro-

duce is as certainly decreasing. Just 100 years ago Arthur

Young estimated the average wheat area at 2,795,000

acres, and the yield at 24 bushels an acre, and though we
have no reliable data to enable us to say positively what
an average yield really is, we have good reason to believe

that it has been less than the above rate for the last three

years—and this, too, uotwithstandiug that we have added

to our cultivated area by enclosure since Arthur Young's

day uo less than 7,191,016 acres of virgin soil. Our
equally well recognised modern agricultural authority, Mr
Clare Sewell Read, has lately stated emphatically that we
do not now grow as much corn as we did ten years ago,

and I think the observations of all practical men, as well

as our steadily increasing imports of food, will confirm

this opinion. Our food wants appear, therefore, to call

loudly for the full development of our own soil.

Fortunately last harvest there was abundance, and in

some places a sur|)lus of labour to secure the crops, one

of the most satisfactory circumstances of the season, as

showing that agricultural labourers had returned to their

natural employments, or been partially superseded by

machinery, or by the laying down of land to grass. I

have long advocated the lattter operation, but I think

Mr. Arch and his co-agitators have done more for the

process in one year than all its advocates have accom-
plished in twenty.

Should he become equally convinced of this, and that

a continuance of agitation will only cause more manual
labour to be superseded, perhaps he will adopt the

resolution of Burns, who, after he had tasted a nation's

profitless applause, nobly said, " I have abandoned eclat,

and now bind every day after ray own reapers !"

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

Thos. C. Scott.

KnapJiill, Surrey, Nov. 22nd, 1873.

CARTER'S ROYAL METROPOLITAN ROOT SHOW.

AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

This show in so large a building was somewhat badly
located, as difficult to find without diligent search, and it

would be well by another year if it could be arranged some-
where adjoining the poultry show, where it would no doubt
command attention more commensurate with its merits.

The display, as it was, extended from end to end of the
south corridor hall; opening with collections from
the Royal farms at "Windsor, and from the Prince of

Wales at Sandiiugham, although these handsome contri-

butions were entered as " not for competition." Amongst
the other leading exhibitors were Lord Durham, the
Duke of Sutherland, the Countess de Morrello, Lord
Southesk, Lord Redesdale, the Hon. S. F. Hamilton,
Messrs. Walker and Son, S. Pulliu, C. House, Hepburn
and Son, S. Holt, C. Gosling, and W. L. Beale ; while
of the roots the hardy swedes. Prize Yellow Globe,Mam-
moth Long Reds, New Sandringham, New Yellow Tank-
ards, Improved Red Globe, and Ellvetham Long Yellow
were amongst the best specimens. The turnip classes in-

cluded Purple Top Mammoth, Devonshire Grey Stone,
Pomeranian White Globe, and Imperial Green turnips,
all beiug well represented; and the green kohl-rabi of great
weight. There were also exhibited, carrots and "par-
snips, and some tables capitally stocked with potatoes,
so far as we could see about the strongest feature of the
show.

PRIZE LIST.
Twenty-four roots Imperial Hardy swedes.—First prize,

10 gs., for quality, Mr. C. House ; second, Lord Durham (Mf.
Tully, steward).

Eight roots of New S:indringham mangel.—First prize, Mr,
R. R. Clayton (Mr. Jeffery, bailiff); second, Messrs. Hepburn
and Son (Mr. Haws, baiiitf).

Eight roots of New Yellow Tankard-shaped mangel.—First

prize, Mr. J. L. Easor; second, Messrs. Hepl;urn and Sons
(Mr. Haws, bailiff).

Eight routs of Improved Mammoth Long Red mangel.

—

Fir.it prize, Mr. H. R. Sexton ; second, Mr. T. Beamish.
Eight root! Warden Prize Yellow Globe mangel.—First

prize, Mr. F. Fryer
; second, Messrs. Hepburn and Sons.

Ei'.;ht roots of Ititi-rmediate mangel.—First prize, Messrs.

Hepburn and Sons; second, Mr. T. Beamish.
Eight roots Red Globe mangel.—First prize, Messrs. Hep-

burn aud Sons ; second, Mr. J. L. Ensor.

Eight roots Long Yellow mangel.—First prize, Mr. R.
Choliiioudley (Mr. Jarvie, bailiff) , second, Mr. J. L. Ensor.

Eighteen roots White Globe turnips.— First prize, Lord
Redesdale (Mr. J. Scovell, agent) ; second, Mr. G. Smith
(Mr. Bottiug, bailiff).

Eigliteen roots Greystone turnip.—First prize, Mr. J. Gos-
ling ; second, Mr. W. Griffitlis.

Eighteen roots Red Globe turnip.—First prize, Mr. J.

Jackman ; second, Mr. G. Smith (Mr. Botting, baiiitf)

.

Eighteen roots Green Globe turnip.—First prize, Mr. God-
frey ; second, Mr. R. R. Clayton (Mr. J. Jeffery, baiUff).
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Eigliteen roots Purple Top Mammoth turuip.— First prize,
Mr. G. Smith (Mr. Dotting, bailiff) ; secuud, Mr. W.
Griffiths.

Eigliteen roots Green Top Hybrid turnip.—Prize, Mr. H.
C. Naish.

Eighteen roots Belgian carrot.—First prize, Mr. J. L.
Turner; second, Mr. W. Goodsoa (Mr. Clarke, bailiff).

Eighteen roots red carrot.—First prize, Mr. C. J. Furni-
vall ; second, Mr. S. Byrd.

Eighteen roots green kohl-rabi.—Firss prize, Mr. W. L.
BeaJe ; second, Mr. J. L. Ensor.

Eighteen roots parsnips.—First prize, Mr. W. C. Pragnell

;

second, Mr. Alloway.
Twenty tubers Carter's Improved Red Skin Flour Ball

potitocs.—First prize, Mr. Betteridge ; second, Mr. Hornet.

Twenty tubers Carter's Ashtop Fluke potato.—First prize,

Mr. Betteridge ; second, Mr. D. Lurasden.

Collection of potatoes, ten kidney and ten round variety.

—

First prize, Mr. Betteridge; second, Mr. J. L. Ensor.

PHIZES rOft SIZE.

Eighteen roots of Carter's Imperial Hardy swede.—First

prize, value 10 gs., Mr. W. Griffiths ; second, value 5 gs., Mr.

T. Beamish.
Sis roots of Carter's Improved M\mmoth mangel.—First

prize, Mr. T. Beamish ; second, Mi . J. L. Ensor.

Six roots of Carter's Intermediate mangel.—Prize, Messrs.

Hepburn and Sons.

All these from Messrs. Carter's stock.

SUTTON'S ROYAL ROOT SHOW.
AT READING.

This show, a very large one, was held oa Saturday,
when amongst the exhibitors were Her Majesty, the
Prince of Wales, the Duke of Marlborough, the Marquis
of Bristol, the Marquis of Ailesbury, the Earl of Durham,
Lord Bridport, Lord Calthorpe, Lord Cainoys, Sir N. G.

Middleton, Bart., Sir C. Russell, Sir Paul Huuter, the Hon.
Mrs. Hay, Messrs. R. Beyuon, M.P., J. Walter, M.P.,
H. Alisopp, M.P., W. Joyce, R. Attenborough, J. H.
Blagrave, P. H. Crutchley, J. J. Wheble, J. B. Monck,
G. and J. Perry, W. M. Tagg, S. Pullen, .T. Bnlford,

Bosall, Humfrev, Cave, N. Stilgoe, Botham, and others.

The £10 lO's. silver cup for the best 24
specimens of Champion Swede brought together no
less than 100 lots, representing 2,400 specimens.

There were some fine specimens of Mammoth Long
Red mangel, some weighing 48i lbs. each, and 12
no less than 399 lbs. The Yellow Globe mangels were
also large, while the vegetable and potato classes were
good. All the entries were of course grown from Messrs.

Sutton's stock. The judges were—For Roots, Messrs.

Wilkins, Long, aud Davies ; for Vegetables and Potatoes,

Messrs. Bell, Wildsmith, and Tegg ; and the following is

a list of the chief prizes

:

Champion swede.—First prize, £10 10s., H. Allsopp, M.P.,

Hindlip Court, Worcester; second, £a os., F. Barnet, Kings-

cote, Wootton-under-Lyne.
Mammoth Long Red mangel.—First prize, £3 3s., The

Marquis of Ailesbury, Savernake Forest ; second, £1 lis. 6d.,

J. Care.

Long Yellow mangel.—First prize, £3 2s., The Marquis of

Ailesbury ; second, £1 Is., J. Cave.

Yellow Globe Mangel.—First prize, £3 Ss., The Marquis
of Ailesbury ; second, £1 lis. 6il., J. Cave.

Yellow Intermediate Mangel.—First prize, £3 3s., The
Marquis of Ailesbury ; second, £1 lis. 6d., the Hon. Mrs. Hay.
New Golden Tankard Mangel.—First prize, £3 3s., The

Marquis of Ailesburv ; second, £1 lis. 6d , J. Cave.

Red Globe Mangel.—First prize, £1 is.. The Marquis of

Ailesbury
; second, 10s. 6d., J. Cave.

White Globe Turnip.—First prize, £1 Is., The Marquis of

Ailesbury ; second, 15s., J. Cave.

Purple-top Mammotii Turuip.—First prize, £1 Is., J. Bnl-

ford ; second, 10s. 6d., C. Collard.

Grey Stone Turnip —First prize, £1 Is., J. Barrett; second,

10s. 6d., J. Ruffell.

Red Paragon Turnip.—First prize, £1 Is., The Marquis of

Ailesbury ; second, 10s. 6d., J. Cave.

Yellow Hybrid.- First prize, 10s. 6d., H. Frampton ; se-

cond, 5s., J. G. Frankum.
Tankard Turnip.—First prize, 10s. 6d., The Marqnis of

Aile-sburj ; second, Ss., W. Wyeth.
Imperial Green Globe Turnip.—First prize, £1 Is., 11.

Frampton ; second, 15s., E. Humphrey.
Improved Green Kohl Rabi.—First prize, £1 Is., W. F.

Butcher ; second, lOs. 6d., J. Cave.

Drumhead Cabbage.—First prize, £2 2s., Central London
District Schools ; second, £1 Is., Lord Camoys.

White Carrot.—First prize, 7s. 6d., The Hon. Mrs. Hay;
.second, 5s., Sir P. Hunter.

Improved Reading Onion.—First prize, lOs. 6d., J. Cave;
second, 5s., Col. Goodlake.

Red-skin Flourball Potiro.—First prize, 10s. 6d., A. Jones
;

second, Ss., the Hon. Mrs. Hay.
New Hundredfold Fluke Potato.—First prize, 10s. 6d., Hon.

Mrs. Hay ; second, 5s., J. Walter, M.P.
Seedling Kidney Potato.—First prize, 10s. 6d., Eastharap-

stead Union ; second, 5s., J. Betteridge.

Seedling Round Potato.—First prize, 10s. 6d., the Hon.
Mrs. Hay ; second, 5s., J. Betteridge.

Collection of Vegetables—First prize, £2 2s., J. Walter,

M.P. ; second, £1 Is., Mrs. Crawshay.
Collection of Potatoes.—First prize, £3 3s., P. McKinlay

;

second, £1 lis. 6d., J. Walter, M.P.
A silver cup for a collection of Roots, consisting of six

Swedes, six Long Red Mangels, and six Yellow Globe Man-
gels, grown from seeds supplied by Sutton and Sons, and

with Morris and GritBn's manure, value £5 5s.—W. M. Tasg.

A Silver Cup, for a collection of Roots, consisting of 6

Mammoth Long Red Mangels, 6 Swedes, 6 Yellow Globe or

Golden Tankard Mangels, and 6 Turnips, grown from seeds

supplied by Sutton and Sons, and with the Guaranteed Manure
Company's Manure, value £5 5s.—The Marquis of Ailesbury.

A Silver Cup, for a collection of Roots, consisting of 6 Long
Mangels, 6 Globe Mangels, 6 Swedes, and 6 Turnips, grown
from seeds supplied by Sutton aud Sons, and with Long and

Co.'s Manure, value £5 5s.—J. Cave.

Three Heaviest Sutton's Mammoth Long Red Mangel.

—

First prize, £2, the Marquis of Ailesbury ; second, £1 10s.,

J. Cave.

Three Heaviest Sutton's Berks Prize Yellow Globe Mangel.
—First prize, £2, the Marqnis of Ailesbury ; second, £1 10s.,

J. Cave.

THE COGGESUALL ROOT SHOW.—The whole of

the productions were from Mr. King's stock. The judges

were Mr. Catchpool, of Feeriug Bury, and Mr. J. Smith, jun.,

of Pattiswick Hall. The amount given in prizes was upwards

of £30. Orange globe : First prize, Silver Cup, J. P. Hop-
kins, Wicklow ; second, £2 2s., S. Smoothy, Birdbrook ; third,

£1 Is., Rev. Canon Tarver, Tisted. Yellow globe : First

prize, £2 2s., Staines, Gosfield ; second, £1 10s., Gallen,

Little Thurrock ; third, £1, D. Robertson, Aveley Hall.

Long red : First prize, £1, Messrs. Dison, Wickham ; second,

15s., Raven, Welhersiield. Red globe ; First prize, Staines,

Gosfield ; second, Messrs. Dixon. Intermediate : First prize,

£1, E. Walford, Laver ; second, 10s., Mrs. Everitt, Feeriug.

Heaviest mangel : Prize, £1 10s., Raven, Wethersfield. Un-
rivalled swede : First prize, £2 2s., J. P. Hopkins, Wicklow

;

second, £1 lOs., W. Joyce, Walthara ; third, 15s., J. Crooks,
Leavrnbeath. Skirving swede : First prize, £3, Laver, Cres-

sing ; second, £1, Brown, jun., Blackwater ; third, lOs., B.
Sparrow, Gosfield. White globe turnip : First prize, G. P.
Swinborne, Coggeshall ; second, T. Yeldhain, Stambourne.
Green globe turnip : First prize. H. Smith, Leighs ; second,

I
Mrs. Everitt, Peering Green kohl-rabi: First prize, J.
King, Bures ; second. Hicks, Coggeshall Hall. Heaviest
swedes : Prize, £1 Is., J. P, Hopkins, Wicklow.
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SALE OF MR. A. FAWCETT'S SHORTHORN HERD,
At Childwick Hall, St. Albans, on Wednesday Octobee 29th, 1873.

BY MR. THORNTON.

It was a bold thing to venture a Shorthorn sale at the
tlose of October, but Mr. Fawcett risked his herd, and
haj^py was he to have had the sun shining so gloriously as

it did last week. Indeed, the sale had been announced
for the week before, and the postponement was fortunate,

for the rain came down in torrents the previous Wed-
nesday. Mr. Fawcett is not a breeder of yesterday. His
family, originally from Westmoreland, were connected
with the Shorthorn breed in the days of the Maynards,
the Collings, the Charges, and Wrights, ('urious, too, are

the stories of the early Shorthorns his father told him,
and his own experiences with Lensdale, Lax, Cradock,
Bolden, Watkiu, Trotter, and other northern breeders,

has fostered that love for the animal creation which he
imbibed from infancy. And this love is not for the mere
pedigree only -. it is for the development of the useful

qualities, or, as he more clearly put it in the preface to

this catalogue, " the desire to produce useful animals,

calculated to yield a profitable return for their food in

milk or beef, and with a desire to combine utility and
comeliness." No person could walk through his yards
without admiring the extraordinary growth and develop-
ment of the young cattle, and their robust health and
vigorous constitutions. Moreover, the healthy breeding
state of the cows was worth any quantity of fashionable

blood, and only too plainly showed the continual watch-
fulness and care that must have been exercised in bringing
out a herd of cattle to such perfection.

It is eight years ago since we remember Mr. Fawcett
selling off, and it was some few years even before that

when he gave up his occupation at Sandford Hall, West-
moreland, and came to reside near London. Lord Veru-
1am, in the chair, said this was not Mr. Fawcett's first but
his sixth sale, and, much as he regretted parting with"his
stock, he fully intended they should go except the "bull

Athelstane, on which he placed a reserve of 3,000 gs.

His views for liking Shorthorn breeding were novel. It

took "no man from his home, or his wife and children,"

said he ;
" it led him into no bad society ; on the con-

trary, it was the means of improving the quality of beef

and increasing it, and in so doing it added to the food
of the people, and carried comfort and blessings to the
homes of the poor."

In the ring the cows were not so striking, several being
rather low, but very healthy in condition. Lot 1, Baby,
of Lord Ducie's Bessy tribe, thirteen years old and blind,

but with a wealth of hair and flesh admirable to see, was
permitted at the request of the auctioneer to be passed

;

while daughter Bessy, lot 6, although not inheriting her
massiveness, nevertheless made up for it in dairy qualities,

being reported to give 30 quarts of milk a day. After
spirited bidding Mr. W. Ladds secured her at 76 gs.

Lot 2, Cress, was the first of the Farewell tribe, a large

useful cow, though lacking the characteristics of very high
blood ; she had bred regularly, and got a nice roan heifer

calf at her side ; both lots go into Lincolnshire, Lady
Pigot taking the cow at 50 gs., and Mr. Burgess the calf

at 21 gs. This tribe, although of a good foundation, had
been so much crossed since it left Mr. Booth's possession
nearly forty years ago, that few admirers of the strain ven-
tured to give high prices for them in the hope of redeem-
ing their old reputation. One of the nicest heifers in
the sale, a red and white yearling, lot 25, was of this tribe; a
granddaughter of old No, 2, and by Mr. Sheldon's Earl

of Barrington 2nd. Mr. Cope purchased her for his

Ii'ish estate in County Armagh, at 82 gs. Lot 3,

Roan Knight's Butterfly, a well-formed though

hairless cow, was from Roan Knight's Pride, sold, if we
remember correctly, when in calf at Towneley for some-

thing over 70 gs. She had bred well, four lots in the

catalogue being accredited to her. Mr. Chas. A. Barnes,

who, in the slight indisposition of Mr. Fawcett, assisted

in the ring, bid for this cow against Mr. Beever, and fi-

nally got her at 70 gs. She was sold after the sale to the

Earl of EUesmere at 100 gs. on condition that the addi-

tional money was added to the result of the sale. Lord
EUesmere got the whole of the females of this well-known

family ; and as the youug animals are of great promise,

there is little fear of their great reputation being lost.

Mr. Beever was the strongest opponent for this tribe,

and few men knew its merits better. Mr. Kirbell bought

one of the largest framed cows in Primula at 75 gs. for

Lord Chesham ; and he also got her little white heifer-

calf at 24 gs. Lot 7, Ariel 5th, a large good cow
of Bates' blood, and of a fine roan colour, perhaps

a trifle weak in her back, was purchased at a specu-

lative price (42 gs.) by Mr. Blundell. She had, al-

though five years old, never yet brought a live calf.

Lady Florence, a broad-backed massive red, certainly the

best-looking cow in the sale, had the unenviable reputation

of being a bad milker. She however goes to Witham-on-
the-Hill for 77 gs. Lot 9, Sarah 5th, a thin-fleshed cow
of a very pretty character, was down calving, and seemed

to make her full value at 75 gs. from Mr. Cowton, of

Hull.

The Katherine tribe was the most attractive in the

sale. There were three young poorish cows, but two
calves from each of them ; capital calves they were, with

an abundance of rich fine hair and thick flesh, on short-

legged cylindrical frames. The tribe, having four direct

Booth crosses as a foundation, was obtained from the

neighbourhood of Darlington, and went to Branches Park,

whence it passed to Mr. Pell, of Northamptonshire, from

whom Mr. Fawcett in turn obtained it. Mr. Pell had, how-
ever, allied the tribe to Mr. Game's Crown Prince, a son of

Cynric and of the P tribe. The cross had not entirely

upset the character ; the immense broad strong loin was
retained, and the deep springing rib as well as the capital

dairy properties, but there was a roughness about the

heads of some of them. Lot 10, Katherine 4th, the eldest

and largest framed, had brought forth two excellent

heifers, that were paraded in the ring with her. After very

quick bidding she fell to Mr. Bate, of Kelsterton, for lOOgs.

Lot 15, Katherine 5th, had broken her service, and so

made but 85 gs ; she goes to Mr. Waldo, of Kent, and will

be mated with Mr. Booth's young bull. King of Britain

This cow was the best breeder of the three, though some
thought Katherine 4th was ; she had not the neat-

ness of Katherine 6th, although a little better bred. Mr.
Bowstead bought Katherine 6th at 100 gs. Lot 20 began

the heifers, Mr. Fawcett naming all those of his breeding

Queens. The first in. Queen of St. Albans, a magnifi-

cent heifer in show form and in calf, was purchased by
Mr. H. Fawcett, of Leeds, for 100 gs. Her companion
was Queeu Bracelet, out of Katherine 4th ; and this

splendid animal Mr. Fawcett also secm-ed at 140 gs.

The biddings, however, seemed more reserved for Queen
Necklace, a very perfect heifer, of a light roan, and very
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full of hair and flesh ; she was also of immense size, and
in excellent condition ; she eventually became Mr. Fox's

property at 155 gs. The younger heifers also fetched

capital prices, the bidding being remarkably quick and

spirited. Mr. Longman, who is beginning a new herd at

Shendish, Herts, bought Queen of Beauty, one of the

Katherines, at 50 gs., as well as one of the Farewells.

Athelstane was walked roundthering ; some had laughed

at Mr. Fawcett's reserved price as absurd, for the bull is

now seven years old. The splendid stock that had before

gone through had given the public a higher estimation of

his qualities. The bull was shown low in condition, but

his grand masculine character, his wealth of flesh, ro-

tundity and depth of rib as well as the length and full-

ness of quarter came out admirably as he walked round.

Perhaps he might have been better behind his shoulders,

stiU the bull was low, and if fed would make up very

level in that point. He is one of the very few, perhaps

the last Isabella bull in the country, bred closely to the

Warlaby blood. There was no advance on the 2,000 gs.

bid, so he remains ]\Ir. Fawcett's property, and it was
rumoured he had been let for 200 gs. before the sals

finished. The other bulls were good even animals, those of

the Bessy tribe being the best. Belvedere had been used on

the herd, but was a little larger in his knee, so he went
for only 60 gs. Mr. Jordan bought a very fine white

bull in Buckingham cheap at 51 gs., and Buckingham's
brother. Crown Prince, a yearling, went to Mr. Upson,
Esses, at 61 gs. The demand for the calves, considering

the season and the district, was good, and resulted in an

average of £35 17s. for the 12 bulls, not"of course in-

cluding Athelstane. The females averaged considerably

beyond either Mr. Fawcett's or his friends' most sanguine

wishes ; they reached nearly £80 a-piece, and the entire

herd of 47 head, reared on but eighty acres of land,

realised £68 2s. 9d. each. Three extra lots with one

cross were sold afterwards at good figures. Mr. Faw-
cett's " Supplement " caused a good deal of talk among the

breeders present ; useful as it may have been to begin-

ners and freshmen, to those who have studied the pursuit

it must have been, as a few took occasion to express,

rather fulsome, and too elementary for practical men.

COWS AND HEIFERS.

Cress by Paul Pry (20478), dam Cressida.—Lady Pigot,

50 gs.

Her roan cow-calf, calved October 23.—Mr. J. Bnrgess, 21 gs.

Roan Knight's Butterfly by Royal Butterfly XI. (20719), dam
Roan Knight's Pride.—Earl of Ellesmere, 100 gs.;

Primula by Barleycorn (17348), dam Pride of Bushey.—Lord
Chesham, 75 gs.

Cora by Cambridge Barrington I. (14223), dam Cress.—Mr.
J. Ladds, 41 gs.

Bessy by Lord Wallace (24473), dam Baby.—Mr. W. Ladds,

76 gs.

Ariel V. by Oxford's W^iid Eyes (24716), dam Ariel IV.—Mr.
J. H. Blundell, 42 gs.

Lady Florence by Bismarck (25637), dam Acacia.—Lady
Pigot, 77 gs.

Sarah V. by Crown Prince (21510), dam Sarah II.—Mr. R.

Cowton, 75 gs.

Katherine IV. by Crown Prince (21510), dam Katlierine.—

Mr. E. Bate, 110 gs.

Marian II. by Lord Red Eyes (24459), dam Marian, and her

white bull-calf.—Mr. R. W.Gaussen, 55 gs.

Crocus by W^ellesley (25421), dam Cress.—Mr. J. Ladds,

60 gs.

Beautiful Butterfly by The Warrior (23062), dam Roan
Knight's Butterfly.— Earl of Ellesmere, 150 gs.

Comely by Wellesley (25421), dam Cowslip.—Mr. A. H.
Longman, 46 gs.

Kalherine V. by Prince Regent, dam Katherine,—Mr. E. W.
M. Waldo, 85 gs.

Katherine VI. by Prince Regent, dam Katherine II.—.Mr,
J. C. Bousted, 100 gs.

Queen of Scotland by Lord Wallace (24473), dam Primula

—Mr. J. C. Bousted, 60 gs.

Sarah X. by Prince Regent, dam Sarah HI.—Mr. E. Bate,

60 gs.

Carnation by Wellesley (25421), dam Cowslip.—Mr. W. Dud-
ding, 60 gs.

Queeu of St. Albaus by Hamlet, dam Primula.—Mr. H. Faw-
cett, 100 gs.

Queen Butterfly by Hamlet, dam Roan Knight's Butterfly.

—

Earl of Ellesmere, 100 gs.

Queeu of the South by Earl of Edmonton, dam Lady Florence.

—Mr. J. C. Boustead, 52 gs.

Queen of Autumn by Wellesley (25421), dam Cress.—Mr. E.
Hodgkinson, 58 gs.

Queen Bracelet by Athelstane (23331), dam Katherine IV.

—Mr. H. Fawcett, 140 gs.

Queen of Diamonds by Earl of Barrington II. (28494), dam
Crocus.—Mr. J. A. M. Cope, 82 gs.

Queen of Hearts by Athelstane (23331), dam Bessy.—Mr. J.

H. Braikenridge, 81 gs.

Queeu Necklace by Prince Frederick, dam Katherine V—Mr.
G. Fox, 155 i<s.

Queen Buttercup by Athelstane (23331), dam Roan Knight's
Butterfly.—Earl of Ellesmere, 150 gs.

Queen of the Vale by Athelstane (23331), dam Cora.—Mr. W.
Sisman, 57 gs.

Queen of the Roses by Prince Frederick, dam Sarah V.—Mr

.

J. 11. Braikenridge, 43 gs.

Queen of Quality by Athelstane (23331), dam Katherine IV.
—Mr. R. S. Bruudell, 80 gs.

Queen of Hope by Athelstane (23331), dam CowsUp.—Lady
Pigot, 46 gs.

Queeu of the May by Prince Frederick, dam Crocus.—Mr. W.
Dudding, 46 gs.

Queen of Beauty by Prince Frederick, dam Katherine V.—Mr.
A. H. Longman, 50 gs.

Queen Katherine by Prince Frederick, dam Katherine VI.

—

Messrs. Williamson Brothers, 32 gs.

Queen Mary by Buckingham, dam Primula.—Lord Chesham,
24 gs.

BULLS.
Belvedere by Hamlet, dam Bessy.—Mr. R. S. BlundeU, 60 gs.

Buckingham by Hamlet, dam Baby.—Mr. J. S. Jordan, 51 gs.

Comet by Wellesley (25421), dam Cowslip.—Mr. J. Cox,
26 gs.

King of Scotland by Prince Frederick, dam Katherine VI.^
Mr. R. Judkins, 21 gs..

Crown Prince by Athelstane (23331), dam Baby.—Mr. J.

Upson, 61 gs.

King of the Forest by Athelstane (23331), dam Lady Florence.

—Mr. R. Holmes, 32 gs.

Marmion by Prince Frederick, dam Marian II.—Mr. R. L
Bevau, 40 gs.

Prince of,Orange by Priuce Frederick, dam Queen of Scotland.

—Mr. S. Turnell, 30 gs.

Scottisli Chief by Buckingham, dam Comely.—Mr. H. Bailey,

21 gs.

Blair Athol by Buckingham, dam Roan Knight's Butterfly.

—

Mr. A. F. Puckridge, 21 gs.

Highland Laddie by Prince Frederick, dam Baby.—Mr J.
Gamble, 27 gs.

Unity by ]3uckingbam, dam Bessy.—Mr. W. H. Howe, 30 gs.

Summary.

£ s. d. & s. d.

35 cows averaged 79 3 7 2,770 19
12 bulls „ 35 17 6 430 10

47 head 2 9 3,201 9

AN ANTI-MALT-TAX CHAMPION.—At the last meet-
ing of the Central Chamber of Agriculture, Mr. Biddell pro-
posed that " Colonel Barttelot, M.P., be requested to place a
motion on the notice paper of the House of Commons early
next Session for the repeal of the Malt-Tax ;" and Colonel
Barttelot has just delivered two long addresses at Chichester,
in which he spoke of Local Taxation, the Income-Tax, the
Licensing Bill, the Irish Land Act, and, lo far as we can see,
of anything but the Malt-Tax, which would look to be a very
delicate subject to touch on.
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MR. MARSH'S SHORTHORNS,
At Little Offley, Hitchin, on Thursday, October 30th, 1873.

BY MR. THORNTON.

This was virtually a draft sale, " iu consequence of

Mr. Marsh having let one of his farms." Taking place

the day after the Childwick Sale, it was likely to attract

some purchasers, more especially as those animals bought
at the late Mr. Pawlett's sale with their produce were to

be on view. Mr. Marsh's herd proper has been reared

on the principles laid down by several old breeders, who
advocated the crossing of the best dairy cows in the dis-

tricts with pure-bred bulls. So Mr. Marsh got the best

cows he could find, principally from Buckinghamshire,

and these he put to good bulls, Mr. Robinson's

Northern Light being, we understood, one of his earliest.

Grand Prince (16187), from Mr. Torr's, having dune so

well, he was tempted to get another (British Baronet)

from Aylesby. Then followed three bulls from Beestou
—viz.. May Prince (24572), Prince Pearl (29674), and
Mautalini Prince (29273), the last being still iu use.

The catalogue therefore comprised only animals of three

and four crosses, and capital crosses they must have been,

fur the animals came out full of hair and substance, and
looked to have been done in a generous manner
without forcing. Some of the cows would liave

looked better with larger bags ; but they had been
milked dry in tlie morning, and had the calves been

fresher they might |)ossibly have idealized more money.
As it was, the demand was brisk for anything specially

good-looking and near profit. Many of the heifers had,

however, calved in the spring, and were only recently

bulled, which doubtless went agaiust them. The
following were the principal prices : Lot 1, Amber,
50 gs. (C. Suewing) ; lot 6, Orchid, 36 gs. (W.
Collett); lot 7, Dewberry, 42 gs. (J. Arabin) ; lot 11,

May Rose, 37 gs. (R. Norton) ; lot 13, Odorous, 52 gs.

(W. How) ; lot 19, Damask Rose, 30 gs. (W. Budding)

;

lot 21, Yewberry, 34 gs. (Williamson Brothers) ; lot 24,

Annabel, 33 gs. (W. Budding) ; lot 25, Blossom 2ud, a

])rize heifer disfigured, 37 gs. (J. Hall, butcher) ; lot 26,

Pearl, also a prize winner, 50 gs. (R. Blackwell) ; lot 34,

Lizzie, 38 gs. (R. Norton). The bull-calves ranged from

8 to 32 gs., and the Sfl.head averaged just £80 each.

Mr. F. Fowler, of llenlow, also offered a few cows and

heifers, and a young bull, which averaged £41
for the seven head. Mr. Chas. A. Barnes pre-

sided at the lunch, where about 200 sat down.

There were many breeders present from the southern

counties, also from Lincolnshire, Norfolk, Cambridge,

Huntingdon, Cheshire, and Lancashire. The Bceston

cows on view were Old Ro^e of Hope, looking very fresh,

but not iu calf. Flora had just calved a fine roan B.C.,

but the two heifer-calves bought at the sale were at

Witham-on-the-Hill for service, by Red Cross Knight.

Rose of Hope has given birth to two heifer calves, both

white, one by Lord Blithesome, and the other by Lady
Pigot's B^this, who has just died from diseased kidneys.

There were also three animals of Sir G. R. Philips' Daisy

tribe, Dahlia, a roan cow by Pan, and her two heifers,

which are of great promise. Mantalini Prince still holds

sway. He is a full roan, of great substance and hair, a

line forearm, and long well packed quarters. His stock

show all his wealth of hair and flesh, but their backs now
and again are, like their sire's, a trifle weak ; nevertheless,

a man may travel many a mile before he finds such

a bull, cows, and massive lot of young heifers as may be

found on the well-managed, high-lying, breeding farm at

Little Ofliey.

EAST CUMBERLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

THE BLAMIRE PRIZE.

[A prize of £15 given by the Trustees of the Blaraire

Memorial Fund, " to the tenant farmer who, according to the
acreage of Ids farm, i.as superseded to the greatest extent
during the year ending Sept. 1, 1873, manual labour by the
use of machinery."]

This prize was otfered by the East Cumberland Agricultural
Society iu June, 1872, and the Society accepted the responsi-

bility of appointing judges When tliis appointment required
to be made, a vast amount of argument arose as to the distinct

meaning which the Blamire Trustees intended to attach to the
wording of the prize. After consultation with them it

appeared that a very great power of discretion was to be placed
in the hands of the gentlemen to whom tlie East Cumberland
Agricultural Society intrusted the business. A committee
were aj)pointed, and it seemed that the intention was to see

what saving in expenditure liad been made by the use ol labour-
saving implements, whether by steam machinery, horse
machinery, or improved hand machinery ; and that it was the
duty of tbe judges to contrast the amount of work done, the
necessity of such work, the quality of such work, and, com-
paring varities of situation, to make themselves sure that the
implements used answered their purpose thoroughly aid well.
Seeing full well that a very difficult job awaited them the
Committee took the advice of the facetious gentleman who
wrote the Report of tlie Green Crop Judges, who designated
Mr. Todd of the Lion and Lamb as tlie only " correct
directory." Having had the directory fresh bound in cloth,

and edited carefully, he was directed to direct the judges to

four farms, the property of Messrs. Gibbons and Little. Pre-

vious to commencing personal inspection a circular was issued,

coutaininganumberofquestions which were based upon a some-
what similar one used by Mr. Morton in compiling his

numerous articles upon the cost of steam, horse, and manual
labour, which liave appeared in the Journals of tlic Royal
Agricultural Society, and also in his book, "nandbook of

Farm Labour."
The farms inspectected were those belonging to Thomas

Gibbons, Burnfoot, and Bush-on-Esk ; and those belonging to

James Little, the Guards, near Gretna, and the Fauld Farm,
near Longtown. It seems only too necessary that the object

of this prize should engage the attention of every farmer,

especially when we read about Mr. Arch and Co. travelling

througli Canada in order to ascertain how they can diminish
what is now a very dear and scanty supply of agricultural

labour, especially in the North of England, where mining and
manufacturing labour is drawing away our men and women
from agricultural labour. It appeared to the judges at once
that it was necessary to arrive at a conclusion, as near as

could be, what labour had been formed upon the competing
farms, and also whether that labour was permanent expendi-

ture and likely not to be required again during an ordinary

lease, and which would, therefore, be charged to the capital

and not the current account of expenditure, or at least divided

by the number of years the lease had to run. There appeared
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a very difficult question to decide, whether the work done was
done as efficiently on one couipetitor's farm aa upon tlie other ;

and to complicate the question more, the natural difference of

the soil on these farms required an amount of consideration.

A-sit happens, on Mr. Gibbons' farm two classes of land pre-

dominate, and a great power is given in arranging work, i.e.

wiien one farm is not able to be worked and the ovlwr one is,

and the forces of both farms are brought to bear upon one.

Mr. Little hardly lias this advantage, as the relative positions

of the farms are not so advantageous as in the case of Mr.
Gibbons, and the transfer of implements is of course more
costly, and, where rendered needful, causes of course increased

expenditure. Mr. Little, in his ansvvers to our queries, states

that his cost of labour has not diminished. Now this req.iires

a qualifying statement. He has done a very much larger

amount of work—work which the judges considered as per-

manent, and certainly not chargeable upon the current year

alone. In contrasting the work done and required to be done,

one very great point was to see the comparative difference be-

tween laud requiring large expenditure in labour and that re-

quiring a small one. For instauce, a farm with a heavy pro-

portion of permanent grass entailing no more cost than the

clearing drain mouths and cutting the fences. But it must be

borne iu mind out of acreage given below, Mr. Little has put

down upon the Guards farm 200 acres of seed grass, and also

79 acres of permanent yrass, thus leaving what may be taken
as acreage upon which labonris principally expended at279acres

out of a tkrin consisting of 558, and a net cost over his whole
acreage of £1,781, or £3 3s. lOd. ; and seeing tiiat one-half of

his farm is in grass, which is requiring an expenditure coni-

paratively of a very trifling nature, it causes the labour bill to

assume formidahle dimensions caused by the extensive rates of

Wages. We presume it must be borne in mind, in comparing
the absolute cost of labour per acre, that a huge saving is

made by the use of water machinery, and that the machinery
usid in this matter, in the opinion of the judges, was extremely

well arranged and carefully attended to.

At tiie farm at Guards, it seemed that the principal labour

expenditure had been owing to large outlays for work distinctly

chargeable to capital account. On this farm—The Fauld—we
find a total acreage of 541 acres ; out of ihese we must remove
those which cause little cost—that is, the permanent grass and
grazing lands, which amount to 235 acres, viz., 129 grazing

laud, used as arable land in due course, and 126 acres as per-

manent pasture. The land upon wliich the principal expendi-

ture for labour was employed was upon 286 acres, and the total

result gives a comparative result per acre as amounting
within a small fraction to £3 3s. Id. on the average.

On the two farms in the occupation of Mr. Gibbons the

work was pruicipally done upon the 47-1 acres of land which

may be claimed as arable land. It thus shows that upon his

farm one. third of the farm is included in what we consider

the expensive portions of the farm, whilst Mr. Little has one-

half of his land in this class. Mr. Gibbons states his cost of

labour at £2 18s. 7d. per acre ; but it must be borne in mind

that heavy payments for labour have been made for improve-

ments on Mr. Little's farm, whicli will be permanent, and are

not likely to be needful on a farm which has been long in

occupation. Tlie cost of steam cultivation in both cases seems

to have been t'he same, and done by the same company in a

very satisfactory and economical manner. The price of this

seems to be about 26s. 6d. per acre for twice grubbing and

twice harrowing, coals and water led by the employer ; about

54 acres has been steam cuhivated on tiie Guards. Fowler's

Grubbers were used. It seems that the great point to whicii

the judges' attention was directed on Mr. Little's farms, was

tho great use of grubbers in contra-distinction to the use of

ploughs, the use of simple and efficient corn drills, and such as

would be used easily and accurately by the most clumsy and

inexperienced farm servant. The piinciple which seems to

influence Mr. Little's purchases, is the notion that with care

a grabber with two horses and one man does what four horses

and two men ould do. Mr. Little has three grubbers, two

of which are nnule by Harkness of Gretna, and reflect great

credit upon lioth by liie design, which is good, and the work-

manship, which is also good. We also noticed on BIr.

Little's farm a double furrow plough, which is only used on

tlie ligiit-land portion of his farm ; as deep land cultivation

is one of the great oljjects which Mr. Little wishes to effect,

and double furrow ploughs are of no use for such a purpose.

Another class of implements connected with spring cultiva-

tion was brought before our notice, known as "Jack Ploughs."
These are perhaps not to be classed directly under the head of

labour-saving machinery ; but there is no doubt that the re-

sult produced is a saving in the cultivation, and gives an in-

creased tilth in the soil. A trial of them would be found very

advantageous to our turnip growers ; as their cons*ruction is

ha^ed almost entirely on tlie principle and theory which raised

the famous Gester deep cultivation into repute many years ago.

With regard to the grubbers, enough, perhaps, has been said,

but this principle of the swau-neck trees of both Coleman and
Tennant machines seeras to find most favour with Mr. Little.

His grubbers for turnip cultivation, between the drills during

their growth, is also very good, and his two-horse grubbers,

made by Harkness of Gretna, are really excellent. Seed
drills for grass seeds, sowing absolutely exact quantity, abd
doing eighteen acres a day with a single horse; corn drills

for broadcast, sowing to match ; drilling corn machines, all

made by Sheriff of Haddington, every one of the newest and
best description, and such, as on any farm over 300 acres

would save seed corn, which would pay for them in fee simple

tw ice over, are no mean assistance on a farm of 1000 acres.

Horseshoe ing'is only used on the turnip crops, and it seemed
strange that on such large farms as these the manure distri-

butor, which is so common iu the south of England, and a
machine saving money eveu if it does require labour, was not
to be found, especially as we were told heavy expenditure had
been incurred by the distribution of the various artificial ma-
nures used. Passing from turnip growing machines, we found
several useful implements for saving cost in the hay season, in

which a saving most perceptibly can be seen. First, we saw
mowing-machines by divers makers, but all upon what may
be considered the siuijle principle, viz., either to cut grass or

corn, and on the manual delivery principle, but not combined.
Also as a very useful article used as a rest, iu which to place

the knives of the reaper when they require sharpening in the

field. With regard to the hay- making machinery we would
venture to suggest that a small addition to the implement stock

and a great saving to the armer, would be made by sending a
cheque to Messrs. Nicholson, who would jiroduee a very good
hay-making article; and which would do them a "power of

good." Low be it spoken, when we get to harvest operations,

one of the competitors »a\s, he prefers manual and delivery

machines to self-delivery machines, because, it is more easily

brought home, and because it suffers less damage from game
when soon lifted. Will the landlords never find out that their

tenants are their best game-keepers, and that a man will put

up vi-ith endless damage quietly if he may have a shot himself

and be rid of the keeper, and that the best cheer the house
affords will be cheerfully given to the landlord and his friends,

and the "hot corners" shown him at a greatly less price than
it costs to keep a batch of keepers ? •

One point which struck the judges was the want of ma-
chinery for manufacturing food for stock. It seems that if

the principle of manufacturing food for stock is right on two
such extensive farms this principle should be adopted, espe-

cially upon a farm where water power is abundant, and railway

accommodation for the purpose of feeding from a gangway in

front of the cattle's heads would be an improvement. To get

to the far end of a long story, it reaches this conclusion, we
consider that word for word could be said for either gentle-

man's cnltivation by steam ; but although, acre per acre, Mr .

Gibbons shows a less cost per acre, we are compelled to give

an unusual limit to the labour expenditure of Mr. Little, owing
to the recent entry he has made upon his farm at the Fauld,

and his natural wish to put liis farm immediately in order.

Without saying too fulsome things concerning the farms we
saw, it is not saying anything too much, that to be beaten by
either one or the other would be no disgrace to any man in the

next two counties. Each one has shown an example of

energy and ability in saving labour, which redounds to their

own credit, and of everyone connected with them. And it is

with great diffidence the judges sign their report and de-

cide that Mr. Little should be first \ Mr. Gibbonf very highly

commended.
The Judges were^Tliomas Donald, of uinstock ; Thomas

Wright, London-road, Carlisle; Charles Vynne, of Etterby
;

and J.Railton Hetlierington, of Carleton, who were unanimous
in their award.—Signed on behalf of the above,

J. Railton Hetherington,

Sec, East Cumberland Agricultural Society.
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REVIEW OE THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

The month of November has come and gone, with

weather unusually favourable to field-work ; indeed, iu

some quarters agriculturists say the season was never

finer, and the bulk of autumnal planting has been re-

markably well got through, the young plants first sown
looking even aad healthy. Spring planting also has

been anticipated, and much soil turned up for the bene-

ficial action of frost and the air. So we commence thus

far with a good start and cii'cumstances very hopeful.

A monetary crisis, however, coming upon America at the

very time when their gatherings were being collected for

shipment, completely stopped the upward movement with

which the month began, and we cannot note any advance

on English wheat in London, though the averages show a

rise of Is. 5d. per qr., which may be simply caused by

the better quality or condition of samples ; and the only

foreign sort showing improved value is Australian, from

a continental demand, and that but to the extent of Is.

It is true the late rise to nine per cent, discount has just

been reduced to eight per cent., with a firm persuasion

that financial difficulties will soon pass away ; but that

sound in the wind, " Christmas is coming," has made
the glad change of little worth to the corn market, for

business is generally very limited when merry-making
begins ; and so long as good foreign arrivals get

iuto our ports, millers will be cautious at present

rates, for, as the top price is about 70s., not much
room is left for profit till actual pressure is

felt for want of stock. We do indeed require

say fully 12 million qrs., and such an announcement in

former times would have doubled prices, for our consump-
tion now wants 24 millions. But with an immensely
increased shipping power, and an equal stimulus to

foreign growth, by hook and by crook we may get it,

though with, perhaps, a scramble among the needy at

last. America tells us she can spare eight millions, but

are we sure it will all come here ? Southern Russia being

short iu many places may not even, combined with the

North, do more than two millions. Germany, though
now so dear, may find us one million, Australia and Chili

another million, making up the 12 millions, and Spain

and Egypt may add another if required. But our neigh-

bour, Prance, is already receiving very heavy imports at

Marseilles without any decline, and some of her country

markets, as well as Paris, are Is. dearer in spite of it.

TheTact, however, that in America prices have already

risen about 5s. 6d. from the lowest quota may defer many
exports thence till spring, and help holders here to get

clear of their stocks for the new season. One thing seems
certain, viz., that low prices before harvest are impossible

—even now they look steady, and may finish several

shillings higher. The following rates were recently

quoted at the places named : Native white wheat at Paris

71s., red 69s. ; Chili at Havre 71s.; Spanish at Marseilles

67s. 6d. ; native wheat in Belgium to 71s. ; Saale at

Hambro 62s., white 66s. ; high-mixed at Danzig 60s. •

red at Stettin 56s. 6d. ; fine at Kostock 64s. 6d. ; fine

wheat in Pesth (Hungary) 64s., at Cologne 66s. ; Ghirka
at Taganroc 51s.; red wheat at Berlin 58s. ; soft wheat at

Algiers 61s. ; white at San Francisco 65s., c.f.i. ; red.

No. 1, spring at New York 48s. per 4801bs. ; white
wheat at Adelaide 50s. per qr.

The first Monday in Mark-lane opened on very small

English supplies of wheat, but the foreign arrivals were

free, chiefly from America, and a good ])ortion from
Russia. There was a very poor show of samples during
the morning on the Essex and Kentish stands—several in

bad condition. Dry samples maintained their value, but
low sorts were exceedingly difficult to clear. The foreign

trade was on a moderate scale : white descriptions were
in demand, however, for the Continent, at full prices,

but the value of red, especially American, was scarcely

maintained. In floating cargoes not much was passing,

and no change of value was noted. The country trade

this week, though not brisk, was very firm generally, and
several places "noted a rise of Is. per qr., as Newark,
Lynn, Louth, &c., and Liverpool was 2d. per cental

higher on Tuesday, but Friday's market was unchanged.
Though a brisk business was done at Edinburgh in seed

wheat, there was no change in millers' samples, but
Glasgow noted an improvement of 6d. to Is. per qr.

Seed wheat was in demand at Dublin, and foreign went
off" well, at full rates.

On the second Mcnday the native supplies were again

scanty, but the foreign were increased, about half being

from New York and a good portion from Dantzic and
Australia. The show of English samples from the near

counties was again limited, and mostly wanting in condi-

tion. Business was but slow in the best qualities, with-

out any change of price. With but few cargoes off the

coast, prices were unaltered. The wheat trade in the

country this week was more steadily improved as to

values, many noting a rise of Is. per qr., as Alford,

Brigg, Leeds, Melton ]\Iowbray, Market Rasen, Man-
chester, Newcastle, St. Ives, &c. ; while Louth and a
few other places made the improvement of Is. to 2s.

Liverpool, on Tuesday, was Id. dearer for white, but as

much cheaper for red samples; on Friday there was a

gain for both of Id. to 2d. per cental. Edinburgh
remained much as on the previous week—active for seed

wheat, at full prices, with little doing for milling ; and
Glasgow was only firm. At Dublin, the wheat trade

generally was firm and active.

On the third Monday there was another short English
supply, and a fair arrival of foreign from various ports.

The show of fresh samples on the English stands was
scanty, and varied iu condition, though somewhat im-
proved. The best lots were picked out slowly at the

previous quotations, the remainder being difficult to clear.

The foreign trade was still deficient in activity, but prices

on the whole were well maintained, 4.merican advices

showing a large and sudden advance. The floating trade

was dull, but without quotable change of prices. This
week was generally a quiet one in the country, but
Rotherham, Stockton, Colchester, Norwich, and Glou-

cester were Is. higher. Liverpool was firm on Tuesday
and Id. to 2d. dearer on Friday per cental, lieith and
Edinburgh made no change in wheat, but Glasgow was
6d. to Is. per qr. higher. Very little change was noted

at Dublin, but a steady demand for foreign samples ob-

tained.

On the fourth Monday the English supply was small,

and the foi-eign arrivals were liberal, principally Russian

and American, both red and white. The exhibition of

fresh samples was limited, and the condition rather im-
proved, but there was no advance in price, indeed, only

former rates were demanded for the best, and the sale

was slow. White Australian was fully Is, per qr. dearer.
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aud many holders of red American were asking a like

advance, which in very few instances was realised, and
the whole trade, from the approach of Christmas, was
slow. Floating cargoes rather tended upwards in

value.

The imports into London for four weeks were 18,307
q'rs. English wheat, 158,668 qrs. foreign, against 18,883
qrs. English, 127,890 qrs. foreign last year. The ex-

ports were 16,852 qrs. wheat, 9,035 cwts. Hour. The
imports into the kingdom for four weeks ending 15th
November were 3,753,729 cwts. wheat, 354,306 cwts.

flour; against 4,625,864 cwts. wheat, 551,536 cwts.

flour for the same period in 1872. The Loudon averages

opened at 62s., and closed at 63s. 5d. Those for the

country commenced at 60s. Id., and ended at 61s. 3d.,

so the average gain was only Is. 2d. per qr.

The flour trade has been quiet through the month, but

finished with a tendency upwards on the last markets,

there having been free sales of foreign, stocks of which
were light, especially in fine qualities. Town millers

have made no change, the top price which has remained

57s., the best Norfolks 44s., and country households 47s.,

prime Montreal barrels 32s. to 33s., New York to 32s.

The last quotation for extra State there free on board was
26s. 6d. As ice has appeared in the Northern States we
must expect a falling ofl" in the shipments thence. The arri-

vals in Loudon for the mouth were 90,929 sacks English,

4,155 sacks 32,993 barrels foreign ; against 82,537 sacks

English, 22,174 sacks 12,769 barrels foreign for the same
period last year.

The supplies of maize have very materially fallen off,

and with a constant demand from its relative lowness as

compared with oats, barley, and beans this grain has

been continually rising every market, till it has gained

2s. to 3s. per qr. in the course of the month, and we
think it very probable that these rates may be yet ex-

ceeded. Mixed American was worth 34. s, yellow round
85s., fine white 36s. to 37s., or more as it has become
exceedingly scarce. Prices keep high both in Italy and
Hungary. The London receipts for four weeks were

18470 qrs., against 20,887 qrs. in November, 1872.

The barley trade, from only moderate British supplies

and very limited arrivals of foreign, has also been firm at

improving prices, and fully Is. more has been realised

on all qualities. Choice malting English has been very

scarce, and fully worth 50s. Saale is worth more at

Hamburg, and middling French has been selling at

42s., and grinding at 32s. per qr. As the Baltic seems
likely to close early, and frost has appeared in Southern
Russia, we cannot expect large foreign arrivals through
the winter, and therefore rates seem likely to be main-
tained. The receipts in London for November were
20,103 qrs. British, 17,846 qrs. foreign, against 12,769
qrs. British, 102,174 qrs. foreign in 1872.

The malt trade has been steady through the month,
and fine qualities have been fully as dear.

The light foreign supplies of oats in the previous

month prepared the market to bear some increase on the

foreign receipts at full rates, and prime old Russian
qualities have gained about Is., 381bs. per bushel
being worth 26s., aud heavier weights in proportion.

The first free arrival of new Swedes brought prices down
6d. per qr. from their softness and want of condition,

but this was regained on the last market. Stocks in

granary still being light, and our own growth never equal

to the large Loudon demand, if the frost on the Baltic

should continue and be severe we see nothing to prevent
a further rise in winter. The London receipts have been
5,215 qrs. English, 11,643 qrs. Scotch, 5,933 qrs.

Irish, 158,983 qrs. foreign, against 3,915 qrs. English,
1,250 qrs. Irish, 151,544 qrs. foreign in 1872.
The bean trade also, from reduced foreign arrivals, has

shown a rise of 2s, per qr., the native receipts being be-

low the requirements of consumption. Mazagans and

ticks, hard and dry, have become worth 39s. to 40s.

;

Egyptian sorts 40s. to 41s., and Barbary 42s. Supplies

are very deficient in Alexandria, and lead us to the con-

clusion that they have very little to send; if so this pulse

must continue firm. The arrivals in London in four

weeks were 4,129 qrs. English, 4,325 qrs. foreign,

against 3,672 qrs. English, 12,235 qrs. foreign in 1872.

The supplies of foreign peas have been still less, only

one out of four markets noting even a moderate quantity,

and the value of white sorts has increased Is. over the

advance on October, good boilers being worth 45s. to

46s. per qr., and duns 39s. If the weather should prove

hard there must be a further rise in boilers. The arrivals

of home grown were 5,397 qrs., foreign 684 qrs. only,

against 3,174 qrs. English, 6,817 qrs. foreign in 1872.
With light receipts linseed has rather gained in value,

and cakes have been firm, with a fair demand. Arrivals

this month 28,405 qrs., last year 56,563 qrs.

The seed trade, so far as cloverseed is concerned, has

hardly commenced ; fine new English being scarce was
held high. Some American has appeared that was not

expected. If large I'eceipts thence should appear the trade

may be a poor one, as they are very dull in France.

Winter tares have sunk to feeding rates.

IMPERIAL AVERAGES
For the week ended Nov. 15, 1873.

Wheat 61,007 qrs. 61s.

Barley 75,368i
^^ 443.

Oats 3,5471 ,, 2Ss.

3d.
8d.
8d.

AVERAGE S
Fob the Six Webks

EITDING
11, 1873.,

18, 1873
25, 1873
1, 1873
8, 1873

Nov. 16, 1873
Aggregate of the above....
The same period in 1872....

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

Wheat.
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IMPORTAMT TO FLOCKMASTERS.

rnHOMAS BIGG, Agricultural and Veterinary
I Chemist, by Appointanent to his late Royal Highness
The Prince Consort, K.G., Leicester House, Great Dover
Street, Borough, London, begs to call the attention of

Fanners and Graziers to his valuable SHEEP and LAMB
DIPPING COMPOSITION, which requires no Boiling, and
may be used with Warm or Cold Water, for effectually

destroying the Tick, Lice, and all other insects injiu'ious to

the Flock, preventing the alarmmg attacks of Fly and Shab,
and cleansing and purifying the Skin, thereby greatly im-
pro\'ing the Wool, both in quantity and quality, and highly
Oontiibuttng to the genei-al health of the animal.
Propaxed only by Thomas Bigg, Chemist, &c., at his Manu-

factoiy as above, and sold as tollows, although any other
quantity may be had, if required:

—

i lb. for 20 sheep, price, jai" included £0 2
61b. 30 „ „ „ 3
81b. 40 „ „ „ 4
101b. 50 „ „ , 5
201b. 100 „ „ (Cask and measure 10
301b. 150 „ „ included) 15
401b. 200 „ „ „ 10
601b. 250 „ ., „ 13 6
601b. 300 „ „ „ 17 6
801b. 400 ,. „ „ 1 17 6

1001b. 500 „ „ , 2 5

Should any Flockmaster prefer boiling the Composition, it

will be equally effective.

MOST IMPORTANT CERTIFICATE.
From Mr. Hebepath, the celebrated Analytical Chemist :

—

Bristol Laboratory, Old Park, Januaiy 18th, 1861.

Sir,—I have submitted your Sheep Dipping Composition to
analysis, and find that the ingredients are well blended, and
the mixture neutral. If it is used according to the directions
given, I feel satisfied, that while it effectually destroys vermin.
It will not injure the hair roots (or "yolk ") in the skin, the
fleece, or the carcase. I think it deserves the numerous
testimonials published. I am. Sir, yours respectfully,

William Hebapaih, Sen., F.C.S., &c., &c.,
To Mr. Thomas Bigg Professor of Chemistry.

Leicester House, Great Dover-street, Borough, London.

He would also especially call attention to his SPECIFIC,
or LOTION, for the SCAB or SHAB, which will be found
a certain remedy for eradicating that loathsome and ruinous
disorder in Sheep, and which may be safely used in all

climates, and at all seasons of the year, and to all description»

of sheep, even ewes in lamb. Price FIVE SHILLINGS per
gallon—sufficient on an average for thirty Sheep (accordrnff

to the virulence of the disease) ; also in wiue quart bottles,

IMPORTANT TESTIMONIAL.
" Scoulton, iiear Hingham, Norfolk, April 16th, 1855.

" Dear Sir,—In answer to youi-s ol the 4th inst., which
would have been repUed to before this had I been at home, I
have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficacy of
your invaluable ' Specific for the cure of Scab in Sheep.' The
600 sheep were all dressed in August last with 84. gallons of
the ' NoN-poisoNOus Specific,' that was so highly recom-
mended at the Lincoln Show, and by then" own dresser, the
best attention being paid to the flock oy my shepherd after

dressing according to instructions left ; but notwithstanding
the Scab continued getting worse. Being determined to have
the Scab cured if possible, I wrote to you for a supply of your
Specific, which I received the following day; and although
the weather was most severe in Februai y during the dressing,
your (Specific proved itself an invab table remedy, for in
three weeks the Sheep were quite cure' I ; and I am happy to
say the young lambs are doing remai'itably weU at present.
In conclusion, I believe it to be the safest and best remedy
now in use. " I remain, dear Sir,

"For JOHN TINGEY, Esq.,
" To Mr. Thomas Bigg. * " R. RENNET.
iirW Flockmasters would be well to beware of such pre-

parations as " Non-pcisonous Compositions :" it is only
necessary to appeal to their gooc' common sense and judg-

ment to be thoroughly convinced that no "Non-poisonous"
article can poison or destroy insect vennin, particularly such

as the Tick, Lice, and Scab Parasites—creatures so tenacious

of life. Such advertised preparations n lust be wholly useless,

or they are not what they are represented to be.

DIPPING APPARATUS £14.. £5, £4, & £3.

TH2

MARK LANE EXPRESS
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Office of Publication and for Advertisements, 266, Strand, London. May be had of all Booksellers and

Npwsmen Throughout iho Kinxdnm, price Sevenpence, or £1 lOs. 4d. per annum*
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allowed for such peri 'ds and at such rates as mav be aijree I upon, reference being had to the state of the Money Market.
CIRCULAR NOTES AND LETTERS OF ORKDIT are issued, payable in the principal Cities and Towns of the Con-

tinent, in Austi-alia, Canada, India, and China, the United States, and elsewhere.
The Agency of Foreign and Country Banks is undertaken.
The Pdbchask and Sale of Government and other Stocks, of English or Foreign Shares effected, and DivinENDS,

AirifuiTiEB, &c , received for Customers of the Bank.
Great facilities are also afforded to the Customers of the Bank for the receipt of Money from the Towns where the Oom-

fKuy has Branches.
The Officers of the Bank are bound not to disclose the transactions of any of its Customers.

By Order of the Directors, WM. McKEWAN, ") Joint General
WHITBREAD TOMSON, S Managers.
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